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jaC$nj30 jR II a3<Ccj3a30 UajC,CUNjcY  URIC,w jR IIRs nNICLCj30 ,,3cc jR j@3 3I3,jaRNC,
q3acCRNc R8 II 8Rna qRInL3c 8Ra NRNA,RLL3a,CI nc3 sc CLUI3L3Nj30Y i@3w a3 qCI$I3 j
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i@Cc qRInL3 Cc 0CqC030 CNjR ~q3 LCN UajcY i@3 ~acj Uaj ,RNcCcjc R8 j@3 cU33,@3c 03ICqA
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K30Ic. j@3 `RI8 M3qNICNN TaCy3. j@3 +aI 7aC30aC,@ ;ncc TaCy3 N0 j@3 +@3aN K30I
sa0. c s3II c j@3 cU33,@3c N0 Ua3c3NjjCRN R8 j@3 H33IqjC TaCy3 L03 0naCN< j@3 ,IRcA
CN< ,3a3LRNwY i@3 c3,RN0 Uaj ,RNjCNc j@3 In0jCRNc RN j@3 sRaG R8 j@3 sa033cY i@3
j@Ca0 Uaj ,RLUCI3c j@3 ajC,I3c R8 j@3 UI3Naw cU3G3ac s@CI3 j@3 8Rnaj@ Uaj ,RLUCI3c j@Rc3
R8 j@3 sa033c N0 j@3 2LLw MR3j@3a I3,jna3aY i@3 Icj Uaj <j@3ac j@3 ajC,I3c R8 j@3 UN3I
0Cc,nccCRNc Ra<NCy30 j j@3 +RN<a3ccY pRInL3c BB j@aRn<@ Bp ,RNjCNc j@3 ajC,I3c R8 j@3
CNqCj30 cU3G3ac ,j3<RaCy30 CNjR SO c3,jCRNcY
QN $3@I8 R8 j@3 Qa<NCyCN< +RLLCjj33. s3 sRnI0 ICG3 jR jG3 j@Cc RUURajnNCjw jR 3uUa3cc
Rna cCN,3a3 <ajCjn03 jR II nj@Rac 8Ra <a,CRncIw UaRqC0CN< j@3Ca qIn$I3 ajC,I3c N0 jR
FwnN<LRRNc 8Ra j@3Ca 03qRjCRN CN j@3 Un$IC,jCRNc R8 j@Cc +RN<a3ccY HcjIw. s3 sRnI0 ICG3 jR
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i@3 ~acj Lj@3LjC,CN 8aRL FRa3 jR jj3N0 j@3 +RN<a3cc L03 Cj jR ?3IcCNGC BNj3aNjCRNI
+RN<a3cc R8 Kj@3LjC,CNc VB+KW CN SOe4 sCj@  @3IU R8 N BKm jaq3I <aNj UaR<aL 8Ra
03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3cY Bj ,RnI0 $3 cC0 j@j j@3 Lj@3LjC,I a3c3a,@ CN FRa3 nNjCI j@3 3aIw
SO4zc sc aj@3a CcRIj30 N0 cURa0C, j $3cjY FRa3N Lj@3LjC,I ,RLLnNCjw $3<N Cjc
<IR$ICyjCRN 3{Rajc $w ERCNCN< BKm CN SO4S c  ;aRnU B L3L$3aY BN j@3 LC0ASO4zc. FRa3
3N03qRa30 jR EnLU cjaj Cjc Lj@3LjC,I a3c3a,@. CNqCjCN< a3NRsN30 Lj@3LjC,CNc 8aRL
$aR0 jR 03ICq3a I3,jna3c N0 UaRqC0CN< wRnN< FRa3N Lj@3LjC,CNc sCj@ RUURajnNCjC3c
jR <ICLUc3 j LCNcja3L Lj@3LjC,cY pCcC$I3 cUCNR{c R,,naa30. CN,In0CN< LR03aNCyjCRN
R8 ,03LC, ,naaC,nInLc N0 0Cq3acC~,jCRN R8 a3c3a,@ ,3Nj3acY BN IC<@j R8 cn,@ 0qN,3A
L3Nj. FRa3 $3,L3  ;aRnU BB L3L$3a R8 BKm CN SOOkY BN j@3 SOOzc. FRa3 L03 \nCj3 
UaR<a3cc CN CLUaRqCN< Cjc Lj@3LjC,I a3c3a,@ $Rj@ CN \nNjCjw N0 \nICjw. UajIw C030 $w
j@3 CNnu R8 jI3Nj30 FRa3N Lj@3LjC,CNc 30n,j30 $aR0 s@R a3jnaN30 jR FRa3 8j3a
R$jCNCN< j@3Ca 03<a33cY i@3 3cj$ICc@L3Nj R8 j@3 ~acj a3c3a,@ CNcjCjnj3 CN FRa3 03qRj30 jR
Lj@3LjC,c N0 j@3Ra3jC,I U@wcC,c. FRa3 BNcjCjnj3 8Ra 0qN,30 bjn0w VFBbW. CN SOOf
UaRqC030 j@3 CN8acjan,jna3 8Ra 8naj@3a 03q3IRUL3NjY
 0aLjC, 0CcUIw R8 j@3 UaR<a3cc R8 FRa3N Lj@3LjC,c sc L03 j K0aC0 B+K
CN lzzf. jR s@3a3 j@a33 Lj@3LjC,CNc. DnNAKnG ?sN<. D3RN< ?N FCL N0 vRN<A;3nN
Q@. s3a3 CNqCj30 c ~acj FRa3N B+K CNqCj30 cU3G3acY i@Cc C<NCj30  83cjCqCjw LRN< j@3
FRa3N Lj@3LjC,I ,RLLnNCjwY BNcUCa30 $w j@3 3qC03N,3 R8 j@3 LRL3NjnL CN FRa3N
Lj@3LjC,c. FRa3N Kj@3LjC,I bR,C3jw VFKbW UUIC30 8Ra  aCc3 CN Cjc BKm <aRnU I3q3I
N0 sc NNRnN,30 c  ;aRnU Bp L3L$3a CN lzzeY BN j@3 @CcjRaw R8 BKm. j@Cc cjCII a3LCNc
c j@3 RNIw CNcjN,3 CN s@C,@ j@3 <aRnU I3q3I R8  L3L$3a ,RnNjaw sc aCc30 $w jsR CN RN3
c@RjY ?C<@Iw LRjCqj30 $w j@Cc c3aC3c R8 03q3IRUL3Njc N0 jR ,RNjCNn3 j@3 LRL3NjnL. FKb
03,C030 jR UI,3  $C0 jR @Rcj B+K lzS:Y BN DnN3 R8 lzze. FKb InN,@30 N B+K #C00CN<
+RLLCjj33 R8 js3Iq3 L3L$3ac N0 UURCNj30 ?wnN<En TaG c Cjc +@CaY bn$c3\n3NjIw. N
B+K #C00CN< 0qCcRaw +RLLCjj33 R8 js3Iq3 L3L$3ac sc IcR InN,@30Y /qC0 2Cc3N$n0
N0 2~L x3ILNRq R8 mb. KcGC Fc@Csa R8 DUN N0 vN< HR R8 +@CN c3aq30 c
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N0 CNq3cj30 ,RNcC03a$I3 LRnNj R8 3{Rajc N0 3N3a<w jR 3cj$ICc@ $C00CN< cjaj3<C3c N0
saCj3 nU  $C00CN< UaRURcIY BN j@3 3aIw cj<3 R8 Ua3UajCRN. j@3 ,RLLCjj33 sRaG30 @a0
jR ,RNqCN,3 j@3 FRa3N <Rq3aNL3Nj RN j@3 cC<NC~,N,3 R8 @RcjCN< j@3 +RN<a3cc CN FRa3Y
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LCjj33 R8 j@3 URcCjCq3 3qInjCRN a3cnIj RN j@3 qC$CICjw R8 @RcjCN< B+K CN FRa3Y i@3 a3cnIj
sc c3Nj 8Ra  ~NN,CI 83cC$CICjw cc3ccL3Nj jR j@3 KCNCcjaw R8 TINNCN< N0 #n0<3j. s@Rc3
URcCjCq3 a3qC3s sc j@3N c3Nj jR j@3 TaCL3 KCNCcj3aȕc Q|,3 j@j ,RNq3N30 Cjc :9j@ BNj3aNA
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jCRNI 2q3Nj `3qC3s +RLLCjj33 K33jCN< CN DNnaw lzz4Y i@Cc ,RLLCjj33 L03 N R|,CI
03,CcCRN jR 03,Ia3 j@3 B+K $C00CN< c  Ljj3a R8 NjCRNI CLURajN,3Y rCj@ N ,jCq3 cnUA
URaj 8aRL j@3 <Rq3aNL3Nj. j@3 $C00CN< ,RLLCjj33 sc $I3 jR c3,na3 lzz LCIICRN FRa3N
sRN V$Rnj S4z j@RncN0 mb 0RIIacW N0 S9z LCIICRN FRa3N sRN V$Rnj Sk9 j@RncN0 mb
0RIIacW CN w3ac lzz4 N0 lzzO. a3cU3,jCq3Iw. 8Ra Cjc $C00CN< 3{RajcY
7Rna ,CjC3c. b3RnI. #ncN. /3<n N0 D3En0R. 3uUa3cc30 j@3Ca CNj3a3cj CN @RcjCN< j@3
+RN<a3cc N0 cn$LCjj30 UaRURcIc jR j@3 ,RLLCjj33 $w Q,jR$3a lzzeY i@3 ,RLLCjj33 Ra<A
NCy30  cCj3 3qInjCRN cn$,RLLCjj33 N0 qCcCj30 j@3 ,RNq3NjCRN ,3Nj3ac CN j@Rc3 ,CjC3cY 8j3a
j@3 qCcCjc N0 c3q3aI L33jCN<c. j@3 ,RLLCjj33 ,@Rc3 FRa3ȕc ,UCjI ,Cjw. b3RnI. c Cjc @Rcj
,Cjw ,N0C0j3Y  Ljj3a R8 na<3N,w j j@3 LRL3Nj sc jR c3,na3 j@3 8nN0 8Ra  jaq3I <aNj
UaR<aL jR CNqCj3 Lj@3LjC,CNc 8aRL 03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3cY iR j@j 3N0. FRa3N Lj@3A
LjC,I ,RLLnNCjw $3<N Cjc cja3NnRnc 8nN0aCcCN< 3{Rajc N0 N L$CjCRnc UIN jR CNqCj3
S.zzz Lj@3LjC,CNc 8aRL 03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3c $3<N jR Lj3aCICy3Y
#ayCI. +N0 N0 FRa3 3N030 nU cn$LCjjCN< $C00CN< UaRURcIc jR BKm CN MRq3L$3a
lzz4Y FRa3ȕc UaRURcI sc ,3Nj3a30 RN j@3 j@3L3. Ȓ/a3Lc N0 ?RU3c 8Ra Hj3 bjaj3acȓY
2qC03N,3 R8 j@3 <aRsj@ R8 FRa3N Lj@3LjC,I a3c3a,@ 0naCN< j@3 a3,3Nj @I8A,3Njnaw sc
03LRNcjaj30 j@aRn<@ qaCRnc cjjCcjC,I 0jY FRa3. s@C,@ cjaj30 c  03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaw
sCj@ URRa a3c3a,@ 3NqCaRNL3Nj. @0 ,@C3q30 N nNUaII3I30 <aRsj@Y i@Cc I30 jR j@3 ,RNA
,IncCRN j@j FRa3ȕc @RcjCN< R8 B+K sCII ,RNq3w  cjaRN< L3cc<3 R8 @RU3 jR j@Rc3 ,RnNjaC3c
cjCII cjan<<ICN<Y FRa3 3LU@cCy30 Cjc <3NnCN3 ,RN,3aN N0 CNj3a3cj CN C0CN< nN03aUaCqCI3<30
Lj@3LjC,CNc N0 UaRURc30  0aCN< UIN jR CNqCj3 S.zzz R8 j@Rc3 Lj@3LjC,CNcY
i@3 ,RLLCjj33 ,RNcC03a30 Cj CLURajNj jR c3,na3  I3jj3a R8 cnUURaj 8aRL j@3 Ta3cC03Nj
R8 FRa3Y 2q3NjnIIw. j@3 Ta3cC03Njȕc Q|,3 3uUa3cc30 <a3j CNj3a3cj N0 3Nj@ncCcjC,IIw
UaRqC030 j@3 N33030 I3jj3aY H3jj3ac R8 cnUURaj 8aRL j@3 KCNCcj3a R8 20n,jCRN. b,C3N,3 N0
i3,@NRIR<w. j@3 KCNCcj3a R8 +nIjna3. bURajc N0 iRnaCcL. j@3 KwRa R8 b3RnI N0 j@3 pC,3
KCNCcj3a R8 7Ra3C<N {Cac s3a3 IcR a3,3Cq30Y
N BKm cCj3 3qInjCRN ,RLLCjj33 qCcCj30 FRa3 8aRL j@3 lka0 jCII j@3 lfj@ R8 73$anaw.
lzzOY BN saCjCN< nU j@3 $C00CN< UaRURcI N0 s3I,RLCN< j@3 BKm j3L. j@3 $C00CN< ,RLLCjA
j33 3cj$ICc@30 c RN3 R8 Cjc UaCLaw a<nL3Njc j@3 @C<@ a3cU3,j 8Ra c,@RIac@CU 033UIw aRRj30
CN FRa3N ,nIjna3Y c  LRa3 Ua,jC,I L3cna3 jR ,RNq3w j@3 ~aL <Rq3aNL3NjI cnUURaj. j@3
TaCL3 KCNCcj3a. j@3 KCNCcj3a R8 20n,jCRN. b,C3N,3 N0 i3,@NRIR<w N0 j@3 KwRa R8 b3RnI
U3acRNIIw L3j sCj@ j@3 BKm j3LY i@3 j3L IcR qCcCj30 bLcnN< 2I3,jaRNC,c N0 3uU3aCA
3N,30 FRa3ȕc cjj3AR8Aj@3Aaj Bi j3,@NRIR<w N0 sc UaRqC030 sCj@  ,RII3,jCRN R8 LRa3 j@N
RN3 @nN0a30 B+KAa3Ij30 N3sc ajC,I3c $w FRa3N Ua3cc IRN< sCj@ j@3Ca 2N<ICc@ cnLLaC3cY
/naCN< j@3 $C00CN< UaR,3cc. j@3 8RIIRsCN< js3Iq3 ,RnNjaC3c qRInNjaCIw c3Nj I3jj3ac R8 cnUA
URaj 8Ra FRa3- DUN. +@CN. BN0C. ?RN< FRN<. pC3jNL. bCN<URa3. KIwcC. i@CIN0.
+L$R0C. T@CICUUCN3c. inNCcC N0 KRaR,,RY BKm @3I0 Cjc NNnI 2u3,njCq3 +RLLCjj33
V2+W L33jCN< CN 7ny@Rn. +@CN. 0naCN< UaCI S4 N0 SO. lzzOY i@3a3. BKm 03,C030 jR a3,A
RLL3N0 b3RnI c j@3 @RcjCN< ,Cjw 8Ra B+K lzS:Y BKm 2+ȕc a3,RLL3N0jCRN sc 8RaLIIw
UUaRq30 j j@3 lzSz BKm ;3N3aI cc3L$Iw V;W CN #N<IRa3. BN0C. @3I0 8aRL n<ncj Sf
jR Se. lzSzY

Ta3UajCRN
j  UI3Naw L33jCN< RN MRq3L$3a S9. lzSk. j@3 MjCRNI cc3L$Iw R8 FRa3 Rq3as@3ILA
CN<Iw 0RUj30  a3cRInjCRN CN cnUURaj R8 b3RnI B+KY i@3 a3cRInjCRN cjj3c j@j j@3 MjCRNI
cc3L$Iw
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Ë Cc 030C,j30 jR cnUURajCN< b3RnI B+K jR @RI0  cn,,3cc8nI +RN<a3cc.
Ë sCII LG3 cU3,CI 3{Rajc jR 3N,Rna<3 3q3aw ,CjCy3N CN II ~3I0c. CN,In0CN< j@3 <RqA
3aNL3Nj. CN0ncjaw. Ua3cc N0 ,03LC. jR UajC,CUj3 CN N0 jR @q3 CNj3a3cj CN j@3
+RN<a3cc.
Ë Cc sa3 j@j j@3 03q3IRUL3Nj N0 URUnIaCyjCRN R8 8nN0L3NjI c,C3N,3. CN,In0CN<
Lj@3LjC,c. Cc R8 cC<NC~,Nj CLURajN,3 jR j@3 NjCRNI ,RLU3jCjCq3N3cc. N0
Ë na<3c j@3 <Rq3aNL3Nj jR UaRqC03 8nII cnUURaj 8Ra b3RnI B+KY
BN ,3I3$ajCRN R8 j@3 0RUjCRN R8 j@3 UaICL3Njaw a3cRInjCRN. N B+K 8RanL RN Ȓ#3wRN0
N0 8j3a b3RnI B+Kȓ sc @3I0 RN /3,3L$3a Szj@ j j@3 MjCRNI cc3L$Iw. jj3N030 $w jsR
I3<CcIjRac.  03I3<jCRN 8aRL j@3 MjCRNI cc3L$Iw bjN0CN< +RLLCjj33.  /3Unjw KCNCcj3a
R8 b,C3N,3. B+i N0 7njna3 TINNCN<. IRN< sCj@ Rq3a Slz Lj@3LjC,CNcY
00CjCRNIIw. j@3 FRa3N <Rq3aNL3Nj 03,Ia30 j@3 w3a lzS: c j@3 FRa3N Kj@3LjA
C,I v3a N0 N R|,CI UaR,ILjCRN ,3a3LRNw sc @3I0 RN DNnaw Sk. lzS:Y rCj@ Rq3a
Szz a3Ua3c3NjjCq3c 8aRL j@3 c,C3N,3 ,RLLnNCjw. j@3 KCNCcj3a R8 b,C3N,3. B+i N0 7njna3
TINNCN< N0 j@3 KCNCcj3a R8 20n,jCRN 00a3cc30 j@3 n0C3N,3 j j@3 ,3a3LRNwY TaCRa jR
j@3 ,3a3LRNw.  8RanL RN ȒKj@3LjC,c.  F3w TIw3a R8 +a3jCq3 2,RNRLwȓ sc @3I0 jR
GC,GAcjaj j@3 ,jCqCjC3c UINN30 8Ra j@3 w3a. j s@C,@ KaC DY 2cj3$N 03ICq3a30  G3wNRj3
I3,jna3 RN ȒHCNG<3 $3js33N Kj@3LjC,c N0 BN0ncjawȓ. 8RIIRs30 $w jsR CNqCj30 I3,jna3c
N0  UN3I 0Cc,nccCRNY

?RcjCN< R8 j@3 +RN<a3cc
i@3 Sej@ BKm ;3N3aI cc3L$Iw sc @3I0 8aRL n<ncj Sz jR SS. lzS:. CN j@3 @CcjRaC, ,Cjw
R8 ;w3RN<En IR,j30 CN cRnj@3aN FRa3Y i@3 @CcjRaw R8 ;w3RN<En 0j3c $,G jR N,C3Nj jCL3c.
s@3N j@3 ,Cjw sc j@3 ,UCjI R8 j@3 bCII /wNcjw V9e #+Ģ/ Ok9W j@j a3C<N30 8Ra j@3
IRN<3cj U3aCR0 CN j@3 @CcjRaw R8 FRa3Y i@3 3NjCa3 ,Cjw @c $33N 03cC<Nj30 c  mM2b+Q
rRaI0 +nIjnaI ?3aCj<3 nN03a j@3 NL3. ;w3RN<En ?CcjRaC, a3cY /naCN< j@3 cc3L$Iw j
cn,@ @CcjRaC,IIw aC,@ ,Cjw. `CR 03 DN3CaR. #ayCI. sc NNRnN,30 c j@3 N3uj B+K @Rcj ,CjwY
i@3 b3RnI B+K sc @3I0 8Ra NCN3 0wc 8aRL j@3 Skj@ j@aRn<@ j@3 lScj R8 n<ncj. lzS:.
j +Q2t CN b3RnIY b3RnI. j@3 ,UCjI R8 FRa3. Cc j@3 ,3Nj3a R8 FRa3N ,nIjna3 N0 30n,jCRN
c s3II c URICjC,c N0 3,RNRLC,cY c  ,Cjw sCj@  @CcjRaw R8 LRa3 j@N fzz w3ac. b3RnI Cc
nNC\n3 CN j@j @CcjRaC,I cCj3c N0 LR03aN ,nIjnaI 8,CICjC3c ,R3uCcj CN @aLRNwY Bj Cc Iswc
$ncjICN< sCj@ ,RIRa8nI 3q3Njc. U3a8RaLN,3c N0 a33N,jL3Njc R8 ja0CjCRNI ,jCqCjC3cY
i@3 +RN<a3cc q3Nn3. +Q2t. Cc  $ncCN3cc N0 ,nIjnaI @n$ IR,j30 CN j@3 @3aj R8 b3RnIȕc
$ncCN3cc 0CcjaC,jY Bj Cc  ,RNq3NjCRN N0 3u@C$CjCRN ,3Nj3a c s3II c  URUnIa 3Nj3ajCNL3Nj
jja,jCRN 8Ra $Rj@ 0RL3cjC, N0 8Ra3C<N qCcCjRacY cCȕc Ia<3cj nN03a<aRnN0 LII. j@a33 ~q3A
cja @Rj3Ic.  03UajL3Nj cjRa3.  cn$sw cjjCRN. N CaURaj j3aLCNI. jR NL3  83s. a3 II
IR,j30 j +Q2tY
rCj@  jRjI R8 9.lSe a3<CcjaNjc 8aRL Sll ,RnNjaC3c. j@3 b3RnI B+K c3j  N3s a3,Ra0
8Ra @C<@3cj NnL$3ac R8 UajC,CUNjc N0 ,RnNjaC3c CN j@3 @CcjRaw R8 B+KY i@3 +RN<a3cc sc
 c,@RIaIw 83cjCqI R8 ,03LC, Ua3c3NjjCRNc N0 0Cc,nccCRNc N0  83cj R8 0Cq3ac3 ,nIjnaI
UaR<aLc 8Ra 0RI3c,3Njc N0 j@3 <3N3aI Un$IC,Y IcR. c j@3 w3aȕc 7C3I0c K30ICcjc CN,In030
j@3 q3aw ~acj 83LI3 sCNN3a. N nNUa3,303Nj30 N0 3u,3UjCRNI c,3N3 sc Ua3c3Nj30 0naCN< j@3
sa0CN< ,3a3LRNw c j@3 @Rcj Vj@3 Ta3cC03Nj R8 BKmW. j@3 sa03a Vj@3 Ta3cC03Nj R8 FRa3W
N0 j@3 sa033 s3a3 II 83LI3cY paCRnc Un$IC, UaR<aLc. @3I0 0naCN< j@3 0wc R8 j@3
+RN<a3cc sCj@ N CL R8 URUnIaCyCN< Lj@3LjC,c. s3a3 UajC,CUj30 $w lS.lle 0RI3c,3Njc
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N0 j@3 <3N3aI Un$IC,Y i@3 a3,Ra0 R8  jRjI R8 le.k9O UajC,CUNjc j b3RnI B+K sCII $3
a3L3L$3a30 8Ra LNw w3ac @30Y
Bj Cc  ja0CjCRN R8 j@3 +RN<a3cc 8Ra CNj3aNjCRNI ,RN83a3N,3c CN qaCRnc Lj@3LjC,c ~3I0c
jR @RI0 $38Ra3 N0 8j3a j@3 +RN<a3cc 0wc CN j@3 @RcjCN< N0 N3C<@$RaCN< ,RnNjaC3cY 7Ra j@3
,c3 R8 b3RnI B+K.  jRjI R8 9S cj3IICj3 ,RN83a3N,3c. k9 CN FRa3 N0 Sf CN N3C<@$RaCN<
,RnNjaC3c. jRRG UI,3Y
i@3 RU3NCN< ,3a3LRNw RN j@3 ~acj 0w R8 j@3 +RN<a3cc $3<N sCj@ N RU3NCN< 00a3cc
N0  s3I,RLCN< 00a3cc $w ?wnN<En TaG. j@3 +@CaLN R8 j@3 b3RnI B+K Qa<NCyCN< +RLA
LCjj33. N0 BN<aC0 /n$3,@C3c. j@3 Ta3cC03Nj R8 BKmY TaG ;3nNA@w3. j@3 Ta3cC03Nj R8 FRa3.
jj3N030 j@3 ,3a3LRNwY 8j3a sa0CN< j@3 7C3I0c K30Ic. j@3 `RI8 M3qNICNN TaCy3. j@3
+aI 7aC30aC,@ ;ncc TaCy3 N0 j@3 +@3aN K30I sa0. c@3 03ICq3a30  ,RN<ajnIjRaw 0A
0a3cc. s3I,RLCN< 8Ra3C<N qCcCjRac 8aRL II Rq3a j@3 sRaI0 N0 3LU@cCyCN< j@3 CLURajN,3 R8
Lj@3LjC,c c  $cCc R8 0qN,3L3Nj 8Ra j@3 @CcjRaw R8 LNGCN0Y Qq3a :.zzz 0RL3cjC, N0
8Ra3C<N ~<na3c 8aRL j@3 Lj@3LjC,I ,RLLnNCjw. j@3 CN0ncjaw N0 j@3 L30C jj3N030 j@3
,3a3LRNw. s@C,@ sc IcR $aR0,cj30 ICq3 j@aRn<@ 2#b V20n,jCRNI #aR0,cjCN< bwcj3LW
ip cjjCRNY MnL3aRnc Ua3cc U3acRNN3I IcR qCcCj30 jR ,Rq3a j@3 ,3a3LRNwY i@3a3 s3a3 LRa3
j@N S.9zz 0RL3cjC, L30C ,Rq3a<3c 0naCN< j@3 +RN<a3cc. a33,jCN< j@3 3u,Cj3L3Nj N0 j@3
@3j30 CNj3a3cj R8 j@3 <3N3aI Un$IC,Y
i@3 2#b ip cjjCRN sRaG30 ,IRc3Iw sCj@ j@3 Ra<NCyCN< ,RLLCjj33 jR $aCN<  cn,,3cc8nI
@RcjCN< N0 3uUN0CN< j@3 $c3 R8 Lj@3LjC,cY iR j@Cc 3N0. 2#b 03cC<Nj30 N S4A0wcA
IRN< U3aCR0 8aRL n<ncj :j@ j@aRn<@ lScj c j@3 Kj@ TRUnIaCyjCRN r33G N0 $aR0,cj30
qaCRnc Lj@3LjC,cAa3Ij30 ,RNj3Njc cn,@ c Lj@3LjC,I 0R,nL3NjaC3cY 2#b IcR $aR0A
,cj30 j@3 RU3NCN< ,3a3LRNw N0 j@3 Un$IC, I3,jna3c R8 j@3 +RN<a3ccY
/CIw N3scUU3ac. Kj@Ta3ccR. s3a3 UaR0n,30 ERCNjIw sCj@ FRa3 DRRN<N< /CIw N0
0CcjaC$nj30 0naCN< j@3 0wc R8 j@3 +RN<a3cc. s@C,@ CN,In030 CNj3aqC3sc R8 sa0 sCNN3ac N0
cU3,CI I3,jna3ac. N0 ,Rq3a<3c RN j@3 ,nIjnaI 3q3Njc j@j jRRG UI,3 RN 3q3aw ,RaN3a R8 j@3
q3Nn3Y i@3 Ra<NCyCN< ,RLLCjj33 IcR ,RII$Raj30 sCj@ bUaCN<3a jR Un$ICc@ j@3 b3RnI BNA
j3IIC<3N,3a N0 0CcjaC$nj30 jR II a3<Ccj3a30 UajC,CUNjcY i@Cc L<yCN3 ,RNjCNc CN8RaLjCq3
ajC,I3c N0 c3q3aI c,C3NjC~, UU3ac. N0 sc s3II a3,3Cq30 $w Cjc a303acY
i@3 Ra<NCyCN< ,RLLCjj33 L03 cU3,CI 3{Rajc jR LG3 II I3,jna3c qCI$I3 8Ra sj,@CN<
RN j@3 CNj3aN3jY pQ/c R8 R|,CI 3q3Njc cn,@ c j@3 ,3a3LRNC3c N0 ,03LC, I3,jna3c ,N
$3 sj,@30 8aRL j@3 R|,CI s3$cCj3 R8 b3RnI B+K j sssYC,LlzS:YRa< N0 8aRL  vRnjn$3
,@NN3I j sssYwRnjn$3Y,RLgnc3agB+KlzS:pQ/Y T@RjR<aU@c jG3N 0naCN< j@3 +RN<a3cc
,N IcR $3 8RnN0 8aRL j@3 b3RnI B+K s3$cCj3 N0 Cjc 7,3$RRG s3$U<3 j sssY8,3$RRGY
,RLgb2QmHB+KlzS:Y
7Rna sa0 sCNN3a I3,jna3c. ~q3 In0jCRNc. jsR sa0 I3,jna3c. 8Rna cU3,CI I3,jna3c. SO
UI3Naw I3,jna3c See CNqCj30 I3,jna3c. f:f c@Raj ,RLLnNC,jCRNc N0 k44 URcj3a Ua3c3NjA
jCRNc s3a3 L03 c j@3 c,C3NjC~, UaR<aL R8 j@3 +RN<a3ccY i@Cc CN,In03c j@3 2LLw MR3j@3a
H3,jna3 $w ;3Ra<C #3NGaj N0 j@3 $3I H3,jna3 $w DR@N KCINRaY c  a3cnIj.  jRjI R8
S.l:9 a3c3a,@ a3cnIjc s3a3 CNjaR0n,30 N0 UajC,CUNjc s3a3 UaRqC030 sCj@ N RUURajnNCjw
jR U33G CNjR j@3 a3,3Nj 0qN,3L3Njc CN Lj@3LjC,cY BN 00CjCRN. 3C<@j CNqCj30 UN3Ic s3a3
Ra<NCy30 0naCN< j@3 +RN<a3cc RN j@3 8RIIRsCN< jRUC,cË
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë

r@w bi2K]
?Rs c@RnI0 s3 j3,@ $3jj3a]
Kj@3LjC,c Cc 3q3aws@3a3
`/ URIC,w
BK;BM`v TN3I- Kj@ ,RLLnNC,jCRN 8Ra j@3 8njna3 Ģ  pCcCRN bIL
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Ë Kj@3LjC,I KccCq3 QU3N QNICN3 +Rnac3c
Ë 7njna3 R8 Tn$ICc@CN<
Ë rRaI0 /C<CjI Kj@3LjC,c HC$aaw
i@3 b3RnI B+K sc URcCjCq3Iw 3qInj30 NRj RNIw RN j@3 \nNjCjw N0 \nICjw R8 Cjc c,CA
3NjC~, UaR<aLc N0 RN Cjc cLRRj@ LN<3L3Nj. $nj IcR RN Cjc aRI3 CN 3uj3N0CN< cnUURaj
8Ra 03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3c N0 a3CN8Ra,CN< Lj@3LjC,I URUnIaCyjCRNY i@3 FRa3N Lj@3A
LjC,I ,RLLnNCjw @c ,RNjCNnRncIw 3uUa3cc30 N0 3LU@cCy30 j@3 cRIC0aCjw N0 cnUURaj
8Ra Lj@3LjC,CNc CN 03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3c cjaCqCN< LC0cj URRa a3c3a,@ 3NqCaRNL3NjY c 
a3cnIj R8 cn,@ 3{Rajc. j@3 MMmK UaR<aL CNqCj30 S.zzz Lj@3LjC,CNc 8aRL 03q3IRUCN<
,RnNjaC3c. R8 s@RL ff: UajC,CUj30 CN j@3 +RN<a3cc 8aRL 49 ,RnNjaC3c CN bRnj@ L3aC,.
bRnj@3cj cC. 2cj3aN 2naRU3 N0 8aC,Y i@3 ~NN,CI cnUURaj sc <aNj30 CN j@a33 ,j3A
<RaC3c- :9X c3NCRa Lj@3LjC,CNc. :9X EnNCRa Lj@3LjC,CNc N0 SzX 0qN,30 <a0nj3
cjn03NjcY
mURN j@Cc RUURajnNCjw. BKm IcR Ra<NCy30 N0 @Rcj30 j@3 K2MQ VKj@3LjC,c CN
2L3a<CN< MjCRN- ,@C3q3L3Njc N0 QUURajnNCjC3cW bwLURcCnL j j@3 +RN<a3cc q3Nn3 RN
j@3 0w $38Ra3 j@3 RU3NCN< ,3a3LRNw jR 0Cc,ncc j@3 L3cna3c CN 8naj@3a cnUURajCN< Lj@3LjA
C,c CN 03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3cY /naCN< j@Cc cwLURcCnL. 3{Rajc jR Ua3Ua3 qaCRnc 03qC,3c 8Ra
c@a30 <aRsj@ R8 03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3c $3<N CN 3aN3cj $w 3cj$ICc@CN<  a3c3a,@ 83IIRsc@CU
8Ra <a0nj3 cjn03Njc N0 aCcCN< 8nN0cY
N CLURajNj 83jna3 R8 b3RnI B+K ,RLUa30 jR Cjc Ua3,303Njc Cc j@j Cj NRj RNIw c3aq30
c N ,03LC, 3q3Nj 8Ra c,@RIac $nj j@j N 3uj3N030 UajC,CUjCRN R8 j@3 <3N3aI Un$IC, sc
0asN j@aRn<@ qaCRnc ,nIjnaI UaR<aLcY
BN j@3 3q3NCN< R8 j@3 RU3NCN< ,3a3LRNw.  Un$IC, I3,jna3 sc 03ICq3a30 $w j@3 @RNRaaw
Ua3cC03Nj R8 j@3 `3NCccN,3 i3,@NRIR<C3c. DL3c bCLRNc. s@R Cc a3NRsN30 8Ra CNj3<ajCN<
Lj@3LjC,I j@3RaC3c CNjR NIwyCN< j@3 cjR,G LaG3jY bCLRNc Cc IcR s3IIAGNRsN 8Ra ,RNA
jaC$njCN<  Ia<3 URajCRN R8 @Cc cc3jc jR j@3 0qN,3L3Nj R8 c,C3N,3 N0 30n,jCRNY /naCN<
@Cc Un$IC, I3,jna3 CN 8aRNj R8 N n0C3N,3 R8 9.zzz RN j@3 q3aw cU3,CI aRI3 Lj@3LjC,c UIw30
CN @Cc IC83. bCLRNc ,RN~03NjIw ccna30 j@j Lj@3LjC,c sCII $3 j@3 <a3j3cj s3URN CN j@3
c,C3NjC~,. j3,@NRIR<C,I N0 3,RNRLC, 0qN,3L3Nj R8 j@3 8njna3Y
i@3 BK;BM`v 3u@C$CjCRN. ERCNjIw R{3a30 $w j@3 MjCRNI BNcjCjnj3 8Ra Kj@3LjC,I
b,C3N,3c VMBKbW R8 FRa3 N0 Kj@3LjCc,@3c 7Rac,@nN<cCNcjCjnj Q$3asRI8,@ R8 ;3aLNw.
CNjaR0n,30 N0 UaRqC030 RUURajnNCjw jR 3uU3aC3N,3 ,RNj3NjcA,3Nj3a30 Lj@3LjC,I ,RN,3Ujc
jR qCcCjRac j@aRn<@ j@3 UUIC,jCRN R8 cjj3AR8Aj@3Aaj @a0sa3 cn,@ c jRn,@ UN3IcY
i@3 #aC0<3c ,RN83a3N,3 Cc j@3 Ia<3cjAc,I3 Lj@3LjC,cA$c30 CNj3aNjCRNI ,RN83a3N,3
CNj3<ajCN< Lj@3LjC,c N0 j@3 ajcY #aC0<3c jRRG UI,3 j ;s,@3RN MjCRNI b,C3N,3
Knc3nL.  cn$swAaC03 sw 8aRL +Q2t. 0naCN< j@3 +RN<a3cc 0wcY Bj @3I0 qaCRnc 3q3Njc
N0 sc qCcCj30 $w LRa3 j@N ~8jw j@RncN0 U3RUI3Y
QN n<ncj SOj@.  Kj@ KRqC3 b,a33NCN<. ,RcURNcRa30 $w j@3 Ra<NCyCN< ,RLLCjj33 N0
j@3 7a3N,@ 2L$ccw CN FRa3. UIw30  7a3N,@ 0R,nL3Njaw ~IL jCjI30. ?Rs B +L3 jR ?j3
Kj@c V+RLL3Nj DȕC /āj3cjā H3c Kj@cW Y +ā0aC, pCIINC U3acRNIIw jj3N030 j@3 3q3Nj jR
CNjaR0n,3 j@3 ~IL N0 jR @RI0  [ c3ccCRN sCj@ j@3 n0C3N,3 8j3a j@3 c,a33NCN< IRN< sCj@
jsR a3NRsN30 Lj@3LjC,CNc. D3NATC3aa3 #Rna<nC<NRN N0 ;3ajAKajCN ;a3n3IY i@Cc sc
N RUURajnNCjw jR Ua3c3Nj jR j@3 Un$IC, j@3 3qC03NjIw 3uUN0CN< CNn3N,3 R8 Lj@3LjC,cY QN
j@3 cL3 0w. #0nG V;RW 3q3Njc. CN,In0CN< cCLnIjN3Rnc <L3c sCj@ UaR83ccCRNI UIw3ac.
0a3s CNj3Nc3 CNj3a3cjc 8aRL Lj@3LjC,CNc N0 j@3 <3N3aI Un$IC,Y
7Ra j@3 IR<R R8 b3RnI B+K. j@3 Ra<NCyCN< ,RLLCjj33 ,RN0n,j30  NjCRNsC03 ,II 8Ra Cjc
03cC<NY b3I3,j30 8j3a c3q3aI aRnN0c R8 a3qC3s. j@3 IR<R ,RLUaCc3c jsR <RI03N cUCaIc j@j

Qa<NCyjCRN R8 j@3 +RN<a3cc
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<aRs N0 3uUN0 j j@3 aj3 R8 <RI03N ajCR. cwL$RICyCN< j@3 LCN j@3L3 R8 j@3 +RN<a3cc N0
03UC,jCN< j@3 i3A;3nG R8 j@3 FRa3N NjCRNI <Y
 Lj@3LjC,I ,I3N0a sc UaR0n,30 N0 0CcjaC$nj30 j@aRn<@ b3RnI B+K s3$cCj3. s@C,@
CNj3<aj30 Lj@ 8RaLnIc N0 8,jc sCj@ 3,@ 0w CN j@3 ,I3N0aY i@3 ,I3N0a ,RNjCNc qaA
CRnc ,RNj3Njc 8aRL cCLUI3 RN3c 8Ra 3I3L3Njaw c,@RRI cjn03Njc jR ,@II3N<CN< RN3c 8Ra 3uU3A
aC3N,30 Lj@3LjC,CNc. 8aRL ,RLLRN aCj@L3jC, RU3ajCRNc jR a3LaG$Iw ,RLUI3u 3uUa3cA
cCRNc. N0 8aRL sCjjw Lj@3LjC,I ERG3c jR aj@3a c3aCRnc 8,jcY i@3 LCN c,@30nI3 R8 j@3
+RN<a3cc sc IcR LaG30 CN j@3 ,I3N0a jR C0 j@3 UajC,CUNjcY i@3 Ra<NCyCN< ,RLLCjj33
IcR sRaG30 ,RII$RajCq3Iw sCj@ j@3 FRa3N <Rq3aNL3Nj jR Cccn3 b3RnI B+K ,RLL3LRaA
jCq3 cjLUc. s@C,@ 83jna3c j@3 Twj@<Ra3N i@3Ra3L. 2nI3aȕc j@3Ra3L <CqCN< N3,3ccaw N0
cn|,C3Nj ,RN0CjCRNc R8  <aU@ @qCN< N 2nI3aCN jRna. N0 j@3 Tc,Iȕc iaCN<I3Y
 q3aw NRj$I3 ,RLURN3Nj R8 b3RnI B+K Cc Cjc ,RaUc R8 qRInNj33acY i@3 Ra<NCyCN< ,RLA
LCjj33 a3<a030 B+K qRInNj33ac c URj3NjCI I303ac R8 8njna3 Lj@3LjC,c N0 03cC<N30 j@3
qRInNj33a UaR<aL c N 30n,jCRNI UaR,3cc aj@3a j@N L3a3Iw  cRna,3 R8 LNURs3aY i@3
,RLLCjj33 03,C030 jR anI3 Rnj LCNRac N0 ICLCj30 qRInNj33ac jR ,RII3<3 N0 <a0nj3 cjnA
03NjcY BN 8,j. j@3a3 s3a3 cjaRN< CNj3a3cjc 8aRL @C<@ c,@RRI cjn03Njc. s@Rc3 Ua3Njc 3uUa3cc30
0CccjCc8,jCRN jR j@3 ,RLLCjj33 0naCN< j@3 c3I3,jCRN UaR,3ccY i@3 ,RLLCjj33 a3,3Cq30 LRa3
j@N ezz qRInNj33a UUIC,jCRNcY r@CI3 j@3 LERaCjw sc Lj@3LjC,c LERac. j@3a3 s3a3
IcR cjn03Njc 8aRL Rj@3a 0Cq3ac3 0Cc,CUICN3cY 2q3NjnIIw. 8j3a UUIC,jCRN c,a33NCN<c N0 jsR
CNj3aqC3sc. l4z qRInNj33ac s3a3 c3I3,j30Y  jaCNCN< UaR<aL ,RNcCcjCN< R8 j@a33 aRnN0c R8
jaCNCN< ,Rnac3c sc LN0j30Y i@3 UaR<aL NRj RNIw ,RNcCcj30 R8 IR<CcjC, jaCNCN< Ljj3ac.
$nj IcR CN,In030 I3,jna3c $w a3NRsN30 Lj@3LjC,CNc RN j@3 CLURajN,3 R8 LR03aN Lj@3A
LjC,cY ILRcj II qRInNj33ac a3LCN30 RNcCj3 nNjCI j@3 3N0 R8 j@3 +RN<a3cc sCj@Rnj 0aRURnjc
N0 j@3 qRInNj33acȕ $IR< sc ~II30 sCj@ jRn,@CN< cjRaC3c R8 L3LRa$I3 LRL3NjcY bRL3 R8
j@3c3 cjn03Njc a3 Ia30w 0Cc,nccCN< @Rs jR cq3 LRN3w jR jj3N0 j@3 N3uj `CR 03 DN3CaR
B+KY r3 $3IC3q3 j@Cc 3Nj@ncCcL Cc NR I3cc j@N Nw cn,,3cc s3 Lw @q3 ,,RLUICc@30
N0 0qCc3 8njna3 ,RN<a3cc Ra<NCy3ac jR UIN s3II @30 jR anN N 3N3a<3jC, N0 cn,,3cc8nI
qRInNj33a UaR<aLY

+RLLCjj33c R8 j@3 +RN<a3cc

BY HR,I Qa<NCyCN< +RLLCjj33c
2u3,njCq3 Qa<NCyCN< +RLLCjj33
?wnN<En TaG. TQbi2+?  MBKb. +@Ca
?wN<AbRRG H33. 2s@ rRLNc mNCq3acCjw. b3NCRa pC,3 +@Ca
/RN<cn FCL. FBbi. pC,3 +@Ca
Fw3sRN FR@ TaG. ERn mNCq3acCjw. pC,3 +@Ca
D30n,G DN<. ?NGnG mNCq3acCjw R8 7Ra3C<N bjn0C3c
bnN vRnN< DN<. mNCq3acCjw R8 mIcN
?w3RN$3 FN<. BN@ mNCq3acCjw
DRN<?3 F3nL. FBb
D3RN< ?N FCL. FBb
b3RNE FCL. +@nN<sRRN mNCq3acCjw
DnN3Avn$ H33. 2s@ rRLNc mNCq3acCjw
DnN<c3R$ H33. ERn mNCq3acCjw

Qa<NCyCN< +RLLCjj33
BKm ;3N3aI cc3L$Iw +RLLCjj33
D3RN< ?N FCL. FBb. +@Ca
vnN bnN< +@RC. TQbi2+?
KC@wnN FN<. i3,@NCc,@3 mNCq3acCjj ;ay. ncjaC
vRnN< bRR FsRN. v3nN<NL mNCq3acCjw
vRN< ?RRN H33. TncN MjCRNI mNCq3acCjw
vRN<0R HCL. bnN<GwnNGsN mNCq3acCjw
HR,I TaR<aL +RLLCjj33
DRN<?3 F3nL. FBb. +@Ca
vRnN<Dn +@RC3. TQbi2+?
#RG@33 BL. +@RNNL MjCRNI mNCq3acCjw
bnN<A2nN FR@. FRNGnG mNCq3acCjw
F3RN@33 H33. +@nN<NL MjCRNI mNCq3acCjw
b3RGAxnN bRN<. D3En MjCRNI mNCq3acCjw
TINNCN< N0 7CNN,3 +RLLCjj33
DnN<c3R$ H33. ERn mNCq3acCjw. +@Ca
D30n,G DN<. ?NGnG mNCq3acCjw R8 7Ra3C<N bjn0C3c
DnN<A`w3 H33. /3ECN mNCq3acCjw
?w3 bRRG TaG. b3RsRN mNCq3acCjw

+RLLCjj33c R8 j@3 +RN<a3cc

BNj3aNjCRNI 2u,@N<3c +RLLCjj33
/RN<cn FCL. FBbi. +@Ca
DnN3 ;C FCL. FN<sRN MjCRNI mNCq3acCjw
bnN<A FCL. /RN<<nG mNCq3acCjw
KCNGwn FsG. +@RNNL MjCRNI mNCq3acCjw
vRN<NL H33. FBbi
Fw3sRN FR@ TaG. ERn mNCq3acCjw
?33cnN< b@CN. BN@ mNCq3acCjw
Tn$IC, N0 K30C `3IjCRNc +RLLCjj33
?wN<AbRRG H33. 2s@ rRLNc mNCq3acCjw. +@Ca
DnNAKnG ?sN<. FBb
BNj3 D3RN. i@3 +j@RIC, mNCq3acCjw R8 FRa3
bn@A`wnN< FCL. b3RnI MjCRNI mNCq3acCjw
+@N<AQ,G H33. FBbi
DRN<sRR H33. FsN<sRRN mNCq3acCjw
vRN<ECN bRN<. BN@ mNCq3acCjw
+nIjnaI ,jCqCjC3c +RLLCjj33
b3nN<@nN vC. vRnN<0RN< mNCq3acCjw. ,jCN< +@Ca
bnN@ FCL. +@RcnN mNCq3acCjw
DnN3 #RG H33. vRNc3C mNCq3acCjw
bN<A;n H33. bnN<GwnNGsN mNCq3acCjw
TRRAbnN< TaG. FwnN<NL mNCq3acCjw
r3$  2I3,jaRNC, +RLLnNC,jCRNc +RLLCjj33
DnN3Avn$ H33. 2s@ rRLNc mNCq3acCjw. +@Ca
DCNA?sN +@R. mNCq3acCjw R8 bnsRN
bN<ACI QnL. FBbi
D3AbnG TaG. TQbi2+?
b3RN@s FCL. B#bA+;T
Tn$IC,jCRNc +RLLCjj33
bnN vRnN< DN<. mNCq3acCjw R8 mIcN. +@Ca
vRnN< `R,G FCL. ?NGnG mNCq3acCjw R8 7Ra3C<N bjn0C3c
/3ArRRN< H33. +@RN$nG MjCRNI mNCq3acCjw
BGGsRN vC3. BN@ mNCq3acCjw
TaII3I b,C3NjC~, ,jCqCjC3c +RLLCjj33
?w3RN$3 FN<. BN@ mNCq3acCjw. +@Ca
bnN<@N #3. FBbi
KCN@wRN< FCL. mNCq3acCjw R8 Qu8Ra0
rRR vRnN< H33. b3RnI MjCRNI mNCq3acCjw

SS
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vRN<A;3nN Q@. B#bA+;T  TQbi2+?
DRN<CI TaG. b3RnI MjCRNI mNCq3acCjw
bR,CI ,jCqCjC3c N0 HR<CcjC,c +RLLCjj33
b3RNE FCL. +@nN<sRRN mNCq3acCjw. +@Ca
vRnN<RRG +@RC. v3nN<NL mNCq3acCjw
bRRNAvC FN<. FN<sRN MjCRNI mNCq3acCjw
?wnN b3RG FCL. bR<N< mNCq3acCjw
FCA?3RN vnN. bnN<c@CN rRL3Nȕc mNCq3acCjw
2u R|,CR
;sN< ?nC FCL. FN<NL mNCq3acCjw
/R bN< FCL. TnGwRN< MjCRNI mNCq3acCjw
DRRN<nI H33. ?RN<CG mNCq3acCjw
F3Ab3nN< H33. FRa3 mNCq3acCjw
MNw H33. mNCq3acCjw R8 b3RnI
D3$nL bR@N. vRNc3C mNCq3acCjw

0qCcRaw +RLLCjj33
+RA+@Cac
/R@N FCL. b3RnI MjCRNI mNCq3acCjw
FwnN< +@N KCN. vRNc3C mNCq3acCjw

BBY BKm +RLLCjj33c 8Ra B+K lzS:
TaR<aL +RLLCjj33
+aIRc F3NC<. mNCq3acCjw R8 +@C,<R. mb. +@Ca
2asCN #RIj@nc3N. mNCq3acCjw R8 xɫaC,@. bsCjy3aIN0
bnNAvnN< IC,3 +@N<. TaCN,3jRN mNCq3acCjw. mb
r3ICN<jRN 03 K3IR. BKT. #ayCI
?āIěN3 2cNnIj. mNCq3acCj¡j #3aICN. ;3aLNw
iCLRj@w ;Rs3ac. `RwI bR,C3jw N0 mNCq3acCjw R8 +L$aC0<3. mF
`qCN0aN FNNN. KC,aRcR8j `3c3a,@ H$cY BN0C. BN0C
DRN<?3 F3nL. FBb. `3Un$IC, R8 FRa3
+In03 H3 #aCc. 03c TRNjc  BNaC. 7aN,3
I3u Hn$RjyGw. ?3$a3s mNCq3acCjw R8 D3ancI3L. Bca3I
DaRcIq M3c3jaCI. BmmF K77 +@aI3c mNCq3acCjw CN Ta<n3. +y3,@ `3Un$IC,
N0a3C QGRnNGRq. +RInL$C mNCq3acCjw. mb

b3,jCRNI TN3Ic R8 j@3 TaR<aL +RLLCjj33
SY HR<C, N0 7RnN0jCRNc
#RaCc xCI$3a. mNCq3acCjw R8 Qu8Ra0. mF. +@Ca
I3uN03a F3,@aCc. +IC8RaNC BNcjCjnj3 R8 i3,@NRIR<w. mb
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K3N,@3L K<C0Ra. ?3$a3s mNCq3acCjw R8 D3ancI3L. Bca3I
iRNCNN TCjccC. mNCq3acCjw R8 iRaRNjR. +N0
i@3R0Ra3 bILN. mNCq3acCjw R8 +IC8RaNC #3aG3I3w. mb
lY I<3$a
2~L x3ILNRq. mNCq3acCjw R8 +IC8RaNC bN /C3<R. mb. +@Ca
Hac ?3cc3I@RIj. M<Rw mNCq3acCjw N0 mNCq3acCjw R8 +RU3N@<3N. DUN N0 /3NLaG
;RUI Tac0. mNCq3acCjw R8 KC,@C<N. mb
KaG bUCa. pN03a$CIj mNCq3acCjw. mb
<j bLRGjnNRsC,y. mNCq3acCjw R8 20CN$na<@. mF
#3L0 bjnaL83Ic. mNCq3acCjw R8 +IC8RaNC #3aG3I3w. mb
kY MnL$3a i@3Raw
+@N0ac@3G@a F@a3. mNCq3acCjw R8 +IC8RaNC HRc N<3I3c. mb. +@Ca
DR@N 7aC30IN03a. mNCq3acCjw R8 iRaRNjR. +N0
`R<3a ?3j@A#aRsN. Kj@3LjC,I BNcjCjnj3 Qu8Ra0 mNCq3acCjw. mF
Fynw FjR. mNCq3acCjw R8 +@C,<R. mb
KaG FCcCN. ?aqa0 mNCq3acCjw. mb
#«R +@n M<ǃ. mNCq3acCjw R8 +@C,<R. mb
T3j3a baNG. TaCN,3jRN mNCq3acCjw. mb
7a3w0RRN b@@C0C. Tna0n3 mNCq3acCjw. mb
;Cc$3aj rɫcj@RIy. 2i? xɫaC,@. bsCjy3aIN0
:Y I<3$aC, N0 +RLUI3u ;3RL3jaw
vnECaR FsLj. mNCq3acCjw R8 iRGwR. DUN. +@Ca
aNn0 #3nqCII3. mNCq3acCjā 03 MC,3. 7aN,3
D3NATC3aa3 /3LCIIw. BNcjCjnj 7RnaC3a. 7aN,3
+@aCcjRU@3a ?,RN. mNCq3acCjw R8 mj@. mb
DnNAKnG ?sN<. FBb. `3Un$IC, R8 FRa3
/LCjaw FI30CN. bj3GIRq Kj@3LjC,I BNcjCjnj3. `nccC
`C,@a0 i@RLc. BLU3aCI +RII3<3 HRN0RN. mF
9Y ;3RL3jaw
bCLRN /RNI0cRN. BLU3aCI +RII3<3 HRN0RN. mF. +@Ca
73aNN0R +R0 Ka\n3c. BKT. #ayCI
Kjj@3s ;nacGw. mNCq3acCjw R8 MRja3 /L3. mb
;3a@a0 ?nCcG3N. mNCq3acCj¡j iɫ$CN<3N. ;3aLNw
b3a<3C QI3<RqC,@ BqNRq. bjY T3j3ac$na< bjj3 mNCq3acCjw. `nccC
#an,3 FI3CN3a. M3s vRaG mNCq3acCjw. mb
vCLCN< HRN<. MNGC mNCq3acCjw. TY`Y +@CN
/nc K,/n{. #aNa0 +RII3<3 N0 +RInL$C mNCq3acCjw. mb
7aNG T,a0. Ā,RI3 TRIwj3,@NC\n3. 7aN,3
iRc@CGyn bnN0. K3CEC mNCq3acCjw. DUN

Sk

S:
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fY iRURIR<w
KC,@3I ?RUGCNc. ?aqa0 mNCq3acCjw. mb. +@Ca
KajCN #aC0cRN. Qu8Ra0 mNCq3acCjw. mF
`RNI0 7CNjnc@3I. KC,@C<N bjj3 mNCq3acCjw. mb
Ka, H3qCN3. mNCq3acCj¡j /nCc$na<A2cc3N. ;3aLNw
DR@N Hn3,G3. mNCq3acCjw R8 i3uc j ncjCN. mb
rRI8<N< Hn3,G. mNCq3acCjw R8 #RNN. ;3aLNw
vCa KCNcGw. vI3 mNCq3acCjw. mb
FRan QNR. `BKb FwRjR mNCq3acCjw. DUN
mIaCG3 iCIILNN. Qu8Ra0 mNCq3acCjw. mF

eY HC3 i@3Raw N0 ;3N3aICyjCRNc
/qC0 Fy@0N. ?3$a3s mNCq3acCjw R8 D3ancI3L. Bca3I. +@Ca
KC,@3I #aCRN. BNcjCjnj 7RnaC3a. 7aN,3
Ka, #na<3a. 2i? xɫaC,@. bsCjy3aIN0
KawL KCayG@NC. bjN8Ra0 mNCq3acCjw. mb
?33 Q@. vI3 mNCq3acCjw. mb
2aC, QU0L. mNCq3acCjw R8 Lcj3a0L. M3j@3aIN0c
T3j3a b,@N3C03a. mNCq3acCj¡j KɫNcj3a. ;3aLNw
rRI8<N< bR3a<3I. mNCq3acCj¡j 7a3C$na<. ;3aLNw

4Y NIwcCc N0 UUIC,jCRNc
D3N #Rna<CN. BNcjCjnj3 8Ra 0qN,30 bjn0w. mb. +@Ca
HnC<C L$aRcCR. b,nRI MRaLI3 bnU3aCRa3. BjIw
b3a<3C FRNw<CN. bj3GIRq Kj@3LjC,I BNcjCjnj3. `nccC
T3GG FRcG3I. mNCq3acCjw R8 DwqcGwI. 7CNIN0
M<CLCN< KRG. mNCq3acCjw R8 ?RN< FRN<. ?RN< FRN<
cc8 MRa. TaCN,3jRN mNCq3acCjw. mb
ijCN iRaR. mNCq3acCjw R8 rc@CN<jRN. mb
/NApCa<CI pRC,nI3c,n. mNCq3acCjw R8 +IC8RaNC #3aG3I3w. mb
?RaN<Aiy3a vn. ?aqa0 mNCq3acCjw. mb

OY /wNLC,I bwcj3Lc N0 Q/2
KC,@3I #3N30C,Gc. Fi? `RwI BNcjCjnj3 R8 i3,@NRIR<w. bs303N. +@Ca
/LCjaw /RI<RUwj. mNCq3acCjw R8 KawIN0. mb
KN8a30 2CNcC30I3a. 2i? xɫaC,@. bsCjy3aIN0
b3a<3C FnGcCN. +M`b N0 mNCq3acCjā TaCc /C03aRj. 7aN,3
H3RNC0 TRIj3aRqC,@. i3I qCq mNCq3acCjw. Bca3I
2NaC\n3 TnEIc. BKT. #ayCI
KCjcn@CaR b@Cc@CGna. FwRjR mNCq3acCjw. DUN
LC3 rCIGCNcRN. mNCq3acCjw R8 +@C,<R. mb
D3NA+@aCcjRU@3 vR,,Ry. +RIIě<3 03 7aN,3. 7aN,3

+RLLCjj33c R8 j@3 +RN<a3cc
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SzY T/2
HnCc +{a3IIC. mNCq3acCjw R8 i3uc j ncjCN. mb. +@Ca
KNn3I 03I TCNR. 7+7K mNCq3acCjw R8 +@CI3. +@CI3
b3a<Cn FICN3aLN. TaCN,3jRN mNCq3acCjw. mb
iCATCN< HCn. ,03LC bCNC,. iCsN
7aNG K3aI3. mNCq3acCjā 03 +3a<wATRNjRCc3. 7aN,3
bwIqC b3a8jw. mNCq3acCjā TC3aa3 3j KaC3 +naC3. 7aN,3
bCEn3 rn. mNCq3acCjw R8 KC,@C<N. mb

SSY Kj@3LjC,I T@wcC,c
;CRqNNC 73I03a. 2i? xɫaC,@. bsCjy3aIN0. +@Ca
DR3I 73I0LN. mNCq3acCjw R8 #aCjCc@ +RInL$C. +N0
KC,@CR DCL$R. `CGGwR mNCq3acCjw. DUN
MCGCj M3GacRq. bCLRNc +3Nj3a 8Ra ;3RL3jaw N0 T@wcC,c. mb
B<Ra `R0NCNcGC. TaCN,3jRN mNCq3acCjw. mb
?3a$3aj bUR@N. im KnNC,@. ;3aLNw
H3RN iG@jEN. #aRRG mNCq3acCjw. mb
+aC< ia,w. mNCq3acCjw R8 +IC8RaNC /qCc. mb
Tq3I rC3<LNN. mNCq3acCjw R8 +@C,<R. mb

SlY TaR$$CICjw N0 bjjCcjC,c
D3NA7aNÓRCc H3 ;II. mNCq3acCjā TaCcAbn0. 7aN,3. +@Ca
BjC #3NELCNC. r3CyLNN BNcjCjnj3. Bca3I
Knaw #aLcRN. mNCq3acCjw R8 KCNN3cRj. mb
/qC0 /RNR@R. bjN8Ra0 mNCq3acCjw. mb
IC,3 ;nCRNN3j. KBi N0 +M`b. mb N0 7aN,3
b@C<3R FncnRG. mNCq3acCjw R8 iRGwR. DUN
;a3<Raw HsI3a. mNCq3acCjw R8 +@C,<R. mb
ba qN 03 ;33a. 2i? xɫaC,@. bsCjy3aIN0

SkY +RL$CNjRaC,c
I3uN03a b,@aCEq3a. mNCq3acCjw R8 Lcj3a0L N0 +rB. M3j@3aIN0c. +@Ca
KCa3CII3 #Rnc\n3jAKāIRn. +M`b mNCq3acCjā 03 #Ra03nu. 7aN,3
;CI FIC. mNCq3acCjw R8 D3ancI3L. Bca3I
D3RN< ?N FCL. FBb. `3Un$IC, R8 FRa3
b3a<3 HN0R. BNcjCjnj3 R8 bwcj3L `3c3a,@. `nccC
DCaC KjRnc3G. +@aI3c mNCq3acCjw Ta<n3 N0 2i? xɫaC,@. +y3,@ `3Un$IC, N0 bsCjy3aIN0
+@3awI 2Y Ta3<3a. mNCq3acCjw R8 r3cj3aN ncjaIC. ncjaIC
QICq3a `CRa0N. mNCq3acCjw R8 Qu8Ra0. mF
#3NNw bn0GRq. 2i? xɫaC,@. bsCjy3aIN0
+acj3N i@RLcc3N. i3,@NC,I mNCq3acCjw R8 /3NLaG. /3NLaG

Sf

+RLLCjj33c R8 j@3 +RN<a3cc

S:Y Kj@3LjC,I cU3,jc R8 +RLUnj3a b,C3N,3
K0@n bn0N. KC,aRcR8j `3c3a,@. mb. +@Ca
KNCN0a <asI. BBi FNUna. BN0C
BaCj /CNna. r3CyLNN BNcjCjnj3. Bca3I
KaG D3aanL. mNCq3acCjw R8 HRN0RN. mF
I3uN03a `y$RaRq. mNCq3acCjw R8 +@C,<R N0 bj3GIRq Kj@3LjC,I BNcjCjnj3. mb
/NC3I bUC3ILN. vI3 mNCq3acCjw. mb
S9Y MnL3aC,I NIwcCc N0 b,C3NjC~, +RLUnjCN<
rRI8<N< ?,G$nc,@. Ku TIN,G BNcjCjnj3 8Ra Kj@3LjC,c CN j@3 b,C3N,3c. ;3aLNw. +@Ca
x@CLCN< +@3N. Kbb +@CN3c3 ,03Lw R8 b,C3N,3c. TY`Y +@CN
i@RLc vCy@R ?Rn. +IC8RaNC BNcjCjnj3 R8 i3,@NRIR<w. mb
`RI8 D3Ijc,@. 2i? xɫaC,@. bsCjy3aIN0
vqRN K0w. H$R DYAHY HCRNc mNCq3acCjw TC3aa3 3j KaC3 +naC3. 7aN,3
T@CICU TaRjj3a. +RInL$C mNCq3acCjw. mb
2N0a3 bɫIC. mNCq3acCjw R8 Qu8Ra0. mF
Kaw 7N3jj r@33I3a. mNCq3acCjw R8 i3uc j ncjCN. mb
SfY +RNjaRI i@3Raw N0 QUjCLCyjCRN
D3NAKC,@3I +RaRN. mNCq3acCjā TC3aa3 3j KaC3 +naC3. 7aN,3. +@Ca
KC@C NCj3c,n. a<RNN3 MjCRNI H$RajRaw. mb
pCq3G #RaGa. BN0CN BNcjCjnj3 R8 i3,@NRIR<w #RL$w. BN0C
rCIICL +RRG. mNCq3acCjw R8 rj3aIRR. +N0
`3G@ i@RLc. mNCq3acCjw R8 rc@CN<jRN. mb
Ka<a3j raC<@j. +RnaNj BNcjCjnj3 R8 Kj@3LjC,I b,C3N,3c Mvm. mb
tn x@N<. bC,@nN mNCq3acCjw. TY`Y +@CN
SeY Kj@3LjC,c CN b,C3N,3 N0 i3,@NRIR<w
2LLNn3I +N03c. bjN8Ra0 mNCq3acCjw. mb. +@Ca
KCj,@3II HncGCN. mNCq3acCjw R8 KCNN3cRj. mb
pCN,3Nj +c3II3c. mNCq3acCjj TRLU3n 7$a. bUCN
QICqC3a 7n<3ac. BNaC. 7aN,3
DR@N #II. mNCq3acCjw R8 Qu8Ra0. mF
KaC DY 2cj3$N. +M`b  mNCq3acCjw TaCcA/nU@CN3. 7aN,3
T3j3a KaGRsC,@. mNCq3acCjw R8 +L$aC0<3. mF
?Nc 7ǑIIL3a. ?nL$RI0j mNCq3acCjw R8 #3aICN. ;3aLNw
#3aN@a0 b,@ǑIGRU8. Ku TIN,G BNcjCjnj3 8Ra BNj3IIC<3Nj bwcj3Lc. ;3aLNw
xnRs3C b@3N. MjCRNI mNCq3acCjw R8 bCN<URa3. bCN<URa3
S4Y Kj@3LjC,c 20n,jCRN N0 TRUnIaCyjCRN R8 Kj@3LjC,c
KCN i3C,@3a. #aABIN mNCq3acCjw N0 Mvm. mb. +@Ca
vnaCGR v #I0CN. m7b+a. #ayCI
F3Cj@ /3qICN. bjN8Ra0 mNCq3acCjw. mb
+3IC ?RwI3c. mNCq3acCjw R8 HRN0RN. mF

+RLLCjj33c R8 j@3 +RN<a3cc

;$aC3I3 FCc3a. mNCq3acCj¡j ?L$na<. ;3aLNw
Q@ ML FsRN. b3RnI MjCRNI mNCq3acCjw. `3Un$IC, R8 FRa3
7a303aC,G FYbY H3nN<. mNCq3acCjw R8 ?RN< FRN<. ?RN< FRN<
iRLc `3,CR. mNCq3acC00 03 +Nj$aC. bUCN
SOY ?CcjRaw R8 Kj@3LjC,c
FaCN3 +@3LI. +M`b. 7aN,3. +@Ca
H3R +Raaw. i3I qCq mNCq3acCjw. Bca3I
KRaCjy 2UUI3. ;R3j@3 mNCq3acCjw 7aNG8naj L KCN. ;3aLNw
MC,,RIǘ ;nC,,Ca0CNC. mNCq3acCjw R8 #3a<LR. BjIw
DN TC3j3a ?R<3N0CEG. mNCq3acCjw mja3,@j. M3j@3aIN0c
iCNN3 ?R{ FE3I0c3N. `m+. /3NLaG
20Cj@ bwII. MRaj@ +aRICN bjj3 mNCq3acCjw. mb

7C3I0c K30I +RLLCjj33 8Ra lzS:
BN<aC0 /n$3,@C3c. /nG3 mNCq3acCjw. mb. +@Ca
HnC<C L$aRcCR. b,nRI MRaLI3 bnU3aCRa3. BjIw
/qC0 2Cc3N$n0. Kb`B N0 mNCq3acCjw R8 +IC8RaNC #3aG3I3w. mb
F3NEC 7nGw. bjj3 mNCq3acCjw R8 M3s vRaG. mb
ĀjC3NN3 ;@wc. +M`bA2Mb HwRN. 7aN,3
#3N30C,j ;aRcc. ?aqa0 mNCq3acCjw. mb
7aN,3c FCasN. Qu8Ra0 mNCq3acCjw. mF
DNRc FRIIa. TaCN,3jRN mNCq3acCjw. mb
KuCL FRNjc3qC,@. BNcjCjnj 03c ?nj3c Ājn03c b,C3NjC~\n3c. 7aN,3
KC,@3I bjans3. 2i? xɫaC,@. bsCjy3aIN0
Q83a x3CjRnNC. r3CyLNN BNcjCjnj3 R8 b,C3N,3. Bca3I
;ɫNj3a KY xC3<I3a. 7a3C3 mNCq3acCj¡j #3aICN. ;3aLNw

`RI8 M3qNICNN TaCy3 +RLLCjj33 8Ra lzS:
qC rC<03acRN. BNcjCjnj3 8Ra 0qN,30 bjn0w. mb. +@Ca
i@C3aaw +R\nN0. ;Rj@3N$na< mNCq3acCjw. bs303N
vnaCC M3cj3aRq. mNCq3acCjā +j@RIC\n3 03 HRnqCN. #3I<CnL
DCGnLa `0@GaCc@NN. ij BNcjCjnj3 R8 7nN0L3NjI `3c3a,@. BN0C
Āq ia0Rc. +RaN3II mNCq3acCjw. mb
H3cIC3 pICNj. ?aqa0 mNCq3acCjw. mb

+aI 7aC30aC,@ ;ncc TaCy3 +RLLCjj33 8Ra lzS:
I~R [naj3aRNC. 2,RI3 TRIwj3,@NC\n3 7ā0āaI3 03 HncNN3. bsCjy3aIN0. +@Ca
r3CNN 2Y. T3GCN< mNCq3acCjw N0 TaCN,3jRN mNCq3acCjw. TY`Y +@CN N0 mb
#a$a F3w~jy. Q@CR bjj3 mNCq3acCjw. mb
0 qN 03a paj. H3C03N mNCq3acCjw. M3j@3aIN0c
N0aāc r3CNjan$. mNCq3acCjw R8 +@CI3. +@CI3

Se
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+RLLCjj33c R8 j@3 +RN<a3cc

+@3aN K30I sa0 +RLLCjj33 8Ra lzS:
`R$3aj #awNj. /nG3 mNCq3acCjw. mb. +@Ca
FynR KnaRj. mNCq3acCjw R8 iRGwR. DUN
73ICu QjjR. Ku TIN,G BNcjCjnj3 8Ra Kj@3LjC,c CN j@3 b,C3N,3c. ;3aLNw
ICNAbRI byNCjLN. 2i? xɫaC,@. bsCjy3aIN0
+ICa3 pRCcCN. +M`b. 7aN,3

H33IqjC TaCy3 +RLLCjj33 8Ra lzS:
/qC0 KnL8Ra0. #aRsN mNCq3acCjw. mb. +@Ca
Q@ ML FsRN. b3RnI MjCRNI mNCq3acCjw. `3Un$IC, R8 FRa3
;nCII3aLR KajŝN3y. mNCq3acCjw R8 #n3NRc Ca3c. a<3NjCN
K0$ncC bNjNL `<@nNj@N. BN0CN BNcjCjnj3 R8 i3,@NRIR<w #RL$w. BN0C
baCNCqc pa0@N. M3s vRaG mNCq3acCjw. mb

2LLw MR3j@3a H3,jna3 +RLLCjj33 8Ra lzS:
+@aCcjCN3 `Rncc3n. mNCq3acCjw R8 KRNja3I. +N0. +@Ca
KaC DY 2cj3$N. +M`b  mNCq3acCjw TaCcA/nU@CN3. 7aN,3
`LN TaCLI. 2LRaw mNCq3acCjw. mb
+In0C b<cjCy$I. BKT. #ayCI
NjRIw p3ac@CG. bj3GIRq Kj@3LjC,I BNcjCjnj3. `nccC

iaq3I ;aNjc +RLLCjj33 8Ra lzS:
MRj UURCNj30 cCN,3 FRa3 @c R{3a30 j@3 MMmK jaq3I <aNjc UaR<aLY

Qj@3a +RII$RajRac R8 B+K lzS:

b3,a3jaCj
?33w3nN +@RC V/Ca3,jRaW. vRRNGw3N< DN<. v3c3I DnN. ?w3ECN FCL

Qa<NCyCN< <3N,w
?333nN +@R. #NNC3 FCL V+2QW. /R@wnN FCL. 2II3N 2nNcnG H33 VTaRE3,j KN<3aW

Tn$ICc@CN< Q|,3
DRN< ?s TaG. bn vRnN TaG

pRInNj33ac R8 b3RnI B+K

HCcj R8 bURNcRac

?Rcj
Ë BNj3aNjCRNI Kj@3LjC,I mNCRN VBKmW

TajN3a
Ë FRa3N Kj@3LjC,I bR,C3jw

bnUURaj30 $w
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë

KCNCcjaw R8 b,C3N,3. B+i N0 7njna3 TINNCN<
b3RnI K3jaRURICjN ;Rq3aNL3Nj
FRa3 BNcjCjnj3 8Ra 0qN,30 bjn0w VFBbW
MjCRNI BNcjCjnj3 8Ra Kj@3LjC,I b,C3N,3c VMBKbW
;w3RN<cN<$nGA0R
;w3RN<En +Cjw
FRa3N 7303ajCRN R8 b,C3N,3 N0 i3,@NRIR<w bR,C3jC3c VFQ7biW
FRa3 iRnaCcL Qa<NCyjCRN

bURNcRa30 $w
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë

bLcnN< 2I3,jaRNC,c
FwnN<LRRNc
TRc,R ;aRnU
Mq3a +nIjnaI 7RnN0jCRN
b3LUCR
Mq3a
/RN<  b,C3N,3

K30C bURNcRa
Ë FRa3N 20n,jCRN #aR0,cjCN< bwcj3L V2#bW

bnUURaj3a
Ë ?NGRRG BI$R

 

QU3NCN< +3a3LRNw VSk n<ncj lzS:W

QU3NCN< 00a3cc
?wnN<En TaG. +@CaLN R8 j@3 b3RnI B+K lzS: Qa<NCyCN< +RLLCjj33
Ta3cC03Nj TaG ;3nNA@w3. KCNCcj3a +@RC
vN<@33. L$cc0Rac. K3L$3ac R8 j@3
MjCRNI cc3L$Iw. 2u,3II3N,C3c. /CcjCN<nCc@30
<n3cjc. H0C3c N0 <3NjI3L3N. /3a 8aC3N0c N0
83IIRs Lj@3LjC,CNc.
QN $3@I8 j@3 Ra<NCy3ac R8 b3RnI B+K. B L
janIw 3u,Cj30 jR s3I,RL3 wRn 8aRL aRnN0 j@3
sRaI0 jR j@Cc +RN<a3ccY
KRa3 j@N Sl9 ,RnNjaC3c a3 a3Ua3c3Nj30 CN
j@Cc ,RN<a3cc. N0 3q3N LRa3 C8 s3 CN,In03 j@3
~8jw RN3 cj3IICj3 ,RN83a3N,3cY B cCN,3a3Iw j@NG
j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI Kj@3LjC,I mNCRN 8Ra j@3 @3IU N0 cnUURaj Cj UaRqC030 0naCN< j@3 Ucj
w3ac. s@C,@ cq30 nc 8aRL LNw LCcjG3c N0 UCj8IIcY N0 Lw @3aj83Ij ,RN<ajnIjCRNc <R
jR j@3 UaCy3 sCNN3ac jR $3 NNRnN,30 jR0wY
/naCN< j@3 LNw w3ac R8 Ua3UajCRNc 8Ra j@Cc ,RN<a3cc. j@3 I3q3I R8 cnUURaj 8aRL j@3 <RqA
3aNL3Nj N0 ,RaURajCRNc R8 FRa3 @c $33N U@3NRL3NIY i@3 IsALGCN< $R0w R8 FRa3.
j@3 MjCRNI cc3L$Iw. 0RUj30  a3cRInjCRN CN cnUURaj R8 b3RnI B+K CN MRq3L$3a R8 lzSk
N0 j@3 FRa3N <Rq3aNL3Nj 03,Ia30 j@3 w3a lzS: c j@3 FRa3N Kj@3LjC,I v3a CN Ra03a
jR LuCLCy3 j@3 CLU,j R8 b3RnI B+KY
b3q3aI UaRLCN3Nj ,RaURajCRNc L03 ,RNcC03a$I3 ,RNjaC$njCRNc jR j@Cc +RN<a3cc nN03aA
c,RaCN< j@3 <aRsCN< CLURajN,3 R8 Lj@3LjC,c CN j@3 cR,C3jwY i@Cc 3uU3aC3N,3 R8 sRaGCN<
jR<3j@3a sCj@ LNw 8,3c R8 Rna cR,C3jw sCII ,3ajCNIw @3IU jR RU3N  N3s 3a R8 3uUN030
aRI3c R8 Lj@3LjC,c CN j@3 lScj ,3NjnawY
rCj@ N CIICj3a,w aj3 ,IRc3 jR y3aR. j@3 30n,jCRN R8 ,@CI0a3N Cc R8j3N j@3 @C<@3cj UaCRaCjw
8Ra FRa3N 8LCIC3cY i@Cc @C<@ a3<a0 8Ra 30n,jCRN N0 c,@RIac@CU 3uUICNc j@3 cj30w CNnu
R8 <C8j30 cjn03Njc CNjR j@3 Lj@3LjC,c UaR83ccCRNY Bj nN0Rn$j30Iw ,RNjaC$nj30 jR j@3 aUC0
3,RNRLC, 03q3IRUL3Nj R8 j@3 ,RnNjawY
Qna MMmK UaR<aL a3\nCa30 8R,nc30 N0 ,RN,3aj30 3{Rajc R8 j@3 FRa3N Lj@ ,RLA
LnNCjwY Bj Cc Rna sCc@ j@j j@3 UajC,CUNjc R8 j@Cc ,RN<a3cc jG3 j@3 B+K 3u,Cj3L3Nj $,G
@RL3. 8naj@3a 3uj3N0CN< j@3 URcCjCq3 CLU,jc R8 j@3 +RN<a3cc jR 8njna3 <3N3ajCRNc CN j@3Ca
a3cU3,jCq3 ,RnNjaC3cY
i@Cc +RN<a3cc IcR Unj Ln,@ 3LU@cCc RN Un$IC, Rnja3,@ UaR<aLcY i@3 Un$IC, I3,jna3c
$w DL3c bCLRNc N0 $w j@3 H33IqjC UaCy3 sCNN3a. j@3 #0nG Lj,@ V<R <L3W <CNcj
a3NRsN30 Lcj3ac. N0 j@3 Lj@ LRqC3 UaRE3,jCRN 3q3Nj. jR NL3  83s. s3a3 L03 URccC$I3
$w j@3 3{Rajc R8 Rna Rnja3,@ j3LY i@3c3 3{Rajc sCII nN0Rn$j30Iw ,RNjaC$nj3 jR LGCN<
Lj@3LjC,c N 3cc3NjCI Uaj R8 Lcc ,nIjna3 R8 Rna jCL3cY

ll

QU3NCN< +3a3LRNw

B @RU3 j@j wRn 3NERw N0 a3 a3Enq3Nj30 $w j@3 3u,CjCN< Lj@3LjC,I I3,jna3c N0 $w
j@3 ,RLUNw R8 ,RII3<n3c 8aRL 8aY B @RU3 wRn sCII IcR $3 $I3 jR cqRa cRL3 R8 j@3 ~N3
jja,jCRNc j@j Rna ,RnNjaw R{3acY
MRs. j@Cc Cc j@3 RU3NCN< 0wY Kw j@3 3u,Cj3L3Nj Icj 8Ra j@3 a3LCNCN< 0wcY <CN.
s3I,RL3Y

r3I,RLCN< 00a3cc
BN<aC0 /n$3,@C3c. Ta3cC03Nj R8 j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI Kj@3LjC,I mNCRN
Ta3cC03Nj TaG ;3nNA@w3. KCNCcj3a +@RC vN<@33. 0CcjCNA
<nCc@30 <n3cjc. TaCy3 rCNN3ac N0 8LCIC3c. 3q3aw$R0w s@R
Cc UajC,CUjCN< N0 jj3N0CN< @3a3BN j@3 RU3NCN< CL<3c wRn cs c,3N3c 8aRL Ucj B+KcY
r3 s3a3 CN ?w03a$0 8Rna w3ac <R. N0 $38Ra3 j@j. CN #3CA
ECN< N0 K0aC0Y j j@3 a3,3Nj ;3N3aI cc3L$Iw. s@C,@ sc
@3I0 Encj 83s 0wc <R CN $3njC8nI ;w3RN<En. Cj sc qRj30 j@j
j@3 N3uj B+K sCII $3 CN `CR CN #ayCIY #nj wRn sCII @3a Ln,@
LRa3 $Rnj j@j CN j@3 +IRcCN< +3a3LRNwY MRs s3 a3 @3a3.
j@Cc w3a. CN b3RnI 8Ra B+K lzS: CN $3njC8nI FRa3Y /naA
CN< j@3 RU3NCN< ~IL. wRn Ia30w s3a3 CNjaR0n,30 jR FRa3ȕc
@CcjRaw. Cjc ,nIjna3. Cjc $3njw. Cjc c3a3NCjwY /naCN< j@3 N3uj
83s 0wc. s3 sCII R8 ,Rnac3 3NERw @3aCN< $Rnj j@3 a3,3Nj
0qN,3c CN Lj@3LjC,cY r3 sCII ,3I3$aj3 j@3 BKm TaCy3
rCNN3acY r3 sCII a3q3I CN $3CN< <CN j@3 ,RLUNw R8 RI0
8aC3N0c N0 CN LGCN< N3s ,\nCNjN,3c. LGCN< N3s ,RNj,jc. Lw$3 IwCN< j@3 $c3 8Ra
N3s ,RII$RajCRNc CN j@Cc CNj3aNjCRNI Lj@3LjC,I ,RLLnNCjwY B @RU3 j@j wRn sCII IcR
~N0 cRL3 jCL3 jR 3NERw FRa3 N0 Cjc $3njC8nI ,nIjna3. Cjc sRN03a8nI Njna3 N0 Cjc 8$nIRnc
8RR0Y VBȕL cna3 Bȕq3 <CN30 Ia30w c3q3aI URnN0c CN j@3 Icj ,RnUI3 R8 0wc6W #nj $Rq3 II.
B j@CNG wRn sCII ~N0 j@j II j@Cc Cc L03 URccC$I3 $w j@3 q3aw cLRRj@ Ra<NCyjCRN N0 q3aw
@a0 N0 cncjCN30 sRaG R8 j@3 HR,I Qa<NCyCN< +RLLCjj33Y B @q3 @0 LNw R,,cCRNc
Ia30w. CN j@3 Ua3UajCRNc jR j@3 B+K. jR sCjN3cc j@3Ca 030C,jCRN N0 3{Rajc. N0 s3 sCII
,RNjCNn3 jR 0R cR 0naCN< j@3 s@RI3 B+KY B sRnI0 ICG3 jR j@NG II R8 j@3L RN wRna $3@I8. 8Ra
j@Cc sRaGY
iR 3N0 j@Cc s3I,RL3 00a3cc jR j@3 B+K. B sNj jR 3uUa3cc <CN Lw @RU3 j@j wRn sCII
3NERw j@3 a3LCN03a R8 j@Cc QU3NCN< +3a3LRNw N0 R8 j@3 s@RI3 +RN83a3N,3Y i@NG wRnY

sa0c +3a3LRNw
BN<aC0 /n$3,@C3c
/3a a3cU3,j30 UajC,CUNjc R8 j@3 +RN<a3cc. B L <a3jIw @RNRa30 jR @Rcj j@Cc L3LRa$I3
3q3Nj. CN Lw ,U,Cjw c j@3 Ta3cC03Nj R8 BKmY
iR0wȕc sa0c +3a3LRNw j b3RnI B+K @c  N3s ,RLURN3Nj ,RLUa30 jR Ucj B+KcY
2,@ R8 j@3 7C3I0c K30ICcj N0 j@3 `RI8 M3qNICNN TaCy3 sCNN3a. s@R @q3 jR $3 nN03a :z.
sCII $3 CNjaR0n,30 jR wRn $w  c@Raj LRqC3Y i@3c3 qC03Rc a3 j@3 a3cnIj R8  ,RII$RajCRN R8
j@3 BKm N0 j@3 bCLRNc 7RnN0jCRNd j@3 BKm Cc <aj38nI jR j@3 bCLRNc 7RnN0jCRN 8Ra @qCN<
,,3Uj30 jR 8nN0 N0 UaR0n,3 j@3c3 LRqC3cY 8j3a 3,@ LRqC3. j@3 Ina3j3 sCII cj3U 8Rasa0
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jR $3 ,GNRsI30<30 $38Ra3 s3 UaR,330 jR j@3 N3uj LRqC3Y i@3 7C3I0c K30ICcj LRqC3c sCII
$3 c@RsN CN j@3 IU@$3jC,I Ra03a R8 j@3 Icj NL3c R8 j@3 Ina3j3cd j@3w sCII $3 8RIIRs30
$w j@3 LRqC3 8Ra j@3 `RI8 M3qNICNN TaCy3 sCNN3aY 8j3a j@3 ~q3 LRqC3c a3 ,RN,In030. s3
sCII UaR,330 jR j@3 ,jnI @N0CN< Rnj R8 j@3c3 ~q3 BKm sa0cY
7C3I0c K30Ic @q3 $33N sa030 $w j@3 BKm cCN,3 SOkfY i@3w a3,R<NCy3 RnjcjN0CN<
Lj@3LjC,I ,@C3q3L3Nj 8Ra 3uCcjCN< sRaG N0 8Ra j@3 UaRLCc3 R8 8njna3 ,@C3q3L3NjY 7aRL
j@3 cjaj. j@3w s3a3 L3Nj 8Ra wRnN< Lj@3LjC,CNcY i@3 anI3 Cc NRs j@j jR $3 3IC<C$I3 jR
a3,3Cq3  7C3I0c K30I. Lj@3LjC,CNc Lncj @q3 j@3Ca :zj@ $Caj@0w 8j3a DNnaw Scj R8 j@3
w3a CN s@C,@ j@3 B+K Cc @3I0Y H3j nc NRs L33j j@Cc B+Kȕc 7C3I0c K30ICcjc6
i@3 8Rna lzS: 7C3I0c K30ICcjc a3. CN IU@$3jC,I Ra03a. ajna qCI. KNEnI #@a<q.
KajCN ?Ca3a N0 KawL KCayG@NCY
r3 sCII NRs UaR,330 jR j@3 M3qNICNN TaCy3Y i@3 `RI8 M3qNICNN TaCy3 @c $33N
sa030 j 3q3aw B+K cCN,3 SO4lY Bj sc 3cj$ICc@30 $w j@3 BKm jR<3j@3a sCj@ j@3 7CNNCc@
,03Lw R8 b,C3N,3cY Bj a3,R<NCy3c RnjcjN0CN< ,RNjaC$njCRNc CN Lj@3LjC,I cU3,jc R8
CN8RaLjCRN c,C3N,3cY Bj Cc cn$E3,j jR j@3 cL3 <3 ICLCj c j@3 7C3I0c K30I- jR $3 3IC<C$I3 8Ra
j@3 M3qNICNN TaCy3. j@3 :zj@ $Caj@0w R8 j@3 sCNN3a Lncj $3 8j3a DNnaw Scj R8 j@3 B+K
w3aY
i@3 lzS: M3qNICNN TaCy3 rCNN3a Cc bn$@c@ F@RjY
j j@Cc jCL3. j@3 L30Ic jR j@3 7C3I0c K30ICcjc N0 j@3 M3qNICNN TaCy3 sCNN3a sCII $3
<Cq3N jR j@3L $w j@3 Ta3cC03Nj R8 j@3 `3Un$IC, R8 FRa3Y r3 cjaj sCj@ j@3 7C3I0c K30IcY c
$38Ra3. s3 sCII 8RIIRs j@3 IU@$3jC,I Ra03a R8 j@3 Ina3j3cȕ Icj NL3cY TaR83ccRa KwnN<A
?sN FCL. j@3 Ta3cC03Nj R8 j@3 FRa3N Kj@3LjC,I bR,C3jw. N0 TaR83ccRa bn< rRR b@CN.
ccR,Cj3 TaR83ccRa R8 m+ #3aG3I3w N0 ccCcjNj TaR83ccRa R8 KBi. sCII ccCcj j@3 sa0c
+3a3LRNwY c j@Cc ,3a3LRNw UaR,330c. B sCII a30 j@3 ,CjjCRNc 8Ra 3,@ K30ICcjY
ajna qCI Cc sa030  7C3I0c K30I 8Ra @Cc UaR8RnN0 ,RNjaC$njCRNc jR 0wNLC,I cwcA
j3Lc j@3Raw. s@C,@ @q3 ,@N<30 j@3 8,3 R8 j@3 ~3I0. ncCN< j@3 URs3a8nI C03 R8 a3NRaLIA
CyjCRN c  nNC8wCN< UaCN,CUI3Y
KNEnI #@a<q Cc sa030  7C3I0c K30I 8Ra 03q3IRUCN< URs3a8nI N3s L3j@R0c CN j@3
<3RL3jaw R8 NnL$3ac. s@C,@ @3 UUIC30 jR ,RnNj aCN<c R8 cLII aNG N0 jR $RnN0 j@3 q3a<3
aNG R8 3IICUjC, ,naq3cY
KajCN ?Ca3a Cc sa030  7C3I0c K30I 8Ra @Cc RnjcjN0CN< ,RNjaC$njCRNc jR j@3 j@3Raw
R8 cjR,@cjC, UajCI 0C{3a3NjCI 3\njCRNc. N0 CN UajC,nIa 8Ra j@3 ,a3jCRN R8  j@3Raw R8
a3<nIaCjw cjan,jna3c 8Ra cn,@ 3\njCRNcY
KawL KCayG@NC Cc sa030 j@3 7C3I0c K30I 8Ra @3a RnjcjN0CN< ,RNjaC$njCRNc jR j@3
0wNLC,c N0 <3RL3jaw R8 `C3LNN cna8,3c N0 j@3Ca LR0nIC cU,3cY
7Ra j@3 M3qNICNN TaCy3. TaR83ccRa T3ajjC KjjCI. j@3 a3Ua3c3NjjCq3 R8 j@3 7CNNCc@
,03Lw. sCII ERCN nc RN j@3 UR0CnLd s@CI3 @3 ccCcjc sCj@ j@3 sa0 ,3a3LRNw UaRU3a. B
sCII a30 wRn j@3 ,CjjCRNbn$@c@ F@Rj Cc sa030 j@3 M3qNICNN TaCy3 8Ra @Cc Ua3c,C3Nj 03~NCjCRN R8 j@3 ȒmNC\n3
;L3cȓ UaR$I3L. N0 I30CN< j@3 3{Raj jR nN03acjN0 Cjc ,RLUI3uCjw N0 Cjc UCqRjI aRI3 CN j@3
cjn0w R8 3|,C3Nj UUaRuCLjCRN R8 RUjCLCyjCRN UaR$I3Lcd @Cc sRaG @c I30 jR $a3Gj@aRn<@c
CN I<RaCj@LC, 03cC<N N0 UUaRuCLjCRN @a0N3cc. N0 jR N3s 3u,CjCN< CNj3a,jCRNc $3js33N
,RLUnjjCRNI ,RLUI3uCjw. NIwcCc N0 <3RL3jawY
r3 sCII NRs NNRnN,3 j@3 N3uj jsR BKm TaCy3 sCNN3acY i@3 sCNN3ac R8 $Rj@ j@3 ;ncc
TaCy3 N0 j@3 +@3aN K30I sa0 sCII $3 ,II30 jR j@3 cj<3 N0 ,GNRsI30<30 ~acjY r3 cjaj
sCj@ j@3 ~acj 3cj$ICc@30 R8 j@3c3 jsR UaCy3c. NL3Iw j@3 +aI 7aC30aC,@ ;ncc TaCy3Y
i@3 ;ncc TaCy3 @c $33N sa030 j j@3 B+K 8Ra j@3 ~acj jCL3 CN lzzf N0 Cc NRs sa030
j 3q3aw B+KY i@3 TaCy3 sc 3cj$ICc@30 $w j@3 BKm N0 j@3 ;3aLN Kj@3LjC,I bR,C3jwY
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Bj @RNRac  c,C3NjCcj s@Rc3 Lj@3LjC,I a3c3a,@ @c @0 N CLU,j RnjcC03 Lj@3LjC,cġ
3Cj@3a CN j3,@NRIR<w. CN $ncCN3cc. Ra cCLUIw CN U3RUI3ȕc 3q3aw0w ICq3cY i@3 ;ncc TaCy3 sCII
$3 Ua3c3Nj30 $w TaR83ccRa I~R [naj3aRNC. j@3 +@Ca R8 j@3 +aI 7aC30aC,@ ;ncc TaCy3 +RLA
LCjj33 8Ra lzS:. s@R Cc NRs ERCNCN< nc RN j@3 UR0CnLY TaR83ccRa Dɫa< FaL3a. j@3 Ta3cC03Nj
R8 j@3 ;3aLN Kj@3LjC,I bR,C3jw sCII a3Ua3c3Nj j@3 ;3aLN Kj@3LjC,I bR,C3jwY

I~R [naj3aRNC. +@Ca R8 j@3 +aI 7aC30aC,@ ;ncc TaCy3 +RLLCjj33 8Ra lzS:
bjNI3w Qc@3a Cc sa030 j@3 ;ncc TaCy3 8Ra @Cc CNn3NjCI ,RNjaC$njCRNc jR c3q3aI ~3I0c CN
UUIC30 Lj@3LjC,c. N0 8Ra @Cc 8aAaN<CN< CNq3NjCRNc j@j @q3 ,@N<30 Rna ,RN,3UjCRN R8
U@wcC,I. U3a,3UjnI. N0 Lj@3LjC,I ,RN,3Ujc. <CqCN< nc N3s jRRIc jR UUa3@3N0 j@3 sRaI0Y

BN<aC0 /n$3,@C3c
Bj Cc NRs j@3 jnaN R8 j@3 +@3aN K30I sa0Y i@3 +@3aN K30I sa0 sc sa030 8Ra j@3
~acj jCL3 j j@3 lzSz B+K N0 Cc NRs sa030 j 3q3aw B+KY Bj sc 3cj$ICc@30 $w j@3 BKm N0
j@3 +@3aN K30I 7RnN0jCRN CN ,RRU3ajCRN sCj@ j@3 bCLRNc 7RnN0jCRNY Bj Cc sa030 jR N
CN0CqC0nI s@Rc3 ,,RLUICc@L3Njc saaNj j@3 @C<@3cj I3q3I R8 a3,R<NCjCRN 8Ra RnjcjN0CN<
,@C3q3L3Njc CN j@3 ~3I0c R8 Lj@3LjC,cY i@3 +@3aN K30I 7RnN0jCRN N0 j@3 bCLRNc
7RnN0jCRN sCII $3 a3Ua3c3Nj30 $w iancj33 Kw +@n R8 j@3 +@3aN K30I 7RnN0jCRN N0
Ta3cC03Nj DL3c bCLRNc R8 j@3 bCLRNc 7RnN0jCRN. s@R a3 NRs ERCNCN< nc RN j@3 UR0CnLY
B Ua3c3Nj j@3 lzS: +@3aN sa0 sCNN3a. T@CIICU ;aC|j@cY i@3 ,@Ca R8 j@3 +@3aN K30I
sa0 ,RLLCjj33. `R$3aj #awNj. cG30 L3 jR a30 j@3 ,CjjCRN jR wRnY
T@CIICU ;aC|j@c Cc sa030 j@3 lzS: +@3aN K30I 8Ra @Cc <aRnN0$a3GCN< N0 jaNc8RaA
LjCq3 03q3IRUL3Nj R8 jaNc,3N03NjI L3j@R0c CN ,RLUI3u <3RL3jaw. UajC,nIaIw @Cc c3LCNI
sRaG CN ?R0<3 j@3Raw N0 U3aCR0c R8 I<3$aC, qaC3jC3cY
j j@Cc jCL3. s3 a3 a30w 8Ra j@3 sa0c jR $3 @N030 jR j@3 ;ncc N0 +@3aN sa0
sCNN3acY i@Cc sCII $3 0RN3 $w Ta3cC03Nj TaG ;3nNA@w3 R8 j@3 `3Un$IC, R8 bRnj@ FRa3Y i@3
lzS: +aI 7aC30aC,@ ;ncc TaCy3 sCNN3a. bjNI3w Qc@3a6
7Ra j@3 +@3aN K30I sa0. s3 sCII $3 ERCN30 $w Kw +@n. j@3 iancj33 R8 j@3 +@3aN
K30I 7RnN0jCRN. N0 Ta3cC03Nj DCL bCLRNc R8 j@3 bCLRNc 7RnN0jCRNY
r3 sCII NRs UaR,330 sCj@ j@3 +@3aN K30I sa0Y
i@3 lzS: +@3aN K30ICcj. T@CIICU ;aC|j@c6
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+RN<ajnIjRaw 00a3cc
TaG ;3nNA@w3. Ta3cC03Nj R8 `3Un$IC, R8 FRa3

?RNRa30 Lj@3LjC,CNc. a3cU3,j30 BN<aC0 /n$3,@C3c. Ta3cC03Nj R8 BKm VBNj3aNjCRNI Kj@A
3LjC,I mNCRNW. 0CcjCN<nCc@30 <n3cjc 8aRL @RL3 N0 $aR0. N0 I0C3c N0 <3NjI3L3N. B L
@C<@Iw 03IC<@j30 j@j j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI +RN<a3cc R8 Kj@3LjC,CNc. s@C,@ $Rcjc LRa3 j@N
RN3 @nN0a30 w3ac R8 @CcjRaw N0 ja0CjCRN. Cc $3CN< @3I0 CN b3RnIY
iR0w LRa3 j@N :.zzz Lj@3LjC,CNc 8aRL UUaRuCLj3Iw Slz ,RnNjaC3c N0 UI3Njw R8
wRnN< U3RUI3 0a3LCN< jR ,a3j3  $3jj3a 8njna3 j@aRn<@ Lj@3LjC,c @q3 ERCN30 nc @3a3Y
B sRnI0 ICG3 jR 3uj3N0 Lw cCN,3a3 s3I,RL3 jR II R8 j@3LY H3j L3 ~acj 3uUa3cc Lw cCN,3a3
,RN<ajnIjCRNc jR c3q3N Lj@3LjC,CNc. s@R @q3 $33N sa030 j@3 7C3I0c K30Ic. j@3 `RI8
M3qNICNN TaCy3. j@3 +aI 7aC30aC,@ ;ncc TaCy3. N0 j@3 +@3aN K30I sa0Y BN UajC,nIa. B
@C<@Iw @RNRa N0 0LCa3 j@3 <a3j cUCaCj R8 ,@II3N<3 N0 UccCRN R8 /aY KawL KCayG@NC.
j@3 ~acj 83LI3 jR $3 sa030 j@3 7C3I0c K30I CN Cjc @CcjRawY
H0C3c N0 <3NjI3L3N. j@3 cjn0w R8 Lj@3LjC,c 3NERwc j@3 IRN<3cj @CcjRaw sCj@CN ,03LC
N0 Cjc L<NC~,3Nj I3<,w @c $33N sCj@ nc j@aRn<@Rnj j@3 3NjCa3 @CcjRaw R8 @nLNCjwY 7aRL
N,C3Nj jCL3c s@3N @nLNCjw cjCII ICq30 sCj@Rnj I3jj3ac U3RUI3 cjaj30 jR ,I,nIj3 N0 L3A
cna3Y BN0330. Lj@3LjC,c jaNc8RaL30 j@3 IC83 R8 @nLNCjw c nNCq3acI IN<n<3. <RCN<
$3wRN0 a3<CRNc N0 NjCRNc. N0 c3aqCN< c j@3 $cCc R8 @nLN IR<C,I j@CNGCN<Y
2q3N CN j@Cc LR03aN 3a. Lj@3LjC,c Cc cjCII  ,aCjC,I 8RnN0jCRN j@j cjN0c j j@3 ,3Nj3a
R8 j@3 03q3IRUL3Nj R8 0qN,30 c,C3N,3 N0 j3,@NRIR<w N0 ,@N<3c CN Rna ICq3cY rCj@Rnj
Lj@3LjC,c. Cj sRnI0 @q3 $33N CLURccC$I3 jR 03q3IRU 0C<CjI j3,@NRIR<w. s@C,@ UIw30 
,aCjC,I aRI3 CN $aCN<CN< $Rnj j@3 B+i a3qRInjCRNY rCj@Rnj Lj@3LjC,c. s3 sRnI0 NRs ICq3
CN  sRaI0 sCj@Rnj Rna 8qRaCj3 LRqC3c N0 NCLjCRNc UaR0n,30 $w ,RLUnj3a <aU@C,cY #w
UUIwCN< Lj@3LjC,I LR03Ic CN ~NN,3 N0 NIwcCc R8 #C< /j. N3s c3aqC,3c N0 LaG3jc
a3 ,a3j30Y c s3 ,N c33 8aRL j@3c3 3uLUI3c. Lj@3LjC,c IIRsc nc jR cRIq3 UaR$I3Lc
sCj@ N3s L3j@R0c N0 UaCN,CUI3c N0 ,a3j3c Ln,@ @C<@3a 0030 qIn3c $w ,RNq3a<CN< sCj@
qaCRnc ~3I0c. cn,@ c c,C3N,3 N0 j3,@NRIR<w. CN0ncjaw. N0 ,nIjna3 N0 ajY B ~aLIw $3IC3q3
j@j j@3 03q3IRUL3Nj R8 @nLNCjw CN j@3 8njna3 Cc ,IRc3Iw CNj3ajsCN30 sCj@ Lj@3LjC,cY
i@3 sRaI0 @c NRs 3Nj3a30 N 3a R8 ,a3jCqCjw N0 CNNRqjCRN s@3a3  cCN<I3 CN0CqC0nIȕc
RnjcjN0CN< ,a3jCRN N0 C03c ,N LRq3 j@3 3NjCa3 sRaI0Y BN j@Cc c3Nc3. ,a3jCq3. IR<C,I N0
ajCRNI j@CNGCN< j@j s3 ,\nCa3 j@aRn<@ Lj@3LjC,c Cc RN3 R8 j@3 LRcj ,aCjC,I \nIC~,jCRNc
8Ra Rna 8njna3 I303acY i@j Cc s@w B cCN,3a3Iw @RU3 j@j Lj@3LjC,c sCII 03q3IRU NRj RNIw c 
Una3 ,03LC, cn$E3,j 8Ra Lj@3LjC,CNc $nj IcR c 3NERw$I3 N0 nN03acjN0$I3 I3aNCN<
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8Ra j@3 <3N3aI Un$IC, N0 Rna wRnN<cj3ac s@R sCII $3 I30CN< j@3 8njna3Y B sRnI0 ICG3 jR cG j@3
@RNRa30 Lj@3LjC,CNc <j@3a30 @3a3 jR CNcUCa3 Rna wRnN< <3N3ajCRN jR 3NERw Lj@3LjC,c
N0 <aRs nU c ,a3jCq3 N0 jI3Nj30 CN0CqC0nIc sCj@  c3Nc3 R8 ,a3jCqCjw N0 ajCRNICjw s@R
nIjCLj3Iw ,RNjaC$nj3 jR j@3 8njna3 R8 @nLNCjwY
?RNRa30 Lj@3LjC,CNc. FRa3 ,@C3q30 a3LaG$I3 3,RNRLC, <aRsj@ sCj@CN  c@Raj
U3aCR0 R8 jCL3 N0  UaII3I 0qN,3 sc ,@C3q30 CN j@3 cjn0w R8 Lj@3LjC,c CN cUCj3 R8 
Ij3 cjajY FRa3 ~acj ERCN30 j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI Kj@3LjC,I mNCRN VBKmW CN SO4S c  L3L$3a
,RnNjaw R8 j@3 IRs3cj aNGCN< <aRnU BY Hj3a CN SOOk. Cjc cjjnc sc 3I3qj30 jR <aRnU BB N0
CN lzze. Cj sc UaRLRj30 jR <aRnU Bp. ,ICL$CN< jsR anN<c R8 j@3 I003a j RN,3Y FRa3Nc a3
033UIw <aj38nI jR j@3 sRaI0ȕc Lj@3LjC,I ,RLLnNCjw s@R @q3 ,Ra0CIIw s3I,RL30 FRa3N
Lj@3LjC,CNc CNjR j@3Ca LC0cjY mN03a j@3 NL3 R8 ȒMMmK.ȓ s3 CNqCj30 UUaRuCLj3Iw
S.zzz Lj@3LjC,CNc 8aRL 03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3c jR c@a3 j@3 0a3Lc N0 @RU3c j@j FRa3Nc
@q3 3NERw30Y FRa3 sCII $3 LRa3 j@N sCIICN< jR ,RNjaC$nj3 jR ,RAUaRcU3aCjw R8 j@3 3NjCa3
@nLNCjw $w c@aCN< Rna 3uU3aC3N,3 N0 GNRsA@Rs sCj@ j@3 a3cj R8 j@3 sRaI0 CN qaCRnc
c3,jRac. CN,In0CN< j@3 3,RNRLwY
`3cU3,j30 Lj@3LjC,CNc. jR Lw GNRsI30<3. LRa3 j@N S.lzz UU3ac @q3 $33N a3I3c30
j@aRn<@ j@Cc +RN<a3cc N0 qaCRnc Un$IC, I3,jna3c sCII $3 03ICq3a30 $w a3NRsN30 Lj@3LjCA
,CNc CN jN03L sCj@ ~NN,CI CNq3cjRacY r3 ,RnNj RN wRna 030C,jCRN N0 ,RLLCjL3Nj jR
3uUN0 j@3 ,03LC, 8RnN0jCRN R8 Lj@3LjC,c j@aRn<@ 033U3a N0 $aR03a 0Cc,nccCRN N0
jR nIjCLj3Iw ,RNjaC$nj3 jR j@3 0qN,3L3Nj R8 @nLNCjwY Bj Cc Lw cCN,3a3 3uU3,jjCRN j@j
LNw cjn03Njc N0 Un$IC, s@R ~N0 Lj@3LjC,c q3aw 0C|,nIj ,N @q3 N RUURajnNCjw jR
03q3IRU <3NnCN3 CNj3a3cj CN Lj@3LjC,c N0 ~N0 Rnj j@3 nNC\n3 ,@aL N0 ERw j@j RNIw
Lj@3LjC,c ,N <Cq3Y
2N,Ca,I30 $w $3njC8nI ja,3c R8 Rna IRN< @CcjRaw. b3RnI Cc  ,Cjw sCj@ NnL3aRnc N,C3Nj
sRN03ac. cn,@ c Rna aRwI UI,3c. $nj IcR  LR03aN ,Cjw sCj@ cjj3AR8Aj@3Aaj CN CN0ncjaw
N0 ,nIjna3Y TI3c3 3NERw j@3 $3njC8nI ,nIjnaI @3aCj<3 N0 qCjICjw FRa3 R{3ac N0 ~II wRna
@3ajc sCj@ Ua3,CRnc N0 sRN03a8nI L3LRaC3c 0naCN< wRna cjwY
i@NG wRnY

NNRnN,3L3Njc
BN<aC0 /n$3,@C3c
r3 @q3 RN3 LRa3 NNRnN,3L3Nj jR LG3. RN3 LRa3 BKm UaCy3 jR NNRnN,3. NL3Iw j@3
H33IqjC TaCy3Y i@3 H33IqjC TaCy3 sc sa030 8Ra j@3 ~acj jCL3 0naCN< j@3 +IRcCN< +3a3A
LRNw R8 j@3 B+K CN lzSzY Bj sc 3cj$ICc@30 $w j@3 BKm N0 j@3 BN0CN <Rq3aNL3Njd Cj Cc NRs
8nN030 $w BN8Rcwc. c  U3aLN3Nj BKm UaCy3 jR $3 sa030 j 3q3aw B+KY Bj Cc sa030 8Ra
RnjcjN0CN< ,RNjaC$njCRNc jR CN,a3c3 j@3 Un$IC, sa3N3cc R8 Lj@3LjC,c c N CNj3II3,jnI
0Cc,CUICN3 N0 j@3 ,an,CI aRI3 Cj UIwc CN 0Cq3ac3 @nLN 3N03qRacY
i@3 lzS: H33IqjC TaCy3 sCII $3 sa030 jR 0aCN T3Ny 8Ra @Cc 03,CcCq3 ,RNjaC$njCRNc
jR ,@N<CN< j@3 LCN0 R8  s@RI3 ,RnNjaw. NL3Iw a<3NjCN. $Rnj j@3 sw Cj U3a,3Cq3c Lj@A
3LjC,c CN 0CIw IC83 N0. CN UajC,nIa. 8Ra @Cc $RRGc. @Cc ip UaR<aLc. N0 @Cc nNC\n3 <C8j R8
3Nj@ncCcL N0 UccCRN CN ,RLLnNC,jCN< j@3 $3njw R8 Lj@3LjC,cY
i@3 UaCy3 Cjc3I8 sCII $3 sa030 RNIw j j@3 +IRcCN< +3a3LRNwd wRn sCII @q3 wRna RsN
,@N,3 R8 sCjN3ccCN< @Cc 3Nj@ncCcL N0 @Cc UccCRN 0naCN< j@3 Un$IC, I3,jna3 @3 sCII <Cq3.
CN j@Cc q3aw @II. j 4 CN j@3 3q3NCN< RN n<ncj lz. j@3 Icj 8nII 0w R8 j@3 +RN83a3N,3Y
M3uj. B @q3 N 3uja cnaUaCc3 8Ra wRnY Ij@Rn<@ II j@3 BKm UaCy3c @q3 $33N sa030
Ra NNRnN,30. j@3a3 Cc N 3uja NNRnN,3L3Nj jR $3 L03 N0 N 3uja sa0 jR $3 <Cq3NY
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i@3 +@3aN K30I sa0 ,RNcCcjc R8 c3q3aI ,RLURN3NjcY isR R8 j@3c3 a3  K30I N0 N
sa0 8Ra j@3 a3,CUC3Nj. s@C,@ T@CIICU ;aC|j@c. j@3 lzS: +@3aN K30I sa0 rCNN3a. a3A
,3Cq30 Encj LCNnj3c <R 8aRL j@3 @N0c R8 Ta3cC03Nj R8 j@3 `3Un$IC, R8 FRa3Y #nj j@3a3 Cc
 j@Ca0 ,RLURN3Nj. s@C,@ Cc  ,@3,G R8 l9z.zzz 0RIIac j@j j@3 +@3aN K30I sa0 rCNA
N3a ,N 0Ca3,j jR  ,@aCj$I3 Ra<NCyjCRN R8 @Cc ,@RC,3Y B I3aN30. sCj@ <a3j 03IC<@j. j@j
T@CIICU ;aC|j@c. @c 03cC<Nj30 j@3 8aC,N Kj@3LjC,c KCII3NNCnL b,C3N,3 BNCjCjCq3. Ra
KKbB. c j@3 03cC<N33 R8 j@Cc sa0Y KKbB Cc N Ra<NCyjCRN ,IRc3 jR j@3 @3aj N0
j@3 ,RN,3aNc R8 j@3 +RLLCccCRN 8Ra /3q3IRUCN< +RnNjaC3c V+/+W R8 j@3 BKm. Cj sc 83A
jna30 w3cj3a0w j j@3 RN3A0w cwLURcCnL Kj@3LjC,c CN 2L3a<CN< MjCRNc- ,@C3q3L3Njc
N0 QUURajnNCjC3c VK2MQW. Ra<NCy30 $w j@3 BKmY KKbB Cc |ICj30 sCj@ c3q3aI +/+
CNCjCjCq3c j@j @3IU 03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3c a3,@ @C<@3a I3q3I R8 Lj@3LjC,c N0 cncjCN N0
8Rcj3a j@3Ca Lj@3LjC,I ,RLLnNCjC3cY B sRnI0 ICG3 jR CNqCj3 Kw +@n N0 DCL bCLRNc. s@R
a3 a3Ua3c3NjCN< j@3 +@3aN K30I 7RnN0jCRN N0 j@3 bCLRNc 7RnN0jCRN. a3cU3,jCq3Iw. j@3
+@3aN K30I sa0 rCNN3a 8Ra lzS:. T@CIICU ;aC|j@c. N0 rN03a Q<N. j@3 0Ca3,jRa R8
KKbB. jR ERCN L3 RN j@3 cj<3. UI3c3Y
T@CIICU ;aC|j@c Cc GNRsN 8Ra NRj RNIw @Cc RnjcjN0CN< Lj@3LjC,c N0 @Cc $aCIICNj N0
3{3,jCq3 c3aqC,3 jR j@3 Lj@3LjC,I ,RLLnNCjwd CN a3,3Nj w3ac @3 @c IcR $33N q3aw ,jCq3
CN 8Rcj3aCN< Lj@3LjC,c CN 03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3c. 3cU3,CIIw CN 8aC,Y B L cna3 j@j j@Cc
sa0 Cc UUa3,Cj30 NRj RNIw $w KKbB $nj $w 3q3aw RN3 R8 nc s@R cjaCq3c jR sRaG jRsa0c
$aCN<CN< Lj@3LjC,c 3q3aws@3a3Y i@NG wRn cR Ln,@. TaR83ccRa ;aC|j@cY
BKm @c $3,RL3 LRa3 ,jCq3 CN j@3 Icj 83s 03,03c CN 8Rcj3aCN< j@3 <aRsj@ R8 0qN,30
Lj@3LjC,I 30n,jCRN N0 a3c3a,@ CN 2L3a<CN< MjCRNcY i@3 MMmK CNCjCjCq3. ,Cj30
c3q3aI jCL3c Ia30w N0 CN UajC,nIa $w j@3 Ta3cC03Nj R8 FRa3. sc  sRN03a8nI CNCjCA
jCq3 R8 j@3 FRa3N HR,I Qa<NCyCN< +RLLCjj33. c s3II c j@3 s@RI3 FRa3N Lj@3LjC,I
,RLLnNCjw. j@j ~j $3njC8nIIw CN j@Cc s@RI3 8aL3sRaG. j@3a3$w 8a33CN< nU +/+ a3cRna,3cY
iwUC,IIw j@3 +/+ c3jc cC03 LRN3w 3q3aw w3a. UaCRa jR 3q3aw B+K. jR $aCN< Lj@3LjC,CNc
8aRL 03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3c N0 8nN0 j@3Ca UajC,CUjCRN CN j@3 B+KY
rCj@ Uaj R8 j@3c3 8a330 nU a3cRna,3c. +/+ Ra<NCy30 j@3 RN3A0w K2MQ cwLURcCnL
w3cj3a0wY i@3 cwLURcCnL L03 j@3 ,c3. j@aRn<@ Ua3c3NjjCRNc R8 3,RNRLC,c 3uU3aj CN j@3c3
Ljj3ac. c s3II c j@aRn<@ ,c3 cjn0C3c VFRa3 sc RN3 LRN< j@Rc3W N0. 3uLUI3c. j@j UaRA
LRjCN< 0qN,30 Lj@3LjC,I 03q3IRUL3Nj CN  ,RnNjaw $3N3~jc Cjc 3,RNRLC, 03q3IRUL3NjY
K2MQ IcR c@Rs,c30 LNw 8naj@3a RUURajnNCjC3c. s@3a3. sCj@ LR03cj 8nN0CN<.  <a3j
CLU,j ,N $3 R$jCN30Y r3 @0 Ua3c3NjjCRNc 8aRL  s@RI3 IU@$3jAcRnU R8 Ra<NCyjCRNc.
3,@ R8 s@C,@ 0R3c 8NjcjC, j@CN<c sCj@ 8CaIw LR03cj L3Nc. a3,@CN< LNw Lj@3LjCA
,CNcY Dncj jR <Cq3  83s 3uLUI3c- +BKT Ra<NCy3c 8NjcjC, cnLL3a c,@RRIc CN II 03A
q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3c CN j@3 sRaI0d mKH+. j@3 HjCN L3aC,N N0 +aC$$3N ccR,CjCRN.
,RRa0CNj3c CLL3Nc3 3{Rajc 8aRL j@3 LRa3 03q3IRU30 ,RnNjaC3c CN j@j a3<CRN jR @3IU j@3 I3cc
03q3IRU30d irb. j@3 rRaI0 ,03Lw R8 b,C3N,3c. cjaCq3c jR ~N0 83IIRsc@CUc 8Ra <a0nj3
cjn03Njc 3q3aws@3a3 CN j@3 03q3IRUCN< sRaI0d +MT. N CNCjCjCq3 R8 B+KB. j@3 CNcjan,jCRN
$aN,@ R8 j@3 BKm. @3IUc $nCI0 ,U,Cjw 8Ra Lj@3LjC,I 30n,jCRN CN I3cc 03q3IRU30 a3<CRNc
$w 3cj$ICc@CN< N3jsRaG UaR<aLcY bR LNw LRa3 CNCjCjCq3c s3a3 c@Rs,c30 j K2MQ.
LRN< s@C,@ KKbB. s@C,@ s3 Encj cs @RNRa30 $w j@3 +@3aN K30I sa0 rCNN3aY
BN ,RNN3,jCRN sCj@ II j@Cc. +/+ Cc InN,@CN< j@3 0RUjAAKj@3LjC,cA;a0nj3Abjn03Nj
CNCjCjCq3. s@C,@ s3 @RU3 sCII CNj3a3cj Lj@3LjC,CNc CN 03q3IRU30 ,RnNjaw CNj3a3cj30 CN
L3NjRaCN< N0 @3IUCN< cnUURaj  cjn03Nj CN  03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjawY B8 j@Cc Cc wRna ,c3. +/+
Cc sRaGCN< RN  8aL3sRaG jR Lj,@ wRn. RN3ARNARN3 sCj@ cn,@  cjn03NjY vRn ,N ~N0 
Ua3ICLCNaw 03c,aCUjCRN RN j@3 7aC3N0c R8 j@3 BKm s3$U<3d LRa3 sCII ,RL3 RN j@3 +/+
s3$U<3 cRRNY
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j K2MQ. s3 ,RnI0Nȕj w3j NNRnN,3 j@3 8NjcjC, <C8j 0Ca3,j30 $w lzS: +@3aN K30I
sa0 rCNN3a jR KKbB. $3,nc3 j@3 +@3aN sa0 sCNN3a @0Nȕj $33N NNRnN,30 Un$ICA
,IIwY #nj s3 @0 w3j NRj@3a 8NjcjC, NNRnN,3L3Nj. s@C,@ B L @UUw jR IcR $aR0,cj
jR II R8 wRn @3a3Y ML3Iw. j@3 ~q3 CNn<naI sCNN3ac R8 j@3 #a3Gj@aRn<@ TaCy3 CN Kj@3A
LjC,c. bCLRN /RNI0cRN. KuCL FRNjc3qC,@. D,R$ HnaC3. i3a3N,3 iR N0 `C,@a0 iwIRa.
@q3 I3j L3 GNRs Encj  83s 0wc <R j@j j@3w sCII 3,@ 0RNj3 Szz.zzz 0RIIac. 8Ra  jRjI
R8 9zz.zzz 0RIIac. jR j@3 BKm +/+ jR 3N0Rs  8nN0 j@j sCII sa0 #a3GRnj ;a0nj3
73IIRsc@CUc jR Lj@ <a0 cjn03Njc 8aRL N0 CN j@3 03q3IRUCN< sRaI0Y
i@3 BKm Cc UaR8RnN0Iw <aj38nI 8Ra j@3 cnUURaj 8aRL T@CI ;aC|j@c N0 8aRL j@3 ~q3
#a3Gj@aRn<@ TaCy3 rCNN3ac jR <a0nj3 30n,jCRN CN j@3 03q3IRUCN< sRaI0Y Bj IcR @RU3c
j@j j@Cc <3N3aRnc N0 c@CNCN< 3uLUI3 $w jRU I303ac R8 Rna Lj@3LjC,I ,RLLnNCjw. s@R
$3IC3q3 CN j@3 cLII N0 ,RII3,jCq3 3{Rajc j@j s3 LG3 N0 j@3 CLU,j j@3c3 @q3. sCII CNcUCa3
Rj@3ac. $Rj@ sCj@CN N0 8aRL RnjcC03 j@3 Lj@3LjC,I a3c3a,@ sRaI0Y b@RnI0 wRn Ia30w
sNj jR 3LnIj3 j@3L CN  cLII sw. wRn ,N 0R cR aC<@j 0naCN< B+K $w UajC,CUjCN< CN
/RNn,jCRN.  8nN0aCcCN< CNCjCjCq3 j@j sCII Icj RNIw 8Ra j@3 U3aCR0 R8 j@3 B+KY +@3,G Cj
Rnj j sssY0RNn,jCRNYRa< Ra j j@3 BK;BM`v cjN0 CN j@3 B+K 2u@C$CjCRN cU,3Y
BKmȕc LRcj CLURajNj $ncCN3cc ICcj30 j j@3 jRU R8 Cjc ,@a<3 Cc j@3 Ra<NCyjCRN R8 Rna
\n0a3NNCI BNj3aNjCRNI +RN<a3ccY /naCN< j@3 +RN<a3cc. s3 sCII @3a TI3Naw H3,jna3c $w
RnjcjN0CN< Lj@3LjC,CNc. s@R @q3 $33N cG30 LG3 j@3L ,,3ccC$I3 jR  sC03 aN<3 R8
Lj@3LjC,CNc Ua3c3Nj @3a3Y r3 IcR sCII @q3 BNqCj30 H3,jna3c CN LNw 0C{3a3Nj 0Ca3,A
jCRNcY i@Cc B+K sCII @q3  a3,Ra0 NnL$3a R8 ,aRccAICcj30 jIGc. CN j@3 0C{3a3Nj c3,jCRNI
L33jCN<c. CIIncjajCN< j@3 Ia<3 3uj3Nj jR s@C,@ 0C{3a3Nj cn$~3I0c sCj@CN Lj@3LjC,c a3
,aRccA83ajCICyCN< N0 CNn3N,CN< 3,@ Rj@3a.  sRN03a8nI 03q3IRUL3NjY r3 sCII. R8 ,Rnac3.
II ,3I3$aj3 Rna TaCy3 rCNN3ac. s@R sCII <Cq3 j@3Ca RsN I3,jna3cY r3 sCII @q3 Un$IC, 3q3NCN<
I3,jna3c. j@3 ~acj RN3 jRNC<@j $w DCL bCLRNc N0 j@3 Icj RN3 RN n<ncj lzj@ $w j@3 H33IqjC
TaCy3 rCNN3a. 0aCN T3NyY Uaj 8aRL II j@Cc. B @RU3 j@j wRn sCII IcR 3NERw cRL3 R8
j@3 Rnja3,@ ,jCqCjC3c. N0 qCcCj j@3 B+K 3u@C$CjCRN cU,3Y N0 C8 wRn <3j  ,@N,3. qCcCj
j@3 #aC0<3c lzS: ,RN83a3N,3. @3I0 CN UaII3I jR B+K. Encj  cn$sw aC03 sw CN ;s,@3RN
Knc3nL Ra<NCy30 $w j@3 #aC0<3c Qa<NCyjCRN R8 Kj@ N0 ajY
B @RU3 wRn sCII 8nIIw 3NERw j@3 B+K. j@3 ,Ra3 R8 j@3 +RN83a3N,3 Cjc3I8. j@3 LNw Rj@3a
,jCqCjC3c j@j j@3 HR,I Qa<NCyCN< +RLLCjj33 @c Ra<NCy30 aRnN0 Cj N0 wRna cjw CN j@3
,Cjw R8 b3RnIY i@NG wRn cR Ln,@ 8Ra ,RLCN<Y

BKm bjjnc `3URaj
KajCN ;aǑjc,@3I. b3,a3jaw R8 j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI Kj@3LjC,I mNCRN
i@3 3u\nCcCj3 <ILRna N0 j@3 UajC,nIa j@aCII
R8 j@Cc RU3NCN< ,3a3LRNw a3 ILRcj Rq3aY Bj
Cc NRs jCL3 8Ra j@3 Ȓ$RaCN< cjn{ȓY i@3 BKm
b3,a3jaw Cc cnUURc30 jR a3URaj. CN j@3 Icj Ua3A
c3NjjCRN R8 j@Cc 3q3Nj.  <ICLUc3 R8 j@3 Ȓbjj3
R8 j@3 mNCRNȓY
#38Ra3 0RCN< j@Cc. I3j L3 L3NjCRN j@j j@3a3
@c $33N q3aw @a0 sRaG $3@CN0 j@3 c@CN3 j@j
wRn @q3 c33N N0 j@3 IC<@jN3cc N0 8aC3N0ICA
N3cc j@j wRn @q3 3uU3aC3N,30 CN b3RnI cR 8aY
B ,@Ca30 R8 j@3 Ra<NCyCN< ,RLLCjj33 R8 B+K SOO4. N0 B a3L3L$3a j@3 3{Raj CNqRIq30 s3IIY
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?qCN< $33N CN ,IRc3 ,RNj,j sCj@ j@3 B+K lzS: Ra<NCyCN< ,RLLCjj33. B 0R GNRs s@j
?wnN<En TaG N0 @Cc j3L @q3 cn{3a30 CN j@3 Icj w3ac. CN UajC,nIa CN j@3 a3,3Nj LRNj@c
N0 0wcY H3j nc NRj 8Ra<3j. j@3 j3L ,RNcCcjc R8 qRInNj33ac N0 j@3w 0R II j@j CN j@3Ca 8a33
jCL3 sCj@ <a3j 3N3a<w N0 RnjcjN0CN< 3Nj@ncCcLY TI3c3 <Cq3 N 3uja UUInc3 jR j@3 ,RIA
I3<n3c CNqRIq30 CN j@3 Ra<NCyjCRN R8 j@Cc <a3j ,RN<a3cc N0 II j@3 00CjCRNI ,jCqCjC3c
ccR,Cj30 sCj@ CjY
Kw ER$ Cc jR a3URaj jR wRn $Rnj j@Rc3 U3RUI3 N0 Ra<NCyjCRNc s@R @q3 $33N sRaGCN<
CN j@3 Icj w3ac $3@CN0 j@3 c,3N3c 8Ra BKm N0 j@3 Lj@3LjC,I ,RLLnNCjw CN <3N3aIY B
sNj jR URCNj Rnj j@j Cj @c $33N  UI3cna3 jR ,RII$Raj3 sCj@ II j@3 ,RII3<n3cY +RNc3Ncnc
,RnI0 Iswc $3 a3,@30. 3q3N 03cUCj3 CNCjCI 0Ccc3Njc. cCN,3 3q3awRN3 c3aq30  ERCNj <RR0
,nc3- jR UaRLRj3 N0 8Rcj3a Lj@3LjC,cY ?qCN< $33N ,jCq3 8Ra BKm 8Ra j@3 Icj lz w3ac
N0 ~NCc@CN< Lw j3aL c BKm b3,a3jaw j j@3 3N0 R8 j@Cc w3a. B ,N @RN3cjIw cjj3 j@j B @q3
3NERw30 II j@3 sRaG. j@j B 833I @UUw jR $3  Lj@3LjC,CN N0 jR $3IRN< jR j@Cc sRN03a8nI
,RLLnNCjwY
i@3 aRI3 R8 j@3 BKm b3,a3jaw Cc NRj jR UaRqC03 wRn sCj@  qCcCRN R8 Lj@3LjC,c N0
j3II wRn @Rs B Ra @Rs BKm j@CNGc j@3 8njna3 R8 Lj@3LjC,c Cc <RCN< jR $3Y KNw I3,jna3c j
j@Cc ,RN<a3cc sCII jG3 ,a3 R8 j@jY B sCII j3II wRn $Rnj cRL3 03jCIc R8 Rna sRaG cR j@j wRn
GNRs s@j BKm @c 0RN3 CN j@3 a3,3Nj 8Rna w3acY Bj sCII $3 $aC38. N0 B sCII @C<@IC<@j RNIw
 83s L3LRa$I3 jRUC,cY
i@3 B+KAa3Ij30 ,RLLCjj33c a3 R8 UajC,nIa CLURajN,3Y vRn @q3 c33N j@3 sCNN3ac R8
j@3 BKm sa0c  83s LRL3Njc <R N0 wRn @q3 ,3ajCNIw cjn0C30 j@3 ICcj R8 CNqCj30 B+K
I3,jna3acY KNw ,RII3<n3c s3a3 CNqRIq30 CN ,@RRcCN< j@3LY i@3 BKm 2u3,njCq3 +RLLCjj33
V2+W c3j nU j@3 B+K lzS: TaR<aL +RLLCjj33 N0 RN3 ,RLLCjj33 8Ra 3,@ R8 j@3 BKm UaCy3cj@3 7C3I0c K30Ic. M3qNICNN TaCy3. ;ncc TaCy3. +@3aN K30I sa0 N0 j@3 H33IqjC
TaCy3 c s3II c 8Ra j@3 B+K 2LLw MR3j@3a H3,jna3Y
i@3 TaR<aL +RLLCjj33 VT+W Cc a3cURNcC$I3 8Ra j@3 c,C3NjC~, UaR<aL R8 B+Kcd j@3 lzS:
T+ sc ,@Ca30 $w +aIRc F3NC< N0 @0 3I3q3N 8naj@3a L3L$3ac- 2asCN #RIj@nc3N. IC,3
+@N<. r3ICN<jRN 03 K3IR. ?āIěN3 2cNnIj. iCL ;Rs3ac. `qC FNNN. DRN< ?3 F3nL.
+In03 H3 #aCc. I3u Hn$RjyGw. DaCG M3c3jaCI. N0a3C QGnNGRsY i@3 T+ sc cnUURaj30
$w NCN3j33N c3,jCRN UN3IcY i@3w ERCNjIw cn,,33030 CN ,RLCN< nU sCj@ N RnjcjN0CN< ICcj R8
cU3G3ac N0 CN a3,@CN<  a3cRN$I3 $IN,3 R8 a3<CRNc. <3N03a N0 Lj@3LjC,I ~3I0cY
 aRn<@ ,RnNj c@Rsc j@j j@3 NnL$3a R8 T+ N0 UN3I L3L$3ac Cc $Rnj j@3 cL3 c j@3
NnL$3a R8 CNqCj30 cU3G3ac. CY3Y RN3 T+gUN3I L3L$3a ,@Rc3 RN3 cU3G3a A  janIw cC<NC~,Nj
c3I3,jCRN 3{RajY
i@3 7C3I0c K30I +RLLCjj33 ,RNcCcj30 R8 HnC<C L$aRcCR. /qC0 2Cc3N$n0. F3NEC 7nGw.
ĀjC3NN3 ;@wc. #3N30C,j ;aRcc. 7aN,3c FCasN. DRc FRIIa. KuCL FRNjc3qC,@. KC,@3I
bjans3. Q83a x3CjnNC. ;ɫNj3a KY xC3<I3a N0 sc ,@Ca30 $w BKm Ta3cC03Nj BN<aC0 /n$3,@C3cY
i@Cc ,RLLCjj33 Cc 8nIIw a3cURNcC$I3 8Ra j@3 ,@RC,3 R8 j@3 sa0 sCNN3acY i@3 cL3 anI3 @RI0c
8Ra j@3 Rj@3a BKm UaCy3cY i@3 2+ 0R3c NRj CNj3a83a3d II BKm UaCy3 c3I3,jCRN ,RLLCjj33c
sRaG njRNRLRncIwġj@3Ca ,@RC,3 Cc BKmȕc ,@RC,3Y B j@CNG s3 II <a33 j@j <a3j ,@RC,3c
s3a3 L03Y
i@3 b3I3,jCRN +RLLCjj33 8Ra j@3 M3qNICNN TaCy3 sc ,@Ca30 $w qC rC<03acRN N0 @0
i@C3aaw +R\nN0. vnaC M3cj3aRq. DCGnLa `0@GaCc@NN. Āq ia0Rc. N0 H3cIC3 pICNj
c 00CjCRNI L3L$3acY i@3 ;ncc TaCy3 b3I3,jCRN +RLLCjj33 ,RNcCcj30 R8 r3CNN 2. #aA
$a F3w~jy. N0aāc r3CNjan$. 0 qN 03a paj N0 I~R [naj3aRNC c ,@CaY `R$3aj
#awNj ,@Ca30 j@3 +@3aN K30I sa0 b3I3,jCRN +RLLCjj33 s@C,@ @0 FynR KnaRj. 73ICu
QjjR. ICNAbRI byNCjLN N0 +ICa3 pRCcCN c 00CjCRNI L3L$3acY 7CNIIw. /qC0 KnL8Ra0
,@Ca30 j@3 H33IqjC b3I3,jCRN +RLLCjj33 N0 sc cnUURaj30 $w Q@ ML FsRN. ;nCII3aLR
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KajŝN3y. KYbY `<@nNj@N. N0 baCNCqc pa0@NY i@3 jcG R8 j@3 H33IqjC b3I3,jCRN
+RLLCjj33 Cc UajC,nIaIw 0C|,nIj cCN,3 Cj @c jR c3a,@ j@3 sRaI0 sCj@ Cjc LNw 0C{3a3Nj
IN<n<3c N0 ,nIjnaI @$Cjc jR ~N0  U3acRN j@j ,RNjaC$nj30 cC<NC~,NjIw jR j@3 Un$IC,
sa3N3cc R8 Lj@3LjC,c c N CNj3II3,jnI 0Cc,CUICN3 N0 R8 j@3 ,an,CI aRI3 Cj UIwc CN 0CA
q3ac3 @nLN 3N03qRacY  sRN03a8nI a<3NjCNCN UaCy3 sCNN3a sc 03j3,j30Y TI3c3. jj3N0
@Cc I3,jna3 RN n<ncj lzY
i@3 a3cURNcC$CICjw 8Ra II BKm ,jCqCjC3c a3cjc sCj@ j@3 BKm 2u3,njCq3 +RLLCjj33 V2+W.
s@C,@ ,RNcCcjc R8  Ta3cC03Nj.  b3,a3jaw. jsR pC,3 Ta3cC03Njc. cCu K3L$3acAjAHa<3. N0
j@3 Tcj Ta3cC03Nj. s@R @c NR qRjCN< aC<@jcY i@3 2+ Cc 3I3,j30 $w BKmȕc ;3N3aI cc3L$Iw
V;W. s@C,@ UURCNjc j@3 2+ 8Ra  8RnaAw3a j3aLY i@3 ; Cc j@3 ȒCNj3aNjCRNI UaICL3Nj
R8 Lj@3LjC,cȓ N0 ,RNcCcjc R8 j@3 03I3<j3c R8 II L3L$3ac R8 BKmY 2,@ L3L$3a Cc a3UA
a3c3Nj30 $w  NnL$3a R8 03I3<j3c j@j 03U3N0c RN j@3 L3L$3ac@CU <aRnU VS jR 9W Cj 0@3a3c
jRY
i@3 ; L3j RN n<ncj Sz N0 SS. lzS: CN ;w3RN<En N0 03,C030 RN j@3 BKm I303ac@CU
8Ra j@3 j3aL lzS9ĢlzS4Y b@C<38nLC KRaC sCII $3 j@3 N3uj Ta3cC03Nj. ?3I<3 ?RI03N j@3 BKm
b3,a3jaw. N0 IC,C /C,G3Ncj3CN N0 pn<@N DRN3c j@3 N3s pC,3 Ta3cC03NjcY i@3 K3L$3acA
jAHa<3 sCII $3 #3N30C,j ;aRcc. ?wnN<En TaG. +@aCcjCN3 `Rncc3n. pcn03qN baCNCqc.
DR@N iRIN0 N0 r3N03ICN r3aN3aY b@C<38nLC KRaC.  8RaL3a 7C3I0c K30ICcj. Cc j@3 ~acj BKm
Ta3cC03Nj 8aRL cC 3q3aY pT IC,C /C,G3Ncj3CN Cc j@3 ~acj Lj@3LjC,CN 8aRL a<3NjCN
ERCNCN< j@3 2+ N0 ?wnN<En TaG j@3 ~acj FRa3N L3L$3a R8 j@3 2+Y rCj@ pn<@N DRN3c N0
r3N03ICN r3aN3a j@3 2+ @c j@a33 7C3I0c K30ICcjc c Cjc L3L$3ac- j@3 @C<@3cj 2+ 7C3I0c
K30I 03NcCjw 3q3aY iR<3j@3a sCj@ BN<aC0 /n$3,@C3c. j@3c3 3I3q3N ,RII3<n3c sCII sRaG @a0
CN j@3 N3uj 8Rna w3ac jR UaRLRj3. 3N,Rna<3 N0 cnUURaj LNw CNj3aNjCRNI Lj@3LjC,I
,jCqCjC3cY
i@3a3 a3 cn$jI3 Cccn3c j@j j@3 BKm ncnIIw 0R3c NRj L3NjCRN CN Un$IC,Y BKm R8j3N
a3,3Cq3c a3\n3cjc jR @3IU Lj@3LjC,CNc s@R @q3 $33N CLUaCcRN30 8Ra URICjC,I a3cRNc VNRj
8Ra ,aCL3cW Ra s@R @q3 $33N ja3j30 nN8CaIwY 0qC,3 Cc a3\n3cj30 8aRL URICjC,I CNcjCjnjCRNc
CNj3N0CN< jR 0qN,3 Lj@3LjC,cY Kj@3LjC,I CNcjCjnj3c CN 0N<3a R8 <3jjCN< c@nj 0RsN Ra
CN ~NN,CI jaRn$I3 cG 8Ra cnUURaj CN j@3Ca cjan<<I3 jR cnaqCq3. N0 s3 c33G 8Ra 0RNRac N0
cURNcRac 8Ra Lj@3LjC,I ,jCqCjC3cY BKm a3Ua3c3NjjCq3c sRaG $3@CN0 j@3 c,3N3c N0 jaw
j@3Ca $3cj jR @3IU Lj@3LjC,CNc s@3a3q3a URccC$I3Y B8 wRn @q3 ,an,CI 0C|,nIjC3c N0 833I
j@j CNj3aNjCRNI ccCcjN,3 LC<@j $3 R8 0qNj<3. Encj c3N0  L3cc<3 jR j@3 BKm b3,a3jawY
bC<NC~,Nj sRaG Cc 0RN3 CN BKmȕc +RLLCccCRNc N0 +RLLCjj33cY i@3 Ia<3cj ,RLLCcA
cCRN Cc j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI +RLLCccCRN 8Ra Kj@3LjC,I BNcjan,jCRN VB+KBW j@j. 8RnN030 CN
SOz4. Cc ,jnIIw RI03a j@N BKm Cjc3I8Y B+KB @c  sC03 aN<3 R8 ,jCqCjC3cY B sNj jR L3NjCRN
Encj RN3 s@C,@ B ,RNcC03a jR $3 R8 UajC,nIa CLURajN,3- j@3 +U,Cjw N0 M3jsRaG TaRE3,j
V+MTWY +MT CLc jR 3N@N,3 Lj@3LjC,c 30n,jCRN j II I3q3Ic CN 03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3c
LGCN< j@3Ca U3RUI3 ,U$I3 R8 L33jCN< j@3 ,@II3N<3c j@3c3 ,RnNjaC3c 8,3Y +MT @3IUc
03q3IRU j@3 30n,jCRNI ,U,Cjw R8 j@Rc3 a3cURNcC$I3 8Ra Lj@3LjC,c j3,@3ac N0 ,a3j3c
cncjCN30 N0 3{3,jCq3 a3<CRNI N3jsRaGc R8 j3,@3ac. Lj@3LjC,c 30n,jRac N0 Lj@3LjCA
,CNc. IcR ICNGCN< j@3L jR CNj3aNjCRNI cnUURajY i@3 LERa ,jCqCjw R8  +MT UaRE3,j Cc 
jsRAs33G sRaGc@RU 8Ra $Rnj 8Rajw UajC,CUNjc. @I8 R8 j@3L ,RLCN< 8aRL j@3 @Rcj ,RnNjaw
N0 @I8 8aRL a3<CRNI N3C<@$Rac. UaCLaCIw CL30 j Lj@3LjC,c j3,@3a 30n,jRacY +MT
sRaGc@RUc @q3 $33N @3I0 CN KIC sCj@ UajC,CUNjc 8aRL bn$Ab@aN 8aC, CN b3Uj3L$3a
lzSS. CN +Rcj `C, CN n<ncj lzSl sCj@ +3NjaI L3aC,N N0 +aC$$3N UajC,CUNjc. CN
+L$R0C CN lzSk. N0 j@3 N3uj RN3 sCII $3 @3I0 CN iNyNC CN b3Uj3L$3a lzS:Y 7CNN,CI
cnUURaj ,L3 UaCLaCIw 8aRL BKm. ,RNjaC$njCRNc 8aRL mM2b+Q. B+bm. B+BK. `2+bK
N0 b2Kb a3 ,GNRsI30<30Y
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i@3 BNj3aN3j N0 j@3 rRaI0 rC03 r3$ @q3 jaNc8RaL30 Lj@3LjC,I ,RLLnNC,jCRN j
I3cj c Ln,@ c j@3 CNjaR0n,jCRN R8 ERnaNIcY i@Cc jaNc8RaLjCRN N0 LNw R8 j@3 ,RLL3aA
,CI Ua3ccna3c {3,j Lj@3LjC,CNc CN LNw swcY i@3 BKm 2+ 8RaL30 j@3 +RLLCjj33 RN
2I3,jaRNC, BN8RaLjCRN N0 +RLLnNC,jCRN V+2B+W CN SOO4 jR sj,@ j@3c3 03q3IRUL3Njc.
0qCc3 j@3 2+. j@aRn<@ Cj j@3 BKm N0 Lj@3LjC,CNc <3N3aIIw $Rnj j@3c3 ja3N0c N0 $3cj
swc jR 0Uj jR j@3c3 ,@N<3cY B sNj jR L3NjCRN @3a3 RNIw j@a33 UN3Ic Ra<NCy30 $w +2B+
j j@Cc ,RN<a3cc j@j a3Ua3c3Nj jwUC,I cU3,jc R8 +2B+ ,jCqCjwY H30 $w j@3 +2B+ ,@Ca T3A
j3a QIq3a. +2B+ L3L$3ac N0 CNqCj30 3uU3ajc sCII 0Cc,ncc j@3 U3acU3,jCq3c R8 ȒKj@3LjC,I
KccCq3 QU3N QNICN3 +Rnac3cȓ. UaRqC03 j@3Ca qC3sc R8 Ȓi@3 7njna3 R8 Kj@3LjC,I Tn$ICc@A
CN<ȓ N0 03c,aC$3 3{Rajc j@j Lw I30 jR Ȓi@3 rRaI0 /C<CjI Kj@3LjC,c HC$aawȓ j@j s3
a3 II 0a3LCN< R8. NL3Iw N 3I3,jaRNC, a3URcCjRaw j@j LG3c j@3 Lj@3LjC,I ICj3ajna3
R8 II jCL3 RNICN3 qCI$I3 8Ra 3q3awRN3 3q3aws@3a3 CN j@3 sRaI0 8a33 R8 ,@a<3Y TI3c3. cjw
CN8RaL30 $w jj3N0CN< j@3c3 UN3I 0Cc,nccCRNcY
i@3 +RLLCccCRN 8Ra /3q3IRUCN< +RnNjaC3c V+/+W @c $33N L3NjCRN30 cR R8j3N cR 8a j
j@Cc RU3NCN< ,3a3LRNw j@j B sCII NRj 00 Ln,@ jR CjY Bj Cc CLURccC$I3. j@Rn<@. NRj jR UaCc3 CN
j@Cc ,RNj3uj j@3 MMmK UaRE3,j j@j Cc N CNCjCjCq3 R8 Rna FRa3N ,RII3<n3c jR CNqCj3 $Rnj
S.zzz Lj@3LjC,CNc 8aRL j@3 03q3IRUCN< sRaI0 jR B+K lzS:Y B @RU3 j@j j@3 MMmK
<aNj33c sCII c3Cy3 j@3 nNC\n3 ,@N,3 jR L33j N0 N3jsRaG @3a3 sCj@ ,RII3<n3c 8aRL j@3 sRaI0
Rq3aY i@3 K2MQ VKj@3LjC,c CN 2L3a<CN< MjCRNc- ,@C3q3L3Njc N0 QUURajnNCjC3cW
bwLURcCnL j@j +/+ InN,@30 w3cj3a0w ,UCjICy30 RN j@3 MMmK <aNj33c N0 $aRn<@j
jR<3j@3a  Ia<3 NnL$3a R8 Lj@3LjC,CNc 8aRL j@3 03q3IRUCN< sRaI0. ,jCq3 N0 URj3NjCI
cURNcRac. N0 ,RII3<n3c sCj@ UajC,nIa CNj3a3cj CN cnUURajCN< Lj@3LjC,c CN 03q3IRUCN<
,RnNjaC3cY i@3a3 s3a3 RnjcjN0CN< I3,jna3c j@j c@Rs30 @Rs Lj@3LjC,c @c @3IU30 c@U3
,RnNjaC3c. ICq3c. CN0CqC0nIc N0 ,RLLnNCjC3cY i@3c3 I3,jna3c s3a3 LRa3 j@N  IRn0 ,II jR
BKm jR G33U RN <RCN< CN j@Cc 0Ca3,jCRNY
j j@3 ; L33jCN< Icj s33G3N0. rN03a Q<N @c $33N 3I3,j30 c j@3 N3s +/+ Ua3cA
C03Nj. ?3a$ +I3L3Nc N0 F3cqN c j@3 +/+ c3,a3jaC3c. N0 j@3 j@a33 N3s +/+ L3L$3ac
a3Ua3c3NjCN< HjCN L3aC,. 8aC, N0 cC ,RL3 8aRL +RInL$C VI8 QNc@nncW. +L3aRRN
VKL 7RnURn<NC<NCW N0 T@CICUUCN3c VTRIIw rY bwWY i@a33 LRa3 +/+ L3L$3ac sCII $3
UURCNj30 CN j@3 N3a 8njna3Y
/naCN< j@3 Icj 8Rna w3ac j@3 8RIIRsCN< ,RnNjaC3c @q3 ERCN30 BKm c ccR,Cj3 K3L$3ac+L$R0C. ;$RN. K0<c,a. KIwcC. KRI0Rq. M3UI. N0 QLNY i@3 UUIC,jCRNc R8
TUn M3s ;nCN3 N0 b3N3<I s3a3 UUaRq30 jsR 0wc <RY i@3w sCII $3 N3s BKm ccRA
,Cj3 K3L$3ac c R8 b3Uj3L$3a S. lzS:Y BKm @c j@a33 N3s 7nII K3L$3ac- KRNj3N3<aR.
I<3aC N0 2,n0Ra. s@C,@ sc nU<a030 8aRL ccR,Cj3 jR 7nII K3L$3aY
iR cnLLaCy3 j@3 L3L$3ac@CU 03q3IRUL3Nj- BKm @c NRs c3q3NjwARN3 8nII L3L$3a
,RnNjaC3c. js3Iq3 a3 ccR,Cj3 L3L$3ac. N0 8Rna CNj3aNjCRNI Ra<NCyjCRNc a3 |ICj3
L3L$3acY j B+K lzS:. s3 ,RnNj UajC,CUNjc 8aRL Sl9 ,RnNjaC3c. N0 j@nc. j@3a3 Cc LRa3
aRRL jR <aRsY
TUn M3s ;nCN3 N0 Rj@3a N3s ccR,Cj3 K3L$3ac a3 NRj @RjcURjc R8 Lj@3LjC,c
w3j. $nj BKm Cc jawCN< @a0 jR 03q3IRU Lj@3LjC,c 3q3aws@3a3Y H3j nc IRRG j FRa3 N0
I3j L3 <R $,G sCj@ wRn jR j@3 w3a SO4SY ?Rs LNw UU3ac 0C0 Lj@3LjC,CNc 8aRL j@3
`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3. j@3 @Rcj ,RnNjaw R8 j@Cc 3q3Nj. Un$ICc@ CN SO4S CN CNj3aNjCRNI ERnaNIc]
?q3 wRna RsN <n3cc6 i@3 ILRcj nN$3IC3q$I3 Ncs3a Cc k6 FRa3 Cc NRs NnL$3a SS CN j@3
sRaI0 aNGCN< R8 Lj@3LjC,I Un$IC,jCRNcY r@j  UaR<a3cc6 H3j nc @RU3 j@j cRL3 R8 j@3
,RnNjaC3c j@j NRs $3,L3 BKm L3L$3ac Ra ccR,Cj3 L3L$3ac sCII 3uU3aC3N,3 j@3 cL3
cj33U <aRsj@ j@j. jR  Ia<3 3uj3Nj. Cc $c30 RN  cjaRN< 3LU@cCc RN 30n,jCRNY
B cjaj30 Lw Ua3c3NjjCRN sCj@ cwCN< j@j B L NRj <RCN< jR j3II wRn qCcCRNc $Rnj Lj@3A
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LjC,cd $nj B @q3 RN3 cIC03 j@j B sRnI0 ICG3 jR c@Rs wRn A N0 B @RU3 Cj CN0C,j3c cRL3j@CN<
jR j@CNG $RnjY Bj Cc Lw ~aL $3IC38 j@j Lj@3LjC,c Cc i?2 c,C3NjC~, 3N03qRa R8 j@Cc ,3NA
jnaw6 i@3 a3cRN 8Ra Lw ,RNqC,jCRN Cc j@j II 0qN,30 CN0ncjaC3c N0 II 0qN,30 c,C3N,3c
@q3 L3Ns@CI3 nN03acjRR0 j@j Lj@3LjC,c Cc njCICy30 CN <a3j 03Uj@ N0 $a30j@ 8Ra j@3
nN03acjN0CN< R8 Njna3. j@3 LR03IICN< R8 CN0ncjaCI UaR,3cc3c. j@3 c@UCN< R8 UaR0n,jc. 3j,Y
+RLUNC3c j@j sNj jR cjw ,RLU3jCjCq3 N330 Lj@3LjC,c. N0 C8 s3 sNj jR cq3 a3cRna,3c
N0 LG3 ,a38nI nc3 R8 Rna 3NqCaRNL3Nj. Lj@3LjC,I LR03ICN<. cCLnIjCRN N0 RUjCLCyA
jCRN a3 CN0CcU3Nc$I3Y
II j@Cc Cc nN8RajnNj3Iw NRj cR s3II GNRsN CN j@3 Un$IC,. N0 j@j Cc cRL3j@CN< s3 @q3
jR ,@N<3 $w CNj3NcC8wCN< Rna Rnja3,@ ,jCqCjC3c. RN3 a3cRN s@w j@3 H33IqjC TaCy3 sc c3j
nUY Bj Lw cRnN0 cjaN<3. $nj IcR LNw Lj@3LjC,CNc a3 NRj sa3 R8 j@3 CNn3N,3 j@j
Lj@3LjC,c @c CN a3I IC83 CN j@3 sRaI0 aRnN0 ncY Bj c33Lc j@j s3 @q3 jR 3uUICN IcR
sCj@CN Rna ,RLLnNCjw @Rs CLURajNj Lj@3LjC,c CcY
v3cj3a0w j j@3 K2MQ 3q3Nj. 2aC, Y ?Nnc@3G. N 3,RNRLCcj CNq3cjC<jCN< j@3 CNnA
3N,3 R8 30n,jCRN RN 3,RNRLC, 03q3IRUL3Nj. a3URaj30 @Cc ~N0CN< j@j ,R<NCjCq3 cGCIIc a3
,ncIIw a3Ij30 jR 3,RNRLC, 03q3IRUL3Nj N0 j@j qaCjCRNc CN <aRsj@ aj3c ,aRcc ,RnNA
jaC3c ,N $3 3uUICN30 $w ,RNcC03ajCRN R8 j@3 aRI3 R8 ,R<NCjCq3 cGCIIcY ?3 3LU@cCy30 j@3
CLURajN,3 R8 Lj@3LjC,I 30n,jCRN CN j@3c3 UaR,3cc3cY ?Nnc@3Gȕc R$c3aqjCRNc s3a3
,RaaR$Raj30 $w FRa3ȕc 8RaL3a KCNCcj3a FnNKR +@nN<. s@R cURG3 $Rnj j@3 ,RNjaC$njCRN
R8 Lj@3LjC,c jR j@3 03q3IRUL3Nj R8  ,RnNjawY i@3 ,I3a cjj3L3Nj sc j@j j@3 03q3IRUA
L3Nj R8 cGCIIc. CN UajC,nIa Lj@3LjC,I cGCIIc. Cc j@3 LRcj CLURajNj cU3,j R8 03q3IRUL3Nj
N0 <aRsj@Y ?3 IcR cja3cc30 j@j 30n,jCRN j j@3 jRU I3q3I 0R3c NRj cn|,3. <RR0 Lj@3A
LjC,I 30n,jCRN RN II I3q3Ic Cc N3,3ccawY i@j Cc  L3cc<3 s3 @q3 jR $aCN< @RL3 jR j@3
LCNCcjaC3c CN Rna RsN ,RnNjaC3cY r3 @q3 jR sRaG RN j@3 s@RI3 aN<3 R8 30n,jCRN CN Ra03a
jR <R 8Rasa0 N0 <aRsY
Kw ~NI cIC03 Cc N Ra<NCyjCRNI ,@ajY 7Rna w3ac <R j@3 ;3N3aI cc3L$Iw 03,C030
j@j j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI Kj@3LjC,I mNCRN c@RnI0 @q3  U3aLN3Nj R|,3Y bCN,3 SOlz BKm
@c $33N anN $w qRInNj33ac RNIwY i@3 ; 83Ij j@j cRL3 cRaj R8 UaR83ccCRNICyjCRN sRnI0 $3
N3,3ccaw N0 cG30 8Ra $C0c 8Ra 3cj$ICc@CN<  U3aLN3Nj BKm b3,a3jaCjY #3aICN sRN j@3
,RNj3cj N0 j@3 N3s R|,3 sCj@ ~q3 3LUIRw33c sc RU3N30 CN j@3 $3<CNNCN< R8 lzSSY #nj.
R8 ,Rnac3. BKm Cc NRj 0RLCNj30 $w j@3 b3,a3jaCjd Cj Cc cjCII I30 $w j@3 ,RLLCjj33c N0
,RLLCccCRNc B @q3 jRI0 wRn $Rnj N0 anN $w qRInNj33ac s@R ,RNjaC$nj3 jR BKm CN j@3Ca 8a33
jCL3Y HRRG aRnN0 N0 c33 s@j qRInNj33ac ,N ,@C3q36
i@Cc Cc j@3 3N0 R8 Lw a3URaj $Rnj s@j BKm @c $33N 0RCN<Y B 0R @RU3 wRn 833I cRL3A
s@j 3N,Rna<30 j@CNGCN< $Rnj ,RNjaC$njCN< jR BKm N0 Cjc ,jCqCjC3c CN j@3 8njna3Y TI3c3.
IcR ,RNcC03a ,RNjaC$njCN< jR j@3 03q3IRUL3Nj R8 Lj@3LjC,c CN wRna RsN ,RnNjaw. ERCN j@3
Lj@3LjC,I Ra<NCyjCRNc N0 cR,C3jC3c CN wRna c,C3NjC~, 3NqCaRNL3Nj. UaRLRj3 Rna c,C3N,3
N0 LG3 Cj cjaRN<3aY
i@NG wRn 8Ra wRna jj3NjCRNY

Opening Ceremony of Seoul ICM 2014

2014 Award Winners with President Park Geun-hye and Minister Yanghee Choi of Republic of Korea, Ingrid Daubechies,
Martin Grötschel, and Hyungju Park

Dance performance at the Ceremony

Martin Grötschel, Ingrid Daubechies, and Hyungju Park

Artur Avila

Manjul Bhargava

Martin Hairer

Maryam Mirzakhani

Subhash Khot

Stanley Osher

Phillip Griffiths

.,-0=s]n`Sejjano
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+IRcCN< `3LaG N0 `3cnIj `3URaj
?wnN<En TaG. +@CaLN R8 j@3 b3RnI B+K lzS: Qa<NCyCN< +RLLCjj33
H0C3c N0 <3NjI3L3N N0 Lw 83IIRs Lj@3LjC,CNc. B L cR @UUw jR $3 @3a3 CN j@Cc q3aw
<a,CRnc 3N0CN< R8 s@j s3 @q3 $33N <RCN< j@aRn<@ 8Ra NCN3 0wcY r3 sNj30 j@Cc jR $3.
CNcj30 R8  8RaLICjw. s3 sNj30 j@Cc +IRcCN< +3a3LRNw jR $3 LRa3 83cjCq3 N0 ~II30 sCj@
3uU3,jjCRNc 8Ra j@3 N3uj RN3Y ?3a3. wRn sCII cRRN @3a 8aRL j@3 N3uj B+K +@Ca $Rnj j@3Ca
UINc N0 s3 Ia30w cjaj30 IRRGCN< 8Rasa0 jR j@jY bR B sCII $aC3w a3URaj cRL3 NnL$3ac
N0 cRL3 cjjCcjC,c $Rnj j@Cc B+K cR j@j Lw$3 wRn ,N II c@a3 s@j s3 @q3 ,@C3q30
N0 s@j s3 @q3 0RN3 8Ra j@3 Ucj NCN3 0wcY #38Ra3 s3 LRq3 RN. 0naCN< Rna +RN83a3N,3
/CNN3a. B ,RN83cc30 cRL3 R8 Rna LCcjG3c N0 U3RUI3 j@Rn<@j j@j sc 8nNY bR B sCII a3q3I
cRL3 LRa3 R8 Rna LCcjG3c jR0wY
2aIw j@Cc cUaCN<. s3 s3a3 jRI0 j@j j@3 TRU3 sCII $3 qCcCjCN< RN j@3 0w R8 j@3 QU3NCN< R8
B+KY bR s3 II UNC,G30 $3,nc3 s3 s3a3 @RUCN< j@j j@3 Ta3cC03Nj R8 FRa3 sCII ,RL3 jR
Rna QU3NCN< N0 sa0 j@3 L30Ic N0 UaCy3c N0 Cjȕc NRj 3cw jR ,RLU3j3 <CNcj j@3 TRU3Y
r3 s3a3 q3aw sRaaC30 N0 3q3NjnIIw j@3 pjC,N <a,CRncIw ,@N<30 j@3Ca c,@30nI3Y Kw
cncUC,CRN Cc j@j cRL3 R8 j@3 L3L$3ac R8 j@3 HR,I Qa<NCyCN< +RLLCjj33 s@R a3 +j@RIC,c
Lw$3 L03 cRL3 3uja 3{Rajc jR ,@N<3 j@3 pjC,Nȕc LCN0Y
NRj@3a $C< ,aCcCc @Cj nc c3q3aI LRNj@c <R IcR s@3N s3 0Cc,Rq3a30 j@j +Q2t. j@Cc
,RNq3NjCRN ,3Nj3a. sc nN03a<RCN<  @n<3 a3NRqjCRN UaRE3,jY B8 wRn ,jnIIw <R 0RsN jR j@3
$c3L3Nj. s@3a3 @nN0a30c R8 cLII a3cjnaNjc N0 ,83j3aCc a3. j@3 s@RI3 a3 @c $33N
a3NRqj30Y i@j L3Nc j@j URRa Lj@3LjC,CNc sCII $3 $ncw ICcj3NCN< jR j@3 I3,jna3c $nj sCII
$3 cjaqCN<Y bR j@j sc NRj@3a ,aCcCc s3 @0Y r3 sRaG30 sCj@ LNw U3RUI3 N0 j@3 +Q2t
U3RUI3 N0 j@3w ,jnIIw @3IU30 nc  <a3j 03IY i@3w a3Nj30 nc $C< aRRLc. +S. 8Ra 8a33Y i@j
aRRL sc <Cq3N jR nc 8Ra 8a33 cR j@j s3 ,N anN  cLII 8RR0 ,Rnaj j@3a3Y i@j 8RR0 ,Rnaj sc
R{3a30 jR nc 8a33 R8 ,@a<3 N0 j@j cRIq30 j@3 UaR$I3LY #nj. CN  c3Nc3. Cj ,jnIIw sc 3q3N
$3jj3a j@N ncnI $3,nc3 Lj@3LjC,CNc ,RnI0 II ,RL3 j@3a3 N0 ,@j Rq3a InN,@3c N0 B
j@CNG Cj sRaG30 $3jj3a j@j swY j j@Cc URCNj. B sRnI0 ICG3 jR c@Rs Lw <ajCjn03 jR j@3 +Q2t
LN<3L3Nj 8Ra $3CN< cR 3uC$I3Y
Q8 ,Rnac3.  ip cjjCRN ,II30 2#b sc q3aw <a,CRnc N0 j@3w ,jnIIw Unj j@3 QU3NCN<
+3a3LRNw RN Ca. ICq3. 0naCN< j@3 QU3NCN<Y Bj sc ICG3  cURajc 3q3Nj $3CN< $aR0,cj30 ICq3
sCj@ ,RLL3NjjRacY bR j@Cc jCL3. Rna QU3NCN< +3a3LRNw sc $aR0,cj30 jR s@RI3 FRa3
ICq3 sCj@ jsR Lj@ UaR83ccRac c ,RLL3NjjRacY Bj ,a3j30  N3s ER$Y MRs Lj@3LjC,CNc
,N $3 @Ca30 c ,RLL3NjjRacY
vRn LC<@j @q3 NRjC,30 s3 @q3 ~IL30 II j@3 UI3Naw I3,jna3c. CNqCj30 I3,jna3c N0 CLA
URajNj 3q3NjcY i@3w a3 $3CN< nUIR030 jR vRnjn$3 N0 j@3w a3 II qCI$I3 sCj@ ICNGc RN
Rna @RL3U<3Y bR wRn ,N ,jnIIw a3Asj,@Y B8 wRn LCcc30 Nw CNj3a3cjCN< I3,jna3c. wRn ,N
sj,@ j@3L j@aRn<@ Rna @RL3U<3 NRsY r3 0C0Nȕj @Ca3 UaR83ccCRNIc 8Ra j@jY is3NjwAcRL3
qRInNj33ac j3L30 nU N0 j@3w a3Nj30 3\nCUL3NjY i@3w ~IL30 II j@3 j@CN<c. 0C0 j@3 30CjCN<
N0 cjw30 nNjCI S YLY 3,@ 0w jR ~NCc@ 30CjCN< N0 Unj j@3L nU RN vRnjn$3Y #3,nc3 Rna
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rCA7C $N0sC0j@ Cc ICLCj30. j@3w ,RnI0Nȕj 0R Cj 0naCN< 0wjCL3 cR j@3w 0C0 Cj nNjCI S YLY CN
q3aw Ij3 NC<@jcY N0 B j@CNG Cjȕc a3IIw jRn,@CN< j@j j@3c3 qRInNj33ac s3a3 NRj UC0 j IIY r3
Encj ,Rq3a30 j@3Ca jaNcURajjCRNcY B j@CNG j@jȕc  @n<3 ,j R8 c,aC~,3 N0 030C,jCRNY bR.
j@NGc jR j@3Ca 3{RajcY B j@CNG j@3 s@RI3 Lj@ ,RLLnNCjw R8 j@3 sRaI0 NRs ,N sj,@ N0
cqRa j@3 L3LRaC3c N0 CNj3a3cjCN< Lj@3LjC,c j@j sc Ua3c3Nj30 CN j@Cc +RN<a3ccY
i@3a3 s3a3 Rj@3a j@CN<c $nj B sRnI0 Encj ICG3 jR cw RN3 j@CN<. j@Rn<@Y r3 @q3 R{3a30 jR
CNqCj3 S.zzz Lj@3LjC,CNc 8aRL 03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3cY MRj II R8 j@3L L03 Cj @3a3Y B sCc@
jR 3uUa3cc Lw cRaaRs 8Ra j@jY Bj jnaN30 Rnj LNw R8 j@3L 0C0Nȕj @q3 N CNj3aNjCRNI jaq3I
3uU3aC3N,3 $38Ra3 cR ccnL30 j@j qCcc ,N $3 R$jCN30 RN j@3 cURj RN j@3 cL3 0w. s@C,@
Cc NRj ncnIIw j@3 ,c3Y r@3N3q3a cRL3$R0w ,II30 nc cGCN< 8Ra @3IU CN R$jCNCN<  qCc jR
FRa3. s3 ,II30 j@3 FRa3N 3L$ccw CN j@j ,RnNjaw N0 s3 a3\n3cj30 3L3a<3N,w ,jCRNc
N0 ncnIIw Cj sRaG30Y i@3 FRa3N 8Ra3C<N LCNCcjaw cnUURaj30 Rna CNCjCjCq3c  IRj N0 j@3w
,j30 jR Cccn3 j@3 qCc CN N 3uU30Cj30 LNN3aY ?Rs3q3a cjCII. LNw R8 j@3 MMmK a3,CUC3Njc
0C0Nȕj <3j qCcc N0 0C0Nȕj I3j nc GNRs N0 B 833I q3aw cRaaw j@j LNw MMmK a3,CUC3Njc
,RnI0Nȕj ,RL3 $3,nc3 R8 j@3 qCc UaR$I3LcY c 8a c B GNRs. j@3a3 a3 jsR Lj@3LjC,CNc
s@R sNj30 jR ,RL3 $nj ,RnI0 NRj $3,nc3 R8 URICjC,I a3cRNcY B @RU3 j@3 CNj3aNjCRNI Lj@
,RLLnNCjw sRnI0 00a3cc j@Cc CN j@3 8njna3 cR j@j j@Cc Cc NRj a3U3j30Y B sCII NRj a3I3c3
j@3 C03NjCjC3c R8 j@Rc3 jsR $nj B GNRs c  8,j j@j j@3w 0C0 NRj R$jCN UccURajc 8aRL j@3Ca
<Rq3aNL3Nj $3,nc3 R8 j@3Ca URICjC,I $3IC38cY
r3 a3 q3aw <aj38nI 8Ra II j@3 j@CN<cY r3 a3 <aj38nI 8Ra j@3 <RR0 j@CN<c j@j @UU3N30
N0 s3 a3 <aj38nI 8Ra wRna 8Ra<Cq3N3cc 8Ra s@j s3 0C0Nȕj 0R s3IIY N0 B j@NG wRn 8Ra Encj
c33CN< j@3 $aC<@j cC03 N0 j3IICN< nc j@j s3 0C0  <RR0 ER$Y B GNRs s3 UaR$$Iw c,a3s30 nU
cRL3 R8 j@3 j@CN<c $nj j@NG wRn 8Ra NRj j3IICN< j@j jR nc NRsY #nj Ij3a. 833I 8a33 jR I3j nc
GNRs cR j@j s3 ,N Ucc j@j RNjR j@3 N3uj Ra<NCy3ac cR j@3w 0RNȕj a3U3j Rna LCcjG3cY
QG. cR B <n3cc B sCII c@Rs cRL3 NnL$3acY B sCII 0R Cj q3aw \nC,GIwY r3 @0 8Rna 7C3I0c
K30ICcjcY H3j nc ,RN<ajnIj3 j@3L <CNY r3 @q3 LRa3Y
r3 @0 j@3c3 Ua3c3NjjCRNcY i@Cc Cc c,C3NjC~, UaR<aLcY bR s3 @0  IRjY r3 @0 LCNCLI.
B j@CNG. NRAc@RscY 2q3aw ,RN83a3N,3 @c cRL3 NRAc@RscY i@jȕc NRj qRC0$I3. B j@CNGY #nj
s3 @0 q3aw ICjjI3Y i@3 NnL$3a R8 CNqCj30 I3,jna3 Ua3c3Nj3ac. s3 @0 S44Y r3 @0 LNw
$cja,jcY vRn c33 j@3 NnL$3a Cc  ICjjI3 jRR Ln,@ $3,nc3 j@3 +RN<a3cc UajC,CUNjc. s3 @0
:.f4z a3<nIa UajC,CUNjc UInc 9ke ,,RLUNwCN< U3acRNcY bR s3 @0  jRjI R8 9.lSe U3RUI3
s@R a3 a3<Ccj3a30Y r3 @0 LNw L30C a3Ua3c3NjjCq3c @3a3. LNw ERnaNICcjcY N0 j@3a3
s3a3 Rq3a lz.zzz @C<@ c,@RRI GC0c N0 8aRL j@3 <3N3aI Un$IC, qCcCjCN< ncY ?Rs 0C0 s3 ,RnNj
j@3L] #3,nc3 s3 cG30 j@3L jR cC<N nU 8Ra j@3 bCLRNc I3,jna3 N0 j@3c3 $C< 3q3Njc N0 j@3N
j@3 U3RUI3 s@R Encj ,L3 sCj@Rnj UaCRa cC<NCN<AnU. s3 ,@a<30 j@3L RN3 0RIIa 8Ra 3NjaN,3Y
bR s3 ,N NRs ,RnNj j@3 LRN3wY bR j@jȕc @Rs s3 ,L3 nU sCj@ lS.lle UajC,CUNjc R8 j@Cc
+RN<a3ccY B j@NG j@3 <3N3aI Un$IC, 8Ra j@3 3Nj@ncCcLY bR j@jȕc j@3 NnL$3a R8 UajC,CUNjcY
i@3a3 s3a3  @n<3 NnL$3a R8 FRa3N UajC,CUNjc N0 j@3a3 s3a3 LNw ,RII3<n3c 8aRL mbY
i@jȕc j@3 cjjCcjC,c a3<a0CN< j@3 a3<CRNc N0 j@jȕc j@3 NnL$3a R8 UajC,CUNjcY
MMmKY 2q3NjnIIw B jRI0 wRn j@j s3 Cccn30 CNqCjjCRNc $nj LNw U3RUI3 ,RnI0Nȕj ,RL3
N0 j@jȕc j@3 3N0 a3cnIjY i@Rc3 a3 j@3 RN3c s@R ,jnIIw $aRn<@j j@3Ca 0R,nL3Njc N0 <Rj
j@3 a3CL$nac3L3NjcY bR j@Rc3 s3a3 j@3 a3CL$nac3L3Njc s3 Cccn30Y B @RU3 j@j 3q3aw$R0w <Rj
j@3Ca a3CL$nac3L3Nj cR 8aY #w j@3 sw. j@3a3 s3a3 49 ,RnNjaC3c a3Ua3c3Nj30 CN j@3 MMmK
UaR<aLY
r3 @0. <CN.  IRj 8aRL j@3 <3N3aI Un$IC,d 3cU3,CIIw j@3 3u@C$CjCRNc s3a3 q3aw s3II
qCcCj30Y r3 @0 LNw $RRj@cY r3 @0 9f: cj{ L3L$3ac- fk L3L$3ac R8 j@3 HR,I Qa<NCyA
CN< +RLLCjj33 N0 s3 @0. LRa3 j@N Nwj@CN<. l4l qRInNj33ac RN cCj3Y <CN. Lw 033U3cj
<ajCjn03 <R3c jR j@3 qRInNj33acY i@3c3 $Rwc N0 <CaIc a3IIw 0C0  <a3j ER$ N0 j@3w a3 cjCII
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@3a3 @3IUCN< ncY #w j@3 sw. 8j3a j@Cc +IRcCN< +3a3LRNw. s3ȕa3 j@aRsCN<  Uajw 8Ra j@3L
cR j@3w sCII @q3  Uajw II NC<@jY
#3IC3q3 Cj Ra NRj. j@3a3 @q3 $33N ,IRc3 jR S.9zz L30C ,Rq3a<3c $Rnj j@Cc +RN<a3cc
0naCN< j@Cc +RN<a3ccY i@Cc 0R3cNȕj ,RnNj j@3 ,Rq3a<3c L03 $38Ra3 j@3 +RN<a3ccY B j@CNG
j@Cc Cc nN@3a0AR8. nNUa3,303Nj30. N0 j@Cc sCII $3 s@j s3 sCII cjaj sCj@Y Qj@3a U3RUI3 CN
Rj@3a c,C3N,3 0Cc,CUICN3c CN FRa3 a3 Encj 3NqwCN< Lj@3LjC,CNc 8Ra @qCN< 0RN3 j@CcY bR
j@3c3 a3 j@3 ajC,I3c j@j UU3a30Y #w j@3 sw. j@Cc H2/ Cc jRR $aC<@j j@j NR URCNj3a sCII
sRaG sCj@ CjY BȕL q3aw cRaaw jR j@3 UI3Naw cU3G3ac s@R <q3 jIGc @3a3. s@R ,RnI0Nȕj nc3
j@3Ca URCNj3ac $3,nc3 URCNj3ac cCLUIw 0R NRj sRaG sCj@ j@CcY bR wRn c33 j@j j@3 FRa3N
Un$IC, sc 3cU3,CIIw j@aCII30 jR c33 j@3 ~acj 83LI3 7C3I0c K30ICcj jR<3j@3a sCj@ j@3 ~acj
sRLN Ua3cC03Nj R8 FRa3 jR<3j@3a sCj@ j@3 ~acj sRLN Ua3cC03Nj R8 BKmY
B GNRs B Rq3anc30 Lw jCL3Y B sc Ua3jjw RN jCL3 0naCN< j@3 QU3NCN< cR j@Cc Cc  Uw$,GY
bR j@NGc  IRj N0 s3 sCII <R RN sCj@ Rj@3ac. 3cU3,CIIw j@3 N3uj B+K UIN sCII $3 3u,CjCN<Y
bR I3j nc @3a 8aRL Rj@3acY

sa0c +3a3LRNw
BN<aC0 /n$3,@C3c. Ta3cC03Nj R8 j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI Kj@3LjC,I mNCRN
i@3 jCL3 @c NRs ,RL3 8Ra j@3 sa0c +3a3LRNw 8Ra j@3 H33IqjC TaCy3Y
i@3 H33IqjC TaCy3 sc sa030 8Ra j@3 ~acj jCL3 0naCN< j@3 +IRcCN< +3a3LRNw R8 B+K
lzSz CN ?w03a$0Y i@3 UaCy3 sc 3cj$ICc@30 $w j@3 BKm N0 $w j@3 <Rq3aNL3Nj R8 BN0Cd
Cj Cc Ua3c3NjIw 8nN030 $w BN8Rcwc. c  U3aLN3Nj BKm UaCy3 jR $3 sa030 j 3q3aw B+KY
i@3 H33IqjC TaCy3 ,,Ra0c @C<@ a3,R<NCjCRN 8Ra RnjcjN0CN< ,RNjaC$njCRNc jR CN,a3cCN<
Un$IC, sa3N3cc R8 Lj@3LjC,c c N CNj3II3,jnI 0Cc,CUICN3 N0 j@3 ,an,CI aRI3 Cj UIwc CN
0Cq3ac3 @nLN 3N03qRacY
7RIIRsCN< j@3 Ua3,303Nj c3j j Cjc ~acj sa0CN< j B+K lzSz. Cj sc 03,C030 j@j j@3
H33IqjC TaCy3 sCNN3a sCII $3 NNRnN,30 0naCN< j@3 QU3NCN< +3a3LRNw. $nj j@j j@3 sa0
,3a3LRNw Cjc3I8 Cc Uaj R8 j@3 ,IRcCN< 3u3a,Cc3c R8 3,@ B+KY 0aCN T3Ny. j@3 lzS: H33IqjC
TaCy3 sCNN3a. <q3 N 3u,CjCN< Un$IC, I3,jna3 w3cj3a0w CN j@Cc @II. CN s@C,@ @3 CNcUCa30 GC0c
Vs@R LR$$30 @CL 8j3asa0cW jR NRj <Cq3 nU RN Lj@. cR j@3w sRnI0 3N0 nU c33CN< j@3 $3njw
CN Cj. N0 @3 3N,Rna<30 II Lj@3LjC,CNc jR $3 LRa3 CNqRIq30 CN j@3 j3,@CN< R8 Lj@3LjA
C,c CN c,@RRIc cR j@j s3 ,N c@Rs j@3L j@3 ȒaC<@j 0RRaȓ jR s@C,@ jR 3Nj3a Lj@Y
0aCN T3Ny- B sRnI0 ICG3 jR ,II wRn 8Rasa0 jR @N0 Rnj j@3 UaCy3 jR wRnY vRn @q3
$33N sa030 j@3 UaCy3 8Ra wRna 03,CcCq3 ,RNjaC$njCRNc jR ,@N<CN< j@3 LCN0 R8  s@RI3 ,RnNA
jaw $Rnj j@3 sw Cj U3a,3Cq3c Lj@3LjC,c CN 0CIw IC83 N0. CN UajC,nIa. 8Ra wRna $RRGc. wRna
ip UaR<aLc N0 wRna nNC\n3 <C8j R8 3Nj@ncCcL N0 UccCRN CN ,RLLnNC,jCN< j@3 $3njw
N0 ERw R8 Lj@3LjC,cY
BN8Rcwc. j@3 ,RLUNw 8nN0CN< j@Cc UaCy3. @0 @RU30 jR $3 $I3 jR c3N0 N R|,3a jR a3Ua3A
c3Nj j@3L. $nj CN j@3 3N0 c,@30nICN< UaR$I3Lc Ua3q3Nj30 j@CcY BNcj30. KaY MawN Knaj@w.
j@3 8RnN03a R8 BN8Rcwc N0 j@3 +@CaLN R8 j@3Ca #Ra0. cG30 L3 jR a30 j@3 8RIIRsCN< cjj3A
L3NjY
ȒBN8Rcwc Cc UaRn0 jR cURNcRa j@3 H33IqjC TaCy3. s@C,@ a3,R<NCy3c ,RNjaC$njCRNc CN Un$IC,
Rnja3,@ CN Lj@3LjC,cY B sRnI0 ICG3 jR ,RN<ajnIj3 0aCN T3Ny RN sCNNCN< j@Cc UaCy3Y
Kj@3LjC,c Cc R8j3N qC3s30 c ,RLUIC,j30 $w cjn03Njc N0 0nIjc ICG3Y 0aCN @c jaNcA
Ij30 @Cc IRq3 8Ra j@3 cn$E3,j CNjR sRaG j@j 00a3cc3c j@Cc Cccn3 qC URUnIa L30C ICG3 $RRGc
N0 j3I3qCcCRNY BȕL cna3 j@Cc @c @3IU30 a3LRq3 cRL3 LwcjC,CcL N0 U@R$C aRnN0 Lj@3A
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LjC,c 8Ra LNwY r3 a3 UI3c30 jR a3,R<NCy3 @Cc ,,RLUICc@L3Njc N0 3Nj@ncCcL CN j@3c3
~3I0c jR j@3 H33IqjC TaCy3Y i@NG wRnYȓ

0aCN T3Ny. lzS: H33IqjC TaCy3 rCNN3a
Bj Cc  <a3j @RNRa 8Ra L3 jR $3 @3a3Y #nj c
N a<3NjCNCN Lj@3LjC,CN. B L NRj nNC\n3
CN $3CN< @RNRa30 j@Cc w3aY a<3NjCNCN Lj@A
3LjC,CNc @q3 $33N 0RCN< <a3j sRaG 8Ra cR
LNw w3ac. N0 j@Cc w3a c3q3aI R8 nc a3 $3A
CN< @RNRa30Y KC<n3I rIc@. Encj lf w3ac RI0.
<Rj j@3 `LNnEN TaCy3d IC,C /C,G3Ncj3CN
sc 3I3,j30 c pC,3ATa3cC03Nj R8 j@3 BKm  83s
0wc <R. N0 NRs Cj Cc Lw jnaN. a3,3CqCN< j@3
H33IqjC TaCy3Y bRnj@ L3aC, CN <3N3aI ,N
$3 UaRn0 Ģ sCj@ aj@na qCI a3,3CqCN<  7C3I0c K30I j j@Cc B+K. Icj s33GY MRN3 R8 j@3c3
,@C3q3L3Njc a3 CcRIj30d c33CN< j@3L c Uaj R8  s@RI3 8aL3sRaG LG3c nc 3q3N @UUC3aY
Kj@ Cc <a3jY r3 N330 jR <aNj Un$IC, N0 8a33 30n,jCRN 8Ra 3q3aw$R0wY r3 IcR N330
jR nN03acjN0 j@j 30n,jCRN Cc  $cC, @nLN aC<@jY r3. Lj@3LjC,CNc. c@RnI0 $3 LRa3
CNqRIq30. c BN<aC0 sc cwCN<. CN jawCN< jR I30 Rna GC0c j@an j@3 ȔaC<@j 0RRaȕY
bR. j@NG wRn q3aw Ln,@ N0 B IcR sNj jR cw  ,RnUI3 R8 sRa0c CN bUNCc@. j@NGCN<
IcR Lw cjn03Njc N0 Lw ,RII3<n3c j j@3 mNCq3acCjw R8 #n3NRc Ca3cY rCj@Rnj j@3L. Lw
sRaG sRnI0 03~NCj3Iw @q3 $33N CLURccC$I3Y bRYYY
ȒKn,@CcCLc <a,Cc  jR0Rc IRc a<3NjCNRc jL$CāNY bC3NjN 3cj3 Ua3LCR ,RLR \n3 3c
nN Ua3LCR Ua ncj303cY KC <ajCjn0 Ua jR0R LC UŝcȓY ViaNcIjCRN- ȒKNw j@NGc jR II
j@3 a<3NjCNCNc jRRY 733I j@Cc sa0 c N sa0 jR II R8 wRnY Kw <ajCjn03 jR 3q3aw$R0w CN
Lw ,RnNjawȓYW

00a3cc R8 BKm Ta3cC03Nj
BN<aC0 /n$3,@C3c
i@Cc Cc j@3 Icj 3q3Nj R8 j@3 B+KY i@3a3 sCII $3 LNw BKm ,jCqCjC3c 8j3a j@3 B+Kd I3j L3
j3II wRn  ICjjI3 $Cj $Rnj j@3LY BN DNnaw lzS9.  N3s 2u3,njCq3 +RLLCjj33 sCII jG3 Rq3aY
iR0w s3 @q3 @3a3 Rna N3s Ta3cC03Nj. b@C<38nLC KRaC. s@R sCII cU3G 8j3a L3 Vj@Cc Cc j@3
Icj jCL3 B <3j jR 00a3cc wRn II CN Lw ,U,Cjw R8 BKm Ta3cC03Nj6W ?3I<3 ?RI03N sCII $3
j@3 N3s b3,a3jawY IC,C /C,G3Ncj3CN N0 pn<@N DRN3c sCII jG3 R|,3 c pC,3 Ta3cC03Njc.
N0 s3 @q3 IcR N3s K3L$3acAjAHa<3 R8 j@3 2u3,njCq3 +RLLCjj33Y B sCII cjCII $3 Ua3c3Nj
j 2u3,njCq3 +RLLCjj33 L33jCN<c $nj sCj@Rnj  qRj3Y bR B L 80CN< sw. N0 @UUw jR 0R
cRY
j j@3 ;3N3aI cc3L$Iw CN ;w3RN<En. j@3 BKm ,a3j30 j@3 BKm +Ca,I3. s@C,@ ,RNcCcjc
R8 8RaL3a Ra<NCy3ac. ,RLLCjj33 ,@Cac. 2+ L3L$3ac R8 j@3 BKm N0 Rj@3a U3RUI3 s@R @q3
$33N  <a3j c3aqC,3 jR j@3 BKmY i@3Ca ICcj sCII cRRN $3 URcj30 RN j@3 BKm s3$cCj3. s@C,@ Cc.
c wRn II c@RnI0 GNRs. Lj@nNCRNYRa<Y
r3 IcR @q3 N3s L3L$3ac 8Ra j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI +RLLCccCRN RN j@3 ?CcjRaw R8 Kj@A
3LjC,c VB+?KW N0 N3s L3L$3ac sCII cRRN $3 0030 jR j@3 +RLLCjj33 RN 2I3,jaRNC, BNA
8RaLjCRN N0 +RLLnNC,jCRN V+2B+WY II j@Cc CN8RaLjCRN ,N $3 8RnN0 RN Lj@nNCRNYRa<Y
i@3 N3s L3L$3ac R8 j@3 +RLLCccCRN 8Ra /3q3IRUCN< +RnNjaC3c B sRnI0 ICG3 jR CNjaR0n,3
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3uUIC,CjIwY i@3w a3 Ta3cC03Nj rN03a Q<N. +Y ?3a$3aj +I3L3Nc. baCNCqcN F3cqN. I8
QNc@nnc. KL 7RnURn<NC<NC N0 TRIIw bw 8aRL j@3 T@CICUUCN3cY
j j@Cc B+K. Uaj 8aRL j@3 UaR<aLc j@j j@3 TaR<aLc +RLLCjj33 Unj jR<3j@3a. j@3a3
s3a3 IcR j@a33 3uja UN3Ic j@j s3a3 Ra<NCy30 $w j@3 +RLLCjj33 RN 2I3,jaRNC, BN8RaLA
jCRN N0 +RLLnNC,jCRN- Kj@3LjC,I KccCq3 QU3N QNICN3 +Rnac3c VKQQ+cW. 7njna3 R8
Tn$ICc@CN< N0 rRaI0 /C<CjI Kj@3LjC,c HC$aaw Vr/KHWY #IR<c RN j@3 ~acj N0 j@3 j@Ca0
jRUC,c sCII $3 ,,3ccC$I3 qC Lj@nNCRNYRa< c IswcY QN j@3 c3,RN0 jRUC,. j@3a3 0C0 NRj
c33L jR $3 Nw UUa3Nj 833ICN< j@j  $IR< sc N33030Y B8 LNw R8 wRn 833I j@j j@3 $IR< RN
Un$ICc@CN< c@RnI0 $3 a3RU3N30. UI3c3 I3j nc GNRsY
Dncj UaCRa jR j@3 B+K. +/+ Ra<NCy30  RN3A0w cwLURcCnL RN ȒKj@3LjC,c CN 2L3a<A
CN< MjCRN- ,@C3q3L3Njc N0 QUURajnNCjC3cȓ. s@C,@ s3 ,II K2MQ 8Ra c@RajY HRjc R8
j@3 Lj3aCI j@j sc qCI$I3. jIGc N0 Rj@3a Lj3aCIc sCII $3 URcj30 RN j@3 +/+ U<3 RN
Lj@nNCRNYRa<Y Vj j@3 3N0 R8 j@Cc. B @RU3 wRn sCII GNRs. ILRcj ICG3  LNja. j@j wRn N330
jR <R jR Lj@nNCRNYRa< jR ~N0 N3sc $Rnj j@3 BKm6W
i@3a3 sc IcR  IRN<3a a3URaj saCjj3N RN BKm CN j@3 03q3IRUCN< sRaI0 CN j@3 ,RNj3uj
R8 j@Cc L33jCN<. s@C,@ Cc ,II30 Ȓi@3 BKm CN j@3 /3q3IRUCN< rRaI0ȓY i@j a3URaj. cCN,3 Cj
sc cn<<3cj30 $w j@3 Ra<NCyjCRN 7aC3N0c R8 j@3 BKm V7BKmW. @c $33N URcj30 RN 7BKmȕc
s3$cCj3. 8aC3N0cACLnYRa<Y
v3cj3a0w. c wRn cs RN j@3 qC03R. /RNn,jCRN ,nILCNj30 sCj@  ICq3 UaCy3 0asCN<
3L,330 $w +ā0aC, pCIINC. s@R 0C0  sRN03a8nI ER$. c IswcY i@3a3 s3a3. CN j@3 3N0. Rq3a
:zz 0C{3a3Nj U3RUI3 s@R ,RNjaC$nj30. @3a3 N0 RNICN3Y Qq3a :zz U3RUI3YYY N0 j@3 jRjI sc
Rq3a j3N LCIICRN FRa3N rRN. B j@CNG j@j 03c3aq3c wRna UUInc36 II R8 wRn. wRn a3 8aC3N0c
R8 j@3 BKmY
7Ra j@3 jaNcUa3N,w R8 j@3 s@RI3 0asCN< UaR,3cc. s3 sCII URcj 3q3awj@CN< RN 0RNn,A
jCRNYRa<Y TI3c3 <Cq3 nc  ICjjI3 jCL3 jR <3j @RL3 N0 jR <3j Rq3a cI33U 03UaCqjCRN N0 j@3N
3q3awj@CN< sCII $3 URcj30Y B8 wRn LCcc30 j@3 s@RI3 /RNn,jCRN CNCjCjCq3. 0RNȕj sRaawY i@3a3
sCII $3 Rj@3a RUURajnNCjC3c RN 7aC3N0c R8 j@3 BKm jR 0RNj3 jR Cjc 3{Rajc jR aCc3 LRN3w 8Ra
j@3 +/+Y i@3c3 3{Rajc sCj@ /RNn,jCRN a3  LCaaRa j  Ln,@ cLII3a c,I3. j  c,I3 s3
,N {Ra0. R8 j@3 8NjcjC, <C8jc j@j B NNRnN,30 j j@3 QU3NCN< +3a3LRNw R8 j@3 ~q3 #a3GA
j@aRn<@ TaCy3 sCNN3ac N0 R8 j@3 lzS: +@3aN TaCy3 rCNN3a. s@R jR<3j@3a 0Ca3,j30 e9z.zzz
0RIIac jRsa0c j@3 3{Rajc R8 j@3 +/+Y
i@j sc s@j B sNj30 jR j3II wRn $Rnj BKm 8j3a j@3 B+KY B L NRs q3aw @UUw N0
@RNRa30 jR CNjaR0n,3 jR wRn Rna sRN03a8nI N3s BKm Ta3cC03Nj. b@C<38nLC KRaCY

00a3cc R8 BKm Ta3cC03NjA2I3,j
b@C<38nLC KRaC. Ta3cC03NjA2I3,j R8 j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI Kj@3LjC,I mNCRN
QN $3@I8 R8 j@3 N3sIw 3I3,j30 L3L$3ac R8 j@3 2u3,njCq3 +RLLCjj33c V2+cW R8 BKm N0
Cjc ,RLLCccCRNc. B sRnI0 ICG3 jR 3uUa3cc Rna cCN,3a3 <ajCjn03 jR j@3 MRLCNjCN< +RLLCjj33
N0 j@3 2I3,jCRN +RLLCjj33 $Rj@ ,@Ca30 $w TaR83ccRa `<NC TC3N3 N0 /3I3<j3c R8 ;3N3aI
cc3L$Iw V;W R8 BKmY
7RIIRsCN<  +@CN3c3 UaRq3a$ j@j 3N,Rna<3c RN3 jR cjn0w j@3 Ucj jR I3aN N3s j@CN<c. B
sRnI0 ICG3 jR ,RLL3Nj RN j@3 cU3,j,nIa cn,,3cc R8 B+K lzS:Y i@3 cn,,3cc 03U3N030 RN
j@3 8RIIRsCN< U3RUI3Y
2+ L3L$3ac. CN UajC,nIa. Ta3cC03Nj BN<aC0 /n$3,@C3c. b3,a3jaw KajCN ;aǑj,@3IY +RLA
LCjj33c CNqRIq30 CN j@3 HR,I Qa<NCyjCRN CN FRa3- 2u3,njCq3 Qa<NCyCN< +RLLCjj33 VQ+W
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,@Ca30 $w TaR8Y ?wnN<En TaG. BKm ; Q+ ,@Ca30 $w TaR8Y
D3RN< ?N FCL. N0 HR,I TaR<aL +RLLCjj33 ,@Ca30 $w
TaR8Y DRN<?3 F3nLY B RNIw L3NjCRN30 j@a33. $nj j@3a3 a3
LRa3 ,RLLCjj33c N0 3cU3,CIIw LNw LRa3 U3RUI3 $3@CN0
j@3L. sCj@Rnj s@RL j@Cc ,RN<a3cc sRnI0 NRj @q3 $33N j@Cc
cn,,3cc8nIY
7Ra j@3 K2MQ 3q3Nj Encj $38Ra3 B+K lzS:. FRa3N ;RqA
3aNL3Nj InN,@30  UaRE3,j ,II30 MMmK s@C,@ CNqCj30
S.zzz a3c3a,@3ac 8aRL 03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3cY i@Cc Cc \nCj3 cC<A
NC~,Nj. N0 j@3w @q3 c3j  N3s cjwI3 R8 ,RNjaC$njCRNY
Ij@Rn<@ NRj UUa3Nj 8aRL j@3 cna8,3. j@3 ,03LC, ,RNA
j3Nj R8 B+K lzS: sc 03cC<N30 $w j@3 TaR<aL +RLLCjj33
,@Ca30 $w TaR83ccRa +aIRc FǑNC<Y rCj@Rnj j@Cc ,RLLCjj33
j@3 s@RI3 ,RN<a3cc Cc Encj CLURccC$I3. N0 <CN $3@CN0 Cj j@3a3 a3 TN3I +RLLCjj33c N0 cR
LNw U3RUI3 CNqRIq30Y Ij@Rn<@ ?wnN<En TaG L3NjCRN30 9.zzz U3RUI3 8aRL Rq3ac3 j@3a3
a3 LNw LRa3 U3RUI3 CNqRIq30Y
B+K lzS: Cc IcR a3,3CqCN< <3N3aRnc cnUURaj 8aRL LNw Ra<NCyjCRNc. CN,In0CN< 7aC3N0c
R8 BKm. bCLRNc 7RnN0jCRN. MC3Ic ?3N0aCG $3I #Ra0. N0 Kj@3LjC,c bR,C3jC3c R8 LNw
,RnNjaC3cY
p3aw @3IU8nI qRInNj33ac <q3  U3acRNI jRn,@ jR B+K lzS:Y
7CNIIw B c@RnI0 00 K30ICcjc. s@R qRInNj33a30 jR c@Rs nU CN cR,CI 3q3Njc N0 j@3w s3a3
a3IIw @3IU8nIY
BKm Cc 8RajnNj3 jR $3 cnUURaj30 $w cR LNw U3RUI3 c $Rq3Y B 833I @UUw jR $3 Uaj R8
Cj. s@C,@ Cc RN3 R8 j@3 a3cRNc s@w B ,,3Uj30 jR $3 j@3 Ta3cC03Nj NRLCN33Y
MRs IRRGCN< @30. B sRnI0 ICG3 jR L3NjCRN Lw ,RII3<n3c CN j@3 N3sIw 3I3,j30 BKm 2+Y
i@Rn<@ B @q3 cRL3 3uU3aC3N,3 R8 BKm. qaCRnc j@CN<c @q3 ,@N<30 cCN,3 j@3N. N0 B sRnI0
ICG3 jR I3aN 3cU3,CIIw 8aRL j@3 ,naa3Nj L3L$3ac. N0 Cj sc q3aw 8RajnNj3 j@j II j@3 U3RUI3
3I3,j30 Encj @UU3N30 jR $3 @3a3 j j@3 +RN<a3cc N0 s3 ,RnI0 L33jY
i@3 L3L$3ac L03 NRj RNIw 3u,3II3Nj ,03LC, ,@C3q3L3Njc $nj IcR cCN,3a3 c3aqC,3c
jR j@3 Lj@3LjC,c ,RLLnNCjwY 7Ra CNcjN,3. j@3 b3,a3jaw 3I3,j TaR83ccRa ?3I<3 ?RI03N @c
 $aR0 3uU3aC3N,3 sCj@ 2naRU3N Kj@3LjC,I +RLLnNCjw N0 s3 Ia30w cjaj30 sRaGCN<
jR<3j@3a N0 <RCN< jR LG3  <RR0 j3LY B ,N ,RNjCNn3 jIGCN< $Rnj Rj@3a L3L$3ac. $nj
j@Cc Cc NRj j@3 aC<@j LRL3Nj N0 B Encj cw j@j B L ,RN~03Nj CN Lw 83IIRs 2+ L3L$3acY
B c@RnI0 IcR L3NjCRN j@3 cj$I3 BKm b3,a3jaCj CN r3C3acjacc BNcjCjnj3 j #3aICNY i@Cc
Cc N3s jR L3 cCN,3 j@Cc 0C0 NRj 3uCcj s@3N B sc CNqRIq30 CN 2+ LRa3 j@N j3N w3ac <RY
7naj@3aLRa3 BKm ,Ca,I3. c L3NjCRN30 $w Ta3cC03Nj /n$3,@C3c. sc 8RaL30 j@Cc w3a.
s@C,@ ,RNcCcjc R8 Lj@3LjC,CNc s@R @q3 L03 cncjCN30 N0 0CcjCN<nCc@30 ,RNjaC$njCRNc
jR BKmY
i@3c3 a3 j@3 N3s U3RUI3 sCj@ s@RL s3 sCII sRaG jR<3j@3a N0 s3 sCII IcR @q3  N3s
,RLLCjj33 8Ra sRL3N CN Lj@3LjC,cY i@Rn<@ Cjc NL3 Cc NRj ~u30. Ta3cC03Nj /n$3,@C3c
sCII ,RNjCNn3 jR $3 j@3 G3w U3acRN CN j@3 ,RLLCjj33Y
i@3a3 a3 N3s j@CN<c s3 @q3 jR ,RU3 sCj@Y Kj@3LjC,I ,RLLnNCjC3c a3 3L3a<CN<
CN 03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3c N0 K2MQVKj@3LjC,c CN 2L3a<CN< MjCRNc- ,@C3q3L3Njc N0
QUURajnNCjC3cW Ra<NCy30 $w +/+V+RLLCccCRN 8Ra /3q3IRUCN< +RnNjaC3cW sc q3aw jCL3Iw
8Ra j@Cc 0Ca3,jCRNY 20n,jCRN Cc CN0CcU3Nc$I3 8Ra Lj@3LjC,c CN 03q3IRUCN< sRaI0. N0
B+KBVBNj3aNjCRNI +RLLCccCRN RN Kj@3LjC,I BNcjan,jCRNW c@RnI0 jG3 UajY i@3w c@RnI0
sRaG sCj@ j@3 @3IU R8 B+bmVBNj3aNjCRNI +RnN,CI 8Ra b,C3N,3W. j@j Cc. nN03a j@3 nL$a3II R8
B+bmY i@3a3 a3 IcR UaR$I3L R8 sRaI0 0C<CjI Lj@3LjC,I IC$aaw. N0 j@3 ICcj ,RNjCNn3cY
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B 0R NRj @q3 Nw CNj3NjCRN jR UnII BKm CN Nw cU3,C~, 0Ca3,jCRNY B sRnI0 ICG3 jR ICcj3N jR
qaCRnc U3RUI3. s@C,@ Cc j@3 DUN3c3 Ra cCN swY Kw RNIw LCN ,RN,3aN Cc jR ,RNjaC$nj3 jR
j@3 UaRLRjCRN R8 j@3 CNj3aNjCRNI ,RRU3ajCRN CN Lj@3LjC,cY i@Cc Cc @Rs B qC3s j@3 BKm
Ta3cC03N,wY

BNjaR0n,CN< B+K lzS4
Ka,3IR pCN. +@Ca R8 j@3 B+K lzS4 Qa<NCyCN< +RLLCjj33
/3a +RII3<n3c.
QN n<ncj SS. j ;w3RN<En. j@3 ;3N3aI cA
c3L$Iw R8 j@3 BKm nNNCLRncIw UUaRq30 j@3
#ayCICN $C0 jR Ra<NCy3 j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI
+RN<a3cc R8 Kj@3LjC,CNc B+K lzS4 CN `CR
03 DN3CaRY i@Cc sCII $3 j@3 ~acj jCL3. CN Cjc
LRa3 j@N ,3Nj3NNCI @CcjRaw. j@j j@3 B+K sCII
jG3 UI,3 CN j@3 bRnj@3aN ?3LCcU@3a3Y
r3 a3 @RNRa30 $w j@3 BKmA;ȕc 03,CcCRN
N0 j@aCII30 $w j@3 U3acU3,jCq3 R8 $aCN<CN< j@3
B+KĢN0 II j@j Cj 3L$R0C3cĢjR HjCN L3aC,Y Qnac Cc  wRnN< a3<CRN R8 j@3 sRaI0. s@3a3
j@3 +RN<a3cc ,N N0 sCII $3  URs3a8nI jRRI jR 0Ccc3LCNj3 Kj@3LjC,c CN j@3 s@RI3 cR,C3jw.
3cU3,CIIw LRN< j@3 wRnN<3a <3N3ajCRNcY BN0330 s3 @q3 ,@Rc3N ȒbRsCN< b330cȓ c j@3
j@3L3 8Ra j@3 `CR 03 DN3CaR +RN<a3ccY
r3 a3 IcR 0nNj30 $w j@3 ,@II3N<3 R8 8RIIRsCN< RN Rna FRa3N ,RII3<n3c 8RRjcj3Uc?wnN<En TaG N0 @Cc j3L 0C0  j3aaC~, ER$ CN LGCN< j@Cc w3aȕc +RN<a3cc  $C< cn,,3cc N0
j@3Cac sCII CN0330 $3  jRn<@ ,j jR 8RIIRsY #nj $3 ccna30 j@j s3 sCII Unj j@3 $3cj R8 #ayCICN
,a3jCqCjw N0 CN<3NnCjw jR j@3 jcG R8 LGCN< B+K lzS4 N 3\nIIw L3LRa$I3 3q3NjY
,jnIIw. Ua3UajCRNc 8Ra j@3 +RN<a3cc a3 Ia30w ,jCq3Iw nN03a swY i@3 s3$cCj3 s3Nj
ICq3  83s 0wc <R V,@3,G sssYC,LlzS4YRa<W N0 Cj Cc NRs URccC$I3 jR cn$LCj UaRURcIc 8Ra
cj3IICj3 3q3NjcY KRcj cU3,CIIw. B CNqCj3 wRn II jR cC<NAnU 8Ra j@3 B+K lzS4 M3scI3jj3a- Encj
<R jR j@3 s3$cCj3. ,IC,G RN M3scI3jj3a N0 ~IIACN wRna NL3. 3LCI 00a3cc N0 ,RnNjawY Bj RNIw
jG3c  cLII 8a,jCRN R8  LCNnj36 N0 Cj sCII @3IU nc G33U wRn ,naa3Nj sCj@ j@3 Ua3UajCRNcY
jā $a3q3 NR `CR 03 DN3CaR6 Vb33 wRn cRRN CN `CR 03 DN3CaR6W

pRj3 R8 i@NGc
BN<aC0 /n$3,@C3c
2q3aw 0w. B+K UajC,CUNjc jRI0 L3 @Rs Ln,@ j@3w s3a3 3NERwCN< j@3 +RN<a3ccY bR LNw
U3RUI3 sRaG30 q3aw @a0 jR LG3 j@Cc B+K  cn,,3cc Ģ N0 j@3 jCL3 @c ,RL3 jR j@NG j@3L6
i@3 TaR<aL +RLLCjj33 N0 j@3 L3L$3ac R8 j@3 TN3Ic 8Ra j@3 0C{3a3Nj 0Cc,CUICN3c ,a3A
8nIIw Unj jR<3j@3a j@3 c,C3NjC~, UaR<aL j@j s3 II 3NERw30Y i@3 UaCy3 c3I3,jCRN ,RLLCjj33c
0C0 j@3Ca j@Rn<@j8nI N0 ,RNcC03a30 sRaG jR c3I3,j j@3 TaCy3 rCNN3acY i@3 TI3Naw N0 BNA
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The work of Artur Avila
Étienne Ghys

Abstract. Artur Avila is awarded a Fields Medal for his profound contributions to dynamical systems
theory, which have changed the face of the ﬁeld, using the powerful idea of renormalization as a
unifying principle.

1. Introduction
The citation for Avila’s award states:
“Avila leads and shapes the ﬁeld of dynamical systems. With his collaborators, he has
made essential progress in many areas, including real and complex one-dimensional dynamics, spectral theory of the one-frequency Schrödinger operator, ﬂat billiards and partially
hyperbolic dynamics. Avila’s work on real one-dimensional dynamics brought completion
to the subject, with full understanding of the probabilistic point of view, accompanied by a
complete renormalization theory. His work in complex dynamics led to a thorough understanding of the fractal geometry of Feigenbaum Julia sets. In the spectral theory of onefrequency diﬀerence Schrödinger operators, Avila came up with a global description of the
phase transitions between discrete and absolutely continuous spectra, establishing surprising
stratiﬁed analyticity of the Lyapunov exponent. In the theory of ﬂat billiards, Avila proved
several long-standing conjectures on the ergodic behavior of interval-exchange maps. He
made deep advances in our understanding of the stable ergodicity of typical partially hyperbolic systems. Avila’s collaborative approach is an inspiration for a new generation of
mathematicians.”
Avila has published a huge number of papers, many of them solving long standing conjectures, with many collaborators. It is impossible to give an overview of his contribution in
a small number of pages, even in rough outlines.
Fortunately, on the rather recent occasion of the Brin prize for Avila, two detailed papers
were published, giving an excellent presentation of his work, at least in two of his main areas
of research: one dimensional dynamics and the billiards dynamics [2, 3]. The interested
reader is strongly encouraged to read these reviews.
I chose the option of following very closely the oral “laudation” that I presented during
ICM Seoul. I had to select a very small number of results among many other possibilities.
It is intended for the general mathematician, certainly not for the expert, and its only
purpose is to catch a glimpse of Avila’s work.
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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2. The setting
If I had to give a summary of four centuries of research in dynamics, in a few sentences, I
would write, following a joke by Yulij Ilyashenko, that there are three main stages in this
history.
The ﬁrst stage was initiated by Newton:
“You are given an ordinary diﬀerential equation and your task is to ﬁnd its solutions”.
Diﬀerential calculus has been indeed remarkably successful.
The second stage was initiated by Poincaré at the turn of the twentieth century, when
he realized that in most cases it is simply impossible to ﬁnd a formula for solutions. This
corresponds for instance to the birth of chaos theory.
“You are given an ordinary diﬀerential equation and your task is to say something about
its solutions.”
If possible something useful, for instance something describing the qualitative behavior
when time goes to inﬁnity.
The third stage began when mathematicians realized that, in practice, physicists never
know exactly the diﬀerential equation they want to solve. There are always unknown quantities, which may be small, but which do have some inﬂuence on the motion, some tiny friction
for instance. One could say that this period began in the 1960’s with Smale and Thom:
“You are NOT given an ordinary diﬀerential equation and your task is to say something
about its solutions.”
This is the ﬁeld of research of Artur Avila. Most of his results turn around the question:
“What does a typical dynamical system look like?”

3. One dimensional dynamics and renormalization
Let us start with a basic example.
Consider a unimodal map f from an interval to itself, that is, a map having a single
maximum. Assume that the second derivative is negative at the maximum.

Pick a point x in the interval, take its image by f and iterate the process. One gets the
orbit of x, denoted {f n (x)}. The main question is to describe the sequence f n (x). Where
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does it go? Where does it accumulate? According to Smale-Thom’s message one should not
try to answer this question for every f , but for a typical f .
Here is one of the very ﬁrst great results of Artur, jointly with Misha Lyubich and Welington de Melo, right after his PhD, improved a bit later in a joint work with Moreira.
In a non-trivial real analytic family fλ (λ ∈ Λ) of unimodal maps (where Λ is some ﬁnite
dimensional parameter space), there is a dichotomy: for Lebesgue almost every λ, the map
fλ is either Regular or Stochastic.
Of course, one should be more precise about the words used in this statement.
In the regular case, Lebesgue almost every orbit converges to some attracting cycle.
After some time, the dynamics becomes essentially periodic: no chaos appears. This is the
easy situation. The set of values of the parameter λ for which this regular case holds is
typically an open and dense set in the parameter space Λ (but not of full Lebesgue measure).
The second case, stochastic, is chaotic. But chaos should not be understood as a negative
word. It does not mean that one cannot describe the motion. There is some absolutely continuous measure on the interval such that for Lebesgue almost every initial condition x the
sequence f n (x) is asymptotically distributed according to this measure, unless it converges
to a periodic cycle. So, this chaotic mode is still well understood since a single good measure describes the dynamics. The set of values of the parameter λ for which this happens has
positive Lebesgue measure.
The theorem is that the union of regular and stochastic dynamics has full Lebesgue measure in the parameter space.
This result has a very long history and it is not possible to mention here all preliminary
steps. The reader is referred to Misha Lyubich survey paper [3]. This “Regular or Stochastic
dichotomy” was the ﬁrst occasion conﬁrming the general Palis conjecture on the behavior of
almost all orbits for typical dissipative dynamical systems.
As Lyubich writes “we have reached a full probabilistic understanding of real analytic
unimodal dynamics, and Artur Avila has been the key player in the ﬁnal stage of the story”.
Of course, I cannot give any description of the proof of such a diﬃcult theorem but I
would like at least to explain one of the key tools. The so called renormalization operator
has certainly not been invented by Artur but he knows better than anybody else how to use
it! It quickly became his magic stick: he uses it in most of his papers. That was the topic of
his plenary lecture in the previous Congress, in Hyderabad [1].
Start from a dynamical system, say a map f from a space X to itself.
Choose some small part X1 of X and assume that the orbit of every point in X1 comes
back in X1 , maybe after many iterates.
Let us consider the map f1 from X1 to X1 which maps every point of X1 to its ﬁrst
return in X1 under the iterates of f .
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In many cases, the small X1 is somehow similar to the big X and there is a zooming
out, from X1 to X, so that one can “renormalize” f1 as a map from X to X. Let us denote
this new map by R(f ). Therefore, one can think of R as an operator sending a dynamical
system f from X to X to some other dynamical system from X to X. This is called the
renormalization operator. The magical fact is that there is a strong correspondence between
the dynamics of R, acting on the space of maps f , and the dynamics of a typical element f .
As Adrien Douady used to say:
“We ﬁrst plough in the dynamical plane and then harvest in parameter plane”.
Let us have a look at the ﬁrst historical example. Consider a unimodal map f from the
interval to itself. The graph of f , together with the graph of its square f 2 (i.e. f ◦ f ), may
look like in the following picture.

In this case there is a subinterval invariant by f 2 . Restricting f 2 to this interval, zooming
out and ﬂiping, one gets back to the initial interval equipped with another unimodal map
R(f ).
The general picture for this renormalization operator in this very special case has been
a conjecture for many years. This ﬁgure illustrates the dynamics of the operator R on the
inﬁnite dimensional space of unimodal maps.

Coulet-Tresser and Feigenbaum, in the the late 70’s, had the intuition, based on numerical evidence, that there is a ﬁxed point for the renormalization operator R, the so-called
Feigenbaum map. Moreover the linearization at this ﬁxed point has a one-dimensional expanding direction and is contracting on some hypersurface. It was a wonderful joint venture
of many mathematicians to transform this intuition into a theorem. Among them, Lanford,
Sullivan and McMullen. Avila and Lyubich could eventually achieve Sullivan’s dream: instead of a computer assisted proof, they produced a “brain assisted proof” using some sophisticated technical preparation and then, just the standard Schwarz Lemma. A “proof from
the book” as Erdös would have said.
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4. Billiard tables
Imagine a box containing some perfect ideal gas, a huge number of bouncing molecules. For
simplicity, let us make the assumption, not very realistic physically, that the gas is so dilute
that the molecules don’t collide between themselves.
Each individual molecule travels along straight lines in the box and bounces from time
to time on the boundary. Molecules follow the orbits of a classical billiard ball game.
Let us make things simple and suppose that the box is actually 2 dimensional: a polygon
in the plane. Choose a point x on the boundary of the polygon, which is a ﬁnite union of
segments, and choose an initial velocity v, say of norm 1. Hit a ball there in that direction and
wait until the ball bounces again on the boundary in x and gets oﬀ in some other direction
v  . This deﬁnes a dynamical system T which maps (x, v) to (x , v  ). Let us make the even
stronger assumption that the angles of this polygon are rational multiple of π. The rationality
of the angles implies that the directions of the travelling ball can only take a ﬁnite number of
values.
On a rectangle for instance, the velocity vector takes only four values. Therefore one can
reduce the dynamics from dimension 2 to dimension 1. Now the conﬁguration space will be
a ﬁnite union of intervals. Each side of the polygon deﬁnes a ﬁnite number of intervals, one
for each direction.
This kind of map is called an interval exchange transformation. Formally, the deﬁnition
is the following. Take the unit interval [0, 1] and split it into k subintervals. Now reorganize
the intervals according to some permutation. This deﬁnes a bijection from [0, 1] to itself.
Don’t worry about the endpoints. It is somehow like a generalized cards shuﬄing: you split
your deck into several intervals and you permute them. Therefore, the dynamics of a rational
polygonal billiard table is reduced to the dynamics of interval exchanges maps. Note that the
space of interval exchange maps, with a given number k of subintervals, is parameterized by
the product of the permutation group on k objects and a simplex, describing the lengths of the
subintervals. In particular in this case, the space of dynamical systems under consideration
is ﬁnite dimensional.

Now, let me state a theorem, due to Avila and Forni, again in the spirit of Smale-Thom.
Almost all interval exchange transformations are weakly mixing (except for trivial situations).
I should explain the words and say at least something about the proof.
“Almost all” should be clear since the space of interval exchange maps is ﬁnite dimensional so that one has the Lebesgue measure at our disposal.
Let me deﬁne “mixing” ﬁrst. Let f from X to X be a transformation preserving a
probability measure μ. One says that f is mixing if, for every pair A, B of measurable
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subsets of X we have limn→∞ μ(A ∩ f n (B)) = μ(A)μ(B). This means that when times
goes to inﬁnity the dynamics somehow forgets the past: the events A and f n (B) have a
tendency to become independent. So a mixing dynamical system is a good approximation to
randomness. Katok showed, however, that an interval exchange map is never mixing.
“Weak mixing” is, of course, a weakening of the concept of mixing. It simply means that
μ(A ∩ f n (B)) converges to μ(A)μ(B) in a weaker sense: restricting n to some subset E of
the integers, of density 1. Almost as good as mixing.
Avila-Forni’s theorem is a major progress in the understanding of the dynamics of billards. The main tool to prove this theorem is again renormalization. The renormalization
operator in this context acts on the space of interval exchange maps, which is a ﬁnite union
of ﬁnite dimensional simplices. The important fact is that, even though each interval exchange is a rather simple dynamical system, this renormalization operator turns out to be
very chaotic. This chaoticity in parameter space is the key to the understanding of a typical
interval exchange map. For many more details, see the survey paper by Giovani Forni [2].

5. Schrödinger operators
This is a topic in which the dynamical insight of Artur radically changed the landscape.
Imagine a 1-dimensional discrete quantum particle. Its state is described by some l2
function ψ on Z with complex values. One can think that the probability that the particle is
located at a point n is the square of the modulus of ψ(n).
The time evolution of ψ, as usual, is described by the Schrödinger equation: the time
derivative of ψ is iHψ where H is the Schrödinger operator:
H(ψ)(n) = ψ(n + 1) + ψ(n − 1) + V (n)ψ(n).
The ﬁrst two terms give a discrete version of the Laplace operator and V (n) is some
bounded potential describing the environment of the particle.
Note that H is a bounded self adjoint operator on l2 . Everything depends on the spectrum
of H and the spectral measure.
Let me recall that the spectrum is the set of energies E such that H − E.Id is not
invertible. It is a compact set σ(H) in R.
The spectral measure associated to some ψ is the measure μψ (supported
on σ(H))such

that for every continuous real valued function g, one has ψ, g(H)ψ = g dμψ .
The spectral measures provide a key to the understanding of the dynamics of the quantum
particle. To say things in a non precise way:
•

The particle “travels freely” if μψ is absolutely continuous: the medium is conductor.

•

The particle “travels a little bit” if μψ is singular continuous.

•

The particle “does not travel” if μψ is pure point. The medium is insulator.

The most interesting case occurs when V is quasi-periodic. One can think for instance
of a quasicrystal. The special case of V (n) = 2λ cos(2πnα) arises in this context as the
simplest example. This is called the almost Mathieu operator.
Based on numerics, the shape of the spectrum was conjectured to be a Cantor set when
α is irrational. In 1981, Mark Kac oﬀered ten Martinis for a proof of this fact. Barry Simon
coined the term Ten Martini Problem.
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The following picture is the famous Hofstadter butterﬂy.

Slicing this butterﬂy by a vertical line with ﬁrst coordinate α, one gets the spectrum for
the critical case λ = 1. Many papers were devoted to the ten Martini problem and other
conjectures in the 1980’s and 1990’s. It is probably fair to say that spectral theorists had
exhausted their toolboxes. New ideas and approaches were needed. Artur introduced new
dynamical methods in the problem and could solve the most diﬃcult conjectures. Here is a
sample of some results:
Theorem (Avila-Jitomirskaya 2009). For all λ = 0, and all irrational α, the spectrum σλ,α
is a Cantor set.1
Theorem (Avila-Krikorian 2006). Leb(σλ,α ) = 4|1 − |λ||.
This was already known by Jitomirskaya and Krasovsky in the non critical case, when λ
is not equal to 1.
Theorem (Avila, Damanik, 2008). For all irrational α and |λ| < 1, the spectrum is purely
absolutely continuous.
The key tool in the proofs of these diﬃcult theorem is again renormalization.
Let me also mention, without giving any explanation that Artur created recently a global
theory of one frequency Schrödinger operators, describing in detail what he calls the stratiﬁed analyticity of the Lyapounov exponent and the boundary of non uniform hyperbolicity.
Artur started his career by solving a number of long standing problems and conjectures
but he is also an exceptional theory builder. The whole theory was developed by Artur and
this required outstanding insight and exceptional technical abilities.

6. A gem
Let me ﬁnish by mentioning a puzzling theorem of Artur, which is somehow isolated in his
work. This is not directly related to dynamics: this is a pure partial diﬀerential equations
1They could not get the ten Martinis since meanwhile Mark Kac had unfortunately passed away.
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result. It is easy to state and Artur told me that almost every mathematician listening to this
theorem for the ﬁrst time is immediately convinced that this is very easy and that he can
provide a short simple proof. But, this is not so...
Let f be a diﬀeomorphism of class C 1 of some compact manifold of class C ∞ . It is well
known, and easy to prove, that you can approximate f by C ∞ diﬀeomorphisms in the C 1
topology.
Artur’s theorem is that if the manifold is equipped with a C ∞ volume form and if f
preserves the volume, it can approximated in the C 1 topology by C ∞ diﬀeomorphisms which
are volume preserving.
Artur’s proof starts with a triangulation and does the approximation by induction on the
skeleton. It reminds me of the wonderful proofs by Gromov of his h-principles in PDE.
Avila’s contributions are amazing: I convinced that this is just a beginning.
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The work of Manjul Bhargava
Benedict H. Gross

Abstract. He has developed powerful new methods in the geometry of numbers and applied them to
count rings of small rank and to bound the average rank of elliptic curves.

The geometry of numbers was introduced by C.F. Gauss in the Disquisitiones Arithmeticae
[28, Art. 302], to estimate the class numbers of binary quadratic forms. It was developed by
G.L. Dirichlet and R. Dedekind, in the computation of the residue of the zeta function of a
number ﬁeld at s = 1, and treated systematically by H. Minkowski in his book Geometrie
der Zahlen [34]. Many leading mathematicians, such as C.L. Siegel and H. Davenport, have
contributed to its modern development. Manjul Bhargava has continued in this great tradition
and taken it to new heights, adding several new ideas and techniques of his own. He has
applied them brilliantly to the study of orbits in integral representations, obtaining a number
of ground-breaking results on the distribution of number ﬁelds and their class groups, and
on rational points on elliptic and hyperelliptic curves. His work has changed the way that we
now approach the subject.
The geometry of numbers typically gives results on average, not for any chosen example.
For example, Gauss deﬁned the class number H(D) as the number of orbits of the group
SL2 (Z) on the set of integral, positive-deﬁnite binary quadratic forms ax2 + bxy + cy 2 with
calculations, he was able to guess
negative discriminant b2 − 4ac = −D. Based on extensive
√
that H(D) grows at essentially the same rate as D. He was not able to prove this; even
today we lack an eﬀective proof. But Gauss gave evidence that the result holds on average:
as T → ∞,

π 3/2
H(D) ∼
T .
18
D<T

The proof (given in Mertens [33]) has three main steps. First, every SL2 (Z)-orbit contains a unique form whose coeﬃcients satisfy
−a < b < a < c or 0 ≤ b ≤ a ≤ c
(see [28, Art. 171-172]). Hence the sum of class numbers for D < T is the number of
integral points in the corresponding region
A(T ) = {(x, y, z) : −x ≤ y ≤ x ≤ z, 4xz − y 2 ≤ T }
of three-space (up to a neglible error as T grows). The next step is to show that volume of
π 3/2
T . A basic idea in the geometry of numbers
the region A(T ) is ﬁnite, and equal to 18
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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is to estimate the number of integral points in a region by its volume. If the region A(T )
were bounded, simple geometric arguments would then yield the asymptotic estimate on the
number of integral points. However the region has a cusp, and the ﬁnal step is to determine
the number of integral points which lie in the cusp, and to show that they do not change the
asymptotic estimate given by the volume.
Nowadays we would add a fourth step, which is to provide an arithmetic interpretation of the orbits. In this case, the orbits of primitive forms of discriminant −D (those
with gcd(a, b, c) = 1) correspond bijectively to the ideal classes (the quotient of the group
of invertible√ fractional ideals by the subgroup of principal ideals) of the quadratic ring
R = Z[ D+ 2 −D ]. In this bijection, Gauss’ famous composition law for classes of binary
quadratic forms corresponds to the group structure on the quotient. When −D is fundamental (not of the form −df 2 for another discriminant −d), every form is primitive and
the orbits correspond
√ bijectively to the elements of the ideal class group of the imaginary
quadratic ﬁeld Q( −D). Using a sieve, one can obtain an estimate for the corresponding
sum of class numbers, for negative fundamental discriminants of absolute value less than T .
It is often the arithmetic interpretation of the integral orbits that is most striking in Bhargava’s work. He has developed a deep understanding of the representations of arithmetic
groups, which allows him to reformulate many central counting problems in number theory
in terms of estimates for the number of integral orbits of bounded height. In his PhD thesis
[1], Bhargava studied the representation of the group
G = SL2 (Z)3 on M = Z2 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z2 ,
The symmetric square of M contains the adjoint representation of G, and Bhargava presents
these three binary quadratic forms in a simple manner. Namely, he associates to each element
m in M a labeling of the cube
e
a

f
b

g
c

h
d

If we slice the cube into pairs of 2 × 2 matrices in three diﬀerent ways




a b
e f
M1 =
, N1 =
c d
g h




a c
b d
, N2 =
M2 =
e g
f h




a e
c g
M3 =
, N3 =
b f
d h
we obtain three binary quadratic forms
Q1 (x, y) = − det(M1 x − N1 y)
Q2 (x, y) = − det(M2 x − N2 y)
Q3 (x, y) = − det(M3 x − N3 y).
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The three binary quadratic forms Q1 , Q2 , and Q3 all have the same discriminant d; this gives
a quartic polynomial which generates the ring of polynomial invariants on M . The G-orbit
of m is determined by the SL2 (Z)-orbits of these binary quadratic forms, or equivalently by
a triple of ideal classes I1 , I2 and I3 for the quadratic ring of discriminant d (which can now
be positive, negative, or zero). Furthermore, Bhargava shows that the product of these three
classes is trivial, and that every triple with trivial product arises from such an orbit. This
gives a beautiful, symmetric reformulation of Gauss’s law for the composition of binary
quadratic forms–the composition of three binary forms is in the trivial class (given by a form
which represents the integer 1) if and only if the three forms arise from a cube!
Bhargava has found arithmetic intepretations of the orbits in 14 integral representations
which generalize the representation corresponding to Gauss composition [1–5]. For example, the symmetrization of M gives the action of the diagonal SL2 (Z) on the space of binary
cubic forms of the type ax3 + 3bx2 y + 3cxy 2 + dy 3 . In this case he shows that the orbits
correspond to quadratic rings with an ideal class I whose cube is the trivial class. These
representations (or their duals) all come from parabolic subgroups in Chevalley groups–
the group which acts is a subgroup of the Levi factor and the representation occurs on the
abelianization of the unipotent radical (cf. [27]). The representation Z2 ⊗Z2 ⊗Z2 of SL2 (Z)3
giving Gauss’s composition law comes from a maximal parabolic subgroup in the Chevalley group of type D4 , and three of the representations on his list come from distinguished
maximal parabolic subgroups in the Chevalley groups of type G2 , F4 , and E8 . These three
representations are
•

the action of GL2 (Z) on Sym3 (Z2 ) ⊗ det−1

•

the action of SL3 (Z) × GL2 (Z) on Sym2 (Z3 ) ⊗ Z2

•

the action of SL5 (Z) × GL4 (Z) on ∧2 (Z5 ) ⊗ Z4

They were studied over C by Sato and Kimura [37], and over general ﬁelds by Wright and
Yukie [39], as part of a program to generalize the results of Davenport and Heilbronn [23]
counting cubic ﬁelds. In each case, there is a polynomial invariant D, which has degree 4,
12, and 40 respectively and generates the full ring of invariants. Over the ﬁeld of complex
numbers these representations have an open orbit where D = 0 with stabilizers isomorphic
to the symmetric groups S3 , S4 , and S5 respectively [29].
Bhargava shows that the integral orbits where D is non-zero correspond to cubic, quartic,
and quintic rings respectively (that is, to commutative rings which are free abelian groups
of rank 3, 4, and 5 over Z) and that D is equal to the discriminant of the ring. This was
known for cubic rings, by work of Delone and Fadeev [24], but the quartic and quintic cases
were much more diﬃcult and involved the introduction of auxiliary resolvents. Bhargava
then applies the geometry of numbers to count the number of rings of discriminant less
than T as T → ∞. Using a sieve, he converts this count to an asymptotic estimate for the
number of number ﬁelds of degree 3, 4 and 5 over Q with discriminant less than T . For each
degree n ≤ 5 and signature (r1 , r2 ) with r1 + 2r2 = n, Bhargava shows that this number
grows like c(r1 , r2 )T , where c(r1 , r2 ) is an explicit constant [6, 7]. As mentioned above,
the case of cubic ﬁelds had been treated in the work of Davenport and Heilbronn [22, 23],
but the quartic and quintic cases were much more complicated and the conjecture that the
growth was proportional to T had been open for thirty years. This work led Bhargava to a
guess for the constant c(r1 , r2 ) for all degrees n [8]. Applying similar counting methods to
some of the other representations led Bhargava to the resolution of some new cases of the
Cohen–Lenstra–Martinet heuristics [19] for the ideal class groups of number ﬁelds [6].
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All of the integral representations which generalize Gauss composition have the property
that there is a single polynomial invariant, whose non-vanishing deﬁnes an open orbit over
the complex numbers. Starting with his work with Arul Shankar on the Selmer groups
of elliptic curves, Bhargava turned to the study of integral orbits in representations with a
more complicated ring of invariants. For example, the action of PGL2 (Z) on the space
Sym4 (Z2 ) ⊗ det−2 of binary quartic forms has a ring of invariants generated by a quadratic
polynomial I, a cubic polynomial J, and a sextic polynomial Δ with the single relation
27Δ = 4I 3 − J 2 . In terms of the binary quartic form
F (x, y) = ax4 + bx3 y + cx2 y 2 + dxy 3 + ey 4
these invariants are given by
I = 12ae − 3bd + c2
J = 72ace + 9bcd − 27ad2 − 27eb2 − 2c3 .
The rational orbits where Δ = 0 are stable in the sense of geometric invariant theory–they
are closed with ﬁnite stabilizers. The stable orbits correspond to certain curves X of genus
one, deﬁned by the equation
z 2 = F (x, y).
Furthermore, the Jacobian of X is isomorphic to the elliptic curve E whose equation is
determined by the polynomial invariants I and J
v 2 = u3 − (I/3)u − (J/27)
and whose discriminant is equal to Δ. Hence X is a principal homogeneous space for
the algebraic group E. The covariants in this representation give an unramiﬁed covering
π : X → E of degree 4, such that π(x + e) = π(x) + 2e [40]. The ﬁber above the origin of
E consists of the four points on the curve X where z = 0, and this gives a principal homogeneous space X[2] for the 2-torsion subgroup E[2]. The class of this homogeneous space
in H 1 (Q, E[2]) determines the rational orbit (whose stabilizer is the ﬁnite group scheme
E[2]). Moreover, in the map of principal homogeneous spaces H 1 (Q, E[2]) → H 1 (Q, E),
the class of X[2] maps to the class of the curve X.
When the curve X has points over all completions of Q, the corresponding coverings are
called locally solvable. The locally solvable orbits with invariants (I, J) correspond bijectively to the classes in the 2-Selmer group Sel2 (E) of the elliptic curve E. The coverings
where the curve X has a rational point are called solvable and correspond to the classes in
the subgroup E(Q)/2E(Q) of Sel2 (E). Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer [18] showed that the
locally solvable rational orbits all have integral representatives (at least away from the prime
p = 2).
Bhargava and Shankar [9] estimate the number of integral orbits with bounded invariants
I and J using the geometry of numbers. They also develop sieve methods which allow them
to convert this estimate into a count of 2-Selmer elements. Their main theorem is that the
average size of the 2-Selmer group of elliptic curves over Q is equal to 3, in the following
sense. Every elliptic curve E over Q has a unique model of the form
y 2 = x3 + Ax + B
where A and B are integers with 4A3 + 27B 2 = 0, which are not simultaneously divisible
by p4 and p6 respectively, for any rational prime p. Deﬁne the height of E by the formula
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H(E) = Max(4|A3 |, 27B 2 ). Then the number of elliptic curves with height H(E) < T is
ﬁnite and grows at the same rate as a constant times T 5/6 . Bhargava and Shankar prove that
the limit, as T → ∞, of the ratio

 
# Sel2 (E)
1
H(E)<T

H(E)<T

exists, and is equal to 3. The delicate analysis and geometry involved in their calculation
is astounding. For example, the theorem that the average order is 3 arises from a volume
calculation, essentially equivalent to the fact that the Tamagawa number of the group PGL2
is equal to 2. This gives the average number of non-identity elements in the Selmer group,
as the identity class is the only one that appears signiﬁcantly in the cusp of the fundamental
domain! For a beautiful summary of this remarkable paper, see the Bourbaki talk of B.
Poonen [35].
Their calculation of the average value of the order of the 2-Selmer group Sel2 (E) gives
an upper bound for the average order of its subgroup E(Q)/2E(Q), and hence on the rank
of the group E(Q) of rational points. In this case the upper bound they obtain on the average
rank is 3/2. Before their work, it was not even known that the average rank was ﬁnite! But
Bhargava and Shankar push much further. They also study integral orbits in the analogous
representations (with two generating invariants over Q):
•

the action of PGL3 (Z) on Sym3 (Z3 ) ⊗ det−1

•

the action of SL2 (Z) × SL4 (Z) on Z2 ⊗ Sym2 (Z4 )

•

the action of SL5 (Z) × SL5 (Z) on Z5 ⊗ ∧2 (Z5 ).

The stable locally soluble rational orbits in these representations correspond to elements in
the 3-, 4-, and 5-Selmer groups of elliptic curves over Q [21, 26]. (These representations also
arise in Vinberg’s theory, using the exceptional groups of type F4 , E7 , and E8 . The action
on binary quartic forms comes from the exceptional group of type G2 [29]). Bhargava and
Shankar show that the average order of the 3-, 4-, and 5-Selmer groups is equal to 4, 7, and 6
respectively [10–12]. This led to the conjecture that the average order of the m-Selmer group
of elliptic curves over Q is equal the sum of the divisors of m. In the case when m = 3, A.J.
de Jong had obtained slightly weaker results, with the ﬁeld Fq (T ) in place of Q [32].
As a corollary of their calculation of the average order of these Selmer groups, Bhargava
and Shankhar are able to prove that the average rank is less than 1 (we suspect it is equal
to 1/2) and that at least 80% of elliptic curves over Q have rank less than or equal to 1
(we suspect that 50% have rank 0 and that 50% have rank 1). Analogous results for other
families of elliptic curves (for example, curves with a marked rational point other than the
origin) have been obtained by Bhargava and W. Ho [17]. For the family of curves related to
the congruent number problem, there were earlier results of D.R. Heath-Brown [31].
The conjecture of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer, that the rank of E(Q) is equal to the order
of vanishing of the L-function of E at the point s = 1, is known to be true when the order of
vanishing is less than or equal to 1 [30]. Starting from this point, Bhargava, C. Skinner, and
W. Zhang have recently shown, in a brilliant pair of papers [15, 16], that the conjecture of
Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer holds for at least 66% of all elliptic curves over Q (all of which
have rank 0 or 1). This uses the results of Bhargava and Shankar on the average order of the
5-Selmer group, as well as deep work of his co-authors on the Iwasawa conjecture [38] and
Kolyvagin’s conjecture [41].
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Bhargava’s methods also extend to the study of hyperelliptic curves of genus g ≥ 2 over
Q. Such a curve has a homogeneous equation of the form
z 2 = F (x, y) = f0 x2g+2 + f1 x2g+1 y + . . . + f2g+2 y 2g+2
where x and y have degree 1, F (x, y) is a binary form of degree 2g + 2 with integral coeﬃcients and non-zero discriminant, and z has degree g + 1. G. Faltings, in work which
was awarded the Fields Medal in 1986, proved that there are only ﬁnitely many relatively
prime integral solutions, or equivalently, rational points on the projective curve [25]. One of
Bhargava’s most remarkable results is that for a majority of equations of a ﬁxed genus g ≥ 2,
ordered by the size of the coeﬃcients, there are no rational points at all! This is true even if
we only consider curves which have points over every completion of Q, and the proportion
of curves with no rational points tends to 1 very quickly as g becomes large. For example,
when g ≥ 10 at least 99% of hyperelliptic equations of genus g have no rational solutions
[13].
Bhargava has also obtained precise results on the family of hyperelliptic curves of genus
g ≥ 2 over Q with a rational Weierstrass point: the average order of the 2-Selmer group of
the Jacobian is equal to 3 [14]. These curves can all be given by equations with f0 = 0,
f1 = 1, and f2 = 0, so by aﬃne equations of the form
z 2 = x2g+1 + c2 x2g−1 + . . . + c2g+1 .
Each curve has a unique equation of this form, provided that the coeﬃcients ck are all integers and there is no rational prime p with p2k dividing ck for all k. The estimate on the
2-Selmer group is obtained through a study of integral and rational orbits in the symmetric
square representation of the split special orthogonal group SO2g+1 . (This generalizes the action of SO3 = PGL2 on binary quartic forms.) Since the bound 3/2 obtained on the average
rank of the Jacobian is less than the genus, the p-adic methods introduced by Chabauty and
developed by Coleman [20] can be used to eﬀectively bound the number of rational points
on most of these curves [14]. B. Poonen and M. Stoll [36] have reﬁned this method at the
prime p = 2 to show that for g ≥ 3 most of these curves have only the one obvious rational
point at inﬁnity, and that the proportion with only one rational point tends rapidly to 1 as g
becomes large. In particular, a monic polynomial of odd degree ≥ 7 will rarely represent a
square!
Manjul Bhargava’s ideas are remarkably original, yet once discovered, form a natural
continuation of previous great work in the subject. His papers are written with great care,
in a distinctive style, and his lectures convey the unity and the beauty of mathematics. Andrew Wiles (who was Bhargava’s PhD thesis advisor) wrote the following about his impact:
“The sense of a new ﬁeld opening up before one’s eyes with an elegance and clarity that
remind one of one’s ﬁrst encounters with classical mathematics is unique and sometimes
breathtaking."
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The work of Martin Hairer
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Abstract. Martin Hairer has been awarded the Fields medal for his groundbreaking work in the theory
of Stochastic Partial Diﬀerential Equations (SPDEs). A short account of his main contributions is
presented below.
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1. Introduction
Martin Hairer has established several ground breaking results in the theory of stochastic
partial diﬀerential equations (SPDEs). We focus this short account on his most striking
contributions.

2. Background
§1 Recall that a Wiener process {Wt }t≥0 (also called Brownian motion) is a centered Gaussian process, built over a probability space (Ω, F, P ), with covariance EWt Ws = min(s, t).
Its formal time derivative, the white noise Ẇt , is deﬁned by its linear action on L2 test funct
t
tions: for deterministic f ∈ L2 (R+ ), 0 f (s)Ẇs =: 0 f (s)dWs is the centered Gaus

min(t,t ) 2
sian process with covariance R(t, t ) = 0
f (s)ds. In case f ∈ {f : f (t) =
t
2
h(s)ds,
h
∈
L
(R
)},
this
notion
coincides
with
formal
integration by parts:
+
0
 t
 t
f (s)dWs = Wt f (t) −
Ws f  (s)ds .
0

0

In addition, because t → Wt is almost surely a continuous process, one can give a sense to
the equation

t

Xt = X0 +

g(Xs )ds + Wt
0

as soon a g is a Lipschitz function, in such a way that the map W· → X· is almost surely a
continuous map C0 (R+ ) → C(R+ ).
t
Itô observed that the integral 0 f (s)dWs can be deﬁned for certain random functions:
let Ft be the σ-algebra generated by the random variables {Ws , s ≤ t}. A random function
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f : R+ × Ω → R is called adapted (to Ft ) if ft := f (t, ω) is Ft -measurable for all
t. Let L2 denote the class of adapted random functions equipped with the norm h2 =
1
 ∞ 2
∞
E 0 h (s)ds 2 . Then 0 fs dWs extends to an isometry from L2 to L2 (Ω, P ). Using
this notion (the Itô integral), Itô [11] gave precise sense to solutions of the equation
 t
 t
Xt = X0 +
g1 (Xs )ds +
g2 (Xs )dWs
(2.1)
0

0

when both g1 and g2 are smooth Lipschitz functions; in the last display, W· can be a multidimensional Wiener process (with each coordinate an independent Wiener process), with X·
also multidimensional.
§2 The Itô theory has had enormous success in both pure mathematics (through links with
the theory of second order parabolic PDEs) and applied mathematics. However, the map
W· → X· does not behave well under approximations: Wong and Zakai [16] (see also [14]
for the multidimensional case) observed that if one approximates the Wiener process by
piecewise linear interpolation over intervals of size , calling the approximation W· , then
the solution of the ordinary diﬀerential equation
d
d 
X = g1 (Xt ) + g2 (Xt ) · Wt
dt t
dt
does not converge (as  → 0) to the solution of (2.1), but rather to the solution of

 t
 t
1 t 
Xt = X0 +
g1 (Xs )ds +
g2 (Xs )dWs +
g (Xs )g2 (Xs )ds .
2 0 2
0
0

(2.2)

One may combine the two last terms in (2.2) to a new type of stochastic integral, called the
Stratonovich integral. However, the nature of the correction term in (2.2) could depend on
the nature of the approximation. Further, in the multidimensional case, there is no general
way to extend the map W· → X· to a continuous endomorphism on V = C0 (R+ ; Rd ).
§3 The situation can be remedied for SDEs using a device introduced by T. Lyons [13],
which he called rough paths analysis. The basic observation is that while the Itô map is not
continuous on V , one could add more data, namely the iterated integrals of the Wiener path
(or more precisely, certain antisymmetric combinations of such integrals). Those are viewed
as elements of the tensor algebra V = ⊕V ⊗k . Putting an appropriate norm on V ⊗k (the
p-variation norm), Lyons showed that if a path together with its ﬁrst [p] iterated integrals has
a ﬁnite p-variation norm, then there is a unique extension to all V ⊗m for m > [p], which is
of ﬁnite p-variation norm, and further the Itô map can be extended to a continuous map on Vvalued paths. Probability theory now enters only in giving a meaning to the ﬁrst [p] iterated
in the case of multidimensional SDEs, only the Wiener process and its Lévy area
integrals;
t
t
i
j
j
i
W
dW
s
s − 0 Ws dWs are needed. Lyons expansion is thus a universal expansion: one
0
is given a base of universally deﬁned elements, and one writes the solution of SDEs in terms
of those basis elements.
§4 One deﬁnes a space-time white noise ξ in a way similar to the deﬁnition for tempo2
d
ral
 white noise: for deterministic f ∈ L (R+ × R ), one declares the integral ξ(f ) =
f (s, x)ξ(s, x)dsdx to be a centered Gaussian variable of zero mean and variance
R+ ×Rd 
2
f 2 = R+ ×Rd f 2 (s, x)dsdx. One can then give an interpretation to certain linear parabolic
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stochastic partial diﬀerential equation
∂t u(t, x) = Δu(t, x) + ξ,

u(0, x) = g(x)

(2.3)

in terms of the Green function G(s, y; t, x) = G(t − s, x − y) for the heat equation, by


 t

u(t, x) =
Rd

G(t, x − y)g(y)dy +
0

Rd

G(t − s, x − y)ξ(s, y)dsdy .

(2.4)

The solution u is then a function only in dimension d = 1 (but can be given an interpretation
as a random distribution in higher dimension). One also can give sense to certain quasi-linear
equations (where nonlinear terms are added to the right side of (2.3)), as long as the added
terms are still well deﬁned as function. One also can deﬁne similarly a space-only white
noise (in this case, the solution to (2.3) would be a function for d ≤ 3).
§5 The biggest diﬀerence between space-time white noise and time-only white noise lies
in the lack of the notion of adapted processes: without it, one cannot extend ξ(f ) to a rich
enough class of random integrands f . In addition, in the SPDE case, one is interested not
only in adding to the right side nonlinearities of the form g(u)ξ, but also terms of the form
(ux )2 or other nonlinearities. However, the solutions to (2.3) can be checked to be only
Hölder continuous (with exponent < 1/2) in space, and terms like (ux )2 simply do not
make sense. We have now set the stage for Hairer’s theory of regularity structures.

3. Solving nonlinear PDEs - the KPZ example
§6 It is natural to attempt to give sense to an equation driven by rough noise by ﬁrst mollifying the noise with an approximate Dirac function, solving the molliﬁed equation, and then
tuning out the molliﬁcation. More precisely, given an equation
∂t u = L(u, ξ),
for some nonlinear diﬀerential operator L, and a positive bump function φ(x, t) integrating
to 1, deﬁne the approximation

x−y t−s

−d−2
ξ (t, x) = 
φ
ξ(y, s)dyds
, 2


R+ ×Rd
and solve the equation
∂t u = L(u , ξ  ).
One would like to know that u converges to a limit, and that the limit does not depend on the
bump function φ used. As the discussion in §2 showed, this is too much to expect - one may
need to add a correction term, or in the case of SPDEs, a correction term that may blow up as
 → 0. The ﬁrst truly singular example in which this program was carried out successfully
was in Hairer’s construction of solution to the KPZ equation, to which we turn next.
§7 The KPZ equation (after Kardar-Parisi-Zhang) is the following SPDE:
∂t u = Δu + (∂x u)2 + ξ .

(3.1)
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The KPZ equation was introduced in order to model the evolution of (spatial) ﬂuctuations of
interfaces [12]. It is now established, both rigorously [2], [1] and experimentally [15], that
the ﬂuctuations of many physical systems converge to solutions of the (one dimensional)
KPZ equation, and moreover the latter are linked to ﬂuctuations in random matrix models.
For the reasons explained in §4 and §6, the equation (3.1) does not make sense as written;
until Hairer’s work, the only way to give a meaning to (3.1) was to consider the Hopf-Cole
transformation u = log h, note that h formally solves a stochastic heat equation (for which
the methods of linear equations described in §4 apply), and then deﬁne the solution to (3.1)
by taking logarithms. With the following theorem, Hairer changed all that. In the statement,
ξ  is a molliﬁcation of ξ as deﬁned in §6.
Theorem 3.1 ([4]). There exists a sequence of constants C  → ∞ depending on the bump
function φ such that the solutions to the equation
∂t u = Δu − C  + (∂x u )2 + ξ  ,

u(0, x) = h0 (x)

(3.2)

converge as  → 0 (in Hölder norm) to a limit u.
The limit in Theorem 3.1 does not depend on the bump function used in the molliﬁcation,
and coincides with the logarithm of the solution to the stochastic heat equation. A-priori, the
solution is constructed only locally in time (i.e., up to a random explosion time), but because
the solution coincides with the logarithm of the solution to the stochastic heat equation,
which exists for all time, one deduces that the explosion time is inﬁnite almost surely.
§8 Hairer’s solution replaces the universal basis employed in Lyons’ rough path theory by
a basis derived from the solution to the linearized equation; the basis is thus both problem dependent and local. More explicitly, he constructs a (Polish) space X consisting of
choices of ﬁnitely many distributions, together with a base of the linear span of these distributions at each space-time point, with the constraint that the bases satisfy appropriate
compatibility conditions and analytical bounds. He then constructs a measurable map Ψ
from the probability space (Ω, F, P ) (supporting the white noise) to X , and a continuous
map SR : C β × X → C(R+ , C 1/2−β ) which gives u = SR (h0 , Ψ(ω)). The map SR
is constructed as ﬁxed point of a Picard iteration, while the construction of Ψ involves a
renormalization procedure, where the molliﬁcation  plays the role of small parameter.
The constant C in (3.2), that may blow up, is reminiscent of renormalization procedures
in mathematical physics, and arises from the need to tame singularities. In the case of other
equations, one may need to subtract more complicated terms in order to achieve convergence.
In all cases, the solution eventually appears as the unique ﬁxed point of the sequence of
renormalizations.
Some of the results in [4] have roots in the earlier work [3].

4. Regularity structures
§9 Hairer’s solution for the KPZ equation was shortly followed by a general method to handle
SPDEs, as long as their solution “should make sense” using renormalization. In order to do
that, Hairer develops a systematic theory for the construction of base elements (that are
used to locally expand the solutions), together with a transfer rule between points; crucially,
only ﬁnitely many terms representing singularities need to be retained at each point. The
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following, taken from [5], are representative examples of applications of the theory.
∂t h
∂t φ

=

Δh + (∂x h)2 + ξ ,

=

Δφ − φ + ξ ,

∂t u

=

Δu + gij (x)∂i u∂j u + f (u)η ,

3

(d = 1, KPZ)

(d = 3, Φ43 )
(d = 2, Parabolic Anderson)

(In the standard parabolic Anderson model, one has g = 0 and f (u) = u, and η is spatial
white noise.) In both the KPZ and Φ43 equation, the noise ξ is space-time white noise. Note
that even without the nonlinear term, the solution to the Φ43 equation is only a distribution,
not a function.
The molliﬁed versions of the above equations are given as follows.
∂ t h
∂t φ

=

Δh + (∂x h )2 − C + ξ  ,

(d = 1, KPZ)

=

Δφ − (φ ) + C φ + ξ ,

(d = 3, Φ43 )

∂ t u

=

Δu + gij (x) (∂i u ∂j u − C δij ) + f (u )(η  − C̄ f  (u )) ,



 3





(d = 2, PA)

In these equations, C , C̄ are constants that may blow up, and depend on the molliﬁer employed.
Theorem 4.1 ([5]). There exist choices of constants C , C̄ such that the solutions converge,
for a wide family of molliﬁers, locally in time.
Here “converges” is in a topology adapted to the regularity of the problem. Speciﬁcally,
in the KPZ case, it was in Hölder norm with exponent smaller than 1/2 while in the φ43 case,
it is in the space of distribution with (negative) regularity exponent in (−2/3, −1/2). Also,
“local in time” means that there may be a ﬁnite (but a.s. strictly positive) explosion time and
the solution is deﬁned (and the moliﬁcations converge) only up to the explosion time. The
putative invariant measure for the Φ43 equation, which is not shown to exist due to possible
explosion, is the Φ43 Euclidean quantum ﬁeld theory measure.
§10 To achieve these convergence results, Hairer expresses the solutions to the SPDEs in a
local basis, in such a way that the solution is determined uniquely at a point by only ﬁnitely
many irregular terms. The basis elements themselves are chosen to ﬁt the structure of the
solution (often, just deﬁned from the solution of the linearized equation), and are localized.
Hairer also introduces a renormalization map that allows one to relate expansions for diﬀerent values of  and eventually prove the convergence. The renormalization map is realized
in terms of explicit (ﬁnite dimensional) matrices. Hairer also developed a diagrammatic calculus that allows one to keep track of the diﬀerent basis elements needed in the description
of the solution. Hairer coined the term regularity structures to emphasize the fact that the
non-trivial part of the solution of the SPDE is determined by a ﬁnite dimensional space that
depends on the regularity of the solution and on the nature of nonlinearities in the equation;
the renormalization procedure for molliﬁed noise is then performed in that space.

5. Other noteworthy results
§11 Earlier work of Hairer touched upon many aspects of the theory of SPDEs. A particularly strong line of work was jointly with J. Mattingly, where they studied the ergodicity
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of two dimensional stochastic Navier-Stokes equation, when the noise enters only through
ﬁnitely many modes. More explicitly, consider the stochastic Navier-Stokes equation on the
two-dimensional torus
dw = νΔwdt + B(Kw, w)dt + QdWt ,

B(u, w) = −(u · ∇)w,

where K is a linear, divergence free operator (given in Fourier representation), Q is an
operator representing coloring in space of noise, which inﬂuences only a ﬁnite number of
modes. Using the Malliavin calculus and an asymptotic form of the strong Feller property
(weak dependence on past initial conditions) which they introduce, Hairer and Mattingly
[7],[8],[9] give sharp conditions for ergodicity as function of support of noise; they get also
regularity of the solutions.
§12 In another direction, Hairer has come back full circle to corrections of the Wong-Zakai
type for SPDEs. This is done in [6] for Burgers-type parabolic SPDEs and, more recently, in
[10] using the machinery of regularity structures, for more general one dimensional SPDEs
driven by space-time white noise, where correction terms that are not present in the SDE
setup show up.

6. Summary
§13 Martin Hairer’s work has established a completely new approach to problems in the
theory of SPDEs that have remained largely untouchable for years. The framework he established with his theory of regularity structures has transformed the ﬁeld and is paving the way
to striking advance in the theory of SPDEs and in core models of mathematical physics.
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The work of Maryam Mirzakhani
Curtis T. McMullen

Abstract. Maryam Mirzakhani has been awarded the Fields Medal for her outstanding work on the
dynamics and geometry of Riemann surfaces and their moduli spaces.

1. Introduction
Mirzakhani has established a suite of powerful new results on orbit closures and invariant measures for dynamical systems on moduli spaces. She has also given a new proof of
Witten’s conjecture, which emerges naturally from a counting problem for simple closed
geodesics on Riemann surfaces. This note gives a brief discussion of her main results and
their ramiﬁcations, including the striking parallels between homogeneous spaces and moduli
spaces that they suggest.

2. The setting
We begin with a résumé of background material, to set the stage.
Let Mg denote the moduli space of curves of genus g ≥ 2. This space is both a complex
variety, with dimC Mg = 3g − 3, and a symplectic orbifold. Its points are in bijection with
the isomorphism classes of compact Riemann surfaces X of genus g.
The dimension of Mg was known already to Riemann. Rigorous constructions of moduli
space were given in the 1960s, by Ahlfors and Bers in the setting of complex analysis and
by Mumford in the setting of algebraic geometry. Today the theory of moduli spaces is
a meeting ground for mathematical disciplines ranging from arithmetic geometry to string
theory.
The symplectic form ω on Mg arises from the hyperbolic metric on X. As shown by
Wolpert, in the length–twist coordinates coming from a pair of pants decomposition of X,
one can write
3g−3

ω=
di ∧ dτi .
1

The complex structure on Mg arises from the natural isomorphism
T∗X Mg = Q(X) = {holomorphic forms q = q(z) dz 2 on X}
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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between the cotangent space to Mg at X and the space of holomorphic quadratic diﬀerentials on X. The Teichmüller metric on Mg also emerges from its complex structure: on the
one hand, it is dual to the L1 norm

q =
|q(z)| |dz|2 = area(X, |q|)
X

on T∗X Mg ; on the other hand, it agrees with the intrinsic Kobayashi metric on Mg (Royden).
Moduli space can be presented as the quotient Mg = Tg / Modg of Teichmüller space
— its universal cover, a contractible bounded domain in C3g−3 — by the action of the
mapping–class group of a surface.
One of the challenges of working with moduli space is that it is totally inhomogeneous:
for example, the symmetry group of Tg (as a complex manifold) is simply the discrete group
Modg (for g > 2). One of Mirzakhani’s remarkable contributions is to show that, nevertheless, dynamics on moduli space displays many of the same rigidity properties as dynamics
on homogeneous spaces (see §4).

3. From simple geodesics to Witten’s conjecture
We begin with Mirzakhani’s work on simple geodesics. In the 1940s, Delsarte, Huber and
Selberg established the prime number theorem for hyperbolic surfaces, which states that the
number of (oriented, primitive) closed geodesics on X ∈ Mg with length ≤ L satisﬁes
π(X, L) ∼

eL
.
L

(The usual prime number theorem says that the number of prime integers with 0 < log p ≤ L
is asymptotic to eL /L.)
The number of simple closed geodesics σ(X, L) behaves quite diﬀerently; it only has
polynomial growth, and in 2004 Mirzakhani proved that
σ(X, L) ∼ CX L6g−6 .
In contrast to the prime number theorem, the right–hand side here depends on both the genus
and geometry of X.
Although the statement above involves only a single Riemann surface X, Mirzakhani’s
proof involves integration over moduli space and leads to a cascade of new results, including
a completely unexpected proof of the Witten’s conjecture. The latter conjecture, established
by Kontsevich in 1992, relates the intersection numbers on moduli space deﬁned by

τd1 , . . . , τdn  =
c1 (E1 )d1 · · · c1 (En )dn
Mg,n

to a power series solution to the KdV hierarchy (an inﬁnite system of diﬀerential equations
satisfying the Virasoro relations). Here Mg,n is the Deligne–Mumford compactiﬁcation
of the moduli space of Riemann surfaces X with marked points (p1 , . . . , pn ), and c1 (Ei )
denotes the ﬁrst Chern class of the line bundle Ei → Mg,n with ﬁbers T∗pi X.
Mirzakhani’s investigation of σ(X, L) also leads to formulas for the frequencies of different topological types of simple closed curves on X; for example, a random simple curve
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on a surface of genus 2 has probability 1/7 of cutting X into two pieces of genus 1. These
frequencies are always rational numbers, and they depend only on g, not X.
At the core of these results is Mirzakhani’s novel, recursive calculation of the volume
of the moduli space of Riemann surfaces of genus g with n geodesic boundary components
with lengths (L1 , . . . , Ln ). This volume is deﬁned by

Pg,n (L1 , . . . , Ln ) =
ω 3g−3+n ;
Mg,n (L1 ,...,Ln )

for example, one can show that P1,1 (L1 ) = (1/24)(L21 + 4π 2 ). In general, Pg,n is a polynomial whose coeﬃcients (which lie in Q(π)) can be related to frequencies and characteristic
classes, yielding the results discussed above. Previously only the values of Pg,n (0, . . . , 0)
were known. The proofs depend on intricate formulas for dissections of surfaces along hyperbolic geodesics; see [8], [6] and [7]. Mirzakhani has also studied the behavior of Mg as
g → ∞; see [9], [11].

4. Complex geodesics in moduli space
We now turn to Mirzakhani’s work on moduli spaces and dynamics. Her contributions to
this area include a prime number theorem for closed geodesics in Mg , counting results for
orbits of Modg on Tg , and the classiﬁcation of Modg –invariant measures on the space of
measured laminations MLg . But perhaps her most striking work — which we will present
here — is a version of Ratner’s theorem for moduli spaces.
Complex geodesics. It has been known for some time that the Teichmüller geodesic ﬂow
is ergodic (Masur, Veech), and hence almost every geodesic γ ⊂ Mg is dense. It is diﬃcult,
however, to describe the behavior of every single geodesic γ; already on a hyperbolic surface,
the closure of a geodesic can be a fractal cobweb, and matters only get worse in moduli space.
Teichmüller showed that moduli space is also abundantly populated by complex geodesics,
these being holomorphic, isometric immersions
F : H → Mg .
In fact there is a complex geodesic through every X ∈ Mg in every possible direction.
In principle, the closure of a complex geodesic might exhibit the same type of pathology
as a real geodesic. But in fact, the opposite is true. In a major breakthrough, Mirzakhani and
her coworkers have shown:
The closure of any complex geodesic is an algebraic subvariety V = F (H) ⊂ Mg .
This long sought–after rigidity theorem was known previously only for g = 2, with some
restrictions on F [5]. (In the case of genus two, V can be an isometrically immersed curve,
a Hilbert modular surface, or the whole space M2 .)
Dynamics over moduli space. The proof of this rigidity theorem involves the natural action
of SL2 (R) on the sphere bundle
Q1 M g → Mg ,
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consisting of pairs (X, q) with q ∈ Q(X) and q = 1.
To describe this action, consider a Riemann surface X = P/ ∼ presented as the quotient
of a polygon P ⊂ C under isometric edge identiﬁcations between pairs of parallel sides.
Such identiﬁcations preserve the quadratic diﬀerential dz 2 |P , so a polygonal model for X
actually determines a pair (X, q) ∈ QMg with q = area(P ). Conversely, every nonzero
quadratic diﬀerential (X, q) ∈ QMg can be presented in this form.
Since SL2 (R) acts linearly on R2 ∼
= C, given A ∈ SL2 (R) we can form a new polygon
A(P ) ⊂ C, and use the corresponding edge identiﬁcations to deﬁne
A · (X, q) = (XA , qA ) = (A(P ), dz 2 )/ ∼ .
Note that [XA ] = [X] if A ∈ SO2 (R). Thus the map A → XA descends to give a map
F :H∼
= SL2 (R)/ SO2 (R) → Mg ,
which is the complex geodesic generated by (X, q).
The proof that F (H) ⊂ Mg is an algebraic variety involves the following three theorems,
each of which a substantial work in its own right.
1. Measure classiﬁcation (Eskin and Mirzakhani). Every ergodic, SL2 (R)–invariant
probability measure on Q1 X comes from Euclidean measure on a special complex–
analytic subvariety A ⊂ QMg (The variety A is linear in period coordinates).
This is the deepest step in the proof; it uses a wide variety of techniques, including
conditional measures and a random walk argument inspired by the work of Benoist
and Quint [1].
2. Topological classiﬁcation (Eskin, Mirzakhani and Mohammadi). The closure of any
SL2 (R) orbit in Q1 X is given by A ∩ Q1 X for some special analytic subvariety A.
3. Algebraic structure (Filip). Any special analytic subvariety A is in fact an algebraic
subvariety of QMg . Thus its projection to Mg , V = F (H), is an algebraic subvariety
as well.
See [2], [3] and [4] for these developments.
Ramiﬁcations: Beyond homogeneous spaces. This collection of results reveals that the
theory of dynamics on homogeneous spaces, developed by Margulis, Ratner and others, has
a deﬁnite resonance in the highly inhomogeneous, but equally important, world of moduli
spaces.
The setting for homogeneous dynamics is the theory of Lie groups. Given a lattice Γ in
a Lie group G, and a Lie subgroup H of G, one can consider the action
H ; G/Γ
by left multiplication, just as in the setting of moduli spaces we have considered the action
SL2 (R) ; Q1 Tg / Modg .
One of the most powerful results in homogeneous dynamics is Ratner’s theorem. It implies
that if H is generated by unipotent elements, then every orbit closure Hx ⊂ G/Γ is a special
submanifold — in fact, it has the form
Hx = Jx ⊂ G/Γ
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for some Lie subgroup J with H ⊂ J ⊂ G. A similar statement holds for invariant measures. Since SL2 (R) is generated by unipotent elements (matrices such as ( 10 1t ) and its
transpose), one might hope for a version of Ratner’s theorem to hold in moduli spaces. This
is what Mirzakhani’s work conﬁrms.
Hodge theory versus geometry. For another perspective, recall that Mg embeds into the
moduli space of Abelian varieties Ag = Hg / Sp2g (Z), a locally symmetric space amenable
to the methods of homogeneous dynamics. But the complex geodesics in Mg become inhomogeneous when mapped into Ag , so they cannot be analyzed by these methods. Mirzakhani’s work shows that one can work eﬀectively and directly with Mg rather than with Ag ,
by geometric analysis on Riemann surfaces themselves.
Ramiﬁcations: Billiards. The SL2 (R) action on Q1 Mg is also connected with the theory
of billiards in polygons — an elementary branch of dynamics in which diﬃcult problems
abound.
Let T ⊂ C be a connected polygon with angles in πQ. The behavior of billiard paths
in T is closely related to the behavior of the complex geodesic generated by a quadratic
diﬀerential (X, q) obtained by ‘unfolding’ the table T .
Indeed, the ﬁrst examples of complex geodesics such that V = F (H) ⊂ Mg is an
algebraic curve — i.e. the image of the complex geodesic is as small as possible — were
constructed by Veech in his analysis of billiards in regular polygons. In this case the stabilizer
of the corresponding quadratic diﬀerential is a lattice SL(X, q) ⊂ SL2 (R), which serves as
the renormalization group for the original billiard ﬂow.
The work of Mirzakhani has bearing on several open conjectures in the ﬁeld of billiard
dynamics. For example, it provides progress on the open problem of showing that, for any
table T , there is an algebraic number CT such that the number N (T, L) of types of primitive,
periodic billiard paths in T of length ≤ L satisﬁes
N (T, L) ∼

C T L2
·
π area(T )

Eskin and Mirzakhani have shown that an asymptotic equation of this form holds after averaging over L, and that CT can assume only countably many values.

5. Dynamics of earthquakes
We conclude by discussing Mirzakhani’s work on the earthquake ﬂow, and a measurable
bridge between the symplectic and holomorphic aspects of Mg .
A classical construction of Fenchel and Nielsen associates to a simple closed geodesic
γ ⊂ X ∈ Mg and t ∈ R a new Riemann surface
Xt = twtγ (X) ∈ Mg ,
obtained by cutting X open along γ, twisting by length t to the right, and then regluing. The
resulting twist path in Mg is periodic; if γ has length L, then Xt+L = Xt .
On the other hand, one can also twist along limits of weighted simple geodesics, called
measured laminations. As shown by Thurston, the space of measured laminations forms a
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PL manifold MLg ∼
= R6g−6 with a natural volume form, and the limiting twists, called
earthquakes, are deﬁned for all time.
Earthquakes are a natural feature of the symplectic geometry of moduli space. While
they can be deﬁned geometrically by fracturing and regluing X along the (possibly fractal)
support of λ ∈ MLg , they also arise more conventionally as the Hamilton ﬂows associated
to the functions Y → length(λ, Y ).
The earthquake ﬂow lives on the bundle L1 Mg of unit length laminations over Mg .
Mirzakhani has shown that, with respect to the natural measure on L1 Mg :
Thurston’s earthquake ﬂow is ergodic.
Prior to this result, the dynamics of earthquakes seemed completely opaque. Not a single
example of a dense earthquake path in Mg was known; we can now assert that almost every
earthquake path is dense and uniformly distributed.
Bridging the symplectic/holomorphic divide. The proof of ergodicity of the earthquake
ﬂow uses a remarkable bridge between the symplectic and holomorphic sides of moduli
space.
In more detail, recall that the horocycle ﬂow on Q1 Mg is deﬁned by the action of the
1-parameter group N = {( 10 1t ) : t ∈ R} ⊂ SL2 (R). Drawing on ideas from Thurston’s
work on stretch maps, Mirzakhani shows there is a measure–preserving map β : L1 Mg →
Q1 Mg which transports the earthquake ﬂow to the horocycle ﬂow. In other words, we have
a commutative diagram of the form
earthquake ﬂow  L1 Mg

Mg

β

+3 Q1 Mg  horocycle ﬂow .

Mg

But the horocycle ﬂow on Q1 Mg is well–known to be ergodic (this is a formal corollary of
ergodicity of the geodesic ﬂow [12, Thm. 2.4.2]), so the same is true for the earthquake ﬂow
[10]. (It is an open problem to establish Ratner–type rigidity for these ﬂows.)
Summary. Mirzakhani’s research has integrated, with great originality, a broad range of
mathematical disciplines — including algebraic and symplectic geometry, low–dimensional
topology, and random processes. Her breakthroughs have transformed our perspective on
moduli spaces, and led the way to mathematical frontiers where striking developments are
still unfolding.
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Abstract. Subhash Khot, the winner of the 2014 Nevanlinna Prize, has brought new clarity to the study
of approximation algorithms for NP-hard problems, and opened new avenues of research. Several of
these concern his Unique Games Conjecture, which has led to optimal inapproximability results that
exactly characterize the approximability of the problem.

The P = NP conjecture implies that NP-hard problems have no eﬃcient algorithms (where
eﬃcient means the running time has to be polynomial in the input size). Since the class of
NP-hard problems includes thousands of practical problems we still need to devise ways to
handle them in practice. An approximation algorithm is an attractive possibility. Such an
algorithm ﬁnds, for every input, a solution of value at least α times the optimum. (If the
problem involves minimization instead of maximization, the approximation algorithm ﬁnds
a solution of cost at most α times the optimum.) The parameter α is called the approximation ratio. Designing such approximation algorithms has been a fertile research area in the
the past few decades. This study also injects new ideas into mathematics since it calls for
approximate characterizations of optimality.

1. Background: Approximation can be NP-hard:
Surprisingly, for a variety of problems it can be shown that achieving certain approximation
ratios is also NP-hard —i.e., no easier than exact optimization. To put it another way, a good
enough approximation algorithm can be used to solve the exact problem as well. Formally,
this is shown by giving a reduction from the exact optimization (which is NP-hard) to approximation. This ﬁeld took oﬀ with the proof of the PCP Theorem in the early 1990s [5, 6],
which, after rapid development, resulted in a 1997 paper of Håstad [19] that proves so-called
threshold results: these exhibit an approximation ratio α for the problem such that an eﬃcient algorithm can achieve this ratio, and yet achieving approximation ratio α+ is NP-hard,
where  = o(1). The existence of threshold results is somewhat unexpected: a priori, one
can imagine a continuous scale of diﬃculty, whereby achieving a ratio α is polynomial-time,
a ratio β is NP-hard for some β > α, and ratios in (α, β) have computational complexity intermediate between P and NP-hard. By ruling out this intermediate complexity, a threshold
result gives a precise characterization of the approximability of the problem.
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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An example: Consider the solvability of a system of linear equations modulo 2, which is
of course testable in polynomial time via Gaussian elimination. But what if the system is
unsatisﬁable? Can we give an approximation of some sort? A natural notion is to look for
an assignment that satisﬁes as many equations as possible. Computing the best such assignment is NP-hard (which implies there is no maximization version of Gaussian elimination),
but there is a simple 1/2 approximation: just assign a random value to each variable. For
any constraint of the form x1 + x2 + · · · xk = b (mod2) the probability that the random assignment satisﬁes it is 1/2, so linearity of expectation implies that the fraction of equations
satisﬁed overall is 1/2. Since the best assignment can at most satisfy all the equations, we
conclude that the random assignment is a 1/2-approximation. Håstad showed that achieving
a 1/2 + -approximation is NP-hard. This is a threshold result.
Though threshold results have strong appeal, unfortunately, only a few examples came
out of Håstad’s techniques.

2. Khot’s contributions
Khot made several seminal contributions to the study of inapproximability. First, in a sequence of papers he introduced new kinds of PCP Theorems tailored to proving inapproximability results for a host of open problems: Shortest Lattice Vector [22], Hypergraph Coloring [31], Agnostic Learning of Halfspaces [17], Bipartite Clique [23] etc. As part of
this study he came up with a promising new direction for proving threshold results via the
Unique Games Conjecture. Through substantial work by him and others, this has had many
unexpected consequences, which we now describe.
Unique Games Conjecture: In 2004 Khot [21] introduced a problem called unique games
and conjectured that computing a good approximation to it —in the sense described below—
is NP-hard. He supported this so-called Unique Games Conjecture (UGC) by pointing out
that the problem seems resistant to usual techniques of designing approximation algorithms
—speciﬁcally, linear programming (LP) and semideﬁnite programming (SDP), two popular techniques from convex optimization. He also showed that assuming his conjecture, he
could prove new threshold results for problems that had seemed resistant to Håstad’s techniques. In subsequent work, often with coauthors, he greatly extended this research program,
which led to new threshold results for a variety of problems. These threshold results say that
computing an α-approximation to the problem (where α is problem-dependent) would give
a good polynomial-time approximation algorithm for the unique games problem that refutes
the UGC.
The original statement of the UGC was notation-heavy but an important paper of Khot,
Kindler, Mossel, and O’Donnell [26] has yielded an equivalent statement that is cleaner. The
conjecture posits the NP-hardness of the following problem for every positive  < 0.001:
given a system of linear equations modulo a prime p > p(), where each equation involves
only two variables, it is NP-hard to distinguish between the following two cases: (a) there
is an assignment to the variables that satisﬁes at least (1 − ) fraction of the equations (b)
Every assignment satisﬁes fewer than 1/2 the equations.
In part (b), 1/2 can be replaced by any other constant less than 1. Furthermore, without
loss of generality the system can be assumed to consist only of equations of the type xi −
xj = cij (mod p).
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As noted in our earlier example, the theory of NP-hardness rules out a robust polynomialtime analog of Gaussian elimination, i.e., an eﬃcient algorithm that ﬁnds approximate solutions to linear systems that satisfy “almost all” or “most”equations. The UGC rules such
robust analogs even for linear systems with a very simple structure.
New threshold results and inapproximability results. The UGC led to a raft of threshold results including for max cut [26, 37], vertex cover [30] and constraint satisfaction
problems [38]. This conﬁrmed Khot’s original insight that UGC should prove useful for
threshold results. More unexpectedly, the UGC also implies the best inapproximability results we know of for several other well-studied problems such as Grothendieck constant,
sparsest cut, graph coloring. Such results had proved diﬃcult to obtain via traditional PCP
Theorems. See Khot [25] and Trevisan [40] for a survey.
Such results suggest that though the unique games problem may at ﬁrst sight seem a simple deviation from classical linear algebra, in fact it lies solidly in combinatorial optimization. The rich tapestry of its connections to classical problems of combinatorial optimization
have convinced most experts that to make further algorithmic progress on a host of open
problems, we have to ﬁrst tackle (prove or disprove) the UGC.
2.1. Unexpected Impacts of UGC. As mentioned, the study of UGC has had many consequences that were unexpected, including by Khot himself (personal communication).
Proof of optimality of speciﬁc approximation algorithms. A surprising aspect of the
above nonapproximability results—compared for example to results proved earlier using the
PCP Theorem or Håstad’s Theorem—is that they end up proving the optimality of a speciﬁc algorithm (usually, LP or SDP based) in the following very strong sense: any problem
instance where this speciﬁc algorithm doesn’t do well (i.e., for which the value of the solution is indeed α factor from optimal) can be used in the reduction from unique games to
the problem. At ﬁrst sight such an implication seems to make sense since a threshold result ought to give some insight into the optimum algorithm—after all, it implies that the
optimum algorithm does no better than an α approximation on some instances. But this
implication is actually in the reverse direction: it turns a single a bad instance for a speciﬁc
algorithm into a hardness result (implying that no other algorithm works) which is unprecedented in computational complexity. This phenomenon was strongly suggested in the works
of Khot et al. [26] and Khot-O’Donnell [29], but got its clearest explanation in the work of
Raghavendra [38], which yielded threshold results for the entire class of constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). Raghavendra shows the existence of a problem-speciﬁc threshold α
without giving any ﬁnite algorithm to compute it. (The explicit value of this α is known
for a handful of problems.) He does this by showing, as hinted above, that any speciﬁc instance where the SDP approximation is worse than α can be used as a gadget in a reduction
that proves that every algorithm (not only SDP) that does better than α +  would yield a
polynomial-time algorithm for unique games that refutes the UGC.
Let’s explain this mysterious connnection in more detail for a concrete problem, max cut
(given a graph, ﬁnd a partition of vertices into two sets so as to maximise the number of edges
going between them), where the approximation threshold is known to be 0.878... This approximation ratio is achieved by an SDP-based algorithm of Goemans and Williamson [18].
We know this computes no better than a 0.878... approximation, thanks to Feige and Schechtman [16]. Their counterexample is a geometric graph: it contains vertices that correspond
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to a dense set of points in k for suﬃciently large constant k and edges corresponding to
vertex pairs u, u whose corresponding vectors make an angle of about 138 degrees.
In the paper [26] this counterexample graph is turned into an actual reduction from unique
games to maxcut that shows that any eﬃcient algorithm that computes better than a 0.878+approximation to max cut will falsify the UGC.
New results in analysis of boolean functions and isoperimetry. The statements in the
previous paragraph—which would have seemed miraculous and unproveable to any expert
10 years ago—rest upon some new mathematical advances. To see the need for these, one
must delve into how one reduces unique games to max cut. If the unique games instance
consists of equations mod p then we produce an instance of max cut, such that for each
variable in the unique games instance the new graph contains a copy of the boolean hypercube
{−1, 1}p . If the unique games instance included the equation say x−y ≡ 11 mod p, then we
connect in the new graph any pair u, u where u is in the hypercube for x, and u is a vertex
in y’s hypercube, and they make an angle equal to about 138 degrees once the coordinates
of u are shifted by 11 places modp. (This is a rough description; we are omitting details.)
Thus the algebraic structure of the linear system is encoded in the edge interconnections of
the new graph, and furthermore, this encoding uses a graph related to the hard instance for
max cut described earlier.
To prove the correctness of this reduction, one has to prove that the ability to approximate max cut to a factor better than 0.878.. +  allows one to solve the original unique
games instance better than allowed by the UGC. The crux of this proof is a characterization of high-capacity cuts (i.e., those where the number of cut edges is close to optimal) in
the above hypercube graph. Such a characterization requires fourier analysis on boolean
hypercube (surveyed by Kalai and Safra [20]). The new insight of [26] was a robust characterization of the maximum cuts of the above version of the boolean hypercube, encapsulated
in their majority is stablest conjecture. The cut corresponding to the MAJORITY function
(namely, one that is 1 iﬀ a majority of the input coordinates are 1) have capacity proportional
to 0.878. Any cut with signiﬁcantly higher capacity must correspond to a junta, i.e. largely
determined by O(1) coordinates. They showed that this robust characterization, if true, implies that near-optimum cuts in the overall graph can be “decoded” to an assignment by using
one of these junta coordinates for the hypercube as the value for the corresponding variable
in the unique games instance. Furthermore, this assignment satisﬁes a lot of equations in the
unique games instance.
The majority is stablest conjecture was essentially proved shortly thereafter by Mossel
et al. [37]. In the ensuing years the above template of designing reductions has been used in
other papers and has also led to more results in analysis of boolean functions and isoperimetry (see Khot’s survey [24]).
New nonembeddability results for geometric embeddings of metric spaces. How well
does a metric space (X, d1 ) resemble a metric space (Y, d2 )? A natural measure is the
minimum distortion C ≥ 1 for which there exists a map f : X → Y and a scaling constant
γ > 0 such that
γd1 (x, y) ≤ d2 (f (x), f (y)) ≤ Cγd1 (x, y).
Starting with the work of Linial, London, and Rabinovich [36], characterizing such distortion for interesting pairs of metric spaces has become an important research area due to its
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algorithmic applications. An example of such rich applications was the Goemans-Linial
conjecture, which stated that the lowest distortion for embedding negative type metrics into
1 is O(1). If true, this conjecture would yield an approximation ratio O(1) for the sparsest
cut problem in graphs via SDP. At the time that conjecture was made, the best upperbound
on distortion was O(log n), which follows from a much more general bound of Bourgain [9]
for embedding any n-point metric space into 2 . In 2005
√ Arora et al. [4] made progress
on the conjecture by improving the upper bound to O( log n log log n). This raised hopes
that the Goemans-Linial conjecture may be true, but Khot and Vishnoi [32] dashed such
hopes by disproving the conjecture. Note a disproof requires showing the nonexistence of
an embedding with O(1) distortion, for which very few general techniques are known. Khot
and Vishnoi’s construction uses the boolean hypercube and they prove the nonexistence of
a suitable embedding via fourier analysis similar to the one sketched above. This construction was inspired by the fact that the Goemans-Linial conjecture had been shown to violate
UGC [10, 32], so intuitions about why unique games is hard must yield a counterexample to
the Goemans-Linial conjecture. Their construction is beautiful and its analysis uses fourier
analysis of boolean functions analogous to the one sketched above. The techniques were extended by Khot and Naor [28] to prove nonembeddability results for other metric spaces such
as edit-distance or Levenshtein metrics used in biology and other ﬁelds. More recently the
works of Lee and Naor [35], and Cheeger, Kleiner, and Naor [11, 12] have greatly improved
the Khot-Vishnoi result for negative type metrics.
New ﬂowering of higher order spectral graph theory. Not everyone is convinced about
the truth of the UGC, leading to some serious attempts to disprove it. Arora, Khot, Kolla,
Steurer, Tulsiani and Vishnoi [3] showed that the unique games problem is easy for random
and random-like graphs. This suggested that ﬁnding hard instances of the problem is nontrivial. Then Arora, Barak and Steurer [2] showed that the unique games problem has very
subexponential algorithms, running in time exp(n ). Though this doesn’t disprove the UGC,
it does suggest that the problem has some structure not shared by other NP-hard problems
(as far as we know). This structure involves the higher eigenvalues of the connection graph
associated with the unique—this is the graph that contains a vertex for each variable, and
an edge corresponding to each pair of variables that are involved in a linear constraint. This
fresh insight has since led to a host of other results in spectral graph theory, including versions of higher-order Cheeger-type inequalities for graphs(see [34] and its bibliography), and
ingenious constructions of families of graphs [7] showing the near-tightness of the analysis
of the algorithm of [2], which means that UGC has likely survived this attack and lives on.
Progress on Kelvin’s Problem in d : In the 19th century Lord Kelvin posed the problem
of determinining the minimum surface area of a surface Λ in 3 such that Λ + Z 3 tiles all
of 3 . This problem is still open. The problem has also been studied for d for d > 3,
where it is even unclear how the area of such a Λ should grow with d. Since the unit cube
gives a suitable tiling, its surface area of 2d is an upper bound. √
Furthermore, since Λ has
volume 1 its area is at least that of the unit sphere, which is Ω( d). Inspired by a failed
attempt to prove the UGC via a technique called parallel
√ repetition, Kindler, O’Donnell,
Rao, Wigderson [33] exhibited a suitable Λ of area O( d), which matches the lower bound
up to constant factors. This was the ﬁrst major advance on Kelvin’s problem in d .
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3. Current status of UGC
It is only fair to end this remarkable story with some perspective and a report on our current
beliefs about the UGC.
Some researchers suspect a disproof of the UGC could come out of an algorithm using
the SDP hierarchies of Lasserre and Parillo, which can be seen as feasible versions of Sum of
Squares proof systems (inspired, as the name suggests, by work on Hilbert’s 17th problem).
These hierarchies are known to be at least as powerful as the higher-order spectral method
of [2]; see Barak and Steurer’s survey [8]. A better algorithm for u̧nique games would also
imply new algorithms for the small-set expansion problem on graphs [39].
Khot continues to work on proving the UGC, and has made partial progress in joint work
with Moshkovitz [27].
Very likely, only one of these two directions will succeed, but it is also conceivable
that they meet in the middle, and the unique games problem has intermediate complexity
—i.e., unsolvable in polynomial time yet not NP-hard. (The author ﬁnds this outcome most
plausible.) In this case, all the above inapproximability results would be still valid and useful
—- since the approximation problems in question have been shown at least as hard as unique
games, we would conclude that they are also unsolvable in polynomial time. But whether
they are NP-hard would become an open question.
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The work of Stanley Osher
Ron Fedkiw, Jean-Michel Morel, Guillermo Sapiro, Chi-Wang Shu, and
Wotao Yin

Abstract. In this paper we brieﬂy present some of Stanley Osher’s contributions in the areas of high
resolution shock capturing methods, level set methods, partial diﬀerential equation (PDE) based methods in computer vision and image processing, and optimization. His numerical analysis contributions,
including the Engquist-Osher scheme, total variation diminishing (TVD) schemes, entropy conditions,
essentially non-oscillatory (ENO) and weighted ENO (WENO) schemes and numerical schemes for
Hamilton-Jacobi type equations have revolutionized the ﬁeld. His level set contributions include new
level set calculus, novel numerical techniques, ﬂuids and materials modeling, variational approaches,
high codimension motion analysis, geometric optics, and the computation of discontinuous solutions to
Hamilton-Jacobi equations. As we will further detail in this paper, the level set method, together with
his total variation contributions, have been extremely inﬂuential in computer vision, image processing,
and computer graphics. On top of that, such new methods have motivated some of the most fundamental studies in the theory of PDEs in recent years, completing the picture of applied mathematics
inspiring pure mathematics. On optimization, he introduced Bregman algorithms and applied them to
problems in a variety of contexts such as image processing, compressive sensing, signal processing,
and machine learning. Finally, we will comment on Osher’s entrepreneurship and how he brought his
mathematics to industry.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). Primary 65M06, 65M08, 35L67, 65D18, 65D19, 65K99
Keywords. Shock capturing method, level set method, computer vision, image processing, optimization

1. Introduction
Shock capturing numerical methods have seen revolutionary developments over the past 40
years. These are methods which deal with the numerical solutions of partial diﬀerential
equations (PDEs) with discontinuous solutions. Such PDEs include nonlinear hyperbolic
systems such as Euler equations of compressible gas dynamics. The problems are diﬃcult
because traditional linear numerical methods are either too diﬀusive, or give unphysical oscillations near the discontinuities which can lead to nonlinear instabilities. The class of high
resolution numerical methods overcomes this diﬃculty to a large extent.
Level set methods have seen tremendously expanded applications in many areas over the
past 25 years. This has been made possible by the ﬂexibility of the level set formulation in
dealing with dynamic evolutions and topological changes of curves and surfaces, and by the
mathematical theory and numerical tools developed in the past 25 years in studying these
methods.
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PDEs based methods in computer vision, image processing, and computer graphics have
been actively studied in the past few years. Again, the rapid development of mathematical
models, solution tools such as level set methods, and high resolution numerical schemes has
made PDEs based methods one of the major tools in computer vision and image processing.
A large number of inverse problems such as those arising in image processing, compressive sensing, signal processing, and machine learning are formulated as optimization
problems typically with nonsmooth objective functions, dense data, and solutions that are
sparse in a certain sense. The recent advances in algorithms for such problems have led to a
large number of successful applications across many areas of science and engineering.
Stanley Osher has made inﬂuential contributions to all these ﬁelds. A distinctive feature
of his research is that he emphasizes both fundamental problems in algorithm design and
analysis, and practical considerations for the applications of the algorithms. Osher’s work
has been highly inﬂuential, an indication of this being the citation statistics. For example,
according to the Web of Science (ISI) database, which lists papers in selected journals of
high impact, the 235 papers of Osher listed there have been collectively cited 28,016 times
(as of June 13, 2014, the same below). Among these, 46 papers have been cited over 100
times each. The h-index of Osher is 64. The top ﬁve highly cited papers of Osher include
the paper of Osher and Sethian [123] on level set methods, cited 4,896 times; the paper of
Rudin, Osher and Fatemi [132] on total variation based noise removal, cited 3,151 times; the
paper of Sussman, Smereka and Osher [142] on level set approach for two-phase ﬂows, cited
1,568 times; the paper of Shu and Osher [138] on ﬁnite diﬀerence essentially non-oscillatory
(ENO) schemes and total variation diminishing (TVD) Runge-Kutta methods, cited 1,447
times, and the paper of Harten, Engquist, Osher and Chakravarthy [66] on ENO schemes,
cited 1,183 times. The more recent paper by Goldstein and Osher [56] on split Bregman
algorithms has already been cited 517 times. Thomson Reuters has chosen this paper as a
Hot Paper in Computer Science in July 2011. Recently (in 2014) Thompson-Reuters listed
the most highly cited authors of signiﬁcant papers published between 2002-2012. Osher was
ranked in the top 1% in both Mathematics and Computer Science.
Before ending this section, we remark that early in his career, Osher did a lot of research on the study of linear stability for ﬁnite diﬀerence and other numerical methods for
hyperbolic, parabolic, and other types of PDEs, as well as well-posedness for those PDEs,
especially for initial-boundary value problems. This includes for example the work in [104]
which followed up on a seminal paper of Kreiss [80] and used Toeplitz matrices in an elegant
way to derive what was later called the GKS condition [61], and the work in [105] where stability conditions for initial-boundary value problems for parabolic equations were obtained,
generalizing the work of Varah [146]. In [93], Majda and Osher extended Kreiss’ well
posedness condition for initial-boundary value problems for hyperbolic equations to those
with uniformly characteristic boundaries. In [92], Majda and Osher analyzed the reﬂection
of singularities at the boundary for nongrazing reﬂection for hyperbolic equations. In [94],
Majda and Osher showed how error propagates globally within the domain of dependence
for numerical approximations to coupled hyperbolic systems. The paper [91] by Majda, McDonough and Osher was the ﬁrst to recommend the use of smooth cutoﬀ functions on the
frequency domain for spectral methods to conﬁne errors to local regions near propagating
discontinuities and for stability. Sharp estimates on the region of propagation were obtained.
These cutoﬀs are now widely used in the literature and the paper is still frequently cited,
71 times total (Web of Science), including many in recent years. Finally, in [35], Engquist,
Osher and Zhong obtained wavelet based fast algorithms for linear hyperbolic and parabolic
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equations, and in [32, 41, 42], Engquist, Fatemi and Osher considered numerical methods
for high frequency asymptotics for geometric optics. These might be considered nonlinear,
since the eikonal equation is. We shall not review in detail these early works of Osher on
linear methods in the remaining part of this paper.

2. High resolution shock capturing methods
Shock capturing methods refer to a class of numerical methods for solving problems containing discontinuities (shocks, contact discontinuities or other discontinuities), which can
automatically “capture” these discontinuities without special eﬀort to track them. A typical
situation would be the solution of hyperbolic conservation laws, such as the Euler equations
for inviscid ﬂuid ﬂow dynamics. Almost all shock capturing schemes, including those developed by Osher and his collaborators, are of the conservation form. However, there are certain
situations where a relaxation on the strict conservation would be beneﬁcial and would not
hurt the convergence to weak solutions under suitable additional assumptions. The work
of Osher and Chakravarthy [111] on the “weak conservation form” for schemes on general
curvilinear coordinates, and the work of Fedkiw et al. on “ghost ﬂuid” method [45], which
treats the ﬂuid interface in a non-conservative fashion, are such examples.
2.1. First order monotone schemes. In the late 70s and early 80s, designing good ﬁrst
order monotone schemes for solving scalar conservation laws which give monotone shock
transitions and can be proven to converge to the physically relevant weak solutions (e.g.
Crandall and Majda [30]), with suitable generalization to systems, was an active research
area. The Godunov scheme is a scheme with the least numerical dissipation among ﬁrst
order monotone schemes, however it is costly to evaluate for complex ﬂux functions, and its
ﬂux is only Lipschitz continuous but not smoother. The Lax-Friedrichs scheme is easy to
evaluate and very smooth but is excessively dissipative.
In [33] and [34], Engquist and Osher designed monotone schemes for the transonic
potential equations and for general scalar conservation laws, which are relatively easy to
evaluate, are C 1 smooth, and have a small dissipation almost comparable with Godunov
schemes. These Engquist-Osher schemes soon became very popular, especially for implicit
type methods and steady state calculations, for which the extra smoothness of the numerical
ﬂux helped a lot. Similar schemes for Hamilton-Jacobi equations were given by Osher and
Sethian [123].
Later, Osher [106] and Osher and Solomon [125] generalized these schemes to systems
of conservation laws, obtaining what was later referred to as the Osher scheme in the literature. The Osher scheme for systems has a closed form formula (for Euler equations of
gas dynamics and many other systems), hence no iterations are needed, unlike the Godunov
scheme. It is smoother (C 1 ) than the Godunov scheme and also has smaller dissipation than
the simpler Lax-Friedrichs scheme. Applications of the Osher scheme to the Euler equations
can be found in Chakravarthy and Osher [17].
In [121], Osher and Sanders designed a conservative procedure to handle locally varying
time and space grids for ﬁrst order monotone schemes, and proved convergence to entropy
solutions for such schemes. These ideas have been used later by Berger and Colella on their
adaptive methods, e.g. [7].
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2.2. High resolution TVD schemes. First order monotone schemes are certainly nice in
their stability and convergence to the correct entropy solutions, however they are too diﬀusive
for most applications. One would need to use many grid points to get a reasonable resolution,
which seriously restricts their usefulness for multidimensional simulations.
In the 70s and early and mid 80s, the so-called “high resolution” schemes, i.e. those
schemes which are at least second order accurate and are stable when shocks appear, were
developed. These started with the earlier work of, e.g., the ﬂux-corrected transport (FCT)
methods of Boris and Book [8], and the monotonic upstream-centered scheme for conservation laws (MUSCL) of van Leer [145], and moved to Harten’s TVD schemes [65]. Osher
and his collaborators did extensive research on TVD schemes, and contributed signiﬁcantly
towards the analysis of such methods, during this period. These include the schemes developed and analyzed in [108, 109, 112], and the very high order (measured by truncation errors
in smooth, monotone regions) TVD schemes in [113].
2.3. Entropy conditions. The entropy condition is an important feature for conservation
laws. Because weak solutions are not unique, entropy conditions are needed to single out a
unique, physically relevant solution. Osher and his collaborators did extensive research on
designing and analyzing entropy condition satisfying numerical methods for conservation
laws.
In [95], Majda and Osher proved that the traditional second order Lax-Wendroﬀ scheme,
although linearly stable, is not L2 stable when solving nonlinear conservation laws with
discontinuous solutions. They then provided a recipe of adding artiﬁcial viscosities, such that
the scheme maintained second order accuracy yet could be proven convergent to the entropy
solution. This scheme is however oscillatory, hence not very practical in applications.
In [108], Osher provided a general framework to study systematically entropy conditions
for numerical schemes. This was followed by the work of Osher and Chakravarthy [112] in
the study of high resolution schemes and entropy conditions, the work of Osher [109] on
generalized MUSCL schemes, the work of Osher and Tadmor [126] on entropy condition
and convergence of high resolution schemes, and the work of Brenier and Osher [10] on
entropy condition satisfying “maxmod” second order schemes. Entropy condition satisfying
approximations for the full potential equation of transonic ﬂow were given in [117].
2.4. ENO and WENO schemes. In the mid 80s it was realized that TVD schemes, despite
their excellent stability and high resolution properties, have serious deﬁciency in that they
degenerate to ﬁrst order at smooth extrema of the solution [112]. Thus, even though TVD
schemes can be designed to any order of accuracy in smooth monotone regions, see for
example the schemes up to 13th order accurate in [113], practical TVD schemes are referred
to as second order schemes since the global L1 errors of any TVD scheme can only be second
order, even for smooth but non-monotone solutions.
In [67], Harten and Osher relaxed the TVD restriction, and replaced it by a uniformly
non-oscillatory (UNO) restriction, in that the total number of numerical extrema does not
increase and their amplitudes could be allowed to increase slightly. The UNO scheme in
[67] is uniformly second order accurate including at smooth extrema. However, it was soon
realized that the UNO restriction was still too strong and excluded schemes of higher than
second order. Thus, the concept of ENO, or essentially non-oscillatory, schemes was ﬁrst
given by Harten, Engquist, Osher and Chakravarthy [66] in 1987. The clever idea is that of
an adaptive stencil, which is chosen based on the local smoothness of the solution, measured
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by the Newton divided diﬀerences of the numerical solution. Such schemes allow both
the number of numerical extrema and their amplitudes to increase, however such additional
oscillations are controlled on the level of truncation errors even if the solution is not smooth.
ENO schemes have been extremely successful in applications, because they are simple in
concept, allow arbitrary orders of accuracy, and generate sharp, monotone (to the eye) shock
transitions together with high order accuracy in smooth regions of the solution including at
the extrema.
The original ENO schemes in [66] are in the cell averaged form, namely they are ﬁnite
volume schemes approximating an integrated version of the PDE. Finite volume schemes
have the advantage of easy handling of non-uniform meshes and general geometry in multispace dimensions, however they are extremely costly in multi-space dimensions, when the
order of accuracy is higher than two. Later, Shu and Osher [138, 139] developed conservative
ﬁnite diﬀerence based ENO schemes using point values of the numerical solution, which are
more eﬃcient in multi-dimensions.
Also in [138], a class of nonlinearly stable high order Runge-Kutta time discretization
methods is developed. Termed TVD time discretizations, these Runge-Kutta methods have
become very popular and have been used in many schemes. See, e.g. [57] for a review of
such methods.
Analysis of ENO schemes was given in Harten et al. [68]. Applications of ENO schemes
to two and three dimensional compressible ﬂows, including turbulence and shear ﬂow calculations, were given in Shu et al. [140]. Triangle based second order non-oscillatory schemes
were given in Durlofsky, Engquist and Osher [31]. Non-oscillatory self-similar maximum
principle satisfying high order shock capturing schemes were given in Liu and Osher [88].
Eﬃcient characteristic projection in upwind diﬀerence schemes was given in Fedkiw, Merriman and Osher [48]. Convex ENO schemes without using ﬁeld-by-ﬁeld projection were
given in Liu and Osher [89]. Chemically reactive ﬂows were simulated in Ton et al. [143]
and in Fedkiw, Merriman and Osher [47].
The popularity of ENO schemes is demonstrated by the citation statistics: among Osher’s ﬁve most highly cited papers mentioned in the introduction, two of them are about
ENO schemes, i.e. [138] and [66]. The top cited paper of Osher [123], is on level set methods but also uses second order ENO schemes for the numerical solutions and is where the
construction of ENO schemes for general Hamilton-Jacobi equations began.
An improvement of ENO scheme is the WENO (weighted ENO) scheme, which was
ﬁrst developed by Liu, Osher and Chan [90]. WENO improves upon ENO in robustness,
better smoothness of ﬂuxes, better steady state convergence, better provable convergence
properties, and more eﬃciency.
2.5. Hamilton-Jacobi equations. We will now move to the description of Osher’s work in
designing schemes for solving Hamilton-Jacobi equations. Further discussions on this topic
will also be given in the next section on level set methods.
Viscosity solutions for Hamilton-Jacobi equations were ﬁrst proposed by Crandall and
Lions [28] in order to pick out the physically relevant solution. In addition, monotone ﬁrst
order accurate numerical methods were ﬁrst proven to converge by Crandall and Lions in
[29]. In [107], Osher gave explicit formulas for solutions to the Riemann problems for nonconvex conservation laws and Hamilton-Jacobi equations. See also the multidimensional
Riemann solver of Bardi and Osher [4]. These are important for numerical schemes such as
Godunov schemes using such Riemann solvers as building blocks.
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In [123], Osher and Sethian, in the context of discussing level set methods, provided a
ﬁrst order monotone scheme (an adaptation of the Engquist-Osher scheme [34]) and a second
order ENO scheme based on the framework of [138] and [139]. In [124], Osher and Shu
developed high order ENO schemes for solving Hamilton-Jacobi equations, using various
building blocks including the Lax-Friedrichs ﬂux, the local Lax-Friedrichs ﬂux, and the Roe
ﬂux with an entropy ﬁx. In [81], Lafon and Osher developed high order two dimensional
triangle based non-oscillatory schemes for solving Hamilton-Jacobi equations.
More recently, Osher and his collaborators have studied the fast sweeping methods for
eﬃciently solving steady state Hamilton-Jacobi equations. In [144], Tsai et el. developed
fast sweeping method for Godunov-type ﬁrst order schemes for a class of Hamilton-Jacobi
equations, which converges very fast for computing steady state solutions. In [74], Kao,
Osher and Qian developed fast sweeping method for Lax-Friedrichs type schemes. In [76],
Kao, Osher and Tsai developed fast sweeping method based on Legendre transform of the
numerical Hamiltonian using an explicit formula. Finally, in [75], Kao, Osher and Qian
generalized the previous techniques to triangulated meshes.
2.6. Additional topics. Even though it does not exactly ﬁt the title of this section, the work
of Lagnado and Osher [82, 83] is worth mentioning. These papers concern solving an inverse
problem to compute the volatility in the European options Black-Scholes model, and they
were the ﬁrst to use PDE techniques to solve this inverse problem, via gradient descent
and Tychonoﬀ regularization, allowing the volatility, which is a coeﬃcient in a parabolic
equation, to be a function of the independent variables, stock price and time. These papers
have attracted a lot of attention after their publication.
Also worth mentioning is the work of Fatemi, Jerome and Osher [43] on using ENO
schemes to solve the hydrodynamic models of semiconductor device simulations. This was
the ﬁrst work of using high order shock capturing methods in semiconductor device simulations, and has led to many further developments later in the literature.

3. Level set methods
Osher’s most cited paper is [123], which introduced the level set method for dynamic implicit
surfaces. The key idea was the Hamilton-Jacobi approach to numerical solutions of a time
dependent equation for a moving implicit surface. In a series of papers that followed [123],
Osher and coworkers introduced a level set calculus for the practical treatment of discretized
implicit surfaces deﬁned by time evolving partial diﬀerential equations. We summarize some
of the main points below, but refer the interested reader to the review article of Osher and
Fedkiw [115] and the references within. In addition, we refer the reader to the book [116]
by Osher and Fedkiw.
Suppose that the surface is implicitly deﬁned as the zero isocontour of a function φ. Then
the local sign of φ can be used to deﬁne the inside and outside regions of the domain. Implicit functions make simple Boolean operations easy to apply. The gradient of the implicit
function is perpendicular to the isocontours of φ pointing in the direction of increasing φ,
and therefore can be used to deﬁne the normal to the interface. Similarly the mean curvature
of the interface is deﬁned as the divergence of the normal. One can readily deﬁne the characteristic function, deﬁne the Heaviside functions, compute volume integrals, deﬁne the Dirac
delta function as the directional derivative of the Heaviside function in the normal direction,
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compute surface integrals, etc.
A key factor for the success of level set methods is the use of high order high resolution
type schemes reviewed in section 2, for the conservation laws and Hamilton-Jacobi equations. These include in particular the ENO and WENO schemes. Stanley Osher has been
the leader in this area, and the level set method would not be what it is today without the
creative and vigorous approach to the numerical analysis aspect of the method that he has
shown. Implicit surface models are not new by any means, but robust and rigorous numerical
methods that make them extremely powerful are new and are due primarily to Osher’s ideas
and leadership.
Even with these high order accurate approaches to solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equations, one can obtain surprisingly inaccurate results when the level set function solution
becomes too steep or too ﬂat, i.e. discontinuous or poorly conditioned. In [25], Chopp considered an application where certain regions of the ﬂow had level sets piling up on each other
increasing the local gradient, and other regions of the ﬂow had level sets that separated from
each other ﬂattening out φ. In order to reduce the numerical errors caused by both the steeping and ﬂattening eﬀects, [25] introduced the notion that one should reinitialize the level
set function periodically throughout the calculation. In [131], Rouy and Tourin proposed a
numerical method for the shape from shading problem that was later generalized into the
modern day reinitialization equation of Sussman, Smereka and Osher [142]. Unfortunately,
this straightforward reinitialization routine can be slow, especially if it needs to be done every time step, although [142] noted that just a few time iterations are usually needed. In order
to obtain reasonable run times, [25] restricted the calculations of the interface motion and the
reinitialization to a small band of points near the φ = 0 isocontour. This idea of computing
solutions to Hamilton-Jacobi equations local to the interface has been studied further in the
work of Adalsteinsson and Sethian [1] and Peng et al. [127].
3.1. Fluids and materials. Chronologically, the ﬁrst attempt to use the level set method
for ﬂows involving external physics was in the area of two phase inviscid compressible ﬂow.
Mulder, Osher and Sethian [100] appended the level set equation to the standard equations
for one phase compressible ﬂow. The level set was advected using the velocity of the compressible ﬂow ﬁeld so that the zero level set of φ corresponds to particle velocities and can
be used to track an interface separating two diﬀerent compressible ﬂuids. Later, Karni [77]
pointed out that such method suﬀered from spurious oscillations at the interface and proposed a non-conservative ﬁx. A more robust ﬁx was later proposed by Fedkiw et al. [45]
by creating a set of ﬁctitious ghost cells on each side of the interface, and populating these
ghost cells with a specially chosen ghost ﬂuid that implicitly captures the Rankine-Hugoniot
jump conditions across the interface. This method was referred to as the ghost ﬂuid method.
Later extensions included the treatment of shocks, detonations and deﬂagrations [46], interfaces separating compressible ﬂows from incompressible ﬂows [15], and interfaces separating Eulerian discretizations of ﬂuids from Lagrangian discretizations of solids [44]. More
recently, both [103] and [54] have proposed fully conservative versions of this ghost ﬂuid
method. Moreover, the method proposed in [103] is easy to implement in multiple spatial
dimensions, works for contacts, shocks, detonations and deﬂagrations, and has been shown
to prevent the one grid cell per time step spurious wave instabilities (identiﬁed by [26]) that
occur in stiﬀ under-resolved detonation waves.
The earliest real success in the coupling of the level set method to problems involving
external physics came in computing two-phase incompressible ﬂow, in particular see Suss-
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man, Smereka and Osher [142] and Chang et al. [20]. The Navier-Stokes equations were
used to model the ﬂuids on both sides of the interface. Generally, the ﬂuids will have diﬀerent densities and viscosities and the presence of surface tension forces causes the pressure
to be discontinuous across the interface as well. Although these early works smeared out
these discontinuous quantities across the interface, this was later remedied by Kang, Fedkiw
and Liu [73] using the methods developed by Liu, Fedkiw and Kang [87]. Later, Nguyen,
Fedkiw and Kang [102] extended these techniques to treat low speed ﬂames.
A level set regularization procedure was proposed in Harabetian and Osher [63] for illposed problems such as vortex motion in incompressible ﬂows. This regularization, coupled with non-oscillatory numerical methods for the resulting level set equations, provides
a regularization which is topological and is automatically accomplished through the use of
numerical schemes whose viscosity shrinks to zero with the grid size. There is no need for
explicit ﬁltering, even when singularities appear in the solution. The method also has the
advantage of automatically allowing topological changes such as merging of surfaces.
An application of this procedure for incompressible vortex motion was given in Harabetian, Osher and Shu [64]. An Eulerian, ﬁxed grid, approach to solve the motion of an
incompressible ﬂuid, in two and three dimensions, in which the vorticity is concentrated on
a lower dimensional set, is provided. The numerical variables for the level sets are actually
smooth, thus allowing for accurate numerical simulations. Numerical examples including
two and three dimensional vortex sheets, two dimensional vortex dipole sheets and point
vortices, are given.
Level set type analysis was also used to obtain rigorous results identifying the Wulﬀ
minimizing shape and the evolution of growing crystals moving with normal velocity deﬁned
as a given positive function of the normal direction, thus verifying a conjecture of Gross.
Moreover it was also shown that the Wulﬀ energy decreases monotonically under such an
evolution to its minimum [119]. A spinoﬀ came in [128] where it was proven that any
two dimensional Wulﬀ shape can be interpreted as the solution a corresponding Riemann
problem for a scalar conservation law – jumps in the direction of the normal correspond to
contact discontinuities, smoothly varying thin ﬂat faces correspond to rarefaction curves and
planar facets correspond to constant states. The work in [119] also motivated the derivation
of a new class of isoperimetric inequalities for convex plane curves [59].
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is a method for growing extremely thin ﬁlms of material.
A new continuum model for the epitaxial growth of thin ﬁlms has been developed. This new
island dynamics model has been designed to capture the larger length scale features. The key
idea involves the level set based motion of islands of various integer levels – see for example
[21, 62, 99].
3.2. Other applications. In [154] a variational level set approach was developed. Key
ideas were the use of a single level set function for each phase, the gradient projection method
of [132] to prevent overlap and / or vacuum, and the liberal use of the level set calculus as
described earlier. See also [155], [122] and [18]. Typically level set methods are used to
model codimension one objects, e.g. curves in R2 or surfaces in R3 . In [11], this technology
was extended to treat codimension two objects, e.g. curves in R3 , using the intersection of
the zero level sets of two functions. See also [24]. In [114] a level set based approach
for ray tracing and for the construction of wavefronts in geometric optics was introduced.
The approach automatically handles the multivalued solutions that appear and automatically
resolves the wavefronts. The key idea, ﬁrst introduced in [36] in a “segment projection”
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(rather than a level set) approach, is to use the linear Liouville equation in twice as many
independent variables and solve in this higher dimensional space via the idea introduced
in [11]. See also [141] and [134]. Level set methods have been applied to a variety of
other problems as well. They have been used to compute solutions to Stefan problems to
study crystal growth [22, 78], to simulate water and ﬁre for computer graphics applications
[37, 50, 101], and to reconstruct three dimensional models from arbitrary unorganized data
points [156, 157].

4. Image processing and computer vision
The use of partial diﬀerential equations (PDE’s) and curvature driven ﬂows in image processing and computer vision has become an active research topic in the past two decades,
thanks in part to the pioneering contributions of Stanley Osher on level set and total variation (TV) methods. The basic idea is to deform a given curve, surface, or image with a PDE,
and obtain the desired result as the solution of this PDE. Sometimes, as in the case of color
images, a system of coupled PDEs is used. The art behind this technique is in the design,
analysis, and numerical implementation of these PDEs. The attributes of PDEs in image
processing are discussed for example in [16, 136]. In [2] the authors prove that a few basic
image processing principles naturally lead to PDEs.
When considering PDEs for image processing and numerical implementation, we are
dealing with derivatives of non-smooth signals, and the right framework must be deﬁned,
connecting this with Osher’s contributions in shock capturing schemes and numerical analysis in general. As introduced in [2, 3], the theory of viscosity solutions provides a framework
for rigorously employing a partial diﬀerential formalism, in spite of the fact that the image
may not be smooth enough to give a classical deﬁnition to the derivatives involved in the
PDE. These works also showed with a very elegant axiomatic approach the importance of
PDEs in image processing. This is also the framework that brings rigorousness to the level
set methods developed by Osher and collaborators.
Ideas on the use of PDEs in image processing go back at least to Gabor [51] and to Jain
[72]. The ﬁeld took oﬀ thanks to the independent works of Koenderink [79] and Witkin
[148]. These researchers rigorously introduced the notion of scale-space, that is, the representation of images simultaneously at multiple scales. In their work, the multi-scale image
representation is obtained by Gaussian ﬁltering. This is equivalent to deforming the original
image via the classical heat equation, obtaining in this way an isotropic diﬀusion ﬂow. In
the late 80s, Hummel [69] noted that the heat ﬂow is not the only parabolic PDE that can
be used to create a scale-space, and indeed argued that an evolution equation which satisﬁes
the maximum principle will deﬁne a scale-space as well. The maximum principle appears
to be a natural mathematical translation of causality. Koenderink once again made a major
contribution into the PDEs arena when he suggested to add a thresholding operation to the
process of Gaussian ﬁltering. As later suggested by Merriman, Bence and Osher [97, 98]
and by Ruuth, Merriman and Osher [133], and proved by a number of groups [5, 39, 70, 71],
this leads to a curvature motion geometric PDE, one of the most famous among geometric
PDEs.
The approach in Merriman, Bence and Osher (MBO) [97] leads to a series of mathematical work on threshold dynamics type approximation schemes for propagating fronts, see for
example Ishii, Pires and Souganidis [71]. The MBO algorithm was also extended to net-
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works of interfaces in the original papers. Recently Esedoglu and Otto [38] extended it to
arbitrary surface tensions by making it into a variational problem. Also, the algorithm was
found to be particularly useful in segmentation of imaging data on graphs, e.g., in Merkurjev,
Sunu and Bertozzi [96].
In [135], Ruuth et al. extended this approach to diﬀusion generated motion of curves in
3
R . Solving a vector heat equation and thresholding lead to moving the curve in the direction
of the normal with velocity equal to its curvature.
Perona and Malik’s work [129] on anisotropic diﬀusion, together with the work by
Rudin, Osher and Fatemi on total variation [132] and by Osher and Rudin on shock ﬁlters [120], have been among the most inﬂuential papers in the area, explicitly showing the
importance of understanding non-linear PDEs theory to deal with images. They proposed to
replace the linear Gaussian smoothing, equivalent to isotropic diﬀusion via the heat ﬂow, by
a selective non-linear diﬀusion that preserves edges. Their work opened a number of theoretical and practical questions that continue to occupy the PDEs image processing community,
see, e.g., [3, 130].
The TV model [132] is basically the predecessor of compressed sensing, and has been
one of the most inﬂuential papers in the modern era of inverse problems. The TV model is
frequently used as a regularization term for inverse problems.
Many of the PDEs used in image processing and computer vision are based on moving
curves and surfaces with curvature based velocities. In this area, the level set numerical
method developed by Osher and Sethian [123], is very inﬂuential, and is the standard in
critical applications like medical image segmentation, and implemented in the most popular
packages in the area, e.g., ITK.
It should be noted again that a number of the above approaches rely quite heavily on a
large number of mathematical advances in diﬀerential geometry for curve evolution [58] and
in viscosity solutions theory for curvature motion (see e.g., [23, 40].) It is fascinating that
Osher’s work in this subject not only leads to state-of-the-art applications but has inspired
some of the top mathematical minds of this century to investigate the underlying theory
behind such beautiful methods.
One of the basic ideas behind this area is: the fact that images are represented in digital
computers in the form of discrete objects should not limit the tools to those of discrete
mathematics. It is “legal” to use tools from diﬀerential equations and diﬀerential geometry,
and then deal with the computer implementation of the algorithms from the point of view of
numerical analysis. Here is where Stanley Osher got his call.
The frameworks of PDEs and geometry driven diﬀusion have been applied to many
problems in image processing and computer vision, since the seminal works mentioned
above. Examples include continuous mathematical morphology, invariant shape analysis,
shape from shading, segmentation, tracking, object detection, optical ﬂow, stereo, image denoising, image sharpening, contrast enhancement, and image quantization. Today PDEs are
a standard tool in these areas, something that was almost unheard of before Osher’s fundamental TV, shock capturing, and level set papers. Osher’s ideas have led to renewal of
automatic image segmentation methods, a subject of uttermost importance in medical image
analysis. In [19], multiple phases and their boundaries, represented via the level set method,
evolve and interact in time, to minimize a bulk-surface energy. Combining several level set
functions together, triple junctions were also represented and evolved in time. Based on these
ideas, Chan and Vese presented a multi-phase level set model for image segmentation. Triple
junctions and complex topologies are segmented using more than one level set function.
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5. Computer graphics and the movies
As will be elaborated on in section 7 on industrial entrepreneurship, Stanley Osher has never
been content simply sitting in his oﬃce quietly writing papers. He has been at the heart
of the UCLA style of mathematics since that term was coined and has always believed that
good schemes are used by people, many people, and therefore has been more of a crusader
than a mathematician. This approach to the work is what fostered its proliferation in many
application areas, and here we brieﬂy discuss computer graphics and the ﬁlm industry.
Over the last ﬁfteen years, the entire ﬁeld of computer graphics has evolved from a novice
community of hackers in regards to ﬂuid dynamics into a fairly savvy group of researchers
that regularly collaborate with numerical analysts on topics of interest to the Journal of Computational Physics, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Computer
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, etc – and some of them even publish papers in these journals. The main reason for this is that people in the industry have found the
UCLA style of mathematics in regards to both ﬂuid dynamics and level set methods quite
useful. In fact 15 years ago the community was quite convinced that one only needed a
triangle to solve every problem. This started to change dramatically when two papers, [49]
and [50], were published in 2001 in the largest computer graphics conference, SIGGRAPH.
These papers outline an approach for computational ﬂuid dynamics for smoke and interface treatment for liquids that changed how the computer graphics community viewed the
computational physics community. Since then there have been too many computer graphics
papers to count on ﬂuids, interfaces and level sets. But it is worth noting that one of Osher’s
students received an Academy Award for using level sets and related technology to create
water in many movies, including the giant whirlpool maelstrom in Pirates of the Caribbean.
To date, Industrial Light & Magic has used Stanley Osher’s technologies for 30 to 40 ﬁlms
and they are also being used by every single major ﬁlm company including Pixar, Disney,
Weta, Dreamworks, etc. Who would have thought that the Tar Monster in Scooby Doo would
make its way from cartoons to the big screen via the level set method?
Thanks to Osher’s work, drawing on surfaces has become much simpler and the applications in computer graphics are striving. Once again, the precise equations are given in
[6].

6. Optimization and Bregman methods
Osher made signiﬁcant contributions in optimization through introducing Bregman algorithms [56, 110, 118, 153] and popularizing them in a variety of contexts such as image
processing (e.g., [13, 14, 55]), compressive sensing (e.g., [12, 153]), signal processing (e.g.,
[27, 149]), and machine learning (e.g., [52, 137]). His eﬀort gives rise to both faster algorithms and higher quality solutions for a broad spectrum of optimization problems, leading
to a large number of successful applications in many areas.
Osher’s Bregman algorithms are based on the so-called Bregman divergence [9]. Given
a convex function r, the Bregman divergence between two points x and y is D(x, y) =
r(x) − (r(y) + ∇r(y), x − y). In x, it is the diﬀerence between r and its linearization at y.
In case r is non-diﬀerentiable, ∇r(y) is replaced by a subgradient p ∈ ∂r(y). Although it is
not a distance, D(x, y) is larger if x and y are further apart on the same straight line. So, it
is also called the Bregman distance.
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Osher’s Bregman algorithms have important applications in inverse problems, which traditionally arise from the study of physical phenomena, formulated via forward problems,
and solved to reconstruct the information or causes from the observations, or sometimes to
obtain desired eﬀects. Most inverse problems are ill-posed in the sense that the observations
are not suﬃcient to uniquely determine the solution, or small noise in the observations leads
to large errors in the solution, or both. To address ill-posedness, a common approach is to
minimize a regularization function r(x) so that the solution tends to have the desired property. To have tractable computation, convex regularization functions are typically used. For
example, given an underdetermined linear system Ax = b, minimizing x1 tends to give a
sparse, and sometimes the sparsest, solution to the system. In [110], Osher et al. propose to
replace r(x) by the r-induced Bregman divergence and iteratively minimize μD(x, xk−1 ),
where μ is a scalar and xk−1 is the previous solution.
This simple change has signiﬁcant beneﬁts. (i) When the observation is contaminated by
random noise, this approach can yield a better solution than directly minimizing r(x). (ii)
When the observation is noise free, the iteration xk ← minx μD(x, xk−1 ) + 12 Ax − b22
converges quickly to an r-minimum solution to Ax = b. In particular, when r is convex and
piece-wise linear (e.g., 1 norm), the iteration converges ﬁnitely; in practice, it often takes as
few as 5–10 iterations.
Since random noise exists in numerous inverse problems, beneﬁt (i) is widely appreciated. For example, in MR imaging [86], it improves image quality and preserves more
important features during image reconstruction. In compressive sensing, given the same
amount of noise, its solution is sparser and cleaner than the 1 solution [110, 153]. In sparse
logistic regression for feature selection, restricted to the same amount of loss, it uses fewer
features (fewer typically means more accurate feature selection).
Although Osher et al. later ﬁnd that their Bregman algorithm is equivalent to the method
of multipliers (see §3.4 of [153]), also known as the augmented Lagrangian method, they
discover an interesting property called error forgetting [152], when the algorithm is applied
to sparse optimization. In a nutshell, error forgetting means that the error at each iteration,
as long as below a certain threshold, does not accumulate and can even cancel each other
iteratively until the solution reaches the true solution at around the machine precision. This
explains why the Bregman algorithm is especially eﬃcient on sparse optimization problems.
Despite the equivalence to an existing algorithm, beneﬁt (ii) and error forgetting of the algorithm open the way to extremely successful and wide applications of Bregman and split
Bregman algorithms.
Split Bregman [56], as the name indicates, is the Bregman algorithm applied to the problem in which the objective function has a split form, namely, r(x) = r1 (x1 ) + r2 (x2 ),
where x = [x1 ; x2 ]. At each iteration, one solves two subproblems, subproblem i minimizing ri (xi ) plus a quadratic function of xi , i = 1, 2. Unlike alternating minimization,
this approach can handle linear constraints on x1 , x2 , or both of them. This is a real power!
Through simple transforms and additional variables, it provides simple solutions to problems
with awkward combinations of objective functions and/or constraints, for instance, the joint
constraints of matrix X being symmetric positive semi-deﬁnite and having nonnegative entries, the sum of 1 and nuclear-norm objectives, the composite objective of f (g(x)) where
one of f and g is nonsmooth, etc. Without splitting, it is numerically challenging to handle
them, but the split Bregman subproblems are often easy, and even have closed form solutions; see, for example, [53, 60, 84, 85, 147, 150, 151]. Omitting the details on parameter
selection, one can split the awkward combinations of objectives and constraints and develop
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a split Bregman based algorithm in just a few hours for many optimization problems, yet
also ﬁnd it nearly state-of-the-art in terms of both speed and solution accuracy. Although
the same algorithm dates back to work in PDE computation during the 1950’s, which was
later developed into an optimization algorithm in 1980’s, the algorithm lost favor around
1990–2005 in nonlinear optimization. Osher’s split Bregman algorithm stimulates its revival
and makes unique and important contributions to solving many modern sparse optimization
problems that have recently arisen across many areas. As mentioned in the introduction, less
than ﬁve years after the publication of Osher’s split Bregman paper [56] in 2009, the paper
has been cited over 500 times according to the Web of Science database.

7. Industrial entrepreneurship: Pushing applied math to the limit
One distinctive feature of Osher’s research style is that he pays a lot of attention to convert
state of the art research results immediately to high tech applications, by directly involving
in founding companies.
The ﬁrst such eﬀort is the company Cognitech, inc., cofounded with Rudin. This company helped introduce PDE techniques, especially TV based restoration, of image processing, to practical forensic image processing, using TV methods to clean up video images.
The foundation of these techniques is the famous paper of Rudin, Osher and Fatemi [132].
The sensational success of Cognitech during the 1992 Los Angeles riot has been written
up several times in popular press. It is now a very successful company, owned by Rudin,
specializing in law enforcement surveillance videos, etc.
The second such eﬀort is the company Level Set Systems, which is in business since
1999. It has developed the state-of-the-art point cloud compression package. Many industries ranging from geospatial data collection/storage to 3D medical imagery can beneﬁt from
this compression algorithm. Other projects such as hyperspectral imaging have useful applications in mining to detect desired materials, as well as security applications detecting
chemical or biological agents. Graphics and exapixel camera processing are among various
projects Level Set Systems has worked on. One major foundation of all these developments
is the research in level set methods.
The third such eﬀort is the company Luminescent Technologies. This company, cofounded with Eli Yablonovitch and others, is the ﬁrst commercial company that introduced
“Inverse Lithography Technology (ILT)” to the ﬁeld of Electronic Design Automation to
solve the traditional Optical Proximity Correction (OPC) problems, using latest research results in level set methods and eﬃcient algorithms for Hamilton-Jacobi equations. With this
technology, non-intuitive mask patterns, which are beyond the capabilities of traditional approaches, are generated with superior performance in printing patterns of only a few dozens
of nanometers on chips. It is now widely used by most EDA companies in one way or
another. It is considered as one of the most signiﬁcant advancement in the EDA industry.

8. Concluding remarks
Stanley Osher exempliﬁes mathematics and provides the perfect picture of an applied mathematician. His work has all the components expected from leaders in the area, from solving
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real problems to motivating deep mathematical studies. While most researchers hope to
make it big once in their career, Stanley Osher made it multiple times. He has co-authored
a handful of breakthrough and area opening papers and has inﬂuenced industry from movie
post-production to chip manufacturers.
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i@3 sRaG R8 T@CIICU ;aC|j@c
KaG HY ;a33N

SY Qq3aqC3s R8 bRL3 KERa ,,RLUICc@L3Njc
VSW I<3$aC, 3\nCqI3N,3 = @RLRIR<C,I 3\nCqI3N,3 )ke*
VlW ;3RL3jaw R8 U3aCR0 0RLCNc VsY rCI8aC30 b,@LC0W )k4Ģ:z. 9S. 9l*
VkW MRNAajCRNICjw R8 j@3 ,n$C, kA8RI0 VsY ?3a$ +I3L3NcW )S4*
V:W ?RIRLRaU@C, LUc VsY DL3c +aIcRN N0 K;W )S9. l9. kS*
V9W #aCIIAMR3j@3a TaR$I3L VsY DRc3U@ ?aaCcW ):4*
VfW BN~NCj3cCLI paCjCRN R8 ?R0<3 bjan,jna3 VsY DL3c +aIcRN. K;. DRc3U@ ?aaCcW
)Sk. S:. Sf. lS. ll. k9. :e*
VeW ?RLRjRUw i@3Raw R8 F¡@I3a KNC8RI0c VsY TC3aa3 /3IC<N3. DR@N KRa<N. /3NNCc bnIA
ICqNW )lz*
V4W 2uj3aCRa /C{3a3NjCI bwcj3Lc VsY `R$3aj #awNj. bYbY +@3aN. `R$3aj ;a0N3a. ?n$3aj
;RI0c,@LC0jW )fĢ4*
VOW +RNc3aqjCRN Hsc R8 2uj3aCRa /C{3a3NjCI bwcj3Lc VsY `R$3aj #awNj N0 Hn,c ?cnW
)Sz. SS*
VSzW BcRL3jaC, 2L$300CN<c VsY 2aC, #3a<3a. `R$3aj #awNj. /3N3 vN<W )k. :. Sl*
VSSW iN<3Nj bU,3 jR I<3$aC, +w,I3c VsY K;W )lk. l:*
VSlW KnL8Ra0Aij3 ;aRnUc VsY K;. Kjj F3aaW )le*
i@3 <RI R8 j@Cc UU3a Cc jR <Cq3  ja3jL3Nj R8  83s R8 j@3c3 jRUC,c )VSW. VkW. V:W. VSzW. VSSW.
VSlW CN j@3 ICcj $Rq3* j  I3q3I j@j sCII $3 ,,3ccC$I3 jR  <3N3aI Lj@3LjC,I n0C3N,3Y
iRUC,c VSW N0 VSzW sCI $3 ja3j30 CN j@3 LRcj 03Uj@Y i@Cc Cc NRj CNj3N030 c  cnaq3w R8
;aC|j@cȕ sRaG 8Ra 3uU3ajcY
#3cC03c j@3 sRaG 0Cc,ncc30 @3a3. ;aC|j@c Cc GNRsN 8Ra @Cc LNw cjn03Njc N0 Lj@3LjA
C,I 03c,3N0Njc. N0 8Ra @Cc LNw CLURajNj $RRGc )S. l. f. l:. lf. le. lO. kf. :9. :f. :O. 9z*
$Rj@ 3uURcCjRaw N0 a3c3a,@ LRNR<aU@c. LNw cC<NC~,Nj 3uURcCjRaw ajC,I3c )O. Se. SO. kz.
klĢk:. :SĢ::*. N0 @Cc 3uj3NcCq3 sRaG CN j@3 03q3IRUCN< sRaI0Y

lY ;aC|j@cȕ rRaG CN ?R0<3 i@3Raw N0 I<3$aC, +w,I3c
rCj@ j@3 03q3IRUL3Nj R8 I<3$aC, jRURIR<w $w ?3NaC TRCN,aā.  qaC3jw R8 <3RL3jaC, L3j@A
R0c RnaCc@30Y Bj sc cRRN a3ICy30 j@j ,3ajCN ,Icc3c R8 <3RL3jaC, R$E3,jc s3a3 3cU3,CIIw
TaR,330CN<c R8 j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI +RN<a3cc R8 Kj@3LjC,CNc. b3RnI. lzS:

SS9
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sRaj@ cjn0wCN<Y N RnjcjN0CN< 3uLUI3 R8 j@Cc sc j@3 sRaG $w bRIRLRN H38c,@3jy. s@R
8RnN0  NnL$3a R8 cnaUaCcCN< 8,jc $Rnj j@3 jRURIR<w R8 cLRRj@ UaRE3,jCq3 qaC3jC3cY
+RLUI3u UaRE3,jCq3 cU,3 CPn Cc (Cn+1 − 0)/ ∼. s@3a3
λ(z1 , . . . , zn+1 ) ∼ (z1 , . . . , zn+1 )
8Ra λ ∈ C∗ Y  cLRRj@ UaRE3,jCq3 qaC3jw Cc  cLRRj@ ,RLUI3u cn$LNC8RI0 M R8 CPN 8Ra
cRL3 N Y #w  j@3Ra3L R8 +@Rs. cn,@ N M Cc 03~N30 $w I<3$aC, 3\njCRNc. CY3Y $w j@3
qNCc@CN< R8  ,RII3,jCRN R8 @RLR<3N3Rnc URIwNRLCIc CN z1 , . . . , zN +1 Y N 3uLUI3 R8 j@3
U@3NRL3N 0Cc,Rq3a30 $w H38c,@3jy. Cc j@j j@3 ,R@RLRIR<w <aRnUc H k (M, C) @q3 3q3N
0CL3NcCRN s@3N k Cc R00.  <3N3aICyjCRN R8 j@3 8,j j@j 8Ra  ,RLU,j `C3LNN cna8,3.
H 1 (M, C) @c 0CL3NcCRN 2gY QN,3 TRCN,aā N0 ĀIC3 +ajN @0 03q3IRU30 j@3 ,I,nInc R8
0C{3a3NjCI 8RaLc. s@C,@ a3 j@3 3cc3NjCI jRRI 8Ra 0RCN< CNj3<ajCRN RN LNC8RI0c. Cj $3,L3
URccC$I3 qC /3 `@Lȕc i@3Ra3L jR 3uUa3cc ,R@RLRIR<w CN j3aLc R8 0C{3a3NjCI 8RaLcY B8
Ak (M ) a3 j@3 C ∞ kA8RaLc RN  cLRRj@ a3I LNC8RI0 M . j@3a3 Cc  <3N3aICyjCRN R8 <a0.
,naI N0 0Cq. j@3 3uj3aCRa 03aCqjCq3
d : Ak (M ) → Ak+1 (M )
sCj@ d2 = 0Y i@3 /3 `@L ,R@RLRIR<w
k
HDR
(M ) =

Ker(d : Ak (M ) → Ak+1 (M ))
Im(d : Ak−1 (M ) → Ak (M ))

j@3N cjCc~3c
i@3Ra3L V/3 `@LWY
k
HDR
(M ) ∼
= H k (M, R) =

{closed k−forms on M }
.
{exact k−forms on M }

i@nc 3q3aw jRURIR<C,I ,R@RLRIR<w ,Icc Cc a3Ua3c3Nj30 $w  ,IRc30 8RaL. $nj NRj nNC\n3IwY
BNcUCa30 $w Kus3IIȕc 3\njCRNc CN 3I3,jaRL<N3jC,c. ?R0<3 0Cc,Rq3a30  sw jR ,@RRc3 
nNC\n3 a3Ua3c3NjjCq3 CN  <3RL3jaC, LNN3aY M Lncj $3  ,RLU,j RaC3Nj30 `C3LNNCN
LNC8RI0. CY3Y j@3a3 Cc N NIR<n3 R8 j@3 ncnI CNN3a UaR0n,j RN j@3 jN<3Nj cU,3 jR 3,@
URCNj R8 M . qawCN< cLRRj@IwY BN j@Cc ,Ca,nLcjN,3. j@3a3 Cc N 0ERCNj jR j@3 3uj3aCRa 03aCqA
jCq3
d∗ : Ak (M ) → Ak−1 (M ).
i@3 HUI,CN

Δ = dd∗ + d∗ d : Ak (M ) → Ak (M )

jnaNc Rnj jR $3 N 3IICUjC, RU3ajRaY i@3 @aLRNC, 8RaLc a3 03~N30 $w
Hk (M ) = Ker(Δ : Ak (M ) → Ak (M )).
i@3N
i@3a3 Cc j@nc  NjnaI LU

Δ(ω) = 0 ⇔ dω = 0 and d∗ ω = 0.
k
Hk (M ) → HDR
(M );
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$w ncCN< 3IICUjC, RU3ajRa j@3Raw. ?R0<3 a<n30 j@j j@Cc LU Cc N CcRLRaU@CcL. N0 j@nc
j@j 3q3aw ,R@RLRIR<w ,Icc Cc a3Ua3c3Nj30 $w  nNC\n3 @aLRNC, 8RaLY
QN,3 s3 @q3  ,RLUI3u LNC8RI0. j@3N csCj,@CN< jR ,RLUI3uAqIn30 8RaLc N0 ,R@RA
LRIR<w. j@3a3 Cc  03,RLURcCjCRN
Ak (M ) = ⊕p+q=k Ap,q (M ).
?3a3. C8 z1 , . . . , zn a3 IR,I ,RLUI3u ,RRa0CNj3c. j@3N C8 zj = xj + iyj . j@3 ,RLUI3uAqIn30
SA8RaLc @q3  URCNjsCc3 $cCc dz1 , . . . dzn , dz̄1 , . . . , dz̄n . s@3a3
dzj = dxj + idyj ,

dz̄j = dxj − idyj .

MRs URCNjsCc3. j@3 k 8RaLc 03,RLURc3 CNjR j@Rc3 R8 jwU3 U.\. CY3Y cnLc R8 j3aLc
dzi1 ∧ · · · dzip ∧ dz̄j1 ∧ · · · ∧ dz̄jq .
Bj sRnI0 j@3N $3 NjnaI jR @RU3 j@j j@3 03,RLURcCjCRN R8 8RaLc $w jwU3 Ucc30 jR /3 `@L
,R@RLRIR<w. $nj j@Cc 0R3c NRj @UU3N 8Ra N a$Cjaaw ,RLU,j ,RLUI3u LNC8RI0Y i@3 LNA
C8RI0 N330c jR URcc3cc  cU3,CI jwU3 R8 ?3aLCjCN L3jaC,.  F¡@I3a L3jaC,Y +RLUI3u UaRA
E3,jCq3 cU,3 @c cn,@  L3jaC,. j@3 7n$CNCAbjn0w L3jaC,. N0 j@Cc a3cjaC,jc jR <Cq3 RN3 RN Nw
cLRRj@ UaRE3,jCq3 qaC3jw M Y
+RLUI3u LNC8RI0c 03,RLURc3
¯
d = ∂ + ∂,
s@3a3

∂ : Ap,q (M ) → Ap+1,q (M ),

r3 j@3N @q3
H p,q (M ) =

∂¯ : Ap,q (M ) → Ap,q+1 (M ).

Ker(∂¯ : Ap,q (M ) → Ap,q+1 (M ))
Im(∂¯ : Ap,q−1 (M ) → Ap,q (M )).

 ?3aLCjCN L3jaC, IIRsc RN3 jR ,RNcjan,j 0ERCNjc 8Ra j@3c3 RU3ajRac. N0 @3N,3 HUI,CNc
Δ∂ = ∂∂ ∗ + ∂ ∗ ∂,
MRj3 j@j

Δ∂ : Ap,q (M ) → Ap,q (M ),

Δ∂¯ = ∂¯∂¯∗ + ∂¯∗ ∂¯
Δ∂¯ : Ap,q (M ) → Ap,q (M ).

i@3 G3w 8,j 8Ra F¡@I3a LNC8RI0c Cc j@j
Δ∂ = Δ∂¯ =
B8

1
Δ.
2

Hp,q (M ) = Ker(Δ∂¯ : Ap,q (M ) → Ap,q (M )),

j@3N j@Cc C03NjCjw UInc 3IICUjC, RU3ajRa j@3Raw 8Ra Δ∂¯ <Cq3c  03,RLURcCjCRN
Hk (M ) =

Hp,q (M )
p+q=k

N0 CcRLRaU@CcLc

H p,q (M ) ∼
= Hp,q (M ).
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i@3 a3cnIj Cc j@3 ?R0<3 03,RLURcCjCRN 8Ra  ,RLU,j F¡@I3a LNC8RI0
k
(M ) ∼
HDR
=

H p,q (M ).
p+q=k

Ij@Rn<@ j@3 @aLRNC, a3Ua3c3NjjCq3c 03U3N0 RN j@3 ,@RC,3 R8 F¡@I3a L3jaC,. j@3 03,RLURA
cCjCRN R8 j@3 ,R@RLRIR<w <aRnUc 0R3c NRjY
#3,nc3 j@3 ,RNEn<j3 R8 H p,q (M ) Cc H q,p (M ). s3 c33 j@j
dim(H

2k+1

(M )) = 2

k


dim(H p,2k+1−p (M ))

p=0

N0 @3N,3 Cc 3q3N. j@3 0Cc,Rq3aw R8 H38c,@3jy IIn030 jR 3aIC3aY
QN,3 RN3 nN03acjN0c s@j @UU3Nc 8Ra  cCN<I3 M . Cj Cc a3cRN$I3 jR cjn0w 8LCIC3cY
 8LCIw R8 cLRRj@ LNC8RI0c Cc  LNC8RI0 M jR<3j@3a sCj@  cLRRj@ LU p : M → B.
s@3a3 # Cc j@3 nNCj $II N0 dp Cc cnaE3,jCq3 j II URCNjc. N0 j@nc Mt = p−1 (t) Cc  cLRRj@
LNC8RI0 8Ra t ∈ BY MRj@CN< CNj3a3cjCN< @UU3Nc CN j@3 ,j3<Raw R8 cLRRj@ LNC8RI0c. c
j@3 Mt a3 II 0C{3RLRaU@C,. $nj C8 s3 LRq3 jR j@3 ,j3<Raw R8 ,RLUI3u LNC8RI0c. sCj@ p
@RIRLRaU@C, N0 B  $II CN Cr . j@3N j@3 Mt ,N $3 CN3\nCqI3Nj c ,RLUI3u LNC8RI0cY bn,@
8LCIC3c s3a3 cjn0C30 $w FR0Ca N0 bU3N,3a. N0 j@3w ,a3j30 N UUaRUaCj3 038RaLjCRN
j@3Raw R8 ,RLUI3u LNC8RI0cY
B8 RN3 @c  @RIRLRaU@C, 8LCIw R8 ,RLU,j F¡@I3a LNC8RI0c. $3,nc3 j@3 Mt a3 II
0C{3RLRaU@C, CN  NjnaI sw. RN3 ,N C03NjC8w j@3 H k (Mt , C) N0 cG s@3j@3a j@3 ?R0<3
03,RLURcCjCRN qaC3c NIwjC,IIw. CY3Y s@3j@3a j@3 H p,q (Mt ) a3 @RIRLRaU@C,IIw qawCN<
8LCIC3c R8 ,RLUI3u cn$cU,3c R8 s@j s3 Lw j@CNG R8 c j@3 ~u30 q3,jRa cU,3 H k (Mt , C)Y
i@3 Ncs3a Cc. nN8RajnNj3Iw. j@3w 0R NRjY
QN3 R8 ;aC|j@cȕ ~acj ,RNjaC$njCRNc sc jR ,@N<3 j@3 \n3cjCRNY ?3 03~N30 j@3 ?R0<3
~IjajCRN
F p H k (M, C) = H k,0 (M ) ⊕ H k−1,1 (M ) ⊕ · · · ⊕ H p,k−p (M ) =

H r,k−r (M ).
r≥p

i@Cc Cc  03,a3cCN< ~IjajCRN
H k (X, C)
=F 0 H k (M, C) ⊇ F 1 H k (M, C) ⊇ · · · ⊇ F k H k (M, C) ⊇ F k+1 H k (M, C) = 0.
i@3Ra3L V;aC|j@cWY Ej ]j ]j]hupe_ b]iehu( pda ol]_ao F p H k (Mt , C) r]nu ]j]hupe_]hhu*
i@3a3 sc. @Rs3q3a.  cnaUaCc3Y #3,nc3. 8Ra 3uLUI3.
dv
dw
d
(v(t) ∧ w(t)) =
∧w+v∧
,
dt
dt
dt
c s3 qaw Mt . j LRcj RN3 dzj ,N $3 ,@N<30 CNjR  ICN3a ,RL$CNjCRN CNqRIqCN< dz̄i ȕc $w
 ~acj 03aCqjCq3Y i@3 a3cnIj Cci@3Ra3L V;aC|j@cȕ BN~NCj3cCLI T3aCR0 `3IjCRNWY
d p k
F H (Mt , C) ⊆ F p−1 H k (Mt , C).
dt
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i@3 cU,3 R8 URccC$I3 ?R0<3 ~IjajCRNc R8 <Cq3N 0CL3NcCRNc. cjCc8wCN< qaCRnc Rj@3a
,RN0CjCRNc Vj@3 ?R0<3A`C3LNN a3IjCRNcW Cc ,II30 j@3 U3aCR0 0RLCNY i@3 CN~NCj3cCLI U3A
aCR0 a3IjCRN. IcR GNRsN c ;aC|j@c jaNcq3acICjw. <Cq3c  NjnaI ICN3a cU,3 R8 SA8RaLc
s@C,@ Ln,@ qNCc@ RN j@3 CL<3 R8 j@3 U3aCR0 LUUCN< 8Ra Nw 8LCIwY i@3c3 SA8RaLc ,RNA
cjCjnj3 N 3uj3aCRa 0C{3a3NjCI cwcj3L s@C,@ CN <3N3aI Cc NRj CNj3<a$I3Y QN3 CLURajNj
,RNc3\n3N,3 R8 j@Cc Cc j@j s@CI3 8Ra k = 1. II ?R0<3 URIaCy30 cjan,jna3c aCc3 8aRL <3RLA
3jaw. j@Cc ,NNRj $3 j@3 ,c3 8Ra k ≥ 2Y
7Ra M  cLRRj@ UaRE3,jCq3 qaC3jw. N I<3$aC, cn$qaC3jw R8 M Cc j@3 IR,nc 03~N30 $w 
,RII3,jCRN R8 @RLR<3N3Rnc URIwNRLCIcY i@3a3 Cc  NRjCRN R8 0CL3NcCRN. N0 j@3 ,R0CL3NcCRN
R8 Y Cc dim(M ) − dim(Y )Y N I<3$aC, ,w,I3 R8 ,R0CL3NcCRN p Cc  ~NCj3 8RaLI ICN3a
,RL$CNjCRN

Z=
ni Z i ,
i

s@3a3 ni ∈ Z N0 Zi Cc  ,R0CL3NcCRN p I<3$aC, cn$qaC3jwY r3 saCj3





Z p (M ) =
ni Zi  ni ∈ Z, cnL Cc ~NCj3

i

N0
Z p (M, Q) =


i





ni Zi  ni ∈ Q, cnL Cc ~NCj3


B8 dim(M ) = n. j@3N N I<3$aC, cn$qaC3jw Y R8 ,R0CL3NcCRN p @c  @RLRIR<w ,Icc
[Y ] ∈ H2n−2p (M, Z)Y #w TRCN,aā /nICjw. 8Ra M ,RLU,j N0 ,RNN3,j30.
H2n−2p (M, Z) ∼
= H 2p (M, Z),
N0 j@3 CL<3 R8 [Y ] nN03a j@Cc CcRLRaU@CcL Cc
ηY ∈ H 2p (M, Z),
j@3 TRCN,aā 0nI ,Icc R8 Y Y i@3 03~NCN< 8RaLnI 8Ra ηY Cc


ω=
ω ∧ ηY
Y

M

8Ra ω  ,IRc30 (2n − 2p)A8RaL RN M Ģj3,@NC,IIw. s3 c@RnI0 UnII $,G jR  03cCN<nIaCyjCRN
R8 Y Y ?R0<3 NRj30 j@j RNIw 8RaLc ω R8 jwU3 n − p, n − p ,N @q3 NRNAy3aR CNj3<aI RN Y .
N0 j@nc
ηY ∈ H p,p (M ).
7Ra  ,w,I3
Z=



ni Z i ,

i

c3j
ηZ =



ni ηZi .

i

B8 i : Z → C Cc j@3 ,R3|,C3Nj LU. $w ?R0<3.
ηZ ∈ H p,p (M ) ∩ i∗ H 2p (M, Z).

SSO
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r3 j@nc @q3  LU

η : Z p (M ) → H p,p (M ) ∩ i∗ H 2p (M, Z)

N0 cCLCIaIw  LU
ηQ : Z p (M, Q) → H p,p (M ) ∩ i∗ H 2p (M, Q).
N 3I3L3Nj R8 H p,p (M )∩i∗ H 2p (M, Z) Cc ,II30  ?R0<3 ,Icc N0 N 3I3L3Nj R8 H p,p (M )∩
i∗ H 2p (M, Q)  ajCRNI ?R0<3 ,IccY BN 3Cj@3a ,c3. C8 j@3 ,Icc Cc CN j@3 CL<3 R8 η Ra ηQ .
Cj Cc cC0 jR $3 a3Ua3c3Nj30 $w N I<3$aC, ,w,I3. N0+RNE3,jna3 V?R0<3 +RNE3,jna3WY ηQ eo oqnfa_pera( e*a* okia lkoepera iqhpelha kb ]ju Dk`ca
_h]oo eo nalnaoajpa` ^u ]j ]hca^n]e_ _u_ha*
i@3a3 a3 j@a33 CLURajNj NRjCRNc R8 3\nCqI3N,3 R8 I<3$aC, ,w,I3cY B8 [Z] = 0. Ra
3\nCqI3NjIw ηZ = 0. Z Cc cC0 jR $3 @RLRIR<C,IIw 3\nCqI3Nj jR zY i@3 Rj@3a jsR a3
I<3$aRA<3RL3jaC, CN ,@a,j3aY B8 C Cc  ,RNN3,j30 ,RLU,j `C3LNN cna8,3. N0 Z ∈
Z p (M × C). s3 I3j Zx = Z · (M × {x}) 8Ra x ∈ C. s@3a3 · 03NRj3c CNj3ac3,jCRN R8
I<3$aC, ,w,I3cĢj@Cc @c cRL3 cn$jI3jC3cY i@3 ,w,I3c Zx . Zy 8Ra x, y ∈ C a3 cC0 jR $3
I<3$aC,IIw 3\nCqI3Nj. N0 I<3$aC, 3\nCqI3N,3 Cc j@3 3\nCqI3N,3 a3IjCRN <3N3aj30 $w
cn,@ 3\nCqI3N,3c 8Ra II ,@RC,3c R8 C, x, yY B8 s3 a3cjaC,j C jR $3  CP1 . s3 <3j j@3 NRjCRN
R8 jsR ,w,I3c $3CN< ajCRNIIw 3\nCqI3NjY i@3c3 j@a33 3\nCqI3N,3c sCII $3 03NRj30
Z ≡hom 0,

Z ≡alg 0,

Z ≡rat 0.

HCG3sCc3. Z p (M )hom sCII 03NRj3 j@3 ,R0CL3NcCRN p I<3$aC, ,w,I3c @RLRIR<C,IIw 3\nCqA
I3Nj jR z. 3j,Y
i@3 CLUIC,jCRNc a3
Z ≡rat 0 =⇒ Z ≡alg 0 =⇒ Z ≡hom 0.
j j@Cc URCNj. Cj Cc nc38nI jR a3qC3s s@j j@3c3 ,RN,3Ujc L3N CN j@3 cCLUI3cj ,c3. j@j
s@3a3 M Cc  ,RNN3,j30 ,RLU,j `C3LNN cna8,3Y ?3a3
⎧

⎫

⎨
⎬

Z 1 (M ) =
np p np ∈ Z, sum is ﬁnite .
⎩
⎭

p∈M



i@3c3 a3 j@3 cL3 c jRURIR<C,I zA,@CNcY 7Ra Z = p np p. ηZ = ( p np )1M . s@3a3
1M Cc j@3 <3N3ajRa R8 H 2 (M, Z)Y +IccC,IIw. j@3 03<a33 R8 Z Cc

np
deg(Z) =
p

N0 3I3L3Njc R8 Z 1 (M ) a3 ,II30 0CqCcRac. CY3Y
Z 1 (M ) = Div(M ).
N0

Z 1 (M )hom = Div0 (M ) = Ker(deg : Div(M ) → Z).
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i@3 LuCLnL UaCN,CUI3 CLUIC3c j@j M @c NR NRNA,RNcjNj <IR$I @RIRLRaU@C, 8nN,A
jCRNcY ?Rs3q3a. j@3a3 sCII $3 <IR$I L3aRLRaU@C, 8nN,jCRNcY
C(M ) = {global meromorphic functions f on M }
N0

C∗ (M ) = {f ∈ C(M ) | f not identically 0}.

;Cq3N f ∈ C∗ (M ). j Nw URCNj p ∈ M s3 ,N 03~N3 j@3 IR,I 03<a33 νp (f ) R8 f j p $w.
CN j3aLc R8  IR,I @RIRLRaU@C, ,RRa0CNj3 z j p.
f (z) = (z − p)νp (f ) g(z),
s@3a3 g(z) Cc 03~N30 IR,IIw. Cc @RIRLRaU@C,. N0 g(p) = 0Y i@3a3 Cc j@3N  LU
div : C∗ (M ) → Div(M )
03~N30 $w
f →



νp (f )p.

p

Bj Cc  ,IccC,I a3cnIj j@j
deg(div(f )) = 0
N0 j@nc

div : C∗ (M ) → Div0 (M )

mNsCN0CN< j@3 03~NCjCRNc.
N0 IcR

for f ∈ C∗ (M )

Z ≡rat 0 ⇔ Z ∈ Im(div).
Z ≡alg 0 ⇔ Z ∈ Div0 (M ).

i@nc CN j@3 ,c3 R8 ,RNN3,j30 ,RLU,j `C3LNN cna8,3c.
≡hom =≡alg =≡rat .
Bj sc N CLURajNj \n3cjCRN. 8RaLnIj30 $w ;aRj@3N0C3,G. s@3j@3a ≡hom =≡alg @RI0c 8Ra
,w,I3c R8 ,R0CL3NcCRN ≥ 2Y Bj sc j@Cc UaR$I3L j@j ;aC|j@c cRIq30ĢCN0330. @3 c@Rs30 j@j
j@3a3 a3 ,w,I3c Z ≡hom 0 cn,@ j@j NR URcCjCq3 CNj3<aI LnIjCUI3 R8 Z Cc ≡alg 0Y
iR nN03acjN0 j@3 $,G<aRnN0 R8 @Cc cRInjCRN. Cj Cc @3IU8nI jR 3uUIRa3 8naj@3a j@3 ,IccC,I
j@3Raw R8 ,RNN3,j30 ,RLU,j `C3LNN cna8,3cY BN j@3 ,c3 R8 j@3 `C3LNN cU@3a3. CY3Y CP 1 .
 cna8,3 R8 <3Nnc z. s3 @q3
C∗ (CP 1 ) = {p(z)/q(z) | p(z), q(z) polynomials not identically 0} .
Bj 8RIIRsc j@j 8Ra Z ∈ Div(CP 1 ).
Z ∈ Im(div) ⇔ deg(Z) = 0
BN j@3 ,c3 g = 1. s3 @q3  ,RLUI3u jRanc
T = C/Λ,

for genus 0.

SlS
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s@3a3

Λ = {m + nλ | m, n ∈ Z},

s@3a3 λ ∈ C − RY Bj Cc sRaj@ NRjCN< j@j 0C{3a3Nj λȕc ,N <Cq3 ,RLUI3u jRaC s@C,@ a3 NRj
$C@CIRLRaU@C, c ,RLUI3u LNC8RI0cY T CN@3aCjc j@3 cjan,jna3 R8 N $3ICN <aRnU 8aRL C.
N0 s3 sCII 03NRj3 00CjCRN $w ⊕Y i@Cc IIRsc nc jR 03~N3  NjnaI LU
⊕ : Div0 (T ) → T
$w



np p → ⊕p np p.

p

i@3 $3IAD,R$C i@3Ra3L 8Ra  jRanc cjj3ci@3Ra3L V$3IAD,R$C 8Ra  jRancWY
VCW Z ∈ Im(div) ⇔ deg(Z) = 0 and ⊕ (Z) = 07
VCCW ⊕ : Div0 (T ) → T eo oqnfa_pera*
BN Ra03a jR 03I sCj@ ,naq3c R8 @C<@3a <3Nnc. s3 ,N a38RaLnIj3 j@3 LU ⊕ c 8RIIRsc- C8
Z ∈ Div0 (T ). saCj3 Z = ∂γ 8Ra cRL3 SA,@CN γ. j@3N

dz.
⊕(Z) =
γ

B8 s3 ,@N<3 γ $w  SA,w,I3 RN T . s3 ,@N<3 j@3 qIn3 R8 j@3 CNj3<aI $w N 3I3L3Nj R8 ΛY
QN  `C3LNN cna8,3 R8 <3Nnc g. j@3 NIR<n3 R8 dz a3 <IR$I R$E3,jc ω j@j ,N $3
saCjj3N c f (z)dz IR,IIw. s@3a3 f Cc  @RIRLRaU@C, 8nN,jCRN N0 dz jaNc8RaLc c  0C{3aA
3NjCI s@3N s3 ,@N<3 ,RRa0CNj3c. CY3Y dw = (dw/dz)dzY i@3c3 R$E3,jc a3 ,II30 $3ICN
0C{3a3NjCIc Ra @RIRLRaU@C, SA8RaLcY Bj Cc N CLURajNj ,IccC,I a3cnIj j@j j@3 0CL3NcCRN
R8 j@3 cU,3 R8 @RIRLRaU@C, SA8RaLc. ,II30 j@3 NIwjC, <3Nnc. Cc 3\nI jR j@3 jRURIR<C,I
<3Nnc gY B8 ω1 , . . . , ωg Cc  $cCc 8Ra j@3 $3ICN 0C{3a3NjCIc. N0 Z ∈ Div0 (M ) Cc saCjj3N c
Z = ∂γ. j@3N 03~N3


AJM (Z) =

ωg ,

ω1 , . . . ,
γ

LR0nIR


Λ=

2g



ni

i=1

ω1 , . . . ,

γ
2g


λi

i=1


ni





ω g  ni ∈ Z ,

λi

s@3a3 λ1 , . . . , λ2g Cc  $cCc 8Ra H1 (M, Z)Y r3 Lw j@CNG R8 AJ(M ) ∈ Cg /Λ. s@C,@
jnaNc Rnj jR $3  jRanc. ,II30 j@3 D,R$CN qaC3jw R8 M . 03NRj30 J(M )Y i@3 $3IAD,R$C
i@3Ra3L NRs cjj3ci@3Ra3L V$3IAD,R$C i@3Ra3LWY
VCW Z ∈ Im(div) ⇔ deg(Z) = 0 ]j` AJM (Z) = 07
VCCW AJM : Div0 (M ) → J(M ) eo oqnfa_pera*
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c  ,RNc3\n3N,3. 8Ra ,RLU,j ,RNN3,j30 `C3LNN cna8,3c.
AJM :

Z 1 (M )hom ∼
= J(M ).
Z 1 (M )rat

BN j3aLc R8 ?R0<3 j@3Raw. 8Ra  ,RLU,j ,RNN3,j30 `C3LNN cna8,3 M .
H 1 (M ) = H 1,0 (M ) ⊕ H 0,1 (M ),
N0
N0

H 1,0 (M ) = {abelian diﬀerentials of M}
H 0,1 (M ) = {conjugates of abelian diﬀerentials of M}

N CNjaCNcC, sw jR saCj3 j@3 D,R$CN Cc
H 0,1 (M )
J(M ) ∼
.
= 1
H (M, Z)
Ij@Rn<@ II ,RLUI3u jRaC a3 ,RLUI3u LNC8RI0c. CN0330 F¡@I3a LNC8RI0c. RNIw ,3ajCN
RN3c a3 cLRRj@ UaRE3,jCq3 qa3jC3cĢj@3c3 a3 ,II30 $3ICN qaC3jC3cY Bj Cc  sRN03a8nI 8,j
j@j Ij@Rn<@ j@3 ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 J(M ) <Cq3N @3a3 Cc jaNc,3N03NjI. CN 8,j J(M ) Cc Iswc
N $3ICN qaC3jwY T3a@Uc CNcUCa30 $w j@Cc 8,j. N0aā r3CI ,RNcjan,j30  <3N3aICyjCRN
R8 j@3 D,R$CN CN @C<@3a 0CL3NcCRNc j@j Cc Iswc N $3ICN qaC3jwY i@3 cjRaw Cc j@j
;aC|j@c sc cIj30 jR <Cq3  c3LCNa RN r3CIȕc ,RNcjan,jCRN. $nj s@3N Cj ,L3 jCL3 jR Ua3Ua3
@Cc jIG. @3 0Cc,Rq3a30 j@3 ERnaNI sc LCccCN< 8aRL j@3 IC$aawY ?3 j@3a38Ra3 03,C030 jR
a3,RNcjan,j j@3 cC<Nc CN r3CIȕc aj@3a CNjaC,j3 ,RNcjan,jCRN $w ccnLCN< j@j j@3 CNj3aL30Cj3
D,R$CN qaC3c @RIRLRaU@C,IIw CN 8LCIC3cY BN 8,j. r3CIȕc CNj3aL30Cj3 D,R$CN 0R3c NRj
@q3 j@Cc UaRU3ajw. N0 j@nc ;aC|j@c @0 CN0q3aj3NjIw 03~N30  N3s CNj3aL30Cj3 D,R$CN.
0C{3a3Nj 8aRL r3CIȕcY Bj sc 3q3NjnIIw a3ICy30 j@j ;aC|j@cȕ ,RNcjan,jCRN sc j@3 LRa3
UaR0n,jCq3 RN3. N0 Cj UaRq30 N 3cc3NjCI 3I3L3Nj CN @Cc UaRR8 j@j @RLRIR<C,I 3\nCqI3N,3
N0 I<3$aC, 3\nCqI3N,3 a3 0CcjCN,jY
;aC|j@cȕ 03~NCjCRN ,N $3 3uUa3cc30 aj@3a cCLUIw c
J p (M ) =

H 2p−1 (M, C)
.
+ H 2p−1 (M, Z)

F p H 2p−1 (M, C)

i@Cc <a33c sCj@ j@3 03~NCjCRN 8Ra `C3LNN cna8,3c. CY3Y J 1 (M ) = J(M )Y 7Ra p = 2. s3
@q3
H 1,2 (M ) ⊕ H 0,3 (M )
J 2 (M ) =
.
H 3 (M, Z)
7Ra p ≥ 2. J p (M ) Cc CN <3N3aI NRj N $3ICN qaC3jw. $nj Cj 0R3c qaw @RIRLRaU@C,IIw CN
8LCIC3cY
 q3aw NC,3 83jna3 R8 ;aC|j@cȕ 03~NCjCRN Cc j@j RN3 ,N 03~N3 N $3IAD,R$C LU j@j
qaC3c @RIRLRaU@C,IIw RN 8LCIC3c R8 ,w,I3cY B8
Z ∈ Z p (M )hom ,
j@3N saCj3 Z = ∂γ 8Ra  2n − 2p + 1A,@CN γY i@3N 8Ra ω ∈ F p H 2p−1 (M, C).

ω
γ

Slk
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Cc s3IIA03~N30. N0 j@Cc <Cq3c  LU
AJM : Z p (M )hom → J p (M ).
;aC|j@c c@Rs30 j@j Z ∈ Z p (M )rat CLUIC3c j@j AJM (Z) = 0Y i@Cc <Cq3c  s3IIA03~N30
LU
Z p (M )hom
AJM : p
→ J p (M ).
Z (M )rat
7Ra p ≥ 2. Cj Cc GNRsN j@j j@Cc LU Cc 8a 8aRL $3CN< 3Cj@3a CNE3,jCq3 Ra cnaE3,jCq3 CN <3N3aIY
MRs ccnL3 j@j Z ∈ Z p (M × C). s@3a3 C Cc  ,RLU,j ,RNN3,j30 `C3LNN cna8,3Y
r3 Lw qC3s j@Cc c  8LCIw R8 I<3$aC, ,w,I3c Zt ∈ M × {t}. s@C,@ s3 j@CNG R8 c 
8LCIw R8 ,w,I3c CN M Y B8 t0 ∈ C Cc  $c3AURCNj. j@3N
Zt − Zt0 ∈ Z p (M )alg ⊆ Z p (M )hom .
i@Cc <Cq3c  @RIRLRaU@C, LU
$w

C → J p (M )
t → AJM (Zt − Zt0 ).

r3 IcR @q3  LU C → J(C) $w
t → AJC (t − t0 ).
#w j@3 nNCq3acI UaRU3ajw R8 j@3 D,R$CN R8  ,naq3. j@3 ~acj LU 8,jRac j@aRn<@  LU
J(C) → J p (M )Y MRs a3,II j@j J(C) Cc N $3ICN qaC3jw $nj J p (M ) N330 NRj $3Y 7aRL
j@3 $Rq3 Cj 8RIIRsc j@j
AJM (Zt − Zt0 ) ∈ J p (M )ab ,
s@3a3 J p (M )ab 03NRj3c j@3 LuCLI $3ICN qaC3jw ,RNjCN30 CN J p (M )Y i@Cc CLUIC3ci@3Ra3L V;aC|j@cWY AJM p]gao Z p (M )alg pk J p (M )ab *
i@3a3 Cc j@nc  s3IIA03~N30 LU
AJM :

Z p (M )hom
J p (M )
→
.
Z p (M )alg
J p (M )ab

BN Ra03a jR c@Rs j@j @RLRIR<C,I N0 I<3$aC, 3\nCqI3N,3 R8 I<3$aC, ,w,I3c a3 0CcjCN,j.
Cj Cc 3NRn<@ jR ~N0 N 3uLUI3 s@3a3 j@Cc LU Cc NRNAy3aRY
i@3 UaR$I3L Cc j@j Cj Cc 0C|,nIj jR ,jnIIw 3qInj3 j@Cc LUY ?Rs3q3a. j@3 03aCqjCq3 R8
j@Cc LU Cc 3cC3a jR ,RLUnj3. N0 j@Cc Cc j@3 cjaj3<w 0RUj30 $w ;aC|j@cY
i@3 a<nL3Nj nc3c  ,RNcjan,jCRN j@j <R3c $,G jR TRCN,aā N0 H38c,@3jy. N0 s@C,@
H38c,@3jy nc30 CN UaRqCN< j@3 ?R0<3 +RNE3,jna3 CN ,R0CL3NcCRN SĢNRaLI 8nN,jCRNcY H3j
M ⊆ CP N $3  cLRRj@ UaRE3,jCq3 qaC3jwY  ,w,I3 Z ∈ Z p (M ) Cc ,II30 UaCLCjCq3 C8.
I3jjCN< H $3  <3N3aI @wU3aUIN3.
[Z] · [H] = 0 in H2n−2p−2 (M ∩ H).
/3NRj3 j@Cc c Z p (M )prim Y B8 Z ∈ Z p (M )prim . j@3N
AJM ∩H (Z · H) ∈ J p (M ∩ H).

Sl:
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r3 j@nc <3j  LU
ν : {hyperplanes in CP N } →



J p (M ∩ H).

H

B8 s3 UC,G  U3N,CI R8 @wU3aUIN3c {t1 H1 + t2 H2 } ∼
= CP 1 . ,@Rc3N cR j@j M ∩ H @c j
sRacj LCI0 cCN<nIaCjC3c
 8Ra @wU3aUIN3c CN j@3 U3N,CI. j@3N s3 Lw cjCII 03~N3 j@3 CNj3aL30Cj3
D,R$CNcY H3j J = H J p (M ∩ H)Y `3cjaC,jCN< ν <Cq3c  @RIRLRaU@C, LU
νZ : CP 1 → J
N0 Cj Cc GNRsN j@j

νZ = 0 ⇔ Z ≡hom 0.

7Ra V  cLRRj@ :A8RI0 CN CP 5 03~N30 $w  @RLR<3N3Rnc URIwNRLCI R8 03<a33 9. ;aC8A
~j@c sc $I3 jR c@Rs j@j Z p (V )prim /Z p (V )hom = 0 N0 j@j 8Ra  <3N3aI @wU3aUIN3
H.
J p (V ∩ H)ab = 0.
i@Cc Cc 0RN3 $w ccnLCN< J p (V ∩H)ab = 0 N0 0C{3a3NjCjCN< j@3 ,RN0CjCRN j@j j@Cc 038RaLc
sCj@ H. N0 c@RsCN< $w N CN~NCj3cCLI a<nL3Nj j@j J p (V ∩ H)ab = 0 8Ra  <3N3aI HY
MRs 8Ra  NRNAy3aR Z ∈ Z p (V )prim /Z p (V )hom . νZ = 0 N0 j@3a38Ra3 8Ra  <3N3aI H.
AJV ∩H (Z · H) ∈
/ J p (V ∩ H)ab .
i@nc s3 ,NNRj @q3
$nj $w UaCLCjCqCjw

Z · H ≡alg 0,
Z · H ≡hom 0.

i@Cc UaRq3c j@j I<3$aC, N0 @RLRIR<C,I 3\nCqI3N,3 a3 0C{3a3NjY

kY i@3 rRaG R8 +I3L3Nc N0 ;aC|j@c RN MRNA`jCRNICjw R8 j@3 +n$C, i@a33A
8RI0
7Ra M  ,RLU,j ,RNN3,j30 ,RLUI3u LNC8RI0. j@3 ~3I0 R8 L3aRLRaU@C, 8nN,jCRNc R8 M
sCII $3 03NRj30 C(M )Y B8 M ⊆ CP N Cc  cLRRj@ UaRE3,jCq3 qaC3jw R8 0CL3NcCRN n. j@3N
C(M )
 


P (z0 , . . . , zN )  
=
P, Q homogeneous of the same degree and Q|M not ≡ 0 .
Q(z0 , . . . zN ) M 
MRj3 j@j C(CP n ) ∼
= C(x1 , . . . , xn ). s@3a3 C(x1 , . . . , xn ) Cc j@3 ~3I0 R8 ajCRNI 8nN,A
jCRNc CN n qaC$I3cY Bj Cc GNRsN j@j 8Ra M cLRRj@ UaRE3,jCq3 R8 0CL3NcCRN n. C(M ) Cc 
~NCj3 I<3$aC, 3uj3NcCRN R8 C(x1 , . . . , xn )Y
M Cc cC0 jR $3  ajCRNI qaC3jw C8 C(M ) ∼
= C(x1 , . . . , xn )Y M Cc cC0 jR $3 nNCaA
jCRNI C8 C(M ) Cc  ~NCj3 03<a33 cn$~3I0 R8 C(x1 , . . . , xn )Ģj@Cc Cc 3\nCqI3Nj jR j@3 <3RL3jaC,
,RN0CjCRN j@j M Cc j@3 CL<3 R8 CP n nN03a  <3N3aC,IIw ~NCj3 ajCRNI LUY
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Bj sc  ,3I3$aj30 UaR$I3L jR GNRs s@3j@3a nNCajCRNI CLUIC3c ajCRNIY BN 0CL3NcCRN
S. j@Cc Cc HnaRj@ȕc i@3Ra3L. N0 CN 0CL3NcCRN l. Cj Cc  j@3Ra3L R8 +cj3INnRqRY
 cLRRj@ ,n$C, j@a338RI0 M Cc  cLRRj@ UaRE3,jCq3 cn$qaC3jw R8 CP 4 03~N30 $w  @RA
LR<3N3Rnc URIwNRLCI R8 03<a33 kY i@3a3 Cc  ,IccC,I <3RL3jaC, ,RNcjan,jCRN j@j c@Rsc
j@j cn,@ N M Cc nNCajCRNIY +I3L3Nc N0 ;aC|j@c UaRq30 j@j cLRRj@ ,n$C, j@a330c a3
NRj ajCRNIY
i@3 3cc3NjCI jRRI Cc jR cjn0w j@3 CNj3aL30Cj3 D,R$CN J 2 (M )Y 7Ra ,n$C, j@a338RI0c.
3,0
H (M ) = 0. N0 Cj 8RIIRsc j@j J 2 (M ) Cc N $3ICN qaC3jwY BN Ra03a 8Ra M jR $3 ajCRNI.
Cj Cc N3,3ccaw j@j
J 2 (M ) ∼
J(Ci )
=
i

8Ra cRL3 ~NCj3 ,RII3,jCRN R8 ,RLU,j ,RNN3,j30 `C3LNN cna8,3c Ci Y 7Ra ,n$C, j@a338RI0c.
H 2,1 (M ) @c 0CL3NcCRN 9. N0 j@nc cR 0R3c J 2 (M )Y Bj Cc GNRsN j@j 8Ra g ≥ 4. NRj 3q3aw
UaCN,CUIIw URIaCy30 $3ICN qaC3jw Cc  D,R$CN Ra cnL R8 D,R$CNcY Bj Cc j@nc N3,3ccaw
jR ~N0 cRL3 <3RL3jaC, CNqaCNj j@j 0CcjCN<nCc@3c s@C,@ $3ICN qaC3jC3c ,NNRj $3 0Ca3,j
cnLc R8 D,R$CNc R8 ,RLU,j `C3LNN cna8,3cY
7Ra  UaCN,CUIIw URIaCy30 $3ICN qaC3jw A R8 0CL3NcCRN g. j@3a3 Cc  j@3jA0CqCcRa Θ
N0 j@3 ,Icc3c
1
(g−k)
ηk =
ηΘ
(g − k)!
a3 ?R0<3 ,Icc3cY A Cc cC0 jR @q3 I3q3I k C8
ηk = ηW
8Ra cRL3 ,R0CL3NcCRN g − k I<3$aC, cn$qaC3jw W Y MRj3 j@j W Cc  cn$qaC3jw. CY3Y  ,w,I3
s@Rc3 ,R3|,C3Njc a3 II ≥ 0Y #3,nc3 Θ Iswc 3uCcjc. II UaCN,CUIIw URIaCy30 $3ICN
qaC3jC3c @q3 I3q3I g − 1Y 7Ra A = J(C).
η1 = ηIm(AJC ) ,
cR D,R$CNc R8 ,naq3c @q3 I3q3I S. N0 @3N,3 cR 0R UaCN,CUIIw URIaCy30 $3ICN qaC3jC3c
R8 j@3 8RaL ⊕i J(Ci )Y i@3 UaRR8 UaR,330c $w c@RsCN< j@j 8Ra  cLRRj@ ,n$C, j@a338RI0 X.
J 2 (X) 0R3c NRj @q3 I3q3I SY
Bj Cc : ,RN0CjCRNc 8Ra  <Cq3N ICN3 L ⊂ CP 4 jR $3 ,RNjCN30 CN  <Cq3N ,n$C, j@a338RI0 M Y
i@3 ;accLNNCN R8 ICN3c CN CP 4 @c 0CL3NcCRN f. N0 j@3a3 Cc CN0330  cna8,3 R8 ICN3c
,RNjCN30 CN M . GNRsN c j@3 7NR cna8,3 R8 ICN3c SY i@3 <3RL3jaw R8 J 2 (M ) Cc a3Ij30
jR S $w
J 2 (M ) ∼
= J 2 (S).
QN3 ,N j@3N nc3 j@3 <3RL3jaw R8 S jR <3j CN8RaLjCRN $Rnj J 2 (M )Y BN UajC,nIa.
J 2 (S) ∼
= J 2 (X),
N0 j@3a3 Cc j@nc. 8j3a UC,GCN<  $c3 URCNj s0 ∈ S.  LU
ψ : S → J 2 (S)
$w

s → AJS (s − s0 ).

HRRGCN< j ψ(S) IIRsc RN3 jR c@Rs j@j J 2 (X) @c I3q3I lY `3cnIjc 8aRL j@3 ,IccC,I
<3RL3jaw R8 j@3 7NR cna8,3 R8 ICN3c a3 j@3N CNqRG30 jR c@Rs j@j J 2 (X) 0R3c NRj @q3
I3q3I S. N0 @3N,3 j@3 NRNAajCRNICjw R8 j@3 ,n$C, j@a338RI0Y
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:Y rRaG R8 ;aC|j@c sCj@ DL3c +aIcRN N0 K; RN ?RIRLRaU@C, KUc
i@3 ,IccC,I j@3Ra3L R8 TC,a0 Cci@3Ra3L VTC,a0WY = dkhkiknlde_ i]l f : C → CP 1 − {p, q, r} eo _kjop]jp bkn `eopej_p
lkejpo p, q, r*
i@Cc sc Ij3a <3N3aICy30 jRi@3Ra3L VTC,a0WY = dkhkiknlde_ i]l f : C → T −{p} bkn ] -)`eiajoekj]h _kilhat pknqo
T kn pk ] _kil]_p Neai]jj oqnb]_a M kb cajqo g ≥ 2 eo _kjop]jp*
r@j j@3c3 II @q3 CN ,RLLRN Cc j@j j@3Ca cCLUIwA,RNN3,j30 ,Rq3a Cc j@3 0Cc, Δ. N0 j@3
LU f IC8jc jR  @RIRLRaU@C, LU f˜: C → Δ. s@C,@ j@3N Cc ,RNcjNj $w HCRnqCII3ȕc i@3Ra3LY
Hac @I8Rac a3ICy30 j@j j@3 G3w 3I3L3Nj CN j@3 a<nL3Nj Cc j@3 8,j j@j j@3 UnN,jna30
`C3LNN cna8,3c @q3 L3jaC, R8 ,RNcjNj N3<jCq3 ,naqjna3Y
i@3Ra3L V@I8RacWY Hap f : Δ → M ^a ] dkhkiknlde_ i]l pk ] $lkooe^hu jkj_kil]_p% Nea)
i]jj oqnb]_a pd]p d]o ] iapne_ kb C]qooe]j _qnr]pqna ≤ −1* Pdaj f eo `eop]j_a)`a_na]oejc(
sdana sa qoa pda Lkej_]nÉ iapne_ kb _kjop]jp jac]pera _qnr]pqna kj Δ*
 sw R8 cjjCN< j@3 TC,a0 j@3Ra3Lc LRa3 nNC8RaLIw Cc jR jG3
f : C → M − D,
s@3a3 M Cc  ,RLU,j `C3LNN cna8,3 R8 <3Nnc g N0 D Cc  c3j R8 d URCNjcY i@3 ,RN0CjCRN
s3 N330 Cc j@j
2g − 2 + d > 0,
s@C,@ ,N $3 a3U@ac30 c χ(M ) + d > 0. s@3a3 χ(M ) Cc j@3 2nI3a ,@a,j3aCcjC,Y
BN <3N3aI. <Cq3N  ,RLU,j F¡@I3a LNC8RI0 M N0  ,R0CL3NcCRN S I<3$aC, ,w,I3
V,II30  0CqCcRaW D RN M . j@3a3 Cc  cjN0a0 ,RNcjan,jCRN R8  @RIRLRaU@C, ICN3 $nN0I3
LD → M N0  L3aRLRaU@C, c3,jCRN sD : M → LD cn,@ j@j div(sD ) = D. CY3Y D Cc
j@3 0CqCcRa R8 sD . ,RnNjCN< LnIjCUIC,CjC3cY Bj Cc  ,RNc3\n3N,3 R8 ?CaRNGȕc a3cRInjCRN R8
cCN<nIaCjC3c j@j j@3a3 Cc NR IRcc R8 <3N3aICjw CN 03c,aC$CN<  cU,3 c M − D CN ccnLCN<
j@j D @c NRaLI ,aRccCN<cY
I<3$aC, cn$qaC3jC3c D R8 ,R0CL3NcCRN S RN M a3 <Cq3N IR,IIw c j@3 y3aR IR,nc. sCj@
LnIjCUIC,Cjw S. R8 N NIwjC, 8nN,jCRN h RN M Y D Cc cC0 jR @q3 NRaLI ,aRccCN<c C8 Cj Cc
URccC$I3 j 3q3aw URCNj R8 D jR ~N0 IR,I ,RRa0CNj3c z1 , . . . , zn 8Ra M cn,@ j@j
h = z1 z2 · · · zk
8Ra cRL3 k ≤ nY
;Cq3N  @RIRLRaU@C, ICN3 $nN0I3 L → M N0 C8  $cCc R8 c3,jCRNc s1 , . . . , sN R8 L @q3
NR ,RLLRN y3aR. j@3w 03~N3  @RIRLRaU@C, LU
φL : M → CP N −1
cR j@j z ∈ M LUc jR j@3 URCNj sCj@ @RLR<3N3Rnc ,RRa0CNj3c (s1 (z), . . . , sN (z))Y r@C,@
IR,I jaCqCICyjCRN R8 L Cc nc30 jR ,RNcC03a j@3 si (z) c jGCN< qIn3c CN C 0R3c NRj Ljj3a.
$3,nc3 R8 j@3 c,I3 8,jRa 3\nCqI3N,3 R8 @RLR<3N3Rnc ,RRa0CNj3cY B8 φL Cc N 3L$300CN<.
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L Cc cC0 jR $3 q3aw LUI3 N0 C8 φLk Cc N 3L$300CN< 8Ra cRL3 k 8RI0 j3NcRa UaR0n,j R8 L.
k > 0. L Cc cC0 jR $3 LUI3Y QN  ,RLU,j ,RNN3,j30 `C3LNN cna8,3. LD Cc LUI3 C8
N0 RNIw C8 deg(D) > 0d CN @C<@3a 0CL3NcCRNc. LD Cc LUI3 C8. 8Ra cRL3 ,@RC,3 R8 ?3aLCjCN
L3jaC, RN L. c1 (L) Cc  URcCjCq3 8RaLY
NRj@3a sw jR a3U@ac3 j@3 ,IccC,I TC,a0 j@3Ra3Lc Cc j@j
c1 (Ω1M ) + ηD
Cc  URcCjCq3 ,Icc. Ra j@j

Ω1M ⊗ LD

Cc N LUI3 $nN0I3Y
i@3 CNj3a3cjCN< CNj3a,jCRN $3js33N 0C{3a3NjCI <3RL3jaw N0 I<3$aC, <3RL3jaw 0a3s
j@3 jj3NjCRN R8 ;aC|j@c N0 @Cc cjn03NjcY
i@3Ra3L V;aC|j@cWY Hap M ^a ] _kil]_p GÄdhan i]jebkh` kb `eiajoekj n oq_d pd]p ΩnM eo
] ranu ]ilha heja ^qj`ha( e*a* epo oa_pekjo cera ]j ai^a``ejc kb M ej okia CP N * Pdaj ]ju
dkhkiknlde_ i]l
f : Cn → M
eo `acajan]pa( e*a* df eo e`ajpe_]hhu kb n]jg < n*
i@Cc sc <3N3aICy30 CN ERCNj sRaG sCj@ DL3c +aIcRNi@3Ra3L V+aIcRNA;aC|j@cWY Hap M ^a ] _kil]_p GÄdhan i]jebkh` kb `eiajoekj n ]j` D
] `ereokn kj M sepd jkni]h _nkooejco oq_d pd]p ΩnM ⊗ LD eo ]j ]ilha heja ^qj`ha kj M *
Pdaj ]ju dkhkiknlde_ i]l
f : Cn → M − D
eo `acajan]pa( e*a* df eo e`ajpe_]hhu kb n]jg < n*
BN 8,j. j@3w UaRq3  M3qNICNN 0383,j a3IjCRN jwU3 cjj3L3Nj.  \nNjCjjCq3 a3cnIj RN
@Rs R8j3N f (Cn ) L33jc DY
i@3 cCjnjCRN 8Ra NRNA3\nC0CL3NcCRNI LUc
f: C→M −D
Cc LRa3 ,RLUIC,j30Y N 3uLUI3 R8 T3j3a FC3aNN c@Rs30 j@j j@3a3 a3 NRNA,RNcjNj LUc
f : C → CP 2 − C. s@3a3
C = {z0d + z1d + z2d = 0}
Cc j@3 73aLj ,naq3 R8 03<a33 dY 8j3a ,RNcC03aCN< LNw 3uLUI3c. ;aC|j@c N0 B 8RaLnIj30
j@3 8RIIRsCN<-  LU f : C → M − D Cc I<3$aC,IIw 03<3N3aj3 CN j@3 cCjnjCRN s@3a3
f (C) Cc ,RNjCN30 CN  IRs3aA0CL3NcCRNI I<3$aC, cn$qaC3jw R8 M Y
+RNE3,jna3 V;a33NA;aC|j@cWY Bkn M, D ]o ej pda ?]nhokj)Cne{epdo pdaknai ]^kra( ]ju
dkhkiknlde_ i]l f : C → M − D eo ]hca^n]e_]hhu `acajan]pa*
i@Cc ,RNE3,jna3 @3IU30 jR CNcUCa3 cRL3 ,RNE3,jna3c R8 pREj )9f* N0 HN< )9k. 9:* RN
ajCRNI URCNjcY
i@3 ICN3 R8 j@Rn<@j ,RLCN< Rnj R8 j@3 @I8Rac H3LL N0 j@3 ;aC|j@c N0 +aIcRNA
;aC|j@c sRaG I30 jR j@3 \n3cjCRN R8 s@j I<3$aRA<3RL3jaC, R$E3,jc RN  cLRRj@ UaRE3,jCq3
qaC3jw M LC<@j $3 nc30 jR c@Rs j@j @RIRLRaU@C, LUc 8aRL C jR M Lncj $3 I<3$aC,IIw
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03<3N3aj3Y i@3 ,IccC,I TC,a0 j@3Ra3L ,N $3 a30RN3 ncCN< ;aC|j@cȕ a<nL3Nj ncCN< @RIRA
LRaU@C, SA8RaLcY rCj@ j@3 sRaG R8 #R<RLRIRq RN cwLL3jaC, 0C{3a3NjCIc. CY3Y c3,jCRNc R8
j@3 cwLL3jaC, UaR0n,j S k Ω1M . Cj sc a3ICy30 j@j j@3c3 ,N IcR $3 nc30Y ;aC|j@c N0 B CNA
jaR0n,30 E3j 0C{3a3NjCIc. R$E3,jc s@C,@ URnN,3 RN j@3 kAE3j R8  @RIRLRaU@C, LU 8aRL j@3
0Cc, N0 UaR0n,3  NnL$3a j@j Cc ,@N<30 $w λm 8Ra cRL3 m s@3N j@3 LU Cc a3UaL3jaCy30
$w z → λzY i@3c3 a3 c3,jCRNc R8  q3,jRa $nN0I3 Jk,m → M Y Bj Cc URccC$I3 jR ,RLUnj3
j@3 2nI3a ,@a,j3aCcjC, R8 j@Cc $nN0I3 N0 jR c@Rs j@j Cj <aRsc sCj@ j@3 @C<@3cj URccC$I3
03<a33 8Ra  qaC3jw R8 <3N3aI jwU3Y ;RCN< 8aRL j@j jR <3jjCN< c3,jCRNc a3\nCa3c ,RNjaRIICN<
j@3 @C<@3a ,R@RLRIR<w <aRnUc CN 3q3N 03<a33cY 7Ra cna8,3c. j@Cc Cc NRj 0C|,nIj. $nj RNIw CN
a3,3Nj sRaG $w /3LCIIw @c Cj $33N c@RsN j@j j@3 @C<@3a ,R@RLRIR<w <aRnUc <aRs LRa3
cIRsIw j@j H 0 (Jk,m )Y
i@3Ra3L V;a33NA;aC|j@c 8Ra n = 2. /3LCIIw 8Ra II nWY Bkn X ] oikkpd n)bkh` kb cajan]h
pula( bkn k oq{e_eajphu h]nca( H 0 (Jk,m ) cnkso ]o ] lkhujkie]h ej m kb pda i]tei]h lkooe^ha
`acnaa*

9Y rRaG R8 ;aC|j@c sCj@ `R$3aj #awNj. 2aC, #3a<3a N0 /3N3 vN< RN BcRA
L3jaC, 2L$300CN<c
∂
QN  C ∞ LNC8RI0 M R8 0CL3NcCRN n sCj@ IR,I ,RRa0CNj3c x1 , . . . , xn . RN3 03NRj3c $w ∂x
i
∂f
j@3 q3,jRa ~3I0 s@Rc3 0Ca3,jCRNI 03aCqjCq3 R8 Nw 8nN,jCRN f Cc ∂x
Y

`C3LNNCN
L3jaC,
i
RN M Cc  cLRRj@Iw qawCN< URcCjCq3 03~NCj3 CNN3a UaR0n,j <, > s@3a3

gij =<

∂
∂
,
>
∂xi ∂xj

Cc  URcCjCq3A03~NCj3 cwLL3jaC, LjaCu G = (gij )Y
B8 F : Mn → RN Cc N 3L$300CN<. F = (f1 , . . . , fN ). j@3N j@3 L3jaC, CN0n,30 $w F Cc
gij =<

 ∂f k ∂f k
∂F ∂F
,
>=
.
∂xi ∂xj
∂xi ∂xj
k

i@3 CcRL3jaC, 3L$300CN< UaR$I3L Cc. <Cq3N M sCj@  `C3LNNCN L3jaC, G. 0R3c j@3a3
3uCcj N F : Mn → RN s@Rc3 CN0n,30 L3jaC, Cc GY i@3 UaR$I3L ,N $3 IR,I. C8 s3 Encj
sNj jR 0R j@Cc RN 3,@ cLII RU3N N3C<@$Ra@RR0 R8 M . Ra <IR$I C8 s3 sNj jR 0R Cj RN II
R8 M j RN,3Y


CN03U3N03Nj 3NjaC3c. cR C8 N = n+1
i@3 LjaCu G @c n+1
2
2 . j@3 CcRL3jaC, 3L$300CN<
n+1
n+1
UaR$I3L $3,RL3c 2 T/2ȕc CN 2 nNGNRsN 8nN,jCRNcY
i@3Ra3L V+ajNADN3jWY Pda
n+1hk_]h eokiapne_ ai^a``ejc lnk^hai _]j ^a okhra` ej pda na]h)
]j]hupe_ _]packnu bkn N = 2 *
DR@N Mc@ )99* cRIq30 j@3 <IR$I CcRL3jaC, 3L$300CN< UaR$I3L. s@C,@ a3\nCa3c Ia<3
qIn3c R8 N Y `R$3aj ;a33N3 )l4* cRIq30 j@3 C ∞ IR,I CcRL3jaC, 3L$300CN< UaR$I3L 8Ra
+ nY
N = n+1
2
 q3aw NC,3 nNC\n3N3cc a3cnIj Cc-
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i@3Ra3L V#3a<3aA#awNjA;aC|j@cWY Bkn N ≤ n2 ( pda okhqpekjo pk pda hk_]h eokiapne_ ai)
^a``ejc lnk^hai bkn f : Mn → RN bkn ] ̤cajan]h̥ G `alaj` kj ]p ikop ] |jepa jqi^an kb
_kjop]jpo*
BN j@Cc UU3a. j@3
8R,nc sCII $3 RN 3uCcj3N,3 a3cnIjc 8Ra j@3 IR,I CcRL3jaC, 3L$300CN<
n+1
UaR$I3L sCj@ N = 2 Y
7Ra n = 2. j@3 ,IccC,I a3cnIj Cc j@j j@3 IR,I C ∞ CcRL3jaC, 3L$300CN< UaR$I3L F : M2 →
3
R Cc cRIq$I3 C8 j@3 ;nccCN ,naqjna3 K Cc NRs@3a3 zY
i@3Ra3L V#awNjA;aC|j@cAvN<WY Pda hk_]h C ∞ eokiapne_ ai^a``ejc lnk^hai
F : M3 → R6
eo okhr]^ha eb pda Aejopaej _qnr]pqna eo = 0 ]j` eo jkp ] omq]na*
i@3 cRInjCRN R8 j@Cc UaR$I3L CNqRIq3c cRL3 q3aw CNj3a3cjCN< Cccn3c CN UajCI 0C{3a3NjCI
3\njCRNc. CN UajC,nIa. j@3 ,c3 s@3N j@3 ,@a,j3aCcjC, qaC3jw Cc cLRRj@ $nj ,R0CL3NcCRN
SY
7Ra  UajCI 0C{3a3NjCI RU3ajRa. j@3 cwL$RI Cc j@3 ȒI30CN< j3aL.ȓ CY3Y j@3 j3aL CNqRIqCN<
j@3 @C<@3cj Ra03a 03aCqjCq3cY 7Ra 3uLUI3. 8Ra j@3 HUI,CN
Δ=
j@3 cwL$RI Cc

 ∂2
,
∂x2i
i



ξi2 .

i

7Ra j@3 sq3 RU3ajRa

 ∂2
∂2
−
,
∂x20
∂x2i
i

j@3 cwL$RI Cc
ξ02 −



ξi2 .

i

i@3 ,@a,j3aCcjC, qaC3jw R8 j@3 RU3ajRa D Cc j@3 y3aR IR,nc R8 Cjc cwL$RI σD . N0 03NRj30
@3a3 c ΞD Y #3,nc3 σD Cc @RLR<3N3Rnc. j@3 y3aR IR,nc Cc  ,RN3. N0 s3 Lw j@nc a3<a0
ΞD ⊆ RP n−1
C8 D CN  T/Q CN n qaC$I3cY 7Ra j@3 HUI,CN. ΞΔ = ∅. s@CI3 8Ra j@3 sq3 RU3ajRa Cj Cc
NRNA3LUjwY 2IICUjC, RU3ajRac @q3 3LUjw ,@a,j3aCcjC, qaC3jwY i@3 0C|,nIjw CN cRIqCN< 
cwcj3L R8 T/2ȕc Cc a3Ij30 jR @Rs ,RLUIC,j30 j@3 ,@a,j3aCcjC, qaC3jw CcY
 <3N3aICyjCRN R8  cwcj3L R8 T/2ȕc Cc N 3uj3aCRa 0C{3a3NjCI cwcj3LY i@3c3 s3a3
cjn0C30 $w ĀIC3 +ajN N0 s3a3 j@3 cn$E3,j R8  LRNR<aU@ $w #awNj. +@3aN. ;a0N3a.
;RI0c,@LC0j N0 ;aC|j@cY Ij@Rn<@ 2/b sCII NRj $3 nc30 CN j@Cc 3uURcCjCRN. j@Cc Cc j@3
8aL3sRaG nc30 $w #awNjA;aC|j@cAvN<Y
B8 s3 ,@RRc3  URCNj p ∈ M cn,@ j@j F (p) = (0, . . . , 0) N0 j@3 jN<3Nj cU,3
T0 (F (M )) = {xν = 0 | ν > n}
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j@3N s3 ,N jG3 x1 , . . . , xn c IR,I ,RRa0CNj3c N0 j@3N 8Ra ν > n.
xν = f ν (x1 , . . . , xn ) = Qν (x1 , . . . , xn ) + higher order terms,
s@3a3 Qν Cc  @RLR<3N3Rnc \n0aC,Y i@Cc jnaNc Rnj jR <Cq3 N CNjaCNcC, LU
H : Np (M ) → S 2 Tp (M )∗
$w
∂
→ Qν .
∂xν
i@Cc Cc  ,IccC,I R$E3,j. j@3 c3,RN0 8nN0L3NjI 8RaL R8 M j pY i@3 CcRL3jaC, 3L$300CN<
3\njCRNc a3
 ∂f ν ∂f ν
gij = δij +
.
∂xi ∂xj
ν>n
#awNjA;aC|j@cAvN< ,RNcC03a j@3 qaCjCRNI 3\njCRN s3 <3j $w cjajCN< 8aRL  <Cq3N 3LA
$300CN< N0 c33CN< s@j j@3 a3IjCRNc@CU Cc $3js33N N CN~NCj3cCLI ,@N<3 CN j@3 f ν N0
j@3 gij CcY H3jjCN< ġij N0 f˙ν a3Ua3c3Nj jCL3 03aCqjCq3c. s3 @q3
ġij =

 ∂ f˙ν ∂f ν
∂ f˙ν ∂f ν
+
.
∂xi ∂xj
∂xj ∂xi
ν>n

i@Cc Cc  cwcj3L R8 ~acj Ra03a ICN3a 0C{3a3NjCI RU3ajRacĢj@3 URCNj R8 ,RNcC03aCN< j@3 qaCA
jCRNI UaR$I3L Cc j@j Cj ICN3aCy3c j@3 CcRL3jaC, 3L$300CN< UaR$I3LY r3 Lw sCj@Rnj IRcc
R8 <3N3aICjw ccnL3 j@j j p j@j j@3 URcCjCRN R8 F (p) N0 TF (p) (F (M )) 0R NRj ,@N<3. N0
j@nc
f ν = Qν + higher order terms
N0

f˙ν = Q̇ν + higher order terms.

BN Ra03a jR <3j cRL3j@CN< j@j 0R3c NRj qNCc@ j p. s3 Lncj jG3 j@3 c3,RN0 UajCIc R8 j@3
3\njCRN 8Ra ġij Y r3 R$jCN
 ∂ 2 Qν ∂ 2 Q̇ν
∂ 2 Qν ∂ 2 Q̇ν
∂ 2 Qν ∂ 2 Q̇ν
∂ 2 ġij
=
+
+
+
∂xk ∂xl
∂xj ∂xk ∂xi ∂xl
∂xi ∂xk ∂xj ∂xl
∂xi ∂xl ∂xj ∂xk
ν>n
∂ 2 Qν ∂ 2 Q̇ν
+ higher order terms
∂xj ∂xl ∂xi ∂xk
i@3 I38jA@N0 cC03 R8 j@Cc IC3c CN S 2 Tp (M )∗ ⊗ S 2 Tp (M )∗ Y i@3 CNjaCNcC, Uaj R8 j@Cc. CN03A
U3N03Nj R8 00CN< \n0ajC, j3aLc jR IR,I ,RRa0CNj3c x1 , . . . , xn . Cc j@3 CL<3 R8
∧2 Tp (M )∗ ⊗ ∧2 Tp (M )∗ → S 2 Tp (M )∗ ⊗ S 2 Tp (M )∗
r3 j@nc IRRG j

1
2

∂ 2 ġkl
∂ 2 ġkj
∂ 2 ġil
∂ 2 ġij
+
−
−
∂xk ∂xl
∂xi ∂xj
∂xi ∂xl
∂xk ∂xj
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s@C,@ 3\nIc
 ∂ 2 Qν ∂ 2 Q̇ν
∂ 2 Qν ∂ 2 Q̇ν
∂ 2 Qν ∂ 2 Q̇ν
−
+
−
∂xj ∂xk ∂xi ∂xl
∂xi ∂xk ∂xj ∂xl
∂xi ∂xl ∂xj ∂xk
ν>n
∂ 2 Qν ∂ 2 Q̇ν
+ higher order terms.
∂xj ∂xl ∂xi ∂xk
i@3 aC<@jA@N0 cC03 R8 j@3 3\njCRN. sCj@Rnj j@3 @C<@3a Ra03a j3aLc. @c  cwLL3jaw s@C,@
UI,3c Cj CN K. j@3 cU,3 R8 ,naqjna3 ICG3 j3NcRac. s@3a3 K ∼
= (Tp∗ )(2,2) . j@3 a3Ua3c3NjjCRN
sCj@ vRnN< 0C<aL  2 × 2 c\na3Y
i@3 3\njCRN $Rq3 Lw $3 3uUa3cc30 $w cwCN< j@j
Ḣp : Np (M ) → S 2 Tp (M )∗
Cc j@3 nNGNRsN N0 Hp UCac sCj@ Cj jR <Cq3 N 3I3L3Nj R8 KY i@Cc UCaCN< Cc j@3 URIaCyjCRN
R8 j@3 ;ncc 3\njCRNc a3IjCN< j@3 V3ujaCNcC,W c3,RN0 8nN0L3NjI 8RaL jR j@3 VCNjaCNcC,W
`C3LNNCN ,naqjna3Y i@3 cwL$RI R8 j@Cc UaRIRN<30 cwcj3L D R8 ICN3a T/2ȕc $3,RL3c
σD : Np (M )∗ ⊗ S 2 Tp (M )∗ → K.
i@3 ,@a,j3aCcjC, c@38 MD R8  cwcj3L R8 ICN3a T/2ȕc Cc j@3 ,RG3aNI R8 0nI R8 σD .
qC3s30 c  LU R8 q3,jRa $nN0I3c RN CP (Tp (M ))Y BN Rna ,c3.
∗
: K ∗ ⊗ OP (Tp (M )) → Np (M ) ⊗ OP (Tp (M )) (2).
σD

i@nc

K ∗ ⊗ OP (Tp (M )) → Np (M ) ⊗ OP (Tp (M )) (2) → MD → 0

Cc 3u,jY i@Cc LU Cc Encj UCaCN< sCj@ Hp Y i@3 ,@a,j3aCcjC, qaC3jw R8 D Cc
ΞD = supp(MD ).
r3 a3 CNj3a3cj30 CN j@3 a3I URCNjc R8 ΞD Y
mNsCN0CN<. ΞD Cc j@3 IR,nc s@3a3 8Ra cRL3 w ∈ Np (M ). j@3a3 Cc  URCNj R8 P (Tp (M ))
s@3a3 Hp (w)
LUc jR z CN KY
B8 Q = ν>n wν Qν N0 Qij = ∂ 2 Q/∂xi ∂xj . j@3N 8Ra j@3 URCNj (1, 0, . . . , 0) jR $3 CN
ΞD . j@3 ,RN0CjCRN Cc j@j 8Ra  cwLL3jaC, LjaCu (uij ). j@3 ,R3|,C3Nj R8 u11 CN
Qjk uil + Qil ujk − Qik ujl − Qjl uik
Cc y3aR 8Ra II ,@RC,3c R8 CN0C,3c. CY3 j@j
δ1i δ1l Qjk + δ1j δ1k Qil − δ1j δ1l Qik − δ1i δ1k Qjl = 0
8Ra II ,@RC,3c R8 CN0C,3cY i@Cc 8Ra,3c Qjk = 0 nNI3cc 3Cj@3a j = 1 Ra k = 1. c Rj@3asCc3
j@3 ~acj j3aL Cc NRNAy3aR 8Ra i = l = 1 N0 j@3 Rj@3a j@a33 j3aLc a3 II zY #nj Qjk = 0
nNI3cc 3Cj@3a j = 1 Ra k = 1 Cc 3\nCqI3Nj jR cwCN< j@j Q = x1 L 8Ra cRL3 ICN3a 8,jRa LY
+RNq3ac3Iw. C8 Q = x1 L. RN3 Lw 3cCIw ,RLUnj3 jR c33 j@j j@3 ,R3|,C3Nj R8 u11 Cc zY i@nc.
03,RnUICN< 8aRL j@3 ,@RC,3 R8 j@3 URCNj (1, 0, . . . , 0). s3 @q3
ΞD
={ξ ∈ Tp (M )∗ |


ν>n

wν Qν = ξμ for some μ ∈ Tp (M )∗ & some w = (wν ) ∈ Np (M )}.
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B8
ξ=

n


ξi x i ,

μ=

i=1

n


μ i xi ,

i=1

j@3N j@3 ,RN0CjCRNc 8Ra ξ ∈ ΞD a3 j@j s3 ,N ~N0  NRNAy3aR q3,jRa w = (wν ) ∈ Np (M )
N0 μ = (μi ) ∈ Tp (M )∗ cn,@ j@j

wν Qνij = ξi μj + ξj μi
ν>n



3\njCRNc CN j@3 n2 +n nNGNRsNc
wν . μi Y i@3 LjaCu R8 ,R3|,C3Njc
8Ra II i, jY i@Cc Cc n+1
2
n
Cc  c\na3 LjaCu R8 j@3 8RaL (A B). s@3a3 A @c 2 ,RInLNc. N0 CNqRIq3c j@3 Qνij N0 B
@c n ,RInLNc N0 CNqRIq3c j@3 ξi Y i@3 ,RN0CjCRN j@j  cRInjCRN 3uCcjc Cc j@j j@3 03j3aLCNNj
R8 j@Cc LjaCu qNCc@3c. N0 j@Cc Cc RN3 3\njCRN @RLR<3N3Rnc R8 03<a33 n CN j@3 ξi Y r3 j@nc
,RN,In03i@3Ra3L V#awNjA;aC|j@cAvN<WY Bkn ] cajan]h eokiapne_ ai^a``ejc( ΞD ⊆ RP n−1 eo ]
dulanoqnb]_a kb `acnaa n*
r@3N n = 2. j@Cc @wU3acna8,3 Cc  \n0aC, CN RP 1 . CY3Y Cj Cc 3Cj@3a l URCNjc. RN3 URCNj.
Ra 3LUjwY i@3c3 ,Raa3cURN0 jR j@3 ,c3c s@3a3 j@3 ;nccCN ,naqjna3 K Cc N3<jCq3. y3aR Ra
URcCjCq3Y BN ,c3 R8 N3<jCq3 ,naqjna3. j@3 jsR URCNjc a3 j@3 cwLUjRjC, 0Ca3,jCRNc 8Ra j@3
cna8,3. j@3 0Ca3,jCRNc s@3a3 j@3 c3,RN0 8nN0L3NjI 8RaL qNCc@3cY
r@3N n = 3. RN3 @c  a3I ,n$C, ,naq3 CN RP 2 . CY3Y N 3IICUjC, ,naq3Y 7Ra j@3 cL3
a3cRNc j@j  a3I ,n$C, URIwNRLCI CN RN3 qaC$I3 Iswc @c  a3I aRRj. cn,@  a3I 3IICUjC,
,naq3 Cc N3q3a 3LUjwY
`3jnaNCN< jR j@3 RaC<CNI ICN3aCy30 3\njCRNc.
ġij =

 ∂f ν ∂ f˙ν
∂f ν ∂ f˙ν
+
,
∂xi ∂xj
∂xj ∂xi
ν>n

s3 Lw a3saCj3 j@Cc c
ġij =

 ∂
∂xj
ν>n

∂f ν ˙ν
f
∂xi

+

∂
∂xi

∂f ν ˙ν
f
∂xj

−2

∂ 2 f ν ˙ν
f .
∂xi ∂xj

MRs ġij ∈ S 2 Tp (M )∗ N0 j@3 Icj j3aL R8 j@3 3\njCRN $Rq3 Cc Encj Qν f˙ν ∈ S 2 Tp (M )∗ Y
B8 s3 sRaG CN S 2 Tp (M )∗ /Im(Hp ), j@3 Icj j3aL <R3c sw N0 s3 <3j  cwcj3L R8 ICN3a
0C{3a3NjCI RU3ajRac D0 j@j <R3c $3js33N j@3 q3,jRa $nN0I3c
Tp (M )∗ → S 2 Tp (M )∗ /Im(Hp ).

B8 Hp Cc <3N3aC,. N0 CN UajC,nIa C8 Cj Cc R8 LuCLI aNG dim(Np (M )) = n2 . j@3N D0
Cc  cwcj3L R8 ICN3a 0C{3a3NjCI RU3ajRac $3js33N q3,jRa $nN0I3c R8 j@3 cL3
n+1 aNG6 BN j@3
IN<n<3 R8 T/2ȕc. j@Cc cwc j@j j@3 cwcj3L Cc 03j3aLCN30 s@3N N = 2 Y  cCLCIa
,RLUnjjCRN 8Ra j@3 LRa3 <3N3aI cCjnjCRN R8 N CcRL3jaC, 3L$300CN<
f : M n → RN
sCj@ Hp <3N3aC, <Cq3c j@j D0 LUc Tp (M )∗ jR  q3,jRa $nN0I3 R8 j@3 8RIIRsCN< aNGc-
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n+1

− (N − n) C8 N ≤

VlW 0 C8 N ≥ n+1
+ nY
2
VSW

2

n+1
2

+ nd

BN ,c3 VlW. RN3 ,N 3ICLCNj3 II R8 j@3 UajCI 03aCqjCq3c. N0 j@nc R$jCN N I<3$aC, UaR$A
I3L jR cRIq3 8Ra j@3 f˙ν Y i@Cc Cc j@3 cCjnjCRN R8 j@3 IR,I j@3Ra3L R8 `R$3aj ;a33N3 IIn030
jR 3aIw CN j@Cc c3,jCRN.
R8 DR@N Mc@ RN j@3 <IR$I CcRL3jaC, 3L$300CN<
 N0 IcR CN j@3 sRaGn+1
+
n
>
N
>
UaR$I3LY #w VSW. C8 n+1
2
2 . s3 <3j N Rq3a03j3aLCN30 cwcj3L. N0 C8
n+1
N < 2 . s3 <3j N nN03j3aLCN30 cwcj3LY
BN j@3 ,RNj3uj R8 3uj3aCRa 0C{3a3NjCI cwcj3Lc. j@3 UaR,3cc R8 <RCN< 8aRL D jR D0 Cc RN3
R8 03UaRIRN<jCRN. a3q3acCN< j@3 $cC, UaRIRN<jCRN ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 2/bY
i@3 ~NI cj3Uc CN cRIqCN< j@3 IR,I CcRL3jaC, 3L$300CN< UaR$I3L 8Ra f : M3 → R6 CNA
qRIq3 cRL3 03IC,j3 3cjCLj3c 8aRL j@3 j@3Raw R8 UajCI 0C{3a3NjCI 3\njCRNc s@C,@ a3 N3CA
j@3a 3IICUjC, NRa @wU3a$RIC,. N0 @CN<3 RN N NIwcCc R8 j@3 <3RL3jaw R8 j@3 a3I 3IICUjC, ,naq3
ΞD . s@C,@ 8Ra 3uLUI3 ,N @q3 RN3 Ra jsR ,RNN3,j30 ,RLURN3NjcY
7Ra @C<@3a n. j@3 03j3aLCNNjI @wU3acna8,3 RN3 <3jc 8Ra ΞD ,N $3 cCN<nIa. c 03j3aLCA
NNjI @wU3acna8,3c CN <3N3aI a3 cCN<nIa IRN< j@3 IR,nc s@3a3 j@3w 0aRU aNG $w j I3cj
l. N0 j@Cc @c ,R0CL3NcCRN : CN <3N3aIY

fY rRaG R8 ;aC|j@c sCj@ K; RN iN<3Nj bU,3c jR I<3$aC, +w,I3c
i@Cc sRaG Cc CNj3NjCRNIIw cU3,nIjCq3Y /n3 jR ;aC|j@c N0 rCI8aC30 b,@LC0 CN RN3 UaLA
3j3a N0 +jjNCAFUINAb,@LC0 CN c3q3aI UaL3j3ac. j@3a3 Cc  s3IIA03q3IRU30 qaCjCRNI
j@3Raw 8Ra ?R0<3 cjan,jna3cY r@CI3 j@3a3 Cc  qaCjCRNI j@3Raw 8Ra I<3$aC, cn$qaC3jC3c.
j@3a3 Cc NR ,RLUa$I3 j@3Raw 8Ra I<3$aC, ,w,I3cY i@3a3 a3 8RaLC0$I3 R$cj,I3c jR $3CN<
$I3 jR nc3 cn,@  j@3Raw jR <R 8aRL CN~NCj3cCLI CN8RaLjCRN jR  <3RL3jaC, 038RaLjCRN R8
 ,w,I3. N0 3q3N 8RaLI 038RaLjCRNc j@j a3 nNR$cjan,j30 j II I3q3Ic Lw $3 R$cjan,j30
<3RL3jaC,IIwY
B8 s3 @q3  URCNj p RN  cLRRj@ UaRE3,jCq3 qaC3jw M . j@3 jN<3Nj cU,3 R8 zA0CL3NcCRNI
cn$LNC8RI0c R8 M j p Cc Encj Tp (M )Y c  cn$qaC3jw. C8 p Cc NRNAa30n,30. Cj ,N @q3  q3aw
,RLUIC,j30 C03I. s@C,@ j@3N ,N qaw. N0 RN3 <3jc j@3 ?CI$3aj c,@3L3Y c N I<3$aC,
,w,I3. j@3a3 Cc  0C{3a3Nj UaR$I3LĢ$w NIR<w sCj@ U@wcC,c.  ȒUajC,I3 N0 NjCUajC,I3ȓ ,N
UU3a. 3Y< s3 ,N 038RaL p c p(t) + q(t) − r(t). s@3a3 p(0) = q(0) = r(0) = pY
7Ra ,R0CL3NcCRN S. j@3 c@38 R8 0CqCcRac DM cCjc CN N 3u,j c3\n3N,3
∗
0 → OM
→ M∗M → DM → 0,
∗
s@3a3 OM
N0 M∗M a3 a3cU3,jCq3Iw j@3 c@3q3c R8 NRs@3a3 qNCc@CN< @RIRLRaU@C, N0
L3aRLRaU@C, 8nN,jCRNc RN M Y i@3 jN<3Nj cU,3c jR j@Cc c3\n3N,3 <Cq3c N 3u,j c3\n3N,3

0 → OM → MM → PP M → 0,
s@3a3 PP M Cc j@3 c@38 R8 UaCN,CUI Uajc RN M Y  8LCIw R8 0CqCcRac Cc <Cq3N IR,IIw $w
div(f (t)). N0 C8
f (t) = f + tf˙ + higher order terms,
j@3 03aCqjCq3 Cc j@3 UaCN,CUI Uaj f˙/f Y
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7Ra zA,w,I3c RN M sCj@ n j@3 0CL3NcCRN R8 M . j@3 3uUa3ccCRN 8Ra j@3 jN<3Nj cU,3 jR
,w,I3c Cc
n−1
Tx Z n (M ) = lim ExtnOM,x (OM /mix , ΩM/Q
)∼
= Hxn (Ωn−1
M/Q ).
i→∞

?3a3 mx Cc j@3 C03I R8 IR,I @RIRLRaU@C, 8nN,jCRNc RN M qNCc@CN< j x. N0 Ωn−1
M/Q Cc j@3
c@38 R8 F¡@I3a 0C{3a3NjCIc R8 03<a33 n − 1 RN M Rq3a QY i@3 F¡@I3a 0C{3a3NjCIc Rq3a
Q a3 03~N30 CN j@3 cL3 sw c j@3Ca LRa3 <3RL3jaC, a3IjCq3. j@3 F¡@I3a 0C{3a3NjCIc Rq3a
C. 3u,3Uj j@j 8Ra ,RNcjNjc.
dc = 0
Cc RNIw a3\nCa30 8Ra c ∈ QY i@nc a3<a0CN< r c  8nN,jCRN.
d(πr2 ) = 2πrdr + r2 dπ.
r3 N330 jR $3 CN j@3 I<3$aC, ,j3<Raw. CY3Y NR jaNc,3N03NjI 8nN,jCRNcY 7CNIIw. Hxn (Ωn−1
M/Q )
Cc j@3 IR,I ,R@RLRIR<w j xY
i@3 pȕj@ +@Rs <aRnU Cc
CH p (M ) =

Z p (M )
.
Z p (M )rat

i@3 #IR,@A[nCII3N j@3Ra3L 03c,aC$3c j@Cc CN j3aLc R8 I<3$aC, FAj@3Raw c
CH p (M ) ∼
= H p (Kp (OM )),
s@3a3 ,R@RLRIR<w Cc jG3N CN j@3 xaCcGC jRURIR<wY bU3N,3a #IR,@ <q3 j@3 8RaLI a3IjCRN
p−1
T CH p (M ) ∼
= H p (ΩM/Q ).

MRs j@3a3 Cc  NjnaI LU

p−1
p
Hxp (Ωp−1
M/Q ) → H (ΩM/Q )

s@C,@ Cc j@3 LU. 8Ra p = n.
Tx Z n (M ) → T CH n (M ).
;3RL3jaC,IIw. RN3 Lncj jG3 j@3c3 8RaLI cjj3L3Njc sCj@  <aCN R8 cIjY MRj RNIw ,N
j@3 ~acjARa03a 038RaLjCRN R8 ,w,I3c $3 R$cjan,j30. $nj IcR cR ,N j@3 ~acjARa03a 038RaLjCRN
R8 ajCRNI 3\nCqI3N,3cY 7Ra 3uLUI3. RN N M sCj@ H 2,0 (M ) = 0. s3 @q3
H 2 (Ω1M/Q ) = ker(H 2 (Ω1M/C ) → Ω1C/Q ⊗Q H 3 (OM )).
?Rs3q3a. jR @q3  <3RL3jaC, <IR$I SAUaL3j3a 8LCIw R8 ,R0CL3NcCRN l ,w,I3c. s3 N330 jR
$3 LUUCN< jR J 2 (M )ab . N0 j@Cc Cc  ?R0<3Aj@3Ra3jC, R$cjan,jCRN jR  jN<3Nj q3,jRa $3CN<
jN<3Nj jR  <3RL3jaC, 8LCIwY
i@3a3 @c $33N RN<RCN< CNj3a3cjCN< sRaG CN j@Cc 0Ca3,jCRN )9. 9e*Y
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eY rRaG R8 ;aC|j@c sCj@ Kjj F3aa N0 K; RN KnL8Ra0Aij3 ;aRnUc N0
KnL8Ra0Aij3 /RLCNc
 URIaCy30 ?R0<3 cjan,jna3 R8 s3C<@j k Cc  q3,jRa cU,3 VQ Rq3a Q jR<3j@3a sCj@  UCaCN<
Q : V Q × VQ → Q
N0  03,RLURcCjCRN R8 VC = V ⊗Q C c
V p,q ,

VC =
p+q=k

s@3a3 j@3 V p,q a3 ,RLUI3u cn$cU,3c cjCc8wCN< V̄ p,q = V q,p Y i@3 URIaCyjCRN ,RN0CjCRN
Cc j@j Q Cc cwLL3jaC, s@3N k Cc 3q3N N0 NjCcwLL3jaC, s@3N k Cc R00. N0



VSW `C3LNNA?R0<3 B- Q(V p,q , V p ,q ) = 0 nNI3cc (p, q) = (q  , p )d
VlW `C3LNNA?R0<3 BB- i@3 ?3aLCjCN 8RaL H(v, w) = ip−q Q(v, w̄) Cc URcCjCq3A03~NCj3
RN V p,q Y


i@3a3 Cc  NjnaI sw jR LG3 a V ⊗ b V ∗ CNjR  ?R0<3 cjan,jna3Y  VajCRNIW
p,p
?R0<3 ,Icc 8Ra V Cc N 3I3L3Nj.C8 k = 2p.
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cnL R8 j@3 ?R0<3 j3NcRac 8Ra V R8 jwU3 a, bY
i@3 KnL8Ra0Aij3 <aRnU R8 V Cc
M T (V ) = {L ∈ Aut(VR , Q) | L ﬁxes the Hodge tensors of V }.
i@Cc Cc N I<3$aC, <aRnU Rq3a QY
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D = M T (V )/HV .
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j@3Raw 8Ra G jR @q3 0Cc,a3j3 c3aC3cY
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Plenary Lectures

Virtual properties of 3-manifolds
Dedicated to the memory of Bill Thurston

Ian Agol

Abstract. We will discuss the proof of Waldhausen’s conjecture that compact aspherical 3-manifolds
are virtually Haken, as well as Thurston’s conjecture that hyperbolic 3-manifolds are virtually ﬁbered.
The proofs depend on major developments in 3-manifold topology of the past decades, including Perelman’s resolution of the geometrization conjecture, results of Kahn and Markovic on the existence of
immersed surfaces in hyperbolic 3-manifolds, and Gabai’s sutured manifold theory. In fact, we prove a
more general theorem in geometric group theory concerning hyperbolic groups acting on CAT(0) cube
complexes, concepts introduced by Gromov. We resolve a conjecture of Dani Wise about these groups,
making use of the theory that Wise developed with collaborators including Bergeron, Haglund, Hsu,
and Sageev as well as the theory of relatively hyperbolic Dehn ﬁlling developed by Groves-Manning
and Osin.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). Primary 57M.
Keywords. hyperbolic, 3-manifold.

1. Introduction
In Thurston’s 1982 Bulletin of the AMS paper Three Dimensional Manifolds, Kleinian
groups, and hyperbolic geometry [81], he asked 24 questions which have guided the last
30 years of research in the ﬁeld. Four of the questions have to do with “virtual” properties
of 3-manifolds:
•

Question 15 (paraphrased): Are Kleinian groups LERF? [53, Problem 3.76 (Hass)]

•

Question 16: “Does every aspherical 3-manifold have a ﬁnite-sheeted cover which is
Haken?” This question originated in a 1968 paper of Waldhausen. [52, Problem 3.2] 1

•

Question 17: “Does every aspherical 3-manifold have a ﬁnite-sheeted cover with positive ﬁrst Betti number?” [53, Problem 3.50 (Mess)]

•

Question 18: “Does every hyperbolic 3-manifold have a ﬁnite-sheeted cover which
ﬁbers over the circle? This dubious-sounding question seems to have a deﬁnite chance
for a positive answer.” [53, Problem 3.51 (Thurston)]

The goal of this talk is to explain these problems, and how they reduce to a conjecture of
Wise in geometric group theory.
Note that there are now several expository works on the topics considered here [10, 11,
13, 20, 29].
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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2. 3-manifold topology
Haken introduced the notion of a Haken manifold as a way to understand certain 3-manifolds
via an inductive procedure by cutting along surfaces [43].
Deﬁnition 2.1. A closed essential surface f : Σ2 → M 3 is a surface with either
•
•

χ(Σ) ≤ 0 and f# : π1 (Σ) → π1 (M ) is injective or
Σ∼
= S 2 , and [f ] = 0 ∈ π2 (M ) (in other words, f is not homotopically trivial).

If M is a manifold, then M is termed aspherical if its universal cover M̃ is contractible. For
example, this holds if M̃ ∼
= Rn . In three dimensions, M is closed and aspherical if and only
3
∼
if M̃ = R , or equivalently π2 (M ) = π3 (M ) = 0 (this is a non-trivial consequence of the
geometrization conjecture). By the sphere theorem of Papakyrokopoulos [69], equivalently
|π1 (M )| = ∞ and M is irreducible.
If M is aspherical and contains an embedded essential surface, then M is called Haken.
For example if M is aspherical, and rank(H1 (M ; Q)) = b1 (M ) > 0, then M is Haken.
This follows from the loop theorem.
A 3-manifold M ﬁbers over the circle if there is a map η : M → S 1 such that each
point preimage η −1 (x) is a surface called a ﬁber.
If M is closed and 3-dimensional and ﬁbers over S 1 , then the ﬁber is a genus g surface
Fg , and M is obtained as the mapping torus of a homeomorphism f : Fg → Fg ,
M∼
= Tf =

Fg × [0, 1]
.
{(x, 0) ∼ (f (x), 1)}

A ﬁbered 3-manifold M has positive ﬁrst betti number, and the ﬁber surface is essential.
Therefore M is aspherical and Haken if g > 0.
A motivating question in 20th century 3-manifold topology:
Given an immersed essential surface in a 3-manifold, does there exist an embedded essential surface of the same type?
This has been an important question because embedded essential surfaces are easier to work
with than immersed surfaces in general. For example, the theory of normal surfaces allows
certain questions about embedded essential surfaces in 3-manifolds to be made algorithmic.
Examples include when χ(Σ) ≥ 0:
•

Dehn’s Lemma [25] [69, Papakyriokopoulos 1957]: If an embedded loop in ∂M is
homotopically trivial, then it bounds an embedded disk.

•

The Loop Theorem [69]: Similar statement for an immersed loop in ∂M .

•

The Sphere Theorem [69, Papakyriokopoulos 1957] [75, Stallings 1969]: If π2 (M ) =
0 (i.e., there’s an immersed essential sphere in M ), then there exists an embedded
essential sphere in M .

1 “Of those irreducible manifolds, known to me, which have inﬁnite fundamental group and are not suﬃciently
large, some (and possibly all) have a ﬁnite cover which is suﬃciently large.” [84] Waldhausen may only have been
referring to small Seifert-ﬁbered space examples that he was aware of, but the general question has been attributed
to him.
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The annulus and torus theorems [49, Jaco-Shalen] and [50, Johannson]:
In a Haken manifold, if there is an immersed essential annulus or torus, then there is
an embedded one.

•

The Seifert ﬁbered space theorem (Scott, Tukia, Casson-Jungreis, Gabai): If the center
Z(π1 (M )) = 0 and M is aspherical, then M is Seifert-ﬁbered.

As was known to Waldhausen, there is an inﬁnite class of aspherical Seifert-ﬁbered
spaces which are non-Haken, so one cannot hope to extend the torus theorem to non-Haken
3-manifolds. For example, one may consider the unit tangent bundle to a turnover orbifold
of euler characteristic < 0. However, these are easily shown to be virtually Haken, since
they have a ﬁnite-sheeted cover homeomorphic to the unit tangent bundle of a surface. Thus,
one may ask the question:
Given an immersed essential surface in a 3-manifold, does there exist a ﬁnitesheeted cover with an embedded essential surface of the same type?
These classic theorems of 3-manifold topology are now superseded by the Geometrization Theorem (Question 1 from Thurston’s list [81] [53, Problem 3.45 (Thurston)]). The
geometrization theorem states that an irreducible 3-manifold M admits a (possibly nonorientable) embedded essential surface Σ → M which is unique up to isotopy, such that
χ(Σ) = 0 and each component of M − Σ admits a complete locally homogeneous Riemannian metric of ﬁnite volume. There are eight possible model geometries for these metrics.
This question was formulated by William Thurston at Princeton in the 1970s, and was
proved by him for Haken 3-manifolds [82, 83], and conjectured to hold in general. A proof
of the conjecture was given by Grigori Perelman in 2003 using Ricci ﬂow [70], ﬁnishing a
program of Hamilton who introduced the Ricci ﬂow in the 1980s [45].
The most interesting and least understood homogeneous geometry is hyperbolic geometry.
Consider a chunk of glass sitting on a table, so that the speed of light n is proportional
to the height above the table (Figure 2.1). Then light will follow a geodesic path in the glass
which is a semicircle or line perpendicular to the tabletop.

Figure 2.1. A physical model for hyperbolic space

This gives a physical model for the upper half space model of hyperbolic space.
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Manifolds modeled on this geometry are hyperbolic 3-manifolds if they admit a complete
Riemannian metric of constant curvature −1, with fundamental group a Kleinian group (if
it is ﬁnitely generated). Classic examples of hyperbolic 3-manifolds are the Seifert-Weber
dodecahedral space, the ﬁgure eight knot complement, and the Whitehead link complement. Given a cusped hyperbolic 3-manifold (ﬁnite-volume non-compact), Thurston
showed that one may deform the hyperbolic metric to obtain hyperbolic metrics on Dehn
ﬁllings [80, Theorem 5.8.2]. A Dehn ﬁlling is obtained from a manifold with torus boundary
by identifying the boundary with the boundary of a solid torus (Figure 2.2). The homeomorphism type of the Dehn ﬁlling is determined by the slope of the meridian of the torus, which
may be regarded as a rational number ∈ PQ1 .

Figure 2.2. Dehn ﬁlling on the ﬁgure 8 knot complement

Thurston proved that all but ﬁnitely many slopes ∈ PQ1 give Dehn ﬁllings on a hyperbolic 3-manifold whice are hyperbolic.
An aspherical 3-manifold M whose geometric decomposition does not contain a hyperbolic piece is called a graph manifold. If M is not geometric, then all of the geometric
pieces of the JSJ decomposition are modeled on the geometry H2 × R.

3. Virtual properties of 3-manifolds
We say that a property of a space holds virtually if it holds for a ﬁnite-sheeted cover, or a
property holds virtually for a group if it holds for a ﬁnite-index subgroup.
•

Recall that a compact aspherical 3-manifold M is Haken if it contains an embedded
π1 -injective surface (e.g. a knot complement). The Seifert-Weber space is non-Haken
[19, Burton-Rubinstein-Tillmann], as well as hyperbolic surgeries on the ﬁgure 8 knot
complement [80, Corollary 4.11].

•

A 3-manifold M is virtually Haken if there is a ﬁnite-sheeted manifold cover M̃ →
M such that M̃ is Haken, e.g. hyperbolic surgeries on the ﬁgure 8 knot complement
are virtually Haken [27, Dunﬁeld-Thurston].

•

Waldhausen conjectured that every aspherical 3-manifold M is virtually Haken (the
virtual Haken conjecture, Question 16).

•

A fortiori, does M have a ﬁnite-sheeted cover M̃ → M with b1 (M̃ ) > 0 (Question
17)? Recall that b1 (M ) = rank(H1 (M ; Q)).
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Remark: Since closed 3-manifold fundamental groups have balanced presentations,
it is unlikely that a generic 3-manifold M has b1 (M ) > 0, which clariﬁes the diﬃculty
of this question.
•

M is virtually ﬁbered if there exists a ﬁnite-sheeted cover M̃ → M such that M̃
ﬁbers.

•

If M ﬁbers, then b1 (M ) > 0, so this is stronger than asking for virtual positive betti
number.

•

There have previously been several classes of hyperbolic 3-manifolds shown to virtually ﬁber, including 2-bridge links (Walsh), some Montesinos links (Agol, Boyer,
Zhang, Guo) and certain alternating links (Aitchison-Rubinstein) as well as many examples of hyperbolic manifolds (Bergeron, Chesebro-DeBlois-Wilton, Gabai,
Leininger, Reid, Wise, Aitchison-Rubinstein). Some of these constructions have the
advantage that they give explicit descriptions or prescriptions for ﬁnding a cover that
ﬁbers.

•

Thurston asked whether every hyperbolic 3-manifold is virtually ﬁbered (Question
18)?

If M is a ﬁnite volume hyperbolic 3-manifold, and f : Fg → M is an essential immersion of a surface of genus g > 0, then there is a dichotomy for the geometric structure of the
surface discovered by Thurston, and proven by Bonahon in general [15].
Either f is
•

geometrically ﬁnite or

•

geometrically inﬁnite.

The ﬁrst case includes quasifuchsian surfaces. A quasifuchsian surface group is discrete
and preserves a circle in Ĉ such that the convex hull of this curve has ﬁnite covolume under
the group action. More generally, a geometrically ﬁnite group preserves a convex subset of
hyperbolic space whose quotient by the group has ﬁnite (non-zero) volume.
In the geometrically inﬁnite case, the surface is virtually the ﬁber of a ﬁbering of a
ﬁnite-sheeted cover of M .
The Tameness theorem [1, Agol], [21, Calegari-Gabai] plus the covering theorem of
[22, Canary] implies a similar dichotomy for ﬁnitely generated subgroups of π1 (M ):
either a subgroup is geometrically ﬁnite, or it corresponds to a virtual ﬁber. The limit
set of a ﬁber of a ﬁbration is ∂∞ H3 = Ĉ, but may be regarded as a sphere-ﬁlling curve [24,
Cannon-Thurston]. Analogous to the loop, sphere, annulus and torus theorems, one may
ask:
Given an essential map of a surface f : Σ → M with χ(Σ) < 0, is there an
essential embedding Σ → M ?
The answer to this question is no since there are examples of non-Haken 3-manifolds such as
the ﬁgure 8 knot hyperbolic ﬁllings which have virtual positive betti number, and therefore
contain an immersed essential surface, but no embedded essential surface.
With further hypotheses on the surface, the answer to this question can be a qualiﬁed yes.
Gabai proved that if f : Σ  M is an immersed oriented surface with χ(Σ) ≤ 0, and
f∗ ([Σ]) = 0 ∈ H2 (M ), then there is an embedded essential surface Σ → M such that
[Σ ] = f∗ [Σ] ∈ H2 (M ), and χ(Σ ) ≥ χ(Σ) [30–32].
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Gabai’s proof makes use of an inductive method called sutured manifold hierarchies to
construct a foliation of the manifold with an embedded compact leaf, and obtain the desired
lower bound on Euler characteristic by analyzing the Euler class of the foliation.
Theorem 3.1 ([51, Kahn-Markovic] [53, Problem 3.75 (Waldhausen)]). Hyperbolic 3-manifolds contain immersed quasi-fuchsian surfaces which are arbitrarily close to being totally
geodesic.
The limit sets of these surfaces in ∂∞ H3 can be made arbitrarily close to being a round
circle.
There has been much previous work on this problem, by Bart, Cooper, Lackenby, Li,
Long, Masters, and Zhang.

4. 3-manifold fundamental group properties
Deﬁnition 4.1. A group G is residually ﬁnite (RF) if for every 1 = g ∈ G, there exists a
ﬁnite group K and a homomorphism φ : G → K such that φ(g) = 1 ∈ K.
Alternatively,

{1} =
H.
(4.1)
[G:H]<∞

Examples of residually ﬁnite groups include
•

ﬁnitely generated linear groups [61, Malcev];

•

3-manifold groups [46, Hempel] + Geometrization [70]; and

•

mapping class groups of surfaces [35, Grossman].

Deﬁnition 4.2. A subgroup L < G is separable if for all g ∈ G−L, there exists φ : G → K
ﬁnite such that φ(g) ∈
/ φ(L).
Alternatively,
L=



H

(4.2)

L≤H≤G,[G:H]<∞

Residual ﬁniteness of G is equivalent to 1 < G is separable.
Deﬁnition 4.3. A subgroup L < G is weakly separable if for all g ∈ G − L, there exists
φ : G → K such that φ(L) is ﬁnite and φ(g) ∈
/ φ(L) (K need not be ﬁnite).
Example 4.4.
•

If L < G is ﬁnite, then L is (trivially) weakly separable in G.

•

Let H  G be a normal subgroup of G, then H is weakly separable in G. In fact, we
may use the quotient ϕ : G → G/H to weakly separate all elements of G − H from
H.

Deﬁnition 4.5. A group G is Locally Extended Residually Finite (LERF) if ﬁnitely generated subgroups of G are separable (local means ﬁnitely generated).
Previously well-known examples of LERF groups include
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•

Zn ;

•

free groups [44, Hall] and surface groups [74, Scott];

•

certain doubles of compression body groups [33, Gitik];
√
Bianchi groups PSL(2, Z[ −d]) [6, Agol-Long-Reid] and certain other arithmetic
subgroups of PSL(2, C) such as the fundamental group of the Seifert-Weber dodecahedral space;

•

•

3-dimensional hyperbolic reﬂection groups [41, Haglund-Wise].

There are examples of 3-manifold groups which are not LERF which are graph manifold
groups [18, Burns-Karrass-Solitar].
Thurston’s question 15 is whether Kleinian groups are LERF? LERF allows one to lift
π1 -injective immersions to embeddings in ﬁnite-sheeted covers [74, Scott] (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1. A surface immersed in a 3-manifold with separable fundamental group lifts to an embedding in a ﬁnite-sheeted cover

In fact, Matsumoto showed that there are certain graph manifolds which contain surfaces
which do not lift to an embedding in any ﬁnite-sheeted covering space [64, Matsumoto].
These examples highlight the importance of hyperbolicity with respect to subgroup separability.
4.1. Virtual ﬁbering. Thurston’s virtual ﬁbering question was stated for hyperbolic 3-manifolds, and does not hold for general 3-manifolds.
Theorem 4.6 (Przytycki-Wise 2012). If M is an aspherical closed 3-manifold which is not
a graph manifold, then M is virtually ﬁbered.
Svetlov characterized virtually ﬁbered graph manifolds (e.g. unit tangent bundles to
closed hyperbolic surfaces are not virtually ﬁbered), but the criterion is technical to state
[79, Svetlov].
Deﬁnition 4.7. A group G is Residually Finite Rationally Solvable or RFRS if there is a
sequence of subgroups G = G0 > G1 > G2 > · · · such that ∩i Gi = {1}, [G : Gi ] < ∞
and Gi+1 = ker{Gi → Zki → (Z/ni )ki } for sequences ni , ki ∈ N.
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Remark 4.8. We may assume that Gi  G, in which case G/Gi is a ﬁnite solvable group.
Thus, the RFRS condition is a strong form of residual ﬁnite solvability.
We remark that if G is RFRS, then any subgroup H < G is as well.
Examples of RFRS groups are free groups, surface groups, Zn and free products of RFRS
groups.
For a 3-manifold M with RFRS fundamental group, the condition is equivalent to there
existing a coﬁnal tower of ﬁnite-index covers
M ← M1 ← M2 ← · · ·
such that Mi+1 is obtained from Mi by taking a ﬁnite-sheeted cyclic cover dual to an embedded non-separating surface in Mi . Equivalently, π1 (Mi+1 ) = ker{π1 (Mi ) → Z → Z/kZ}.
This condition implies that M has virtual inﬁnite b1 , unless π1 (M ) is virtually abelian.
Theorem 4.9 ([2, Agol]). If M is aspherical and π1 (M ) is RFRS, then M virtually ﬁbers.
The proof makes use of sutured manifold theory, the inductive technique mentioned
before for studying foliations of 3-manifolds introduced by Gabai. For a self-contained
proof, see a preprint of [29, Friedl-Kitayama].
Theorem 4.10 ([86, Corollary 14.3, Theorem 14.29 Wise]). Haken hyperbolic 3-manifolds
are virtually ﬁbered.
The theorem includes non-compact hyperbolic 3-manifolds with ﬁnite volume unconditionally.

5. Geometric group theory
Let G be a ﬁnitely generated group, with generators G = g1 , . . . , gn . The Cayley graph
of G with respect to the generating set {g1 , . . . , gn } is a graph Γ = Γ(G, {g1 , . . . , gn }) with
vertex set V (Γ) = G, and edge set E(Γ) = {(g, g · gi )|g ∈ G, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. So the degree of
each vertex g is 2n.
We may regard Γ as a metric space, by letting edges of Γ have length 1, and taking the
path metric. So the distance d(1, g) between vertices 1, g ∈ V (Γ) is the smallest k such that
g = gi±1
· · · gi±1
. Then clearly d(h, h · g) = d(1, g), since the metric is invariant under the
1
k
left group action of G on Γ(G, {g1 , . . . , gn }).
The Cayley graph Γ(F2 , {a, b}) of the two generator free group F2 = a, b with respect
to the free generating set {a, b} is an inﬁnite 4-valent tree, with oriented edges labeled a, b.
Geometric group theory is the study of properties of groups from the geometric properties of
the Cayley graph. This notion has some origins in the work of [26, Dehn 1911] on the word
problem for surface groups, but was introduced by [66, Milnor 1968] who studied the growth
of balls in Cayley graphs of groups as a function of the radius, and [23, Cannon 1984] who
studied the Cayley graphs of hyperbolic manifolds.
If G acts properly and cocompactly on a metric space X (for example, X = M̃ the
universal cover, where M is a compact Riemannian manifold, and G = π1 (M )), then some
geometric properties of X are reﬂected in the geometric properties of the Cayley graph
Γ(G, {g1 , . . . , gn }). So we may study properties of a group G by studying the geometric
properties of X.
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For example, Milnor observed that if the volumes of balls of radius r in X grow exponentially with r, then the same will hold for the balls in Γ, with volume replaced by the number
of vertices. Exponential growth of balls holds for universal covers of compact Riemannian
manifolds with negative curvature.
Cannon ’84 realized that Cayley graphs of hyperbolic manifolds have a nice recursive
combinatorial structure for the balls of radius r. This notion was then extended and codiﬁed
by [34, Gromov 1987] in the notion of a hyperbolic group.
A (Gromov-)hyperbolic geodesic metric space X may be deﬁned by Rips’ “slim triangle” condition: for points A, B in the metric space, let [A, B] ⊂ X be a geodesic connecting
A and B. Then X is called a δ-hyperbolic metric space if for any three points A, B, C ∈ X,
[B, C] ⊂ Nδ ([A, B] ∪ [A, C]).
√
For example, hyperbolic space Hn is log(1 + 2)-hyperbolic and a tree is 0-hyperbolic.
If Γ(G, {g1 , . . . , gn }) is a δ-hyperbolic metric space for some δ, then G is called a
(Gromov)-hyperbolic group (sometimes also called δ-hyperbolic, word-hyperbolic, or just
hyperbolic group).
Gromov proved many properties of these groups, such as there exists a compactiﬁcation
Γ(G, {g1 , . . . , gn }) ∪ ∂∞ (G), so that ∂∞ (G) is independent of the generating set and Γ.
Deﬁnition 5.1. Let X be a geodesic metric space, and Y ⊂ X. Then Y is R-quasiconvex
in X if for every y1 , y2 ∈ Y , the geodesic [y1 , y2 ] ⊂ X lies in an R-neighborhood of Y ,
[y1 , y2 ] ⊂ NR (Y ).
For example, X is δ-hyperbolic if [a, b] ∪ [b, c] is δ-quasiconvex for every a, b, c ∈ X.
Let G be a hyperbolic group, with Cayley graph Γ. A subgroup H < G may be regarded
as a subspace H ⊂ G = V (Γ) ⊂ Γ. Then we say H is quasiconvex if it is R-quasiconvex
in Γ for some R. It follows from quasigeodesic stability that H will be quasiconvex in the
Cayley graph with respect to any (ﬁnite) generating set of G.
Motivating examples of hyperbolic groups are Kleinian groups without Z2 subgroups
(e.g. fundamental groups of closed hyperbolic manifolds and convex cocompact Kleinian
groups), and more generally fundamental groups of closed negatively curved manifolds.
Motivating examples of quasi-convex subgroups are quasi-fuchsian surface groups (such as
the fundamental groups of the essential Kahn-Markovic surfaces) in closed hyperbolic 3manifold groups, and cyclic subgroups of arbitrary hyperbolic groups.
Theorem 5.2 ([4, 62, Agol, Groves, Manning, Martinez-Pedrosa 2008]). If hyperbolic
groups are RF, then Kleinian groups are LERF
So it may be possible to show that hyperbolic 3-manifold groups are LERF by showing
that Gromov-hyperbolic groups are RF
Caveat: This approach seems quite unlikely to work, since many experts believe that
there are non-RF Gromov-hyperbolic groups.

6. Cube complexes
A topological space X is locally CAT(0) cubed if X is a cube complex such that putting
the standard Euclidean metric on each cube gives a locally CAT(0) metric (a form of nonpositive curvature). Gromov [34] showed that this metric condition is equivalent to a purely
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H

3

Figure 6.1. For the endpoints of each geodesic, there is a quasifuchsian limit set which separates the
endpoints

combinatorial condition on the links of vertices of X, they are ﬂag. A ﬂag simplicial complex has the property that its simplices are determined by the 1-skeleton: if one sees a k + 1
complete subgraph in the 1-skeleton, then there is a k-simplex spanning the subgraph. If X
is locally CAT(0) and simply-connected, then it is globally CAT(0).
In a locally CAT(0) cube complex, there are canonical maps of codimension-one locally
geodesic subcomplexes W  X called hyperplanes, which are obtained by taking the
union of midplanes in each cube. The components of the hyperplane complex correspond to
equivalence classes of an equivalence relation on edges of the complex generated by edges
lying on opposite sides of a square.
A locally CAT(0) square complex has the property that the link of each vertex is a graph
of girth ≥ 4 (there are no triangles). In this picture of a square complex, the link of each
vertex is a 5-cycle, so it is a CAT(0) square complex.
A topological space Y is cubulated if it is homotopy equivalent to a compact locally
CAT(0) cube complex X  Y (equivalently, Y is aspherical and π1 (X) ∼
= π1 (Y )). We
also say in this case that π1 (Y ) is cubulated. We are interested in 3-manifolds which are
cubulated.
Remark 6.1. If Y = M 3 , and X  Y is a CAT(0) cubing, then dimX may be > 3. Tao
Li has shown that there are hyperbolic 3-manifolds Y such that there is no homeomorphic
CAT(0) cubing X ∼
= Y [56].
A theorem of [73, Sageev 1995] associates a cocompact action of π1 (M ) on a (globally)
CAT(0) cube complex if M contains an immersed essential surface. Sageev’s construction
gives a cube complex in which each immersed essential surface in a 3-manifold corresponds
to an immersed hyperplane.
For example, Sageev’s construction applied to a ﬁber surface gives an action factoring
through the Z action on R, with quotient S 1 . In the case of a geometrically inﬁnite surface in
a hyperbolic 3-manifold, Sageev’s construction gives rise to a crystallographic group action.
Theorem 6.2 ([12, Bergeron-Wise 2012]). Closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds are cubulated.
Bergeron-Wise give a condition for cubulation. If every geodesic in H3 has the property
that its endpoints in ∂∞ H3 are separated by the limit set of a quasifuchsian surface, then one
may use ﬁnitely many surfaces so that Sageev’s construction will give a proper cocompact
action on a CAT(0) cube complex (Figure 6.1).
The surfaces produced by Kahn-Markovic have limit sets which are close to any given
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Figure 6.2. Some graphs with their associated RAAGs
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Figure 6.3. Deﬁning the Salvetti complex SΓ

circle, so can separate any pair of points in ∂∞ H3 . Thus closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds are
cubulated.
There were many known examples of cubulated hyperbolic 3-manifolds before this theorem, e.g. alternating link complements [7, Aitchison-Rubinstein]. Other examples come
from duals to tessellations by right-angled polyhedra.
6.1. Right angled Artin groups.
Deﬁnition 6.3. Let Γ be a simplicial graph. The right-angled Artin group AΓ (RAAG)
deﬁned by Γ has a generator for each vertex v ∈ V (Γ), and relators vw = wv if (v, w) ∈
E(Γ) is an edge of Γ.
The Salvetti complex SΓ associated to AΓ is a K(AΓ , 1) which is a locally CAT(0)
cube complex, deﬁned by taking a wedge of loops (rose), one for each generator, and attaching a k-torus for each complete subgraph (k-clique) of Γ (Figure 6.3). The 2-skeleton by
construction gives a presentation π1 (SΓ ) ∼
= AΓ .
The Salvetti complex has the property that the links of the vertices are ﬂag simplicial
complexes, and therefore these complexes are locally CAT(0).
Examples include
•

•

•

The free group associated to the trivial graph Γ with no edges, for which SΓ is a wedge
of loops
∼ Tn
The n-torus associated to the complete graph on n vertices Kn , for which SKn =
the n-torus
The complement of a chain of 4 links (Figure 6.4).

6.2. Special cube complexes. Special cube complexes are deﬁned in terms of properties
of their hyperplanes. Hyperplanes are embedded and 2-sided. Moreover, there are no selfosculating or inter-osculating hyperplanes (Figure 6.5). The midplane of a cube is dual to the
edges of the cube it crosses. Thus, we may regard a hyperplane as an equivalence class of
(oriented) edges generated by the equivalence relation of two edges lying on opposite sides of
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Γ =
a

SΓ =

b

a

b

Figure 6.4. The complement of a chain of 4 links

a square. If the orientation of edges dual to a hyperplane is preserved in an equivalence class,
then the hyperplane is said to be 2-sided. If no adjacent edges of a square are in the same
equivalence class, then the hyperplane is embedded. If equivalent edges share a common
vertex, which is the end or beginning of both edges, then we say that the hyperplane osculates
(Figure 6.5 (a)). If two hyperplanes osculate at one vertex, and cross at another vertex,
then we say that the hyperplanes interosculate (Figure 6.5 (b)). These are the forbidden
conﬁgurations in a special cube complex.

(a) Self-osculation

(b) Inter-osculation

Figure 6.5. Conﬁgurations forbidden in a special cube complex

The motivating examples of special cube complexes are Salvetti complexes of RAAGs.
Here’s an example of a special cube complex X homeomorphic to a surface. The hyperplanes consist of six curves colored blue and red in Figure 6.6.

(a) The hyperplanes

(b) The green square complex

Figure 6.6. A special cube complex X homeomorphic to a surface
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Figure 6.7. The crossing graph of X

The crossing graph Γ(X) of a cube complex X has vertices corresponding to the hyperplanes of X, and two vertices of Γ(X) are connected by an edge if and only if the corresponding hyperplanes of X cross (Figure 6.7).
Theorem 6.4 ([39, Haglund-Wise 2007]). If X is a special cube complex with hyperbolic
fundamental group π1 X (in the sense of Gromov), then π1 X embeds in a RAAG AΓ(X) and
quasi-convex subgroups of π1 X are separable.
For the proof, take the crossing graph Γ(X) associated to X and form the RAAG AΓ(X) .
There is a natural map from X to the Salvetti complex SΓ(X) sending every edge dual to
a hyperplane to the corresponding edge in the Salvetti complex, and extending over the
higher skeleta. This map is a locally isometric immersion when X is special, and therefore
π1 (X) ≤ AΓ(X) .
For example, applying this construction to SΓ just recovers the identity isometry SΓ →
SΓ and the isomorphism π1 (SΓ ) ∼
= AΓ !
The notion of a virtual retract was deﬁned independently by [60, Long-Reid] and [38,
Haglund]:
Deﬁnition 6.5. A subgroup L < G is a virtual retract if there exists G < G a ﬁnite-index
subgroup such that L < G and a retract r : G → L, meaning r|L = Id.
E.g. if Λ ⊂ Γ is a subgraph spanned by vertices, there is a natural retract AΓ → AΛ ,
setting generators of AΓ corresponding to vertices not in Λ to 1.
Claim: If G is residually ﬁnite, and L is a virtual retract of G, then L is separable in G.
Haglund proved that quasi-convex subgroups of RAAGs are virtual retracts [38]. This is
proved geometrically using “canonical completions” and “canonical retracts”.
Theorem 6.6 ([2, Agol 2008]). If M 3 is special cubulated, then M is virtually ﬁbered.
Since M is special cubulated, M  X, where X is a CAT(0) compact special cube
complex. Thus π1 (M ) = π1 (X) < AΓ(X) , a Right-Angled Artin Group. The RAAGs have
the RFRS property, so it passes to π1 (M ) and implies that M is virtually ﬁbered.
We resolved a conjecture of Wise which implies Thurston’s questions.
Theorem 6.7 ([86, Conjecture 19.5 Wise] [3, Agol 2012]). Locally CAT(0) cube complexes
with hyperbolic fundamental group are virtually special.
The importance of hyperbolicity in the hypotheses of this theorem is made apparent by
the following remarkable theorem:
Theorem 6.8 ([17, Burger-Mozes 1997]). There are simple groups which are the fundamental group of a locally CAT(0) square complex whose universal cover is a product of
ﬁnite-valence regular trees.
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Corollary 6.9. Let M be a closed hyperbolic 3-manifold. Then π1 M is LERF, large, and
M virtually ﬁbers.
A group G is large if there is a ﬁnite-index subgroup G < G which surjects a free group
on 2 generators.
This resolves positively Thurston’s questions 15-18. The next sections will discuss the
background needed in the proof of Theorem 6.7. We remark that the proof of Theorem 6.7
makes use of ideas introduced in the context of 3-manifold topology, including hierarchies
and relatively hyperbolic Dehn ﬁlling. However, to prove the theorem, it is essential that one
work in the category of hyperbolic groups, rather than specialize to hyperbolic 3-manifold
groups which are of interest for Thurston’s questions.
6.3. Amalgamated products and HNN extensions. Given groups A, B, C, and injections
ϕ1 : C → A, ϕ2 : C → B, we may form the amalgamated product G = A ∗C B, which
has a (relative) presentation A, B|ϕ1 (c) = ϕ2 (c), c ∈ C. By combinatorial group theory,
A, B, C → G inject.
Similarly, suppose we have two subgroups B, C < A, such that there is an isomorphism
ϕ : B → C. Then the HNN extension G = A∗ϕ has the presentation A, t|tct−1 =
ϕ(c), c ∈ B.
For example, all RAAGs are HNN extensions (more generally, any group G with a surjection G → Z). For any vertex v of a graph Γ deﬁning a RAAG, one has an associated
HNN decomposition, where A is the RAAG AΓ−v , where Γ − v is the subgraph obtained by
deleting all edges adjacent to v. The subgroup deﬁned by link(v) is both B and C in this
case, where ϕ = Id, since the generator corresponding to v in AΓ commutes with all the
elements in Alink(v) . This HNN decomposition may be realized geometrically by splitting
the Salvetti complex SΓ along the hyperplane dual to the generator corresponding to v.
For example, applying this to the complete graph RAAG AKn , one obtains the HNN
extension Zn = Zn−1 ∗Id . Another example is a 3-manifold ﬁbered over S 1 , A = π1 (Fg ),
B = C = A, and ϕ : B → C is an isomorphism induced by a homeomorphism f : Fg → Fg .
Then π1 (Tf ) = A∗ϕ .
6.4. Quasiconvex hierarchies. The notion of a hierarchy originated in the study of 1relator groups (the Magnus hierarchy), and in the study of Haken 3-manifolds (a Haken
hierarchy).
Deﬁnition 6.10. The class of groups QVH (standing for “Quasiconvex Virtual Hierarchy”)
are deﬁned inductively by
(1) 1 ∈ QVH
(2) If G = A ∗C B or G = A∗ϕ , with A, B, C ∈ QVH and quasiconvex in G, then
G ∈ QVH.
(3) Let H < G with [G : H] < ∞. If H ∈ QVH then G ∈ QVH (in particular with (1),
any ﬁnite group K ∈ VH).
The class of groups MQH is deﬁned similarly, but we require that C is malnormal in G
in (2) as well.
It is not hard to show that if M is a hyperbolic 3-manifold, then π1 (M ) ∈ QVH if and
only if M is virtually Haken with a ﬁnite-sheeted cover containing an embedded quasifuchsian surface.
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Special cube complexes with hyperbolic fundamental group are also in QVH, with hierarchy induced by cutting along hyperplanes.
If we have a closed hyperbolic 3-manifold M ﬁbering over S 1 with ﬁber Σ, then π1 (Σ)
is not quasi convex in π1 (M ), so π1 (M ) is not necessarily contained in QVH.
Theorem 6.11 ([86, Wise 2011]). Let G ∈ QVH. Then G is virtually special. That is, there
is a CAT(0) cube complex X so that G acts properly cocompactly on X, and a ﬁnite-index
subgroup G < G such that X/G is a special cube complex.
Wise showed that one-relator groups with torsion are in QVH. This resolved a conjecture
of [9, Baumslag 1967].
6.5. Relatively hyperbolic Dehn ﬁlling. Recall that the ﬁgure eight knot complement has
a complete hyperbolic metric of ﬁnite volume. However, the ﬁgure eight knot group G is not
a hyperbolic group, since it contains the peripheral subgroup Z2 = P < G coming from the
π1 -injective torus that is the boundary of a tubular neighborhood of the knot.
However, I mentioned that Thurston proved that all but ﬁnitely many Dehn ﬁllings on the
ﬁgure 8 knot complement are closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds. In fact, the core of the solid
torus of the Dehn ﬁlling is a closed geodesic in the hyperbolic structure on the Dehn ﬁlling.
Let Gp/q be the fundamental group of p/q Dehn ﬁlling on the ﬁgure eight knot complement. Then P ∩ ker{G → Gp/q } = (p, q). In fact, ker{G → Gp/q } is freely generated
by conjugates of the subgroup (p, q).
The group G is not hyperbolic, but it is relatively hyperbolic. Roughly, this means that
if we take the coset graph of the subgroup P , then this graph is δ-hyperbolic. This notion
was suggested by Gromov, and developed by Bowditch [16] and Farb [28]. There’s an extra
condition needed called “bounded coset penetration”.
Alternatively, Groves and Manning showed that if one attaches “combinatorial horoballs”
to the cosets of the peripheral group P , then the resulting space is δ-hyperbolic if and only
if G is relatively hyperbolic to P [36].
For example, if F is a free group, and h ∈ F is a primitive element, then F is hyperbolic
relative to h.
For a relatively hyperbolic group, such as the ﬁgure eight knot complement, there is an
analogue of Thurston’s hyperbolic Dehn ﬁlling theorem.
Theorem 6.12 ([36, Groves-Manning][68, Osin]). Let G be a group which is hyperbolic
relative to the subgroup P . Then there is a ﬁnite set of elements S ⊂ P − {1} so that if
P   P is ﬁnite-index with S ∩ P  = ∅, then the quotient G/
P  ! is a hyperbolic group.
Moreover, P ∩
P  != P  .
For example, if G is a hyperbolic group, and h ∈ G is a primitive element, then G is
hyperbolic relative to h. Then for all suﬃciently large n, G/
hn ! will also be a
hyperbolic group. This result is due to Gromov (or rather small-cancellation theory), but the
relatively hyperbolic Dehn ﬁlling theorem vastly generalizes this result.
6.6. MSQT. We state a special case of the Malnormal Special Quotient Theorem (MSQT):
Theorem 6.13 ([86, Wise 2011]). Let G be a virtually special hyperbolic group, and let
h ∈ G. Then there exists N such that G/hn  is virtually special hyperbolic for all N |n.
Remark: The hyperbolicity of G/
hyperbolic Dehn ﬁlling.

hn ! for n large may be proved using relatively
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The general statement of the malnormal special quotient theorem is a bit more technical
to state. First we need a deﬁnition. A collection of subgroups {H1 , . . . , Hm } < G form an
almost malnormal collection provided that for any element g ∈ G with |Hi ∩gHj g −1 | = ∞,
we must have i = j and g ∈ Hi . We state a strengthened version of the MSQT:
Theorem 6.14 ([86, Theorem 12.3, Malnormal Special Quotient Theorem (MSQT)],[5]).
Let G be hyperbolic, virtually special, and H = {H1 , . . . , HM } < G a almost malnormal
collection of quasi convex subgroups. Then there exists Ḣi  Hi such that for any Hi < Ḣi ,
such Hi  Hi and Hi /Hi is virtually special hyperbolic, the quotient group G = G/ <<

>> is virtually special hyperbolic.
H1 , . . . , Hm
Remarks on the proof. The original version of Wise assumes that [Hi : Hi ] < ∞. The
hypothesis implies that (G, H) is relatively hyperbolic. Using hyperbolic Dehn ﬁlling results
of Groves-Manning and Osin, one may conclude that G is hyperbolic whenever Hi /Ḣi
avoids a ﬁnite set of elements by Theorem 6.12. The diﬃcult thing is showing that the
quotient is cubulated and virtually special.
What Wise actually proves is that there is a ﬁnite-index normal subgroup G  G which
has an induced peripheral structure (G , H ), so that H contains representatives of each G
conjugacy class of Hi ∩ G . Moreover, he shows that a hyperbolic Dehn ﬁlling on (G , H )
admits a malnormal quasiconvex hierarchy, so is in MQH. Then he applies his joint work
with Haglund [42] and Hsu [47] to conclude that groups with a malnormal quasiconvex
hierarchy are virtually special. One may then choose the Dehn ﬁlling of G to be induced
from a Dehn ﬁlling of G, and thus the Dehn ﬁlling of G will be virtually special. The main
diﬀerence in the new proof of this theorem in [5] is that we ﬁrst form a malnormal hierarchy
of G which terminates in copies of H . This gives a malnormal hierarchy for any Dehn
ﬁlling of G , giving the same conclusion.
The MSQT is the key result that Wise uses to prove that groups in QVH are virtually
special (Theorem 6.11).
6.7. Weak separability of subgroups. The starting point for applying Wise’s results to
prove his conjecture is the following result proved in the appendix to the paper:
Theorem 6.15 ([3, Agol-Groves-Manning, Appendix]). Let G be a hyperbolic group, and
H < G a quasi-convex virtually special subgroup. Then H is weakly separable in G.
The proof of this result is an inductive argument using relatively hyperbolic Dehn ﬁlling.
It is a direct generalization of the previously mentioned result (Theorem 5.2) that if hyperbolic groups are residually ﬁnite, then quasiconvex subgroups are separable. The proof is by
induction on height of quasiconvex subgroups, which measures how many conjugates of a
subgroup intersect in an inﬁnite group. So ﬁnite groups have height zero, almost malnormal
groups have height 1. One uses relative hyperbolic Dehn ﬁlling to reduce the height, and
eventually ﬁnd a quotient in which the image of the subgroup is ﬁnite. Note that the same
induction on height is used by Wise in the proof of Theorem 6.11 in order to reduce the case
of QVH to the MQH case.
Hyperbolicity is used in a crucial way in the proof of this theorem, making it inapplicable
for example to the examples of Burger-Mozes (Theorem 6.8).
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7. Outline of the proof of Wise’s conjecture
The proof of Wise’s conjecture (Theorem 6.7) is by induction on dimension. Let X be a
compact locally CAT(0) cube complex with G = π1 X hyperbolic. Let W  X be the
immersed hyperplane complex. Then the maximal dimension of cubes in W is one less than
those in X, so by induction we may assume that W is virtually special. Then we may apply
weak separability to conclude under these hypotheses that
Theorem 7.1. There exists G  G, G/G ∼
= G, X̃/G ∼
= X such that X has 2-sided
embedded acylindrical compact hyperplanes.
The acylindrical hypothesis is equivalent to the condition that the fundamental groups of
the hyperplanes of X are malnormal in G . If X → X were a ﬁnite-sheeted cover, then we
would be done, since we would have proved that π1 (X) is in QVH. However, the proof of
the theorem produces an inﬁnite-sheeted regular cover.
Deﬁnition 7.2 (Crossing Graph). Let Γ(X ) be a graph with vertex set V (Γ(X )) = W the
hyperplanes of X , and edges (W1 , W2 ) ∈ E(Γ(X )) if W1 ∩W2 = ∅ or if there is an essential
cylinder going between W1 and W2 .
Deﬁnition 7.3 (Coloring space). Let [n] = {1, . . . , n}. Let
Cn (Γ) = {c : V (Γ) → [n]|c(W1 ) = c(W2 ), ∀(W1 , W2 ) ∈ E(Γ)}
denote the space of n-colorings of the graph Γ.
We regard Cn (Γ) as a closed subspace of the Cantor set [n]V (Γ) . If deg(Γ) ≤ k, then
Ck+1 (Γ) = ∅.
A coloring c ∈ Cn (Γ(X )) gives rise to a hierarchy of X : cut along the hyperplanes
colored 1, then the hyperplanes colored 2, ..., and ﬁnally the hyperplanes colored n. What is
left at the ends are stars of the vertices of X , with residues of the colorings remaining on the
boundary facets. We call these colored polyhedra.
The idea of the proof is to “reverse-engineer” a hierarchy of a ﬁnite-sheeted cover of X,
which is modeled on the hierarchy coming from a coloring of X . We want to ﬁnd a ﬁnite
collection of colored polyhedra which is balanced, so that the number of colorings of a face
is the same for the two polyhedra containing the face.
Then we may glue together polyhedra inductively, in order to reverse-engineer a hierarchy of a ﬁnite-sheeted cover, which is therefore virtually special by Wise (Figure 7.1).
7.1. Colorings of graphs. I’ll discuss a lemma which is used in the proof of Wise’s conjecture.
Let Γ be a graph of bounded valence ≤ k, and let G be a group acting cocompactly on Γ.
Let Cn (Γ) be the space of all colorings of Γ. Then Cn (Γ) is a compact topological space,
considered as a closed subspace of the Cantor set [n]Γ .
Lemma 7.4. There exists a probability measure μ on Ck+1 (Γ) which is G-invariant.
The proof of this lemma proceeds by coloring the vertices V (Γ) randomly with n-colors,
n ≥ k + 1. The probability that two endpoints of and edge e ∈ E(Γ) have the same color is
1/n. One can produce an (n − 1)-coloring of the vertices, by sending each vertex colored n
to the smallest color unused by its neighbors. By induction then, one produces a measure on
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Figure 7.1. Gluing polyhedra at the 4th stage of the hierarchy should preserve the lower stages

(k + 1)-colorings of V (Γ) which have probability of coloring the endpoints of e the same
color as ≤ 1/n. Taking a weak-* limit of these measures, one obtains a G − invariant
measure μ on V (Γ)[k+1] which is supported on the colorings of Γ.
7.2. Colorings and hierarchies. The probability measure is just an artiﬁce to construct a
solution to the gluing equations. We want to reverse engineer a hierarchy of a ﬁnite-sheeted
cover. We have a ﬁnite (non-compact) hierarchy associated to the cover X . The probability
measure allows us to extract some ﬁniteness associated to this hierarchy.
7.3. Polyhedra and facets. Let P denote the stars of vertices of X , which we will call
polyhedra. Let F denote the facets of X , which are dual to each edge of X , and are the
facets of the polyhedra P. Each facet F ∈ F will be contained uniquely in two polyhedra
P, Q ∈ P, P ∩ Q = F . There are 4 polygons in the example in Figure 6.6 up to the action
of G (we won’t draw P  and Q which are duplicates of P and Q). As a concrete example,
we take a covering space of X which kills the red curves, and kills the third power of the
blue curves, giving a cover looking like Figure 7.2. Note that only half of the cover is drawn;
the other half is obtained by doubling along the blue curves to get an inﬁnite surface without
boundary.
7.4. Supercoloring. Each polyhedron and facet of X will correspond uniquely to one of X
via the covering X → X.
We reﬁne the k + 1-coloring of the hyperplanes W by the coloring of a neighborhood
of size j in Γ(X ), where j is the color of a vertex, to get supercolored hyperplanes. The
facets F ∈ F get supercolored by their corresponding hyperplanes, and polyhedra will be
supercolored by their facets.
7.5. Polyhedral gluing equations. The variables for the gluing equations will be super
colored polyhedra, and the gluing equations will say that for a given super colored facet F ,
the super colorings of P which induce the same super coloring of F must equal the super
colorings of Q which induce the super coloring of F . We require that the variables are Ginvariant, in which case they are determined by ﬁnitely many variables corresponding to the
polyhedra of X (or G-orbits of super colored polyhedra of X ).
The G-invariant measure μ gives a solution to the gluing equations with non-negative
weights. Then we can get an integral solution to the gluing equations with non-negative
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Figure 7.2. The cover X of the cube complex in Figure 6.6 and polyhedra and facet

Figure 7.3. The face F has diﬀerent supercolorings, even though the facet is colored the same in both
colorings

weights, since the equations are linear with integral coeﬃcients. We take the integral solution
to the polyhedral gluing equations, and use them to glue up a ﬁnite-sheeted cover of X,
which is “modeled” on the hierarchies associated to colorings of X .
7.6. Gluing up the hierarchy. We construct a sequence of (usually disconnected) ﬁnite
cube complexes Vj , k + 1 ≥ j ≥ 0, with boundary pattern {∂1 (Vj ), . . . , ∂j (Vj )} determined
by the unpaired faces colored j. The ﬁnal stage V0 will be a ﬁnite-sheeted cover of X. The
ﬁrst stage Vk+1 is obtained by taking a number of copies of each supercolored polyhedron
determined by the integral solution to the gluing equations. In our example, k = 6, so the
ﬁrst stage is V7 (Figure 7.4). If we glued the faces of the polyhedra Vk+1 together preserving
colors, then we would obtain a ﬁnite-sheeted branched cover of X. So we have to be careful
at each stage that the gluing extends to an unbranched covering space.
The next stage of the hierarchy Vk is obtained from Vk+1 by gluing the faces labeled
k + 1 in pairs along matching supercolored faces (in our example, k + 1 = 7 is represented
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Figure 7.4. Collection of supercolored polyhedra determined by the solution to the gluing equations,
giving V7

by black, obtaining V6 , Figure 7.5).

Figure 7.5. Gluing V7 to get V6

We glue V5 from a cover Ṽ6 of V6 by gluing the boundary pattern ∂6 V6 (which in our
example is colored yellow Figure 7.6):
The supercoloring guarantees that the two sides of ∂6 V6 have consistently supercolored
hyperplanes, and therefore is a ﬁnite-sheeted cover of the hyperplane in a representative
coloring of X (Figure 7.6 (a)). The MSQT allows us to pass to a ﬁnite-sheeted cover Ṽ6 in
which both sides of ∂6 Ṽ6 match by an isometry (Figure 7.6 (b)).
We obtain Vi from Vi+1 by ﬁnding a covering space Ṽi+1 → Vi+1 in which the boundary
pattern ∂i+1 Ṽi+1 may be matched up in pairs which reverse the coorientations and preserve
super colorings. Constructing the cover Ṽi+1 requires another application of Wise’s MSQT.
The cube complex V0 will have no boundary pattern, and thus will give a ﬁnite-sheeted
covering space V0 → X and which has by construction has embedded acylindrical hyperplanes, and therefore a malnormal hierarchy.
One more application of Wise’s theorem (MQH =⇒ virtually special) gives a cover
Ṽ0 → X which is special.
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(a) V6

(b) Ṽ6

Figure 7.6. Taking a cover Ṽ6 of V6 to be able to glue to get V5

8. 3-manifold applications
8.1. Non-positive curvature. We state a result that combines the statements of theorems
of Liu and Przytycki-Wise:
Theorem 8.1 ([58, Theorem 1.1] [71, Corollary 1.4]). Let M be an aspherical compact
3-manifold. The following are equivalent:
(1) M admits a complete metric of non-positive curvature
(2) M is virtually homotopic to a special cube complex
(3) π1 (M ) virtually embeds in a right-angled Artin group
(4) π1 (M ) is virtually RFRS
In particular, such manifolds are virtually ﬁbered.
The manifolds which do not admit a metric of non-positive curvature are graph manifolds, and have been characterized by Svetlov in terms of the BKN equations [78].
A corollary of this result is that if M admits a non-positively curved metric, then π1 (M )
is linear (in fact, embeds in GL(n, Z)). It is still unresolved whether graph manifold groups
are linear. It would be remarkable if there are examples of ﬁbered graph manifolds with
non-linear fundamental group, since it would imply the existence of non-linear mapping
class groups.
8.2. Virtual torsion. Let K be a ﬁnitely generated abelian group.
Theorem 8.2 ([76, Sun 2013]). Given M a closed hyperbolic 3-manifold, there is a ﬁnitesheeted cover M̃ → M such that H1 (M ) ∼
= K ⊕ L.
For each summand Z/N Z of K, Sun constructs an immersed complex CN → M which
has a surface with one boundary component which wraps N times around a loop, and such
that π1 (CN ) → π1 (M ) is an injection, in fact with quasiconvex image. Take such a complex
for each cyclic summand of K, and immerse a wedge of these complexes in M to get a
quasiconvex immersion of a complex C → M such that π1 (C) < π1 (M ) is quasiconvex.
We also have by construction H1 (C; Z) ∼
= K. By the virtual retract property, there is a
cover M̃ → M such that there is a retract r : π1 (M̃ ) → π1 (C). Then we have a retract
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r∗ : H1 (M̃ ) → H1 (C). Therefore, we have H1 (M̃ ) ∼
= H1 (C) ⊕ ker(r∗ ) = K ⊕ L, for
L = ker(r∗ ).
Theorem 8.3 ([77, Sun 2014]). Let M be a closed hyperbolic 3-manifold. For any closed
manifold N , there is a ﬁnite cover M̃ → M such that there is a degree 2 map ρ : M̃ → N .
Since the map H 3 (N ; Z/pZ) → H 3 (M̃ ; Z/Z) is an isomorphism for p odd, there is
an embedding of cohomology rings H ∗ (N ; Z/pZ) → H ∗ (M̃ ; Z/pZ). Thus, not only can
one achieve arbitrary torsion in covers of a hyperbolic 3-manifold, but one can also embed
any cohomology ring of a 3-manifold, at least with odd order coeﬃcients (one may also use
rational coeﬃcients).
8.3. Heegaard gradient. For M a closed 3-manifold, the Heegaard genus g(M ) is the
minimal genus of a surface Σg ⊂ M such that Σg bounds handlebodies to each side (Σg is
a Heegaard surface. The Heegaard gradient of M is
∇g(M ) =

2g(M̃ ) − 2
f inite [π1 M : π1 M̃ ]

inf

M̃ →M

This notion was introduced by Lackenby to probe the virtual Haken conjecture [54].
If M is ﬁbered, then it is easy to see that ∇g(M ) = 0.
Conjecture 8.4 (Lackenby [54]). Let M be a closed hyperbolic 3-manifold. M is virtually
ﬁbered if and only if ∇g(M ) = 0.
This conjecture now follows (essentially trivially) from the virtual ﬁbering conjecture,
and therefore hyperbolic 3-manifolds have ∇g(M ) = 0. Note that Ichihara has shown that
Seifert-ﬁbered 3-manifolds with inﬁnite fundamental group have zero Heegaard gradient,
even though some of them are not virtually ﬁbered. It remains to compute the Heegaard
gradients of graph manifolds which are not virtually ﬁbered.
Theorem 8.5. A closed orientable 3-manifold M has ∇g(M ) ≤ 0 if and only if it is prime
or M ∼
= RP3 #RP3 .
Proof. First, note that if M is not prime or RP3 #RP3 , then ∇g(M ) > 0. The sphere decomposition of M gives a graph-of-groups decomposition of π1 M with trivial edge groups.
After passing to a ﬁnite-sheeted cover, one may assume that the vertices of this graph all
have degree ≥ 3. Then the corank of π1 M is > 1 (the corank is the maximal rank free
group surjected by π1 (M )). As one passes to further ﬁnite-sheeted covers, the corank grows
at least linearly with the index, and therefore the corank gradient is > 0, a fortiori the rank
gradient and Heegaard gradient.
If |π1 (M )| < ∞, then ∇g(M ) < 0 by the Poincaré conjecture, and if |π1 (M )| ∼
= Z or
Z/2Z ∗ Z/2Z, then ∇g(M ) = 0.
Now, suppose M is aspherical. If M has non-zero Gromov norm, then M virtually
ﬁbers, and therefore ∇g(M ) = 0 [71]. If M has zero Gromov norm, then M is a graph
manifold.
If M is Seifert-ﬁbered (with inﬁnite fundamental group), then this was proved by Ichihara [48]. It is easy to check that this holds for graph manifolds with non-trivial JSJ decomposition as well. There is a ﬁnite-sheeted cover in which each Seifert piece is homeomorphic to Σ × S 1 , for some surface with boundary Σ. The Heegaard genus of each piece
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is b1 (Σ) + 1. By passing to a further cover, we may assume that the JSJ decomposition
is bipartite, so that M = M1 ∪T M2 , where Mi ∼
= Σi × S 1 (Σi may be disconnected),
and T = ∂M1 = ∂M2 is the union of JSJ tori. Each Mi has a Heegaard splitting of
genus b1 (Mi ), in Mi = Hi ∪ Ci , where Hi is a union of handlebodies of genus b1 (Mi ),
and T = ∂Mi ⊂ ∂Ci . We may construct a Morse function on M , which has T as a
level set, and induces a perfect Morse function Mi , which is standard on Hi and Ci (although the restriction to M2 will have the indices ﬂipped). The index 0 critical points
lie in H1 , so that there are b0 (M1 ) index 0 critical points, and similarly the index 3 critical points lie in H2 , so there are b0 (M2 ) of them. There are b1 (H1 ) = b1 (M1 ) critical
points of index one in H1 , and there are b2 (M2 ) = b1 (M2 ) − b0 (M2 ) critical points of
index one in C2 . Similarly, there are b1 (H2 ) = b1 (M2 ) critical points of index two in
H2 , and b2 (M1 ) = b1 (M1 ) − b0 (M1 ) critical points of index two in C1 . Now, detelescope the Morse function on M to get a Heegaard splitting of M , then cancel all but one
of the index 0 critical points with index 1 critical points. This gives a Morse function with
b1 (H1 ) + b1 (M2 ) − b0 (M2 ) − b0 (M1 ) = b2 (M1 ) + b2 (M2 ) = b1 (Σ1 ) + b1 (Σ2 ) index one
critical points.
Now we observe that by passing to covering spaces M̃ → M , we may make the ratio
(b1 (Σ̃1 ) + b1 (Σ̃2 ))/[M̃ : M ] arbitrarily close to zero, by unwrapping the S 1 direction of M1
and M2 an arbitrarily large amount. This shows that the Heegaard gradient is zero.
Deﬁnition 8.6. Let G be a group, then d(G) is the minimal number of generators needed to
generate G (if G is not ﬁnitely generated, set d(G) = ∞).
Now, suppose G is a residually ﬁnite group. Deﬁne
∇d(G) =

d(G̃) − 1
.
G̃<G,[G:G̃]<∞ [G : G̃]
inf

If (Gn ) is a chain of subgroups Gn+1 < Gn < G with [G : Gn ] < ∞, deﬁne
∇d(G, (Gn )) = lim

n→∞

d(Gn ) − 1
.
[G : Gn ]

Clearly ∇d(G) ≤ ∇d(G, (Gn )).
Let M be a closed aspherical 3-manifold with π1 (M ) = G. Then 2d(G) ≤ g(M ), and
therefore ∇d(G) = 12 ∇g(M ) = 0. It is known that there are manifolds M with d(G) <
1
2 g(M ) [14, 57]. If M is hyperbolic, and Gn < G are congruence subgroups, then it is shown
that ∇g(M, Gn ) > 0 [54, 59]. As observed by Abert-Nikolov, the ﬁxed price conjecture of
Gaboriau would imply that ∇d(π1 M, Gn ) = 0 for any coﬁnal chain (Gn ).
Question 8.7. For M a closed 3-manifold with π1 M = G, what is
inf
[M :N ]<∞

d(π1 N )/g(N )?

For further properties of 3-manifold groups, we refer to the comprehensive survey [8,
Section 6].

9. Cubulated groups
Theorem 9.1 ([63, Markovic 2012]). Let Γ be a word-hyperbolic group, such that ∂∞ Γ ∼
=
S 2 (and Γ acts eﬀectively on ∂∞ Γ). Suppose moreover that Γ is cubulated. Then Γ is
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isomorphic to a Kleinian group. In particular, if Γ is torsion-free, then Γ = π1 (M ) for some
closed hyperbolic 3-manifold.
This gives a possible approach to Cannon’s conjecture, which is that Γ is a Kleinian
group. One could try to carry out the technique of Kahn-Markovic to try to ﬁnd quasiconvex
subgroups with limit sets circles in ∂∞ Γ which satisfy Bergeron-Wise’s condition, that one
can separate any pair of points in ∂∞ Γ by a circle limit set of a surface subgroup.
We remark that there are many other classes of cubulated hyperbolic groups to which
Theorem 6.7 applies: C  ( 16 ) groups (Wise), random groups at density < 16 (Ollivier-Wise),
certain ascending HNN extensions of free groups (Button, Hagen-Wise), and isometry groups
of certain polygonal complexes (Desgroseilliers-Haglund, Futer-Thomas).

10. Group theoretic applications
We point out a minor observation regarding Haglund-Wise’s theorem [39]:
Theorem 10.1. Let G act properly cocompactly and virtually specially on a cube complex
X. Then G embeds in a ﬁnite extension of a RAAG.
The point is that there is a normal subgroup G  G such that X/G is special. The
embedding X/G → SΓ(X/G ) is functorial, in that combinatorial automorphisms of X/G
extend to SΓ(X/G ) . Thus, G embeds in an extension of AΓ(X/G ) by G/G . Thus, all
hyperbolic 3-manifold groups embed in ﬁnite extensions of RAAGs. This observation may
have importance, for example, in understanding the representations of 3-manifold groups,
by examining the representations of ﬁnite extensions of RAAGs.
We point out another consequence of virtual specialness. Given a RF group G, let Ĝ
denote its proﬁnite completion.
Deﬁnition 10.2. A group G is good if for every ﬁnite Ĝ-module M , there is an isomorphism
H ∗ (Ĝ, M ) ∼
= H ∗ (G, M ).
Theorem 10.3. Let G be a virtually compact special group. Then G is good.
Proof. This follows by induction from [37, Proposition 3.6]. If G is virtually compact
special, then it has a ﬁnite-index subgroup which admits a quasi-convex hierarchy. Then
G = A ∗C B, where A, B, C are virtually compact special. By induction, A, B, C are good
groups. Also, by [40], the groups A, B, C are virtual retracts, and therefore are eﬃcient. So
by [37, Proposition 3.6], we conclude that G is good.
Remark: We cannot apply directly [37, Proposition 3.9], since we don’t know that G is
subgroup separable, only that quasiconvex subgroups are separable.
In general, cubulated hyperbolic groups are not LERF, for example by Rips’ construction
[72, 85]. However, quasiconvex subgroups are separable. So it is natural to ask for which
hyperbolic groups are ﬁnitely generated subgroups quasiconvex? This is a strong form of
coherence.
Theorem 10.4. Negatively curve square complex groups are LERF.
A negatively curved square complex has vertex links graphs of girth ≥ 5, so that it admits
a CAT(-1) metric making each square a hyperbolic square with angles 2π/5. This follows
from a result of McCammond-Wise that negatively curved square complexes are locally
convex [65].
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11. Open questions
1. (Long-Reid) Can two Kleinian groups which are non-isomorphic have the same proﬁnite completion?
Remark: This is equivalent to the question, given two hyperbolic 3-manifold groups,
do they have the same collection of ﬁnite quotients?
2. Are compact 3-manifold fundamental groups linear?
Remark: The only aspherical case left is graph manifolds which don’t admit a nonpositively curved metric by Theorem 8.1.
3. Is there an algorithm to detect if a compact cube complex is virtually special?
4. Find a bound on the index of a cover of an aspherical 3-manifold which is Haken. The
bound should be some computable function of some complexity of the 3-manifold,
such as the minimal number of tetrahedra of a triangulation. In principle, there is
an algorithm which will ﬁnd a Haken cover. The most practical approach is likely
to enumerate homomorphisms ρ : π1 (M ) → K, K a ﬁnite group, and compute
H1 (π1 (M ); Q[K]), which is the homology of the covering space corresponding to
ker(ρ) [27].
5. Let M be a 3-manifold with rank(H1 (M ; Fp )) ≥ 4. Does M admit a regular p-cover
M̃ with b1 (M̃ ) > 0 ? If this were true, it might yield a more practical approach to
ﬁnding Haken covers [55].
6. For any two hyperbolic 3-manifolds M1 , M2 , are there ﬁbered covers Mi → Mi such
that there is a non-zero degree map M1 → M2 which preserves the ﬁbering?
7. Do closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds contain immersed quasi-fuchsian surfaces of odd
Euler characteristic?
8. [67, Niblo-Wise] Which 3-manifold groups are LERF? No Seifert-Seifert gluings in
JSJ?
9. Consider a hyperbolic group G which acts properly on a cube complex with ﬁnitely
many orbits of hyperplanes, but not necessarily cocompactly. Is G virtually special?
10. Which knot groups are RFRS?
11. Are braid groups Bn RFRS? Remark: Mapping class groups are not virtually RFRS
in general (cf. [58, Liu]).
12. Does a ﬁnite volume hyperbolic 3-manifold M admit a cover which ﬁbers over S 1
with orientable foliation of the pseudo-Anosov map?
13. For M a ﬁnite-volume hyperbolic 3-manifold, Γ = π1 (M ), does rank(Γ) = rank(Γ̂)
= max{rank(Γ/N )|N  Γ, [Γ : N ] < ∞}? Note that M has a ﬁnite-sheeted cover
M̃ → M which has this property, in fact such that
rank(π1 (M̃ )) = rankH1 (M̃ ; Z/2Z),
since a ﬁbered manifold always has a ﬁnite-sheeted cover with this property.
14. Is there a strengthening of the Malnormal Special Quotient Theorem? Let G be hyperbolic and cubulated and (G, P ) be relatively hyperbolic. Are there ﬁnitely many
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elements that we may exclude in P so that any Dehn ﬁlling which avoids these elements is cubulated? This would be a strengthening of the MSQT (and there is an
obvious generalization to multiple peripheral subgroups).
15. Which cocompact lattices in hyperbolic buildings are cubulated?
Acknowledgements. Agol is supported by DMS-1105738 and the Simons Foundation.
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L-functions and automorphic representations
James Arthur

Abstract. Our goal is to formulate a theorem that is part of a recent classiﬁcation of automorphic
representations of orthogonal and symplectic groups. To place it in perspective, we devote much of
the paper to a historical introduction to the Langlands program. In our attempt to make the article
accessible to a general mathematical audience, we have centred it around the theory of L-functions,
and its implicit foundation, Langlands’ principle of functoriality.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). Primary 11F66, 11F70, 11R37, 11F57, 22F55.
Keywords. L-functions, automorphic representations, functoriality, classical groups, discrete spectrum.

1. Preface
Suppose that f (x) is a monic polynomial of degree n with integral coeﬃcients. For any
prime number p, we can then write f (x) as a product
f (x) ≡ f1 (x) · · · fr (x)

(mod p)

of irreducible factors modulo p. It is customary to leave aside the ﬁnite set S of primes for
which these factors are not all distinct. For those that remain, we consider the mapping

ni = deg fi (x) ,
p −→ Πp = {n1 , . . . , nr },
from primes p ∈
/ S to partitions Πp of n. Here are two basic questions:
(I) Is there some independent way to characterize the preimage
P(Π) = {p ∈
/ S : Πp = Π}
of any partition Π of n?
(II) What is the density of P(Π) in the set of all primes, or for that matter, the set of all
positive integers.
Suppose for example that f (x) = x2 + 1. Then S consists of the single prime 2, while
P(1, 1) = {p : p ≡ 1 (mod 4)}
and
P(2) = {p : p ≡ 3 (mod 4)}.
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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This well known supplement of the law of quadratic reciprocity gives us a striking answer to
(I). As for (II), P(1, 1) and P(2) are each known to have density 12 in the set of all primes.
Combined with the prime number theorem, this gives an asymptotic formula
 x
= 1/2,
Π = {1, 1}, {2},
lim |P(Π, x)|/
x→∞
log x
for the set
P(Π, x) = {p ∈ P(Π) : p ≤ x}
of primes p ∈ P(Π) with p ≤ x. If the generalized Riemann hypothesis can be proved, there
will be much sharper asymptotic estimates.
In general, the two questions have signiﬁcance that goes well beyond their obvious initial
interest. The ﬁrst could perhaps be regarded as the fundamental problem in algebraic number
theory. The second has similar standing in the area of analytic number theory. Both questions
are central to the Langlands program.
In this article we combine an introduction to the theory of automorphic forms with a
brief description of a recent development in the area. I would like to make the discussion
as comprehensible as I can to a general mathematical audience. The theory of automorphic
forms is often seen as impenetrable. Although the situation may be changing, the aims and
techniques of the subject are still some distance from the common “mathematical canon”. At
the suggestion of Bill Casselman, I have tried to present the subject from the perspective of
the theory of L-functions. These are concrete, appealing objects, whose behaviour reﬂects
the fundamental questions in the subject. I will use them to illustrate the basic tenets of
the Langlands program. As we shall see in §4, L-functions are particularly relevant to the
principle of functoriality, which can be regarded as a foundation of the Langlands program.
The new development is a classiﬁcation [4] of automorphic representations of classical
groups G, speciﬁcally orthogonal and symplectic groups, in terms of those of general linear
groups GL(N ). It was established by a multifaceted comparison of trace formulas. These
are the trace formula for G [1] and its stabilization [2], which is now unconditional thanks
to the proof of the fundamental lemma [33], and the twisted trace formula for GL(N ) [22]
and its stabilization, which is still under construction [31, 41, 42]. We refer the reader to the
surveys [3, 5, 6], each written from a diﬀerent perspective, for a detailed description of the
classiﬁcation. We shall be content here to formulate a consequence of the classiﬁcation in
terms of our two themes, L-functions and the principle of functoriality.
Upon reﬂection after its completion, I observe that the article is not typical of plenary
reports for an ICM. It represents a broader, and perhaps denser, introduction than is customary. I hope that the nonspecialist for whom the article is intended will ﬁnd the details
comprehensive enough without being overwhelming.

2. Classical introduction
Recall that a Dirichlet series is an inﬁnite series
∞

an
n=1

ns

,

(2.1)

for a complex variable s and complex coeﬃcients an . If the coeﬃcients have moderate
growth, the series converges when s lies in some right half plane in C. If they are bounded,
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for example, the series converges absolutely when the real part Re(s) of s is greater than 1.
More generally, if the coeﬃcients satisfy a bound
|an | ≤ cnk ,
for positive real numbers c and k, the series converges absolutely in the right half plane
Re(s) > k + 1. Since the convergence is uniform in any smaller right half plane, the sum of
the series is an analytic function of s on the open set Re(s) > k + 1.
The most famous example is the Riemann zeta function
ζ(s) =

∞

1
.
ns
n=1

(2.2)

Since the coeﬃcients are all equal to 1, this converges as an analytic function of s for
Re(s) > 1. Euler had studied the series earlier for real values of s. He discovered a remarkable formula
!
1
(2.3)
ζ(s) =
1 − p−s
p
for ζ(s) as a product over all prime numbers p, which he proved using only the fundamental
theorem of arithmetic and the formula for the sum of a geometric series. With the later theory
of complex analysis, Riemann was able to extend the domain. He showed that the function
has analytic continuation to a meromorphic function of s in the entire complex plane, which
satisﬁes a functional equation
ζ(s) = 2s π s−1 sin(πs/2)Γ(1 − s)ζ(1 − s)

(2.4)

in terms of its values at points s and 1 − s. He observed further that if
LR (s) = π −s/2 Γ(s/2),
where Γ(·) is the gamma function (here and in (2.4)), the product
L(s) = LR (s)ζ(s) = LR (s) ·

!
p

1
1 − p−s

(2.5)

satisﬁes the symmetric functional equation
L(s) = L(1 − s).

(2.6)

The functions ζ(s) and L(s) are both analytic in the complex plane, except for a simple pole at s = 1. Riemann conjectured that the only zeros of L(s) lie on the vertical line
Re(s) = 1/2. This is the famous Riemann hypothesis, regarded by many as the most important unsolved problem in mathematics. Its interest stems from the fact that the zeros
{ρ = 1/2 + it} of L(s) on this line are in some sense dual to prime numbers, or more
accurately, to logarithms {γ = log pn } of prime powers. We can think of the former as a set
of spectral data and the latter as a set of geometric data, which are related to each other by
a Fourier transform. The Riemann hypothesis implies a very sharp asymptotic estimate for
the number
π(x) = |P(x)| = |{p ≤ x}|
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of primes less than or equal to x. One particularly explicit form [34] of the estimate is
|π(x) − i(x)| ≤

1 √
x log x,
8π

for the principle value integral



x

li(x) =
0

x ≥ 2658,

(2.7)

1
dt.
log t

Because the function li(x) is easy to approximate for large values of x, and is asymptotic
x
that strongly dominates the error term, this is a striking estimate indeed.
to a function
log x
For example, if x = 10100 , one sees that π(x) and li(x) are positive integers with 97 digits
each, the ﬁrst 47 of which match!
Dirichlet later generalized Riemann’s construction to series of the form
∞

χ(n)
L (s, χ) =
,
ns
n=1
N

(2.8)

where χ(n) is what later became known as a Dirichlet character. We recall that χ is a
complex valued function on N such that
χ(nm) = χ(n)χ(m),
χ(n + N ) = χ(n),
and
χ(n) = 0,

if gcd(n, N ) > 1,

where N is a positive integer called the modulus of χ. One says that χ is primitive if its
nonzero values are not given by restriction of a Dirichlet character with modulus a proper
divisor of N (in which case N is called the proper divisor of χ). This means that x generates
the cyclic group of characters on the multiplicative group (Z/ZN )∗ . The series (2.8) behaves
very much like the Riemann zeta function. It converges if Re(s) > 1. It has an Euler product
!
1
.
(2.9)
LN (s, χ) =
−s
1
−
χ(p)p
p
It also has analytic continuation to a meromorphic function on the complex plane. However,
its functional equation is a little more interesting.
To state it, we can suppose without loss of generality that χ is primitive. We account for
the gamma function and powers of π in the analogue of (2.4) by setting

LR (s, χ) = (π)−(s+a)/2 Γ (s + a)/2 ,
where
a = a(χ) =

0,
1,

if χ(−1) = 1
if χ(−1) = −1.

The product
L(s, χ) = LR (s, χ)LN (s, χ) = ΓR (s, χ) ·

!
p

1
1 − χ(p)p−s

(2.10)
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then satisﬁes the functional equation
L(s, χ) = ε(s, χ)L(1 − s, χ),

(2.11)

where χ is the complex conjugate of χ, and
ε(s, χ) = N −1/2−ε ε(χ),
for
ε(χ) = ε(1/2, χ) = i−a N −1/2

−1
 N

(2.12)

χ(n)e2πin/N ,

i=

√

−1.

n=1

The expression in the brackets is a Gauss sum. It is the analogue for a ﬁnite ﬁeld (or ring) of
the classical gamma function for the ﬁeld R. Its generalizations are an important part of the
functional equations of nonabelian L-functions.
Dirichlet introduced his L-series to study the prime numbers in an arithmetic progression. Suppose that χ is primitive and nontrivial. Dirichlet showed that the L-function (2.8)
(or its normalization (2.10)) is actually an entire function of s ∈ C, and in addition, that
its value L(1, χ) at 1 is nonzero. He then used this to show that for any integer a with
gcd(a, N ) = 1, the number
π(a, N ) = |P(a, N )| = |{p ≡ a(mod N )}|
of primes p in the arithmetic sequence
a, a + N, a + 2N, . . . .
is inﬁnite. The generalized Riemann hypothesis is the assertion that the only zeros of the
entire function L(s, χ) again lie on the line Re(s) = 12 . It implies an analogue
√
|π(x, a, N ) − φ(N )−1 li(x)| < C x log x,

x ≥ 2,

of the asymptotic estimate (2.7), for the number
π(x, a, N ) = |{p ∈ P(a, N ) : p ≤ x}|
of primes in the arithmetic sequence less than or equal to x. The familiar Euler function
φ(N ) = |{a : 1 ≤ a ≤ N, gcd(a, N ) = 1}|
equals the number of such arithmetic progressions.
These remarks illustrate the power of L-functions. They are directed at some of the
deepest analytic questions on the distribution of prime numbers. The L-functions we have
described are just the beginning. They are the simplest among an enormous but uniﬁed collection of L-functions, which have the potential to resolve fundamental arithmetic questions
about prime numbers, as well as reﬁnements of the analytic questions we have looked at.
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3. Artin L-functions and class ﬁeld theory
There seems not to be complete agreement on what kind of Dirichlet series (2.1) should be
called an L-function. To qualify, it should certainly converge to an analytic function in some
right half plane Re(s) > k + 1. It should also have an Euler product
!
(1 + cp,1 p−s + cp,2 p−2s + · · · ),
Re(s) > k + 1,
(3.1)
p

for a family of coeﬃcients C = {cp,n }. Finally, it ought to have (or at least be expected to
have) analytic continuation and functional equation. We shall take these conditions as our
working deﬁnition.
The Euler product often arises naturally as an incomplete product, taken over the primes
outside a ﬁnite set S. However, the expected functional equation is generally best stated for
the completed product, in which one adds factors Lp (s, C) for the primes p ∈ S, as well as
a factor LR (s, C) for the “archimedean prime” R as above. If we also write Lp (s, C) for the
factors with p ∈ S, we then have the given incomplete L-function
!
Lp (s, C),
LS (s, C) =
p∈S

and its better behaved completion
L(s, C) = LR (s, C)

!

Lp (s, C) LS (s, C).

(3.2)

p∈S

Treating Dirichlet L-functions as a guide, we would be looking for a functional equation
L(s, C) = ε(s, C)L(1 − s, C ∨ ),

(3.3)

where C ∨ is some “dual” family of coeﬃcients attached naturally to C, and
(1/2−s)

ε(s, C) = bC

ε( 12 , C),

for a positive real number bC , and a complex number ε( 12 , C) that is independent of s.
The higher L-functions that will be our topic are of two kinds, automorphic and arithmetic. The former are primarily analytic objects, while the latter are algebraic. The Riemann
zeta function is the common ancestor of them all. It is a mainstay of analytic number theory.
However, it can also be regarded as the “trivial” case of the arithmetic L-functions we shall
describe in this section. Dirichlet L-functions L(s, χ) are automorphic. As in the case of the
zeta function, it is the application of analysis (real, complex and harmonic) to L(s, χ) that
leads to its analytic continuation and functional equation, and to the location of any poles.
An important family of arithmetic L-functions was introduced by Emile Artin. These are
attached to N -dimensional representations
r : ΓE/Q −→ GL(N, C)
of the Galois group ΓE/Q = Gal(E/Q) of a ﬁnite Galois extension E of Q. We shall
describe them here from the perspective of the questions (I) and (II) raised in the preface.
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For any E, we have the ﬁnite set S = SE of prime numbers p that ramify in E, and for
any unramiﬁed p ∈ SE , a canonical conjugacy class Frobp (the Frobenius class) in ΓE/Q .
This is one of the ﬁrst constructions encountered in algebraic number theory. To be concrete,
we can take E to be the splitting ﬁeld of a monic, integral polynomial f (x) of degree n, as in
the preface. For any prime number p, we then have the corresponding factorization of f (x)
into irreducible factors fi (x) modulo p, with degrees ni . This embeds SE in the ﬁnite set
S = Sf of primes p for which these factors are distinct. The choice of f (x) also identiﬁes
ΓE/Q with a conjugacy class of subgroups of the symmetric group Sn . For any unramiﬁed
prime p ∈
/ SE , Frobp is then mapped to the conjugacy class in Sn deﬁned by the partition
Πp = {n1 , . . . , nr } of n. In particular, the set
Spl(E/Q) = {p ∈
/ S : Frobp = 1}
of prime numbers that split completely in E, is the set of p such that f (x) breaks into linear
factors modulo p. It is known [38, p. 165] that Spl(E/Q) characterizes E. In other words,
the mapping
E −→ Spl(E/Q),
from Galois extensions of Q to subsets of prime numbers, is injective. A variant of the
question (I) would be to characterize its image. This would amount to a classiﬁcation of
Galois extensions E of Q.
For any p ∈
/ S, the image r(Frobp ) under the representation r of ΓE/Q gives a semisimple conjugacy class in the complex general linear group GL(N, C). Artin deﬁned its local
L-factor

−1
Lp (s, r) = det 1 − r(Frobp )p−s
,
p ∈ S,
(3.4)
in terms of the associated characteristic polynomial. It clearly has an expansion in terms
of powers of p−s , and therefore has the general form of the factor of p in (3.1). Artin then
deﬁned an incomplete L-function as the Euler product
!
LS (s, r) =
Lp (s, r),
(3.5)
p∈S

which he conjectured had analytic continuation with functional equation of the general form
(3.3). The question (II) will be reﬂected in the analytic properties of the resulting function of
s. However, the analytic continuation and functional equation of (3.5), let alone the relevant
analogue of the Riemann hypothesis, is a more serious proposition. Since LS (s, r) is a
fundamentally arithmetic object, it cannot be studied in terms of the kind of analysis that
Dirichlet applied to the L-functions L(s, χ). Artin treated it indirectly.
Suppose that the Galois group Gal(E/Q) is abelian, and that r is irreducible, and therefore one-dimensional. The classes r(Frobp ) are then just nonzero complex numbers. The
(incomplete) Artin L-function becomes a product
!
1
LS (s, r) =
1 − r(Frobp )p−s
p∈S

that resembles the Euler product (2.9) of a Dirchlet L-function. Indeed, if p divides the
modulus of χ (written p|N ), χ(p) vanishes, and the corresponding product (2.9) can then be
written
!
1
,
LS (s, χ) =
1 − χ(p)p−s
p∈S
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where
S = {p : p|N }.
This formal similarity between the products LS (s, r) and LS (s, χ) turns out in fact to be an
identity. More precisely, for any one-dimensional Galois representation r, there is a Dirichlet
character χ such that the function LS (s, r) equals LS (s, χ). The new L-function therefore
has the analytic behaviour of the Dirichlet L-function LS (s, χ). In particular, it has analytic
continuation, and its completed L-function (3.2) (with r in place of C) satisﬁes the functional
equation (3.3) (with r∨ = r in place of C ∨ ).
The assertion that for every r there is a χ is a rather deep classical result, known as
the Kronecker-Weber theorem. It ﬁnesses the question of the behaviour of abelian Artin
L-functions by imposing limits on the set of abelian extensions of Q. From an elementary
calculation in algebraic number theory, one obtains the converse theorem that for every χ
there is an r. More precisely, if χ has modulus N , there is a one-dimensional representation
r of the abelian Galois group of the cyclotomic Galois extension Q(e2πi/N ) of Q such that
χ(p) equals r(Frobp ), for any p that does not divide N . The Kronecker-Weber theorem can
then be interpreted as the assertion that any ﬁnite abelian extension of Q is contained in the
cyclotomic extension of N th roots of 1, for some N .
The Kronecker-Weber theorem predated Artin by many years. However, Artin was working over an arbitrary number ﬁeld F , a ﬁnite ﬁeld extension of Q, rather than Q itself. The
deﬁnitions we have made so far are easily extended from Q to F . The ring o = oF of algebraic integers of F does not generally have unique factorization, so one must replace prime
numbers p in Z with prime ideals p in o, and integers n in Z with general (integral) ideals a
in o. Any ideal then has a norm
N a = |o/a| = (N p1 )a1 · · · (N pr )ar = |o/p1 |a1 · · · |o/pr |ar ,

(3.6)

where
a = pa1 1 · · · par r
is its unique factorization into prime ideals. The deﬁnition of a Dirichlet series (2.1) for Q
can then be extended to F by replacing the sum over n by a sum over a, and the corresponding variable n−s by (N a)−s . The same goes for an Euler product (3.1). A Dirichlet series
for F does reduce to a Dirichlet series for Q, since the norm of a prime ideal p is a power
of a prime number p. However, a Dirichlet or Artin L-function over F represents something
diﬀerent, even though it can be regarded as a Dirichlet series (2.1) with Euler product (3.1).
Artin worked from the beginning over F . He deﬁned the L-function LS (s, r) for any
N -dimensional representation
r : ΓE/F −→ GL(N, C)

(3.7)

of the Galois group of a ﬁnite Galois extension E/F . Algebraic number theory again tells
us that for any p outside the ﬁnite set S = SE of prime ideals for F that ramify in E, there
is a canonical conjugacy class Frobp = FrobE/F,p in ΓE/F . The deﬁnition (3.4) therefore
does extend to F if we replace p−s by N p−s . Artin also introduced factors for the ramiﬁed
primes p ∈ S, and for the archimedean “primes” v for F (now a ﬁnite set S∞ rather than just
the one completion R of Q). He conjectured that the resulting product L(s, r) had functional
equation (3.3), with an ε-factor ε(s, r) he formulated in terms of r.
It was in this context that Artin obtained the analytic continuation and functional equation
for the abelian L-functions L(s, r). Dirichlet characters χ can still be deﬁned by a variant
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of the prescription for Q above, and the same analysis that works for Q gives the analytic
continuation and functional equation of a general Dirichlet L-function L(s, χ). With this in
mind, Artin established an F -analogue of the Kronecker-Weber theorem, known now as the
Artin reciprocity law. It again asserts that for any one-dimensional Galois representation r
over F , there is a Dirichlet character χ over F such that χ(p) equals r(Frobp ), for every
unramiﬁed prime ideal p for F . This leads to the identity L(s, r) = L(s, χ) of L-functions,
and therefore the desired analytic properties of the arithmetic L-function L(s, r).
The Artin reciprocity law is one of the central assertions of class ﬁeld theory. Unlike
the general constructions above, it becomes much deeper in the passage from Q to F , even
though the assertion remains similar. As in the case F = Q, the general law asserts that the
abelian ﬁeld extensions over F are limited to those attached to Dirichlet characters χ. These
may then be classiﬁed by the “reciprocity law”
p ∈ S,

r(Frobp ) = χ(p),

(3.8)

according again to the remark on [38, p. 165].
For completeness, we note that Artin L-functions are but the simplest in the general
family of arithmetic L-functions, called motivic L-functions. A Q-motive M over F (which
we will not try to deﬁne!) also comes with a ﬁnite dimensional representation rM, of the
absolute Galois group ΓF = ΓF /F . In this general case, however, it takes values in an -adic
general linear group GL(N, Q ), for a variable prime number  ∈
/ S. It therefore gives rise
to a (continuous) homomorphism
rM =

"

rM, : ΓF −→



∼
!

GL(N, Q )

(3.9)



from ΓF to a large, totally disconnected group. It therefore represents a much larger quotient
of ΓF than does a complex valued representation (3.7). The motive should also come with
/ S ∪ S ,
a ﬁnite set S of prime ideals in F such that rM, is unramiﬁed in any prime p ∈
where S is the set of primes in F that divide the prime  of Q. The family {rM, } of -adic
representations is conjectured to be compatible, in the sense that the image rM, (Frobp ) of
the associated Frobenius class in GL(N, Q ) is the image of a semisimple conjugacy class
rM (Frobp ) in GL(N, Q) that is independent of . The incomplete L-function of M is then
given by an Euler product
!

−1
LS (s, M ) =
det 1 − rM (Frobp )(N p)−s
,
(3.10)
p∈S

which converges in some right half plane, and which is again expected to have analytic
continuation with functional equation. Notice that any complex representation (3.7) of ΓE/F
that is deﬁned over Q gives a compatible family (3.9) of -adic representations. It represents
a Q-motive over F of dimension 0.

4. Automorphic L-functions
Dirichlet L-functions are the analytic counterparts of abelian Artin L-functions. Class ﬁeld
theory, the culmination of many decades of eﬀort by number theorists past, represents a classiﬁcation of the ﬁnite abelian ﬁeld extensions of any number ﬁeld. It tells us that any abelian
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Artin L-function is a Dirichlet L-function. An L-function of the former sort therefore inherits all of the rich properties that can be made available for the latter through analysis. What
are the analytic counterparts of nonabelian Artin L-functions? They are the automorphic
L-functions introduced by Robert Langlands [23] in 1970.
Automorphic representations are the nonabelian generalizations of Dirichlet characters,
and their abelian generalizations introduced later by Erich Hecke. They are deﬁned for any
connected, reductive algebraic group G over the number ﬁeld F . Algebraic groups represent
a conceptual hurdle for many, but a reader is invited to take G to be the general linear group
GL(N ) of invertible (N ×N )-matrices. For any ring A (abelian, with 1), G(A) is then equal
to the group GL(N, A) of (N × N )-matrices with entries in A and determinant equal to a
unit in A. We want to take A to be the ring A = AF of adeles of F . This is a locally compact
topological ring, in which F embeds as a discrete subring. It is often a second hurdle, but
avoiding it would make matters considerably more complicated. The idea is really quite
simple and natural.
By deﬁnition, the group of adelic points of G is a restricted direct product
G(A) =

∼
!

G(Fv ),

(4.1)

v

taken over the valuations v on F . For any v, Fv is the locally compact ﬁeld obtained by
completing F with respect to v. It is modeled on the standard case of the completion Fv =
R of F = Q with respect to the usual absolute value | · |v = | · |. We recall that the
complementary valuations for F = Q are the nonnegative functions
|u|p =

p−r ,
0,

if u = (a/b)pr , for a, b, r ∈ Z, (a, p) = (b, p) = 1,
if u = 0,

on Q, parametrized by prime numbers p. In general, the restricted direct product is the
subgroup of elements
!
x=
xv ,
xv ∈ G(Fv ),
v

in the direct product such that for almost all valuations v, xv lies in the maximal compact
subgroup G(ov ) of points in G(Fv ) with values in the compact subring
ov = {uv ∈ Fv : |uv |v ≤ 1}
of integers in Fv . It becomes a locally compact group under the appropriate direct limit
topology. The group G(F ) embeds in G(Fv ) (as a dense subgroup). The diagonal embedding of G(F ) into G(A) then exists (because an element in G(F ) is integral at almost all
valuations v), and is easily seen to have discrete image.
Since G(F ) is discrete in G(A), the quotient G(F )\G(A) is a reasonable object. It
comes with a right invariant measure, which is determined
 up to a positive multiplicative
2
constant. One can therefore form the associated space L G(F )\G(A) of square-integrable
functions. It is a Hilbert space, equipped with the unitary representation


R(y)φ (x) = φ(xy),
x, y ∈ G(A), φ ∈ L2 G(F )\G(A) ,
of G(A) by right translation. One could describe an automorphic representation of G to
be an irreducible representation of G(A) that occurs in the spectral decomposition of R.
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This description is actually more of an informal characterization than a deﬁnition. It is
also more restrictive than the formal deﬁnition in [8] and [26]. We shall take the broader
deﬁnition, without recalling its two equivalent formulations established in [26]. We will then
call automorphic representations that satisfy the narrower spectral condition above globally
tempered.
Suppose for example that G is the abelian algebraic group GL(1). Then G(A) is the
multiplicative group A∗ of elements x in A whose components xv ∈ Fv are all nonzero and
of valuation 1 for almost all v. This is the group of ideles, introduced earlier by Chevalley.
A (globally tempered) automorphic representation of G = GL(1) is a character χ on the
idele class group F ∗ \A∗ , or in other words, a continuous F ∗ -invariant homomorphism from
A∗ to the group U (1) of complex numbers of absolute value 1. It is the generalization of
a Dirichlet character introduced by Hecke, which he called a Grossencharakter, and which
is now generally referred to as a Hecke character. Hecke worked in the classical context of
ideals a, but his constructions are a little easier to formulate now in the language of ideles. It
is an early illustration of the convenience of the language of adeles. In this regard, a Dirichlet
character is just a Hecke character of ﬁnite order.
One of the remarkable discoveries of Langlands has been the fundamental role played
#
by a certain dual group of G. The dual group is a complex connected reductive group G,
whose Coxeter-Dynkin diagram is the dual of the diagram of G. It comes with an action of
the absolute Galois group ΓF = ΓF /F , a compact totally disconnected group, which factors
through the ﬁnite quotient ΓE/F of ΓF attached to some ﬁnite Galois extension E of F .
Langlands built this action into the dual group as the semidirect product
L

#  ΓE/F ,
GE = G

or more canonically
L

#  ΓF ,
G=G

# is just the complex
that is now known as the L-group. If G equals GL(N ) for example, G
# is trivial, so we can
general linear group GL(N, C). In this case, the action of ΓF on G
take E = F . For the case that G is orthogonal or symplectic, the families that will be our
ultimate interest, we refer the reader to the beginning of §5.
Automorphic L-functions L(s, π, r) were deﬁned by Langlands for any G. They depend
on an automorphic representation π of G and a ﬁnite dimensional representation
r:

L

G −→ GL(N, C)

(4.2)

# and in particular, that
of L G. It is understood that r is continuous on ΓF and analytic on G,
it factors through a ﬁnite quotient ΓE/F of ΓF . Its image is therefore a complex group with
ﬁnitely many connected components. We will review the deﬁnition in the rest of this section.
We ﬁrst recall [13] that any π can be written as a restricted tensor product
π=

∼
"

πv ,

πv ∈ Π(Gv ),

(4.3)

v

where Π(Gv ) is the set of irreducible representations of the locally compact completion
G(Fv ) of G(F ). The interest is not so much in the individual constituents πv of π, as in the
relations they need to satisfy among themselves in order that the product be automorphic.
Much of the data that characterize these representations is quite explicit. For example, it is
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a consequence of what it means for (4.3) to be a restricted direct product that the irreducible
representations πv of G(Fv ) will be unramiﬁed1 for almost all v. A well known integral
transform, introduced into p-adic harmonic analysis by Satake, leads to a canonical mapping2
πv −→ c(πv )
from the set of unramiﬁed representations πv of G(Fv ) to the set of semisimple conjugacy
classes in L G. The automorphic representation π thus gives rise to a family
cS (π) = {cv (π) = c(πv ) : v ∈ S}
of semisimple classes in L G.
If we are given r as well as π, we obtain a family
%
$ 
/S
r cv (π) : v ∈
of semisimple conjugacy classes in GL(N, C). The incomplete automorphic L-function of
π and r is then deﬁned in terms of the characteristic polynomials of these classes. It equals
the product
!
LS (s, π, r) =
L(s, πv , rv ),
(4.4)
v ∈S
/

where



L(s, πv , rv ) = det 1 − r cv (π) qv−s

−1

,

(4.5)

and
qv = pfvv = |ov /pv |
is the order of the residue class ﬁeld of Fv . The product is easily seen to converge for s in
some right half plane, and is clearly a Dirichlet series (2.1) with Euler product (3.1). The
deﬁnition can be compared with that of the incomplete Artin L-function (3.4) and (3.5), or
rather its generalization from Q to F . The analogy is clear, even though the earlier deﬁnition
was in terms of ideals rather than the formulation here in terms of valuations.
Langlands introduced automorphic L-functions in [23]. He conjectured that they have
analytic continuation, with a very precise functional equation
L(s, π, r) = ε(s, π, r) L(1 − s, π, r∨ ),
where
L(s, π, r) = LS (s, π, r) LS (s, π, r) =

!

L(s, πv , rv )

(4.6)
(4.7)

v

is a completed L-function obtained by appending a ﬁnite product
!
L(s, πv , rv )
LS (s, π, r) =
v∈S

1This means that Fv is nonarchimedean, that Gv = G×F Fv is quasisplit and split over an unramiﬁed extension
of Fv , and that the restriction of πv to a hyperspecial maximal compact subgroup Kv of G(Fv ) contains the trivial
1-dimensional representation.
2The mapping becomes a bijection if one takes the restricted form L GE of the L-group, and then takes its
range to be the set of semisimple conjugacy classes in L GE whose image in ΓE/F equals the Frobenius class
Frobv = FrobE/F,v , if v is unramiﬁed in E. This basic condition on the Satake transform was observed by
Langlands in [23].
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of suitable factors at the ramiﬁed valuations v ∈ S (including the archimedean valuations
v ∈ S∞ of F ), and
!
ε(s, π, r) =
ε(s, πv , rv , ψv )
(4.8)
v∈S

qv−s .

The local ε-factors on the right would depend
is a ﬁnite product of local monomials in
on the local components ψv of a ﬁxed, nontrivial additive character ψ on the group F \A,
while the global product on the left hand side of (4.8) would be independent of ψ. Langlands
did not deﬁne the ramiﬁed local L- and ε-factors in [23]. Nevertheless, his introduction of
the general automorphic L-function in [23], with its proposed functional equation (4.6), was
an enormous step beyond the abelian automorphic L-functions of Hecke.3 It depends above
all on the L-group L G he introduced at the same time.
We have now described two fundamental families of L-functions. They are the arithmetic
L-functions of the last section and the automorphic L-functions of this section. Langlands
later conjectured that the former family is a subset of the latter. In other words, for any motive
M (which for present purposes we can take to be an N -dimensional representation of a ﬁnite
Galois group ΓE/F ), there should be a pair (π, r) such that the completed L-functions satisfy
L(s, M ) = L(s, π, r).

(4.9)

In particular, the analytic continuation and functional equation for L(s, M ) would follow
from the same properties for L(s, π, r). This would be a striking and far reaching generalization of the method used by Artin to establish the analytic continuation and functional
equation of abelian Artin L-functions.
There is actually a theory that applies directly to nonabelian Artin L-functions. Richard
Brauer established a general property of the representations of a ﬁnite group (the Brauer
induction theorem), which he used to express any nonabelian Artin L-function L(s, r) as a
quotient of ﬁnite products of abelian Artin L-functions L(s, r1 ) (over ﬁnite extensions F1 of
F ). Combined with the results of Artin described in §2, this shows that L(s, r) has analytic
continuation, with a functional equation of the desired sort. However, it does not give much
control over the analytic behaviour of L(s, r). In particular, it gives no information on
a fundamental conjecture of Artin, which asserts that an irreducible, nonabelian Artin Lfunction is entire.
Brauer’s theorem has, however, led to important results on local arithmetic L- and εfactors. These apply more generally to the variant of the Galois group that Weil introduced
as a consequence of class ﬁeld theory. Like the absolute Galois group ΓF , the Weil group
WF is deﬁned if F is a local or a global ﬁeld. It is a locally compact group, equipped with
a continuous homomorphism WF → ΓF with dense image and connected kernel, whose
maximal abelian quotient is given by
WFab = WF /WFc ∼
=

F ∗,
F ∗ \A∗ ,

if F is local,
if F is global.

(4.10)

If F is the global ﬁeld we are discussing here, WF comes with a conjugacy class of embed3Hecke also introduced some nonabelian L-functions for the group G = GL(2) and the standard two dimensional representation r.
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dings
WF v
_

/ ΓF v
_


WF


/ ΓF

for any v, that are compatible with the abelianization (4.10). (See [39, §1].) These properties imply that the Artin reciprocity law described in §2 extends to a canonical isomorphism
from the group of 1-dimensional representations of WF to the group of (1-dimensional) automorphic representations of G = GL(1). Moreover, the Brauer induction theorem extends
to N -dimensional representations r of WF . It leads to a global L-function
!
!
!

−1
L(s, r) =
L(s, rv ) =
L(s, rv )
det 1 − r(Frobv )qv−s
(4.11)
v

v ∈S
/

v∈S

that has analytic continuation and functional equation
L(s, r) = ε(s, r) L(s, r∨ ),
for a global ε-factor
ε(s, r) =

!

ε(s, rv , ψv ).

(4.12)

(4.13)

v∈S

As in the special case of Artin L-functions, we obtain little control over the analytic
behaviour of the global L-functions L(s, r) in the full complex domain. The global interest
in these results is therefore limited. However, Deligne used them to establish important
local results [39, §2]. He showed that the local L-functions L(s, rv ) in (4.11) and ε-factors
ε(s, rv , ψv ) in (4.13) have a canonical local deﬁnition. In particular, they can be constructed
independently of the global representation r.
The global L-functions L(s, r) attached to representations of WF are not all motivic,
unlike Artin L-functions. We cannot therefore really regard them as arithmetic. On the other
hand, they are not automorphic, since they are not generally deﬁned in terms of automorphic
representations. Perhaps they should be regarded as objects that lie between the two classes.
In any case, L(s, r) should still be equal to an automorphic L-function. This is again among
the original conjectures of Langlands in [23]. Deligne’s constructions then become important
for the local classiﬁcation of representations, and in particular, for comparison with the local
L- and ε-factors in (4.7) and (4.8).

5. The principle of functoriality
Langlands’ conjectural functional equation (4.6) for a general automorphic L-function is
very deep, and far from known. However, among the cases that are known, there is one
that deserves special mention. It is the standard automorphic L-function, in which G equals
GL(N ), and r equals the standard N -dimensional representation St of L GF = GL(N, C).
Abelian Hecke L-functions are given by the further special case that G = GL(1). Hecke
established their analytic continuation and functional equation, using the classical language
of ideals. Tate later simpliﬁed Hecke’s proof by introducing the ring of adeles A. In his
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famous thesis [37], he established the results through the interplay of multiplicative harmonic
analysis on the idele class group
F ∗ \A∗ = GL(1, F )\GL(1, A)
with additive harmonic analysis on the group A.
Following Langlands’ paper [23], Godement and Jacquet [15] extended the method of
Tate to GL(N ), with the additive group of adelic matrices MN ×N (A) in place of A. It
follows from their results and later reﬁnements [16] that the standard (completed) L-function
L(s, π) = L(s, π, St)

(5.1)

for any automorphic representation π of GL(N ) is well deﬁned, and has analytic continuation with functional equation
L(s, π) = ε(s, π) L(1 − s, π ∨ ).
This method also gives further information about the analytic behaviour of standard Lfunctions. For example, if the automorphic representation π is cuspidal, L(s, π) is an entire
function of s unless N = 1 and π(x) = |x|λ for some λ ∈ C, in which case L(s, π) is
analytic apart from a simple pole at s = 1 − λ.
For any G, we write Πaut (G) for the set of automorphic representations of G (in the
broad sense of [26] we have agreed upon). We then write
Caut (G) = {c(π) : π ∈ Πaut (G)}

(5.2)

for the set of families cS (π) of automorphic conjugacy classes, taken up to the equivalence
relation deﬁned by cS ∼ cS1 if cv = c1,v for almost all v. We emphasize that these are concrete objects. They represent the fundamental data encompassed in the seemingly abstract
notion of an automorphic representation. As we have noted, the arithmetic signiﬁcance of
these data is not so much in the value of any one class cv (π) as in the relationships among
the classes as v varies.
In his original paper [23], Langlands made a profound conjecture that later became
known as the principle of functoriality. We shall state it in the restricted form that applies to
the concrete families Caut (G).
Principle of Functoriality (Langlands). Suppose that G and G are quasisplit4 groups over
the number ﬁeld F . Suppose also that
ρ:

L

G −→

L

G

is an L-homomorphism (that is, a continuous, analytic homomorphism that commutes with
the two projections onto ΓF ) between their L-groups. Then if c = {cv } lies in Caut (G ), the
family
c = ρ(c ) = {ρ(cv )}
lies in Caut (G). In other words, if c = c(π  ) for some π  ∈ Πaut (G ), then c = c(π) for
some π ∈ Πaut (G).
4See the brief description of this property at the beginning of the next section.
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The principle of functoriality is the central problem in the theory of automorphic forms.
It asserts that the internal relations in an automorphic family c = c(π  ) for G , whatever
they might be, are reﬂected in the internal relations in some automorphic family c = c(π)
for G. The principle of functoriality has been established in a signiﬁcant number of cases.
But as challenging as these have been, they pale in comparison with the cases that have not
been established.
In the same paper [23], Langlands pointed out some fundamental applications of functoriality. The ﬁrst concerns the automorphic L-functions he had just introduced.
Suppose that G , G, ρ, c = c(π  ) and c = c(π) are as in the assertion of functoriality.
If r is an N -dimensional representation of L G, the composition r ◦ ρ is an N -dimensional
representation of L G . We then obtain an identity
LS (s, π  , r ◦ ρ) = LS (s, π, r)

(5.3)

of incomplete automorphic L-functions from the deﬁnitions, and of course, the principle
of functoriality. This relation might seem almost routine at ﬁrst glance, certainly not the
sweeping observation it actually is. But consider the special case with G, GL(N ), c = c(π)
and cN = c(πN ) in place of G , G, c and c respectively. Then ρ can be identiﬁed with an
N -dimensional representation r of L G, and (5.3) specializes to an identity
LS (s, π, r) = LS (s, πN , St) = LS (s, πN ).
The general incomplete automorphic L-function on left thus equals a standard incomplete
L-function, the function for which we already have analytic continuation and functional
equation. If we set5
LS (s, π, r) = LS (s, πN )
and
ε(s, π, r) = ε(s, πN ),
for the supplementary terms, the completed L-function satisﬁes
L(s, π, r) = LS (s, π, r)LS (s, π, r) = LS (s, πN )LS (s, πN ) = L(s, πN ),

(5.4)

and the general functional equation (4.6) then follows from its analogue for standard Lfunctions.
A second immediate application of functoriality pointed out by Langlands in [23] is to
nonabelian class ﬁeld theory. It concerns the seemingly trivial case of functoriality with
G = {1}. Despite its apparent simplicity, however, this case comes with answers to the two
general questions (I) and (II) from the preface.
#  also equals {1}, but the L-group L G is still the
If G equals {1}, the dual group G
absolute Galois group ΓF . We again take the second group G to be GL(N ). An Lhomomorphism from L G to L G will be continuous (by deﬁnition) on its totally disconnected
domain ΓF . It can therefore be identiﬁed with an N -dimensional representation
r : ΓE/F −→ GL(N, C)

(5.5)

5In order that the two left hand sides here depend only on π, we assume implicitly that πN is isobaric, in
the sense of [27, §2]. It is then the unique automorphic representation of GL(N ) with the given eigenfamily
c(πN ) = c(π), according to [18]. Notice that we do not obtain a local construction for the factors in these
supplementary terms, unlike in their analogues (4.11), (4.13) for representations of Weil groups. This requires
a stronger (and more complex) assertion of functoriality as in [23], and is predicated on a local classiﬁcation of
representations, such as that obtained for special orthogonal and symplectic groups in [4].
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of the Galois group of some ﬁnite Galois extension E of F . The only automorphic representation of G is the trivial representation 1. However, the associated automorphic family c(1)
is still interesting. It is represented by the set
/ S}
cS (1) = {cv (1) = Frobv : v ∈
of Frobenius conjugacy classes in ΓE/F of primes v of F that are unramiﬁed in E, according
to footnote 2 from the last section. The principle of functoriality in this case asserts that
its r-image r c(1) is automorphic for GL(N ). In other words, there is an automorphic
representation π of GL(N ) such that

v∈
/ S.
cv (π) = r cv (1) = r(Frobv ),
This can be regarded as a general answer to the question (I). Since it includes an analytic
characterization of the set Spl(E/F ) of primes of F that split completely in E, it also
amounts to a classiﬁcation theory for general Galois extensions of F , the long standing
dream of earlier number theorists. The arithmetic data {Frobv } that characterize ﬁnite Galois extensions E of F ([38, p. 165]), and that are conveniently packaged by the characters
of continuous, ﬁnite dimensional representations of ΓF , can be represented by the analytic
data {cv (π)} of automorphic representations of general linear groups.
Langlands’ formulation of nonabelian class ﬁeld theory has implications for L-functions.
It follows from the deﬁnitions (3.4), (3.5), (4.5) and (4.4) that for G = {1}, the automorphic
L-function L(s, 1, r) on the left hand side of (5.4) is equal to the completed Artin L-function
L(s, r). It therefore equals an automorphic L-function L(s, πN ) = L(s, π) for GL(N ). We
should note here that the general principle of functoriality implicitly includes some common
spectral properties of the two automorphic representations π  and π. In particular, if the
representation r in (5.4) is irreducible, the automorphic representation πN of GL(N ) should
be cuspidal. If N ≥ 2, this implies that the automorphic L-function L(s, πN ) is entire, as
we noted at the beginning of the section. On the other hand, the Artin conjecture mentioned
near the end of §3 asserts that the irreducible L-function L(s, r) is entire. The principle of
functoriality, in the case G = {1} and G = GL(N ), therefore implies this well known
conjecture of almost one hundred years. By relating L(s, r) to a standard automorphic Lfunction L(s, πN ), we would obtain what could be considered an answer to the question
(II). For since we now have an understanding of the poles of L(s, πN ), and can perhaps hope
someday to have also an understanding of its zeros, we would have the means to estimate
the distribution of the classes {Frobv }. Notice that this is a beautiful generalization of the
indirect method in Section 2 used by Artin to study abelian L-functions. In both cases, an
analytic problem for arithmetic L-functions is solved by showing that these functions are
also automorphic L-functions, for which the analytic behaviour is better understood.
In addition to the two striking consequences of functoriality in [23] we have just described, Langlands proposed two further applications. One is to the generalized Ramanujan
conjecture, the other to a generalization of the conjecture of Sato-Tate. Both have implications for L-functions. For the sake of completeness, we shall say a word on each.
The generalized Ramanujan conjecture can be formulated for any G. It asserts that the local constituents πv of certain natural automorphic representations π in the discrete spectrum
of G are (locally) tempered, in the extension to the local groups G(Fv ) by Harish-Chandra
of the deﬁnition from classical Fourier analysis. If G = GL(N ), for example, it is the unitary cuspidal automorphic representations to which the conjecture applies. The connection
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with L-functions, suggested by Langlands and reinforced by later local harmonic analysis, is
that the local components πv of π will be tempered if and only if the L-functions L(s, π, r)
are analytic in the right half plane Re(s) > 1. Given this property, Langlands deduced
the generalized Ramanujan conjecture from the principle of functoriality, and the fact that a
representation π in the discrete spectrum is automatically unitary [23, p. 43–49]. For more
recent progress for the group G = GL(2), we refer the reader to [20] and [19].
A generalized Sato-Tate conjecture is only hinted at in [23], and then just in the last
paragraph on p. 49. It would apply to any automorphic representation π of G that satisﬁes the generalized Ramanujan conjecture. We assume the principle of functoriality. The
Ramanujan condition is then valid. It implies that for any unramiﬁed place v ∈
/ S, the con#  ΓF in
jugacy class cv (π) in L G intersects a ﬁxed maximal compact subgroup L K = K
L
L
#  ΓF , and can therefore be identiﬁed with a conjugacy class in K. The problem
G=G
is to determine the distribution of these classes as v varies. If the family c(π) is a proper
functorial image of a family c(π  ) for some group G , one could determine the distribution
of c(π) from that of c(π  ). One can therefore assume that π is primitive, in the sense that it
is not a proper functorial image from some G . We would then expect6 that

− ords=1 L(s, π, r) = [r : 1]
for any ﬁnite dimensional representation ρ of L G. That is, the order of the pole of L(s, π, r)
at s = 1 equals the multiplicity of the trivial representation of L G in r. It would then follow
from the Wiener-Ikehara Tauberian theorem that the distribution of the classes {cv (π)} in
L
K is given by the Haar measure on L K. In concrete terms, one would be able to express
the distribution of classes
/ S}
{cv (π) ∩ L T : v ∈
in a maximal torus L T = T#  ΓF in L K in terms of the explicit density function on L T
obtained from the Haar measure that occurs in the Weyl integration formula. (See [35, §2,
Appendix].)
I have attempted to introduce the subject through Langlands’ original paper [23] without
discussing subsequent developments. The most famous of these is undoubtedly Wiles’ work
on the Shimura-Taniyama-Weil conjecture [43], which he used to prove Fermat’s Last Theorem. An important foundation for Wiles’ work was the Langlands-Tunnell theorem that
two-dimensional representations r of solvable Galois groups ΓE/F satisfy Artin’s conjecture. This followed from base change for GL(2) [28], established by Langlands as an early
application of the trace formula. (See [1, §26], for example.) I mention also that R. Taylor
has established the classical Sato-Tate conjecture, which applies to the group G = GL(2),
by using base change for GL(N ) [7] and other means to extract what is needed from the
unproven principle of functoriality. (See [40] and the references there.)

6. Orthogonal and symplectic groups
The monograph [4] contains a classiﬁcation of automorphic representations of quasisplit orthogonal and symplectic groups over the number ﬁeld F . The groups of interest are attached
6This is actually a little stronger than the principle of functoriality, of which it represents a converse of sorts.
However, Langlands’ recent ideas [29] for attacking the principle of functoriality, speculative as they may be, would
treat this question as well.
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to the four inﬁnite families of complex simple Lie algebras. These in turn are represented by
the following four inﬁnite families of Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams, for which I am indebted to
W. Casselman.
Type An

Type Bn

Type Cn

Type Dn

For corresponding complex groups, we could take the special linear groups SL(n + 1, C),
the odd orthogonal groups SO(2n + 1, C), the symplectic groups Sp(2n, C) and the even
orthogonal groups SO(2n, C). The family An is the starting point for the classiﬁcation.
Since the representation theory is simplest for general linear groups [18], [30], we take the
reductive groups GL(N, C), N = n + 1, as the complex representatives for this family.
We want to take these groups over the number ﬁeld F , which is not algebraically closed.
But according to a fundamental theorem of Chevalley, any one of these complex groups
corresponds naturally to a canonical group over F . It is the split group attached to the given
diagram (and centre). Our interest is actually in quasisplit groups. These are obtained by
twisting the Galois action on any given split group by a supplementary Galois action on the
diagram. The symmetry group of a diagram is the group of bijections of the set of vertices
that preserve all edges and directions. It equals Z/2Z in type An , is trivial in types Bn and
Cn , and equals7 Z/2Z in type Dn . A quasisplit group is determined by a homomorphism
from the Galois group ΓF to the symmetry group of the diagram. Following [5], we will not
treat nonsplit, quasisplit groups of type An . These are unitary groups, for which we refer
the reader to [32]. Since a quasisplit group of type Bn or Cn is split, we have only then to
consider type Dn . In this case, a quasisplit group is determined by a quotient of ΓF of order
1 or 2, or in other words, a Galois extension E/F of degree 1 or 2.
From now on, G will stand exclusively for one of our quasisplit groups of type Bn ,
Cn or Dn . Its construction above relies on the identiﬁcation of the supplementary Galois
action on the diagram with the Galois action on the underlying split group (determined by
# is what is used to deﬁne
a ﬁxed splitting). The transfer of this action to the dual group G
7If n = 4, this group is actually isomorphic to S3 , but we agree to consider only the standard symmetries that
interchange the two right hand vertices in the diagram.
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#  ΓF . (See [21, §1].). We list the three families of obthe semidirect product L G = G
L
#
jects (G, G, GE ) explicitly, where E/F is the minimal Galois extension through which the
action of ΓF factors.
# = Sp(2n, C) = L GE , E = F .
Type Bn : G = SO(2n + 1) is split, G
# = SO(2n + 1, C) = L GE , E = F .
Type Cn : G = Sp(2n) is split, G
# = SO(2n, C), L GE = SO(2n, C)  ΓE/F ,
Type Dn : G = SO(2n) is quasisplit, G
deg(E/F ) ∈ {1, 2}.
The other family corresponds to diagrams of type An . We are taking the underlying group
inthis case to be the split group GL(N ), with dual group GL(N, C), and minimal L-group
L
GL(N ) E also equal to GL(N, C), for N = n + 1 and E = F .
The monograph [4] is devoted to a classiﬁcation of automorphic representations of any
of our groups G in terms of those of general linear groups. In the rest of this section, we
shall discuss how it relates to functoriality and L-functions, the central themes of this article.
The classiﬁcation is based on two general cases of the principle of functoriality. We shall
describe them each in turn, following the remarks at the end of §1 of [5].
Cases of Functoriality: 1. This case arises from the natural embedding of a complex classical group into a complex general linear group. According to our understanding, G is any
one of our quasisplit classical groups of type Bn , Cn or Dn over F . There is then a canon# into a general linear group GL(N, C), for N equal to
ical embedding of the dual group G
2n, 2n + 1 and 2n respectively. If G is split over F , this extends trivially to a canonical
L-embedding

L
# × ΓF −→ L GL(N ) = GL(N, C) × ΓF
G=G
of the full L-group of G to that of GL(N ). In the special case of type Cn , we also obtain
a nonstandard L-embedding of L G into L GL(N ) for any quadratic extension E/F , by
mapping the quotient ΓE/F = ΓF /ΓE isomorphically into the central subgroup {±1} of
the image of O(2n + 1, C) in GL(N, C). If G is not split over F , it is of type Dn . The
# = SO(2n, C) through the nonidentity
associated quadratic quotient ΓE/F then acts on G
connected component of the complex group O(2n, C). This leads again to a canonical Lembedding of L-groups

L
#  ΓF −→ L GL(N ) = GL(N, C) × ΓF .
G=G
2. In the second general case, G is as in the ﬁrst. This time, however, we take a product
G = G1 × G2
of smaller such groups. We require that the dual group
# × G
#
# = G
G
1
2
# This means that
come with a natural embedding into G.
#
#  = Sp(2m, C) × Sp(2n − 2m, C) ⊂ Sp(2n, C) = G,
G
#
#  = SO(2m, C) × SO(2n + 1 − 2m, C) ⊂ SO(2n + 1, C) = G,
G
and
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#
#  = SO(2m, C) × SO(2n − 2m, C) ⊂ SO(2n, C) = G,
G
for integers 0 ≤ m ≤ n, when G is of type Bn , Cn and Dn respectively. If G is of type
Bn , G is split, and the L-embedding of L G into L G extends trivially to an L-embedding
of L G into L G. If G is of type Cn , G and G2 are split, but G1 can be a quasisplit group
deﬁned by an extension E1 of F of degree 1 or 2. In this case, we obtain an L-embedding
L

# × G
#  )  ΓF −→
G = ( G
1
2

L

# × ΓF
G=G

from the nonstandard embedding of the second factor L G2 attached to the quadratic extension E1 /F
group deﬁned by an extension
√ . Finally, if G is of type Dn , it is the quasisplit


and G2 to be quasisplit
E = F ( d) of degree 1 or 2. We can then take G1 √
√ groups of types
Dm and Dn−m deﬁned by any extensions E1 = F ( d1 ) and E2 = F ( d2 ) such that d1 d2
equals d. It is then easy to see that there is a natural L-embedding of L-groups
L

# × G
#  )  ΓF −→
G = ( G
1
2

L

#  ΓF .
G=G

We thus obtain two basic cases of the principle of functoriality by taking the L-homomorphism ρ to be any one of the L-embeddings we have just described. The ﬁrst is at the heart
of the classiﬁcation of representations of G (both local and global) in terms of those of
GL(N ). The second provides the foundation for an understanding of the precise functorial
correspondence from G to GL(N ).
Theorem 6.1. The principle of functoriality stated in §4 is valid if ρ is any one of the Lembeddings in the two general cases described above.
This theorem is a consequence of the classiﬁcation of representations of G in [4]. It
has a signiﬁcant application to Rankin-Selberg products. These are the automorphic Lfunctions whose arithmetic analogues correspond to tensor products of ﬁnite dimensional
representations of ΓF (or WF ).
We ﬁrst review the standard theory of Rankin-Selberg products for general linear groups.
In this case, the underlying quasisplit group is a product GL(N1 ) × GL(N2 ), while the
underlying representation r = rN of its L-group is given by the standard representation
g = gN1 × gN2 : X −→ gN1 × t gN2 ,

gNi ∈ GL(Ni , C),

of the dual group GL(N1 , C) × GL(N2 , C) on the N = N1 N2 -dimensional vector space of
complex (N1 × N2 )-matrices X. For any automorphic representation πN = πN1 ⊗ πN2 of
this group, we can form the incomplete L-function
LS (s, πN1 × πN2 ) = LS (s, πN , rN )
of (4.4). In this case, it is known how to deﬁne the local L-functions
L(s, πN1 ,v × πN2 ,v ) = L(s, πN,v , rN,v )

(6.1)

ε(s, πN1 ,v × πN2 ,v , ψv ) = ε(s, πN,v , rN,v , ψv )

(6.2)

and ε-factors
in a purely local manner for all valuations v, in such a way that the completed L-function
L(s, πN1 × πN2 ) = LS (s, πN1 × πN2 ) LS (s, πN1 × πN2 ) = LS (s, πN , rN ) LS (s, πN , rN )
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has analytic continuation and functional equation
∨
∨
× πN
),
L(s, πN1 × πN2 ) = ε(s, πN1 × πN2 ) L(1 − s, πN
1
2

for the associated global ε-factor
ε(s, πN1 × πN2 ) = ε(s, πN , rN ).
The general principle of functoriality applies to the mapping rN from GL(N1 , C)
×GL(N2 , C) to GL(N, C). However, it is far from known in this case. On the other
hand, and in contrast to Langlands’ ﬁrst application of functoriality described in §4, the
analytic continuation and functional equation of Rankin-Selberg products has been established directly. There have been two diﬀerent approaches to the theory, both of which lead
to the same results. The original method [10, 17, 18], [30, Appendix] combines certain integrals with the Poisson summation formula, in a way that is reminiscent of Tate’s thesis [37]
(which applies to the special case that (N1 , N2 ) = (N, 1)). The other approach, known as
the Langlands-Shahidi method [11, 24, 36], combines Whittaker models and intertwining
operators with the analytic continuation and functional equations for Eisenstein series established by Langlands in his study [25] of continuous automorphic spectra. It is capable of
considerably broader application.
Our application of Theorem 6.1 is to Rankin-Selberg products for classical groups, specifically a product G1 × G2 of any two groups from our general family of quasisplit special
orthogonal and symplectic groups. From the standard L-embeddings

ρi : L Gi −→ L GL(Ni ) ,
i = 1, 2,
of Case 1 above, we obtain a homomorphism
ρ1 × ρ2 :

L

(G1 × G2 ) −→ GL(N1 , C) × GL(N2 , C).

If π = π1 ⊗ π2 is an automorphic representation of G1 × G2 , and r is the composition
rN ◦ (ρ1 × ρ2 ), we can form the partial L-function
LS (s, π1 × π2 ) = LS (s, π, r)
for the group G1 × G2 . We apply Theorem 6.1 to the two L-embeddings ρi . It attaches to
the two automorphic representations πi ∈ Πaut (Gi ) two (self-dual, isobaric) automorphic
representations πNi ∈ Πaut (Ni ) for the general linear groups GL(Ni ), such that
LS (s, π1 × π2 ) = LS (s, πN1 × πN2 ).
In other words, the partial L-function for G1 × G2 on the left equals its analogue for
GL(N1 ) × GL(N2 ) on the right. It follows from the theory we have just described for
general linear groups that we can deﬁne the supplementary L-factor
LS (s, π1 × π2 ) = LS (s, πN1 × πN2 )

(6.3)

ε(s, π1 × π2 ) = ε(s, πN1 × πN2 )

(6.4)

and the global ε-factor
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for G1 × G2 so that the completed L-function
L(s, π1 × π2 ) = LS (s, π1 × π2 )LS (s, π1 × π2 )

(6.5)

has analytic continuation, with the functional equation
L(s, π1 × π2 ) = ε(s, π1 × π2 ) L(1 − s, π1 × π2 ).

(6.6)

Our discussion for G1 × G2 does not to this point include a local theory. That is, it does
not give a local construction of the factors implicit in the left hand sides of (6.3) and (6.4).
This is in contrast to the theory for GL(N ), which not only gives a local construction for the
factors (6.1) and (6.2) for the right hand side, but also relates them (according to the local
Langlands correspondence for GL(N )) to their arithmetic analogues in (4.11) and (4.13),
for representations rN1 ,v ⊗ rN2 ,v of the local Weil groups WFv . The stronger results for
G1 × G2 follow, at least for representations πi that are globally tempered, from the local and
global classiﬁcations in [4].
In summary, Theorem 5.1 establishes two cases of functoriality for quasisplit orthogonal
and symplectic groups. As a corollary of the ﬁrst case, we also obtain the analytic continuation of the corresponding Rankin-Selberg L-functions (6.5), with functional equation (6.6).
This last result is very much in the spirit of our earlier discussion. Like Artin’s proof of
analytic continuation and functional equation for the abelian L-functions that bear his name,
and Langlands’ reduction of the analytic properties of general Artin L-functions and general
automorphic L-functions to the principle of functoriality, the approach is indirect. Rather
than deal with the unknown L-functions directly, we establish classiﬁcation theorems that
limit their scope. That is, contrary perhaps to what might have been expected, the unknown
L-functions are in fact included among a class of L-functions whose analytic behaviour is
understood.

7. Remarks on the classiﬁcation
We have not described the classiﬁcation [4] that might have been the natural topic of this
article, having chosen instead to focus on its simpler implications for our historical introduction to the Langlands program. The classiﬁcation is given by Theorems 1.5.1, 1.5.2 and
1.5.3 of [4]. It is also summarized from diﬀerent points of view in the three surveys [3, 5, 6].
Partial results were established earlier for generic representations in [9, 14], by quite diﬀerent methods. It is now possible to see where the generic representations of these papers ﬁt
into the general classiﬁcation [4, Proposition 8.3.2].
We conclude with a few very general remarks on the structure of the classiﬁcation. The
ﬁrst of the two cases of functoriality in Theorem 6.1 gives a canonical mapping

Caut (G) −→ Caut (N ) = Caut GL(N ) ,
(7.1)
from automorphic eigenfamilies for our classical group G to automorphic eigenfamilies for
GL(N ). The methods
 of [4] are designed for the representations that occur in the spectral
2
decomposition of L G(F )\G(A) , namely the subset Π(G) ⊂ Πaut (G) of automorphic
representations we are calling globally tempered. The version of Theorem 6.1 that arises8
8It is not stated explicitly in [4]. In fact, the analogue of the second case of Theorem 6.1 is not quite true for
C(G), thanks to an interesting pathology discovered by Cogdell and Piatetskii-Shapiro. (See [5, §3] and [6, §8].)
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most directly from [4] actually applies to automorphic eigenfamilies that are globally tempered, namely the image C(G) ⊂ Caut (G) of Π(G) under the mapping π → c(π). The
restriction of (7.1) can be seen from [4] to give a canonical mapping
C(G) −→ C(N )

(7.2)

from C(G) to the image C(N ) ⊂ Caut (N ) of the set Π(N ) of globally tempered automorphic
representations of GL(N ). We shall comment brieﬂy on the general steps needed to obtain
a classiﬁcation9 of Π(G) from (7.2).
The general linear group GL(N ) has the remarkable property that the mapping πN →
c(πN ) from Π(N ) to C(N ) is a bijection. This follows from fundamental theorems of
Jacquet-Shalika [18] and Moeglin-Waldspurger [30]. (See [4, §1.3] and [6, §4].) The composition
∼
Π(G) −→ C(G) −→ C(N ) ←
− Π(N )
then gives a mapping π → πN from Π(G) to Π(N ). Langlands’ theory of Eisenstein series [25] constructs the automorphic spectrum of any group in terms of automorphic discrete
spectra. For our group G, it is therefore enough to classify the subset Π2 (G) of represen2
tations
 in Π(G) that occur in the discrete spectrum, the subspace Ldisc G(F )\G(A) of
2
L G(F )\G(A) that decomposes under right translation by G(A) into a direct sum of irreducible representations. To classify automorphic representations of G in terms of those of
GL(N ), we would need to give an explicit description of the restricted mapping
π −→ πN ,

π ∈ Π2 (G),

(7.3)

from Π2 (G) to Π(N ). Speciﬁcally, we would need to characterize the image and the kernel
of this mapping.
To characterize the image of (7.3), it is necessary to analyze the (globally tempered)
automorphic representations of GL(N ) that are self-dual. This is not diﬃcult to do, using
the general structure of the set of self-dual, N -dimensional representations of an arbitrary
Galois group ΓE/F for guidance, and the classiﬁcation in [30] of the automorphic, relatively
discrete spectrum of GL(N ) [4, §1.2, 1.4]. The problem, it then turns out, is to establish two
necessary and suﬃcient conditions for a self-dual cuspidal automorphic representation πN
of GL(N ) to lie in the image of (7.3). One is a familiar condition [9, 14] on the existence
of a pole at s = 1 of a certain automorphic L-function of πN . The other is a more technical
condition in harmonic analysis, which is harder to state, but which is at the centre of the
argument. The two conditions are among the last things to be established in the classiﬁcation,
but they lead in the end to a clear description of the image of (7.3).
The ﬁbres of (7.3) are often large. They occur in packets
Πψ ,

ψ ∈ Ψ2 (G),

parametrized by a family Ψ2 (G) of objects ψ that is in canonical bijection with the image
of (7.3), the subset of Π(N ) we have just discussed. These global “parameters” have localizations ψv at valuations v, which are parameters in the more familiar sense. They belong to
the set Ψ(Gv ) of local L-homomorphisms10
ψv : LFv × SU (2) −→

L

Gv ,

9In principle, one can obtain a classiﬁcation of the larger set Πaut (G) from that of Π(G) in [4] and the criterion
for automorphy in [26]. (See [6, §8])
10In the domain, LFv is the local Langlands group. It is deﬁned as the local Weil group WFv if v is archimedean,
and the product of WFv with a separate copy of SU (2) if v is nonarchimedean.
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# is rela#
taken up to G-conjugacy
in the local L-group L Gv , such that the image of ψv in G
tively compact. A signiﬁcant part of the global classiﬁcation in [4] is purely local. To every
local parameter ψv ∈ Ψ(Gv ), one has to attach a canonical, ﬁnite set Πψv ⊂ Πunit (Gv ) of
irreducible unitary representations of G(Fv ). A global packet Πψ is then deﬁned as the set
of restricted tensor products
∼
'
&
"
Πψ = π =
πv : πv ∈ Πψv

(7.4)

v

of representations from the corresponding local packets. The subset Φbdd (Gv ) of parameters
φv ∈ Ψ(Gv ) that are constant on the factor SU (2) are known as (bounded) Langlands
parameters. A prerequisite for the study of the general packets Πψv in Chapter 7 of [4] is the
proof in Chapter 6 of [4] of the local Langlands correspondence for Gv . This asserts11 that
the set Πtemp (Gv ) of (locally) tempered, irreducible representations of G(Fv ) is a disjoint
union over φv ∈ Φbdd (Gv ) of the local Langlands packets Πφv .
The global classiﬁcation thus depends on a local description of representations in order to deﬁne the global packets (7.4). The main global result of [5] is Theorem 1.5.2. It
gives a multiplicity formula for any irreducible representation of G(A) in the discrete spectrum. More precisely, the theorem asserts that any representation in Π2 (G) lies in a unique
global packet Πψ . For any π ∈ Πψ , it then gives an explicit multiplicity formula for π in
L2disc G(F )\G(A) in terms of invariants attached to its local constituents. Its proof is a
multifaceted induction, which includes most of the other results in [4], and takes up much of
the volume.
Acknowledgements. Supported in part by NSERC Discovery Grant A3483.
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Integrable probability
Alexei Borodin

Abstract. The goal of the lecture is to survey the emerging ﬁeld of integrable probability which aims at
identifying and analyzing exactly solvable probabilistic models. The models and results are often easy
to describe, yet diﬃcult to ﬁnd, and they carry essential information about broad universality classes
of stochastic processes. The methods of analysis are largely algebraic, and they are deeply rooted in
representation theory.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). 60K35, 82B23, 82C41.
Keywords. Integrability, random growth.

Introduction
This talk is about probabilistic systems that can be analyzed by essentially algebraic methods.
The historically ﬁrst example of such a system goes back to De Moivre (1738) and
Laplace (1812) who considered the problem of ﬁnding the asymptotic distribution of the
sum of i. i. d. random variables for Bernoulli trials, when the pre-limit distribution is explicit, and took the limit of the resulting expression. While this computation may look like
a simple exercise when viewed from the heights of modern probability, in its time it likely
served the role of a key stepping stone — ﬁrst rigorous proofs of central limit theorems
appeared only in the beginning of the XXth century.
As an example of a similar modern development, we are currently in a “De MoivreLaplace stage” for a certain class of stochastic systems which is often referred to as the KPZ
universality class, after an inﬂuential work of Kardar-Parisi-Zhang in mid-80’s. We will be
interested in the case of one and two space dimensions.
While the class and some of its members have been identiﬁed by physicists, the ﬁrst
examples of convincing (actually, rigorous) analysis were provided by mathematicians, who
were also able to identify the distributions that play the role of the Gaussian law. For one
space dimension, they are often referred to as the Tracy-Widom type distributions as they had
previously appeared in Tracy-Widom’s work on spectra of large random matrices.
The reason for mathematicians’ success was that there is an unusually extensive amount
of algebra and combinatorics required to gain access to suitable pre-limit formulas that admit large time limit transitions. The “exactly solvable” or integrable members of the class
should be viewed as projections of much more powerful objects whose origins lie in representation theory. In a way, this is similar to integrable systems that can also be viewed
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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as projections of representation theoretic objects; and this is one reason we use the words
integrable probability to describe the phenomenon.
What goes below is a write-up of an hour-long talk; detailed expositions can be found in
[9, 15, 20, 23].

1.
Suppose that one is building a tower out of unit blocks. Blocks are falling from the sky, as
shown on Figure 1.1, and the tower slowly grows. If one introduces randomness by declaring
the times between arrivals of blocks to be independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random
variables, then one obtains the simplest 1d random growth model. The kind of question we
would like to answer is what the height h(t) of tower at time t is?

Figure 1.1. Building a tower from standard blocks.

The classical central limit theorem (see e.g. [6, Chapter 5] or [45, Chapter 4]) provides
the answer:
− 32 1
2
h(t) ≈ c−1
1 t + ξc2 c1 t ,
where c1 and c2 are the mean and standard deviation of the times between arrivals of the
blocks, respectively, and ξ is a standard normal random variable N (0, 1).

2.
Let us try to generalize by introducing one space dimension.
If blocks fall independently in diﬀerent columns, then one obtains a 2d growth model,
as shown on Figure 2.1. When there are no interactions between blocks and the blocks are
aligned (cf. the left panel of Figure 2.1), the columns grow independently and ﬂuctuations
remain of order t1/2 — this is called “random deposition”.
But what happens if we allow column interaction by, for example, letting blocks travel
ﬁnitely many (say, no more than 1) units left or right to locate the lowest possible landing
position, cf. middle panel of Figure 2.1. Such random growth processes are commonly
called “random deposition with relaxation”. Or if we make blocks sticky so that they attach
to the sides of the boxes in adjacent columns, as shown on the right panel of Figure 2.1 —
this is known as “ballistic deposition”?
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Figure 2.1. Random deposition, random deposition with relaxation, and ballistic deposition.

Computer simulations (see e.g. [5]) show that the height ﬂuctuations in the second and
the third model are of order t1/4 and t1/3 , respectively, and it is visible to a naked eye that
the roughness of the interface is diﬀerent, cf. Figure 2.2.
We are pretty far from fully understanding the observed phenomenon; for example, proving the 1/3 ﬂuctuation exponent for ballistic deposition is way beyond currently available
techniques. However, we can do something else.

Figure 2.2. Computer simulations of the three models of random growth (from [5]).

Physicists know fairly well how to identify broad classes of random growth models that
should have exactly the same asymptotic behavior of interface ﬂuctuations — those are
known as ‘universality classes’. In 0 space dimensions, the classical central limit can be
viewed as an illustration of such behavior: The universality class consists of all growth models with i. i. d. intervals between block arrivals, and the Gaussian distribution describes the
universal ﬂuctuations. Although for now we can only wish for something similar in ≥ 1
space dimensions, we are capable of ﬁnding exactly solvable, or integrable models in certain universality classes and analyzing them to a great level of detail, thus identifying the
(conjecturally) universal ﬂuctuations.
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3.
One (simple) example of an integrable model in 0 space dimensions is the case when the
times between block arrivals are geometrically distributed random variables. Then the tower
height h(t) at any time moment is distributed as a sum of independent Bernoulli random
variables; its distribution is given by binomial coeﬃcients, and the application of Stirling’s
formula proves the convergence of rescaled h(t) to the standard Gaussian. This is the celebrated De Moivre–Laplace theorem.
Let us now describe an integrable model of random growth in one space dimension.
Consider the interface given by a broken line with segments of same length and of slopes
±1, as shown on Figure 3.1, left panel. Its growth consists of adding a new unit box at each
local minimum, independently after an exponentially distributed waiting time.

11
00
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11
00
11
00
11

1
0
0
1
1
0

1
0
0
1

01
1
0
0
1
1 0
0
1

11
0
0
01
1
0

1
0
0
1

11
0
01
0 1
0
01
1
01
0 1
0

Figure 3.1. Broken line with slopes ±1 with local minimum where a box can be added, and correspondence with particle conﬁgurations on Z

There is also an appealing equivalent formulation of this growth model. Project the
interface to a straight line at 45 degree angle to the segments, and place “particles” at images
of unit segments of slope −1 and “holes” at images of segments of slope +1, see Figure
3.1, right panel. Then the random growth process is equivalent to the following particle
update rule (as seen from examining the picture): Each particle jumps to the right by one
unit independently of the others after an exponential waiting time (in other words, each
particle jumps with probability dt in each very small time interval [t, t + dt]) except for the
exclusion constraint: Jumps to the already occupied spots are prohibited. One can view this
as a simpliﬁed model of a one-lane highway with particles representing cars. This model is
widely known under the name of Totally Asymmetric Simple Exclusion Process (or TASEP,
for brevity), cf. [52, 53, 66].
At large times, in the ﬁrst order approximation (law of large numbers type behavior
also referred to as hydrodynamic limit, obtained when time and space coordinates are scaled
in the same way) TASEP’s interface evolves deterministically according to the (ﬁrst order,
nonlinear) inviscid Burgers equation
∂ρ
∂
= − (ρ(1 − ρ)),
∂t
∂x
where ρ = ρ(x, t) ∈ [0, 1] is the local density of TASEP’s particles. This is a nontrivial
statement that has been proved in a fairly large generality, see e.g. the introduction of [38]
for a brief survey. In particular, the shocks in the solution of this equation correspond to the
traﬃc jams in the system of cars-particles on a one-lane highway.
Proceeding to ﬂuctuations around the global hydrodynamic interface proﬁle, here is the
very ﬁrst result that rigorously proved the existence of the 1/3 exponent (it was conjectured
by physicists more than two decades earlier [37, 40, 46]).
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Figure 3.2. Wedge and ﬂat initial conditions: broken lines and corresponding particle conﬁgurations.

Theorem ([42]). Suppose that at time 0 the interface h(x; t) is a wedge h(x, 0) = |x| as
shown on Figure 3.2, left panel. Then for every x ∈ (−1, 1)
lim P

t→∞

h(tx, t) − c1 (x)t
≥ −s
c2 (x)t1/3

= F2 (s),

where c1 (x), c2 (x) are certain explicit functions of x.
Here F2 (s) is a distribution that originated in random matrix theory, known under the
name of the GUE Tracy-Widom distribution. It is the limiting distribution, as the size of the
matrix tends to inﬁnity, of the properly centered and scaled largest eigenvalue in the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble of random matrices (which is the probability measure with density
proportional to exp(−Trace(X 2 )) on Hermitian matrices), see [68].
At ﬁrst glance, one might expect that because of universality, the ﬂuctuations of the
TASEP interface should be described by F2 for any initial condition. However, one proves
the following
Theorem ([17, 61]). Suppose that at time 0 the interface h(x; t) is ﬂat as shown on Figure
3.2 (right panel). Then for every x ∈ R
lim P

t→∞

h(x, t) − c3 t
≥ −s
c4 t1/3

= F1 (s),

where c3 , c4 are certain explicit positive constants.
Similarly to F2 (s), F1 (s) from the right-hand side is the GOE Tracy-Widom distribution
that arises as a scaling limit of the largest eigenvalue in Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble of
real symmetric matrices distributed according to const · exp(−Trace(X 2 ))dX, see [69]. 1

4.
This caveat, however, appears to be only a minor correction to the universality principle: The
two theorems above conjecturally provide the distributions of the ﬂuctuations for a whole
universality class of random growth models in (1+1) dimensions which is usually referred to
1The indices “2” and “1” stand for the dimension of the base ﬁeld over the reals; one can naturally deﬁne
distributions Fβ for β > 0 that at β = 1, 2, 4 correspond to the largest eigenvalues of Gaussian Orthogonal/Unitary/Symplectic Ensembles, see [60].
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as the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) universality class. It is just that the asymptotic behavior
becomes more delicate than in (0+1) dimensional case, namely, while for deterministic initial
conditions scaling by t1/3 is always the same, the resulting distribution may also depend on
the “subclass” of the model. Conjecturally, for deterministic initial conditions, the only two
generic subclasses are the ones we have seen. They are distinguished by whether the global
interface proﬁle is locally curved or ﬂat near the observation location.
The KPZ universality class was suggested in [46], and its members can be described as
random growth models that have three key features:
•

Locality of growth — distant parts of the interface evolve independently;

•

Smoothing mechanism (a.k.a. relaxation) — deep holes in the interface tend to ﬁll up,
and no fractal structures appear;

•

Lateral growth — the interface grows in the normal direction to its global proﬁle (this
could be relaxed to simply claiming that the vertical speed of growth depends on the
slope of the global proﬁle).

While the above description may seem vague, it works remarkably well. As an example,
out of the three models of Figure 2.1 above, all three have local growth, the last two have a
smoothing mechanism, and only ballistic deposition enjoys lateral growth 2. A recent survey
of the KPZ universality class in (1+1) dimensions can be found in [27].

5.
As was mentioned above, TASEP is one integrable model in the KPZ class. One way to
describe its solvability is to say that its study can be reduced to that of a determinantal point
process (see e.g. [7] and references therein for details on such processes). The techniques of
the determinantal point processes can be utilized to solve a few other random growth models
in the KPZ class. Those include (citation lists are non-exhaustive, see also references therein
and survey [35])
•

Discrete time TASEPs [15, 16, 18, 44];

•

Discrete and continuous time PushASEPs [14, 15];

•

Directed last passage percolation with geometric/Bernoulli/exponential edge weights
[2, 42, 43];

•

Polynuclear growth processes [3, 4, 18, 41, 59, 62].

The exact conjectures on ﬂuctuation behavior of generic models in the KPZ class were
derived from asymptotic analysis of these determinantally solvable cases.
In recent years, there has been a substantial progress in analyzing a class of integrable
yet not determinantal KPZ models. Those include (again, citations lists are non-exhaustive)
•

Partially Asymmetric Simple Exclusion Process (PASEP or ASEP) [13, 70];

2If a growth model is local, has relaxation, but its vertical speed of growth is independent of the global slope,
then it is said to below to the Edwards-Wilkinson (EW) universality class [34], which is much simpler than the KPZ
class (in particular, its asymptotics can be described via Gaussian processes). This is the universality class to which
random deposition with relaxation belongs.
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•

KPZ equation, or stochastic heat equation, or continuous Brownian polymer [1, 11,
25, 32, 63];

•

q-TASEPs [9, 10, 28, 31, 36];

•

Semi-discrete Brownian polymer [9, 11, 55];

•

Fully discrete log-Gamma polymer [12, 30].

As one can see, we have a fairly good control over integrable representatives of the
(1+1)d KPZ universality class, and their list keeps growing. However, proving any statement
about large time ﬂuctuations for a generic (1+1)d KPZ model is still well beyond our reach.

6.
The (1+1)d KPZ ﬂuctuation behavior that was obtained through integrable models has recently found remarkable experimental conﬁrmations, see e.g. [67, 74].

Figure 6.1. Views of a stepped surface from three diﬀerent angles.

7.
Let us now proceed to the case of two space dimensions. To be concrete, we will be interested
in random stepped surfaces built from standard 1 × 1 × 1 cubes without holes and overhangs,
as pictured on Figure 6.
Comparing to the interface interpretation of TASEP, see Figure 3.1, it is natural to consider the random growth process where standard cubes are being added at any allowed position independently with an exponential waiting time. Alas, apart from numerical simulations,
nothing is known about large time behavior of such a process, even conjecturally, even on
the law of large numbers (hydrodynamic) level, let alone the ﬂuctuations.
On the other hand, uniform measures on stepped surfaces subjected to certain polygonal
boundary conditions and constrained by the volume underneath are well known to form, in
the limit of inﬁnite volume, beautiful deterministic limit shapes given by explicit algebraic
curves, cf. Figure 7.1, [24, 26, 51, 56, 57] and references therein.
It is therefore natural to ask whether it would be possible to ﬁnd examples of integrable
random growth models in (2+1) dimensions and, in particular, can those be used to grow
such algebraic limit shapes.
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Figure 7.1. Algebraic limit shapes.

8.
Let us present an example of an integrable growth model from [15]. It is not quite as simple
as randomly placing standard cubes into all possible positions randomly, but it is not too
complicated either.
As for the TASEP, there are two descriptions of the model, as a growing interface and as
a particle system. We start with the latter.
The state space of the particle system is a triangular array of interlacing variables
'
&
n(n+1)
m−1
m
2
S (n) = {xm
n = 1, 2, . . . .
| xm
k }k=1,...,m ⊂ Z
k−1 < xk−1 ≤ xk ,
m=1,...,n

As initial condition, we consider a densely packed one: At time t = 0 we have xm
k (0) =
k − m for all k, m, see Figure 8.1, left panel. The particle locations are pictured using
the axes that are at π/3 angle, the horizontal axes measures the particle positions x∗∗ , and
the (sloped) vertical axis measures the upper index. The particle locations are marked with
small ﬁlled circles, the right-most ones in each row representing xm
m = 0, m = 1, 2, . . . .
The particles evolve according to the following stochastic dynamics. Each of the parm
ticles xm
k has an independent exponential clock of rate one, and when the xk -clock rings
m−1
−1
the particle attempts to jump to the right by one. If at that moment xm
k = xk
then the jump is blocked. If that is not the case, we ﬁnd the largest c ≥ 1 such that
m+1
m+c−1
xm
k = xk+1 = · · · = xk+c−1 , and all c particles in this string jump to the right by one. A
Java simulation of this dynamics can be found at http://www-wt.iam.uni-bonn.de/~{}ferrari/
animations/AnisotropicKPZ.html .
Informally speaking, the particles with smaller upper indices are heavier than those with
larger upper indices, so that the heavier particles block and push the lighter ones in order for
the interlacing conditions to be preserved.

Figure 8.1. An integrable (2+1)-dimensional model of random growth.

Let us illustrate the dynamics using Figure 8.1, which shows possible few ﬁrst particle
jumps with four rows of particles (n = 4 in the above notation). At times close to 0, only the
right-most particle in each row can jump (that is, the other ones are blocked by lower/heavier
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neighbors); the freedom to jump is denoted by empty circles on the second panel of Figure
8.1. The red circle denotes the free particle (it’s x22 ) whose clock rang ﬁrst. If we simply
moved this particle to the right we would have violated the interlacing condition; instead, we
additionally move higher/lighter particles in a minimal way that preserves the interlacing.
This results in x33 and x44 also moving the right by one, and we end up with the particle
conﬁguration pictures on the third panel. Now more particle are free (empty circles), and we
again assume that it is the red one (x43 ) that goes ﬁrst. This move does not violate interlacing,
and we land at the fourth panel. There x33 jumps and pushes x44 , etc.
Observe that S (n1 ) ⊂ S (n2 ) for n1 ≤ n2 , and the deﬁnition of the evolution implies that
the process on n1 rows is a marginal of that on n2 rows. Thus, we can think of the stochastic
evolution on the space of inﬁnite point conﬁgurations {xm
k }k=1,...,m, m≥1 .
The images of Figure 8.1 oﬀer two three-dimensional interpretations — that of unit boxes
being added and the other one with unit boxes being removed. Focusing on the ﬁrst one, it
is easily seen that the evolution of our particle system is equivalent to the following random
growth recipe for the stepped surface: Each directed column of the form pictured in Figure
8.2 that can be added to the surface without creating holes or overhangs, is being added
independently of the others with exponential waiting time of rate 1. For this reason we call
this model the directed column deposition model.

Figure 8.2. Directed sticks that are being added to the stepped surface

9.
Let us note a few properties of the interacting particle systems that we just described.
•

The set of left-most particles {xm
1 }m≥1 evolves independently of the rest of the system, and its evolution is nothing but TASEP, with the initial condition xm
1 (0) =
−m + 1 that is commonly referred to as the step initial condition.

•

The set of right-most particles {xm
m }m≥1 also evolves independently and forms “PushTASEP” or “long range TASEP”: If one views {xm
m + m}m≥1 as particle locations in
Z, then when the xkk -clock rings, the particle xkk + k jumps to its right and pushes by
one unit the (possibly empty) block of particles sitting next to it. If one disregards the
particle labeling, one can think of particles as independently jumping to the next free
site on their right with unit rate.

•

For our densely packed initial condition, the evolution of each row {xm
k }k=1,...,m ,
m = 1, 2, . . . , is also a Markov chain. It can be deﬁned as Doob’s h-transform for
m independent rate one Poisson processes with the harmonic function h equal to the
Vandermonde determinant. In diﬀusive (large time) limit, it yields the Dyson Brownian Motion on spectra of the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble of random matrices, and we
thus see an immediate connection between TASEPs and random matrices.
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10.
The directed column deposition model is a representative of a fairly broad class of integrable
growth models in (2+1) dimensions, cf. [8, 15, 19, 21]. In particular, such models can be
used to grow the algebraic limit shapes mentioned above. As an example, Figure 10.1 shows
one variant of how this may happen via growing the support of the random interface.
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Figure 10.1. Growth of a random stepped surface by its support.

11.
The integrability of the models allows one to obtain very ﬁne asymptotic results as the time
of the growth tends to inﬁnity, see Figure 11.1 a picture of the directed column deposition
model at a large time. Let us describe the types of results that are achievable; each of them
has been veriﬁed in at least one model, and they are expected to hold very broadly (we refer
to Appendix B in the journal version of [15] for a brief survey and references).

Figure 11.1. Simulation of the directed column deposition model.

•

In hydrodynamic limit regime, when space and time are scaled in the same way, a
deterministic limit shape forms, and it evolves according to a ﬁrst order PDE of the
form ht (x, t) = f (x, ∇x h), where the interface is represented as the plot of a function
h : R2 × R≥0 → R, and the function f in the right-hand side depends on the model
(compare to the inviscid Burgers equation for TASEP).

•

The (random) boundaries of the disordered regions asymptotically behave as interfaces
from the (1+1)d KPZ universality class (which should not be surprising as we already
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mentioned that the left and right boundaries of the disordered region on Figure 11.1
are indeed TASEP and PushTASEP interfaces).
•

The models belong the (2+1) dimensional Anisotropic KPZ universality class. In a
little known dichotomy, the KPZ class in (2+1) dimensions splits into two subclasses,
isotropic and anisotropic ones. The split is related to the (mathematically ill posed)
KPZ equation ht (x, t) = Δx h + Q(∇x h) + {space-time white noise}, where Q is
a quadratic form, and this quadratic form may have either signature (1, 1) or (−1, −1)
in the isotropic case, or signature (±1, ∓1) in the anisotropic one. Many natural models of random growth in (2+1) dimensions are isotropic (like the one with random
placement of single unit cubes), and thus our results cannot be extended to them via
the universality principle.

•

The one-point ﬂuctuations around the limit shape in the bulk of the random surface
are Gaussian, with variance growing as log t for large time t. This was predicted
on the basis of (formal) one-loop expansion in renormalization group analysis of the
Anisotropic KPZ equation in [73]. This claim was ﬁrst veriﬁed with the appearance
of the integrable models.

•

The multi-point ﬂuctuations around the limit shape are described by a remarkable
object known as the Gaussian (massless) Free Field (GFF, for short). Let us explain
this claim in more detail.

12.

Figure 12.1. Directed column deposition model and its ﬂuctuations.

It is instructive to look on Figure 12.1 whose right panel depicts ﬂuctuations of the interface around the limit shape in the directed column deposition model
((the random stepped
surface is pictured on the left panel). The spikes have average size of log(t), and the overall plot of the ﬂuctuations seems too rough to represent any meaningful function. This is
indeed so, and the GFF that describes the ﬂuctuations in the large time limit is a generalized
random function.
More exactly, there exists a bijective map
Ω : {limit shape} → H = {z ∈ C : %z > 0},
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where by “limit shape” above we mean the smooth surface that approximates the disordered
region of the interface, such that the ﬂuctuations near a given point of the limit shape are
given by
 φk (Ω)
ξk √
,
Ω ∈ H,
GFF(Ω) =
λk
k
where φk ’s are the eigenfunctions of −Δ on H with Dirichlet (zero) boundary conditions,
λk ’s are the corresponding eigenvalues, and {ξk } is a collection of standard i. i. d. Gaussians.
For each Ω ∈ H, the above series is almost surely divergent, but if one pairs the righthand side with a test function, the resulting series converges and deﬁnes a Gaussian random
variable. A mathematical introduction to the GFF can be found in [64], [33, Section 4], [39,
Section 2] and references therein.

13.
The GFF can be (formally) veriﬁed to constitute a time-stationary solution to the (formal)
(2+1)d Anisotropic KPZ equation [65], thus one could anticipate the appearance of the GFF
in the models of the corresponding universality class. However, this appearance is rather
nontrivial: The bijective map Ω is crucial for the GFF to show up, and yet its presence is in
no way captured by the Anisotropic KPZ equation.3
The analysis of integrable models thus predicts that for any random growth model in
(2+1)d Anisotropic KPZ class, under a suitable identiﬁcation of the limit shape with a region
in the complex plane, the ﬂuctuations will be described by the GFF. Such a prediction would
not have been possible without integrable examples.

14.
We have so far used mostly probabilistic language to describe our problems and results.
However, the key feature of the subject of integrable probability is that the analysis is largely
performed by algebraic methods.
The hierarchy of integrable models that includes most of those mentioned above, shadows that of multivariate special functions that originate from representation theory and integrable systems, as characters/zonal spherical functions for Lie groups/symmetric spaces
over real/complex/ﬁnite/p-adic ﬁelds, and as eigenfunctions for integrable quantum many
body systems.
Representation theoretic tools are essential in our approach. One example that is especially important is Casimir operators of Lie theory and their generalizations.
Figure 14.1 represents the hierarchy, with the top box corresponding to the so-called
Macdonald processes [9] that are deﬁned in terms of celebrated (multivariate symmetric)
Macdonald polynomials. The Macdonald polynomials form a two-parameter deformation of
the Schur polynomials that are well-known as irreducible characters of U (N ) and GL(N, C).
It is easy to deform (= add parameters to) a random growth model viewed as a proba3The map Ω is a close relative of a similar map discovered and broadly utilized in the context of dimer models
[49–51].
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Figure 14.1. Macdonald processes and their degenerations.

bilistic object. However, most such deformations destroy integrability. The reason is that
algebraic structures (in contrast to probabilistic ones) are usually very rigid. Thus, ﬁnding
meaningful deformations of algebraic structures is very nontrivial.
Historically, ﬁrst two diﬀerent one-parameter deformations of the Schur polynomials
were suggested: around 1960 by algebraists Ph. Hall and D. E. Littlewood,4 and around 1970
by a statistician H. Jack. The Hall-Littlewood polynomials naturally arose in ﬁnite group theory and were later shown to be indispensable in representation theory of GL(n) over ﬁnite
and p-adic ﬁelds. The Jack polynomials extrapolated the so-called zonal spherical functions
arising in harmonic analysis on Riemannian symmetric spaces from three distinguished parameter values that correspond to spaces over real and complex numbers and quaternions.
They are also known as eigenfunctions of the trigonometric Calogero-Sutherland integrable
system.
In mid-1980’s, in a remarkable development I. Macdonald [54] united the two deformations into a two-parameter deformation known as Macdonald polynomials. The two parameters are traditionally denoted as q and t. The Hall-Littlewood polynomials arise when
q = 0, and the Jack polynomials correspond to the limit regime t = q θ → 1, where θ > 0.
Schur polynomials correspond to q = t. Other signiﬁcant limits are Schur’s Q-functions (for
q = 0, t = −1); monomial symmetric functions (q = 0, t = 1); and q-Whittaker functions
arising for t = 0.
Each box of the degeneration scheme of Figure 14.1 corresponds to certain values of q
4This is not the most famous mathematician with this last name, that would be J. E. Littlewood.
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and t. There is a natural way to associate probability distributions to each of the boxes as
well, and many of those are interesting in their own right (some of them are listed inside
the scheme). Rich structural (representation theoretic!) properties of the special functions
involved deliver tools that are essentially suﬃcient for analyzing various asymptotics of the
arising probabilistic objects. This is the backbone of all the models discussed above.
It is worth noting that the bridge between representation theory and probability beneﬁts
the former as well. The corresponding part of representation theory often referred to as
asymptotic representation theory was founded by Vershik and Kerov in late 1970’s, see e.g.
[22, 47, 48, 71, 72] and references therein. Its latest developments lead to new constructions
of inﬁnite-dimensional Markov processes, see [58] and references therein.
Unfortuantely, a further discussion of the integrable probability and its representation
theoretic origins is beyond the goals of the present talk, and we refer an interested reader
to detailed expositions of diﬀerent parts of this exciting and rapidly developing domain in
[9, 15, 20, 23, 29].
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The Great Beauty of VEMs
Franco Brezzi

Abstract. In this paper I review the main features of the (newborn) Virtual Element Method, and of
its application to the approximation of boundary value problems for Partial Diﬀerential Equations of
particular relevance for applications. I will mostly concentrate on the deﬁnition of the Virtual Element
spaces, that, roughly, consist of (vector valued) functions that are solution of (systems of) partial differential equations in each subdomain of a decomposition of the computational domain into polygons
or polyhedra of quite general shape. Then I will give some hint on the use of these spaces for the
discretization of some classical toy-problems like Heat conduction, Darcy ﬂows, and Magnetostatic
problems.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). Primary 65Nxx; Secondary 65N30.
Keywords. Virtual element methods, polygonal decompositions, patch test.

1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to give some hints on a (brand new) technique, recently introduced in
Scientiﬁc Computing, with the name of Virtual Element Methods. It is one of the many possible applications of the so-called Galerkin Method to approximate the solution of boundary
value problems for Partial Diﬀerential Equations in variational form.
To give an idea of the Galerkin method in one of the simplest possible examples, assume
that one wants to compute the approximate solution of the PDE −Δu = f in a given (say,
polygonal, for hyper-simplicity) domain Ω, with the boundary conditions u = 0 on ∂Ω. The
variational form of this problem consists in looking for a function u ∈ V such that


gradu · gradvdx =
f vdx
∀v ∈ V
(1.1)
Ω

Ω

H01 (Ω),

where the space V is chosen as
that is, the space of square integrable (classes of
Lebesgue measurable) functions with square integrable derivatives (in Ω) that vanish on ∂Ω.
The Galerkin method consists in choosing a ﬁnite dimensional subspace Vh ⊂ V and
looking for uh ∈ Vh such that


graduh · gradvh dx =
f vh dx
∀ v h ∈ Vh .
(1.2)
Ω

Ω

It is then (in this toy-case) an easy exercise to show that such a uh exists and is unique in
Vh , together with the estimate


|grad(u − uh )|2 dx ≤ inf
|grad(u − vh )|2 dx
(1.3)
Ω

vh ∈Vh

Ω
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that connects the error u − uh  with the best approximation that could be given of the
solution u within the subspace Vh .
More generally, the mathematical analysis of this type of procedures assumes that we are
given a sequence of subspaces {Vh }h , indexed by the parameter h (positive, and tending to
zero). The target is to prove, under suitable assumptions on the sequence of decompositions,
that the sequence of solutions {uh }h converges to the exact solution u when h tends to 0. As
far as possible, one also tries to connect the speed of such a convergence in terms of suitable
properties of the sequence {Vh }h . See e.g. [39].
Many choices are available for the construction of such subspaces. One of the most
common and most successful ones is that of Finite Elements: one decomposes the domain Ω
in small pieces and takes Vh as the space of functions that are piece-wise polynomials. The
most classical case is that of decompositions in triangles (see two examples in Figure 1.1),
in which one takes functions that are polynomials of degree ≤ 1 in each triangle. It is easy
to see that each function of Vh , in this case, is characterized by its values at the vertices of
the triangles, that will therefore become the unknowns of our approximate problems.

Figure 1.1. Triangulations of a rectangle: non-uniform or uniform

The most obvious generalization is obtained by taking, instead, polynomials of degree
≤ 2 in each triangle (and the unknowns will then be the values at the vertices and the values
at the midpoint of each edge). And so on, using piecewise polynomials of degree ≤ k with
k = 1, 2, 3, ... etc.
For the mathematical analysis one will then consider a sequence of decompositions
{Th }h , and, for a ﬁxed k, connect the speed of convergence of uh to u in terms of properties of the sequence. Typically, the parameter h will be connected to the biggest among the
diameters of all the elements of the decomposition Th . Clearly, to let h → 0 will mean to
consider ﬁner and ﬁner decompositions, and to measure the speed of convergence we look
for estimates of the error u − uh  in terms of the powers of h (and of the degree k). See
again [39].
In three dimensions one uses, for instance, tetrahedra instead of triangles, and life is a
bit more complicated. But already in two dimensions, as soon as we abandon the use of
triangles, life becomes decidedly more complicated. Quadrilaterals (when we do not restrict
ourselves to parallelograms) can already be a source of some practical (meaning: when we
have to write the computer code!) headaches, and hexahedra are much worse. See for
instance [6, 8, 22, 36, 44, 60, 63, 66], and the references therein.
Luckily, in the majority of applications the use of triangles/tetrahedra and or quadrilaterals/hexahedra is suﬃcient to give very eﬀective practical methods.
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There are however several types of problems where the use of much more general polygonal or polyhedral elements becomes highly desirable. The most relevant, so far, are the analysis of fractured materials and crack propagation (see, e.g. [1, 26, 40, 73, 74, 77, 78, 84], and
the references therein), topology optimization (see, e.g. [3, 24, 25, 50, 56, 79, 87, 89, 98],
and the references therein), computer graphics (see, e.g. [43, 45–47, 57, 61, 69, 72, 97])
and several other applications including ﬂuid-structure interaction or two phase ﬂows (see
for instance [37, 38, 52, 64, 71], and the references therein). But their use for structured
materials (see, e.g. [76, 79, 80, 83]) is also a promising direction, as well as for many other
applications (see, e.g. [48, 76, 88, 90, 95] and the references therein).
The literature on these types of decompositions is quite wide, both from the Mathematical and the Engineering point of view. Here I just quote, in addition to the ones already
mentioned: [5, 9–12, 23, 27, 29, 42, 53–55, 59, 62, 70, 75, 81, 82, 86, 91–94, 96], and the
references therein.
In the last decade the use of Mimetic Finite Diﬀerences (a sort of ﬁnite diﬀerences,
allowing very general decompositions, but not within the framework of Galerkin methods)
underwent an impressive growth. I just mention, among the more recent papers, [4, 13, 17–
20, 28, 30, 32–34, 41, 65].
The Virtual Element Methods (VEMs, in the title of the present paper) could be seen
as an evolution of Mimetic Finite Diﬀerences, keeping their tremendous generality for the
type of usable decompositions, but falling back into the simpler and more elegant realm of
Galerkin approximations. See [2, 14–16, 21, 35, 49, 51, 68].
Here I want to describe, mostly for non-experts, the very basic features of the method,
concentrating on a few very simple cases, and just giving hints and references to the more
sophisticated (and practically much more interesting) developments of the last two years.
Here and there, I will do a certain amount of hand-waving, trying to trade precision
for clarity. I apologize for that in advance. However, in these cases, I will always warn
the readers, and address those that are interested in precise details to some papers already
published or at least available on my web page.
An outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section, I will introduce some of the most
commonly used functional spaces in the approximation of PDE’s. In doing so, I will take,
as toy-examples, some super-simpliﬁed problems in variational formulation (namely: Darcy
ﬂows, both in the primal and in the mixed formulation, and the magnetostatic problem). In
the subsequent section I will try to give an idea on the classical Finite Element spaces used
in the practice of Scientiﬁc Computing. Then, in Section 4 I will present the basic ideas on
the construction of Virtual Element Spaces. Their main properties will be presented in the
subsequent section, and their use in the approximation of PDE’s will be brieﬂy illustrated
in Section 6. Some conclusions will be drawn in the ﬁnal section, and a quite ample set of
references will be in charge of (partly) heal the lack of details of the whole paper.

2. Typical model problems and functional spaces
In this section I will recall a few model problems of interest in applications, together with
their variational formulations. To start with, I recall some of the most used functional spaces.
2.1. The spaces most used in variational formulations. Let Ω be a Lipschitz continuous
polyhedral domain. The following spaces are the common bricks used to deal with PDEs.
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L2 (Ω) and (L2 (Ω))3
H(div; Ω)
H(curl; Ω)
H(grad; Ω)

:=
:=
:=
:=

square integrable (vector valued) functions on Ω.
{τ ∈ (L2 (Ω))3 s.t. div τ ∈L2 (Ω)}
{ϕ ∈ (L2 (Ω))3 s.t. curl ϕ ∈ (L2 (Ω))3 }
{v ∈ L2 (Ω) s.t. grad v ∈ (L2 (Ω))3 } ≡ H 1 (Ω)

2.2. Primal formulation of Darcy problem. We consider now the classical model problem of Darcy ﬂow (ﬂuid ﬂow through a porous medium). We denote by p the pressure,
by u the velocities (actually, the volumetric ﬂow per unit area), by f the source and by
K a material-depending tensor (representing the ratio between the permeability tensor and
the viscosity coeﬃcient). For the sake of simplicity, we also take the (totally) unrealistic
choices: K = I (= identity) and p = 0 at the boundary ∂Ω. Taking also into account the
physical laws: u = −K∇p = −∇p (Constitutive Equation), and div u = f (Conservation Equation) we end up with the model problem already considered in the introduction:
Find p ∈ H01 (Ω) such that −Δp = f in Ω. As we already saw in the introduction, we can
consider the variational formulation: ﬁnd p ∈ H01 (Ω) such that:


∇p · ∇q dx =
f qdx
∀q ∈ H01 (Ω).
(2.1)
Ω

Ω

2.3. Mixed formulation of Darcy problem. There is however another variational formulation of the same problem, that in many practical cases is even more convenient than (2.1),
and goes under the name of mixed formulation. It amounts to keep both unknowns u and p,
looking for p ∈ L2 (Ω) and u ∈ H(div; Ω) such that


u · v dΩ =
p div v dΩ ∀ v ∈ H(div; Ω)
(2.2)
Ω

and

Ω




div u q dΩ =
Ω

f q dΩ

∀ q ∈ L2 (Ω),

(2.3)

Ω
2

where we see the spaces H(div; Ω) and L (Ω) coming into the game (as spaces where we
look for the solution, that therefore need to be discretized).
2.4. Magnetostatic equations. Another very simple model problem is given by the magnetostatic equations. Here, given a polyhedral domain Ω, and given j = (divergence free)
current density vector and μ = magnetic permeability constant, we consider the unknowns
u = vector potential with the gauge div u = 0, H = μ−1 curl u = magnetic ﬁeld, and B =
magnetic induction, together with the physical laws: B = μH, curlH = j, and div B = 0
(that however has already been taken into account with the use of the vector potential u, since
div B = div μH = div curl u = 0). We supplement these equations with the (moderately
realistic) boundary conditions u ∧ n = 0 on ∂Ω.
The classical magnetostatic equations can therefore be written now
curl μ−1 curl u = j

and

div u = 0

in Ω

(2.4)

and we supplement them with the boundary conditions u ∧ n = 0 on ∂Ω. In order to reach
a variational formulation of the problem, we deﬁne ﬁrst
H0 (curl; Ω) := {ϕ ∈ H(curl; Ω) such that ϕ ∧ n = 0 on ∂Ω}

(2.5)
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and we introduce a Lagrange multiplier p ∈ H01 (Ω) to take into account the gauge div u = 0.
Hence we can write the variational formulation as:
⎧
Find u ∈ H0 (curl, Ω) and p ∈ H01 (Ω) such that :
⎨
(μ−1 curl u, curl v) − (∇p, v) = (j, v)
∀ v ∈ H0 (curl; Ω)
(2.6)
⎩
(u, ∇q) = 0
∀ q ∈ H01 (Ω),
showing an example of use for H(curl; Ω) and H01 (Ω).
2.5. Continuity requirements for the basic spaces. Before entering the details of the
VEM approximations for these spaces, I will make a ﬁnal consideration on the continuity
requirements for each of them. Assume that we have, say, a piecewise smooth vector valued
function v : Ω → R3 . Then, if you want to ensure that it belongs, globally, to (H 1 (Ω))3
you must require that all the components of v are continuous at the inter-element boundaries.
If instead you want to ensure that v belongs, globally, to H(curl; Ω), you must require that
its tangential components are continuous at the inter-element boundaries, while for having
v ∈ H(div; Ω) you must require the continuity, at the inter-element boundaries, of its normal component. Finally, as natural, no continuity is required to ensure v ∈ (L3 (Ω))3 .
The knowledge of these continuity requirements is crucial in building approximations:
roughly speaking, the quantities that are required to be continuous must be single-valued
al the inter-element boundaries, and in practice one needs to prescribe them as degrees of
freedom in the approximations.

3. Classical F.E. approximations
3.1. Basic polynomial spaces. To give the ﬂavor of typical Finite Element approximations,
let us see to simplest possible choices of polynomial spaces on a tetrahedron:
P0 := {constants} (1 d.o.f.)
RT0 := {τ = a + cx} with a ∈ R3 and c ∈ R (4 d.o.f.)
N0 := {ϕ = a + c ∧ x} with a ∈ R3 and c ∈ R3 (6 d.o.f.)
P1 := {v = a + c · x} with a ∈ R and c ∈ R3 (4 d.o.f.)
A function in P1 can obviously be individuated by its value at the four vertices of the
tetrahedron, and a vector in (P1 )3 will be individuated by the three values of its three components at each vertex. A vector valued function in N0 will be individuated by the (constant!)
values of its tangential components along each of the six edges. Instead, a vector valued
function in RT0 will be individuated by the values of its normal components on each of the
four faces. It is an easy exercise to check that the normal component of an element of RT0 ,
on any plane, is always constant. Finally, a function in P0 can obviously be individuated by
its value, say, at the barycenter.
3.2. Lowest order ﬁnite element spasces. Let now Th be a decomposition of Ω in tetrahedra. We consider the following ﬁnite element approximations.
L2 (Ω) ∼ L00 := {q ∈ L2 (Ω) such that q |T ∈ P0

∀T ∈ Th },
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H(div; Ω) ∼ RT 0 := {τ ∈ H(div; Ω) s.t. τ |T ∈ RT0
H(curl; Ω) ∼ N0 := {ϕ ∈ H(curl; Ω) s.t. ϕ|T ∈ N0
H(grad; Ω) ∼

L11

:= {v ∈ H(grad; Ω) s.t. v |T ∈ P1

∀T ∈ Th },
∀T ∈ Th },
∀T ∈ Th }.

It is easy to see, from the previous discussion, that: i) a function in L00 is individuated by its
values at the barycenter of each tetrahedron of the decomposition, ii) a function in RT 0 is
individuated by the values of its normal component at each face of the decomposition, iii) a
function in N0 is individuated by the values of its tangential component at each edge of the
decomposition, and iv) a function in L11 is individuated by its values at each vertex of the
decomposition.

P0

RT0

P1

N0

Figure 3.1. Degrees of freedom for the four polynomial spaces

All this is very elegant and, at the same time, very practical. This is not always the case.
For instance, the most elegant available form for polynomial approximations (of degree k)
of H(curl) in a cube like (−1, 1)3 is given by
&
span yz(w2 (x, z) − w3 (x, y)),
zx(w3 (x, y) − w1 (y, z)),
xy(w1 (y, z) − w2 (x, z))

'

+ (Pk )3 + grad s(x, y, z)
where each wi (i = 1, 2, 3) ranges over all polynomials (of 2 variables) of degree ≤ k and
s ranges over all polynomials of superlinear degree ≤ k + 1, where the superlinear degree
of a monomial is deﬁned as “ordinary degree ignoring variables that appear linearly”, [7].
Clearly nobody ever tried to do something similar on a dodecahedron....

4. Virtual element spaces
4.1. Polygonal and polyhedral elements. There is a wide literature on Polygonal and
Polyhedral Elements, with applications to several important ﬁelds in Engineering and Computer Sciences. See for instance [5, 27, 45, 58, 61, 67, 85, 93, 94], and the references therein.
In general, these methods present the members of the discrete subspace as the solutions
of suitable problems within each element. These problems are then solved in an approximate
way, to obtain their values at the nodes of a suitable numerical integration formula (that, in
turn, is used in order to compute the integrals that appear in the variational formulation).
The Virtual Element Methods follow this path insofar as to use solutions of (systems) of
PDE equations. However, they do not attempt an approximate solution of these equations
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Figure 4.1. Voronoi tassellations: coarser and ﬁner

(a most expensive step) and use instead suitable integrations by parts in order to compute
the integrals (appearing in the variational formulations) exactly, at least when one of the two
terms is a polynomial of a degree up to k, where k denotes the accuracy that has been chosen
by the user (the higher is k, the most expensive is the computation). This ensures the full
satisfaction of the so-called patch-test of order k, that roughly requires that: if the solution
of the original problem is, globally, a polynomial of degree ≤ k, then the solution of the
discretized problem coincides with the exact solution. A property that is considered as very
important in the Engineering literature, and that is lost when using numerical integration.
Let us see how this can be done, on some toy problem.
Assume that we are given a sequence of decompositions {Th }h of the computational domain Ω into polygons or polyhedra. To ﬁx the ideas, we just assume that the decomposition
satisﬁes the following assumption
•

H0 For the 2-dimensional case, we assume that: H02 - there exists a ﬁxed real number
ρ such that each polygon E is starshaped with respect to all the points of a ball of
diameter ρhE and all its edges have a length ≥ hE (where hE is the diameter of E).
In three dimensions, we assume that: H03 - there exists a ﬁxed real number ρ such that
each polyhedron E is starshaped with respect to all the points of a ball of diameter ρhE
and all its faces satisfy the two dimensional assumption H02 with constant ρ.

Note that H0 easily implies, among other things, that there exists an integer number N ,
depending only on ρ, such that the number of edges of each element is bounded by N .
4.2. General features of VEM Spaces. As for other methods, the trial and test functions
inside each element are rather complicated (e.g. solutions of suitable PDE’s or systems of
PDE’s).
However, contrary to other methods,
i) they do not require the approximate evaluation of trial and test functions at the integration points.
ii) In most cases they satisfy the patch test exactly (up to the computer accuracy).
iii) We have a whole family of spaces (conforming and nonconforming approximations of
all the main functional spaces)
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4.3. Approximations of H 1 (Ω) ≡ H(grad; Ω). We consider ﬁrst the two-dimensional
case. For each element E that satisﬁes H0, and for each integer k ≥ 1 we consider the local
spaces:
nodal
(∂E) := {g | g ∈ C 0 (∂E) and g|e ∈ Pk (e) for all edge e ∈ ∂E},
Bk,2

(4.1)

nodal
nodal
Vk,2
(E) := {v | v|∂E ∈ Bk,2
(∂E) and Δv ∈ Pk−2 (E)}.

(4.2)

and
Then we deﬁne, in a very natural manner:

$
%
nodal
nodal
Vk,2
(Ω) := v ∈ H 1 (Ω)  v|E ∈ Vk,2
(E) for all E ∈ Th .

(4.3)

We then consider the three dimensional case. For each element E that satisﬁes H0, and
for each integer k ≥ 1 we consider ﬁrst the local spaces:
nodal
nodal
(∂E) = {g | g ∈ C 0 (∂E) and g|f ∈ Vk,2
(f ) for all face f ∈ ∂E}
Bk,3

(4.4)

and
nodal
nodal
(E) := {v | v|∂E ∈ Bk,3
(∂E) and Δv ∈ Pk−2 (E)},
Vk,3

(4.5)

and then we deﬁne:


$
%
nodal
nodal
Vk,3
(Ω) := v ∈ H 1 (Ω)  v|E ∈ Vk,3
(E) for all E ∈ Th .

(4.6)

We can now consider the global degrees of freedom (say, in three dimensions):
•
•
•
•

The values of v at the vertices of Th ,

v qk−2 ds for all edge e ∈ Th , ∀qk−2 ∈ Pk−2 (e),
e
v qk−2 df for all face f ∈ Th , ∀qk−2 ∈ Pk−2 (f ),
f

v qk−2 dE for all element E ∈ Th , ∀qk−2 ∈ Pk−2 (E),
E

4.4. Approximations of H(div; Ω). In each element E, and for each integer k, we deﬁne
ace
B fk,2
(∂E) := {g | g|e ∈ Pk ∀ edge e ∈ ∂E} in 2d,
ace
(∂E) := {g | g|f ∈ Pk ∀ face f ∈ ∂E} in 3d.
B fk,3

The local spaces, in two dimensions, will then be
f ace
ace
Vk,2
(E) := {τ | τ · n ∈ B fk,2
(∂E), div τ ∈ Pk−1 , rot τ ∈ Pk−1 },

and in 3 dimensions
f ace
ace
Vk,3
(E) := {τ | τ · n ∈ B fk,3
(∂E), div τ ∈ Pk−1 , curl τ ∈ (Pk−1 )3 }.

Finally, in all cases , the global spaces will be written as
f ace
Vk,d
(Ω) := {τ ∈ H(div; Ω) | τ ∈ V k,d (E) for all E ∈ Th }.

(4.7)

Before describing the degrees of freedom, we deﬁne, on a generic domain O, the space
as the subset of the g ∈ (Pk (O))3 such that

g · grad qk+1 dO = 0 ∀ qk+1 ∈ Pk+1 (O).

G⊥
k (O)

O

f ace
(Ω) as
Then we can choose the degrees of freedom in Vk,d
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•



e



E

•

•

τ · n qk de

∀qk ∈ Pk (e) ∀ edge e

τ · grad qk−1 dE

∀qk−1 ∈ Pk−1 (E) ∀ element E

τ · g⊥
k dE

⊥
∀g⊥
k ∈ G k (E) ∀ element E

E

in two dimensions, and

•
τ · n qk df


∀qk ∈ Pk (f ) ∀ face f

f

•

E
•

τ · grad qk−1 dE

∀qk−1 ∈ Pk−1 (E) ∀ element E

τ · g⊥
k dE

⊥
∀g⊥
k ∈ G k (E) ∀ element E

E

in three dimensions.
4.5. Approximations of H(curl; Ω). For the 2-dimensional case, we can think that
H(curl; Ω) is obtained from H(div; Ω) by a simple rotation of π/2. With this, we can
just think that also its discretization
edge
f ace
Vk,2
(Ω) is obtained by rotating Vk,2
of π/2.

Namely, we can consider vector ﬁelds that on each edge have a tangential component in
Pk (e) , and whose divergence and rotation are in Pk−1 (e) for each element E. The corresponding degrees of freedom can also be easily obtained by rotating the corresponding ones
f ace
(Ω).
for Vk,2
We can therefore turn to the (more complex) discretizations of H(curl; Ω) in three dimensions.
In each element E, and for each integer k, we therefore set
edge
B edge
k,3 (∂E) := {ϕ| ϕ|f ∈ V k,2 (f ) ∀ face f ∈ ∂E and

ϕ · te is single valued at each edge e ∈ ∂E}
where we denoted by te the unit tangent vector to an edge e. Now we can set
edge
3
V edge
k,3 (E) = {ϕ| ϕ|t ∈ B k,3 (∂E), divϕ ∈ Pk−1 , curlcurlϕ ∈ (Pk−2 ) }

where ϕ|t is, on each face, the tangential part of ϕ. We can therefore deﬁne the global space
as:
edge
edge
(Ω) := {ϕ ∈ H(curl; Ω)| ϕ ∈ Vk,3
(E) for all E ∈ Th }.
Vk,3
edge
(Ω) we can take the following degrees of freedom:
In Vk,3

• for every edge e:
ϕ · te qk de
∀qk ∈ Pk (e)
e
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•

for every face f :

ϕ · rot qk−1 df

∀qk−1 ∈ Pk−1 (f )

f



ϕ · r⊥
k,2 df

⊥
∀r⊥
k,2 ∈ Rk,2 (f )

f

where

R⊥
k,2

is the subset of the r ∈ (Pk (f ))3 such that

r · rot qk+1 df = 0

∀qk+1 ∈ Pk+1 (f )

f
•

and for every element E:

ϕ · rot qk−1 dE

∀qk−1 ∈ (Pk−1 (E))3

E



ϕ · r⊥
k,3 dE

⊥
∀r⊥
k,3 ∈ Rk,3 (E)

E
3
where R⊥
k,3 (E) is the subset of the r ∈ (Pk (E)) such that


r · curl qk+1 dE = 0

∀qk+1 ∈ (Pk+1 (E))3

E

4.6. Approximations of L2 (Ω). The approximation of spaces as L2 (Ω) or (L2 (Ω))d does
not present any diﬃculties. As the space has no continuity requirements, we can just take
piecewise polynomials discontinuous (vector valued) functions:
volume
Vk,d
(Ω) = {q| q|E ∈ Pk,d (E) for all E ∈ Th }.

5. Useful properties
We observe that the classical diﬀerential operators grad, curl, and div send these VEM
spaces one into the other (up to the obvious adjustments for the polynomial degree). Indeed:
edge
nodal
) ⊆ Vk−1,d
;
grad (Vk,d

edge
f ace
curl (Vk,d
) ⊆ Vk−1,d
;

f ace
volume
div (Vk,d
) ⊆ Vk−1,d
. (5.1)

But possibly the most crucial feature common to all these choices is the possibility to
construct (starting from the degrees of freedom, and without solving approximate problems
in the element) an approximate L2 -type scalar product

[u, v]h =
[u, v]h,E ,
(5.2)
E∈Th

with the following properties:
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P1

[pk , v]h,E = (pk , v)0,E

∀ pk ∈ (Pk (E))d , ∀ v in the VEM space

(where (pk , v)0,E represents the L2 (E) inner product, or the (L2 (E))d inner product for
vector valued functions), and
P2

∃ α∗ ≥ α∗ > 0 independent of h such that
α∗ v20,E ≤ [v, v]h,E ≤ α∗ v20,E ,

∀ v in the VEM space,

where obviously v20,E := (v, v)0,E . In turn, properties P1 and P2 can be easily obtained,
if we are able to compute the L2 -projections onto Pk of the elements of the VEM spaces.
Indeed, assume that for every v in the VEM space and for every polynomial pk you can
compute (up to computer precision) an element Π0k v in Pk such that
(v − Π0k v, pk )0,E = 0

∀ pk ∈ Pk ∀ v in the VEM space.

(5.3)

Then you can set
[u, v]h,E := (Π0k u, Π0k v) + S(u − Π0k u, v − Π0k v)

(5.4)

where S is “any” symmetric bilinear form that, roughly speaking, scales like the true L2
inner product (see [14], [35], or [16] for a precise deﬁnition, more details and examples).
Needless to say, these approximate L2 -type inner products depend on the type of Virtual
Elements that we are dealing with. Hence, in what follows, we are going to use a diﬀerent
name for each of them. With obvious notation we will, therefore, have scalar products
[u, v]V EM,nodal and [u, v]V EM,volume for scalar functions, together with [u, v]V EM,edge
and [u, v]V EM,f ace for vector-valued functions.

6. VEM approximations of PDE’s
Using the L2 -type projection operators, and, if needed, the properties (5.1) one can ﬁnd
an easy and systematic way to discretize PDE’s by means of Virtual Element spaces. It
should be pointed out, however, that on speciﬁc occasions alternative solutions could be
more eﬀective. Moreover, the discretization of the forcing terms requires some (minor)
additional care that I do not discuss here. See for instance [14] or [31].
6.1. VEM’s for primal Darcy. Remembering equation (2.1) we can now formulate the
nodal
such that:
approximate problem as: ﬁnd ph ∈ Vk,2
[gradph , gradq h ]V EM,edge = [f, q h ]V EM,nodal
nodal
for all q h ∈ V EMk,2
.

6.2. VEM’s for mixed Darcy. The approximate version of the mixed formulation (2.2)–
f ace
volume
(2.3) can now be written as: ﬁnd ph ∈ Vk−1,d
and uh ∈ Vk,d
such that:
[uh , vh ]V EM,f ace = [ph , div vh ]V EM,volume
f ace
for all vh ∈ Vk,d
, and

[div uh , q h ]V EM,volume = [f , q h ]V EM,volume
volume
for all q h ∈ Vk−1,d
.
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6.3. VEM’s for electromagnetic problems. The VEM approximation of the magnetostatic
edge
nodal
and ph in Vk,3
such that:
problem (2.6), in turn, can be chosen as: ﬁnd uh in Vk,3
[μ−1 curl uh , curl vh ]V EM,f ace − [∇ph , vh ]V EM,edge
edge
= [j, vh ]V EM,edge ∀ vh ∈ Vk,3

and
nodal
[u, ∇q h ]V EM,edge = 0 ∀ q h ∈ Vk,3
.

Remark 6.1. To tell the truth, in order to set up the proof, one has to think that the Virtual
Element space has been tilted, or, as we say (cfr. [2]), enhanced. This does not correspond
to a change in the code, but it simpliﬁes the proofs that, without it, would become more
cumbersome. I decided not to enter these aspects, and to refer the interested readers to [2]
and [16].
It has to be pointed out that these methods are extremely robust with respect to the choice
of the geometry of the decomposition. To give the ﬂavor of their capability, I report the
results made on a totally crazy sequence of meshes going from 4 × 4 to 16 × 16 winged
horses, clearly inspired by Escher. The results have been obtained with the primal and mixed
formulation of Darcy problem, having p = sin(2x) cos(3y) as exact solution (courtesy of
Alessandro Russo and Donatella Marini).

Figure 6.1. Winged horses: 4×4 and 16×16

7. Conclusions
Virtual Elements is a new method, and a lot of work is needed to assess its pros and cons.
Its major interest is on polygonal and polyhedral elements, but its use on distorted quads,
hexahedra, and the like, is also quite promising. For triangles and tetrahedra the interest
seems to be concentrated in higher order continuity (e.g. [35]). The use of VEM mixed
methods seems to be quite interesting, in particular for their connections with Finite Volumes
and Mimetic Finite Diﬀerences.
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Figure 6.2. L2 error for primal (left) and mixed (right) formulations
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Mathematics of sparsity (and a few other things)
Emmanuel J. Candès

Abstract. In the last decade, there has been considerable interest in understanding when it is possible
to ﬁnd structured solutions to underdetermined systems of linear equations. This paper surveys some
of the mathematical theories, known as compressive sensing and matrix completion, that have been
developed to ﬁnd sparse and low-rank solutions via convex programming techniques. Our exposition
emphasizes the important role of the concept of incoherence.
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1. Introduction
Many engineering and scientiﬁc problems ask for solutions to underdetermined systems of
linear equations: a system is considered underdetermined if there are fewer equations than
unknowns (in contrast to an overdetermined system, where there are more equations than
unknowns). Examples abound everywhere but we immediately give two concrete examples
that we shall keep as a guiding thread throughout the article.
•

A compressed sensing problem. Imagine we have a signal x(t), t = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1,
with possibly complex-valued amplitudes and let x̂ be the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) of x deﬁned by
x̂(ω) =

n−1


x(t)e−i2πωt/n ,

ω = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1.

t=0

In applications such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), it is often the case that we
do not have the time to collect all the Fourier coeﬃcients so we only sample m  n
of them. This leads to an underdetermined system of the form y = Ax, where y is
the vector of Fourier samples at the observed frequencies and A is the m × n matrix
whose rows are correspondingly sampled from the DFT matrix.1 Hence, we would like
to recover x from a highly incomplete view of its spectrum.
•

A matrix completion problem. Imagine we have an n1 × n2 array of numbers x(t1 , t2 )
perhaps representing users’ preference for a collection of items as in the famous Netﬂix challenge; for instance, x(t1 , t2 ) may be a rating given by user t1 (e.g. Emmanuel)
for movie t2 (e.g. “The Godfather”). We do not get to see many ratings as only a few
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entries from the matrix x are actually revealed to us. Yet we would like to correctly infer all the unseen ratings; that is, we would like to predict how a given user would rate
a movie she has not yet seen. Clearly, this calls for a solution to an underdetermined
system of equations.
In both these problems we have an n-dimensional object x and information of the form
yk = ak , x ,

k = 1, . . . , m,

(1.1)

where m may be far less than n. Everyone knows that such systems have inﬁnitely many
solutions and thus, it is apparently impossible to identify which of these candidate solutions
is indeed the correct one without some additional information. In this paper, we shall see that
if the object we wish to recover has a bit of structure, then exact recovery is often possible
by simple convex programming techniques.
What do we mean by structure? Our purpose, here, is to discuss two types, namely,
sparsity and low rank.
•

•

Sparsity. We shall say that a signal x ∈ Cn is sparse, when most of the entries of
x vanish. Formally, we shall say that a signal is s-sparse if it has at most s nonzero
entries. One can think of an s-sparse signal as having only s degrees of freedom (df).
Low-rank. We shall say that a matrix x ∈ Cn1 ×n2 has low rank if its rank r is (substantially) less than the ambient dimension min(n1 , n2 ). One can think of a rank-r
matrix as having only r(n1 + n2 − r) degrees of freedom (df) as this is the dimension
of the tangent space to the manifold of rank-r matrices.

The question now is whether it is possible to recover a sparse signal or a low-rank
matrix—both possibly depending upon far fewer degrees of freedom than their ambient
dimension suggests—from just a few linear equations. The answer is in general negative.
Suppose we have a 20-dimensional vector x that happens to be 1-sparse with all coordinates
equal to zero but for the last component equal to one. Suppose we have 10 equations revealing the ﬁrst 10 entries of x so that ak = ek , k = 1, . . . , 10, where throughout ek is the kth
canonical basis vector of Cn or Rn (here, n = 20). Then y = 0 and clearly no method whatsoever would be able to recover our signal x. Likewise, suppose we have a 20 × 20 matrix of
rank 1 with a ﬁrst row equal to an arbitrary vector x and all others equal to zero. Imagine that
we see half the entries selected completely at random. Then with overwhelming probability
we would not see all the entries in the ﬁrst row, and many completions would, therefore, be
feasible even with the perfect knowledge that the matrix has rank exactly one.
These simple considerations demonstrate that structure is not suﬃcient to make the problem well posed. To guarantee recovery from y = Ax by any method whatsoever, it must be
the case that the structured object x is not in the null space of the matrix A. We shall assume
an incoherence property, which roughly says that in the sparse recovery problem, while x
is sparse, the rows of A are not, so that each measurement yk is a weighted sum of all the
components of x. A diﬀerent way to put this is to say that the sampling vectors ak do not
correlate well with the signal x so that each measurement contains a little bit of information about the nonzero components of x. In the matrix completion problem, however, the
sampling elements are sparse since they reveal entries of the matrix x we care to infer, so
clearly the matrix x cannot be sparse. As explained in the next section, the right notion of
1More generally, x might be a two- or three-dimensional image.
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incoherence is that sparse subsets of columns (resp. rows) cannot be singular or uncorrelated
with all the other columns (resp. rows). A surprise is that under such a general incoherence
property as well as some randomness, solving a simple convex program usually recovers the
unknown solution exactly. In addition, the number of equations one needs is—up to possible
logarithmic factors—proportional to the degrees of freedom of the unknown solution. This
paper examines this curious phenomenon.

2. Recovery by convex programming
The recovery methods studied in this paper are extremely simple and all take the form of a
norm-minimization problem
minimize

x

subject to

y = Ax,

(2.1)

where  ·  is a norm promoting the assumed structure of the solution. In our two recurring
examples, these are:

• The 1 norm for the compressed sensing problem. The 1 norm, x1 =
i |xi |,
is a convex surrogate for the 0 counting ‘norm’ deﬁned as |{i : xi = 0}|. It is the
best surrogate in the sense that the 1 ball is the smallest convex body containing all
1-sparse objects of the form ±ei .
•

The nuclear norm, or equivalently, Schatten-1 norm for the matrix completion problem
deﬁned as the sum of the singular values of a matrix X. It is the best convex surrogate
to the rank functional in the sense that the nuclear ball is the smallest convex body
containing all rank-1 matrices with spectral norm at most equal to 1. This is the
analogue to the 1 norm in the sparse recovery problem above since the rank functional
simply counts the number of nonzero singular values.

In truth, there is much literature on the empirical performance of 1 minimization [72,
67, 66, 26, 73, 41] as well as some early theoretical results explaining some of its success
[55, 35, 37, 34, 75, 40, 46]. In 2004, starting with [16] and then [32] and [20], a series
of papers suggested the use of random projections as means to acquire signals and images
with far fewer measurements than were thought necessary. These papers triggered a massive
amount of research spanning mathematics, statistics, computer science and various ﬁelds
of science and engineering, which all explored the promise of cheaper and more eﬃcient
sensing mechanisms. The interested reader may want to consult the March 2008 issue of
the IEEE Signal Processing Magazine dedicated to this topic and [49, 39]. This research is
highly active today. In this paper, however, we focus on modern mathematical developments
inspired by the three early papers [16, 32, 20]: in the spirit of compressive sensing, the
sampling vectors are, therefore, randomized.
Let F be a distribution of random vectors on Cn and let a1 , . . . , am be a sequence of
i.i.d. samples from F . We require that the ensemble F is complete in the sense that the
covariance matrix Σ = E aa∗ is invertible (here and below, a∗ is the adjoint), and say that
the distribution is isotropic if Σ is proportional to the identity. The incoherence parameter is
the smallest number μ(F ) such that if a ∼ F , then
max

1≤i≤n

| a, ei  |2 ≤ μ(F )

(2.2)
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holds either deterministically or with high probability, see [14] for details. If F is the uniform distribution over scaled canonical vectors such that Σ = I, then the coherence is large,
i.e. μ = n. If x(t) were a time-dependent signal, this sampling distribution would correspond to revealing the values of the signal at randomly selected time points. If, however, the
sampling vectors are spread as when F is the ensemble of complex exponentials (the rows
of the DFT) matrix, the coherence is low and equal to μ = 1. When Σ = I, this is the lowest
value the coherence parameter can take on since by deﬁnition, μ ≥ E | a, ei  |2 = 1.
Theorem 2.1 ([14]). Let x be a ﬁxed but otherwise arbitrary s-sparse vector in Cn . Assume
that the sampling vectors are isotropic (Σ = I) and let y = Ax be the data vector and the
1 norm be the regularizer in (2.1). If the number of equations obeys
m ≥ Cβ · μ(F ) · df · log n,

df = s,

then x is the unique minimizer with probability at least 1 − 5/n − e−β . Further, Cβ may
be chosen as C0 (1 + β) for some positive numerical constant C0 .
Loosely speaking, Theorem 2.1 states that if the rows of A are diverse and incoherent
(not sparse), then if there is an s-sparse solution, it is unique and 1 will ﬁnd it. This holds as
soon as the number of equations is on the order of s · log n. Continuing, one can understand
the probabilistic guarantee as saying that most deterministic systems with diverse and incoherent rows have this property. Hence, Theorem 2.1 is a fairly general result with minimal
assumptions on the sampling vectors, and which then encompasses many signal recovery
problems frequently discussed in practice, see [14] for a non-exhaustive list.
Theorem 2.1 is also sharp in the sense that for any reasonable values of (μ, s), one can
ﬁnd examples for which any recovery algorithm would fail when presented with fewer than
a constant times μ(F ) · s · log n random samples [14]. As hinted, our result is stated for
isotropic sampling vectors for simplicity, although there are extensions which do not require
Σ to be a multiple of the identity; only that it has a well-behaved condition number [53].
Three important remarks are in order. The ﬁrst, is that Theorem 2.1 extends the main
result from [16], which established that a s-sparse signal can be recovered from about
20 · s · log n random Fourier samples via minimum 1 norm with high probability (or equivalently, from almost all sets with at least this cardinality). Among other implications, this
mathematical fact motivated MR researchers to speed up MR scan acquisition times by sampling at a lower rate, see [56, 78] for some impressive ﬁndings. Moreover, Theorem 2.1 also
sharpens and extends another earlier incoherent sampling theorem in [9]. The second is that
other types of Fourier sampling theorems exist, see [43] and [79]. The third is that in the case
the linear map A has i.i.d. Gaussian entries, it is possible to establish more precise sampling
theorems. Section 5 is dedicated to describing a great line of research on this subject.
We now turn to the matrix completion problem. Here, the entries Xij of an n1 × n2
matrix X are revealed uniformly at random so that the sampling vectors a are of the form
ei e∗j where (i, j) is uniform over [n1 ] × [n2 ] ([n] = {1, . . . n}). With this,
)
*
Xij = ei e∗j , X
where ·, · is the usual matrix inner product. Again, we have an isotropic sampling distribution in which Σ = (n1 n2 )−1 I. We now need a notion of incoherence between the sampling
vectors and the matrix X, and deﬁne the incoherence parameter μ(X) introduced in [15],
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which is the smallest number μ(X) such that
max

(n1 /r) · πcol(X) ei 22 ≤ μ(X)

max

(n2 /r) · πrow(X) ej 22 ≤ μ(X),

1≤i≤n1
1≤j≤n2

(2.3)

where r is the rank of X and πcol(X) (resp. πrow(X) ) is the projection onto the column
(resp. row) space of X. The coherence parameter measures the overlapor correlation between the column/row space of the matrix and the coordinate axes. Since i πcol(X) ei 22 =
tr(πcol(X) ) = r, we can conclude that μ(X) ≥ 1. Conversely, the coherence is by deﬁnition bounded above by max(n1 , n2 )/r. A matrix with low coherence has column and row
spaces away from the coordinate axes as in the case where they assume a uniform random
orientation.2 Conversely, a matrix with high coherence may have a column (or a row space)
well aligned with a coordinate axis. As should become intuitive, we can only hope to recover
‘incoherent’ matrices; i.e. matrices with relatively low-coherence parameter values.
Theorem 2.2. Let X  be a ﬁxed but otherwise arbitrary matrix of dimensions n1 × n2 and
rank r. Let y in (2.1) be the set of revealed entries of X  at randomly selected locations
and  ·  be the nuclear norm. Then with probability at least 1 − n−10 , X  is the unique
minimizer to (2.1) provided that the number of samples obeys
m ≥ C0 · μ(X) · df · log2 (n1 + n2 ),

df = r(n1 + n2 − r),

for some positive numerical constant C0 .
We have adopted a formulation emphasizing the resemblance with the earlier sparse
recovery theorem. Indeed just as before, Theorem 2.2 states that one can sample without
any information loss the entries of a low-rank matrix at a rate essentially proportional to
the coherence times its degrees of freedom. Moreover, the sampling rate is known to be
optimal up to a logarithmic factor in the sense that for any reasonable values of the pair
(μ(X), rank(X)), there are matrices that cannot be recovered from fewer than a constant
times μ(X) · df · log(n1 + n2 ) randomly sampled entries [21].
The role of the coherence in this theory is also very natural, and can be understood when
thinking about the prediction of movie ratings. Here, we can imagine that the complete
matrix of ratings has (approximately) low rank because users’ preferences are correlated.
Now the reason why matrix completion is possible under incoherence is that we can exploit
correlations and infer how a speciﬁc user is going to like a movie she has not yet seen, by
examining her ratings and learning about her general preferences, and inferring how other
users with such preferences have rated this particular item. Whenever we have users or small
groups of users that are very singular in the sense that their ratings are orthogonal to those of
all other users, it is not possible to correctly predict their missing entries. Such matrices have
large coherence. (To convince oneself, consider situations where a few users enter ratings
based on the outcome of coin tosses.) An amusing example of a low-rank and incoherent
matrix may be the voting patterns of senators and representatives in the U. S. Congress.
A ﬁrst version of this result appeared in [15], however, with one additional technical assumption concerning the approximate orthogonality between left- and right-singular vectors.
This condition appears in all the subsequent literature except in unpublished work from Xiaodong Li and the author and in [27], so that Theorem 2.2, as presented here, holds. Setting
2If the column space of X has uniform orientation, then for each i, (n1 /r) · E πcol(X) ei 22 = 1.
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n = max(n1 , n2 ), [15] proved that on the order of μ(X) · n6/5 r · log n sampled entries are
suﬃcient for perfect recovery, a bound which was lowered to μ(X) · nr · loga n in [21], with
a ≤ 6 and sometimes equal to 2. Later, David Gross [47], using beautiful and new arguments, demonstrated that the latter bound holds with a = 2. (Interestingly, all three papers
exhibit completely diﬀerent proofs.) For a diﬀerent approach to matrix completion, please
see [52].
One can ask whether matrix completion is possible from more general random equations,
where the sampling matrices may not have rank one, and are still i.i.d. samples from some
ﬁxed distribution F . By now, one would believe that if the sampling matrices do not correlate
well with the unknown matrix X, then matrix completion ought to be possible. This belief
is correct. To give a concrete example, suppose we have an orthobasis of matrices F =
{Bj }1≤j≤n1 n2 and that we select elements from this family uniformly at random. Then [47]
shows that if
max
B∈F

(n1 /r) · πcol(X) B2F ≤ μ(X)

max (n2 /r) · Bπrow(X) 2F ≤ μ(X),
B∈F

( · F is the Frobenius norm) holds along with another technical condition, Theorem 2.2
holds. Note that in the previous example where B = ei e∗j , πcol(X) B2F = πcol(X) ei 22 so
that we are really dealing with the same notion of coherence.

3. Why does this work?
The results we have presented may seem surprising at ﬁrst: why is it that with on the order
of s · log n random equations, 1 minimization will ﬁnd the unique s-sparse solution to the
system y = Ax? Our intent is to give an intuitive explanation of this phenomenon. Deﬁne
the cone of descent of the norm  ·  at a point x as
C = {h : x + ch ≤ x for some c > 0}.

(3.1)

This convex cone3 is the set of non-ascent directions of  ·  at x. In the literature on convex
geometry, this object is known as the tangent cone. Now it is straightforward to see that a
point x is the unique solution to (2.1) if and only if the null space of A misses the cone of
descent at x, i.e. C ∩ null(A) = {0}. A geometric representation of this fact is depicted
in Figure 3.1. Looking at the ﬁgure, we also begin to understand why minimizing the 1
and nuclear norms recovers sparse and low-rank objects: indeed, as the ﬁgure suggests, the
tangent cone to the 1 norm is ‘narrow’ at sparse vectors and, therefore, even though the
null space is of small codimension m, it is likely that if m is large enough, it will miss the
tangent cone. A similar observation applies to the nuclear ball, which also appears pinched
at low-rank objects. As intuitive as it is, this geometric observation is far from accounting
for the style of results introduced in the previous section. For instance, consider Theorem
2.1 in the setting of Fourier sampling: then we would need to show that a plane spanned
by n − m complex exponentials selected uniformly at random misses the tangent cone. For
matrix completion, the null space is the set of all matrices vanishing at the locations of the
3A cone is a set closed under positive linear combinations
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(a) 1 ball

(b) Nuclear ball

Figure 3.1. Balls associated with the 1 and nuclear norms together with the aﬃne feasible set for (2.1).
The ball in (b) corresponds to 2×2 symmetric matrices—thus depending upon three parameters—with
nuclear norm at most equal to that of x. When the feasible set is tangent to the ball, the solution to
(2.1) is exact.

revealed entries. There, the null space misses the cone of the nuclear ball at low-rank objects,
which are suﬃciently incoherent. It does not miss the cone at coherent low-rank matrices
since the exact recovery property cannot hold in this case. So how do we go about proving
these things?
Introduce the subdiﬀerential of  ·  at x, deﬁned as the set of vectors
∂x = {w : x + h ≥ x + w, h for all h}.

(3.2)

Then x is a solution to (2.1) if and only if
∃v ⊥ null(A) such that v ∈ ∂x.
For the 1 norm, letting T be the linear span of vectors with the same support as x and T ⊥
be its orthogonal complement (those vectors vanishing on the support of x),
∂x1 = {sgn(x) + w : w ∈ T ⊥ , w∞ ≤ 1},

(3.3)

where sgn(x) is the vector of signs equal to xi /|xi | whenever |xi | = 0 and to zero otherwise.
If we would like x to be the unique minimizer, a suﬃcient (and almost necessary) condition
is this: T ∩ null(A) = {0} and
∃v ⊥ null(A) such that v = sgn(x) + w, w ∈ T ⊥ , w∞ < 1.

(3.4)

In the literature, such a vector v is called a dual certiﬁcate.
What does this mean for the Fourier sampling problem where we can only observe the
Fourier transform of a signal x(t), t = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, at a few random frequencies k ∈
Ω ⊂ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}? The answer: a sparse candidate signal x is solution to the 1
minimization problem
 if and only if there exists a trigonometric polynomial with sparse
coeﬃcients P (t) = k∈Ω ck exp(i2πkt/n) obeying P (t) = sgn(x(t)) whenever x(t) = 0
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and |P (t)| ≤ 1 otherwise. If there is no such polynomial, (2.1) must return a diﬀerent
answer. Moreover, if T ∩ null(A) = {0} and there exists P as above with |P (t)| < 1 oﬀ the
support of x, then x is the unique solution to (2.1).4
Turning to the minimum nuclear norm problem, let X = U SV ∗ be a singular value
decomposition. Then
∂XS 1 = {sgn(X) + W : W ∈ T ⊥ , W S ∞ ≤ 1};
here,  · S 1 and  · S ∞ are the nuclear and spectral norms, sgn(X) is the matrix deﬁned as
sgn(X) = U V ∗ , and T ⊥ is the set of matrices with both column and row spaces orthogonal
to those of X. With these deﬁnitions, everything is as before and X is the unique solution to
(2.1) if T ∩ null(A) = {0} and, swapping the ∞ norm for the spectral norm, (3.4) holds.

4. Some probability theory
We wish to show that a candidate solution x is solution to (2.1). This is equivalent to being
able to construct a dual certiﬁcate, which really is the heart of the matter. Starting with [16],
a possible approach is to study an ansatz, which is the solution v to:
minimize v2

subject to

v ⊥ null(A) and PT v = sgn(x ),

where PT is the projection onto the linear space T deﬁned above. If  · ∗ is the norm dual
to  · , then the property PT ⊥ v∗ < 1 would certify optimality (with the proviso that
T ∩ null(A) = {0}). The motivation for this ansatz is twofold: ﬁrst, it is known in closed
form and can be expressed as
v = A∗ AT (A∗T AT )−1 sgn(x),

(4.1)

where AT is the restriction of A to the subspace T ; please observe that A∗T AT is invertible
if and only if T ∩ null(A) = {0}. Hence, we can study this object analytically. The second
reason is that the ansatz is the solution to a least-squares problem and that by minimizing its
Euclidean norm we hope to make its dual norm small as well.
At this point it is important to recall the random sampling model in which the rows of A
are i.i.d. samples from a distribution F so that
A∗ A =

m


ak a∗k

k=1

can be interpreted as an empirical covariance matrix. When the distribution is isotropic
(Σ = I) we know that E A∗ A = m I and, therefore, E A∗T AT = m IT . Of course, A∗ A
cannot be close to the identity since it has rank m  n but we can nevertheless ask whether
its restriction to T is close to the identity on T . It turns out that under the stated assumptions
of the theorems,
1
1
3
(4.2)
IT  A∗T AT  IT ,
2
m
2

4The condition T ∩ null(A) = {0} means that the only polynomial P (t) = 0≤k≤n−1 ck exp(i2πkt/n),
with ck = 0 whenever k ∈ Ω and support included in that of x, is the zero polynomial P = 0.
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meaning that m−1 A∗T AT is reasonably close to its expectation. For our two running examples and presenting progress in a somewhat chronological fashion, [16] and [21] established
this property by combinatorial methods, following a strategy originating in the work of Eugene Wigner [81]. The idea is to develop bounds on moments of the diﬀerence between the
sampled covariance matrix and its expectation,
HT = IT − m−1 A∗T AT .
Controlling the growth of E tr(HT2k ) for large powers gives control of HT S ∞ . However,
since the entries of A are in general not independent, it is not possible to invoke standard
moment calculation methods, and this approach leads to delicate combinatorial issues involving statistics of various paths in the plane that can be interpreted as complicated variants
of Dyck’s paths.
Next, to show that the ansatz (4.1) is indeed a dual certiﬁcate, one can expand the inverse
of A∗T AT as a Neumann series and write it as

vj , vj = m−1 A∗ AT HTj sgn(x).
v=
j≥0

In the 1 problem, we would need to show that PT ⊥ v∞ < 1; that is to say, for all t at
which x(t) = 0, |v(t)| < 1. In [16], this is achieved by a combinatorial method bounding
the size of each term vj (t) by controlling an appropriately large moment E |vj (t)|2k . This
strategy yields the 20·s·log n bound we presented earlier. In the matrix completion problem,
each term vj in the sum above is a matrix and we wish to bound the spectral norm of the
random matrix PT ⊥ v. The combinatorial approach from [21] also proceeds by controlling
moments of the form E tr(zj∗ zj )k , where zj is the random matrix zj = PT ⊥ vj .
There is an easier way to show that the restricted sampled covariance matrix is close to
its mean (4.2), which goes by means of powerful tools from probability theory such as the
Rudelson selection theorem [64] or the operator Bernstein inequality [2]. The latter is the
matrix-valued analog of the classical Bernstein inequality for sums of independent random
variables and gives tail bounds on the spectral norm of a sum of mean-zero independent random matrices. This readily applies since both I − A∗ A and its restriction to T are of this
form. One downside is that these general tools are unfortunately not as precise as combinatorial methods. Also, this is only one small piece of the puzzle, and it is not clear how one
would use this to show that PT ⊥ v∗ < 1, although [15] made some headway. We refer to
[61] for a presentation of these ideas in the context of signal recovery.
A bit later, David Gross [47] provided an elegant construction of an inexact dual certiﬁcate he called the golﬁng scheme, and we shall dedicate the remainder of this section to
presenting the main ideas behind this clever concept. To ﬁx things, we will assume that we
are working on the minimum 1 problem although all of this extends to the matrix completion problem. Our exposition is taken from [14]. To begin with, it is not hard to see that if
(4.2) holds, then the existence of a vector v ⊥ null(A) obeying
PT (v − sgn(x))2 ≤ δ

and

PT ⊥ v∞ < 1/2,

(4.3)

with δ suﬃciently small, certiﬁes that x is the unique solution. This is interesting because by
being a little more stringent on the size of v on T ⊥ , we can relax the condition PT v = sgn(x)
so that it only holds approximately. To see why this is true, take v as in (4.3) and consider the
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perturbation v  = v−A∗ AT (A∗T AT )−1 PT (sgn(x)−v). Then v  ⊥ null(A), PT v  = sgn(x)
and
PT ⊥ v  ∞ ≤ 1/2 + A∗T ⊥ AT (A∗T AT )−1 PT (sgn(x) − v)∞ .
√
Because the columns of A have Euclidean norm at most μ(F ) m, then (4.2) together
√ with
Cauchy-Schwarz give that the second term in the right-hand side is bounded by δ · 2μ(F ),
which is less than 1/2 if δ is suﬃciently small.
Now partition A into row blocks so that from now on, A1 are the ﬁrst m1 rows of the
matrix A, A2 the next m2 rows, and so on. The  matrices {Aj }j=1 are independently
distributed, and we have m1 + m2 + . . . + m = m. The golﬁng scheme then starts with
v0 = 0, inductively deﬁnes
vj =

1 ∗
A Aj PT (sgn(x) − vj−1 ) + vj−1
mj j

for j = 1, . . . , , and sets v = v . Clearly, v is in the row space of A, and thus perpendicular
to the null space. To understand this scheme, we can examine the ﬁrst step
v1 =

1 ∗
A A1 PT sgn(x),
m1 1

and observe that it is perfect on the average since E v1 = PT sgn(x) = sgn(x). With
ﬁnite sampling, we will not ﬁnd ourselves at sgn(x) and, therefore, the next step should
approximate PT (sgn(x) − v1 ), and read
v2 = v1 +

1 ∗
A A2 PT (sgn(x) − v1 ).
m2 2

Continuing this procedure gives the golﬁng scheme, which stops when vj is suﬃciently close
to the target. This reminds us of a golfer taking a sequence of shots to eventually put his ball
in the hole, hence the name. This also has the ﬂavor of an iterative numerical scheme for
computing the ansatz (4.1), however, with a signiﬁcant diﬀerence: at each step we use a
fresh set of sampling vectors to compute the next iterate.
Set qj = PT (sgn(x) − vj ) and observe the recurrence relation


1
qj = I T −
PT A∗j Aj PT qj−1 .
mj
∗
If the block sizes are large enough so that IT − m−1
j PT Aj Aj PT S ∞ ≤ 1/2 (this is again
the property that the empirical covariance matrix does not deviate too much from the identity,
compare (4.2)), then we see that the size of the error decays exponentially to zero since it is
at least halved at each iteration.5 We now examine the size of v on T ⊥ , that is, outside of the
support of x, and compute


1 ∗
v=
Aj Aj qj−1 .
m
j
j=1

5Writing Hj = IT − mj −1 PT A∗j Aj PT , note that we do not require that Hj S ∞ ≤ 1/2 with high
probability, only that for a ﬁxed vector z ∈ T , Hj z2 ≤ z2 /2, since Hj and qj−1 are independent. This
fact allows for smaller block sizes.
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In a
The key point is that by construction, A∗j Aj and qj−1 are stochastically independent.

nutshell, conditioned on qj−1 , A∗j Aj qj−1 is just a random sum of the form k ak ak , qj−1 
and one can use standard large deviation inequalities to bound the size of each term as follows:
1
PT A∗j Aj qj−1 ∞ ≤ tj qj−1 2
mj
for some scalars tj > 0, with inequality holding with large probability. Such a general
strategy along with many other estimates and ideas that we cannot possibly detail in a paper
of this scope, eventually yield proofs of the two theorems from Section 2. Gross’ method is
very general and useful, although it is generally not as precise as the combinatorial approach.

5. Gaussian models
The last decade has seen a considerable literature, which is impressive in its achievement,
about the special case where the entries of the matrix A are i.i.d. real-valued standard normal
variables. As a result of this eﬀort, the community now has a very precise understanding of
the performance of both 1 - and nuclear-norm minimization in this Gaussian model. We
wish to note that [62] was the ﬁrst paper to study the recovery of a low-rank matrix from
Gaussian measurements, using ideas from restricted isometries.
The Gaussian model is very diﬀerent from the Fourier sampling model or the matrix
completion problem from Section 1. To illustrate this point, we ﬁrst revisit the ansatz (4.1).
The key point here is that when A is a Gaussian map,
PT ⊥ v = A∗T ⊥ q,

q = AT (A∗T AT )−1 sgn(x),

where q and A∗T ⊥ are independent, no matter what T is [8].6 Set dT to be the dimension of
T (this is the quantity we called degrees of freedom earlier on). Conditioned on q, PT ⊥ v is
then distributed as
ιT ⊥ g,
where ιT ⊥ is an isometry from Rn−dT onto T ⊥ and g ∼ N (0, m−1 q22 I). In the sparse
recovery setting, this means that conditioned on q, the nonzero components of PT ⊥ v are
i.i.d. N (0, m−1 q22 ). In addition,


q22 = sgn(x), (A∗T AT )−1 sgn(x)
and classical results in multivariate statistics assure us that up to a scaling factor, q22 is
distributed as an inverse chi-squared random variable with m − dT + 1 degrees of freedom.
From there, it is not hard to establish that just about 2s log n samples taken from a Gaussian
map are suﬃcient for perfect recovery of an s-sparse vector. Also, one can show that just
about 3r(n1 + n2 − 5/3r) samples suﬃce for an arbitrary rank-r matrix. We refer to [8] for
details and results concerning other structured recovery problems.
This section is not about these simple facts. Rather it is about the fact that under Gaussian maps, there are immediate connections between our recovery problem and deep ideas
from convex geometry: as we are about to see, these connections enable to push the theory
6In the Gaussian model, A∗T AT is invertible with probability one has long as m is greater or equal to the
dimension of the linear space T .
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very far. Recall from Section 3 that x is the unique solution to (2.1) if the null space of A
misses the cone of descent C. What makes a Gaussian map special is that its null space is
uniformly distributed among the set of all (n − m)-dimensional subspaces in Rn . It turns out
that Gordon [45] gave a precise estimate of the probability that a random uniform subspace
misses a convex cone. To state Gordon’s result, we need the notion of Gaussian width of a
set K ⊂ Rn deﬁned as:
w(K) := Eg

sup
z∈K∩Sn−1

g, z ,

where Sn−1 is the unit sphere of Rn and the expectation is taken over g ∼ N (0, I). To the
best of the author’s knowledge, Rudelson and Vershynin [65] were the ﬁrst to recognize the
importance of Gordon’s result in this context.
Theorem 5.1 (Gordon’s escape through the mesh lemma, [45]). Let K ⊂ Rn be a cone and
A be a Gaussian map. If
m ≥ (w(K) + t)2 + 1,
then null(A) ∩ K = {0} with probability at least 1 − e−t

2

/2

.

Hence, Gordon’s theorem allows to conclude that slightly more than w(C) Gaussian
measurements are suﬃcient to recover a signal x whose cone of descent is C. As we shall
see later on, slightly fewer than w(C) would not do the job.
For Theorem 5.1 to be useful we need tools to calculate these widths. One popular
way of providing an upper bound on the Gaussian width of a descent cone is via polarity
[68, 60, 24, 3, 76]. The polar cone to C is the set
C o = {y : y, z ≤ 0 for all z ∈ C},
see Figure 5.1 for a representation of a cone and its polar. For us, the cone polar to the cone
of descent is the set of all directions t · w where t > 0 and w ∈ ∂x. With this, convex
duality gives
(5.1)
w2 (C) ≤ Eg mino g − z22 ,
z∈C

where, once again, the expectation is taken over g. In words, the right-hand side is the average squared distance between a random Gaussian vector and the cone C o , and is called the
statistical dimension of the descent cone denoted by δ(C) in [3]. (One can can check that
δ(C) = Eg πC (g)22 where π is the projection onto the convex cone C.) The particular
inequality (5.1) appears in [24] but one can trace this method to the earlier works [68, 60].7
7There is an inequality in the other direction, w2 (C) ≤ δ(C) ≤ w2 (C) + 1.

C

Co
0

Figure 5.1. Schematic representation of the cone C and its polar C o .
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The point is that the statistical dimension of C is often relatively easy to calculate for some
usual norms such as the 1 and nuclear norms, please see [24, 3] for other interesting examples. To make this claim concrete, we compute the statistical dimension of an ‘1 descent
cone’.
Let x ∈ Rn be an s-sparse vector assumed without loss of generality to have its ﬁrst s
components positive and all the others equal to zero. We have seen that ∂x1 is the set of
vectors w ∈ Rn obeying wi = 1, for all i ≤ s and |wi | ≤ 1 for i > s. Therefore,
⎧
⎫
⎨
⎬

δ(C) = inf
E(gj − t)2 +
E(|gj | − t)2+ ,
(5.2)
t≥0
⎩
⎭
j>s

j≤s

where a+ := max(a, 0). Using t = 2 log(n/s) in (5.2) together with some algebraic manipulations yield
δ(C) ≤ 2s log(n/s) + 2s
as shown in [24]. Therefore, just about 2s log(n/s) Gaussian samples are suﬃcient to recover an s-sparse signal by 1 minimization.
A beautiful fact is that the statistical dimension provides a sharp transition between success and failure of the convex program (2.1), as made very clear by the following theorem
taken from Amelunxen, Lotz, McCoy and Tropp (please also see related works from Stojnic
[71, 70, 69]).
Theorem 5.2 (Theorem II in [3]). Let x ∈ Rn be a ﬁxed vector,  ·  a norm, and δ(C) be
the cone of descent at x . Suppose A is a Gaussian map and let y = Ax . Then for a ﬁxed
tolerance ε ∈ (0, 1),
√
=⇒
(2.1) succeeds with probability ≤ ε;
m ≤ δ(C) − aε √n
=⇒
(2.1) succeeds with probability ≥ 1 − ε.
m ≥ δ(C) + aε n
The quantity aε =



8 log(4/ε).

In other words, there is a phase transition of width at most a constant times root n around
the statistical dimension. Later in this section, we discuss some history behind this result.
1

m/n

0.8
0.6
0.4
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0
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0.6

Figure 5.2. The curve ψ(ρ).
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It is possible to develop accurate estimates of the statistical dimension in case of the 1
norm and the nuclear norm. In the case of the 1 norm, [3, Proposition 4.5] shows that the
statistical dimension of the 1 descent cone at an s-sparse point obeys
ψ(s/n) − √

2
δ(C)
≤
≤ ψ(s/n).
n
s·n

The function ψ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is known and shown in Figure 5.2; we introduce it by making
a connection to estimation theory. Let z ∼ N (μ, 1) and consider the soft-thresholding rule
deﬁned as
⎧
⎪
⎨z − λ, z > λ,
η(z; λ) = 0,
|z| ≤ λ,
⎪
⎩
z + λ, z < −λ.
Deﬁne its risk or mean-square error at μ (when the mean of z is equal to μ) as
r(μ, λ) = E(z − μ)2 .
Then with r(∞, λ) = limμ→∞ r(μ, λ) = (1 + λ2 ),
ψ(ρ) = inf

λ≥0

{ρ · r(∞, λ) + (1 − ρ) · r(0, λ)} .

Hence, the statistical dimension is nearly equal to the total mean-square error one would
get by applying a coordinate-wise soft-thresholding rule, with the best parameter λ, to the
entries of a Gaussian vector z ∼ N (μ, I), where μ ∈ Rn is structured as follows: it has
a fraction ρ of its components set to inﬁnity while all the others are set to zero. For small
values of s, the statistical dimension is approximately equal to 2s log(n/s) and equal to the
leading order term in the calculation from [24] we presented earlier. This value, holding
when s is small compared to n is also close to the 2s log n bound given by the ansatz.
There has been much work over the last few years with the goal of characterizing as best
as possible the phase transition from Theorem 5.2. As far as the author knows, the transition
curve ψ ﬁrst appears in the work of Donoho [33] who studied the recovery problem in an
asymptotic regime, where both the ambient dimension n and the number of samples m tend
to inﬁnity in a ﬁxed ratio. He refers to this curve as the weak threshold. Donoho’s approach
relies on the polyhedral structure of the 1 ball known as the cross-polytope in the convex
geometry literature. A signal x with a ﬁxed support of size s and a ﬁxed sign pattern belongs
to a face F of dimension s − 1. The projection of the cross-polytope—its image through the
Gaussian map—is a polytope and it is rather elementary to see that 1 minimization recovers
x (and any signal in the same face) if the face is conserved, i.e. if the image of F is a face
of the projected polytope. Donoho [33] and Donoho and Tanner [31] leveraged pioneering
works by Vershik and Sporyshev and by other authors on polytope-angle calculations to
understand when low-dimensional faces are conserved; they established that the curve ψ
asymptotically describes a transition between success and failure (we forgo some subtleties
cleared in [3]). [31] as well as related works [38] also study projections conserving all lowdimensional faces (the strong threshold).
One powerful feature about the approach based on Gaussian process theory described
above, is that it is not limited to polytopes. Stojnic [68] used Gordon’s work to establish
empirically sharp lower bounds for the number of measurements required for the 1 -norm
problem. These results are asymptotic in nature and improve, in some cases, on earlier
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works. Oymak and Hassibi [60] used these ideas to give bounds on the number of measurements necessary to recover a low-rank matrix in the Gaussian model, see also [63]. In the
square n × n case, for small rank, simulations in [60] show that about 4nr measurements
may suﬃce for recovery (recall that the ansatz gives a nonasymptotic bound of about 6nr).
Chandrasekaran, Recht, Parrilo and Willsky [24] derived the ﬁrst precise non-asymptotic
bounds, and demonstrated how applicable the Gaussian process theory really is. Amelunxen
et al. [3] bring deﬁnitive answers, and in some sense, this work represents the culmination
of all these eﬀorts, even though some nice surprises continue to come around, see [42] for
example. Finally, heuristic arguments from statistical physics can also explain the phase
transition at ψ, see [36]. These heuristics have been justiﬁed rigorously in [5].

6. How broad is this?
Applications of sparse signal recovery techniques are found everywhere in science and technology. These are mostly well known and far too numerous to review. Matrix completion is a
newer topic, which also comes with a very rich and diverse set of applications in ﬁelds ranging from computer vision [74] to system identiﬁcation in control [57], multi-class learning
in data analysis [1], global positioning—e.g. of sensors in a network—from partial distance
information [7], and quantum-state tomography [48]. The list goes on and on, and keeps on
growing. As the theory and numerical tools for matrix completion develop, new applications
are discovered, which in turn call for even more theory and algorithms... Our purpose in this
section is not to review all these applications but rather to give a sense of the breadth of the
mathematical ideas we have introduced thus far; we hope to achieve this by discussing two
examples from the author’s own work.
Phase retrieval. Our ﬁrst example concerns the fundamental phase retrieval problem,
which arises in many imaging problems for the simple reason that photographic plates,
CCDs and other light detectors can only measure the intensity of an electromagnetic wave
as opposed to measuring its phase. For instance, consider X-ray crystallography, which is a
well-known technique for determining the atomic structure of a crystal: there, a collimated
beam of X-rays strikes a crystal; these rays then get diﬀracted by the crystal or sample and
the intensity of the diﬀraction pattern is recorded. Mathematically, if x(t1 , t2 ) is a discrete
two-dimensional object of interest, then to cut a long story short, one essentially collects
data of the form
 n−1
2




y(ω1 , ω2 ) = 
x(t1 , t2 )e−i2π(ω1 t1 +ω2 t2 )  , (ω1 , ω2 ) ∈ Ω,
(6.1)


t1 ,t2

where Ω is a sampled set of frequencies in [0, 1]2 . The question is then how one can invert the
Fourier transform from phaseless measurements. Or equivalently, how can we infer the phase
of the diﬀraction pattern when it is completely missing? This question arises in many ﬁelds
ranging from astronomical imaging to speech analysis and is, therefore, of signiﬁcance.
While it is beyond the scope of this paper to review the immense literature on phase
retrieval, it is legitimate to ask in which way this is related to the topics discussed in this
paper. After all, the abstract formulation of the phase retrieval problem asks us to solve a
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system of quadratic equations,
yk = | ak , x |2 ,

k = 1, . . . , m,

(6.2)

in which x is an n-dimensional complex or real-valued object; this is (6.1) with the ak ’s being
trigonometric exponentials. This is quite diﬀerent from the underdetermined linear systems
considered thus far. In passing, solving quadratic equations is known to be notoriously
diﬃcult (NP-hard) [6, Section 4.3].
As it turns out, the phase retrieval problem can be cast as a matrix completion problem
[10], see also [22] for a similar observation in a diﬀerent setup. To see this, introduce the
n × n positive semideﬁnite Hermitian matrix variable X ∈ S n×n equal to xx∗ , and observe
that
| ak , x |2 = tr(ak a∗k xx∗ ) = tr(Ak X), Ak = ak a∗k .
(6.3)
By lifting the problem into higher dimensions, we have turned quadratic equations into linear
ones! Suppose that (6.2) has a solution x0 . Then there obviously is a rank-one solution to the
linear equations in (6.3), namely, X0 = x0 x∗0 . Thus the phase retrieval problem is equivalent
to ﬁnding a rank-one matrix from linear equations of the form yk = tr(ak a∗k X). This is a
rank-one matrix completion problem! Since the nuclear norm of a positive deﬁnite matrix is
equal to the trace, the natural convex relaxation called PhaseLift in [10] reads:
minimize

tr(X)

subject to X  0,

tr(ak a∗k X) = yk , k ∈ [m].

(6.4)

Similar convex relaxations for optimizing quadratic objectives subject to quadratic constraints are known as Schor’s semideﬁnite relaxations, see [6, Section 4.3] and [44] on the
MAXCUT problem from graph theory. The reader is also encouraged to read [80] to learn
about another convex relaxation.
Clearly, whatever the sampling vectors might be, we are very far from the Gaussian maps
studied in the previous section.8 Yet, a series of recent papers have established that PhaseLift
succeeds in recovering the missing phase of the data (and, hence, in reconstructing the signal)
in various stochastic models of sampling vectors, ranging from highly structured Fourierlike models to unstructured Gaussian-like models. In fact, the next theorem shows an even
stronger result than necessary for PhaseLift, namely, that there is only one matrix satisfying
the feasibility conditions of (6.4) and, therefore, PhaseLift must recover x0 x∗0 exactly with
high probability.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose the ak ’s are independent random vectors uniformly distributed on the
sphere—equivalently, independent complex-valued Gaussian vectors—and let A : Cn×n →
Rm be the linear map A(X) = {tr(ak a∗k X)}1≤k≤m . Assume that
m ≥ c0 n,

(6.5)

where c0 is a suﬃciently large constant. Then the following holds with probability at least
1 − O(e−γm ): for all x0 in Cn , the feasibility problem
{X : X  0 and A(X) = A(x0 x∗0 )}
has a unique point, namely, x0 x∗0 . Thus, with the same probability, PhaseLift recovers any
signal x0 ∈ Cn up to a global sign factor.
8Under a Gaussian map, a sample is of the form W, X, where W is a matrix with i.i.d. N (0, 1) entries.
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This theorem states that a convenient convex program—a semideﬁnite program (SDP)—
can recover any n-dimensional complex vector from on the order of n randomized quadratic
equations. The ﬁrst result of this kind appeared in [18]. As stated, Theorem 6.1 theorem can
be found in [11], see also [29]. Such results are not consequences of the general theorems
we presented in Section 2.
Of course the sampling vectors from Theorem 6.1 are not useful in imaging applications.
However, a version of this result holds more broadly. In particular, [13] studies a physically
realistic setup where one can modulate the signal of interest and then collect the intensity of
its diﬀraction pattern, each modulation thereby producing a sort of coded diﬀraction pattern.
To simplify our exposition, in one dimension we would collect the pattern
2


n−1

−i2πωt/n 
x(t)d(t)e
y(ω) = 
 ,



ω = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1,

(6.6)

t=0

where d := {d(t)} is a code or modulation pattern with random entries. This can be achieved
by masking the object we wish to image or by modulating the incoming beam. Then [13]
shows mathematically and empirically that if one collects the intensity of a few diﬀraction
patterns of this kind, then the solution to PhaseLift is exact.
In short, convex programming techniques and matrix completion ideas can be brought to
bear, with great eﬃciency, on highly nonconvex quadratic problems.
Robust PCA. We now turn our attention to a problem in data analysis. Suppose we have a
family of n points belonging to a high-dimensional space of dimension d, which we regard
as the columns of a d × n matrix M . Many data analysis procedures begin by reducing the
dimensionality by projecting each data point onto a lower dimensional subspace. Principal
component analysis (PCA) [51] achieves this by ﬁnding the matrix X of rank k, which is
closest to M in the sense that it solves:
minimize M − X

subject to

rank(X) ≤ k,

where  ·  is either the Frobenius or the usual spectral norm. The solution is given by
truncating the singular value decomposition as to retain the k largest singular values. When
our data points are well clustered along a lower dimensional plane, this technique is very
eﬀective.
In many real applications, however, many entries of the data matrix are typically either
unreliable or missing: entries may have been entered incorrectly, sensors may have failed,
occlusions in image data may have occurred, and so on. The problem is that PCA is very
sensitive to outliers and few errors can throw the estimate of the underlying low-dimensional
structure completely oﬀ. Researchers have long been preoccupied with making PCA robust
and we cannot possibly review the literature on the subject. Rather, our intent is again to
show how this problem ﬁts together with the themes from this paper.
Imagine we are given a d × n data matrix
M = L 0 + S0 ,
where L0 has low rank and S0 is sparse. We observe M but L0 and S0 are hidden. The
connection with our problem is that we have a low-rank matrix that has been corrupted in
possibly lots of places but we have no idea about which entries have been tampered with.
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Figure 6.1. Geometry of the robust PCA problem. The blue body is the nuclear ball and the red the
1 ball (cross polytope). Since S0 = M − L0 , M − L0 is on a low-dimensional face of the cross
polytope.

Can we recover the low-rank structure? The idea in [12] is to de-mix the low-rank and the
sparse components by solving:
minimize LS1 + λS1

subject to

M = L + S;
(6.7)

here, λ is a positive scalar and abusing notation, we write S1 =
ij |Sij | for the 1
norm of the matrix S seen as an n × d dimensional vector. Motivated by a beautiful problem
in graphical modeling, Chandresakaran et al. proposed to study the same convex model
[25], see also [23]. For earlier connections on 1 minimization and sparse corruptions, see
[19, 82, 55]. The surprising result from [12] is that if the low-rank component is incoherent
and if the nonzero
entries of the sparse components occur at random locations, then (6.7)

with λ = 1/ max(n, d) recovers L0 and S0 perfectly! To streamline our discussion, we
sketch the statement of Theorem 1.1 from [12].9
Theorem 6.2 (Sketch of Theorem 1.1 in [12]). Assume without loss of generality that n ≥ d,
and let L0 be an arbitrary n × d matrix with coherence μ(L0 ) as deﬁned in Section 2.
Suppose that the support set of S0 is uniformly distributed among all sets of cardinality m.
Then with probability at least 1 − O(n−10
√ ) (over the choice of support of S0 ), (L0 , S0 ) is
the unique solution to (6.7) with λ = 1/ n, provided that
rank(L0 ) ≤ C0 · d · μ(L0 )−1 (log n)−2

and

m ≤ C0 · n · d.

(6.8)

Above, C0 and C0 are positive numerical constants.
Hence, if a positive fraction of the entries from an incoherent matrix of rank at most a
constant times d/ log2 n are corrupted, the convex program (6.7) will detect those alterations
and correct them automatically. In addition, the article [12] presents analog results when
entries are both missing and corrupted but we shall not discuss such extensions here. For
further results, see [50, 54] and [25] for a deterministic analysis.
Figure 6.1 shows the geometry underlying the exact de-mixing. The fact that we need
incoherence should not be surprising. Indeed if L0 is a rank-1 matrix with one row equal to x
9Technically, [12] requires the additional technical assumption discussed in Section 2 although it is probably
un-necessary thanks to the sharpening from Li and the author, and from [27] discussed earlier.
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Figure 6.2. Fraction of correct recoveries across 10 trials, as a function of rank(L0 ) (x-axis) and
sparsity of S0 (y-axis). Here, n = d = 400. In all cases, L0 = XY ∗ is a product of independent
n × r i.i.d. N (0, 1/n) matrices, and sgn(S0 ) is random. Trials are considered successful if L̂ −
L0 F /L0 F < 10−3 . A white pixel indicates 100% success across trials, a black pixel 0% success,
and a gray pixel some intermediate value.

and all the others equal to y, there is no way any algorithm can detect and recover corruptions
in the x vector.
Finally, Figure 6.2 from [12] shows the practical performance of the convex programming approach to robust PCA on randomly generated problems: there is a sharp phase transition between success and failure. Looking at the numbers, we see that we can corrupt up
until about 22.5% of the entries of a 400 × 400 matrix of rank 40, and about 37.5% of those
of a matrix of rank 20.

7. Concluding remarks
A paper of this length on a subject of this scope has to make some choices. We have certainly
made some, and have consequently omitted to discuss other important developments in the
ﬁeld. Below is a partial list of topics we have not touched.
•

We have not presented the theory based on the concept of restricted isometry property
(RIP). This theory decouples the ‘stochastic part’ from the ‘deterministic part’. In a
nutshell, in the sparse recovery problem, once a sampling matrix obeys a relationship
called RIP in [19] of the form (4.2) for all subspaces T spanned by at most 2s columns
of A, then exact and stable recovery of all s-sparse signals occur [19, 17]; this is a deterministic statement. For random matrices, the stochastic part of the theory amounts
to essentially showing that RIP holds [20, 4, 61]. For the matrix-completion analog,
see [62].

•

In almost any application the author can think of, signals are never exactly sparse,
matrices do not have exactly low rank, and so on. In such circumstances, the solution
to (2.1) continue to be accurate in the sense that if a signal is approximately sparse or a
matrix has approximately low rank, then the recovered object is close. Ronald DeVore
gave a plenary address at the 2006 ICM in Madrid on this topic as the theory started
to develop. We refer to his ICM paper [30] as well as [28].

•

For the methods we have described to be useful, they need to be robust to noise and
measurement errors. There are noise aware variants of (2.1) with excellent empirical
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and theoretical estimation properties—sometimes near-optimal. We have been silent
about this, although many of the articles cited in this paper will actually contain results
of this sort. To give two examples, Theorem 2.1 from Section 2 comes with variants
enjoying good statistical properties, see [14]. The PhaseLift approach also comes with
optimal estimation guarantees [11].
•

We have not discussed algorithmic alternatives to convex programming. For instance,
there are innovative greedy strategies, which can also have theoretical guarantees,
e.g. under RIP see the works of Needell, Tropp, Gilbert and colleagues [77, 59, 58].

The author is thus guilty of a long string of omissions. However, he hopes to have conveyed
some enthusiasm for this rich subject where so much is happening on both the theoretical
and practical/empirical sides. Nonparametric structured models based on sparsity and lowrankedness are powerful and ﬂexible and while they may not always be the best models in
any particular application, they are often times surprisingly competitive.
Acknowledgements. The author gratefully acknowledges support from AFOSR under grant
FA9550-09-1-0643, NSF under grant CCF-0963835 and from the Simons Foundation via the
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Abstract. Recent developments are discussed which deepen our understanding of the relationship
between hyperbolic p.d.e. and Lorentzian geometry. These developments are connected with progress
in the analysis of the Einstein equations of general relativity and in the analysis of the Euler equations
of the mechanics of compressible ﬂuids.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). Primary 35L72, 53C50; Secondary 83C35, 83C57,
35L67, 76L05.
Keywords. Hyperbolic partial diﬀerential equations, Lorentzian geometry, general relativity, ﬂuid
mechanics.

1. Introduction
As we all know, while Euclidean geometry was developed in ancient times as the science
of physical space, it was only in the 18th century, after the development of diﬀerential calculus in the 17th century, that partial diﬀerential equations where introduced which where
consistent with Euclidean geometry, being invariant under the Euclidean group, the simplest
such equation being Laplace’s equation, the simplest elliptic partial diﬀerential equation.
In contrast, Lorentzian geometry, the geometry of physical spacetime, was introduced by
Minkowski in the early 20th century as the culmination of a development called “special
relativity” which started with Lorentz and in which the central role was played by Einstein,
as the geometry the invariance group of which, the Lorentz group, is the invariance group of
the linear wave equation, the simplest hyperbolic partial diﬀerential equation.
As we also all know, Riemann had already introduced, in the middle of the 19th century,
Riemannian geometry, the geometry of curved space, inspired by the earlier work of Gauss
on the intrinsic geometry of surfaces in Euclidean space. Einstein, after the contribution of
Minkowski, seeking a new theory of gravity which would be consistent with special relativity, was led to the more general conception of Lorentzian geometry as the geometry of
curved spacetime, bearing the same relation to Minkowski’s geometry as Riemann’s geometry bears to Euclidean geometry, the spacetime curvature corresponding to the Newtonian
tidal gravitational force. Moreover Einstein formulated the laws of the new theory, called
“general relativity”, the Einstein equations. These constitute a nonlinear system of partial
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diﬀerential equations of hyperbolic type, in fact the most fundamental such system as it governs the geometry of spacetime itself. In the absence of matter these equations express the
vanishing of the Ricci curvature of the spacetime manifold.
In the present lecture I shall discuss recent developments which deepen our understanding of the relationship between hyperbolic p.d.e. and Lorentzian geometry. Methods for the
analysis of hyperbolic p.d.e. have been developed in the recent past which fully exploit the
associated Lorentzian geometry. These methods may thus be considered to be in the same
spirit as that of geometric analysis of elliptic or parabolic p.d.e. in relation to Riemannian
geometry. Since the vacuum Einstein equations of general relativity are completely geometric, it is not surprising that the methods in question would originate in the study of these
equations. They in fact originated in my work with Sergiu Klainerman [9] on the stability of
the Minkowski spacetime of special relativity the framework of general relativity. Thus, the
ﬁrst part of my lecture shall discuss progress in the analysis of the Einstein equations, while
the second part shall discuss progress in the analysis of the Euler equations of compressible
ﬂuid ﬂow. (For a treatment of hyperbolicity in the general framework of Euler-Lagrange
systems of p.d.e. see [5].)

2. The Einstein equations of general relativity
Now, while the vacuum Einstein equations do constitute a p.d.e. system of hyperbolic type,
this is only seen if proper account is taken of the action of the diﬀeomorphism group of the
underlying diﬀerentiable manifold, that is two metrics must be considered equivalent if they
are related by a diﬀeomorphism. Prior to the work [9] on the stability of Minkowski spacetime it seemed that the only way to proceed with the analysis is to introduce a coordinate
system which reduces the equations to a p.d.e. system for the metric components which is
hyperbolic in a standard analytic sense. The pioneering work of Y. Choquet-Bruhat [11] on
existence and uniqueness of solutions to the Cauchy problem for the Einstein equations was
based on the introduction of “harmonic” (more properly “wave”) coordinates, which reduce
the Einstein equations to a system of wave equations for the metric components, in fact a
system where the principal part is of diagonal form, the wave operator of the metric acting
on each metric component considered as a scalar function. The analysis then proceeded
through energy estimates associated to scalar wave equations.
In the work [9] we developed a diﬀerent approach which, being geometric, does not depend on the introduction of a coordinate system. The approach consists of two methods. The
ﬁrst is a method which derives estimates for the spacetime curvature. Instead of considering
the Einstein equations themselves, we considered the Bianchi identities in the form which
they assume by virtue of the Einstein equations. We then introduced the general concept of a
Weyl ﬁeld W on a 4-dimensional Lorentzian manifold (M, g) to be a 4-covariant tensorﬁeld
with the algebraic properties of the Weyl or conformal curvature tensor. Given a Weyl ﬁeld
W one can deﬁne a left dual ∗ W as well as a right dual W ∗ , but as a consequence of the
algebraic properties of a Weyl ﬁeld the two duals coincide.
Moreover, ∗ W = W ∗ is also a Weyl ﬁeld. A Weyl ﬁeld is subject to equations which are
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analogues of Maxwell’s equations for the electromagnetic ﬁeld. These are linear equations,
in general inhomogeneous, which we call Bianchi equations. They are of the form:
∇α Wαβγδ = Jβγδ
the right hand side J, or more generally any 3-covariant tensorﬁeld with the algebraic properties of the right hand side, we call a Weyl current.
These equations seem at ﬁrst sight to be the analogues of only half of Maxwell’s equations, but it turns out that they are equivalent to the equations
∗
=
∇[α Wβγ]δ = μαβγ J ∗μδ , Jβγδ

1 μν
J μνγδ
2 β

which are analogues of the other half of Maxwell’s equations. Here  is the volume 4-form
of (M, g). The fundamental Weyl ﬁeld is the Riemann curvature tensor of (M, g), (M, g)
being a solution of the vacuum Einstein equations, and in this case the corresponding Weyl
current vanishes, the Bianchi equations reducing to the Bianchi identities.
Given a vectorﬁeld Y and a Weyl ﬁeld W or Weyl current J there is a “variation” of W
and J with respect to Y , a modiﬁed Lie derivative L̃Y W , L̃Y J, which is also a Weyl ﬁeld or
Weyl current respectively. The modiﬁed Lie derivative commutes with duality. The Bianchi
equations have certain conformal covariance properies which imply the following. If J is
the Weyl current associated to the Weyl ﬁeld W according to the Bianchi equations, then the
Weyl current associated to L̃Y W is the sum of L̃Y J and a bilinear expression which is on
one hand linear in (Y ) π̃ and its ﬁrst covariant derivative and other the other hand in W and
its ﬁrst covariant derivative. Here we denote by (Y ) π̃ the deformation tensor of Y , namely
the trace-free part of the Lie derivative of the metric g with respect to Y . This measures the
rate of change of the conformal geometry of (M, g) under the ﬂow generated by Y . From the
fundamental Weyl ﬁeld, the Riemann curvature tensor of (M, g), and a set of vector ﬁelds
Y1 , ..., Yn which we call commutation ﬁelds, derived Weyl ﬁelds of up to any given order
m are generated by the repeated application of the operators L̃Yi : i = 1, ..., n. A basic
requirement on the set of commutation ﬁelds is that it spans the tangent space to M at each
point. The Weyl currents associated to these derived Weyl ﬁelds are then determined by the
deformation tensors of the commutation ﬁelds.
Given a Weyl ﬁeld W there is a 4-covariant tensorﬁeld Q(W ) associated to W , which
is symmetric and trace-free in any pair of indices. It is a quadratic expression in W , analogous to the Maxwell energy-monentum-stress tensor for the electromagnetic ﬁeld. We call
Q(W ) the Bel-Robinson tensor associated to W , because it coincides with the tensor discovered by Bel and Robinson (see [3]) in the case of the fundamental Weyl ﬁeld, the Riemann
curvature tensor of a solution of the vacuum Einstein equations. The Bel-Robinson tensor
has a remarkable positivity property: Q(W )(X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 ) is non-negative for any tetrad
X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 of future directed non-spacelike vectors at a point. Moreover, the divergence of Q(W ) is a bilinear expression which is linear in W and in the associated Weyl
current J.
Given a Weyl ﬁeld W and a triplet of future directed non-spacelike vectorﬁelds X1 , X2 ,
X3 , which we call multiplier ﬁelds we deﬁne the energy-momentum density vectorﬁeld
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P (W ; X1 , X2 , X3 ) associated to W and to the triplet X1 , X2 , X3 by:
β γ δ
P (W ; X1 , X2 , X3 )α = −Q(W )α
βγδ X1 X2 X3

Then the divergence of P (W ; X1 , X2 , X3 ) is the sum of −(divQ(W ))(X1 , X2 , X3 ) and a
bilinear expression which is linear in Q(W ) and in the deformation tensors of X1 , X2 , X3 .
The divergence theorem in spacetime, applied to a domain which is a development of part
of the initial hypersurface, then expresses the integral of the 3-form dual to P (W ; X1 , X2 ,
X3 ) on the future boundary of this domain, in terms of the integral of the same 3-form on
the past boundary of the domain, namely on the part of the initial hypersurface, and the
spacetime integral of the divergence. The boundaries being achronal - that is, no pair of
points on each boundary can be joined by a timelike curve - the integrals are integrals of
non-negative functions, by virtue of the positivity property of Q(W ).
For the set of Weyl ﬁelds of order up to m which are derived from the fundamental
Weyl ﬁeld, the Riemann curvature tensor of (M, g), the divergences are determined by the
deformation tensors of the commutation ﬁelds and their derivatives up to order m, and by the
deformation tensors of the multiplier ﬁelds. And the integrals on the future boundary give
control of all the derivatives of the curvature up to order m. This is how estimates for the
spacetime curvature are obtained, once a suitable set of multiplier ﬁelds and a suitable set of
commutation ﬁelds have been provided.
This is precisely where a second method comes in. This method constructs the required
sets of vectorﬁelds by using the geometry of the two parameter foliation of spacetime by
the level sets of two functions. These two functions, in the ﬁrst realization of this method,
where the time function t, the level sets of which are maximal spacelike hypersurfaces Ht
of vanishing total linear momentum, and the optical function u, which we may think of as
“retarded time”, the level sets of which are outgoing null hypersurfaces Cu . These where
chosen so that density of the foliation of each Ht by the traces of the Cu , that is, by the

surfaces of intersection St,u = Ht Cu , which are diﬀeomorphic to S 2 , tends to 1 as
t → ∞.
It was clear that the two functions did not enter on equal footing. The optical function
u played a much more important role. This is due to the fact that the problem involved outgoing waves reaching future null inﬁnity, and it is the outgoing family of null hypersurfaces
Cu which follow these waves. The role of the family of maximal spacelike hypersurfaces
Ht was to obtain a suitable family of sections of each Cu , the family St,u corresponding
to a given u, and to serve as a means by which, in the proof of the existence theorem, the
method of continuity can be applied. The work [9] was the ﬁrst study of the global geometry of null hypersurfaces and of the geometry of foliations by null hypersurfaces. The main
features of this study, which is the essence of the second method, shall be discussed below
in the connection with another, more recent, work. To complete the present discussion of
the original approach, let it suﬃce to say that the geometric quantities describing the two
parameter foliation of spacetime by the surfaces St,u were estimated in terms of the spacetime curvature. This yielded estimates for the deformation tensors of the multiplier ﬁelds
and the commutation ﬁelds in terms of the spacetime curvature, thus connecting with the
ﬁrst method.
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The main theorem of the work [9] on the stability of Minkowski spacetime asserted that
any asymptotically ﬂat initial data for the Einstein vacuum equations which is suitably close
in a certain sense to the trivial initial data gives rise to a geodesically complete spacetime,
solution of the vacuum Einstein equations, which tends to the Minkowski spacetime along
any geodesic, as the aﬃne parameter tends to inﬁnity. Moreover the work gave a detailed
analysis of the precise asymptotic behavior of the solutions at inﬁnity (see also [6]). It should
be noted that prior to that work the only known geodesically complete solution of the vacuum Einstein equations arising from asymptotically ﬂat initial data had been the Minkowski
spacetime itself. The stability theorem has since been extended to a more general class of
initial data by L. Bieri, and to the Einstein-Maxwell equations by N. Zipser (see [4]).
I now turn to a more recent work in general relativity, my work [7] on the formation of
trapped surfaces. The concept of a trapped surface was introduced by Penrose in 1965 (see
[17]). He deﬁned a trapped surface to be a closed spacelike surface in spacetime, such that
an inﬁnitesimal virtual displacement of the surface along either family of future-directed null
geodesic normals to the surface leads to a pointwise decrease of the area element. On the
basis of this concept, Penrose proved an incompleteness theorem. In the light of subsequent
work, namely the uniqueness theorem of the maximal development of given initial data by
Choquet-Bruhat and Geroch [12], and the work of Rendall [18] on the characteristic initial
value problem, the incompleteness theorem of Penrose may be restated as follows:
Let us be given regular characteristic initial data on a complete null geodesic
cone Co of a point o. Let (M ∗ , g) be the maximal future development of the data
on Co . Suppose that M ∗ contains a trapped surface. Then (M ∗ , g) is future null
geodesically incomplete.
Now, this theorem presupposes the presence of a trapped surface. A major challenge
since the formulation of this theorem had been to develop methods of analysis which, even
when the initial conditions are arbitrarily dispersed, hence arbitrarily far from already containing trapped surfaces, allow us to follow the long time evolution and show that, under
suitable circumstances, trapped surfaces eventually form. This challenge was met by the
work [7] which I shall now discuss. This work, like the work [9], is in the context of the
vacuum Einstein equations.
The simplest to state version of the theorem which the monograph [7] establishes is
the limiting version, where we have an asymptotic characteristic initial value problem with
initial data at past null inﬁnity. Denoting by u the “advanced time”, it is assumed that the
initial data are trivial for u ≤ 0.
Let k, l be positive constants, k > 1, l < 1. Let us be given smooth asymptotic initial
data at past null inﬁnity which is trivial for advanced time u ≤ 0. Suppose that the incoming
energy per unit solid angle in each direction in the advanced time interval [0, δ] is not less
than k/8π. Then if δ is suitably small, the maximal development of the data contains a
trapped surface S which is diﬀeomorphic to S 2 and has area
Area(S) ≥ 4πl2
We remark that by virtue of the scale invariance of the vacuum Einstein equations, the
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theorem holds with k, l, and δ, replaced by ak, al, and aδ, respectively, for any positive
constant a.
The above theorem is obtained through a theorem in which the initial data is given on
a complete future null geodesic cone Co . The generators of the cone are parametrized by
an aﬃne parameter s measured from the vertex o and deﬁned so that the corresponding null
geodesic vectorﬁeld has projection T at o along a ﬁxed unit future-directed timelike vector T
at o. It is assumed that the initial data are trivial for s ≤ r0 , for some r0 > 1. The boundary
of this trivial region is then a round sphere of radius r0 . The advanced time u is then deﬁned
along Co by
u = s − r0
The formation of trapped surfaces theorem is similar in this case, the only diﬀerence being
that the “incoming energy per unit solid angle in each direction in the advanced time interval
[0, δ]”, a notion deﬁned only at past null inﬁnity, is replaced by the integral
r02
8π



δ

edu
0

on the aﬃne parameter segment [r0 , r0 + δ] of each generator of Co . The function e is an
invariant of the conformal intrinsic geometry of Co , given by:
e=

1 2
|χ̂|
2 g/

where g/ is the induced metric on the sections of Co corresponding to constant values of
the aﬃne parameter, and χ̂ is the shear of these sections, the trace-free part of their 2nd
fundamental form relative to Co .
The theorem for a cone Co is established for any r0 > 1 and the smallness condition
on δ is independent of r0 . The domain of dependence, in the maximal development, of the
trivial region in Co is a domain in Minkowski spacetime bounded in the past by the trivial
part of Co and in the future by C e , the past null geodesic cone of a point e at arc length
2r0 along the timelike geodesic Γ0 from o with tangent vector T at o. Considering then the
corresponding complete timelike geodesic in Minkowski spacetime, ﬁxing the origin on this
geodesic to be the point e, the limiting form of the theorem is obtained by letting r0 → ∞,
keeping the origin ﬁxed, so that o tends to the inﬁnite past along the timelike geodesic.
Almost all the monograph [7] is in fact devoted to establishing an existence theorem for
a development of the initial data which extends far enough into the future so that trapped
spheres have eventually a chance to form within this development. This existence theorem
contains a wealth of information, which gives us full knowledge of the geometry of spacetime when trapped surfaces begin to form.
The work [7] uses three methods, two of which correspond to the two methods, outlined
above, of [9], while the third method, which I call the short pulse method, was introduced in
[7].
In connection with the work on the stability of Minkowski spacetime, a variant of the
second method is obtained if we place in the role of the time function t another optical
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function u, which we may think of as “advanced time”, the level sets of which are incoming null hypersurfaces. A two parameter family of surfaces diﬀeomorphic to S 2 are then
obtained, namely the intersections of this incoming family with the outgoing family of null
hypersurfaces.
In the work [7] on the formation of trapped surfaces, the roles of the two optical functions
are reversed, because we are considering incoming rather than outgoing waves, and it is the
incoming null hypersurfaces C u , the level sets of u, which follow these waves. However,
in this work, taking the other function to be the conjugate optical function u is not merely
a matter of convenience, but it is essential for what we wish to achieve. This is because the
Cu , the level sets of u, are here, like the initial hypersurface Co itself, future null geodesic
cones with vertices on the timelike geodesic Γ0 , and the trapped spheres which eventually

form are sections Su,u = C u Cu of “late” Cu , everywhere along which those Cu have
negative expansion.
The short pulse method is a method of treating the focusing of incoming waves, and like
the second method, it is of wider application. Its point of departure resembles that of the short
wavelength or geometric optics approximation, in so far as it depends on the presence of a
small length, but thereafter the two approaches diverge. The short pulse method is a method
which allows us to establish an existence theorem for a development of the initial data which
is large enough so that interesting things have a chance to occur within this development, if a
nonlinear system is involved. One may ask at this point: what does it mean for a length to be
small in the context of the vacuum Einstein equations? For, the equations are scale invariant.
Here small means by comparison to the area radius of the trapped sphere to be formed.
With initial data on a complete future null geodesic cone Co , as explained above, which
are trivial for s ≤ r0 , we consider the restriction of the initial data to s ≤ r0 + δ. In terms
of the advanced time u, we restrict attention to the interval [0, δ], the data being trivial for
u ≤ 0. The retarded time u is set equal to u0 = −r0 at o and therefore on Co , which is
then also denoted Cu0 . Also, u − u0 is deﬁned along Γ0 to be one half the arc length from
o. This determines u everywhere. The development whose existence we want to establish is
that bounded in the future by the spacelike hypersurface H−1 where u + u = −1 and by the
incoming null hypersurface C δ . We denote this development M−1 .
We deﬁne L and L to be the future directed null vectorﬁelds the integral curves of which
are the generators of the Cu and C u , parametrized by u and u respectively, so that
Lu = Lu = 0, Lu = Lu = 1
The ﬂow Φτ generated by L deﬁnes a diﬀeomorphism of Su,u onto Su+τ,u , while the ﬂow
Φτ generated by L deﬁnes a diﬀeomorphism of Su,u onto Su,u+τ .
The positive function Ω deﬁned by
g(L, L) = −2Ω2
may be thought of as the inverse density of the double null foliation. The null geodesic ﬁelds
L , L corresponding to L, L are given by:
Lμ = −2(g −1 )μν ∂ν u, Lμ = −2(g −1 )μν ∂ν u
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These have the same integral curves as L, L respectively, but are aﬃnely parametrized. We
have:
L = Ω−2 L, L = Ω−2 L, so that g(L , L) = g(L , L) = −2
We denote by L̂ and L̂ the normalized future directed null vectorﬁelds
L̂ = Ω−1 L, L̂ = Ω−1 L, so that g(L̂, L̂) = −2
The optical structure equations are the equations satisﬁed by the optical quantities,
namely the geometric quantities associated to the double null foliation, that is, the inverse
density function Ω, the metric g/ induced on the surfaces Su,u and its Gauss curvature K, the
second fundamental forms χ , χ of Su,u relative to Cu , C u respectively, the torsion forms
η, η of Su,u relative to Cu , C u respectively, and the functions ω, ω, the derivatives of log Ω
with respect to L, L respectively. The second fundamental forms χ are deﬁned relative to
the geodesic null normals L , L . They are the symmetric 2-covariant S tensorﬁelds given
by:
χ (X, Y ) = g(∇X L , Y ), χ (X, Y ) = g(∇X L , Y )
for any pair of vectors X, Y tangent to Su,u at a point. Then
χ = Ωχ , χ = Ωχ
are the corresponding second fundamental forms relative to the normalized null normals
L̂, L̂. By torsion of Su,u we mean the connection of the normal bundle of Su,u . Since
the normal planes are timelike it is natural to refer to a null basis, namely a pair of future
directed null vectors whose inner product is -2. The representation of the torsion depends on
the choice of null basis sections of the normal bundle. The basis which is natural relative to
Cu is (L , L) while the basis which is natural relative to C u is (L , L). The torsion forms
are then the S 1-forms given by:
η(X) =

1
1
g(∇X L , L), η(X) = g(∇X L , L)
2
2

for any vector X tangent to Su,u at a point. The torsion may also be represented in the
normalized basis (L̂, L̂) as the S 1-form ζ:
ζ(X) =

1
1
g(∇X L̂, L̂) = − g(∇X L̂, L̂)
2
2

We have:
η = ζ + /d log Ω, η = −ζ + /d log Ω
The curvature of the normal bundle of Su,u is:
curl
/ ζ = curl
/ η = −curl
/ η
The torsion form ζ is also the obstruction to integrability of the distribution of timelike planes
on the spacetime manifold which are orthogonal to the tangent planes to the Su,u :
[L, L] = 4Ω2 ζ 
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where ζ  is the S tangential vectorﬁeld corresponding to the S 1-form ζ through the metric
g/.
The spacetime curvature corresponding to a solution of the vacuum Einstein equations
decomposes relative to a double null foliation into the trace-free symmetric 2-covariant S
tensorﬁelds α, α, given by:
α(X, Y ) = R(X, L̂, Y, L̂), α(X, Y ) = R(X, L̂, Y, L̂)
for any pair of vectors X, Y tangent to Su,u at a point, the S 1-forms β, β given by:
R(X, L̂, Y, Z) = g/(X, Y )β(Z) − g/(X, Z)β(X),
R(X, L̂, Y, Z) = g/(X, Y )β(Z) − g/(X, Z)β(Y )
for any triplet of vectors X, Y, Z tangent to Su,u at a point, and the functions ρ, σ given on
each Su,u by:
R(X, Y, Z, W ) = ρ/(X, Y )/(Z, W ),

1
R(X, Y, L̂, L̂) = σ/(X, Y )
2

for any quadruplet of vectors X, Y, Z, W tangent to Su,u at a point, / being the area form of
Su,u .
In the following, for a covariant S tensorﬁeld θ and V an arbitrary vectorﬁeld, we denote
by L
/V θ the restriction to each T Su,u of LV θ, another covariant S tensorﬁeld of the same
type as θ. The optical structure equations consist of four sets of equations. The ﬁrst set are
the propagation equations, which consist of the basic ﬁrst variation equations
/L g/ = 2Ωχ,
L
/L g/ = 2Ωχ, L
the second variation equations, which express L
/L χ , L
/L χ in terms of α, α respectively,
/L η in terms of β, β respectively, and equations which exequations which express L
/L η, L
press Lω, Lω in terms of ρ. The second set of equations are the Codazzi equations of Su,u
considered as a section of Cu and C u , systems of p.d.e. on Su,u satisﬁed by χ and χ respectively, and involving β and β, respectively. The third set of equations consists of the Gauss
equation, which expresses K, the Gauss curvature of Su,u in terms of ρ, and an equation
which expresses the curvature of the normal bundle of Su,u in terms of σ. Finally, the fourth
set of equations are the cross-variation equations. These are equations expressing L
/L (Ωχ)
˜
˜
/η + ∇
/η and ρ, and equations expressing
in terms of ∇
/η + ∇
/η and ρ and L
/L (Ωχ) in terms of ∇
/L η in terms of /dω and β.
L
/L η in terms of /dω and β and L
Now, the ﬁrst step in the short pulse method is the analysis of the equations along the
initial hypersurface Cu0 . The analysis is particularly clear and simple because of the fact
that Cu0 is a null hypersurface, so we are dealing with the characteristic initial value problem and there is a way of formulating the problem in terms of free data which are not subject
to any constraints. The full set of data which includes all the curvature components and
their transversal derivatives, up to any given order, along Cu0 , is then determined by integrating ordinary diﬀerential equations along the generators of Cu0 . The free data may be
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described as a 2-covariant symmetric positive deﬁnite tensor density m, of weight -1 and
unit determinant, on S 2 , depending on u. This is of the form:
m = exp ψ
where ψ is a 2-dimensional symmetric trace-free matrix valued function on S 2 , depending
on u ∈ [0, δ], and transforming under change of charts on S 2 in such a way so as to make
m a 2-covariant tensor density of weight -1. The transformation rule is particularly simple if
stereographic charts on S 2 are used. Then there is a function O deﬁned on the intersection
of the domains of the north and south polar stereographic charts on S 2 , with values in the
2-dimensional symmetric orthogonal matrices of determinant -1 such that in going from the
north polar chart to the south polar chart or vise-versa, ψ → ÕψO and m → ÕmO.
The crucial ansatz of the short pulse method is the following. We consider an arbitrary
smooth 2-dimensional symmetric trace-free matrix valued function ψ0 on S 2 , depending on
s ∈ [0, 1], which extends smoothly by 0 to s ≤ 0, and we set:
ψ(u, ϑ) =

δ 1/2  u 
ψ0
, ϑ , (u, ϑ) ∈ [0, δ] × S 2
|u0 |
δ

(2.1)

The analysis of the equations along Cu0 then gives, for the components of the spacetime
curvature along Cu0 :
supCu0 |α| ≤ O2 (δ −3/2 |u0 |−1 ), supCu0 |β| ≤ O2 (δ −1/2 |u0 |−2 )
supCu0 |ρ|, supCu0 |σ| ≤ O3 (|u0 |−3 )

supCu0 |β| ≤ O4 (δ|u0 |−4 ), supCu0 |α| ≤ O5 (δ 3/2 |u0 |−5 )

(2.2)

Here, the symbol Ok (δ p |u0 |r ) means the product of δ p |u0 |r with a non-negative non-decreasing continuous function of the C k norm of ψ0 on [0, 1] × S 2 . The pointwise magnitudes of
tensors on Su,u are with respect to the induced metric g/, which is positive deﬁnite, the surfaces being spacelike.
One should focus on the dependence on δ of the right hand sides of 2.2. This displays
what we may call the short pulse hierarchy. And this hierarchy is nonlinear. For, if only the
linearized form of the equations was considered, a diﬀerent hierarchy would be obtained:
the exponents of δ in the ﬁrst two of 2.2 would be the same, but the exponents of δ in the last
three of 2.2 would instead be 1/2, 3/2, 5/2, respectively. The short pulse hierarchy is the
key to the existence theorem as well as to the trapped surface formation theorem. We must
still outline however in what way do we establish that the short pulse hierarchy is preserved
in evolution. This is of course the main step of the short pulse method. What we do is to
reconsider the ﬁrst two methods previously outlined in the light of the short pulse hierarchy.
Let us revisit the ﬁrst method. We take as multiplier ﬁelds the vectorﬁelds L and K,
where
K = u2 L
As already mentioned above, we take the initial data to be trivial for u ≤ 0 and as a consequence the spacetime region corresponding to u ≤ 0 is a domain in Minkowski spacetime.
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this
We may thus conﬁne attention to the nontrivial region u ≥ 0. We denote by M−1
non-trivial region in M−1 .
For each of the Weyl ﬁelds to be speciﬁed below, we deﬁne the energy-momentum density vectorﬁelds
(n)

P (W ) : n = 0, 1, 2, 3
where:
(0)

(1)

P (W ) = P (W ; L, L, L)

P (W ) = P (W ; K, L, L)

(2)

(3)

P (W ) = P (W ; K, K, L)

P (W ) = P (W ; K, K, K)

As commutation ﬁelds we take L, S, deﬁned by:
S = uL + uL,
and the three rotation ﬁelds Oi : i = 1, 2, 3. The latter are deﬁned according to the second
method as follows. In the Minkowskian region we introduce rectangular coordinates xμ :
μ = 0, 1, 2, 3, taking the x0 axis to be the timelike geodesic Γ0 . In the Minkowskian region,
in particular on the sphere S0,u0 , the Oi are the generators of rotations about the xi : i =
1, 2, 3 spatial coordinate axes. The Oi are then ﬁrst deﬁned on Cu0 by conjugation with the
ﬂow of L and then in spacetime by conjugation with the ﬂow of L.
The Weyl ﬁelds which we consider are, besides the fundamental Weyl ﬁeld R, the Riemann curvature tensor, the following derived Weyl ﬁelds
1st order: L̃L R, L̃Oi R : i = 1, 2, 3, L̃S R
2nd order: L̃L L̃L R, L̃Oi L̃L R : i = 1, 2, 3, L̃Oj L̃Oi R : i, j = 1, 2, 3,
L̃Oi L̃S R : i = 1, 2, 3, L̃S L̃S R
We assign to each Weyl ﬁeld the index l according to the number of L̃L operators in the
deﬁnition of W in terms of R. We then deﬁne total 2nd order energy-momentum densities
(n)
P2

: n = 0, 1, 2, 3

(n)

as the sum of δ 2l P (W ) over all the above Weyl ﬁelds in the case n = 3, all the above
Weyl ﬁelds except those whose deﬁnition involves the operator L̃S in the cases n = 0, 1, 2.
(n)

We then deﬁne the total 2nd order energies E 2 (u) as the integrals on the Cu and
(n)
2 (u) as the integrals on the C u , of the 3-forms dual to the
(3)
F 2 (u) plays a role in the problem. Finally, with the exponents

the total 2nd order ﬂuxes F
(n)
P 2.

Of the ﬂuxes only
qn : n = 0, 1, 2, 3 deﬁned by:

1
3
q0 = 1, q1 = 0, q2 = − , q3 = − ,
2
2
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according to the short pulse hierarchy, we deﬁne the quantities




(n)
(n)
(3)
(3)
2qn
2q3
E 2 = sup δ
E 2 (u) : n = 0, 1, 2, 3; F 2 = sup δ
F 2 (u)
u

(2.3)

u

The objective then is to obtain bounds for these quantities in terms of the initial data.
This requires properly estimating the deformation tensor of K, as well as the deformations tensors of L, S and the Oi : i = 1, 2, 3 and their derivatives of up to 2nd order. In view
of the deﬁnitions of these vectorﬁelds, this reduces to appropriately estimating the optical
quantities by analyzing the optical structure equations. In doing this, the short pulse method
meshes with the second method previously alluded to.
At this point I shall brieﬂy describe a basic feature of the analysis of the optical structure
equations which is at the heart of the second method. This is the consideration of systems
consisting of ordinary diﬀerential equations along the generators of the Cu or the C u coupled to elliptic p.d.e. on their Su,u sections. This approach allows us to derive estimates for
the optical quantities which are of one order of diﬀerentiation higher than those that can be
derived on the basis of the propagation equations alone. What makes this possible is that the
principal terms in the propagation equations for certain optical quantities vanish by virtue of
the vacuum Einstein equations. In the case of χ and χ these quantities are simply the traces
trχ and trχ , which satisfy the propagation equations:
Ltrχ = −Ω2 |χ |2 , Ltrχ = −Ω2 |χ |2
while the Codazzi equations:
div
/ χ − /dtrχ + χ · η  − trχ η = Ω−1 β,
div
/ χ − /dtrχ + χ · η  − trχ η = Ω−1 β
constitute elliptic systems for the trace-free parts χ̂ and χ̂ , given the traces. In the case of
η, η the appropriate optical quantities are found at one order of diﬀerentiation higher. They
are the mass aspect functions μ and μ, deﬁned by:
1
1
/ η, μ = K + trχtrχ − div
/ η
μ = K + trχtrχ − div
4
4
These satisfy the propagation equations:




1
1
1
2
2
/ j,
Lμ = −Ωtrχ μ + μ + Ω − trχ|χ̂| + trχ|η| + div
2
4
2




1
1
1
2
2
Lμ = −Ωtrχ μ + μ + Ω − trχ|χ̂| + trχ|η| + div
/ j
2
4
2
Here, j and j are the S 1-forms:
j = Ω(2χ̂ · η  − trχη), j = Ω(2χ̂ · η − trχη)
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The elliptic systems are the Hodge systems on Su,u obtained by substituting for K from the
Gauss equation in the deﬁnitions of μ and μ and adjoining the equation for the curvature of
the normal bundle:
1
1
div
/ η = ρ + (χ̂, χ̂) − μ, curl
/ η = σ − χ̂ ∧ χ̂
2
2
1
1
div
/ η = ρ + (χ̂, χ̂) − μ, curl
/ η = −σ + χ̂ ∧ χ̂
2
2
In the case of ω, ω the appropriate optical quantities are found at one order of diﬀerentiation
/, deﬁned by:
still higher. They are the functions ω, ω
ω
/=
/ ω − div
/ (Ωβ), ω
/=
/ ω − div
/ (Ωβ)
and the elliptic equations for ω, ω are simply these deﬁnitions themselves.
Now, the estimates of the error integrals, namely the integrals of the absolute values
(n)

of the divergences of the P 2 , yield inequalities for the quantities 2.3. These inequalities
contain, besides the initial data terms
(n)

D= δ

2qn

(n)
E2

(u0 ) : n = 0, 1, 2, 3,

terms of O(δ p ) for some p > 0, which are innocuous, as they can be made less than or equal
to 1 by subjecting δ to a suitable smallness condition, but they also contain terms of O(1)
which are nonlinear in the quantities 2.3. From such a nonlinear system of inequalities, no
bounds can in general be deduced, because here, in contrast to the work on the stability of
Minkowski spacetime, the initial data quantities are allowed to be arbitrarily large. However
a fortunate circumstance occurs: our system of inequalities is reductive. That is, the inequalities, taken in proper sequence, reduce to a sequence of sublinear inequalities, thus allowing
us to obtain the sought for bounds.
The existence and trapped surface formation theorems have since been extended by S.
Klainerman and I. Rodnianski [14] to a more general class of initial data and by P. Yu [20]
to the Einstein-Maxwell equations. Also, J. Li and P. Yu [16] have constructed a class of
Cauchy data which is trivial inside a certain sphere, satisﬁes a short pulse ansatz in an annular region surrounding the former trivial region, and coincides with initial data for a stationary axially symmetric Kerr solution outside a larger spherical surface. The corresponding
class of maximal developments then contain a trapped surface and have an exterior region
isometric to a Kerr solution. In a most recent development [15], S. Klainerman, J. Luk, and
I. Rodnianski, using the original existence theorem, have derived a result which considerably
enhances the interest of the original trapped surface formation theorem, as it does not require
a lower bound on the incoming energy in all directions. Considering the outer boundary C δ
of the existence domain M−1 they show that if in some neighborhood in S 2 of some direction the incoming energy in the directions corresponding to this neighborhood is suﬃciently
large depending on the angular size of the neighborhood in question, then C δ contains a
trapped surface. In this case, even though none of the sections Sδ,u may be trapped, they
show that there is another section of C δ , a surface represented as a graph u = G(ϑ) over
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S 2 , which is in fact trapped. This surface reaches large negative values of u in the directions
corresponding to the neighborhood of large incoming energy, but comes near Sδ,−1+δ , the
future boundary of C δ in M−1 , in the antipodal directions.

3. The Euler equations of compressible ﬂuid Flow
I now come to the second topic of my lecture, the Euler equations of compressible ﬂuid
ﬂow. The mechanics of a perfect ﬂuid are described in the framework of special relativity by
a future-directed timelike vectorﬁeld u of unit magnitude relative to the Minkowski metric
g, the ﬂuid 4-velocity, and two positive functions n and s, the number of particles per unit
volume and the entropy per particle. The mechanical properties of a perfect ﬂuid are determined once we give an equation of state, which expresses the mass-energy density ρ as a
function of n and s:
ρ = ρ(n, s)
According to the laws of thermodynamics, the pressure p and the temperature θ are then
given by:
1 ∂ρ
∂ρ
− ρ,
θ=
p=n
∂n
n ∂s
The particle current is the vectorﬁeld I given by:
I μ = nuμ
The energy-momentum-stress tensor is the symmetric 2-contravariant tensorﬁeld T given by:
T μν = (ρ + p)uμ uν + p(g −1 )μν
and the equations of motion are the diﬀerential conservation laws:
∇μ I μ = 0,

∇ν T μν = 0

(3.1)

Let us deﬁne the vorticity 2-form ω by:
ω = dβ
where β is the 1-form:
with

√

√
βμ = − σuμ ,

uμ = gμν uν

(3.2)

(3.3)

σ the relativistic enthalpy per particle:
√

σ=

ρ+p
n

The diﬀerential energy-momentum conservation laws (2nd of 3.1) are then seen to be equivalent to the equation:
(3.4)
iu ω = −θds
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The irrotational case is the case where β = dφ for some function φ. In this case 3.4
implies that s is constant. Only the diﬀerential particle conservation (1st of 3.1) then remains,
which takes the form of a nonlinear wave equation:
∇μ (G∂ μ φ) = 0,
where

n
G = √ = G(σ),
σ

∂ μ φ = (g −1 )μν ∂ν φ

(3.5)

σ = −(g −1 )μν ∂μ φ∂ν φ

Equation 3.5 derives from the Lagrangian
(3.6)

L = p = L(σ)
the pressure as a function of the squared enthalpy.
Returning to the general case, the sound speed η is deﬁned by:
 
dp
= η2
dρ s

(3.7)

it being assumed that the left hand side is positive. The acoustical metric h is another
Lorentzian metric on M deﬁned by:
hμν = gμν + (1 − η 2 )uμ uν ,

uμ = gμν uν

(3.8)

The null cones of h are called sound cones. The condition η < 1 is imposed, which means
that the sound cones are contained within the null cones of g. What is important is the
conformal geometry deﬁned by h, which is equivalent to the acoustical causal structure.
Choosing a time function t in Minkowski spacetime, equal to the coordinate x0 of some
rectangular coordinate system, we denote by Σt an arbitrary level set of the function t. The
Σt are parallel spacelike hyperplanes relative to the Minkowski metric g.
Initial data for the equations of motion 3.1 is given on a domain in the hyperplane Σ0 ,
which may be the whole of Σ0 . To any given initial data there corresponds a unique maximal
classical development of the equations of motion 3.1, or of the nonlinear wave equation 3.5
in the irrotational case. The notion of maximal development of given initial data is, in this
context, the following. Given initial data, the local existence theorem asserts the existence
of a development of this data, namely of a domain D in Minkowski spacetime, whose past
boundary is the domain of the initial data, and of a solution deﬁned in D and taking the given
data at the past boundary, such that the following condition holds. If we consider any point
p ∈ D and any curve issuing at p with the property that its tangent vector at any point q
belongs to the interior or the boundary of the past component of the sound cone at q, then the
curve terminates at a point of the domain of the initial data. The local uniqueness theorem
asserts that two developments of the same initial data, with domains D1 and D2 respectively,

coincide in D1 D2 . It follows that the union of all developments of a given initial data set
is itself a development, the unique maximal development of the initial data set.
In my monograph [8] I consider regular initial data on Σ0 for the general equations of
motion 3.1 which outside a sphere coincide with the data corresponding to a constant state.
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That is, outside that sphere n and s are constant and u coincides with the future-directed unit
normal to Σ0 . I show that under a suitable restriction on the size of the departure of the initial
data from those of the constant state, I can control the solution for a time interval of order
1/η0 , where η0 is the sound speed in the surrounding constant state. I then show that at the
end of this time interval a thick annular region has formed, bounded by concentric spheres,
where the ﬂow is irrotational, the constant state holding outside the outer sphere. I then study
the maximal classical development of the restriction of the data at this time to the exterior
of the inner sphere. Thus the global aspects of my work pertain to the irrotational case. I
shall therefore conﬁne myself in the remainder of this lecture to the case that the initial data
are irrotational hence so is the maximal classical development. A simpliﬁed treatment in
the non-relativistic case is given in the monograph [10]. Work in a similar context had been
done earlier, starting with F. John (see [13]), by T. Sideris [19] and by S. Alinhac [1, 2].
Let O be the center of the sphere S0,0 in Σ0 outside which we have the constant state.
Let u be a smooth function without critical points on Σ0 \ O such that the the restriction of
u to the exterior of S0,0 is equal to minus the Euclidean distance from S0,0 . We extend u
to the spacetime manifold by the condition that its level sets are outgoing null hypersurfaces
relative to the acoustical metric h. We call u an acoustical function and we denote by Cu an
arbitary level set of u. Each Cu is generated by null geodesics of h. Let L be the tangent
vectorﬁeld to these geodesic generators parametrized not aﬃnely but by t. We then deﬁne

the surfaces St,u to be Cu Σt . Finally we deﬁne the vectorﬁeld T to be tangential to the
Σt and so that the ﬂow generated by T on each Σt is the normal, relative to the induced on
Σt acoustical metric h, ﬂow of the foliation of Σt by the surfaces St,u . So T is the tangent
vectorﬁeld to the normal curves parametrized by u.
The geometry of a foliation of spacetime by the outgoing acoustically null hypersurfaces
Cu , the level sets of u, plays a fundamental role in the problem. The most important geometric property of this foliation from the point of view of the study of shock formation is the
density of the packing of its leaves Cu . One measure of this density is the inverse spatial
density, that is, the inverse density of the foliation of each spatial hyperplane Σt by the surfaces St,u . This is simply the magnitude κ of the vectorﬁeld T with respect to h. Another
measure is the inverse temporal density, the function μ, given in arbitrary coordinates by:
1
= −(h−1 )μν ∂μ t∂ν u
μ
The two measures are related by:
μ = ακ
where α is the inverse density, with respect to the acoustical metric h, of the foliation of
spacetime by the hyperplanes Σt . The function α is bounded above and below by positive
constants. Consequently μ and κ are equivalent measures of the density of the packing of
the leaves of the foliation of spacetime by the Cu . Shock formation is characterized by the
blow up of this density or equivalently by the vanishing of κ or μ.
The domain of the maximal development being a domain in Minkowski spacetime, which
by a choice of rectangular coordinates is identiﬁed with R4 , inherits the subset topology and
the standard diﬀerential structure induced by the rectangular coordinates xα . Choosing an
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acoustical function u we introduce acoustical coordinates (t, u, ϑ), ϑ ∈ S 2 , the coordinate
lines corresponding to a given value of u and to constant values of ϑ being the generators of Cu . The rectangular coordinates xα are smooth functions of the acoustical coordinates (t, u, ϑ) and the Jacobian of the transformation is, up to a multiplicative factor which
is bounded above and below by positive constants, the inverse temporal density function
μ. The acoustical coordinates induce another diﬀerential structure on the same underlying
topological manifold. However since μ > 0 in the interior of the domain of the maximal
development, the two diﬀerential structures coincide in this interior.
The main theorem of the monograph [8] asserts that relative to the diﬀerential structure
induced by the acoustical coordinates the maximal classical development extends smoothly
to the boundary of its domain. This boundary contains however a singular part B where the
function μ vanishes. The rectagular coordinates themselves extend smoothly to the boundary
but the Jacobian vanishes on the singular part of the boundary. The mapping from acoustical
to rectangular coordinates has a continuous but not diﬀerentiable inverse at B. As a result,
the two diﬀerential structures no longer coincide when the singular boundary B is included.
With respect to the standard diﬀerential structure the solution is continuous but not diﬀerentiable at B, the derivative T̂ μ T̂ ν ∂μ ∂ν φ blowing up as we approach B. Here T̂ = κ−1 T , is
the vectorﬁeld of unit magnitude with respect to h corresponding to T . With respect to the
standard diﬀerential structure, the acoustical metric h is everywhere in the closure of the domain of the maximal development non-degenerate and continuous, but it is not diﬀerentiable
at B, while with respect to the diﬀerential structure induced by the acoustical coordinates h
is everywhere smooth, but it is degenerate at B.
The starting point of the approach leading to the proof of this theorem, is the observation
that any variation ψ of φ through solutions of the nonlinear wave equation 3.5 is itself a
solution of the linear wave equation
(3.9)
h̃ ψ = 0
relative to the conformal acoustical metric h̃ = Ωh, where the conformal factor Ω is the ratio
of a function of σ to the value of this function in the surrounding constant state, thus Ω is
equal to unity in the constant state. It turns out moreover that Ω is bounded above and below
by positive constants.
Here the ﬁrst order variations correspond to the one-parameter subgroups of the Poincaré
group, the isometry group of Minkowski spacetime, extended by the one-parameter scaling
or dilation group, which leave the surrounding constant state invariant. The higher order
variations are generated from the ﬁrst order variations by a set of vectorﬁelds, the commutation ﬁelds, to be discussed below. These higher order variations satisfy inhomogeneous
wave equations
h̃ ψ = ρ̃
the source functions ρ̃ depending on the deformation tensors of the commutation ﬁelds.
Two multiplier vectorﬁelds are used:
K0 = (η0−1 + α−1 κ)L + L,

L = α−1 κL + 2T

and:
K1 = (ω/ν)L
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Here ν is the mean curvature of the St,u relative to their null normal L, with respect to the
conformal acoustical metric h̃. The function ω is required to have linear growth in t and to
be such that h̃ ω is suitably bounded. To a variation ψ, of any order, and to each of K0 , K1 ,
an energy current associated, a vectorﬁeld which is a quadratic expression in (dψ, ψ). These
energy currents deﬁne the energies E0u [ψ](t), E1u [ψ](t), and ﬂuxes F0t [ψ](u), F1t [ψ](u). For
given t and u the energies are integrals over the exterior of the surface St,u in the hyperplane
Σt , while the ﬂuxes are integrals over the part of the outgoing null hypersurface Cu between
the hyperplanes Σ0 and Σt . The energies and ﬂuxes are positive-deﬁnite by virtue of the fact
that the multiplier ﬁelds are non-spacelike future-directed relative to the acoustical metric h.
It is these energy and ﬂux integrals, together with a spacetime integral K[ψ](t, u) associated
to K1 , to be discussed below, which are used to control the solution.
Evidently, the means by which the solution is controlled depend on the choice of the
acoustical function u, the level sets of which are the outgoing null hypersurfaces Cu . The
function u is determined by its restriction to the initial hyperplane Σ0 .
The divergence of the energy currents, which determines the growth of the energies and
ﬂuxes, itself depends on (K0 ) π̃, in the case of the energy current associated to K0 , and
(K1 )
π̃, in the case of the energy current associated to K1 . Here for any vectorﬁeld X in
spacetime, we denote by (X) π̃ the Lie derivative of the conformal acoustical metric h̃ with
respect to X. This is what we call deformation tensor of X in the present context. In the
case of higher order variations, the divergences of the energy currents depend also on the
(Y )
π̃, for each of the commutation ﬁelds Y to be discussed below.
All these deformation tensors ultimately depend on the acoustical function u, or, what is
the same, on the geometry of the foliation of spacetime by the outgoing null hypersurfaces
Cu .
The other quantity, besides μ which describes the geometry of the foliation by the Cu is
the second fundamental form χ of the Cu , which is a quantity intrinsic to Cu and in terms of
the metric h/ induced by h on the St,u sections, is given by the ﬁrst variation equation
L
/L h/ = 2χ
The remaining acoustical structure equations are as follows. The second variation equation,
which is a propagation equation for χ along the generators of Cu . The Codazzi equation
which expresses div
/ χ, the divergence of χ intrinsic to St,u , in terms of /dtrχ, the diﬀerential
on St,u of trχ, and a component of the acoustical curvature and of k, the second fundamental
form of the Σt relative to h. The Gauss equation which expresses the Gauss curvature of
(St,u , h/) in terms of χ and a component of the acoustical curvature and of k. The crossvariation equation, which expresses L
/T χ in terms of the Hessian of the restriction of μ to
St,u and another component of the acoustical curvature and of k. These acoustical structure
equations seem at ﬁrst sight to contain terms which blow up as μ tends to zero. The analysis
of the acoustical curvature then shows that the terms which blow up as μ tends to zero cancel.
The most important acoustical structure equation from the point of view of the formation
of shocks is the propagation equation for μ along the generators of Cu :
Lμ = m + μe
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The function m given by:
1
(βL )2 T H
2
and the function e depends only on the Lβα , where the βα are the rectangular components
of the 1-form β = dφ. Note that the βα coincide with the ﬁrst variations ψα corresponding
to the generators of translations ∂/∂xα of the underlying Minkowski spacetime. It is the
function m which determines shock formation, when being negative, causing μ to decrease
to zero.
A fact which is crucial to the whole approach is that the derivatives of the rectangular
coordinates xα with respect to the acoustical coordinates (t, u, ϑ) can all be expressed in
terms of the acoustical quantities μ and χ. Therefore estimates for the acoustical quantities
yield estimates for these derivatives.
A theorem is ﬁrst established, the fundamental energy estimate, which applies to a solution of the homogeneous wave equation in the acoustical spacetime, in particular to any
ﬁrst order variation. The proof of this theorem relies on certain bootstrap assumptions on
the acoustical quantities. The most crucial of these assumptions concern the behavior of
the function μ. To give an idea of the nature of these assumptions, one of the assumptions
required to obtain the fundamental energy estimate up to time s is:
m=

μ−1 (T μ)+ ≤ Bs (t) : for all t ∈ [0, s]
where Bs (t) is a function such that:
 s
(1 + t)−2 [1 + log(1 + t)]4 Bs (t)dt ≤ C
0

with C a constant independent of s. Here T is the vectorﬁeld deﬁned above and we denote
by f+ and f− , respectively the positive and negative parts of an arbitrary function f .
The spacetime integral K[ψ](t, u) mentioned above, is essentially the integral of
1
/ψ|2
− (ω/ν)(Lμ)− |d
2
in the spacetime exterior to Cu and bounded by Σ0 and Σt . Another assumption states
that there is a positive constant C independent of s such that in the region below Σs where
μ < η0 /4 we have:
Lμ ≤ −C −1 (1 + t)−1 [1 + log(1 + t)]−1
In view of this assumption, the integral K[ψ](t, u) gives eﬀective control of the derivatives
of the variations tangential to the St,u in the region where shocks are to form. The same
assumption also plays an essential role in the study of the singular boundary.
The ﬁnal stage of the proof of of the fundamental energy estimate is the analysis of system of integral inequalities in two variables t and u satisﬁed by the ﬁve quantities E0u [ψ](t),
E1u [ψ](t), F0t [ψ](u), F1t [ψ](u), and K[ψ](t, u).
After this, the commutation ﬁelds Y , which generate the higher order variations, are
deﬁned. They are ﬁve: the vectorﬁeld T which is transversal to the Cu , the ﬁeld Q = (1+t)L
along the generators of the Cu and the three rotation ﬁelds Ri : i = 1, 2, 3 which are
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tangential to the St,u sections. The latter are deﬁned to be Π Ri : i = 1, 2, 3, where the Ri
i = 1, 2, 3 are the generators of spatial rotations associated to the background Minkowskian
structure, while Π is the h-orthogonal projection to the St,u . Expressions for the deformation
tensors of the commutation ﬁelds are then derived, which show that these depend on the
acoustical quantities μ and χ.
The source functions ρ̃ which are associated to the higher order variations give rise to
error integrals, that is to spacetime integrals of contributions to the divergence of the corresponding energy currents. The expressions for the source functions and the associated error
integrals show that the error integrals corresponding to the energies of the n + 1st order
variations contain the nth order derivatives of the deformation tensors, which in turn contain
the nth order derivatives of χ and n + 1st order derivatives of μ. Thus to achieve closure,
we must obtain estimates for the latter in terms of the energies of up to the n + 1st order
variations. Now, the propagation equations for χ and μ give appropriate expressions for L
/L χ
and Lμ. However, if these propagation equations, which may be thought of as ordinary differential equations along the generators of the Cu , are integrated with respect to t to obtain
the acoustical quantities χ and μ themselves, and their spatial derivatives are then taken, a
loss of one degree of diﬀerentiability would result and closure would fail.
The required regain of diﬀerentiability is accomplished in a manner similar to that in
general relativity, that is by the consideration of ordinary diﬀerential equations along the
generators of the Cu coupled to elliptic p.d.e. on their St,u sections. In the case of χ we
consider the propagation equation for μtrχ. By virtue of a wave equation for σ, which follows from the wave equations satisﬁed by the ﬁrst variations corresponding to the spacetime
translations, the principal part on the right hand side of this propagation equation can be
put into the form −Lfˇ of a derivative of a function −fˇ with respect to L. This function is
then brought to the left hand side and we obtain a propagation equation for μtrχ + fˇ. In this
equation χ̂, the trace-free part of χ enters, but the propagation equation in question is considered in conjunction with the Codazzi equation, which constitutes an elliptic system on each
St,u for χ̂, given trχ. More precisely, the propagation equation which is considered at the
/trχ + /dfˇ,
same level as the Codazzi equation is a propagation equation for the St,u 1-form μd
which is a consequence of the equation just discussed. To obtain estimates for the angular
derivatives of χ of order l we similarly consider a propagation equation for the St,u 1-form:
(i1 ...il )

xl = μd
/(Ril ...Ri1 trχ) + /d(Ril ...Ri1 fˇ)

In the case of μ the regain of diﬀerentiability is accomplished by considering the propagation
equation for μ
/ μ, where 
/ μ is the Laplacian of the restriction of μ to the St,u . By virtue
of a wave equation for T σ, which is a consequence of the wave equation for σ, the principal
part on the right hand side of this propagation equation can again be put into the form Lfˇ of
a derivative of a function fˇ with respect to L. This function is then likewise brought to the
/2 μ, the
left hand side and we obtain a propagation equation for μ
/ μ − fˇ . In this equation D̂
trace-free part of the Hessian of the restriction of μ to the St,u enters, but the propagation
equation in question is considered in conjunction with the elliptic equation on each St,u for
μ, which the speciﬁcation of 
/ μ constitutes. To obtain estimates of the spatial derivatives
of μ of order l + 2 of which m are derivatives with respect to T we similarly consider a
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propagation equation for the function:
(i1 ...il−m ) 
xm,l−m

= μRil−m ...Ri1 (T )m 
/ μ − Ril−m ...Ri1 (T )m fˇ

This allows us to obtain estimates for the top order spatial derivatives of μ of which at least
two are angular derivatives. A remarkable fact is that the missing top order spatial derivatives
do not enter the source functions, hence do not contribute to the error integrals.
The appearance of the factor of μ, which vanishes where shocks originate, in front of
/ μ in the deﬁnitions of (i1 ...il ) xl and (i1 ...il−m ) xm,l−m
/dRil ...Ri1 trχ and Ril−m ...Ri1 (T )m 
above, makes the analysis quite delicate. This is compounded with the diﬃculty of the slow
decay in time which the addition of the terms −d
/Ril ...Ri1 fˇ and Ril−m ...Ri1 (T )m fˇ forces.
The analysis requires a precise description of the behavior of μ itself, given by certain propositions, and a separate treatment of the condensation regions, where shocks are to form, from
the rarefaction regions, the terms referring not to the ﬂuid density but rather to the density
of the stacking of the Cu . To overcome the diﬃculties the following weight function is
introduced:


μm,u (t)
μm,u (t) = min
, 1 , μm,u (t) = min
μ
Σu
η0
t
where Σut is the exterior of St,u in Σt , and the quantities E0u [ψ](t), E1u [ψ](t), F0t [ψ](u),
F1t [ψ](u), and K[ψ](t, u) corresponding to the highest order variations are weighted with a
power, 2a, of this weight function. The following lemma then plays a crucial role. Let:
 t
 −1




μ−a
−μ (Lμ)− , Ia,u =
Mu (t) = max
m,u (t )Mu (t )dt
u
Σt

0

Then under certain bootstrap assumptions in the past of Σs , for any constant a ≥ 2, there is
a positive constant C independent of s, u and a such that for all t ∈ [0, s] we have:
Ia,u (t) ≤ Ca−1 μ−a
m,u (t)

(3.10)

The acoustical assumptions on which the previous results depend are established, using
the method of continuity, on the basis of the ﬁnal bootstrap assumption, which consists only
of pointwise estimates for the variations up to certain order.
The analysis of the structure of the terms containing the top order spatial derivatives of
the acoustical quantities shows that these terms can be expressed in terms of the 1-forms
(i1 ...il )
xl and the functions (i1 ...il−m ) xm,l−m . These contribute borderline error integrals,
the treatment of which is the main source of diﬃculties in the problem.
I should make clear here that the only variations which are considered up to this point
are the variations arising from the ﬁrst order variations corresponding to the group of spacetime translations of the underlying Minkowski spacetime. In particular the ﬁnal bootstrap
u
(t),
assumption involves only variations of this type, and each of the ﬁve quantities E0,[n]
t
u
t
F0,[n] (u), E1,[n] (t), F1,[n] (u), and K[n] (t, u), which together control the solution, is deﬁned
to be the sum of the corresponding quantity E0u [ψ](t), F0t [ψ](u), E1u [ψ](t), F1t [ψ](u), and
K[ψ](t, u), over all variations ψ of this type, up to order n.
To estimate the borderline integrals however, an additional assumption is introduced
which concerns the ﬁrst order variations corresponding to the scaling or dilation group and
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to the rotation group, and the second order variations arising from these by applying the
commutation ﬁeld T . This assumption is later established through energy estimates of order
4 arising from these ﬁrst order variations and derived on the basis of the ﬁnal bootstrap assumption, just before the recovery of the ﬁnal bootstrap assumption itself. It turns out that
the borderline integrals all contain the factor T ψα , and the additional assumption is used to




obtain an estimate for supΣut μ−1 |T ψα | in terms of supΣut μ−1 |Lμ| . Upon substituting
this estimate, the borderline integrals are estimated using the inequality 3.10.
In proceeding to derive the energy estimates of top order, n = l + 2, the power 2a of
the weight μm,u (t) is chosen suitably large to allow us to transfer the terms contributed by
the borderline integrals to the left hand side of the inequalities resulting from the integral
identities associated to the multiplier ﬁelds K0 and K1 . The argument then proceeds along
the lines of that of the fundamental energy estimate.
Once the top order energy estimates are established, I revisit the lower order energy
estimates using at each order the energy estimates of the next order in estimating the error
integrals contributed by the highest spatial derivatives of the acoustical quantities at that
order. I then establish a descent scheme, which yields, after ﬁnitely many steps, estimates for
u
t
u
t
(t), F0,[n]
(u), E1,[n]
(t), F1,[n]
(u), and K[n] (t, u), for n = l + 1 − [a],
the ﬁve quantities E0,[n]
where [a] is the integral part of a, in which weights no longer appear.
It is these unweighted estimates which are used to close the bootstrap argument by recovering the ﬁnal bootstrap assumption. This is accomplished by the method of continuity
through the use of the isoperimetric inequality on the St,u , and leads to the main theorem.
The later part of the work is concerned with the structure of the boundary of the domain
of the maximal development and the behavior of the solution at this boundary. The boundary consists of a regular part C and a singular part B. Each component of C is a regular
incoming acoustically null hypersurface with a singular past boundary which coincides with
the past boundary of an associated component of B. The union of these singular past boundaries we denote by ∂ − B. Each component of B is a hypersurface which is smooth relative
to both diﬀerential structures and has the intrinsic geometry of a regular null hypersurface in
a regular spacetime and, like the latter, is ruled by invariant curves of vanishing arc length.
On the other hand, the extrinsic geometry of each component of B is that of an acoustically
spacelike hypersurface which becomes acoustically null at its past boundary, an associated
component of ∂ − B. This means that at each point q ∈ B the past null geodesic conoid of q
does not intersect B. Each component of ∂ − B is an acoustically spacelike surface which is
smooth relative to both diﬀerential structures. The main result of the last part of the work is
the trichotomy theorem. According to this theorem, for each point q of the singular boundary, the intersection of the past null geodesic conoid of q with any Σt in the past of q splits
into three parts, the parts corresponding to the outgoing and to the incoming sets of null
geodesics ending at q being embedded discs with a common boundary, an embedded circle,
which corresponds to the set of the remaining null geodesics ending at q. All outgoing null
geodesics ending at q have the same tangent vector at q. This vector is then an invariant
null vector associated to the singular point q. This is in fact the reason why the considerable
freedom in the choice of the acoustical function does not matter in the end. For, considering
the transformation from one acoustical function to another, I show that the foliations cor-
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responding to diﬀerent families of outgoing null hypersurfaces have equivalent geometric
properties and degenerate in precisely the same way on the same singular boundary.
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Minimal surfaces: variational theory and
applications
Fernando Codá Marques

Abstract. Minimal surfaces are among the most natural objects in Diﬀerential Geometry, and have
been studied for the past 250 years ever since the pioneering work of Lagrange. The subject is characterized by a profound beauty, but perhaps even more remarkably, minimal surfaces (or minimal
submanifolds) have encountered striking applications in other ﬁelds, like three-dimensional topology,
mathematical physics, conformal geometry, among others. Even though it has been the subject of intense activity, many basic open problems still remain. In this lecture we will survey recent advances in
this area and discuss some future directions. We will give special emphasis to the variational aspects
of the theory as well as to the applications to other ﬁelds.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). Primary 53C42; Secondary 49Q05.
Keywords. Minimal surfaces, calculus of variations, conformal geometry, three-manifold topology.

1. Introduction and results
Minimal submanifolds are solutions of the most basic variational problem of submanifold
geometry, that of extremizing the area. This was ﬁrst considered by Lagrange (1762), who
raised the question of existence of surfaces of least area having a given closed curve in
three-space as the boundary. He derived the diﬀerential equation that must be satisﬁed by a
function of two variables whose graph minimizes area among surfaces with a given contour.
Later Meusnier discovered that this is equivalent to the vanishing of the mean curvature, and
the study of the diﬀerential geometry of these surfaces was started. The theory of minimal
surfaces (or minimal submanifolds) has been developed over the years by several outstanding mathematicians, and it is now extremely rich. It has been extended to other ambient
geometries, and it is full of beautiful examples and deep theorems.
This paper attempts to give an overview and discuss some recent advances in the subject,
with emphasis on the variational aspects and applications. Being such a large ﬁeld, we do not
have the pretension of being exhaustive. Part of the material of this article is also discussed
in the contribution of André Neves [91].
Let us begin with a discussion of the ﬁrst variation formula.
1.1. First variation formula. Let Σ be a two-dimensional oriented surface in R3 , and let
N denote a unit normal ﬁeld. The local geometry of Σ at a point p can be understood in terms
of the principal curvatures k1 , k2 , the maximum and minimum curvatures of the intersections
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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of the surface with normal planes passing through p. The classical notions of curvature of a
surface in three-space are:
•

the mean curvature H = (k1 + k2 )/2,

•

the Gauss curvature K = k1 · k2 .

The Gauss curvature K, according to the Theorema Egregium of Gauss, is an intrinsic
notion, i.e., depends only on measurements made in the surface Σ without reference to the
space in which the surface is embedded. The mean curvature H, by contrast, is extrinsic and
is naturally related to the area functional as follows.
Given a smooth variation F : (−ε, ε) × Σ → R3 of Σ, with F (0, ·) = id, Σt = F (t, Σ),
the First Variation Formula tells us that


d

area(Σt ) = − H, X dΣ +
ν, X ds,
dt |t=0
Σ
∂Σ
 = H · N is the mean curvature vector of Σ in R3 , ν is the outward unit conormal
where H
vector of ∂Σ, and X = ∂F
∂t (0, ·) is the variational vector ﬁeld.
The formula holds true in the more general setting of a k-dimensional submanifold Σ
immersed in an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold M . It leads us to deﬁne a minimal
 = 0) or, equivalently,
submanifold as one for which the mean curvature vector vanishes (H
one for which the ﬁrst derivative of area is zero with respect to any variation that keeps the
boundary ﬁxed (X = 0 on ∂Σ).
1.2. Plateau’s problem. Minimal surfaces can be physically represented as soap ﬁlms,
which can be experimentally produced by dipping wire contours into soapy water. These
experiments were systematically carried out by the physicist Joseph Plateau in the 19th century. The problem, raised by Lagrange, of ﬁnding the surface of least area with a given
boundary in Euclidean space became known as the Plateau’s Problem.
This became a central question in the ﬁeld, inspiring the development of a great amount
of mathematics since the time of Riemann, until it was independently solved in 1930 by
Douglas [33] and Radó [105]. They considered two-dimensional surfaces that were given
by mappings of the unit disk, and proved in particular that every smooth Jordan curve in
Euclidean space is the boundary of a least area surface of disk type. Later Morrey [88]
extended this existence theory to two-dimensional surfaces in n-dimensional Riemannian
manifolds that are homogeneously regular, a condition satisﬁed by all closed manifolds.
The search for solving the Plateau’s problem in greater generality, extending it to submanifolds of higher dimensions and of arbitrary topological type lead to the development of
Geometric Measure Theory. In a seminal paper, Federer and Fleming [34] introduced the
class of integral currents to model k-dimensional domains of integration. This class had the
right compactness properties to allow the solution of an extremely general Plateau’s problem
by the direct method of the calculus of variations. The regularity of these k-area minimizing currents was the subject of much work later on ([6, 7, 14, 28, 30, 34, 35, 121]). In the
case of codimension one, the area minimizing current is smooth outside a singular set of
codimension 7.
An important source of area minimizing submanifolds comes from the calibration theory introduced by Harvey and Lawson [53]. Complex submanifolds in Kähler manifolds
and special Lagrangian submanifolds in Calabi-Yau manifolds are calibrated, therefore area
minimizing in their homology class.
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Area minimizing submanifolds are in particular stable, i.e., the second variation of area
is nonnegative for any variational normal vector ﬁeld X with X = 0 on ∂Σ.
1.3. Minimizing in homotopy and isotopy classes. The existence of incompressible minimal surfaces in Riemannian manifolds was proven by Schoen and Yau [117] and independently by Sacks and Uhlenbeck [111]. Let Σg be a compact Riemann surface of genus g,
and suppose f : Σg → M is a continuous map such that the action f∗ : π1 (Σg ) → π1 (M )
induced at the level of the fundamental groups is injective. Then there exists a branched
minimal immersion h : Σg → M that minimizes area among all maps h : Σg → M that
satisfy h∗ = f∗ . The idea
 is to ﬁrst ﬁx the conformal structure of Σg and minimize the
Dirichlet energy E(f ) = Σg |df |2 dμ. This produces a family of harmonic maps, and the
second step is to minimize their energies over the Teichmüller space. In case dim(M ) = 3,
the works of Osserman [92] and Gulliver [49] establish that the map h has no branch points,
i.e., it is a smooth immersion.
In [86], Meeks, Simon and Yau proved the existence of embedded minimal surfaces
by minimizing area (instead of energy) in nontrivial isotopy classes. Their methods, together with Schoen’s curvature estimates [112], are used to establish regularity in some
treatments of min-max theory (see [22]). The embeddedness question and applications to
three-dimensional topology were also the subject of [84, 85].
An existence theory that produces minimal two-spheres in every compact Riemannian
manifold was developed in the article of Sacks and Uhlenbeck [110]. These minimal twospheres are parametrized conformally by a harmonic map from S 2 to M that is an immersion
(not necessarily an embedding) outside ﬁnitely many branch points. Every harmonic map
these minimal spheres
from S 2 to M is also a conformal branched minimal immersion, hence

can be constructed by extremizing the Dirichlet energy: E(f ) = S 2 |df |2 dμ, f : S 2 → M .
A major diﬃculty arises from the facts that the energy E is conformally invariant and that
the group of conformal transformations of S 2 is noncompact. These issues are dealt with
in [110] by approximating the energy E by a family of energy functionals Eα , α > 1,
that satisfy the Palais-Smale condition. The possible loss of compactness by concentration
of energy in the limit, as α → 1, is treated by the introduction of the renormalization (or
blow-up) technique.
1.4. Scalar curvature and Positive Mass Conjecture. A celebrated application of minimal hypersurfaces of minimizing type to mathematical physics is the proof of the Positive
Mass Conjecture by Schoen and Yau [116, 118]. Later Witten [131] gave a diﬀerent proof
using harmonic spinors. The theorem establishes that the total mass of an isolated gravitational system, modeled by an asymptotically ﬂat spacetime obeying the dominant energy
condition, must be positive unless the spacetime is the Minkowski space (of zero mass). In
the time-symmetric case, this reduces to showing that the mass of an asymptotically ﬂat Riemannian three-manifold of nonnegative scalar curvature is positive unless the manifold is the
Euclidean space.
The proof of Schoen and Yau is by contradiction. If the mass is negative, they prove that
one can construct (by taking a limit of solutions to Plateau problems) a complete orientable
area-minimizing (hence stable) minimal surface Σ in M . Curvature estimates for stable
minimal submanifolds are needed in this process ([112], [114]). By the Second Variation
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Formula, the stability condition gives that



|∇f |2 − (|A|2 + Ric(N, N ))f 2 dΣ ≥ 0
Σ

for any smooth function f with compact support in Σ. Here A denotes the second fundamental form. The idea is to exploit the stability inequality and arrive at a contradiction with
the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem.
The same type of argument works in the compact setting to prove that the torus T 3 does
not admit a metric of positive scalar curvature ([117]). The trick is to use the Gauss equation
to make the ambient scalar curvature appear, rewriting the stability condition as:

 
1
1 2 2
2
|∇f | − ( RM − KΣ + |A| )f
dΣ ≥ 0
2
2
Σ
for f ∈ C0∞ (Σ). We denote by RM the scalar curvature of M . Since any Riemannian
three-torus contains a stable minimal T 2 , by minimization in a homotopy class, we obtain a
contradiction between RM > 0 and the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem by choosing f ≡ 1.
Gromov and Lawson [48] used spinorial techniques to prove that the torus T n does not
carry a metric of positive scalar curvature, for any n. The argument of Schoen and Yau
extends to any dimension 3 ≤ n ≤ 7, and breaks down in higher dimensions because of the
possibility of singularities in the solution to the Plateau problem. The proof of Witten of the
positive mass theorem works in any dimension n ≥ 3 under the topological requirement that
the manifold is spin. Despite recent approaches, the positive mass conjecture is still open for
nonspin manifolds in high dimensions.
Finally, we point out that minimal surfaces also play a very important role in general
relativity by modeling apparent horizons of black holes. The Penrose inequality (proven by
Huisken and Ilmanen [60] and Bray [15]), for instance, gives a beautiful and sharp inequality
between the total mass and the area of an outermost minimal sphere.
1.5. Min-max methods. So far we have discussed only minimization questions, but in general minimal submanifolds are critical points of saddle type. Poincaré [104] realized the
importance of constructing these critical points, in the context of geodesics. He asked the
foundational question of whether every Riemannian two-sphere contains a closed geodesic.
Geodesics are, of course, examples of minimal submanifolds. This question had a tremendous impact in mathematics. Firstly, it can be interpreted from two diﬀerent points of view:
as the search for periodic orbits of the geodesic ﬂow or for critical points of the length
functional. Secondly, entirely new techniques and topological ideas had to be developed to
answer it.
The ﬁrst breakthrough was due to Birkhoﬀ [13], who introduced min-max methods to the
problem. He deﬁned the notion of sweepout: a continuous family of closed curves {ct }t∈[0,1]
in S 2 that can be written as


ct = f {x ∈ S 2 : x3 = 1 − 2t}
for some degree one map f : S 2 → S 2 . Given a Riemannian two-sphere (S 2 , g), one can
consider the min-max invariant
L = inf sup L(ct ),
f t∈[0,1]
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where L(c) denotes the length of the curve c. Birkhoﬀ proved that L > 0 and that L = L(γ)
for some smooth closed geodesic γ. The geodesic γ is obtained as a limit of curves of
maximal length in a minimizing sequence of sweepouts. Therefore every Riemannian twosphere (S 2 , g) contains at least one closed geodesic. The fact that every compact Riemannian
manifold M n contains a closed geodesic was later established by Lyusternik and Fet [77].
The work of Birkhoﬀ inspired the development of Morse theory and LusternikSchnirelman theory, fundamental ideas in mathematics that brought together the ﬁelds of
topology and the calculus of variations. For instance, Lusternik and Schnirelmann [78] introduced new topological methods that lead to a proof that every metric on a two-sphere
admits at least three simple (embedded) closed geodesics. The search for a rigorous proof
motivated a great amount of work (see [125]). The proof of Grayson [43] uses a parabolic
partial diﬀerential equation, the curve shortening ﬂow of curves. In the early 1990s, this activity culminated with the proof that every Riemannian two-sphere contains inﬁnitely many
smooth closed geodesics. This follows by combining the works of Franks [39] and Bangert
[11], while Hingston [57] proved quantitative results.
It is natural to ask whether every closed Riemannian n-manifold M contains a k-dimensional closed minimal submanifold. This suggests looking for a Morse theory for minimal
varieties, similar in spirit to the case of closed geodesics. The ﬁrst step was done in [4], where
Almgren (by suggestion of Federer) computes the homotopy groups of the space Zk (M ) of
k-dimensional integral cycles (integral currents with boundary zero) of M . Almgren proved
that the l-dimensional homotopy group of Zk (M ) is isomorphic to the (k + l)-dimensional
homology group Hk+l (M, Z). This theorem gives examples of one-parameter homotopically nontrivial families of cycles, so one could think of applying min-max methods just as
in the case of Birkhoﬀ’s sweepouts. One major problem is that the mass functional (area
functional) is only lower semicontinuous in the ﬂat topology (the natural topology for currents). This is not a drawback in questions of minimization, but it could lead to loss of
area in the limit, thereby preventing an unstable minimal surface from being detected by the
min-max approach. (A study of the existence of unstable solutions to the two-dimensional
Plateau problem had been done by Morse and Tompkins in [89].)
In [5], Almgren deals with this issue by considering the measure theoretic class of surfaces called varifolds. The natural topology of the space of varifolds allowed for both good
compactness properties and continuity of the area functional. Almgren devised a very general min-max theory that worked in any dimension and codimension, and for families of cycles of any number of parameters. He was able to show that every closed Riemannian manifold M n contains at least one stationary integral k-dimensional varifold, for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
(Recall that a varifold is stationary when the ﬁrst variation of area is zero with respect to
any smooth deformation of the ambient space.) This Morse-theoretic theorem left open the
question of regularity of the min-max minimal variety. Note that a general stationary integral varifold contains an open dense set where it is a smooth submanifold, according to the
regularity theorem of Allard [3].
In [102], Pitts improved considerably the theory of Almgren by showing that the stationary integral varifold can be chosen to satisfy an additional variational property, the almost
minimizing condition. Roughy speaking, an almost minimizing varifold is one that can be
arbitrarily approximated by integral currents that nearly minimize area. If the codimension
is one, curvature estimates for stable minimal hypersurfaces can be used to prove regularity.
Pitts employed the pointwise curvature estimates of Schoen, Simon and Yau [114] to prove
that if 3 ≤ n ≤ 6 then the min-max minimal variety can be chosen to be an embedded
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smooth closed minimal hypersurface. Schoen and Simon [113] then extended the regularity
theory through diﬀerent methods to higher dimensions, allowing singular sets of codimension 7 (see Wickramasekera [129] for a general regularity theory of stable hypersurfaces).
By combining these results, the theorem is:
Theorem 1.1. Let (M n , g) be a compact Riemannian manifold, with n ≥ 3. Then M
contains a stationary integral varifold Σ, whose support is smooth outside a singular set of
codimension 7. In particular, if n ≤ 7 then M contains a smooth embedded closed minimal
hypersurface Σn−1 .
Remark 1.2. If M n satisﬁes Hn−1 (M, Z) = 0, then the existence of Σ follows by direct
minimization of area inside a nontrivial homology class σ ∈ Hn−1 (M, Z), together with the
regularity theory for codimension one area minimizing currents mentioned before.
Remark 1.3. Although it is true, as mentioned before, that every compact surface contains
a closed geodesic, the Almgren-Pitts min-max theory applied to that setting does not yield a
smooth object. The three-legged starﬁsh example (see [5]) suggests a situation in which the
min-max curve has the shape of a ﬁgure eight. The Almgren-Pitts theory has been applied
to the setting of one-cycles by Calabi and Cao [18], who proved that in two-spheres with
nonnegative curvature the closed geodesics of shortest length are always embedded.
A beautiful application of higher index minimal two-spheres was given by Micallef and
Moore [87], following the Sacks-Uhlenbeck existence approach. They introduced the positive isotropic curvature condition for Riemannian manifolds M n of dimension n ≥ 4, and
proved that it implies π2 (M ) = · · · = π[n/2] (M ) = 0 when M is compact. If M is further
assumed to be simply connected, it follows that it must be homeomorphic to a sphere. The
method is reminiscent of Synge’s theorem in Riemannian geometry. The idea is to analyze
the index of the Sacks-Uhlenbeck harmonic spheres (by applying Morse theory to the perturbed energy functionals) and compare with a lower bound for the index coming from the
Riemann-Roch theorem. The trick is to use the complexiﬁed version of the second variation
formula, previously considered by Siu and Yau [122] in their proof of the Frankel conjecture.
For a general compact Riemannian manifold of positive isotropic curvature, the conjecture is
that its fundamental group must contain a free subgroup of ﬁnite index (Fraser [40], Gromov
[45]). In dimension four the conjecture follows from the complete classiﬁcation of Chen,
Tang and Zhu [19]. We also mention that minimal surfaces have been recently used by Liu
[76] to classify complete three-manifolds of nonnegative Ricci curvature, thereby completing the work of Schoen and Yau [119].

1.6. Recent applications. We brieﬂy describe some recent applications of min-max minimal surfaces that will be discussed in more detail in Sections 2, 3 and 4.
Colding and Minicozzi [23, 24] found a splendid application of min-max methods to the
study of the topology of compact three-manifolds. Their contribution ﬁts together with the
celebrated proof of the Poincaré conjecture by Perelman [97–99], achieved by a profound
analysis of Hamilton’s Ricci ﬂow. In [99], Perelman proved that the Ricci ﬂow with surgeries
starting at a homotopy three-sphere becomes extinct in ﬁnite time. The ﬁnite time extinction
result was actually proven more generally for any closed orientable three-manifold whose
prime decomposition contains only non-aspherical factors. In this case one can avoid the
analysis of the longtime behavior of the ﬂow, and conclude that M must be diﬀeomorphic to
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a connected sum of copies of S 2 × S 1 and of spherical space forms S 3 /Γ.
The proof of Perelman of the ﬁnite time extinction result was itself based in minimal
surface techniques of a variational nature. For technical reasons it required in addition a
regularized version of the curve shortening ﬂow, due to Altschuler and Grayson [8]. In [23,
24], Colding and Minicozzi provided an alternative elegant argument inspired by the SacksUhlenbeck approach. The evolution equation of the area of the min-max minimal surface
produced by sweeping out a homotopy 3-sphere by S 2 ’s implies that the area eventually
decreases to zero in ﬁnite time. We will say more about their argument in Section 2.
Recently, the author and A. Neves have been able to ﬁnd a connection between the minmax theory of minimal surfaces in S 3 and the Willmore conjecture (1965). The main new
insights come from the analysis of the geometric and topological properties of a canonical
5-dimensional family of surfaces in the three-sphere, to which we apply min-max theory for
the area functional.
The Willmore energy of a closed surface Σ immersed in Euclidean three-space is the
total integral of the square of the mean curvature:

H 2 dΣ.
W(Σ) =
Σ

This functional is invariant under the action of any conformal transformation of R3 , and it
appears naturally in physical contexts. It was proposed in the 1800s by Sophie Germain
[42] to describe elastic shells, and more modernly it appears in the Helfrich model [56] of
mathematical biology as one of the terms that contribute to the energy of cell membranes.
Willmore proved that the round spheres (of energy 4π) minimize the Willmore energy
among all closed surfaces in R3 , and asked what is the optimal shape among surfaces of some
ﬁxed topological type. Motivated by the analysis of circular tori of revolution, Willmore
made a conjecture for the case of genus one:
Wilmore conjecture (1965, [130]). The integral of the square of the mean curvature of a
torus immersed in R3 is at least 2π 2 .
√
The torus Σ√2 , obtained by rotation of a circle of radius 1 with center at distance 2 of
the axis of revolution, satisﬁes W(Σ√2 ) = 2π 2 .
The author and A. Neves proved the following theorem that implies the conjecture:
Theorem 1.4 ([80]). Let Σ ⊂ R3 be a closed, embedded smooth surface with genus g ≥ 1.
Then W(Σ) ≥ 2π 2 , and W(Σ) = 2π 2 if and only if Σ is a conformal image of Σ√2 .
We were motivated by the problem of producing the Cliﬀord torus Σ̂ = S 1 ( √12 ) ×
S 1 ( √12 ), a minimal surface of area 2π 2 and index ﬁve in S 3 , by min-max methods. As a
byproduct of the construction, we proved:
Theorem 1.5 ([80]). Let Σ ⊂ S 3 be a closed, embedded smooth surface with genus g ≥ 1.
If Σ is minimal then area(Σ) ≥ 2π 2 , and area(Σ) = 2π 2 if and only if Σ is the image of the
Cliﬀord torus under an ambient isometry.
Together with I. Agol and A. Neves, we used these ideas to solve another conformally
invariant variational problem. Recall that a 2-component link in R3 is a pair (γ1 , γ2 ) of
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rectiﬁable curves γi : S 1 → R3 , i = 1, 2, such that γ1 (S 1 ) ∩ γ2 (S 1 ) = ∅. The Möbius cross
energy of the link (γ1 , γ2 ) is deﬁned to be

|γ1 (s)||γ2 (t)|
E(γ1 , γ2 ) =
ds dt.
2
S 1 ×S 1 |γ1 (s) − γ2 (t)|
This energy was introduced in [41] and has the property, like the Willmore energy of surfaces, of conformal invariance.
It was conjectured by Freedman-He-Wang (1994, [41]) that the Möbius energy of any
nontrivial link should be at least 2π 2 . The equality is attained by the stereographic projection
of the so-called standard Hopf link:
γ̂1 (s) = (cos s, sin s, 0, 0) ∈ S 3

and

γ̂2 (t) = (0, 0, cos t, sin t) ∈ S 3 .

It follows from a result of He [54] that it suﬃces to prove the conjecture for links (γ1 , γ2 )
that have linking number lk(γ1 , γ2 ) = ±1. This is what we proved in [1]:
Theorem 1.6 ([1]). Let γi : S 1 → R3 , i = 1, 2, be a 2-component link in R3 with
|lk(γ1 , γ2 )| = 1. Then E(γ1 , γ2 ) ≥ 2π 2 . Moreover, if E(γ1 , γ2 ) = 2π 2 then there exists a conformal map F : R4 → R4 such that (F ◦ γ1 , F ◦ γ2 ) describes the standard Hopf
link up to orientation.
We will give an idea about the proofs of these statements and what they have in common
in Section 3.
Motivated by the results in the case of geodesics, Yau conjectured in [132] (ﬁrst problem
in the Minimal Surfaces section) that every compact Riemannian three-manifold admits an
inﬁnite number of smooth, closed, immersed minimal surfaces. In [81], we have been able to
prove this conjecture in the positive Ricci curvature setting, or more generally, for manifolds
(M, g) that satisfy the embedded Frankel property:
•

any two smooth, closed, embedded minimal hypersurfaces of M intersect each other.

The author and A. Neves proved:
Theorem 1.7 ([81]). Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension (n + 1),
with 2 ≤ n ≤ 6. Suppose that M satisﬁes the embedded Frankel property. Then M contains
an inﬁnite number of distinct smooth, closed, embedded, minimal hypersurfaces.
Since manifolds of positive Ricci curvature satisfy the embedded Frankel property [38],
we derive the following corollary:
Corollary 1.8 ([81]). Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian (n + 1)-manifold with 2 ≤
n ≤ 6. If the Ricci curvature of g is positive, then M contains an inﬁnite number of distinct
smooth, closed, embedded, minimal hypersurfaces.
The proof of Theorem 1.7 uses the Almgren-Pitts min-max theory for the area functional,
combined with ideas from Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory. The idea is to apply min-max
theory to the multiparameter families of hypersurfaces (mod 2 cycles) studied by Gromov
[44, 46, 47] and Guth [50].
In the case of generic metrics on three-manifolds, there is an alternative approach described by Kapouleas [65] to construct an inﬁnite number of embedded minimal surfaces.
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This works by either desingularizing two intersecting minimal surfaces or by doubling an existing unstable minimal surface. We also point out that Kahn and Markovic [64] proved the
existence of inﬁnitely many incompressible surfaces in compact hyperbolic three-manifolds.
Hence, by minimization, every Riemannian metric on one of these manifolds admits inﬁnitely many smooth immersed minimal surfaces.
An informal overview of the proof of Theorem 1.7 will be given in Section 4.
1.7. Other advances. Many other techniques have been employed in the study of minimal surfaces, like mononicity formulas, the strong maximum principle, curvature estimates,
Weierstrass representation and others. We describe recent and important advances in minimal surface theory that make use of some of these methods. We refer the reader to the book
of Meeks and Pérez [82] and the references therein for more results of that type.
Colding and Minicozzi have developed a deep theory about the structure of arbitrary
embedded minimal surfaces of bounded genus. As a consequence, they showed ([25]) that
any complete embedded minimal surface with ﬁnite topology in R3 must be proper, thereby
proving that the Calabi-Yau conjectures for embedded surfaces are true. In particular, these
results imply that the examples constructed by Jorge and Xavier [62] and by Nadirashvili
[90] cannot be embedded.
An important theme in minimal surface theory is the search for classiﬁcation results.
Meeks and Rosenberg [83] have used the theory of Colding and Minicozzi to prove a great
classiﬁcation theorem: the plane and the helicoid are the only complete properly embedded
simply connected minimal surfaces in R3 . (The properness assumption can be removed because of [25].) This generalizes the classical Bernstein theorem: the only entire minimal
graph in R3 is the plane. (The Bernstein theorem holds true in Rn for n ≤ 8, and it is
false if n ≥ 9.) The Bernstein theorem has another beautiful extension, proven earlier and
independently by do Carmo and Peng [32], Fischer-Colbrie and Schoen [37], and Pogorelov
[103]: the only complete orientable stable minimal surface in R3 is the plane. The nonorientable case has been recently settled by Ros [109], but the classiﬁcation of stable minimal
hypersurfaces in Rn for n ≥ 4 is still an open problem.
Another important recent contribution to minimal surface theory ﬁts perfectly into the
classiﬁcation theme. In [16], Brendle proved the Lawson conjecture ([73]): the only minimal
embedded torus in S 3 is the Cliﬀord torus. The proof is based on the maximum principle
technique, and it extends the work of Andrews [9] (on mean curvature ﬂow) in an insightful
way. The technique was used again by Andrews and Li [10] to conﬁrm the classiﬁcation of
constant mean curvature tori in S 3 conjectured by Pinkall and Sterling [101].
It is also fundamental to enrich the class of known examples of minimal surfaces. In the
1980s, Costa [27] discovered a very important one: the ﬁrst ﬁnite topology properly embedded minimal surface in R3 to be discovered after the plane, the catenoid and the helicoid. The
embeddedness was proven by Hoﬀman and Meeks [58], who constructed an inﬁnite family
of similar examples. Recently, Hoﬀman, Traizet and White [59] have presented a construction, by variational means, of new minimal surfaces in R3 : embedded helicoidal minimal
surfaces of every genus g. These surfaces are limits of minimal surfaces in the homogeneous
spaces S 2 (r)×R as r → ∞. There has been a lot of activity recently in the study of minimal
and constant mean curvature surfaces in homogeneous three-manifolds (see Fernández and
Mira [36] for a survey). Minimal surfaces in H × R, for instance, have been used by Collin
and Rosenberg [26] to construct harmonic diﬀeomorphisms from the complex plane C onto
the hyperbolic plane H.
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Minimal surfaces in S 3 with arbitrary genus were constructed by Lawson [72]. Other
examples were found by Karcher, Pinkall and Sterling [67]. This list has been recently enlarged with the examples of Kapouleas and Yang [66] (by gluing techniques) and of Choe and
Soret [21] (by Lawson’s method). Minimal surfaces can also be constructed using degree arguments. In [128], White develops a mapping degree theory for closed minimal surfaces that
implies every metric of positive Ricci curvature in S 3 contains an embedded minimal torus
and at least two embedded minimal spheres (the existence of one minimal sphere follows by
min-max [124]).
Finally, we mention that there are several interesting connections between the theory of
minimal hypersurfaces and the study of partial diﬀerential equations that come from phase
transition theory. This is a very active ﬁeld. We refer the reader to the article of Pacard [93]
and the references therein.

2. Finite time extinction of Ricci ﬂow
Let M 3 be a closed orientable three-manifold that is prime and non-aspherical. In particular,
π3 (M ) = 0 by standard topology. We consider the space Ω of continuous maps
ϕ : S 2 × [0, 1] → M
such that ϕ(S 2 × {0}) and ϕ(S 2 × {1}) are points and so that
t ∈ [0, 1] → ϕ(·, t)
is a continuous map from [0, 1] to C 0 ∩ W 1,2 . Here W 1,2 denotes the Sobolev space of maps
f : S 2 → M with ﬁrst derivatives in L2 .
We denote by Ωϕ the subspace of maps ψ ∈ Ω that are homotopic to a given ϕ ∈ Ω
through maps in Ω. A map ϕ ∈ Ω naturally induces a continuous map ϕ̂ : S 3 → M . We
take Ωϕ so that the corresponding map ϕ̂ represents a nontrivial element of π3 (M ). In that
case we say that elements of Ωϕ are sweepouts of M .
Given a Riemannian metric g on M , the energy width of Ωϕ with respect to g is deﬁned
to be the min-max invariant:
WE = WE (ϕ, g) = inf

sup E(ψ(·, t)).

ψ∈Ωϕ t∈[0,1]


Recall that E(f ) = 12 S 2 |df |2 dvg , where g is the standard metric of curvature one on S 2 .
If ϕ is a sweepout of M , then WE > 0. We can deﬁne the area width of Ωϕ with respect to
g similarly by
WA = WA (ϕ, g) = inf sup area(ψ(·, t)),


ψ∈Ωϕ t∈[0,1]

where area(f ) = S 2 Jac(f ) dvg .
If {e1 , e2 } is an orthonormal basis of Tp S 2 , then
Jac(f )(p) =


1
|df (e1 )|2 |df (e2 )|2 − df (e1 ), df (e2 )2 ≤ (|df (e1 )|2 + |df (e2 )|2 ),
2

hence area(f ) ≤ E(f ) with equality if and only if f is almost conformal, i.e., df (e1 ), df (e2 )
= 0 and |df (e1 )| = |df (e2 )| almost everywhere. It follows immediately that WA ≤ WE . By
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conformally reparametrizing, through the Riemann mapping theorem for variable metrics
(see [63]), the maps ϕi (·, t) of a minimizing sequence ϕi ∈ Ωϕ for WA :
lim sup area(ϕi (·, t)) = WA ,

i→∞ t∈[0,1]

Colding and Minicozzi showed that WE ≤ WA . Hence WE = WA . In particular, any
sequence of sweepouts ϕi ∈ Ωϕ that is minimizing for the energy, i.e., such that
lim sup E(ϕi (·, t)) = WE ,

i→∞ t∈[0,1]

is also minimizing for the area: limi→∞ supt∈[0,1] area(ϕi (·, t)) = WA .
The theorem below establishes the existence of good minimizing sequences of sweepouts. Recall that any harmonic map u : S 2 → M is a conformal branched minimal immersion.
Theorem 2.1 ([24]). Suppose that ϕ : S 2 × [0, 1] → M induces a homotopically nontrivial map ϕ̂ : S 3 → M 3 . For any Riemannian metric g on M , there exists a sequence of
sweepouts ϕi ∈ Ωϕ with
lim sup E(ϕi (·, t)) = WE = W

i→∞ t∈[0,1]

and such that any suﬃciently large slice (in area) is close in varifold sense to a union of
branched minimal spheres. More precisely, for any ε > 0 we can ﬁnd i0 ∈ N and δ > 0 so
that if i ≥ i0 and s ∈ [0, 1] satisfy
area(ϕi (·, s)) ≥ W − δ,
then
F (ϕi (·, s), ∪k {uk }) ≤ ε
for some ﬁnite union ∪{uk } of harmonic maps uk : S 2 → M .
In the above statement F denotes the F-metric, that gives the weak topology to the space
of varifolds. We identify a map f : S 2 → M with the two-dimensional rectiﬁable varifold
f# (S 2 ) it induces in M .
The sequence ϕi is obtained from an arbitrary minimizing sequence ψi for the energy
through harmonic replacement, a process similar in spirit to Birkhoﬀ’s curve shortening
deformation [13]. The convergence to the branched minimal spheres is inspired by compactness theorems for harmonic maps with bounded energy ([63], [94], [95], [122]). The fact
that the convergence is in varifold sense implies, in particular, that there is no loss of area or
energy in the limit.
Suppose now that we evolve the metric on M 3 by Hamilton’s Ricci ﬂow [51]:
∂g
= −2Ricg(t) .
∂t
Let [0, T ) be the maximal time of smooth existence. If ϕ : S 2 × [0, 1] → M induces a
homotopically nontrivial map ϕ̂ : S 3 → M 3 , the function W (t) = WE (ϕ, g(t)) satisﬁes
W (t) > 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ). The idea is to study the rate of change of the Lipschitz function
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W (t) and show that it must decrease to zero in ﬁnite time. Notice that before the work of
Perelman it was not even known whether an arbitrary Ricci ﬂow in a manifold like S 3 would
develop a singularity in ﬁnite time. It is quite remarkable that this can be proved using
minimal surface techniques.
Let Σ be a branched minimal two-sphere in (M 3 , g(t0 )). We denote by N its unit normal
vector ﬁeld. The scalar curvature of a metric g is denoted by Rg . We use KΣ to indicate the
Gauss curvature of the induced metric on Σ, and A to indicate its second fundamental form.
The rate of change of the area of a minimal surface under Ricci ﬂow was ﬁrst considered by
Hamilton [52]. We have

d
1
areag(t) (Σ) =
trΣ (−2Ricg(t0 ) )dΣ
dt |t=t0
2 Σ



1
1
Rg(t0 ) dΣ −
KΣ dΣ −
|A|2 dΣ
=−
2 Σ
2
Σ
Σ


1
Rg(t0 ) dΣ − 4π − 2π
bi ,
≤−
2 Σ
i
where we have used the Gauss equation and the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem with ﬁnitely many
branch points pi of orders bi > 0. Hence

1
d
areag(t) (Σ) ≤ −4π −
Rg(t0 ) dΣ.
dt |t=t0
2 Σ
On the other hand, the scalar curvature of a Ricci ﬂow g(t) satisﬁes the evolution equation:
∂
Rg(t) = Δg(t) Rg(t) + 2|Ricg(t) |2 .
∂t
∂
2
Therefore ∂t
Rg(t) ≥ Δg(t) Rg(t) + 23 Rg(t)
, and the maximum principle for parabolic equations implies
1
min Rg(t) ≥
1
2
M
minM Rg(0) − 3 t

for all t ∈ [0, T ).
Putting things together, we get that
d
3
areag(t) (Σ) ≤ −4π +
areag(t0 ) (Σ)
dt |t=t0
4(t0 + C)
for any branched minimal sphere in (M, g(t0 )), where the constant C depends only on g(0).
By comparison arguments and Theorem 2.1, Colding and Minicozzi proved:
Theorem 2.2 ([23]). Let M 3 be a closed orientable three-manifold that is prime and nonaspherical, and suppose that ϕ : S 2 × [0, 1] → M induces a homotopically nontrivial map
ϕ̂ : S 3 → M 3 . Then, for any Ricci ﬂow g(t) on M , we have
d
3
W (t) ≤ −4π +
W (t)
dt
4(t + C)
in the sense of the limsup of forward diﬀerence quotients, where W (t) = W (ϕ, g(t)) and
the constant C > 0 depends only on g(0).
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This implies

W (t)(t + C)−3/4 ≤ −16π(t + C)1/4 + C 

for some constant C  independent of t. Since we always have W (t) > 0, the ﬂow cannot exist for all time. This already implies that any Ricci ﬂow in a prime non-aspherical orientable
closed three-manifold must develop a singularity in ﬁnite time. By arguing as in Perelman
[99], Theorem 2.2 holds for Ricci ﬂow with surgeries as well, thereby implying that any
Ricci ﬂow with surgery on one of these manifolds must become extinct in ﬁnite time.

3. Conformally invariant variational problems
In this section we will describe some recent applications of the variational theory of minimal
surfaces to global problems about the geometry of surfaces and links in three-space. We
begin by describing the min-max procedure used to produce the minimal hypersurface Σ of
Theorem 1.1. For simplicity, we restrict to the case n = 3.
A family of closed surfaces {Σ(t)}t∈[0,1] of M 3 (where closed surface here means a
two-dimensional integral cycle) is called a sweepout if we can write Σ(t) = ∂Ω(t) with
the domains (integral 3-currents) Ω(t) varying continuously and satisfying Ω(0) = 0 and
Ω(1) = M . In particular we have Σ(0) = Σ(1) = 0 ∈ Z2 (M 3 ). A standard example of a
sweepout is obtained by choosing a Morse function f : M → R, with f (M ) = [0, 1], and
considering
Ω(t) = {x ∈ M : f (x) < t}
Σ(t) = ∂Ω(t) = {x ∈ M : f (x) = t}.
We denote by Π1 the class of all sweepouts {Σ(t)}t∈[0,1] of M 3 , and deﬁne the min-max
invariant called the width of Π1 :
W (Π1 ) =

inf

sup area(Σ(t)).

{Σ(t)}∈Π1 t∈[0,1]

Since there will be some t0 ∈ [0, 1] such that vol(Ω(t0 )) = vol(M )/2, the isoperimetric
inequality implies that W (Π1 ) > 0. The minimal surface Σ produced by Theorem 1.1,
which could have several connected components with integer multiplicities, is constructed
to satisfy
area(Σ) = W (Π1 ).
If the ambient manifold is the three-dimensional unit sphere S 3 ⊂ R4 , the minimal
surface produced by doing min-max over the class Π1 is, modulo rotations, the equator or
great sphere: Σ = S 3 ∩ {x4 = 0}. In other words, W (Π1 ) = 4π and is achieved precisely
by the great spheres.
As a consequence, we have:
Theorem 3.1 (4π Theorem). Let Φ : I → Z2 (S 3 ) be a sweepout of S 3 . Then there exists
y ∈ [0, 1] such that
area(Φ(y)) ≥ 4π.
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The simplest minimal surface in S 3 after the equator is the Cliﬀord torus
1
1
Σ̂ = S 1 ( √ ) × S 1 ( √ ),
2
2
with area 2π 2 and Morse index 5. In fact, the Cliﬀord torus can be characterized by its index:
Theorem 3.2 (Urbano, [127]). Let Σ ⊂ S 3 be a smooth closed minimal surface of genus
g ≥ 0 and index(Σ) ≤ 5. Then Σ is either a great sphere (with index 1) or the Cliﬀord torus
(with index 5), up to ambient isometries.
The previous discussion implies that the great sphere can appear as a min-max minimal
surface, by considering one-parameter sweepouts. The question we posed ourselves, and that
it turned out to be key to the solution of well-known global problems in conformal geometry
such as the Willmore conjecture, was the following:
Question. Is it possible to produce the Cliﬀord torus by min-max methods?
We have answered this question aﬃrmatively by discovering a natural class of ﬁveparameter families of surfaces in S 3 with interesting topological properties. The families
we have discovered are parametrized by a map Φ deﬁned on the 5-cube I 5 , and satisfy:
(A1) Φ(x, 0) = Φ(x, 1) = 0 (trivial surface) for any x ∈ I 4 ,
(A2) {Φ(x, t)}t∈[0,1] is the standard sweepout of S 3 by oriented round spheres centered at
some Q(x) ∈ S 3 , for any x ∈ ∂I 4 ,
(A3) Φ(x, 1/2) = ∂Bπ/2 (Q(x)), for any x ∈ ∂I 4 ,
(A4) deg(Q) = 0,
(A5) there is no concentration of area:


lim sup area(Φ(x) ∩ Br (p)) : p ∈ S 3 , x ∈ I 5 = 0.
r→0

The property (A4) above is saying that the restriction of the map Φ to ∂I 4 × {1/2} is
a homotopically nontrivial map into the space of oriented great spheres, which is homeomorphic to S 3 . This is the crucial topological condition that will rule out the possibility of
producing great spheres by min-max over families homotopic to Φ. The property (A5) is
more of a technical nature. It is used in [80] in the proofs of the interpolation statements.
The min-max theory developed jointly with Neves in [80] implies:
Theorem 3.3 (2π 2 Theorem, [80]). Let Φ : I 5 → Z2 (S 3 ) be a continuous map in the ﬂat
topology satisfying the properties (A1)-(A5) above. Then there must exist y ∈ I 5 with
area(Φ(y)) ≥ 2π 2 .
The surprising thing is that this is intimately related to the Willmore conjecture, a problem that we brieﬂy discussed in Section 1.6. Let us describe this connection now.
First note that the torus Σ√2 of Section 1.6 is very special. In order to see this we need
to recall that the stereographic projection π : S 3 \ {p} → R3 , p ∈ S 3 , is a conformal
transformation. Since the Willmore energy is conformally invariant, we can formulate the
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Willmore conjecture equivalently as a problem for surfaces in the three-sphere S 3 . If Σ ⊂
S 3 \ {p}, we can calculate the energy of the projection Σ̃ = π(Σ) ⊂ R3 :


2
H̃ dΣ̃ = (1 + H 2 ) dΣ,
Σ

Σ̃

where H now denotes the mean curvature of Σ with respect to the spherical geometry.
Hence we deﬁne the Willmore energy of Σ ⊂ S 3 by

W(Σ) = (1 + H 2 ) dΣ.
Σ

One advantage of considering the problem for surfaces in S 3 is that a relation with the
area functional becomes apparent. It follows immediately from the above deﬁnition that for
Σ ⊂ S 3 one always has W(Σ) ≥ area(Σ), and W(Σ)√= area(Σ) if√and only if Σ is a
minimal surface. If Σ̂ denotes the Cliﬀord torus S 1 (1/ 2) × S 1 (1/ 2) ⊂ S 3 , it is no
coincidence that if we choose the right stereographic projection we will have π(Σ̂) = Σ√2 .
The Willmore conjecture has a long history of partial results. We refer the reader to our
paper [80] for an account. We were motivated by the work of Ros [108] on the antipodally
symmetric case (see Topping [126] for a diﬀerent proof), who used an area estimate we will
mention in the sequel (Theorem 3.7).
A result of particular relevance to our approach is:
Theorem 3.4 (Li and Yau, [75]). If F : Σ → S 3 is an immersion and there exists p ∈ S 3
such that #F −1 (p) = k, then W(Σ) ≥ 4πk. In particular, if Σ is not embedded then
W(Σ) ≥ 8π.
Because of the result of Li and Yau, we may assume the surface is embedded. Together
with Neves we proved the following theorem that implies the Willmore conjecture:
Theorem 3.5 ([80]). Let Σ ⊂ S 3 be a closed, embedded smooth surface with genus g ≥ 1.
Then W(Σ) ≥ 2π 2 , and W(Σ) = 2π 2 if and only if Σ is a conformal image of the Cliﬀord
torus.
Remark 3.6. The theorem above is completely equivalent to Theorem 1.4 mentioned in
Section 1.6.
The existence of a torus that minimizes the Willmore energy was established by Simon
[120]. His work was later extended to surfaces of higher genus by Bauer and Kuwert [12]
(see also [69]). Very little is known about these surfaces and their energies. It is known that
the minimum energy ωg for orientable closed surfaces of genus g in R3 is bigger than 2π 2 ,
less than 8π, and converges to 8π as g → ∞ [71].
It is also interesting to study general critical points of the Willmore energy, called Willmore surfaces. These are closed surfaces in R3 that satisfy the fourth-order Euler-Lagrange
equation:
ΔH + 2(H 2 − K)H = 0,
where K denotes the Gauss curvature. The simplest examples are stereographic projections
of minimal surfaces of S 3 , but there are many more. Bryant [17] found and classiﬁed all
critical points of genus zero, and Pinkall [100] constructed inﬁnitely many embedded Willmore tori that are not the conformal image of a minimal surface. The understanding of the
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analytical aspects of the Willmore equation has been greatly improved in recent years thanks
to the work of Kuwert-Schätzle (e.g. [70]) and Rivière (e.g. [106]). The lecture notes of
Rivière [107] provide a great introduction to the analysis behind conformally invariant variational problems. We point also that the Willmore energy appears in many other interesting
contexts, like in general relativity (as the main term in the deﬁnition of the Hawking mass)
and in relation with the renormalized area functional in the AdS/CFT correspondence, as
recently studied by Alexakis and Mazzeo [2].
In what follows we give an idea of the proofs of the 2π 2 Theorem and Theorem 3.5,
emphasizing their intimate relation. We start by constructing, for each embedded closed
surface Σ ⊂ S 3 , a canonical family of surfaces Σ(v,t) ⊂ S 3 , where (v, t) ∈ B 4 × (−π, π),
with the properties that:
•

Σ(0,0) = Σ,

•

area(Σ(v,t) ) ≤ W(Σ) for every (v, t) ∈ B 4 × (−π, π).

Here B 4 ⊂ R4 denotes the open unit ball. Each surface Σ(v,t) is an equidistant surface of
some conformal image of Σ.
The fact that area(Σ(v,t) ) ≤ W (Σ) for every (v, t) follows by combining the conformal
invariance of the Willmore energy with the area estimate:
Theorem 3.7. Let Σt , t ∈ (−π, π), be an equidistant surface of an embedded closed surface
Σ ⊂ S 3 . Then
area(Σt ) ≤ W(Σ).
Moreover, if Σ is not a geodesic sphere and
area(Σt ) = W(Σ),
then t = 0 and Σ is a minimal surface.
Remark 3.8. Theorem 3.7 is a particular case of more general estimates proved by Heintze
and Karcher [55]. The statement above was used in connection with the Willmore problem
by Ros [108].
The next step is to understand the geometric and topological properties of the canonical
family, especially the
 behavior as we
 let the parameter (v, t) converge to the boundary of the
4

parameter space ∂ B × [−π, π] . We prove that:
•

 4

for any sequence {(vi , ti )} that converges to ∂ B × [−π, π] , a subsequence of
{Σ(vi ,ti ) } converges in the ﬂat topology to some round sphere (possibly trivial) in S 3 .

The subtle case to consider is when v converges to a point p on the surface Σ, because
then the limit is not unique and depends on the angle of convergence at which v approaches p.
We perform a blow-up procedure along the surface Σ to solve this problem of nonuniqueness
4
of the limit. After reparametrizing the family, and observing that B × [−π, π] is homeomorphic to I 5 , we get a family Φ : I 5 → Z2 (S 3 ) with properties (A1)-(A3) and (A5) above,
and an explicit center map Q : ∂I 4 → S 3 .
The main topological ingredient is the discovery that the genus of the original surface Σ
can be read oﬀ the topological properties of the canonical family at the boundary:
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Theorem 3.9 ([80]). deg(Q) = genus(Σ).
Summarizing, we obtain:
Theorem 3.10 ([80]). Let Σ ⊂ S 3 be an embedded closed surface of genus g ≥ 1. The map
Φ : I 5 → Z2 (S 3 ) is continuous in the ﬂat topology, satisﬁes the properties (A1)-(A5) and
sup{area(Φ(x)) : x ∈ I 5 } ≤ W(Σ).
Informally, the min-max family Φ can be thought of as an element of the relative homotopy group π5 (S, G), where S denotes the space of two-surfaces in S 3 and G denotes the
space of round spheres.
Given a smooth, embedded, closed surface Σ ⊂ S 3 with genus g ≥ 1, it follows
from the above properties that the map Φ : I 5 → Z2 (S 3 ) satisﬁes all the assumptions
of the 2π 2 Theorem. Therefore there exists y ∈ I 5 such that area(Φ(y)) ≥ 2π 2 . Since
area(Φ(x)) ≤ W(Σ) for every x ∈ I 5 , we get W(Σ) ≥ 2π 2 . In particular this proves the
Willmore conjecture. The rigidity statement can be derived from the particular structure of
the canonical family and the equality case in the area estimate of Ros.
We apply the Almgren-Pitts min-max theory for the area functional in order to prove the
2π 2 Theorem. Given a family Φ : I 5 → Z2 (S 3 ) with properties (A1)-(A5), we consider Π
the homotopy class of Φ relative to ∂I 5 . Of course we have
sup{area(Φ(x)) : x ∈ ∂I 5 } = 4π.
We ﬁrst rule out great spheres as possible min-max surfaces for Π, by proving:
Theorem 3.11 ([80]). L(Π) > 4π.
The proof is topological and goes by contradiction, by assuming L(Π) = 4π. In order to
illustrate the idea, we suppose there is a map Φ̃ ∈ Π with
sup area(Φ̃(x)) = 4π.
x∈I 5

In particular, for any given continuous path γ : [0, 1] → I 5 with γ(0) ∈ I 4 × {0} and
γ(1) ∈ I 4 × {1}, {Φ̃ ◦ γ} is optimal as a one-parameter sweepout of S 3 . Therefore it
must contain a great sphere. One could argue then that there must exist a 4-dimensional
submanifold R ⊂ I 5 , separating the top from the bottom of I 5 , such that
•

Φ̃(y) is a great sphere for any y ∈ R,

•

∂R = ∂I 4 × {1/2}.

If Q̃(y) denotes the center of the great sphere Φ̃(y), for y ∈ R, and since Φ̃ = Φ on ∂I 5 , we
get
[Q# (∂I 4 )] = [Q̃# (∂R)] = [∂ Q̃# (R)] = 0 ∈ H3 (S 3 , Z).
But Q# (∂I 4 ) = deg(Q)·S 3 , and we reach a contradiction since deg(Q) = 0. The complete
proof is more involved and can be found in [80].
Once we know that L(Π) > 4π, here is how we prove that in reality L(Π) ≥ 2π 2 . By
applying min-max theory to Π, we get the existence of a smooth embedded minimal surface
Σ ⊂ S 3 such that
L(Π) = area(Σ ) > 4π.
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If Σ has multiplicity bigger than one, then L(Π) ≥ 8π. If the multiplicity is one, and since
by Almgren [6] the only minimal spheres in S 3 are the great spheres, we get genus(Σ ) ≥ 1.
The result follows once we show that the nonspherical minimal surface of lowest area Σ̂
in S 3 is the Cliﬀord torus. The idea is to use Urbano’s theorem. If we had index(Σ̂) ≥ 6,
we would be able to slightly perturb its canonical family and produce, by min-max theory
and Theorem 3.11, a minimal surface whose area is strictly between 4π and area(Σ̂). Contradiction, hence index(Σ̂) ≤ 5 and Σ̂ must be the Cliﬀord torus by Urbano’s theorem. Of
course, area(Σ ) ≥ area(Σ̂). This ﬁnishes a sketch of the proof that L(Π) ≥ 2π 2 , and this
implies the 2π 2 Theorem.
Remark 3.12. Note that in the process of proving the 2π 2 Theorem we have showed Theorem 1.5.
3.1. Links. In order to prove Theorem 1.6, we will again use the 2π 2 Theorem. The basic
observation is that if g denotes the Gauss map of a link (γ1 , γ2 ) contained in S 3 , i.e., the
map g : S 1 × S 1 → S 3 deﬁned by
g(s, t) =

γ1 (s) − γ2 (t)
,
|γ1 (s) − γ2 (t)|

|γ  (s)||γ  (t)|

then |Jac g|(s, t) ≤ |γ11(s)−γ22(t)|2 . Hence area(g(S 1 × S 1 )) ≤ E(γ1 , γ2 ).
By applying conformal transformations to the curves γ1 , γ2 of a link (γ1 , γ2 ) in S 3 ⊂
4
R , and considering the associated Gauss maps, we get a 5-parameter family of surfaces
(parametrized tori) in S 3 . The key again is to analyze the boundary behavior. After an
extension, we get a family with the same basic properties of the canonical family for the
Willmore problem, and such that the area of any surface in the family is bounded above
by the Möbius energy of the link. We prove that if |lk(γ1 , γ2 )| = 1 then the center map
Q : ∂I 4 → S 3 associated with the family satisﬁes |deg(Q)| = 1. Therefore the 2π 2
Theorem applies and we conclude the existence of at least one surface in the family with
area greater than or equal to 2π 2 . This establishes the inequality E(γ1 , γ2 ) ≥ 2π 2 , and after
some extra work one can also prove the rigidity part.

4. Further directions
In this section we describe some recent advances in min-max theory and discuss some future
directions. We start with the problem of counting minimal hypersurfaces in Riemannian
manifolds. We will give an informal overview of the proof of Theorem 1.7.
Let M n+1 be a Riemannian manifold as in Theorem 1.7. The homotopy groups of
the space of modulo 2 n-cycles in M , Zn (M, Z2 ), can be computed through the work of
Almgren [4]. All homotopy groups vanish but the ﬁrst one: π1 (Zn (M, Z2 )) = Z2 , just like
for the topological space RP∞ . Let λ̄ ∈ H 1 (Zn (M, Z2 ), Z2 ) be the generator.
Gromov [44, 46, 47] and Guth [50] have studied continuous maps Φ from a simplicial
complex X into Zn (M, Z2 ) that detect λ̄p , in the sense that Φ∗ (λ̄p ) = 0. Here λ̄p denotes
the p-th cup power of λ̄. We call these maps p-sweepouts. An example can be given by
starting with a Morse function f : M → R. The open set {x ∈ M : f (x) < t} has ﬁnite
perimeter for all t, hence we have a well-deﬁned element
f −1 (t) = ∂{x ∈ M : f (x) < t} ∈ Zn (M ; Z2 ).
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For each a = (a0 , . . . , ap ) ∈ Rp+1 , |a| = 1, we consider the polynomial Pa (t) =
and deﬁne the map
Ψ : {a ∈ Rp+1 : |a| = 1} → Zn (M ; Z2 )

p
i=0

a i ti

by
Ψ(a0 , . . . , ap ) = ∂ {x ∈ M : Pa (f (x)) < 0} .
The fact that we are using Z2 coeﬃcients implies that Ψ(a) = Ψ(−a), and therefore Ψ
induces a map Φ : RPp → Zn (M ; Z2 ). It satisﬁes Φ∗ (λ̄p ) = 0.
We denote by Pp the space of all maps that detect λ̄p , and deﬁne the min-max invariant:
ωp (M ) := inf

sup

Φ∈Pp x∈dmn(Φ)

area(Φ(x)),

where dmn(Φ) stands for the domain of Φ. The asymptotic behavior of the min-max nvolumes ωp (M ) as p → ∞ has been studied previously by Gromov and Guth. The following
result was proven by Gromov in [44, Section 4.2.B], and by Guth in [50] via an elegant bend–
and–cancel argument.
Theorem 4.1. There exists a constant C = C(M ) > 0 so that
1

ωp (M ) ≤ Cp n+1
for every p ∈ N.
1

Remark. The lower bound ωp (M ) ≥ C  p n+1 also holds for some constant C  = C  (M ) >
0 (Gromov [46], Guth [50]).
We use Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory to show that if ωp = ωp+1 then there are inﬁnitely many embedded minimal hypersurfaces. This is inspired by the particular structure
of the cohomology ring of a projective space. Details can be found in our paper [81].
We then prove Theorem 1.7 by contradiction, assuming that the set L of all smooth,
closed, embedded minimal hypersurfaces in M is ﬁnite. This implies that the sequence
{ωp (M )}p∈N is strictly increasing. Since the support of the Almgren-Pitts min-max minimal
surface is always embedded, the Frankel property implies that it must have the form k · Σ for
some Σ ∈ L. We conclude, by applying min-max theory to the classes of p-sweepouts and
Theorem 4.1, that
1

#{a = k|Σ| : k ∈ N, Σ ∈ L, k|Σ| ≤ Cp n+1 }
≥ #{ωk (M ) : k = 1, . . . , p} = p.
Since L is assumed to be ﬁnite, we get a contradiction for suﬃciently large p.
4.1. Open problems. We describe some open problems related to the variational theory of
minimal surfaces. Some of these questions are well-known and others arose from extensive
discussions with André Neves.
The precise relation between the Morse index of the min-max minimal surface and the
number of parameters is not known in the Almgren-Pitts min-max theory. In general, one
should expect that index(Σ) ≤ k, where k is the number of parameters. This is a subtle
question, specially because of the phenomenon of multiplicity. In [133], Zhou proves this
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for k = 1 in the case of compact manifolds M n of positive Ricci curvature, with 3 ≤ n ≤ 7.
This extends the results for n = 3 of the author and Neves [79].
It is also natural to ask whether one can control the topology of Σ produced by Theorem
1.1. This problem has been studied in the three-dimensional case through variants of the
Almgren-Pitts theory due to Simon-Smith [124] and Colding and De Lellis [22], in which the
one-parameter sweepouts are made of actual smooth closed surfaces (perhaps up to ﬁnitely
many singularities) with bounded genus. Simon and Smith proved in [124], by considering
sweepouts of the form Σ(t) = ψ(t, Σ(t)), where Σ(t) = {x ∈ S 3 : x4 = 2t − 1} is the
standard foliation by round spheres and ψ : [0, 1] × S 3 → S 3 is an ambient isotopy, that
every Riemannian metric on S 3 admits a minimal embedded two-sphere.
These theories can also deal with the case of sweepouts induced by Heegaard splittings.
In the 1980s Pitts and Rubinstein made a number of conjectures about the index and genus
of the min-max minimal surface obtained this way. They have conjectured, for instance, that
after performing ﬁnitely many surgeries of controlled type to the Heegaard surfaces, each
remaing component should be isotopic to a component of the min-max minimal surface or
to a double cover of a component. A proof of this last conjecture, which in turn implies
basically optimal genus bounds, has been recently presented by Ketover [68] (a previous
result on genus bounds can be found in De Lellis and Pellandini [29]). It should be interesting
to bound the Betti numbers of a min-max minimal hypersurface in higher dimensions. A
shorter proof of Theorem 1.1, still in the setting of one-parameter sweepouts, was given by
De Lellis and Tasnady in [31].
Are the Cliﬀord hypersurfaces


k
l
k
l
Σk+1,l+1 = S (
)×S (
) ⊂ S n (1),
k+l
k+l
k + l = n − 1, the only non-equatorial minimal hypersurfaces of S n with Morse index less
than or equal to (n + 2)? If n = 3 this follows from Urbano [127] (Theorem 3.2). See
Perdomo [96] for the antipodally symmetric case.
The minimal hypersurfaces Σm,m and Σm,m+1 are conjectured (Solomon) to have least
area among all non-equatorial minimal hypersurfaces of S 2m−1 and S 2m , respectively. Similarly, the respective cones Cm,m and Cm,m+1 over Σm,m and Σm+1,m should be the nontrivial minimal hypercones of least possible density. For m = 1 these conjectures follow
from the results of [80]. See also Ilmanen and White [61] for some partial results.
The general behavior of singularities of minimal submanifolds is very little understood.
For instance, we do not know whether there exists a properly embedded minimal surface
in B13 (0) \ {0} that does not extend smoothly to the origin. Another question (Schoen) is
whether singularities of area-minimizing hypersurfaces are stable under small perturbations
of the data. See N. Smale [123] for the case n = 8.
Gromov [44] has proposed to consider the sequence {ωp (M )}p∈N as a nonlinear analogue of the Laplace spectrum of M . In particular one can ask ([46, Section 8], [47, Section
5.2]) whether a Weyl Law holds for the sequence of numbers {ωp (M )}p∈N . More precisely,
if
1
n
lim ωp (M )p− n+1 = a(n)(vol(M, g)) n+1 ,
p→∞

where a(n) is a constant that depends only on n.
In [81], we put this analogy forward by considering sweepouts whose surfaces are zero
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sets of linear combinations of eigenfunctions. Note that a conjecture of Yau [132] states that
√
√
c−1 λp ≤ Hn ({φp = 0}) ≤ c λp ,
where c = c(M, g) > 0, φp is the p-th eigenfunction and λp is the p-th eigenvalue of
the Laplacian. We conjecture that generically the minimal surfaces given by Theorem 1.7
should form a sequence {Σp }p≥1 , where Σp has index p, multiplicity one and area going
to inﬁnity. The ﬁrst Betti number and the index should be linearly related, and by analogy
with nodal sets of eigenfunctions, we conjecture that these minimal surfaces should become
equidistributed in space.
Finally, we mention that there are many interesting questions in the higher codimension
case, where the second variation formula becomes a complicated object. It would be interesting to construct calibrated submanifolds by variational methods (see Schoen and Wolfson
[115]), and to understand better the inﬂuence of the ambient curvature. The only stable integral cycles of complex projective space are the formal sums of algebraic varieties (Lawson
and Simons [74]).
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Abstract. We provide an introduction to the analysis of random combinatorial structures and some of
the associated computational problems.
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1. Introduction
Our aim in this paper is to give a short survey on work on some probabilistic aspects of
Combinatorics and their relation to algorithmic questions in Computer Science.
Combinatorics/Discrete Mathematics (in the main) concerns itself with certain properties
of large, ﬁnite sets, with some deﬁned structure.
Given such a set Ω, (often a set of graphs) we have certain natural questions:
1. How big is Ω: Enumerative Combinatorics.
2. How big is the greatest element of Ω: Extremal Combinatorics.
3. What are the properties of a typical member of Ω: Probabilistic Combinatorics.
4. What is the the complexity of computational problems associated with the above topics.
This paper will concern itself with Items 3. and 4. of this list. We should not confuse Item
3 with the Probabilistic Method where we use probabilistic notions to prove the existence
of certain objects. We will try to interweave the structural analysis of random structures
with related algorithmic questions. We refer the reader to Stanley [109] for Item 1. and
to Bollobás [21] or Jukna [71] or Lovasz [90] for Item 2. The probabilistic analysis of
algorithms has (at least) two ﬂavors. Flavor 1 is a very detailed analysis of simple algorithms.
See Sedgewick and Flajolet [106] for details on this. This paper will restrict attention to
ﬂavor 2; more complex algorithms for which the level of detail is less than that achieved in
ﬂavor 1.
We will begin with the seminal work of Erdős and Rényi on the evolution of random
graphs. This is the subject matter of Section 2. We will then choose some topics as further
illustration of the diverse aspects of the area. We have chosen Graph Coloring (Section 3);
Matchings in random graphs (Section 4); Hamilton cycles (Section 5); and some questions
about the optimal value of random optimization problems (Section 6).
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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Our discussion of algorithms will focus on the probabilistic analysis of two NP-hard
optimization problems. In the very early days of algorithmic analysis, it was considered
suﬃcient to prove that an algorithm always terminated after a ﬁnite number of steps. This
led to lexicographic versions of the simplex algorithm. When Integer Programming was
realized to be important, Gomory’s cutting plane algorithms [63] were considered to be a
breakthrough. He showed that they would solve Integer Programming problems in ﬁnite
time, but the bounds on running time were bad, and not stressed.
It was Edmonds [48] who pointed out in his seminal paper on matchings that “ﬁnite”
can be very large and that we should try to ﬁnd “good” algorithms i.e. those that always run
in polynomial time. The search for polynomial time algorithms began in earnest. The most
notable success in this quest being a polynomial time algorithm for Linear Programming,
Khaciyan [80]. The optimism that most naturally occuring problems could be solved in
polynomial time was crushed by the works of Cook [42], Levin [87] and Karp [74].
There have been several reactions to this negative state of aﬀairs. One has been to see how
well we can do in polynomial time, leading to the intense study of approximation algorithms.
Another has been to focus on special cases that are quickly solvable. It should perhaps be
pointed out that the cryptography community has turned this negative state of aﬀairs into
something positive.
To show that a problem can be diﬃcult in the worst-case, one has to construct pathological examples. It is perhaps fortunate that in practice, the instances of NP-hard problems that
are thrown up tend not to be pathological and large problems do get solved. Perhaps the best
illustration of this comes from the success of researchers in solving large Traveling Salesperson Problems [9]. To explain this success, we have to deﬁne a “typical” problem and analyse
the eﬃciency of algorithms on typical problems. For us, typical means drawn from some
probability distribution and an algorithm will be considered eﬃcient if is expected running
time is polynomial in its input size or if it runs in polynomial time with high probability
(w.h.p.)1 We will describe some of the work in the area of analysing eﬃcient algorithsm for
random NP-hard problems. In particular, we will discuss the Traveling Salesperson Problem
in Section 7 and Random k-SAT in Section 8.

1.1. Basic notions of graph theory. A graph
 G = (V, E) consists of a set of vertices V
V
together with a collection of edges E ⊆ 2 i.e. E is a set of 2-element subsets of V . It is
useful to imagine G as drawn below.
f

e

a

d

b

c

1A sequence of events En is said to occur w.h.p. if Pr(En ) = 1 − o(1)) as n → ∞.
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The degree of a vertex is the number of edges that it lies in. A walk is a sequence
(w1 , w2 , . . . , wk ) where {wi−1 , wi } ∈ E for 1 ≤ i < k. A path is a walk in which
w1 , w2 , . . . , wk are distinct. A cycle is a walk w1 , w2 , . . . , wk = w1 where w1 , w2 , . . . , wk−1
are distinct. We can deﬁne an equivalence relation R on V where vRw iﬀ G contains a path
from v to w. The equivalence classes of this relation are called the components of G and
a graph is connected if there is a unique component. Each component therefore forms a
connected subgraph. A tree is a connected graph without cycles. If it has k vertices, then it
necessarily has k − 1 edges.

2. Evolution of a random graph
The analysis of random structures as a major ﬁeld can be traced directly to the seminal paper
[50] of Erdős and Rényi. Let us ﬁrst establish notation.
One of the most
examples of a random structure is the random graph Gn,m ,
 important

where 0 ≤ m ≤ n2 . Here the vertex set is [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} and the edge set En,m
consists of m edges
chosen uniformly at random. This is a subgraph of the complete graph
[n]
Kn = [n], 2 . The random graph Gn,m is intimately related to the random graph Gn,p
where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. In this graph, also a subgraph of Kn , each edge of Kn is independently
included as an edge with probability p. If m ∼ n2 p then Gn,p and Gn,m have “similar”
properties.
The paper [50] describes the typical properties of Gn,m for various values of m and as
n → ∞. The component structure of G = Gn,m is summarised by the following.
(a) If m = o(n1/2 ) then w.h.p. G consists of isolated edges and vertices.
k

k−1

(b) If n k  m = o(n k+1 ) then w.h.p. the components are trees with 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 1
vertices. Each possible such tree appears.
(c) If m = cn for some constant 0 < c < 12 then almost all of the components are trees.
There will be a few unicyclic components i.e. components containing a unique cycle.
The maximum component size is O(log n).
(d) If m ∼ 21 n then the component structure is more complicated. The maximum component size is of order n2/3 . It has been the subject of intensive study e.g. Janson,
Knuth, Łuczak and Pittel [69].
(e) If m = 12 cn where c > 1 then w.h.p. there is a unique “giant” component of size ∼
γ(c)n. The remaining components are almost all trees. The second largest component
is of size O(log n). γ(c) is the probability that a branching process where each particle
has a Poisson, mean c, number of descendants, does not become extinct.
(f) If m = 12 n(log n + cn ) then [49],
lim Pr(Gn,m is connected)

n→∞

=
=

where δ denotes minimum degree.

⎧
⎨ 0
−c
e−e
⎩
1

cn → −∞
cn → c
cn → +∞

lim Pr(δ(Gn,m ) ≥ 1)

n→∞

(2.1)
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Notice the sharp transition from being disconnected to connected, as claimed in (g). This is
shown pictorially in the diagram below:

Pr (Gn,m is connected)

m
This leads us to the notion of thresholds. A function τ (n) is a threshold for a graph property
P if

0 τm
(n) → 0
.
lim Pr(Gn,m has P) =
m
n→∞
1 τ (n) → ∞
Thus n log n is the threshold for connectivity. Of course (2.1) claims something much
stronger. What we have here is a sharp threshold. One of the main quests in the theory
of random graphs is for the precise thresholds for important graph properties.
Before leaving this section, we remark on the proof technique introduced by Erdős and
 n) 
2
Rényi. There are M = (m
distinct graphs with vertex set [n] and m edges. The probability
that Gn,m is connected is then simply Mc /M where Mc is the number of connected graphs
with vertex set [n] and m edges. One gets nowhere if one tries to estimate the probability of
connectivity by trying to evaluate Mc .
One key insight of Erdős and Rényi is to identify events that are very unlikely to occur.
If one identﬁes the correct collection, then one can often reach the goal of estimating the
probability of occurrence of the event that you are really interested in. As an example, we
n
let p = c log
where c > 1 is constant. According to (2.1), we should be able to prove that
n
Gn,p is connected w.h.p. for this value of p.
Let X denote the number of components with at most n/2 vertices. We observe that a
graph with n vertices is connected iﬀ X = 0. Then
Pr(X = 0) ≤ E(X) ≤

n/2  

n
k=1

k

n 
c log n
n/2

k k−2 pk−1 (1−p)k(n−k) ≤

k=1



ce log n
nc(1−k/n)

k
→ 0.

(2.2)
Explanation: For a ﬁxed k, there are k choices for the vertex set of a component C. To
ensure it is connected we choose a spanning tree T of C, in k k−2 ways. Then we multiply
by the probablity pk−1 that T exists in Gn,p and then by the probability (1 − p)k(n−k) that
there are no edges between C and the rest of the graph.
n

2.1. Hitting Times. Consider the sequence G0 , G1 , . . . , Gm , . . . , where Gi+1 is Gi plus a
random edge.
Let mk denote the minimum m for which the minimum vertex degree δ(Gm ) ≥ k. These
are important “times” for the occurrence of important properties.
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Theorem 2.1 (Erdős and Rényi [49]). W.h.p. m1 is the time when Gm ﬁrst becomes connected.
Observe that the largest term in the sum in (2.2) is for k = 1.
For other important properties, we need a couple of deﬁnitions. A matching in a graph
G is a set of vertex disjoint edges. The matching is perfect if every vertex is covered by an
edge of the matching. This is impossible if |V | is odd, in which case we allow one uncovered
vertex.
Theorem 2.2 (Erdős and Rényi [51]). W.h.p. m1 is the “time” when Gm ﬁrst has a perfect
matching.
A Hamilton cycle in a graph G is a cycle that passes through each vertex exactly once.
Theorem 2.3 (Ajtai, Komlós, Szemerédi [4], Bollobás [20]). W.h.p. m2 is the time when
Gm ﬁrst has a Hamilton cycle.
In general there will be many distinct Hamilton cycles at time τ1 .
Theorem 2.4 (Cooper and Frieze [43]). W.h.p. at “time” m2 , Gm has (log n)n−o(n) distinct
Hamilton cycles.
This was recently improved to
Theorem 2.5 (Glebov and Krivelevich [62]). W.h.p. at time m2 , Gm has n!pn e−o(n) distinct
Hamilton cycles.
One can also ask for edge disjoint Hamilton cycles. Let Property Ak denote the existence
of k/2 disjoint Hamilton cycles plus a disjoint perfect matching if k is odd.
Theorem 2.6 (Bollobás and Frieze [28]). W.h.p. at time mk , k = O(1), Gm has property
Ak .
We believed that the k = O(1) bound was unnecessary. This has recently been veriﬁed.
Theorem
Kühn and Osthus [82]). W.h.p. Gm has property Aδ for n log50 n ≤
n 2.7 (Knox,
2
m ≤ 2 − o(n ).
Theorem 2.8 (Krivelevich and Samotij [85]). W.h.p. Gm has property Aδ for 12 n log n ≤
m ≤ n1+ .

3. Graph Coloring
A proper k-coloring of a graph G = (V, E) is a map f : V → [k] such that if {v, w} is an
edge of G then f (v) = f (w). The chromatic number χ(G) is the smallest k for which there
is a proper k-coloring.
A set of vertices S ⊆ V is independent if v, w ∈ S implies that {v, w} is not an edge. In
a proper k-coloring, each color class is an independent set. The independence number α(G)
is the size of a largest independent set.
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3.1. Dense random Graphs.
Theorem 3.1 (Matula [93]). W.h.p.
α(Gn,1/2 ) = 2 log2 n − 2 log2 log2 n + O(1).
Finding an independent set of size ∼ log2 n in polynomial time is easy.
Greedy Algorithm:
Start with I = {1}.
Repeatedly add v ∈ [n] \ (I ∪ N (I)) until no such v can be found.
(Here N (I) is the set of neighbors of I i.e. {w ∈
/ I : ∃v ∈ I s.t. {v, w} ∈ E}).
After k successful steps we ﬁnd that the number of choices for v is distributed as the
binomial
Bin(n − k, 2−k ). If k ≤ log2 n − 2 log2 log2 n then this is non-zero with probability 1 −
o(1/ log n). So, w.h.p. the algorithm succeeds in ﬁnding an independent set of size at least
(1 − o(1)) log2 n.
Surprisingly, no-one has been able to ﬁnd a polynomial time algorithm that w.h.p. ﬁnds
an independent set of size (1 + ) log2 n for any positive constant  > 0.
Indeed, it may not be possible to ﬁnd such an independent set in polynomial time w.h.p.
Deciding the truth of this is a challenging problem in complexity theory.
n
It follows from Matula’s result that w.h.p. χ(Gn,1/2 ) ≥ 2 log
n
2

Theorem 3.2 (Bollobás and Erdős [25], Grimmett and McDiarmid [64]). W.h.p. a simple
greedy algorithm uses ∼ logn n colors.
2

Given the fact that no-one knows how to ﬁnd a large independent set in polynomial time,
no-one knows how to ﬁnd a coloring with at most (1 − )n/ log2 n colors in polynomial
time.
It may even be NP-hard to ﬁnd such a coloring in polynomial time w.h.p.
n
.
For a long time, no-one could prove an upper bound χ(Gn,1/2 ) ≤ (1 + o(1)) 2 log
2n
The “discovery” of Martingale Concentration Inequalities was a great help. Let Z =
Z(X1 , . . . , XN ) where X1 , . . . , XN are independent. Suppose that changing one Xi only
changes Z by ≤ 1. Then
Pr(|Z − E(Z)| ≥ t) ≤ e−2t

2

/N

.

(3.1)

They were discovered by Shamir and Spencer [107] and by Rhee and Talagrand [99]. They
have had a profound eﬀect on the area. Further concentration inequalities by Talagrand [111]
and Kim and Vu [81] have been extremely useful.
Concentration inequalities are extremely useful. They enable some random variables to
be treated more or less like constants. The inequality (3.1) is a special case of what has
become known as the Azuma-Hoeﬀding concentration inequality.
Theorem 3.3 (Bollobás [22]). χ(Gn,1/2 ) ∼

n
2 log2 n .

Proof. Let Z be the maximum number of independent sets in a collection S1 , . . . , SZ , |Si | ∼
2 log2 n and |Si ∩ Sj | ≤ 1.
E(Z) = n2−o(1) and changing one edge changes Z by ≤ 1
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So,
Pr(∃S ⊆ [n] : |S| ≥

n
and S doesn t contain a
(log2 n)2
(2 − o(1)) log2 n independent set) ≤ 2n e−n

2−o(1)

= o(1).

So, we color Gn,1/2 with color classes of size ∼ 2 log2 n until there are ≤ n/(log2 n)2
vertices uncolored and then give each remaining vertex a new color.

3.2. Sparse Random Graphs. There has recently been a lot of research concerning the
chromatic number of sparse random graphs viz. Gn,p , p = d/n where d = O(1).
Conjecture. There exists a sequence dk : k ≥ 2 such that w.h.p.
χ(Gn,d/n ) = k for dk−1 < d < dk .
Friedgut [53] and Achlioptas and Friedgut [1] came close to proving this. Friedgut [53]
(with an appendix by Bourgain) characterised properties which had a sharp threshold in
terms of the non-existence of small local obstructions. He showed that if there are no small
obstructions then for each n there is a value τn such that the property is likely to occur
close to τn . Unfortunately, at the moment there is no general proof that the sequence (τn )
tends to a limit. Friedgut’s prime example was for k-SAT, described later, and together with
Achlioptas, he showed the existence of such a sequence (τn ) in the case of k-colorability.
It was soon established that w.h.p. the chromatic number only took one of two values:
Theorem 3.4 (Łuczak [91]). W.h.p. χ(Gn,d/n ) takes one of two values.
Surprisingly, using Chebyshev’s inequality we get
Theorem 3.5 (Achlioptas and Naor [2]). Let kd be the smallest integer k ≥ 2 such that
d < 2k log k then w.h.p. χ(Gn,d/n ) ∈ {kd , kd + 1}.
We ﬁnd this surprising as we would have expected the variance of the number of kcolorongs to be too large to apply.
If X denotes the number of k-colorings of Gn,d/n then
Pr(X > 0) ≥

E(X)2
= Ω(1)
E(X 2 )

for d < (k − 1) log(k − 1).
This shows that Pr(X > 0) is bounded below by a constant. We can now use Achlioptas
and Friedgut.
The idea is straightforward. The diﬃculty lies in estimating the ratio E(X)2 /E(X 2 ).
Achlioptas and Naor showed that for approximately half of the possible values for d,
χ(Gn,d/n ) is determined w.hp.
Theorem 3.6 (Achlioptas and Naor [2]). If d ∈ ((2k − 1) log k, 2k log k) then w.h.p.
χ(Gn,d/n ) = k + 1.
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This has been improved so that we now have
Theorem 3.7 (Coja-Oghlan and Vilenchik [40]). Let κd be the smallest integer k ≥ 2 such
that d < (2k − 1) log k. Then χ(Gn,d/n ) = κd for d ∈ A where A has density one in R+ .
Furthermore, Coja-Oghlan has also improved on the naive ﬁrst moment upper bound.
Theorem 3.8 (Coja-Oghlan [35]).
dk ≤ 2k log k − log k − 1 + ok (1).
Now for large k, the value of dk is known within an interval of length less than 0.39.
There is still a factor of two gap between what can be proved existentially and what can
be proved to be constructible in polynomial time.

4. Matchings
The seminal paper of Edmonds [48] showed that a matching of maximum size in a graph can
be found in polynomial time. The algorithm is relatively complicated. Karp and Sipser [78]
proposed the following greedy algorithm for ﬁnding a large matching:
KSGREEDY
begin
M ← ∅;
while E(G) = ∅ do
begin
A1: If G has a vertex of degree one, choose one, x say, randomly.
Let e = {x, y} be the unique edge of G incident with x Endif;
A2: Else, (no vertices of degree one) choose
e = {x, y} ∈ E randomly Endelse;
G ← G \ {x, y};
M ← M ∪ {e}
end;
Output M
end
Note that this algorithm never makes a ‘mistake’ when executing command A1: If the
graph G has a degree 1 vertex x then there is a maximum matching that contains the unique
edge that contains x.
Karp and Sipser analysed the algorithms performance on Gn,p , where p = c/n. The
random graph Gn,p with p = c/n will have a linear number of vertices of degree 1 w.h.p.
The Karp Sipser Algorithm will therefore have an initial phase, which we call Phase 1, in
which it executes command A1 in every step. After all degree 1 vertices are exhausted (for
the ﬁrst time) we move to Phase 2. During this phase both A1 and A2 are performed.
Theorem 4.1 (Karp and Sipser [78]). If c < e then w.h.p. Phase 1 ends with a graph with
o(n) vertices. If c ≥ e then w.h.p. Phase 2 isolates o(n) vertices.
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Theorem 4.2 (Aronson, Frieze and Pittel [10]). If c < e then w.h.p. Phase 1 ends with a
graph consisting of a few vertex disjoint cycles. (The expected number of vertices on these
cycles is O(1)). If c > e then w.h.p. Phase 2 isolates Θ(n1/5 logO(1) n) vertices.
Sketch of Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.2 illustrates the use of diﬀerential equations in the
analysis of algorithms. We now sketch a proof.
For the graph Gi remaining after i steps of the algorithm, let
v1 = the number of vertices of degree one
v = the number of vertices of degree at least two
m = the number of edges
It is not hard to show that if we condition on the values of v, v1 and m then G is uniformly
distributed on the set of graphs with these parameters. We use this fact to determine the
likely evolution of the remaining graph. We can show that v, v1 and m are very likely to
follow their expected trajectories. These trajectories are given by the solution of a set of
diﬀerential equations in variables, v, v1 , m.
Let vk be the number of vertices of degree k in Gi . One can show that vk ≈ vk where
vk =

vz k
k!(ez − 1 − z)

where z is the solution to
2m − v1
z(ez − 1)
=
,
v
f

f = f (z) = ez − 1 − z.

The diﬀerential equations arise from the consideration of the expected change in these
parameters in one step.
One step transitions: If v1 , v  , m denote the values of the parameters after one step of
the algorithm then, given v1 , v, m
v1 vz 2 ez
v 2 z 4 ez
v1
−
+
,
2m (2mf )2
(2m)2 f
v1
v 2 z 4 ez
,
E[v − v] ≈ −1 +
−
2m (2mf )2
vz 2 ez
E[m − m] ≈ −1 −
.
2mf
E[v1 − v1 ] ≈ −1 −

v1 , v, m closely follow the trajectory of a set of diﬀerential equations. These equations
model the one step transitions.
v1 v 2 z 4 ez v1 vz 2 ez
dv1
−
= −1−
+
;
dt
2m (2mf )2 (2m)2 f

dv
v1 v 2 z 4 ez
;
= −1+
−
dt
2m (2mf )2

dm
vz 2 ez
= −1−
.
dt
2mf

Their solution is, where βecβ = ez ,
n
2m = z 2 ;
c

(4.1)
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v =n(1 − e−z (1 + z))β;

n
v1 = z 2 − zcβ(1 − e−z ) ;
c
!
n
1
t=
c(1 − β) − log2 β .
c
2
Sub-critical case: c < e

Let h(z) = nc z 2 − zcβ(1 − e−z ) . Let z ∗ be the largest nonnegative root of h(z) = 0.
If c < e then z ∗ = 0. Because the process closely follows (4.1) we see that z = o(1) w.h.p.
at the end of Phase 1. This gives m = o(n) (actually m = o(n0.9 )) and then a careful ﬁrst
moment calculation yields the conclusion of Theorem 4.2.
Super-critical case: c > e
In this case we end Phase 1 with z = z ∗ > 0.
We have observed that
v 
1
— expected increase in unmatched vertices.
E[v0 − v0 ] = O
m
It is enough to show that w.h.p. v1 = Õ(n1/5 ) throughout the algorithm. Then we can argue
that w.h.p. there are
#
"
cn

1
1/5
Õ n
m
m=1
vertices left unmatched in Phase 2.
Controlling v1 : We ﬁrst observe that
v1 > 0 implies

E[v1


− v1 ] ≤ − min

z2
1
,
200 20000



Early Phase: z ≥ n−1/100 .
Whp v1 stays Õ(z −2 ).
Middle Phase: n−1/100 ≥ z ≥ n−1/5
The graph is very sparse, most vertices are of degree two.
When v1 > 0 most vertices of degree one are at end of a long path. Removing such a vertex
and its edge does not change v1 i.e.
Pr(v1 = v1 | v1 > 0) = 1 − z + O(z 2 ).
Whp v1 stays Õ(z −1 ).
Final Phase: z ≤ n−1/5
We start this phase with
v ∼ v2 ∼ Cnz 2 = Õ(n3/5 )
Only Õ(n3/5 z) = Õ(n2/5 ) moves made in the “v1 walk” and so v1 can only move by the
square root of this.
Thhis completes our outline analysis of the Karp-Sipser algorithm.
The Karp-Sipser algorithm runs in O(n) time and makes Õ(n1/5 ) mistakes.
Chebolu, Frieze and Melsted [31] show that these mistakes can be corrected i.e one can
ﬁnd a true maximum matching in O(n) time w.h.p., for c suﬃciently large.
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The key idea of this paper is that even though we have “looked” at all of the edges
while running KSGREEDY, there is enough “residual randomness” to use to ﬁnd a true
maximum matching. We have to examine the output of the algorithm for unused edges
whose distribution can be properly understood.

5. Hamilton Cycles
Determining whether or not a graph has a Hamilton cycle is NP-hard, Karp [74].
The threshold problem was solved in
Theorem 5.1 (Komlós and Szemerédi [83]). Suppose that m = 12 n(log n + log log n + cn ).
Then
⎧
⎪
cn → −∞
⎨0
−c
−e
lim Pr(Gn,m is Hamiltonian) = e
cn → c
n→∞
⎪
⎩
1
cn → ∞
We will describe an algorithm that runs in polynomial time and ﬁnds a Hamilton cycle
w.h.p. for the case cn = ω → ∞.

5.1. Pósa Rotations. We can start our algorithm with any path P = (x0 , x1 , . . . , xp ). Each
round of the algorithm tries to replace P by a path Q of length one more i.e. p + 1. If
successful, Q replaces P for the next round. This continues until we have a path of length
n − 1 i.e. a Hamilton path. After this, we attempt to create a Hamilton cycle.
If there is an edge joining x0 or xp to a vertex w not in P , then we can extend the path to
a longer one. With the edge {xp , w} we have the longer path Q = (x0 , x1 , . . . , xp , w). We
call this a simple extension.

111
000

111
000

11
00

11
00
00
11

x0

11
00
00
11

11
00
00
11

11
00
00
11

11
00
00
11

w

xp

There is an alternative way of extending a path:

xi

xi

x0

xp

x0

xp

w
w

If the edge {x0 , xp } exists then so will the edge {xi , w}, for some i, and for some
w∈
/ P , unless P + {x0 , xp } is a hamilton cycle. This is under the assumption that our graph
is connected. We then have the longer path (w, xi , xi+1 , . . . , xp , x0 , . . . , xi−1 ). We call this
a cyclic extension.
If there is no extension of either type, then we rotate the path:
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xi

xp

x0

xi

xp

Given the edge {xp , xi } where 0 < i < p − 1, we create the new path (x0 , . . . , xi , xp ,
xp−1 , . . . , xx+1 ), of the same length as P . By doing this we gain a new opportunity for an
extension.
Pósa [98] used these rotations in a breakthrough paper that found the threshold for Hamiltonicity. He showed that if m ≥ Kn log n for some constant K > 0 then Gn,m is hamiltonian w.h.p.
Let m = 12 n(log n + log log n + ω) and m2 = ωn/2 and let m1 = m − m2 . In the
diagram below, labeled “Posa Tree”, each rectangle R represents a path P (R) of the same
length as the path represented by the root rectangle. Rectangle R1 is the child of rectangle
R0 iﬀ P (R1 ) is obtained from P (R0 ) by a single rotation.

Posa Tree

2 log n
Depth= D0 ∼ log
log n
Levels grow by a
factor Ω(log n)

Number of leaves is at least An2 for some constant 0 < A < 21 .
The algorithm we have in mind can be described as follows: At the beginning of a round
we have a path P . We build a Pósa tree as indicated in the diagram, only using the ﬁrst
m1 edges. If at any stage we can extend one of the paths that we have constructed, then we
extend it and go to the next round. Otherwise, we can show that w.h.p. we will end up with at
least An2 paths, each path having a distinct pair of endpoints. Here A is a positive constant.
We denote the set of pairs of endpoints by BOOST. We then go to our m2 edges and check
one by one to see if any of them lies in BOOST. If so, we can make a cycle extension and
move to the next round. We have enough edges so that we need not use an edge in more than
one round.
The probability this algorithm fails can therefore be bounded by
Pr(Bin(ω2 n, A) < n) = o(1).
It is polynomial time, because w.h.p. the Pósa tree has an O(log n) branching factor at each
vertex.
This algorithm has an unintuitive feel. Why should we restrict the roles of the edges to
either tree building or cycle closing? We now describe the algorithm of Bollobás, Fenner
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and Frieze [26] which is similar to what we have described, but makes no partition of the
edges and furthermore is deterministic. It proceeds in rounds and in each round it uses all of
the m available edges.
In a successful construction of a Pósa tree there are O(log n/ log log n) edges that are
“vital”. These are the edges that are involved in the successful sequence of rotations that
lead to an extension.
Let W be the set of vital edges picked out this way in all successful rotations, or incident
to vertices of “low” degree. Then |W | = O(n log n/ log log n).
We organise our algorithm deterministically so that the following is true. If the algorithm
fails on G and we delete a set of edges X from G, where
(i) X ∩ W = ∅ and (ii) X forms a matching
then re-running the algorithm on G − X leads to failure at exactly the same stage.
Suppose |X| = ω = log n and that after removing X, any Posa tree has at least An2
leaves. This is true w.h.p.
 n) 
2
Consider the {0, 1} function ψ(M, X) where M ranges over (m
and X ranges over
M 
ω .
ψ(M, X) = 1 iﬀ X satisﬁes (i), (ii) and our algorithm fails on the graph G = ([n], M ).
Observe that
  

ω 


m
log log n
ψ(M, X) > 0 implies
ψ(M, X) ≥
× 1−O
.
log n
ω
X

X

So,



Pr(Algorithm fails) ≤  
m
where N =
But,

M,X

 n
2

ω

ψ(M, X)
1
ω × N 

× 1 − O logloglogn n
m
M,X



.


ψ(M, X) ≤

N
m−ω



N − m + ω − An2
ω



  
N
m
≤
(1 − A)ω .
m
ω

 N 
This is because having chosen M \ X in m−ω
ways, we can’t choose an edge that lies
in BOOST, if we want to have ψ(M, X) = 1.
Therefore
(1 − A)ω

ω = o(1).
Pr(Algorithm fails) ≤ 
1 − O logloglogn n
2
5.2. Sparse random graphs. With the threshold problem solved, existentially and constructively, we can consider other models of a random graph. In particular to those models
where a minimum degree condition is automatically satisﬁed.
Let G(n, r) denote a random r-regular graph chosen uniformly from the set of all graphs
with vertex set [n]. (Regular means that all vertices have the same degree)
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Theorem 5.2.
lim Pr(G(n, r) is Hamiltonian) = 1,

n→∞

r ≥ 3.

r = O(1) was proved by Robinson and Wormald [101], [102].
r → ∞ was proved by Krivelevich, Sudakov, Vu, Wormald [86] and Cooper, Frieze, Reed
[46].
If each vertex independently chooses k random neighbors then we have the random graph
Gk−out .
Theorem 5.3 (Bohman and Frieze [19]).
lim Pr(Gk−out is Hamiltonian) = 1,

n→∞

k ≥ 3.

This is not implied by the previous results on random regular graphs.
Let Gn,m;k be sampled uniformly from all graphs with vertex set [n] that have m edges
and minimum degree at least k. In this way the minimum degree condition is obtained
directly by conditioning.
Theorem 5.4 (Bollobás, Fenner and Frieze [27]). Let m = 61 n(log n + log log n + cn ) then

lim Pr(Gn,m;2

n→∞

⎧
⎪
⎨0
is Hamiltonian) = e−f (c)
⎪
⎩
1

cn → −∞
cn → c
cn → +∞

for some explicit function f (c).
Now consider conditioning on minimum degree at least 3. Let
Lc = lim Pr(Gn,cn;3 is Hamiltonian)
n→∞

Conjecture: Lc = 1 for all c ≥ 3/2.
The conjecture is true for c = 3/2. In this case we are dealing with random 3-regular
graphs.
Theorem 5.5 (Bollobás, Cooper, Fenner, Frieze [24]). Lc = 1 for c ≥ 128.
Theorem 5.6 (Frieze [55]). Lc = 1 for c ≥ 10.
The conjecture is true for c ≥ 3, assuming a numerical solution of some diﬀerential
equations.
Sketch of Proof. The proof for the case c ≥ 10 is based on the analysis of a greedy algorithm
for ﬁnding a good 2-matching in the random graph Gn,cn;3 . A 2-matching is a set of edges
M where no vertex meets more than two edges of M (as opposed to one for a matching).
By “good” we mean that as a spanning subgraph of [n], it has O(log n) components. The
greedy algorithm can be thought of as a natural generalisation of the Karp-Sipser algorithm
for matchings.
Given M , one can convert it to a Hamilton cycle, relatively easily. This being based on
the relatively few components that it has.
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Following the approach of [31] to ﬁnding a perfect matching, Frieze and Haber [56]
devised a fast algorithm to ﬁnd the promised Hamilton cycle. It is based on ﬁrst ﬁnding a
good 2-matching and uses the “residual randomness” left by the greedy algorithm.
Theorem 5.7 (Frieze and Haber [56]). If c is suﬃciently large then w.h.p. a hamilton cycle
can be found in Gn,cn;3 in O(n1+o(1) ) time.

6. Edge Weighted Graphs
In this section we consider some results for the expected optimal objective value of some
classical well solved problems in Combinatorial Optimization when the costs are random.
6.1. Spanning Trees. Every edge e of the complete graph Kn is given a random length
Xe . The edge lengths are independently uniform [0, 1] distributed. Zn is the minimum total
length of a spanning tree. A spanning tree is a connected subgraph of Kn with no cycles. It
has n − 1 edges.
The conceptually simplest algorithm for ﬁnding a minimum spanning tree in a an edge
weighted graph G = (V, E) is the greedy algorithm. We order the edges of G as e1 , e2 , . . . , em
where (ei ) ≤ (ei+1 ), here  denotes edge length. Let Gi = (V, {e1 , e2 , . . . , ei }.
GREEDY
I ← ∅.
For i = 1, 2, . . . , m do
begin
If ei joins two disitinct components of Gi−1 then I ← I ∪ {ei }.
end;
Output I
end
The property we need from this is the following. Fix p and let Gp = (V, Ep ) where
Ep = {e ∈ E : (e) ≤ p} and let Ip = I ∩ Ep . Suppose that the graph Gp has =˛
˛(Gp )
components. Then |I \ Ip | = ˛-1.
Let T be the minimum spanning tree. In the following, Gp has the same distribution as
Gn,p . Then,

Xe
Zn = (T ) =
e∈T

=



e∈T
 1

=

1

1(p<Xe ) dp
p=0



1(p<Xe ) dp

p=0 e∈T
 1

| {e ∈ T : p < Xe } |dp

=
p=0
 1

(˛(Gp ) − 1)dp.

=
p=0

(6.1)
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Equation (6.1) follows from x =

1
p=0

1(p≤x) dp for any x ∈ [0, 1].

Fact. p ≥ 6 log n/n implies that Gn,p is connected with suﬃciently high probability.
Fact. Almost all of the integral is accounted for by small isolated tree components.
So,



1

(E(˛(Gp )) − 1)dp

E(Zn ) =


(6.2)

p=0
6 log n/n

∼

E(# small isolated trees in Gn,p )dp
⎛ 2
⎞
 6 log n/n log
n n
k
⎝
k k−2 pk−1 (1 − p)k(n−k)+(2)−k+1 ⎠ dp
∼
k
p=0
p=0

(6.3)

k=1

∼

2
log
n

k=1

∼

2
log
n

k=1

nk k−2 k!(k(n − k)!
k
k!
(k(n − k + 1)!
1
k3

∼ ζ(3).

 
Expanation for (6.3): We choose the vertices S of the small tree in nk ways. We choose a
spanning tree T of S in k k−2 ways. The probability that T exists is pk−1 and the probability
k
that there are no other edges in S is (1−p)(2)−k+1 and the probability that T is not connected
to the rest of Gp is (1 − p)k(n−k) .
The above is most of the proof of the following:
Theorem 6.1 (Frieze [54]).
Zn ∼ ζ(3)

w.h.p.

2
The original proof was not so “clean”: The remarkable integral formula is due to Janson
[67].
With more work we have
Theorem 6.2 (Cooper, Frieze, Ince, Janson, Spencer [45]).
c1
c2 + o(1)
.
+
n
n4/3
The constants c1 , c2 are made explicit in [45], but they are not “pretty”.
If we give random weights to an arbitrary r-regular graph G then under some mild expansion assumptions
E(Zn ) = ζ(3) +

Theorem 6.3 (Beveridge, Frieze, McDiarmid [17]).
n
Zn ∼ (ζ(3) + r ) w.h.p.
r
where r → 0 as r → ∞.
For example, if G is the complete bipartite graph Kn/2,n/2 then Zn ∼ 2ζ(3) w.h.p.
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6.2. Shortest Paths. Here we consider the following problem. Every edge e of the complete graph Kn is given a random length Xe . The edge lengths are independently distributed
with an exponential distribution, mean one, i.e. Pr(Xe ≥ t) = e−t for all t ≥ 0.
We let D(i, j) denote the shortest distance between vertex i and j i.e. the minimum
length of a path from i to j.
Theorem 6.4 (Janson [68]). Let Di,j be the shortest distance between i, j in the above
model. Then
log n
2 log n
3 log n
D1,2 ∼
; max D1,j ∼
; max Di,j ∼
.
j
i,j
n
n
n
The proof of this is based on an analysis of the well know Dijkstra algorithm for ﬁnding
shortest paths from a ﬁxed vertex s to all other vertices in a non-negatively edge weighted
graph.
After several iterations of this algorithm there is a tree T , rooted at s, such that if v is a
vertex of T then the tree path from s to v is a shortest path. Let d(v) be its length. For x ∈
/T
let d(x) be the minimum length of a path P that goes from s to v to x where v ∈ T and the
sub-path of P that goes to v is the tree path from s to v. Then if d(y) = min {d(x) : x ∈
/ T}
then d(y) is the length of a shortest path from s to y and y can be added to the tree.
Suppose that vertices are added to the tree in the order v1 , v2 , . . . , vn and that Yj =
dist(v1 , vj ) for j = 1, 2, . . . , n. It follows from the memoryless property of the exponential
distribution that
min [Yi + Xvi ,vj ] = Yk + Ek
Yk+1 =
i=1,2,...,k
j=k+1,...,n

where Ek is exponential with rate k(n − k) and is independent of Yk . This is because
X{vi ,vj } is distributed as an independent exponential X conditioned on X ≥ Yk − Yi .
Hence

n−1 
n−1
n−1

1
1 1
1
21
2 log n
EYn =
=
+
=
=
+ O(n−1 ).
k(n − k)
n
k n−k
n
k
n
k=1

k=1

k=1

The Chebyshev inequality can be used to show concentration around the mean. This yields
the second part of Theorem 6.4. The ﬁrst part comes from the fact that vertex 2 is on average
the ∼ n/2th vertex added to the tree.
6.3. Assignment Problem. The assignment problem is the name given to the problem of
ﬁnding a minimum weight perfect matching in a complete bipartite graph Kn,n where each
edge is given a weight. (Kn,n has vertices V1 , V2 where V1 , V2 can be thought of as disjoint
copies of [n]. There is an edge {i, j} for every i ∈ V1 , j ∈ V2 .)
In the random assignment problem, each edge e of Kn,n is given an independent random
edge weight from some distribution D. Let An denote the expected value of the minimum
weight matching. Walkup [113] proved that E(An ) ≤ 3 when D is the uniform [0, 1] distribution. Karp [77] improved this to E(An ) ≤ 2. At this point there was no proof that
limn→∞ E(An ) existed or not. Aldous [5] proved the limit existed and in a follow up [6]
2
proved that limn→∞ E(An ) = ζ(2) = π6 . Here the distribution D is the exponential with
mean one. Parisi [97] conjectured that the following is true.
E(An ) = 1 +

1
1
1
+ 2 + ··· + 2.
22
3
n

(6.4)
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Theorem 6.5 (Linusson and Wästlund [89], Nair, Prabhakar and Sharma [94]).
Equation (6.4) holds.
It took quite a deal of eﬀort to prove this theorem. Wástlund however, [114] ﬁnally gave
a short proof of it.

7. Traveling Salesperson Problem- TSP
Having seen some results about polynomially time solvable problems. We now discuss two
important NP-hard problmes. We begin with the TSP. This is important in the history of
the average case analysis of algorithms in that the paper by Karp [75] was an inﬂuential
paper that proposed average case analysis as an antidote to the negative consequences of
NP-completeness.
7.1. Euclidean Version. We begin with the Euclidean version of the TSP. Let
X = {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn } be chosen independently and uniformly from [0, 1]2 .
Theorem 7.1 (Beardwood, Halton and Hammersley [13]). There exists an absolute constant
β > 0 such
Z
→ β with probability 1
n1/2
The precise value of β is unkown to this day.
Karp [75] described a heuristic that runs in polynomial time and w.h.p. ﬁnds a tour of
length within o(n1/2 ) of the minimum. Here is a simpliﬁed version of Karp’s algorithm.
First divide the unit square up into n/ log n subsquares of side (log n/n)1/2 . Each subsquare will w.h.p. contain O(log n) points of X . We can then use Dynamic Programming
[66] to solve these problems in polynomial time.

Solve the individual problems in
each sub-square.

Connect up the smaller tours as
shown

Now remove edges to create a tour as shown in the diagram
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It is not diﬃcult to prove that the diﬀerence between the tour found by this heuristic and
the optimal tour is bounded by a constant times the total length of the lines used to create the
grid i.e. O((n/ log n)1/2 ).
7.2. Independent Costs Version. We are given an n × n matrix [ci,j ] where we assume
that the ci,j are independent uniform [0, 1] variables.
The aim is to compute
(
 n

ci,π(i) : π is a cyclic permutation of [n]
T (C) = min
i=1

We compare this with the Assignment Problem already discussed. This can be re-formulated
as to compute
 n
(

A(C) = min
ci,π(i) : π is a permutation of [n] .
i=1

Here

π2
∼ A(C) ≤ T (C) ≤ A(C) + o(1) w.h.p.
6
The RHS is due to Karp [76].
The TSP can then be thought of as ﬁnding a minimum weight cycle cover of the complete
digraph in which there is only one cycle. Here a cycle cover is a set of vertex disjoint oriented
cycles that cover every vertex.
Karp’s Patching Algorithm:
•

Solve the associated assignment problem.

•

Patch the cycles together to get a tour. Karp observed that if C is a matrix with i.i.d.
costs then the optimal permutation is uniformly distributed and so w.h.p. the number
of cycles is ∼ log n – Key Observation.

•

Karp showed that the cost of patching is o(1) w.h.p.

To patch vertex disjoint oriented cycles C1 , C2 we choose edges ei = (xi , yi ) ∈ Ci , i = 1, 2.
We delete e1 , e2 from C1 , C2 and then add the edges (x1 , y2 ), (x2 , y1 ) to create a single cycle
covering the vertices in C1 or C2 . In this way, Karp proved
Theorem 7.2 (Karp [76]). W.h.p. GAP = T (C) − A(C) = o(1).
This was improved:
Theorem 7.3 (Karp and Steele [79]). W.h.p. GAP = T (C) − A(C) = O(n−1/2 ).
By making the cycles large before doing the patching we have
Theorem 7.4 (Dyer and Frieze [47]). W.h.p. GAP = T (C) − A(C) = o



log4 n
n

With more care we get
Theorem 7.5 (Frieze and Sorkin [58]). W.h.p. GAP = T (C) − A(C) = O




.

log2 n
n


.
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The main tool in the improvements to Karp and Steele comes from cheaply transforming
the cycle cover so that each cycle has length at least n0 = n log log n/ log n.
Having increased the cycle size to n0 = n log log n/ log n we patch the cycles together
using short edges. Each patch will cost O(log n/n) and so the patching cost is o(log2 n/n).
The assumption here is that after making all the cycles of the permutation large, there are
many edges of length O(log n/n) that can be used to patch cycles together. Furthermore,
the distribution of these edges is suﬃciently nice so that we can claim: The probability we
cannot patch a pair of cycles is at most



1−Ω

log2 n
n2

Ω(n20 )

= e−Ω(log

2

log n)

= o(1/ log n).

In the same paper, Frieze and Sorkin observed that
Theorem 7.6. W.h.p. the TSP can be solved exactly in 2O(n

1/2

logO(1) n)

time.

Having solved the assignment relaxation as a linear program, we search for a set of
non-basic variables to increase from zero to one. We then argue that the distribution of the
reduced costs are independent and uniform in [o(1), 1].
Let
log2 n −k −k+1
Ik =
].
[2 , 2
n
Chernoﬀ bounds for the binomial distribution imply that w.h.p. there are ≤ c1 2−(k−1)
√n log n
non-basic variables with reduced cost in Ik , 1 ≤ k ≤ k0 = 12 log2 n and ≤ 2c1 n log n
2

n)
non-basic variables with reduced cost ≤ c1 (log
.
n3/2
Thus w.h.p. we need only check the following number of sets:

22c1

√


k0 
2 
)
c1 2−(k−1) n log n
k

n log n

k=1 t=1

t

= eO(

√

n logO(1) n)

8. Random k-SAT
This is the name given to random instances of a version of the Satisﬁabilty problem for
Boolean formulae in conjunctive normal form. More precisely, we have a set of variables
V = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }. The associated set of literals is L = {x1 , x̄1 , x2 , x̄2 , . . . , xn , x̄n }. A
clause is a subset of L.
An instance I of k-SAT is deﬁned as follows: Clauses C1 , C2 , . . . , Cm where Ci ⊆
L, |Ci | = k, i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
A truth assignment is a map φ : L → {0, 1} such that φ(x̄j ) = 1 − φ(xj ) for j =
1, 2, . . . , n.
φ satisﬁes I if 1 ∈ φ(Ci ) for i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
The k-SAT problem: Determine whether or not there is a satisfying assignment for I.
It is solvable in polynomial time for k ≤ 2. It is NP-hard for k ≥ 3.
For a random instance I, we choose literals 1 , 2 , . . . , k independently and uniformly
for each Ci , without replacement.
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8.1. Bounds on the threshold. Let m = cn. Then for a ﬁxed φ,
m

1
.
Pr(φ satisﬁes I) = 1 − k
2
So, if Z is the number of satisfying assignments,

m  
c n
1
1
n
= 2 1− k
.
Pr(∃φ satisfying I) ≤ E(Z) = 2 1 − k
2
2
So I is unsatisﬁable w.h.p. if c > 2k log 2. The hard question now is what is the smallest
value of c for which I is unsatisﬁable w.h.p. It is natural to make the following conjecture.
Conjecture: ∃ck such that if m = cn then

1 c < ck
lim Pr(I is satisﬁable) =
n→∞
0 c > ck
Friedgut [53] has come close to proving this, in the same sense that he came close to proving
the existence of a sharp threshold for graph coloring.
The conjecture is true for k = 2. It is known that c2 = 1. Now if m = cn and
Pr(Z > 0) ≥

E(Z)2
E(Z 2 )

(8.1)

and if the RHS here is bounded below then Friedgut’s result will imply that c ≤ ck .
However, with Z equal to the number of satisfying assignments, the second moment
method fails in the sense that the RHS of (8.1) tends to zero. Achlioptas and Peres [3]
replace Z by

Z1 =
γ H(φ,I)
φ satisﬁes I

where H(φ, I) = # true literals - # false literals in I for φ.
Using a careful choice of 0 < γ < 1 they proved
Theorem 8.1. If
c < 2k log 2 − (k + 1)

log 2
− 1 − ok (1)
2

then I is satisﬁable w.h.p.
Using a more complicated random variable and doing more conditioning, but still using
the second moment method, Coja-Oghlan and Panagiotou [39] proved that if
Theorem 8.2.
c < 2k log 2 − 3

log 2
− 1 − ok (1)
2

then I is satisﬁable w.h.p.
Very recently, Coja-Oghlan [34] tightened this to
Theorem 8.3.
c < 2k log 2 −
then I is satisﬁable w.h.p.

1 + log 2
− ok (1)
2
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Finding ck for k = O(1) is a major open problem. If we allow k to grow then things
become simple: Coja-Oghlan and Frieze [37] proved
Theorem 8.4. Suppose that k − log2 n → ∞ and that m = 2k (n ln 2 + c) for an absolute
constant c. Then,
−c
lim Pr(Im is satisﬁable) = 1 − e−e
n→∞

8.2. Algorithms.
We ﬁrst consider Greedy Algorithms:
These start with no values assigned to the variables.
Then, they repeatedly, choose a random clause C and assign a value to a variable of C to
satisfy it.
The number of variables in the problem goes down by one.
Some clauses get satisﬁed and disappear from the problem, others shrink in size by one.
Caveat: If there are “small” clauses be careful. For example if there is a clause of size
one, then one is forced to assign a particular value to the variable it contains. Of course, this
might create an empty clause, if the current set of clauses contains a pair {xj } , {x̄j }.
Repeat until all of the clauses are satisﬁed (success) or there is a clause remaining that is
empty (fail).
Most of these greedy algorithms ﬁnd a satisfying assignment w.h.p. provided there are
k
at most c2k n clauses, for small enough c.
A notable exception is the algorithm of Coja-Oghlan [33] which ﬁnds a satisfying ask
signment w.h.p. provided there are at most (1− )2k log k n clauses.
We now consider Walksat
Start with the “all true” assignment: φ(xj ) = 1 for j = 1, 2, . . . , n
Repeat
Choose an unsatisﬁed clause C
Choose a random variable from C and change its assigned value
Until instance is satisﬁed.
If the instance is satisﬁable, then Walksat will eventually ﬁnd a solution.
Theorem 8.5 (Papadimitriou [96]). For arbitrary cases of 2-SAT, the expected time to ﬁnish
is polynomial.
For random instances of 3-SAT:
Theorem 8.6 (Aleknovich and Ben-Sasson [7]). Walksat solves a random instance of 3-SAT
in polynomial time w.h.p. for m < 1.67n.
The argument in [7] does not give a very good result for large k.
Theorem 8.7 (Coja-Oghlan, Feige, Frieze, Krivelevich and Vilenchik [36]). For large k,
Walksat solves a random instance of k-SAT in polynomial time w.h.p. for m/n ≤ c2k /k 2 .
This was subsequently improved to
Theorem 8.8 (Coja-Oghlan and Frieze [38]). For large k, Walksat solves a random instance
of k-SAT w.h.p. for m/n ≤ c2k /k.
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Outline proof of Theorem 8.7.
⎧
⎫
⎨
⎬
*
*
C; Ai = x : ∃C # x̄ and C ∩ V ⊆
Aj ;
A0 =
⎩
⎭

A=

j≤i−1

C⊆V̄

*

Ai .

i≥0

Fact 1 Walksat only changes the truth value of variables in A.
Fact 2 So if C \ A = ∅, then C remains satisﬁed throughout.
Fact 3 ∀C ⊆ A ∃LC ⊆ C, |LC | = 2k/3 such that C = C  implies LC ∩ LC  = ∅.
Now deﬁne assignment σA :

⎧
+
⎪
/ A or x ∈ C⊆A LC
⎨1 x ∈
+
σA (x) = 0 x̄ ∈ C⊆A LC
⎪
⎩
1 Otherwise

σA is a satisfying assignment. Now consider the Hamming distance between the current
assignment σW of Walksat and σA . An iteration of Walksat reduces this by one with probability at least 2/3 and so by properties of simple random walk, this distance becomes zero in
O(n) time w.h.p., (unless another satisfying assignment is found). This is similar to the idea
used by Papadimitriou [96] for 2-SAT.
8.3. Unsatisﬁable instances. When the number of clauses is greater than the (conjectured)
satisﬁability threshold then one is interested in the time taken to prove that such an instance is
unsatisﬁable. A seminal paper by Chvátal and Szemerédi [32] showed that if c > 0.7 × 2k is
constant then w.h.p. any resolution proof of unsatisﬁability of k-SAT must be exponentially
long. A nice exposition of this and related results is given in Ben-Sasson and Wigderson
[15].

9. Conclusions
We have hopefully shown a glimpse of an interesting area of research at the intersection of
Combinatorics, Probability and Computing. Because of space limitations, we have omitted
many things that we might have discussed and that the reader might ﬁnd worth pursuing. As
examples we have
(i) Perfect matchings in random hypergraphs, Johannson, Kahn and Vu [70];
(ii) Graph Property Resilience e.g. Sudakov and Vu [110], Ben-Shimon, Krivelevich and
Sudakov [16];
(iii) Ramsey properties of random graphs e.g. Rödl and Ruciński [103];
(iv) Extremal properties of random graphs e.g. Conlon and Gowers [41], Schacht [105],
Balogh, Morris and Samotij [11] and Saxton and Thomason [104];
(v) Random subgraphs of arbitrary graphs of large degree e.g. Krivelevich, Lee and Sudakov [84], Riordan [100], Frieze and Krivelevich [57];
(vi) Smoothed Analysis of the Simplex Algorithm for Linear Programs, Spielman and
Teng [108] or Vershynin [112];
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(vii) Integer Feasibility of Random Polytopes, Chandrasekaran and Vempala [30];
(viii) Nash Equilibria in Random Matrix Games, Bárány, Vempala and Vetta [12];
(ix) Random Knapsack Problems, Lueker [92], Goldberg and Marchetti-Spaccemela [61],
Beier and B. Vöcking [14];
convex body in
(x) The random graph GK,p = ([n], Ep ) where, K is a down monotone
[n]
n
the non-negative orthant of R and Ep = e ∈ 2 : Xe ≤ p where X is chosen
uniformly at random from K, see Frieze, Vera and Vempala [60];
(xi) Models of real world networks e.g. Bollobás and Riordan [29], Cooper and Frieze
[44];
(xii) Random Simplicial Complexes e.g. Linial and Meshulam [88] or Kahle [72];
(xiii) Achlioptas processes e.g. Bohman and Frieze [18] or Kang, Perkins and Spencer [73];
(xiv) Random groups e.g. Gromov [65], Ollivier [95] or Antoniuk, Friedgut and Łuczak
[8].
We conclude by mentioning some open questions.
P1 Find a polynomial time algorithm that w.h.p. ﬁnds a planted clique of size o(n1/2 ) in
Gn,1/2 . (Negative results on the planted clique problem are given in [52]).
P2 Find the precise threshold for the k-colorability of the random graph Gn,p . Find a
polynomial time algorithm that optimally colors Gn,p w.h.p. or prove that this is
impossible under some accepted complexity conjecture.
P3 Find the precise threshold for the satisﬁability of random k-SAT. Find a polynomial
time algorithm that determines the satisﬁability of random k-SAT w.h.p. or prove that
this is impossible under some accepted complexity conjecture.
P4 Prove that limn→∞ Pr(Gn,cn;3 is Hamiltonian) = 1 for c > 3/2.
P5 Determine whether or not solving random asymmetric TSPs with independent costs
by branch and bound runs in polynomial time w.h.p. when the bound used is the
assignment problem value.
P6 Analyse the ordinary simplex algorithm on random instances.
P7 Let M be randomly chosen from the set of n×n symmetric {0, 1} matrices with r ≥ 3
ones in each row and column. Prove that M is non-singular w.h.p.
P8 Find a heuristic for the TSP in the unit square that w.h.p. comes with nα of the
optimum, where 0 < α < 1/2 is constant.
P9 Determine the constant β in Theoerem 7.1.
P10 Determine the asymptotics for the value of a random multi-dimensional assignment
problem and ﬁnd asymptotically optimal heuristics, see Frieze and Sorkin [59].
P11 Determine the threshold for a random subgraph of the n-cube to be Hamiltonian. See
Bollobás [23] for the existence of a perfect matching.
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1. Introduction
Given an inequality, an extremely natural question to ask is
When does equality occur?
If a satisfactory answer to this is available, one might then ask
When does equality almost occur?
To be a little more precise, suppose that we have some family of functions F and some map
(functional) v : F → R. The inequality we are considering might then be of the form
v(f ) ≤ M

for all f ∈ F .

To give an example, the well-known isoperimetric inequality on Rn may be stated in this
form, with F being the set of all functions 1A where A ⊂ Rn is bounded and open (say),
|A|
, and M being the isoperimetric ratio of any
v(1A ) being the isoperimetric ratio |∂A|n/(n−1)
Euclidean ball.
The ﬁrst natural question, the equality question, is then
For which f ∈ F do we have v(f ) = M ?
In the case of the isoperimetric inequality, it is well-known (and invariably stated as part of
the inequality) that f = 1A with A being a Euclidean ball.
The second natural question is
For which f ∈ F do we have v(f ) ≈ M ?
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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Of course, to make this precise we must specify what is meant by ≈. We further distinguish
between what might be called the stability question, which asks
For which f ∈ F do we have v(f ) ≥ (1 + o(1))M ?
and what I shall term the robustness question, which asks
For which f ∈ F do we have v(f ) ≥

1
100 M

(say)?

Most of this article will be concerned with the robustness question for two particular inequalities, an instance of Young’s inequality for convolutions and an inequality concerning
the Gowers norms. In both situations the equality cases are easily established and are highly
algebraic in nature (essentially they characterise ﬁnite groups and polynomial phases respectively). In both cases study of the robustness question has proven to be surprisingly
subtle and has led to diverse applications in areas as diﬀerent as group theory, additive prime
number theory and theoretical computer science.
The stability question for these same inequalities is much better understood, though it is
still nontrivial and has many applications. For want of space, we will not say a great deal
about it. As it turns out the stability question for the isoperimetric inequality and related
inequalities such as the Brunn-Minkowski inequality is the subject of much current research,
not entirely unrelated to the topics discussed in this article: see for example [26, 27].

2. Approximate groups
2.1. Young’s inequality. Let G be a group with identity element
idG , and let F be the
collection of all ﬁnitely-supported functions f : G → [0, ∞) with x∈G f (x) = 1, f (x) =
f (x−1 ) for all x and f (idG ) >
0 . One may think of f as a probability measure on G, the
measure of a set A ⊂ G being x∈A f (x). A particular (rather simple) case of a well-known
inequality of Young [101] for convolutions is the bound
v(f ) ≤ 1
where

f ∗ f 22
=
v(f ) =
f 22

for all f ∈ F ,


x∈G (



 y∈G
x∈G

f (y)f (yx))2
f (x)2

.

Let us give the proof, which follows in a couple of lines using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality: for each x ∈ G we have




f (y)f (yx) ≤ (
f (y)2 )1/2 (
f (yx)2 )1/2 =
f (y)2 ,
(2.1)
y∈G

y∈G

and thus
(


y∈G

f (y)f (yx))2 ≤ (

y∈G


y∈G

f (y)f (yx))

y∈G


y∈G

f (y)2 .

(2.2)


Summing over x ∈ G and using the fact that t∈G f (t) = 1, we obtain the result.
Let us address the equality question, that is to say let us characterise those f ∈ F for
which v(f ) = 1. For this to happen, we must have equality in (2.2) for every x. For a
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given x this means that either y f (y)f (yx) = 0, or else equality occurs in (2.1). The ﬁrst
case implies that for all y at least one of f (y) and f (yx) is zero. The second case may be
analysed using the well-known criterion for equality in the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. This
implies
that there is some λ(x) such that f (y) = λ(x)f (yx) for all y; using the fact that

f
t∈G (t) = 1, it follows that λ(x) = 1 and therefore f (y) = f (yx) for all y.
Thus v(f ) = 1 if and only if for all x ∈ G we have one of the following two mutually
exclusive options:
1. For all y ∈ G, either f (y) or f (yx) is zero;
2. For all y ∈ G, f (y) = f (yx).
It follows immediately from this that f cannot take more than one non-zero value, and there1
fore f (x) = |A|
1A (x) for some (ﬁnite) symmetric set A ⊂ G containing the identity. The
above two properties then tell us that for all x ∈ G we have one of the following two mutually exclusive options:
1. A and Ax are disjoint;
2. A = Ax.
The set of x for which (2) is satisﬁed is a subgroup of G (the stabiliser of A when G acts
on ﬁnite subsets of itself by right multiplication). Call this group H. If x ∈ A then, since
idG ∈ A, the sets A and Ax are not disjoint and so x ∈ H; thus A ⊂ H. On the other hand
if x ∈ H then A = Ax and so in particular, since idG ∈ A, we have x ∈ A and so H ⊂ A.
It follows that A = H is a subgroup of G. Observations equivalent to these may be found in
Hardy-Littlewood [58].
Now let us think about the stability and robustness questions. To do this, let us introduce
1
.
a parameter K ≥ 1, and let us ask what may be said about those f ∈ F for which v(f ) ≥ K
This includes both the stability question (where K ≈ 1) and the robustness question (where
K is somewhat larger, for example K ∼ 100). To spell it out, we are asking for a description
of the ﬁnitely-supported, symmetric probability measures f : G → [0, ∞) for which
f ∗ f 22 ≥

1
f 22 .
K

(2.3)

1
1A (x), for some
To get a feel for this question, let us specialise to the case f (x) = |A|
ﬁnite, symmetric set A ⊂ G containing the identity. We saw above that only this case is
relevant for discussion of the equality question, and in fact the analysis of the stability and
robustness questions may be reduced to this case by fairly routine technical arguments [7],
[15, Appendix A]. In this case one may check that f 22 = |A|−1 and

f ∗ f 22 = |A|−4 #{(a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 ) ∈ A × A × A × A : a1 a2 = a3 a4 }.
Thus (2.3) holds if and only if we have
|A|−3 #{(a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 ) ∈ A × A × A × A : a1 a2 = a3 a4 } ≥

1
.
K

(2.4)

The quantity on the left here is usually called the multiplicative energy E(A) of the set A. As
can be seen, it records coincidences amongst products of elements of A. Young’s inequality
implies that E(A) ≤ 1, and we showed above that equality occurs if and only if A is a
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subgroup. That E(A) ≤ 1 can in fact be established easily and directly by noting that if
a1 a2 = a3 a4 then a4 is uniquely determined by a1 , a2 and a3 .
When, then, does (2.4) hold? Here we split the discussion of the stability question
(K ≈ 1) and the robustness question (K % 1), making just a few remarks about the former.
In the stability case it turns out that A must be “almost” a subgroup; in fact there is a subgroup H such that the symmetric diﬀerence of A and H is very small. Results of this type
are certainly very interesting and may be dated to work of Freiman [29] and Fournier [28]
amongst others. Among the diverse applications are the analysis of certain algorithms for
sampling at random from ﬁnite groups [19, 22, 42] and the solution of the Dirac-Motzkin
conjecture in combinatorial geometry connected with point-line conﬁguations having few
ordinary lines [51].
Our main focus here, however, is on the robustness regime K % 1, where the ﬂavour
and the applications are somewhat diﬀerent. We begin by observing that (2.4) is implied by
a condition which is perhaps easier to understand, that of small doubling. We say that a set
A ⊂ G has doubling at most K if
(2.5)
|A2 | ≤ K|A|,
where A2 = {a1 a2 : a1 , a2 ∈ A}. To see that (2.5) implies (2.4), write r(x) for the number
of representations of pairs (a1 , a2 ) ∈ A × A with a1 a2 = x. Then r(x) = 0 for x ∈
/ A2 and
so by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have
E(A) =


x

r(x)2 ≥

2
1 
|A|4
1
r(x)
=
≥ |A|3 .
|A2 | x
|A2 |
K

1
1A (x) for a symmetric set
We have shown that (2.5) implies (2.4), and so if f (x) = |A|
1
A satisfying (2.5) then indeed v(f ) ≥ K . Thus an analysis of the robustness question
for Young’s inequality necessarily involves studying sets A satisfying (2.5). It is not at all
obvious that such a study is suﬃcient for that task, because we have not shown that (2.4)
implies (2.5). In fact, it does not, as be easily seen by taking A to be H ∪ X, where H
is a subgroup of G and X is an arbitrary symmetric set of the same size, disjoint from
H. Then (2.4) holds with K = 8, since we may take all quadruples (a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 ) with
a1 , . . . , a4 ∈ H and a1 a2 = a3 a4 . However, there is absolutely no reason to suppose
that (2.5) holds, and indeed A2 contains X 2 which could have size as large as c|X|2 . We
leave it to the reader to provide an explicit example in a suitable group G. Remarkably,
however, the large multiplicative energy condition (2.4) does imply a weak version of (2.5):
speciﬁcally, (2.5) is true after passing from A to a large subset A and replacing (2.5) by a
somewhat weaker condition |A2 | ≤ K  |A | with K  ∼ K 10 , say. This result is known as
the Balog-Szemerédi-Gowers theorem, because in the case G abelian it was established by
Gowers [35] in the course of his seminal work on Szemerédi’s theorem, an earlier result of a
qualitatively similar form but with the bound on K  being vastly weaker having previously
been established by Balog and Szemerédi [2] by diﬀerent means. It was shown by Tao [94]
that the assumption that G is abelian could be dropped.

2.2. Approximate groups. We have discussed the relationship between the robustness question for Young’s inequality and the study of ﬁnite sets A satisfying the small doubling condition |A2 | ≤ K|A|. Since subgroups of G provide equality in Young’s inequality, this
provides some justiﬁcation for thinking of such A as “approximate groups”. Moreover, the
small doubling condition visibly suggests that A is somehow almost closed under multiplica-
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tion, surely a property we would expect from any sensible notion of an approximate group.
As it turns out, it has been found convenient to introduce a slightly diﬀerent but closely
related notion.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Approximate group). Let A be a subset of a group G. Then we say that A is
a K-approximate group if A is symmetric, contains the identity, and if A2 ⊂ XA for some
set X of size at most K.
This deﬁnition was introduced by Tao [94] and has certain advantages such as behaving
well under homomorphisms, making sense for inﬁnite sets A as well as ﬁnite ones, and
immediately implying further conditions on A such the tripling bound |A3 | ≤ K 2 |A|.
Note that if A is a K-approximate group then A automatically satisﬁes the small doubling condition (2.5), and hence the large multiplicative energy condition (2.4). The reverse
direction is less clear, and the situation is much the same as before: a set satisfying (2.5)
need not be a K-approximate group, but there is a closely related set A which is a K  approximate group for some K  ∼ K 10 . This deduction is essentially due to Ruzsa, who
laid the foundation for the whole theory in a series of works. For a precise statement and
further references, §4 of [14] may be consulted.
2.3. Examples. We now give some examples of approximate groups. The ﬁrst example is
fairly trivial.
Example 1. If A ⊂ G is a subgroup then of course A is symmetric, idG ∈ A and A2 = A.
Thus A is a 1-approximate group.
Thus far, we have not pointed out that there are in fact nontrivial examples of approximate
groups. The simplest is a geometric progression.
Example 2. If P is the geometric progression
P = P (u; N ) := {un : 0 ≤ n < N }
for some element u ∈ G and if A = P ∪ P −1 then A is a 2-approximate group. Indeed
A = {un : −N + 1 ≤ n ≤ N − 1}, A2 = {un : −2N + 2 ≤ n ≤ 2N − 2} and so
A2 ⊂ XA where X = {uN −1 , u−N +1 }.
Less obviously, there are multidimensional generalisations of the preceding example.
Example 3. If P is the multidimensional geometric progression
P = P (u1 , . . . , ud ; N1 , . . . , Nd ) := {un1 1 un2 2 . . . und d : 0 ≤ ni < Ni }
for some commuting elements u1 , . . . , ud ∈ G and integers N1 , . . . , Nd > 0 and if A =
P ∪ P −1 then A is a 2d -approximate group. We leave the conﬁrmation of this to the reader.
The commuting assumption was very important in the previous example (otherwise we
n
n
n +n
n +n
cannot simplify a product un1 1 . . . und d u1 1 . . . ud d to u1 1 1 . . . ud d d ). However, it can be
replaced by the weaker condition of nilpotence, as the following example shows.
1 R R
Example 4. Let N1 , N2 , N1,2 be positive integers with N1,2 ≥ N1 N2 , let G = 0 1 R be
0 0 1
the Heisenberg group and let A ⊂ G be the following set of matrices. Let
1 1 0
1 0 0
u1 := 0 1 0 , u2 := 0 1 1 ,
001

001
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and take A = P ∪ P −1 where P = P (u1 , u2 , [u1 , u2 ]; N1 , N2 , N1,2 ) is the set
{un1 1 un2 2 [u1 , u2 ]n1,2 : 0 ≤ n1 < N1 , 0 ≤ n2 < N2 , 0 ≤ n1,2 < N1,2 }.
Here, [u1 , u2 ] is the commutator given by
−1
[u1 , u2 ] := u1 u2 u−1
1 u2 =

1 0 1
010
001

.

It may be straightforwardly checked that
n

n





n +n1 n2 +n2
u2
[u1 , u2 ]n1,2 +n1,2 −n1 n2 .

un1 1 un2 2 [u1 , u2 ]n1,2 · u1 1 u2 2 [u1 , u2 ]n1,2 = u1 1

(2.6)

Hence
P −1 ⊂ {un1 1 un2 2 [u1 , u2 ]n1,2 : −N1 < n1 ≤ 0, −N2 < n2 ≤ 0, −2N1,2 < n1,2 ≤ 0}
and
A2 ⊂ {un1 1 un2 2 [u1 , u2 ]n1,2 : |n1 | < 2N1 , |n2 | < 2N2 , |n1,2 | < 5N1,2 }.
Now for any n1 , n2 , n1,2 in (2.6) we may choose (unique) integers k1 , k2 , k1,2 such that
n

n



uk11 N1 uk22 N2 [u1 , u2 ]k1,2 N1,2 · u1 1 u2 2 [u1 , u2 ]n1,2 ∈ P.

.
Indeed we have k1 = −n1 /N1 , k2 = −n2 /N2 and k1,2 = −(n1,2 − n1 k2 N2 )/N1,2
n

n



Thus if u1 1 u2 2 [u1 , u2 ]n1,2 ∈ A2 then |k1 | ≤ 1, |k2 | ≤ 1 and |k1,2 | ≤ 6. Hence
A2 ⊂ XP ⊂ XA,
where
X = {uk11 N1 uk22 N2 [u1 , u2 ]k1,2 N1,2 : |k1 | ≤ 1, |k2 | ≤ 1, |k1,2 | ≤ 6}
is a set of size 117. That is, A is a 117-approximate group. (A smaller constant could be
obtained with a more careful analysis.)
Example 4 is an example of a nilprogression. The key feature of the Heisenberg group G
relevant to this example is the fact that it is nilpotent of class 2, which means that commutators of order 3 or higher are all equal to the identity, or equivalently that [u1 , u2 ] commutes
with everything else. Similar examples can be constructed in more general nilpotent groups
of arbitrary class s, though the constant K (117 in Example 4) will generally grow with s.
We will not give the details here, and refer the reader instead to [14, Deﬁnition 2.1]. The
nilprogression in Example 4 is said to have rank 2 and class 2 (the rank being the number of
generators ui and the class being the nilpotency class of the group generated by u1 , u2 ).
Diﬀerent instances of the above constructions may be combined to create new examples.
For example, it is easy to see that the direct product of a K1 -approximate group and a K2 approxiate group is a (K1 K2 )-approximate group. There are also combinations of the above
examples which are not direct products, for example the following example of Helfgott [60].
Example 5. Let p be a large prime, let r, s, t ∈ Fp be ﬁxed generators of F∗p , let N1 , N2 , N3
be positive integers, and deﬁne A to be a set of 3 × 3 matrices over Fp as follows. Set
A = HP ∪ (HP )−1 , where
, 1 x z 
0 1 y
H :=
: x, y, z ∈ Fp
0 0 1
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and
P = P (u1 , u2 , u3 ; N1 , N2 , N3 ) := {un1 1 un2 2 un3 3 : 0 ≤ ni < Ni }
r

with

00
010
001

u1 :=


, u2 :=

1 0 0
0 s 0
001

, u3 :=

1 0 0
010
00 t

for some r, s, t ∈ F∗p . as in Example 3 above. It is quite easy to check that
A=

, rn1

"

and hence
A ⊂
2

0
0

x
z
sn 2 y
n3
0 t



r n1 x

0 sn 2
0

0

z
y

t

n3



: x, y, z ∈ Fp , −Ni < ni < Ni

-

#

(
: x, y, z ∈ Fp , −2Ni <

ni

< 2Ni

,

from which it follows that A is an 8-approximate group.
In Example 5, HP was an example of a coset nilprogression, in this case of rank 3 and
step 1. The general form of a coset progression is HP where P is a nilprogression (a notion
we did not deﬁne in full generality) and H is a subgroup normal in the group P  generated
by P . In fact, all ﬁve of our examples were of the form A = (HP )∪(HP )−1 for some coset
progression HP (in Examples 2, 3 and 4 the subgroup H was trivial, whilst in Example 1 the
nilprogression P was trivial). Conversely, every A of this form is a K-approximate group,
where K is bounded as a function of the rank r and the class s of P . Once again we refer
the reader to [14] for more information.
2.4. Theorems about approximate groups. Given the discussion of the last section, it is
natural to ask whether every K-approximate group is of the form (HP ) ∪ (HP )−1 for some
coset nilprogression HP (of rank and step bounded in terms of K). The answer to this is,
strictly speaking, negative, as the following example of a set A ⊂ Z shows. Here, we use
additive notation for the groupoperation on Z and so our interest is in 2A = A+A rather than
+N
A2 . Deﬁne A to be {0} ∪ j=1 {2j − εj , −2j + εj }, where the εj are independent {0, 1}valued random variables. Then 2A ⊂ [−4N, 4N ]. However, {−1, 0, 1} + A ⊃ [−2N, 2N ],
and so {−2N, 2N } + {−1, 0, 1} + A ⊃ [−4N, 4N ] ⊃ 2A. It follows that A is a 6approximate group. However, for a typical choice of the εj , A does not have nearly so
much structure as a progression (though it is syndetic, that is to say has bounded gaps, which
is what makes this construction work).
However we do have the following recent result of Breuillard, Tao and the author [13].
Theorem 2.2. Let A be a K-approximate subgroup of a group G. Then there is a coset
nilprogression B = HP of rank and class bounded as functions of K, where such that
|B| ≤ K  |A| and there is a set X ⊂ G with |X| ≤ K  such that A ⊂ (XB) ∩ (BX). Here,
K  may be bounded as a function of K only.
We say that A is K  -controlled by B. In the example preceding the theorem, we may
take B = {0, . . . , N − 1}. The reader is encouraged not to dwell too lengthily on the notion
of “control” and read the above theorem as follows: every approximate group is roughly a
coset nilprogression.
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•

For many speciﬁc types of group G, statements equivalent to Theorem 2.2 had previously been established, often with good quantitative control over the parameter K  as
well as the rank and class. When G = Z, this is essentially the celebrated FreimanRuzsa theorem [30, 80]. The general abelian case was handled by Ruzsa and the author
[44], building on earlier work of Ruzsa [81]. Various matrix groups G were handled in
work of (in chronological order) Elekes-Király [25], Chang [18] and Helfgott [59, 60],
the latter handling SL2 (k) and SL3 (k) with k = Fp or k = C, amongst others.

•

Hrushovski [65], in a very important 2009 breakthrough, dealt with G = GLn (C)
(though with some dependence on n). His argument was model-theoretic and a key
ingredient of it was his “Lie model theorem”, also a key ingredient in the proof of
Theorem 2.2.

•

The proof of Theorem 2.2 additionally requires arguments related to the solution of
Hilbert’s Fifth Problem (every locally compact group is locally an inverse limit of Lie
groups), speciﬁcally lemmas due to Gleason from the 1950s. It also makes use of a
lemma in additive combinatorics of a type developed by Sanders [84] and Croot-Sisask
[21].

•

Theorem 2.2 is in fact valid when G is a “local group” rather than a bona ﬁde group.
Moreover, it was necessary in [13] to work in this larger category, although Hrushovski
and van den Dries have since managed to arrange the argument so that, at the expense
of proving a slightly weaker result, one need only work in genuine groups.

•

Theorem 2.2 rather easily implies Gromov’s famous theorem [56] on groups of polynomial growth. However, it does not really provide a new proof of Gromov’s theorem
as all the deep ingredients Gromov developed (the notion of an asymptotic cone, and
the application of the solution to Hilbert’s Fifth Problem) are also required here in
some form.

Whilst Theorem 2.2 is deﬁnitive from the qualitative point of view, for many applications more quantitative statements are required. Unfortunately, a crucial use of ultraﬁlters
in the proof of Theorem 2.2 means that no quantitative dependence of K  on K is currently
known.1 In the next section we will discuss perhaps the most substantial application of the
theory of approximate groups so far, to the study of rapidly mixing random walks on groups
(expanders), which ﬁnd further application in the “aﬃne sieve”. For these applications much
more quantitative statements are required, but in more restricted settings.
A celebrated result of the type we have in mind is the theorem of Helfgott [59].
Theorem 2.3 (Helfgott). Let K ≥ 2. Suppose that A ⊂ G is a K-approximate group, where
G = PSL2 (Fp ), and that A generates G. Then either |A| ≤ K C2 or |A| ≥ K −C2 |G|, where
C2 is an absolute constant.
This theorem was generalised to PSL3 (Fp ) by Helfgott in a subsequent paper [60], and
then to PSLn (Fp ) (with C2 replaced by an exponent Cn depending on n) and other ﬁnite
simple groups of Lie type in independent works of Pyber-Szabó [79] and Breuillard, Tao and
the author [11], the former paper containing a slightly more general result than the latter.
It is worth remarking that Helfgott’s arguments made substantial use of the theory of
approximate ﬁelds or “sum-product theory”, in particular a result of Bourgain, Katz and Tao
1In principle one could be obtained by quantiﬁer elimination but this would be a huge amount of eﬀort and the
bound would be desperately weak.
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[10]. This is an important topic in arithmetic combinatorics and it has links to the theory
of approximate groups as well as other substantial applications, perhaps most notably estimates for the additive Fourier transform of multiplicative subgroups of F×
p due to Bourgain,
Glibichuk and Konyagin [9]. The subsequent works [11, 79] do not make explicit use of this
theory, and in fact it was noted in [11] that, conversely, results about approximate subgroups
of SL2 (k) imply results about approximate subﬁelds of k. Sadly we do not have the space
to discuss these aspects any further here.
It is also of interest to note that [11] made use of an analogue for approximate groups
of an argument of Larsen and Pink [72], which gives a self-contained and relatively concise
proof of certain statements which follow from the Classiﬁcation of Finite Simple Groups
(CFSG).
2.5. Applications. Several applications of Theorem 2.2 are given in the paper [13]. In
addition to certain reﬁnements of Gromov’s theorem they include a result about the virtual
nilpotence of the fundamental group of almost negatively-curved Riemannian manifolds,
and a generalisation of a lemma of Margulis stating that the “almost stabiliser” of a point
x in a ﬁnite-dimensional metric space X under the action of a discrete group of isometries
is virtually nilpotent. Here, however, we wish to discuss an appealing application, due to
Bourgain and Gamburd [7] of Helfgott’s result, Theorem 2.3.
The result concerns a property of a generating set S of a ﬁnite group G known as expansion. This property has several equivalent characterisations, details of which may be found
in the survey [62]. For our purposes here, however, it is convenient to deﬁne expansion in
terms of the rapid mixing of the random walk on generators S ∪ S −1 . For the sake of illustration suppose that |S| = 2, write S = {a, b}, and imagine G being quite large. Then
we perform a random walk of m steps, the end result of which is a product xm = g1 . . . gm
where each gi is selected independently at random from the set {a, b, a−1 , b−1 }. Note that if
G = Z2 and S = {(1, 0), (0, 1)} (and if additive notation is used) then this is precisely the
classical random walk on the plane R2 .
Now x1 takes values in a set of size 4, tiny in comparison to |G|, and by a trivial induction
xj takes values in a set of size at most 4j (in fact by an almost-as-trivial induction one may
reduce this to 4 · 3j−1 ). Thus if j = c log |G| for some small value of c then xj takes values


in a set of size at most |G|c , and in particular is nowhere near to equidistributed on G.
However in certain situations it turns out to be the case that xj is highly equidistributed not
much later than this time, say for j ≥ C log |G|, for some C. By “highly-equidistributed”
1
let us (slightly arbitrarily) say that we mean P(xj = g) = |G|
+ O( |G|110 ) for all g ∈ G. The
situation just described is one possible deﬁnition of what it means for S to be an expander
(the precise deﬁnition must include the parameter C).
Theorem 2.4 (Bourgain-Gamburd). Let G = PSL2 (Fp ) and suppose that S = {( 10 31 ) , ( 13 01 )}.
Then the random walk on generating set S ∪ S −1 becomes highly equidistributed in time at
most C log |G| for some absolute constant C, independent of p.
The only reason we have put “3” in the matrices here is that the result was already
known with “1” and “2” by diﬀerent methods. Bourgain and Gamburd actually proved a far
more general result, but we ﬁx on this special case for the sake of illustration. To describe
the proof, we note that the result can be reformulated in terms of convolution powers of
μ = 14 (δa + δb + δa−1 + δb−1 ), that is to say the function μ : G → [0, ∞) taking values 14 at
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x = a, b, a−1 , b−1 and zero elsewhere. The probability that xj = g is then precisely μ(j) (g),
where μ(j) = μ ∗ · · · ∗ μ and the convolution is repeated j times, and where we are deﬁning


ν1 ∗ ν2 (x) = y ν1 (y)ν2 (xy−1 ). Note that x μ(j) (x) = 1.
We are interested in how quickly μ(j) tends towards the constant function

1
|G| .

To study

this, we follow the progress of μ(j) in three stages:
•

The early stage in which j ≤

•

The middle stage in which

•

The end stage in which

C
10

1
10

1
10

log |G|;

log |G| ≤ j ≤

C
10

log |G|;

log |G| ≤ j ≤ C log |G|.

The early stage is relatively easy to analyse. This is because the elements a, b behave as
though they were generators of a free group, or in other words the random walk does not
1
log |G| are being considintersect itself nontrivially, so long as words of length at most 10
ered. As a consequence, the size |Supp(μ(j) )| of the support of μ(j) at the end of the early
stage is somewhat large, of size at least about |G|0.01 , say. In fact the support is not quite
the most sensible thing to look at, because μ(j) may take on several diﬀerent values. A more
nuanced quantity is μ(j) −2
2 , which we will call the weighted support. This would equal
|Supp(μ(j) )| if μ(j) did happen to be constant on its support, as is easily checked.
The theory of approximate groups is applied to analyse the middle stage. If j1 is the end
of the early stage, we look at iterates μ(j1 ) , μ(2j1 ) , . . . , μ(j2 ) where j2 = 2 j1 for some . If
 is somewhat large, the weighted support of μ(2

t

j1 )

cannot always increase substantially as

we change t to t + 1, and so there must be some t for which the weighted supports of μ(2
and of μ(2

t+1

j1 )

are roughly the same. Since μ(2

t+1

j1 )

= μ(2

t

j1 )

∗ μ(2

t

j1 )

t

j1 )

, the only way that

t

(2 j1 )

this can happen is if f = μ
satisﬁes (2.3) for some fairly small value of K, that is to
1
1
say f ∗ f 22 ≥ K
f 22 or v(f ) ≥ K
. This is precisely the robustness question for Young’s
inequality that we have been studying. As we discussed, this situation implies, very roughly
1
speaking2, that f ∼ |A|
1A (x) where A is a K-approximate group. Here of course we are
concerned with the particular case G = PSL2 (Fp ), so by Helfgott’s Theorem 2.3 there are
three possibilities: (i) A is tiny, (ii) A is almost all of G and (iii) A does not generate G. Case
(i) cannot occur, because at the end of the early stage the weighted support of μ(j1 ) was quite
large. It turns out that (iii) also cannot occur, because of the particular structure of proper
subgroups of PSL2 (Fp ): they are all soluble and so satisfy the law [[x1 , x2 ], [x3 , x4 ]] = idG ,
quite at odds with the free behaviour exhibited during the early stage. We are left, then with
possibility (ii), which implies that the weighted support of μ(2
applications of Young’s inequality the same is true of μ
(j2 )



(2 j1 )

t

j1 )

=μ

is almost |G|. By further
(j2 )

. That is to say, at the

end of the middle stage μ
ﬁlls out a large portion of G in a fairly uniform way.
The analysis of the end stage involves still diﬀerent ideas – an application of representation theory having its origin in a paper of Sarnak and Xue [88]. The crucial input is the
fact that all nontrivial representations of G = PSL2 (Fp ) have dimension at least 12 (p − 1)
2The ∼ notation here hides quite a few technicalities.
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and in particular at least |G|c for some constant c. (In the language of Gowers [37], G is an
example of a “quasirandom” group.) Further details may, of course, be found in the original
paper [7].
The “Bourgain-Gamburd expansion machine” just described and modiﬁcations of it have
found many further applications. One is the following variant of Theorem 2.4 due to Breuillard, Guralnick, Tao and the author [15].
Theorem 2.5. Let G be any ﬁnite simple group of Lie type and suppose that S = {a, b}
where a, b are chosen uniformly at random from G. Then, with probability at least 1 −
O(|G|−c ), the random walk on generating set S ∪ S −1 becomes highly equidistributed in
time at most C log |G|. Here c, C > 0 depend only on the rank of G.
For example, this theorem holds with G = PSLn (Fq ) and with C depending only on n
and not on q. The proof of this theorem relies on the Bourgain-Gamburd expansion machine
but with the work of Pyber–Szabó [79] and Breuillard, Tao and the author [11] in place of
Helfgott’s theorem. It also requires several other ingredients, including two diﬀerent ad hoc
analyses in two particular families of groups (the symplectic groups Sp4 (k) in characteristic
3 and the triality Groups 3 D4 (q)). A diﬀerent particular case, that in which G is a Suzuki
group Sz(q), had been handled in an earlier paper [12] of the authors. This was of a certain
amount of interest because it completed the proof of the following theorem of Lubotzky,
Kassabov and Nikolov [67].
Theorem 2.6. There are absolute constants k, C with the following property. For any nonabelian ﬁnite simple group G, there is a set S ⊂ G of size at most k such that the random
walk on generating set S ∪ S −1 becomes highly equidistributed in time at most C log |G|.
The proof of this theorem depends on CFSG and the most impressive ingredient is, in
my view, Kassabov’s proof [66] in the case G = An . It appears to be unknown whether or
not Theorem 2.5 holds uniformly for all ﬁnite simple groups G with C an absolute constant,
even in (especially in?) the case G = An .
Perhaps of greater interest for applications than results such as Theorem 2.5, however,
are generalisations of the original Bourgain-Gamburd theorem, where the groups under consideration range over a family such as G = PSLn (Fp ), p prime and the set S is obtained by
reduction of a ﬁxed set of integer matrices, rather than by random selection for each p. In
the Bourgain-Gamburd theorem as stated above, S = {( 10 31 ) , ( 13 01 )}. The crucial property
of this set of generators for rapid mixing of the random walk is that, considered as a subset
of SL2 (Z), the subgroup they generate is Zariski dense (not contained in any proper algebraic subvariety). That this condition is suﬃcient was established by Bourgain-Gamburd
for the family PSL2 (Fp ), p prime. Varjú [97] obtained the same result for PSLn (Fp ), and
moreover for PSLn (Z/qZ) where q is squarefree but may well be composite. (Such results
had already been established in the case n = 2 by Bourgain, Gamburd and Sarnak [8] by a
more complicated method based in part on Helfgott’s arguments, necessitating in particular
a foray into the tricky territory of approximate subrings of Z/qZ.) This last result is a crucial
ingredient in the so-called aﬃne sieve of Bourgain, Gamburd and Sarnak which ﬁnds almost
primes in the matrix entries of orbits in matrix groups. Any serious discussion of this would
take us too far aﬁeld, so we refer the reader to [82] for the state of the art and to the very nice
exposition [87] for a (somewhat outdated) introduction. See also [41], again rather outdated.
2.6. Open questions. There are many open questions concerning the quantitative aspects
of the theory described above. For example, no version of Theorem 2.2 in which the pa-
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rameter K  is given quantitatively in terms of K is known, and nor does it seem prudent at
this stage to speculate on what might be true in this regard. One tempting line of enquiry
would be to look at Kleiner’s alternative proof [68] of Gromov’s theorem in the context of
approximate groups, but this has not so far been successful.
Even in the case G = Z there are unsolved problems connected with approximate groups.
As previously noted, Theorem 2.2 in this case is due to Freiman [30] and Ruzsa [80]. In Z,
there are no interesting ﬁnite subgroups and, of course, all nilprogressions are automatically
abelian progressions as in Example 3. Writing the group operation on Z using addition as
usual, the Freiman-Ruzsa theorem may be stated as follows.
Theorem 2.7 (Freiman-Ruzsa). Suppose that A ⊂ Z is a K-approximate group, that is to
say 2A ⊂ X + A for some set X ⊂ Z with |X| ≤ K. Then there is a proper3 progression
P = P (u1 , . . . , ud ; N1 , . . . , Nd ) := {n1 u1 + · · · + nd ud : 0 ≤ n < N } which K  -controls
A. Here, d and K  are bounded as functions of K only.
The deﬁnition of “control” here is the same as in Theorem 2.2.
The optimal bounds on d and K  are not known. Following a sequence of developments
by Chang [17] and Schoen [89], the state of the art is contained in a breakthrough paper
of Sanders [85]. Sanders shows that we may take d ∼ (log K)C and K  ∼ e(log K)
for some reasonable value of C (such as C = 4). A key open question, known as the
Polynomial Freiman-Ruzsa conjecture, asks whether one could in fact take d ∼ log K and
K  ∼ K C . The bound d ∼ log K is signiﬁcant as if P is a progression of this dimension
C



then P ∪ −P is itself a K C -approximate group. If one is prepared to sacriﬁce K  then
bounds of this strength are known due to work of Freiman-Bilu [5] and Tao and the author
[46]. For much greater depth on the quantitative issues surrounding Theorem 2.7, the recent
survey of Sanders [86] may be consulted.
A solution to the Polynomial Freiman-Ruzsa conjecture ought to have serious applications in additive number theory – perhaps, for example, to questions about bases such as
Waring’s problem. However, no deﬁnite deductions of this type have so far been made.
Another abelian setting has attracted a lot of interest, and that is the case G = FZ2 . In
this group, where we have 2 · x = 0 for every x, there are no interesting nilprogressions and
one is left only with subgroups. Theorem 2.2 in this case is due to Ruzsa [81], and it may be
stated as follows.
Theorem 2.8 (Ruzsa). Suppose that A ⊂ FZ2 is a K-approximate group, that is to say
2A ⊂ X + A for some set X ⊂ FZ2 with |X| ≤ K. Then there is a subgroup H ⊂ FZ2 which
K  -controls A. Here K  is bounded as a function of K only.
The question of whether K  may be taken to be polynomial in K is also known as
the Polynomial Freiman-Ruzsa conjecture, and it has attracted much attention. Ruzsa [81]
attributes it to Katalin Marton. Once again the best results are due to Sanders [85], who
shows that we may take K  ∼ e(log K) . Ruzsa (unpublished, but see [39]) oﬀers several
equivalent formulations, of which the following is perhaps particularly appealing.
C

Conjecture 2.9. Let V be a ﬁnite-dimensional vector space in characteristic 2. Suppose
that f : V → V satisﬁes the “approximate homomorphism” condition
{f (x + y) − f (x) − f (y) : x, y ∈ V } ⊂ S.
3This means that all the sums n1 u1 + · · · + nd ud under consideration are distinct.
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Then there is a linear map f˜ : V → V and a set S̃ with |S̃|  |S|C such that
{f (x) − f˜(x) : x ∈ V } ⊂ S̃.
There is an extremely extensive literature on the closely-related notion of a quasimorphism in contexts arising in geometric group theory; see [70] for a brief introduction. At
present there seems to be little connection between that context, where the concern is usually with quasimorphisms on inﬁnite groups, and ours.

3. Approximate polynomials
3.1. Gowers norms and polynomial phases. We turn now to the discussion of a diﬀerent
inequality. If f : Z → C is a function and h ∈ Z then we deﬁne the multiplicative derivative
Δh f by Δh f (x) = f (x)f (x + h). Let k ≥ 2 be a ﬁxed integer, and suppose that N is large
in terms of k. Write [N ] = {1, . . . , N }. Then we deﬁne the Gowers U k [N ]-norm of f by

1/2k
.
f U k [N ] = Ex,h1 ,...,hk Δh1 . . . Δhk f (x)
Here, the average E is over all x, h1 , . . . , hk for which x + ω1 h1 + · · · + ωk hk ∈ [N ]
for all ωi ∈ {0, 1}; this means that the Gowers norm depends only on the values taken
by f on [N ]. In taking 2k th roots we make use of the not completely obvious fact that
Ex,h1 ,...,hk Δh1 . . . Δhk f (x) is real and non-negative. This is not too hard to prove by induction: see for example [96]. The basic theory of Gowers norms was originally developed in
[36].
The Gowers norms satisfy the following rather trivial inequality: if F is the set of all
functions f : [N ] → C with f ∞ ≤ 1, v(f ) = f Uk [N ] , then
v(f ) ≤ 1.

(3.1)

(The inequality is indeed trivial – bound every instance of f (·) in the deﬁnition of the Gowers
U k -norm by 1).
When does equality occur, that is to say for which f do we have v(f ) = 1? For this to
happen, we must have4
Δh1 . . . Δhk f (x) = 1

for all x, h1 , . . . , hk .

(3.2)

This implies that |f (x)| = 1 for all x, and so we may write f (x) = e2πiφ(x) for some phase
function φ : Z → R/Z. The condition (3.2) then becomes
∂h1 . . . ∂hk φ(x) = 0

for all x, h1 , . . . , hk ,

(3.3)

where ∂h is the additive diﬀerence operator deﬁned by ∂h ψ(x) = ψ(x) − ψ(x + h).
The condition (3.3) is satisﬁed if and only if φ is a polynomial of degree at most k − 1.
The “if” direction of this assertion may be established by induction on the degree, since if
4Here and in what follows we ignore the restriction that x + ω1 h1 + · · · + ωk hk ∈ [N ]; this has little bearing
on the argument.
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φ is a polynomial of degree d then, for ﬁxed h, Δh φ is a polynomial of degree d − 1. Then
“only if” direction can then be established by taking h1 = · · · = hk = 1 in (3.3), which tells
us that φ(x + k) is uniquely determined as a function of φ(x), φ(x + 1), . . . , φ(x + k − 1).
Therefore φ is uniquely determined by its values at 0, 1, . . . , k − 1, and hence coincides with
the unique polynomial of degree at most k − 1 which agrees with it at those points.
The stability question, that is to say the characteristation of those f for which v(f ) ≥ 1−
o(1), is already interesting. It turns out that f must be closely approximated by a polynomial
phase e2πiφ(x) . A precise statement and proof of this result may be found in [24, Theorem
1.2]. The argument there is analogous to an earlier argument [1] in a ﬁnite ﬁeld setting,
which has applications to property testing in theoretical computer science.
As with Young’s inequality, however, our main focus here will be on the robustness
1
question: for which f do we have v(f ) ≥ K
? This is known as the inverse question for
the Gowers norms. When k = 2, all such f are at least somewhat related to exponentials of
linear phases (the solutions to the equality question v(f ) = 1).
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that f : [N ] → C is a function with |f (x)| ≤ 1 for all x, and that
1
f U 2 [N ] ≥ K
. Then there is some θ ∈ R/Z such that
1
1 
f (x)e−2πiθx | ≥ 2 .
|
N
K
x∈N

The proof of this is an exercise in Fourier analysis, given in detail in [40, Proposition
8.2]. When k ≥ 3, however, the situation is diﬀerent. There are examples of functions
1
f : [N ] → C with |f (x)| ≤ 1 for all x, f U 3 [N ] ≥ K
, but for which
1 
f (x)e−2πiφ(x) |  N −c
|
N

(3.4)

x∈N

for all quadratic phases φ : Z → R/Z. It is actually rather easy to give an example of
such a function, though considerably less easy to prove rigorously that it is an example: take
√
f (x) = e2πiαx{βx} , with α, β ∈ R suﬃciently irrational numbers such as α = 2 and
√
β = 3. Here {t} denotes fractional part. The “reason” this function f has large U 3 [N ]norm is that the phase φ(x) = αx{βx}, whilst it does not satisfy the derivative condition
(3.3) exactly, does satisfy this condition for a positive proportion of x, h1 , h2 , h3 : in fact
1
1
, 10
]. Establishing (3.4) rigorously is quite
whenever {βx}, {βh1 }, {βh2 }, {βh3 } ∈ [− 10
tricky.
A more natural way to construct such functions is as nilsequences. These objects should
be thought of as “higher-order characters” generalising the linear exponentials Φ(n) =
e2πiθn . To explain this generalisation we write Φ in the form
Φ(n) = F (p(n))
where
•

p(n) = T n 0, where T : R → R is the translation map T x = x + θ;

•

F (x) = e2πix . Note that this function is Z-periodic.

(3.5)
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A nilsequence corresponds to a generalisation of this in which R is replaced by a simplyconnected nilpotent Lie group G and Z is replaced by a lattice Γ ⊂ G. With this setup, a
nilsequence is of the form (3.5) with
•

p(n) = T n idG , where T : G → G is a nilrotation, that is to say a map of the form
T x = xg for some g ∈ G;

F : G → C is smooth and Γ-automorphic, which means that F (γx) = F (x) for all
x ∈ G and γ ∈ Γ.
1 R R
For example, we could take G to be the Heisenberg group 0 1 R and Γ to be the lattice
0 0 1
1 Z Z
0 1 Z . In fact for various reasons one usually considers a generalisation of this in which
•

0 0 1

p(n) is a polynomial sequence on the group G. We will not discuss this important issue
here, save to remark that it leads to essentially the same concept in the end due to a lifting
argument of Furstenberg [31, p. 31] (see also [54, Appendix C]). We say that Φ is an s-step
nilsequence if the underlying nilpotent group G has nilpotency class s, that is to say if the
lower central series of G is
G = G1 ⊃ G2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Gs ⊃ Gs+1 = {idG },
with Gs nontrivial. For the Heisenberg group we have s = 2.
To give a speciﬁc example in the Heisenberg case, we need to specify g and an automorphic function F . The element g can of course be speciﬁed just by choosing a matrix. Nontrivial automorphic functions can be deﬁned by hand (deﬁne F to be a smooth bump function
supported on the interior a fundamental domain for Γ\G and extend by automorphy). In the
Heisenberg case there is a construction, pointed out in [64] for example, using the Jacobi
1 x z

2
2
θ-function θ(u, z) := n eπizn +2πinu by deﬁning F ( 0 1 y ) = e(z)e−πx θ(y + ix).
0 0 1

Functions of the form e2πiφ(x) with φ quadratic (that is to say, the functions for which
f U 3 [N ] = 1) “morally” arise as nilsequences on the Heisenberg group by taking g =
1 1 0 
0 1 α and F (x, y, z) = e2πi(z−yx) . Indeed it may be checked by a computation that in
00 1

this case we have Φ(n) = e2πiφ(n) with φ(n) = − 12 αn(n + 1). The slight technical issue
here is that, although F is automorphic (as may be conﬁrmed by a computation) it is only
piecewise smooth.
The following turns out to be true.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that Φ(n) is an s-step nilsequence with5 Φ2 = 1. Then ΦU s+1 [N ]
≥

1
K,

where K is bounded above in terms of s and the “complexity” of Φ.

Giving a proper deﬁnition of the complexity is a rather tedious matter; it must take account of various parameters associated with G, Γ and the smoothness of the automorphic
function F . The appendices of [49] go into considerable further detail.
The key to the proof is the observation that the multiplicative derivative Δh Φ(n) =
Φ(n)Φ(n + h) is an (s − 1)-step nilsequence, which allows us to proceed inductively. In
5Here Φ22 =
identically.

1
N


n≤N

|Φ(n)|2 . Some condition is needed to ensure that we do not have Φ(n) = 0
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fact, this is not quite true, but it is true if the automorphic function F has the additional
transformation property
(3.6)
F (gs x) = ξ(gs )F (x)
for every gs in Gs , the last nontrivial subgroup in the lower central series of G, for some
character ξ : Gs → C invariant under Γ. One may reduce to this case by a Fourier expansion
on cosets of Gs . It is in eﬀecting this Fourier expansion that the complexity of Φ, and in
particular the smoothness properties of F , comes into play. Suppose now that we do have
the transformation property (3.6). For ﬁxed h we have
Δh Φ(n) = F (T n idG )F (T n+h idG ) = F̃ (T n idG )
where F̃ (x) = F (x)F (T h x). The function F̃ is easily seen to be Γ-automorphic, and
moreover it is invariant under Gs :
F̃ (gs x) = F (gs x)F (T n gs x) = ξ(gs )F (x)ξ(gs )F (T n x) = F (x)F (T n x) = F̃ (x).
Here we used the fact that Gs is central in G to commute T with multiplication by gs . As
a consequence, F̃ decends to an automorphic function on G/Gs , a nilpotent Lie group of
class s − 1. (Unfortunately the preceding discussion was actually quite a serious oversimpliﬁcation, as in the deﬁnition of Gowers norm h is not ﬁxed but can vary over [−N, N ]. With
the argument just described, various smoothness norms of F̃ depend heavily on h and to get
around this a more complicated construction is required. Such a construction is given in [49,
Section 7].)
We have seen that functions supplying equality in (3.1), the inequality v(f ) ≤ 1, are
polynomial phases. Theorem 3.2 states that nilsequences of step k − 1 and suitably bounded
1
complexity are solutions to the corresponding robustness problem v(f ) ≥ K
, and so we
think of them as “approximate polynomials” (or, more accurately, approximate polynomial
phases). The discussion of the previous paragraph, where we saw that the multiplicative
derivatives of nilsequences (with an additional invariance property) are nilsequences of lower
step, adds further weight to this philosophy.
It is very far from true that every solution to the robustness problem is a nilsequence.
Indeed6 if f : [N ] → C and if ε : [N ] → {−1, 1} is a random ±1-valued function then
almost surely v(f ) ≈ v(f + ε). However, it is true that every solution is somewhat related
to a nilsequence.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that f : [N ] → C is a function with |f (n)| ≤ 1 and that f U k [N ] ≥
1
K.

Then there is a (k − 1)-step nilsequence Φ(n) with |Φ(n)| ≤ 1 for all n such that
1 
1
f (n)Φ(n)| ≥  ,
|
N
K
n∈N

where K  and the complexity of Φ are bounded in terms of K and k only.
Note that Theorem 3.3 is a generalisation of Theorem 3.1, which was essentially the case
k = 2. This result is due to Tao, Ziegler and the author [54] and is known as the Inverse
6Passing from f to f + ε may destroy the property |f (x)| ≤ 1, but we ignore this for the sake of illustration.
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Theorem for the Gowers norms. A weaker “local” version of it was obtained by Gowers (in
[35] for k = 3, and in [36] for general k). The case k = 3 was established by Tao and the
author [45], and the case k = 4 by Tao, Ziegler and the author [52]. It should most certainly
be mentioned that the relevance of nilpotent Lie groups in this general arena ﬁrst became
apparent in the context of ergodic theory in works of Conze, Lesigne, Furstenberg and Weiss
[20, 32–34]. A result which may be thought of as an “ergodic analogue” of Theorem 3.3 was
obtained by Host and Kra [63] (see also independent work of Ziegler [102]). The notion of
nilsequence itself, as well as the word, was introduced by Bergelson, Host and Kra [4]. See
[71] for a nice introduction to these connections.
The conjecture to which Theorem 3.3 is a solution, together with potential applications
of it to prime numbers, was formulated by Tao and the author [47] about four years before
it was ﬁnally proved. The proof is unfortunately inordinately long and complicated. For
a summary in about 20 pages, see [53]. An alternative approach has been developed by
Szegedy [93] and Camarena-Szegedy [16], based in part on the work of Host and Kra, but
these papers are not an easy read either.
The converse of Theorem 3.3 is also true, with appropriate changes to the constants. The
proof is relatively straightforward and goes along very similar lines to the sketch of the proof
of Theorem 3.2 we gave above: see [52, Appendix G] for further details.
Although we do not plan to discuss it much here, there has also been a good deal of work
on ﬁnite ﬁeld analogues of Theorem 3.3, which have applications in theoretical computer
science. In addition to work by various subsets of the authors named above, we note that
Samorodnitsky [83] established the case k = 3 of Theorem 3.3 in the particularly interesting
setting where [N ] is replaced by a vector space in characteristic 2.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that V is a ﬁnite-dimensional vector space in characteristic 2 and
1
.
that f : V → C is a function with |f (x)| ≤ 1 for all x ∈ V . Suppose that f U 3 (V ) ≥ K
Then there is a function Φ : V → C of the form Φ(x) = (−1)ψ(x) , where ψ : V → F2 is a
quadratic form, such that
1 
1
f (x)Φ(x)| ≥  .
|
|V |
K
x∈V

Here K  is bounded in terms of K only.
The deﬁnition of the U 3 (V )-norm is entirely analogous to that of the U 3 [N ] norm, except
that the average E is now simply taken over all x, h1 , h2 , h3 ∈ V . Samorodnitsky obtained a
bound of the form K  ∼ eK , but by combining his methods with the work of Sanders [85]
C

one could improve this to K  ∼ e(log K) . The similarity of these bounds to those stated
in conjunction with Theorem 2.8 is no coincidence. Indeed a close relationship between
the structure theory of approximate subgroups of FZ2 and Theorem 3.4 was discovered by
Tao and the author [48] and independently by Lovett [76]. In particular, it is known that
the Polynomial Freiman-Ruzsa conjecture for ﬁnite ﬁelds, which is equivalent to Conjecture
2.9, is also equivalent to having a bound of shape K   K C in Theorem 3.4.
A similar equivalence between bounds in Theorem 2.7 and the case k = 3 of Theorem
3.3 was developed in [48]: in other words the theories of approximate subgroups of Z and of
approximate quadratic polynomials are in a sense the same. I have often informally advanced
the speculation that looking for a more eﬀective proof of Theorem 3.3 may be a way of
C
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attacking the Polynomial Freiman-Ruzsa Conjecture, though without any convincing ideas
about how this might be achieved.
3.2. Applications. The theory of Gowers norms as described in the last section was for
the most part developed to study arithmetic progressions. Gowers himself was interested in
Szemerédi’s theorem, and Tao and the author were subsequently concerned with arithmetic
progressions of primes. In [47] it was observed that the theory applied to a fairly wide class
of “linear” problems, including questions about linear conﬁgurations of primes. Since this
theory was discussed7 in my 2006 ICM lecture [40] and is described in the article of Ziegler
in these Proceedings, we restrict ourselves to a very brief account.
The connection of the Gowers norms to linear conﬁgurations comes from results called
generalised von Neumann inequalities, which have the form
|T (f1 , . . . , ft )| 

inf

i=1,...,t

fi U s+1 [N ] .

(3.7)

Here, f1 , . . . , ft : [N ] → [−1, 1] are functions and
T (f1 , . . . , ft ) = E(n1 ,...,nd )∈S f1 (ψ1 (n1 , . . . , nd )) . . . ft (ψt (n1 , . . . , nd )),
where the ψi : Zd → Z are aﬃne-linear forms and S is a “nice” set (for example a convex
set). For any system of forms ψ1 , . . . , ψd which is not degenerate in a certain sense, there
is a value of s for which (3.7) holds. For example, if d = 2, t = 3 and ψ1 (n1 , n2 ) = n1 ,
ψ2 (n1 , n2 ) = n1 + n2 , ψ3 (n1 , n2 ) = n1 + 2n2 (3-term arithmetic progressions) then we
may take k = 2, whilst if d = 2, t = 4 and ψ1 (n1 , n2 ) = n1 , ψ2 (n1 , n2 ) = n1 + n2 ,
ψ3 (n1 , n2 ) = n1 + 2n2 , ψ4 (n1 , n2 ) = n1 + 3n2 (4-term arithmetic progressions) then we
may take k = 3. The degenerate conﬁrgurations are those in which some two of the ψi
have equal homogeneous part, up to scalar equivalence: thus for example we cannot take
ψ1 (n1 ) = n1 and ψ2 (n1 ) = n1 + 2. The proof of any generalised von Neumann inequality
is conceptually quite easy, involving only several applications of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, but notationally a little unpleasant. A general form of (3.7) was obtained in [47,
Appendix D]. Furthermore the inequality was established there under a weaker condition on
the fi than boundedness, namely that |fi (x)| ≤ ν(x) pointwise for some “pseudorandom
measure” ν. This is crucial for applications to the primes.
Ignoring a few technicalities, the manner in which (3.7) is applied to the primes is as
follows. For technical convenience the primes are weighted using the von Mangoldt function
Λ, deﬁned by Λ(n) = log p if n = pk is a prime power and Λ(n) = 0 otherwise. We are
interested in T (Λ, . . . , Λ), which counts how often the linear forms
ψ1 (n1 , . . . , nd ), . . . , ψt (n1 , . . . , nd )
all take prime values as (n1 , . . . , nd ) ranges over a set S. To estimate this we split Λ in a
certain manner as
(3.8)
Λ = Λ + Λ ,
where Λ is “structured” and Λ is “unstructured”. Since T is multilinear, we may split
T (Λ, . . . , Λ) as a sum of T (Λ , . . . , Λ ) plus 2t − 1 other terms, each of which involves at
7Naturally, however, this account is quite out of date and in particular predates the general case of Theorem 3.3.
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least one copy of Λ . The ﬁrst term provides the main term in the asymptotic formula for
T (Λ, . . . , Λ), and the aim is then to show that the other 2t − 1 terms are all small. By (3.7),
this may be accomplished if it can be shown that
Λ U s+1 [N ] = o(1).
By the inverse theorem for the Gowers norms, Theorem 3.3 (in the contrapositive), it is
enough to establish that
1  
Λ (n)Φ(n)| = o(1)
(3.9)
|
N
n≤N

for every s-step nilsequence Φ(n) of bounded complexity. At least, this would be so were it
not for the restriction |f (x)| ≤ 1 in Theorem 3.3: a large part of [47] is devoted to removing
this restriction, showing that Theorem 3.3 implies a more general version of itself in which
we only assume that |f (x)| ≤ ν(x) for some pseudorandom measure ν.
The actual decomposition (3.8) we choose is based on the formula
Λ(n) =



μ(d) log(n/d),

d|n

where μ is the Möbius function. It transpires that the task of establishing (3.9) may be further
reduced to establishing that
1 
μ(n)Φ(n)| A log−A N
|
N

(3.10)

n≤N

for every A > 0. This statement was formerly known as the “Möbius and nilsequences
conjecture”, but it is now a theorem of Tao and the author [50]. Although the paper [50]
is relatively short, it depends crucially on the much longer paper [49], in which various
properties of nilsequences are established, in particular with regard to the distribution of
ﬁnite orbit segments (T n idG )n≤N in Γ \ G. This work, like other material in this section,
was motivated by earlier developments in the ergodic theory community, in particular work
of Leon Green [55] and papers of Leibman of both an algebraic [73] and an ergodic-theoretic
[74] nature.
3.3. Open questions. For me the key open question is to ﬁnd the “right” proof of the inverse conjecture for the Gowers norms. At the moment the proofs are unsatisfactory on a
conceptual level (the notion of a nilsequence is extremely natural, so it would be disappointing if it genuinely required 100+ pages to explain its role in Theorem 3.3). Furthermore,
these proofs provide rather poor bounds for the complexity of the nilsequence Φ, particularly when k ≥ 4 (in fact for k ≥ 5 the proofs provide no explicit bounds at all due to the use
of ultraﬁlter arguments, though once again an explicit bound could in principle be extracted
via quantiﬁer elimination). As noted above it would be particularly interesting, in view of
the link to approximate subgroups of Z, to ﬁnd a new approach to the inverse theorem when
k = 3.
A more speciﬁc question is whether there is some smaller “natural” class of nilsequences.
The space C ∞ (Γ\G) of automorphic functions is extremely large, but we know for example
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that in the case Γ = Z, G = R the exponentials e2πix have a special role. Eigenfunctions of
Laplacians are one natural avenue of enquiry. Furthermore the space of all simply-connected
nilpotent Lie groups G together with lattices Γ is also extremely large and complicated, and
it may be natural to focus on some subclass (for example free nilpotent Lie groups).

4. Other directions
To conclude this article I want to mention a personal selection of a few other inequalities
where the equality, stability and robustness questions may hide interesting algebraic or somewhat algebraic structure. In some cases there is at least a tenuous connection to the main
sections of the article, and in others less so.
4.1. Inverse questions for the large sieve. Let A be a set of natural numbers with the
property that |A (mod p)| ≤ 12 (p + 1) for all suﬃciently large primes p. The large sieve
guarantees that |A ∩ [N ]|  N 1/2 for all N . This is sharp up to a multiplicative constant,
as is shown by taking A to be the set of squares (or the set of integer values of an arbitrary
quadratic with rational coeﬃcients).
It may well be the case that a very strong robustness assertion holds: if there is some K
1
N 1/2 for all suﬃciently large N then A is contained, up to a ﬁnite
such that |A ∩ [N ]| ≥ K
set, in the set of values of a rational quadratic. See [43] for evidence in this direction. This
type of question was ﬁrst raised by Helfgott and Venkatesh [61]; see also [99, 100].

4.2. Point-line conﬁgurations. Let P ⊂ R2 be a set of n points, no four on a line.8 Write
T (P) for the number of pairs (x, y) ∈ P of distinct points for which there is a third distinct
point z ∈ P on the line xy. Trivially, T (P) ≤ n(n − 1). Less obviously, equality cannot
occur: this follows from a famous result known as the Sylvester–Gallai theorem.
Almost-equality can occur: we can obtain T (P) = n2 − O(n) by taking P to be a
suitable set of points on a suitable cubic curve (for example a coset of a subgroup on an
elliptic curve, although there are singular examples too). This was noted by Sylvester in the
1860s [92]. Conversely, it was recently shown by Tao and the author [51] that there is a
strong converse to this statement.
It would be very interesting to have an understanding of those P for which T (P) =
2

n2 (1 − o(1)) (the stability question) or, more ambitiously, T (P) ≥ nK (the robustness
question). The paper [51] only covers the extreme end of the stability region. It is possible
that cubic structure is responsible for all such P. There are links here to the theory of
approximate groups: for example, ﬁnite approximate subgroups of elliptic curve groups are
a source of examples of such sets P.
An interesting nontrivial result in higher dimensions is [3], motivated by applications in
theoretical computer science.
4.3. The Littlewood Problem. Suppose that A ⊂ Z is a set of n integers. Then it was
established 30 years ago by Konyagin [69] and McGehee-Pigno-Smith [77], answering a
8This condition is included here for simplicity, but can probably be relaxed.
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question of Littlewood [75], that


1

|
0



e2πiθa |dθ % log n.

a∈A

Earlier results had been obtained by Paul Cohen and others. This is sharp up to the constant,
as is shown by taking A to be an arithmetic progression of length n. (In fact, this example
may also provide the sharp constant, a conjecture known as the Strong Littlewood Conjecture.) Very little is known about the robustness question, that is to say about the structure of
those A for which
 1 
|
e2πiθa |dθ ≤ K log n.
0

a∈A

It is possible that such A are very close to being unions of a few arithmetic progressions. If
so, this would have applications to questions in combinatorial number theory about sum-free
sets due to a connection established by Bourgain [6]. For some partial results and a further
discussion, see [78].
4.4. No-three-in-a-line. Let p be an odd prime, and suppose that A ⊂ PG(2, p) is a set
containing no three distinct points in a line.9 (Here, PG(2, p) is the 2-dimensional projective
space over Fp , thus | PG(2, p)| = p2 + p + 1). It is very easy to see that |A| ≤ p + 2 and
an exercise to show that |A| ≤ p + 1. Equality occurs when A is a conic. Remarkably, a
celebrated result of Segre [90] shows that in fact equality occurs only when A is a conic.
The stability question was resolved by Voloch [98], building upon remarkable work of
Segre. Voloch shows that any A with no three-in-a-line and |A| ≥ 44
45 p is contained in a
conic. This argument is quite deep, depending on an application of the polynomial method
[95] as well as bounds of Stöhr and Voloch [91] about counting points on high degree curves.
1
p, is
The robustness question, that is to say the classiﬁcation of those A with |A| ≥ K
very interesting. There are examples coming from cubic curves, such as A = {(x : x3 : 1) :
0 < x < p/3}. So far as I am aware there is no example in the literature to contradict the
1
possibility that all sets A ⊂ PG(2, p) with no-three-on-a-line and |A| ≥ K
p have all but
o(p) of their points lying on a curve of degree at most 3. So far as I am aware no-one has
explicitly conjectured this either, so perhaps I shall take this opportunity to do so.
There is a superﬁcial link to a notorious problem of Dudeney [23] about whether there
is a set A of 2N points on the grid [N ] × [N ] with no three in a line. There are many fewer
colinear triples in [N ] × [N ] than in Z/pZ × Z/pZ for p ∼ N , however, so the study of sets
A such as this is likely to be even harder than the problem discussed above. Nonetheless, the
best-known examples (with |A| ∼ 3N/2, see [57]) are given by very algebraic constructions.
It seems likely that the answer to Dudeney’s question is negative.
4.5. Sidon sets. Suppose that A ⊂ [N ] is a set with the property that all pairwise sums
x + y with x, y ∈ A are distinct, apart from the obvious coincidences x + y = y + x. Such
√
a set A is called a Sidon set. It is very easy to see that |A|  N , and with more care (an
√
argument of Erdős and Turán) one may show that |A| ≤ (1 + o(1)) N . There are examples
9Such sets are called “arcs” in the literature, which is extremely extensive.
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√
of Sidon sets A with |A| = (1 − o(1)) N , all constructed in a highly algebraic maner using
ﬁnite ﬁelds. There are diﬀerent variants due to Bose, Ruzsa and Singer. It is possible that the
√
stability question (that is, the classiﬁcation of those Sidon set A with |A| = (1 − o(1)) N )
has a satisfactory answer, but there is no obvious guess, based on the known examples, as to
what it might be. The robustness question, that is to say the classiﬁcation of those A with
√
1
N , is of course even more diﬃcult. A discussion of it was had on the blog of
|A| ≥ K
Tim Gowers [38]. In commenting on that discussion, Terence Tao raised the possibility that
an answer to this question could lead to progress on a famous and old problem of Erdős,
namely to determine if there is an additive basis A of the natural numbers of order 2 (i.e.
A + A = N) with an absolute bound on the number of representations of x as a sum of two
elements of A .
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Mori geometry meets Cartan geometry: Varieties
of minimal rational tangents
Jun-Muk Hwang

Abstract. We give an introduction to the theory of varieties of minimal rational tangents, emphasizing
its aspect as a fusion of algebraic geometry and diﬀerential geometry, more speciﬁcally, a fusion of
Mori geometry of minimal rational curves and Cartan geometry of cone structures.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). Primary 14J40, 53B99; Secondary 14J45.
Keywords. Varieties of minimal rational tangents, uniruled projective manifolds, Cartan geometry,
G-structures.

1. Introduction: a brief prehistory
Lines have been champion ﬁgures in classical geometry. Together with circles, they dominate the entire geometric contents of Euclid. Their dominance is no less strong in projective
geometry. Classical projective geometry is full of fascinating results about intricate combinations of lines. As geometry entered the modern era, lines evolved into objects of greater
ﬂexibility and generality while retaining all the beauty and brilliance of classical lines. As
Euclidean geometry developed into Riemannian geometry, for example, lines were replaced
by geodesics which then inherited all the glory of Euclidean lines.
In the transition from classical projective geometry to complex projective geometry, real
lines have been replaced by complex lines. Lines over complex numbers have all the power
of lines in classical projective geometry and even more: results of greater elegance and
harmony are obtained over complex numbers. A large number of results on lines and their
interactions with other varieties have been obtained in complex projective geometry, their
dazzling beauty no less impressive than that of classical geometry. But as complex projective
geometry develops further into complex geometry and abstract algebraic geometry, which
emphasize intrinsic properties of complex manifolds and abstract varieties, the notion of
lines in projective space seems to be too limited for it to keep its leading role.
Firstly, to be useful in intrinsic geometry of projective varieties in projective space, lines
should lie on the projective varieties. But most projective varieties do not contain lines. Even
when a projective manifold contains lines, the locus of lines is, often, small and then such a
locus is usually regarded as an exceptional part. Of course, there are many important varieties
that are covered by lines, but they belong to a limited class from the general perspective of
classiﬁcation theory of varieties. In short,
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(*) the class of projective manifolds covered by lines seems to be too special
from the perspective of the general theory of complex manifolds or algebraic
varieties.
Secondly, many of the methods employed to use lines on varieties in projective space depend
on the extrinsic geometry of ambient projective space. They do not truly belong to intrinsic
geometry of the varieties. Such geometric arguments are undoubtedly useful in fathoming
deeper geometric properties of varieties which are described explicitly, at least to some extent. But can such methods yield results on a priori unknown varieties, deﬁned abstractly by
intrinsic conditions? In short,
(**) tools employed in line geometry are not intrinsic enough to handle intrinsic problems on abstractly described varieties.
These concerns show that lines in projective space have a rather limited role in the modern
development of complex algebraic geometry. Is there a more general and more powerful
notion in complex algebraic geometry that can replace the role of lines, as geodesics do
in Riemannian geometry? No serious candidate had emerged until Mori’s groundbreaking
work [37].
In the celebrated paper [37], Mori shows that a large class of projective manifolds, including all Fano manifolds, are covered by certain intrinsically deﬁned rational curves that
behave like lines in many respects. Let us call these rational curves ‘minimal rational curves’.
If a projective manifold embedded in projective space is covered by lines, these lines are minimal rational curves of the projective manifold, so the notion of minimal rational curves can
be viewed as an intrinsic generalization of lines.
The class of projective manifolds covered by minimal rational curves are called uniruled projective manifolds. Generalizing Mori’s result, Miyaoka and Mori have proved in
[32] that a projective manifold is uniruled if its anti-canonical bundle satisﬁes a certain
positivity condition. This implies that uniruled projective manifolds form a large class of
algebraic varieties. Furthermore, the minimal model program, a modern structure theory of
higher-dimensional algebraic varieties, predicts that uniruled projective manifolds are precisely those projective manifolds that do not admit minimal models. Thus
projective manifolds covered by minimal rational curves form a distinguished
class of manifolds, worthy of independent study from the view-point of classiﬁcation theory of general projective varieties, and at the same time, large enough
to contain examples of great diversity.
This overcomes the limitation (*) of the class of projective manifolds covered by lines.
Furthermore, Mori’s work exhibits how to use minimal rational curves in an intrinsic
way to obtain geometric information on uniruled projective manifolds. The main tool here
is the deformation theory of curves, a machinery of modern complex algebraic geometrysomewhat reminiscent of the use of variational calculus in the local study of geodesics in
Riemannian geometry. An example is the property that a minimal rational curve cannot be
deformed when two distinct points on the curve are ﬁxed. This result generalizes the fundamental postulate of classical geometry that "two points determine one line". The important
point is that such a classical property of lines can be recovered by modern deformation theory
in an abstract setting.
Deformation theory of rational curves is a powerful technique applicable to
conceptual problems on varieties deﬁned in abstract intrinsic terms.
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In [37], Mori, in fact, has resolved one of the toughest problems of this kind, the Hartshorne
conjecture, characterizing projective space by the positivity of the tangent bundle. The methods employed in the theory of minimal rational curves are certainly free of the concern (**)
on the tools of line geometry.
These considerations indicate that minimal rational curves can serve as the natural generalization of lines, overcoming the limitations of lines, while inheriting their powerful and
elegant features.
Our main interest is the geometry of minimal rational curves in uniruled projective manifolds. As in Mori’s work, we would like to see how minimal rational curves can be used to
control the intrinsic geometry of uniruled projective manifolds. One guiding problem is the
following question on recognizing a given uniruled projective manifolds by minimal rational
curves.
Problem 1.1. Let S be a (well-known) uniruled projective manifold. Given another uniruled
projective manifold X, what properties of minimal rational curves on X guarantee that X is
biregular (i.e. isomorphic as abstract algebraic varieties) to S?
Here, the setting of the problem is algebraic geometry and by properties of minimal rational curves, we mean algebro-geometric properties. When S is projective space, a version of
this problem is precisely what Mori solved in [37]. The initial goal of [37] was to prove the
Hartshorne conjecture, which characterizes projective space by certain positivity property of
the tangent bundle. After showing that the projective manifold in question is uniruled, Mori
used the tangent directions of minimal rational curves to ﬁnish the proof. This part of Mori’s
proof has been greatly strengthened by the later work of Cho-Miyaoka-Shepherd-Barron [4],
which says roughly the following (see Theorem 3.16 for a precise statement).
Theorem 1.2. Suppose for a general point x on a uniruled projective manifold X and a
general tangent direction α ∈ PTx (X), there exists a minimal rational curve through x
tangent to α. Then X is projective space.
This is a very satisfactory answer to Problem 1.1 when S is projective space. It includes,
as special cases, many previously known characterizations of projective space. One may
wonder why the condition on minimal rational curves here is formulated in terms of their
tangent directions, not in terms of some other properties of minimal rational curves. The
essential reason is because the main technical tool to handle minimal rational curves is the
deformation theory of curves, as mentioned before. The tangential information of curves is
essential in deformation theory. For this reason, it is natural and also useful to give conditions
in terms of tangent directions of minimal rational curves.
What about other uniruled projective manifolds? When S is diﬀerent from projective
space, Theorem 1.2 says that minimal rational curves on S exist only in some distinguished
directions. Thus in the setting of Problem 1.1, it is natural to consider
the subvariety Cs ⊂ PTs (S) consisting of the directions of minimal rational
curves through s ∈ S and the corresponding subvariety Cx ⊂ PTx (X).
When S is projective space, we have Cs = PTs (S) for any s ∈ S. Theorem 1.2 says that
a uniruled projective manifold X is projective space if and only if Cx = PTx (X) at some
point x ∈ X. In other words, if a uniruled projective manifold has the same type of Cx as
projective space, then it is projective space. Based on this observation, we can reﬁne our
guiding Problem 1.1 as follows.
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Problem 1.3. Let S be a (well-known) uniruled projective manifold. Given another uniruled
projective manifold X, what properties of Cx ⊂ PTx (X) for general points x ∈ X guarantee
that X is biregular to S?
Comparing this with Theorem 1.2, one may wonder why we are asking for information
on Cx for general points x ∈ X, instead of a single point x ∈ X as in Theorem 1.2. This is
because the information at one point x ∈ X seems to be too weak to characterize X when
Cx = PTx (X). The equality Cx = PTx (X) implies that minimal rational curves through one
point x cover the whole of X. This is why in Theorem 1.2 the information at one point is
suﬃcient to control the whole of X. If Cx = PTx (X), minimal rational curves through one
point x cover only small part of X. Besides, the subvariety Cs ⊂ PTs (S) may change as the
point s ∈ S varies and so the expected condition is not just on Cx for a single x, but on the
family
{Cx ⊂ PTx (X), general x ∈ X}.
This is why we are asking for the data Cx for all general x ∈ X.
Now as in Problem 1.1, the properties of Cx that we are looking for in Problem 1.3 are
algebro-geometric properties. In algebraic geometry, however, to use properties of such a
family of varieties to control the whole of X, we usually need to have good information not
only on general members of the family, but also on the potential degeneration of the family.
Thus it may look more reasonable to require, in Problem 1.3, some additional properties on
the behavior of the family Cx under degeneration. But such additional conditions would diminish the true interest of Problem 1.3. This is because in the context of intrinsic geometry
of uniruled manifolds, the properties of Cx we are looking for should be checkable by deformation theory of curves. Deformation theory of rational curves works well at general points
of nonsingular varieties, but not so at special points. Thus it is important to ﬁnd conditions
for Cx only for general x ∈ X in Problem 1.3. But then controlling the whole of X using
the algebraic behavior of {Cx ⊂ PTx (X), general x ∈ X} becomes a serious issue.
This was exactly the issue puzzling me when I ﬁrst encountered a version of Problem 1.3
about twenty years ago. At that time, I was working on the deformation rigidity of Hermitian
symmetric spaces in the setting of algebraic geometry. I refer the reader to [11] for the details
on this rigidity problem. Here it suﬃces to say that the deformation rigidity of Hermitian
symmetric spaces was a question originated from Kodaira-Spencer’s work in 1950’s and the
question itself did not involve rational curves. I was trying to attack this question employing
Mori’s approach of minimal rational curves, which naturally led to a version of Problem 1.3
when S is an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space. In the setting of this rigidity question,
I could derive a certain amount of algebro-geometric information on Cx for general x ∈ X,
but I was unable to ﬁgure out how to proceed from there, essentially because of the above
diﬃculty, that it is hard to control the whole of X by algebro-geometric information on Cx
for general x ∈ X.
There was one hope. A few years earlier, Ngaiming Mok had overcome an obstacle
of a similar kind in [33]. In that work, Mok solved what is called the generalized Frankel
conjecture, which asks for a characterization of Hermitian symmetric spaces among Kähler manifolds in terms of a curvature condition. The Frankel conjecture itself is the Kähler
version of the Hartshorne conjecture and was settled by Siu-Yau [40] around the time Mori
solved the Hartshorne conjecture. Since the method used by Siu and Yau was rather restrictive, Mok naturally took the approach of Mori and encountered a situation similar to
Problem 1.3. Now in his situation, there is a Riemannian metric on X and Mok could relate
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Cx to a suitably deformed Riemannian metric. This enables him to show that X is Hermitian
symmetric space using Berger’s work on Riemannian holonomy. Roughly speaking, in [33]
the diﬃculty in Problem 1.3 was overcome by relating Cx to a Riemannian structure.
This shows that diﬀerential geometry can be a recourse for Problem 1.3 when S is a Hermitian symmetric space. Indeed, compared with tools in algebraic geometry, methods of
diﬀerential geometry tend to be more eﬀective when the available data are only at general
points of a manifold. Motivated by this, I tried to imitate Mok’s argument in the setting of
the deformation rigidity problem. However, the nature of the deformation rigidity problem is
purely algebro-geometric and it is very hard to relate it to Riemannian structures. As a matter of fact, there had already been some unsuccessful attempts in 1960’s to use Riemannian
structures for the deformation rigidity question.
This was precisely the problem I was agonizing over when I attended my ﬁrst ICM:
Zürich 1994. Having come to the congress just to have fun listening to the new developments in mathematics, I found that Mok was there as a speaker and managed to have a chat
with him. When I told him about the above diﬃculty in applying the approach of [33] to the
deformation rigidity problem, he gave me an enlightening comment: besides the Riemannian
metric, there is another diﬀerential geometric structure, a certain holomorphic G-structure,
which can be used to characterize a Hermitian symmetric space. His suggestion was that one
might be able to construct these G-structures using the information on Cx for general x ∈ X
and from this to recover Hermitian symmetric spaces. This suggestion looked promising
because algebro-geometric data are closer to holomorphic structures than Riemannian structures.
Soon after the congress, I started looking into G-structures. I realized that there is a
far-reaching generalization of Riemannian structures by Elie Cartan and the G-structures
modeled on Hermitian symmetric spaces are special examples of Cartan’s general theory of
geometric structures. To recover these G-structures, it was necessary to investigate the geometry of Cx ’s in depth in the setting of the deformation rigidity problem. I had subsequent
communications with Mok, and we started working together on this problem. Our collaboration was successful, leading to a solution of the deformation rigidity problem in [18]. But the
most exciting point in our work was not the deformation rigidity itself. As mentioned, the
essential part of [18] is to construct on X the G-structures modeled on Hermitian symmetric
spaces. It turns out that a crucial point of this construction lies in a study of the behavior of
Cx ’s not just as a family of projective algebraic varieties, but as data imposed on the tangent
bundle of an open subset of X. In other words, we had to treat these Cx ’s as if
the union of Cx ’s for general x ∈ X is a diﬀerential geometric structure.
And why not? Such a family of subvarieties in PTx (X) is a legitimate example of Cartan’s
general geometric structures! So what happened can be summarized as follows. Initially we
had been trying to relate Cx ’s to some diﬀerential geometric structures. These diﬀerential
geometric structures were Riemannian structures in [33] and then G-structures in [18]. But
actually, they have been there all along, namely, Cx ’s themselves!
Now once we accept Cx ’s as a diﬀerential geometric structure, there is no need to restrict
ourselves to Hermitian symmetric spaces. This geometric structure exists for any uniruled
projective manifold S and its minimal rational curves! This was an epiphany for me. We
realized that the variety Cx deserves a name of its own and endowed it with the appellation,
somewhat uncharming, ‘variety of minimal rational tangents’.
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Realizing the varieties of minimal rational tangents as geometric structures opens up an
approach to Problem 1.3 via Cartan geometry. In fact, Mok and I were able to show in [20]
(see Theorem 4.6 for a precise statement)
Theorem 1.4. Assume that S is a ﬁxed uniruled projective manifold with b2 (S) = 1 and
Cs at a general point s ∈ S is a smooth irreducible variety of positive dimension. If X
is a uniruled projective manifold with b2 (X) = 1 and the diﬀerential geometric structures
deﬁned by Cs ’s and Cx ’s are locally equivalent in the sense of Cartan, then S and X are
biregular.
This means that for a large and interesting class of uniruled projective manifolds, Problem 1.3 can be solved by studying the Cartan geometry of the structures deﬁned by Cx ’s. By
Theorem 1.4, the essence of Problem 1.3 has become
searching for algebro-geometric properties of varieties of minimal rational tangents which make it possible to control the Cartan geometry of the geometric
structures deﬁned by them.
As we will see in Section 4, this search has been successful in a number of cases and Problem 1.3 has been answered for some uniruled projective manifolds, including irreducible
Hermitian symmetric spaces.
Since [18], the theory of varieties of minimal rational tangents has seen exciting developments and has found a wide range of applications in algebraic geometry. For surveys on
these developments and applications, we refer the reader to [9, 19, 27, 36]. The purpose of
this article is to give an introduction to one special aspect of the theory, the development
centered around Problem 1.3. This is a special aspect, because many results on varieties of
minimal rational tangents and their applications are not directly related to it. Yet, this is the
most fascinating aspect: it oﬀers an area for a fusion of algebraic geometry and diﬀerential
geometry, more speciﬁcally, a fusion of Mori geometry of minimal rational curves and Cartan geometry of cone structures. We will stick to the core of this aspect and will not go into
the diverse issues arising from it. Those interested in further directions of explorations may
ﬁnd my MSRI article [13] useful.
Conventions. We will work over the complex numbers and all our objects are holomorphic. Open sets refer to the Euclidean topology, unless otherwise stated. All manifolds are
connected. A projective manifold is a smooth irreducible projective variety. A variety is a
complex analytic set which is not necessarily irreducible, but has ﬁnitely many irreducible
components. A general point of a manifold or an irreducible variety means a point in a dense
open subset.

2. Cartan geometry: Cone structures
A priori, this section is about local diﬀerential geometry and has nothing to do with rational
curves. We will introduce a class of geometric structures, cone structures, and some related
notions. In a simpler form, cone structures have already appeared in twistor theory (see
[31]), but as they are not widely known, I will try to give a detailed introduction.
Deﬁnition 2.1. For a complex manifold M , let π : PT (M ) → M be the projectivized
tangent bundle. A smooth cone structure on M is a closed nonsingular subvariety C ⊂
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PT (M ) such that all components of C have the same dimension and the restriction  := π|C
is a submersion.
We may restrict our discussion to smooth cone structures. Understanding the geometry of smooth cone structures is already challenging and lots of examples of smooth cone
structures remain uninvestigated. To have a satisfactory general theory, however, we need to
allow certain singularity in C. This necessitates the following somewhat technical deﬁnition.
(Readers not familiar with singularities may skip this deﬁnition and just stick to Deﬁnition
2.1, regarding ν : C. → C as an identity map in the subsequent discussion.)
Deﬁnition 2.2. A cone structure on a complex manifold M is a closed subvariety C ⊂
PT (M ) the normalization ν : C. → C of which satisﬁes the following conditions.
(1) All components of C. are smooth and have the same dimension.
(2) The composition  := π ◦ ν : C. → M is a submersion. In particular, the relative
. is a vector subbundle.
tangent bundle T  ⊂ T (C)
. with T  ⊂ T and rank(T ) = rank(T  ) + 1,
(3) There is a vector subbundle T ⊂ T (C)
such that for any α ∈ C. and any v ∈ Tα \Tα , the nonzero vector dα (v) ∈ T(α) (M )
satisﬁes
[dα (v)] = ν(α) as elements of PT(α) (M ).
The conditions (1) and (2) say that C is allowed to be singular but it becomes smooth
after normalization and the natural projection to M becomes a submersion. Note that on
PT (M ), we have the tautological line bundle ξ ⊂ π ∗ T (M ). The condition (3) says that the
quotient line bundle T /T  is naturally isomorphic to ν ∗ ξ. Another useful interpretation of
the condition (3) is in terms of the following
Deﬁnition 2.3. Given a cone structure C ⊂ PT (M ), let Sm(C) ⊂ C be the maximal dense
open subset such that
π|Sm(C) : Sm(C) → π(Sm(C))
is a submersion.
Denote by T PT (M ) ⊂ T (PT (M )) the inverse image of the tautological bundle ξ ⊂
π T (M ) under dπ : T (PT (M )) → π ∗ T (M ). Then the condition (3) means that the vector
bundle T PT (M ) ∩ T (Sm(C)) on Sm(C), after pulling back to C. by ν, extends to a vector
. From this interpretation of (3), it is easy to see that
subbundle of T (C).
∗

Proposition 2.4. A cone structure C ⊂ PT (M ) is a smooth cone structure if and only if C
is normal, i.e., the normalization ν : C. → C is biholomorphic.
All three conditions (1)-(3) for cone structures are of local nature on M . This implies
Proposition 2.5. Given a cone structure C ⊂ PT (M ) and a connected open subset U ⊂ M ,
the restriction
C|U := C ∩ PT (U ) ⊂ PT (U )
is a cone structure on the complex manifold U .
By Proposition 2.5, we can view a cone structure as a geometric structure on M . We
are interested in Cartan geometry of cone structures. In particular, isomorphisms in cone
structures are given by the following
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Deﬁnition 2.6. A cone structures C ⊂ PT (M ) on a complex manifold M is equivalent to
a cone structure C  ⊂ PT (M  ) on a complex manifold M  if there exists a biholomorphic
map ϕ : M → M  such that the projective bundle isomorphism Pdϕ : PT (M ) → PT (M  )
induced by the diﬀerential dϕ : T (M ) → T (M  ) of ϕ satisﬁes Pdϕ(C) = C  .
It is convenient to have a localized version of this:
Deﬁnition 2.7. For a cone structure C ⊂ PT (M ) (resp. C  ⊂ PT (M  )) and a point x ∈ M
(resp. x ∈ M  ), we say that C at x is equivalent to C  at x if there exists a neighborhood
U ⊂ M of x and a neighborhood U  ⊂ M  of x such that the restriction C|U is equivalent to
C  |U  as cone structures. We say that C is locally equivalent to C  if there are points x ∈ M
and x ∈ M  such that C at x is equivalent to C  at x .
Let us give one simple example of a cone structure. Let V be a vector space and Z ⊂
PV be a projective variety all components of which have the same dimension such that
the normalization Z. is nonsingular. Via the canonical isomorphism T (V ) = V × V , the
projectivized tangent bundle PT (V ) = V × PV contains the subvariety C := V × Z ⊂
PT (V ). This is a cone structure. Indeed the normalization C. is just V × Z. which is smooth
and  : C. → V is just the projection V × Z. → V which is a submersion, verifying the
conditions (1) and (2) of Deﬁnition 2.2. The tautological line bundle of Z ⊂ PV induces
. via the normalization morphism Z. → Z and the subbundle
a line bundle χ in T (V × Z)

.
T = T + χ of T (C) satisﬁes the condition (3).
Deﬁnition 2.8. The cone structure V × Z ⊂ PT (V ) on V deﬁned above is called the ﬂat
cone structure with a ﬁber Z ⊂ PV . We will denote it by FlatZ
V ⊂ PT (V ). A cone structure
on a complex manifold M is locally ﬂat if it is locally equivalent to FlatZ
V for some Z ⊂ PV
with dim V = dim M .
Deﬁnition 2.9. Let Z ⊂ PV be a projective variety. A cone structure C ⊂ PT (M ) is
Z-isotrivial if for a general x ∈ M , the ﬁber
Cx = C ∩ PTx (M ) ⊂ PTx (M )
is isomorphic to Z ⊂ PV as a projective variety, i.e., a suitable linear isomorphism Tx (M ) →
V sends Cx to Z. A cone structure is isotrivial if it is Z-isotrivial for some Z.
A locally ﬂat cone structure is isotrivial. But an isotrivial cone structure needs not be
locally ﬂat. Some isotrivial smooth cone structures are very familiar objects in diﬀerential
geometry. When Z ⊂ PV is a linear subspace of dimension p, a Z-isotrivial cone structure
on M is just a Pfaﬃan system of rank p + 1 on M . It is locally ﬂat if and only if the Pfaﬃan
system is involutive, i.e., it comes from a foliation. When Z ⊂ PV is a nonsingular quadric
hypersurface, a Z-isotrivial cone structure is a conformal structure on M . It is locally ﬂat
if and only if it is locally conformally ﬂat. A natural generalization of the conformal structure is the cone structure modeled on an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space S = G/P .
The isotropy action of P on the tangent space To (S) at the base point o ∈ S has a unique
closed orbit Co ⊂ PTo (S). A Z-isotrivial cone structure where Z ⊂ PV is isomorphic to
Co ⊂ PTo (S) is called an almost S-structure. A conformal structure is exactly an almost
S-structure where S is a nonsingular quadric hypersurface, equivalently, an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space of type IV. The natural almost S-structure C ⊂ PT (S) given by the
translate of Co by G-action is locally ﬂat, which can be seen by Harish-Chandra coordinates
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of irreducible Hermitian symmetric spaces (see Section (1.2) in [35] for a presentation in
terms of explicit coordinates for Grassmannians). The G-structure on an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space S referred to in Section 1 is essentially equal to the cone structure
C ⊂ PT (S).
How do we check the local equivalence of two cone structures? A general method of
checking equivalence of geometric structures has been formulated by Elie Cartan [2]. The
fundamental apparatus in Cartan’s method is a coframe.
Deﬁnition 2.10. Let V be a vector space and let M be a complex manifold with dim V =
dim M . A coframe on M is a trivialization ω : T (M ) → M × V , equivalently, a V -valued
1-form on M such that ωx : Tx (M ) → V is an isomorphism for each x ∈ M . We will
denote by Pω : PT (M ) → M × PV the trivialization of the projectivized tangent bundle
induced by ω. Given a coframe, there exists a Hom(∧2 V, V )-valued function σ ω on M ,
called the structure function of ω, such that
dω = σ•ω (ω ∧ ω).
A coframe is closed if dω = 0, i.e., the structure function σ ω is identically zero. A coframe
is conformally closed if there exists a holomorphic function f on an open subset U ⊂ M
such that f ω is closed on U .
The following is a simple consequence of the Poincaré lemma (see Theorem 3.4 in [12]).
Proposition 2.11. Let V ∨ ⊂ Hom(∧2 V, V ) be the natural inclusion of the dual space of V
given by contracting with one factor. When dim M ≥ 3, a coframe ω is conformally closed
if and only if σ ω takes values in V ∨ .
Although Cartan’s method is applicable to the equivalence problem for arbitrary cone
structures, its actual implementation can be challenging, depending on the type of the cone
structure. For isotrivial cone structures, however, this becomes simple:
Deﬁnition 2.12. Let C ⊂ PT (M ) be a Z-isotrivial cone structure for a projective variety
Z ⊂ PV . A coframe ω : T (M ) → M × V is adapted to the cone structure if Pω(C) = Z.
Proposition 2.13. An isotrivial cone structure is locally ﬂat if and only if after restricting to
an open subset, it admits a conformally closed adapted coframe.
Since an isotrivial cone structure always admits an adapted coframe, we can use Proposition 2.11 and Proposition 2.13 to check the local ﬂatness of an isotrivial cone structure. One
diﬃculty here is that there may be several diﬀerent adapted coframes, so we need to choose
the right one. Diﬀerent choices of adapted coframes are related by the linear automorphism
group of the ﬁber. Let us elaborate this point.
For a projective variety Z ⊂ PV , let Z/ ⊂ V be its homogeneous cone. Denote by
/ ⊂ gl(V ) its Lie
/ ⊂ GL(V ) the linear automorphism group of Z/ and by aut(Z)
Aut(Z)
/ always contains the scalars C. When
algebra. Since Z/ ⊂ V is a cone, the Lie algebra aut(Z)
/
aut(Z) = C, a Z-isotrivial cone structure has a unique adapted coframe up to multiplication
by functions. Consequently, the method of Proposition 2.13 essentially determines the local
/ = C.
ﬂatness of Z-isotrivial cone structures when aut(Z)
/
/
When aut(Z) = C, however, compositions with Aut(Z)-valued
functions give rise to
many diﬀerent choices of adapted coframes for a Z-isotrivial cone structure. In this case,
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Proposition 2.13 is not decisive and we have to consider the problem of choosing the right
coframe. This leads to the equivalence problem for G-structures where G corresponds to
/ ⊂ GL(V ). The general theory of G-structures has been developed by
the group Aut(Z)
many mathematicians. In particular, for the G-structures modeled on Hermitian symmetric
spaces, [5] and [39] provide a calculable criterion for local ﬂatness in terms of the vanishing
of certain ‘curvature tensors’, which are more elaborate version of the structure functions
σω .
It turns out that the cone structures we are interested in are equipped with some additional
structures.
Deﬁnition 2.14. Let C ⊂ PT (M ) be a cone structure. From the condition (3) in Deﬁnition
2.2, we have an exact sequence of vector bundles on C.
0 → T  → T → ν ∗ ξ → 0.
A line subbundle F ⊂ T is called a connection of the cone structure if F splits this exact
sequence. Thus a connection exists if and only if this exact sequence splits.
All the cone structures we are to meet have certain canonically deﬁned connections.
These connections will have some special properties.
Deﬁnition 2.15. In Deﬁnition 2.14, F is a characteristic connection if [F, [F, T ]] ⊂ [F, T ]
. The inclusion means that for any local section f of F and any local
at general points of C.

. the Lie bracket
section v of T regarded as local vector ﬁelds in some open subset of C,
[f, [f, v]] is a local section of [F, T ].
The most important property of a characteristic connection is its uniqueness for a large
class of cone structures. This condition is formulated in terms of the Gauss map and the
projective second fundamental form. Let us recall the deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2.16. Let Z ⊂ PV be an irreducible projective variety of dimension p. The Gauss
map of Z is the morphism γ : Sm(Z) → Gr(p + 1, V ) deﬁned on the smooth locus of Z by
/ ⊂ V , the tangent space
associating to a smooth point α of Z the aﬃne tangent space Tα (Z)
/
of the homogeneous cone Z ⊂ V along α. We say that the Gauss map of Z is nondegenerate
if γ is generically ﬁnite over its image. Let α ∈ Sm(Z) be a smooth point of Z and let NZ,α
be the normal space of Z inside PV at α. The diﬀerential of γ deﬁnes a homomorphism
IIZ,α : Sym2 Tα (Z) → NZ,α ,
called the projective second fundamental form. We say that IIZ,α is nondegenerate if its null
space
NullIIZ,α = {v ∈ Tα (Z), IINZ,α (v, u) = 0 for all u ∈ Tα (Z)}
is zero. Then the Gauss map of Z is nondegenerate if the projective second fundamental form
of Z is nondegenerate at a general point of Z. It is well-known (e.g. Theorem 3.4.2 in [25])
that if an irreducible projective variety Z is smooth and not a linear subspace of PV , then the
Gauss map of Z is nondegenerate, or equivalently, the projective second fundamental form
IIZ,α is nondegenerate at a general point α ∈ Z.
The uniqueness result for a characteristic connection is the following result from [21].
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Theorem 2.17. Let C ⊂ PT (M ) be a cone structure such that all components of the ﬁber Cx
for a general x ∈ M have nondegenerate Gauss maps. Then C has at most one characteristic
connection.
It is easy to see that the ﬂat cone structure FlatZ
V in Deﬁnition 2.8 has a characteristic
.
connection given by the intersection of T with the ﬁbers of the projection map V × Z. → Z.
Cone structures admitting characteristic connections have certain amount of ﬂatness, although this is not easy to explicate. One manifestation is the following proposition (see
Theorem 6.2 in [13] for a proof). Although it is stated here without any regard to minimal rational curves, a version of this proposition is ﬁrst discovered in [18] for varieties of
minimal rational tangents and has been the key revelation on the signiﬁcance of the diﬀerential geometric interpretation of the varieties of minimal rational tangents, as mentioned in
Section 1.
Theorem 2.18. Given a cone structure C ⊂ PT (M ) admitting a characteristic connection,
denote by Pf(C) the Pfaﬃan system deﬁned on a dense open subset of M by the linear span
/ ∩ Tαπ , and
/ and β ∈ Tα (C)
of the homogeneous cone C/ ⊂ T (M ). Then for any α ∈ Sm(C)
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
any local sections α and β of Pf(C) extending α and β, the Lie bracket [ α , β ] belongs to
Pf(C) at the point π(α).
When C ⊂ PT (M ) itself is a Pfaﬃan system, i.e., when Pf(C) = C, Proposition 2.18
says that the existence of a characteristic connection on C implies that C is involutive. This
is an example of the statement that characteristic connections contain certain amount of
ﬂatness. Another example of this phenomena is the next result from [12]:
Theorem 2.19. Let Z ⊂ PV be a smooth hypersurface of degree ≥ 4. Let C ⊂ PT (M ) be
a Z-isotrivial cone structure. If C has a characteristic connection, then it is locally ﬂat.
The above results show that the existence of characteristic connections impose severe
restrictions on isotrivial cone structures. We expect similar restrictions on non-isotrivial
cone structures, although no speciﬁc results are known.
. the conBeing a characteristic connection is a local property of a connection F on C:
. The connections we are
dition in Deﬁnition 2.15 is to be checked on an open subset of C.
interested in have another important property which is of a global nature. To introduce this
property, we note that there is a natural vector subbundle P ⊂ T (Sm(C)) deﬁned as follows.
At a smooth point α ∈ C with x = π(α), we have the diﬀerential dα : Tα (C) → Tx (M )
of the projection  = π|Sm(C) : Sm(C) → M . Since the ﬁber Cx ⊂ PTx (M ) of π|C
0x ) ⊂ Tx (M ).
is smooth at α by Deﬁnition 2.2 (2), we have the aﬃne tangent space Tα (C
Deﬁne Pα ⊂ Tα (C) by
Pα := dα−1 (Tα (C/x )).
This deﬁnes a vector bundle P on Sm(C).
Deﬁnition 2.20. View T  ⊂ T on C. and a connection F ⊂ T as vector bundles on Sm(C)
via the normalization morphism ν : C. → C which is an isomorphism over Sm(C). Then
we have T ⊂ P ⊂ T (Sm(C)). A connection F ⊂ T is P-splitting if there exists a vector
subbundle W ⊂ P on Sm(C) that splits
0 → T  → P → P/T  → 0
such that W ∩ T = F on Sm(C).
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The connections we are interested in are P-splitting. The signiﬁcance of the P-splitting
property has been noticed only recently in [14], and many of its implications are yet to be
discovered. It is used in [14] in the following way.
Theorem 2.21. Let C ⊂ PT (M ) be a smooth cone structure of codimension 1. In other
words, C is a smooth hypersurface in PT (M ) such that  : C → M is a submersion. If C
has a P-splitting connection and dim M ≥ 4, then it is isotrivial.
In particular, if the degree of the ﬁber Cx in Theorem 2.21 is at least 4 and the P-splitting
connection is also a characteristic connection, then C is locally ﬂat by Theorem 2.19. Actually, the requirement in Theorem 2.19 that the degree d of the hypersurface is at least 4 can be
weakened to d ≥ 3 if the connection is P-splitting. Thus at least for smooth cone structures
of codimension 1, the existence of a P-splitting connection has a signiﬁcant consequence.
This is to be contrasted with cone structures of codimension 1 that are not smooth. There
are examples discovered in [3] of cone structures of codimension 1 that have P-splitting
characteristic connections but are not isotrivial.
Cartan geometry of cone structures with P-splitting characteristic connections is our
central interest from the diﬀerential geometric side. As we will see in Section 4, there are
lots of examples of cone structures with P-splitting characteristic connections. Properties of
such structures are intricately related to the projective geometry of the ﬁbers Cx . Thus this
Cartan geometry has an inseparable link with projective algebraic geometry. This is analogous to the fact that Cartan geometry of G-structures has an intimate link with representation
theory of Lie groups. For example, the proofs of Theorem 2.19 and Theorem 2.21 use cohomological properties of smooth hypersurfaces in projective space. The number of results
in this direction is still very small and the investigation of cone structures with P-splitting
characteristic connections is a wide open area.
Let us close this section with one remark. There is an additional property, which could
be called the admissibility of a connection, that holds for all connections we are interested in.
This property arises from Bernstein-Gindikin’s admissibility condition in integral geometry
[1]. Signiﬁcant consequences of admissibility have not yet been found in connection with
the topic of this article, which is the reason I have skipped discussing this property. However,
this additional condition may lead to interesting discoveries in the future.

3. Mori geometry: minimal rational curves
Our major interest in algebraic geometry is in uniruled projective manifolds, i.e., projective
manifolds covered by rational curves. Recall that a rational curve C on a projective manifold
X is a curve C ⊂ X with normalization νC : P1 → C by P1 . The set RatCurves(X) of
all rational curves on X can be given a scheme structure and its normalization is denoted by
RatCurvesn (X). Each irreducible component K of RatCurvesn (X) is a quasi-projective
variety equipped with the universal P1 -bundle ρK : UnivK → K and the associated cycle
morphism μK : UnivK → X. This means that for each z ∈ K, the corresponding rational
curve C ⊂ X is given by μK (ρ−1
K (z)) and the morphism
νC := μK |ρ−1 (z) : P1 → C = μK (ρ−1
K (z))
K

is the normalization of C. For a rigorous presentation of this foundational material, we refer
the reader to [28].
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Now I am going to introduce a number of terms related to uniruled manifolds and rational
curves. I should warn the reader that most of these are not standard: they appear under
diﬀerent names in the literature. As is the case in any growing area of mathematics, the
technical terms have not yet been completely standardized. I believe the terms introduced
below are shorter and more intuitive than some of the ones in use (including some in my own
papers) for nonexperts to remember their meaning. You may regard the deﬁnitions below as
nicknames we will use in this article. To start with, we can give a precise deﬁnition of a
uniruled projective manifold in the following form.
Deﬁnition 3.1. An irreducible component K of RatCurvesn (X) is called a uniruling on X
if the cycle morphism μK : UnivK → X is dominant. A projective manifold X is uniruled
if it has a uniruling. For a line bundle L on X, we will denote by degL (K) the L-degree of
a member of K.
A fundamental tool in the study of unirulings on X is the deformation theory of rational curves on X, or equivalently, the deformation theory of morphisms P1 → X. By the
classical Kodaira theory, given a rational curve C ⊂ X, the ﬁrst-order deformation of the
normalization morphism νC : P1 → X regarded as a map to X is controlled by the pull-back
∗
T (X) of the tangent bundle of X. In this regard, the following deﬁnition is fundamental.
νC
∗
Deﬁnition 3.2. A rational curve C ⊂ X is free if νC
T (X) is semi-positive, i.e., of the form
O(a1 ) ⊕ · · · ⊕ O(an ), n = dim X, with ai ≥ 0 for all i.
∗
Free rational curves have a nice deformation theory because H 1 (P1 , νC
T (X)) = 0 by
∗
the semi-positivity of νC T (X). This cohomology group contains the obstruction to realiz∗
ing deformations of νC from its inﬁnitesimal deformations in H 0 (P1 , νC
T (X)). Thus the
vanishing implies the following.

Theorem 3.3. Let K be an irreducible component of RatCurvesn (X). Denote by Kfree ⊂ K
the parameter space of members of K that are free. Then K is a uniruling if and only if Kfree
is nonempty. In this case, Kfree is a Zariski open subset of the smooth locus of K.
Given a uniruling K on X and a point x ∈ X, let Kx be the normalization of the subvariety of K parametrizing members of K passing through x. When x is a general point of X,
the structure of Kx is particularly nice:
Theorem 3.4. For a uniruling K on a projective manifold X and a general point x ∈ X,
all members of Kx belongs to Kfree . Furthermore, the variety Kx is a ﬁnite union of smooth
quasi-projective varieties of dimension degK −1 (K) − 2.
X

Both Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 must have been known before [37], although their
signiﬁcance has not been fully recognized until Mori’s work. Now we are ready to introduce
minimal rational curves.
Deﬁnition 3.5. A uniruling K on a projective manifold X is unbreakable if Kx is projective
for a general x ∈ X. In other words, K is an unbreakable uniruling if a general ﬁber of the
cycle morphism μK : UnivK → X is nonempty and complete. Members of an unbreakable
uniruling on X will be called minimal rational curves on X.
Unbreakable unirulings exist on any uniruled projective manifold. To see this, we need
the following notion.
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Deﬁnition 3.6. Let L be an ample line bundle on a projective manifold X. A uniruling K is
a minimal with respect to L, if degL (K) is minimal among all unirulings of X. A uniruling
is a minimal uniruling if it is minimal with respect to some ample line bundle. Minimal
unirulings exist on any uniruled projective manifold and they are unbreakable.
It is essential to understand the geometric idea behind the unbreakability of minimal
unirulings. Suppose for a uniruling K, which is minimal with respect to an ample line
bundle L, the variety Kx is not projective for a general point x ∈ X. Then the members
of Kx degenerate to reducible curves all components of which are rational curves of smaller
L-degree than the members of K and some components of which pass through x. Collecting
those components passing through x as x varies over the general points of X gives rise to
another uniruling K satisfying degL (K ) < degL (K), a contradiction to the minimality of
degL (K). This argument gives an intuitive picture behind the deﬁnition of an unbreakable
uniruling: if a uniruling is not unbreakable, its members can be broken into members of
another uniruling. More ﬁguratively speaking, if a uniruling is not unbreakable, it can be
broken into a smaller uniruling.
It is worth introducing a special class of minimal unirulings, which are particularly interesting from the viewpoint of (extrinsic) projective algebraic geometry:
Deﬁnition 3.7. Let L be an ample line bundle on a projective manifold X that is base-point
free. A uniruling K on X is a uniruling by lines if degL (K) = 1. Geometrically, this means
that there is a morphism j : X → PN which is ﬁnite over j(X) and sends members of K to
lines in PN .
Most of the classical examples of unbreakable unirulings are unirulings by lines and the
morphism j is often an embedding. For example, smooth complete intersections of low
degree in PN are covered by lines and so are Grassmannians under the Plücker embedding.
But there are many examples of unirulings by lines where j is not an embedding. Also there
are many minimal unirulings which are not unirulings by lines: hypersurfaces of degree n
in Pn have minimal unirulings by conics. Also there are many unbreakable unirulings that
are not minimal. Trivial examples can be constructed on a product X = X1 × X2 of two
uniruled manifolds. There are more interesting examples in [3] and [30] where these nonminimal unbreakable unirulings rather than minimal unirulings play crucial roles. We refer
the reader to [24] and [28] for many examples of unbreakable unirulings.
All these examples illustrate that unbreakable unirulings and minimal rational curves,
which exist on any uniruled projective manifolds, are genuine extensions of the classical
notion of unirulings by lines:
{unirulings by lines} ⊂ { minimal unirulings } ⊂ { unbrekable unirulings }.
The important point is that this extension retains many geometric properties of unirulings
by lines. The most fundamental example is the following. Let x = y be two distinct points
on a projective manifold X. If K is a uniruling by lines on X, we know that there exists at
most one member of K through x and y. Mori shows that a weaker version of this property
continues to hold for unbreakable unirulings:
Theorem 3.8. Let K be an unbreakable uniruling. Then for a general point x ∈ X and any
other point y ∈ X, there does not exist a positive-dimensional family of members of K that
pass through both x and y. In particular, dim Kx ≤ dim X − 1.
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Theorem 3.8 is proved by what is called the ‘bend-and-break’ argument. Geometrically,
it says that any 1-dimensional family of rational curves which share two distinct points in
common must degenerate into a reducible curve. This is the most important geometric property of an unbreakable uniruling. Combined with Theorem 3.4, the bound on dim Kx in
Theorem 3.8 implies that degK −1 (K) ≤ dim X + 1 for any unbreakable uniruling. In other
X

−1
words, the KX
-degrees of minimal rational curves are bounded by dim X + 1. The fact that
all uniruled projective manifolds are covered by rational curves of small degree is of fundamental signiﬁcance and has eventually developed into the boundedness of Fano manifolds,
for which we refer the reader to Chapter V of [28].
An inﬁnitesimal version of Theorem 3.8 is important for us. A key notion here is the
following

Deﬁnition 3.9. A rational curve C ⊂ X is unbending if under the normalization νC : P1 →
∗
T (X) has the form
C ⊂ X, the vector bundle νC
∗
νC
T (X) ∼
= O(2) ⊕ O(1)p ⊕ On−1−p

for some integer p satisfying 0 ≤ p ≤ n − 1, where n = dim X.
What is the rationale behind the name ‘unbending’? Note that a free rational curve
C ⊂ X is unbending if and only if for any two distinct points x = y ∈ P1 and their maximal
ideals mx and my in OP1 ,
∗
H 0 (P1 , νC
T (X) ⊗ mx ⊗ my ) = H 0 (P1 , T (P1 ) ⊗ mx ⊗ my ).

In the standard deformation theory, this means that C does not have inﬁnitesimal deformation
ﬁxing two distinct points. Figuratively, we can say that ‘an unbending curve cannot be bent
inﬁnitesimally’. Comparing this with Theorem 3.8, we wonder whether members of an
unbreakable uniruling are unbending. This is indeed the case for general members:
Theorem 3.10. A general member of an unbreakable uniruling is unbending.
Theorem 3.10 is not a direct consequence of Theorem 3.8 because the notion of an unbending rational curve gives information on inﬁnitesimal deformation only, while Theorem
3.8 is concerned with an actually realized deformation. Theorem 3.10 enables us to control
the behavior of the tangent directions of members of an unbreakable uniruling. To study this
behavior systematically, it is convenient to introduce the tangent map.
Deﬁnition 3.11. For any uniruling K on a projective manifold X and a point x ∈ X, the
rational map τx : Kx  PTx (X) sending a member of Kx that is smooth at x to its tangent
direction is called the tangent map at x.
If C is an unbending member of Kx , the tangent map can be extended to [C] ∈ Kx , even
∗
when C is singular at x, because the diﬀerential dνC : T (P1 ) → νC
T (X) is injective. In
fact, a stronger result holds.
Theorem 3.12. In Deﬁnition 3.11, if C is an unbending member of Kx , the tangent map τx
is well-deﬁned and immersive at [C] ∈ Kx .
In particular, Theorem 3.10 implies that for an unbreakable uniruling K and a general
point x ∈ X, the tangent map τx is generically ﬁnite over its image.
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It is worth comparing Theorem 3.10 with Theorem 3.3. Theorem 3.3 suggests that the
freeness of rational curves is an ‘individualized’ version of the notion of a uniruling. In a
similar way, Theorem 3.10 suggests that the unbending property of rational curves is an ‘individualized’ version of the notion of an unbreakable uniruling. The correspondence in the
latter case, however, is less exact: general members of an unbreakable uniruling are unbending, but a uniruling whose general members are unbending is not necessarily unbreakable.
There is another important diﬀerence between the two correspondences. When K is a
uniruling, we know that every member of Kx for a general x ∈ X is free by Theorem 3.4.
Is it true that for an unbreakable uniruling K, every member of Kx for a general x ∈ X is
unbending? Using Theorem 3.12, we can formulate this question as follows:
Question 3.13. For an unbreakable uniruling K on a projective manifold X, is the tangent
map τx : Kx  PTx (X) at a general point x ∈ X extendable to an immersion τx : Kx →
PTx (X)?
It is easy to see that if K is a uniruling by lines, then the answer is yes: τx is an embedding. This corresponds to the classical property of lines that they are determined by their
tangent directions at a given point. Encouraged by this special case, it has been expected
that the answer to Question 3.13 is aﬃrmative for all unbreakable unirulings, or at least
for all minimal unirulings. Recently, however, counterexamples have been discovered: an
unbreakable one in [3] and then a minimal one in [17].
Although not all members of Kx are as nice as we would wish them to be, they are
still considerably well behaved, as the following result of Kebekus shows. In [26], an indepth analysis of singularities of members of Kx has been carried out. Among other things,
Kebekus has shown
Theorem 3.14. For an unbreakable uniruling K and a general point x ∈ X, all members of
Kx are immersed at the point corresponding to x.
To elaborate, a member of Kx is given by a morphism νC : P1 → C ⊂ X with a
point o ∈ P1 satisfying νC (o) = x. Theorem 3.14 says that (dνC )o : To (P1 ) → Tx (X) is
injective. Using this, Kebekus has shown the following important result.
Theorem 3.15. In the setting of Theorem 3.14, the tangent morphism τx : Kx → PTx (X)
can be deﬁned by assigning to each member C of Kx its tangent direction
P(dνC (To (P1 ))) ∈ PTx (X).
This morphism τx is ﬁnite over its image.
Kebekus’s study of singularities of members of Kx , including Theorem 3.14, plays an
important role in the proof of Theorem 1.2 due to Cho, Miyaoka and Shepherd-Barron [4].
In terms of Theorem 3.15, we can state it as follows.
Theorem 3.16. Let X be a uniruled projective manifold and let K be an unbreakable uniruling. Suppose for a general point x ∈ X, the tangent morphism τx : Kx → PTx (X) is
dominant. Then X is projective space and K is the space of lines.
By Theorem 3.15, the morphism τx in Theorem 3.16 is a ﬁnite covering of projective
space. The essential point in the proof of Theorem 3.16 is to prove that τx is a birational
morphism, thus an isomorphism. In fact, it is fairly easy to show that X is projective space
if τx is an isomorphism. In this sense, the following result in [21] is a generalization of
Theorem 3.16.
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Theorem 3.17. Let X be a uniruled projective manifold and let K be an unbreakable uniruling. For a general point x ∈ X, the tangent morphism τx : Kx → PTx (X) is birational
over its image.
Combining Theorem 3.15 and Theorem 3.17, we see that τx is the normalization of its
image in PTx (X).
The collection of tangent morphisms {τx , general x ∈ X} can be assembled into a
single map. Recall that we have the universal P1 -bundle ρK : UnivK → K and the cycle
morphism μK : UnivK → X. When K is unbreakable, the variety Kx for a general x ∈ X
can be identiﬁed with μ−1
K (x) ⊂ UnivK and we have a rational map τ : UnivK  PT (X)
with a commuting diagram
τ
UnivK  PT (X)
↓π
μK ↓
X
=
X
such that the tangent morphism τx : Kx → PTx (X) is just the ﬁber of this diagram at a
general point x ∈ X. In terms of τ , we can summarize Theorem 3.4, Theorem 3.14 and
Theorem 3.17 as follows.
Theorem 3.18. Let K be an unbreakable uniruling on a projective manifold X and let
τ : UnivK  PT (X) be the tangent map. Then there exists a Zariski open subset Xo ⊂ X
satisfying the following properties.
(i) The dense open subset UnivoK := μ−1
K (Xo ) of UnivK is a smooth quasi-projective
variety.
(ii) The morphism μK restricted to UnivoK is a submersion over Xo .
(iii) The restriction of τ gives a morphism τ o : UnivoK → PT (Xo ) which is normalization
of its image.
(iv) The two vector subbundles T μK and T ρK of T (UnivoK ) are transversal.
In fact, (i) and (ii) follow from Theorem 3.4, (iii) follows from Theorem 3.17 and ﬁnally
(iv) follows from Theorem 3.14.
In this section, we have collected some of the key results on minimal rational curves that
are needed for the next section. There are many other results on minimal rational curves
which we have omitted, for which we refer the reader to [28] and the survey papers cited in
Section 1.

4. From Mori to Cartan: VMRT-structures
In Section 3, we have seen that starting from a uniruled projective manifold X by choosing
an unbreakable uniruling K and a general point x ∈ X, we obtain Kx , a ﬁnite union of
projective manifolds. Since dim Kx < dim X by Theorem 3.8, the variety Kx is likely to
be simpler than X. This opens up the possibility of using Kx to study the geometry of X.
Indeed, at least for unirulings by lines, the variety Kx has been used in this way in many
classical constructions. Now Theorem 3.15 and Theorem 3.17 show a bigger advantage of
this Kx : it is provided with a morphism τx : Kx → PTx (X) which is almost an embedding,
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a normalization of its image. That is, starting from the intrinsic information of an unbreakable uniruling, we obtain a natural projective subvariety Im(τx ) ⊂ PTx (X). The extrinsic
projective geometry of Im(τx ) yields intrinsic information on X and K. Since τx is just the
normalization of its image, it seems more advantageous to look at Im(τx ) rather than Kx .
This motivates the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 4.1. In the above setting, the image Im(τx ) is denoted by Cx ⊂ PTx (X) and
called the variety of minimal rational tangents (abbr. VMRT) at x associated to K.
This shift of attention from Kx to Cx connects Mori geometry to Cartan geometry:
Deﬁnition 4.2. In the setting of Theorem 3.18, put C. := UnivoK and C := τ (UnivoK ). Then
. Theorem
ν = τ o : C. → C is a normalization morphism. Putting T := T ρK ⊕ T μK on C,
. It satisﬁes the condition (3) of Deﬁnition
3.18 (iv) says that T is a vector subbundle of T (C).
2.2, so C ⊂ PT (Xo ) is a cone structure on the complex manifold Xo . This cone structure is
called the VMRT-structure of the unbreakable uniruling K. Moreover T ρK gives a connection
F on this cone structure, called the tautological connection on C.
The following is proved in [14] and [21].
Theorem 4.3. The tautological connection F on the VMRT-structure in Deﬁnition 4.2 is a
P-splitting characteristic connection.
It follows that a choice of an unbreakable uniruling on a uniruled projective manifold
gives rise to a cone structure with a natural P-splitting characteristic connection: the VMRTstructure with the tautological connection. This provides diverse examples of such cone
structures. How much diversity? We will see shortly that this transition from algebraic
geometry to diﬀerential geometry
(X, K) ⇒ (C ⊂ PT (Xo ), F)
is injective, under some topological assumptions. Thus one may say that such cone structures
are almost as diverse as all uniruled projective manifolds and all unbreakable unirulings
on them. Referring the reader to [9] and [19] for many interesting examples of VMRTstructures, let us just note three salient features of this diversity.
Firstly, for any irreducible smooth projective variety Z ⊂ PV , there exists a VMRTstructure which is Z-isotrivial and locally ﬂat (Example 1.7 in [12]). In fact, writing W =
V ⊕ C, we can regard Z ⊂ PV ⊂ PW as a smooth subvariety of PW contained in the
hyperplane PV . Then the blow-up X := BlZ (PW ) has an unbreakable uniruling whose
general members are proper transforms of lines in PW intersecting Z at one point. Then for
x ∈ X over a point on PW \ PV , the VMRT Cx ⊂ PTx (X) is isomorphic to Z ⊂ PV as
projective varieties. It is easy to see that this VMRT-structure is locally ﬂat.
Secondly, there are isotrivial VMRT-structures which are not locally ﬂat. A simple example of this type is provided by a homogeneous contact manifold X with second Betti number
1, diﬀerent from projective space. This is a homogeneous projective manifold X = G/P
equipped with a G-invariant holomorphic contact structure D ⊂ T (X), i.e., a Pfaﬃan system of corank 1 which is maximally non-integrable. It has a uniruling by lines, the VMRTstructure C ⊂ PT (X) of which is G-invariant and hence it is isotrivial. Furthermore, at each
x ∈ X, the VMRT Cx is contained in PDx and, in fact, spans PDx (see [8]). This implies
that C is not locally ﬂat, because if it were, then D would be integrable.
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Thirdly, there are many examples of non-isotrivial VMRT-structures. Actually, most of
the VMRT-structures on projective manifolds with second Betti number 1 are expected to be
non-isotrivial. A most transparent example is given by the moduli variety SUC (r, d) of stable
bundles on a curve C of genus greater than 3 with rank r and ﬁxed determinant of degree
r. When (r, d) = 1, this is a projective manifold with second Betti number 1. There is a
minimal uniruling given by ‘Hecke curves’, certain families of stable bundles on C arising
from a geometric version of the Hecke correspondence introduced in [38]. Its VMRT’s are
iterated projective bundles on C constructed from the universal bundle on C × SUC (r, d),
which shows that the VMRT-structure is not isotrivial (see [10] and [23] for details).
These three points illustrate the diversity of VMRT-structures. But even on these speciﬁc
points, our understanding of this diversity is very limited.
Regarding the examples of locally ﬂat VMRT-structures, our construction does not work
if Z is reducible. In fact, if Kx is reducible, there is a global constraint on the VMRTstructure coming from the irreducibility of K. For example, we cannot have Cx consisting of
two components only one of which is linear. In fact, if this were to happen, then collecting
the linear components for general x ∈ X, we would get an irreducible component of C
diﬀerent from C, a contradiction to the irreducibility of C. Also the construction does not
work if Z is singular with smooth normalization. Which singular varieties can be realized as
the VMRT of an unbreakable uniruling is a completely open question.
As for the examples of non-isotrivial VMRT-structures, although we expect that ‘most’
VMRT-structures are non-isotrivial, this has been veriﬁed only in a small number of cases
because checking the non-isotriviality can be tricky even when X is a simple well-known
variety. We do not have a general method for doing this. An approach to prove that a certain
type of VMRT-structures are not isotrivial has been proposed in [12], but this has not been
implemented in concrete examples. So far the non-isotriviality is known only for a handful
of examples, and only by explicit direct description of the VMRT’s. Besides SUC (r, d)
explained above, there are only two more types of examples we know of. In [29], Landsberg
and Robles show that the uniruling by lines on a general smooth hypersurface of degree
d, 3 ≤ d ≤ n, in Pn+1 has non-isotrivial VMRT-structure. Another case is in [16] which
shows the non-isotriviality of the VMRT-structure for the uniruling by lines on a double
cover of Pn branched along a general smooth hypersurface of degree 2m, 2 ≤ m ≤ n − 1.
Now that we have many cone structures with P-splitting characteristic connections arising from unbreakable unirulings on projective manifolds, it is natural to study the local
equivalence problem for these structures in the sense of Cartan, which we can formulate as
follows.
Deﬁnition 4.4. Let X 1 (resp. X 2 ) be a uniruled projective manifold with an unbreakable
uniruling K1 (resp. K2 ). Let C 1 ⊂ PT (Xo1 ) (resp. C 2 ⊂ PT (Xo2 )) be the corresponding
VMRT-structure with the tautological connection F 1 (resp F 2 ). Suppose that there exists
a connected Euclidean open subset U 1 ⊂ Xo1 (resp. U 2 ⊂ Xo2 ) and a biholomorphic map
ϕ : U 1 → U 2 such that Pdϕ : PT (U 1 ) → PT (U 2 ) sends C 1 |U 1 to C 2 |U 2 and F 1 |U 1
to F 2 |U 2 . Then we say that the VMRT-structures C 1 and C 2 are locally equivalent and
ϕ : U 1 → U 2 is a local equivalence map of the two VMRT-structures.
This is of course a natural deﬁnition from the viewpoint of Cartan geometry. But does it
have signiﬁcant implications in algebraic geometry? The following result from [20] shows
that this is indeed so, under some topological assumptions.
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Theorem 4.5. In the setting of Deﬁnition 4.4, assume that b2 (X 1 ) = 1 and dim Kx1 > 0 for
a general x ∈ X1 , or equivalently, degK −1 (K1 ) ≥ 3. Then an equivalence map ϕ can be
X1

extended to a rational map Φ : X 1  X 2 , i.e., ϕ = Φ|U 1 . If furthermore, b2 (X 2 ) = 1,
then Φ is biregular.
In other words, within the class of uniruled projective manifolds of second Betti number
1 and unirulings of anti-canonical degree at least 3, the correspondence
(X, K) ⇒ (C ⊂ PT (Xo ), F)
is injective. The requirement in Theorem 4.5 that the projective manifolds have second Betti
number 1 is necessary. Indeed, it is easy to construct examples of X 1 with b2 (X 1 ) > 1
where an analogue of Theorem 4.5 fails. However, this condition is not a serious handicap.
In fact, projective manifolds with second Betti number 1 form a large class of projective
varieties where general structure theories of higher dimensional algebraic geometry, like the
minimal model program, give little direct information. That VMRT-theory is eﬀective for
uniruled projective manifolds with second Betti number 1 means that it could complement
these general structure theories.
The proof of Theorem 4.5 is by analytic continuation of the map ϕ along members of K1 .
This analytic continuation corresponds to the construction of the developing map in Cartan
geometry. Here X 2 is regarded as the model of the geometric structure and the map ϕ is
developed to Φ. The topological condition b2 (X 1 ) = 1 is used to guarantee that the analytic
continuation can be carried out to cover the whole of X 1 . The potential multi-valuedness of
the analytic continuation is taken care of by the condition dim Kx1 > 0.
From Deﬁnition 4.4, the condition required for the map ϕ in Theorem 4.5 is that Pdϕ
preserves the cone structure and also the characteristic connection. These are diﬀerential
geometric conditions. To be useful in algebraic geometry, we need a way to ﬁnd algebrogeometric conditions to guarantee them. In most interesting cases, the requirement of preserving the connection can be replaced by algebro-geometric condition in the following
form:
Theorem 4.6. Let X 1 (resp. X 2 ) be a uniruled projective manifold with b2 (X 1 ) = 1
(resp. b2 (X 2 ) = 1). Let K1 (resp. K2 ) be an unbreakable uniruling on X 1 (resp. X 2 ).
Let C 1 ⊂ PT (Xo1 ) (resp. C 2 ⊂ PT (Xo2 )) be the corresponding VMRT-structure. Suppose
that there exists a connected Euclidean open subset U 1 ⊂ Xo1 (resp. U 2 ⊂ Xo2 ) and a
biholomorphic map ϕ : U 1 → U 2 such that Pdϕ : PT (U 1 ) → PT (U 2 ) sends C 1 |U 1 to
C 2 |U 2 . If the VMRT Cx1 at a general point x ∈ U 1 has positive dimension and nondegenerate
Gauss map, then there exists a biregular morphism Φ : X 1 → X 2 such that Φ|U 1 = ϕ.
This is a simple combination of Theorem 2.17 and Theorem 4.5. Note that one Cartanian
condition in Theorem 4.5, i.e., that ϕ preserves the connection F, has been replaced by an
algebro-geometric condition on the ﬁber Cx , the nondegeneracy of Gauss map. The latter
condition holds for the VMRT of a large class of uniruled projective manifolds and unbreakable unirulings, so we may concentrate on VMRT-structures satisfying Theorem 4.6. Thus
our main problem becomes ﬁnding algebro-geometric conditions for the local equivalence
of the cone structures. In this regard, the most central problem connecting Mori geometry
and Cartan geometry is the following:
Problem 4.7. Let X 1 (resp. X 2 ) be a uniruled projective manifold with an unbreakable
uniruling K1 (resp. K2 ). Let C 1 ⊂ PT (Xo1 ) (resp. C 2 ⊂ PT (Xo2 )) be the corresponding
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VMRT-structure with the tautological connection F 1 (resp F 2 ). Suppose that there exists a
connected Euclidean open subset U 1 ⊂ Xo1 (resp. U 2 ⊂ Xo2 ) and a biholomorphic map ϕ :
U 1 → U 2 such that C 1 |U 1 and C 2 |U 2 are isomorphic as families of projective varieties. More
precisely, suppose that we have a biholomorphic map ψ : PT (U 1 ) → PT (U 2 ) satisfying
ψ(C 1 |U 1 ) = C 2 |U 2 with a commuting diagram
PT (U 1 )
↓
U1

ψ

−→
ϕ

−→

PT (U 2 )
.
↓
2
U

Does this imply that the two cone structures C 1 |U 1 and C 2 |U 2 are locally equivalent? In other
words, can we choose ϕ such that ψ = Pdϕ?
What makes Problem 4.7 exciting and challenging is that it needs insights and techniques
for the fusion of the algebraic geometry of the projective variety Cx ⊂ PTx (X) and the
diﬀerential geometry of the cone structure C via the connection F. At present, no plausible
uniform method to handle Problem 4.7 seems conceivable and, depending on the type of
the family of varieties Cx ’s, diﬀerent tools are required. A practicable approach is to try
the cases where the projective geometry of the family Cx ’s is simple and the diﬀerential
geometric machinery of the cone structure is available. A most reasonable candidate is the
case when the VMRT-structure is Z-isotrivial for a projective variety Z ⊂ PV of simple
type.
Even for Z-isotrivial cases, Problem 4.7 is highly challenging. The answer is not always aﬃrmative. There are examples of two uniruled projective manifolds with Z-isotrivial
VMRT-structures for the same smooth irreducible Z ⊂ PV, which are not locally equivalent. Since we have seen that a locally ﬂat Z-isotrivial VMRT-structure exists for any given
Z ⊂ PV , it suﬃces to give examples of Z-isotrivial VMRT-structures that are not locally
ﬂat. We have already mentioned that homogeneous contact manifolds provide such examples
where Z ⊂ PV is contained in a hyperplane in PV . There are also examples where Z spans
PV . A simple example is provided by symplectic Grassmannians. Given a vector space W
with a symplectic form ω, let us denote by Grω (k, W ) the set of k-dimensional subspaces
of W isotropic with respect to ω. This projective manifold Grω (k, W ) has a uniruling by
lines. The associated VMRT-structure is Z-isotrivial for some Z because Grω (k, W ) is a
homogeneous space. It turns out that Z ⊂ PV is nondegenerate. If 2k < dim W , the au/ acts on Z with two orbits and the unique closed orbit Z  ⊂ Z
tomorphism group Aut(Z)
is degenerate. The corresponding subvariety C  ⊂ C of the VMRT-structure spans a Pfaﬃan
system D ⊂ T (Grω (k, W )) which is not integrable. This non-integrability implies that the
VMRT-structure is not locally ﬂat (see [22] for details).
This example shows that the answer to Problem 4.7 for Z-isotrivial cases would depend
on the variety Z. This raises the following purely local problem in Cartan geometry:
Problem 4.8. Find algebro-geometric conditions on a smooth irreducible Z ⊂ PV which
guarantee that every Z-isotrivial cone structure with a P-splitting characteristic connection
is locally ﬂat.
As we have already mentioned in Section 2, there are two types of Z where the answer
is known. When Z is a linear subspace of PV , we have seen that the corresponding Pfaﬃan
system is involutive, thus the cone structure is locally ﬂat. Another case is when Z ⊂
PV is a smooth hypersurface of degree ≥ 3 by Theorem 2.19 together with the comment
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after Theorem 2.21. At the moment, these are the only cases where Problem 4.8 has been
answered, even though it is reasonable to expect that it is locally ﬂat for most choices of
Z ⊂ PV .
One important case of Z-isotrivial VMRT-structures where an aﬃrmative answer is obtained for Problem 4.7 is when Z is the VMRT of an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space.
This is not done through the local approach of Problem 4.8. Instead, a mixture of local and
global methods has settled the question successfully. As mentioned in Section 2, diﬀerential geometric machinery of such structures has been developed by diﬀerential geometers
and there are natural curvature tensors whose vanishing implies the local ﬂatness. In [34],
Mok shows that if a VMRT-structure is Z-isotrivial where Z is the VMRT of an irreducible
Hermitian symmetric space, then the Z-isotrivial cone structure can be extended to a neighborhood of a general member of the unbreakable uniruling. Then the unbending property of
the rational curve can be used to show the vanishing of the curvature tensors. This way, Mok
proves
Theorem 4.9. Let X be a uniruled projective manifold with second Betti number 1. Suppose
there exists an unbreakable uniruling whose VMRT-structure is Z-isotrivial where Z is the
VMRT of an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space G/P . Then X is biregular to G/P .
This resolves Problem 1.3 for irreducible Hermitian symmetric spaces. Mok’s method
has been extended to any rational homogeneous space G/P where P is a maximal parabolic
subgroup of a complex simple Lie group G, associated to a long root of G in [6] and [34].
Whether this remains true when P is associated to a short root of G, such as symplectic
Grassmannians, is a most tantalizing problem in this direction. Also, it would be desirable
to recover Theorem 4.9 by answering Problem 4.8 for the corresponding Z.
Combining Theorem 4.9 with the aﬃrmative answer to Problem 4.8 when Z is a smooth
hypersurface of degree ≥ 3, we have the following result in [14].
Theorem 4.10. Let X be a uniruled projective manifold of dimension ≥ 4 with second Betti
number 1. Assume that there is an unbreakable uniruling such that the VMRT at a general
point is a smooth hypersurface. Then X is a quadric hypersurface.
These few examples are all the results we currently have for Problem 4.7 for Z-isotrivial
cases. They correspond to the simplest type of projective varieties, hypersurfaces and some
homogeneous varieties. Any other projective variety Z ⊂ PV seems to be a new challenge.
Even less -essentially no concrete result- is known for non-isotrivial cases of Problem 4.7.
There is a natural extension of the equivalence problem for VMRT-structures to the setting of submanifold geometry. In the investigation of any type of geometric structures, it
is natural to study submanifolds inheriting such structures. From this perspective, among
submanifolds in a uniruled projective manifold X, of particular importance are uniruled
submanifolds with VMRT-structures which are compatible with the VMRT-structure of the
ambient manifold. The study of such submanifolds from an intrinsic viewpoint, which has
been initiated in [35], is based on the fact that the analytic continuation Theorem 4.5 can be
easily extended to submanifold geometry in the following sense.
Theorem 4.11. Let X 1 (resp. X 2 ) be a uniruled projective manifold with an unbreakable
uniruling K1 (resp. K2 ). Let C 1 ⊂ PT (Xo1 ) (resp. C 2 ⊂ PT (Xo2 )) be the corresponding
VMRT-structure with the tautological connection F 1 (resp F 2 ). Suppose that there exists a
connected Euclidean open subset U 1 ⊂ Xo1 (resp. U 2 ⊂ Xo2 ) and an embedding ϕ : U 1 →
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U 2 such that Pdϕ : PT (U 1 ) → PT (U 2 ) sends C 1 |U 1 into C 2 |U 2 and F 1 into F 2 . Assume
that b2 (X 1 ) = 1 and dim Kx1 > 0 for a general x ∈ X1 . Then ϕ can be extended to a
rational map Φ : X 1  X 2 , i.e., ϕ = Φ|U 1 .
The ﬁrst task is to replace the preservation of connections by algebro-geometric conditions, just as Theorem 4.6 is an improvement over Theorem 4.5. This is done in [7] and the
following analogue of Theorem 4.6 in submanifold geometry is obtained.
Theorem 4.12. Let X 1 (resp. X 2 ) be a uniruled projective manifold with a VMRT-structure
C 1 ⊂ PT (Xo1 ) (resp. C 2 ⊂ PT (Xo2 )). Assume that b2 (X 1 ) = 1 and dim Cx1 > 0 for
x ∈ Xo1 . Suppose that there exists a connected Euclidean open subset U 1 ⊂ Xo1 (resp.
U 2 ⊂ Xo2 ) and an embedding ϕ : U 1 → U 2 satisfying the following two conditions.
(i) Pdϕ(C 1 |U 1 ) ⊂ C 2 |ϕ(U 1 ) and
(ii) for a general point z ∈ U 1 with x = ϕ(z) and a general smooth point β ∈ Cz1 , the
image α := Pdϕ(β) is a smooth point of Cx2 and
{v ∈ Tα (Cx2 ), IICx2 ,α (v, u) = 0 for all u ∈ d(Pdϕ)(Tβ (Cz1 ))} = 0.
Then there exists a rational map Φ : X 1  X 2 such that Φ|U 1 = ϕ.
To be precise, the statement in [7] is slightly weaker, although their argument essentially
proves Theorem 4.12. The full statement of Theorem 4.12 is given in [15] with a simpliﬁed
proof.
The condition (ii) in Theorem 4.12 is a natural extension of the Gauss map condition
in Theorem 4.6. Note that the Cartanian condition in Theorem 4.11 on the characteristic
connection is replaced by the algebro-geometric condition (ii).
Theorem 4.11 goes beyond Theorem 4.6 even when dim X 1 = dim X 2 because dim K1
can be strictly smaller than dim K2 . For example, it can describe a ﬁnite morphism X 1 →
X 2 which sends members of K1 to members of K2 .
One immediate question is whether the map Φ can be extended to a morphism Φ : X 1 →
2
X when b2 (X 2 ) = 1, as in Theorem 4.6. In [7], an aﬃrmative answer is given when X 1
is modeled on a special class of Schubert submanifolds in rational homogeneous spaces
X 2 = G/P .
At present, submanifold theory in the interaction of Mori geometry and Cartan geometry
is in an incipient stage. Many natural questions can be raised, but the most fundamental one
is an analogue of Problem 4.7 in the submanifold setting. This would lead to a deeper aspect
of Cartan geometry. Interesting applications to algebraic geometry are yet to come.
In conclusion, VMRT-structures on uniruled projective manifolds provide us with a large
number of examples in great diversity of cone structures admitting P-splitting characteristic
connections. Cartan geometry of these structures has been understood for only a few special
cases and a wide range of examples and problems remain to be explored. The small number
of results we have seen so far have already found interesting applications in algebraic geometry. Further development will undoubtedly bring more exciting applications. This will be a
fertile ground for interactions between diﬀerential geometry and algebraic geometry.
Acknowledgment. Supported by National Researcher Program 2010-0020413 of NRF. I
am very grateful to Ngaiming Mok and Richard Weiss for valuable comments and helpful
suggestions.
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1. Early history: Euler, Abel, Jacobi, Riemann
Our story, like many others in mathematics, can be traced back at least to Euler who studied
elliptic integrals of the form

dx
√
.
x3 + ax2 + bx + c
The study of integrals of algebraic functions was further developed by Abel and Jacobi.
From our point of view the next
√ major step was taken by Riemann. Instead of dealing with
a multi-valued function like x3 + ax2 + bx + c, Riemann looks at the complex algebraic
curve


C := (x, y) : y 2 = x3 + ax2 + bx + c ⊂ C2 .
Then the above integral becomes


Γ

dx
y

for some path Γ on the algebraic curve C. More generally, a polynomial g(x, y) implicitly
deﬁnes y := y(x) as a multi-valued function of x and for any meromorphic function h(u, v),
the multi-valued integral



h x, y(x) dx
becomes a single valued integral





h x, y dx
Γ



for some path Γ on the algebraic curve C(g) := g(x, y) = 0 ⊂ C2 . Substitutions that
transform one integral associated to a polynomial g1 into another integral associated to a g2
can be now seen as algebraic maps between the curves C(g1 ) and C(g2 ).
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Riemann also went further. As a simple example, consider the curve C deﬁned by (y 2 =
x + x2 ) and notice that (t3 − t)2 ≡ (t2 − 1)3 + (t2 − 1)2 . Thus the substitution x =
t2 − 1, y = t3 − t (with inverse t = y/x) allows us to transform any integral


 



h x, x3 + x2 dx into
h t2 − 1, t3 − t · 2tdt.
3

To put it somewhat diﬀerently, the map


t → x = t2 − 1, y = t3 − t

and its inverse

(x, y) → t = y/x

establish an isomorphism




meromorphic functions
meromorphic functions
↔
.
on the complex plane C
on the curve (y 2 = x3 + x2 )
It is best to work with meromorphic functions on C that are also meromorphic at inﬁnity;
these live naturally on the Riemann sphere CP1 . We can now state Riemann’s fundamental
theorem as follows.
Theorem 1.1 (Riemann, 1851). For every algebraic curve C ⊂ C2 there is a unique, compact Riemann surface S and a meromorphic map φ : S  C with meromorphic inverse
φ−1 : C  S such that
fC → fS := fC ◦ φ

and

fS → fC := fS ◦ φ−1

establish an isomorphism between the meromorphic function theory on C and the meromorphic function theory on S.

2. Main questions, informally
We can now give an initial formulation of the two main problems that we consider; the
precise versions are stated in Sections 6 and 10. The ﬁrst is a direct higher-dimensional
analog of the results of Riemann. (See Section 3 for basic deﬁnitions.)
Main Question 2.1. Given an algebraic variety X, is there another algebraic variety X m
such that
1. the meromorphic function theories of X and of X m are isomorphic and
2. the geometry of X m is the “simplest” possible?
Riemann’s theorem says that, in dimension 1, “simplest” should mean smooth and compact, but in higher dimensions smoothness is not the right notion. One of the hardest aspects
of the theory was to understand what the correct concept of “simplest” should be.
So far we have dealt with individual algebraic varieties. A salient feature of algebraic
geometry is that by continuously varying the coeﬃcients of the deﬁning polynomials we get
continuously varying families of algebraic varieties. We can thus study how to transform a
family {Xt : t ∈ T } of varieties into its “simplest” form. A tempting idea is to take the
“simplest” forms {Xtm : t ∈ T } obtained previously. Unfortunately, this fails already in
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dimension 1. Starting with a family of curves {Ct : t ∈ T }, the corresponding Riemann
surfaces {St : t ∈ T } form a continuously varying family over a dense open subset T 0 ⊂ T
but not everywhere.
For curves the correct answer was found by Deligne and Mumford in 1969. We use the
guidance provided by this 1-dimensional case and the answer to the ﬁrst Main Question to
answer the second.
Main Question 2.2. What are the “simplest” families of algebraic varieties? How can one
transform an arbitrary family into one of the “simplest” families?

3. What are algebraic varieties?
Here we quickly recall the basic concepts and deﬁnitions that we use. For general introductory texts, see [30, 66, 73].
An aﬃne algebraic set in CN is the common zero-set of some polynomials
X aﬀ

=
=

aﬀ
X

 (f1 , . . . , fr )
(x1 , . . . , xN ) : f1 (x1 , . . . , xN ) = · · · = fr (x1 , . . . , xN ) = 0 ⊂ CN .

It is especially easy to visualize hypersurfaces X(f ) ⊂ CN deﬁned by 1 equation. Usually
we count complex dimensions, thus dim CN = N and dim X is one half of the usual topological dimension of X. In low dimensions we talk about curves, surfaces, 3-folds. Thus,
somewhat confusingly, an algebraic curve is a (possibly singular) Riemann surface.
An aﬃne algebraic set X is called irreducible if it can not be written as a union of two
algebraic sets in a nontrivial way. Such sets are called aﬃne algebraic varieties. Every
algebraic set X is a ﬁnite union of algebraic varieties X = ∪i Xi such that Xi  Xj for
i = j. Such a decomposition is unique, up to permuting the indices. Thus from now on we
are interested mainly in algebraic varieties.
For example, the irreducible components of a hypersurface X(f ) correspond to the irreducible factors of f , thus X(f ) is irreducible iﬀ f is a power of an irreducible polynomial.
An aﬃne algebraic set X aﬀ is compact iﬀ it is 0-dimensional, thus it is almost always
better to work with the closure of X aﬀ in the complex projective space
X := X proj ⊂ CPN .
Thus we get projective algebraic sets and projective varieties. Finally, a quasi-projective
variety is an open subset U of a projective variety X whose complement X \U is a projective
algebraic set. Note that U is a “very large” subset of X, in particular U is dense in X. This
is a key feature of algebraic geometry: all open subsets are “very large.”
On a complex projective space CPN the homogeneous coordinates (x0 : · · · :xN ) are deﬁned only up to multiplication by a scalar. Thus one can not evaluate a polynomial
p(x0 , . . . , xN ) ∈ C[x0 , . . . , xN ],
at a point of CPN . However, if p is homogeneous of degree d then
p(λx0 , . . . , λxN ) = λd p(x0 , . . . , xN ).
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Thus the zero set of p is well-deﬁned and a quotient of two homogeneous polynomials of the
same degree
p1 (x0 , . . . , xN )
f (x0 , . . . , xN ) =
p2 (x0 , . . . , xN )
is also well-deﬁned (except where p2 vanishes). These are the rational functions on CPN .
By restriction, we get rational functions on any projective variety X ⊂ CPN .
At ﬁrst sight these seem downright antiquated deﬁnitions; a modern theory ought to be
local. That is, one should consider varieties that are locally deﬁned by analytic functions
and work with meromorphic functions on them. However, we know that every meromorphic
function on CP1 is rational and the same holds in all dimensions.
Theorem 3.1 (Chow, 1949; Serre, 1956). Let M ⊂ CPN be a closed subset that can be
locally given as the common zero set of analytic functions. Then
(1) M is algebraic, that is, it can be globally given as the common zero set of homogeneous polynomials and
(2) every meromorphic function f on M is algebraic, that is, f can be globally given as
the quotient of two homogeneous polynomials of the same degree.
Now we come to a key feature of algebraic geometry. There are two competing notions
of “map” and two competing notions of “isomorphism.”
Deﬁnition 3.2 (Map and morphism). Let X ⊂ CPN be an algebraic variety and f0 , . . . , fM
nonzero rational functions on X. They deﬁne a map (or rational map)


f : X  CPM given by p → f0 (p): · · · :fM (p) ∈ CPM .
To start with, f is only deﬁned at a point p if none of the fi has a pole at p and not all of
the fi vanish at p. However, since the projective coordinates are deﬁned only up to a scalar
multiple, (gf0 , . . . , gfM ) deﬁne the same map for any rational function g, thus it can happen
that f is everywhere deﬁned. In this case it is called a morphism. A map is denoted by 
and a morphism by →.
For example, projecting CP2 from the origin (0:0:1) to the line at inﬁnity is given by
 

 

π : (x:y:z) → xz : yz = xy : 1 = 1 : xy .
Thus π is deﬁned everywhere except at (0:0:1).
Deﬁnition 3.3 (Isomorphism). Two quasi-projective varieties X ⊂ CPN and Y ⊂ CPM
are isomorphic if there are morphisms
f :X→Y

and

g:Y →X

that are inverses of each other. Isomorphism is denoted by X ∼
=Y.
We will think of isomorphic varieties as being essentially the same. Using maps instead
of morphisms in the above deﬁnition yields the notion of birational equivalence. This notion
is unique to algebraic geometry; it has no known analog in topology or diﬀerential geometry.
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Deﬁnition 3.4 (Birational equivalence). Two quasi-projective varieties X ⊂ CPN and Y ⊂
CPM are birational (in old terminology, birationally isomorphic) if there are rational maps
f : X  Y

and

g : Y  X

such that the following equivalent conditions hold.
1. φY → φX := φY ◦ f and φX → φY := φX ◦ g establish an isomorphism between
the meromorphic (=rational) function theory on X and the meromorphic (=rational)
function theory on Y .
2. There are algebraic subsets Z  X and W  Y such that (X \ Z) ∼
= (Y \ W ).
As an example, consider the aﬃne surface S := (x2 + y 2 = z 3 ) ⊂ C3 . It is birational to
as shown by the rational maps




f : (x, y, z)  xz , yz
and g : (u, v) → u(u2 + v 2 ), v(u2 + v 2 ), u2 + v 2 .

C2uv

Here f is not deﬁned if z = 0 while g is everywhere deﬁned but it maps the pair of lines
(u = ±iv) to the origin (0, 0, 0). Thus
∼ C2 \ (u2 + v 2 = 0) but S ∼
S \ (z = 0) =
= C2 .
Basic rule of thumb 3.5. Let X, Y be algebraic varieties that are birational to each other.
Many questions of algebraic geometry about X can be answered by
•

ﬁrst studying the same question on Y and then

•

studying a similar question involving the lower dimensional algebraic sets Z and W
as in (3.4.2).

The aim of the Minimal Model Program is to exploit this in two steps.
•

Given a question and a variety X, ﬁnd a variety Y that is birational to X such that the
geometry of Y is “best adapted” to studying the particular question. This is a variant
of the ﬁrst Main Question.

•

Set up the appropriate dimension induction to deal with the exceptional sets Z ⊂ X
and W ⊂ Y .

Important aside. More generally, if we decompose an algebraic variety into disjoint
locally closed pieces, then the collection of the pieces carries a lot of information about the
variety. I would like to stress that this is a rather noteworthy fact about algebraic geometry.
For instance, if we decompose a simplicial complex into its simplices, then usually the only
information we retain is the dimension and the Euler characteristic. By contrast, all the
homology groups of a smooth, projective algebraic variety can be recovered from the pieces.
This is a key consequence of Hodge Theory, as formulated by Deligne, and is a starting point
of Grothedieck’s theory of motives.

4. Classical results
After the study of algebraic curves, two main avenues of investigations were pursued. One
direction focused on the local study of varieties with a main aim of resolving them completely. The other direction aimed to understand the global structure of algebraic surfaces.
These are both still very active research areas. We recall a few of the main results that are
relevant for the general theory. For detailed treatments and for references see [6, 45].
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Resolution of singularities. Riemann’s theorem says that every singular algebraic curve C
is birational to a smooth, compact curve (or Riemann surface). The ﬁrst steps toward answering the Main Questions in higher dimensions focused on this problem: Is every algebraic
variety birational to a smooth, projective variety?
Deﬁnition 4.1. A variety X ⊂ CN is smooth and has dimension d at a point p ∈ X iﬀ the
following equivalent conditions hold.
1. X ⊂ CN ∼
= R2N is a C ∞ -submanifold of (real) dimension 2d near p.
2. One can choose coordinates z1 , . . . , zN and equations f1 , . . . , fN −d of X such that
(f1 = · · · = fN −d = 0) coincides with X near p and the Jacobian matrix ∂fi /∂zj :
1 ≤ i, j ≤ N − d is invertible at p.
3. There are holomorphic functions φi = φi (w1 , . . . , wd ) deﬁned near the origin and
constants ci such that


(w1 , . . . , wd ) → φ1 (w), . . . , φN −d (w), w1 + c1 , . . . , wd + cd
maps a small ball 0 ∈ Bd () ⊂ Cd onto a neighborhood of p ∈ X.
In the latter case we view (w1 , . . . , wd ) as local analytic coordinates on X near p. (It is an
ever present technical problem that there is no good notion of local algebraic coordinates.
Open algebraic neighborhoods are too large to admit a single-valued coordinate system.)
On an algebraic variety X the set of singular points turns out to be an algebraic subset,
denoted by Sing X ⊂ X. For every variety X, a generalization of Riemann’s method(1.1)
produces a new variety X n → X, called the normalization of X, such that Sing X n
has codimension ≥ 2 in X n . Thus, in higher dimensions, one usually works with normal
varieties whose singular set has codimension ≥ 2.
To make the singular set even smaller, or to get rid of it completely, turned out to be very
diﬃcult. The ﬁnal result was established by Hironaka in 1964.
Theorem 4.2 (Resolution of singularities). For every algebraic variety X, there are (very
many) smooth, projective varieties X sm birational to X.
If X is projective, one can arrange to have a morphism f : X sm → X that is an
isomorphism over X \ Sing X.
Algebraic surfaces. By resolution of singularities, any projective surface S is birational to
a smooth projective surface S sm , but, in contrast with the theory of curves, there are many
such smooth projective surfaces S sm . We can thus reformulate the ﬁrst Main Question: Is
there a “simplest” one among all smooth projective surfaces birational to S?
To answer this question, ﬁrst we study how to make a smooth projective surface more
“complicated.”
Deﬁnition 4.3 (Blowing-up). Let S be a smooth algebraic surface and p ∈ S a point.
Blowing-up is an operation that creates a new smooth surface Bp S by removing p and replacing it with a CP1 corresponding to all the tangent directions of S at p. Collapsing the
new CP1 to a point gives a morphism π : Bp S → S.
In local coordinates, it can be described as follows. Start with the unit ball B2xy ⊂ C2xy
and CP1st where the subscripts name the coordinates. Set
B0 B2xy := (xt − ys = 0) ⊂ B2xy × CP1st .
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Let π : B0 B2xy → B2xy denote the coordinate projection. If (x, y) = (0, 0) then π −1 (x, y)
is the single point (x, y) × (x:y). However, if x = y = 0 then (s:t) can be arbitrary, thus
π −1 (0, 0) ∼
= CP1st .
Note that s/t = x/y is the natural coordinate on CP1st , thus blowing up is akin to switching to polar coordinates since the polar angle θ equals tan−1 (x/y).
One can blow up any number of points of S and then repeat by blowing up some of the
new points of Bp S. Thus blowing up is a cheap way to get inﬁnitely many new smooth
surfaces out of one.
Deﬁnition 4.4. A smooth projective surface is called minimal if it can not be obtained from
another smooth, projective surface by blowing up.
This notion allows us to get a very good analog of Riemann’s theorem 1.1.
Theorem 4.5 (Enriques, 1914 ; Kodaira, 1966). For every projective, algebraic surface S,
exactly one of the following holds.
1. (Minimal model) There is a unique, minimal surface S m birational to S.
2. S is birational to C × CP1 for a unique, smooth, projective curve C.
4.6 (Du Val singularities). It was also gradually understood that instead of working with the
minimal model S m , it is sometimes better to use a slightly singular canonical model S can .
The resulting singularities were ﬁrst classiﬁed by Du Val in 1934; the list is quite short,
ranging from the simplest (x2 + y 2 + z 2 = 0) to the most complicated (x2 + y 3 + z 5 = 0).
They are also called rational double points.
Their importance was not generally recognized until the 1960’s when they were rediscovered from many diﬀerent points of view; see [18] for a survey.

5. The ﬁrst Chern class and the Ricci curvature
The ﬁrst Chern class, which is closely related to the Ricci curvature, carries much of the
important information about the structure of a variety. We follow the diﬀerential geometry
sign conventions; algebraic geometers usually work with the canonical class, which is (a
slight reﬁnement of) the negative of the ﬁrst Chern class.
5.1 (Complex volume forms). A measure on Rn can be identiﬁed with an n-form
s(x1 , . . . , xn ) · dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn .
Thus a measure on a real manifold M is an n-form that in local coordinates can be written
as above.
Similarly, on a smooth variety X of dimension n a complex volume form is an n-form ω
that in local holomorphic coordinates can be written as
h(z1 , . . . , zn ) · dz1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzn .
 √ n
−1
Thus a complex volume form ω gives a real volume form
ω ∧ ω̄ where the constant
2
comes from the formula
√
√
√
dz ∧ dz̄ = (dx + −1dy) ∧ (dx − −1dy) = −2 −1 dx ∧ dy.
(There is usually an additional ±, depending on one’s orientation conventions.)
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From the point of view of diﬀerential geometry, one would like to use C ∞ complex
volume forms, that is, the h(z1 , . . . , zn ) should be nowhere zero C ∞ -functions. Algebraic
geometry, however, prefers meromorphic volume forms where the h(z1 , . . . , zn ) are meromorphic functions. (See (9.2.1) for some explicit examples.) Thus the ideal situation is when
a complex volume form is given by nowhere zero holomorphic functions h(z1 , . . . , zn ). This
is possible only for Calabi–Yau varieties; they form a very special but important subclass
(6.2).
Thus in general we try to understand how to connect C ∞ and meromorphic volume
forms.
On the diﬀerential geometry side the key notion is the curvature which deﬁnes the Chern
form.
Deﬁnition 5.2 (Chern form and Chern class). Let ω be a C ∞ complex volume form. The
ﬁrst Chern form or Ricci curvature form of (X, ω) is the 2-form
√
√
−1 ¯
−1  ∂ 2 log |h(z)|
dzi ∧ dz̄j .
c̃1 (X, ω) :=
∂ ∂ log |h(z1 , . . . , zn )| =
π
π ij
∂zi ∂ z̄j
As a 2–form, this depends on the choice of the volume form ω, but it gives a well deﬁned
2
De Rham cohomology class cR
1 (X) ∈ HDR (X, R) which actually lifts to an integral cohomology class
c1 (X) ∈ H 2 (X, Z),
called the ﬁrst Chern class of X.
Deﬁnition 5.3 (Algebraic degree). Let X be a smooth, projective variety and C ⊂ X an
algebraic curve. It is not hard to see that there is always a meromorphic volume form ωm
that is deﬁned and nonzero at all but ﬁnitely many points of C. We deﬁne the degree of ωm
on C as
degC ωm := #(zeros of ωm on C) − #(poles of ωm on C),
where both zeros and poles are counted with multiplicities.
The Chern form and the algebraic degree are connected by the Gauss–Bonnet theorem.
Theorem 5.4. Let X be a smooth, projective variety. Let ωr be a C ∞ complex volume form
and ωm a meromorphic volume form. Then, for every algebraic curve C ⊂ X


c1 (X) =
c̃1 (X, ωr ) = − degC ωm .
(5.4.1)
C

C

(The minus sign comes from the happenstance that diﬀerential geometers prefer to work
with the tangent bundle while the volume forms use the (determinant of the) cotangent bundle.)
Positivity/negativity and complex diﬀerential geometry. In diﬀerential geometry it is especially nice to work with metrics whose curvature is everywhere positive (or everywhere
zero or everywhere negative) but these rarely exist. A usual weakening is to work with
Kähler metrics that satisfy the Einstein condition: the Ricci curvature should be a constant
multiple of the metric; see [64, Chap.19] for deﬁnitions and an introduction.
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If this Einstein
constant is positive, then in (5.4.1) we integrate an everywhere positive

form. Thus C c1 (X) is positive for every curve C. We hope that in this case there are
meromorphic volume forms with poles (but no zeros).
Similarly, if the Einstein
constant is negative, then in (5.4.1) we integrate an everywhere

negative form. Thus C c1 (X) is negative for every curve C. We hope that in this case there
are holomorphic volume forms (usually with zeros).
Algebraic geometry
can be used to understand the numbers degC ωm , hence the values

of the integrals
c
(X).
It is a very diﬃcult task to use the positivity/negativity of the
C 1

integrals C c1 (X) to obtain a Kähler metric with positive/negative Einstein
 constant.
For smooth varieties
Aubin and Yau proved existence in 1977 when C c1 (X) is always

negative or when C c1 (X) is always zero. The singular case is treated in [7, 20]. The
positive curvature case is more subtle; a complete answer is not yet known.
While our approach to the structure of varieties is guided by these curvature considerations, in algebraic geometry we can understand only the algebraic degree of the ﬁrst Chern
class. Thus we look at the functional

c1 (X)
C →
C

and focus on those varieties where this is everywhere negative (or everywhere zero or everywhere positive).
The Main Conjecture then asserts that every variety can be built up from these special
varieties in a rather clear process.

6. The main conjecture
On a typical variety X, the Chern class c1 (X) is positive on some curves and negative on
others, in a rather unpredictable way. Using the ﬁrst Chern class and the theory of algebraic
surfaces as our guide, we focus on three basic “especially simple” types of smooth, projective
varieties. These are the “building blocks” of all algebraic varieties.

6.1 (Negatively curved). These are the varieties where C c1 (X) is negative for every curve
C ⊂ X. This is the largest class of the three.

6.2 (Flat or Calabi–Yau). Here C c1 (X) is zero for every curve C ⊂ X. They play an especially important role in string theory and mirror symmetry; see [32, 77] for introductions.

6.3 (Positively curved or Fano). Here C c1 (X) is positive for every curve. There are few
of these varieties in each dimension, but they occur especially frequently in applications.
A simple set of examples to keep in mind is the following. A smooth hypersurface
Xd ⊂ CPn of degree d is negatively curved if d > n + 1, ﬂat if d = n + 1 and positively
curved if d < n + 1.
A variety in any of these 3 classes is considered “simplest,” but we do not yet have
enough “simplest” varieties for answering the ﬁrst Main Question. For example, taking
products of these we get examples where c1 (X) has diﬀerent signs on diﬀerent curves. Two
of these possible “mixed types” are relevant for us.
Consider
a product X := N × F of a negatively
curved and of a ﬂat variety. It is clear


that C c1 (X) ≤ 0 for every curve C ⊂ X and C c1 (X) = 0 only if C lies in a ﬁber of the
ﬁrst projection N × F → N . This observation leads to the 4th class.
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6.4 (Semi-negatively curved or Kodaira–Iitaka type). Here C c1 (X)
 ≤ 0 for every curve
C ⊂ X and there is a unique morphism IX : X → I(X) such that C c1 (X) = 0 iﬀ C is
contained in a ﬁber of IX .
This includes the classes 6.1–6.2: IX is an isomorphism for negatively curved varieties
and a constant map in the ﬂat case.
In the intermediate cases, when 0 < dim I(X) < dim X, almost all ﬁbers of IX are
Calabi–Yau varieties. Thus one can view these as families of (lower dimensional) Calabi–
Yau varieties parametrized by the (lower dimensional) variety I(X). If we understand families of (lower dimensional) varieties well enough, we understand X. (This is one of the
reasons we are interested in the second Main Question.) Furthermore, in these cases I(X)
is negatively curved in a “suitable sense,” though we do not yet have a ﬁnal agreed-upon
deﬁnition of what this means.
Next consider a product X := N × P of a negatively curved
 and of a positively curved
variety. If a curve C lies in a ﬁber of the ﬁrst projection then C c1 (X) > 0, but there are
many other such curves. Nonetheless, the ﬁrst projection is uniquely determined by X and
this leads to the deﬁnition of the 5th class.
6.5 (Positive ﬁber type). I really would like to say that in these cases there is a unique morphism mX : X → M (X) such that M (X) is semi-negatively curved and c1 (X) is positive
on all the ﬁbers. (To avoid trivial cases, we also assume that dim M (X) < dim X.) This,
unfortunately, still does not give enough “simplest” varieties for the ﬁrst Main Question. It
took quite some time to arrive at the correct deﬁnition, to be discussed in Section 7.
We can now state a precise version of the ﬁrst Main Question.
Main Conjecture 6.6. Every algebraic variety X is birational to a variety X m that is either
of type (6.4) or of type (6.5).
Complement. X m – especially in case (6.4)

– is called a minimal model of X.
In the semi-negatively curved case I X m is unique but X m itself is not. However, it
is quite well understood how the diﬀerent X m are related to each other. (This is the story
of ﬂops, see [27, 37].) By contrast, in case (6.5) it is very hard to determine when two such
varieties X1m and X2m are birational.
Caveat. While the Main Conjecture is expected to be true, in general one has to allow
terminal singularities – to be deﬁned in (9.3) – on X m .
This was a rather diﬃcult point historically since over a century of experience suggested
that singularities should be avoided. For surfaces terminal = smooth, thus the issue of singularities did not come up in Theorem 4.5.
By now the correct classes of singularities have been established and, for many questions
we consider, they do not seem to cause any problems. We describe these singularities in
Section 9.
 m
= dim X.
6.7 (Traditional names).
A
variety
X
is
said
to
be
of
general
type
if
dim
I
X
 m
 m
In this case X  I X
is birational and I(X) := I X
is called the canonical model
of X; it has canonical singularities (9.4). We see in Section 10 that the second Main Question
has a good answer for families of canonical models.


The Kodaira dimension of a variety X is the dimension of I X m .
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The Kodaira dimension is deﬁned to be −∞ for the class (6.5).
The Main Conjecture is usually broken down into two parts that are, in principle, independent of each other. The ﬁrst part separates the classes 6.4 and 6.5 from each other and
the second part provides the structural description in case 6.4. These forms ﬁrst appear in
Reid’s paper [71, Sec.4].
6.7.1 Minimal Model
Every algebraic variety X is birational to a variety X m
 Conjecture.

m
such that either c1 X
is semi-negative

or there is a morphism to a lower dimensional

variety π : X m → S such that C c1 X m > 0 if C is contained in a ﬁber of π. (In the
second case the map π need not be unique and it does not give the best structural description.)
6.7.2 Abundance Conjecture.
If c1 (Y ) is semi-negative then there is a unique morphism

IY : Y → I(Y ) such that C c1 (Y ) = 0 iﬀ C is contained in a ﬁber of IY .

7. Rationally connected varieties
Before we consider minimal models, we describe the structure we expect for varieties in
the 5th class (6.5). An introduction aimed at non-specialists is given in [43]. More detailed
accounts are in [5, 39].
Clebsch and Max Noether noticed around 1860–1870 that, when the numerical invariants
suggest that a surface could be birational to CP2 , then it is. The ﬁnal result along these lines
was established by Castelnuovo in 1896.
Analogous questions in higher dimension turned out to be much harder. Fano classiﬁed
smooth positively curved 3–folds around 1930. (He missed some cases though, so did subsequent “complete” lists produced in the 1970’s and then in the 1980’s. The (hopefully) ﬁnal
list was not established until 2003.) This is, however, one area where the singularities do
matter; we still do not know all positively curved 3–folds with terminal singularities.
It appears that instead of global descriptions we should focus on rational curves in a
variety; these are the images of morphisms φ : CP1 → X. For a projective variety X, the
following dichotomy is quite easy to establish.
i) either the rational curves cover a subset of X which is meager (that is, a countable
union of nowhere dense closed subsets)
ii) or the rational curves cover all of X.
These two cases correspond to the alternatives in the Main Conjecture. That is, if X
is birational to a semi-negatively curved variety then rational curves cover a meager subset
and, conjecturally, the converse also holds.
The correct approach to the best structural description of the 5th class 6.5 was not discovered until 1992 (Kollár–Miyaoka–Mori [50]). The key observation is that we should even
change the class 6.3. Instead of a curvature description, we should focus on rational curves
contained in a variety.
Deﬁnition 7.1. A projective variety X is called rationally connected if, for any number of
points x1 , . . . , xr ∈ X, there is a morphism φ : CP1 → X whose image passes through
x1 , . . . , x r .
I claim that rationally connected varieties constitute the “correct” birational version of
being positively curved. This is not a precise mathematical assertion since not every ratio-
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nally connected variety is birational to a positively curved variety, not even when singularities are allowed. Rather, the assertion is that any answer to the ﬁrst Main Question needs to
work with rational connectedness instead of positivity of curvature.
7.2 (Supporting evidence). It is easy to see that CPn is rationally connected. More generally,
every positively curved variety is rationally connected (Nadel [67], Campana [10], Kollár–
Miyaoka–Mori [49], Zhang [80]).
Being rationally connected is invariant under smooth deformations and birational maps
[49].
Rationally connected varieties share key arithmetic properties of rational varieties over
p-adic ﬁelds (Kollár [42]), ﬁnite ﬁelds (Kollár–Szabó [54], Esnault [19]) and function ﬁelds
of curves (Graber–Harris–Starr [22], de Jong–Starr [16]).
The loop space of a rationally connected variety is also rationally connected (Lempert–
Szabó [59]).
The notion of rational connectedness allows us to give the correct description of the class
6.5. A weaker variant is proved in [50]; the form below combines this with [22].
Theorem 7.3. Let X be a variety that is covered by rational curves. Then there is a unique
(up to birational equivalence) map mX : X  M (X) such that
(1) almost all ﬁbers of mX are rationally connected and
(2) rational curves cover only a meager subset of M (X).
There are two main open geometric problems about rationally connected varieties. The
ﬁrst concerns a topological characterization. In its naive form the question asks: What can
we tell about a variety from its underlying topological space? It seems that the answer is:
not much. However, the underlying topological space of a smooth variety carries a natural
symplectic structure and this seems to incorporate much more information.
Conjecture 7.4 ([41, Conj.4.2.7]). Being rationally connected is a property of the underlying symplectic structure.
For partial results see [41, 78].
The other problem asks if we could strengthen the deﬁnition of rationally connected varieties. Note that CPn contains not just many rational curves but also many higher dimensional
rational subvarieties (hyperplanes, hyperquadrics, ...). Maybe this is also a general property
of rationally connected varieties? As far as I know, 3-dimensional rationally connected varieties always contain rational surfaces. I believe, however, that this is not the case in higher
dimension.
Conjecture 7.5 ([43, Prob.56]). Many rationally connected varieties do not contain any
rational surface.

8. Minimal models
This is a short history of Mori’s program, also called the Minimal Model Program and frequently abbreviated as MMP. For general introductions see [12, 52] or the technically more
detailed [13, 25, 33].
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8.1 (Iitaka’s program, 1970–85). This approach predates the Main Conjecture. At the
beginning it was not even suspected that the Main Conjecture could be true, in fact, lacking
the right class of singularities, it was assumed that the Main Conjecture would fail for most
varieties. Thus the aim of Iitaka’s program was to sort varieties into 5 broad types that (as
we now know) exactly correspond to the ones in (6.1–6.5). The main contributors were, in
rough historical order, Iitaka, Ueno, Fujita, Kawamata, Viehweg and Kollár; see [62, 74] for
surveys.
8.2 (Canonical and terminal singularities, Reid 1980–83). Reid was studying higher dimensional analogs of Du Val singularities of surfaces (4.6); obtaining rather complete descriptions in dimension 3. It was quite important that when Mori’s program lead to singularities, the relevant classes were already there and were known to be well behaved. An
especially readable account is [72].
8.3 (The birth of Mori’s program, 1981–88). Mori’s groundbreaking paper [61] introduces
3 new ideas.
If c1 (X) is not semi-negative then, by deﬁnition, c1 (X) is positive on some curve C ⊂
X. Mori ﬁrst proves that there is such a rational curve; that is, there is a morphism φ :
CP1 → X such that c1 (X) is positive on its image. It is quite remarkable that the proof goes
through algebraic geometry over ﬁnite ﬁelds. To this day there is no proof known that avoids
this; in particular this step is not yet known for complex manifolds that are not algebraic.
Second, he identiﬁes the “most positive” such maps φ : CP1 → X; this is called extremal
ray theory.
Third, in dimension 3 he gives a complete description of all extremal rays and the resulting map X → X1 that removes the “most positive” part of X.
The program now seems clear (at least in dimension 3). Repeat the procedure for X1 and
prove that after ﬁnitely many steps we end up with X → X1 → · · · → Xr such that c1 (Xr )
is semi-negative. This is called Mori’s program or Minimal Model program.
There are two, rather formidable, problems. In many cases the new variety X1 is smooth
but sometimes it is singular. Luckily, these singularities have been studied by Reid, at least
in dimension 3. Still, it is necessary to establish the above 3 steps for singular varieties. This
was accomplished rather rapidly by Kawamata, Reid, Shokurov and Kollár. The program
was ﬁrst written down in [71, Sec.4].
The more serious problem is that in some cases taking the contraction Xi → Xi+1 is
clearly not the right step. Instead we have to take a step back and construct a new variety
Xi+ that sits in a ﬂip diagram
φi
Xi C_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _/ Xi+
CC
y
CC
yy +
y
C
p
y
pi
i
CC
y
!
|yy
Xi+1

Geometrically, we start with Xi , ﬁnd an especially badly behaving CP1 ∼
= Ci ⊂ Xi and
remove it. Then we compactify the resulting Xi \ Ci by attaching another curve Ci+ ∼
= CP1
but diﬀerently. The key diﬀerence is a sign change:


 


c1 Xi > 0 but
c1 Xi+ < 0.
Ci

Ci+
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This operation is called a ﬂip. For more about ﬂips, see [27, 37].
Flips are reminiscent of Dehn surgery in 3–manifold topology where we remove a circle
and put it back diﬀerently.
In dimension 3 the existence of ﬂips is proved in a very diﬃcult paper by Mori [63],
which completes the program in this case. A detailed description of 3–dimensional ﬂips
is given in [51]. The list is rather lengthy; this makes it unlikely that a similarly complete
answer will ever be worked out in higher dimensions.
8.4 (Log variants: Kawamata, Shokurov, 1984–1992). The Iitaka program established
that for many results one can work with cohomology classes in H 2 (X, R) that are close
enough to the ﬁrst Chern class. This turned out to be a very powerful tool. By choosing the
perturbations appropriately, we can focus our attention on one or another part of a variety.
These are somewhat technical questions but by now we understand how to work with them
and most applications of the Minimal Model Program use a perturbed case.
8.5 (Abundance: Kawamata, Miyaoka, 1987–1992). Even for surfaces, the Abundance
Conjecture 6.7.2 is a rather subtle result. It is even harder for 3–folds. The proofs use many
special properties of surfaces; this is why the higher dimensional cases are still not well
understood. A rather complete account of the 3–dimensional methods is given in [38].
8.6 (Inductive approach in low dimensions: Shokurov, 1992–2003). In retrospect, the
key development of the decade was an inductive approach to ﬂips. A detailed treatment
of the 3–dimensional case is given in [38]. For the rest of the nineties progress was slow,
culminating in a treatment of 4–dimensional ﬂips. There were many technical diﬃculties to
overcome and the importance of these methods was not fully appreciated at ﬁrst since the
dimension reduction leads to a much more complicated problem that seems to fail in higher
dimensions.
8.7 (The Corti seminar, 2003–2005). Over the course of several years a group led by Corti
developed the previous ideas further and integrated them with the rest of the program [13].
This provided the bridge to the general case.
8.8 (The general type case: Hacon and Mc Kernan, 2005–2010). The real breakthrough
was achieved in [26] where the existence of ﬂips in dimension n was reduced to an instance
of the MMP in dimension n − 1. This left a series of global questions to resolve. The paper
[9] settled everything for varieties of general type. A good introduction is in [14].
At about the same time Siu started to develop an analytic approach which aims to get
I(X m ), without going through the individual steps; see [70] for an overview. An algebraic
variant of this is in [11].
8.9 (Abundance: Hacon and Xu, 2012–). Although the Abundance conjecture is known in
very few cases, there has been signiﬁcant progress when dim I(X) is expected to be close to
dim X. The log version of the special case when dim I(X) = dim X is especially important
for applications in moduli theory. These have been settled in [28, 68].
8.10 (Positive characteristic, Hacon and Xu, Birkar, Patakfalvi, 2012–). Mori’s original
works are very geometric and these ideas quickly lead to a simple proof of the 2-dimensional
case of the Main Conjecture in positive characteristic. However, subsequent developments
rely very heavily on Kodaira-type vanishing theorems that are known to fail in positive characteristic, although no actual failure is known in the cases used by the program. The 3–
dimensional case was recently settled in [8, 29]. Substantial parts of the Iitaka program are
proved in positive characteristic in [69].
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8.11 (Open problems). From our point of view, the main open problem is to complete the
missing parts of the Main Conjecture.
It is known that the MMP always runs, that is, the sequence of contractions and ﬂips
X = X1  X2  · · · exists. The problem is that it is not clear how to prove that
the process eventually stops. In the 3–dimensional case, Mori’s approach provides a rather
complete description of the steps of the MMP. This gives many ways to show that each step
improves various invariants and that eventually the process stops. By contrast, the method
of Hacon–Mc Kernan produces the steps of the MMP in a rather indirect way. We have very
little information about the steps beyond their existence.

9. Singularities of the minimal model program
So far we have been sweeping the singularities of the minimal models under a rug, but it is
time for a look at them. Understanding the correct class of singularities is crucial in the development of the structure theory of algebraic varieties. This is a somewhat technical subject
with many diﬃcult questions and methods but by now we understand these singularities well
enough that in many questions they do not cause any problems. A rather complete treatment
is given in [47]. Here I focus on the main ideas behind the deﬁnitions.
Given a variety Y , one frequently looks at a resolution of singularities f : X → Y as
in Theorem 4.2 and translates problems on Y to questions on X. Then the hard part is to
interpret the answer obtained on X in terms of Y . Here the key seems to be the inverse
function theorem.
9.1 (The inverse function theorem). The classical inverse function theorem says that if
f := (f1 , . . . , fn ) : Rnx → Rny is a diﬀerentiable map then f has a local inverse at a point
p ∈ Rnx iﬀ the Jacobian determinant


∂fi
Jac(f ) := det
∂xj
does not vanish at p. We can also think about it in terms of the “standard” volume forms
ωx := dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn and ωy := dy1 ∧ · · · ∧ dyn . Then
f ∗ ωy = Jac(f ) · ωx ,
thus the vanishing/non-vanishing of the Jacobian tells us how the pull-back of the “standard”
volume form of the target compares to the “standard” volume form of the source.
Note that the Jacobian itself depends on the choice of the coordinates, but its vanishing
or non-vanishing depends only on f .
In the complex analytic setting one can use the “standard” complex volume forms ωz :=
dz1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzn and ωw := dw1 ∧ · · · ∧ dwn on the unit balls Bnz ⊂ Cnz and Bnw ⊂ Cnw .
Given a holomorphic map f := (f1 , . . . , fn ) : Bnz → Bnw we get that


∂fi
∗
f ωw = det
· ωz =: Jac(f ) · ωz ,
∂zj
and f has a local inverse iﬀ Jac(f ) does not vanish at p.
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9.2 (The Jacobian in the singular case). Let X be a normal algebraic variety and p ∈ X
a singular point. It is quite easy to see that if ω1 , ω2 are two holomorphic volume forms
on X \ Sing X in a neighborhood of a singular point p ∈ Sing X then there is a unique
holomorphic function φ such that ω1 = φ · ω2 and φ(p) = 0. Thus all holomorphic volume
forms on X \ Sing X have the same asymptotic behavior near Sing X. The local existence
of
 technical question, so let us just focus on an example. If Y =
 such forms is a slightly
f (w1 , . . . , wn+1 ) = 0 ⊂ Cn+1 is a hypersurface then the “standard” volume form is given
by
dw1 ∧ · · · ∧ dwi−1 ∧ dwi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ dwn+1
ωY = (−1)i
.
(9.2.1)
∂f /∂wi
(It is easy to check that this is independent of i. Note also that ωY is not deﬁned when all of
the ∂f /∂wi vanish; which happens exactly on Sing Y .) Thus if f : Bnz → Y is holomorphic
then we can deﬁne the Jacobian of f by the formula
Jac(f ) :=

f ∗ ωY
.
ωz

Note that due to the denominators in (9.2.1), in general
Jac(f ) can have poles.


d
For example, consider the singularity Yn,d := w1d + · · · + wnd = wn+1
⊂ Cn+1 and a
n
holomorphic map f : Bz → Y given by
1


f : (z1 , . . . , zn ) → z1 , z1 z2 , . . . , z1 zn , z1 d 1 + z2d + · · · + znd .
(9.2.2)
Then ωYd,n = −d−1 w11−d dw2 ∧ · · · ∧ dwn+1 and we easily compute that the Jacobian of f
has a zero/pole of order n − d along the hyperplane (z1 = 0).
As in the classical case, the Jacobian of f depends on the choice of the “standard” volume
forms but the vanishing/non-vanishing or the order of vanishing of the Jacobian depends only
on f .
We can now deﬁne terminal singularities; these form the smallest possible class needed
for the Main Conjecture.
Deﬁnition 9.3. A normal variety Y has terminal singularities iﬀ the inverse function theorem
holds for Y . That is, if f : Bnz → Y does not have a local inverse at p ∈ Bnz then Jac(f )
vanishes at p. (There is a small problem when the exceptional set of f is too small, we can
ignore it for now.)
For canonical models and for moduli questions, two more types of singularities are
needed.
Deﬁnition 9.4. A normal variety Y has canonical singularities iﬀ Jac(f ) is holomorphic for
every f : Bnz → Y and log-canonical singularities iﬀ Jac(f ) has at most simple poles for
every f .
The above computations suggest (and it is indeed true) that Yn,d (as in 9.2.2) is terminal
iﬀ d < n, canonical iﬀ d ≤ n and log canonical iﬀ d ≤ n + 1.
9.5 (Local volume of Y near Sing Y ). A good way to think about these singularities is as
follows.√ Pick a point p ∈ Sing Y and let ωY be a “standard” local complex volume form.
n
Then ( −1/2)
Y is a real volume form and we can ask about the local volume of
 √ ωY ∧ ω̄
X, that is, U ( −1/2)n ωY ∧ ω̄Y for a suitably small neighborhood p ∈ U ⊂ X.
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If Y has a canonical singularity near p then the local volume is ﬁnite. In the log-canonical
case the local volume
√is inﬁnite but barely. If g is any holomorphic function vanishing on
Sing Y then U |g| ( −1/2)n ωY ∧ ω̄Y is ﬁnite for every  > 0.
9.6 (Intermediate diﬀerential forms). On an n-dimensional variety we have so far considered holomorphic n-forms only but for several questions one also needs to understand
the pull-back f ∗ η of lower degree diﬀerential forms as well. This proved to be surprisingly
diﬃcult but almost all local questions were settled by Greb–Kebekus–Kovács–Peternell [23].

10. Moduli of varieties of general type
Let X be a class of projective varieties, for instance curves or surfaces of a certain type. The
theory of moduli aims to ﬁnd “optimal” ways to write down all varieties in the class X.
This is a large theory with many aspects. The 3 volumes of [21] contain surveys of most
of the active areas. Here my aim is to focus on just one of them: the moduli of varieties of
general type. Introductions are given in [25, 46, 57] while a detailed treatment should be in
[48].
We start with the historically ﬁrst example.
Example 10.1 (Elliptic curves). They can all be given by an aﬃne equation
E(a, b, c) := (y 2 = x3 + ax2 + bx + c) ⊂ C2 ;
the corresponding projective curve has a unique point [p] at inﬁnity. Here c1 (E) = 0, so it is
best to think of this as elliptic curves with a marked point [p]. The curve E(a, b, c) is smooth
iﬀ the discriminant of the cubic
Δ(a, b, c) := 18abc − 4a3 c + a2 b2 − 4b3 − 27c2

is not zero.

Two such curves are isomorphic iﬀ there is an aﬃne-linear transformation (x, y) → (α2 x +
β, α3 y) that transforms one equation into the other. All these transformations form a (2dimensional) group G. Thus we get the following.
Version 1. The isomorphism classes of all elliptic curves are in one-to-one correspondence with the orbits of G on C3 \ (Δ(a, b, c) = 0).


Next we need to identify the G-orbits. The key is the j-invariant j E(a, b, c) :=
28 (a2 − 3b)3 /Δ(a, b, c). (The factor 28 is not important for us, it is there for numbertheoretic reasons.) It is not very hard to work out the following.
Version 2. Two elliptic curves are isomorphic iﬀ they have the same j-invariant.
We can restate this as follows:
Version 3. The moduli space of elliptic curves is the complex line M1 ∼
= C and the value
j(E) of the j-invariant gives the point in M1 that corresponds to E.
The only sensible compactiﬁcation of C is CP1 , so what corresponds to the point at
inﬁnity? This should be a curve where the discriminant of the cubic x3 + ax2 + bx + c
vanishes. That is, when x3 + ax2 + bx + c has a multiple root. There are 2 types of such
cubics. If there is a triple root we get y 2 = x3 , a cuspidal curve. If there is a double root we
get y 2 = x3 + x2 , a nodal curve. In this case the correct choice is to go with the nodal curve.
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10.2 (The main steps of a moduli theory). We hope to do something similar with more
general algebraic varieties. We proceed in several steps.
Step 1. Identify a class of projective varieties X that should have a “good” moduli theory.
We aim to prove that such a theory exists for negatively curved varieties as in (6.1). We allow
canonical singularities, thus this includes canonical models of varieties of general type. (It
seems that in most other cases there is no “good” compactiﬁed moduli theory, unless some
additional structure is added on, for instance an ample divisor as in [2].)
Step 2. Add some extra data (also called rigidiﬁcation) ﬁrst. A typical extra datum is an
embedding j : X → PN for some N . Use the additional data to get a moduli space with a
universal family
UX,j ⊂ PN × MX,j

with projection

πX,j : UX,j → MX,j

such that every pair (X, j) occurs exactly once among the ﬁbers of πX,j . (It is not easy to
show that one can choose a ﬁxed N that works for all varieties in a given class. For smooth
varieties this was proved by Matsusaka in 1972; the general case was settled recently by
Hacon and Xu.)
Step 3. Next we get rid of the extra data. Usually we have to take a quotient by a Lie
group like GL(N + 1, C). This can be hard but, if everything works out, at the end we have
UX := UX,j /GL(N + 1, C),

MX := MX,j /GL(N + 1, C)

and a morphism πX : UX → MX . (See Step 6 for the possible dependence on N .)
Step 4. In almost all cases, the resulting spaces are not compact and compactifying them
in a “good” way is diﬃcult. The key step is to identify the limits of families of varieties in X
that should give a “good” compact moduli theory. There is no a priori reason to believe that
such a choice exists or that it is unique. Finding the right choice in higher dimension was
the last conceptual step in the program. For canonical models of varieties of general type we
have the “right” answer, see (10.5) and (10.8).
Step 5. We have to go back and redo Steps 1–3 for this more general class of objects to
get a compactiﬁed moduli theory
π̄X : UX → MX .
Step 6. An extra issue that arises is that the compactiﬁcations could also depend on the
dimension of the PN chosen in Step 2. This does not seem to happen for MX itself (at least
for N large enough) but it does happen for MX for some of the proposed variants.
Step 7. Finally, if everything works out, we would like to study the properties of MX ,
MX and to use these to prove further theorems.
Next we review the historical development of the higher dimensional theory.
10.3 (Geometric invariant theory: Mumford, 1965). Riemann probably knew that all
smooth, compact Riemann surfaces of a given genus g form a nice family, but the moduli
spaces Mg were ﬁrst rigorously constructed by Teichmüller in 1940 as an analytic space
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and by Mumford in 1965 as an algebraic variety. Mumford’s book [65] presents a program
to construct moduli spaces under rather general conditions and uses it to obtain Mg . Using
these methods, moduli spaces were constructed for surfaces (Gieseker, 1977) and for higher
dimensions (Viehweg, 1990).
The correct compactiﬁcation of these moduli spaces was much less clear. In principle,
GIT provides an answer, but the resulting compactiﬁcation might depend on the embedding
dimension chosen in (10.2.Step 2). Recently Wang–Xu [79] prove that, for surfaces and
in higher dimensions, the GIT compactiﬁcation does depend on the embedding dimension.
(The current examples, however, do not exclude the possibility that some variant of the GIT
approach does provide an answer that is independent of the embedding dimension.)
10.4 (Compact moduli of curves: Deligne and Mumford, 1969). The optimal compactiﬁcation of Mg is constructed in [17]. In the boundary Mg \ Mg we should allow reducible
curves C = ∪i Ci that satisfy two restrictions.
(Local property) C has only nodes as singularities. In suitable local analytic coordinates
these are given by an equation (xy = 0) ⊂ C2 . As in (9.2) the “standard” volume form
dy
on a node is given by dx
x (on the line (y = 0)) and by − y (on the line (x = 0)). These
forms have a simple pole at the singularity, corresponding to the restriction on log canonical
singularities in (9.4).
(Global property) Instead of each c1 (Ci ) being negative, we assume that each c1 (Ci ) −
Di is negative where Di is the sum of the nodes that lie on Ci . (Thus we allow Ci ∼
= CP1 ,
as long as at least 3 nodes also lie on Ci .)
10.5 (Compact moduli of surfaces: Kollár and Shepherd–Barron, 1988). It was clear
from the Mumford–Gieseker approach that one should work with the canonical models of
surfaces of general type (as in 4.6) in order to get a good moduli theory, but the correct class
of singular limits was not known.
An approach using minimal models was proposed in [53]: given a family of canonical
models over a punctured disc S ∗ → Δ∗ , ﬁrst construct any compactiﬁcation whose central
ﬁber is a reduced simple normal crossing divisor and then take the (relative) canonical model.
It is not hard to see that this gives a unique limit. This says that at the boundary of the
moduli space we should allow stable surfaces: reducible surfaces S = ∪i Si that satisfy two
restrictions.
(Local property) S has so–called semi-log canonical singularities. What are these? First
of all, aside from ﬁnitely many points S is either smooth or has two local branches meeting
transversally, like (xy = 0) ⊂ C3 . These are the natural generalizations of nodes. Then
we can have log canonical singularities (9.4). Finally, it can happen that several Si come
together at a point and each of them has a log-canonical singularity there. An explicit list is
given in [53].
(Global property) Instead of each c1 (Si ) being negative, we assume that each c1 (Si )−Di
is negative where Di is the sum of the double curves that lie on Si .
Another interesting issue that arises is that not every deformation of such singular surfaces is allowed. It turns out that even basic numerical invariants of a surface can jump if we
allow arbitrary deformations. To avoid this, [53] identiﬁes a restricted deformation theory
(called QG-condition) that produces the correct boundary.
This answers our second Main Question: First, the “simplest” families of surfaces of
general type are families f : SM → M whose ﬁbers are stable surfaces (and satisfy the QGcondition). Second, every family of surfaces of general type is birational to such a “simplest”
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family, at least after a generically ﬁnite-to-one change of the base M .
The projectivity of the resulting moduli spaces was proved in [36].
10.6 (Moduli of pairs: Alexeev, Kontsevich, 1994). Frequently we are interested in understanding all subvarieties X of a given variety Y . All is well if X is smooth, but it is less
clear how to handle singular subvarieties. Various methods have been proposed, going back
to Cayley in 1860.
Alexeev proposed in [1] that instead of working with very singular subvarieties, one
should look at morphisms X → Y that mimic (10.5); see also [3]. Independently, Kontsevich developed this approach for curves [55]. The latter since became a standard tool in
quantum cohomology theory.
10.7 (Quotient theorems: Keel, Kollár, Mori, 1997). Step 3 of (10.2) leads to the general
problem of taking the quotient of a variety by a group. In our cases we have the extra
information that every point has a ﬁnite stabilizer. In the sixties Artin and Seshadri proved
several quotient theorems, especially when all stabilizers are trivial. The general results
needed for the moduli theory were established in [35, 40]. This is a quite subtle subject since
the resulting quotients are so called algebraic spaces, a concept somewhat more general than
varieties (or even schemes). Using the ideas of [36] one can then show that, in the cases of
interest to us, the quotients are in fact projective (Fujino, Kovács, Mc Kernan).
10.8 (Moduli in higher dimensions). The general theory follows the outlines of (10.5) with
some key diﬀerences.
First, when [53] was written, minimal models were known to exist only in dimension 3.
The higher dimensional theory needs several results that were established only recently [28].
Second, it turned out to be quite diﬃcult to understand how the irreducible components of
a reducible variety X = ∪i Xi glue together. For curves, as in (10.4) the well-deﬁned residue
of the 1-form dx
x is a key ingredient. The current approach in higher dimension relies on a
new Poincaré–type residue theory for log canonical singularities; see [47, Chap.4]. The full
theory should be written up in [48].
10.9 (Explicit examples: Alexeev, 2002–). While the above methods provide a complete
answer in principle, it has been very diﬃcult to work out a full description in concrete cases.
The ﬁrst such examples were Abelian varieties [2] and plane curves (Hacking, [24]). Recent
surface examples are in [4].
10.10 (Hyperbolicity: Kovács, Viehweg, Zuo, 2000–2010). So far, very little is known
about the moduli spaces of surfaces and higher dimensional varieties in general. The local
structure of these spaces can be arbitrarily complicated [75]. Hyperbolicity properties of
the moduli of smooth curves were conjectured by Shafarevich in 1962 and later extended to
higher dimensions in [34, 56, 58, 76].
10.11 (Degeneration of Fano varieties: Xu, 2007–). We know much less about the moduli
of Fano (=positively curved) varieties. Most of the geometric works deal with extending
families g ∗ : X ∗ → Δ∗ over a punctured disc across the puncture. Two questions turned out
to be especially interesting: understanding the combinatorial structure of the central ﬁber X0
for arbitrary limits and ﬁnding limits where X0 is especially simple.
A series of papers [15, 31, 44] shows that the combinatorial structure of X0 is contractible; this answers an old conjecture of J. Ax. Recently, [60] shows that there are limits
where X0 itself is a (singular) Fano variety, as conjectured by Tian.
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`N0RL ;3RL3jaw RN j@3 bU@3a3
D3NA7aNÓRCc H3 ;II

$cja,jY r3 CNjaR0n,3 N0 cjn0w  nNCq3acI LR03I R8 aN0RL <3RL3jaw CN jsR 0CL3NcCRNcY iR j@Cc
3N0. s3 cjaj 8aRL  0Cc,a3j3 <aU@ 0asN RN j@3 cU@3a3. s@C,@ Cc ,@Rc3N nNC8RaLIw j aN0RL CN 
,3ajCN ,Icc R8 <aU@c sCj@  <Cq3N cCy3 n. 8Ra CNcjN,3 j@3 ,Icc R8 II jaCN<nIjCRNc R8 j@3 cU@3a3
sCj@ n 8,3cY r3 3\nCU j@3 q3aj3u c3j R8 j@3 <aU@ sCj@ j@3 ncnI <aU@ 0CcjN,3 a3c,I30 $w j@3 8,jRa
n−1/4 Y r3 j@3N UaRq3 j@j j@3 a3cnIjCN< aN0RL L3jaC, cU,3 ,RNq3a<3c CN 0CcjaC$njCRN c n → ∞.
CN j@3 ;aRLRqA?nc0Ra{ c3Nc3. jRsa0  ICLCjCN< aN0RL ,RLU,j L3jaC, cU,3 ,II30 j@3 #aRsNCN
LU. s@C,@ Cc nNCq3acI CN j@3 c3Nc3 j@j Cj 0R3c NRj 03U3N0 RN j@3 ,Icc R8 <aU@c ,@Rc3N CNCjCIIwY
i@3 #aRsNCN LU Cc @RL3RLRaU@C, jR j@3 cU@3a3. $nj Cjc ?nc0Ra{ 0CL3NcCRN Cc 3\nI jR 4Y r3
R$jCN 03jCI30 CN8RaLjCRN $Rnj j@3 cjan,jna3 R8 <3R03cC,c CN j@3 #aRsNCN LUY r3 IcR Ua3c3Nj j@3
CN~NCj3AqRInL3 qaCNj R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LU ,II30 j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3. s@C,@ aCc3c c j@3 c,ICN<
ICLCj R8 j@3 nNC8RaL CN~NCj3 UINa \n0aN<nIjCRNY 7CNIIw. s3 0Cc,ncc ,3ajCN RU3N UaR$I3LcY i@Cc
cjn0w Cc LRjCqj30 CN Uaj $w j@3 nc3 R8 aN0RL <3RL3jaw CN j@3 U@wcC,I j@3Raw R8 jsRA0CL3NcCRNI
\nNjnL <aqCjwY
Kj@3LjC,c bn$E3,j +IccC~,jCRN VlzSzWY TaCLaw z9+4z. fz/z9d b3,RN0aw z9+Sl. fz7Se
F3wsRa0cY TINa LU. jaCN<nIjCRN. <aU@ 0CcjN,3. ;aRLRqA?nc0Ra{ ,RNq3a<3N,3. #aRsNCN LU.
<3R03cC,. ,RNjCNnnL aN0RL ja33. #aRsNCN UIN3Y

SY BNjaR0n,jCRN
BN j@3 Icj j3N w3ac. j@3a3 @c $33N Ln,@ CNj3a3cj CN 0Cc,a3j3 N0 ,RNjCNnRnc LR03Ic R8 aN0RL
<3RL3jaw CN jsR 0CL3NcCRNcY c  ~acj NCq3 jj3LUj jR ,RNcjan,j  ,RNjCNnRnc LR03I. RN3
,RnI0 CL<CN3 ,@RRcCN< j aN0RL  `C3LNNCN L3jaC, RN j@3 cU@3a3Y ?Rs3q3a j@3a3 c33Lc
jR $3 NR ,NRNC,I sw R8 LGCN< cn,@  ,@RC,3. N0  $3jj3a UUaR,@ I30CN< jR  ,RNjCNnRnc
R$E3,j j@j Cc nNCq3acI CN cRL3 c3Nc3 Cc jR cjaj 8aRL 0Cc,a3j3 LR03IcY BN8RaLIIw. s3 sCII
,RNcC03a  Ia<3 <aU@ 0asN RN j@3 cU@3a3 N0 ,@Rc3N j aN0RL CN  cnCj$I3 ,Icc- r3
j@3N 3uU3,j j@j j@3 cnCj$Iw a3c,I30 <aU@ 0CcjN,3 RN j@3 q3aj3u c3j sCII ,RNq3a<3 CN N
UUaRUaCj3 c3Nc3. s@3N j@3 cCy3 R8 j@3 <aU@ j3N0c jR CN~NCjw. jR  aN0RL L3jaC, RN j@3
cU@3a3Y
KRa3 Ua3,Cc3Iw. s3 ,RNcC03a UINa LUc. s@C,@ a3 ~NCj3 ,RNN3,j30 <aU@c 3L$30030 CN
j@3 cU@3a3 S2 Ģ LRa3 Ua3,Cc3 03~NCjCRNc sCII $3 <Cq3N CN b3,jCRN l $3IRsY QN3 Cc CNj3a3cj30
CN j@3 Ȓc@U3ȓ R8 j@3 <aU@. cR j@j jsR UINa LUc a3 C03NjC~30 C8 j@3 c3,RN0 RN3 Cc j@3
CL<3 R8 j@3 ~acj RN3 nN03a N RaC3NjjCRNAUa3c3aqCN< @RL3RLRaU@CcL R8 j@3 cU@3a3Y i@3
8,3c R8 j@3 LU a3 j@3 ,RNN3,j30 ,RLURN3Njc R8 j@3 ,RLUI3L3Nj R8 30<3c. N0  UINa
LU Cc ,II30  jaCN<nIjCRN C8 II 8,3c a3 jaCN<I3c. URccC$Iw sCj@ jsR 30<3c <In30 jR<3j@3aY
7Ra j3,@NC,I a3cRNc. Cj Cc ,RNq3NC3Nj jR 03I sCj@ nkkpa` jaCN<nIjCRNc. L3NCN< j@j j@3a3
TaR,330CN<c R8 j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI +RN<a3cc R8 Kj@3LjC,CNc. b3RnI. lzS:
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Cc  0CcjCN<nCc@30 RaC3Nj30 30<3 ,II30 j@3 aRRj 30<3. s@Rc3 jCI Cc j@3 aRRj q3aj3uY i@NGc
jR j@3 Ua3,30CN< C03NjC~,jCRN. 8Ra 3q3aw ~u30 3q3N CNj3<3a n. j@3a3 a3 RNIw  ~NCj3 NnL$3a
R8 aRRj30 jaCN<nIjCRNc sCj@ n 8,3c. N0 j@3a38Ra3 Cj LG3c c3Nc3 jR ,@RRc3 RN3 R8 j@3L j
aN0RL. s@C,@ s3 03NRj3 $w Tn Y i@3N. cnUURcCN< j@j j@3a3 Cc  ,NRNC,I sw R8 3L$300CN<
Tn CN j@3 cU@3a3 Va3,II j@j j@3 3L$300CN< R8  UINa LU Cc RNIw 03~N30 nU jR RaC3NjjCRNA
Ua3c3aqCN< @RL3RLRaU@CcLcW. Cj c33Lc a3cRN$I3 jR ,RNE3,jna3 j@j j@3 q3aj3u c3j V (Tn ) R8
Tn sCII $3,RL3 03Nc3 CN S2 s@3N n → ∞. N0 j@j j@3 <aU@ 0CcjN,3 dgr RN j@Cc q3aj3u c3j
sCII ,RNq3a<3. LR0nIR  cnCj$I3 a3c,ICN<. jR  aN0RL L3jaC, RN S2 Y
i@3 Ua3,30CN< UaR<aL Cc cjCII j@3 cn$E3,j R8 ,jCq3 a3c3a,@ Ģ j@3a3 a3 CN0330 VILRcjW
,NRNC,I swc R8 3L$300CN< jaCN<nIjCRNc. ncCN< ,Ca,I3 U,GCN<c Ra j@3 nNC8RaLCyjCRN j@3A
Ra3L 8Ra `C3LNN cna8,3c. c33 j@3 0Cc,nccCRN CN b3,jCRN f $3IRsY ?3a3 s3 sCII 0RUj 
cIC<@jIw 0C{3a3Nj URCNj R8 qC3sY r3 ,RNcC03a j@3 ~NCj3 L3jaC, cU,3 (V (Tn ), dgr ) c  VaNA
0RLW 3I3L3Nj R8 j@3 c3j K R8 II CcRL3jaw ,Icc3c R8 ,RLU,j L3jaC, cU,3cY i@3 cU,3 K
Cc 3\nCUU30 sCj@ j@3 ;aRLRqA?nc0Ra{ 0CcjN,3 dGH V,8Y cn$c3,jCRN kYSW. N0 (K, dGH ) Cc
$Rj@ c3Ua$I3 N0 ,RLUI3j3Y  G3w a3cnIj )kS*. s@C,@ cRIq3c  ,RNE3,jna3 R8 Q030 b,@aLL
)::*. cjj3c j@j
(d)

(V (Tn ), 61/4 n−1/4 dgr ) −→ (m∞ , D),
n→∞

VSYSW

s@3a3 j@3 ,RNq3a<3N,3 @RI0c CN 0CcjaC$njCRN CN j@3 cU,3 (K, dGH ). N0 j@3 ICLCj (m∞ , D) Cc 
aN0RL L3jaC, cU,3. s@C,@ Cc ,II30 j@3 #aRsNCN LU 8j3a Ka,G3aj N0 KRGG03L )ke*Y
/3cUCj3 j@3 cRL3s@j nNncnI 8,j j@j s3 a3 03ICN< sCj@ aN0RL ,RLU,j L3jaC, cU,3c.
VSYSW Cc NRj@CN< $nj  UajC,nIa ,c3 R8 j@3 cjN0a0 NRjCRN R8 ,RNq3a<3N,3 CN 0CcjaC$njCRN 8Ra
aN0RL qaC$I3c sCj@ qIn3c CN  TRICc@ cU,3Y MRj3 j@j j@3 ,RNcjNj 61/4 CN VSYSW Cc Encj 
NRaLICyjCRN 8,jRaY
 q3aw CLURajNj 83jna3 R8 j@3 ,RNq3a<3N,3 VSYSW Cc j@3 8,j j@j Cj @RI0c 8Ra Ln,@ LRa3
<3N3aI aN0RL UINa LUc. sCj@ j@3 o]ia ICLCjCN< cU,3 (m∞ , D) nU jR nNCLURajNj c,IA
CN< ,RNcjNjcY `3,II j@j  UINa LU Cc  pAN<nIjCRN C8 II 8,3c @q3 03<a33 pY i@3N
Cj sc UaRq30 CN )kS* j@j N NIR< R8 VSYSW @RI0c 8Ra pAN<nIjCRNc sCj@  ~u30 NnL$3a R8
8,3c. 8Ra 3q3aw 3q3N CNj3<3a p ≥ 4Y MRj3 j@j j@3 cU3,CI ,c3 R8 \n0aN<nIjCRNc. ,Raa3A
cURN0CN< jR p = 4. @c $33N ja3j30 CN03U3N03NjIw $w KC3aLRNj ):S* qC  0C{3a3Nj L3j@R0Y
bCLCIaIw. NIR<c R8 VSYSW @RI0 8Ra <3N3aI UINa LUc sCj@  ~u30 NnL$3a R8 30<3c )SS* Ra
8Ra $CUajCj3 UINa LUc sCj@  ~u30 NnL$3a R8 30<3c )S*Y Bj Cc IcR URccC$I3 jR CLURc3 IR,I
,RNcjaCNjc RN j@3 UINa LUc-  a3cnIj cCLCIa jR VSYSW @RI0c 8Ra cCLUI3 jaCN<nIjCRNc Ra
\n0aN<nIjCRNc )l*. s@3a3 NR IRRUc Ra LnIjCUI3 30<3c a3 IIRs30. Ra 8Ra \n0aN<nIjCRNc
sCj@ NR U3N0Nj q3ajC,3c )4*Y QN3 CN0330 3uU3,jc j@j j@3 #aRsNCN LU sCII UU3a c j@3
c,ICN< ICLCj R8 q3aw <3N3aI aN0RL UINa LUc UaRqC030 cRL3 $RnN0 @RI0c RN j@3 0CcjaCA
$njCRN R8 j@3 03<a33 R8  jwUC,I 8,3 VRN j@3 Rj@3a @N0. j@3 UU3a )kk* c@Rsc j@j 0C{3a3Nj
c,ICN< ICLCjc Lw R,,na C8 RN3 ,RNcC03ac 0CcjaC$njCRNc j@j 8qRna j@3 UU3aN,3 R8 Ȓq3aw
Ia<3ȓ 8,3cWY
i@3 #aRsNCN LU j@nc UU3ac c  qjerano]h R$E3,j. CN j@3 c3Nc3 j@j Cj Cc j@3 c,ICN<
ICLCj R8 LNw 0C{3a3Nj LR03Ic R8 aN0RL UINa LUc- i@Cc Cc R8 ,Rnac3 cCLCIa jR j@3 ,c3
R8 #aRsNCN LRjCRN. s@C,@ Cc j@3 nNCq3acI c,ICN< ICLCj R8 LNw 0C{3a3Nj aN0RL sIGc RN
j@3 IjjC,3Y Dncj c #aRsNCN LRjCRN ,N $3 qC3s30 c  Una3Iw aN0RL ,RNjCNnRnc ,naq3. j@3
#aRsNCN LU c33Lc jR $3 j@3 aC<@j LR03I 8Ra  Una3Iw aN0RL cna8,3Y MRj3 j@j j@3 #aRsNA
CN LU (m∞ , D) Cc ILRcj cna3Iw @RL3RLRaU@C, jR j@3 cU@3a3 S2 )k9* Vc33 IcR )kO*W. 3q3N
j@Rn<@ Cjc ?nc0Ra{ 0CL3NcCRN Cc 3\nI jR 4Y ?Rs3q3a. j@3a3 Cc NR ,NRNC,I @RL3RLRaA
U@CcL N0 s3 ,NNRj  UaCRaC nc3 j@3 #aRsNCN LU jR R$jCN  Ȓ,NRNC,Iȓ aN0RL L3jaC,
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RN j@3 cU@3a3 c cn<<3cj30 $w Ua3,30CN< a3LaGcY
i@3 LCN <RI R8 j@3 Ua3c3Nj sRaG Cc jR Ua3c3Nj  <3N3aI j@3Ra3L R8 ,RNq3a<3N,3 jRA
sa0 j@3 #aRsNCN LU Vi@3Ra3L kYS $3IRsW. s@C,@ sc 03aCq30 CN j@3 c3aC3c R8 UU3ac
)lOĢkS*Y r3 IcR <Cq3  03jCI30 ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LU. $w c@RsCN< j@j j@Cc aNA
0RL ,RLU,j L3jaC, cU,3 ,N $3 R$jCN30 $w <InCN< ,3ajCN UCac R8 URCNjc CN NRj@3a 8LRnc
UaR$$CICcjC, LR03I. j@3 #aRsNCN ,RNjCNnnL aN0RL ja33 Ra +`i. s@C,@ sc CNjaR0n,30 N0
cjn0C30 $w I0Rnc )k. :*Y MRj3 j@j j@3 +`i Cjc3I8 Cc  nNCq3acI c,ICN< ICLCj R8 0Cc,a3j3 ja33c.
CN  c3Nc3 NIR<Rnc jR VSYSWY i@3 $3cj sw jR nN03acjN0 j@3 ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 j@3 #aRsNCN
LU 8aRL j@3 +`i Cc jR cjaj 8aRL j@3 0Cc,a3j3 $CE3,jCRNc j@j 3uCcj $3js33N qaCRnc ,Icc3c R8
UINa LUc N0 ,Raa3cURN0CN< ,Icc3c R8 I$3I30 ja33cY 7Ra j@Cc a3cRN. s3 cjaj CN b3,jCRN
l $w 3uUICNCN< j@3c3 $CE3,jCRNc CN j@3 UajC,nIa ,c3 R8 \n0aN<nIjCRNc Vj@3a3 3uCcj cCLCA
Ia $CE3,jCRNc 8Ra jaCN<nIjCRNc. Ra LRa3 <3N3aIIw 8Ra pAN<nIjCRNc. $nj j@3Ca 03c,aCUjCRN Cc
LRa3 ,RLUIC,j30WY BN b3,jCRN k. 8j3a cjjCN< j@3 LCN j@3Ra3L R8 ,RNq3a<3N,3 j@j 3uj3N0c
VSYSW. s3 <Cq3  Ua3,Cc3 03~NCjCRN R8 j@3 +`i c j@3 ja33 ,R030 $w  NRaLICy30 #aRsNCN
3u,nacCRN. N0 s3 ,RNcjan,j j@3 #aRsNCN LU qC j@3 $Rq3AL3NjCRN30 <InCN< UaR,30na3Y
MRj3 j@j. Ij@Rn<@ j@3 0Cc,a3j3 $CE3,jCRNc $3js33N UINa LUc N0 ja33c a3 q3aw 8a 8aRL
$3CN< cn|,C3Nj jR <3j a3cnIjc cn,@ c VSYSW. j@3w UaRqC03 nc38nI CNcC<@j CNjR j@3 ,RNcjan,jCRN
R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LUY BN b3,jCRN :. s3 03c,aC$3 j@3 03jCI30 a3cnIjc j@j a3 GNRsN $Rnj
<3R03cC,c CN j@3 #aRsNCN LUY b3,jCRN 9 Cc 03qRj30 jR j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3. s@C,@ ,N $3
qC3s30 c N CN~NCj3AqRInL3 q3acCRN R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LUY i@3 #aRsNCN UIN3 c@a3c LNw
UaRU3ajC3c R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LU. $nj Cj 3NERwc N 00CjCRNI c,I3 CNqaCN,3 UaRU3ajw. s@C,@
LG3c Cj LRa3 cnCj$I3 8Ra 3uUIC,Cj ,I,nIjCRNc Vs3 $aC3w Ua3c3Nj cRL3 a3,3Nj a3cnIjc 8aRL
)ll*WY QN3 ,N IcR qC3s j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3 c  ,RNjCNRnc NIR< R8 j@3 CN~NCj3 aN0RL
IjjC,3c GNRsN c j@3 nNC8RaL CN~NCj3 UINa jaCN<nIjCRN N0 \n0aN<nIjCRN. s@C,@ @q3
$33N cjn0C30 3uj3NcCq3Iw CN j@3 a3,3Nj w3acY 7CNIIw. b3,jCRN f 0Cc,ncc3c s@j Cc UaR$$Iw
j@3 LRcj CLURajNj RU3N UaR$I3L CN j@3 a3. NL3Iw ~N0CN<  ,NRNC,I ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 j@3
#aRsNCN LU CN j3aLc R8  aN0RL L3jaC, RN j@3 cU@3a3Y  a3Ij30 0Cc,nccCRN ,N $3 8RnN0
CN #3NELCNC )O*Y
iR ,RLUI3j3 j@Cc CNjaR0n,jCRN. I3j nc L3NjCRN j@j. Ij@Rn<@ Rna LCN LRjCqjCRN 8Ra j@3
8RIIRsCN< a3cnIjc ,L3 8aRL UaR$$CICjw j@3Raw. j@3a3 a3 CLURajNj ,RNN3,jCRNc sCj@ c3q3aI
Rj@3a a3c R8 Lj@3LjC,c N0 U@wcC,cY BN UajC,nIa. 8aRL j@3 URCNj R8 qC3s R8 ,RL$CNA
jRaC,c. RN3 ,N 03aCq3 CN8RaLjCRN $Rnj UaRU3ajC3c R8 ȒjwUC,Iȓ Ia<3 UINa LUc 8aRL j@3
GNRsN a3cnIjc $Rnj j@3 #aRsNCN LUY 7Ra CNcjN,3. j@3 8,j j@j j@3 #aRsNCN LU Cc @RL3A
RLRaU@C, jR j@3 cU@3a3 CLUIC3c j@j 8Ra  Ia<3 UINa LU ,@Rc3N nNC8RaLIw j aN0RL CN 
<Cq3N ,Icc V3Y<Y  Ia<3 jaCN<nIjCRNW j@3a3 ,NNRj 3uCcj  ,w,I3 s@Rc3 I3N<j@ Cc cLII CN
,RLUaCcRN sCj@ j@3 0CL3j3a R8 j@3 <aU@. cn,@ j@j $Rj@ a3<CRNc c3Uaj30 $w j@Cc ,w,I3
@q3  L,aRc,RUC, cCy3 Vc33 )k9*WY bCLCIaIw. j@3 cjj3L3Njc $Rnj <3R03cC,c CN j@3 #aRsNA
CN LU c@Rs j@j. CN  jwUC,I Ia<3 UINa LU. j@3 <3R03cC, $3js33N jsR q3ajC,3c ,@Rc3N
j aN0RL Cc ȒL,aRc,RUC,IIw nNC\n3ȓ. L3NCN< j@j j@3 0CcjN,3 $3js33N jsR <3R03cC,c
sCII $3 cLII CN ,RLUaCcRN sCj@ j@3 0CL3j3a R8 j@3 <aU@Y NRj@3a cjaRN< LRjCqjCRN 8Ra
j@Cc sRaG ,L3 8aRL U@wcC,c. N0 UajC,nIaIw 8aRL j@3 nc3 R8 Ia<3 aN0RL UINa LUc c
LR03Ic R8 aN0RL <3RL3jaw CN jsRA0CL3NcCRNI \nNjnL <aqCjw Vc33 j@3 $RRG )9*WY BN j@Cc
,RNN3,jCRN. s3 L3NjCRN j@3 CLURajNj sRaG R8 #RnjjC3a N0 ;nCjj3a Vc33 CN UajC,nIa )SkĢ
S9*W s@C,@ LRjCqj30 Uaj R8 Rna a3cnIjcY Bj Cc sRaj@ L3NjCRNCN< j@j  0C{3a3Nj Lj@3LjC,I
UUaR,@ jR jsRA0CL3NcCRNI \nNjnL <aqCjw a3IwCN< RN j@3 ;nccCN 8a33 ~3I0 @c $33N
<Cq3N $w /nUINjC3a N0 b@3|3I0 )l:*Y i@3 ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 )l:* c33Lc \nCj3 0C{3a3Nj 8aRL
Rna U3acU3,jCq3. $nj j@3 UU3a ):9* <Cq3c  NnL$3a R8 ,RNE3,jna3c j@j sRnI0 a3Ij3 Ia<3 aNA
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0RL UINa LUc N0 j@3 #aRsNCN LU jR j@3 ;nccCN 8a33 ~3I0 UUaR,@Y i@3 q3aw a3,3Nj
sRaG R8 KCII3a N0 b@3|3I0 ):l* c33Lc UaRLCcCN< CN j@Cc a3cU3,jY
=_gjksha`caiajpo* B j@NG MC,RIc +naC3N N0 B<Ra FRaj,@3LcGC 8Ra j@3Ca @3IU sCj@ ~<na3cY

lY TINa LUc N0 $CE3,jCRNc sCj@ ja33c
BN j@Cc c3,jCRN. s3 a3,II j@3 $cC, 03~NCjCRNc ,RN,3aNCN< UINa LUc N0 s3 3uUICN @Rs
UINa LUc ,N $3 ,R030 $w ja33c. CN j@3 UajC,nIa ,c3 R8 \n0aN<nIjCRNcY i@Cc ,R0CN<
Cc N CLURajNj CN<a30C3Nj R8 j@3 UaRR8c. N0 Cj IcR @3IUc jR nN03acjN0 j@3 03~NCjCRN R8 j@3
#aRsNCN LU j@j sCII $3 <Cq3N $3IRsY
lYSY TINa LUcY H3j nc cjaj sCj@ j@3 03~NCjCRN R8  UINa LUY
/3~NCjCRN lYSY  UINa LU Cc  UaRU3a VsCj@Rnj 30<3A,aRccCN<W 3L$300CN< R8  ~NCj3 ,RNA
N3,j30 <aU@ CN j@3 jsRA0CL3NcCRNI cU@3a3 S2 Y  aRRj30 UINa LU Cc  UINa LU <Cq3N
sCj@  0CcjCN<nCc@30 RaC3Nj30 30<3. s@C,@ Cc ,II30 j@3 aRRj 30<3 N0 s@Rc3 jCI q3aj3u Cc ,II30
j@3 aRRj q3aj3uY isR aRRj30 UINa LUc a3 C03NjC~30 C8 j@3w ,Raa3cURN0 qC N RaC3NjjCRNA
Ua3c3aqCN< @RL3RLRaU@CcL R8 S2 Y
r3 CN 8,j IIRs IRRUc N0 LnIjCUI3 30<3c CN Rna <aU@cY 7RIIRsCN< j@3 ,IccC,I j3aLCA
NRIR<w 8RnN0 CN ,RL$CNjRaC,c. j@3 sRa0 Ȓ<aU@ȓ c@RnI0 $3 a3UI,30 $w ȒLnIjC<aU@ȓ CN j@3
Ua3,30CN< 03~NCjCRNY i@3 8,3c R8  UINa LU a3 j@3 ,RNN3,j30 ,RLURN3Njc R8 j@3 ,RLA
UI3L3Nj R8 j@3 nNCRN R8 30<3c. N0 j@3 03<a33 R8  8,3 ,RnNjc j@3 NnL$3a R8 30<3 cC03c j@j
a3 CN,C03Nj jR j@Cc 8,3 VCN UajC,nIa Cj Lw @UU3N j@j $Rj@ cC03c R8 N 30<3 a3 CN,C03Nj jR
j@3 cL3 8,3. N0 j@3N j@Cc 30<3 Cc ,RnNj30 jsC,3 CN j@3 03<a33 R8 j@3 8,3WY

Root
vertex
Root
edge

7C<na3 lYSY  aRRj30 \n0aN<nIjCRN sCj@ 7 8,3c

7Ra Nw CNj3<3a p ≥ 3.  UINa LU Cc ,II30  pAN<nIjCRN V jaCN<nIjCRN C8 p = 3.
 \n0aN<nIjCRN C8 p = 4W C8 II Cjc 8,3c @q3 03<a33 pY 7C<Y S c@Rsc N 3uLUI3 R8 
\n0aN<nIjCRN sCj@ 7 8,3cY 7Ra 3q3aw CNj3<3a n ≥ 1. s3 saCj3 Mpn 8Ra j@3 c3j R8 II aRRj30
pAN<nIjCRNc sCj@ n 8,3cY r@3N p Cc R00. j@3 c3j Mpn Cc 3LUjw C8 VN0 RNIw C8W n Cc R00Y bR
s@3N s3 03I sCj@ R00 qIn3c R8 p VCN UajC,nIa sCj@ jaCN<nIjCRNcW. s3 sCII Iswc ccnL3
j@j n Cc 3q3NY
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i@NGc jR j@3 C03NjC~,jCRN CN /3~NCjCRN lYS. j@3 c3jc Mpn a3 ~NCj3Y 2NnL3ajCRN a3cnIjc
8Ra j@3c3 c3jc s3a3 R$jCN30 $w injj3 Vc33 CN UajC,nIa ):f*W CN  c3aC3c R8 CLURajNj UU3ac
LRjCqj30 $w j@3 8RnaA,RIRa j@3Ra3LY
r3 sCII nc3 j@3 NRjjCRN dM
gr 8Ra j@3 <aU@ 0CcjN,3 RN j@3 q3aj3u c3j V (M ) R8  UINa
LU M Y
lYlY #CE3,jCRNc sCj@ ja33cY BN j@Cc c3,jCRN s3 3uUICN j@3 +RaCApn\n3ICNAb,@3{3a $CE3,jCRN
$3js33N aRRj30 \n0aN<nIjCRNc N0 s3IIAI$3I30 ja33c )S4. SO*Y r3 a3cjaC,j Rnac3Iq3c jR j@3
cU3,CI ,c3 R8 \n0aN<nIjCRNc 8Ra j@3 cG3 R8 cCLUIC,Cjw. $nj cCLCIa $CE3,jCRNc 3uCcj 8Ra
pAN<nIjCRNc 8Ra Nw p Vc33 CN UajC,nIa )Sl*WY
7Cacj a3,II j@j  UIN3 ja33 τ Cc  V~NCj3W aRRj30 Ra03a30 ja33-  sw R8 cU3,C8wCN<  UIN3
ja33 Cc jR a3Ua3c3Nj 3,@ R8 Cjc q3ajC,3c $w  ~NCj3 sRa0 L03 R8 URcCjCq3 CNj3<3ac. CN cn,@  sw
j@j j@3 3LUjw sRa0 ∅ ,Raa3cURN0c jR j@3 aRRj Ra N,3cjRa R8 j@3 ja33. N0 j@j. 8Ra CNcjN,3.
j@3 sRa0 13 ,Raa3cURN0c jR j@3 j@Ca0 ,@CI0 R8 j@3 ~acj ,@CI0 R8 j@3 aRRj Vc33 j@3 I38j cC03 R8
7C<Y lWY
i@3N  s3IIAI$3I30 ja33 Cc  UIN3 ja33 τ . sCj@ q3aj3u c3j V (τ ). s@Rc3 q3ajC,3c v a3
ccC<N30 I$3Ic (v )v∈V (τ ) . CN cn,@  sw j@j j@3 8RIIRsCN< UaRU3ajC3c @RI0Y 7Cacj. j@3 I$3I
R8 j@3 aRRj Cc 1. j@3N j@3 I$3I v R8 Nw q3aj3u v Cc  URcCjCq3 CNj3<3a. N0 ~NIIw |v − v | ≤ 1
C8 v N0 v  a3 0E,3Nj q3ajC,3cY
rCj@ Nw s3IIAI$3I30 ja33 (τ, (v )v∈V (τ ) ) sCj@ n 30<3c. s3 ,N ccR,Cj3  aRRj30 \n0A
aN<nIjCRN Q sCj@ n 8,3c qC j@3 8RIIRsCN< ,RNcjan,jCRNY bnUURc3 j@j j@3 ja33 Cc 3L$30030
CN j@3 UIN3 CN j@3 VR$qCRncW sw c cn<<3cj30 CN j@3 I38j Uaj R8 7C<Y l VCN UajC,nIa j@3 cn,A
,3ccCq3 ,@CI0a3N R8  q3aj3u UU3a 8aRL I38j jR aC<@jWY i@3N j@3 q3aj3u c3j R8 Q sCII $3 j@3
nNCRN R8 j@3 q3aj3u c3j R8 τ N0 R8 N 3uja q3aj3u. N0 s3 NRs 3uUICN @Rs jR ,RNcjan,j j@3
30<3c R8 QY 7Cacj a3,II j@j  ,RaN3a R8 j@3 ja33 τ Cc N N<nIa c3,jRa $3js33N jsR cn,,3ccCq3
30<3c R8 τ aRnN0  <Cq3N q3aj3uY i@3 c3j R8 II ,RaN3ac R8 τ Cc <Cq3N  ,w,IC, Ra03aCN< $w
LRqCN< ,IR,GsCc3 aRnN0 j@3 ja33Y iR ,RNcjan,j j@3 30<3c R8 Q. s3 ~acj 00 N 3uja q3aj3u
∂ RnjcC03 j@3 ja33. N0 s3 ,RNN3,j 3,@ ,RaN3a R8 j@3 ja33 τ sCj@ I$3I 1 jR j@3 q3aj3u ∂ $w N
30<3 cjajCN< 8aRL j@Cc ,RaN3aY i@3N 3q3aw ,RaN3a R8 τ sCj@ I$3I k ≥ 2 Cc ,RNN3,j30 $w N
30<3 jR j@3 N3uj ,RaN3a VCN ,w,IC, Ra03aCN<W sCj@ I$3I k − 1Y i@3 ,RNcjan,jCRN ,N $3 L03 CN
 nNC\n3 sw cR j@j 30<3c 0R NRj ,aRcc N0 0R NRj ,aRcc j@3 30<3c R8 j@3 ja33Y i@3 a3cnIjCN<
,RII3,jCRN R8 30<3c 8RaLc  \n0aN<nIjCRN Q s@Rc3 q3aj3u c3j Cc V (Q) = V (τ )∪{∂}Y i@Cc
\n0aN<nIjCRN Cc aRRj30 j j@3 30<3 ,RNN3,jCN< j@3 ~acj ,RaN3a R8 j@3 aRRj R8 τ jR ∂. s@C,@
Cc RaC3Nj30 cR j@j ∂ Cc j@3 aRRj q3aj3uY b33 7C<Y l 8Ra N 3uLUI3Y
i@3 Ua3qCRnc ,RNcjan,jCRN wC3I0c  $CE3,jCRN 8aRL j@3 c3j R8 II s3IIAI$3I30 ja33c sCj@
 ~u30 NnL$3a n R8 30<3c RNjR j@3 c3j M4n R8 II aRRj30 \n0aN<nIjCRNc sCj@ n 8,3cY
i@Cc $CE3,jCRN Cc ,II30 j@3 +RaCApn\n3ICNAb,@3{3a $CE3,jCRN Vj@3 +pb $CE3,jCRN CN c@RajWY
7naj@3aLRa3. j@3 8RIIRsCN< CLURajNj 00CjCRNI UaRU3ajw @RI0cY B8 (τ, (v )v∈V (τ ) ) Cc  s3IIA
I$3I30 ja33 N0 Q Cc j@3 ccR,Cj30 \n0aN<nIjCRN 03~N30 c $Rq3. j@3N. 8Ra 3q3aw v ∈
V (Q)\{∂}.
dQ
VlYSW
gr (∂, v) = v .
BN Rj@3a sRa0c. 0CcjN,3c 8aRL j@3 aRRj q3aj3u CN j@3 \n0aN<nIjCRN Q a3 <Cq3N $w I$3Ic RN

j@3 ja33 ccR,Cj30 sCj@ Q qC j@3 +pb $CE3,jCRNY i@3a3 Cc NR cCLCIa 3uUa3ccCRN 8Ra dQ
gr (v, v )

s@3N v N0 v a3 jsR q3ajC,3c Rj@3a j@N ∂. $nj j@3 8RIIRsCN< nUU3a $RnN0 jnaNc Rnj jR $3
CLURajNj 8Ra Rna UnaURc3cY 7Ra 3q3aw v, v  ∈ V (Q)\{∂}.



 − 2 max
dQ
(v,
v
)
≤

+

min

,
min

+ 2,
VlYlW
v
v
w
w
gr


w∈[v,v ]

w∈[v ,v]
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1

2

4
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2

1

11

1

∅

3

2

13

2
1

1

3

2
0
∂

1

7C<na3 lYlY i@3 +RaCApn\n3ICNAb,@3{3a $CE3,jCRNY QN j@3 I38j cC03.  s3IIAI$3I30 ja33 Vj@3 ,Ca,I30
NnL$3ac a3 j@3 I$3Ic ccC<N30 jR j@3 q3ajC,3cWY QN j@3 aC<@j cC03. j@3 ccR,Cj30 \n0aN<nIjCRN.
s@3a3 j@3 ,Ca,I30 NnL$3ac NRs ,Raa3cURN0 jR 0CcjN,3c 8aRL ∂Y

s@3a3 [v, v  ] cjN0c 8Ra j@3 c3j R8 II q3ajC,3c qCcCj30 s@3N <RCN< 8aRL v jR v  CN ,IR,GsCc3
Ra03a aRnN0 j@3 ja33 V8Ra CNcjN,3. CN j@3 ja33 R8 7C<Y l. C8 v = 111 N0 v  = 12. [v, v  ] =
{111, 11, 112, 1, 12} N0 [v  , v] = {12, 1, ∅, 11, 111}WY i@3 $RnN0 VlYlW Cc 3cCIw 03aCq30
$w j@3 8RIIRsCN< a<nL3NjY +RNcC03a Nw ,RaN3a R8 vY pC j@3 +pb $CE3,jCRN. j@Cc ,RaN3a
Cc ,RNN3,j30 $w N 30<3 R8 Q jR  ,RaN3a R8 NRj@3a q3aj3u v1 sCj@ I$3I v − 1. N0 j@3N
j@Cc ,RaN3a R8 v1 Cc ,RNN3,j30 $w N 30<3 R8 Q jR  ,RaN3a R8  c3,RN0 q3aj3u v2 sCj@ I$3I
v − 2Y `3,IICN< j@j I$3Ic ,Raa3cURN0 jR 0CcjN,3c 8aRL ∂. s3 <3j  <3R03cC, Uj@ γ =
(v, v1 , v2 , . . .) 8aRL v jR ∂Y r3 Lw ,RNcjan,j  cCLCIa <3R03cC, Uj@ γ  8aRL v  jR ∂ N0
R$c3aq3 j@j j@3 <3R03cC, Uj@c γ N0 γ  sCII 3q3NjnIIw L3a<3Y +RNcC03aCN< j@3 Uj@ 8aRL v
jR v  R$jCN30 $w ,RN,j3NjCN< j@3 Uajc R8 γ N0 γ  $38Ra3 j@3Ca L3a<CN< URCNj VN0 ,@RRcCN<
j@3 CNCjCI ,RaN3ac CN N RUjCLI swW 3cCIw I30c jR j@3 $RnN0 VlYlWY
i@3 $cC, nN03aIwCN< C03 R8 Rna ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LU CN j@3 N3uj c3,jCRN Cc
jR nc3  ,RNjCNnRnc NIR< R8 j@3 +pb $CE3,jCRNY BN j@Cc NIR<. j@3 aRI3 R8 UIN3 ja33c sCII
$3 UIw30 $w I0Rncȕ ,RNjCNnnL aN0RL ja33. s@C,@ Cc GNRsN jR $3 j@3 VnNCq3acIW c,ICN<
ICLCj R8 LNw 0C{3a3Nj ,Icc3c R8 aN0RL 0Cc,a3j3 ja33cY r3 a383a jR )k:* 8Ra  0Cc,nccCRN R8
c,ICN< ICLCjc R8 I$3I30 UIN3 ja33cY

kY i@3 #aRsNCN LU
kYSY i@3 ;aRLRqA?nc0Ra{ 0CcjN,3Y H3j (E1 , d1 ) N0 (E2 , d2 ) $3 jsR ,RLU,j L3jaC,
cU,3cY i@3 ;aRLRqA?nc0Ra{ 0CcjN,3 $3js33N (E1 , d1 ) N0 (E2 , d2 ) Cc


dGH (E1 , E2 ) = inf dHaus (ϕ1 (E1 ), ϕ2 (E2 )) ,

:le
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s@3a3 j@3 CN~LnL Cc Rq3a II CcRL3jaC, 3L$300CN<c ϕ1 : E1 −→ E N0 ϕ2 : E2 −→ E R8 E1
N0 E2 CNjR j@3 cL3 L3jaC, cU,3 (E, d). N0 dHaus cjN0c 8Ra j@3 ncnI ?nc0Ra{ 0CcjN,3
$3js33N ,RLU,j cn$c3jc R8 EY B8 K 03NRj3c j@3 cU,3 R8 II CcRL3jaw ,Icc3c R8 ,RLU,j
L3jaC, cU,3c. j@3N dGH Cc  0CcjN,3 RN K. N0 LRa3Rq3a j@3 L3jaC, cU,3 (K, dGH ) Cc
TRICc@. j@j Cc. c3Ua$I3 N0 ,RLUI3j3Y r3 a383a jR +@Uj3a e R8 #na<R. #na<R N0 BqNRq
)Sf* 8Ra  j@RaRn<@ 0Cc,nccCRN R8 j@3 ;aRLRqA?nc0Ra{ 0CcjN,3Y
kYlY i@3 LCN j@3Ra3LY `3,II Rna NRjjCRN Mpn 8Ra j@3 cU,3 R8 II aRRj30 pAN<nIjCRNc
sCj@ n 8,3cY MRj3 j@j s@3N p Cc R00 s3 ,RNcC03a RNIw 3q3N qIn3c R8 nY rCj@ 3q3aw M ∈
Mpn . s3 ,N ccR,Cj3 j@3 L3jaC, cU,3 (V (M ), dM
gr )Y
i@3Ra3L kYS V)kS*WY Oqllkoa pd]p aepdan p = 3 kn p ≥ 4 eo ]j araj ejpacan( ]j` oap

1/4
9
cp :=
p(p − 2)
eb p eo araj( ]j`
c3 := 61/4 .
Bkn aranu ejpacan n ≥ 1 $bkn aranu araj ejpacan n ≥ 2 eb p = 3%( hap Mn ^a qjebknihu
`eopne^qpa` kran Mpn * Pdana ateopo ] n]j`ki _kil]_p iapne_ ol]_a (m∞ , D) _]hha` pda
>nksje]j i]l( sde_d `kao jkp `alaj` kj p( oq_d pd]p
(d)

n
(V (Mn ), cp n−1/4 dM
gr ) −→ (m∞ , D)

n→∞

sdana pda _kjrancaj_a dkh`o ej `eopne^qpekj ej pda ol]_a (K, dGH )*
i@3 aRI3 R8 j@3 c,ICN< ,RNcjNjc cp Cc RNIw jR 3Ncna3 j@j j@3 ICLCj 0R3c NRj 03U3N0
RN pY i@3 ,RNq3a<3N,3 CN 0CcjaC$njCRN R8 j@3 j@3Ra3L Lw $3 a3U@ac30 $w cwCN< j@j
RN3 ,N ,RNcjan,j j@3 8nII c3\n3N,3 (Mn ) CN cn,@  sw j@j j@3 ccR,Cj30 L3jaC, cU,3c
n
(V (Mn ), cp n−1/4 dM
gr ) ,RNq3a<3 jR (m∞ , D) 8Ra j@3 ;aRLRqA?nc0Ra{ 0CcjN,3. RnjcC03
 c3j R8 y3aR UaR$$CICjwY i@3 NL3 #aRsNCN LU Cc 0n3 jR Ka,G3aj N0 KRGG03L )ke*.
s@R UaRq30  s3G 8RaL R8 j@3 j@3Ra3L s@3N p = 4Y c sc Ia30w URCNj30 CN j@3 CNjaR0n,A
jCRN. j@3 ,c3 p = 4 R8 j@3 j@3Ra3L @c $33N 03aCq30 CN03U3N03NjIw $w KC3aLRNj ):S* ncCN<
 0C{3a3Nj UUaR,@Y
`3LaGY Bj Cc q3aw ICG3Iw j@j j@3 ,RNq3a<3N,3 R8 j@3 j@3Ra3L IcR @RI0c 8Ra R00 qIn3c R8
p ≥ 5. j@Rn<@ 00CjCRNI j3,@NC,I 0C|,nIjC3c UU3a CN j@j ,c3Y bCLCIaIw. Cj Cc 3uU3,j30
j@j  q3acCRN R8 j@3 ,RNq3a<3N,3 @RI0c 8Ra #RIjyLNN 0CcjaC$nj30 aN0RL UINa LUc. cn,@
j@j j@3 UaR$$CICjw R8  <Cq3N UINa LU M VsCj@  ~u30 NnL$3a n R8 q3ajC,3cW sCII $3
UaRURajCRNI jR
)
wdegree(f )
f face of M

s@3a3 (wk )k≥1 Cc  cnCj$I3 c3\n3N,3 R8 s3C<@jcY BN j@3 $CUajCj3 ,c3 s@3a3 wk = 0 s@3N k
Cc R00.  q3acCRN R8 j@3 ,RNq3a<3N,3 R8 j@3 j@3Ra3L @RI0c 8Ra cn,@ aN0RL UINa LUc )kS*
nN03a UUaRUaCj3 ccnLUjCRNcY Qj@3a a3,3Nj 3uj3NcCRNc R8 j@3 j@3Ra3L @q3 $33N L3NjCRN30
CN j@3 CNjaR0n,jCRN $Rq3Y
BN j@3 N3uj jsR cn$c3,jCRNc. s3 sCII Ua3c3Nj  Ua3,Cc3 ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LU c
 \nRjC3Nj cU,3 R8 NRj@3a Vs3IIAGNRsNW aN0RL ,RLU,j L3jaC, cU,3. s@C,@ Cc j@3 #aRsA
NCN ,RNjCNnnL aN0RL ja33 Ra +`i Vc33 I0Rnc )k. :*WY
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7C<na3 kYSY bCLnIjCRN R8  Ia<3 jaCN<nIjCRN R8 j@3 cU@3a3Y ?3a3 RNIw j@3 <aU@ cjan,jna3 Cc a3Ua3c3Nj30
CN j@a33 0CL3NcCRNcY

kYkY i@3 #aRsNCN ,RNjCNnnL aN0RL ja33Y r3 ~acj a3,II j@3 NRjCRN R8 N RAja33Y
/3~NCjCRN kYlY  L3jaC, cU,3 (T , d) Cc N RAja33 C8 j@3 8RIIRsCN< jsR UaRU3ajC3c @RI0 8Ra
3q3aw a, b ∈ T Y
VW i@3a3 Cc  nNC\n3 CcRL3jaC, LU fa,b 8aRL [0, d(a, b)] CNjR T cn,@ j@j fa,b (0) = a N0
fa,b (d(a, b)) = bY
V$W B8 q Cc  ,RNjCNnRnc CNE3,jCq3 LU 8aRL [0, 1] CNjR T . cn,@ j@j q(0) = a N0 q(1) = b.
s3 @q3
q([0, 1]) = fa,b ([0, d(a, b)]).
 aRRj30 RAja33 Cc N RAja33 (T , d) sCj@  0CcjCN<nCc@30 q3aj3u ρ ,II30 j@3 aRRjY
r3 sCII $3 CNj3a3cj30 LCNIw CN ,RLU,j RAja33cY BN8RaLIIw. RN3 c@RnI0 j@CNG R8 
,RLU,j RAja33 c  ,RNN3,j30 nNCRN R8 ICN3 c3<L3Njc CN j@3 UIN3 sCj@ NR IRRUc. s@C,@
Cc 3\nCUU30 sCj@ j@3 UUaRUaCj3 VCNjaCNcC,W L3jaC,Y 7Ra Nw jsR URCNjc a N0 b CN j@3 ja33.
j@3a3 Cc  nNC\n3 a, <RCN< 8aRL a jR b CN j@3 ja33. s@C,@ Cc CcRL3jaC, jR  ICN3 c3<L3NjY
`RRj30 RAja33c ,N $3 ,R030 $w ,RNjRna 8nN,jCRNc. CN  sw q3aw cCLCIa jR j@3 s3IIAGNRsN
,R0CN< R8 UIN3 ja33c $w /w,G Uj@cY H3j g : [0, 1] −→ R+ $3  NRNN3<jCq3 ,RNjCNnRnc
8nN,jCRN cn,@ j@j g(0) = g(1) = 0 N0. 8Ra 3q3aw s, t ∈ [0, 1]. c3j
mg (s, t) :=
N0

inf

g(r),

r∈[s∧t,s∨t]

dg (s, t) := g(s) + g(t) − 2mg (s, t).

`N0RL ;3RL3jaw RN j@3 bU@3a3
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Bj Cc 3cw jR q3aC8w j@j dg Cc  Uc3n0RAL3jaC, RN [0, 1]Y c ncnI. s3 CNjaR0n,3 j@3 3\nCqI3N,3
a3IjCRN s ∼g t C8 N0 RNIw C8 dg (s, t) = 0 VRa 3\nCqI3NjIw C8 N0 RNIw C8 g(s) = g(t) =
mg (s, t)WY i@3 8nN,jCRN dg CN0n,3c  0CcjN,3 RN j@3 \nRjC3Nj cU,3 Tg := [0, 1] / ∼g . N0
s3 G33U j@3 NRjjCRN dg 8Ra j@Cc 0CcjN,3Y r3 IcR saCj3 pg 8Ra j@3 ,NRNC,I UaRE3,jCRN 8aRL
[0, 1] RNjR Tg Y i@3N Cj Cc NRj @a0 jR q3aC8w j@j j@3 L3jaC, cU,3 (Tg , dg ) Cc  ,RLU,j RA
ja33 Vc33 3Y<Y )l9*W. s@C,@ $w 03~NCjCRN Cc aRRj30 j ρg = pg (0) = pg (1)Y 7naj@3aLRa3 j@3
LUUCN< g −→ Tg Cc ,RNjCNnRnc sCj@ a3cU3,j jR j@3 ;aRLRqA?nc0Ra{ 0CcjN,3. C8 j@3 c3j R8
,RNjCNnRnc 8nN,jCRNc g Cc 3\nCUU30 sCj@ j@3 cnUa3LnL 0CcjN,3Y
i@3 Ua3,30CN< ,R0CN< CN0n,3c  ,w,IC, Ra03aCN< RN j@3 ja33 Tg . N0 Cj sCII $3 CLURajNj 8Ra
nc jR ,RNcC03a j@3 ,Raa3cURN0CN< CNj3aqIcY #w ,RNq3NjCRN. C8 s, t ∈ [0, 1] a3 cn,@ j@j s > t.
s3 c3j [s, t] := [s, 1] ∪ [0, t]Y i@3N s3 NRj3 j@j. 8Ra 3q3aw a, b ∈ Tg sCj@ a = b. j@3a3 3uCcjc 
cLII3cj CNj3aqI [s, t] cn,@ j@j pg (s) = a N0 pg (t) = b. N0 s3 03~N3 [a, b] := pg ([s, t])Y
`Rn<@Iw cU3GCN<. [a, b] ,Raa3cURN0c jR j@3 c3j R8 q3ajC,3c j@j a3 qCcCj30 s@3N <RCN< 8aRL
a jR b CN Ȓ,IR,GsCc3 Ra03a aRnN0 j@3 ja33ȓY
H3j e = (et )0≤t≤1 $3  NRaLICy30 #aRsNCN 3u,nacCRNY BN8RaLIIw. e $3@q3c ICG3 
ICN3a #aRsNCN cjaj30 8aRL 0 j jCL3 0. s@C,@ Cc ,RN0CjCRN30 jR cjw URcCjCq3 Rq3a j@3 jCL3
CNj3aqI (0, 1) N0 jR a3jnaN jR 0 j jCL3 1 VR8 ,Rnac3 j@3c3 ,RN0CjCRNCN<c a3\nCa3 cU3,CI ,a3.
c33 3Y<Y ):k. +@Uj3a tBB* 8Ra  aC<RaRnc 03~NCjCRN N0 LNw UaRU3ajC3c R8 j@3 #aRsNCN
3u,nacCRNWY
/3~NCjCRN kYkY i@3 +`i Cc j@3 aN0RL RAja33 (Te , de ) ,R030 $w j@3 #aRsNCN 3u,nacCRN eY

7C<na3 kYlY  Ia<3 0Cc,a3j3 aN0RL ja33. s@C,@ Cc N UUaRuCLjCRN R8 j@3 +`i Te Y

kY:Y +RNcjan,jCN< j@3 #aRsNCN LUY NIR<RncIw jR j@3 ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 \n0aN<nIA
jCRNc qC j@3 +pb $CE3,jCRN. s3 sCII N330 jR CNjaR0n,3 I$3Ic RN RAja33cY +RNcC03a ~acj 
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03j3aLCNCcjC, RAja33 (T , d). s@C,@ Cc aRRj30 j ρY r3 03~N3 #aRsNCN LRjCRN CN03u30 $w T
c j@3 ,3Nj3a30 ;nccCN UaR,3cc (Za )a∈T s@Rc3 0CcjaC$njCRN Cc ,@a,j3aCc30 $w j@3 UaRU3aA
jC3c Zρ = 0 N0
E[(Za − Zb )2 ] = d(a, b)
8Ra 3q3aw a, b ∈ T Y 7Ra  <3N3aI RAja33. (Za )a∈T N330c NRj @q3 ,RNjCNnRnc Uj@cY ?RsA
3q3a. C8 T = Tg N0 j@3 8nN,jCRN g Cc ?ǑI03a ,RNjCNnRnc. j@3N Cj Cc 3cw jR q3aC8w j@j s3
,N ,RNcjan,j (Za )a∈Tg cR j@j Cj @c ,RNjCNnRnc cLUI3 Uj@cY i@Cc UUIC3c CN UajC,nIa jR
VILRcj 3q3aw a3ICyjCRN R8W j@3 +`i Te Y
i@3 $nCI0CN< $IR,Gc R8 Rna ,RNcjan,jCRN a3 ~acj j@3 +`i (Te , de ) N0 j@3N j@3 UaR,3cc
(Za )a∈Te s@C,@. ,RN0CjCRNIIw RN j@3 +`i. Cc 0CcjaC$nj30 c #aRsNCN LRjCRN CN03u30 $w Te Y
MRj3 j@j j@3a3 c33Lc jR $3  j3,@NC,I 0C|,nIjw @3a3 cCN,3 s3 a3 ,RNcC03aCN<  aN0RL UaRA
,3cc Z CN03u30 $w  aN0RL c3j Te -  cCLUI3 sw Rnj Cc ~acj jR ,RNcjan,j  UaR,3cc (Zt )t∈[0,1]
c j@3 ȒjCUȓ R8 j@3 #aRsNCN cNG3 0aCq3N $w e Vc33 )l4*W. N0 j@3N jR R$c3aq3 j@j Zs = Zt
C8 s ∼e t. s@C,@ IIRsc RN3 jR qC3s Z c CN03u30 $w Te Y
r3 c3j. 8Ra 3q3aw a, b ∈ Te .


D◦ (a, b) := Za + Zb − 2 max min Zc , min Zc .
VkYSW
c∈[a,b]

c∈[b,a]

MRj3 j@j s3 a3 ncCN< j@3 NRjCRN R8  ja33 CNj3aqI s@C,@ sc CNjaR0n,30 CN j@3 Ua3qCRnc
cn$c3,jCRN. N0 j@j D◦ (a, b) Cc  ,RNjCNnRnc NIR< R8 j@3 aC<@j cC03 R8 VlYlWY
i@3 8nN,jCRN D◦ Cc cwLL3jaC, $nj 0R3c NRj cjCc8w j@3 jaCN<I3 CN3\nICjwY r3 j@3N ,RNA
cC03a j@3 Ia<3cj cwLL3jaC, 8nN,jCRN j@j Cc $RnN030 $Rq3 $w D◦ N0 cjCc~3c j@3 jaCN<I3
CN3\nICjw- 8Ra 3q3aw a, b ∈ Te .
D(a, b) := inf

k
,

D◦ (ai−1 , ai ) ,

VkYlW

i=1

s@3a3 j@3 CN~LnL Cc Rq3a II ,@RC,3c R8 j@3 CNj3<3a k ≥ 1 N0 R8 j@3 3I3L3Njc a = a0 , a1 , . . . ,
ak−1 , ak = b R8 Te Y
i@3N D Cc  Uc3n0RAL3jaC, RN Te . N0 s3 c3j
a ≈ b C8 N0 RNIw C8 D(a, b) = 0.
/3~NCjCRN kY:Y i@3 #aRsNCN LU Cc j@3 \nRjC3Nj cU,3 m∞ := Te / ≈ 3\nCUU30 sCj@ j@3
0CcjN,3 CN0n,30 $w DY
r3 sCII saCj3 Π 8Ra j@3 ,NRNC,I UaRE3,jCRN 8aRL Te RNjR m∞ . N0 s3 G33U j@3 NRjjCRN
D 8Ra j@3 CN0n,30 0CcjN,3 RN m∞ . cR j@j D(Π(a), Π(b)) = D(a, b) 8Ra 3q3aw a, b ∈ Te Y
QN3 ,N UaRq3 )lO* j@j j@3 UaRU3ajw D(a, b) = 0 @RI0c C8 N0 RNIw C8 D◦ (a, b) = 0. Ra
3\nCqI3NjIw


Za = Zb = max min Zc , min Zc .
VkYkW
c∈[a,b]

c∈[b,a]]

BN Rj@3a sRa0c. jsR q3ajC,3c R8 j@3 +`i a3 C03NjC~30 C8 j@3w @q3 j@3 cL3 I$3I Za = Zb
N0 C8 RN3 ,N <R 8aRL a jR b ȒaRnN0 j@3 ja33ȓ VCN ,IR,GsCc3 Ra ,Rnj3a,IR,GsCc3 Ra03aW
3N,RnNj3aCN< RNIw q3ajC,3c sCj@ I$3I <a3j3a j@N Ra 3\nI jR Za Y BN  c3Nc3. NRj LNw UCac
R8 q3ajC,3c a3 C03NjC~30Y QNIw I3q3c R8 j@3 +`i Lw $3 C03NjC~30 V I38 Cc  q3aj3u a R8
Te cn,@ j@j Te \{a} a3LCNc ,RNN3,j30W. N0 j@3 c3j R8 II q3ajC,3c a j@j a3 C03NjC~30 jR

`N0RL ;3RL3jaw RN j@3 bU@3a3
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NRj@3a RN3 @c ?nc0Ra{ 0CL3NcCRN 1 Vs@3a3c j@3 +`i @0 0CL3NcCRN 2WY 7naj@3aLRa3.
j@3a3 Cc RNIw  ,RnNj$I3 ,RII3,jCRN R8 3\nCqI3N,3 ,Icc3c R8 ≈ j@j ,RNjCN 3 URCNjc. N0 NR
3\nCqI3N,3 ,Icc ,RNjCNc LRa3 j@N 3 URCNjcY bjCII j@3c3 C03NjC~,jCRNc 0acjC,IIw ,@N<3
j@3 jRURIR<wY
`3LaGY c Ia30w L3NjCRN30 $Rq3. j@3 Ua3,30CN< ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LU Cc
NIR<Rnc jR j@3 ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 \n0aN<nIjCRNc qC s3IIAI$3I30 ja33c CN j@3 +pb $CE3,jCRN
VN0 jR j@3 ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 LRa3 <3N3aI UINa LUc ncCN< Rj@3a cCLCIa $CE3,jCRNcWY i@3 UCa
(Te , (Za )a∈Te ) Cc  GCN0 R8 ,RNjCNnRnc NIR< R8  s3IIAI$3I30 ja33 (τ, (v )v∈V (τ ) ) Vj@3a3
Cc  LCNRa 0C{3a3N,3 $3,nc3 s3 0R NRj CLURc3  URcCjCqCjw ,RN0CjCRN RN j@3 I$3Ic CN j@3
,RNjCNnRnc c3jjCN<. $nj s3 ,RnI0 @q3 a3AaRRj30 Te j j@3 q3aj3u sCj@ LCNCLI I$3I N0 c@C8j30
II I$3Ic Za cR j@j j@3w $3,RL3 NRNN3<jCq3. s@C,@ sRnI0 NRj @q3 {3,j30 j@3 Ua3,30CN<
,RNcjan,jCRNWY bjCII RN3 Lw NRjC,3 j@j NR C03NjC~,jCRN R8 q3ajC,3c Cc N33030 CN j@3 0Cc,a3j3
c3jjCN<Y i@3 a3cRN s@w cn,@ C03NjC~,jCRNc $3,RL3 N3,3ccaw CN j@3 ,RNjCNnRnc c3jjCN< ,N
$3 3uUICN30 CNjnCjCq3Iw c 8RIIRscY BN  Ia<3 s3IIAI$3I30 ja33. j@3a3 sCII 3uCcj q3ajC,3c u N0
v. s@C,@ a3 j  ȒL,aRc,RUC, 0CcjN,3ȓ CN j@3 ja33. N0 cn,@ j@j v = u − 1 N0 w ≥ u
8Ra 3q3aw q3aj3u w ∈ [u, v]. s@3a3 j@3 CNj3aqI [u, v] Cc c CN VlYlW VNRj3 j@j VkYkW Cc Encj 
,RNjCNnRnc q3acCRN R8 j@3c3 UaRU3ajC3cW- ,,Ra0CN< jR j@3 anI3c R8 j@3 +pb $CE3,jCRN. jsR
cn,@ q3ajC,3c a3 ICNG30 $w N 30<3 R8 j@3 \n0aN<nIjCRN. N0 cwLUjRjC,IIw. a3,IICN< j@j
j@3 <aU@ 0CcjN,3 Cc a3c,I30 $w  8,jRa j3N0CN< jR 0. j@Cc I30c jR N C03NjC~,jCRN R8 jsR
q3ajC,3c CN j@3 ja33Y
kY9Y TaRU3ajC3c R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LUY BN j@Cc cn$c3,jCRN. s3 03c,aC$3  83s UaRU3ajC3c R8
j@3 #aRsNCN LU. s@C,@ c@Rs j@j j@Cc aN0RL L3jaC, cU,3 $3@q3c q3aw 0C{3a3NjIw 8aRL
 cLRRj@ cna8,3Y
TaRURcCjCRN kY9Y VCW Pda >nksje]j i]l (m∞ , D) eo ]*o* dkiakiknlde_ pk pda oldana S2 *
VCCW Pda D]qo`kn{ `eiajoekj kb (m∞ , D) eo ]*o* amq]h pk 4*
Taj VCW Cc UaRq30 CN )k9*. N0 Uaj VCCW sc 03aCq30 CN )lO*Y BN qC3s R8 TaRURcCjCRN kY9.
RN3 Lw IRRG j j@3 #aRsNCN LU c  cU@3a3 sCj@  q3aw cCN<nIa L3jaC,Y TaRU3ajw VCCW Cc R8
,Rnac3 a3LCNCc,3Nj R8 j@3 8,j j@j j@3 ?nc0Ra{ 0CL3NcCRN R8  #aRsNCN Uj@ CN Rd . d ≥ 2
Cc jsC,3 j@3 0CL3NcCRN R8  cLRRj@ ,naq3Y
r3 N3uj jnaN jR nNC8RaL 3cjCLj3c RN j@3 qRInL3 R8 $IIcY r3 ~acj N330 jR CNjaR0n,3 j@3
qRInL3 L3cna3 RN m∞ . s@C,@ CN  c3Nc3 Cc nNC8RaLIw 0CcjaC$nj30 Rq3a j@Cc aN0RL cU,3Y
r3 c3j p := Π ◦ pe . s@C,@ LUc [0, 1] RNjR m∞ Y i@3 qRInL3 L3cna3 Λ RN j@3 #aRsNCN
LU Cc j@3 CL<3 R8 H3$3c<n3 L3cna3 RN [0, 1] nN03a pY r3 ,RnI0 IcR @q3 CNjaR0n,30 j@Cc
qRInL3 L3cna3 qC j@3 ,RNq3a<3N,3 CN i@3Ra3L kYS. c j@3 ICLCj R8 j@3 NRaLICy30 ,RnNjCN<
L3cna3 RN j@3 q3aj3u c3j R8 Mn VjR LG3 j@Cc aC<RaRnc. RN3 c@RnI0 cjj3 j@3 Ijj3a ,RNq3a<3N,3
CN j@3 c3Nc3 R8 j@3 ;aRLRqA?nc0Ra{ jRURIR<w 8Ra L3cna30 L3jaC, cU,3cWY
B8 x ∈ m∞ N0 r > 0. s3 saCj3 BD (x, r) 8Ra j@3 ,IRc30 $II R8 a0Cnc r ,3Nj3a30 j x CN
(m∞ , D)Y
TaRURcCjCRN kYfY Hap δ > 0* Pdana ateop psk $n]j`ki% lkoepera _kjop]jpo cδ ]j` Cδ oq_d pd]p(
bkn aranu r ∈ (0, 1] ]j` aranu x ∈ m∞ (
cδ r4+δ ≤ Λ(BD (x, r)) ≤ Cδ r4−δ .
i@Cc c@Rsc j@j CN  sw j@3 #aRsNCN LU Cc Ȓq3aw a3<nIa CN Cjc Caa3<nIaCjwȓ- i@3
qRInL3 R8 Nw cLII $II R8 a0Cnc r Cc UUaRuCLj3Iw r4 Y i@3 nUU3a $RnN0 CN TaRURcCjCRN
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kYf Cc UaRq30 CN )kz*. N0 j@3 IRs3a $RnN0 Cc 3cw 8aRL j@3 $RnN0 D ≤ D◦ N0 j@3 ?ǑI03a
,RNjCNnCjw UaRU3ajC3c R8 j@3 UaR,3cc ZY
NRj@3a sw R8 \nNjC8wCN< j@3 Caa3<nIaCjw R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LU Cc jR IRRG j ,RNN3,j30
,RLURN3Njc R8 j@3 ,RLUI3L3Nj R8  $IIY B8 j@Cc ,RLUI3L3Nj C8 NRj 3LUjw. Cj sCII @q3 jwUA
C,IIw CN~NCj3Iw LNw ,RNN3,j30 ,RLURN3NjcY i@3 8RIIRsCN< UaRURcCjCRN 8aRL )kl* <Cq3c 
LRa3 Ua3,Cc3 3cjCLj3Y
TaRURcCjCRN kYeY Oqllkoa pd]p U eo ] lkejp kb m∞ _dkoaj ]p n]j`ki ]__kn`ejc pk pda rkhqia
ia]oqna Λ* Hap r > 0 ]j`( bkn aranu ε > 0( hap Nεr ^a pda jqi^an kb _kjja_pa` _kilkjajpo
kb BD (U, r)c pd]p ejpanoa_p BD (U, r + ε)c * Pdaj(
ε3 Nεr −→ c0 λr ,
ε→0

sdana pda _kjrancaj_a dkh`o ej lnk^]^ehepu( c0 > 0 eo ]j atlhe_ep _kjop]jp ]j` λr eo pda r]hqa
]p r kb pda _kjpejqkqo `ajoepu kb pda lnk|ha kb `eop]j_ao bnki U ( sde_d eo pda n]j`ki ia]oqna
I kj R+ `a|ja` ^u

I(A) =

Λ(dx) 1A (D(U, x)),

bkn ]ju >knah oq^oap A kb R+ *

:Y ;3R03cC,c CN j@3 #aRsNCN LU
Ij@Rn<@ j@3 #aRsNCN LU a3LCNc  Lwcj3aCRnc R$E3,j CN LNw a3cU3,jc. j@3a3 Cc 03jCI30
CN8RaLjCRN $Rnj j@3 cjan,jna3 R8 <3R03cC,c jRsa0  jwUC,I URCNjY BN j@Cc c3,jCRN s3 03c,aC$3
j@3c3 a3cnIjc 8RIIRsCN< )kz*Y r3 a3Iw RN j@3 ,RNcjan,jCRN <Cq3N CN cn$c3,jCRN kY:Y
QN3 ,N UaRq3 Vc33 CN UajC,nIa )kf*W j@j j@3a3 3uCcjc  nNC\n3 q3aj3u ρ∗ ∈ Te cn,@ j@j
Zρ∗ = min Zc .
c∈Te

r3 c3j x∗ := Π(ρ∗ )Y BN s@j 8RIIRsc s3 0Cc,ncc <3R03cC,c jRsa0 x∗ CN j@3 #aRsNCN LUY Bj
c@RnI0 $3 3LU@cCy30 j@j x∗ Cc NRj  cU3,CI URCNj R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LU- B8 U Cc  URCNj R8 j@3
#aRsNCN LU ,@Rc3N j aN0RL ,,Ra0CN< jR j@3 qRInL3 L3cna3. RN3 ,N ,@3,G )kz* j@j
j@3 aN0RL URCNj30 ,RLU,j L3jaC, cU,3c (m∞ , D, U ) N0 (m∞ , D, x∗ ) @q3 j@3 cL3
0CcjaC$njCRN. cR j@j Rna a3cnIjc IcR <Cq3 CN8RaLjCRN $Rnj <3R03cC,c jRsa0 j@3 ȒjwUC,Iȓ
URCNj U Y
iR cCLUIC8w NRjjCRN. s3 c3j
Z∗ := min Zc .
c∈Te

r3 ~acj R$c3aq3 j@j. 8Ra 3q3aw a ∈ Te .
D(x∗ , Π(a)) = Za − Z∗ .

V:YSW

BN0330. Cj CLL30Cj3Iw 8RIIRsc 8aRL VkYSW j@j D(x∗ , Π(a)) ≤ D◦ (ρ∗ , a) = Za − Z∗ Y QN
j@3 Rj@3a @N0. $w ncCN< j@3 3cw $RnN0
D◦ (a, b) ≥ |Za − Zb |,

V:YlW
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s@C,@ IcR 8RIIRsc 8aRL VkYSW. s3 CLL30Cj3Iw <3j 8aRL VkYlW j@j j@3 a3q3ac3 CN3\nICjw
D(x∗ , Π(a)) = D(ρ∗ , a) ≥ Za − Z∗ @RI0cY
H3j x = Π(a). a ∈ Te $3  URCNj CN j@3 #aRsNCN LUY r3 ,N ,RNcjan,j ,3ajCN <3R03cC,c
8aRL x jR x∗ CN j@3 8RIIRsCN< LNN3aY +@RRc3 t ∈ [0, 1) cn,@ j@j pe (t) = a. N0 8Ra 3q3aw
r ∈ [0, Za − Z∗ ]. c3j

min{s ∈ [t, 1] : Zpe (s) = Za − r} C8 {s ∈ [t, 1] : Zpe (s) = Za − r} = ∅,
γt (r) :=
min{s ∈ [0, t] : Zpe (s) = Za − r} Rj@3asCc3.
BN8RaLIIw. pe (γt (r)) Cc j@3 ~acj q3aj3u sCj@ I$3I Za − r j@j RN3 3N,RnNj3ac s@3N 3uUIRaCN<
j@3 ja33 ,IR,GsCc3 cjajCN< 8aRL aY MRj3 j@j. s@3N a Cc NRj  I38. j@3a3 a3 LRa3 j@N RN3
sw R8 cjajCN< 8aRL a- i@Cc ,Raa3cURN0c jR j@3 0C{3a3Nj URccC$I3 ,@RC,3c R8 tY bCN,3 ρ∗ Cc
j@3 nNC\n3 q3aj3u sCj@ LCNCLI I$3I. Cj Cc ,I3a j@j pe (γt (Za − Z∗ )) = ρ∗ Y
H3LL :YSY Hap a ∈ Te ]j` t ∈ [0, 1) oq_d pd]p pe (t) = a* Oap Γt (r) = p(γt (r)) bkn aranu
r ∈ [0, Za − Z∗ ]* Pdaj (Γt (r))0≤r≤Za −Z∗ eo ] cak`aoe_ bnki Π(a) pk x∗ ej (m∞ , D)* Oq_d
cak`aoe_o ]na _]hha` oeilha cak`aoe_o*
i@3 UaRR8 Cc 3cwY B8 0 ≤ r ≤ r ≤ Za − Z∗ . j@3 $RnN0 D ≤ D◦ N0 j@3 03~NCjCRN VkYSW
CLL30Cj3Iw c@Rsc j@j D(Γt (r), Γt (r )) ≤ D◦ (pe (γt (r)), pe (γt (r ))) = r − rY QN j@3
Rj@3a @N0. $w V:YSW. D(Γt (0), Γt (Za − Z∗ )) = D(Π(a), x∗ ) = Za − Z∗ . N0 j@3 jaCN<I3
CN3\nICjw NRs <Cq3c D(Γt (r), Γt (r )) = r − r 8Ra 3q3aw 0 ≤ r ≤ r ≤ Za − Z∗ Y
bCLUI3 <3R03cC,c a3 CN0330 NIR<c CN Rna ,RNjCNnRnc c3jjCN< R8 j@3 0Cc,a3j3 <3R03cC,c
8Ra \n0aN<nIjCRNc j@j s3a3 $aC3w 0Cc,ncc30 j j@3 3N0 R8 b3,jCRN lY i@3 8RIIRsCN< UaRURA
cCjCRN )kz* Cc j@3 G3w a3cnIj CN Rna cjn0w R8 <3R03cC,cY
TaRURcCjCRN :YlY =hh cak`aoe_o pk x∗ ej (m∞ , D) ]na oeilha cak`aoe_o*
i@Cc UaRURcCjCRN LG3c Cj URccC$I3 jR ,IccC8w II j@3 <3R03cC,c jR x∗ Y BN0330. Cj Cc 3cw
jR ,RnNj cCLUI3 <3R03cC,cY B8 s3 ~u  URCNj x ∈ m∞ .  cCLUI3 <3R03cC, γt 8aRL x jR x∗
Cc R$jCN30 $w ,@RRcCN< ~acj a ∈ Te cn,@ j@j Π(a) = x. N0 j@3N t ∈ [0, 1) cn,@ j@j
pe (t) = aY i@3 ,@RC,3 R8 a Cc CN 8,j Caa3I3qNj- B8 Π−1 (x) Cc NRj  cCN<I3jRN. j@3N j@3 q3ajC,3c
a CN Π−1 (x) Lncj $3 I3q3c. j@3N. 8Ra 3,@ cn,@ a. j@3a3 Cc  nNC\n3 t ∈ [0, 1) sCj@ pe (t) = a.
N0 RN3 CLL30Cj3Iw q3aC~3c j@j j@3 ccR,Cj30 cCLUI3 <3R03cC,c ,RCN,C03Y QN j@3 Rj@3a
@N0. C8 x = Π(a) N0 a Cc NRj  I38 R8 Te . j@3N j@3a3 a3 V2 Ra 3W qIn3c R8 t cn,@ j@j
pe (t) = a. N0 j@3 ,Raa3cURN0CN< cCLUI3 <3R03cC,c a3 0CcjCN,jY i@3 Ua3,30CN< 0Cc,nccCRN
I30c jR j@3 8RIIRsCN< j@3Ra3LY
i@3Ra3L :YkY Hap Sk(Te ) op]j` bkn pda oap kb ]hh ranpe_ao kb pda ?NP pd]p ]na jkp ha]rao(
]j` Skel := Π(Sk(Te ))* Pdaj pda naopne_pekj kb Π pk Sk(Te ) eo ] dkiakiknldeoi( ]j` pda
D]qo`kn{ `eiajoekj kb Skel eo amq]h pk 2* Bqnpdanikna( ]*o* bkn aranu x ∈ m∞ (
• eb x ∈ m∞ \Skel( pdana eo ] qjemqa cak`aoe_ bnki x pk x∗ 7
• eb x ∈ Skel( pda jqi^an kb `eopej_p cak`aoe_o bnki x pk x∗ eo pda iqhpelhe_epu kb x ej
Skel( pd]p eo( pda jqi^an kb _kjja_pa` _kilkjajpo kb Skel\{x}* Pdeo iqhpelhe_epu eo
aepdan 2 kn 3*
i@3 c3j Skel. s@C,@ Cc  03Nc3 cn$c3j R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LU @RL3RLRaU@C, jR  NRNA
,RLU,j a3I ja33. j@nc UU3ac c j@3 ,njAIR,nc R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LU sCj@ a3cU3,j jR j@3
URCNj x∗ -  URCNj x $3IRN<c jR Skel C8 N0 RNIw C8 j@3a3 a3 j I3cj jsR 0CcjCN,j <3R03cC,c 8aRL
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x jR x∗ Y T3a@Uc cnUaCcCN<Iw. j@3a3 Cc  cjaRN< NIR<w sCj@ ,IccC,I a3cnIjc R8 0C{3a3NjCI
<3RL3jaw j@j <R $,G jR TRCN,aāY 7Ra  cLRRj@ cna8,3 @RL3RLRaU@C, jR j@3 cU@3a3. j@3
,njAIR,nc Cc IcR  ja33. N0 j@3 NnL$3a R8 0CcjCN,j <3R03cC,c 8aRL  URCNj R8 j@3 ,njAIR,nc Cc
3\nI jR Cjc LnIjCUIC,CjwY
Bj Cc 3cw jR q3aC8w j@j j@3 c3j Skel @c y3aR qRInL3 L3cna3 VCN j3aLc R8 ?nc0Ra{ 0CA
L3NcCRN. Cj Cc Ia30w ,I3a j@j Skel Cc  ȒcLIIȓ cn$c3j R8 m∞ WY  ,RNc3\n3N,3 R8 i@3Ra3L
:Yk Cc j@nc j@3 8,j j@j. C8 RN3 UC,Gc CN03U3N03NjIw jsR URCNjc x N0 x ,,Ra0CN< jR j@3
qRInL3 L3cna3 RN m∞ . j@3N YcY j@3a3 Cc  nNC\n3 <3R03cC, $3js33N x N0 x Vc33 IcR
KC3aLRNj ):z* 8Ra  a3Ij30 a3cnIj sCj@  0C{3a3Nj UUaR,@WY 7aRL j@Cc N0 i@3Ra3L kYS.
RN3 ,N 030n,3  UaRU3ajw R8 ȒL,aRc,RUC, nNC\n3N3ccȓ R8 0Cc,a3j3 <3R03cC,c CN Ia<3 UINa
LUc. s@C,@ sc Ia30w L3NjCRN30 CN j@3 CNjaR0n,jCRNY b33 )kz* 8Ra LRa3 03jCIcY
i@3Ra3L :Yk c@Rsc j@j Rna ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LU c  \nRjC3Nj cU,3 R8 j@3
+`i @c  cjaRN< <3RL3jaC, L3NCN< VIj@Rn<@ Cj Cc ,3ajCNIw NRj j@3 RNIw URccC$I3 ,RNcjan,A
jCRNWY BN0330 j@3 c3j Skel. s@C,@ Cc  @RL3RLRaU@C, CL<3 R8 j@3 cG3I3jRN R8 j@3 +`i CN Rna
,RNcjan,jCRN. Cc  <3RL3jaC, R$E3,j 03~N30 CNjaCNcC,IIw CN j3aLc R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LU. N0
j@nc 0R3c NRj 03U3N0 RN j@3 UajC,nIa ,RNcjan,jCRN s3 @q3 03q3IRU30Y
`3LaGY i@3 q3acCRN R8 i@3Ra3L :Yk <Cq3N CN )kz* UUIC3c jR Nw aN0RL ,RLU,j L3jaC,
cU,3 s@C,@ UU3ac c  ;aRLRqA?nc0Ra{ ICLCj CN 0CcjaC$njCRN R8 a3c,I30 2pAN<nIjCRNc
Vj@3 nNC\n3N3cc R8 cn,@  ICLCj sc NRj w3j GNRsNWY i@Cc 03c,aCUjCRN R8 <3R03cC,c sc j@3N 
G3w CN<a30C3Nj R8 j@3 UaRR8 R8 i@3Ra3L kYS CN )kS*
i@3 8RIIRsCN< ,RaRIIaw <Cq3c  ,RNn3N,3 UaRU3ajw R8 <3R03cC,c. s@C,@ 3cCIw 8RIIRsc
8aRL j@3 8,j j@j jsR cCLUI3 <3R03cC,c sCII Iswc L3a<3 $38Ra3 j@3Ca 3N0URCNjY
+RaRIIaw :Y:Y Hap δ > 0* Pdaj ]*o* pdana ateopo ε > 0 oq_d pd]p( sdajaran x ]j` x ]na psk
lkejpo kb m∞ sepd D(x∗ , x) ≥ δ ]j` D(x∗ , x ) ≥ δ( pdaj( eb f eo ] cak`aoe_ bnki x∗ pk x
]j` g eo ] cak`aoe_ bnki x∗ pk y( sa d]ra f (r) = g(r) bkn aranu r ∈ [0, ε]*
BN8RaLIIw. j@3a3 Cc RNIw RN3 sw R8 I3qCN< x∗ IRN<  <3R03cC,Y #w j@3 a3LaGc R8 j@3
$3<CNNCN< R8 j@Cc c3,jCRN. j@3 cL3 UaRU3ajw @RI0c 8Ra  jwUC,I URCNj ,@Rc3N ,,Ra0CN< jR j@3
qRInL3 L3cna3 RN m∞ Y

9Y BN~NCj3 qRInL3 ICLCjc N0 j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3
9YSY mBTi N0 mBT[Y i@3Ra3L kYS 03Ic sCj@ j@3 ,RNq3a<3N,3 R8 nNC8RaLIw 0CcjaC$nj30
aRRj30 pAN<nIjCRNc sCj@ n 8,3c CN j@3 ;aRLRqA?nc0Ra{ c3Nc3. UaRqC030 j@j j@3 <aU@
0CcjN,3 Cc a3c,I30 $w j@3 8,jRa n−1/4 s@3N n j3N0c jR CN~NCjwY MRj3 j@j j@Cc a3c,ICN< Cc
N3,3ccaw C8 s3 sNj jR R$jCN  ,RLU,j ICLCjY QN j@3 Rj@3a @N0. RN3 Lw IcR ,RNcC03a j@3
,RNq3a<3N,3 R8 j@3 cL3 aN0RL R$E3,jc sCj@Rnj a3c,ICN<. $nj j@3N CN  0C{3a3Nj c3Nc3 j@N
j@3 ;aRLRqA?nc0Ra{ ,RNq3a<3N,3Y i@Cc I30c jR CN~NCj3 aN0RL IjjC,3cY
r3 ,RNcC03a URccC$Iw CN~NCj3 VLnIjCW<aU@c j@j a3 Iswc ,RNN3,j30. URCNj30 VL3NCN<
j@j j@3a3 Cc  0CcjCN<nCc@30 q3aj3u ρ ,II30 j@3 aRRj q3aj3uW N0 IR,IIw ~NCj3 CN j@3 c3Nc3 j@j
j@3 03<a33 R8 3q3aw q3aj3u Cc ~NCj3Y c Ua3qCRncIw. j@3c3 <aU@c a3 3\nCUU30 sCj@ j@3 <aU@
0CcjN,3Y  $II R8 a0Cnc k ,3Nj3a30 j  q3aj3u v R8 j@3 <aU@ Cc j@3N qC3s30 c j@3 cn$<aU@
,RNcCcjCN< R8 II q3ajC,3c j 0CcjN,3 I3cc j@N Ra 3\nI jR k 8aRL v N0 j@3 30<3c ,RNN3,jCN<
j@3c3 q3ajC,3cY  c3\n3N,3 (Gn , ρn ) R8 URCNj30 <aU@c Cc cC0 jR ,RNq3a<3 IR,IIw jR  ICLCjCN<
URCNj30 <aU@ (G, ρ) C8 8Ra 3q3aw CNj3<3a k ≥ 0. 8Ra 3q3aw n cn|,C3NjIw Ia<3. j@3 $II R8 a0Cnc
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k ,3Nj3a30 j ρn CN Gn Cc 3\nI jR j@3 $II R8 a0Cnc k ,3Nj3a30 j ρ CN G V3\nICjw @3a3 Cc CN
j@3 c3Nc3 R8 CcRLRaU@CcL $3js33N ~NCj3 <aU@c sCj@  0CcjCN<nCc@30 q3aj3uWY
i@3 8RIIRsCN< a3cnIj Cc 0n3 jR N<3I N0 b,@aLL )e* CN j@3 ,c3 R8 jaCN<nIjCRNc N0 jR
FaCGnN )le* Vc33 IcR )lk*W CN j@3 ,c3 R8 \n0aN<nIjCRNcY
i@3Ra3L 9YSY Hap p = 3 kn p = 4( ]j` hap Mn ^a qjebknihu `eopne^qpa` kran Mpn * Pdana
(p)
ateopo ] n]j`ki ej|jepa cn]ld M∞ oq_d pd]p
(d)

(p)
Mn −→ M∞
,
n→∞

sdana pda _kjrancaj_a dkh`o ej `eopne^qpekj ej pda oajoa kb pda hk_]h _kjrancaj_a kb cn]ldo*
BN j@Cc j@3Ra3L. j@3 ,RNq3a<3N,3 Encj L3Nc j@j. 8Ra 3q3aw CNj3<3a k ≥ 0. j@3 UaR$$CICjw
j@j j@3 $II R8 a0Cnc k ,3Nj3a30 j j@3 aRRj q3aj3u CN Mn Cc 3\nI jR  <Cq3N <aU@ ,RNq3a<3c
(p)
(4)
jR j@3 cL3 UaR$$CICjw 8Ra j@3 ICLCj M∞ Y  ,RLUI3j3Iw 0C{3a3Nj ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 M∞ $c30
RN  q3acCRN R8 j@3 +pb $CE3,jCRN 8Ra CN~NCj3 ja33c sc <Cq3N CN )Se* Vc33 )k4* 8Ra  UaRR8 R8
j@3 8,j j@j j@3 jsR ,RNcjan,jCRNc <Cq3 j@3 cL3 R$E3,jWY
`3LaGY QN3 Lw IcR 03~N3 j@3 ICLCj CN i@3Ra3L 9YS c N CN~NCj3 UINa LU. j@j Cc.
sCj@  <Cq3N 3L$300CN< CN j@3 cU@3a3. N0 j@Cc LG3c Cj URccC$I3 jR <Cq3  cjaRN<3a 8RaL R8
j@3 IR,I ,RNq3a<3N,3 Vc33 )e* N0 )le*WY ?3a3 8Ra cCLUIC,Cjw s3 qRC0 03ICN< sCj@ CN~NCj3
UINa LUc. cCN,3 RNIw j@3 <aU@ cjan,jna3 sCII UIw  aRI3 CN j@3 cn$c3\n3Nj cjj3L3NjcY
(p)

i@3 CN~NCj3 aN0RL <aU@ M∞ Cc ,II30 j@3 nNC8RaL CN~NCj3 UINa jaCN<nIjCRN VmBTiW
s@3N p = 3 N0 j@3 nNC8RaL CN~NCj3 UINa \n0aN<nIjCRN VmBT[W s@3N p = 4Y TaRU3ajC3c
R8 j@3c3 CN~NCj3 aN0RL <aU@c @q3 $33N CNq3cjC<j30 CN 03jCI CN j@3 a3,3Nj w3acY BN UajC,A
nIa. N<3I )f* @c cjn0C30 U3a,RIjCRN RN j@3 mBTiY i@3 a3,naa3N,3 R8 cCLUI3 aN0RL sIG
RN j@3 mBTi Ra j@3 mBT[ @c $33N R$jCN30 a3,3NjIw $w ;na3IA;na3qC,@ N0 M,@LCc )lf*Y
b33 IcR #3NELCNC N0 +naC3N )Sz* 8Ra  UaRR8 R8 cn$0C{ncCqCjw R8 cCLUI3 aN0RL sIG RN
j@3 mBT[Y
9YlY +RNq3a<3N,3 jR j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3Y i@3 8RIIRsCN< a3cnIjc a3 jG3N 8aRL )lS*Y iR
(4)
cCLUIC8w NRjjCRN. s3 saCj3 Q∞ = M∞ 8Ra j@3 mBT[. s@C,@ sc CNjaR0n,30 CN j@3 Ua3qCRnc
cn$c3,jCRNY i@3 N3uj j@3Ra3L c@Rsc j@j. C8 s3 a3c,I3 j@3 <aU@ 0CcjN,3 RN j@3 mBT[ $w
 8,jRa j3N0CN< jR 0. j@3 a3cnIjCN< L3jaC, cU,3c ,RNq3a<3 VCN  cnCj$I3 c3Nc3W jRsa0 
ICLCjCN< aN0RL NRNA,RLU,j L3jaC, cU,3. s@C,@ Cc ,II30 j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3Y r3 a3,II
j@j  URCNj30 L3jaC, cU,3 Cc Encj  L3jaC, cU,3 3\nCUU30 sCj@  0CcjCN<nCc@30 URCNjY
i@3Ra3L 9YlY Hap V (Q∞ ) `ajkpa pda ranpat oap kb Q∞ ( sde_d eo amqella` sepd pda cn]ld
`eop]j_a dgr ( ]j` hap ρQ∞ op]j` bkn pda nkkp ranpat kb Q∞ * Pdana ateopo ] n]j`ki jkj)_kil]_p
lkejpa` iapne_ ol]_a (P, D∞ , ρ∞ ) _]hha` pda >nksje]j lh]ja oq_d pd]p
(d)

(V (Q∞ ), λ dgr , ρQ∞ ) −→ (P, D∞ , ρ∞ ),
λ→0

sdana pda _kjrancaj_a dkh`o ej `eopne^qpekj ej pda hk_]h Cnkikr)D]qo`kn{ oajoa*
r3 a383a jR )Sf* 8Ra  Ua3,Cc3 03~NCjCRN R8 j@3 IR,I ;aRLRqA?nc0Ra{ ,RNq3a<3N,3 8Ra
VNRNA,RLU,jW URCNj30 L3jaC, cU,3cY BN j@3 Ua3c3Nj c3jjCN<. j@Cc L3Nc j@j. 8Ra 3q3aw r > 0.
j@3 $II R8 a0Cnc r ,3Nj3a30 j ρQ∞ CN (V (Q∞ ), λ dgr ) sCII ,RNq3a<3 CN 0CcjaC$njCRN CN j@3
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;aRLRqA?nc0Ra{ c3Nc3 jR j@3 $II R8 a0Cnc r ,3Nj3a30 j ρ∞ CN j@3 ICLCjCN< cU,3 (P, D∞ )
Ģ CN 8,j s3 c@RnI0 nc3 @3a3 j@3 ;aRLRqA?nc0Ra{ 0CcjN,3 $3js33N URCNj30 ,RLU,j L3jaC,
cU,3c. s@C,@ Cc 03~N30 $w  LCNRa LR0C~,jCRN R8 j@3 03~NCjCRN CN cn$c3,jCRN kYSY
i@3 #aRsNCN UIN3 (P, D∞ , ρ∞ ) UU3ac CN c3q3aI Rj@3a ICLCj j@3Ra3LcY BN UajC,nIa.
C8 CN j@3 ,RNq3a<3N,3 R8 i@3Ra3L kYS 8Ra p = 4 RN3 a3UI,3c j@3 c,ICN< 8,jRa n−1/4 $w
 8nN,jCRN β(n) j3N0CN< jR 0 $nj cn,@ j@j n1/4 β(n) j3N0c jR CN~NCjw. j@3 ,RNq3a<3N,3 cjCII
@RI0c CN j@3 IR,I ;aRLRqA?nc0Ra{ c3Nc3 N0 j@3 ICLCj Cc NRs j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3Y
Ij3aNjCq3Iw. j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3 ,N $3 qC3s30 c j@3 jN<3Nj ,RN3 CN 0CcjaC$njCRN R8
j@3 #aRsNCN LU j  0CcjCN<nCc@30 q3aj3u U ,@Rc3N j aN0RL ,,Ra0CN< jR j@3 qRInL3
L3cna3 ΛY BN 8,j.  cjaRN<3a UaRU3ajw @RI0c- QN3 ,N ,RNcjan,j. RN j@3 cL3 UaR$$CICjw
cU,3. $Rj@ j@3 #aRsNCN LU m∞ N0 j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3 P. CN cn,@  sw j@j. YcY. j@3a3
3uCcjc  VaN0RLW ε > 0 cn,@ j@j j@3 $IIc R8 a0Cnc ε ,3Nj3a30 j j@3 0CcjCN<nCc@30 URCNj CN
m∞ N0 CN P a3 CcRL3jaC,Y i@3 Ijj3a 8,j. jR<3j@3a sCj@ j@3 c,I3 CNqaCN,3 UaRU3ajw R8 P
Vc33 cn$c3,jCRN 9Yk $3IRsW. IIRsc RN3 jR 03aCq3 LNw UaRU3ajC3c R8 j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3 8aRL
j@Rc3 GNRsN 8Ra j@3 #aRsNCN LUY
r3 sCII NRs <Cq3  Ua3,Cc3 ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3Y MRj cnaUaCcCN<Iw. j@Cc
,RNcjan,jCRN Cc q3aw cCLCIa jR j@3 RN3 03q3IRU30 $Rq3 8Ra j@3 #aRsNCN LUY r3 ,RNcC03a
jsR CN03U3N03Nj j@a33A0CL3NcCRNI #3cc3I UaR,3cc3c R N0 R cjaj30 8aRL 0 Vc33 3Y<Y ):k*
8Ra $cC, 8,jc $Rnj #3cc3I UaR,3cc3cWY r3 j@3N 03~N3  UaR,3cc Y = (Yt )t∈R CN03u30 $w
j@3 a3I ICN3. $w c3jjCN<

Rt
C8 t ≥ 0,
Yt :=

R−t
C8 t ≤ 0.
i@3N. 8Ra 3q3aw s, t ∈ R. s3 c3j
mY (s, t) := inf Yr ,
r∈st

sCj@ j@3 NRjjCRN st = [s ∧ t, s ∨ t] C8 st ≥ 0. st = (−∞, s ∧ t] ∪ [s ∨ t, ∞) C8 st < 0Y r3
03~N3  aN0RL Uc3n0RA0CcjN,3 RN R $w
dY (s, t) := Ys + Yt − 2 mY (s, t)
N0 c3j s ∼Y t C8 dY (s, t) = 0Y i@3 \nRjC3Nj cU,3 T∞ = R / ∼Y 3\nCUU30 sCj@ dY Cc 
VNRNA,RLU,jW aN0RL a3I ja33. s@C,@ Cc cRL3jCL3c ,II30 j@3 CN~NCj3 #aRsNCN ja33Y r3
saCj3 p∞ : R −→ T∞ 8Ra j@3 ,NRNC,I UaRE3,jCRN N0 c3j ρ∞ := p∞ (0). s@C,@ UIwc j@3
aRI3 R8 j@3 aRRj R8 T∞ Y i@3 qRInL3 L3cna3 RN T∞ Cc j@3 CL<3 R8 H3$3c<n3 L3cna3 RN R
nN03a p∞ Y
r3 N3uj ,RNcC03a #aRsNCN LRjCRN CN03u30 $w T∞ Y 7RaLIIw. s3 ,RNcC03a  a3IAqIn30
UaR,3cc (Zt∞ )t∈R cn,@ j@j. ,RN0CjCRNIIw <Cq3N j@3 UaR,3cc Y . Z ∞ Cc  ,3Nj3a30 ;nccCN
UaR,3cc sCj@ ,RqaCN,3
E[Zs∞ Zt∞ | Y ] = mY (s, t),
cR j@j s3 @q3 Z0∞ = 0 N0 E[(Zs∞ − Zt∞ )2 | Y ] = dY (s, t)Y Bj Cc NRj @a0 jR q3aC8w j@j
j@3 UaR,3cc Z ∞ @c  LR0C~,jCRN sCj@ ,RNjCNnRnc Uj@cY i@3N YcY s3 @q3 Zs∞ = Zt∞ 8Ra
3q3aw s, t ∈ R cn,@ j@j dY (s, t) = 0 N0 j@3a38Ra3 s3 Lw qC3s Z ∞ c CN03u30 $w T∞ Y
7Ra 3q3aw s, t ∈ R. s3 c3j
◦
D∞
(s, t) := Zs∞ + Zt∞ − 2

min
r∈[s∧t,s∨t]

Zr∞ .
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◦
jR T∞ × T∞ $w c3jjCN< 8Ra a, b ∈ T∞ .
r3 3uj3N0 j@3 03~NCjCRN R8 D∞
◦
◦
D∞
(a, b) := min{D∞
(s, t) : s, t ∈ R, p∞ (s) = a, p∞ (t) = b}.

7CNIIw. s3 c3j. 8Ra 3q3aw a, b ∈ T∞ .
D∞ (a, b) :=

inf

a0 =a,a1 ,...,ak =b

k


◦
D∞
(ai−1 , ai )

i=1

s@3a3 j@3 CN~LnL Cc Rq3a II ,@RC,3c R8 j@3 CNj3<3a k ≥ 1 N0 R8 j@3 ~NCj3 c3\n3N,3 a0 , a1 , . . . ,
ak CN T∞ cn,@ j@j a0 = a N0 ak = bY i@3N D∞ Cc  Uc3n0RA0CcjN,3 RN T∞ . N0 s3 c3j
◦
a ≈ b C8 D∞ (a, b) = 0 Vj@Cc ,N $3 UaRq30 jR $3 3\nCqI3Nj jR j@3 UaRU3ajw D∞
(a, b) = 0WY
i@3 #aRsNCN UIN3 Cc j@3 \nRjC3Nj cU,3 P = T∞ / ≈. s@C,@ Cc 3\nCUU30 sCj@ j@3 L3jaC,
CN0n,30 $w D∞ N0 sCj@ j@3 0CcjCN<nCc@30 URCNj s@C,@ Cc j@3 3\nCqI3N,3 ,Icc R8 ρ∞ VsCj@A
Rnj aCcG R8 ,RN8ncCRN. s3 cjCII saCj3 ρ∞ 8Ra j@Cc 3\nCqI3N,3 ,IccWY i@3 qRInL3 L3cna3 RN
P Cc j@3 CL<3 R8 j@3 qRInL3 L3cna3 RN T∞ nN03a j@3 ,NRNC,I UaRE3,jCRNY
9YkY TaRU3ajC3c R8 j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3Y i@3 #aRsNCN UIN3 Cc c,I3 CNqaCNj. L3NCN<
j@j. 8Ra 3q3aw λ > 0. j@3 cU,3 (P, λ D∞ , ρ∞ ) @c j@3 cL3 0CcjaC$njCRN c (P, D∞ , ρ∞ )Y
i@Cc UaRU3ajw ,N $3 03aCq30 8aRL j@3 3uUIC,Cj ,RNcjan,jCRN <Cq3N $Rq3. Ra 8aRL j@3 8,j j@j
j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3 Cc  jN<3Nj ,RN3 CN 0CcjaC$njCRN jR j@3 #aRsNCN LUY
Qj@3a UaRU3ajC3c R8 j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3 a3 q3aw cCLCIa jR j@Rc3 R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LUY
r3 cjj3 N NIR< R8 TaRURcCjCRN kY9Y
TaRURcCjCRN 9YkY =hikop oqnahu( pda >nksje]j lh]ja (P, D∞ ) eo dkiakiknlde_ pk pda Aq)
_he`a]j lh]ja R2 ]j` d]o D]qo`kn{ `eiajoekj 4*
7aRL j@3 ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 j@3 Ua3qCRnc cn$c3,jCRN. j@3 URCNjc R8 j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3 CN@3aCj
I$3Ic Zx∞ 8aRL j@3 ,Raa3cURN0CN< I$3Ic RN j@3 CN~NCj3 #aRsNCN ja33 T∞ Y i@3c3 I$3Ic ,N
$3 CNj3aUa3j30 c Ȓ0CcjN,3c 8aRL CN~NCjwȓ CN j@3 8RIIRsCN< c3Nc3Y 7Ra 3q3aw x, y ∈ P.
Zx∞ − Zy∞ = lim (D∞ (x, z) − D∞ (y, z)).
z→∞

i@3 3uCcj3N,3 R8 j@3 Ua3,30CN< ICLCj Cc a3Ij30 jR  UaRU3ajw R8 ,RNn3N,3 R8 <3R03cC, awc CN
j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3Y `3,II j@j  <3R03cC, aw Cc  ,RNjCNRnc Uj@ γ : [0, ∞) −→ P cn,@
j@j D∞ (γ(t), γ(t )) = |t − t | 8Ra 3q3aw t, t ≥ 0Y
TaRURcCjCRN 9Y:Y Hap γ ]j` γ  ^a psk cak`aoe_ n]uo ej P* Pdaj pdana ateopo psk na]ho α ]j`
β ≥ |α| oq_d pd]p γ(t) = γ  (α + t) bkn aranu t ≥ β*
i@Cc Cc  GCN0 R8 q3acCRN j CN~NCjw R8 +RaRIIaw :Y:Y MRj3 j@j N 3u,j NIR< R8 +RaRIA
Iaw :Y: IcR @RI0c 8Ra j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3. N0 Cc 3cw jR UaRq3 $w j@3 ,RnUICN< a<nL3Nj
L3NjCRN30 $Rq3Y
i@3 #aRsNCN UIN3 c33Lc jR $3 LRa3 ja,j$I3 j@N j@3 #aRsNCN LU 8Ra 3uUIC,Cj ,IA
,nIjCRNc. UajIw $3,nc3 R8 Cjc c,I3 CNqaCN,3Y H3j nc 0Cc,ncc cRL3 a3,3Nj a3cnIjc 8aRL )ll*
j@j c@30 IC<@j RN j@3 UaR$$CICcjC, cjan,jna3 R8 j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3Y 7Ra 3q3aw r > 0. s3
I3j Br $3 j@3 ,IRc30 $II R8 a0Cnc r ,3Nj3a30 j ρ∞ CN P. N0 s3 03~N3 j@3 Ȓ3uj3N030 $IIȓ
Br• c j@3 ,RLUI3L3Nj R8 j@3 nN$RnN030 ,RNN3,j30 ,RLURN3Nj R8 (Br )c Y BN8RaLIIw. Br• Cc
R$jCN30 $w Ȓ~IICN< j@3 @RI3cȓ CN Br Y r3 saCj3 |Br• | 8Ra j@3 qRInL3 R8 Br• Y

:k4
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TaRURcCjCRN 9Y9Y Bkn aranu λ > 0(
E[exp(−λ|Br• |)] = 

33/2 cosh((2λ)1/4 r)
3/2 .
cosh2 ((2λ)1/4 r) + 2

BN 8,j. RN3 ,N <Cq3  cCLUI3 03c,aCUjCRN R8 j@3 s@RI3 UaR,3cc (|Br• |)r≥0 Y b3j ψ(λ) :=
N0 a3,II j@j j@3 ,RNjCNnRncAcjj3 $aN,@CN< UaR,3cc sCj@ $aN,@CN< L3,@NCcL
ψ Cc j@3 KaGRq UaR,3cc CN R+ s@Rc3 jaNcCjCRN G3aN3Ic a3 ,@a,j3aCy30 $w j@3 HUI,3
jaNc8RaL
E[exp(−λXt ) | X0 = x] = exp(−x ut (λ))
( 83 )1/2 λ3/2

t (λ)
s@3a3 j@3 8nN,jCRN ut (λ) cRIq3c j@3 0C{3a3NjCI 3\njCRN dudt
= −ψ(ut (λ)) sCj@ CNCjCI
,RN0CjCRN u0 (λ) = λ Vc33 3Y<Y )l4*WY MRj3 j@j j@3 cLUI3 Uj@c R8 X a3 aC<@jA,RNjCNnRnc
sCj@ I38j ICLCjc N0 j@j X Cc $cRa$30 j 0Y r3 ,N 03~N3  UaR,3cc X ∞ = (Xt∞ )t≤0 .
s@C,@ Cc CN03u30 $w N3<jCq3 jCL3c N0 ,Raa3cURN0c jR X Ȓcjaj30 8aRL +∞ j jCL3 −∞ N0
,RN0CjCRN30 jR @Cj 0 j jCL3 0ȓ V8RaLIIw. s3 cjaj X j jCL3 0 8aRL x > 0. s3 j@3N c@C8j jCL3
cR j@j j@3 @CjjCN< jCL3 R8 0 $3,RL3c 0. N0 s3 ~NIIw I3j x j3N0 jR +∞WY

TaRURcCjCRN 9YfY Pda lnk_aoo (|Br• |)r≥0 d]o pda o]ia `eopne^qpekj ]o pda lnk_aoo (Wr )r≥0
`a|ja` ^u

ξu (ΔXu∞ )2 ,
Wr =
−r≤u≤0

ΔXu∞

sdana
op]j`o bkn pda fqil kb X ∞ ]p peia u( ]j`( _kj`epekj]hhu ceraj X ∞ ( pda jkj)
jac]pera n]j`ki r]ne]^hao ξu ]na ej`alaj`ajp ]j` e`ajpe_]hhu `eopne^qpa` sepd `ajoepu
1
√ x−5/2 e−1/2x .
2π
BN8RaLIIw. 3,@ EnLU R8 j@3 UaR,3cc (|Br• |)r≥0 ,Raa3cURN0c jR j@3 ,a3jCRN R8  N3s ,RNA
N3,j30 ,RLURN3Nj R8 (Br )c Vj@3a3 a3 LNw cn,@ ,RLURN3Njc. c c@RsN $w TaRURcCjCRN kYe CN
j@3 #aRsNCN LU ,c3W. NRjCN< j@j j@Cc N3sIw ,a3j30 ,RNN3,j30 ,RLURN3Nj sCII $3 ȒcsIA
∞
IRs30ȓ $w j@3 3uj3N030 $IIY 7Ra r ≥ 0. j@3 aN0RL qaC$I3 X−r
c@RnI0 $3 CNj3aUa3j30 c
•
j@3 I3N<j@. CN  <3N3aICy30 c3Nc3. R8 j@3 $RnN0aw R8 Br Y MRj3 j@j. s@3N  ,RNN3,j30 ,RLA
URN3Nj Cc csIIRs30. j@3 I3N<j@ R8 j@3 $RnN0aw R8 Br• @c  N3<jCq3 EnLUY i@3 0CcjaC$njCRN
R8 j@3 qaC$I3c ξu j@3N ,Raa3cURN0c jR j@3 Is R8 j@3 qRInL3 R8  ,RNN3,j30 ,RLURN3Nj <Cq3N
j@j Cjc $RnN0aw @c I3N<j@ 1Y
i@3 Ua3,30CN< CNj3aUa3jjCRN Cc ,IRc3Iw a3Ij30 jR cRL3 a3cnIjc R8 FaCGnN )le* CN j@3 0CcA
,a3j3 c3jjCN< R8 j@3 mBT[Y i@3 03c,aCUjCRN R8 j@3 UaR,3cc (|Br• |)r≥0 ,N IcR $3 CNj3aUa3j30
CN j3aLc R8 j@3 ȒU33ICN< UaR,3ccȓ R8 j@3 mBTi cjn0C30 CN )f*Y

fY +NRNC,I 3L$300CN<c N0 RU3N \n3cjCRNc
BN j@Cc c3,jCRN. s3 ,RL3 $,G jR j@3 \n3cjCRNc j@j s3a3 0Cc,ncc30 j j@3 $3<CNNCN< R8 j@3
CNjaR0n,jCRN $Rq3Y r3 sRnI0 ICG3 jR @q3  Ȓ,NRNC,Iȓ ,RNcjan,jCRN R8  aN0RL L3jaC, Δ
RN j@3 cU@3a3 S2 . CN cn,@  sw j@j
(d)

(m∞ , D) = (S2 , Δ).

:kO

`N0RL ;3RL3jaw RN j@3 bU@3a3

7C<na3 fYSY  ,Ca,I3 U,GCN< R8 j@3 cU@3a3 ccR,Cj30 sCj@  cCLUI3 jaCN<nIjCRNY

7naj@3aLRa3 s3 3uU3,j Δ jR $3@q3 s3II nN03a j@3 ,RN8RaLI jaNc8RaLjCRNc R8 j@3 cU@3a3Y
`3,II j@j j@3 3L$300CN< R8  UINa LU Cc 03~N30 nU jR RaC3NjjCRNAUa3c3aqCN< @RL3A
RLRaU@CcLc R8 j@3 cU@3a3Y ?Rs3q3a. j@3a3 a3 VILRcjW ,NRNC,I swc R8 ,@RRcCN< j@3c3
3L$300CN<cY +RNcC03a j@3 ,c3 R8 cCLUI3 jaCN<nIjCRNc. j@j Cc. jaCN<nIjCRNc sCj@Rnj IRRUc
Ra LnIjCUI3 30<3cY ,,Ra0CN< j@3 ,Ca,I3 U,GCN< j@3Ra3L. Nw cn,@ jaCN<nIjCRN ,N $3 a3Ua3A
c3Nj30 qC  ,Ca,I3 U,GCN< R8 j@3 cU@3a3. CN cn,@  sw j@j j@3 q3aj3u c3j R8 j@3 jaCN<nIjCRN
Cc j@3 c3j R8 ,3Nj3ac R8 II ,Ca,I3c. N0 jsR q3ajC,3c a3 ICNG30 $w N 30<3 C8 N0 RNIw C8 j@3
ccR,Cj30 ,Ca,I3c a3 jN<3Nj Vc33 7C<Y 9 8Ra N 3uLUI3WY i@Cc a3Ua3c3NjjCRN Cc CN 8,j nNC\n3
nU jR j@3 ,RN8RaLI jaNc8RaLjCRNc R8 j@3 cU@3a3 Vj@3 KǑ$Cnc jaNc8RaLjCRNcWY
M3uj cnUURc3 j@j. 8Ra 3q3aw 3q3N CNj3<3a n ≥ 2. s3 @q3 ,RNcjan,j30  ,Ca,I3AU,GCN<
3L$300CN< Cn R8  nNC8RaLIw 0CcjaC$nj30 cCLUI3 jaCN<nIjCRN sCj@ n 8,3cY raCj3 V (Cn )
8Ra j@3 q3aj3u c3j R8 Cn N0 dngr 8Ra j@3 <aU@ 0CcjN,3 RN V (Cn )Y #w i@3Ra3L kYS. Ra LRa3
Ua3,Cc3Iw $w j@3 3uj3NcCRN R8 i@3Ra3L kYS jR cCLUI3 jaCN<nIjCRNc 8RnN0 CN )l*. s3 @q3


 (d)
3
V (Cn ), ( )1/4 n−1/4 dngr −→ (m∞ , D)
n→∞
2

CN j@3 ;aRLRqA?nc0Ra{ c3Nc3Y MRj3 j@j j@3 ,RNcjNj (3/2)1/4 Cc 0C{3a3Nj 8aRL j@3 ,RNcjNj
61/4 CN VSYSW Ra CN i@3Ra3L kYS. $3,nc3 s3 a3 03ICN< sCj@ cCLUI3 jaCN<nIjCRNcY
+RNE3,jna3Y Kja _]j _kjopnq_p pda _en_ha l]_gejc ai^a``ejco Cn ej oq_d ] s]u pd]p


sup
min |x − y| −→ 0
x∈S2

y∈V (Cn )

n→∞

ej lnk^]^ehepu( ]j` pdana ateopo ] _kjpejqkqo n]j`ki lnk_aoo (Δ(x, y))x,y∈S2 ( sde_d eo jkjvank

::z
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kqpoe`a pda `e]ckj]h ]j` oq_d pd]p


3


sup Δ(x, y) − ( )1/4 n−1/4 dngr (x, y) −→ 0
n→∞
2
x,y∈V (Cn )
ej lnk^]^ehepu*
B8 j@3 ,RNE3,jna3 @RI0c. j@3N Cj Cc NRj @a0 jR q3aC8w j@j Δ 03~N3c  aN0RL L3jaC, RN
j@3 cU@3a3 N0 j@j (S2 , Δ) <Cq3c  a3Ua3c3NjjCRN R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LUY r3 NRj3 j@j j@3a3
a3 Rj@3a swc R8 03~NCN< ,NRNC,I 3L$300CN<c R8 UINa LUc. s@C,@ sRnI0 I30 jR Rj@3a
q3acCRNc R8 j@3 ,RNE3,jna3Y BN UajC,nIa. s3 ,N ccR,Cj3 sCj@  jaCN<nIjCRN R8 j@3 cU@3a3 
`C3LNN cna8,3. s@C,@ Cc R$jCN30 $w qC3sCN< 3,@ 8,3 c N 3\nCIj3aI jaCN<I3 sCj@ cC03c
R8 I3N<j@ 1 N0 j@3N <InCN< jsR 0E,3Nj jaCN<I3c IRN< j@3Ca ,RLLRN 30<3Y i@3 a3cnIjCN<
`C3LNN cna8,3 Cc @RL3RLRaU@C, jR j@3 cU@3a3 N0 j@nc j@3 nNC8RaLCyjCRN j@3Ra3L wC3I0c
 ,NRNC,I 3L$300CN<. <CN LR0nIR KǑ$Cnc jaNc8RaLjCRNcY b33 )lz* 8Ra N UUIC,jCRN
R8 j@3c3 C03c jR j@3 ,RN8RaLI cjan,jna3 R8 aN0RL UINa LUcY
c  ~NI a3LaG. s3 NRj3 j@j  q3aw a3,3Nj sRaG R8 KCII3a N0 b@3|3I0 ):l* @c CNjaRA
0n,30  N3s <aRsj@ UaR,3cc ,II30 [nNjnL HR3sN3a 2qRInjCRN V[H2W. s@C,@ LC<@j UaRqC03
 0Ca3,j ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 j@3 #aRsNCN LU. Ra U3a@Uc R8 j@3 #aRsNCN UIN3 0Cc,ncc30 CN
j@3 Ua3qCRnc c3,jCRN. sCj@ ,RN8RaLI CNqaCN,3 UaRU3ajC3cY ccnLCN< j@j j@Cc ,RNcjan,jCRN
<R3c j@aRn<@. RN3 Lw 3uU3,j N3s 8c,CNjCN< ,RNN3,jCRNc $3js33N j@3 #aRsNCN LU RN
RN3 @N0. j@3 b,@aLLAHR3sN3a 3qRInjCRNc N0 j@3 jsRA0CL3NcCRNI ;nccCN 8a33 ~3I0 RN
j@3 Rj@3a @N0Y

`383a3N,3c
)S* $a@L. +Y. Nao_]ha` ^el]npepa lh]j]n i]lo _kjranca pk pda >nksje]j i]l. Ta3UaCNj
VlzSkW. qCI$I3 j- atCq-SkSlY9O9OY
)l* 00aCRA#3aaw. HY N0 I$3N\n3. KY. Pda o_]hejc heiep kb n]j`ki oeilha pne]jcqh]pekjo
]j` n]j`ki oeilha mq]`n]jcqh]pekjo. Ta3UaCNj VlzSkW. qCI$I3 j- atCq-SkzfY9lleY
)k* I0Rnc. /Y. Pda _kjpejqqi n]j`ki pnaa E. NNY TaR$$Y. SO VSOOSW. SĢl4Y
. Pda _kjpejqqi n]j`ki pnaa EEE. NNY TaR$$Y. lS VSOOkW. l:4Ģl4OY
):*
)9* L$EǹaN. DY. /na@nnc. N0 #Y. DRNccRN. iY. Mq]jpqi Cakiapnu.  bjjCcjC,I 7C3I0
i@3Raw UUaR,@. +L$aC0<3 KRNR<aU@c RN Kj@3LjC,I T@wcC,c. +L$aC0<3 mNCqY
Ta3cc. +L$aC0<3. SOOeY
)f* N<3I. QY. Cnkspd ]j` lan_kh]pekj kj pda qjebkni ej|jepa lh]j]n pne]jcqh]pekj. ;3A
RL3jY 7nN,jY NIY k VlzzkW. Ok9ĢOe:Y
)e* N<3I. QY N0 b,@aLL. QY. Qjebkni ej|jepa lh]j]n pne]jcqh]pekjo. +RLLY Kj@Y
T@wcY. l:S VlzzkW. SOSĢlSkY
)4* #3IjaN. DY N0 H3 ;II. DYA7Y. Mq]`n]jcqh]pekjo sepd jk laj`]jp ranpe_ao. #3aNRnIIC SO
VlzSkW. SS9zĢSSe9Y
)O* #3NELCNC. BY. N]j`ki lh]j]n iapne_o. TaR,330CN<c R8 j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI +RN<a3cc R8
Kj@3LjC,CNc. pRIY Bp. lSeeAlS4e. ?CN0ncjN #RRG <3N,w. M3s /3I@C. lzSzY
)Sz* #3NELCNC. BY N0 +naC3N. MY. Oeilha n]j`ki s]hg kj pda qjebkni ej|jepa lh]j]n mq]`)
n]jcqh]pekj6 oq^`e{qoerepu re] lekjaan lkejpo. ;3RLY 7nN,jY NIY. lk VlzSkW. 9zSĢ9kSY

`N0RL ;3RL3jaw RN j@3 bU@3a3

::S

)SS* #3jjCN3IIC. DY. D,R$. 2Y. N0 KC3aLRNj. ;Y. Pda O_]hejc Heiep kb Qjebkni N]j`ki Lh]ja
I]lo( re] pda =i^fØnj)>q`` >efa_pekj. Ta3UaCNj VlzSkW. qCI$I3 j- atCq-SkSlY94:lY
)Sl* #RnjjC3a. DY. /C 7aN,3c,R. TY. N0 ;nCjj3a. 2Y. Lh]j]n i]lo ]o h]^aha` ik^ehao. 2I3,A
jaRNC, DY +RL$CNjRaC,c SS Vlzz:W . P`fOY
)Sk* #RnjjC3a. DY N0 ;nCjj3a. 2Y. Op]peope_o ej cak`aoe_o ej h]nca mq]`n]jcqh]pekjo. DY T@wcY 
:S Vlzz4W. S:9zzS. kz UUY
)S:*
)S9*
)Sf*
)Se*
)S4*
)SO*
)lz*
)lS*
)ll*

. Pda pdnaa)lkejp bqj_pekj kb lh]j]n mq]`n]jcqh]pekjo. DY bjjY K3,@Y i@3Raw
2uUY Vlzz4W. TzezlzY
. ?kj}qaj_a kb cak`aoe_ l]pdo ]j` oal]n]pejc hkklo ej h]nca lh]j]n mq]`n]j)
cqh]pekjo. DY bjjY K3,@Y i@3Raw 2uUY VlzzOW. TzkzzSY
#na<R. /Y. #na<R. vY. N0 BqNRq. bY. = ?kqnoa ej Iapne_ Cakiapnu. ;a0nj3 bjn0C3c
CN Kj@3LjC,c. qRIY kkY L3aY Kj@Y bR,Y. #RcjRN. lzzSY
+@ccCN<. TY N0 /na@nnc. #Y. Hk_]h heiep kb h]^aha` pnaao ]j` atla_pa` rkhqia cnkspd
ej ] n]j`ki mq]`n]jcqh]pekj. NNY TaR$$Y k: VlzzfW. 4eOĢOSeY
+@ccCN<. TY N0 b,@3{3a. ;Y. N]j`ki lh]j]n h]ppe_ao ]j` ejpacn]pa` oqlan>nksje]j
at_qnoekj. TaR$$Y i@Y `3IY 7C3I0c Sl4 Vlzz:W. SfSĢlSlY
+RaC. `Y N0 pn\n3ICN. #Y. Lh]j]n i]lo ]na sahh h]^aha` pnaao. +N0Y DY Kj@Y. kk
VSO4SW. SzlkĢSz:lY
+naC3N. MY. = cheiloa kb pda _kjbkni]h opnq_pqna kb n]j`ki lh]j]n i]lo. Ta3UaCNj
VlzSkW. qCI$I3 j- atCq-Skz4YS4zeY
+naC3N. MY N0 H3 ;II. DYA7Y. Pda >nksje]j lh]ja. DY i@3Ra3jY TaR$$Y. jR UU3aY
. CN Ua3UajCRNY

)lk* +naC3N. MY. KāNa0. HY. N0 KC3aLRNj. ;Y. = reas bnki ej|jepu kb pda qjebkni ej|jepa
mq]`n]jcqh]pekj. H2 HjY LY DY TaR$$Y Kj@Y bjjY Sz VlzSkW. :9Ģ44Y
)l:* /nUINjC3a. #Y N0 b@3|3I0. bY. Hekqrehha mq]jpqi cn]repu ]j` GLV. BNq3NjY Kj@Y. S49
VlzSSW. kkkĢkOkY
)l9* /n\n3cN3. iY N0 H3 ;II. DYA7Y. Lnk^]^eheope_ ]j` bn]_p]h ]ola_po kb HÉru pnaao. TaR$$Y
i@Y `3IY 7C3I0c SkS Vlzz9W. 99kĢfzkY
)lf* ;na3IA;na3qC,@. QY N0 M,@LCc. Y. Na_qnnaj_a kb lh]j]n cn]ld heiepo. NNY Kj@Y.
See VlzSkW. efSĢe4SY
)le* FaCGnN. KY. Hk_]h opnq_pqna kb n]j`ki mq]`n]jcqh]pekjo. Ta3UaCNj. Lj@-T`gz9Slkz:Y
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Analytic low-dimensional dynamics:
From dimension one to two
Mikhail Lyubich

Abstract. Let f : M → M be an analytic (real or complex) self-map of a manifold, and let f n
stand for its n-fold iterate. The theory of Analytic Dynamical Systems with discrete time is concerned
with understanding the asymptotic behavior of orbits (f n x). The main goal, as it was articulated in
the second half of 20th century, is to describe, in probabilistic terms, the asymptotic distribution of
typical orbits for typical systems. This goal is now achieved for unimodal one-dimensional maps, a
great progress has been made in complex one-dimensional case, and a transition to the dissipative twodimensional situation, real and complex, is underway. Renormalization ideas played a crucial role in
this story. We will describe all these developments in their interplay.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). 37Exx (paricularly, 05, 20, 30) and 37Fxx (particularly,
10, 15, 25, 30, 45).
Keywords. Hyperbolicity, structural stability, attractor, renormalization, homoclinic tangency, Julia
set, Henon map, a priori bounds

1. Historical and conceptual background
1.1. Homoclinic intersections: ﬁrst glimpse into chaos. In his fundamental memoirs on
Celestial Mechanics, Poincaré came across a dynamical situation later called a homoclinic
intersection, i.e., the intersection between the stable and unstable manifolds of a saddle periodic point. Attempts to comprehend it made him desperate: “One is struck by complexity
of this ﬁgure that I am not even attempting to draw. Nothing can give us a better idea of the
complexity of the three body problem and of all the problems of dynamics in general”.
1.2. Hyperbolicity, structural stability, and combinatorial models. In the 1960s Smale
came up with a simple model, the horseshoe, that captures some complexity caused by transverse homoclinic intersections. This led to an idea of hyperbolicity, one of the central concepts of contemporary dynamics. Roughly speaking, it means that over a recurrent part of the
phase space there exist two transverse invariant foliations, stable and unstable, which are (respectively) uniformly exponentially contracted and expanded by the dynamics. This implies
that all recurrent trajectories are exponentially unstable, either in forward or in backward
time. Remarkably, as Anosov demonstrated in 1967, hyperbolic systems are structurally
stable,1 i.e., all their complexity is qualitatively preserved under perturbations.
Also, an eﬃcient combinatorial way of describing chaos2 was developed. If we have
a tiling of the phase space by k sets Yi , then we can encode the orbits by sequences in k
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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symbols, turning the dynamics into the shift on some space of sequences. This produces a
combinatorial model for the dynamics.
How good this model is depends on the quality of the sets, the character of their intersections, and the character of intersections f −1 (Yi ) ∩ Yj . A particularly nice situation is
when the coding is Markov, i.e., the space of sequences is fully determined by admissible
transitions i  j. It turns out that hyperbolic systems admit a nice Markov model that
captures many essential features of the topological dynamics (Adler & Weiss, Sinai, around
1970). For instance, one important consequence is that periodic orbits are equidistributed
with respect to a canonical measure called the measure of maximal entropy (Bowen, 1971).
For an introduction to the Hyperbolicity Theory, see e.g., Bowen’s classical Lecture
Notes [27].
1.3. Newhouse phenomenon and Homoclinic tangencies. On the other hand, it was soon
discovered that hyperbolic systems are quite scarce, and in particular, not dense in the space
of dynamical systems on a given manifold (except for the one-dimensional case, as we will
see below). A most impressive manifestation of it was the discovery of the Newhouse phenomenon (1979) exhibiting inﬁnitely many co-existing attracting cycles for a set of parameters that densely ﬁll some domain in the parameter space. It revived the feeling that the
world of dynamical systems is too complex to be understood in any comprehensive way.
The Newhouse phenomenon is intimately related to appearance of homoclinic intersections (again!) but this time non-transverse, see the book by Palis and Takens [98]. A quarter
of a century later, Palis suggested that in dimension two lack of hyperbolicity is always
related to this phenomenon:3
Palis Conjecture ([97]). For a real two-dimensional surface M , hyperbolic maps together
with maps with homoclinic tangencies form a dense subset of Diﬀ ω (M ).
In §5 we will describe a recent advance in the complex analytic version of the Palis
Conjecture.
1.4. Probabilistic viewpoint. The above developments suggest that when dealing with
chaotic dynamical systems (depending on some parameters), there is little chance to describe, even qualitatively, all trajectories of every single system in the class. Instead, one can
try to look for typical phenomena within the class.
This immediately raises a question: What should be considered “typical”? Since the beginning of the 20th century there has existed two competing approaches to this issue, from
the measure-theoretic (or rather, probabilistic) viewpoint and from the topological (Baire category) viewpoint. In his address to the ICM in Amsterdam in 1954, Kolmogorov compared
these two viewpoints:
“Approach from the categorical side is interesting more like a tool of proving existence
results..., while an approach from measure-theoretic side seems to be physically reasonable
and natural... but faces the absence of a natural measure in functional spaces”. This viewpoint is generally accepted in our days. Though Dynamical Systems Theory is a highly
non-homogeneous ﬁeld with many diﬀerent ﬂavors, there seems to be a general agreement
on what is its main goal: To study asymptotic behavior of almost all orbits for almost any
1This notion, under the name of robustness goes back to Andronov and Pontryagin (1937).
2with the idea going back to Hadamard (1897) and Morse (1921)
3This is the real analytic version of the conjecture that was originally concerned with C r -diﬀeomorphisms.
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parameter value in a representative ﬁnite parameter family of dynamical systems.
Of course, this formulation raises several questions: 1) in what terms the asymptotic
behavior of orbits can be described? 2) “almost all” with respect to which measure? 3) what
dynamical systems are “representative”?
1.5. Physical and SRB measures. Kolmogorov’s ideas were intensely developed in the
1970s, by means of Ergodic Theory, particularly by the Moscow School led by Arnold and
Sinai. The Birkhoﬀ Ergodic Theorem asserts that in the presence of an invariant ergodic
measure4 μ, almost all orbits are equidistributed with respect to μ, i.e., for μ-a.e. x,
n−1
1
δf k x → μ
n

as

n → ∞,

(1.1)

k=0

where δy is the delta-measure supported at the point y. (When (1.1) happens, one also says
that μ governs the behavior of the orbit of x.
The drawback of this fundamental result is that the measure μ can be singular with
respect to the Lebesgue measure on our manifold M (so μ-typical points form quite a thin
set), while there may not be invariant measures in the Lebesgue measure class. This issue can
be addressed by introducing the following notion: an invariant measure μ is called physical
if the set of points whose orbits are governed by μ has positive Lebesgue measure.
At the same time, a good thought was given to the problem of relaxing the notion of
hyperbolicity so that it could be more representative. In the late 1970s Oseledets and Pesin
developed a very general Hyperbolicity Theory for an invariant measure μ. Roughly speaking, this means the existence of transverse stable and unstable manifolds for μ-typical points,
which are exponentially contracted and expanded by the dynamics but perhaps in a nonuniform way. In particular, it yields positivity of the leading Lyapunov exponent,5
χ(μ) = lim

n→∞

1
log Df n (x) > 0,
n

(1.2)

and hence exponential instability, for μ-almost all orbits.
We can now introduce a very important class of physical measures: a non-uniformly
measure which is not supported on a cycle and whose conditional measures on the unstable
foliation are absolutely continuous with respect to the leafwise Lebesgue measure is called
an SRB measure (after Sinai, Ruelle and Bowen). Though the absolute continuity property
sounds quite technical, it gives a deep insight into the geometric nature of an SRB measure.
We refer the reader to [25] for the background in Non-Uniformly Hyperbolic Dynamics.
1.6. Attractors. The notion of a “strange” attractor played an inspiring role in the 197080s. Any invariant set with somewhat complicated topology that attracts “many” points was
regarded to be a strange attractor. Examples included the Smale solenoid, Lorenz, Hénon,
and Feigenbaum attractors (see below). The notion itself was coined by Ruelle and Takens
who proposed it as a mathematical foundation for the turbulence phenomenon.
However, mathematically the situation deteriorated fast because of the lack of agreement
what exactly this notion means. Eventually, this issue was rigorously addressed from the
4All measures are assumed to be probabilistic. Ergodicity means that the phase space cannot be decomposed
into two disjoint invariant subsets of positive measure.
5In the ergodic case, this limit exists a.e., and is independent of x.
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measure-theoretic point of view by Milnor (1985) and Palis (1995). Let us give a deﬁnition
that stems from that discussion.
A compact invariant set A is called a physical attractor if it supports a physical measure
μ (so that supp μ = A). If additionally, μ is an SRB measure then A is called an SRB
attractor. (We will also say that a physical attractor is global if it governs the behavior of
almost all orbits of M .)
For hyperbolic systems, there exist ﬁnitely many attracting cycles and SRB attractors
that govern the behavior of Lebesgue almost all orbits (Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen, see [27]). In
general, both Milnor and Palis emphasized the problem of ﬁniteness of the number of attractors. Moreover, Palis conjectured that systems with this property are dense in the space of all
dynamical systems. Stemming from it, as well as from developments in the one-dimensional
case, the following conjecture has been gradually shaped, particularly in the low-dimensional
setting:
Fundamental Conjecture. For a typical analytic dynamical system, there exist ﬁnitely many
attracting cycles and SRB attractors that govern the behavior of Lebesgue almost all orbits.
Here a “typical system” is understood in Kolmogorov’s sense as Lebesgue almost any
system in a generic ﬁnite parameter family of systems. Of course, the quality of this notion
depends on the exact meaning of “generic”. We will return to this issue later on.
The author believes that the Fundamental Conjecture is indeed the central problem in
the contemporary Dynamical Systems Theory. The main theme of this article is to describe
recent advances in this direction for low-dimensional systems, one-dimensional endomorphisms and two-dimensional automorphisms.
1.7. Low-Dimensional phenomenon. One of the most stimulating events in the 20th century Dynamics was the discovery of the Lorenz attractor (1963). It appeared in an innocently
looking system of three ordinary diﬀerential equations approximating equations of gas dynamics. Computer experiments showed that for some parameter values the trajectories of
this system converge to an attractor with an intricate structure. It demonstrated that you do
not need to go to high-dimensional phase spaces in order to encounter chaos.
The next step was made by Hénon (1976) who considered a very simple discrete twodimensional model
(1.3)
(x, y) → (x2 + c − by, x), (x, y) ∈ R2 ,
for which computer experiments again showed that for some parameter values the orbits of
this system converge to a strange attractor.
Notice that b is equal to the Jacobian det Df of f . If we let b → 0, the Hénon family
will degenerate to the one-dimensional quadratic family fc : x → x2 + c. These reductions
suggested that the quadratic family can also exhibit some interesting chaotic features. At
the same time R. May (1976) considered the quadratic family as a model for population
dynamics, and this work ignited a great interest in this family. Probably nobody at that time
could foresee how deep, beautiful and important the one-dimensional theory would grow.
This story will be described in in §3.
1.8. Complex One-dimensional dynamics. Complex dynamics is concerned with iterates
of holomorphic maps on complex manifolds. In dimension one, the most interesting case
is that of rational endomorphisms of the Riemann sphere. This beautiful and deep theory
was founded in the beginning of the 20th century by Fatou and Julia. However, it was almost
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forgotten until the early 1980s when a fresh interest was sparked by fascinating computer images and by the realization of an intimate relation of the ﬁeld to Teichmüller theory and Quasiconformal Analysis, Hyperbolic Geometry, Ergodic Theory, and Real One-Dimensional
Dynamics. Computer images of the Mandelbrot set and discovery of Sullivan’s Dictionary
between the dynamics of rational maps and Kleinian groups were particular inspiring.
By the mid 1990s, complex one-dimensional dynamics proved to be a most powerful tool
for crucial problems of real dynamics, fully conﬁrming the classical Painlevé-Hadamard
Principle that “Between two truths of the real domain, the easiest and shortest path quite
often passes through the complex domain”. An interplay between real and complex worlds
is one of the main themes of this article.
1.9. Renormalization. Renormalization is a higher structure in some “Universality class”
S of dynamical systems that controls small scale geometries of individual systems f ∈ S
and bifurcations in families (ft ). In the best scenario, it implies the universality of these
small scale geometries.
Let us describe an idea in a very general way. Let f : M → M be a system of our class
S. Take some subspace N ⊂ M and consider the ﬁrst return map g to N . It can happen
that after performing some change of variable (“rescaling”), we obtain a system of the same
class. Then we say that f is renormalizable and that g (up to that change of variable) is its
renormalization, g = Rf . Thus, we obtain a (partially deﬁned) renormalization operator R
in S.
If in turn, Rf is renormalizable, then f is twice renormalizable, with a well deﬁned
2
R f , etc. In this way, we come up with a notion of n times renormalizable maps, including
n = ∞. This provides us with a dynamical system R acting on S whose behavior can be
translated to the small scale properties of systems f ∈ S.
A crucial desirable quality of the renormalization is usually referred to as a priori bounds.
This is a certain geometric control of the renormalized maps Rn f which is equivalent to precompactness of the orbits {Rn f }∞
n=0 . This means that the small scale geometry of f does
not degenerate.
Even better, it may happen that the renormalization orbits {Rn f } converge to a unique
ﬁxed point f∗ . Then the small scale geometry of all inﬁnitely renormalizable maps is universal, controlled by the geometry of f∗ .
And the best possible scenario occurs when f∗ is a hyperbolic ﬁxed point of R with
ﬁnite dimensional unstable manifold W u (f∗ ). Then this manifold represents a universal
bifurcation scenario in ﬁnite-parameter families (ft ) ⊂ S.
At ﬁrst glance, it is unconceivable that such a wonderful picture can ever occur in real
life. However, we will see that in dimension one, both real and complex, it actually does,
exceeding all expectations in its beautiful completeness. It dimension two, the situation
becomes more complicated but still, some key features of the picture survive.
The Renormalization phenomenon is in the very heart of almost all other matters that
will be discussed in this article.
1.10. Note on related themes. Much of the theory discussed below can be extended to
the C r -category with r suﬃciently big (usually, r ≥ 2 or 3 is suﬃcient). As a straightforward example, density of hyperbolicity in the smooth one-dimensional category follows
immediately from the analytic result. On the other hand, it is more diﬃcult to generalize
the Renormalization Theory and the Regular or Stochastic Dichotomy (see §3.7), though a
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number of important steps have been made in this direction.
Let us also mention that in the C 1 -case, the story is completely diﬀerent. It is becoming
quite apparent that the C r -category with r suﬃciently big is a natural extension of the C ω rather than C 1 -category.
In this article, as the title suggests, we will set smooth category aside, and will always
assume, unless otherwise is explicitly stated, that the maps under consideration are analytic.
Nor will we touch upon the very important world of Conservative Dynamics. It exhibits
completely new phenomena (KAM Theory) and is based upon diﬀerent techniques which are
farther away from the one-dimensional world (as one should transit from Jacobian 0 all the
way to Jacobian 1).
In fact, a natural transition from our discussion to the conservative dynamics would go
through Circle Dynamics, but this important theme will be set aside as well.
Yet another classical theme which is quite popular these days but is completely omitted
in our discussion is Transcendental Dynamics, e.g., the dynamics of z → ez in the complex
plane.

2. Complex One-dimensional dynamics
This is one of the ﬁelds where the conjecture on density of hyperbolic maps stands the
chance, and in fact, in this situation, it goes back to Fatou. A good advance in this direction
was made in the early 1980s. It was also discovered that in the quadratic case, Fatou’s
Conjecture would follow from the MLC Conjecture on local connectivity of the Mandelbrot
set. In turn, the latter turned out to be intimately related to the Complex Renormalization
Theory. These are the main themes of this chapter.
2.1. Julia, Fatou and Mandelbrot sets. In this section, f : C → C will stand for a polynomial of degree d ≥ 2. The basin of inﬁnity U (f ), the ﬁlled Julia set K(f ) and the Julia
set J(f ) are deﬁned as follows:
U (f ) = {z ∈ C : f n z → ∞ as n → +∞},
K(f ) = C \ U (f ),

J(f ) = ∂U (f ) = ∂K(f ).

The Fatou set6 is deﬁned as the complement of the Julia set:
F (f ) = C \ J(f ) = U (f ) ∪ int K(f ).
The postcritical set Of is the closure of union of the orbits of the critical points. Its
structure largely determines the global dynamics of f . For instance, a classical theorem
asserts that the Julia set J(f ) is connected if and only if none of the critical points escapes to
∞. In the quadratic case fc : z → z 2 + c, the set of parameters c for which fc is connected
is called the Mandelbrot set.7
2.2. Periodic points and the measure of maximal entropy. Let us consider a periodic
point α of period p, i.e., f p α = α (and assume p is the smallest positive moment with this
6The Fatou and Julia sets can also be deﬁned for general rational endomorphisms f : Ĉ → Ĉ of the Riemann
sphere, but ∞ would not play a special role in these deﬁnitions.
7Probably, the ﬁrst image of this set, albeit rough, was produced by Brooks and Matelski in 1978.
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Figure 2.1. Mandelbrot set. It encodes in one picture all beauty and subtlety of the complex quadratic
family.

property). Its multiplier λ is deﬁned as (f p ) (α), and α is called attracting (sink), repelling
or neutral according to |λ| < 1, |λ| > 1, or λ = e2πiθ , where θ ∈ R/Z is called the rotation
number of α. In the latter case, if θ is rational then α is called parabolic. In the irrational
case, α is called Siegel if f is linearizable near α, and is called Cremer othersies.
Attracting points lie in the Fatou set, while repelling and parabolic lie in the Julia set.
Moreover, by a classical Fatou-Julia Theorem, repelling points are dense in J(f ). In fact,
they are equidistributed with respect to a canonical invariant measure:
Theorem 2.1 ([31, 72]). Periodic points (and repelling periodic, too) are equidistributed
with respect to the harmonic measure on J(f ) which coincides with the unique measure of
maximal entropy (whose entropy is equal to log d).
This result gives a good sense of the chaotic nature of the dynamics on the Julia set.
2.3. Dynamics on the Fatou set. For each attracting cycle α = {f n α}p−1
n=0 , there is an
open set of points containing α, whose orbits converge to α. It is called the attracting basin,
D(α). By a Fatou-Julia Theorem, each attracting basin contains at least one critical point,
and hence, the total number of attracting cycles in C is bounded by d − 1.
Similarly, for each parabolic cycle α, there is an open set of points containing α on its
boundary, whose orbits converge to α. It is called the parabolic basin, D(α).
There is one more type of dynamics on the Fatou set: there may exist periodic components of int K(f ) on which the dynamics is conformally conjugate to an irrational rotation
of the disk D. Such components are called Siegel disks.
By the classical work of Fatou, Julia and Siegel, any periodic component of the Fatou
set belongs to one of the above three types (and there are only ﬁnitely many periodic components). In the early 1980s, Sullivan [104] proved a celebrated result that any component
of the Fatou set is eventually periodic, thus completing a description of the dynamics on the
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Fatou set:
Theorem 2.2. The Fatou set of a polynomial f : C → C (of degree d ≥ 1) is the union of
ﬁnitely many attracting basins, parabolic basins, and Siegel basins.
Remark 2.1. For rational endomorphisms of the Riemann sphere, one more type of periodic
components can appear, Herman rings, on which the dynamics is conformally conjugate
to an irrational rotation of an annulus. Together, Siegel disk and Herman rings are called
rotation domains.
2.4. Hyperbolic maps. A polynomial map f : C → C is called hyperbolic if it is uniformly
expanding on the Julia set. It happens if and only if all critical points converge to attracting
cycles. Moreover, in this case all points in the Fatou set converge to attracting cycles, while
the Julia set has zero area. At the same time, on the Julia set there is a good Markov model
for the dynamics. So, hyperbolic maps form a very well understood class of maps.
Note that a quadratic polynomial is hyperbolic if and only if it has an attracting cycle.
2.5. Combinatorial model. In fact, there is a general way of encoding points of any connected Julia set J(f ). Namely, in this case, the basin of inﬁnity U (f ) can be uniformized
by the the complement of the unit disk, C \ D̄, conjugating f to z → z 2 . The latter map has
two invariant foliations, by round circles centered at 0 and by orthogonal straight rays. The
corresponding foliations on U (f ) are f -invariant and their leaves are called equipotentials
and external rays for f . Moreover, the equipotentials are naturally labeled by their external
angles.
It is not diﬃcult to show that any rational ray lands at some periodic or pre-periodic
points on J(f ). This generates an equivalence relation on Q/Z, namely θ ∼ θ if the
corresponding rays land at the same point. Taking the quotient of T ≈ R/Z by the closure
of this relation, we obtain a combinatorial model for J(f ). There is a natural dynamics on
the model, induced by the doubling map θ → 2 θ mod 1.
Two polynomials with connected Julia set are called combinatorially equivalent if they
have the same model.
It turns out that the actual Julia set can be equivariantly projected onto its model. Moreover, the classical Carathéodory Theorem implies that this projection is a homeomorphism
if and only if the Julia set is locally connected.
Remarkably, the above equivalence relation can be explicitly described (see Douady [41]
and Thurston [111]), providing us with an explicit topological model for locally connected
Julia sets!
2.6. Holomorphic motions. Let Λ be a complex manifold, and let Xλ , λ ∈ Λ, be a family
of subsets of C. We say that Xλ moves under a holomorphic motion if there is a family G of
disjoint graphs of holomorphic functions φ : Λ → C such that Xλ = {φ(λ) : φ ∈ G}. Then,
given a base point λ0 ∈ Λ, we obtain a family of injections hλ : Xλ0 → Xλ holomorphically
depending on λ.
Holomorphic motions of subsets of C possess remarkable properties that are usually
summarized under the name of λ-lemma:
λ-lemma. A holomorphic motion of any subset Xλ ⊂ C extends to a holomorphic motion
of the whole plane C. Moreover, the maps hλ : C → C of this motion are automatically
quasiconformal homeomorphisms.
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Remark 2.2. Continuous extension to the closure X̄λ was observed in [73, 86], extension
to the whole plane was constructed in [22, 103, 107], quasiconformality appeared in [86].
If we have a holomorphic family of polynomial maps fλ : C → C then a holomorphic
motion G is called equivariant if it is invariant under the ﬁbered map Λ × C → Λ × C,
(λ, z) → (λ, fλ (z)). Equivalently, the maps hλ conjugate fλ0 | Xλ0 to fλ | Xλ .
2.7. J -stability. A map fλ0 in a holomorphic family (fλ )λ∈Λ is called J-stable if all
nearby maps fλ restricted to their Julia sets Jλ are topologically conjugate to fλ0 | Jλ0 .
Theorem 2.3 ([73, 86]). For any holomorphic family (fλ )λ∈Λ of polynomials fλ : C →
C, the set of J-stable parameters is open and dense in Λ. Moreover, the Julia set moves
holomorphically over the stability region.
The stability set S can be identiﬁed as the set of parameters λ such that there is a neighborhood Λ ⊂ Λ of λ over which all repelling periodic points can be followed holomorphically, without bifurcations. By the λ-lemma, this holomorphic motion can be extended to
the Julia set, implying J-stability.
The complement of S, called the bifurcation locus B, coincides with the closure of
parabolic parameters.8 Since parabolic points can be perturbed to attracting ones, the nowhere density of B easily follows from the classical Fatou-Julia bounds on the number of
attracting cycles.
In case of the quadratic family fc : z → z 2 + c, c ∈ C, the bifurcation locus coincides
with the boundary of the Mandelbrot set M . The stability region comprises C \ M and
components of int M . Conjecturally, all of these components are hyperbolic, i.e., the maps
inside have an attracting cycle. This is a central open problem in the ﬁeld which is often
referred to as the Fatou Conjecture.
2.8. MLC Conjecture . In the early 1980s, Douady and Hubbard undertook a deep analysis of the structure of the Mandelbrot set that appeared in celebrated Orsay Notes [42]. It
led to an explicit topological model for the Mandelbrot set as long as the latter is locally
connected (similarly to what was described above for Julia sets). This prompted the most
famous Conjecture in Holomorphic Dynamics abbreviated as the MLC (“Mandelbrot is Locally Connected”). It was also shown in [42] that the MLC would imply the Fatou Conjecture
mentioned above.
The MLC Conjecture can be also formulated as the Combinatorial Rigidity Conjecture
asserting that two non-hyperbolic combinatorially equivalent quadratic polynomials fc and
fc̃ are the same. In turn, this can be reduced to the assertion that combinatorially equivalent
quadratic polynomials are quasiconformally conjugate.
These rigidity properties sound in spirit very similar to the Mostow Rigidity in hyperbolic
geometry. And indeed, there is an intimate connection between the two phenomena.
2.9. Complex renormalization. One of the prominent features of the Mandelbrot set readily observable on its computer images is that it contains all over the place little copies of itself
that look exactly like the whole set (except that the little copy may miss the cusp at its root
point – such a copy is called satellite; otherwise it is called primitive). To explain this phenomenon, Douady and Hubbard introduced a notion of complex renormalization acting in
8We assume for simplicity that in our family there are no persistently parabolic periodic points.
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the space of quadratic-like maps.
A quadratic-like map is a degree two holomorphic branched covering f : U → V
between two conformal disks U V ⊂ C. The set of non-escaping points,
K(f ) = {z : f n (z) ∈ U, n = 0, 1, . . . }
is called the ﬁlled Julia set of f . The Julia set of f is the boundary of the ﬁlled Julia set,
J(f ) = ∂K(f ).
Roughly speaking, a quadratic-like map is renormalizable if there is a topological disk
U  # c0 and a period p > 1 such that the map f p : U  → f p (U  ) is quadratic-like with
connected “little” Julia set J  . It comes together with its combinatorics: the way the little
Julia sets Jk := f k (J  ), k = 0, . . . , p − 1, are located in the big one. The main theorem
of [43] asserts that the parameters c for which the quadratic map fc is renormalizable with
a given combinatorics form a topological copy of the Mandelbrot set M . Moreover, this
Mandelbrot copy is primitive if and only if the little Julia sets Jk are pairwise disjoint. In
this case, the renormalization type is also called primitive.
We can now naturally deﬁne maps which are several times renormalizable, including
inﬁnitely renormalizable maps. For such a map, there is a sequence of periods pn → ∞,
such that pn+1 is divisible by pn , and a nested sequence of little Julia sets J n corresponding
to quadratic-like renormalizations f pn : U n → V n .
Let us call the invariant set
Af =

∞ p*
n−1
2

f k (J n )

(2.1)

n=0 k=0

the postcritical core of f . It contains the postcritical set Of , and in the case when diam f k (J n )
→ 0 as n → ∞ (uniformly in k), Af = Of is a Cantor set. Moreover, in this case the dynamics
on Af is topologically conjugate to the adding machine (i.e., to a transitive9 translation on a
compact group), and in particular, it has a unique invariant measure μ, the canonical measure
on Af .
The ratios pn+1 /pn are called relative renormalization periods. If they are bounded,
then f is called inﬁnitely renormalizable of bounded type. If all the renormalizations have
the same combinatorics then f is called of stationary type.
2.10. Yoccoz puzzle. The ﬁrst breakthroughs in the MLC Conjecture came around 1990 in
the work by Yoccoz (see [56]) who proved10 that for any quadratic polynomial fc which is
not inﬁnitely renormalizable and does not have neutral cycles
•

The Julia set fc is locally connected (Dynamical part);

•

the Mandelbrot set is locally connected at c (Parameter part).

This result revealed deep connection between the MLC Conjecture and the Renormalization
Theory. Not less important than the result itself is the technique introduced in this work. It
provides us with a nest of dynamically deﬁned Markov tilings of Julia sets and the corresponding tilings of the Mandelbrot set that capture the combinatorics and geometry of the
sets in question. These tilings are called Yoccoz puzzles.
9We use “transitive” for “topologically transitive”, meaning the existence of a dense orbit.
10In the context of cubic polynomials with one escaping critical point, analogous results had been obtained by
Branner and Hubbard [28].
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Note that the renormalization idea leads, once again, to an eﬃcient way of exploring the
small scale geometry of the puzzles. A relevant renormalization scheme was designed in
[76, 77, 81] under the name of Generalized Renormalization.
Yoccoz’s geometric argument used is some serious way the degree two assumption. It
took quite long before new analytic machinery was developed in [61] to cover the general
unicritical case z → z d + c [2, 62]. Then it was extended further to the multicritical case in
[68].
2.11. Beau bounds. Let us say that an inﬁnitely renormalizable quadratic-like map f :
U → V has a priori bounds if there exists an  > 0 such that for any n ∈ N,
mod(V n \ U n ) ≥ ,

(2.2)

where U and V are the domains and ranges for the renormalizations R f : Un → Vn .
Given a family F of polynomial-like maps as above, we say that they have a priori beau
bounds if there exist an  > 0 such that for any map f : U → V in F there is an N
(depending only on a lower bound for mod(V \ U )) with the property that (2.2) hold for all
n ≥ N.
Due to developments of the 1990s, all key problems of the Renormalization Theory were
tightly linked to the existence of beau bounds.
Motivated by the work of Douady and Hubbard, this notion was introduced in the early
1990s by Dennis Sullivan who established beau bounds for any class I p of real inﬁnitely
renormalizable maps whose type is bounded by p (see [92]). For all inﬁnitely renormalizable
real maps, beau bounds were then proved in [70, 85] (compare §3.3 below).
In [77] beau bounds were also established for a certain class of complex maps, but then
there had been no further progress in the problem until a breakthrough by Jeremy Kahn [60]
who proved beau bounds for complex inﬁnitely renormalizable unicritical maps of bounded
primitive type. These two cases were then uniﬁed in a joint work by Kahn and the author
[63].
We moved on to prove beau bounds in one new and quite diﬀerent case when the little
Mandelbrot copies encoding the relative renormalization types go to the cusp [64].
All these results heavily rely upon new analytic tools, the Quasi-Additivity Law and the
Covering Lemma, developed in [61] (and already mentioned in §2.10) which allow one to
compare various geometric moduli on nearly degenerate bordered Riemann surfaces.
In all of the above complex (!) cases, the a priori bounds imply the MLC at the corresponding parameters.
Note in conclusion that the satellite renormalization is very diﬀerent from the primitive
one: in particular, a priori bounds generally fail for inﬁnitely satellite renormalizable maps.
A diﬀerent approach to the MLC in this case based upon the has been recently developed by
Levin [69] and Cheraghi & Shishikura (conference announcements, 2012–13). However, so
far it does not cover any maps with bounded combinatorics.
This is where the MLC Conjecture currently stands.
Looking beyond MLC, one can ask whether the boundary of the Mandelbrot set, ∂M ,
has zero area, and hence (given MLC), whether hyperbolic parameters c form a full measure
set11 in C? If to believe in the Fundamental Conjecture, this should be the case. Indeed, by
[7, 109], the set of at most ﬁnitely renormalizable parameteres in ∂M has zero area (albeit
n

n

n

11An analogous statement is known to be false in the space of rational maps, as the corresponding set of parameters has positive Lebesgue measure [102]
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Hausdorﬀ dimension two [108]). On the other hand, it is safe to conjecture that an inﬁnitely
renormalizable map cannnot have an SRB attractor. (It can have a physical attractor, though,
as we will see below.)
2.12. Area and Hausdorﬀ dimension.
2.12.1. Area (Lebesgue measure). The problem of the area of Julia sets goes back to Fatou
who observed that certain hyperbolic Cantor Julia sets have zero area. In fact, it is easy to
show that any hyperbolic Julia set has zero area. Going beyond hyperbolicity, it was proved
by the author that area J(f ) = 0 for parabolic and Misiurewicz maps. These facts follow
from the follwong general observation, which was one of the ﬁrst application of the Koebe
Distortion Principle to Dynamics:
Lemma 2.4 ([71]). Assume12 area J(f ) > 0. Then for almost all z ∈ J(f ), the limit set
ω(z) is contained in the postcritical set Of .
In particular, any physical invariant measure μ in J(f ) is supported in the postcritical set
Of .
Further examples of zero area Julia sets were of Yoccoz type considered in §2.10 [74,
109], of Collet-Eckmann type [51, 101], and of Siegel type with “suﬃciently Diophantine”
rotation numbers [99, 100].
However, by the mid 1990s a feeling strated to grow that there could exist Julia sets
of positive area. One kind of candidates for this role were Fibonacci maps (see [81]) of
suﬃciently high degree. To test it, a random walk computer experiment was run in 1993
by Scott Sutherland and the author. It indicated that this could be the case indeed, but this
problem remains open until now.
At about the same time, a totally diﬀerent program of constructing positive area Julia sets
was designed by Douady. The idea was to construct a sequence of Siegel quadratic maps
fn : z → e2πiθn z + z 2 with a deﬁnite area K(fn ) ≥ δ > 0 convering to a Cremer map f .
Then area K(f ) > 0 by semicontinuity, while for Cremer maps, we have K(f ) = J(f ).
In a remarkable development ten years later, this program was carried through by Buﬀ and
Cheritat [17].
Besides Cremer examples, the Douady-Buﬀ-Cheritat strategy produces examples of two
more types: some Siegel examples and some inﬁnitely renormalizable of highly unbounded
satellite type. Since these Julia sets are topologically quite wild (e.g., Cremer Julia sets are
never locally connected), there was a perception that positive area of a Julia set is related to
itstopological complexity. In the next section, we will see that this is not the case: there exist
topologicall tame Julia sets of positive area!
In conlusion, let us mention a parallel great story, but with a diﬀerent outcome. According to Sullivan’s Dictionary between rational maps and Kleinian groups, Juila sets correspond to limit sets Λ(Γ) of Kleinian groups Γ, i.e., ﬁnitely generated discrete groups of
Möbius transforamtions of Ĉ. It was conjectured by Ahlfors in the 1960s that any limit set
which is not the whole Ĉ has zero area. It took about 40 years to conﬁrm this conjecture,
through the work of Ahlfors himself, Thurston, Bonahon, Canary, Gabai & Calegary, and
Agol. At this point it might look like the Dictionary started to break down.
12For general rational maps, one should also assume that J(f ) = Ĉ.
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2.12.2. Hausdorﬀ dimension (HD). In the mid 1990s it was demonstrated by Bishop &
Jones that for a Kleinian group Γ with nowhere dense limit set Λ, we have HD(Λ) < 2 iﬀ Γ
is geometrically ﬁnite. In Sullivan’s Dictionary, geometric ﬁniteness naturally corresponds
to hyperbic and parabolic rational maps, so one could naively anticipate a similar criterion
for rational maps. However, here a less coherent the picture started to emerge. Many nonhyperbolic and non-parabolic rational maps mentioned above were shown to have the Julie
set J with HD(J) < 2 [51, 91, 101], while according to Shishikura’s celebrated result,
HD(J) = 2 for a generic Yoccoz quadratic map [108].
Also, a geometrically very interesting class of maps, Feigenbaum ones, was singled out,
that was well placed, due to McMullen [90], in Sullivan’s Dictionary. Based on this analogy,
it was strongly anticipated that Feigenbaum Julia set should have zero area but Hausdorﬀ
dimension two. The situation turned out to be more complicated, as we will see momentarily.
2.13. Geometry of Feigenbaum maps. A Feigenbaum polynomial is an inﬁnitely renormalizable quadratic polynomial with bounded combinatorics and a priori bounds.
2.13.1. Geometric Trichotomy. Let us roughly classify all the plane sets into three types:
Lean Case: HD(J) < 2;
Balanced Case: HD(J) = 2 but area J = 0;
Black Hole Case: area J > 0.
In [3] we demonstrated that there exist lean Julia Feigenbaum sets with stationary combinatorics. We also proved by an Interpolation argument that if the Black Hole case is
realizable then the Balanced Case is also realizable (albeit, not necessarily with stationary
combinatorics). Finally, recently we have constructed examples of Feigenbaum black holes
[5].
The idea is to consider a (non-linear) random walk on Z that tracks down transitions
from one renormalization level to another. If the probability of escaping to a shallower level
dominates (with a suﬃciently big constant) the probability of going down to a deeper level,
then typical orbits escape, and we are in the Lean case. If the probabilities are comparable
then typical orbits oscillate back and forth, and we are in the Balanced case. Finally, if the
probability of going down dominates the escaping probability, typical orbits go down to deep
renormalization levels being swallowed by a “Black Hole”.
We see that the lean and black whole examples are related to the asymmetry of the corresponding random walks. By contrast, Kleinian groups are balanced because they produce
reversible dynamics (consider the associated geodesic ﬂow or Brownian motion). So, Sullivan’s Dictionary does not break but rather Kleinian groups have a symmetry that makes
them special.
2.13.2. New features. While the Douady-Buﬀ-Cheritat strategy is based upon a Liouvillian
mechanism our Black Holes are of Diophantine type, and as such have very diﬀerent virtues.
Here are a few new features of our examples:
Tameness: They are locally connected, and hence admit a precise topological model.
Parameter Visibility: The corresponding set of parameters c has positive Hausdorﬀ dimension (in fact, it is at least 1/2). [By contrast, it is known that Cremer parameters form a set
of zero Hausdorﬀ dimension, and it is unknown what is the dimension of all Buﬀ-Cheritat
parameters.]
Primitive vs satellite: Our maps are primitively renormalizable: this is kind of renormaliza-
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Figure 2.2. Black hole. It shows the renormalization domain for a quadratic polynomial that clearly
swallows most of the nearby matter: only the light rays can escape this fate.

tion for which “wild phenomena” were less anticipated.
Measurable Dynamics on the Julia set has a clear nature: it is ergodic, and almost all orbits
converge to the physical Cantor attractor Af (2.1). On the other hand, the dynamics on
the Julia set J(f ) is transitive, so in the sense of Baire category, typical orbits are dense in
J(f ). Such an attractor is called wild (compare with Remark 3.5 below). [Note that in the
Buﬀ-Cheritat examples of Cremer type, the “physical” measure is supported on the Cremer
ﬁxed point, which is not a physical attractor [1].]
Spectral gap: The hyperbolic dimension of J(f ) (i.e., the supremum of Hausdorﬀ dimensions over all hyperbolic subsets) is strictly less than the full Hausdorﬀ dimension: HDhyp (J)
< 2 = HD(J). This is the ﬁrst known example exhibiting this property.
Computer images: It is not so hard to localize Black Hole parameters c of the type we
construct, and to produce pictures of the corresponding Julia sets, see Figure 2.2. [On the
other hand, so far nobody has seen a picture of a Cremer Julia set.]
Let us emphasize that both Buﬀ-Cheritat’s and our constructions are based upon several renormalization theories, especially, the Siegel Renormalization Theory (see [91, 114])
and the Parabolic Renormalization Theory, with a remarkable recent advance by Inou and
Shishikura [57].
Let us ﬁnish with a couple of open problems. Can maps of the following types have
positive area Julia sets? 1) real (inﬁnitely renormalizable) quadratic polynomials?13; 2) nonrenormalizable unicritical polynomials of higher degree (e.g., Fibonacci maps)? Can Cremer
quadratic polynomials have zero area Julia set?
13Computer experiments indicate that the doubling Feigenbaum maps has the Julia set of zero area
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3. Real one-dimensional dynamics
The main themes of this chapter will be Density of Hyperbolicity, the Universality phenomenon, and the Regular or Stochastic Dichotomy for unimodal maps (which is the ﬁrst
occasion when the Fundamental Conjecture is conﬁrmed).
3.1. Setting. Let I be a closed interval. An analytic map f : I → I is called unimodal if it
has one critical point, this point belongs to int I, and is an extremum. The main example is
given by the real quadratic family (also called the logistic family)
fc : [−βc , βc ] → [−βc , βc ],

fc : x → x2 + c,

c ∈ [−2, 1/4],

(3.1)

where βc > 0 is the positive ﬁxed point of fc .
Much of the one-dimensional story discussed below developes as follows. First, the
quadratic family is studied using its global holomorphic extension and the full power of
Complex Dynamics. Then, using universal properties of this family and renormalization
ideas, the theory is transferred to the real analytic case with quadratic critical point. Most of
these developments happened in the last decade of the 20th century.
The quadratic case has some special geometric features (alluded already in §2.10) that
made an extension to the higher degree case problematic. However, in the ﬁrst decade of this
century the unicritical case x → xd + c of an arbitrary even degree was fully studied as well
(with the real analytic case followed up).
Some important results were carried all the way to the general multimodal case, but this
theory is not complete yet.
3.2. Kneading theory. The Milnor-Thurston Kneading Theory14 provides us with a combinatorial classiﬁcation of the one-dimensional dynamical systems f : I → I. The combinatorial model for f is obtained by coding the orbits by means of the tiling of I into
the monotonicity intervals. It turns out that the model is fully determined by the symbolic
sequences of the critical values that form the kneading invariant κ(f ) of f . Milnor and
Thurston described all admissible kneading invariants providing us with a full combinatorial
classiﬁcation of the one-dimensional dynamical systems in question.
An important special case of the theory covers the dynamics of unimodal maps. A remarkable conclusion of the Kneading Theory is that the real quadratic family fc : x →
x2 + c, c ∈ [−2, 1/4], is full in the space of unimodal maps, in the sense that any unimodal
map is combinatorially equivalent to some fc . This put polynomials into a special position
in the dynamical world.
A beautiful problem was raised in a preliminary version of [94]: Does the kneading invariant κ(fc ) depend monotonically on c (with respect to a natural “twisted lexicographic
order” on the space of kneading sequences)? The problem was resolved aﬃrmatively in the
ﬁnal version of the paper. The proof is based on ideas of Holomorphic Dynamics, more precisely, on Thurston’s Rigidity Theorem (see [44]) asserting that a superattracting parameter
c ∈ [−2, 1/4] (i.e., such that the critical point is periodic) is determined by its kneading invariant (which is ﬁnite in this case). It was the ﬁrst deep application of ideas of Holomorphic
Dynamics to Real Dynamics.
14 A preliminary version of the Kneading Theory had been developed by Metropolis, Stein & Stein (1973).
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3.3. Density of hyperbolicity. A more general Rigidity Conjecture that naturally emerged
from the above theory is that every inﬁnite kneading invariant is also realized by a single
quadratic map fc , c ∈ [−2, 1/4]. (Note that ﬁnite kneading sequences correspond to hyperbolic maps that ﬁll intervals of parameters.) This conjecture was quickly recognized as
equivalent to the Real Fatou Conjecture on density of hyperbolic maps in the real quadratic
family. It was proved in the mid 1990s [50, 77]. Methods of Holomorphic Dynamics play a
crucial role in the proof, and until now no purely real argument has been found.
Alike the complex MLC Conjecture, the real Fatou Conjecture follows from the Rigidity
assertion that any two real quadratic maps with the same kneading invariant are quasisymmetrically conjugate. This result is based upon complex a priori bounds for real inﬁnitely
renormalizable maps [70, 85] (which is the main point that needs reality of the maps) and
certain geometric bounds for the Yoccoz puzzle. The latter bounds used in the original argument were special for the quadratic case. It took 10 years before these methods were
suﬃciently improved, by Kozlovski, Shen and van Strien (2007), to cover the higher degree
case:
Theorem 3.1 ([66]). Hyperbolic maps are dense in the space of real polynomials of any
degree with real critical points.
Carrying the quadratic Fatou Conjecture further, Kozlovski proved that Hyperbolicity is
dense in the space of real analytic unimodal maps ([65], 1998). The idea was to renormalize an analytic map with quadratic critical point to a quadratic-like map (in a ordinary or
generalized sense), which allows one to apply the previous machinery. The general real analytic multimodal case was handled in 2007 [67], thus wrapping up the story on density of
hyperbolicity in real dimension one.
However, as we will see momentarily, the complementary set of non-hyperbolic maps
cannot be disregarded. . .
3.4. Abundance of stochastic maps. Let us say that a smooth map f : M → M is stochastic if it has a unique global SRB attractor. In the case of a unimodal map f : I → I, such an
attractor has a simple description: it is the cycle of a periodic interval,
A=

p−1
*

f n (J),

n=0

and μ is an absolutely continuous invariant measure15 with supp μ = A. Moreover, this
measure is non-uniformly hyperbolic (i.e., it has the positive Lyapunov exponent (1.2)). It
provides us with an excellent picture of the dynamics from the probabilistic point of view.
(See [24, 87] for a discussion of the measure-theoretic structure of unimodal maps.)
Around 1980 Jakobson proved that the set of stochastic parameters c ∈ [−2, 1/4] in the
real quadratic family has positive Lebesgue measure [58].
An important suﬃcient condition for stochasticity was then proposed by Collet and Eckmann: there exist λ > 1 and q > 0 such that
|Df n (f (0))| ≥ qλn ,

n ∈ N,

i.e., f is exponentially expanding along the critical orbit. Benedicks and Carleson [17] went
15Note, however, that the density of this measure is usually highly singular.
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on to prove that the set of Collet-Eckmann parameters c ∈ [−2, 1/4] has positive Lebesgue
measure.
Collet-Eckmann maps exhibit non-uniform hyperbolicity that comes as close as one can
get to the uniform one.
3.5. Universality phenomenon. A remarkable discovery was made in the mid 1970s by
Feigenbaum and independently by Coullet and Tresser: some dynamical and parameter objects (within a certain class) have a universal geometry, independent of speciﬁc maps and
families under consideration. As it had been already known (Myrberg, 1962) the quadratic
family begins (as c decreases from 1/4) with the cascade of doubling bifurcations cn : at
this moment the attracting periodic cycle of period 2n bifurcates into the attracting cycle of
period 2n+1 . Moreover, cn → c∞ , where fc∞ is an inﬁnitely renormalizable map with all
relative periods 2. Feigenbaum observed that the parameters cn converge to c∞ at exponential rate,
cn − c∞ ∼ qλ−n , λ > 1,
with the scaling factor λ independent of the particular family under consideration, as long
as it “looks like the quadratic family” (for instance, one can consider a sin πx). Coullet and
Tresser observed that the small-scale geometry of the postcritical core Ac∞ (2.1) is also
universal. (Notice that for an inﬁnitely renormalizable unimodal map, the postcritical core
is a Cantor set. Moreover, it is a physical (but not SRB) attractor called the Feigenbaum
attractor.)
To explain these surprising phenomena, the authors laid down a real one-dimensional
dynamical Renormalization Theory, which was later complexiﬁed to the theory discussed in
§2.9. The real deﬁnition is even simpler: A unimodal map f is called renormalizable if it
has a periodic interval J # 0 of period p > 1. Then the renormalization Rf of f is deﬁned
as the ﬁrst return map f p : J → J considered up to rescaling. The combinatorics of the
renormalization is the order of the intervals f n (J), n = 0, 1, . . . , p − 1, on the real line.
Then we can proceed with the deﬁnition of the real renormalization operator R as in
the complex setting of §2.9. The Feigenbaum-Coullet-Tresser Renormalization Conjecture
asserted that for any given combinatorics, the renormalization operator has a unique ﬁxed
point f∗ (i.e., it satisﬁes the Cvitanović-Feigenbaum functional equation Rf∗ = f∗ ), and R
is hyperbolic at this ﬁxed point with unstable direction of dimension one.
This conjecture would imply the above universalities: the universal scaling in the parameter plane would be controlled by the unstable eigenvalue of DR(f∗ ), while the universal
geometry of the Feigenbaum attractor Af for all inﬁnitely renormalizable maps would be
determined by the geometry of Af∗ .
Remark 3.1. The Renormalization Conjecture admits an immediate generalization to any
real stationary combinators, e.g., to the real triplings. In the complex plane, the Universal scaling law, in the case of triplings, was ﬁrst observed by Golberg, Sinai and Khanin
in the early 1980s [49]. The complex renormalization from §2.9 lays down a conjectural
foundation for this phenomenon.
3.6. Proof of the real Renormalization Conjecture. In his address to the ICM in Berkeley [105], Dennis Sullivan proposed a program to approach the Feigenbaum-Coullet-Tresser
Renormalization Conjecture based upon Teichmüller theory. The idea was to supply the
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Space of unimodal maps

Figure 3.1. Full Renormalization Horseshoe. Various universality features of unimodal families are
encoded in this image. Each horizontal strip represents a subspace of unimodal maps that are renormalizable with a certain combinatorics. Under the renormalization operator R, it is mapped to a vertical
strip, being contracted horizontally and stretched vertically.

corresponding hybrid class16 with a natural Teichmüller metric that would make the renormalization operator strongly contracting.
This idea was partially realized in [106]: it was proved that the renormalization operator
is weakly contracting, which implied the existence of a unique renormalization ﬁxed point
f∗ and convergence to it of all the orbits {Rn f } within the hybrid class. It did not imply
exponential convergence, though. Then McMullen developed another method to give a new
proof of the above results, accompanied with the exponential convergence [90].
More recently, in the work of Avila and the author [4], a new simple and natural approach to the problem was implemented. Instead of the Teichmüller metric, it makes use
of a Carathéodory metric on the hybrid classes. It also uses some ideas from the theory of
almost periodic representations of semigroups.
The proof of the Renormalization Conjecture was completed in [79] in the mid 1990s
by demonstrating that the ﬁxed point f∗ is actually hyperbolic with one-dimensional unstable manifold. Along the lines, it was shown that the hybrid classes form a lamination
in the space of quadratic-like maps, with complex codimension-one leaves. Moreover, the
quadratic family is the global transversal to this lamination, which illuminated further the
special role of this family.
Finally, in [80], the Renormalization Conjecture was extended to all real combinatorics
simultaneously. It asserts that in the space of quadratic-like maps there is an invariant subset A (the Renormalization Horseshoe) on which the renormalization operator R acts as the
two-sided shift with inﬁnitely many symbols (corresponding to various ﬁnite kneading sequences), and this action is uniformly hyperbolic with one-dimensional unstable direction.
In [4], this result was generalized to the higher degree unicritical case, with a substantially
improved argument.
Remark 3.2. The status of the Complex Renormalization Conjecture depends on the avail16Two quadratic-like maps are called hybrid equivalent if they are conjugate by a quasiconformal map h such
¯ = 0 a.e. on the ﬁlled Julia set.
that ∂h
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Figure 3.2. Real quadratic family. This iconic picture presents how the limit set of the orbit
{fcn (0)}∞
n=0 bifurcates as the parameter c changes from 1/4 on the right to −2 on the left. Two
types of regimes are intertwined in an intricate way. The gaps correspond to the regular regimes. The
black regions correspond to the stochastic regimes (though of course there are many narrow invisible
gaps therein). In the beginning (on the right) you can see the cascade of doubling bifurcations.

ability of the a priori beau bounds discussed in §2.11. For instance, in the complex stationary
case, the Conjecture is established exactly for the primitive renormalization type. In particualr, the Golberg-Sinai-Khanin scaling law for the satellite complex triplings still remains
conjectural!
3.7. Regular or stochastic dichotomy. The following result was the ﬁrst instance when
the Fundamental Conjecture was conﬁrmed:
Theorem 3.2 ([80]). Almost any real quadratic map fc : x → x2 + c, c ∈ [−2, 1/4], is
either regular or stochastic.
In the former case, it has an attracting cycle that attracts almost all orbits; in the latter,
it has an absolutely continuous invariant measure that governs the behavior of almost all
orbit. One can also say that almost any quadratic map is hyperbolic, either uniformly or
non-uniformly.
There are two main parts of this picture:
• It was proved in [78] that almost any real quadratic map which is at most ﬁnitely renormalizable is a stochastic map satisfying the Martens-Nowicki criterion [89]. The proof is
based upon geometric analysis of the parapuzzle (the Yoccoz puzzle in the parameter plane)
by means of the generalized renormalization.
Remark 3.3. There exist non-renormalizable quadratic maps which are not stochastic (Johnson [59]). In fact, there are such maps without any physical measure or with the “physical”
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measure supported on a repelling ﬁxed point (Hofbauer and Keller [55]). As the result of
[78] shows, all these examples are neglectable from the probabilistic viewpoint.
• The Full Renormalization Horseshoe from [80] easily implies that the set of inﬁnitely
renormalizable parameters has zero length.
Then Avila and Moreira went on to prove that almost all stochastic quadratic maps are
Collet-Eckmann [8].
At this point the reader can wonder: OK, using full power of the complex machinery,
one can deal with one special family, the quadratic family, but how about other families
of unimodal maps? This is the moment when the quadratic family fully demonstrated its
universal role: the above results can be transferred from the quadratic family to any generic
real analytic family of quasiquadratic17 maps. It was done by Avila, de Melo and the author
in [6].
The main step is to prove that non-hyperbolic topological classes form a lamination18
with codimension one analytic leaves for which the quadratic family as a global transversal.
Then one can use the holonomy along this lamination to transfer the results.
Remark 3.4. The λ-lemma ensures “for free” that this holonomy is quasisymmetric. However, one should be careful in using it for transferring “almost everywhere statements” as it
is singular on the set of non-renormalizable parameters (see Avila and Moreira [9]).
Moreover, “generic” assumes a very precise meaning in this context. All what is needed
is that the family in question is not contained in a single topological class.
The Regular or Stochastic Theorem was recently generalized to the unicritical families
x → xd + c of an arbitrary even degree d (with many non-trivial issues to address) [4, 7],
with the corresponding real analytic case following up [37].
Remark 3.5. Let us also mention the work [32] preceding [4, 7] where it had been shown
that for almost all real c, the unimodal map x → xd + c has a unique physical attractor.
Along with regular and stochastic attractors, this attractor could be a Feigenbaum adding
machine as well as a “wild Cantor attractor”. The existence of the latter for suﬃciently
high d was demonstrated in [30]. The work [4, 7] shows that the latter two situations are
probabilistically neglectable.
In the multimodal case, it has been known since the mid 1980s [23]19 that there are ﬁnitely
many attractors Ai in the sense of Milnor such that for Lebesgue a.e. x, we have ω(x) = Ai
for some i. In this case, the Fundamental Conjecture asserts that for a typical f , each Ai is
either an attracting cycle or a cycle of intervals supporting an ergodic absolutely continuous
invariant measure. This conjecture is still open.

4. Real Two-Dimensional dynamics
In this section we will describe some geometric properties of the real Hénon family (1.3).
This simple global analytic family remains the most popular model in 2D Dynamics.
17Meaning that the maps in question have quadratic critical point and are topologically conjugate to quadratic
maps.
18Some parabolic topological classes are also excluded.
19This work treats maps with negative Schwarzian derivative. For the general case, see [88] and [75].
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Figure 4.1. Hénon attractor: this swallow has become a symbol of chaos

4.1. Abundance of stochastic Hénon maps. Recall that a real Hénon map is stochastic if
its restriction to a bounded domain in R2 has a global SRB attractor. The following statement
represents an accumulative breakthrough work by Benedicks, Carleson, Lai-Sang Young,
and Viana from the 1990s:
Theorem 4.1 ([18–20]). In the real Hénon family (1.3), there is a positive measure set of
stochastic parameters (c, b).
These parameters are obtained by perturbing a Misiurewicz20 quadratic map x → x2 + c.
Note that the value of the the Jacobian b in this perturbation is tiny, very far from the values
suggested by experiments.
The general outline of the argument follows the one-dimensional case [17]. A major
challenge is related to the thickness of the horseshoes involved that makes a notion of “critical
point” poorly deﬁned. At the same time, the number of these “points” becomes exponentially
big in deep scales. Handling of these (and many other) technical problems is an impressive
tour de force. (See Tsujii [110] and Berger [21] for further reﬁnements of these results.)
Currently, the author is working with Marco Martens on designing a complex Hénon puzzle techniques that could make these problems more manageable, as well as lead to a number
of further consequences.We analyze the small scale geometry of the puzzle by means of a
generalized renormalization combining one-dimensional machinery with the Hénon renormalization discussed below.
Let us note in conclusion that nearly homoclinic tangencies can be renormalized to produce Hénon-like families to which the Benedicks-Carleson techniques applies yielding a
strange SRB attractor (Mora and Viana [95]). In fact, inﬁnitely many co-existing attractors
can be produced in this way [39]. The Fundamental Conjecture suggests, however, that the
latter should be neglectable from the probabilistic viewpoint.
20meaning that the critical point is preperiodic
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4.2. Hénon renormalization and probabilistic rigidity. Computer experiments of the
1980s (see [40]) indicated that the Universality phenomenon is not special to the one-dimensional situation only. In particular, if to take a small Jacobian b in the real Hénon family
and to vary c from 1/4 down to an approximate Feigenbaum parameter c∗ , the doubling
bifurcations were observed with the same scaling law as in the one-dimensional case.
To justify this observation, Collet, Eckmann and Koch [38] set up a renormalization
scheme in the space of real Hénon-like maps and proved that the one-dimensional renormalization ﬁxed point f∗ (viewed as a degenerate Hénon-like map) remains a hyperbolic ﬁxed
point for the Hénon renormalization (with the same one-dimensional unstable manifold).
Gambaudo, van Strien and Tresser [48] followed up to show that the Cantor set Af (2.1)
survives Hénon perturbations f ∈ W s (f∗ ). It was later proved that Af remains to be the
global physical attractor for f [83].
Initially, this led to a belief that this Cantor set Af for a Hénon map f ∈ W s (f∗ ) has the
same universal geometry as Af∗ . However, it was disproved by de Carvalho, Martens and
the author [36]: the geometry changes as the Jacobian b varies, and the natural conjugacy
between f | Af and f∗ | Af∗ can be 1/2-Hölder at best. In fact, for typical Jacobians, the
Cantor set has unbounded geometry [53]. At that point it started to look like the Dynamical
Universality collapses in dimension two. However, the probabilistic point of view saved the
day once again:
Theorem 4.2 ([82]). For real Hénon f ∈ W s (f∗ ) suﬃciently close to f∗ , the Cantor attractor Af is probabilistically rigid in the sense that the conjugacy Af → Af∗ is C 1+α diﬀerentiable almost everywhere with respect to the canonical measure νf on Af .
Another striking diﬀerence with the one-dimensional situation is that the maps within
the stable manifold W s (f∗ ) are not globally topologically equivalent. In fact, a new rigidity
phenomenon takes place:
Theorem 4.3 ([83]). If two real Hénon maps f, f˜ ∈ W s (f∗ ) are topologically conjugate
then they have the same Jacobian.
Note in conclusion that the renormalization scheme used in [36] is diﬀerent from that
in [38], and in particular, the renormalization changes of variable in [36] are non-linear.
Hénon-like maps in [36] are normalized as follows:
f : (x, y) → (f (x) − (x, y), x),
where f (x) is a one-dimensional unimodal map. The Jacobian Jac f = ∂/∂y does not
have a dynamical signiﬁcance and should be replaced with the average Jacobian over the
canonical measure on Af :

b = exp

log Jac f dν.

It is interesting to explore the above rigidity phenomena within the codimension-one
submanifold of Hénon-like maps f ∈ W s (f∗ ) that have the same average Jacobian. For
instance, under this assumption: 1) Can the Probabilistic Universality be replaced with a
stronger property? 2) Can one characterize topological conjugacy classes in terms of homoclinic/heteroclinic webs?
Let us ﬁnally mention one interesting potential consequence of the Hénon renormalization theory in the spirit of the Fundamental Conjecture. It is natural to conjecture that
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Theorem 4.1 is still valid for small perturbations of Collet-Eckmann maps. By [8], the latter
form a set of full measure among non-hyperbolic maps. Then the above Renormalization
Theory would imply that Hénon parameters in W s (f∗ ) are density points for the union of
regular and stochastic Hénon maps.
4.3. Concluding remark. The real Hénon family, albeit capturing many very interesting
dynamical features, cannot play the same universal role in 2D dynamics as the quadratic
family in 1D. The latter is combinatorially full, while in 2D there is no full ﬁnite-parameter
Hénon-like family, see [54]. A “Kneading Theory” for Hénon-like dynamics that attempts
to address this kind of problems, was developed by Cvitanović et al [34] and de Carvalho &
Hall [35].

5. Complex Two-Dimensional dynamics
Global complex two-dimensional dynamics is a fairly recent ﬁeld that emerged in the late
1980s. A pioneering work by Friedland & Milnor, Hubbard & Oberst-Vorth, Bedford &
Smillie, Fornaess & Sibony, followed by many others, turned it into an active ﬂourishing
area, see the survey [10, 52]. Deep connections to the pluripotential theory and algebraic
geometry, as well as applications to mathematical physics magniﬁed this eﬀect. We will not
attempt to survey all these developments focusing on several recent advances that are close
to the main themes of this article. Still, we have to start with describing the basic dynamical
structure.
Below we will assume that f : C2 → C2 is a generalized complex Hénon map
f : (x, y) → (p(x) − by, x),
where p is a one-dimensional polynomial of degree d ≥ 2, though all of our results apply to
any “non-elementary” polynomial automorphism of C2 . Recall that b = Jac f = det Df .
The map f is called dissipative if | Jac f | < 1.
5.1. Basic dynamical structure. Since the map f is invertible, basic dynamical objects
exist in two incarnations, forward and backward. The forward escaping basin, the ﬁlled
Julia set, and the Julia set are respectively deﬁned as
U + = {z ∈ C2 : f n z → ∞ as n → +∞},
K + = C2 \ U + ,

J + = ∂K + .

Similarly, one deﬁnes the backward objects, U − , K − and J − . Notice that in the dissipative
case, K − has always empty interior, so J − = K − .
Next, let us introduce small and big Julia sets:
J = J + ∩ J −,

J/ = J + ∪ J − .

In dimension two, any periodic point α has two multipliers (i.e., eigenvalues of Df p (α)),
λ1 and λ2 . Let |λ1 | ≤ |λ2 |. In the dissipative case |λ1 | < 1. Then the point α is called
attracting, saddle, or semi-parabolic according as |λ2 | < 1, |λ2 | > 1, or λ2 = e2πip/q .
Finally, let us introduce an important set J ∗ ⊂ J deﬁned as the closure of the set of
saddles. It also coincides with the closure of homoclinic intersections for any saddle, so
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according to the general dynamical terminology, it can be called the homoclinic class of f .
By analogy with the one-dimensional situation, Hubbard conjectured about 25 years ago that
J ∗ = J, but this problem is still open.

Figure 5.1. The unstable manifold of the hyperbolic ﬁxed point for the Hénon map H(x, y) = (x2 +
c − ay, x) which is a small perturbation of the “Douady rabbit” (an unreal quadratic polynomial with
periodic critical point of period 3). Generated with FractalStream.

5.2. Periodic points and measure of maximal entropy. As in dimension one, the set J ∗
supports a canonical measure μ that gives an asymptotic distribution for periodic points.
This measure appeared as the “pluri-harmonic measure” on J around 1990 (see Bedford
& Smillie [11] and Fornaess & Sibony [47]), and it was then re-interpreted in terms of the
Entropy Theory:
Theorem 5.1 ([14, 15]). The measure μ is the unique measure of maximal entropy for
f . Periodic points (and saddles as well) are equidistributed with respect to μ. Moreover,
supp μ = J ∗ .
5.3. Classiﬁcation of periodic Fatou components. Let us say that a Hénon map is moderately dissipative if | Jac f | < d−2 .
Theorem 5.2 ([84]). For a moderately dissipative Hénon map f , any periodic component
D of int K + is either an attracting basin, or a semi-parabolic basin, or a rotation basin.
Notice that an attracting or semi-parabolic basin D is a Fatou-Bieberbach domain, i.e.,
it is biholomorphically equivalent to C2 . Moreover, if the multipliers of the corresponding
attracting point are diﬀerent in absolute value21, i.e., |λ1 | < |λ2 |, then D is endowed with
21In the parabolic case, it is automatically so.
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the strong stable foliation F ss with C-leaves, which get contracted by the forward iterates
at exponential rate λn1 (see [112, 113]).
Being diﬀeomorphisms, Hénon maps do not possess critical points per se. Somewhat
surprising, this makes it more diﬃcult to treat them, as we cannot spot the precise place that
determines the global dynamics. So, a substantial eﬀort has been made to deﬁne appropriate
analogues of the critical points. Inside of a basin, it can be done quite naturally.
Let us say that c is a critical point in an attracting or parabolic basin D associated to a
saddle α if it is a point of tangency between the unstable manifold W u (α) and the strong
stable foliation F ss in D. Now we can formulate an important complement to Theorem 5.2:
Theorem 5.3 ([46]). Let f be a moderately dissipative Hénon map. Then any attracting22
basin with diﬀerent multipliers and any parabolic basin contains a critical point associated
to any saddle.
The condition of being moderately dissipative in the above results is related to an application of the classical Wiman and Denjoy-Carleman-Ahlfors Theorems on the behavior of
entire or subharmonic functions of slow growth.
5.4. Branched holomorphic motions. Let Λ be a complex manifold, and let Xλ , λ ∈ Λ,
be a family of subsets of Cd . We say that Xλ moves under a branched holomorphic motion
if there is a family G of holomorphic graphs φ : Λ → Cd such that Xλ = {φ(λ) : φ ∈ G}.
If we also have a holomorphic family of polynomial automorphisms fλ : Cd → Cd then
the branched holomorphic motion G is called equivariant if G is invariant under the ﬁbered
map Λ × Cd → Λ × Cd , (λ, z) → (λ, fλ (z)).
5.5. Weak stability. A holomorphic family (fλ )λ∈Λ is called weakly stable if any saddle
αλ can be followed holomorphically over Λ. Equivalently, no saddle can become semiparabolic under deformation.
A map f0 ≡ fλ0 (and the corresponding parameter λ0 ∈ Λ) is called weakly stable if the
family (fλ ) is weakly stable over some neighborhood of λ0 .
The set of weakly unstable parameters B ⊂ Λ is called the bifurcation locus. It follows
from the deﬁnitions that B coincides with the closure of semi-parabolic parameters23.
Proposition 5.4 ([46]). Weak stability of a family (fλ )λ∈Λ is equivalent to the following
properties:
•

The set Jλ∗ moves under an equivariant branched holomorphic motion over Λ;

•

The set Jλ∗ depends continuously on λ in the Hausdorﬀ topology;

•

The big Julia set J/λ moves under an equivariant branched holomorphic motion over
Λ.

5.6. Newhouse phenomenon. By a simple analysis of the one-dimensional argument, one
can arrive to the following observation:
Proposition 5.5 ([46]). The union of stable and Newhouse parameters is dense in Λ.
22In this case, we need to require that | Jac f | < d−4 .
23As in dimension one, we assume for simplicity that in our family there are no persistently semi-parabolic
periodic points.
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Thus, int B is densely ﬁlled with Newhouse parameters. On the other hand, it is unknown
at this stage whether there might exist stable Newhouse parameters. (Of course, this should
not be the case if to believe in the Fundamental Conjecture).
Let us also mention that it is known that there exist complex Newhouse polynomials of
suﬃciently high degree [33], but it is an open problem for degree two.
5.7. Homoclinic tangencies. The following result partly conﬁrms a complex version of the
Palis Conjecture:
Theorem 5.6 ([46]). In any moderately dissipative holomorphic family (fλ )λ∈Λ , the set of
parameters with homoclinic tangencies is dense in the bifurcation locus B.
The strategy is to perturb a semi-parabolic parameter to a homoclinic tangency. It is
based on a two-dimensional version of the Douady-Sentenac Tour de Valse (Parabolic Bifurcation Theory) [16, 46] and Theorem 5.3 on the existence of critical points in parabolic
basins.
5.8. Concluding remarks. The reader can notice that unlike the discussion in the previous
sections, this section does not rely on the renormalization ideas. In fact, the Renormalization
Theory in complex dimension two has not been yet properly developed. A natural starting point would be to complexify the Period Doubling Theory from §4.2 and to study the
associated parameter and dynamical self-similarities. There is a natural notion of complex
Hénon-like map [45] that would replace Doudy-Hubbard’s quadratic-like maps. There are
several major diﬃculties, though, e.g.:
– As we have mentioned above, the Hénon family is not full, so precise little copies of
the parameter space would probably not appear in this family;
– Connectivity is not so frequently observed in the Hénon family, so perhaps, the precise deﬁnition of renormalization should not be based on this property. (See [12] on the
connectivity in dimension two.)
Along with the Hénon Puzzle (compare [13] and §4.1), developing a Hénon Renormalizaton Theory looks to the author as key challenges of contemporary 2D Complex Dynamics.
With these tools, the ﬁeld may start playing a similar important role in Real Dynamics as it
has happened in dimension one.
Note also that no examples of complex Hénon maps with SRB attractors are known.
However, perturbing Feigenbaum Julia sets of positive area (see §2.13), one can produce a
complex Hénon map with a physical attractor (work in progress, joint with Artur Avila). Examples of SRB attractors for 2D complex endomorphisms have been discovered by Bonifant
and Milnor [26].
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Asymptotics for critical nonlinear dispersive
equations
Frank Merle

Abstract. We consider various examples of critical nonlinear partial diﬀerential equations which have
the following common features: they are Hamiltonian, reversible in time, of dispersive nature, have a
conservation law invariant by scaling, and have solutions of nonlinear type (their asymptotic behavior
in time diﬀers from the behavior of solutions of linear equations). The main questions concern the
possible behaviors one can expect asymptotically in time. Are there many possibilities, or on the
contrary very few universal behaviors depending on the type of initial data?
We shall see that the asymptotic behavior of solutions starting with general or constrained initial data is
related to very few special solutions of the equation. This will be illustrated through diﬀerent examples
related to classical problems.
For a given equation, the ﬁrst challenge is to construct solutions with a given behavior, including solutions with interactions between diﬀerent types of waves (localized/localized or localized/non-localized)
leading to nonlinear behavior or blow-up. In many of these problems, a formal guess is made based on
a better understanding of the hidden laws of interaction between these waves. Then, from this guess,
the questions are how to construct such examples, and why other behaviors in diﬀerent regimes cannot
appear. In particular, these questions are related to ﬁnding irreversibility in Hamiltonian systems, and
to why oscillations of the solution can be controlled in time. We will see that universality is deeply
related to stability or instability of the blow-up regime and the asymptotic behavior.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). Primary 35B40, 35B44; Secondary 35B33, 35Q53,
35Q55, 35L70.
Keywords. Dispersive nonlinear P.D.E., criticality, asymptotics, blow-up, global solution, soliton.

1. General setting and universality questions
Nonlinear partial diﬀerential equations with Hamiltonian structure appear in models of wave
propagation in physics or geometry. In the 1980s, basic properties of these equations were
established, notably the existence and stability of special solutions called solitons. In the
1990s, tools from harmonic analysis led to a reﬁned understanding of properties of the corresponding linear equations and how to extend these properties to nonlinear equations. In
particular, the notion of criticality appeared. There remained the problem of understanding
the dynamics related to nonlinear objects (or special solutions). These questions have attracted considerable interest in the last ﬁfteen years, and yet we are just beginning to have
a rough picture of the subject. More precisely, the questions are what to expect in this context, what can be proved, and with which patterns or tools can one approach these problems.
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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In this talk, I will consider a few classical models which I hope will give a picture of the
state-of-the-art:
- the L2 (mass) critical Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation (cNLS)

4
i∂t u + Δu + |u| N u = 0, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × RN ,
(1.1)
u|t=0 = u0 ,
- the L2 (mass) critical Korteweg–de Vries Equation (cKdV)

∂t u + ∂x (∂x2 u + u5 ) = 0, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × R,
u|t=0 = u0 ,

(1.2)

- the energy critical Nonlinear Wave Equation (ecNLW)

4
(t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × RN ,
∂t2 u = Δu + |u| N −2 u,
(u|t=0 , ∂t u|t=0 ) = (u0 , u1 ).

(1.3)

These are special cases of the Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation (NLS), the generalized
Korteweg–de Vries Equation (gKdV), and the Nonlinear Wave Equation (NLW) with power
nonlinearities:
i∂t u + Δu ± |u|p−1 u = 0,
∂t u +
∂t2 u

∂x (∂x2 u

± u ) = 0,
p

= Δu ± |u|

p−1

u,

(t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × RN ,

(1.4)

(t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × R,

(1.5)

(t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × R ,

(1.6)

N

where the equation with a − sign in front of the nonlinear term is called defocusing and is
expected to have only linear behavior, while the equation with a + sign is called focusing
and is expected to have nonlinear behavior (the nonlinear eﬀect balances the linear eﬀect).
1.1. Local Cauchy theory. Given initial data at time t = 0, the general problem is to
understand the behavior of the solution u(t) for t > 0 (and t < 0; note that all equations
considered are time reversible). First, in the 1980s and 90s, the existence and uniqueness
of local solutions in time were clariﬁed using Strichartz estimates on the linear equation,
and ﬁxed point arguments to treat the nonlinear term in a perturbative way. Many authors
contributed to these developments; pioneering works are [6, 21, 26, 28, 39], and many others.
For the above equations, we have the following results.
The mass critical Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation (cNLS) and the mass critical
Korteweg–de Vries Equation (cKdV) are both locally well-posed (exhibiting existence and
uniqueness of a maximal solution) on [0, T ) (similarly on (T− , 0]) in L2 (for u0 ∈ L2 ) and
H 1 (for u0 ∈ H 1 ) where H 1 = {f : f and ∇f ∈ L2 }. Either T = +∞ (and the solution is
to said to be global), or T < +∞, and then if u0 ∈ H 1 , limt→T |∇u(t)|L2 = +∞ (the solution is said to blow up in ﬁnite time). Note that the value of T is in fact independent of the
space, and in L2 the blow-up criterion is given by a Strichartz norm (See Kenig/Ponce/Vega
[28] Cazenave/Weissler [6]). Moreover, one has the following conservation laws for solutions u(t) of Eq. (cNLS) and Eq. (cKdV) (mass and energy), for all t ∈ [0, T ):

for u0 ∈ L2 ,

M (u(t)) =

|u|2 (t, x)dx = M (u0 ),

(1.7)
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for u0 ∈ H 1 ,
or



4
1
1
|∇u|2 (t, x)dx −
|u|2+ N (t, x)dx = E(u0 ),
2
2 + N4


1
1
2
(∂x u) (t, x)dx −
u6 (t, x)dx = E(u0 ).
E(u(t)) =
2
6

E(u(t)) =

We have, in addition to the standard invariance by translation in space and time of the
equation (with phase and Galilean invariance for NLS), the scaling symmetry of the solution:
if u(t, x) is a solution of Eq. (cNLS), then for λ > 0,
N

uλ (t, x) = λ 2 u(λ2 t, λx)
is also a solution, and for solutions of Eq. (cKdV),
1

uλ (t, x) = λ 2 u(λ3 t, λx)
is also a solution. These transformations leave invariant the L2 norm of the solution, so that
both problems are called mass critical. Note that in the defocusing case, the − sign in the
energy becomes a + sign and the energy is coercive.
The energy critical wave equation has properties similar to those of the mass critical NLS
equation in L2 , in the energy space: (u(t), ∂t u(t)) ∈ Ḣ 1 × L2 where Ḣ 1 = {f : ∇f ∈ L2 }
(where Galilean invariance is replaced by Lorentz invariance). There is a unique solution on
[0, T ) in Ḣ 1 × L2 . Either the solution is global, or blows up in ﬁnite time (T < +∞) and
the blow-up criterion is given by a Strichartz norm |u| 2(N +1)
= +∞. Note that,
L

N −2

((0,T )×RN )

since the space Ḣ ×L is critical, blow-up in ﬁnite time does not imply blow-up of the norm
Ḣ 1 × L2 , and one expects blow-up to occur in some cases by concentration or bubbling with
bounded norm. Moreover, we have the following energy conservation for solutions u(t) of
Eq. (ecNLW):


2N
1
N −2
2
(1.8)
E(u(t), ∂t u(t)) =
|∇u| (t, x) −
|u| N −2 (t, x) = E(u0 , u1 ),
2
2N
1

2

N −2

and if u(t, x) is a solution, then for λ > 0, uλ (t, x) = λ 2 u(λt, λx) is also a solution
which leaves invariant the Ḣ 1 × L2 -norm of the solution so that the problem is energy
critical.
Here one can see a dichotomy between low and high regularity spaces in which the equation is solved. We shall see that both notions can be useful. To some extent, low regularity
says that near a solution which has a linear behavior as time goes to inﬁnity (scattering),
oscillations in the initial data do not change the asymptotics. In high regularity spaces, on
one hand, we’ll see that near a solution with nonlinear behavior, small oscillations can have
a dramatic eﬀect on the long term behavior (instability). On the other hand, the solution has
more conservation laws, hence it is more constrained, and universality (properties somehow
independent of the initial data) may be found.
1.2. Challenges related to the problem of asymptotic behavior. We ﬁrst have the following classical examples:
(i) Small data result. If the solution is small in the critical space (with a constant depending on a Strichartz inequality) then the solution is global and scatters (has linear
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behavior) as time approaches inﬁnity. Let S(t)v0 and S(t)(v0 , v1 ) be the solutions of
the corresponding linear equations.
There is a δ > 0, such that in the case of Eqs. (cNLS) and (cKdV), if |u0 |L2 < δ, then
the solution is global and there are v± ∈ L2 such that
|u(t) − S(t)v± |L2 → 0, as t → ±∞.

(1.9)

For Eq. (ecNLW), if |(u0 , u1 )|Ḣ 1 ×L2 < δ, then the solution is global and there are
(v0± , v1± ) ∈ Ḣ 1 × L2 such that
|(u(t), ∂t u(t)) − S(t)(v0± , v1± )|Ḣ 1 ×L2 → 0, as t → ±∞.

(1.10)

(ii) Nonlinear objects such as periodic-in-time or stationary solutions. In the focusing
situation, we have simple nonlinear objects which are stationary solutions up to the
invariance of the equation. More precisely, we have for Eq. (cKdV) a traveling wave
solution of the form u(t, x) = Q(x − t) where Q is the one-dimensional solution in
H 1 of
Qxx − Q + Q5 = 0.

(1.11)

For Eq. (cNLS), the periodic solution is of the form u(t, x) = eit Q(x), where Q is the
ground state solution in H 1 of
4

ΔQ − Q + |Q| N Q = 0

(1.12)

(cf. [2]; note that excited states may also be considered).
For Eq. (ecNLW), we have stationary solutions u(t, x) = V (x) where V is the solution
in Ḣ 1 of
4

ΔV + |V | N−2 V = 0,

(1.13)

e.g. its ground state solution (Talenti [81]):

W (x) = 
1+

1
|x|2
N(N−2)

(1.14)

.
 N−2
2

(iii) The so-called self-similar solution. This is an expected typical example of blow-up
solutions. We consider solutions of the form (up to some time-dependent translation
and phase) for the mass critical KdV (Eq. (cKdV)),
"
#
x
1
u(t, x) =
,
1 F
1
(T − t) 6
(T − t) 3
for the mass critical NLS (Eq. (cNLS)),
u(t, x) =



1
N

(T − t) 4

F



x
1

(T − t) 2

,

and for the energy critical wave equation (Eq. (ecNLW)),


x
1
.
u(t, x) =
N−2 F
T −t
(T − t) 2
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From the criticality and the conservation laws, for Eqs. (cNLS), (cKdV), and (ecNLW), we
will exclude such self-similar blow-up (in a more general form) for solutions in the critical space. Nonexistence of self-similar blow-up is one of the features of critical equations
compared to subcritical equations. Indeed, one can see that F satisﬁes an equation and that
the behavior of the solution as the space variable goes to inﬁnity shows that the solution
is not in the critical space. To exclude self-similar-like behavior is in general a challenge
deeply related to the nature of each equation. It corresponds to replacing an ordinary diﬀerential equation analysis by a partial diﬀerential equation analysis. This is an essential step
toward classiﬁcation results for the asymptotic behavior of solutions of these equations. Surprisingly, all objects appearing in such classiﬁcations are simply the ones presented in (ii),
above.
Other examples of solutions are generally challenging to construct and are in some respects a combination of the previous examples. They involve understanding the nature of
dispersion at inﬁnity in space and its coupling with the nonlinear dynamics. In particular,
to construct a blow-up solution with a precise behavior is extremely complicated, even at a
formal level. We can classify the interactions as being one of the following three types:
(i) Interaction of nonlinear/linear dynamics: This is the main situation we consider. Typically, dynamics of the solution is (up to scaling) asymptotic to a simple nonlinear
object as deﬁned before. In the global case, it is an example of asymptotic stability. In
the blow-up case, we obtain a bubbling solution with a universal proﬁle. In the examples considered, dynamics near a soliton are quite degenerate (having more degenerate
directions than those given by the symmetries of the equation) and small perturbations
in a regular space can dramatically change the global nonlinear behavior. In particular,
behavior of initial data at inﬁnity (tails) is essential. To get to a formal understanding
of these dynamics and to rigorously establish the formal picture was a challenge and
required a new set of ideas. In general, understanding these interactions will lead to
a classiﬁcation of the possible dynamics. The two main problems of this type that
we considered were to understand blow-up behavior for the mass critical NLS, and to
prove blow-up for the the mass critical KdV. These questions were open for several
decades, and their resolution has a number of consequences in diﬀerent contexts. Our
strategy is to see that in each situation deep knowledge of the dispersion is related to
a monotonicity formula (or sets of monotonicity formulas) which encodes notions of
irreversibility. Note that when we speak about monotonicity formulas in these problems of time oscillatory integrals, we mean to have a decreasing quantity up to terms
of lower order which are controlled. As we shall see, this monotonicity gives stability
properties of the resulting dynamics.
(ii) Interaction of nonlinear/nonlinear dynamics: This is the second situation where the interaction takes place between (spatially) decoupled nonlinear objects. We will mostly
comment on the gKdV Equation.
(iii) General decomposition and interaction: The question is now to understand the nonlinear dynamics for general, not prepared, large data. In the theory of PDE, only
two situations are known where one can answer this question: in the integrable case
(Eq. (gKdV) with p = 2 where the nonlinear equation can be reduced to a linear equation) and in the parabolic situation (where irreversibility is natural). Since the 1970s,
there has been a widespread belief in the mathematical physics community that, for
large global solutions of dispersive equations, the evolution asymptotically decouples
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for large time into a sum of modulated solitons and a free radiation term (the soliton
resolution conjecture). In our context, the challenge is to ﬁnd a situation that aﬃrms
this conjecture.
We will now restrict attention to the physically relevant space dimension associated with
each model. This is dimension one for the mass critical KdV (Eq. (cKdV)), dimension two
for the mass critical NLS (Eq. (cNLS)), and dimension three for the energy critical NLW
equation (Eq. (ecNLW)).

2. The nonlinear Schrödinger equation
2.1. History of the problem. We focus in this section on Eq. (cNLS) in the physically
relevant dimension N = 2. We will work in the energy space, assuming that u0 ∈ H 1 .
From an obstructive identity related to a pseudo-conformal invariance, it is known since the
1970s (cf. [23] [83]) that if
E(u0 ) < 0 and u0 ∈ Σ = H 1 ∩ {xu0 ∈ L2 },

(2.1)

then the solution blows up in ﬁnite time (without information on the structure
 of the blowup). In addition, the conformal invariance (if u(t, x) is a solution then

1
|t| u

1 x
t , |t|

ei

|x|2
4t

is

it

a solution) applied to the explicit solution Q(x)e (where Q is the ground state solution of
Eq. (1.12)) generates a blow-up solution:
 
|x|2
i
1
x
1
ei 4t + |t| with |S|L2 = |Q|L2 , |∇S(t)|L2 ∼ .
(2.2)
S(t, x) = N Q
|t|
|t|
|t| 2
It was realized that this explicit type of blow-up was not generic, whereas the generic
(stable) blow-up scenario was left open for several decades. In the 1980s, a series of formal and numerical works led to diﬀerent predictions by Landman, Papanicolaou, Sulem,
and Sulem [38]
1of the so called “loglog” law (a “loglog” correction of the self-similar rate:
|∇u(t)|L2 ∼

log | log(T −t)|
)
T −t

governing the stable generic singularity formation and a so
1
| log(T −t)|
2
)
called “log” law (a “log” correction of the self-similar rate: |∇u(t)|L ∼
T −t
predicted by another school.
Variational arguments yield that blow-up is related to bubbling (and no blow-up occurs
for |u0 |L2 < |Q|L2 , Weinstein [84]). Then in the early 1990s, the following precursor result
containing a rigidity notion for Hamiltonian dynamics was proved:
Theorem 2.1 (Dynamical characterization of S (2.2) and Q (1.12), Merle [54, 56, 57]).
Let u0 ∈ H 1 , |u0 |L2 = |Q|L2 and u(t, x) be the solution of Eq. (cNLS) with initial data u0 ,
then:
- either u is equal to S or to Q(x)eit , up to the symmetries of the equation,
- or u is global, and scatters as t → ±∞ if u0 ∈ Σ.
The ﬁrst step of the proof is to show, using the minimality of the mass, that the solution
is either scattering or nondispersive. Then variational arguments, estimates on tails, and
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conformal invariance lead to the result. Now the solutions S, Q can be seen as the only
solutions which have a nonlinear dynamics at the critical mass level |Q|L2 .
The next challenge was then to understand the dynamics in the context of a nonlinear/linear interaction, and a natural setting for this was small nonlinear data theory: for a
small 0 < α∗  1 and u0 ∈ H 1 with small supercritical mass:
|Q|2L2 < |u0 |2L2 < |Q|2L2 + α∗ .

(2.3)

2.2. Loglog blow-up and classiﬁcation (the Merle/Raphaël theory). The starting point
of this program was the Martel/Merle theory introducing rigidity notions for general data
and dynamical application of these (see next section). We are now considering dynamics
close to Q up to renormalization. Here the linearized problem around Q is very degenerate
(having a higher degree of degeneracy than invariances of the equation) and the picture even
at the formal level is not given by the linear theory.
The idea is the following: we consider, near Q, a family of nonlinear objects related to
self-similar blow-up with a small time-dependent parameter b(t). (On bounded sets, these
self-similar solutions look like Q, but have a tail at inﬁnity and thus fail (just barely) to
belong to L2 .) Next, we consider Qb , a regularization at inﬁnity of this family which is
minimal in some sense. At this point, the idea is to ﬁnd irreversibility through the time
evolution of the parameter b(t) from a monotonicity formula in b(t) (recall that this problem
originally involves oscillatory integrals in time).
The algebra related to Qb gives a formal proof of the loglog rate (related to cancellations
at any polynomial order in the equation of the parameter b(t)). These notions based on monotonicity formulas do yield a rigorous proof of stable blow-up. The remarkable fact is that
this theory works in H 1 and leads ﬁnally to the following theorem including a classiﬁcation
result:
Theorem 2.2 (L2 critical blow-up, Merle, Raphaël [20, 59–63, 74]).
Let u0 ∈ H 1 with small supercritical mass (2.3) and u ∈ C([0, T ), H 1 ) be the corresponding solution to Eq. (cNLS). Then:
(i) Suﬃcient condition for loglog law: If E(u0 ) < 0, or E(u0 ) = 0 and u = Q, then u
blows up in ﬁnite time with the loglog law
3
log | log(T − t)|
as t → T.
(2.4)
|∇u(t)|L2 ∼
2π(T − t)
(ii) Stability of loglog blow-up: The set of H 1 initial data u0 such that u(t) blows up in
ﬁnite time with the loglog law (2.4) is open in H 1 .
(iii) Universality of the bubble proﬁle and classiﬁcation of the blow-up rate: If T < +∞,
then there exist parameters (λ(t), x(t), γ(t)) and u∗ ∈ L2 such that:


1
x − x(t) iγ(t)
u(t, x) −
→ u∗ in L2 ,
(2.5)
Q
e
λ(t)
λ(t)
where Q is deﬁned in Eq. (1.12), x(t) → x(T ), and λ(t) ∼
and the speed of blow-up satisﬁes

1
|∇u(t)|L2

when t → T,
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- either the loglog law (2.4),
- or is bounded from below by the pseudo-conformal speed:
|∇u(t)|L2 ≥

1
as t → T.
T −t

We remark that self-similar blow-up (|∇u(t)|L2 ∼

1

1

(T −t) 2

(2.6)

), and the log correction of

the self-similar rate are excluded. In the blow-up situation after renormalization, Q is indeed
the universal object which appears (related to the dynamical characterization of Q in the set
of initial data E(u0 ) = 0). Moreover the loglog regime exists and is a stable regime in the
energy space. In dimension one, see also Galina Perelman [73], in which a special family of
solutions with the loglog law is constructed.
2.3. Threshold solutions. Theorem 2.2 yields the existence of an H 1 -open set of loglog
blow-up solutions. In the neighborhood of Q, there are at least two other regimes: scattering solutions displaying an H 1 -stable dynamics, and the solutions constructed by Bourgain/Wang [4] Krieger/Schlag [34] which scatter to S:
u(t, x) − S(t, x) → u∗ in H 1 when t → 0

(2.7)

1
when t → 0.
and which saturate the lower bound (2.6): |∇u(t)|L2 ∼ |t|
Such solutions are constructed by canceling interactions between S(t) and u∗ , taking u∗
to be very ﬂat near the zero. Therefore, instability of such a solution is expected. In [64],
adapting monotonicity properties to a mass constraint, one sees that the solutions (2.7) have
an unstable threshold dynamics:

Theorem 2.3 (Instability of S-type solutions (2.7), Merle, Raphaël, Szeftel [64]).
The Bourgain/Wang solutions are the threshold dynamics for Eq. (cNLS) and lie on the
boundary of both H 1 -open sets of solutions which scatter linearly as time goes to inﬁnity,
and solutions which blow up in ﬁnite time in the loglog regime.
2.4. Other applications of this approach. There are spectacular applications of this approach to the construction of blow-up solutions with a given behavior. This point of view
involving monotonicity properties in problems of oscillatory integrals has been successfully
used to solve some classical critical problems.
The ﬁrst step is to perform a formal analysis, where one considers speciﬁc localization of
a self-similar proﬁle (or its development with respect to a small parameter) and obtains, by
computing the nonlinear equation of this reduction, a nonlinear ﬁnite-dimensional reduction
of the problem. In all cases, we obtain the derivation of a monotonicity formula in a speciﬁc
regime which ultimately leads to a rigorous proof of the dynamics. It also shows that the
inﬁnite-dimensional part of the solution is controlled by the ﬁnite-dimensional parameters.
Here, in most cases, we use high regularity theory to obtain such monotonicity formulas via
speciﬁc properties of the equation considered. A byproduct of the proof is a stability property
with respect to the initial data of the dynamics in this higher regularity space (where one has
the monotonicity formula).
At this level, general classiﬁcation is still out of reach and is a real challenge in most
cases. Let me cite a few of these problems (see [75] for more details or examples). We have
the focusing energy critical wave and Schrödinger equations in dimension three (or their
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geometric counterparts in the critical dimension two) which can be reduced in the case of
symmetry to the following equation:
(i) The Wave maps into the sphere S 2 : (Raphaël/Rodnianski [76], see also Rodnianski/Sterbentz [77], Krieger/Schlag/Tataru [36]):
∂t2 u = Δu + (|∇u|2 − |∂t u|2 )u, in R2 ,

(2.8)

(ii) The Schrödinger maps into the sphere S 2 : (Merle/Raphaël/Rodnianski [65]):
∂t u ∧ u = Δu + |∇u|2 u, in R2 .

(2.9)

3. Generalized Korteweg–de Vries equation
Equation (cKdV) admits the same conservation laws and scaling invariance as the cNLS
equation and is mass critical. The problem of blow-up for Eq. (cKdV) was considered as
a classical and natural question, since it has the same features as the mass critical NLS but
no conformal invariance (or associated virial identity which leads to a simple obstruction
argument to global existence). For small 0 < α∗  1, we consider data such that
|u0 |2L2 < |Q|2L2 + α∗ .

(3.1)

3.1. Subcritical and critical Martel/Merle theory for the generalized Korteweg–de Vries
equation. This problem was thoroughly studied by Martel and Merle in the early 2000s.
Following the dynamical characterization of S for the mass critical NLS, where the nondispersive character of solutions follows from the mass constraint of the initial data, and the
work of Glangetas, Merle [22], where for general data a minimality of an asymptotic dynamical property shows the nondispersive character of solutions, the set of results presented
in this subsection is the next major breakthrough in the application of the notion of nondispersive solutions.
The idea is to ﬁnd a contradiction from energy constraints (E(u0 ) < 0) and the exact
asymptotic behavior of the solution in the critical situation. For this purpose, a method
was introduced to produce irreversibility and rigidity in the problem. This method has as a
byproduct the spectacular application in the subcritical case where solitons are stable (up to
symmetry). Let us start with the simpler conﬁguration.
(i) The Subcritical case (1 < p < 5):
In this subsection, we consider Eq. (1.5) for 1 < p < 5. Solutions are global in H 1
and the solution u(t, x) = Q(x − t) where Q is a solution of Eq. (1.12) and is stable
up to translation in time. Note that by scaling, for c > 0,
u(t, x) = Qc (x − ct)
1

1

(3.2)

is also a solution, where Qc (x) = c p−1 Q(c 2 x). The main question was the asymptotic stability of the soliton Q: for initial data u0 initially close to Q in the energy
space, does the solution centered at a suitably chosen x(t) converge to Qc locally in
space, as time goes to inﬁnity? The main approach is to introduce rigidity, breaking
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the reversibility of the equation. For this purpose, we consider a new entire solution
v(t) with initial data asymptotic to u(tn , xn + .) locally in space for some xn , where
tn goes to inﬁnity:
u(tn + t, xn + x) → v(t, x) locally in L2 .

(3.3)

Then from a family of monotonicity formulas of the mass on half-lines, we are able
to break the reversible character of the solution v(t) and to prove elliptic exponential estimates in x, uniform in time, on v(t, x + y(t)) for some y(t). Thus v(t) is a
nondispersive solution of the equation and we are able to conclude using dispersive
properties that v(t, x) is exactly Q(x − t) up to symmetry of the equation.
Theorem 3.1 (Asymptotic stability of Q, Martel, Merle [42]).
Assume that 1 < p < 5. If |u0 − Q|H 1 < δ  1, and u(t, x) is the solution of Eq. (1.5) with
initial data u0 , then there exists c+ close to one, such that
u(t) − Qc+ (. − x(t)) → 0 in H 1 (x >

10
t )

as t → +∞,

where Qc+ is deﬁned in Eq. (3.2).
(ii) The Critical case (p = 5):
The situation in the critical case is much more delicate than in the subcritical case
because of the possible oscillation in time of the scaling of the soliton. Nevertheless,
through a use of irreversibility we are able to prove in the energy space the following:
Theorem 3.2 (L2 critical blow-up for (KdV), Martel, Merle [42–44, 58]).
Let u0 ∈ H 1 satisfying (3.1) and u ∈ C([0, T ), H 1 ) be the corresponding solution to the
cKdV equation. Then:
(i) Negative energy gives blow-up: If the initial data is such that E(u0 ) < 0, then the
solution blows up with T ﬁnite or inﬁnite (|∇u(t)|L2 → ∞ as t → T ).
(ii) No self-similar blow-up: There are no solutions such that T < +∞ and
|∇u(t)|L2 ∼

1
1

(T − t) 3

when t → T.

(3.4)

(iii) Universality of the bubble of concentration: There exist (λ(t), x(t)) such that: for
A > 0,


1
x − x(t)
u(t, x) −
(3.5)
→ 0 in L2 for {|x − x(t)| < Aλ(t)},
1 Q
λ(t)
2
λ(t)
where λ(t) ∼

1
|∇u(t)|L2

when t → T.

We remark that blow-up is in fact a consequence of asymptotic stability and energy
constraints. Let E(u0 ) < 0. The proof of blow-up goes along the following lines (arguing
by contradiction): If the solution does not blow up, we are able to prove that u(tn ) satisﬁes
(3.5) with a sequence λ(tn ) > c > 0. Using E(Qc ) = 0 and the coercivity of the energy for
small mass, we obtain that the energy computed on this time sequence E(u(tn )) is positive,
which contradicts the conservation of the energy.
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3.2. Critical Martel/Merle/Raphaël theory. Another piece of Martel/Merle theory is this:
Space decay of the initial data with negative energy leads to blow-up in ﬁnite time. Moreover, an estimate on the blow-up rate was obtained (see [44]). But clearly, compared to the
mass critical NLS, one piece is missing in the full description of the blow-up (optimal lower
bounds on the blow-up rate).
Recently, we came back to this problem and achieved a much more ambitious goal: we
were able to completely understand all solutions and their asymptotics for initial data near the
ground state with decay (including blow-up rate/stability/instability /universality questions).
This was set forth in the series of papers [48–50] by Martel/Merle/Raphaël. Finally, we end
up with a complete nonlinear ﬁnite dimensional description of the dynamical picture (despite
the high degeneracy of the equation near the ground state). This is the only such situation
known in the literature. The expectation is that the picture obtained is canonical and should
be extended to diﬀerent contexts.
More precisely, consider the set of initial data for α0 small,



10 2
A = u0 = Q + 0 with |0 |H 1 < α0 and
x 0 < 1 ,
(3.6)
x>0

and consider the L2 neighborhood around the family of solitary waves


1
∗
Tα∗ = u ∈ H with
inf
|u − Qc0 (. − x0 )|L2 < α
c0 >0, x0 ∈R

(3.7)

such that for α0 < α∗ , A ⊂ Tα∗ . One ﬁrst has the rigidity of the dynamics for data in A:
Theorem 3.3 (Rigidity of the ﬂow in A (3.6), Martel, Merle, Raphaël [48]).
Let 0 < α0  α∗  1 and u0 ∈ A. Let u ∈ C([0, T ), H 1 ) be the corresponding solution to
Eq. (cKdV). Then one of the following three scenarios occurs:
(Blow-up): The solution blows up in ﬁnite time T > 0 with the universal regime
|u(t)|H 1 ∼

(u0 )
as t → T, with (u0 ) > 0,
T −t

(3.8)

(Soliton): The solution is global (T = +∞) and converges asymptotically to a solitary wave
Qc(u0 ) .
(Exit): The solution leaves the tube Tα∗ (3.7) at some time 0 < t∗ (u0 ) < +∞.
Moreover, the scenarios (Blow-up) and (Exit) are stable under small perturbations of the
initial data in A.
This is a complete classiﬁcation of solutions with data in A which remain close in the L2
sense to the manifold of solitary waves. Again, a monotonicity formula (not in the energy
space but in a norm related to A) is a crucial step in the proof of this result. As for the cNLS,
we have the following dynamical characterization of Q (1.12): if E(u0 ) ≤ 0, u0 ∈ A and
u = Q, then u blows up in ﬁnite time on both sides in time with the blow-up law (3.8).
It remains to understand the long-time dynamics in the (Exit) regime. The ﬁrst step is the
existence and uniqueness of a minimal blow-up element which is the generalization of the
S(t) dynamics for the cNLS. This result is a surprise since it was thought to be speciﬁc to
the mass critical NLS and linked to the conformal invariance. A key to this existence result
is the above classiﬁcation result on localized initial data (even if this special solution has a
spatially slow decay at inﬁnity), and for the uniqueness a set of monotonicity properties.
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Theorem 3.4 (Existence and uniqueness of the minimal mass blow-up element, Martel,
Merle, Raphaël [49]).
There exists a unique solution (up to symmetries of the equation) S̃(t) in H 1 of Eq. (cKdV)
with minimal mass |S̃(t)|L2 = |Q|L2 which blows up at T = 0.
Moreover, S̃(t) is globally deﬁned for positive time.
We next proved the relevance of this unstable solution S̃(t) and the classiﬁcation at minimal mass through a result which links S̃(t) to a stable scenario (see also special examples
of this fact in [56] and [64] for the mass critical NLS, and for the critical wave equation in
Krieger/Nakanishi/Schlag [33, 72], where they obtained a related classiﬁcation of the ﬂow
near the solitary wave involving a description of the scattering zone and its boundary through
a non-return lemma). The solution S̃ is the universal attractor of all solutions in the (Exit)
regime:
Proposition 3.5 (Description of the (Exit) scenario, Martel, Merle, Raphaël [49]).
Let u(t) be a solution in the (Exit) scenario of Theorem 3.3 and let t∗ be the corresponding
exit time.
(i) Then there exist τ ∗ = τ ∗ (α∗ ) and (λ∗ , x∗ ) such that
1

|(λ∗ ) 2 u (t∗ , λ∗ x + x∗ ) − S̃(τ ∗ , x)|L2 < δ(α0 ) → 0 as α0 → 0.
(ii) Assume that the solution S̃(t) scatters as t → +∞, then any solution in the (Exit)
scenario is global for positive time and scatters as t → +∞.
Note that it is natural to expect S̃(t) to scatter as t → +∞ from the situation for cNLS
and ecNLW (see below) where it is proved.
It is important to notice that the above results rely on the explicit computation of some
parametrization of the solution for initial data in A, and not on algebraic virial type identities.
One may justify the following procedure: introduce the nonlinear decomposition of the ﬂow


x − x(t)
1
t,
u(t, x) =
1 (Q + )
λ(t)
λ(t) 2
where  is small and show that to leading order, λ(t) obeys the dynamical system
(3.9)

λtt (t) = 0, λ(0) = 1.

The three regimes (Exit), (Blow-up), and (Soliton) now correspond at the formal level
respectively to λt (0) > 0, λt (0) < 0, and λt (0) = 0. The main and deep part is a
monotonicity formula in the original variable.
We now consider initial data with slowly decaying tails interacting with the solitary wave
which lead to new exotic singular regimes:
Proposition 3.6 (Exotic blow-up regimes for Eq. (cKdV), Martel, Merle, Raphaël [50]).
There are solutions u ∈ H 1 of Eq. (cKdV), with initial data arbitrarily close in H 1 to Q,
(i) which blow up at t = 0 with speed |∂x u(t)|L2 ∼ t−ν as t → 0+ , for ν >

11
13 .

(ii) which blow up at +∞ with |∂x u(t)|L2 ∼ tν as t → +∞, for ν > 0.
This shows that universality is lost without decay of the initial data (u0 ∈ A). In particular, the H 1 Martel/Merle theory is still relevant and optimal for solutions only in the energy
space without strong decay.
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3.3. Subcritical large data examples, D-solitons. In this subsection, we are interested
in the problem for large data and in a subcritical situation. We consider the quartic KdV
equation (Eq. (1.5) with p = 4), where we have no blow-up in the energy space and a
nonintegrable situation.
The question is how to construct solutions with interaction between two or D nonlinear
objects, which is a natural step toward the soliton resolution conjecture. Such solutions exist
in the integrable case by algebraic formulas. Is this a general fact? We are able to obtain the
following (see also Merle [55])
Theorem 3.7 (Multi-solitons at t = +∞, Martel, Merle and Tsai [51], Martel [41]).
Consider Eq. (1.5) with exponent p = 4, 0 < c1 < .. < cD and x1 , .., xD ∈ R.
(i) Existence, uniqueness of pure multi-solitons at t = +∞: There exists a unique H 1
solution Ux1 ,c1 ,...,xD ,cD (t) (called a D-soliton) such that


lim Ux1 ,c1 ,...,xD ,cD (t) − [Qc1 (. − c1 t − x1 ) + .. + QcD (. − cD t − xD )]H 1 = 0,
t→+∞

where Qc is deﬁned in Eq. (3.2).
(ii) Stability, asymptotic stability of multi-solitons in H 1 : For α0 > 0, there is a δ0 > 0
such that : If u(t, x) is a solution with |u(0) − Ux1 ,c1 ,...,xD ,cD (0)|H 1 ≤ δ0 , then, for
some x1 (t),...,xD (t), we have
sup |u(t) − Ux1 (t),c1 ,...,xD (t),cD (t)|H 1 ≤ α0 ,

(3.10)

t≥0

and there exists c+
i close to ci such that
u(t) − Ux1 (t),c+ ,...,xD (t),c+ (t) → 0 in H 1 (x >
1

D

c1
10 t)

as t → +∞.

The remarkable result above is (ii). Indeed, in the subcritical case, at the formal level near
a soliton, we have one direction to control in addition to the distance to the soliton. Thus,
we need two conservation laws. In the case of a D-soliton, which is roughly a superposition
of D solitons, we have D directions of potential instability. So at the formal level, we would
need D + 1 conservation laws! To overcome this obstruction, we use the two conservation
laws and D − 1 monotonicity formulas. One can see that if the formal trajectories of the
solitons do not collide, the analysis can make the formal picture rigorous. Once we have
constructed the D-soliton for t > 0, and since the solution is deﬁned for all time, one can
ask about the behavior as t → −∞. In the integrable case, we again recover a D-soliton. We
prove that this fact is speciﬁc to the integrable case: soliton collision produces dispersion of
energy in the nonintegrable case.
Theorem 3.8 (Martel, Merle [45–47]).
Consider the 2-soliton for t > 0 Ux1 ,c1 ,x2 ,c2 (t) constructed in Theorem 3.7 above. For
suﬃciently small δ > 0, if
3
c1
c1
< δ or
< 1,
<
c2
4
c2
then Ux1 ,c1 ,x2 ,c2 (t) is not a 2-soliton as t → −∞.

(3.11)
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In addition, we have for c1 < δc2 or 1 − δ < cc12 < 1 a complete description of the
solution for all (t, x) including the interaction region. Here, the method and the challenge is
to ﬁnd a way to compute the solution. In one case, a wavelet type computation is carried out.
In the other case, a delicate tail interaction is performed. Then, a monotonicity formula again
justiﬁes the formal asymptotics. In this case, we can prove that the solution asymptotically
decomposes as t → −∞ into a 2-soliton and a dispersive tail (with linear behavior) of a
precise size.
The proof in the case 34 < cc12 < 1 − δ is of a diﬀerent nature. We argue by contradiction
and understand the solution independently of its behavior in |x| + |t| < A for A large and
we ﬁnd a contradiction outside this region. It is a powerful method which gives explicit
constraints on the ratio of the speeds, but does not describe the collision.

4. Large data results: The case of the energy critical wave equation
To develop a theory for non-prepared data (not small or close to a given proﬁle), we are going
to consider in this section the focusing energy critical Nonlinear Wave Equation (ecNLW)
in dimension N = 3. All the following theory is a critical theory invariant by scaling. An
important related problem is the energy critical Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation (ecNLS):
i∂t u + Δu ± |u|4 u = 0, x ∈ R3 .

(4.1)

Historically, defocusing nonlinear wave equations were ﬁrst considered in the 1980s and
90s by a number of authors including Grillakis [24], Shatah, and Struwe [78], who prove that
for any initial data, solutions exist globally and scatter. Similar results were proved in breakthrough papers for the defocusing energy critical Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation in the late
1990s and early 2000s by Bourgain in [3] and Colliander/Keel/Staﬃlani/Takaoka/Tao in [7].
The methodology is to prove, through various scenarios related to time oscillations, that
if blow-up occurs, some of the energy must concentrate, which contradicts a monotonicity
formula (Morawetz, 1961).
In the focusing case, the situation is diﬀerent: nonlinear objects such as W given by
Eq. (1.14) exist and by the classical obstruction identity, blow-up can occur (Levine, 1974).
Let us recall for the subconformal nonlinear wave equation in dimension N , universality was
proved for blow-up solutions (without size conditions) following the work of Giga/Kohn in
the parabolic context. Indeed, a monotonicity formula in the self-similar variable leads to a
proof that all blow-up is self-similar:
Theorem 4.1 (Self-similar blow-up in the subconformal situation for solutions of Eq. (1.6),
Merle, Zaag [68]).
Let 1 < p < 1 + N 4−1 . If u is a solution of Eq. (1.6) which blows up at time T , then, as
t → T:


2
N
(4.2)
sup |∂t u(t)|L2 (B(x,T −t)) + |∇u(t)|L2 (B(x,T −t)) ∼ (T − t)−( p−1 +1− 2 ) .
x

In addition, universality of the proﬁle is proved in dimension one, in a series of papers
(Merle/Zaag [69–71]).
The power p = 5 is not covered by this theorem (there is no monotonicity formula), and
the situation is diﬀerent: universality is lost. Indeed, there are diﬀerent types of blow-up:
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the self-similar one given by the ODE utt = u5 , and bubble-type blow-up (so-called type II
blow-up, with solutions u satisfying sup |∇u(t)|L2 + |∂t u(t)|L2 < ∞):
0<t<T

Theorem 4.2 (Existence of type II blow-up, Krieger, Schlag, Tataru [35–37]).
For all ν > 0, there exists a blow-up solution of Eq. (ecNLW), such that
"

 #
1
x
(u(t), ∂t u(t)) =
, 0 + η(t, x) ,
1+ν W
(1 − t)1+ν
(1 − t) 2
1

with η continuous in Ḣ × L2 up to T = 1 and W deﬁned in Eq. (1.14).
4.1. Critical theory and the Kenig/Merle approach. For the focusing equation (ecNLW),
before 2006 only the small data theory was available. The smallness was measured in terms
of Strichartz estimates and was unrelated to the size of the nonlinear stationary solution of
the equation given by the elliptic theory (in connection with the best constant for Sobolev
embedding), where the explicit solution W appears as a ground state (see [81]). So nothing was known for general nonlinear dynamics. A ﬁrst step taken by Kenig/Merle was to
relate these two theories using the criticality of the problem and to obtain an optimal small
data theory (see [27] for a detailed review of the Kenig/Merle approach related to critical
equations). This theory has its inspiration in variational problems where critical points correspond to nondispersive solutions. Nonvanishing or compactness properties for nonlinear
solutions of Eq. (ecNLW) are obtained from the criticality using reﬁned Strichartz estimates
(see Bahouri/Gérard/Merle/Vega [1, 67], and other work in the 1980s for the elliptic counterpart: Talenti, Trudinger, Aubin, Schoen, Sachs, Uhlenbeck, Brezis, Coron, P.-L. Lions,
Gérard, etc. [5, 40] and references therein). The diﬃcult part (rigidity) is then to relate
nondispersive solutions to stationary solutions in the energy space.
The breakthrough for this problem was, as before, the elimination of the case of energybounded, self-similar blow-up. Let us outline the methodology used to prove this fact (which
is shared by all results of this type in other contexts):
(i) Extraction of a nondispersive object v which is a solution of Eq. (ecNLW) with selfsimilar blow-up.
(ii) Gain of decay on v (in this case: compact support in the space of the solution).
(iii) Use of a monotonicity formula employed by Merle/Zaag which can be applied because
of the gain of decay.
(iv) As a consequence of the parabolic eﬀect of this formula, we obtain a nonzero solution
of an elliptic equation with a high degree of ﬂatness at the boundary.
(v) Then a contradiction follows from a unique continuation result on the elliptic equation.
As a consequence, we obtain the optimal small data theory and the classiﬁcation of dynamics
at the critical energy level.
Theorem 4.3 (Dynamical characterization of W (1.14), Kenig, Merle [29, 30]).
If u(t, x) is a solution of Eq. (ecNLW) with E(u, ∂t u) < E(W, 0) (where E is deﬁned in
Eq. (1.8)), then:
(i) If |∇u0 |L2 < |∇W |L2 , u(t) is global and scatters.
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(ii) If |∇u0 |L2 > |∇W |L2 , then T+ , T− < ∞.
Note the case |∇u0 |L2 = |∇W |L2 is impossible from the energy constraint and the constant in the Sobolev inequality ([81]). The analog of the L2 minimal mass characterization
of S for the mass critical (NLS) is the following
Theorem 4.4 (Dynamics at critical energy level, Duyckaerts, Merle [18, 19]). There exist
solutions W− , W+ of Eq. (ecNLW) with E(W± , W±t ) = E(W, 0) (where E is deﬁned in
Eq. (1.8)) such that
(i) W− scatters at −∞ to W deﬁned in Eq. (1.14) and at +∞ to a linear solution,
(ii) W+ scatters at −∞ to W and T+ (W+ ) < ∞.
Furthermore, up to the symmetry of the equation, if E(u, ∂t u) = E(W, 0):
(i) If |∇u0 |L2 < |∇W |L2 , then u is globally deﬁned, and u scatters to a linear solution
at ±∞, or u = W− .
(ii) If |∇u0 |L2 = |∇W |L2 , then u = W .
(iii) If |∇u0 |L2 > |∇W |L2 , then, either T+ , T− < ∞, or u = W+ .
Other spectacular applications of this theory have been carried out, especially for the
defocusing/focusing problems of the mass critical and the energy critical NLS (See Dodson/Killip/Tao/Visan [11, 12, 31, 32, 82]).
4.2. The large data case following Duyckaerts/Kenig/Merle. The ﬁnal design of the
Kenig/Merle method was to attack the problem of asymptotic soliton decomposition for
general data. The goal is to prove that in the energy space, for a global solution in time, there
exist an integer J, J stationary solutions V i of Eq. (ecNLW), and J parameters |li | < 1 such
that
⎛
⎞


J

x − xj (t)
1
j
u(t, x) − ⎝
(4.3)
0,
+ vlin (t, x)⎠ → 0 as t → +∞
1 V lj
λ
(t)
2
λ
(t)
j
j
j=1
in the energy space, where Vl is a traveling wave in the direction l deﬁned by the Lorentz
transformation from a stationary solution V of Eq. (ecNLW) for | l | < 1:
""
#
#
#
"
t
1
1

−
+
−1 l·x l+x ,
(4.4)
Vl (t, x) = V
| l |2
1 − | l |2
1 − | l |2
and where vlin is a solution of the linear wave equation and each Vljj does not interact with
the others.
This is a challenging question left open for decades for any equation in the nonintegrable
case. Note that for large data we do not know anything about the solution (not even that it is
bounded in the energy space). This conjecture can be decomposed into three diﬀerent steps
of varying diﬃculty:
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Step (i) Let u be a solution of Eq. (ecNLW) and assume that u is bounded and does not
scatter as t → +∞. Then there are (xn , tn ), λn , tn → ∞ such that we have the following:
for a stationary solution V and l ∈ R3 with |l| < 1,
3

λn2 ∇t,x u (tn , xn + λn x) − ∇t,x Vl (0, x) → 0 in L2 locally as n → +∞,

(4.5)

where ∇t,x u = (∂t u, ∂x1 u, . . . , ∂xN u) (Duyckaerts/Kenig/Merle [16]). In other words,
the proﬁle of the soliton appears recurrently localized in space as tn → ∞. (See also
Christodoulou,Tahvildar-Zadeh [10], Struwe [80] Sterbenz,Tataru [79] for the wave map
case.)
Part of the proof is the following characterization of nondispersive solutions: in the radial
case or under a nondegeneracy condition, a solution is nondispersive if and only if there
exists a stationary solution V and |l| < 1 such that u = Vl where Vl is deﬁned by Eq. (4.4)
(cf. [13, 17]).
Step (ii) Obtain this decomposition result for a sequence tn → ∞ (see [13] and Cote,
Kenig, Lawrie, Schlag [8, 9]).
Step (iii) Obtain this decomposition result for the full set t → ∞.
Note that going from step (ii) to step (iii) is challenging, and requires understanding
collisions of solitons.
We now have the full decomposition result in the radial situation (which gives the ﬁrst
result in the nonintegrable case, see [13–15]):
Theorem 4.5 (Radial soliton resolution, Duyckaerts, Kenig, Merle [15]).
Let u be a radial solution of Eq. (ecNLW). Then one of the following holds:
(i) Type I blow-up: T < ∞ and limt→T |(u(t), ∂t u(t)|Ḣ 1 ×L2 = +∞.
(ii) Type II blow-up: T < ∞ and there exist (v0 , v1 ) ∈ Ḣ 1 × L2 , an integer J > 0,
ιj ∈ {±1}, and functions λj (t) such that
λ1 (t)  λ2 (t)  . . .  λJ (t)  T − t as t → T

⎞
⎛




J



ιj
x
(u(t), ∂t u(t)) − ⎝v0 +
⎠
−→ 0,
W
, v1 

1/2
λj (t)

 1 2 t→T
j=1 λj (t)

(4.6)
(4.7)

Ḣ ×L

where W is deﬁned in Eq. (1.14).
(iii) Global solution: T = +∞ and there exist a solution vlin of the linear wave equation,
an integer J ≥ 0, ιj ∈ {±1}, and functions λj (t) such that
λ1 (t)  λ2 (t)  . . .  λJ (t)  t as t → +∞
⎛
⎞



J



x
ιj


⎝
⎠
W
, ∂t vlin (t) 
(u(t), ∂t u(t)) − vlin (t) +
1/2


λ
(t)
j
λ (t)
j=1

j

(4.8)
−→ 0.

Ḣ 1 ×L2

t→+∞

(4.9)
One important ingredient of the proof is the following simultaneous dispersive property
of radial solutions of Eq. (ecNLW): Any solution that is diﬀerent from 0 and ±W up to scaling has the following property on the existence of a channel of energy approaching inﬁnity
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starting from t = 0: |x|>R+|t| |∇x,t u(x, t)|2 dx ≥ η > 0 for all t ≥ 0 or all t ≤ 0. This
leads to surprising decoupled estimates on the interactions of solitons. The proof of this
property has a ﬂavor similar to the moving plane techniques used in elliptic PDE to prove
symmetry properties.

5. A supercritical example
One can see that the analysis of the previous examples is reduced to a critical situation where
there is a conservation law at the level of the critical space. We are now going to illustrate
an example in a supercritical situation, considering the construction of a blow-up solution
for the supercritical NLS. Let us ﬁrst brieﬂy recall previous results about construction of
blow-up solutions in a supercritical situation.
The only known example was the parabolic setting where the following equation was
N +2
considered for p > N
−2 :
∂t u = Δu + |u|p−1 u, x ∈ RN .
Herrero/Velázquez [25] were able to construct a blow-up solution related to a stationary solution for N > N (p) where N (p) is explicit. For the previous equation, we have a complete
classiﬁcation in the radial case of the diﬀerent asymptotic behaviors of the solution (see
Matano/Merle [52, 53]).
The problem is to initiate this program in the Hamiltonian situation by constructing a
blow-up solution related to a stationary solution for N > N (p). We will consider the superN +2
critical nonlinear Schrödinger equation, for p an odd integer with p > N
−2 :
i∂t u + Δu + |u|p−1 u = 0, u|t=0 = u0 , x ∈ RN .

(5.1)

Our goal is to see if the previous method described in 2.2 is ﬂexible enough to adapt to a
supercritical situation. This includes getting formal asymptotics and a rigorous analysis for
a blow-up solution.
For Eq. (5.1), we have a notion of critical space where the size of the initial data does
not change with the scaling, which in the supercritical case is above the energy space.
2
The scaling symmetry uλ (t, x) = λ p−1 u(λ2 t, λx) for λ > 0 is such that |uλ (t, ·)|Ḣ sc =
2
|u(λ2 t, ·)|Ḣ sc , where sc = N2 − p−1
> 1.
We consider the stationary radial solution V ∗ of
ΔV ∗ + |V ∗ |p−1 V ∗ = 0,

(5.2)

−2
p−1

which has a slow decay at inﬁnity (V ∗ (r) ∼ r
). V ∗ is not in the energy space but in Ḣ s
for s > sc > 1. There is an explicit α = α(p, N ) > 0 such that the following is true:
Theorem 5.1 (Type II blow-up for the supercritical NLS Eq., Merle, Raphaël, Rodnianski
[66]). Let p be an odd integer and N > N (p). For any integer  > α2 , under some generic
conditions, there exist s() > sc and u0 ∈ H s() such that the solution u(t) of Eq. (5.1)
blows up in ﬁnite time 0 < T < +∞ by concentrating to the soliton proﬁle:
2

|λ(t) p−1 u(t, λ(t)r) − V ∗ (r)|Ḣ s → 0 as t → T for sc < s ≤ s(),
where V ∗ is the solution of Eq. (5.2), with:

(5.3)
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(i) Blow-up speed: λ(t) ∼ (T − t) α and |u(t)|Ḣ s ∼
(ii) Behavior of the critical norm: |u(t)|Ḣ sc ∼

1
(T −t)

(s−sc )
α

for sc < s ≤ s(),


| log(T − t)|, and

(iii) Boundedness below scaling: lim supt↑T |u(t)|H s < +∞ for 0 ≤ s < sc .
This shows that the previous approaches are not speciﬁc to critical situations and the
problems related to supercriticality can be overcome by adapting the critical method to the
supercritical context. In particular, V ∗ does not have to belong to the critical space to be
used as a bubbling proﬁle. Properties of slow decay of the ground state are linked to a
ﬁnite-dimensional nonlinear dynamical system, where we look for an Ansatz with a speciﬁc
behavior. Finally, a key idea is to use estimates in high regularity spaces (even if we have
no conservation laws in these spaces). Interpolation and cancellations allow us to obtain
estimates in low regularity spaces.

6. Conclusion
We have illustrated universality for some canonical problems arising in diﬀerent physical
contexts. In these various Hamiltonian equations, we have found similarities in the results,
and similarities in the approaches (monotonicity formulas, few parameters related to special
solutions with nonlinear interactions where cancellations play a basic role, etc.). In conclusion, one can see a unity in these problems without apparent links a priori.
Nevertheless, it is clear that the proofs have to use the speciﬁcs of the each equation.
Finally, we observe that there are many wide open directions of research related to these
approaches.
Acknowledgements. Supported by The E.R.C. Advanced Grant 291214 BLOWDISOL.
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Wild harmonic bundles and twistor D -modules
Takuro Mochizuki

Abstract. The notion of twistor structure is a generalization of that of Hodge structure. Harmonic bundles and twistor D-modules are the counterparts of polarized variations of Hodge structure and Hodge
modules in the context of twistor structures. The study on harmonic bundles with wild singularity and
twistor D-modules lead us to an interesting interaction between global analysis and algebraic analysis.
It has resulted in signiﬁcant progress in the theory of holonomic D-modules also in the context of
irregular singularities. We will report on these developments.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). 14F10, 32C38, 32G20, 32S40, 53C07.
Keywords. Variation of Hodge structure, twistor structure, holonomic D-module, stokes structure,
singularity.

1. Introduction
Recall a theorem of Corlette [15]: a vector bundle with a ﬂat connection on a complex
projective manifold is semisimple if and only if it admits a pluri-harmonic metric. It is
a deep theorem obtained with methods in global analysis. One of our main results is a
generalization of the theorem of Corlette in the context of algebraic holonomic D-modules.
The notion of a holonomic D-module is a generalization of that of a vector bundle with
a ﬂat connection, and has been fundamental in contemporary mathematics. Holonomic Dmodules, unlike vector bundles, can have singularities. Hence, passing from the vector bundle case to that of holonomic D-modules requires signiﬁcant eﬀort to deal with the singularities of pluri-harmonic metrics and holonomic D-modules.
“Simpson’s Meta-Theorem” is an important guiding principle in our study of the singularities. C. Simpson [99] introduced the notion of twistor structure as a generalization
of that of Hodge structure. He found that a ﬂat bundle with a pluri-harmonic metric, that
is, a harmonic bundle, can be regarded as a “polarized variation of pure twistor structure”.
He proposed a principle that he calls Meta-Theorem, which roughly says that any theorem
concerning Hodge structures should have a counterpart in the context of twistor structures.
The principle turns out to be useful in the study of the asymptotic behaviour of harmonic
bundles near their singularities, although there are some peculiar phenomena in the twistor
case. Indeed, our study [65, 72] is inspired by the study of the asymptotic behaviour of
polarized variation of pure Hodge structure due to E. Cattani, A. Kaplan, W. Schmid [9–
11, 92] and M. Kashiwara, T. Kawai [42, 46].
The principle also suggests that the meaning of a “pluri-harmonic metric” for a holonomic D-module M could be clariﬁed as a “twistor version of polarized pure Hodge modProceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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ule” over M . This lead to the notion of a polarized pure twistor D-modules. The study of
twistor D-modules was initiated by C. Sabbah [81, 83] and developed by him and the author
[65, 72, 73], on the basis of the theory of Hodge modules due to M. Saito [87, 88].
Besides pursuing a twistor version of the Hodge theory suggested by Simpson’s MetaTheorem, we also need some advances in the general theory concerning the structure of
irregular singularities of meromorphic ﬂat bundles. In the one dimensional case, there is the
classical theory. It consists of (i) the existence theorem of a nice formal decomposition on
a ramiﬁed covering, (ii) the asymptotic analysis in order to lift the formal decomposition to
convergent ﬂat decompositions on small sectors, which leads us the concept of the Stokes
structure, (iii) the classiﬁcation of meromorphic ﬂat bundles by local systems with Stokes
structure. We can say that it is appropriately generalized in the higher dimensional case, after
the study by Y. André [1], K. Kedlaya [49, 50], H. Majima [56], B. Malgrange [58], Sabbah
[80] and the author [72]. It is fundamental not only for our study but also in the theory of
holonomic D-modules.
Why is the characterization interesting? It is mainly because of the nice functorial behaviour of twistor D-modules with respect to the standard operations. This implies some
highly non-trivial results on semisimple holonomic D-modules.
Actually, the most interesting consequence of our study is a solution of a conjecture of
Kashiwara [44]. As in the Hodge case, the Hard Lefschetz theorem is shown to hold for polarizable pure twistor D-modules. Said brieﬂy, it means the functoriality of polarizable pure
twistor D-modules with respect to the push-forward by any projective morphisms, and the
decomposition theorem for the underlying holonomic D-modules. Together with the characterization of semisimplicity for algebraic holonomic D-modules, we obtain the following
[72]: Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex projective manifolds, and let M be a
j
M
semisimple holonomic DX -module. Then, the j-th cohomology of the push-forward f+
4 j
f+ M [−j] in the derived category
is semisimple, and we have an isomorphism f+ M ,
of holonomic DY -modules. This statement was conjectured by Kashiwara.
In the following, we shall explain the above results with more details. An outline is
as follows. In §2, we recall the deﬁnition of a harmonic bundle. In §3, we review the
fundamental results on harmonic bundles over complex projective manifolds, as a motivation
for our study. Roughly, it is our purpose to develop a theory of singular harmonic bundles.
As already mentioned, twistor structure is the key notion which is explained in §4. We
explain in §5 some basic results on the local structure of meromorphic ﬂat bundles, which
are fundamental for our analysis of the singularities of harmonic bundles and meromorphic
ﬂat bundles. It is necessary to consider an additional structure on meromorphic ﬂat bundles,
called a parabolic structure or equivalently a ﬁltered bundle, which is explained in §6. We
give an overview of the study on wild harmonic bundles in §7, where the concepts and the
results in §4–§6 appear naturally. We shall brieﬂy describe the theory of twistor D-modules
in §8.

2. Harmonic bundles
We begin with some basic concepts in diﬀerential geometry of complex manifolds, and ﬁx
our notation. For any complex manifold X, let C ∞ (X) be the space of C ∞ -functions on
∞
X. Let Ωp,q
E on X, let
X denote the bundle of (p, q)-forms on X. For any C -vector bundle
4
p,q
p,q
∞
A (E) denote the space of C -sections of E ⊗ ΩX . We set Ar (E) := p+q=r Ap,q (E).
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A connection of E is a diﬀerential operator ∇ : A0 (E) −→ A1 (E) satisfying the Leibniz
rule ∇(f s) = f ∇(s) + s ⊗ df for any f ∈ C ∞ (X) and s ∈ A0 (E). The induced operators
Ap (E) −→ Ap+1 (E) are also denoted by ∇. It is well known that the curvature R(∇) :=
∇ ◦ ∇ is an element of A2 (End(E)). The connection is called ﬂat if R(∇) = 0. In that
case, (E, ∇) is called a ﬂat bundle.
A holomorphic structure of E is a diﬀerential operator ∂ E : A0 (E) −→ A0,1 (E) such
that (i) ∂ E (f s) = f ∂ E s + s ⊗ ∂f for any f ∈ C ∞ (X) and s ∈ A0 (E), (ii) ∂ E ◦ ∂ E = 0,
where the induced operators Ap,q (E) −→ Ap,q+1 (E) are also denoted by ∂ E . A vector
bundle with a holomorphic structure is called holomorphic vector bundle. It is well known
that this deﬁnition is equivalent to another deﬁnition as patched objects of trivial bundles by
holomorphic transformations.
Let (E, ∂ E ) be a holomorphic vector bundle. If we are given a Hermitian metric h of E,
we have a unique unitary connection ∇h such that the (0, 1)-part of ∇h is equal to ∂ E . It is
called the Chern connection of (E, ∂ E , h).
Let ΩpX denote the sheaf of holomorphic p-forms on X. The corresponding holomorphic
vector bundle is also denoted by ΩpX . A Higgs ﬁeld on a holomorphic vector bundle (E, ∂ E )
on X is a holomorphic section θ of End(E) ⊗ Ω1X satisfying θ ∧ θ = 0. In other words, a
Higgs ﬁeld is θ ∈ A1,0 (End(E)) such that θ ∧ θ = ∂θ = 0.
Harmonic bundles. Let (E, ∂ E , θ) be a Higgs bundle with a metric h. We have the Chern
connection ∇h . We also have the adjoint θh† ∈ A0,1 (End(E)) of θ with respect to h. If
the connection D1h := ∇h + θ + θh† is ﬂat, the metric h is called a pluri-harmonic metric of
the Higgs bundle, and (E, ∂ E , θ, h) is called a harmonic bundle [97]. More explicitly, for
the decomposition ∇h = ∂ E + ∂E,h into the (0, 1)-part and the (1, 0)-part, the condition
is described as ∂E,h θ = ∂θh† = R(∇h ) + [θ, θh† ] = 0. If dim X = 1, the equalities
∂E,h θ = ∂θh† = 0 hold trivially, and the equation R(∇h ) + [θ, θh† ] = 0 is often called the
Hitchin equation.
Let (V, ∇) be a ﬂat bundle. If we are given a Hermitian metric h of V , we have a unique
decomposition ∇ = ∇h + Φh , where ∇h is a unitary connection and Φh ∈ A1 (End E) is
self-adjoint. We also have the decompositions ∇h = ∂ V,h + ∂V,h and Φh = θh† + θh into
the (0, 1)-part and the (1, 0)-part. If (V, ∂ V,h , θh ) is a Higgs bundle, then h is called a pluriharmonic metric of (V, ∇), and (V, ∇, h) is called a harmonic bundle [97]. The condition is
described as ∂ V,h ◦ ∂ V,h = ∂ V,h θh = θh ∧ θh = 0. Indeed, the condition ∂ V,h θ = 0 implies
the others.
If h is a pluri-harmonic metric for a Higgs bundle (E, ∂ E , θ), it is a pluri-harmonic metric
for the induced ﬂat bundle (E, D1h ). If h is a pluri-harmonic metric for a ﬂat bundle (V, ∇),
it is a pluri-harmonic metric for the induced Higgs bundle (V, ∂ V,h , θh ). The constructions
are mutually inverse.

3. Corlette-Simpson correspondence
The following theorem is one of the earliest but also the most interesting in the theory of
harmonic bundles. It is due to S. K. Donaldson [25] and N. Hitchin [36] in the case dim X =
1 and rank E = 2, and due to K. Corlette [15] and C. Simpson [94] in the general case. It is
a really deep result in the crossroad between algebraic geometry and diﬀerential geometry.
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Theorem 3.1. Let X be an n-dimensional connected complex projective manifold with
an ample line bundle L. We have the correspondences of harmonic bundles, semisimple ﬂat bundles, and μL -polystable Higgs bundles (E, ∂ E , θ) with ch1 (E)c1 (L)n−1 =
ch2 (E)c1 (L)n−2 = 0.
We explain the details of the statement. A ﬂat bundle is called irreducible if it does
not have any non-trivial ﬂat subbundles, and it is called semisimple if it is a direct sum of
irreducible ones. For any coherent torsion-free OX -module F, we set

−1
μL (F) := (rank F)
c1 (F)c1 (L)n−1
X

A Higgs bundle (E, ∂ E , θ) is μL -stable (resp. μL -semistable) if μL (F) < μL (E) (resp.
μL (F) ≤ μL (E)) holds for any saturated OX -subsheaf F of E with θ(F) ⊂ F ⊗ Ω1X and
0 < rank F < rank E. A μL -semistable Higgs bundle is called μL -polystable if it is a
direct sum of μL -stable ones. (The condition is also called μ-stability, slope-stability, etc.)
On one side of Theorem 3.1, for any harmonic bundle on X, the underlying ﬂat bundle
is semisimple, and the underlying Higgs bundle (E, ∂ E , θ) is μL -polystable with
ch1 (E)c1 (L)n−1 = ch2 (E)c1 (L)n−2 = 0 (actually chj (E) = 0 for j > 0).
We have orthogonal decompositions into irreducible ones or stable ones. The other side of
Theorem 3.1 says: if a ﬂat bundle (V, ∇) on X is irreducible, there exists a pluri-harmonic
metric h for (V, ∇); if a Higgs bundle (E, ∂ E , θ) is μL -stable with ch1 (E)c1 (L)n−1 =
ch2 (E)c1 (L)n−2 = 0 then there exists a pluri-harmonic metric h for (E, ∂ E , θ). The metrics
are unique up to the multiplication by a positive constant. These existence results are hard to
prove, and are obtained through powerful methods developed in global analysis, mentioned
later.
It is instructive to recall an easy consequence of the theorem. Let F : Y −→ X be a
morphism of projective manifolds. Then, for any semisimple ﬂat bundle (V, ∇) on X, the
pull back F ∗ (V, ∇) is also semisimple. Indeed, take a pluri-harmonic metric h on (V, ∇).
It is easy to check that F ∗ h is a pluri-harmonic metric on F ∗ (V, ∇), and hence F ∗ (V, ∇) is
semisimple. The author does not know an elementary proof of this fact.
The theorem consists of two correspondences: Corlette [15] proved the correspondence
between harmonic bundles and ﬂat bundles, and Simpson [94] proved the correspondence
between harmonic bundles and Higgs bundles.
Corlette studied harmonic metrics on ﬂat bundles on Riemannian manifolds Y . (See also
the previous works [22] and [25]). A Hermitian metric on a ﬂat bundle on Y is deﬁned to
be a harmonic metric if the induced map from a universal covering of Y to the space of
Hermitian matrices is a harmonic map. With the method of heat equations developed by S.
K. Donaldson [23] and J. Eelles-J. Sampson[29], he established that a ﬂat bundle on a compact Riemannian manifold is semisimple if and only if it admits a harmonic metric. Moreover, he proved that a harmonic metric on (V, ∇) on a compact Kähler manifold is always
pluri-harmonic, by eﬀectively applying the Bochner-Sampson-Siu technique in the theory
of harmonic maps. Thus, he arrived at the above correspondence. Note that Corlette studied
more general objects, and he obtained various impressive applications including remarkable
results for rigidity of lattices in some Lie groups. See [16] for details.
Simpson studied the Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence for Higgs bundles. Let X be
a smooth projective variety with an ample line bundle L and a Kähler form ω representing
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c1 (L). A Hermitian metric h on a Higgs bundle (E, ∂ E , θ) on X is called Hermitian-Einstein
if Λω (D1h ◦ D1h ) ∈ A0 (End(E)) is the multiplication by a constant, where Λω denotes the
adjoint of the multiplication of ω. He established that (E, ∂ E , θ) is μL -polystable if and only
if it admits a Hermitian-Einstein metric, by developing the method of Donaldson [23, 24],
Hitchin [36], K. Uhlenbeck and S. T. Yau [104]. The origin of the subject can trace back to
the work of M. S. Narasimhan and C. S. Seshadri [75] on unitary ﬂat bundles over compact
Riemann surfaces, and the introduction of the Einstein condition by S. Kobayashi [51]. See
[55] for more details on the Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence. Moreover, Simpson proved
2

 
 
(2 rank E)−1 c1 (E)2 − ch2 (E) ω n−2 = C X (D1h ◦ D1h )⊥ h,ω ≥ 0 for any HermitianX
Einstein metric h, where (·)⊥ denotes the trace free part. It is the Bogomolov-Gieseker
inequality in the Higgs case, and the vanishing condition for the Chern character of E implies
D1h ◦ D1h = 0, i.e., h is pluri-harmonic.
It would be valuable to mention that Simpson developed his arguments even for noncompact X under some conditions, which was applied in the curve case [94, 95]. He also
found that his argument for Higgs bundles can be adapted for ﬂat bundles [97]. They were
crucial for our study [64, 66, 72]. His result was also eﬃciently used in a recent application
to monopoles [14].
Polarized variation of Hodge structure. We can appreciate Simpson’s work as a very
exciting fusion of interesting branches of mathematics. As explained above, his study takes
place in an interesting stream of global analysis. It is also a signiﬁcant bridge with another
apparently completely diﬀerent ﬁeld of mathematics, that is the Hodge theory.
To a smooth projective morphism of complex manifolds f : X −→ S, we associate the
local system Ri f∗ QX on S. The associated holomorphic vector bundle Ri f∗ QX ⊗QS OS
with the induced ﬂat connection is called the Gauss-Manin connection. P. Griﬃths introduced the concept of polarized variation of pure Hodge structure by abstracting the properties of the induced structure on the Gauss-Manin connection, and opened a new research
area. See his survey [32], for example.
We only recall the concept of complex variation of Hodge structure [94] for which we
consider two ﬁltrations instead of a ﬁltration with a Q-structure. First, a complex Hodge
structure is a C-vector space H with two ﬁnite decreasing ﬁltrations F = (F p | p ∈ Z) and
G = (Gp | p ∈ Z). Then,
called pure of weight n if we have F p ∩ Gq = 0 for
4 (H, F,p G) is
q
p + q > n and H = p+q=n F ∩ G . A polarization S of (H, F, G) is a Hermitian or antiHermitian
whether n is even or odd, such√that (i) the decomposition
4 form ofp H depending
q
p−q
H =
S on F p ∩ Gq is
p+q=n F ∩ G is orthogonal with respect to S, (ii) ( −1)
positive deﬁnite.
A variation of complex Hodge structure on a complex manifold X is a ﬂat bundle (V, ∇)
on X equipped with two decreasing ﬁltrations F and G by vector subbundles satisfying the
Griﬃths transversality conditions ∇A0 (F p ) ⊂ A0,1 (F p ) ⊕ A1,0 (F p−1 ) and ∇A0 (Gq ) ⊂
A1,0 (Gq ) ⊕ A0,1 (Gq−1 ). It is called pure of weight n if the restriction (V, F, G)|P for any
P ∈ X is pure Hodge structure of weight n. A polarization of (V, ∇, F, G) is a ∇-ﬂat
sesqui-linear form S on V , such that S|P is a polarization of (V, F, G)|P for any P ∈ X.
A harmonic bundle naturally appears from a polarized variation of Hodge structure.
Indeed, the positive deﬁnite Hermitian pairing in the deﬁnition of polarization is a pluriharmonic metric of the ﬂat bundle. Equivalently, the associated graded holomorphic vector bundle GrF (V ) is equipped with the Higgs ﬁeld induced by the sum of GrF (∇) :
1
GrpF (V ) −→ Grp−1
F (V ) ⊗ Ω , and the induced metric on GrF (V ) is a pluri-harmonic
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metric of the Higgs bundle.
Conversely,
i.e., a Higgs bundles (E, θ) with a
4suppose we are given a Hodge bundle
θ(Ep ) ⊂ Ep−1 ⊗ Ω1 . If (E, θ) has a pluri-harmonic metric h
grading E =
Ep such that4
for which the decomposition
Ep is orthogonal, then the harmonic bundle (E, θ, h) comes
from a polarized complex variation of Hodge structure. It is more convenient to replace
the orthogonality
condition by the equivariance with respect to the S 1 -action on E given by
4 p
gt =
t idEp .
By applying his correspondence, Simpson obtained a construction of a polarized variation of Hodge structure, not through the Gauss-Manin connections.
Theorem 3.2 ([94]). Suppose that we are given a Hodge bundle with trivial Chern character
on a projective manifold with an ample line bundle L. It is μL -polystable if and only if it
comes from a polarized complex variation of Hodge structure.
See [77, 94, 96, 97, 100, 107], and their references for more applications of harmonic
bundles on projective manifolds.
Afterward. Through the work of Simpson, it turned out that harmonic bundles and polarized variations of pure Hodge structure share many important properties. For example,
Simpson [97] developed the harmonic theory for harmonic bundles, and established the Hard
Lefschetz theorem for the cohomology groups associated to harmonic bundles on projective
manifolds, as in the Hodge case due to Deligne. Because any semisimple ﬂat bundle comes
from a harmonic bundle, we may say that Hodge-like property is rather common. This is a
new point of view.
The subsequent study is roughly divided into two branches. One is directed to the interest in the moduli spaces of Higgs (ﬂat) bundles on curves, which are interesting in relation
with many subjects including the Langlands theory, the non-abelian Hodge theory, the mirror symmetry, the integrable systems, etc. Rich structures on the moduli spaces revealed
by Hitchin and Simpson are intriguing for many researchers. Moreover, delicate issues to
deal with the moduli spaces caused the development of the theory of n-stacks. The other
is directed to the interest in harmonic bundles with singularities particularly in the higher
dimensional case, that is the main topic in the rest of this text.

4. Twistor structure
A twistor structure, as introduced by Simpson, is a holomorphic vector bundle on P1 . A
mixed twistor structure is a twistor structure V with a ﬁnite increasing ﬁltration W =
⊕rk
for some rk ≥ 0. If GrW
(Wk | k ∈ Z) such that GrW
k (V ) , OP1 (k)
k (V ) = 0 unless k = w, it is called pure of weight w.
The relation with Hodge structure is given by the Rees construction. 
From a vector
space H with a Hodge ﬁltration F , we obtain a C[λ]-module ξ(H; F ) =
F j (H)λ−j ,
which gives a vector bundle on Spec C[λ]. Another ﬁltration G on H induces ξ(H; G) on
C[λ−1 ]. By gluing them, we obtain a twistor structure. It is naturally equipped with an
action of Gm = Spec C[λ, λ−1 ]. Thus, we obtain a functor ξ from the category of complex
Hodge structures to the category of Gm -equivariant twistor structures.
Theorem 4.1 (Simpson). The functor ξ is an equivalence. It induces an equivalence between
the categories of mixed Hodge structures and Gm -equivariant mixed twistor structures.
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Simpson found that mixed twistor structures share some of important properties with
mixed Hodge structures. The concepts of Tate twist, polarization, etc., for Hodge structures
are naturally translated to those for twistor structures. A morphism of mixed twistor structures is always strict with respect to the weight ﬁltrations, from which we obtain that the
category of mixed twistor structures is abelian, as is the category of mixed Hodge structure.
Another important discovery due to Simpson is that harmonic bundles can be regarded as
polarized variations of pure twistor structure. As he emphasized, this is the “raison d’être” of
mixed twistor structures. It establishes a similarity between harmonic bundles and polarized
variations of Hodge structure at the level of deﬁnitions, which explains the previously known
resemblances. This gives us a drastic change of view to harmonic bundles. It indicates how
theorems concerning variation of Hodge structure could be generalized to those in the context
of harmonic bundles. Our study of the asymptotic behaviour of wild harmonic bundles owes
much to this idea (see §7). It also predicted a twistor version of the theory of Hodge modules,
realized as the theory of twistor D-modules (see §8).
We explain the correspondence only in the case of weight 0, although we can freely shift
the weight.
−1
Let σ : P1 −→ P1 be the anti-holomorphic involution deﬁned by σ(λ) = −λ . Let V
be any twistor structure. Then, σ ∗ V is naturally a twistor structure with the action of OP1 on
σ ∗ V given by f σ ∗ v := σ ∗ (σ ∗ (f ) v). We have a natural identiﬁcation σ ∗ OP1 , OP1 given
by σ ∗ (f ) −→ σ ∗ (f ).
Let V be a pure twistor structure of weight 0. A morphism S : V ⊗ σ ∗ V −→ OP1 is
called symmetric, if we have σ ∗ S(σ ∗ v ⊗ u) = S(u ⊗ σ ∗ v). A symmetric pairing S induces
a Hermitian pairing H 0 (S) on the vector space H 0 (P1 , V ). We say that S is a polarization
of V if H 0 (S) is positive deﬁnite. It is easy to see that H 0 induces an equivalence between
pure twistor structures of weight 0 with a polarization and vector spaces with a Hermitian
metric. A quasi-inverse is given as follows. A vector space U induces a pure twistor structure
V = U ⊗ OP1 of weight 0. A Hermitian
 metric h of U induces a polarization Sh : V ⊗
σ ∗ V −→ OP1 given by Sh f u, σ ∗ (gv) = f σ ∗ (g)h(u, v) for u, v ∈ U and local sections
f and g of OP1 .
an
be the sheaf of C ∞ -functions which are
Let Y be any complex manifold. Let CP∞1 ×Y
1
of P1 × Y onto the
holomorphic in the P -direction. Let pi (i = 1, 2) denote theprojections


0,1
−1
−1 1,0
−1
i-th component. We set ξA1Y := p−1
2 ΩY ⊗p1 OP1 ({∞}) ⊕ p2 ΩY ⊗p1 OP1 ({0}) .

0,1
We have a naturally deﬁned diﬀerential operator dP1 : ξA1Y −→ ξA1Y ⊗ p−1
1 ΩP1 . We use
1
∞
1
the same symbol ξAY to denote the sheaf of C -sections f of ξAY such that dP1 f = 0.
an
The exterior derivative in the Y -direction naturally gives d : CP∞1 ×Y
−→ ξA1Y .
∞ an
A variation of twistor structure on Y is a locally free CP1 ×Y -module V  with a differential operator D : V  −→ V  ⊗ ξA1Y satisfying the conditions (i) D (f s) =
an
and V  respectively, (ii)
s ⊗ df + f D (s), where f and s are local sections of CP∞1 ×Y
5
5i+1 1
i
D ◦ D = 0, where the induced operators V  ⊗
ξA1Y −→ V  ⊗
ξAY are
denoted by the same symbol. A variation of twistor structure (V  , D ) is called pure of
weight n if the induced twistor structures V|P1 ×{P } are pure of weight n for any P ∈ Y .
Note that the poles of D along {0, ∞} × Y correspond to the Griﬃths transversality condition.
The involution σ × id on P1 × Y is alsodenoted by σ. We have a natural identiﬁcation of
∞ an
1,0
∗
∗
CP1 ×Y -modules σ ∗ Ω0,1 ⊗ p−1
⊗ p−1
2 OP1 ({∞}) , Ω
2 OP1 ({0}) given by σ ω −→ σ ω
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which induces σ ∗ ξA1Y , ξA1Y . For any variation of twistor structure (V  , D ), we have
an induced variation of twistor structure σ ∗ (V  , D ) where σ ∗ D is the induced operator
σ ∗ V  −→ σ ∗ V  ⊗ σ ∗ ξA1Y , σ ∗ V  ⊗ ξA1Y . When (V  , D ) is pure of weight 0,
an
is called a polarization if S|P1 ×P are
a D -ﬂat morphism S : V  ⊗ σ ∗ V  −→ CP∞1 ×Y

polarizations of V|P1 ×P for any P ∈ Y .

Let (E, ∂ E , θ, h) be a harmonic bundle on Y . We set E  := p−1
:= ∂ E +
2 E and D
−1

∗ 
∞ an
λθ + ∂E,h + λ θ. We have Sh : E ⊗ σ E −→ CP1 ×Y induced by h. Then, (E  , D )
is naturally a variation of pure twistor structure with a polarization Sh .
†

Theorem 4.2 (Simpson). The above correspondence gives an equivalence between harmonic bundles and polarized variations of pure twistor structure of weight 0.
A variation of twistor structure (V  , D ) is described as a patched object as follows.
 1,0
We regard P1 as the gluing of Cλ and Cμ by λμ = 1. We identify ξA1Y |Cλ ×Y , p−1
ΩY ⊕
2
0,1 

ΩY by multiplying λ on the (1, 0)-part. Then, D|Cλ ×Y induces a family of ﬂat λ-connec
tions D on V = V|C
, i.e., a diﬀerential operator satisfying the twisted Leibniz rule
λ ×Y

D(f s) = s ⊗ (λ∂Y + ∂ Y )f + f D(s), and the integrability condition D ◦ D = 0. Similarly,

†
†
†
D
|Cμ ×Y induces an operator D on V = V|Cμ ×Y satisfying D (f s) = s ⊗ (μ∂ Y + ∂Y )f +
f D† (s), and D† ◦ D† = 0. We can regard D as the patched objects of (V, D) and (V † , D† )
by an isomorphism on C∗ × Y compatible with the associated ﬂat connections. Note that
(V † , D† ) can be regarded as a holomorphic vector bundle with a family of ﬂat μ-connections
on Cμ × Y † , where Y † denote the complex manifold conjugate of Y .

5. Local structure of meromorphic ﬂat bundles
Let X be a complex manifold with a hypersurface D. For simplicity, D will be assumed
to be simply normal crossing. Let OX (∗D) denote the sheaf of meromorphic functions
on X whose poles are contained in D. A meromorphic bundle on (X, D) means a locally
free OX (∗D)-module. A meromorphic bundle on (X, D) with a ﬂat connection is called a
meromorphic ﬂat bundle on (X, D).
We review the basic theory on the structure of meromorphic ﬂat bundles near their poles.
It is a generalization of the well known theory in the curve case.
Regular singular meromorphic ﬂat bundle. Let X be a complex manifold with a simply
normal crossing hypersurface D. Let (V, ∇) be a meromorphic ﬂat bundle on (X, D). It
is called regular singular if there exists a lattice V ⊂ V for which ∇ is logarithmic, i.e.,
∇(V ) ⊂ V ⊗ Ω1X (log D). See [19] for basic facts on regular singular meromorphic ﬂat
bundles. We mention some well known properties. Suppose that X is equipped with a
+
holomorphic coordinate system (z1 , . . . , zn ) such that D = i=1 {zi = 0}. We can take

a local frame v of V for which the connection form of ∇ is j=1 Aj dzj /zj , where Aj
are constant matrices. Let V|O denote the formal completion V ⊗OX C[[z1 , . . . , zn ]] at O =
(0, . . . , 0). Then, any v/ ∈ V|O with ∇(/
v ) = 0 is convergent, i.e., we have a section v of
V on a neighbourhood of O which induces v/. In a more general situation, the isomorphism
classes of the regular singular meromorphic ﬂat bundles on any (X, D) can be classiﬁed by
the associated local systems on X \ D. In particular, the study on ﬂat bundles on quasi-
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projective manifolds is reduced to the study of regular singular meromorphic ﬂat bundles on
projective manifolds.
Unramiﬁedly good elementary meromorphic ﬂat bundle. For any section of f ∈ OX (∗D),
let L(f) denote the meromorphic
ﬂat bundle (OX (∗D), d+df). We regard that meromorphic
4
ﬂat bundles of the form f∈I Rf ⊗ L(f) are easy to understand, where I is a ﬁnite set of
sections of OX (∗D), and Rf are regular singular meromorphic ﬂat bundles. Such meromorphic ﬂat bundles are called elementary. We can understand the local structure of a general
meromorphic ﬂat bundle by measuring how it is far from an elementary one. It is convenient
to impose some technical condition on the index set I.
Let U be a neighbourhood of O = (0, . . . , 0) in Cn . Let (z1, . . . , zn) be the standard
+
coordinate system of Cn . Set D := U ∩ i=1{zi = 0}. Let f be
of OU (∗D).
6 a msection

m
i
Suppose that there exists m = (mi ) ∈ Z≥0 such that (i) z f = zi f is holomorphic,
(ii) if m = (0, . . . , 0), we have (z m f )(O) = 0. Then, we set ord(f ) := −m. In general,
such m does not exist. For any holomorphic function f , we have ord(f ) = (0, . . . , 0). If
ord(g) exists for g ∈ OU (∗D), then ord(g + f ) = ord(g) for any holomorphic function f .
Hence, we can consider ord for sections of OU (∗D)/OU .
A ﬁnite subset I ⊂ OU (∗D)O /OX,O is called a good set of irregular values, if the
following conditions are satisﬁed:
(i) ord(f
) exists


 for any f ∈ I, (ii) ord(f − g) exists for
any f, g ∈ I, (iii) the set ord(f − g)  f, g ∈ I ⊂ Z is totally ordered. Here, we use the
def

partial order ≤ on Z given by m ≤ n ⇐⇒ m
4i ≤ ni for any i.
An elementary meromorphic ﬂat bundle f ∈I Rf ⊗ L(f ) on (U , D) is called unramiﬁedly good, if the image of I −→ OU (∗D)O /OU ,O is a good set of irregular values. We
shall not so carefully distinguish I from its image in OU (∗D)O /OU ,O .
Good meromorphic ﬂat bundle. Let X be a complex manifold with a simply normal crossing hypersurface D. Let (V, ∇) be a meromorphic ﬂat bundle on (X, D). The formal completion of (V, ∇) at P is denoted by (V, ∇)|P . We say that (V, ∇) is unramiﬁedly good at P
7
if we have (i) a good set of irregular values Irr(∇, P ) ⊂ OX (∗D)P OX,P , (ii) an unrami4
(P )
(P )
ﬁedly good elementary meromorphic ﬂat bundle (V (P ) , ∇(P ) ) = a∈Irr(∇,P ) (Va , ∇a )
on a neighbourhood of P , and (iii) an isomorphism ψ/P : (V, ∇)  , (V (P ) , ∇(P ) )  . We
|P

|P

say that (V, ∇) is good at P if we have a ramiﬁed covering ϕP : (XP , DP ) −→ (XP , DP )
of a neighbourhood XP of P such that ϕ∗P (V, ∇) is unramiﬁedly good at ϕ−1 (P ). We say
that (V, ∇) is (unramiﬁedly) good on (X, D) if it is (unramiﬁedly) good at any P ∈ D.
The classical Hukuhara-Levelt-Turrittin theorem says that any meromorphic ﬂat bundle
on a curve is good. According to [58] (see also [72]), for any meromorphic ﬂat bundle (V, ∇)
on (X, D), there exists a closed analytic subset Z ⊂ D which is nowhere dense, such that
(V, ∇)|X\Z is good on (X \ Z, D \ Z).
Resolution of turning points. In general, a meromorphic ﬂat bundle (V, ∇) on (X, D)
may have points called turning points [1], at which (V, ∇) is not good. An easy non-trivial
example is given as follows. We have a meromorphic ﬂat bundle (V0 , ∇0 ) on (P1 , 0) which
is ramiﬁed at 0. Let ϕ be a rational map from C2 to P1 given by ϕ(z, w) = [z : w]. Then,
(0, 0) is a turning point of ψ ∗ (V0 , ∇0 ).
Sabbah conjectured the existence of a projective birational morphism F : (X  , D ) −→
(X, D) such that F ∗ (V, ∇) is good, called a resolution of turning points. In the algebraic
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case, it was proved by Kedlaya [49, 50] and the author [67, 72].
Theorem 5.1. If X and (V, ∇) are algebraic, there exists a resolution of turning points for
(V, ∇).
As for the complex analytic case, Kedlaya (loc.cit) proved the existence of local resolutions.
Theorem 5.2. Let P be any point of D. There exists a neighbourhood XP such that a
resolution of turning points of (V, ∇)|XP exists.
These theorems are important in the study of meromorphic ﬂat bundles, because resolutions of turning points play the role of resolutions of singularity in algebraic geometry.
Asymptotic analysis. The asymptotic analysis for meromorphic ﬂat bundles on curves can
be generalized to that for good meromorphic ﬂat bundles. A systematic study was started by
Majima [56], revisited by Sabbah [80] in a diﬀerent framework, and later by the author [72].
π
.
. i ) be the oriented real blow up of X along Di , and let X(D)
−→ X denote
Let X(D
.
. i ) over X. A C ∞ -function f on an open subset U ⊂ X(D)
is
the ﬁber product of X(D
−1
called holomorphic if its restriction to U \ π (D) is holomorphic. In the one dimensional
denote the sheaf
case, it is a holomorphic function with asymptotic expansion. Let OX(D)

.
of holomorphic functions on X(D).
. ∇)
.
Let (V, ∇) be an unramiﬁedly good meromorphic ﬂat bundle on (X, D). We set (V,
−1
(P )
(P )
/
:= π (V, ∇) ⊗π−1 O O  . For any P ∈ D, we have (V , ∇ ), Irr(∇, P ) and ψP
X

X(D)

.
as above. Then, for any Q ∈ π −1 (P ) there exist a neighbourhood UQ ⊂ X(D)
and an
(P ) . (P )
∗/
.
.
.
isomorphism ψUQ : (V, ∇)|UQ , (V , ∇ )|UQ compatible with π ψP .
The isomorphism ψUQ is not unique. Instead, we have the canonically deﬁned Stokes
ﬁltrations. For any Q ∈ π −1 (P ), we have the partial order ≤Q on Irr(∇, P ) given as
def

follows: a ≤Q b ⇐⇒ − Re(a − b) ≤ 0 holds on any small neighbourhood of Q. (We
−1 . (P )
.Q ) = 4
permit −∞.) We set FaQ (V
b≤Q a ψUQ (Vb )Q . Here (·)Q denotes the stalk of (·) at
Q. It is independent of the choice of UQ and the decomposition as above. Thus, we obtain
.Q indexed by the partially ordered set (Irr(∇, P ), ≤Q ). If Q1 ∈ π −1 (P )
a ﬁltration of V
.Q , and we have the compatibility
is suﬃciently close to Q, F Q induces a ﬁltration on V
1
Q1
Q
Q1
condition Fa = Fa + F<a .
Q . 7 Q .
.
We set GrF
a (VQ ) := Fa (VQ ) F<a (VQ ). By the above compatibility condition, we can
−1
.
.
glue GrF
(P )), and obtain an OX(D)
(∗D)-module GrF

a (VQ ) (Q ∈ π
a (V) on a neighbourF
. By construction, GrF
. .
hood of π −1 (P ) with an induced ﬂat connection Gra (∇).
a (V, ∇) is
(P
)
(P
)
F
F
.a , ∇
. a ). The push-forward Gra (V, ∇) := π∗ Gra (V,
. ∇)
. is
naturally isomorphic to (V
(P )

(P )

naturally isomorphic to (Va , ∇a ).
Although we can ﬁnd (V (P ) , ∇(P ) ) directly from (V, ∇)|P , the above construction as
the grading with respect to the Stokes ﬁltrations is useful when we are interested in some
induced structure on X \ D.
Riemann-Hilbert-Birkhoﬀ correspondence. We can classify meromorphic ﬂat bundles
on curves by local systems with Stokes structure, according to P. Deligne, B. Malgrange
[57] and Y. Sibuya [93]. This is naturally generalized for good meromorphic ﬂat bundles as
in [72] (see a survey [71]). See also [80, 84].
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We continue to use the above notation. Let L be the local system on X \ D associ.
We also have the
ated to (V, ∇)|X\D . It can be extended to a local system L on X(D).
4
(P )
(P )
(P )
(P )
. ∇)
. |U ,
local system L
=
La associated to (V , ∇ ). The isomorphism (V,
Q
. (P ) )|U induces an isomorphism L|U , L(P ) . We obtain a ﬁltration F Q on the
. (P ) , ∇
(V
Q
Q
|UQ
stalk LQ indexed by (Irr(∇, π(Q)), ≤Q ) as before. The family of ﬁltrations {F Q } satisﬁes
the following compatibility condition. If P  ∈ D is suﬃciently close to P , we have the map
Irr(∇, P ) −→ OX (∗D)
P  ). If Q is suﬃciently
 equals Irr(∇,
 P  /OX,P  , and the image

close to Q, the map Irr(∇, π(Q)), ≤Q −→ Irr(∇, π(Q )), ≤Q is order preserving.
Q
Q
 by (Irr(∇, π(Q)), ≤Q ) induces a ﬁltration F of LQ indexed by
So, F of LQ indexed
Irr(∇, π(Q )), ≤Q . (See [71] for the procedure, for example.) It turns out that it is equal

to F Q . A family of the ﬁltrations satisfying the compatibility condition is called a Stokes
structure of L. Unramiﬁedly good meromorphic ﬂat bundles are classiﬁed by local systems
with a Stokes structure. This is the Riemann-Hilbert-Birkhoﬀ correspondence in [72].
Deformation. A good system of irregular values I on (X, D) is deﬁned to be a family of
good set of irregular values (IP | P ∈ D) such that for any P there exists a neighbourhood
U and IP  (P  ∈ U ∩ D) are the image of the natural map IP −→ OX (∗D)P  /OX,P  .
We say that
good if Irr(∇, P ) ⊂ IP for any P ∈ D. A Stokes
 (V, ∇) is I-unramiﬁedly

structure F Q  Q ∈ π −1 (D) of a local system L is called I-Stokes structure if the index
sets of F Q are contained in Iπ(Q) . Then, I-unramiﬁedly good meromorphic ﬂat bundles are
classiﬁed by local systems with I-Stokes structure.
We have iso-Stokes deformations associated to a variation of the index set in the higher
dimensional case. For simplicity, let (X1 , D1 ) := (X, D) × Y , where Y is a simply connected complex manifold. Let I be a good system of irregular values on (X1 , D1 ). For any
y ∈ Y , we set (X1y , D1y ) := (X, D) × {y}. By the restriction, we obtain a good system of
irregular values I y on (X1y , D1y ). We have the categorical equivalence between local sys.1 (D1 ) and X
. y (Dy ). Let L be a local system on X
.1 (D1 ), and Ly its restriction to
tems on X
1
1
. y (Dy ).
X
1
1
Theorem 5.3. The restriction induces an equivalence between I-Stokes structures on L
and I y -Stokes structures on Ly . Hence, the restriction induces an equivalence between Iunramiﬁedly good meromorphic ﬂat bundles on (X1 , D1 ) and I y -unramiﬁedly good meromorphic ﬂat bundles on (X1y , D1y ).
Let us look at a special case. Let T > 0. Let I be a good system of irregular values

 
 (T ) 

(T )
on (X, D). We set IP := T a  a ∈ IP . Then, I (T ) = IP  P ∈ D is a good
system of irregular values. By considering the case where Y ⊂ C is a neighbourhood of the
segment connecting 1 and T , we obtain a deformation of any I-unramiﬁedly good meromorphic ﬂat bundle (V, ∇) to a I (T ) -unramiﬁedly good meromorphic ﬂat bundle (V (T ) , ∇(T ) ).
We can also obtain the deformation directly as follows. For each Q ∈ π −1 (D) we set
(T ) Q
FT a := FaQ . Then, the family of ﬁltrations gives a Stokes structure on L. Thus, we obtain the corresponding deformation of an unramiﬁedly good meromorphic ﬂat bundle (V, ∇)
to (V (T ) , ∇(T ) ).
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6. Filtered bundles
Let X be a Riemann surface, and let (E, ∂ E ) be a holomorphic vector bundle on X. Let
P ∈ X. A parabolic structure of E at P is a ﬁltration E|P = F1 (E|P ) ⊃ · · · ⊃ F (E|P )
with a sequence 0 ≤ α1 < α2 < · · · < α < 1. This simple notion turns out to be quite
signiﬁcant in various aspects of the study of vector bundles. It ﬁrst appeared in the study of
V. Mehta and C. S. Seshadri [63]. They deﬁned the stability condition by introducing the
degree for parabolic bundles. They found that the stability condition ﬁts with the geometric
invariant theory so that they obtained the moduli spaces. (See [59, 105] for the generalization
of parabolic structure and the construction of the moduli spaces in the higher dimensional
case.) They also generalized the theorem of Narasimhan and Seshadri: the correspondence
between unitary ﬂat bundles and polystable parabolic bundles with slope 0.
For the Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence, it is more convenient to consider the essentially equivalent notion of ﬁltered bundle introduced in the curve case [94, 95], and considered in the higher dimensional case [65]. We consider the growth order along each irreducible component of the hypersurface, and we impose some compatibility condition at the
intersection of the components of the hypersurfaces. We explain it by following [39]. See
also [8] and [35].
Let X be a complex manifold,
+ and D a simply normal crossing hypersurface with the
irreducible decomposition D = i∈Λ Di . A ﬁltered bundle P∗ V consists of a locally free
OX (∗D)-module V together with an increasing sequence of locally free OX -submodules
Pa V ⊂ V (a ∈ RΛ ) satisfying (i) Pa V(∗D) = V, (ii)
Pa V ⊂ Pb V if ai ≤ bi for any i ∈ Λ,
(iii) for any n ∈ ZΛ we have Pa+n V = PaV ⊗ O( ni Di ),(iv) P∗ V is locally abelian,
that is, around any P ∈ D, setting ΛP := i ∈ Λ | P ∈ Di , there exists a local frame
v = (vj | j = 1, . . . , rank V) of V around P with tuples of numbers a(vj ) ∈ RΛP such that



4rank V
Pb V = j=1 OX n(vj , b) · D vj for any b ∈ RΛ . Here, put ni (vj , b) := max n ∈



Z  n + ai (vj ) ≤ bi for i ∈ ΛP , and set n(vj , b) · D := i∈ΛP ni (vj , b)Di .
Among various operations for ﬁltered bundles, we explain the descent in a local situation.
+
Suppose that X is an open subset in Cn and D = X ∩ j=1 {zj = 0}. Let ϕ : Cn −→ Cn
be given by ϕ(ζ1 , . . . , ζn ) = (ζ1k1 , . . . , ζk , ζ+1 , . . . , ζn ). We set X  := ϕ−1 (X) and
D := ϕ−1 (D). Let P∗ V  be a ﬁltered bundle on (X  , D ). Then we have a natural ﬁltered
bundle P∗ ϕ∗ V  over ϕ∗ V  given by Pa ϕ∗ V  := ϕ∗ Pka V  , where ka = (ki ai ). Let G
denote the Galois group of ϕ. When P∗ V  is G-equivariant, the descent of P∗ V  is deﬁned
to be the invariant part of P∗ ϕ∗ V  with respect to the induced G-action.
Good ﬁltered λ-ﬂat bundles. Let V be a meromorphic bundle on (X, D). We introduce
a compatibility condition for a ﬁltered bundle P∗ V and a ﬂat connection over V, or more
generally a ﬂat λ-connection (λ ∈ C). Here, a ﬂat λ-connection is a C-linear map Dλ :
V −→ V ⊗ Ω1X satisfying (i) Dλ (f s) = f Dλ s + λdf ⊗ s for any local sections f ∈ OX (∗D)
and s ∈ V, (ii) Dλ ◦ Dλ = 0. If λ = 0, it is equivalent to a ﬂat connection. If λ = 0, it is a
Higgs ﬁeld. When we consider a variation of twistor structure, a family of ﬂat λ-connections
naturally appears (see §4).
Let P∗ V be a ﬁltered bundle over a meromorphic bundle V on (X, D). Let Dλ be a
ﬂat λ-connection of V. We say that (P∗ V, Dλ ) is regular if Dλ is logarithmic with respect
to each Pa V. We say that Dλ is unramiﬁedly good if the following holds: For any P ∈
D, we have a good set of irregular values IP at P and a decomposition (P∗ V, Dλ )|P =
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/ /λ
a∈IP (P∗ Va , Da )

/ λ − d.
/a , D
such that (P∗ V
a) are regular. We say that (P∗ V, Dλ ) is good
a
if it is the descent of an unramiﬁedly good ﬁltered λ-ﬂat bundle on a small neighbourhood
of each P ∈ D.

Stability. The characteristic classes of ﬁltered bundles P∗ V on (X, D) were systematically
studied in [39]. The ﬁrst and the second Chern characters in [64] are particularly important
for our purpose. For any V  ⊂ V, we obtain a sequence of OX -modules Pa V  := Pa V ∩ V  .
We can deﬁne c1 (P∗ V  ) similarly although P∗ V  is not necessarily a ﬁltered bundle in the
above sense.
Suppose that X is irreducible projective with an ample line bundle L. Set n = dim X.
Let (P∗ V, Dλ ) be a good ﬁltered λ-ﬂat bundle on (X, D). For any V  ⊂ V such that
Dλ V  ⊂ V  ⊗ Ω1X , put μL (P∗ V  ) := (rank V  )−1 X c1 (P∗ V  )c1 (L)n−1 . Then, the μL (poly, semi)stability condition for (P∗ V, Dλ ) is deﬁned in the standard manner. We have the
Bogomolov-Gieseker inequality for μL -stable regular ﬁltered λ-ﬂat bundles [64, 66]. (See
[76] for an interesting application.) It can be generalized for μL -stable good ﬁltered λ-ﬂat
bundles. (See [72] for the case λ = 1.)

7. Wild harmonic bundles
We will use harmonic bundles on X \ D to study meromorphic ﬂat bundles on (X, D). We
introduce some conditions on the behaviour of a harmonic bundle (E, ∂ E , θ, h) around D
which are intended to correspond to “meromorphic” and “regular singular”. The underlying
Higgs bundle induces an OΩ1 (X\D) -module. The support Σθ of the OΩ1 (X\D) -module is
called the spectral variety.
Deﬁnition 7.1. (E, ∂ E , θ, h) is called wild on (X, D) if there exists a large integer NP for
each P ∈ X such that the closure of Σθ in Ω1X (log D) ⊗ O(NP D) is proper over X around
P . It is called tame on (X, D) if the closure of Σθ in the logarithmic cotangent bundle
Ω1X (log D) is proper over X. (Tameness is a stronger condition.)
(Unramiﬁedly) Good wild harmonic bundles. Because general wild harmonic bundles
are not easy to study directly, we introduce some more conditions. Let X be any complex
manifold with a normal crossing hypersurface D. A wild harmonic bundle (E, ∂ E , θ, h) on
(X, D) is called unramiﬁedly good at P if the following holds on a holomorphic coordinate
+
neighbourhood (UP , z1 , . . . , zn ) of P such that D ∩ UP = i=1 {zi = 0}:
•

There exist a good set of irregular values I and a decomposition on UP \ D
8
(E, ∂ E , θ) =
(Ea , ∂ Ea , θa ),

(7.1)

a∈I


n
a idEa =
such that for the expression θa − d.
i=1 fa,i dzi /zi +
i=+1 ga,i dzi ,
the coeﬃcients of the polynomials det(t idEa −fa,i ) and det(t idEa −ga,i ) in t are
holomorphic on X. Moreover, the coeﬃcients of det(t idEa −fa,i )|zi =0 are constant.
Here .
a ∈ OX (∗D) is any lift of a.
A wild harmonic bundle is called good at P , if there exists a ramiﬁed covering
ϕ : (UP , ζ1 , . . . , ζn ) −→ (UP , z1 , . . . , zn ); ϕ(z1 , . . . , zn ) = (z1k , . . . , zk , z+1 , . . . , zn )
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such that ϕ−1 (E, ∂ E , θ, h) is unramiﬁedly good at ϕ−1 (P ). A wild harmonic bundle is
called (unramiﬁedly) good on (X, D) if it is (unramiﬁedly) good at any P ∈ D. The following proposition ensures that it is enough to study (unramiﬁedly) good wild harmonic
bundles. (It is adopted as the deﬁnition of wildness in [72].)
Proposition 7.2 ([73]). Let X be a complex manifold with a normal crossing hypersurface
H. There exists a proper birational morphism ϕ : X  −→ X such that (i) H  = ϕ−1 (H) is
simply normal crossing, (ii) it induces an isomorphism X  \H  , X \H, (ii) ϕ∗ (E, ∂ E , θ, h)
is good on (X  , H  ).
Unramiﬁedly good wild harmonic bundles on (X, D) are a priori given only on X \ D,
not on X. We need to extend the associated variation of twistor structure on X \ D to
some meromorphic object on X, as explained in §7.1. We show in §7.2 that the meromorphic object has a nice property along D described in terms of twistor structure. In §7.3,
we explain the Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence for good wild harmonic bundles and the
characterization of semisimplicity of algebraic meromorphic ﬂat bundles.
7.1. Local properties I: Prolongation.
Prolongation of the λ-ﬂat bundle. Let us consider the case where X is a neighbourhood
+
of O = (0, . . . , 0) in Cn and D = i=1 {zi = 0}. Let (E, ∂ E , θ, h) be an unramiﬁedly good
wild harmonic bundle on (X, D) with the decomposition (7.1). For any complex number λ,
we have the holomorphic bundle E λ = (E, ∂ E +λθ† ) with the ﬂat λ-connection Dλ = ∂ E +
λθ† + λ∂E + θ on X \ D. For any a ∈ R and any open subset U ⊂ X, letPa E λ (U ) denote

6
−ai −
the space of holomorphic sections f of E λ on U \ D such that |f |h = O
i=1 |zi |
(∀ > 0) holds locally around any P ∈ D ∩ U . Thus, we obtain an OX -module Pa E λ
for each a ∈ R . We also obtain an OX (∗D)-module PE λ = lim Pa E λ . We have the
−→
following.



Theorem 7.3 ([65, 72]). P∗ E λ = Pa E λ  a ∈ R is a ﬁltered bundle on (X, D) over a
meromorphic bundle PE λ .
This is technically an important step. We began with an asymptotic orthogonality of the
decomposition and an estimate of the Higgs ﬁeld, called the wild version of Simpson’s main
estimate. Because the curvature of the Chern connection of (E λ , h) equals −(1+|λ|2 )[θ, θ† ],
we obtain that the curvature is bounded with respect to h and the Poincaré like metric of
X \ D. Such holomorphic bundles with a Hermitian metric are called acceptable bundles.
After the study by M. Cornalba, P. Griﬃths [17], Simpson [94, 95] and the author [65, 72],
it turns out that any acceptable bundle can be prolonged to a ﬁltered bundle by the above
procedure.
The ﬂat λ-connection Dλ of E λ can also be prolonged on PE λ . Moreover, it satisﬁes the
compatibility conditions with the ﬁltered bundle P∗ E λ .
Theorem 7.4 
([72]). (P∗ E λ , Dλ ) is an unramiﬁedly good ﬁltered λ-ﬂat bundle. We have
λ
Irr(D , O) = (1 + |λ|2 )a  a ∈ I .
Prolongation of variation of twistor structure. As in §4, we have the variation of pure
twistor structure (E  , D ) with the polarization Sh associated to (E, ∂ E , θ, h). We have
the holomorphic vector bundle E with the family of ﬂat λ-connections D on Cλ × (X \ D)
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obtained as the restriction of (E  , D ). We also have (E † , D† ) on Cμ × (X † \ D† ). It is
important to obtain their meromorphic extensions on Cλ × X and Cμ × X † .
The family PE λ (λ ∈ C) is not appropriate, because (1 + |λ|2 )a in Theorem 7.4 is not
holomorphic with respect to λ unless a = 0. We have to deform the family. If λ = 0, a
ﬂat λ-connection is equivalent to a ﬂat connection in an obvious way. We can apply the
deformation procedure explained in §5 with T (λ) = (1 + |λ|2 )−1 , and obtain (QE λ , Dλ ) :=
 λ λ (T (λ))
. If λ = 0, we set (QE 0 , D0 ) := (PE 0 , D0 ).
PE , D
Theorem 7.5 ([65, 72]). There exists a unique meromorphic bundle QE on Cλ × (X, D)
with a family of ﬂat λ-connections D such that (QE, D)|{λ}×X = (QE λ , Dλ ) for any λ ∈ C.
We have a similar meromorphic extension QE † of E † on Cμ × (X † , D† ). Although QE
and QE † do not glue as a sheaf on P1 × X, we can prove that for any λ = μ−1 = 0,
(QE, D)|λ×X and (QE † , D† )|μ×X † correspond to the same local system with the Stokes
structure. Indeed, the local systems underlying (E, D)|λ×(X\D) and (E † , D† )|μ×(X † \D† )
are the same by construction. It turns out that the Stokes structures of QE and QE † are
characterized by the growth order with respect to h, and hence the Stokes structures on the
local system are the same. In this sense, they give a meromorphic extension of (E  , D ).
The polarization Sh can also be extended in an appropriate sense.
7.2. Local properties II: Reductions.
Reduction to tame harmonic bundles. We continue to use the notation in §7.1. We explain
a fundamental sequence of reductions of unramiﬁedly good wild harmonic bundles, given in
terms of twistor structure. It shows the nice properties of our meromorphic object. We shall
shrink X without mentioning it.
We begin with the reduction
structure.
It turns out that we

 with respect
4 to the Stokes
/ a such that QE/a locally has a
/a , D
=
Q
E
have a decomposition QE, D |C
a∈Irr(θ)
λ ×O
/
means the formal completion along
lattice for which Da − da is logarithmic. Here, |C
λ ×O


/
/
Cλ × O. It turns out that (QEa , Da ) is convergent, i.e., there exists QEa , Da on Cλ × X
 


/ , QEa , Da  . Indeed, we can canonically construct it as the grading
with QE/a , D
|Cλ ×{O}
with respect to the Stokes structure. (See §5
We also have the
 construction.)

4for a related
/ † , and we can canonically
/† , D
formal decomposition (QE † , D† )|C
=
Q
E
†
a∈Irr(θ )
a
a
μ ×O




/ † ) as the
, (QE/† , D
construct QE † , D† on Cμ ×X † with an isomorphism QE † , D†
a

a

a

a |C
μ ×O

a

a

†

†
grading of the Stokes structure. Because the Stokes structures of (QE, D) and (QE
 , D ) are
essentially the same as mentioned, we have a natural identiﬁcation of QEa , Da |C∗ ×(X\D)
λ


and QEa† , D†a |C∗ ×(X † \D† ) , and obtain a variation of twistor structure (Ea , D
a ), which is
μ
also equipped with a pairing Sa induced by Sh .

Theorem 7.6 ([72]). (Ea , D
a , Sa ) is a polarized variation of twistor structure.
Because the specialization of (Ea , D
a ) to {0}×(X \D) is the Higgs bundle (Ea , ∂ Ea , θa )
in (7.1), the theorem implies that (Ea , ∂ Ea , θa ) has a naturally induced pluri-harmonic metric
ha . Note that (Ea , ∂ Ea , θa −da, ha ) is tame. Once we understand tame harmonic bundles, we
can deduce much important information about the original harmonic bundle (E, ∂ E , θ, h).
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Reduction to polarized mixed twistor structures. We explain the reduction of tame harmonic bundles to polarized mixed twistor structures in [65], inspired by [95] and [99]. (See
λ
∂ E , θ, h) is tame. Let a ∈ R . We deﬁne GrQ
[68] and [69].) Suppose that (E,4
a (QE , O) as
λ
λ
the cokernel of the natural map ba Qb E|O −→ Qa E|O . The endomorphisms Resi (Dλ )

λ
of Dλ . Because they pair(i = 1, . . . , ) of GrQ
a (QE , O) are obtained as the residues
4
Q
λ
wise commute, we have a decomposition Gra (QE λ , O) = α∈C GrQE
a,α (QE , O), where
QE
λ
λ
Resi (D ) − αi are nilpotent on Gra,α (QE , O). Let Ni denote the nilpotent endomorphisms obtainedas the nilpotent part of Resi (Dλ ). Let k(λ) : R × C −→ R × C be given
by k(λ, a, α) = a + 2 Re(λα), α − aλ − αλ2 . It induces a map R × C −→ R × C ,
λ
also denoted by k(λ). For u ∈ R × C , we set Guλ (E) := GrQ,E
k(λ,u) (QE , O). By using the
prolongation in family with an additional
on the ﬁltrations in [65, 95], it turns
 consideration

out that the family Gu (E) = Guλ (E)  λ ∈ C is naturally a holomorphic vector bundle on
Cλ with nilpotent endomorphisms Ni (i = 1, . . . , ).
Applying the same procedure to (E, ∂E , θ† , h) on X † \D† , we obtain holomorphic vector
bundles Gu† † (E) on Cμ with nilpotent endomorphisms Ni† deﬁned as the nilpotent part of
Resi (D† ).
We have the bijection R × C −→ R × C given by (a, α) −→ (−a, α), which induces
R × C , R × C denoted by u −→ u† . By considering the spaces of the multivalued ﬂat
sections of (E, D)|λ×(X\D) = (E † , D† )|μ×(X † \D† ) (λ = μ−1 ) with the ﬁltration induced by
the growth order of the ﬂat sections and the generalized eigen decompositions of the monodromy, we obtain an isomorphism Gu (E)|C∗λ , Gu† (E)|C∗μ under which we have λ−1 Ni =

−μ−1 Ni† . By gluing, we obtain a holomorphic vector bundle Sucan (E) on P1 with a commuting tuple N = (Ni | i = 1, . . . , ) of morphisms Ni : Sucan (E) −→ Sucan (E) ⊗ OP1 (2).

It turns out that the monodromy weight ﬁltration W of i=1 Ni is a ﬁltration by subbundles.
We also have the induced symmetric pairing Su on Sucan (E) induced by the polarization of
(E  , D ). The following theorem is fundamental.
Theorem 7.7 ([65]). (Sucan (E), W, N , Su ) is a polarized mixed twistor structure of weight
0.

It means that (Sucan (E), W ) is a mixed twistor structure, and the pairing induced by Su
and N satisﬁes some positivity condition. Theorem 7.7 is an analogue of the existence of the
limit mixed Hodge structure, which is fundamental in the study of the asymptotic behaviour
of polarized variation of Hodge structure due to E. Cattani, A. Kaplan, W. Schmid [9–11, 92]
and M. Kashiwara, T. Kawai [42, 46].
Reduction to polarized mixed Hodge structure. We have one more reduction. The associated bundle GrW Sucan (E) is naturally equipped with the weight ﬁltration W (0) , a com(0)
a symmetric
pairing S (0) . Moreover, we can take
muting tuple of morphisms
 W can N , and

(0)
a Gm -action on Gr Su (E), W (0) , N , S (0) . Under the equivalence between Gm equivariant twistor structures and Hodge structures (Theorem 4.2) it is a polarized mixed
Hodge structure of weight 0.
Many important properties are preserved by the grading with respect to the weight ﬁltration of mixed twistor structure. Hence, we can deduce many important properties of
polarized mixed twistor structure from the classical results for polarized mixed Hodge structure. For example, it permits us to prove that the nilpotent parts of Resi (D) (i = 1, . . . , )
have a strong constraint [65]. We can use it to obtain the norm estimate of ﬂat sections and
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holomorphic sections in terms of the parabolic structure and the monodromy, analogue to
the Hodge case [65, 72].
7.3. The Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence.
Global prolongation.
Let X be any complex manifold with a simply normal crossing hy+
persurface D = i∈Λ Di . Let (E, ∂ E , θ, h) be a good wild harmonic bundle on (X, D).
The λ-ﬂat bundle (E λ , Dλ ) on X \ D can be naturally extended to a good ﬁltered λ-ﬂat
bundle (P∗ E λ , Dλ ) on (X, D). It is locally given as follows. For any P ∈ D, take a small
neighbourhood UP and a covering ϕP : UP −→ UP ramiﬁed over UP ∩ D such that
ϕ−1
P (E, ∂ E , θ, h) is unramiﬁedly good. By applying the procedure in §7.1, and taking the
descent with respect to the natural action of the Galois group of ϕP , we obtain a good ﬁltered
λ-ﬂat bundle on (UP , UP ∩ D). By gluing them, we obtain a global ﬁltered λ-ﬂat bundle on
(X, D).
The Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence. Suppose that X is connected and projective
with an ample line bundle L. Set n := dim X.
Theorem 7.8 ([64, 66, 72]). For any good wild harmonic bundle (E, ∂ E , θ, h) on (X, D),
the associated good ﬁltered λ-ﬂat bundle (P∗ E λ , Dλ ) is poly-stable with μL (P∗ E λ ) = 0 and
ch2 (P∗ E λ )c1 (L)n−2 = 0.
After the work of O. Biquard [5], Biquard-P. Boalch, [6], J. Li [54], B. Steer-A. Wren
[102], C. Sabbah [79], C. Simpson [94, 95], and the author [64, 66, 72], we also have the
converse.
Theorem 7.9. Let (P∗ V, Dλ ) be a stable good ﬁltered λ-ﬂat bundle on (X, D) with μL (P∗ V)
= 0 and ch2 (P∗ V)c1 (L)n−2 = 0. Then, there exists a pluri-harmonic metric h of (V, Dλ ) :=
(V, Dλ )|X\D such that the ﬁltered bundle associated to (V, h) is equal to P∗ V .
Strictly, a proof of Theorem 7.9 has not yet been written in the above generality. However, it is not diﬃcult to prove it with the method of [64, 66] (the regular case) and [72] (the
case λ = 1).
Characterization of semisimplicity. Let X be any complex manifold with a normal crossing
√ hypersurface D. An unramiﬁedly good meromorphic ﬂat bundle (E, ∂ E , θ, h) is called
−1R-wild if the following holds around any P ∈ D:
Take any small holomorphic coordinate neighbourhood (UP , z1 , . . . , zn ) of P such
+
that UP ∩ D = i=1 {zi = 0}. For the decomposition of (E, ∂ E , θ, h) around P as
in (7.1), the roots of det(t idEa −fa,i )|zi =0 are purely imaginary.
√
A good
wild
harmonic
bundle
is
called
−1R-wild if it is locally the descent of unramiﬁedly
√
good −1R-wild harmonic√
bundle. (The terminology is slightly changed from that in [72].)
If (E, ∂ E , θ, h) is good −1R-wild, the good ﬁltered ﬂat bundle (P∗ E 1 , D1 ) equals the
good Deligne-Malgrange [58], ﬁltered bundle over (PE 1 , D1 ) on (X, D), which is a good
ﬁltered ﬂat bundle canonically associated to the good meromorphic ﬂat bundle. (See [70] for
a review.)
If X is projective with an ample line bundle L, a good Deligne-Malgrange ﬁltered bundle is always μL -semistable. Moreover, it is μL -polystable if and only if the underlying
•
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meromorphic ﬂat bundle is semisimple. Hence, we obtain the following characterization of
semisimplicity of good meromorphic ﬂat bundles.
Theorem 7.10 ([72]). Let X be a smooth complex projective variety with a simply normal
crossing hypersurface D. A good meromorphic ﬂat bundle (V, ∇) is semisimple if and only
if (V, ∇) := (V, ∇)|X\D has a pluri-harmonic metric h such that (i) the harmonic bundle
√
(V, ∇, h) is good −1R-wild, (ii) the meromorphic bundle PV associated to (V, h) is V.
The case dim X = 1 is due to Simpson [95] and Sabbah [79]. As for the higher dimensional case, Jost-Zuo [40] constructed a pluri-harmonic metric hCJZ for any semisimple
ﬂat bundle (V, ∇) on a quasi-projective variety, i.e., the regular singular
case. Their result
√
was reﬁned by the author, proving that (V, ∇, hCJZ ) is tame and −1R-good, and that the
existence of such hCJZ characterizes the semisimplicity. Later, another proof based on the
Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence was given in [66]. The possibly irregular case is settled
in [72].
By using Theorem 7.10 and the existence of resolution of turning points (Theorem 5.1),
we obtain a characterization of semisimplicity of algebraic meromorphic ﬂat bundles. Suppose that X is projective. Let (V, ∇) be a meromorphic ﬂat bundle on (X, D). Take a birational morphism of complex projective manifolds ϕ : X  −→ X such that (i) D := ϕ−1 (D)
is simply normal crossing, (ii) X  \ D , X \ D, (iii) ϕ∗ (V, ∇) is good.
Theorem 7.11. (V, ∇) is semisimple if and only if (V  , ∇ ) := ϕ∗ (V, ∇)|X  \D has a pluri√
harmonic metric h such that (i) (V  , ∇ , h ) is good −1R-wild, (ii) PV  = ϕ∗ V.
The author would like to mention that the resolution of turning points is required only in
the case dim X = 2. Using the Mehta-Ramanathan type theorem saying that the restriction
of μL -stable good ﬁltered λ-ﬂat bundle to arbitrarily ample and general hypersurface is also
μL -stable, we can reduce the characterization in the case dim X ≥ 3 to that in the case
dim X = 2, although the statement for the characterization should be appropriately given in
terms of V not V  . (See [72].)
Semi-inﬁnite variation of Hodge structure. We also have an interesting generalization of
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that X is an n-dimensional projective manifold with an ample line
bundle L. Suppose that X, D and L are equipped with an algebraic action of C∗ . Note that
the action of C∗ induces a holomorphic vector ﬁeld v on X which is logarithmic to D.
Theorem 7.12. Let (P∗ V, θ) be a good ﬁltered Higgs bundle such that (i) (P∗ V, θ) is μL stable with μL (P∗ V) = 0 and ch2 (P∗ V)c1 (L)n−2 = 0, (ii) P∗ V is C∗ -equivariant for
which t∗ θ = tm θ for some m = 0. Then, we obtain a complex polarized pure semi-inﬁnite
variation of Hodge structure on X \ D with the Euler ﬁeld v.
See [2, 38] for the deﬁnition of semi-inﬁnite variation of Hodge structure. Indeed, by
Theorem 7.11, we obtain a pluri-harmonic metric for (P∗ V, θ) which is S 1 -equivariant. It
induces a complex polarized pure semi-inﬁnite variation of Hodge structure as explained in
[74].
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8. Twistor D -modules
Holonomic D-modules. Let us recall the basic matters for D-modules. See excellent textbooks [37] and [45] for more details. Let X be any complex manifold. Let DX denote the
sheaf of holomorphic linear diﬀerential operators on X. A sheaf of modules over DX is
called a DX -module. In this text, we prefer left DX -modules, although right DX -modules
are more convenient in several aspects.
Let Fj DX ⊂ DX be the subsheaf of diﬀerential operators whose order is less than j.
We have Fj DX · Fk DX ⊂ Fj+k DX , and the associated graded algebra is isomorphic to the
symmetric tensor product ring of the tangent sheaf ΘX of X.
For any coherent DX -module M , we can locally consider a ﬁltration+F on M by coherent
OX -submodules Fj (M ) satisfying 4
(i) Fj (M ) = 0 if j << 0 and 4
Fj (M ) = M , (ii)
Fj (DX ) · Fk (M ) ⊂ Fj+k (M ), (iii) Fj (M ) is ﬁnitely generated over
Fj (DX ). Such a
ﬁltration is called a coherent ﬁltration. The associated graded module GrF (M ) is naturally
a module over GrF (DX ), and induces a coherent sheaf on the cotangent bundle of X. Its
support is independent of the choice of a coherent ﬁltration, and hence makes sense globally.
It is called the characteristic variety of M and denoted by Ch(M ). It is a classical theorem
that dim Ch(M ) ≥ dim X. When dim Ch(M ) = dim X holds, M is called holonomic.
Flat bundles are naturally holonomic DX -modules. Any holonomic DX -module is locally
obtained by gluing meromorphic ﬂat bundles on subvarieties. (See [3].)
We have the standard functors such as pull back, push-forward, duality, tensor products, inner homomorphisms, etc., on the derived categories of D-modules as in the case of
O-modules, although they are not straightforward generalizations. For example, the pushforward is given as follows. Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex manifolds. Let
The push-forward
ΩX and ΩY denote the canonical line bundles of X and
 Y , respectively.
 L 
of a left DX -module M is given by f+ (M ) := Rf∗ ΩX ⊗OX M ⊗DX OX ⊗f −1 OY

f −1 DY ⊗ (ΩY )−1 . If Y is a point, it is the de Rham cohomology of M up to the shift by
the degree.
We also have the interesting functors called nearby cycle functors and vanishing cycle
functors for holonomic D-modules. Let us consider the case where X is an open subset of
the product C × X0 . Let t be the standard coordinate function of C. Let V0 DX denote the
sheaf of subalgebras of DX generated by the pull back of DX0 and t∂t over OX . Let M
be a holonomic DX -module. We ﬁx a subset S ⊂ C which is mapped to C/Z bijectively.
We ﬁx a total order ≤S on S. We have a natural bijection Z × S , C. The lexicographic
order on Z × S induces a total order on C. Then, we have a unique ﬁltration V (M ) indexed by (C, ≤) such that (i) each Va (M ) is V0 DX -coherent, (ii) tVa (M ) ⊂ Va−1 (M ) and
∂t Va (M ) ⊂ Va+1 (M ), (iii) −∂t t −4
a is locally nilpotent on GrVa (M ). We set ψt (M ) :=
4
V
V
−1≤a<0 Gra (M ) and φt (M ) :=
−1<a≤0 Gra (M ). The functors ψt and φt are called
the nearby cycle functor and the vanishing cycle functor. Brieﬂy said, ψt (M ) and φt (M )
contain much information on the regular part of M along t. For any holomorphic function
f , we can deﬁne ψf and φf by using the graph of f .
The foundation having been well established, D-modules have played an important role
in various ﬁelds of mathematics. Holonomic D-modules have several reincarnations, and
are useful to relate several apparently diﬀerent objects. One of the most important is the
Riemann-Hilbert correspondence due to M. Kashiwara and Z. Mebkhout. For any DX module M , we set DRX (M ) := ΩX ⊗L
DX M as an object in the derived category of CX -
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modules. Then, DRX induces an equivalence of the categories of regular holonomic DX modules and perverse sheaves, i.e., the heart of the t-structure on the derived category of
bounded cohomologically constructible complexes on X induced by the middle perversity.
In the irregular case, the complete generalization of the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence
has not yet been established to the best of the author’s knowledge. However, inspired by
the work of D. Tamarkin [103], A. D’Agnolo and M. Kashiwara [18] obtained a kind of
topological description of holonomic D-modules, on the basis of the theory of ind-sheaves
due to Kashiwara and P. Schapira [47] and the results on the local structure of meromorphic
ﬂat bundles mentioned in §5. This result is expected to lead us to thorough understanding of
the generalized Riemann-Hilbert correspondence for holonomic D-modules.
Hodge modules. Recall that a mixed Hodge structure is a Q-vector space HQ equipped
with a decreasing ﬁltration F = (F p | p ∈ Z) of HQ ⊗ C and an increasing ﬁltration W =
(Wm | m ∈ Z) of HQ , such that GrW
n (HQ ) ⊗ C with the induced ﬁltrations F and F is pure
Hodge structure of weight n. Here, F is the conjugate of F . It was introduced by P. Deligne
as a nice structure on the cohomology groups of general complex algebraic varieties.
A. Beilinson, J. Bernstein, Deligne and O. Gabber [4] developed the theory of weights
for perverse sheaves with Frobenius actions on algebraic varieties over ﬁnite ﬁelds. The
dictionary of Deligne [20] between Frobenius action and mixed Hodge structure predicts a
nice theory of regular holonomic D-modules with mixed Hodge structure. It is realized by
M. Saito as the theory of mixed Hodge modules [87, 88].
Roughly, a Hodge module on a complex manifold X consists of a regular holonomic
D-module M with a coherent ﬁltration F and a Q-perverse sheaf P with an isomorphism
DRX M , P ⊗Q C. One of the important inventions of Saito is a nice method to impose
conditions on such (M, F, P ). In the case of variation of Hodge structure, we impose conditions by considering the restriction to points. For example, a variation of Hodge structure
is pure if its restriction to each point is pure. Instead, Saito introduced the idea to impose
the conditions by using the nearby and vanishing cycle functors along functions. It is particularly useful in his inductive argument to prove the Hard Lefschetz Theorem. See his
papers [87, 88] and expositions [90, 91] for more details. See [37] for applications of Hodge
modules to the representation theory.
Twistor D-modules. Simpson’s Meta-Theorem predicts a twistor version of Hodge modules. The theory of pure twistor D-module was introduced by Sabbah [81, 83] and developed
by him and the author [65, 72]. The mixed case was studied in [73].
The theory of Hodge modules is quite satisfactory. Most important D-modules in algebraic geometry and representation theory naturally underlie mixed Hodge modules. Moreover, the Hodge ﬁltrations play important roles in signiﬁcant applications, but mixed twistor
D-modules do not have such ﬁltration. (However, see the recent studies on irregular Hodge
ﬁltrations [30], inspired by the note of Deligne [21].) It might be asked why twistor Dmodules are interesting.
One answer is that there can still exist basic
holonomic D-modules which cannot un
1
derlie
mixed
Hodge
modules.
For
example,
O
(∗{0,
∞}), d + α dt/t (α ∈ C \ R) and
P


OP1 (∗∞), d + dt cannot underlie any mixed Hodge modules. Indeed, if a holonomic Dmodule M underlies a mixed Hodge module, M is regular, and the absolute value of the
eigenvalues of the local monodromies of M is 1.
Relatedly, there has been a growing interest in a generalized Hodge theory for holonomic
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D-modules in the context of irregular singularities. On one hand, Deligne discovered interesting resemblance between wildly ramiﬁed perverse sheaves in the positive characteristic
case and irregular holonomic D-modules. The dictionary of Deligne would predict a theory
of weights for holonomic D-modules, not only for regular holonomic D-modules. On the
other hand, it tuns out that some natural objects in various ﬁelds of mathematics, including
mathematical physics and singularity theory, are (expected to be) naturally equipped with
variation of generalized Hodge structure such as semi-inﬁnite variation of Hodge structure,
TERP structure, non-commutative Hodge structure [2, 33, 48] etc. (Indeed, the equation for
pluri-harmonic metrics also appeared in [13].) The construction of such variations of generalized Hodge structure, together with the method of M. Saito [89], is sometimes an important
step to obtain ﬂat structures of K. Saito (see a nice survey [86]), or equivalently Frobenius
manifolds of B. Dubrovin [28]. (See [26], [82]. See also [78].) A theory of holonomic
D-modules with generalized Hodge structure would provide us, in some cases, a systematic
way to understand such natural generalized Hodge structure. Because twistor structure is the
most basic among generalized Hodge structures, the theory of twistor D-modules should be
fundamental.
Let us brieﬂy describe the ingredients for twistor D-modules. Sabbah [81] introduced
the concept of R-triples which is suitable to deal with irregular singularity. Let X be any
complex manifold. Let ΘCλ ×X/Cλ denote the relative tangent sheaf. Let RX denote the
sheaf of subalgebras in DCλ ×X generated by λΘCλ ×X/Cλ over OCλ ×X . As in the case of
D-modules, for any coherent RX -module M, we have its characteristic variety Ch(M)
in Cλ × T ∗ X. It is called holonomic if Ch(M) is contained in the product of Cλ and a
Lagrangian subvariety in T ∗ X. An RX -module is called strict if it is ﬂat over p−1
1 OC λ
where p1 : Cλ × X −→ Cλ denotes the projection. Note that a ﬁltered holonomic DX module (M, F ) induces a strict holonomic RX -module by the Rees construction and its
analytiﬁcation.
Set S := {λ ∈ C | |λ| = 1}. Let DbS×X/S denote the sheaf of distributions on S ×
X which are C 0 with respect to S (see [81]). Then, DbS×X/S is naturally an RX|S×X module. Let σ : S × X −→ S × X be given by σ(λ, P ) = (−λ, P ). Then, DbS×X/S is
also a σ ∗ RX|S×X -module by σ ∗ (f ) · Φ = σ ∗ (f )Φ.
A sesqui-linear pairing C between RX -modules Mi (i = 1, 2) is an
RX|S×X × σ ∗ RX|S×X -homomorphism C : M1|S×X × σ ∗ M2|S×X −→ DbS×X/S
Such a tuple T = (M1 , M2 , C) is called an RX -triple. When Mi are strict and holonomic,
T is called strict and holonomic.
If X is a point, we have RX = OCλ . A twistor structure V induces an RX -triple as
follows. We regard P1 as the gluing of Cλ and Cμ with λμ = 1. Let σ : Cλ −→ Cμ be
given by σ(λ) = −λ. We set V0 := V|Cλ and V∞ := V|Cμ . Then, we have OCλ -modules
∨
. The gluing of V0 and V∞ naturally induces a sesqui-linear pairing CV of
V0 and σ ∗ V∞
∗ ∨
∨
σ V∞ and V0 . Thus, we obtain an RX -triple (σ ∗ V∞
, V0 , CV ) from a twistor structure in
the case where X is a point. For any complex manifold X, we can obtain a strict holonomic
RX -triple from a variation of twistor structure on X in a similar way.
Roughly, we regard a strict holonomic RX -triple T = (M1 , M2 , C) as a twistor structure on the DX -module ΞDR (T ), where ΞDR (T ) is obtained as the specialization of M2
along {1} × X. By adapting Saito’s strategy to use the nearby and vanishing cycle functors,
Sabbah [81, 83] introduced the conditions for T to be pure and polarizable. He made various
innovations to make the strategy work appropriately, partially because of the diﬀerence of
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ingredients. By using the strategy, the author [73] introduced the conditions for a ﬁltered
RX -triple to be a mixed twistor D-module
Remark 8.1. In the following, to simplify the statements, for any mixed twistor D-modules
their
any holomorphic functions are assumed to be contained in R ×
√ KMS-spectrum along √
−1R. (It corresponds to −1R-wildness in §7.3.)
One of the main results is the functoriality of twistor D-modules as in the Hodge case.
We have the Hard Lefschetz Theorem for polarizable pure twistor D-modules [65, 72, 81].
It implies the following: Let f : X −→ Y be a projective morphism of complex manifolds.
Let T be a polarizable pure twistor DX -module of weight w. Then, we have a naturally
induced polarizable pure twistor DY -modules f†i T of weight w + i over the DY -modules
i
ΞDR (T ). Moreover, for the morphism L : f†i (T ) −→ f†i+2 (T ) induced by the ﬁrst
f+
Chern class of a relatively ample line bundle, the morphisms Li : f†−i (T ) −→ f†i (T ) are
isomorphisms. As for the mixed case [73], we obtain the standard functors together with the
nearby and vanishing cycle functors on the derived category of mixed twistor D-modules on
algebraic varieties, which are compatible with those on the derived category of holonomic
D-modules through ΞDR .
Because the conditions for pure and mixed twistor D-modules are diﬃcult to check, it
is important to know which objects are really mixed twistor D-modules, as in the Hodge
case. It is the other main result in the theory. In the pure case, we have the following
correspondence [72] between wild harmonic bundles and polarized pure twistor D-modules:
•

Let Z ⊂ X be a closed irreducible complex analytic subvariety with a resolution of
singularity ϕ : Z  −→√Z. Let D ⊂ Z  be a normal crossing hypersurface. Let
(E, ∂ E , θ, h) be a good −1R-wild harmonic bundle on (Z  , D). Then, there exists
a naturally deﬁned polarized pure twistor D-module over the holonomic DX -module
ϕ!∗ QE 1 . Here, ϕ!∗ QE 1 is the minimal extension of the meromorphic ﬂat bundle QE 1 ,
i.e., the image of ϕ! QE 1 −→ ϕ∗ QE 1 . Conversely, any polarized
pure twistor D√
module is the direct sum of such minimal extensions of good −1R-wild harmonic
bundles up to the shift of weights. We crucially use the meromorphic object with the
nice property associated to any wild harmonic bundle described in §7.1 and §7.2.

In the mixed case, we have the following [73]:
•

We continue to use the above notation. Let (V, W ) be an admissible variation of
mixed twistor structure. Then, there exist mixed twistor DX -modules ϕ (V, W ) ( =
∗, !) over the holonomic D-modules ϕ ΞDR (V). Conversely, any mixed twistor DX modules are locally described as the gluing of admissible variations of mixed twistor
structures.

Admissible variation of mixed twistor structure is a twistor version of admissible variation
of mixed Hodge structure in [43] and [101].
Kashiwara’s conjecture. The most interesting result is obtained by the mixture with global
analysis. By Theorem 7.11 and the above description of pure twistor D-modules, we obtain
a nice characterization of semisimplicity of algebraic holonomic D-modules.
Theorem 8.2 ([65, 72]). For any holonomic D-module M on any smooth projective variety,
M is semisimple if and only if there exists a polarized pure twistor D-module of weight 0
over M . (“0” can be replaced with any integer.)
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As an application, we can prove the following conjecture of Kashiwara.
Theorem 8.3. Let X be a smooth complex algebraic variety. Let M be a semisimple holonomic DX -module.
•

Let f : X −→ Y be any projective morphism. We obtain holonomic DY -modules
i+2
i
i
i
M −→ f+
M
f+
M . Then, each f+
M is semisimple. Moreover, for the morphism f+
induced by the ﬁrst Chern class of any relatively ample line bundle, the morphisms
−i
i
Li 4
: f+
M −→ f+
M (i ≥ 0) are isomorphisms. In particular, f+ M is isomorphic
i
to
f+ M [−i] in the derived category of holonomic DY -modules.

•

Let g : X −→ C be any algebraic function. Let W denote the weight ﬁltration on
ψg (M ) and φg (M ). Then, GrW ψg (M ) and GrW φg (M ) are also semisimple.

This type of theorem was invented by Beilinson, Bernstein, Deligne and Gabber [4].
They proved such properties for perverse sheaves of geometric origin, by using their theory
of weights for perverse sheaves together with the reduction to positive characteristic. It
was vastly generalized by Saito who established such property for the regular holonomic
D-modules underlying his polarizable pure Hodge modules. Later, another Hodge theoretic
proof in the case of geometric origin was given by M. de Cataldo and L. Migliorini [12].
The generalization to the case of semisimple regular holonomic D-modules was obtained
by two methods. One goes through the method of arithmetic geometry; V. Drinfeld [27]
proved that a conjecture of A. J. de Jong implies the regular singular case of Kashiwara’s
conjecture, and the conjecture of de Jong was later proved by G. Böckle and C. Khare [7]
and D. Gaitsgory [31]. The other is given by Sabbah and the author as a consequence of the
theory of regular pure twistor D-modules and tame harmonic bundles [65, 81], which the
author calls Sabbah’s program. It should be mentioned that Simpson [98] already suggested
to apply the method of harmonic bundles to obtain such results. Finally, the general case is
given in [72].
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Some mathematical aspects of tumor growth and
therapy
Benoît Perthame

Abstract. Mathematical models of tumor growth, written as partial diﬀerential equations or free
boundary problems, are now in the toolbox for predicting the evolution of some cancers, using model
based image analysis for example. These models serve not only to predict the evolution of cancers in
medical treatments but also to understand the biological and mechanical eﬀects that are involved in the
tissue growth, the optimal therapy and, in some cases, in their implication in therapeutic failures. The
models under consideration contain several levels of complexity, both in terms of the biological and
mechanical eﬀects, and therefore in their mathematical description. The number of scales, from the
molecules, to the cell, to the organ and the entire body, explains partly the complexity of the problem.
This paper focusses on two aspects of the problem which can be described with mathematical models
keeping some simplicity. They have been chosen so as to cover mathematical questions which stem
from both mechanical laws and biological considerations. I shall ﬁrst present an asymptotic problem
describing some mechanical properties of tumor growth and secondly, models of resistance to therapy
and cell adaptation again using asymptotic analysis.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). 35K55, 35B25, 76D27, 92C50, 92D25.
Keywords. Tumor growth, Hele-Shaw equation, free boundary problems, structured population dynamics, resistance to therapy.

1. Introduction
Since the paper of H. P. Greenspan [33] in 1972, an increasing mathematical activity has
been developing, that creates new models, new numerical methods, new analysis of partial
diﬀerential equations representing various aspects of tumor growth and therapy. This activity
follows the National Cancer Act, usually called ‘war on cancer’, signed in 1971 and the
awareness that the disease becomes a major health problem in many countries. Despite
several decisive progresses, the many faces of the problem, and their complexity in terms of
scales, agents and scientiﬁc background, explain that cancer remains a challenge for XXIst
century medicine.
Interestingly enough, many aspects have lead to mathematical modeling and I would like
to mention some of them. The molecular basis of tumors are mutations of cells, which are
modeled by random processes [29], and which opens the route of molecular targets for drug
design. The number of scales, from the molecule, to the cell and to the organ, also explains
the complexity of the phenomena. Considering an assembly of cells, bridging gene activity
to cell behavior, are possible with agent based methods [3, 13, 34] giving a detailed account
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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of tissue growth and organization. However, in these notes, I will consider continuous models, used for large populations of cells, and only solid tumors even if blood cancers have also
led to a core of mathematical literature, see [2, 21] and the references therein.
Continuous models allow for numerical simulations at the scale of the organ and are
used for predicting tumor progression in combination with medical imaging [23, 24, 43,
56]. These models can incorporate several features as angiogenesis, the process by which
necrotic cells in the core of the tumor emit molecular signals attracting new vasculature,
adhesion to the extracellular matrix and its degradation, metastasis, proliferative or quiescent
or necrotic states of the cells; these features and many others are described in the several
surveys available in the literature [4, 6, 7, 32, 33, 43, 54]. Therapy is also a main concern
in this ﬁeld and has been considered in the ﬁeld of optimal control with, for instance, the
questions of drug optimization, interactions between cell cycle and circadian cycle, [18, 19,
39].
In order to present both the impact of physical laws and biological aspects, these notes
address two diﬀerent aspects of tumor growth. Considering ﬂuid mechanical aspects, section 2 describes one of the simplest models in the area and is followed, in section 3 by the
derivation of a free boundary problem in the ‘stiﬀ law-of-state’ limit. Then, we turn to an
approach, based on asymptotic analysis, to a question related to therapy and resistance to
drugs; this is section 4.

2. Mechanical aspects of tissue growth
Solid tumors grow under the eﬀect of cell proliferation limited by several factors. Space
availability, and the pressure induced by higher cell population, appears to be the ﬁrst cause
of growth limitation by contact inhibition [9, 10, 13, 53]. This can be included in the simplest
models for a cell population density n(x, t) where pressure generates both movement and
growth limitation, leading to write
⎧ ∂
 
n + div nv = nG(p),
x ∈ Rd , t ≥ 0,
⎪
⎪
⎨ ∂t
(2.1)
n(x, t = 0) = n0 (x) ≥ 0,
⎪
⎪


⎩
γ
v(x, t) = −∇p(x, t),
p(x, t) ≡ Πγ n(x, t) := n(x, t) , γ > 1.
The rule v(x, t) = −∇p(x, t) is a simpliﬁed version of Darcy’s law expressing isotropic
and homogeneous friction with the surrounding environment. This expression for the velocity ﬁeld means that cells are only pushed by mechanical forces (variants are mentioned
later). The particular choice for the law-of-state Πγ (n) := nγ is made for simplicity, see
considerations on this issue in [17]. Finally the growth term, the right hand side in (2.1), is
of Lotka-Volterra type, and takes into birth and death of cells. Because pressure generates
contact inhibition, we assume that the C 1 function G(·) satisﬁes
G(0) = GM > 0,

G (·) < 0,

G(Ph ) = 0,

for some GM > 0, Ph > 0. (2.2)

The name ‘homeostatic pressure’ has been proposed for Ph ([53]). At this stage it might
also be useful to mention that dimensions d = 2 is relevant for in vitro experiments on a
dish and d = 3 is relevant both in vitro and in vivo. As well known for the porous medium
equation, one property of such partial diﬀerential equations is to describe solutions with
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compact support than expand [58]. For our purpose here, this is enough and we do not
bother with a bounded domain and associated boundary conditions. This feature is however
relevant both for realistic models and numerics.
As far as existence is concerned, this equation is standard and is a semi-linear version
of the ‘porous medium equation’, [58]. Therefore, several bounds are known under some
assumptions on the initial data.
Now, we follow closely [49]. Because we are interested in the dependence on the parameter γ (and large values of it), we consider a family of initial data n0γ such that for some
constant K 0 ,


n0γ dx ≤ K 0 ,
p0γ := Πγ (n0γ ) ≤ Ph ,
|∇n0γ |dx ≤ K 0 .
(2.3)
Rd

Rd

Proposition 2.1. With assumptions (2.2)–(2.3), the solution of equation (2.1) satisﬁes n(x, t)
≥ 0 and


Rd

n(x, t)dx ≤ K 0 eGM t ,


T
0


Rd

p(x, t) ≤ Ph ,


T
0


Rd

Rd

|∇n(x, t)|dx ≤ K 0 eGM t ,

|∇p(x, t)|dxdt ≤ C(T, Ph , K 0 ),


(γ−1)/γ

Rd

p(x, t)dx ≤ Ph

|∇p(x, t)|2 dxdt ≤

K 0,

1 + γGM T (γ−1)/γ 0
K .
Ph
γ−1

Proof. The estimates for n are straightforward. For the TV bound, we just notice that, the
equation for n can also be written


∂
n − ΔΦ(n) = nG p(x, t) ,
∂t
Therefore, the equation for wi =

∂n(x,t)
∂xi

with Φ (n) = nΠγ (n).

is




 ∂p(x, t)
∂
,
wi − div[Φ (n)∇wi ] = wi G p(x, t) + nG p(x, t)
∂t
∂xi
and ﬁnally
 


  ∂p(x, t) 
∂
 ≤ |wi |GM .
|wi | − div[Φ (n)∇|wi |] = |wi |G p(x, t) − nG p(x, t)  
∂t
∂xi
1
After integration and use of the Gronwall
 ∂p  lemma, this gives the L estimate on the gradient


of n and keeping the term with ∂xi gives the bound on the gradient of p (see [49] for
details).
The second line of bounds in Proposition 2.1 follows from the equation on the pressure.
Namely, we compute



∂
p − nΠ (n)Δp − |∇p|2 = nΠ (n)G p(x, t) .
∂t

(2.4)
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This equation is in the strong form, the maximum principle applies and gives the bound
p ≤ Ph . It gives the L1 control on p because
(γ−1)/γ

p = nγ = nnγ−1 = np(γ−1)/γ ≤ nPh

,

and it remains to apply the L1 control on n.
The L2 estimate on the gradient is better seen when identifying the pressure, as p = nγ
in (2.4), to ﬁnd
∂
(2.5)
p − γpΔp − |∇p|2 = γpG(p).
∂t
Integrating by parts, we obtain, for T > 0,

 T
 T
[p(x, T ) − p0 (x)]dx + (γ − 1)
|∇p|2 dxdt ≤ γGM
p(x, t)dxdt.
Rd

0

Rd

0

Rd

which, combined with the L1 estimate for p gives the last inequality.
The bounds in Proposition 2.1 are ﬁne to ensure compactness in space. It remains to
prove estimates implying time compactness. An easy way is to notice that under the assumption that n0 is a subsolution, that is




−div n0 ∇Π(n0 ) ≤ n0 G p0 (x) ,
we have
satisﬁes

∂ 0
∂t n

≥ 0. We may apply the same argument as for space derivatives and w =

∂
∂t n





∂
w − div[Φ (n)∇w] = wG p(x, t) + nG p(x, t) γnγ−1 w,
∂t
an equation which gives us the property
∂ 0
∂
n ≥ 0 =⇒
n ≥ 0.
∂t
∂t

(2.6)

This property is very strong and shows one limitation of the model at hand. It is incompatible with the observations that the cell population decreases in the center of the tumor, the
necrotic core. This eﬀect, which typically occurs at the size of 1mm3 , can be obtained when
the eﬀects of nutrients are included in the equation, see (2.8) below.
In this situation, which we call ‘well prepared initial data’, we conclude


d
|w(x, t)|dx ≤ GM
|w(x, t)|dx,
dt Rd
Rd
and thus


R




∂

 n(x, t) dx ≤


d ∂t

Rd

  0



div n ∇Π(n0 ) + n0 G p0 (x)  dx.

(2.7)

It is possible to improve these estimates and avoid the restrictive assumption that the
initial data is a subsolution. We recall from [49] the
Proposition 2.2. For a constant rG depending only on G(·), the estimates hold, for all t > 0,
∂
e−γrG t
,
p(x, t) ≥ −γ rG p(x, t)
∂t
1 − e−γrG t

∂
e−γrG t
.
n(x, t) ≥ −rG n(x, t)
∂t
1 − e−γrG t
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These inequalities allow for a fast transition at t = 0 (the right hand side is singular then).
They were initiated in [25] and are stronger than those in (2.6) because they do not assume
any further assumption on the initial data than those in Proposition 2.1. A remarkable feature
here, is that the semi-linear source term improves the usual inequalities for porous medium
equations, which are recovered for rG → 0.
To conclude this section, we present some additional eﬀects which are used in more
realistic models of tumor growth. A possible additional ingredient is to take into account
nutrients. Then we arrive to the model, also treated in details in [49]
⎧
⎪
∂t n − div(n∇p) = n Φ(p, c),
⎪
⎪
⎨
(2.8)
∂t c − Δc = −n Ψ(p, c),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩c(x, t) = c > 0
as |x| → ∞,
B
where c denotes the density of nutrients, and cB the far ﬁeld supply of nutrients (from blood
vessels). The coupling functions Φ, Ψ are assumed to be smooth and to satisfy the intuitive
hypotheses
⎧
⎨ ∂p Φ < 0,
∂c Φ ≥ 0,
Φ(Ph , cB ) = 0,
(2.9)
⎩ ∂ Ψ ≤ 0,
∂c Ψ ≥ 0,
Ψ(p, 0) = 0.
p
Variants are possible; for instance, we could assume that nutrients are released continuously
from a vasculature or an other source [17], several nutrients (oxygen, glucose) can be considered. More generally, the formalism of multiphase ﬂuids can be used in the present context
[14, 52] in order to represent the complexity of cell surrounding.
Another ingredient is to take into account active movement of cells and not only their
passive movement under pressure forces. This leads to write the model, which is analyzed
in [50],


 
(2.10)
∂t n − div n∇p − νΔn = nG p .
As mentioned in the introduction, many other biological aspects are possible, which have
led to mathematical models and questions, and which we do not mention here.

3. The Hele-Shaw asymptotic and free boundary formulation
As long as cells are well separated, the pressure forces are negligible. When the population
density increases, there is a maximum possible compaction which cannot be exceeded. To
represent this eﬀect with a fast transition, the simplest formalism is to consider the limit
as γ → ∞ in the equation of state, see (2.1), and which we call the stiﬀ pressure asymptotic. This type of modeling is mostly used in practical use of cancer models and software
development [22, 23, 26, 32, 43, 54].
3.1. Free boundary problem. This limit results in a model that generalizes the Hele-Shaw
equation of ﬂuid mechanics and which is usually seen as a free boundary problem. The tumor
occupies a domain Ω(t), healthy cells ﬁll the space outside Ω(t). The boundary ∂Ω(t) of the
domain Ω(t) is moving with the velocity
v∞ (x, t) = −∇p∞ (x, t)

(3.1)
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Figure 3.1. Numerical simulations at three diﬀerent times of the system (2.1) with γ = 40 and G(p) =
5(2 − p). The density n is plotted in solid line whereas the pressure p is represented with − + −
(smoother curve).

where the pressure ﬁeld is computed thanks to the equation

−Δp∞ = G(p∞ )
x ∈ Ω(t),
p∞ = 0

on ∂Ω(t).

(3.2)

In order to deﬁne this dynamic, some smoothness of the free boundary is necessary. Such a
property has been widely studied, see [30, 32] and the references therein. An alternative is
to set this problem in the general framework of viscosity solutions with a correct viscosity
condition on the interface, see [36, 37]. Surface tension may also be included [1, 30, 32],
then the Dirichlet boundary condition has to be changed to p∞ = aκ(x, t) with a a parameter
and κ the mean curvature.
As we mentioned earlier, the biophysical modeling gives growth terms G that depend
on p, and not on n as in [8] for instance. Remarkably, this property allows us to extend
nicely the usual Hele-Shaw theory and recover the semi-linear elliptic equation (3.2). A
recent interest for the Hele-Shaw equation also arises in other ﬁelds of mathematics with the
stochastic Loewner evolutions, Laplacian growth, diﬀusion limited aggregation, etc
3.2. Weak formulation. Besides the free boundary formulation, there is also a weak formulation of the limit γ → ∞ in the equation (2.1). This limit gives a more general setting
allowing a ‘pretumor zone’ where healthy and tumor cells are present in a mixed state. This
weak formulation was derived in [49] and leads to the equation
⎧ ∂




n∞ − div n∞ ∇p∞ = n∞ G p∞ (x, t) ,
x ∈ Rd , t ≥ 0,
⎪
⎪
∂t
⎨
(3.3)
n∞ (x, t = 0) = n0∞ (x) ≥ 0,
⎪
⎪
⎩
0 ≤ n∞ ≤ 1.
p∞ (1 − n∞ ) = 0,
In other words, when n∞ < 1 then p∞ = 0. Consequently, n∞ and p∞ are so weakly related
that their dynamics can be somewhat independent. Nevertheless, a remarkable property is
that the weak solution of (3.3) is unique (see [49]).
To present the result, we now insert the index γ to the notations n and p for the solutions
of (2.1). The following result holds
Theorem 3.1 (Hele-Shaw limit, [49]). With the assumptions of Proposition 2.1, as γ → ∞,
we have
nγ → n∞ ≤ 1,
p → p ∞ ≤ Ph
a.e. in Rd × (0, ∞),
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∇pγ

∇p∞



in L2 Rd × (0, T ) −weak,

∂
n∞ ≥ 0,
∂t
The limit of equation (2.1) is equation (3.3).

∀T > 0,

∂
p∞ ≥ 0.
∂t

Notice that, from the BV (bounded variation) properties of nγ and pγ in Proposition 2.1,
we derive strong compactness. We also conclude that






n∞ ∈ L∞ (0, T ); L1 ∩ L∞ (Rd ) , p∞ ∈ L∞ (0, T ) × Rd ∩ L1 (0, T ) × Rd
and that, as measures although we use the notation of L1 functions,
|∇n∞ (x, t)| and |∇p∞ (x, t)|
are bounded with

|∇n∞ (x, t)|dx ≤ K 0 eGM t ,
Rd



T



0

Rd

|∇p∞ (x, t)|dxdt ≤ C(T, Ph , K 0 ).

The other results follow immediately. For example, because
γ+1

nγ pγ = nγ+1 = pγ γ ,
and passing to the strong limits, we ﬁnd in the limit the relation p∞ (1 − n∞ ) = 0. Another
γ+1

property follows immediately from the same argument; because nγ ∇pγ = ∇pγ γ , we ﬁnd
the relation
n∞ ∇p∞ = p∞ .
In other words, the equation on n∞ , in (3.3), can also be written


∂
n∞ − Δp∞ = n∞ G p∞ (x, t) .
∂t
This is the form used in [49] to prove uniqueness of weak solutions.
A more diﬃcult result is the derivation of the ‘complementary relation’, (3.4) below,
which is equivalent to the strong convergence of ∇pγ .
Theorem 3.2 (Complementary relation). Additionally to Theorem 3.1, one also has


∇pγ → ∇p∞
in L2loc Rd × (0, ∞) − strong,
The ‘complementary relation’ also holds


p∞ Δp∞ + G(p∞ ) = 0



in D Rd × (0, ∞) .

(3.4)

The complementary relation (3.4) is not an obstacle problem (a sign is incompatible) and
the solution is not unique. It is a weak version of the equation (3.2) with


Ω(t) = p∞ (x, t) > 0 ,
(3.5)
as set which evolution cannot be deduced from (3.4), but from the weak formulation (3.3).
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the meaning, in distributions, of (3.4) is that for all smooth test functions ϕ with compact
support, it holds




2
ϕ(x, t) −|∇p∞ | + p∞ G(p∞ ) −
p∞ ∇ϕ.∇p∞ = 0
Rd ×(0,∞)

Rd ×(0,∞)

which makes sense with the available regularity for p∞ in Proposition 2.1.
The proof of Theorem 3.2 relies on a functional analysis argument which uses the L∞
∂
control from below for ∂t
nγ ≥ 0 as given in Proposition 2.2.
3.3. From the weak formulation to the free boundary statement. To begin with, notice
that 1I{Ω(t)} = 1I{n∞ (x,t)=1} . Indeed, on the one hand, 1I{Ω(t)} ⊂ 1I{n∞ (x,t)=1} . On the other
∂
hand, when p∞ = 0, then from (3.3), we conclude that ∂t
n∞ = n∞ GM , which means that
we cannot have n∞ (x, t) = 1 otherwise n∞ would continue to grow thus contradicting the
bound n∞ (x, t) ≤ 1.
Therefore, when n∞ (x, t) takes the values 0 or 1 only, then we have
n∞ (x, t) = 1I{Ω(t)} .

(3.6)

In this situation and assuming some smoothness for Ω(t), it is easy to derive the Hele-Shaw
free boundary formulation mentioned in Section 3.1. This is written in details (and in more
generality in the sense below) when Ω(t) is a ball in [49], then one can establish precisely
the speed of the free boundary given by (3.1).
However, the weak formulation contains more than the free boundary statements (3.1),
(3.2) which only holds true when initially n0 = 1I{Ω(t=0)} so as to ensure (3.6). One can
∂
formally see this, because in the interior of Ω(t), we can write ∂t
n∞ = 0 and thus the weak
formulation (3.3) gives immediately the elliptic equation (3.2). But, if there is a zone where
n0 < 1, then we still have n∞ (x, t) < 1 for some time. In this space-time zone, we have
p∞ = 0 and (3.3) is reduced to the simple diﬀerential equation
∂
n ∞ = n ∞ GM .
∂t
A numerical simulation, illustrating this interpretation is displayed in Figure 3.1.
A similar, but less complete, theory can be carried out for the case with active motion
(2.10), see [50], and for the system with nutrient (2.8) and furthermore, the permanent shape,
given by a traveling wave can be written exactly [51].

4. Adaptation and resistance to drugs
Besides mechanical aspects which we have presented so far, mathematical models of tumor
growth also deal with questions which are more connected to biology than mechanics, and
resistance to treatment is a typical example. The subject of resistance is considered presently
as one of the challenges is medical treatment (see [38, 40, 41, 57] and the references therein).
A possible modeling of this phenomena is related to Darwinian evolution and to selection
of the ﬁttest traits. A subject that bridges probability [16] for ﬁnite populations, game theory
as introduced by J. Maynard Smith and PDEs, the formalism we use below.
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4.1. Population adaptive dynamic. In the view of [40, 41], cells are assumed to carry a
resistance phenotype y ∈ [0, 1]. In the simplest description, one considers the population
density n(y, t), this is usually called a structured population, [47]. One can postulate an
equation for the dynamic of n(y, t), expressing birth and death of cells. A general, yet
simple, formalism is, following [42, 44, 48], to write a type of Lotka-Volterra equation
 1
∂
n(y, t)dy,
n(y, t) = n(y, t)R(y, ρ(t)) + μΔn(y, t),
ρ(t) =
∂t
0
with Neuman boundary conditions (these are somewhat artiﬁcial but simplify the presentation). The diﬀusion term stands for mutations; several other forms are possible as integral
operators [5] and, as well as diﬀusion, can de derived from stochastic individual models [16].
Again the choice of diﬀusion is made for simplicity. The term R(y, ρ) represents the growth
rate (death and birth), an example being
R(y, ρ) = b(y) − ρ k(y) − d(y) cth ,

(4.1)

with b(·) the intrinsic division rate, d(·) the death rate induced by the therapeutic drug given
with the concentration cth . Finally, k(·) represents the death rate due to competition, for
space and nutrients, with all the cells whatever is their resistance level. Therefore, in the
general setting, we assume that, for some constant α > 0,
∂
R(y, ρ) ≤ −α < 0.
∂ρ
Then, according to the interpretation of y as a resistance gene expression, we can assume
some kind of resource allocation. When a cell uses energy to generate resistance, there is
less energy for the cell division cycle, therefore we have
b (·) < 0,

d (·) < 0,

k  (y) < 0,

the last assumption means that resistant cells are also better competitors (an assumption that
could be released by introducing another phenotypic trait).
The main qualitative property of solutions is better stated with a renormalization of time
according to the scale μ = ε2 μ0 , tnew = εtold , with told the generation time, tnew the
evolution time. This renormalization leads to re-write the equation on n(y, t) as
 1
∂
2
ε nε (y, t) = nε (y, t)R(y, ρε (t)) + ε μ0 Δnε (y, t),
ρε (t) =
nε (y, t)dy. (4.2)
∂t
0
This rescaling is standard in parabolic equation, in particular because it is the basis for deriving various front motions, see [31, 55] for instance.
The analysis carried out in [28, 42, 44, 47, 48] leads to use two main tools. The ﬁrst one
is a uniform Total Variation bound (TV in short) on ρε (t)
 T


ρ̇ε (t)dt ≤ C.
(4.3)
0 < c ≤ ρε (t) ≤ C,
0

The lower bound expresses non-extinction and can be recovered a posteriori, it is however
convenient to have it proved directly when this is possible. The BV bound is needed for
nonlinear dependence on ρ in R(x, ρ); it is not fundamental for the case (4.1) for instance.
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The second tool is the WKB change of unknown


uε (y, t) = ε ln nε (y, t)
and according to the observation of natural selection, as in standard in adaptive dynamics
[27], the population should be highly concentrated around the ﬁttest trait (think of a Gaussian). Then, initially one assumes that for some y 0 ∈ (0, 1),
⎧
0
⎪
δ(y − y 0 ) (weakly),
u0ε is bounded in Lip(0, 1),
⎨nε (y) −→
ε→0
(4.4)
⎪
⎩u0ε −→ u0 ,
max u0 (y) = u0 (y 0 ) (strict maximum).
0<y<1

ε→0

This initial concentration eﬀect remains true for all times under structural assumptions
on R (e.g. assuming that R is monotonic in y as in [48], or that R is concave in y as in [42]).
Then, it is established that
⎧
⎪
ρ(t) ∈ L∞ ∩ T V (0, +∞), a.e.
⎨ρε (t) −→
ε→0
(4.5)


⎪
⎩nε (y, t) −→ ρ(t)δ y − y(t) .
ε→0

The next question is to characterize the dynamic of the two unknowns ρ(t) and y(t). The
answer is expressed through the limiting behavior of uε (t). Still under technical assumptions
depending on the case at hand (monotonic or concave function R), one has
uε (y, t) −→ u(y, t)
ε→0

uniformly, locally in time,

and the functions u(y, t) and ρ(t) satisfy the constrained Hamilton-Jacobi equation
⎧∂


u(y,
t)
=
R
y,
ρ(t)
+ μ0 |∇u|2 ,
0 < x < 1, t ≥ 0,
⎪
∂t
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨


max u(y, t) = 0 = u y(t), t ,
⎪
0≤y≤1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
u(y, t = 0) = u0 (y),

(4.6)

with Neuman boundary conditions (note that only cases in the full line have been studied
so far). The interpretation is as follows: ρ(t) is a Lagrange multiplier associated with the
algebraic constraint that maxy u(y, t) = 0. For this reason, the usual property of contraction
in L∞ of Hamilton-Jacobi equations is lost in the case with a constraint. However Lipschitz
bounds for u(y, t) are still available (and motivate the corresponding assumption in (4.4))
and are enough to prove existence of a viscosity solution. Uniqueness is only known in the
particular case when R has a speciﬁc form as in (4.1), see [48].
4.2. Canonical equation and evolutionary stable distribution. One can go further (to the
expense of more regularity on u, a condition that can be proved with concavity assumptions
on R) and establish the form of canonical equation ([27]) as follows:
⎧ 

⎨R y(t), ρ(t) = 0,
⎩


−1
ẏ(t) = −D2 u(y(t), t)
· Dy R(y(t), ρ(t)).
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ρ
Figure 4.1. No therapy. Solution of system (4.2) with μ0 = 0 for R(y, ρ) = 32 − y + 1.5+y
, and
departing from a distribution concentrated near y = .95 as a Gaussian with parameter ε = 0.02. Left:
the isovalues of n(y, t), abscissae are y and ordinates are t. Center: the function t → ρ(t). Right: the
distribution n(y, tﬁnal ) at tﬁnal = 20, which concentrates at the point y = y ∞ = 0.

ρ
Figure 4.2. With therapy. Solution of system (4.2) with μ0 = 0 for R(y, ρ) = 32 − y + 1.5+y
−
CTox (1−x), and departing from a distribution concentrated near y = .05 as a Gaussian with parameter
ε = 0.02. Left: the isovalues of n(y, t), abscissae are y and ordinates are t. Center: the function t →
ρ(t). Right: the distribution n(y, tﬁnal ) at tﬁnal = 180, which concentrates at the point y = y ∞ = 1.

Because R is invertible in ρ, the ﬁrst equation gives ρ(t) as a function of y(t), and then the
ordinary diﬀerential equation for y(t) is in closed form when u is known.
This form of a canonical equation is not explicit as long as u is not computed, but can
however give some information on the sign of ẏ(t) and on the long term dynamics of y(t).
When a steady state is attained, it is called the evolutionary stable distribution [35] (ESD in
short), a notion closely related the evolutionary stable strategy in adaptive dynamics [27].
For instance, for the case of (4.1) with no therapy, cth = 0, and weak competition
compared to proliferation (|b | large compared to |k  |, then we ﬁnd
ẏ(t) ≤ 0

as b < 0,

because D2 u(y(t), t) ≤ 0 at a maximum point. And we conclude that less resistant cells are
selected. The dynamics will stop at an ESD (ρ∞ , y ∞ ) which achieves both conditions


R y ∞ , ρ∞ = 0,
(4.7)
Dy R(y ∞ , ρ∞ ) = 0,
and this value y ∞ corresponds to a maximum of R in y. Here we should emphasize that
because μ0 = 0, the restriction that y ∈ (0, 1) is only useful for the biological interpretation.
Mathematically, the dynamics might lead y(t) to become negative. This ESD is illustrated
by Figure 4.1; with the rate function R(y, ρ) used in this ﬁgure, one can readily check that
y ∞ = 0.
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For a strong drug concentration, cth large, then one ﬁnds on the contrary
ẏ(t) ≥ 0

as − d > 0

and thus resistant cells are selected which escape therapy if ρ(t) does not vanish. Here, it
might occur that, for cth large enough, then ρ(t) vanishes and the lower bound in (4.3) fails;
this can be interpreted as recovery. In such a case, the constraint in the constrained HamiltonJacobi equation (4.6) does not hold because the Lagrange multiplier is ﬁxed at ρ(t) = 0. The
Figure 4.2 illustrates a case where resistance occurs and the ESD, characterized by (4.7), is
for y ∞ = 1.
The eﬀect of a multi-therapy to prevent resistance can be included in the model and gives
rise to the following extension
!
 1
∂
b(y)
− ρ(t) k(y) − d(y) cTox ,
n(y, t)dy.
ρ(t) =
n(y, t) = n(y, t)
∂t
1 + cStat
0
(4.8)
Here two types of eﬀects are taken into account; cTox represents the cytotoxic drugs which
induce apoptosis (usually by DNA damage during the Synthesis phase of the cell cycle),
and cStat represents cytostatic eﬀects which slow down the cell cycle (for instance using
molecules that inhibit cyclines). Then the question is to determine the optimal scheduling
cStat (t), cTox (t) with constraints on total toxicity. This is studied in [20] with the constraints
to keep a high enough population of healthy cells.
4.3. Space structure and heterogeneity. Selection of a monomorphic population (that
means a single Dirac mass) as derived before is compatible with the Gause competitive
exclusion principle which is used in ecology; with N environmental variables, a bioreactor
can sustain N interacting species, [15]. Here N = 1 and the environmental variable is just
measured by the total population. However, genetic tests show a wide heterogeneity in tumor cells. Several explanations are possible as random mutations which generate a peaked
distribution n(y, t) but not exactly a Dirac mass; the parameter ε is small but not zero. Another possible explanation is spacial heterogeneity within tumor environment due to local
availability of nutrients. In order to write corresponding equations, one should describe population densities n(x, y, t) where x stands for the position and y for the phenotypical trait.
With space and trait, to derive statements similar to those in (4.5)-(4.6) is a much more recent topic, see [11, 12, 46], with unexpected outcomes and diﬃculties. New phenomena as
accelerating waves occur and mathematically, a priori bounds are more complicated because
they should reﬂect the L1 theory in the trait and the L∞ theory in space.
The model proposed in [41] contains aspects coming both from the spatial model with
nutrient (2.8) and the evolutionary aspects introduced in Section 4.1. To begin with, we
present a simpler version, taken from [45], which explains the expected behavior of the solutions. We denote by nε (y, x, t) the population density of cells which are located at the
position x, with the trait y. To simplify we choose y ∈ (0, 1) and x ∈ R to simplify the
statements. The spatial dependence determines local conditions for trait adaptation, according to available nutrient concentration c(x, t). Following the rescaling proposed in (4.2), we
write
ε∂t nε (y, x, t) = [r(y)cε (t, x) − d(y)(1 + !ε (x, t))] nε (y, x, t), x ∈ R, 0 < y < 1, t ≥ 0,
(4.9)
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∂
x ∈ R, t ≥ 0,
cε − Δx cε (x, t) + [!ε (x, t) + λ] cε (x, t) = λcB ,
∂t

!ε (x, t) = nε (y, x, t)dx,
x ∈ R, t ≥ 0.

541
(4.10)
(4.11)

In other words, we have chosen k(y) = d(y) in (4.1), neglected mutations and added a parameter x which dependency is ruled by a parabolic PDE. To handle the asymptotic behavior
in (4.9), the main diﬃculty is to ﬁnd strong estimates for !ε (x, t). Uniform L∞ bounds are
immediate but strong compactness, as derived from (4.3) in the x-independent case, are not
available. With technical assumptions that we skip here, it is proved in [45], that there is
!(y, t), X(y, t) such that
cε (x, t) −→ c(x, t)
ε→0

locally uniformly,

!ε (x, t) −→ !(x, t) pointwise,
ε→0


nε (y, x, t) −→ !(x, t)δ y − Y (x, t) weakly in measures.
ε→0

A qualitative consequence is heterogeneity which is expressed by the phenotypes Y (x, t),
x ∈ R, which are represented at a time t.
To be closer to the case of tumor treatment, the system used in [41] includes additional
matter. The space variable represents the distance to the center, eﬀect of therapeutic drugs are
included (following the ideas leading to the equation (4.8)), and both nutrients and therapy
are delivered from a vasculature on the boundary of the tumor.

5. Conclusion
One should keep in mind that mathematical biology is not a recent subject. It has a long
record of success as the Lotka-Volterra equations in ecology, statistics and random processes in genetics, the Turing instability for pattern formation and developmental biology,
the Hodgkin-Huxley system for electric pulse propagation along nerves, the Keller-Segel
system for cell chemotaxis, and many others. Subjects as epidemiology, population genetics, neuroscience use mathematical models for a long time. Bioﬂuids, biomechanics are now
well established subjects with applications to medicine and medical industry. Even though
more recent, mathematics motivated by questions around tumor growth are now numerous
and a search on publications data basis shows a fast growing activity in the ﬁeld. This fast development, can be observed in many other ﬁelds of life sciences under two eﬀects. Biologists
have now access to new experimental devices giving enormous quantities of data as images;
data analysis is needed to handle them and mathematical modeling is needed to give sense
to them. Physicists have entered the ﬁeld massively and have now access to simpliﬁed living
systems; it might be simpler for mathematicians to speak with them. However, because of
the speciﬁcities of the living matter, classical models must be revisited with new variants.
But new questions, on new models, also appear which require to develop new mathematical
tools. This paper is an attempt to show these two faces.
Acknowledgements. Sorbonne Universités, CNRS, INRIA-Paris-Rocquencourt, Institut Universitaire de France.
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O-minimality and Diophantine geometry
Jonathan Pila

Abstract. This lecture is concerned with some recent applications of mathematical logic to Diophantine geometry. More precisely it concerns applications of o-minimality, a branch of model theory
which treats tame structures in real geometry, to certain ﬁniteness problems descending from the classical conjecture of Mordell.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). Primary 03C64, 11G18.
Keywords. O-minimal structure, André-Oort conjecture, Zilber-Pink conjecture.

1. Introduction
This is a somewhat expanded version of my lecture at ICM 2014 in Seoul. It surveys some
recent interactions between model theory and Diophantine geometry.
The Diophantine problems to be considered are of a type descending from the classical
Mordell conjecture (theorem of Faltings). I will describe the passage from Mordell’s conjecture to the far-reaching Zilber-Pink conjecture, which is very much open and the subject of
lively study by a variety of methods on several fronts. The model theory is “o-minimality”,
which studies tame structures in real geometry, and oﬀers powerful tools applicable to certain
“deﬁnable” sets. In combination with an elementary analytic method for “counting rational
points” it leads to a general result about the height distribution of rational points on deﬁnable sets. This result can be successfully applied to Zilber-Pink problems in the presence of
certain functional transcendence and arithmetic ingredients which are known in many cases
but seemingly quite diﬃcult in general.
Both the methods and problems have connections with transcendental number theory.
My further objective is to explain these connections and to bring out the pervasive presence
of Schanuel’s conjecture.
Though the broad family of Diophantine problems is the same, o-minimality is a rather
diﬀerent ﬂavour of model theory to that employed in the Diophantine results of Hrushovski
[62, 64] and the subsequent developments (e.g. [24, 129]; for more on “stability” and its
applications see [63, 65]). However, both ﬂavours involve ﬁelds with extra structure and
hinge on suitable tame behaviour of the deﬁnable sets.
As there are excellent survey papers on these developments (e.g. [130, 131]), this exposition will stay at a broader level and keep technicalities to a minimum.
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2. From Mordell to Zilber-Pink
The Mordell conjecture. Diophantine geometry deals in the ﬁrst instance with the solution
of systems of algebraic equations in integers and in rational numbers. It is a broad subject
with a central place in number theory going back to antiquity. The problems we will consider
are ﬁniteness questions. One seeks to show that certain forms of Diophantine problems have
only ﬁnitely many solutions, or a solution set that has a ﬁnite description in certain speciﬁc
terms.
The ur-conjecture here is the Mordell conjecture asserting the ﬁniteness of the number
of rational points on curves of genus at least 2. For example, a non-singular plane quartic
curve. This conjecture was proposed by Mordell [94] in 1922, and proved by Faltings [46]
in 1983. In the meantime it evolved into the Mordell-Lang conjecture (ML; see Lang [77], I,
6.3) proved in the work of Faltings, Hindry, Laurent, McQuillan, Raynaud, Vojta, and others;
see e.g. [18, 90, 97].
This was the ﬁrst of three crucial steps in the evolution of the Mordell conjecture into
what is known as the Zilber-Pink conjecture (ZP).
The Mordell-Lang conjecture. The ﬁrst step, due to Lang (see e.g. [76]), recasts the
conjecture in terms of a subvariety (i.e. irreducible closed algebraic subset deﬁned over C;
we identify varieties with their sets of complex points) V of a (semi-abelian) group variety
X. The conjecture concerns the interaction of V with certain “special” subvarieties of X
distinguished in terms of its group structure.
The simplest result of “Mordell-Lang” type concerns a curve V ⊂ X = G2m . Here
Gm = Gm (C) = C× is the multiplicative group of non-zero complex numbers, so V is the
set of solutions in (C× )2 of some irreducible (over C) polynomial F (x, y) = 0. The result,
which appears in Lang [76] is the following. If there are inﬁnitely many points (ξ, η) ∈ V
such that (ξ, η) is a torsion point of (C× )2 , then F has either the form xn y m = ζ or
xn = ζy m for some non-negative integers n, m (not both zero) and root of unity ζ. In the
exceptional case V is a torsion coset: a coset of an irreducible algebraic subgroup (subtorus)
of X by a torsion point, and, being positive-dimensional, contains inﬁnitely many torsion
points. Observe that a torsion point is a torsion coset (of the trivial group).
With a view to generalisations, torsion cosets of X = Gnm will be called “special subvarieties” and torsion points “special points”. The (countable) collection of special subvarieties
will be denoted S = SX . For later use, general cosets of subtori will be called “weakly special subvarieties”. We observe that special points are Zariski dense in any special subvariety.
The Multiplicative Manin-Mumford conjecture, which is a special case of a theorem
of Laurent [79] (for V deﬁned over Q it may be deduced from results of Mann [82]; see
Dvornicich-Zannier [42] for generalisations, see also an independent proof by Sarnak [126]),
asserts the converse. Consider a subvariety V ⊂ X.
(*) If special points are Zariski-dense in V then V is a special subvariety.
Since the Zariski-closure of any set of points consists of ﬁnitely many irreducible components (∗) may be equivalently formulated as (∗ ) or (∗ ) as follows.
(∗ ) A component of the Zariski closure of a set of special points is special.
(∗ ) V contains only ﬁnitely many maximal special subvarieties.
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If one replaces the group of torsion points by the division group Γ of a ﬁnitely generated
subgroup of Gnm , and takes special subvarieties to be cosets of subtori by elements of Γ, then
(∗) is the “Multiplicative Mordell-Lang conjecture”, a theorem of Laurent [79].
The Manin-Mumford conjecture (MM; proved by Raynaud [122, 123]) is the statement
(∗) for a subvariety of an abelian variety with its torsion cosets as “special subvarieties”
(the original formulations of Manin and Mumford concerned a curve of genus at least two
embedded in its Jacobian); for the division group of a ﬁnitely generated subgroup it is ML.
Note that ML, in both the multiplicative and abelian settings, is ineﬀective (one cannot bound
the height of points, though one can bound their number).
While there is no explicit mention of rational points in the formulation of ML, implications for these, including the original Mordell conjecture, are recovered via the Mordell-Weil
theorem: the group of rational points on an abelian variety over a number ﬁeld is ﬁnitely generated ([78], I.4.1, [18]).
The André-Oort conjecture. André [1] and Oort [98] made conjectures analogous to the
Manin-Mumford conjecture where the ambient variety X is a Shimura variety (the latter
partially motivated by a conjecture of Coleman [33]). A combination of these has become
known as the André-Oort conjecture (AO).
Shimura varieties have a central role in arithmetic geometry, in particular in the theory
of automorphic forms see e.g. [91]. As the formal deﬁnition (see e.g. [91, 92]) is rather
involved, I will just give some examples. The simplest examples are modular curves, for
example the curve Y (1) = SL2 (Z)\H whose set of complex points is just the aﬃne line C,
parameterising isomorphism classes (over C) of elliptic curves by their j-invariant (see e.g.
[155]). However, the André-Oort conjecture is trivial for one-dimensional ambient varieties;
the simplest non-trivial cases concern cartesian products of modular curves. The paradigm
examples of Shimura varieties are the Siegel modular varieties Ag parameterising principally
polarised abelian varieties of dimension g [17].
Associated with a Shimura variety X is a countable collection S = SX of special subvarieties, the zero-dimensional ones being called special points. For example, in Y (1)2 , a
special subvariety of dimension 1 is: a “vertical line” x = j0 or “horizontal line” y = j0
where j0 is the j-invariant of an elliptic curve with complex multiplication (“CM”; i.e. a
“singular modulus” see e.g. [155], §6); or the zero set of a modular polynomial ΦN (x, y)
(see e.g. [155]). The other special subvarieties are Y (1)2 itself and special points, being
the points for which both coordinates are singular moduli. There is also a larger (uncountable) collection of weakly special subvarieties which includes, in addition, all vertical and
horizontal lines. In Ag the special subvarieties become rather complicated to describe, but
special points are again those x ∈ Ag for which the corresponding abelian variety Ax is CM
(see e.g. [98]). Special points are Zariski dense in any special subvariety, and AO asserts the
converse:
Let X be a Shimura variety and V ⊂ X a subvariety. Then (∗) holds.
Equivalently, AO may be formulated as (∗ ), or (∗ ) which we take as the “oﬃcial”
version.
Conjecture 2.1 (AO). Let X be a Shimura variety and V ⊂ X. Then V contains only
ﬁnitely many maximal special subvarieties.
The simplest non-trivial case of AO, for Y (1)2 (and more generally products of two modular curves), was established unconditionally by André [2]. AO is open in general, though
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it is known to be true under the Generalised Riemann Hypothesis for CM ﬁelds (by work of
Edixhoven, Klingler, Ullmo, and Yafaev [43, 45, 71, 144]) and it is known unconditionally
in several cases and under various additional hypotheses on the special points in question
(see [152]). In particular, AO for arbitrary products of modular curves was aﬃrmed using
o-minimality and point-counting in [108]. We will describe this approach below as well as
further results which have been established by the same methods. Though unconditional,
theses results are ineﬀective in that they do not produce a bound on the height of the special
points. The only eﬀective result known is for products of two modular curves, due recently
to Kühne [74] and Bilu-Masser-Zannier [16].
The broader class of mixed Shimura varieties (see e.g. [120]) includes for example the
“mixed” variety Xg associated with Ag , namely Ag ﬁbered at each point by the abelian variety parameterised by that point, and analogous varieties with additional level structure (see
e.g. [17]). These include elliptic modular surfaces. More exotic examples, like the Poincaré
bi-extension ([13]), include copies of Gm as special subvarieties. The second step in the
evolution of ZP is to enlarge the category of “ambient” varieties to that of mixed Shimura
varieties, which also have a geometrically deﬁned collection of “special subvarieties” [120].
This gives a class of varieties in which all the Diophantine problems so far considered
can be comprehended. The “special point conjecture” (∗) in this setting was formulated by
André [1]. It contains AO and MM for CM abelian varieties, but it does not include the full
MM or ML statements.
The Zilber-Pink conjecture. One further extension, which signiﬁcantly enlarges its scope
and reach, gives the Zilber-Pink conjecture. The setting is again V ⊂ X where X is a
mixed Shimura variety, but instead of special subvarieties T contained in V , we consider
(components of) intersections V ∩ T , with T a special subvariety, which are atypical in
dimension (see below).
This idea has three independent sources, expressed in diﬀerent formulations. Zilber [159]
formulated a version (“CIT”) in the setting of semi-abelian varieties, motivated by his work
on the model theory of complex exponentiation (see below). Bombieri-Masser-Zannier [20]
proved a theorem and formulated a conjecture about curves in Gnm originating with a question
of Schinzel [132], leading to a result for intersections of subvarieties with one-dimensional
tori and the formulation of a general conjecture in [21]. Pink [121] formulated a conjecture
encompassing MM, ML, and AO by the same device of “unlikely intersections”, meaning
intersections of a variety V ⊂ X with special subvarieties of codimension exceeding dim V .
The irreducible components of the intersection of two subvarieties V, W ⊂ X typically
have dimension
dim V + dim W − dim X,
as one would expect by “counting conditions” (and never less if X is smooth [95]).
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let X be a mixed Shimura variety with collection S of special subvarieties,
and let V ⊂ X. An irreducible component A ⊂ V ∩ T , where T ∈ S is called an atypical
subvariety (of V in X) if
dim A > dim V + dim T − dim X.
Conjecture 2.3 (ZP). Let X be a mixed Shimura variety and V ⊂ X. Then V contains only
ﬁnitely many maximal atypical subvarieties.
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This is essentially the formulation of Zilber and Bombieri-Masser-Zannier in Pink’s setting. There are several alternative formulations; see [22] for a proof that they are equivalent
in the multiplicative setting. As it is always atypical for a proper subvariety of X to contain
a special subvariety, ZP for X and all its special subvarieties implies the assertion (∗ ), the
“special point” or “generalised André-Oort” conjecture for X, via an inductive argument.
There has been a lot of work on problems subsumed within ZP. Nevertheless it is open
even in the multiplicative case. I will describe a theorem established in work of Bombieri,
Masser, Zannier, and Maurin that aﬃrms ZP for a curve in Gnm .
An atypical subvariety of a curve in Gnm is either a point in its intersection with a subgroup of codimension at least 2, or the curve itself if it is contained in a subgroup of codimension 1. The following deﬁnition is convenient.
Deﬁnition 2.4. For a mixed Shimura variety X with its collection S of special subvarieties
and a non-negative integer k we let S [k] denote the (countable) union of all special subvarieties of X of codimension ≤ k.
Theorem 2.5 ([20, 22, 89]). Let V ⊂ Gnm be a curve deﬁned over C. If V is not contained
in a proper special subvariety then V ∩ S [2] is a ﬁnite set. .
An alternative proof (for V deﬁned over Q, the algebraic closure of Q in C) is given in
[19] and, in conjunction with the “Bounded height theorem” of Habegger [52] leads to an
eﬀective result [53]. A proof of the main result of [20] using o-minimality and point-counting
has been developed by Capuano [28].
ZP formally implies ML ([121, 159]), which may be seen in the multiplicative setting
for curves as follows. Let V ⊂ G2m be a curve and suppose that c1 , . . . , ck ∈ C× are
multiplicatively independent (no nontrivial monomial on them gives unity). Deﬁne
: (x, y) ∈ V, zi = ci , i = 1, . . . , k}.
V ∗ = {(x, y, z1 , . . . , zk ) ∈ G2+k
m
Two multiplicative conditions on (x, y, z) ∈ V ∗ will in general mean that x and y belong to
the division closure of the multiplicative group c1 , . . . , ck  generated by c1 , . . . , ck . Thus
ZP for all Gnm implies ML for all Gnm .
I do not give a survey of results. The known results for abelian varieties are less complete
than those for Gnm , and in the Shimura setting less complete still. Below I will discuss various
speciﬁc problems that have been tackled using o-minimality and point-counting. See Zannier
[156] for further discussion and references on ZP as well as more general problems under
the rubric of “unlikely intersections”, and [157] for some speciﬁc problems and applications.
See also Chambert-Loir [29]. For analogous results in other settings see [30, 85].

3. Transcendental Number Theory
Classical results. Transcendental number theory is concerned primarily with the algebraic
nature of the values of special functions, especially the exponential function. I want to mention two famous results: Lindemann’s theorem (also known as the Lindemann-Weierstrass
theorem) and Baker’s theorem (see e.g. [8]). Here log x means any determination of the
logarithm of x ∈ C× .
Theorem 3.1 (Lindemann-Weierstrass). Let x1 , . . . , xn ∈ Q be linearly independent over
Q. Then ex1 , . . . , exn are algebraically independent over Q.
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Theorem 3.2 (Baker). Suppose that x1 , . . . , xn ∈ Q. If log x1 , . . . , log xn are linearly
independent over Q then they are linearly independent over Q.
Baker’s theorem has been partially extended to elliptic and abelian functions in work of
Baker, Bertrand, Masser, Philippon, Wüstholz and others (see e.g. [9]). These developments
also impacted substantially on Diophantine problems, but I want to note in particular that
the Masser-Wüstholz isogeny estimates led to a new proof [86] of the Mordell conjecture.
More recently, Kühne [74] uses quantitative results for linear forms in (elliptic and classical)
logarithms in his unconditional proof of AO for products of two modular curves.
So the methods of Diophantine geometry and transcendence theory are cognate; but
the underlying conjectures are also cognate in the work of Zilber on the model theory of
exponentiation described below.
Schanuel’s conjecture. Schanuel’s conjecture (SC; see Lang [77], p.31) seems to encapsulate all reasonable transcendence properties of the exponential function.
Conjecture 3.3 (SC). Let z1 , . . . , zn ∈ C be linearly independent over Q. Then
tr. deg.Q Q(z1 , . . . , zn , ez1 , . . . , ezn ) ≥ n.
The special case with all the zi algebraic recovers Lindemann’s theorem. The special
case with all the exp zi algebraic is open for n ≥ 2, the best result known towards “algebraic
independence of logarithms” is Baker’s theorem.
“Ax-Schanuel”. Ax [5] (see also [4]) established Schanuel’s conjecture in the setting of a
diﬀerential ﬁeld (apparently also conjectured by Schanuel; see [5]); this theorem is known
as “Ax-Schanuel”.
Let Q ⊂ C ⊂
 K be a tower of ﬁelds and {D1 , . . . , Dm } a set of commuting derivations
of K with C = μ ker Dμ . By “rank” below we mean rank over K.
Deﬁnition 3.4. Elements x1 , . . 
. , xn ∈ K are called linearly independent over Q modulo C
if there is no nontrivial relation ν qν xν = c where qν ∈ Q, c ∈ C.
Ax’s theorem is then the following. Condition (a) encapsulates “yν = exν ” in a general
diﬀerential ﬁeld. However, by the Seidenberg embedding theorem [133, 134], a ﬁnitely
generated diﬀerential ﬁeld may be embedded into a ﬁeld of meromorphic functions.
Theorem 3.5 (“Ax-Schanuel”). Let xν , yν ∈ K × , ν = 1, . . . , n, with
(a) for all μ, ν, Dμ yν = yν Dμ xν :
(b) the xν are linearly independent over Q modulo C [or (b’), the yν are multiplicatively
independent over C].
Then



tr. deg.C C(x1 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , yn ) ≥ n + rank Dμ xν μ=1,...,m,ν=1,...,n .

This implies a (weaker) variant in the complex setting that will be important in the sequel.
A statement along these lines was established by Ax [6] in the semiabelian setting.
We consider π : Cn → Gnm given by z → e(z) = exp(2πiz) on each coordinate.
Fix V ⊂ Gnm . Ax-Schanuel implies that the “best” intersections of π −1 (V ) with algebraic
subvarieties W ⊂ Cn are achieved by weakly special W . We formulate a precise statement
as follows.
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Deﬁnition 3.6.
(1) A component with respect to V is a complex analytically irreducible component A of
W ∩ π −1 (V ) for some irreducible algebraic W ⊂ Cn .
(2) If A is a component w.r.t. V we deﬁne its defect δ(A) to be dim Zcl(A) − dim A
where Zcl(A) is the Zariski closure of A.
(3) A component A w.r.t. V is called optimal for V if there is no component B w.r.t. V
with A ⊂ B, A = B, and δ(B) ≤ δ(A). Note that if A is optimal it must be a
component of Zcl(A) ∩ π −1 (V ).
(4) A component A w.r.t. V is called weakly special if it is a component of W ∩ π −1 (V )
for some weakly special W = Zcl(A).
Then Ax-Schanuel implies the following statement (see [111]).
Theorem 3.7. An optimal component w.r.t. V ⊂ Gnm is weakly special.
In particular, we have δ(W ) = 0 just if W ⊂ π −1 (V ). An optimal component with
defect zero is then a maximal irreducible algebraic subvariety contained in π −1 (V ).
Corollary 3.8. A maximal algebraic subvariety W ⊂ π −1 (V ) is weakly special.
Another way to formulate the corollary is that if algebraic functions z1 , . . . , zm (say
elements of the function ﬁeld C(W )) are linearly independent modulo constants (i.e. the
locus z1 , . . . , zm is not contained in any weakly special subvariety) then the exponentials
exp z1 , . . . , exp zn are algebraically independent over C, which is a functional analogue
of Lindemann’s theorem. Accordingly I call the assertion of the corollary and its various
analogues “Ax-Lindemann”; see also [15].
Tsimerman [141] has recently given a new proof of Ax-Schanuel via o-minimality and
point-counting.

4. Model Theory
Model theory of C and R. See e.g. [160]. The ﬁrst-order theory of the complex ﬁeld
(C, +, ×, 0, 1) is just the theory of algebraically closed ﬁelds of characteristic zero and is
categorical (has a unique model up to isomorphism) in every uncountable power. This is
a very strong property of a theory. Algebraically closed ﬁelds are also “strongly minimal”:
the deﬁnable subsets of C are either ﬁnite or coﬁnite. Indeed, by quantiﬁer elimination, the
deﬁnable (with parameters from C) subsets of Cn are precisely the constructible sets: the
Boolean algebra generated by the zero-sets of polynomials (with coeﬃcients in C) in Cn .
The theory is also decidable.
Strong minimality fails for the real ﬁeld as the order is deﬁnable, whence intervals are
deﬁnable; however (Tarski-Seidenberg theorem) the deﬁnable sets are just the semi-algebraic
sets: ﬁnite boolean combinations of sets deﬁned by ﬁnitely many polynomial equalities and
inequalities. The theory is again decidable (Tarski [139]). A deﬁnable subset of R is still
relatively simple, being a ﬁnite union of points and (possibly unbounded) intervals.
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Model theory of complex exponentiation. The integers are deﬁnable in the complex numbers with exponentiation:


Z = {z ∈ C : ∀w ∈ C exp(w) = 1 → exp(zw) = 1 }.
Therefore, by Gödel’s Theorem, the ﬁrst-order theory of Cexp = (C, +, ×, 0, 1, exp) is
undecidable and the deﬁnable sets can be “wild”. The theory is very far from categorical.
Nevertheless, Zilber showed that categoricity can be recovered if one works with a stronger
inﬁnitary logic. He used a Hrushovski-style construction in which Schanuel’s conjecture
plays a fundamental role to construct [158] a candidate “logically perfect” algebraically
closed ﬁeld of power continuum with a “standard” (cyclic kernel) exponentiation, Bexp , and
conjectured that this ﬁeld is isomorphic to Cexp (entailing SC and more; see e.g. [34, 35]).
Considering the ﬁrst-order theory of this structure led Zilber to his “CIT” conjecture
[159] in the setting of Gnm and more generally semiabelian varieties: it is the “diﬀerence”
between SC and a uniform version of SC that admits ﬁrst-order axiomatization.
Conjecture 4.1 (Uniform Schanuel Conjecture; USC). Let V ⊂ C2n be a closed algebraic
set deﬁned over Q with dim V < n. There exists a ﬁnite set μ(V ) of proper Q-linear
subspaces of Cn such that if
(z1 , . . . , zn , ez1 , . . . , ezn ) ∈ V
then there is M ∈ μ(V ) and k ∈ Zn and such that (z1 + 2πik1 , . . . , zn + 2πikn ) ∈ M .
Moreover if M is codimension 1 (in Cn ) then k = 0.
Part of this program has been carried out for the j-function by Harris [59] and more
generally for Shimura curves [36] by Daw-Harris. A very general picture of “special subvarieties” and generalised Schanuel conjectures is set out in [161].
Model theory of real exponentiation. O-minimality grew out of the attempt to understand
the model theory of the real ﬁeld with exponentiation. The real exponential has no overt
periodic behaviour, thus no obvious source of “Gödelian problems”. Upon proving the
decidability of the real ﬁeld, Tarski [139] asked whether the theory of the real ﬁeld with
exponentiation, i.e. the structure Rexp = (R, +, ×, 0, 1, exp), is decidable.
In studying this question, van den Dries [38] noted the key role played by the above mentioned ﬁniteness property of semi-algebraic sets and formulated the condition “a deﬁnable
subset of R is a ﬁnite union of points and intervals” that is the key deﬁning property of a
general theory of “o-minimal structures” subsequently undertaken by Pillay and Steinhorn
[118] (see also [73, 119]). They prove the fundamental Cell Decomposition Theorem, from
which the remarkable tameness and uniformity properties of o-minimal structures ﬂow. For
completeness I include a “model-theory free” deﬁnition
+ of an o-minimal structure over the
real ﬁeld. Being a “structure” means that the sets in n Σn are precisely the deﬁnable sets
(with parameters) in a suitable expansion of the real ﬁeld.
Deﬁnition 4.2.
(1) A pre-structure is a sequence Σ = (Σn )n=1,2,... where each Σn is a collection of
subsets of Rn .
(2) A pre-structure Σ is called a structure (over the real ﬁeld) if, for all n, m = 1, 2, . . .
with m ≥ n, the following conditions are satisﬁed:
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Σn is a Boolean algebra
Σn contains every semi-algebraic subset of Rn
if A ∈ Σn and B ∈ Σm then A × B ∈ Σn+m
if A ∈ Σn then π(A) ∈ Σm where π : Rn → Rm is a coordinate projection.

If Σ is a structure and Z ⊂ Rn we say that Z is deﬁnable in Σ if Z ∈ Σn .
(3) A structure Σ is called o-minimal if the boundary of each set in Σ1 is a ﬁnite set of
points.
A function f : Rn → Rm is said to be deﬁnable in a structure Σ if its graph is. If
A, . . . , f, . . . are sets or functions then RA,...,f,... denotes the smallest structure containing
A, . . . , f, . . .. By a deﬁnable family of sets we mean a deﬁnable subset Z ⊂ Rn × Rm which
we view as a family of ﬁbres Zy ⊂ Rn as y varies over the projection of Z onto Rm (which
is deﬁnable, along with all the ﬁbres Zy ). A family of functions is deﬁnable if the family of
their graphs is.
In the sequel, a deﬁnable set will mean a deﬁnable set in some o-minimal structure over
R. The o-minimal condition has very strong consequences for deﬁnable sets and functions.
For example, a deﬁnable function is continuous (and also diﬀerentiable) except at ﬁnitely
many points. Moreover, in a deﬁnable family of functions, the number of points of discontinuity (or of non-diﬀerentiability) is bounded uniformly for all members of the family.
Another example (relevant later): in a deﬁnable family, the set of parameters for which the
ﬁbre has a given dimension is deﬁnable. For these and other properties see van den Dries
[39].
Of course the theory is only useful if there are non-trivial examples. van den Dries
observed that the o-minimality of the structure Ran generated by all restricted analytic functions, i.e. all f : T → R where T ⊂ Rn is a compact box and f is analytic on an open
neighbourhood of T , follows from a fundamental theorem of Gabrielov [49] on subanalytic
functions.
This is a large and useful structure, but did not answer the question raised by van den
Dries for the (unrestricted) exponential function. This was aﬃrmed by Wilkie [148] (who
in fact established the “model-completeness” of Rexp , giving its o-minimality in view of the
results of Khovanskii [68]).
Theorem 4.3 (Wilkie [148]). The structure Rexp is o-minimal.
The structure Ran, exp generated by the union of Rexp and Ran is o-minimal ([41], see
also [40]). Note that in general the structure generated by the union of o-minimal structures
need not be o-minimal ([125]): there is no “largest” minimal structure over R. Larger and
stranger o-minimal structures followed ([125, 138]), but Ran, exp suﬃces for all the applications we will consider (Ran doesn’t).
Macintyre and Wilkie [80] aﬃrmed Tarski’s original question assuming SC.
Theorem 4.4 ([80]). Assuming SC, the theory of Rexp is decidable.

5. Counting Points
Counting rational points in algebraic varieties. Counting solutions to a Diophantine equation up to a given height T and probing the behaviour of their number N (T ) as T → ∞ is
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a well-travelled path in Diophantine geometry, especially in connection with Waring’s problem and, more recently, the Batyrev-Manin conjectures; see e.g. [61]. For example, it is
believed (see [137]) that there is no positive integer n which can be written as a sum of two
ﬁfth powers in two essentially diﬀerent ways. This amounts to saying that all solutions in
non-negative integers to
X5 + Y 5 = U 5 + V 5
are trivial in that {X, Y } = {U, V }. Hooley proved (see [60], improved in [26]) that there
are at most O (T 5/3+ ) non-trivial solutions with 0 ≤ X, Y, U, V ≤ T , which are thus
dominated by the 2T 2 + O(T ) trivial ones. The conjectures of Bombieri and Lang (see e.g.
[18], 14.3.7, [61], F.5.2) imply that all but ﬁnitely many rational points on a variety lie in the
geometrically deﬁned “special set”.
Thus, conjecturally, general Diophantine problems, like the special ones of MordellLang type, only have inﬁnitely many solutions if there is a “reason”.
Counting rational points in deﬁnable sets. Prompted by questions posed by Sarnak (motivated by his analytic proof of the multiplicative Manin-Mumford conjecture [126]; see also
[127]), Bombieri-Pila [23] counted integer points up to a given height on plane curves in
various categories (convex, transcendental real-analytic, algebraic) by an elementary realvariable method. The same idea was applied to rational points on a real analytic plane curve
in [104]. Heath-Brown [60] introduced a variant p-adic “determinant method” applicable to
rational points on algebraic varieties in any dimension, which prompted the idea of applying the “real” version to count rational points in higher-dimensional sets deﬁned by analytic
conditions.
We deﬁne the height of a rational number x = a/b in lowest terms (i.e. gcd(a, b) = 1)
by H(x) = max(|a|, |b|), and the height of a tuple x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Qn by H(x) =
max(H(xi ), i = 1, . . . , n). For a set Z ⊂ Rn we put
Z(Q, T ) = {x ∈ Z : x ∈ Qn , H(x) ≤ T },
and deﬁne the counting function of Z by
N (Z, T ) = #Z(Q, T ).
We would like to have a result expressing that a “reasonable” set Z ⊂ Rn has “few”
rational points unless there is a “reason”. We will take “reasonable” to mean deﬁnable. If
Z contains positive dimensional semi-algebraic subsets (e.g. a piece of a line or circle) then
these may contain quite a lot of algebraic points; thus we will exclude such subsets from the
counting.
Deﬁnition 5.1. Let Z ⊂ Rn . We deﬁne the algebraic part Z alg of Z to be the union of
positive-dimensional connected semi-algebraic subsets of Z.
The algebraic part is a coarse analogue of the “special set”. But one cannot expect
ﬁniteness of rational points outside the algebraic part in view of curves like y = 2x . The
following theorem provides a sense in which there are “few” rational points outside the
algebraic part of a deﬁnable set.
Theorem 5.2 (Counting Theorem; Pila-Wilkie [116]). Let Z ⊂ Rn be a deﬁnable set and
 > 0. Then there is a constant c(Z, ) such that, for all T ,
N (Z − Z alg , T ) ≤ c(Z, )T .
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Suppose Z is the image of a map φ : (0, 1)k → Rn . The underlying analytic idea of
[23], extended to higher dimension in [105], is that Z(Q, T ) is contained in the intersection
Z ∩ V of Z with “few” hypersurfaces V of some suitable degree d = d(Z, ), whose number
depends on the maximum size of coordinate functions of φ and some number (depending on
) of their partial derivatives. The key to proving the Counting Theorem is a parameterisation
theorem ([116], Thm 2.3) by means of which the intersections Z ∩ V can be realised as
images of ﬁnitely many maps whose derivatives up to a given order are bounded uniformly
as V varies in the family of all hypersurfaces of given degree. This o-minimal version of
the “Algebraic Lemma” of Yomdin-Gromov [50, 154] allows the analytic idea to be applied
inductively; it yields a result which is uniform for deﬁnable families.
One can establish a bound of the same quality for algebraic points of bounded degree.
For a deﬁnable set Z and k ≥ 1 put
Z(k, T ) = {x ∈ Z : [Q(xi ) : Q] ≤ k, H(xi ) ≤ T, i = 1, . . . , n},
Nk (Z, T ) = #Z(k, T ),
where H(x) here is the multiplicative height (see [18], 1.5.7) of an algebraic number.
Then for deﬁnable Z, positive k and  > 0 we have
Nk (Z − Z alg , T ) ≤ c(Z, k, )T .
The result is again uniform for Z in deﬁnable families.
A further reﬁnement, necessitated by applications, makes the result look more like a
generalised “special point” statement. Namely, one shows that Z(k, T ) is contained in “few”
deﬁnable connected subsets which locally coincide with semialgebraic sets (“blocks”), and
which come from ﬁnitely many (depending on Z, k, ) deﬁnable families. For the precise
statement I refer to [108].
To make the result eﬀective for a particular o-minimal structure one would need an effective bound on the number of connected components of a deﬁnable set in that structure, as
a function of the “complexity” of the formula which deﬁnes it. This is known in only special
cases [11].
Non-archimedean analogues have been announced by Cluckers-Comte-Loeser [31]. For
an earlier result about integer points on deﬁnable curves, including a much stronger bound
for curves in Ran , see Wilkie [151]. For a still earlier application of Khovanskii theory to
“unlikely intersections” see Cohen-Zannier [32].
Wilkie’s conjecture. The Counting Theorem cannot be much improved in general (see
[105]); in particular one cannot in general replace the  T bound with a power of log T .
However, Wilkie ([116], 1.11) has conjectured:
Conjecture 5.3. Let Z be deﬁnable in Rexp . Then there are constants C(Z), c(Z) such that
N (Z − Z alg , T ) ≤ C(log T )c .
Partial results are established in [27, 66, 67, 107], some for sets deﬁnable in the larger
o-minimal structure RPfaﬀ . It would be nice to go further and establish such results for the
structures in which (the restrictions of) the uniformising maps of mixed Shimura varieties
are deﬁnable.
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6. O-minimality and “special point” problems
The setting. The basic strategy is due to Zannier, who proposed using the Counting Theorem to give a new proof of MM. This was implemented in [117]. He and Masser saw that
the same strategy could be applied to certain “relative Manin-Mumford” problems posed by
Masser ([87], further described below). These turn out to be also special cases of ZP.
The generalisation of the Counting Theorem to algebraic points [106], and the analogies
between MM and AO (as highlighted e.g. in [142, 153]) prompted the idea of applying
the same idea to the latter problem: for products of Y (1), for example, the “special points”
correspond to tuples of j-invariants of elliptic curves with complex multiplication. These are
precisely the points j(z) where z ∈ H = {τ ∈ C : Im(τ ) > 0} is a quadratic irrationality,
thus they correspond to algebraic points in Hn of bounded degree.
Indeed all the “special point” problems take a similar form. The ambient variety X has
a transcendental uniformisation
π:U →X
by a complex domain U with certain properties. Examples (set e(u) = exp(2πiu)):
(i) X = Gnm , U = Cn , π(u1 , . . . , un ) = (e(u1 ), . . . e(un ));
(ii) X an abelian variety, U = Cdim X , π periodic under a suitable lattice Λ;
(iii) X = Y (1)n , U = Hn , and π(u1 , . . . , un ) = (j(u1 ), . . . j(un ));
(iv) X = Ag , U = Hg , Siegel upper half-space, π is Sp2g (Z)-invariant [17].
While a general abelian variety is not a mixed Shimura variety, it is a subvariety of one,
and the “induced” ZP on its subvarieties is equivalent to the statement of ZP when X is
endowed with its torsion cosets as “special subvarieties” [121].
This picture is essentially the same for any Shimura (or mixed Shimura) variety X, where
U may be taken to be an open domain in some ambient complex aﬃne space, π is invariant
under a discrete arithmetic subgroup Γ of a real algebraic group G acting on U as biholomorphisms, and where U and the (graph of the) G action on it are semi-algebraic.
In each case, the pre-images of special points are algebraic points of bounded degree,
when considered in suitable real coordinates on U (e.g. for an abelian variety we take a basis
of Λ to deﬁne our real coordinates). Thus the search for special points in V ⊂ X can be
translated into a search for their pre-images (which we will also just call special points) in
π −1 (V ). This set is in general far from algebraic.
Moreover, components of pre-images of special subvarieties are algebraic (in a sense
described below) and appear in deﬁnable families. For example in Y (1)n they are the just
the subvarieties of Hn deﬁned by some collection of equations of the form zi = gij zj , where
(i, j) ∈ E ⊂ {1, . . . , n}2 and gij ∈ GL+
2 (Q) acting by Mobius transformations. Here E
is any set, possibly empty, and we allow i = j in which case the ﬁxed point zi is quadratic.
They sit in the family of subvarieties deﬁned by relations from SL2 (R), and this family is
deﬁnable (indeed semi-algebraic).
As the map π is invariant under the group Γ acting on U (in the examples: Zn , Λ,
SL2 (Z)n , Sp2g (Z)), we may restrict our attention to a fundamental domain F for this action,
which may also be taken to be semi-algebraic. We let
Z = π −1 (V ) ∩ F
and we are now interested in certain algebraic points of bounded degree in Z.
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Deﬁnability. The map e : C → C× (i.e. its graph in C × C× ) is not deﬁnable in any
o-minimal structure, due to the inﬁnite discrete group acting, and the same holds for the
map π : U → X for every mixed Shimura variety X of positive dimension. But in all
the examples given so far, the restriction of π to a suitable fundamental domain F for Γ is
deﬁnable in Ran, exp .
Theorem 6.1 (Peterzil-Starchenko [103]). The restriction of π : Hg → Ag to the classical
fundamental domain for the Sp2g (Z) action is deﬁnable.
Indeed the corresponding assertion holds for Xg , generalising the earlier result by the
same authors for Weierstrass ℘-functions [100] established in the course of a study of nonstandard complex tori. The generalisation of this result to all Shimura varieties has been
announced by Klingler-Ullmo-Yafaev [72], and to all mixed Shimura varieties by Gao [48].
With these results, o-minimal methods are available across the full breadth of the Zilber-Pink
conjecture.
The strategy. The Counting Theorem tells us that Z(k, T ) is contained in “few” blocks
contained in Z alg . In the arithmetic settings, one then has essentially two tasks to turn this
statement into the Diophantine conclusion:
(i) to characterise Z alg as (essentially) coinciding with the exceptional locus in the Diophantine problem, i.e. weakly special subvarieties. This is a problem in functional
transcendence.
(ii) to reduce “few” (i.e.  T ) to ﬁnite. This is eﬀected by playing oﬀ the upper bound
against a lower bound for the size of the Galois orbit of a special point.
Characterising the algebraic part. We need to understand Z alg , but it is more natural to
consider ﬁrst π −1 (V )alg , which turns out to be a union of complex algebraic subvarieties
(intersected with U ). These will generally not be fully contained in Z (or indeed in F ).
I have not deﬁned weakly special varieties except in the case of exponentiation, but
they may be characterised by the following result of Ullmo-Yafaev [145]. By an “algebraic
subvariety of U ” we will mean a (complex analytically irreducible) component of W ∩
U where W is an algebraic subvariety of the ambient space (we always assume that the
uniformising space U is semialgebraic).
Theorem 6.2 (Ullmo-Yafaev [145]). Let X be a Shimura variety. A subvariety W ⊂ X is
weakly special if and only if the components of its pre-image in U are algebraic subvarieties.
Weakly special subvarieties are thus precisely the algebraic varieties preserved (as algebraic) by π. It turns out that the algebraic part of π −1 (V ) is equal to the union of weakly
special subvarieties of positive dimension it contains:
Theorem 6.3 (“Ax-Lindemann”). For X and π : U → X as in our examples, a maximal
algebraic W ⊂ π −1 (V ) is weakly special.
Thus, the algebraic part of π −1 (V ), a coarse analogue of the special set, turns out to be
a close relative. For the exponential function this follows, as already observed, from AxSchanuel; for abelian varieties it is likewise due to Ax [6]; see also [25, 69]. For Ag it is
due to Pila-Tsimerman [114], building on [108, 113, 147]. Klingler-Ullmo-Yafaev [72] have
announced the result for all Shimura varieties (and indeed a bit more generally), and a further
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generalisation to all mixed Shimura varieties has been announced by Gao [48]. A version
for the modular function “with derivatives” is in [109]. While Ax’s theorem is in the setting
of diﬀerential ﬁelds and is proved by diﬀerential algebra, in all the Shimura variety settings
mentioned “Ax-Lindemann” is proved directly in the complex setting using o-minimality
and point-counting. This uses the fact that the group Γ gives rise to “many” integer points
in suitable deﬁnable subsets of G. Mok has indicated how such results can be proved via
complex diﬀerential geometry.
From “few” to ﬁnite. The deﬁnability of Z allows the Counting Theorem to be applied to
the relevant algebraic points. This implies that there are “few” such points. How does one
get from this to a ﬁniteness statement?
The key here is that special points in X are algebraic, and are (at least conjecturally) of
high degree, while their pre-images have small height, relative to a suitable measure of their
“complexity”. For example, a root of unity ζ of order (precisely) T has degree
[Q(ζ) : Q] = φ(T ) % T 1−
for every positive  (see e.g. [58], 18.4, Theorem 327), while its pre-image (under the map
e(z) = exp(2πiz)) in the fundamental domain F = {z ∈ C : 0 ≤ Re z < 1} has height T .
(The “complexity measure” here is the order T .)
Lower bounds for the size of Galois orbits of torsion points in abelian varieties are much
studied, e.g. in connection with isogeny estimates and Serre’s Open Image Theorem. Suitable results for [117] are due to Masser [83]. For products of elliptic modular surfaces
(torsion points on CM curves) one has results of Silverberg [136].
Lower bounds for the size of Galois orbits of special points are essential in all current
approaches to AO. The following was suggested by Edixhoven [44] for special points in Ag ,
where an appropriate complexity measure for x ∈ Ag is aﬀorded by the discriminant Δ(x)
of the centre of the endomorphism ring of the corresponding abelian variety Ax .
Conjecture 6.4. Let g ≥ 1. There exist positive constants Cg , δg such that, for a CM point
x ∈ Ag ,
[Q(x) : Q] ≥ Cg |Δ(x)|δg .
For g = 1 the conjecture is aﬃrmed by the theory of complex multiplication of elliptic
curves and the (ineﬀective) Landau-Siegel lower bound for class numbers [75, 135]. It has
been aﬃrmed unconditionally for g ≤ 6, and for all g under GRH, by Tsimerman [140] (for
the latter see also [146]).
A suitable upper bound for the height of the pre-image in a fundamental domain of a
special point in Ag is established in [113] ; its generalisation to general Shimura varieties is
expected. Then the upper and lower bounds for the number of points outside the algebraic
part are incompatible for large height: there are only ﬁnitely many “isolated” special points.
Concluding the proof. Once the “Ax-Lindemann” result is established, a further property
follows: that the maximal weakly special subvarieties contained in π −1 (V ) come from a
ﬁnite number of “families” (because being “optimal” is a deﬁnable condition on a larger
semi-algebraic collection of subvarieties of U containing all the weakly special subvarieties,
while by Ax-Lindemann the weakly special families in which optimal subvarieties lie are
characterised by rational data: a deﬁnable subset of Q must be ﬁnite). In the exponential
case, this means that they are translates of ﬁnitely many rational linear spaces. In the other
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cases, one can also view the weakly special subvarieties in a given family as “‘translates”,
parameterised by points in a suitable “quotient”. The translate is special if and only if the
corresponding parameter is a special point.
This ﬁnally enables the argument to be concluded by induction as follows. Given V ,
one has ﬁnitely many families Ui , i = 1 . . . , k of weakly special subvarieties, parameterised
by points of some ambient varieties Xi of the same general type, but of lower dimension
(except that points are weakly special and are parameterised by X itself). With each one has
a subvariety Vi ⊂ Xi consisting of those parameters for which the corresponding weakly
special subvariety is contained in V . One may suppose by induction that V contains only
ﬁnitely many special subvarieties of positive dimension. Then apply the Counting Theorem
directly to see that a special point of large complexity has “many” Galois conjugates over V
and all its positive dimensional special subvarieties, and leads to a contradiction. To conclude
one observes that there are only ﬁnitely many special points whose complexity is below a
given bound.
Theorem 6.5 ([37, 108, 113, 114, 143, 147]). AO holds for Ang , n ≥ 1, g ≤ 6.
The eﬃcacy of the Counting Theorem in these applications lies ﬁrstly in that it may
be applied even when the Galois lower bounds are far from optimal: the problem then devolves to understanding the algebraic part, which is a question in functional transcendence.
Secondly, it can be applied to this latter problem due to the arithmetic nature of Γ. Ullmo
[143] has shown that, for a Shimura variety X, these ingredients (deﬁnability of π on F ,
Ax-Lindemann, lower bound for Galois orbits, upper bound for the height of a pre-image of
a special point in F , the last two in terms of a suitable “complexity”) suﬃce to establish AO
for X.
Special points results in mixed settings are obtained in [3, 48, 110]. A proof of semiabelian MM along these lines is in [101].

7. O-minimality and atypical intersections
Torsion anomalous points. For λ ∈ P1 − {0, 1, ∞} we denote by Eλ the elliptic curve in
Legendre form deﬁned (in aﬃne coordinates) by
y 2 = x(x − 1)(x − λ).
We let Pλ , Qλ ∈ Eλ be the points
 

Pλ = 2, 2(2 − λ) ,

 

Qλ = 3, 6(3 − λ)

√
; whether the point is torsion is independent of the
(with some ﬁxed determination of
choice). Masser and Zannier [87, 88] prove the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1. There are only ﬁnitely many complex numbers λ = 0, 1 such that Pλ and Qλ
are both torsion point in Eλ .
This is a “Relative Manin-Mumford” problem, in that it concerns a curve (the locus of
(Pλ , Qλ )) in a family of abelian varieties (the squares of the Eλ for λ ∈ P1 − {0, 1, ∞}). A
general “Relative Manin-Mumford” conjecture is framed by Pink [121] where it is shown to
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follow from his general conjecture (but note that it requires a slight correction: see Bertrand
[13]).
The relative Manin-Mumford conjecture for a curve in the Poincaré bi-extension has
been announced by Bertrand-Masser-Pillay-Zannier [14]. See Zannier [157] for further developments and applications.
Atypical modular intersections. It is natural then to apply a similar strategy to other problems of atypical intersections. Since special subvarieties are deﬁned by rational (or bounded
degree algebraic) data, and the dimension conditions characterising atypical intersections are
detectable by deﬁnable sets, the methods are prima facie available once one has deﬁnability
of π on F .
Habegger and Pila [56] establish a partial analogue of Theorem 2.5 concerning atypical
intersections of a curve in Y (1)n : i.e. points where the coordinates satisfy two independent
“special” relationships (either the elliptic curves corresponding to two coordinates are isogenous, or the curve corresponding to one coordinate is CM). The result again depends on a
functional transcendence statement (algebraic independence of “modular logarithms”) and a
suitable lower bound for Galois orbits. The lower bound is obtained only under an additional
hypothesis.
Deﬁnition 7.2. For a curve V ⊂ Y (1)n , deﬁne degi V to be the number of intersections of
V with the hyperplane determined by a generic ﬁxed value of the ith coordinate. The curve
V is called asymmetric if, among the positive degi V , there are no repetitions, save that one
value may appear at most twice.
Theorem 7.3 ([56]). Let V ⊂ Y (1)n be an asymmetric curve deﬁned over Q. If V is not
contained in a proper special subvariety then V ∩ S [2] is a ﬁnite set.
Looking to atypical intersection problems more generally, it seems reasonable to conjecture the following “complex Ax-Schanuel” statement.
Conjecture 7.4 (Weak Complex Ax; WCA). Let X be a mixed Shimura variety, with its
uniformisation π : U → X, and V ⊂ X. Then an optimal component for V is weakly
special.
Habegger and Pila [57] show that WCA for Y (1)n together with a conjecture on the
size of Galois orbits of certain “optimal” atypical intersections in Y (1)n enable the pointcounting strategy to be carried through to give ZP for Y (1)n . (A proof of WCA for Y (1)n
has been announced in [115].) The same ideas yield an unconditional result for curves in
abelian varieties. We give some deﬁnitions in order to formulate this conjecture.
Let X be a mixed Shimura variety and S its collection of special subvarieties. Since S
is closed under taking irreducible components of intersections, for any subvariety A ⊂ X
there is a smallest special subvariety containing A which we denote A. We call ∂(A) =
dimA − dim A the defect of A. Fix V ⊂ X. A subvariety A ⊂ V is called optimal (for
V ) if there is no subvariety B ⊂ V with A ⊂ B, A = B and ∂(B) ≤ ∂(A).
Another formulation of ZP for X is then that for any V ⊂ X there are only ﬁnitely
many optimal subvarieties. (Apart from V itself, which is optimal for its defect, any optimal
proper subvariety of V must be atypical.)
Deﬁnition 7.5. The complexity Δ(T ) of T ∈ SY (1)n is the maximum of the absolute values
of the discriminant of any ﬁxed (quadratic) coordinates and the heights of any g ∈ GL2 (Q)+
deﬁning a pre-image of T in Hn (see [108]).
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Conjecture 7.6 (Large Galois Orbits; LGO). Let X = Y (1)n and V ⊂ X deﬁned over K,
a ﬁeld ﬁnitely generated over Q. Then there are constants C(V ), δ(V ) > 0 such that for any
optimal isolated point component {x} one has
[K(x) : K] ≥ C(V )Δ({x})δ(V ) .
The following two results are announced in [57].
Theorem 7.7. Assume WCA for Y (1)n and LGO. Then ZP holds for Y (1)n .
The same blueprint works for abelian varieties (and I would expect a suitable formulation
to apply to any mixed Shimura variety). WCA is known for abelian varieties (Ax [6]) while
LGO may be aﬃrmed unconditionally for curves when everything is deﬁned over Q. This
relies on a height inequality of Rémond [124].
Theorem 7.8. Let X be an abelian variety, V ⊂ X a curve, both deﬁned over Q. If V is
not contained in a proper special subvariety then V ∩ S [2] is a ﬁnite set.
Analogues of Mordell-Lang. Just as ZP for curves in Gnm entails ML for curves, ZP for
curves in Y (1)n entails an analogue of ML. The same circle of ideas (o-minimality, point
counting, and lower bounds for Galois orbits coming from isogeny estimates for elliptic
curves [86]) enable a proof of “modular ML” for a general subvariety of Y (1)n ; see [56, 110].
The latter includes an extension to products of elliptic modular surfaces. Various partial
results for subvarieties of Ag have been obtained by Orr, including the following full result
for curves.
Theorem 7.9 (Orr [99]). A curve V ⊂ Ag having inﬁnitely many points for which the
corresponding abelian varieties are isogneous is weakly special.
A further result in this general area (though not a special case of ZP) is an analogue
of the Tate-Voloch conjecture for products of modular curves, proved by Habegger [55]. I
will not state the result, but note that the proof makes use of the above mentioned modular
Mordell-Lang, established via o-minimality, while results of Scanlon [128] in the original
semi-abelian setting made use of the model theory of diﬀerence ﬁelds.
Some further questions. The section above contains many stated results but they are at the
same time fragmentary. Functional transcendence questions and lower bounds for Galois
orbits seem to pose signiﬁcant (though fascinating) challenges. I would like to conclude
with some further questions that seem to arise naturally from the considerations around the
Ax-Schanuel theme.
Consider a mixed Shimura variety X, its uniformisation π : U → X, and an algebraic
subvariety W ⊂ U in the sense deﬁned earlier. When W is an orbit of a suitable kind,
results from ergodic theory (“Ragunathan conjecture”) govern when π(W ) is dense (in the
usual analytic topology) in a weakly special subvariety. Ax-Lindemann says that the Zariski
closure of π(W ) is always weakly special.
Question 7.10. For π : U → X and an algebraic W ⊂ U as above:
(1) Are there natural conditions under which π(W ) is dense in X?
(2) Are there natural conditions under which π(W ) intersects every algebraic subvariety
V ⊂ X of complementary dimension (cf Ax [7])?
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Ax-Schanuel is naturally stated (and proved) in the setting of a diﬀerential ﬁeld. The
function j(z) satisﬁes a certain nonlinear third order algebraic diﬀerential equation, and
none of lower order [81]. Speciﬁcally (see e.g. [84]),
J(j, j  , j  , j  ) = Sj +

j 2 − 1968j + 2654208  2
(j ) = 0,
2j 2 (j − 1728)2

  2
− 32 ff 
and  indicates diﬀerentiation with respect to z. The full solution set is {j(gz) : g ∈ SL2 (C)}.

where Sf denotes the Schwarzian derivative Sf =

f 
f

Deﬁnition 7.11. Let Q ⊂ C⊂ K be a tower of ﬁelds and {Dμ } a set of commuting
derivations of K with C = μ ker Dμ . Elements j1 , . . . , jn ∈ K are called modularindependent if no jν ∈ C and no relation ΦN (jν , jμ ) = 0 holds with N ≥ 1, ν = μ.
We can formulate a conjecture giving a modular analogue of “Ax-Schanuel” in a diﬀerential ﬁeld setting. It implies WCA for Y (1)n as well as the result of [109]. (A modular
analogue of Schanuel’s conjecture may be deduced from the Grothendieck-André period
conjecture [1], as explicated by Bertolin [12]; see [111].) Condition (a) below stipulates that
jν , jν are the derivatives of jν with respect to zν and that jν satisﬁes the j equation with
respect to zν for each ν. The modular independence (b) implies that the quantities which appear in the denominator in J are non-zero. A corresponding “modular ZP with derivatives”
is framed in [112].
Conjecture 7.12. With K as above let zν , jν , jν , jν , jν ∈ K × , ν = 1, . . . , n, with
(a) for all ν, μ, Dμ jν = jν Dμ zν , Dμ jν = jν Dμ zν , Dμ jν = jν Dμ zν , and
J (jν , jν , jν , jν ) = 0;
(b) the jν are modular-independent.
Then


tr. deg.C C(z1 , . . . , zn , j1 , . . . , jn , j1 , . . . , jn , j1 , . . . , jn ) ≥ 3n + rank Dμ zν .
Freitag and Scanlon [47] have shown that the set deﬁned by the diﬀerential equation satisﬁed by the j-function in a diﬀerentially closed ﬁeld of characteristic zero is “strongly minimal” and “geometrically trivial”. This uses the “modular Ax-Lindemann-Weierstrass with
derivatives” result in [109]. For an introduction to diﬀerential ﬁelds in a model-theoretic
setting, including deﬁnitions of the above terms (and related results on Painlevé transcendents) see Nagloo-Pillay [96]. One would like to generalise these results appropriately to the
uniformising functions of mixed Shimura varieties.
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Quasi-randomness and the regularity method in
hypergraphs
Vojtěch Rödl

Abstract. The probabilistic method is one of the most successful techniques in combinatorics. It
enables one to prove results about deterministic objects by immersing them into specially designed
probability spaces. One of the more recent techniques employs the idea of quasi-randomness. A quasirandom object is a deterministic object which shares important properties with “typical” objects of the
same kind. Szemerédi’s regularity lemma asserts, quite remarkably, that every graph can be decomposed into relatively few subgraphs that are quasi-random. In appropriate situations quasi-randomness
enables one to ﬁnd and to enumerate subgraphs of a given isomorphism type. This approach has led to
many applications in extremal combinatorics. We discuss some developments and applications of this
method and focus on its extensions to hypergraphs.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). Primary 05C35; Secondary 05C65.
Keywords. Szemerédi’s theorem, removal lemma, quasi-randomness, Ramsey theory.

1. Introduction
Probabilistic combinatorics is a very active area in modern discrete mathematics with its fast
development over the last few decades leading to the solution of several important problems
in combinatorics. The use of probabilistic techniques in discrete mathematics was pioneered
by Paul Erdős [19] more then sixty years ago. In his ﬁrst applications of probabilistic arguments, he proved results about deterministic objects by embedding them into specially
designed probability spaces. Since then, many new tools and advanced techniques have
been developed.
One such technique is based on the notion of quasi-randomness. About forty years
ago, E. Szemerédi pioneered the use of quasi-randomness in combinatorics leading to the
regularity method in graph theory, which turned out to be a powerful technique in extremal
combinatorics. Roughly speaking, the regularity method involves the decomposition of large
structures into a bounded number of quasi-random “blocks,” that is, substructures that share
fundamental properties with genuinely random structures of the same “order” and “density”.
This research has some of its roots in Ramsey theory and we shall discuss these connections
below.
Ramsey theory, named after the seminal contribution of F. P. Ramsey [48], is an important branch of combinatorics. A typical result in Ramsey theory asserts that for some given
discrete structure F and some integer r there exists a discrete structure H such that any
partition (or coloring) of H into r classes has the property that a copy of F is completely
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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contained in one of the r partition classes. For example, one of the ﬁrst results of this type
can be found in the work of D. Hilbert [40], where it was shown that for every  and for every
ﬁnite partition of the natural numbers N = {1, 2, 3, . . . } there exists a partition class which

contains an aﬃne cube of dimension , i.e., a set of the form {x0 + i=1 εi xi : εi ∈ {0, 1}}
for some x0 , x1 , . . . , x ∈ N. Another classical Ramsey-type result for the integers is van
der Waerden’s theorem, which we discuss below.
1.1. Arithmetic progressions in Ramsey theory. In 1927 van der Waerden [66] proved
that every partition of the integers into ﬁnitely many classes yields arithmetric progressions
of every ﬁnite length that are completely contained in one of the classes. We state the following ﬁnite version of it.
Theorem 1.1 (van der Waerden’s theorem). For all integers r ≥ 2 and k ≥ 3 there exists
some integer W = W (k, r) such that for every n ≥ W the following holds. For every
· r = [n] = {1, . . . , n} of the ﬁrst n integers, there exists some partition
partition C1 ∪· . . . ∪C
class Ci such that Ci contains an arithmetic progression with k elements (APk ).
It is of interest to ﬁnd reasonable estimates for the smallest integer W = W (k, r) in
Theorem 1.1. The original proof of van der Waerden is based on a double induction and the
resulting bounds, even in the special case r = 2, are of Ackermann type, in sharp contrast
to the best known lower bounds, which are only exponential in k. The upper bound was
dramatically improved by Shelah [58] and the dependency of W on k (for r = 2) was
reduced to an iterated tower function. More precisely, for x ∈ N we denote by tow(x)
a tower of twos of height x and we deﬁne w(x) recursively by w(1) = 2 and w(x) =
tow(w(x − 1)). Shelah’s proof yields W (k, 2) ≤ w(O(k)).
The lack of a good upper bound partially motivated Erdős and Turán [23] to propose
a strengthening of van der Waerden’s theorem. They conjectured that the largest partition
class must always contain an arithmetic progression of the required length, which would
imply that the appearance of the arithmetic progression is already forced if a given subset
of the ﬁrst n integers has positive density. For integers k and n they denoted by rk (n) the
cardinality of the largest subsets of [n] that contains no arithmetic progression of length k
(APk ), i.e.,
rk (n) = max{|A| : A ⊆ [n] and A contains no APk } .
Erdős and Turán conjectured that rk (n) = o(n) for all k ≥ 3. A positive resolution clearly
implies van der Waerden’s theorem, since rk (n) ≤ n/r implies W (k, r) ≤ n.
The ﬁrst nontrivial case k = 3 of this conjecture was addressed by Roth [55]. Szemerédi
ﬁrst proved the conjecture for k = 4 in [60] and in 1975 he settled the conjecture for every
k [61].
Theorem 1.2 (Szemerédi’s theorem). For every integer k ≥ 3 and every δ > 0 there exists
an n0 such that for every n ≥ n0 we have rk (n) ≤ δn.
Since Szemerédi’s combinatorial proof used van der Waerden’s theorem, it did not give
new bounds for W (k, r). Shortly after Szemerédi’s proof appeared, Furstenberg [28] found
a new proof of Theorem 1.2. This new proof was based on ergodic theory and on the axiom
of choice and as a consequence it did not yield quantitative estimates without the addition of
substantial further ideas (which were supplied in [63]). Eventually Gowers obtained another
proof of Szemerédi’s theorem [34], which used, among many other things, exponential-sum
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estimates, which also played a crucial role in Roth’s proof [55] for k = 3. The work of Gowers implies the best known quantitative estimates for Szemerédi’s theorem for general k (see
Sanders [57] for the best current bound for k = 3 and for k = 4 see Green and Tao [37]). In
particular, the work of Gowers implies the following bound on W (k, r) in van der Waerden’s
theorem
k+9
W (k, r) ≤ 22

r2

2

.

1.2. Triangle removal lemma. Together with Frankl, we studied another, purely combinatorial, approach to Szemerédi’s theorem, which is based on an extremal hypergraph problem
that can be traced back to the work of Ruzsa and Szemerédi. These authors observed that
Roth’s theorem (Theorem 1.2 for k = 3) follows from the so-called triangle removal lemma
in graph theory. Below we state this lemma in its modern form. Note that the statement
proved by Ruzsa and Szemerédi is slightly weaker, however, their proof can be adjusted to
give the following result, which asserts that graphs G = (V, E) that contain o(|V |3 ) triangles
can be made triangle-free by the removal of o(|V |2 ) edges.
Theorem 1.3 (Triangle removal lemma). For every δ > 0 there exist some c > 0 and n0 such
that every graph G = (V, E) on |V | = n ≥ n0 vertices that contains at most cn3 triangles,
/ = (V, E)
/ with no
i.e., at most cn3 complete subgraphs on three vertices, has a subgraph G
2
/
triangles at all and with |E \ E| ≤ δn .
All known proofs of Theorem 1.3 are based on Szemerédi’s regularity lemma for graphs
(see Theorem 3.1) or use some variant of this lemma and we will give such a proof in
Section 3.1. Currently, the best known numerical dependency is given by a proof of Fox [24],
which requires c−1 to be a tower of twos with height linear in the logarithm of δ −1 , i.e.,
c−1 = tow(C log(δ −1 )) for some constant C > 0.
Ruzsa and Szemerédi [56] observed that Roth’s theorem (Theorem 1.2 for k = 3) follows from Theorem 1.3 by a simple construction. Let A ⊆ [n] contain no AP3 . With A
· 2 ∪V
· 3 , E) whose vertex set consists of three
we associate a three-partite graph G = (V1 ∪V
(formally) disjoint sets V1 = [n], V2 = [2n], and V3 = [3n]. For every x ∈ [n] and a ∈ A
we include the triangle on the vertices
x ∈ V1 ,

x + a ∈ V2 ,

and

x + 2a ∈ V3 .

By deﬁnition every edge of G is contained in at least one triangle. On the other hand, if
x ∈ V1 , y ∈ V2 , and z ∈ V3 spans a triangle in G, then there exist a, a , and a ∈ A with
a = y − x,

a = z − 2x ,

and

a = 2y − z ,

which yields a + a = 2a. Since A contains no AP3 , this implies a = a = a and as a,
consequence, y = x + a and z = 2x + a. Therefore, G has the property that every edge of G
is contained in precisely one triangle. In particular, we showed that the graph G deﬁned by A
has the property that every edge is contained in precisely one triangle and that |E| = 3n|A|
and |V | = 6n.
Hence, the number of triangles is bounded by n|A| ≤ n2 = o(|V |3 ) and the triangle
removal lemma implies that we can remove o(n2 ) edges from G to obtain a triangle-free
graph. Since every removed edge destroys at most one triangle, the number of triangles n|A|
is bounded by o(n2 ) and Roth’s theorem follows.
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With Frankl we observed that several possible generalizations of the triangle removal
lemma imply Szemerédi’s theorem by similar constructions (see, e.g., [22, 26, 49]). One of
these generalization was ﬁrst proved with Frankl [26] for 3-uniform hypergraphs. For higher
uniformities it was proved independently by Gowers [35] and in joint work with Nagle,
Schacht, and Skokan [45, 54]. Several other proofs of Szemerédi’s theorem appeared over
the last decade (see [38, page 272]).

2. Removal lemma and applications
In this section, we introduce an extension of Theorem 1.3 and state some of its applications.
We recall
  that a k-uniform hypergraph with vertex set V is a pair H = (V, E), where
E ⊆ Vk = {K ⊆ V : |K| = k} is a system of k-tuples, called hyperedges of H. A
k-uniform hypergraph H  = (V  , E  ) is a subhypergraph of H if V  ⊆ V and E  ⊆ E. A
 
(k)
clique K is a complete k-uniform hypergraph with  vertices and all k hyperedges.
Theorem 2.1 (Removal lemma). For every δ > 0 and every k ≥ 2, there exist c > 0
and n0 such that any k-uniform hypergraph H with n ≥ n0 vertices that contains at most
(k)
/ = (V, E)
/ with no copy of K (k) at all and with
cnk+1 cliques Kk+1 has a subhypergraph H
k+1
/ ≤ δnk .
|E \ E|
(k)

(k)

In other words, any hypergraph H containing o(nk+1 ) cliques Kk+1 can be made Kk+1 free by the omission of o(nk ) hyperedges. We will also use the following immediate corollary of Theorem 2.1
Corollary 2.2. Let k ≥ 2 and let H = (V, E) be a k-uniform hypergraph on n vertices with
(k)
the property that every hyperedge e ∈ E is contained in precisely one clique Kk+1 in H.
Then |E| = o(nk ).
Corollary 2.2 follows easily from Theorem 2.1. Suppose every hyperedge of an n(k)
vertex hypergraph H = (V, E) is contained in precisely one Kk+1 , then the number of
(k)

(k)

copies #{Kk+1 ⊆ H} of Kk+1 in H satisﬁes
(k)
#{Kk+1

|E|
⊆ H} =
≤
k+1

 
n
= o(nk+1 ) .
k

(2.1)

Hence, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that we may remove o(nk ) hyperedges of H to be left
(k)
with a Kk+1 -free subhypergraph. Since every omitted hyperedge destroys at most one copy
(k)

(k)

of Kk+1 this means that the number of copies of Kk+1 was bounded by o(nk ). Therefore,
from the ﬁrst identity in (2.1), we obtain |E| = o(nk ).
2.1. Removal lemma and density theorems. The removal lemma for hypergraphs (Theorem 2.1) implies Szemerédi’s theorem (Theorem 1.2) by generalizing the construction following Theorem 1.3 (see, e.g., [26]). We omit this reduction here and discuss the connection
of the removal lemma with density versions of Ramsey-type theorems, ﬁrst obtained by
Furstenberg and Katznelson.
In 1977 Furstenberg [28] gave an alternative proof of Szemerédi’s theorem. Subsequently, Furstenberg and Katznelson [29, 30] reﬁned this proof and were able to derive
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several generalizations. The following result from [29] can be viewed as a density version
of the Gallai-Witt theorem (see [47, p. 123] and [67]).
Theorem 2.3. Let K be a ﬁnite subset of Rm and let δ > 0. Then there exists a ﬁnite subset
W ⊂ Rm such that any Y ⊂ W with |Y | > δ|W | contains a translated, scaled copy of K,
i.e., a set of the form y + λK for some y ∈ Rm and some λ = 0.
If in addition K ⊂ [k]m for some positive integer k, then W = [N ]m has the above
property for any suﬃciently large N = N (k, m, δ).
Note that for m = 1 and K = [k] Theorem 2.3 reduces to Theorem 1.2. Below we will
follow a construction of Solymosi [59] to deduce Theorem 2.3 from the removal lemma in
the case when K is a particular simplex. The general result follows by a similar construction
and appropriate projections (see, e.g., [53, 59]).
Corollary 2.4. For every k ≥ 2 and δ > 0, there exists N0 such that for every N ≥ N0 every
A ⊂ [N ]k with |A| > δN k contains a translated, scaled copy of the simplex Sk consisting
of the zero-vector and the standard basis e1 , . . . , ek of Rk .
Proof of Corollary 2.4 from Corollary 2.2. Let k ≥ 2 be ﬁxed and assume that for some
δ > 0 and an inﬁnite sequence of N ∈ N there is a set A ⊂ [N ]d with |A| ≥ δN k that
contains no translated, scaled copy of the simplex Sk .
We consider the (k + 1)-partite, k-uniform hypergraph H = (V, E) with vertex partition
· k , where each Vi represents all aﬃne hyperplanes parallel to one of the faces
V = V0 ∪· . . . ∪V
of the simplex Sk that intersect a point from [N ]k . Let


k
V0 = {D(t) : t = k, . . . , kN } where D(t) = (x1 , . . . , xk ) ∈ [N ]k :
i=1 xi = t
consists of hyperplanes parallel to the face spanned by the standard basis and the collection
of these planes covers all points of [N ]k . For i = 1, . . . , k the vertex class Vi consists of
hyperplanes that are perpendicular to ei , i.e.,
Vi = {Xi (t) : t ∈ [N ]} where Xi (t) = {(x1 , . . . , xk ) ∈ [N ]k : xi = t} .
It follows directly from the deﬁnition that |V0 | = kN − k + 1 and |Vi | = N for every i =
1, . . . , k. Note that any selection of k hyperplanes from k diﬀerent vertex classes intersect in
precisely one point in [N ]k and we include the hyperedge consisting of these k hyperplanes
in H if and only if their intersection is in A.
Moreover, for every point a ∈ A and for every i = 0, . . . , k there exists a unique hyperplane in Vi , which contains a. Consequently, |E| = (k + 1)|A| and the k + 1 hyperplanes
(k)
containing a given a ∈ A form a clique Kk+1 in H. On the other hand, the vertices of any
clique that is not of that form would deﬁne a translated, scaled copy of Sk in A. Indeed the
k + 1 points in A obtained as intersections of any k of the k + 1 corresponding hyperplanes
deﬁne such a copy.
Therefore, H is a k-uniform hypergraph consisting of 2kN −k+1 vertices and (k+1)|A|
(k)
hyperedges, and every hyperedge is contained in precisely one Kk+1 . Corollary 2.2 implies
|E| = o(N k ), which yields the contradiction |A| = o(N k ).
We also state another result of Furstenberg and Katznelson [30], which addresses aﬃne
subspaces in high dimensional vector spaces over ﬁnite ﬁelds.
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Theorem 2.5. Let Fq be the ﬁnite ﬁeld with q elements. Then for every positive integer k
and every δ > 0, there exists n0 = n0 (q, k, δ) such that for n ≥ n0 any subset A ⊂ Fnq with
|A| > δ|Fnq | = δq n contains a k-dimensional aﬃne subspace.
We remark that Theorem 2.5 can be viewed as a density version of a special case of
the Graham-Rothschild-Leeb theorem [36] in Ramsey theory. This latter theorem resolves
a conjecture of Gian-Carlo Rota and asserts that for all integers k ≥  and r, and every
ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq any partition into r classes of the -dimensional aﬃne subspaces of Fnq for
suﬃciently large n yields a k-dimensional aﬃne subspace such that all its -dimensional
aﬃne subspaces belong to the same partition class. Theorem 2.5 strengthens this result for
 = 0 in the same way as Szemerédi’s theorem strengthens van der Waerden’s theorem. We
also note that for  > 0 such a density version is known to be false.
For k = 1 the reduction of Theorem 2.5 to the removal lemma appeared in joint work
with Frankl [26] and we will give a similar reduction below. For general k such a reduction
appeared in [53].
Proof of Theorem 2.5 for k = 1. Let α0 = 0, α1 = 1, α2 , . . . , αq−1 be the elements of Fq
and let A ⊆ Fnq with |A| ≥ δq n for some suﬃciently large n be given. Suppose A contains
no aﬃne line from Fnq . We consider a q-partite, (q−1)-uniform hypergraph H = (V, E) with
· q−1 . Here every set Vi is a copy of Fnq . For j = 0, . . . , q − 1
vertex classes V = V0 ∪· . . . ∪V
and v i ∈ Vi for i = j, we include the hyperedge {v 0 , . . . , v j−1 , v j+1 , . . . , v q−1 } in H if

(αj − αi )v i ∈ A
(2.2)
i=j

and again we will show that every hyperedge of H is contained in precisely one clique
(q−1)
Kq
. For any ﬁxed j ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1} we observe that a hyperedge {v 0 , . . . , v j−1 , v j+1 ,
. . . , v q−1 } is contained in a clique spanned by {v 0 , . . . , v q−1 } where

vj = −
vi .
i=j

Indeed, the choice of v j implies that


(α − αi )v i =

q−1

q−1


i=0

v i = 0 and, hence,

(α − αi )v i + (αj − α )

i=0

i=

q−1


(2.2)

vi ∈ A

i=0

for every  ∈ {0, . . . , q−1}. Hence, it follows from the construction of H that {v 0 , . . . , v q−1 }
(q−1)
.
spans a clique Kq
On the other hand, if {v 0 , . . . , v q−1 } spans a clique, then there exist vectors a0 , . . . ,
aq−1 ∈ A such that for every j = 0, . . . , q − 1 we have
aj =



(αj − αi )v i =

i=j

q−1


(αj − αi )v i .

i=0

Recalling that α0 = 0, we see that
aj − a0 =

q−1

i=0

(αj − αi − α0 + αi )v i = αj

q−1

i=0

vi
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q−1
for every j = 0, . . . , q −1. Since A contains no aﬃne line from Fnq this implies that i=0 v i
must be the zero-vector in Fnq and a0 = · · · = aq−1 . Therefore, if v 0 , . . . , v q−1 spans a
q−1
clique, then i=0 v i = 0.
Summarizing, we showed that every hyperedge of H is contained in precisely one clique
(q−1)
Kq
. For every given a ∈ A and any choice of v 0 ∈ V0 , . . . , v q−3 ∈ Vq−3 there
exists a unique v q−2 ∈ Vq−2 such that the deﬁning sum from (2.2) gives a. Therefore, the
vertex classes V0 , . . . , Vq−2 span |A|q n(q−2) hyperedges. Owing to the symmetry of this
construction we see that H contains
|E| = q|A|q n(q−2)
hyperedges. Moreover, |V | = q n+1 and, therefore, Corollary 2.2 applied for (q −1)-uniform
hypergraphs implies
|A| =

|E|
q n(q−2)+1

=

o(|V |q−1 )
= o(q (n+1)(q−1)−n(q−2)−1 ) = o(q n+q−2 ) = o(q n ) ,
q n(q−2)+1

since q is ﬁxed and n → ∞.
The original proofs of Theorems 2.3 and 2.5, due to Furstenberg and Katznelson [29, 30],
were based on ergodic theory and gave no quantitative bounds for the involved parameters.
The proofs based on the removal lemma gave the ﬁrst quantitative proofs, though the bounds
are quite poor and are of Ackermann type.
The density version of the Hales-Jewett theorem [39], which was obtained by Furstenberg and Katznelson [31], provides a natural extension of Theorem 2.5. Roughly speaking,
this abstract generalisation asserts that Theorem 2.5 holds even if one requires that the kdimensional aﬃne subspaces have a very special nature. The density version of the HalesJewett theorem not only extends Theorem 2.5, but also implies Szemerédi’s theorem and its
multidimensional version (Theorem 2.3).
Owing to these connections it seemed to be natural to investigate whether the removal
lemma itself, or some appropriate variant of it, could lead to a new proof of the density
version of the Hales-Jewett theorem. In fact, the ﬁrst Polymath project initiated by Gowers
explored such a possibility, though in the end this project culminated with a diﬀerent combinatorial proof [46] (see [6] for another proof obtained at that time and [16] for a recent new
proof).
2.2. A generalized removal lemma and property testing. In Section 2 we stated a special
case of the removal lemma concerning k-uniform hypergraphs with few copies of the clique
(k)
Kk+1 (Theorem 2.1). There is nothing special about the clique and all known proofs easily
extend to arbitrary hypergraphs. For graphs such a statement ﬁrst appeared in [27].
Theorem 2.6. Let δ > 0 and let  ≥ k ≥ 2 be integers. For every k-uniform hypergraph
F on  vertices there exist constants c > 0 and n0 such that the following holds for every
k-uniform hypergraph H on n ≥ n0 vertices. If H contains at most cn copies of F , then
/ contains no
one can delete δnk hyperedges from H so that the resulting subhypergraph H
copy of F .
Here we discuss further generalizations of Theorem 2.6. One possible generalization of
Theorem 2.6 is to replace the single hypergraph F by a possibly inﬁnite family F of kuniform hypergraphs. Such a result was ﬁrst proved for graphs by Alon and Shapira [4] in
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the context of property testing. For a family of graphs F consider the class Forb(F ) of all
graphs H containing no member of F as a subgraph. Clearly Forb(F ) is monotone, i.e.,
if H ∈ Forb(F ) and H  is a subgraph of H (obtained from H by successive vertex and
edge deletions), then H  ∈ Forb(F ). Moreover, it is easy to see that for every monotone
family of graphs P (a so-called monotone property P) there exists a family F such that
P = Forb(F ). Alon and Shapira proved the following in [4].
Theorem 2.7. For every δ > 0 and for (a possibly inﬁnite) family of graphs F there exist
constants c > 0, L > 0, and n0 such that the following holds for every graph G on n ≥ n0
vertices. If for every  = 1, . . . , L and every F ∈ F on  vertices, G contains at most cn
/ contains
copies of F , then one can delete δn2 edges from G so that the resulting subgraph G
no copy of any member of F .
Theorem 2.6 for k = 2 is equivalent to Theorem 2.7 in the special case when F consists
of only one graph. While for ﬁnite families F Theorem 2.7 can be proved along the lines of
the proof of Theorem 2.6 (or be deduced from Theorem 2.6 directly), for inﬁnite families F
the proof of Theorem 2.7 is more sophisticated.
Perhaps one of the earliest results of this nature was obtained by Bollobás, Erdős, Simonovits, and Szemerédi [8], who essentially proved Theorem 2.7 for the special family F
of blow-ups of odd cycles. In [17] answering a question of Erdős (see, e.g., [20]) with Duke
we generalized the result from [8] and proved Theorem 2.7 for the families F of (r + 1)chromatic graphs r ≥ 2.
The proof of Theorem 2.7 relies on a strengthened version of Szemerédi’s regularity
lemma (see Theorem 3.1), which was obtained by Alon, Fischer, Krivelevich, and
M. Szegedy [2] by iterating Szemerédi’s regularity lemma for graphs.
Another natural variant of Theorem 2.6 is an induced version. We say a graph G contains
an induced copy of F if there is an injective map from V (F ) to V (G) which preserves
edges and non-edges. For graphs this was ﬁrst considered by Alon, Fischer, Krivelevich,
and M. Szegedy [2]. Note that, if one wishes to “destroy” induced copies of a given graph F
in a graph G one may not only remove edges from G but one may also add edges to G.
Theorem 2.8. For every δ > 0 and for every graph F on  vertices there exist constants c > 0
and n0 such that the following holds for every graph G = (V, E) on n ≥ n0 vertices. If G
contains at most cn induced copies of F , then one can change δn2 pairs from V (deleting
/ contains no induced copy of F .
or adding an edge) so that the resulting graph G
In [3] Alon and Shapira proved a common generalization of Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.8, extending Theorem 2.8 from forbidding a single induced graph F to forbidding a
family of graphs F as induced subgraphs. With Schacht [52] we obtained the hypergraph
generalisation of this result (see Theorem 2.9 below).
For a family of k-uniform hypergraphs F , let Forbind (F ) be the family of all hypergraphs H that contain no induced copy of any member of F . Clearly, Forbind (F ) is a
hereditary property of hypergraphs, i.e., if H ∈ Forbind (F ) and H[U ] is the induced subhypergraph on some U ⊆ V (H), then H[U ] ∈ Forbind (F ).
/ the symmetric diﬀerence of the sets of hyperedges of two hyperWe denote by HH
/
graphs H and H. For a constant δ > 0 and a possibly inﬁnite family of k-uniform hypergraphs P we say a given hypergraph H is δ-far from P if every hypergraph G ∈ P on the
same vertex set satisﬁes |HG| > δnk .
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Theorem 2.9. For every δ > 0 and for every (possibly inﬁnite) family F of k-uniform
hypergraphs there exist constants c > 0, L > 0, and n0 such that the following holds for
every k-uniform hypergraph H on n ≥ n0 vertices. If for every  = 1, . . . , L and every
F ∈ F on  vertices, H contains at most cn induced copies of F , then H is not δ-far from
Forbind (F ).
Theorem 2.9 asserts that if H contains only “a few” induced copies of all forbidden
hypergraphs F up to some bounded size, then one can alter at most o(nk ) k-tuples so that
/ contains no induced copy of any member of F , i.e., so that
the resulting hypergraph H
/
H ∈ Forbind (F ).
As mentioned above, for graphs Theorem 2.9 was ﬁrst obtained by Alon and Shapira [3],
whose proof is again based on the strong version of Szemerédi’s regularity lemma from [2].
Another proof for graphs was found by Lovász and B. Szegedy [43] (see also [9]). Below
we discuss a consequence of Theorem 2.9 in the area of property testing introduced by
Goldreich, Goldwasser, and Ron [32].
Recall that for every hereditary property P of k-uniform hypergraphs, there exists a family of k-uniform hypergraphs F such that P = Forbind (F ). Consequently, Theorem 2.9
states that if H is δ-far from some hereditary property P = Forbind (F ), then it contains
many (cn|V (F )| ) induced copies of some “forbidden” hypergraph F ∈ F of size at most L,
which “proves” that H is not in P. In other words, if H is δ-far from some given hereditary
property P, then it is “easy” to detect that H ∈ P. More precisely, we say a property P
of hypergraphs is testable with one-sided error if for every δ > 0 there exists a constant
q = q(P, δ) and a randomized algorithm A satisfying: For a given hypergraph H = (V, E)
the algorithm A can query some oracle whether a k-tuple K of V spans a hyperedge in H
or not. After at most q queries the algorithm outputs
•

H ∈ P with probability 1 if H ∈ P and

•

H ∈ P with probability at least 2/3 if H is δ-far from P.

If H ∈ P and not δ-far from P, then there are no guarantees for the output of A .
Furthermore, we say a property P is decidable if there is an algorithm which for every
hypergraph H distinguishes in ﬁnite time if H ∈ P or H ∈ P. In this context Theorem 2.9
implies the following result, which generalizes to hypergraphs a result for graphs proved by
Alon and Shapira [3].
Corollary 2.10. Every decidable, hereditary property of hypergraphs is testable with onesided error.
Proof. Let a decidable, hereditary property P = Forbind (F ) and some δ > 0 be given. By
Theorem 2.9, there exist constants c > 0, L and n0 ∈ N such that any k-uniform hypergraph
on n ≥ n0 vertices which is δ-far from exhibiting P contains at least cn|V (F )| copies of
some F ∈ F with |V (F )| ≤ L.
Let s ∈ N be such that (1 − c)s/L < 1/3 and set m = max{s, n0 }. We claim that
there is a one-sided tester with query complexity q = m
k for P. Let H be a k-uniform
hypergraph on n vertices. If n ≤ m, then the tester simply queries all edges of H and since
P is decidable, there is an exact algorithm with running time only depending on the ﬁxed m
which determines correctly if H ∈ P or not.
Hence we may assume that n > m. Then we choose uniformly
  at random a set S of s
vertices from H and consider the hypergraph H[S] = H ∩ Sk induced on S. If H[S]
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has P, then the tester outputs “H ∈ P” and otherwise “H ∈ P.” Since P is decidable
and s is ﬁxed the algorithm decides whether or not H[S] is in P in constant time (constant
only depending on s and P).
Clearly, if H ∈ P or n ≤ m, then this tester outputs correctly and hence it is one-sided.
On the other hand, if H is δ-far from P and n > m, then because of Theorem 2.9 a random
-element
  set spans a copy of F for some F ∈ F on  ≤ L vertices with probability at least
cn / n ≥ c. Hence the probability that S does not span any copy of F is at most
(1 − c)s/ ≤ (1 − c)s/L < 1/3 .
In other words, S spans a copy of F with probability at least 2/3.
We remark that Corollary 2.10 only yields the existence of such a testing algorithm. In
fact, the parameter L in Theorem 2.9 is not necessarily computable and there exist decidable,
hereditary properties for which the query complexity q is not computable (see [5] for details).
Theorem 2.9 was further extended by Austin and Tao [7] and a more thorough discussion
of the numerical aspects of removal lemmas in graphs can be found in the recent survey of
Conlon and Fox [14].

3. Regularity method for graphs
All known proofs of the removal lemma rely on the regularity method for graphs and hypergraphs or variants of it. Here we describe the proof of Theorem 1.3 based on Szemerédi’s
regularity lemma for graphs from [62] and discuss the connection between the regularity
lemma and theory of quasi-random graphs.
3.1. Szemerédi’s regularity lemma. Szemerédi’s regularity lemma [62] is an important
tool in extremal and probabilistic combinatorics with applications in graph theory, combinatorial number theory, discrete geometry, and theoretical computer science. Roughly
speaking, the regularity lemma asserts that any given graph G = (V, E) can be “approximated” by a bounded number of quasi-random bipartite graphs, i.e., by bipartite graphs
that share important properties with random bipartite graphs of the same order and density.
The quasi-randomness is made precise by a quantitative version of uniform edge distribution. More precisely, given a graph G = (V, E) and a pair of disjoint non-empty subsets A,
B ⊆ V we deﬁne the density of the bipartite subgraph induced on A and B by
d(A, B) =

e(A, B)
,
|A||B|

where e(A, B) denotes the number of edges {a, b} ∈ E with a ∈ A and b ∈ B. Such a pair
(A, B) is ε-regular if
|d(A, B) − d(A , B  )| < ε

(3.1)

for all subsets A ⊆ A and B  ⊆ B with |A | > ε|A| and |B  | > ε|B|. Moreover, we say
(A, B) is (ε, d)-regular for some d ≥ 0 if we can replace d(A, B) in (3.1) by d.
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Note that ε-regularity is a property shared by most
graphs with a given number

 bipartite
bipartite
ε-regular graphs with
of edges, i.e., for any ε > 0, there are (1 − o(1)) |A||B|
m
bipartition (A, B) and m edges, where o(1) → 0 as |A|, |B| → ∞.
The regularity lemma asserts that for any given ε > 0, the edge set of any suﬃciently
large graph can be decomposed into a bounded number of blocks, almost all of which are
ε-regular.
Theorem 3.1 (Szemerédi’s regularity lemma). Let ε > 0 and an integer t0 be given. There
exists a positive integer T0 = T0 (ε, t0 ) such that any graph G = (V, E) admits a partition
· 2 ∪· · · · ∪V
· t satisfying
V = V1 ∪V
(i) t0 ≤ t ≤ T0
(ii) |V1 | ≤ |V2 | ≤ · · · ≤ |Vt | ≤ |V1 | + 1, and
(iii) all but at most εt2 pairs (Vi , Vj ) are ε-regular.
One of the most important consequences, which is used in many applications of the
regularity lemma, is that ε-regularity can be used to embed given graphs. The following
observation, sometimes called the counting lemma, can be easily proved.
Proposition 3.2 (Counting lemma). For all  ≥ 2 and constants γ > 0 and d > 0 there
exist ε = ε(, d, γ) > 0 and m0 = m0 (, d, γ) so that the following holds.
+
·  , E) be an -partite graph with vertex set V = i=1 Vi and
Let G = (V1 ∪· . . . ∪V
|V1 | = |V2 | = · · · = |V | = m ≥ m0 , where all pairs (Vi , Vj ) with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 
are ε-regular with density at least d. Then the number of copies of K in G is at least

(1 − γ)d(2) m . Moreover, if every pair (Vi , Vj ) is (ε, d)-regular, then the number of copies

of K in G is in the interval (1 ± γ)d(2) m .
We deduce Theorem 1.3 from Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2. The argument follows
the lines of [21], [27], and [1], whereas the original proof of Ruzsa and Szemerédi [56] used
several iterations of an early version of the regularity lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We ﬁrst address the promised constants. For given δ > 0 we have to
deﬁne c > 0. We ﬁrst set t0 = .3/δ/, γ = 1/2, d0 = δ/3, and take ε = ε(3, d0 , γ) > 0
to be the constant guaranteed by Proposition 3.2. Without loss of generality we may assume
that ε < δ/3. We apply Theorem 3.1 with ε and t0 deﬁned above, and let T0 = T0 (ε, t0 ) be
the guaranteed constant. We ﬁnally set
 3
1 d0
c=
4 T0
and let n0 be suﬃciently large.
Suppose G = (V, E) is a graph on n ≥ n0 vertices that contains at most cn3 triangles.
/ = (V, E)
/ of E with |E \ E|
/ ≤ δn2 .
We will ﬁnd a triangle-free subgraph G
· t satisfying
We apply Theorem 3.1 to the graph G and obtain a partition V = V1 ∪· · · · ∪V
properties (i)–(iii) of the conclusion of Theorem 3.1. To obtain the promised triangle-free
/ delete from G any edge {vi , vj } ∈ E with vi ∈ Vi and vj ∈ Vj such that either
subgraph G,
i = j, or dG (Vi , Vj ) < d0 or the pair (Vi , Vj ) is not ε-regular. It follows from the choice of
ε, d0 and t0 that at most
 9 :

   9 :
n 2
t n 2
.n/t/
t
+ε
≤ δn2
t
+
d0
2
2
2
t
t
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edges of G were removed.
/ is triangle-free. Suppose to the contrary that G
/
We will prove that the resulting graph G
/
contains a triangle. By our construction of G, it follows that the vertex set {vi , vj , vk } of this
triangle satisﬁes vi ∈ Vi , vj ∈ Vj , vk ∈ Vk for some 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ t. Consequently each
of the pairs (Vi , Vj ), (Vj , Vk ) and (Vi , Vk ) contains at least one edge and, hence, all these
pairs are ε-regular with density at least d0 . Since the assumptions of Proposition 3.2 are met
/ i , Vj , Vk ] induced on Vi ∪V
/ of G contains at
· j ∪V
· k , the subgraph G
by the 3-partite graph G[V
least

 ; <
1
n 3
d3
> 03 n3 = cn3
d30
1−
2
t
4T0
triangles, which contradicts our hypothesis that G has at most cn3 such copies.
3.2. Regular approximation lemma for graphs. Szemerédi’s proof of the regularity
lemma leads to a tower-type dependency of the involved parameters. More precisely, the
proof yields T0 (ε, t0 ) of the form
2

2

..

.

2 t0

with a tower of twos of height c/ε5 for some absolute constant c > 0. Eventually Gowers [33] showed a similar lower bound. In fact, he showed that there are graphs with the
property that every partition satisfying properties (i)–(iii) of Theorem 3.1 consists of at least
T parts, where T is given by a tower of twos of height polynomial in 1/ε. Very recently, Fox
and L. M. Lovász [25] closed the gap and determined the exact degree of the polynomial
in the height of the tower for a version of the regularity lemma that is closely related to the
original version of Szemerédi.
The result of Gowers implies, in particular, that t % 1/ε is unavoidable in Theorem 3.1. Below we discuss a variant of the regularity lemma that allows this dependency
to be avoided. The price for that is the necessity of changing the edge set of the given graph
slightly (see property (b) in Theorem 3.3). This lemma appeared in the work on hypergraph
generalizations of the regularity lemma [51] (see Section 5 below) and in the work of Lovász
and B. Szegedy [44, Lemma 5.2]. Its origin can be traced back to the work of Alon, Fischer,
Krivelevich, and M. Szegedy [2].
Theorem 3.3. For every μ > 0, every function ε : N → (0, 1], and every t0 ∈ N there exist
T0 = T0 (μ, ε(·), t0 ) and n0 such that for every graph H = (V, E) with at least |V | = n ≥
· t with t0 ≤ t ≤ T0
n0 vertices the following holds. There exists a partition V = V1 ∪· . . . ∪V
and |V1 | ≤ · · · ≤ |Vt | ≤ |V1 | + 1, and there exists a graph G = (V, E  ) on the same vertex
set such that
(a) all pairs (Vi , Vj ) are ε(t)-regular in G, and
(b) |EE  | = |E \ E  | + |E  \ E| ≤ μn2 .
The main diﬀerence between Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.1 is in the choice of ε being
a function of t. In particular, we may choose ε = ε(t)  1/t. In view of Gowers’s work
discussed above, Theorem 3.3 must fail for such an ε and μ = 0. Dealing with such a small
choice of ε costs us a price, which we pay in the form of perturbing the graph slightly.
The following counting lemma is suited for applications of Theorem 3.3 and is a simple
consequence of Proposition 3.2.
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Corollary 3.4. For all integers  and constants γ > 0 and d > 0 there exist ν > 0, ε > 0
and m0 so that the following holds. Suppose
+
·  , E) is an -partite graph with vertex set V = i=1 Vi and |V1 | =
(i) G = (V1 ∪· . . . ∪V
· · · = |V | = m ≥ m0 , where all the pairs (Vi , Vj ) with 1 ≤ i < j ≤  are ε-regular
with density d and
·  , E  ) is an -partite graph on the same vertex partition with |EE  |
(ii) H = (V1 ∪· . . . ∪V
2
≤ νm .


Then the number of copies of K in H is in the interval (1 ± γ)d(2) m .
It is easy to see that Corollary 3.4 follows from Proposition 3.2. In fact, with an appropriate choice of ε = ε(, d, γ/2) Proposition 3.2 implies that the graph G given by Corollary 3.4

contains (1 ± γ/2)d(2) m copies of K . Moreover, every pair appearing in the symmetric
diﬀerence of the edge sets of G and H may extend to at most m−2 copies of K and thus the
number of copies of K in G and H may diﬀer by at most νm . Consequently, H contains

γ  (2) 
d m ± νm
1±
2

copies of K and, hence, for ν < γd(2) /2 the result follows.
Note that just as Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 imply Theorem 1.3, one can give a
proof based on Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4. In fact, one can apply Theorem 3.3 with
μ = νδ/10, where δ is given by the removal lemma and ν is given by Corollary 3.4 applied
with γ = 1/2 and d = δ/10. Then one follows the proof of Theorem 1.3 line by line and
instead of deleting the edges of pairs that are not ε-regular we may simply delete the edges
contained in the pairs (Vi , Vj ) where the edge sets of H and G diﬀer by more than ν|Vi ||Vj |
pairs.

4. Quasi-randomness in graphs and hypergraphs
Szemerédi’s regularity lemma decomposes the edge set of any given graph into bipartite
graphs, most of which are ε-regular. Roughly speaking, ε-regularity resembles the uniform
edge distribution of random bipartite graphs and is shared by most bipartite graphs of given
size and density. Closely related to the concept of ε-regularity is the research concerning
quasi-random graphs, where one focuses on graph properties that are shared by almost all
graphs. As it turns out ε-regularity (or its analogue Discd deﬁned below) is such a property.
We will state some of these properties and discuss their relation. We then state its extensions
to hypergraphs, which leads to the concepts the regularity method for hypergraphs is based
on.
4.1. Quasi-random graphs. The systematic study of quasi-random graphs was pioneered
by Thomason [65] and by Chung, Graham, and Wilson [13]. Here we restrict ourselves to
the following properties: uniform edge distribution (Disc), subgraph count (Count), and
small deviation (Dev), all deﬁned below.
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let d ∈ [0, 1]. We say a sequence G = (Gn )n∈N of graphs satisﬁes property
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Discd if for every ε > 0 all but ﬁnitely many graphs Gn = (Vn , En ) of G have the property
that for every U ⊆ Vn we have

|U |

2
e(U
)
−
d
(4.1)

2  ≤ ε|Vn | ,
where e(U ) is the number of edges of Gn contained in U .
Countd if for every ε > 0 and for every graph F all but ﬁnitely many graphs Gn = (Vn , En )
of G contain (d|E(F )| ± ε)|Vn ||V (F )| labeled copies of F .
Devd if for every ε > 0 all but ﬁnitely many graphs Gn = (Vn , En ) of G satisfy


)
(1En (ui , wj ) − d) ≤ ε|Vn |4 ,

(4.2)

u0 ,u1 ∈Vn w0 ,w1 ∈Vn i,j∈{0,1}

where 1En : Vn2 → {0, 1} is the indicator function of En with
{u, w} ∈ En and 0 otherwise.

1En (u, w) = 1 if

We say one such property Pd implies another such property Qd if every graph sequence satisfying Pd also satisﬁes Qd . Moreover, two such properties are equivalent if any sequence
of graphs G satisﬁes either both or none of the properties.
Chung, Graham, and Wilson considered a larger and slightly diﬀerent set of properties
and proved that they are equivalent in the sense deﬁned in Deﬁnition 4.1. In fact, some
of those equivalences had already appeared before in the literature. Since then, the list of
equivalent properties has been extended by several researchers. For our discussion here we
state the following partial version of the Chung-Graham-Wilson theorem.
Theorem 4.2. For graphs Discd , Countd , and Devd are equivalent for any d > 0.
It is easy to show that random graphs with density d satisfy Discd , Countd , and Devd
with high probability, i.e., with probability tending to one when the number of vertices tend
to inﬁnity. Therefore, graphs satisfying one (and therefore in view of Theorem 4.2 all)
of these properties are called quasi-random graphs. Strictly speaking, we should always
consider sequences of graphs here. However, we will also say that a single graph G satisﬁes
Discd (ε) if (4.1) holds. Similarly, we will consider graphs G satisfying Countd (ε, F ), or
Devd (ε). We shall refer to such a graph G as a quasi-random graph.
We will prove Theorem 4.2 in the next section. The implication “Discd ⇒ Countd ” is
of particular interest. It states that for every graph F and every γ > 0 there exists an ε > 0
such that any suﬃciently large graph G that satisﬁes Discd (ε) must satisfy Count(γ, F ).
This is closely related to Proposition 3.2 with F = K .
In Section 5 we outline the regularity method for hypergraphs, which allows us to extend
the proof of the triangle removal lemma (Theorem 1.3) based on Szemerédi’s regularity
lemma (Theorem 3.1) and the counting lemma (Proposition 3.2) to hypergraphs. For that we
deﬁne appropriate extensions of Discd and Countd . We remark that an alternative approach
to the regularity method for hypergraphs based on extensions of Devd was developed by
Gowers [35].
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4.2. Equivalences of quasi-random properties. In this section we sketch some of the
ideas in the proof of Theorem 4.2 and we prove the equivalence of Discd , Countd , and
Devd . For that we will verify the following three implications
Discd ⇒ Countd ⇒ Devd ⇒ Discd .

(4.3)

We begin our discussion with the implication “Discd ⇒ Countd ” and present a proof which
borrows some ideas of Tao from [64].
Proof of Discd ⇒ Countd . It suﬃces to show that for every graph F and ε > 0 there exists
δ > 0 such that every suﬃciently large graph G = (V, E) satisfying Discd (δ) also satisﬁes
Countd (ε, F ).
The proof consists of two parts. First we appeal to the identity
e(U, W ) = e(U ∪ W ) − e(U \ W ) − e(W \ U ) + e(U ∩ W ) ,
valid for every U , W ⊆ V , where the edges contained in U ∩ W are counted twice
in e(U, W ). Consequently, Discd (δ) implies that one can control the number e(U, W ) up to
an additive error of 4δ|V |2 . In other words, we obtain a “two-set-version” of Discd .
In the second part we continue by induction on |E(F )|. Since the statement Countd (F, ε)
is trivial for graphs without edges if n = |V | is suﬃciently large, we may assume that for
suﬃciently small δ any graph satisfying Discd (δ) also satisﬁes Countd (F  , ε/2) for some
subgraph F  of F with one fewer edge. Suppose F  is obtained from F by removing the
edge {x, y}. Let us denote by NG (F ) and NG (F  ) the number of labeled copies of F and
F  in G, respectively. Moreover, for every copy F/  of F  in G let xF and yF be the vertices
in V representing x and y in that copy. Consequently,

NG (F ) =
1E (xF , yF ) ,

F ⊆G

where the sum is taken over all copies F/  of F  in G. This way we arrive at
 
 


NG (F ) =
1E (xF , yF ) − d + d = d · NG (F  ) +
1E (xF , yF ) − d . (4.4)
 ⊆G
F

 ⊆G
F

Owing to the induction assumption we infer that

ε  |V (F )| d≤1  |E(F )| ε  |V (F )|
n
n
= d
±
.
d · NG (F  ) = d · d|E(F )|−1 ±
2
2
Therefore, the implication “Discd ⇒ Countd ” follows from (4.4) if we show




 
 ε |V (F )|
≤ n

(x
,
y
)
−
d
.
1
E F
 F

 2


F ⊆G

(4.5)

This inequality follows from the two-set-version of Discd discussed above. In fact, let F 
be the graph obtained by removing both vertices x and y from F . For a copy F/  of F  in
G we denote by XF ⊆ V the set of vertices that complete F/  to a copy of F − y, that is,
the subgraph of F obtained by removing the vertex y only. Similarly, let YF ⊆ V be the
set of vertices that complete F/  to a copy of F − x. Note that every pair of distinct vertices
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x
/ ∈ XF and y/ ∈ YF together with F/  deﬁne a copy of F  in G, which extends to a copy
of F if the edge {/
x, y/} is present in G. With this notation we can write
 


  




 






1E (xF , yF ) − d  = 
1E (/x, y/) − d 

 F ⊆G (x,y)∈X   ×Y  

F ⊆G
F
F



 




≤
1E (/x, y/) − d 



 ⊆G (
x,
y )∈XF  ×YF 
F


  




=
e XF , YF − dXF YF  .
 ⊆G
F

The two-set-version of Discd lets us bound each of the NG (F  ) terms of the last sum by
4δn2 and since F  has two vertices fewer than F we have NG (F  ) ≤ n|V (F )|−2 . Consequently, (4.5) follows as long as δ ≤ ε/8.
We continue with the second implication and deduce Devd from Countd . In the proof
we only use estimates on the number of copies of graphs F on four vertices.
Proof of “Countd ⇒ Devd ”. Property Devd follows from Countd by appealing to all
graphs F with four vertices. Recall that Countd yields estimates for the number of not
necessarily induced, labeled copies of a given graph F . However, with a standard application of the principle of inclusion and exclusion involving the estimates given by Countd for
all graphs F on a given number of vertices we obtain estimates for the number of induced
copies. More precisely, this argument shows that n-vertex graphs G = (V, E) that satisfy
Countd contain


|V (F )|
d|E(F )| (1 − d)( 2 )−|E(F )| ± o(1) n|V (F )|
induced copies of a given graph F .
For each of the 24 labeled subgraphs F of the cycle on four vertices C4 , we denote by
∗
NG (F ) the number of copies of F that are “induced with respect to C4 in G,” i.e., copies of
F where the corresponding edges in E(C4 ) \ E(F ) are not present in G with no restriction
on the appearance of the two edges in E(K4 ) \ E(C4 ) in G. Adding the four estimates on
the number of induced copies of those supergraphs of F containing some of these two edges
in E(K4 ) \ E(C4 ) yields
∗
(F ) = (de(F ) (1 − d)4−e(F ) ± o(1))n4 .
NG

(4.6)

These estimates can be used to evaluate the sum in Devd . In fact, we have


)

∗
(1E (ui , wj ) − d) =
(1 − d)e(F ) (−d)4−e(F ) · NG
(F ) .
u0 ,u1 ∈V w0 ,w1 ∈V i,j∈{0,1}

F ⊆C4

∗
Replacing NG
(F ) by the estimate from (4.6) and appealing to the binomial theorem yields
the desired bound.

It is left to discuss the proof “Devd ⇒ Discd ”, which is based on a standard application
of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
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Proof of Devd ⇒ Discd . Given a suﬃciently large n-vertex graph G = (V, E) satisfying
Devd (δ), we shall deduce that G also satisﬁes Discd (ε), where ε → 0 as δ → 0. In fact, we
will deduce the two-set-version of Discd . So let U , W ⊆ V be arbitrary. We shall show that


e(U, W ) − d|U ||W | ≤ εn2 .
(4.7)
Recalling that e(U ) = e(U, U )/2, the standard version of Discd then follows by letting
U = W . For the proof of (4.7) we note that




   
e(U, W ) − d|U ||W | = 
1U (u)1W (w)(1E (u, w) − d) ,
(4.8)


u∈V w∈V

where 1U and 1W denote the indicator functions of the sets U and W . From (4.8) we will
derive (4.7) as a consequence of the assumption that G satisﬁes Devd (δ) by two simple
applications of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. In fact,


e(U, W ) − d|U ||W |4 =

"
"

 

#4

1U (u)1W (w)(1E (u, w) − d)

u∈V w∈V



=

1U (u)



u∈V

w∈V





⎛
≤⎝
⎛

12U (u)

u∈V

= ⎝|U | ·

#4

1W (w)(1E (u, w) − d)
"



u∈V

w∈V



1
)



# 2 ⎞2

1W (w)(1E (u, w) − d)

⎠
⎞2

1W (wj )(1E (u, wj ) − d)⎠

u∈V w0 ,w1 ∈V j=0

⎛
= |U |2 · ⎝



1W (w0 )1W (w1 )

w0 ,w1 ∈V

≤ |U |2



= |U |2 |W |2 ·



⎞2
(1E (u, wj ) − d)⎠

u∈V j=0

12W (w0 )12W (w1 )

w0 ,w1 ∈V

1
)

⎛



⎝

w0 ,w1 ∈V



)

1
)

⎞2
(1E (u, wj ) − d)⎠

u∈V j=0

(1E (ui , wj ) − d) .

w0 ,w1 ∈V u0 ,u1 ∈V i,j∈{0,1}

From |U |, |W | ≤ n and the assumption that G satisﬁes Devd (δ) (see (4.2)) we infer


e(U, W ) − d|U ||W |4 ≤ n4 · δn4 ,
which yields (4.7) for δ = ε4 .
This concludes our discussion of the equivalences between Discd , Countd , and Devd
and we continue with the discussion of extensions of these properties to the hypergraph
case.
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4.3. Quasi-random hypergraphs. The graph properties Discd , Countd , and Devd have
natural counterparts for k-uniform hypergraphs. In particular, for Countd the generalization is straightforward, i.e., for d > 0 we say a sequence of k-uniform hypergraphs
H = (Hn )n∈N satisﬁes property
Countd if for every ε > 0 and every k-uniform hypergraph F all but ﬁnitely many hypergraphs Hn = (Vn , En ) of H contain (d|E(F )| ± ε)|Vn ||V (F )| copies of F .
However, the straightforward extension of Discd is not strong enough to imply Countd .
Indeed, for d ∈ [0, 1] we say a sequence of k-uniform hypergraphs H = (Hn )n∈N satisﬁes
property
Weak-discd if for every ε > 0 all but ﬁnitely many hypergraphs Hn = (Vn , En ) of H have
the property that for every U ⊆ Vn we have

 

e(U ) − d |Uk |  ≤ ε|Vn |k ,
where e(U ) denotes the number of hyperedges of Hn contained in U .
It is easy to see that random hypergraphs of density d satisfy Weak-discd and Countd with
high probability. However, for 3-uniform hypergraphs there are already sequences H that
satisfy Weak-discd , but fail to have Countd . We brieﬂy mention two such examples.
Let Vn be an ordered set of size n and consider a random graph Gn on Vn . For three
vertices x, y, z ∈ V with x < y < z we include the hyperedge {x, y, z} in the 3-uniform
hypergraph Hn if in Gn the vertex x is connected to exactly one of the vertices y or z. It
is easy to check that with high probability the sequence (Hn )n∈N satisﬁes Weak-disc1/2 .
On the other hand, for any set of four vertices w < x < y < z at least two of the three
pairs {w, x}, {w, y}, and {w, z} either form edges in Gn or not. Hence, at least one of the
triples {w, x, y}, {w, x, z}, and {w, y, z} will be missing in Hn . Consequently, none of the
(3)
hypergraphs Hn contains a copy of K4 and, therefore, (Hn )n∈N fails to satisfy Count1/2 .
For the second example, we again consider a random graph Gn on n vertices.
 It is a well
known fact that with high probability every subset U ⊆ V (Gn ) contains (1/8) |U3 | ± o(n3 )
(unlabeled) triangles. Consequently, the 3-uniform hypergraphs Hn with vertex set V (Gn )
and edge set corresponding to the triangles in the auxiliary random graph Gn satisfy Discd
for d = 1/8. Now consider the 3-uniform hypergraph F consisting of two hyperedges
intersecting in 2 vertices. Each copy of F corresponds to two triangles in the “underlying”
random graph that share one edge, i.e., it corresponds to a graph with 4 vertices and 5 edges.
Hence the expected number of labeled copies of F in Hn is
  5

  2

1
1
± o(1) n4 = 2
± o(1) n4
2
8
and one can show that with high probability this estimate holds for the number of copies of F
in Hn . In other words, the hypergraphs Hn contain approximately twice as many copies of
F as allowed by Countd . In fact, the constructed hypergraphs Hn will contain at least twice
as many copies for every 3-uniform hypergraph that contains two hyperedges intersecting in
at least 2 vertices.
These two examples can be extended to k-uniform hypergraphs for any k ≥ 3 and they
show that uniform edge distribution with respect to the vertex set is not suﬃciently strong
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to prove counting results for hypergraphs containing edges that intersect in two or more
vertices. Property Weak-discd , however, implies a version of Countd restricted to hypergraphs F with no such pair of hyperedges, as observed in [41] (see also [15]).
In order to address such examples as (Hn ) and (Hn ) we require more control over the
distribution of the hyperedges. This is achieved by comparing the edge set of our k-uniform
(k−1)
hypergraphs H against collections of cliques Kk
given by arbitrary (k − 1)-uniform
hypergraphs G on the same vertex set. This is made precise in the following deﬁnition of
Discd for k-uniform hypergraphs.
For a (k − 1)-uniform hypergraph G we denote by Kk (G) the set of k-tuples in V (G)
(k−1)
that span a clique Kk
in G. For d ∈ [0, 1] we say a sequence of k-uniform hypergraphs
H = (Hn )n∈N satisﬁes property
Discd if for every ε > 0 all but ﬁnitely many hypergraphs Hn = (Vn , En ) of H have the
property that for every (k − 1)-uniform hypergraph G with vertex set Vn we have


|En ∩ Kk (G)| − d|Kk (G)| ≤ ε|Vn |k .
Note that by viewing subsets U ⊆ Vn as 1-uniform hypergraphs, for k = 2 this deﬁnition
of Discd reduces to the one made for graphs in Deﬁnition 4.1. This notion of uniform edge
distribution for hypergraphs was ﬁrst suggested in joint work with Frankl (unpublished) and
investigated by Chung [10]. In [42] the implication “Discd ⇒ Countd ” for hypergraphs was
established. In fact, the proof given for graphs in Section 4.2 extends to the hypergraph case
(see, e.g., [50]).
Below we present an extension of Devd for hypergraphs, which was considered in [11,
12]. For graphs one may view the deﬁnition of Devd as a “weighted version” of Countd
for the special graph F = C4 (the cycle on four vertices). In fact, in (4.2) we consider
every potential C4 and assign to it a weight given by the product of the function 1E (·, ·) −
d evaluated on the four potential edges of that C4 . As it turns out, viewing C4 = K2,2
as a complete bipartite graph with vertex classes of size two leads to a useful extension.
(k)
We denote by K2,...,2 the complete k-partite k-uniform hypergraph with vertex classes of
(k)

size 2. In particular, K2,...,2 has 2k vertices and 2k hyperedges. This leads to the following
extension of Devd for hypergraphs. A sequence H = (Hn )n∈N satisﬁes property
Devd if for every ε > 0 all but ﬁnitely many hypergraphs Hn = (Vn , En ) of H satisfy




)


k
1En u1i1 , . . . , ukik − d ≤ ε|Vn |2 ,
···
u10 ,u11 ∈Vn

k
i ,...,ik ∈{0,1}
uk
0 ,u1 ∈Vn 1

where 1En : Vnk → {0, 1} is the indicator function of En ,
The equivalence of Devd and Discd appeared in [10] and the equivalence of Devd and
Countd follows from ideas in [11, 12]. Summarizing the discussion above, we arrive at
the following extension of Theorem 4.2 for hypergraphs.
Theorem 4.3. For every d > 0 and every integer k ≥ 2 the properties Discd , Countd , and
Devd for k-uniform hypergraphs are equivalent.
We remark that the equivalence of Discd , Countd , and Devd can be established by simply extending the implications in (4.3), which are given in Section 4.2 for the graph case.
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The extension of the regularity method to hypergraphs that we discuss in the next section
is based on a variant of Discd . We remark that the regularity method of Gowers [35], on the
other hand, is based on a reﬁnement of Devd . Both approaches yield decompositions of any
given k-uniform hypergraph into blocks with quasi-random properties, which, as discussed
in this section, allows one to prove embedding and counting results for hypergraphs of any
ﬁxed isomorphism type.
The regularity lemma for hypergraphs deals with a somewhat more complicated notion
of quasi-randomness. Just as Szemerédi’s regularity lemma yields a partition of the vertex
set of a given graph, the discussion above indicates that a regularity lemma for k-uniform
hypergraph should involve a partition of the set of all (k−1)-tuples. However, in order to “get
control” of the partition classes of the (k − 1)-tuples, we impose quasi-randomness on them
as well. This quasi-randomness will be provided by a regularity lemma for (k − 1)-uniform
hypergraphs, which then leads to a partition of the set of all (k − 2)-tuples. This eventually
forces partitions of vertices, pairs, triples, . . . , (k − 1)-tuples. The blocks of this family of
partitions (see the deﬁnition of complex in Deﬁnition 5.1) consist of a family of j-uniform
hypergraphs for j = 2, . . . , k − 1 with two consecutive levels “acting quasi-randomly.”
The regularity lemmas considered in [26, 35, 54] yield that the precision of the quasirandomness of the j-tuples (measured by say εj ) can be chosen as a function of their relative
density dj (see (5.1)), i.e., the lemma ensures dj % εj for every j. On the other hand, the
relative density of the (j − 1)-tuples cannot be controlled and the situation when εj % dj−1
cannot be avoided. This is similar to the situation in Szemerédi’s regularity lemma, where
ε  1/t cannot be imposed (see the beginning of Section 3.2), and leads to a situation where
the implication Discd ⇒ Countd cannot be easily extended.
For graphs the “bad” dependency of ε and t could be avoided by slightly changing the
graph to which the regularity lemma is applied (see Theorem 3.3). In [50, 51] this approach
led to a regularity lemma for hypergraphs which allows a formulation that avoids some of
the technical details discussed above. In particular, for the price of perturbing the given
hypergraph slightly, the precision of the quasi-randomness for every level can be set to ε 
d2 , . . . , dk−1 . We focus on that lemma in the next section.

5. Regularity method for hypergraphs
We describe a generalization of the regularity lemma from graphs to hypergraphs. Here
we mainly focus on an extension of the regular approximation lemma (see Theorem 3.3).
This lemma combined with its corresponding counting lemma yields a proof of the removal
lemma (Theorem 2.1) in a straightforward way. We give this proof in Section 5.3. We shall
follow the presentation from [50, 51].
5.1. Regular complexes. As discussed in Section 4 we consider “nested” families of hypergraphs H = {H (2) , . . . , H (k) } on the same vertex set V , where nested means that the
edge set of H (j+1) corresponds to a subset of the cliques on j + 1 vertices in H (j) , i.e.,
E(H (j+1) ) ⊆ Kj+1 (H (j) ), where Kj+1 (H (j) ) consists of those (j + 1)-tuples of vertices
of V that span a clique in H (j) . This leads to the deﬁnition of a complex.
Deﬁnition 5.1. Let  ≥ k be positive integers. A (k, )-complex H with vertex set
·  is a collection of -partite hypergraphs {H (j) }kj=2 with vertex partition
V = V1 ∪· . . . ∪V
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·  such that
V1 ∪· . . . ∪V
(a) for every j = 2, . . . , k the hypergraph H (j) is j-uniform and
(b) E(H (j+1) ) ⊆ Kj+1 (H (j) ) for every j = 2, . . . , k − 1.
For k = 1 and  = 2, we have a (1, 2)-complex, which is the same as a pair (V1 , V2 ) of
disjoint vertex sets. In the regularity lemma for k-uniform hypergraphs, (k−1, k)-complexes
play a role similar to the role played by the pairs in Szemerédi’s regularity lemma. Having
this in mind we generalize the notions
density
and
 (j)
 of(j+1)
 regular pair.

H
For j ≥ 2 we deﬁne the density d H
of a (j +1)-uniform hypergraph H (j+1)
(j)
w.r.t. a j-uniform hypergraph H on the same vertex set as the proportion of those cliques
in H (j) whose vertex sets span a hyperedge of H (j+1) . If |Kj+1 (H (j) )| > 0, then we set


 (j+1)  (j)  E(H (j+1) ) ∩ Kj+1 (H (j) )



d H
H
,
(5.1)
=
Kj+1 (H (j) )
and d(H (j+1) |H (j) ) = 0 when H (j) contains no (j + 1)-clique. Similarly to the graph case
we say a (j + 1)-partite hypergraph H (j+1) is regular w.r.t. a (j + 1)-partite hypergraph H (j)
if d(H (j+1) |Q(j) ) is approximately the same for all subhypergraphs Q(j) ⊆ H (j) containing
“many” cliques of size j + 1. More precisely, we say H (j+1) is (ε, d)-regular w.r.t. H (j) for
some ε > 0 and d ≥ 0 if all Q(j) ⊆ H (j) with




Kj+1 (Q(j) ) ≥ εKj+1 (H (j) ) ,
satisfy




d H (j+1) Q(j) = d ± ε .

We say that a hypergraph H (j+1) is ε-regular w.r.t. H (j) if it is (ε, d)-regular for some d ≥ 0.
· ,
Moreover, if H (j+1) and H (j) are -partite for some  > j with vertex partition V1 ∪· . . . ∪V
then we say that H (j+1) is (ε, d)-regular w.r.t. H (j) if for every choice of indices 1 ≤
· ij+1 ] is (ε, d)-regular w.r.t.
i1 < · · · < ij+1 ≤  the induced hypergraph H (j+1) [Vi1 ∪· . . . ∪V
(j)
(j+1)
· ij+1 ]. We also say that such a H
H [Vi1 ∪· . . . ∪V
is ε-regular (respectively (ε, ≥ d)(j)
(j+1)
· ij+1 ] are (ε, di1 ,...,ij+1 )regular) w.r.t. H if all induced hypergraphs H
[Vi1 ∪· . . . ∪V
· ij+1 ] for some di1 ,...,ij+1 ≥ 0 (resp. for some di1 ,...,ij+1 ≥ d).
regular w.r.t. H (j) [Vi1 ∪· . . . ∪V
Finally we deﬁne regular complexes.
Deﬁnition 5.2 (regular complex). Let ε > 0 be given and let d = (d2 , . . . , dk ) be a vector of non-negative reals. We say a (k, )-complex H = {H (j) }kj=2 with vertex partition
·  is (ε, d)-regular if
V1 ∪· . . . ∪V
(a) (Vh , Vi ) is (ε, d2 )-regular in H (2) for every 1 ≤ h < i ≤  and
(b) H (j+1) is (ε, dj+1 )-regular w.r.t. H (j) for every j = 2, . . . , k − 1.
5.2. Equitable partitions. While the regularity lemma for graphs provides a partition of
vertices, the regularity lemma for k-uniform hypergraphs provides a well-structured family
of partitions P = {P (1) , . . . , P (k−1) } of vertices, pairs, triples, . . . , and (k − 1)-tuples of
the vertex set V . We now describe this structure.
As in Szemerédi’s regularity lemma, we start with a vertex partition
P (1) = {V1 , . . . , Va1 }
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of V . For every j ≥ 2 let Crossj (P (1) ) be the family of all crossing j-tuples J, i.e., the set
of j-tuples which satisfy |J ∩ Vi | ≤ 1 for every Vi ∈ P (1) . For every j = 2, . . . , k − 1 the
partition P (j) will be a partition of Crossj (P (1) ) into j-partite j-uniform hypergraphs. In
particular, for every j-element set J ∈ Crossj (P (1) ), there is a unique j-partite j-uniform
hypergraph P (j) (J) ∈ P (j) that contains J as a hyperedge. Furthermore, for every  ≥ j
and every -element set L ∈ Cross (P (1) ) we may consider P (j) (L) deﬁned by
*

P (j) (J) ∈ P (j) : J ⊆ L and |J| = j .
P (j) (L) =

In other words, P (j) (L) is the unique union of j members of P (j) with the property
that L spans a clique on P (j) (L), i.e., L ∈ K (P (j) (L))). We will also ﬁnd it convenient
to introduce P (1) (L) to be the partition {Vi1 , . . . , Vi } with vertex classes from P (1) with
|L ∩ Vij | = 1 for every j = 1, . . . , .
With this notation at hand, we describe the additional structural requirement on P in an
inductive way. We let P (2) be an arbitrary partition of Cross2 (P (1) ) into bipartite graphs
with bipartitions being pairs from P (1) and suppose that a partition P (j) of Crossj (P (1) )
into j-partite j-uniform hypergraphs is given. The partition P (j) induces a partition
Kj+1 (P (j) ) of Crossj+1 (P (1) ) deﬁned by


Kj+1 (P (j) ) := Kj+1 (P (j) (J)) : J ∈ Crossj+1 (P (1) ) .
In other words, Kj+1 (P (j) ) is a partition of Crossj+1 (P (1) ) with two (j + 1)-tuples J,
J  ∈ Crossj+1 (P (1) ) belonging to the same class in Kj+1 (P (j) ) if J  ∈ Kj+1 (P (j) (J)),
i.e., if P (j) (J  ) = P (j) (J). The structural requirement for the partitions P considered here
is that P (j+1) should reﬁne Kj+1 (P (j) ).
It follows from this requirement for every j = 2, . . . , k − 2 that for every k-tuple K ∈
Crossk (P (1) ) the family
P(K) = {P (2) (K), . . . , P (k−1) (K)}

(5.2)

is a (k − 1, k)-complex.
In addition to the structural condition described above we require control over the number
of partition classes in P (j+1) , and more speciﬁcally, over the number of classes contained
in Kj+1 (P (j) (J)). This leads to Deﬁnition 5.3 below.
Deﬁnition 5.3 (family of partitions). Suppose V is a set of vertices, k ≥ 2 is an integer and
a = (a1 , . . . , ak−1 ) is a vector of positive integers.
We say P = P(k − 1, a) = {P (1) , . . . , P (k−1) } is a family of partitions on V if it
satisﬁes the following:
(i) P (1) is a partition of V into a1 classes and
(ii) for every j = 1, . . . , k−2 the partition P (j+1) of Crossj+1 (P (1) ) reﬁnes Kj+1 (P (j) )
and for every J ∈ Crossj+1 (P (1) ) we have
 (j+1)

 P
∈ P (j+1) : P (j+1) ⊆ Kj+1 (P (j) (J))  = aj+1 .
Moreover, we say P = P(k − 1, a) is T0 -bounded if max{a1 , . . . , ak−1 } ≤ T0 .
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Heading towards a generalization of Szemerédi’s regularity lemma, we have just described a notion of ε-regularity used in the regular approximation lemma for hypergraphs
(see Theorem 5.6 below) and the corresponding structure of the partition. It is convenient
to generalize property (ii) of Theorem 3.1, which states that the vertex partition is equitable,
i.e., the vertex classes diﬀer in size by at most one. For higher uniformities it will be convenient to express this similarity by requiring the elements of P (j) to be of the same density
and, moreover, to be ε-regular themselves. This leads to the following deﬁnition of equitable
family of partitions.
Deﬁnition 5.4. Suppose V is a set of n vertices, η and ε are positive reals, and a =
(a1 , . . . , ak−1 ) is a vector of positive integers.
We say a family of partitions P = P(k − 1, a) on V (as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 5.3) is
(η, ε, a)-equitable if it satisﬁes the following:
 
(a) | Crossk (P (1) )| ≥ (1 − η) nk ,
(b) P (1) = {Vi : i ∈ [a1 ]} is equitable, i.e., |V1 | ≤ · · · ≤ |Va1 | ≤ |V1 | + 1, and
k−1
(c) for every K ∈ Crossk (P (1) ) the (k − 1, k)-complex P(K) = {P (j) (K)}j=2
is
(ε, d)-regular for d = (1/a2 , . . . , 1/ak−1 ) (see Deﬁnition 5.2).

With these deﬁnitions at hand we can state the regular approximation lemma from [51].
5.3. Regular approximation lemma for hypergraphs. The following theorem is the hypergraph analogue of Theorem 3.3, which was proved in [50] (see also [18] for a diﬀerent
proof).
Theorem 5.5 (Regular approximation lemma). Let k ≥ 2 be a ﬁxed integer. For all positive
constants η and μ, and every function ε : Nk−1 → (0, 1] there are integers T0 and n0 so that
the following holds.
For every k-uniform hypergraph H (k) = (V, E) with vertex set V with |V | ≥ n0 there
exist a vector a ∈ Nk−1 and a T0 -bounded, (η, ε(a), a)-equitable family of partitions P =
P(k − 1, a) on V and a k-uniform hypergraph G(k) = (V, E  ) on the same vertex set such
that
(a) for every K ∈ Crossk (P (1) ) the hypergraph G(k) ∩ Kk (P (k−1) (K)) is ε(a)-regular
w.r.t. P (k−1) (K) and
(b) |EE  | ≤ μnk .
Similarly to Theorem 3.3, the regular approximation lemma asserts that the edge set
of any given hypergraph H (k) can be altered at μnk places in such a way that the resulting
hypergraph G(k) admits a regular partition in which one can impose that the ε controlling the
regularity is as small as one wishes in terms of the size of the partition. We continue with a
counting lemma that generalizes Corollary 3.4 and is appropriate for combined applications
with the regular approximation lemma.
Theorem 5.6. For all integers  ≥ k ≥ 2 and all constants γ > 0 and dk > 0 there is some
ν > 0 such that for every d0 > 0 there is ε > 0 and m0 so that the following holds.
Suppose
(a) P = {P (j) }k−1
j=2 is an (ε, (d2 , . . . , dk−1 ))-regular (k − 1, )-complex with di ≥ d0 for
every i = 2, . . . , k − 1 and with vertex classes of size m ≥ m0 ,
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(b) G(k) ⊆ Kk (P (k−1) ) is (ε, dk )-regular w.r.t. P (k−1) , and
(c) H (k) ⊆ Kk (P (k−1) ) is ν-close to G(k) , i.e., |EE  | ≤ ν|Kk (P (k−1) )| for the edges
sets E of H (k) and E  of G(k) .
Then

)k


K (H (k) ) = (1 ± γ)

j=2

()
d j j × m .

(5.3)

For applications it is convenient
to replace (b) by a condition that allows diﬀerent relative
 
densities of G(k) for the k k-partite subhypergraphs of P (k−1) and only insists that dk is a
common lower bound, i.e.,
(ii  ) G(k) ⊆ Kk (P (k−1) ) is (ε, ≥ dk )-regular w.r.t. P (k−1) .
In this case, the lower bound of the estimate in (5.3) stays valid:
)k


K (H (k) ) ≥ (1 − γ)

j=2

()
d j j × m .

We remark that Theorem 5.6 can be proved along the lines of the implication of Discd ⇒
Countd . More precisely, the proof of that implication can be used to estimate the number
(k)
(k)
of K in G(k) and then one can estimate the diﬀerence between the numbers of K in
(k)
(k)
G and in H . This is trivial in the graph case but requires a more careful argument in
the hypergraph case. The details can be found in [50]. We close with a proof of the removal
lemma based on Theorems 5.5 and 5.6.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Given k and δ we are supposed to specify c > 0 and n0 for which
Theorem 2.1 holds. To this end we ﬁrst set
 = k + 1,

γ = 1/2 ,

and

dk = δ/4 .

(5.4)

For this choice of parameters, Theorem 5.6 yields a certain constant ν > 0. Theorem 5.6
also implicitly gives functions ε( · ) = ε5.6 ( · ) and m0 ( · ) that, for any given d0 , yield the
values of ε(d0 ) and m0 (d0 ) from that theorem. Without loss of generality we may assume
that ν ≤ dk . Next we set
μ = δν/4 ,
η = δ/4 ,
(5.5)
and we ﬁx a function ε = ε5.5 : Nk−1 → (0, 1] deﬁned for a1 , . . . , ak−1 ∈ N by


ε (a1 , . . . , ak−1 ) = 2−1 ε min2≤i≤k−1 1/ai .
For these choices of μ, η, and ε ( · , . . . , · ) the regular approximation lemma (Theorem 5.5)
yields constants T0 and n0 . Finally we set
c = 2−1 dk+1
T0−2
k

k+1

(5.6)

and let n ≥ n0 be suﬃciently large so that n ≥ max1≤t≤T0 tm0 (t).
Having ﬁxed the involved parameters, we are given a k-uniform hypergraph H (k) =
(k)
(V, E) that contains at most cnk+1 copies of Kk+1 . We apply Theorem 5.5, with constants
η, μ and the function ε ( · , . . . , · ) chosen above, to H (k) to obtain a vector a ∈ Nk−1 and a
T0 -bounded, (η, ε (a), a)-equitable family of partitions P = P(k − 1, a) and a k-uniform
hypergraph G(k) = (V, E  ) satisfying properties (a) and (b) of Theorem 5.5.
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(k)
/ (k) ⊆ H (k) . For that we
Next we construct the promised Kk+1 -free subhypergraph of H
remove all hyperedges of H (k) which are not contained in Crossk (P (1) ); owing to the equitability of P, there are at most ηnk such hyperedges. Moreover, we delete those hyperedges
of K ∈ E ∩ Crossk (P (1) ) for which

(A) either the hypergraphs G(k) ∩ Kk (P (k−1) (K)) and H (k) ∩ Kk (P (k−1) (K)) diﬀer by
more than ν|Kk (P (k−1) (K))| hyperedges, i.e.,



 


 (k)

 G ∩ Kk (P (k−1) (K))  H (k) ∩ Kk (P (k−1) (K))  ≥ ν Kk (P (k−1) (K))
(B) or the relative density of G(k) ∩ Kk (P (k−1) (K)) w.r.t. P (k−1) (K) is less than dk .
The number of hyperedges that were deleted because of (A) can be bounded by μnk /ν, since
property (b) of Theorem 5.5 gives
* 


ν
Kk (P (k−1) (K)) : K was deleted because of (A)  ≤ μnk .
Moreover, note that the relative density of H (k) ∩ Kk (P (k−1) (K)) for a k-tuple that was
deleted because of (B), but which were not deleted because of (A), can be at most dk + ν.
Consequently,
  the number
  of k-tuples that were additionally deleted because of (B) is at most
(dk + ν) nk ≤ 2dk nk < dk nk .
Summarizing the above, we have deleted at most
ηnk +

μ k
n + d k nk
ν

(5.4),(5.5)

<

δnk

/ (k) . We claim that H
/ (k) is K (k) -free.
hyperedges from H (k) to obtain H
k+1
Suppose on the contrary that a (k + 1)-element set K  ⊆ V spans a copy of Kk+1 in
(k)

/ (k) . This implies that none of the hyperedges of that copy of K (k) was deleted. Therefore,
H
k+1
/ (k) restricted on P (k−1) (K  ) satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5.6 (with (b)
G(k) and H
/ (k) ⊆ H (k) contains at least
replaced by (ii  )), whence H
1 k+1 )k−1
d
j=2
2 k



 k+1
 k+1
1
1 ( j )
nk+1 (5.6) k+1
n
> dk+1
= δn
×
aj
a1
2 k T02k+1

(k)

copies of Kk+1 , which contradicts the assumption on H (k) .
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Finite dimensional representations of algebraic
supergroups
Vera Serganova

Abstract. We review recent results and methods in the theory of ﬁnite-dimensional representations
of classical algebraic supegroups. We discuss connections with Deligne tensor categories, block theory, associated variety, superanalogues of the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem and categoriﬁcation of tensor
representations of inﬁnite-dimensional Lie algebras via representation theory of supergroups.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). 17B45, 17B10.
Keywords. Lie superalgebra, tensor category, ﬂag supervariety, associated variety, superdimension,
weight diagram, categoriﬁcation.

1. Introduction
Representation theory of Lie superalgebras was originally motivated by applications in physics and in topology. In recent years duality and categoriﬁcation unraveled the interplay of
representation theory of Lie superalgebras with other branches of mathematics. The goal of
this paper is to review recent results and diﬀerent methods in ﬁnite-dimensional representation theory of Lie superalgebras. We completely ignore here a plethora of exciting recent
results concerning inﬁnite-dimensional representation theory of Lie superalgebras, (mostly
for category O), see [12, 13] and [8].
In this paper F is an algebraically closed ﬁeld of characteristic zero. A superalgebra A is
a Z2 -graded F-algebra, i.e., A = A0 ⊕ A1 and Ai Aj ⊂ Ai+j . If x ∈ A0 or x ∈ A1 , then x is
called homogeneous (even or odd). If x ∈ A0 (resp. x ∈ A1 ), we write x̄ = 0 (resp. x̄ = 1).
If x and y are both homogeneous then the product xy is also homogeneous and xy = x̄ + ȳ.
A module over a superalgebra A is a Z2 -graded A-module. In particular, for A = F, a
vector superspace V is an F-module, i.e., a Z2 -graded vector space V = V0 ⊕ V1 . Deﬁne
the dimension of a vector superspace as a pair (m|n), where m = dim V0 , n = dim V1 . If
M is an A-module, we denote by M Π the module obtained from M by switching parity:
(M Π )0 = M1 , (M Π )1 = M0 .
Given a classical formula, one superizes it by the following informal sign rule:
•

all formulas are written for homogeneous elements only, and then extended to all
elements by linearity;

•

every term in the formula has an extra “sign” coeﬃcient ±1;
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•

if one term is obtained from another by permuting two adjacent letters x and y, the
extra coeﬃcients diﬀer by the sign (−1)x̄ȳ .1

For instance, let us deﬁne the supertrace. Finite-dimensional trace is a composition of
the isomorphism EndF (V ) → V ⊗ V ∗ , deﬁned by2
(v ⊗ l)(u) = v · l(u),

for all v, u ∈ V,

l ∈ V ∗,

with the obvious contraction map c : V ∗ ⊗ V → F. In the classical case one can ignore the
diﬀerence between V ∗ ⊗ V and V ⊗ V ∗ . In the supercase it becomes important that one
must identify V ⊗ V ∗ with V ∗ ⊗ V by switching v and l. By the sign rule we have
str(v ⊗ l) = (−1)v̄l̄ l(v).
Hence str X vanishes for any odd X ∈ EndF (V ), and for even X we have
str X = trV0 X − trV1 X.
Deﬁne the superdimension sdim V := str IdV = dim V0 − dim V1 .
In the language of category theory, vector superspaces are objects of a tensor category
with braiding s : V ⊗ W → W ⊗ V given by s(v ⊗ w) = (−1)v̄w̄ w ⊗ v.
The supercommutator of a and b is by deﬁnition ab − (−1)āb̄ ba. A Lie superalgebra is
a vector superspace g = g0 ⊕ g1 with an even (i.e., grading preserving) linear map [ , ] : g ⊗
g → g, called a Lie bracket, satisfying the following conditions:
(i) [a, b] = −(−1)āb̄ [b, a],
(ii) [a, [b, c]] = [[a, b], c] + (−1)āb̄ [b, [a, c]].
Morphisms in the category of Lie superalgebras are parity preserving homomorphisms.
One can deﬁne a Lie supergroup in the smooth, analytic or algebraic category. In this
paper we will talk about representations of aﬃne algebraic supergroups G. In the direct
approach, one replaces such G with (super)commutative ﬁnitely generated Noetherian Hopf
superalgebras A = A0 ⊕ A1 over F; then G is associated to A as the functor Hom(A, ·) from
the category of supercommutative F-algebras to the category of groups. A representation of
G is an A-comodule. One can check that the ideal I ⊂ A generated by A1 is a Hopf
ideal and A/I is a commutative Hopf algebra which is isomorphic to the ring F[G0 ] of
regular functions on some aﬃne algebraic group G0 . The deﬁnition of the Lie algebra g of a
supergroup G is analogous to that in the theory of algebraic groups with modiﬁcations given
by the sign rule.
In this paper we will use a much easier approach to representation theory going via
Harish-Chandra pairs. This approach was suggested by Koszul and Kostant for smooth Lie
supergroups, [37, 38], and was recently developed in [58] for complex analytic supergroups
and in [42] for algebraic supergroups. Let G-mod denote the category of ﬁnite-dimensional
representations of G (with odd morphisms allowed). Then G-mod is equivalent to the category of ﬁnite-dimensional (g, G0 )-modules, i.e., g-modules for which g0 action can be lifted
1It is customary to ignore non-letter symbols when applying the sign rule. This is kosher for symbols which are
shortcuts for even operations. For example, if m and κ are even, then replacing a ∗ b for m(a, b) and [a, b] for
κ(a, b) won’t aﬀect the sign rule.
2Note that here we consider EndF (V ) acting on the left, and F on the right, and two terms of the formula have
letters in the same order.
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to G0 . Note that only kernels and cokernels of homogeneous morphsims are deﬁned. If we
allow only grading preserving morphisms, then G-mod is a rigid symmetric tensor category.
Let us mention ﬁnally that most of the basic material on Lie superalgebras and their
representations can be found in [44] and [11].

2. Classical and strange Lie superalgebras
Let V = V0 ⊕ V1 be a vector superspace dim V = (m|n). There are four natural Lie
superalgebras which are related to V .
The Lie superalgebra gl(m, n) is by deﬁnition EndF (V ) with the supercommutator
[X, Y ] = XY − (−1)X̄ Ȳ Y X as the bracket. It has an ideal sl(m, n) of codimension 1
consisting of (super)traceless linear transformations and a one-dimensional center Z generated by the identity transformation. If m = n, Z ∩ sl(m, n) = 0 and sl(m, n) is a simple
Lie superalgebra.
If m = n, then Z ⊂ sl(n, n). In order to obtain a simple Lie superalgebra we should
take the quotient psl(n, n) = sl(n, n)/Z, which is simple if n ≥ 2.
Assume now that V is equipped with a non-degenerate even symmetric bilinear form
b : V × V → F, i.e., for homogeneous v, w ∈ V we have
b(v, w) = (−1)v̄w̄ b(w, v)

and

b(v, w) = 0 =⇒ v̄ + w̄ = 0.

Since the restriction of b to V1 is skew-symmetric in the usual sense, the non-degeneracy of
b implies that dim V1 = 2N is even. The Lie superalgebra osp(m, 2N ) consists of all linear
transformations of V preserving b:
osp(m, 2N ) = {X ∈ gl(m, 2N ) | b(Xv, w) + (−1)X̄ v̄ b(v, Xw) = 0}
It is simple if m + 2N > 2. The Lie superalgebra osp(4, 2) has a one-parameter deformation
D(2, 1; a) which is simple if a = 0, −1.
Since V has a Z2 -grading, we can consider some other canonical structures on V in the
case when dim V0 = dim V1 = n. For instance, we can equip V with a non-degenerate odd
symmetric form b : V × V → F, which deﬁnes a non-degenerate pairing V0 × V1 → F.
The linear transformations of V , which preserve b, form the Lie subsuperalgebra p(n) of
gl(n, n). To realize p(n) in matrix form choose a basis in V consisting of a basis in V0 and
the dual basis in V1 . Then the matrices of elements of p(n) have the form


B
A
,
C −At
where B is symmetric and C is skew-symmetric. As in the case of gl(m, n), p(n) contains
the ideal of traceless matrices which is simple for n ≥ 3.
Finally we can ﬁx an invertible odd operator Π : V → V such that Π2 = −1 and consider
the superalgebra q(n) of all linear transformations of V commuting with Π in the super
sense. It is easy to see that in a suitable basis the matrices of elements from q(n) have the
form


A B
.
B A
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The Lie superalgebra q(n) has a one-dimensional center Z consisting of scalar matrices and
the ideal sq(n) of odd codimension 1 given by the condition tr B = 0. The Lie superalgebra
psq(n) := sq(n)/Z is simple for n ≥ 3. Note that gl(m, n) and q(n) are also associative
superalgebras.
It was shown by Kac [34] that any ﬁnite-dimensional simple Lie superalgebra g with
reductive even part g0 and non-trivial odd part g1 is isomorphic to either one of the above
superalgebras or to one of two exceptional superalgebra: G3 of dimension (17|14) or F4
of dimension (24|16). The Lie superalgebras p(n) and q(n) are sometimes called strange
superalgebras.
Finite-dimensional simple Lie superalgebras with non-reductive g0 are all obtained as
subalgebras of the Lie algebra of vector ﬁelds on (0|n)-dimensional supermanifold; therefore
they are called Cartan type superalgebras. We will not discuss them in this paper, although
their representation theory is also very interesting, see for instance [33].
The goal of this paper is to discuss ﬁnite-dimensional representation theory of Lie superalgebras gl(m, n), osp(m, 2n), p(n) and q(n). In fact, we restrict our attention to “integrable” representations, i.e., representations of the corresponding algebraic supergroups
GL(m, n), OSP (m, 2n), P (n) and Q(n). Note that OSP (m, 2n) is not connected if
m > 0. We denote by SOSP (m, 2n) the connected component of identity. In what follows we denote the Lie superalgebra by g and the corresponding supergroup by G.

3. Superanalogues of Schur–Weyl duality
3.1. Sergeev–Schur–Weyl duality. Probably the most classical approach to representation
theory is via Schur–Weyl duality. Indeed, any of our supergroups has a natural (or standard) representation V and it is the most natural thing to study the tensor powers of V as
representations of G. Deﬁne the action of the symmetric group Sp on V ⊗p by the formula
si (v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vp ) = (−1)v̄i v̄i+1 v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vi+1 ⊗ vi ⊗ · · · ⊗ vp .

(3.1)

This action commutes with the action of GL(m, n).
Theorem 3.1 (A. Sergeev). Let Ap and Bp denote the images of F[Sp ] and U (gl(m, n))
respectively in EndF (V ⊗p ).
(a) Ap = EndGL(m,n) (V ⊗p ) and Bp = EndSp (V ⊗p ).
(b) The map F[Sp ] → Ap is injective if and only if (m + 1)(n + 1) > p (the stable case).
(c) Let Λpm,n denote the set of Young diagrams with p boxes which do not contain the
(m + 1) × (n + 1)-rectangle. Then V ⊗p has the following decomposition as a module
over GL(m, n) ⊗ F[Sp ]
8
V ⊗p =
Vλ ⊗ S(λ),
λ∈Λp
m,n

where S(λ) denotes the irreducible representation of Sp associated with λ and Vλ is an
irreducible representation of GL(m, n). Furthermore, Vλ and Vμ are not isomorphic
if μ = λ.
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As in the classical case, V ⊗p is a semisimple GL(m, n)-module, and its irreducible
components Vλ are the images of the corresponding Young projectors.
Remark 3.2. The Young diagrams in Λpm,n are subdiagrams of the (m, n)-inﬁnite hook (see
[3]).
Note that, if n = 0, we recover the classical Schur–Weyl duality between GL(m) and
Sp , and, when m = 0, we obtain a twisted version of the classical Schur–Weyl duality between GL(n) and Sp , where the representations of GL(n) are enumerated by the transposed
Young diagrams. Recall that {Vλ | λ ∈ Λpm,0 , p ∈ N} is a complete list of all polynomial irreducible representations of GL(m). To obtain all irreducible representations one
may tensor representations Vλ with tensor powers of 1-dimensional representation Λm V ∗ .
Hence one can realize essentially all irreducible representations in tensor powers of V .
3.2. The mixed case. In the supercase, however, one can not make such a shortcut. In order
to obtain all irreducible representations of GL(m, n) we need to consider the mixed tensor
powers of V and V ∗ . Here we immediately encounter a new phenomenon: the representation
of GL(m, n) in V ⊗r ⊗ (V ∗ )⊗q is not completely reducible in general.
As above, the centralizer algebra EndGL(m,n) (V ⊗r ⊗ (V ∗ )⊗q ) carries a lot of information about this module. It contains the image of F[Sr × Sq ] in V ⊗r ⊗ (V ∗ )⊗q , and
θ = e ◦ c ◦ s ∈ EndGL(m,n) (V ⊗ V ∗ ); here c, e are the obviously deﬁned GL(m, n)invariant maps
e : F → V ⊗ V ∗,
c : V ∗ ⊗ V → F,
and s is the braiding. By simple calculation, θ2 = (m−n)θ. Deﬁne θr1 ∈ EndGL(m,n) (V ⊗r
⊗(V ∗ )⊗q ) as
θr1 = Id⊗r−1 ⊗ θ ⊗ Id⊗q−1 .
The following theorem can be considered as a superanalogue of the ﬁrst fundamental theorem of invariant theory.
Theorem 3.3. The algebra EndGL(m,n) (V ⊗r ⊗ (V ∗ )⊗q ) is generated by Sr × Sq and θr1 .
In the case of general linear groups this theorem is a classical result of H. Weyl and it
follows from Schur–Weyl duality. For general linear supergroups it follows from Theorem
4.1 below proven in [14].
In fact, one can completely describe generators and relations in EndGL(m,n) (V ⊗r ⊗
∗ ⊗q
(V ) ) if r, q % m, n. The resulting ﬁnite-dimensional algebras are called walled Brauer
algebras, they were ﬁrst studied in [1]. Before deﬁning them, recall the usual Brauer algebras, which appear if one considers centralizers of orthogonal and symplectic groups (and
generalizes to orthosymplectic supergroups).
3.3. Brauer algebras: orthosymplectic case. Recall that for orthogonal groups, the analogue of Schur–Weyl duality is given by the Brauer algebra Bp (t) discovered by R. Brauer
on 1937, [5]. It has generators s1 , . . . , sp−1 and τ1 , . . . , τp−1 subject to relations
s2i = 1,
si sj = sj si ,

τi2 = tτi ,
τ i s j = s j τi ,

s i τ i = τi s i = τ i ,
τ i τ j = τj τ i

if |i − j| ≥ 2,

si si+1 si = si+1 si si+1 ,

τi τi+1 τi = τi ,

τi+1 τi τi+1 = τi+1 ,

si τi+1 τi = si+1 τi , ,

τi si±1 τi = τi

τi+1 τi si+1 = τi+1 si .

(3.2)
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It is not hard to check that Bp (t) contains the subalgebra F[Sp ] generated by s1 , . . . , sp−1 .
If V is a (m|2n)-dimensional vector space equipped with an even symmetric bilinear form
b(·, ·) and {ek }, {fk } are homogeneous bases in V , which are dual with respect to the form
b, we can extend the action of Sp in V ⊗p given by (3.1) to the action of Bp (m − 2n) by
setting
τi (v1 ⊗· · ·⊗vp ) = b(vi , vi+1 )

m+2n


(−1)ēk v1 ⊗· · ·⊗vi−1 ⊗ek ⊗fk ⊗vi+2 ⊗· · ·⊗vp . (3.3)

k=1

One can easily check that the action of Bp (t) commutes with the action of OSP (m, 2n).
Note that t is the superdimension of V . This action was studied in detail in [2]. The following
result was obtained by C. Stroppel and the author independently and is not published yet.
Theorem 3.4. Let V denote the standard representation of the supergroup OSP (m, 2n).
Then the homomorphism Bp (m − 2n) → EndOSP (m,2n) (V ⊗p ) is surjective.
Notice that in the case m = 0 we have a surjective homomorphism Bp (−2n) →
EndSP (2n) (V ⊗p ) and if n = 0 a surjective homomorphism Bp (m) → EndO(m) (V ⊗p ),
as in the classical Brauer duality. This homomorphism is injective if p ≤ m + 1 (respectively, p ≤ 2n + 1).
The Brauer algebra Bp (t) has a nice diagrammatic presentation. It has a natural basis
enumerated by all perfect pairings on the 2p-element set; write its elements as two rows with
p dots each and join the elements in every pair by a string. The resulting picture is called
a Brauer diagram. The multiplication of the basis elements in Bp (t) is the composition of
diagrams: identify the lower level of the ﬁrst diagram with the upper level of the second,
remove all the cycles and get a new diagram. The product of the corresponding elements in
Bp (t) equals the element corresponding to this new diagram multiplied by td , where d is the
number of removed cycles. In particular, dim Bp (t) = (2p − 1)!! := (2p − 1)(2p − 3) . . . 1.
For example
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
×
=
@


r
r
r
r
r @r
r
r
r
and
r

r

r

r

r

r

×

r

r

r

r

r

r

=t

r

r

r

r

r

r

It is proven in [59] that Bp (t) is semisimple if t ∈
/ Z or p < |t|, and in [48] a complete
criterion for semisimplicity of Bp (t) is found.
3.4. Walled Brauer algebras and the GL case. Let p = r + q. Color r dots in each
row black and the other q white. Call a diagram admissible if any string joins either two
points of diﬀerent colors at the same level or points of the same color at the diﬀerent levels.
It is easy to see that the product of admissible diagrams is admissible. The subalgebra
W Br,q (t) ⊂ Bp (t) spanned by all admissible diagrams is called the walled Brauer algebra.
Here are some examples of admissible diagrams:
r
b
b
r
b
b
,
@
r
b
b
r
b @b
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One can deﬁne the action of W Br,q (m − n) on the mixed tensor power V ⊗r ⊗ (V ∗ )⊗q
of a (m|n)-dimensional vector space V and check that this action commutes with GL(m, n).
Theorem 3.3 implies that the natural homomorphism W Br,q → EndGL(m,n) (V ⊗p ⊗(V ∗ )⊗q )
is surjective.
3.5. Duality for strange supergroups. One can generalize the above duality results to the
strange supergroups P (n) and Q(n). In the case of P (n) we obtain an interesting twisted
version of the Brauer algebra Bp (0). It was described by D. Moon [43]. Let Cp be the
algebra with generators s1 , . . . , sp−1 and 1 , . . . , p−1 , subject to relations
s2i = 1,
si sj = sj si ,
si si+1 si = si+1 si si+1 ,
si i+1 i = −si+1 i ,

2i = 0, si i = −i si = i ,
i sj = sj i , i j = j i if |i − j| ≥ 2,
i i+1 i = −i , i+1 i i+1 = −i+1 ,

(3.4)

i+1 i si+1 = i+1 si , i si±1 i = i .

It is shown in [43] that Cp has the same dimension as Bp (t). But, in contrast with Bp (t), Cp
does not have a semisimple deformation. For instance, C2 is isomorphic to the algebra of upper triangular 2 × 2 matrices, hence it is not commutative; but any semisimple 3-dimensional
algebra is commutative. On the other hand, B2 (t) is commutative and isomorphic to F3 if
t = 0.
If V is the standard representation of P (n), then we have a homomorphsim
Cp → EndP (n) (V ⊗p )
deﬁned by the formulas (3.3) with substitution of  in the place of τ and taking into account
that  is odd.
Theorem 3.5 ([43]). The homomorphism Cp → EndP (n) (V ⊗p ) is surjective.
It is important to understand better the structure of the ﬁnite-dimensional algebra Cp . It
is not a cellular algebra. However, following [30] one can construct an “almost” cellular
basis in Cp , i.e., a basis satisfying conditions (C1) and (C3) of [30]. (The problem is with
the involution s∗i = −si , ∗i = −i , which, in this case, permutes the cells.) It is possible to
show that, as for the usual Brauer algebra Bp (0), primitive idempotents can be enumerated
by partitions of length p − 2s for s = 0, . . . , [ p−1
2 ].
To understand better the Schur–Weyl duality for Q(n), we ﬁrst formulate the superanalogue of Schur’s Lemma, proven in [34].
Lemma 3.6. Let A = A0 ⊕A1 be an associative superalgebra and M be a simple A-module.
Then EndA (M ) = F or EndA (M ) = Q(1), where Q(1) is the associative superalgebra
whose Lie superalgebra is isomorphic to q(1).
In the ﬁrst case we say that M is of GL type and in the second case we say that M is
of Q type. The irreducible representations of GL(m, n), OSP (m, 2n) or P (n) are all of
GL type. Some irreducible representations of Q(n) are of Q type, for instance, the standard
representation.
The Schur–Weyl duality for Q(n) in the case of non-mixed tensors was established by
Sergeev. Let Cliﬀ r denote the Cliﬀord (super)algebra with generators pi , i = 1, . . . , r,
satisfying the relations
p2i = −1,
pi pj + pj pi = 0.
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Consider the obvious action of Sr on Cliﬀ r . Let Hr be the semidirect product of F[Sr ] and
Cliﬀ r .
One can show (see [55]) that Hr is semisimple. Furthermore, simple Hr -modules are in
bijection with projective representations of Sn , and can be parametrized by strict partitions3
of r. Denote by Tλ the representation of Hr associated with a strict partition λ. Let l(λ) be
the number of non-zero parts in λ and δ(λ) denote the parity of l(λ). Then Tλ is of GL type
if δ(λ) = 0 and of Q type if δ(λ) = 1. Let Σrn denote the set of strict partitions λ of r with
no more than n non-zero parts.
Let V be the standard (n|n)-dimensional representation of Q(n). Extend the action of
F[Sr ] to an action of Hr on V ⊗r by setting
pi (v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vi ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn ) = (−1)v̄1 +···+v̄i−1 v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Π(vi ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn .
Thus, we have deﬁned the homomorphism Hr → EndQ(n) (V ⊗r ).
Theorem 3.7 ([53]).
(a) The homomorphism Hr → EndQ(n) (V ⊗r ) is surjective. It is an isomorphism if and
.
only if r ≤ (n+1)(n+2)
2
(b) There is a decomposition
8
V ⊗r =

Vλ ⊗ Tλ ⊕

λ∈Σrn , δ(λ)=0

8

Vλ ⊗Q(1) Tλ ,

(3.5)

λ∈Σrn , δ(λ)=1

here the Vλ -s are mutually non-isomorphic simple Q(n)-modules, Vλ is of type GL
(resp. Q) if δ(λ) = 0 (resp. 1).
Since for Q(n) we do not have an isomorphism between V and V ∗ , we need to consider
mixed tensors V ⊗r ⊗ (V ∗ )⊗q . Note that EndGL(n,n) (V ⊗r ⊗ (V ∗ )⊗q ) ⊂ EndQ(n) (V ⊗r ⊗
(V ∗ )⊗q ), in particular, θr1 ∈ EndQ(n) (V ⊗r ⊗ (V ∗ )⊗q ). It is also clear that the natural
action of Hr ⊗ Hq commutes with Q(n).
Theorem 3.8 ([31]). The operator θr1 and Hr ⊗ Hq generate EndQ(n) (V ⊗r ⊗ (V ∗ )⊗q ).
Moreover, for all n > r + q the algebras EndQ(n) (V ⊗r ⊗ (V ∗ )⊗q ) are isomorphic to the
same algebra which we denote by Hr,q . This algebra is called the walled Brauer–Cliﬀord
superalgebra and it also has a beautiful diagrammatic presentation studied in [31].

4. Deligne’s categories
In [17, 18] P. Deligne introduced a notion of universal Karoubian F-linear tensor category
Rep GL(t) with one generator, where the parameter t ∈ F is the dimension of the generator.
When t ∈
/ Z this category is semisimple. For t ∈ Z, t = 0, the Deligne category has a
canonical semisismple quotient equivalent to GL(|t|)-mod, [17].
Some other quotients of Rep GL(t) are equivalent to the Karoubian subcategories of
GL(m, n)-mod (with m − n = t) generated by the standard representation. Description
3 A partition is strict if all its non-zero parts have diﬀerent size
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of all tensor ideals in Rep GL(t) is an interesting open problem. Recently J. Comes [15]
proved that all non-trivial ideals, which are generated by indecomposable objects, in the
Deligne category with integer t are associted with GL(m, n)-mod, where m − n = t.
In this section we explore the interplay between Deligne categories and supergroups and
give examples how this interaction enriches both theories.
4.1. Basic construction. In [18] Deligne deﬁned a family of symmetric rigid tensor categories Rep GL(t) and Rep O(t). The category Rep GL(t) is a Karoubian F-linear tensor
category generated by an object X and the dual object X̌ such that c ◦ s ◦ e = tId where
e : F → X ⊗ X̌ and c : X̌ ⊗ X → F are the evaluation and coevaluation morphisms respectively and s : X ⊗ X̌ → X̌ ⊗ X is the braiding, F denotes the unit object. The category
Rep GL(t) satisﬁes the universal property: if T is a symmetric rigid F-linear tensor category, then the category of F-linear tensor functors Rep GL(t) → T is equivalent to the
category of objects in T of dimension t.
The construction starts with building a skeleton category Rep0 GL(t) whose objects are
pairs of non-negative integers (r, s) represented by r black and s white nodes. A black node
corresponds to a copy of X and a white node to X̌. The tensor product (r, s) and (r , s )
is (r + r , s + s ). The morphism space between two such objects is the formal span of
admissible Brauer diagrams with r black and s white nodes in the upper row and r black
and s white nodes in the lower row. The composition law on such diagrams is given by the
same rule as in Brauer algebras. Then Rep GL(t) is deﬁned as the Karoubian envelope of the
additive envelope of Rep0 GL(t). Here are the diagrams representing c and e respectively:
b
r
,
,
r
b
the ﬁrst diagram has empty lower row and the second one has empty upper row.
Assume t ∈
/ Z. Then category Rep GL(t) is semisimple and hence abelian. Furthermore,
indecomposable=simple subobjects of X ⊗r ⊗ X̌ ⊗s are in bijection with primitive idempotents of the walled Brauer algebra W Br,s (t). They are parametrized by pairs of partitions
(equivalently bipartitions). Tensor products of indecomposable objects can be expressed in
terms of Littlewood–Richardson coeﬃcients.
Now let t be an integer. It is still true that indecomposable objects are enumerated by
bipartitions, the indecomposable object Yλ,μ associated with a bipartion (λ, μ) is deﬁned as
the image of a certain primitive idempotent in the walled Brauer algebra W Br,s (t), see [14]
or [10] for details. However, Yλ,μ are not simple and tensor product rules change.
4.2. Basic functors. It is diﬁcult to describe the ideals of Rep GL(t) when t ∈ Z. It is
shown in [17] that Rep GL(t) has a maximal ideal among those in which all endomorphisms have zero trace, it is called the ideal of negligible morphisms. The factor category
of Rep GL(t) by this ideal is equivalent to the category GL(t, 0)-mod (for positive t) or
GL(0, −t)-mod (for negative t).
On the other hand, for any pair of non-negative integers (m, n) satisfying m − n = t one
can construct the ideal associated with the category GL(m, n)-mod. Indeed, by universality
there exists a unique (up to isomorphism) tensor functor
Fm,n : Rep GL(t) → GL(m, n)-mod
such that Fm,n (X) = V , and the ideal is its kernel. This functor was studied in [14] by
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Comes and Wilson to describe indecomposable summands of the mixed tensor powers of
the standard representation of GL(m, n) and to calculate their characters. For this they
deform Yλ,μ to an object Yλ,μ (s) ∈ Rep GL(s) for generic s. The idempotent Yλ,μ (s) is
not indecomposable but one can compute the multiplicities of indecomposables in it. This
computation is based on the deep results of [10] about walled Brauer algebras.
The set of bipartitions (λ, μ) such that Fm,n (Yλ,μ ) = 0 is described in [14] by a very
beautiful combinatorial condition generalizing the hook condition of Remark 3.2. We say
(λ, μ) is an (m, n)-cross if there exists k with 0 ≤ k ≤ m such that λk+1 + μm−k+1 ≤ n. If
we draw the Young diagrams λ and μ so that their upper left corner coincide and then rotate
μ on 180◦ , then (λ, μ) is an (m, n)-cross if and only if the latter picture can be covered by
an m-high and n-wide inﬁnite cross.
Theorem 4.1 ([14]). The functor Fm,n is a full tensor functor. Fm,n (Yλ,μ ) = 0 if and only
if (λ, μ) is an (m, n)-cross.
This theorem identiﬁes the Karoubian category generated by mixed tensor products in
GL(m, n)-mod with a quotient of Rep GL(m − n).
4.3. Abelinization. Our next goal is to construct for any integer t an abelian tensor category
Rep GL(t) that admits a fully faithful tensor functor F : Rep GL(t) → Rep GL(t). Note
there is no canonical way to construct an abelian tensor category from the Karoubian one.
One may consider Rep GL(t) as a good candidate for an “abelian envelope” of Rep GL(t).
Let x ∈ gl(m, n)1 such that [x, x] = 0. Denote by gx = Ker adx the centralizer
of x in g = gl(m, n). Then [x, g] = Im adx is the ideal in gx and gx := gx /[x, g] ,
gl(m − k, n − k), where k is the rank of x in the standard representation V . Let M ∈
GL(m, n)-mod and Mx = Ker x/xM . Then Mx has a natural structure of a gx -module.
Thus, Mx ∈ GL(m − k, n − k)-mod. It is a simple exercise to check that (M ∗ )x , (Mx )∗
and (M ⊗N )x , Mx ⊗Nx for any M, N ∈ GL(m, n)-mod. Therefore we have constructed
k
a tensor functor Em,n
: GL(m, n)-mod → GL(m − k, n − k)-mod.
Proposition 4.2.
k
(a) For all m, n and k ≤ min(m, n) we have Em,n
◦ Fm,n , Fm−k,n−k .

(b) Let t = m − n and Y ∈ Rep GL(t). Then Fm−1,n−1 (Y ) = 0 if and only if Fm,n (Y )
is projective in GL(m, n)-mod.
Let F p (m, n) denote the full subcategory of GL(m, n)-modules whose objects are subquotients in a direct sum of ﬁnitely many copies of V ⊗r ⊗ (V ∗ )⊗s with r + s ≤ p. By
deﬁnition F p (m, n) is an abelian category. It is easy to check that
1
(F p (m, n)) ⊂ F p (m − 1, n − 1).
Em,n

It seems plausible, although we don’t have a complete proof at the moment, that if m+n % p
1
: F p (m, n) → F p (m − 1, n − 1) is an equivalence of abelian categories.
then Em,n
Let t ∈ Z. Consider the family of categories F p (t + k, k) for k ≥ min(−t, 0) and the
family of functors
1
Et+k,k
: F p (t + k, k) → F p (t + k − 1, k − 1).

Let F̄ p (t) be the inverse limit of F p (t + k, k) and Rep GL(t) be the direct limit of F̄ p (t).
One can consider now the tensor product bifunctor F̄ p (t) × F̄ q (t) → F̄ p+q (t) deﬁned in
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the obvious way and check easily that this bifunctor equips Rep GL(t) with a monoidal
structure. It is also clear that Rep GL(t) contains a standard object V̄ obtained as the limit
of standard objects in GL(t + k, k)-mod.
Theorem 4.3.
(a) The category Rep GL(t) is a symmetric rigid F-linear abelian category. There exists a
unique (up to isomorphism) fully faithful tensor functor F : Rep GL(t) → Rep GL(t)
such that F (X) = V̄ .
(b) Simple objects of Rep GL(t) are enumerated by bipartitions (λ, μ). Duality switches
λ and μ.
(c) Let Lλ,μ denote the simple object corresponding to (λ, μ), Wλ ,μ := F (Yλ ,μ ) and
[Wλ ,μ : Lλ,μ ] denote the multiplicity of Lλ,μ in Wλ ,μ . Then [Wλ ,μ : Lλ,μ ] = 0
implies |λ| − |λ | = |μ| − |μ | ≤ 0 and λ ≤ λ , μ ≤ μ in the dominance order for
partitions. Moreover, [Wλ,μ : Lλ,μ ] = 1.
It is interesting to calculate the multiplicities [W(λ ,μ ) : Lλ,μ ]. It seems reasonable to
conjecture that they are closely related to cellular structure of the walled Brauer algebras and
multiplicities calculated in [16].
4.4. Orthosymplectic case. The construction of Rep O(t) is done in a similar way, see
[17], by introducing a self-dual object X and morphisms b : X ⊗X → F and b̌ : F → X ⊗X
such that
b ◦ s = b, s ◦ b̌ = b̌, b ◦ b̌ = tId,
where s : X ⊗ X → X ⊗ X is the braiding. The indecomposable objects in Rep O(t)
are enumerated by partitions corresponding to primitive idempotents of the Brauer algebras
/ Z, then Rep O(t) is semisimple. If t ∈ Z, then the quotient of Rep O(t)
Br (t). If t ∈
by negligible morphisms is equivalent to the semisimple categories: O(t)-mod for t > 0,
SP (−t)-mod for even negative t and OSP (1, 1 − 2t)-mod for odd negative t. The latter
can be considered as the reason why OSP (1, 2n) is the only algebraic supergroup with
semisimple category of ﬁnite-dimensional representations which is not a usual group. In a
sense OSP (1, 2n) is a “missing term” in the series of classical reductive groups. For any
m, n ≥ 0 such that t = m − 2n, there exists a full tensor functor Fm,2n : Rep O(t) →
OSP (m, 2n)-mod. The question of calculating the kernel of Fm,2n is still open. We also
do not have at the moment classiﬁcation of indecomposable components of OSP (m, 2n) in
the tensor powers of the standard representation.
As in the case of GL(m, n), one can deﬁne tensor functors
k
Em,2n
: OSP (m, 2n)-mod −→ OSP (m − 2k, 2n − 2k)-mod

by taking x to be an odd selfcommuting element ([x, x] = 0) of rank 2k in the standard
representation. The obvious analogue of Proposition 4.2 holds. Moreover, one can construct
an abelian category Rep O(t) in the same way as Rep GL(t).
Theorem 4.4.
(a) The abelian category Rep O(t) is a symmetric rigid F-linear abelian category. There
exists a unique (up to isomorphism) fully faithful tensor functor F : Rep O(t) →
Rep O(t) such that F (X) = V̄ .
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(b) Simple objects of Rep O(t) are enumerated by partitions. All simple objects are selfdual.
(c) Let Lλ denote the simple object corresponding to a partition λ, Wλ := F (Yλ ) (where
Yλ is the corresponding indecomposable object in the Deligne’s category). Then
[Wλ : Lλ ] = 0 implies |λ | − |λ| < 0 is even and λ ≤ λ in the dominance order for
partitions. Moreover, [Wλ : Lλ ] = 1.
4.5. The case of P (n). For the family P (n), we introduce a standard object X and postulate the existence of odd morphisms
b : X ⊗ X → F,

b̌ : F → X ⊗ X

satisfying the relations
b ◦ s = b, s ◦ b̌ = −b̌.
The sign in the second relation is motivated by representation theory of P (n). Indeed, for
the standard P (n)-module V we have
V ∗ , V Π , and S 2 (V ∗ ) , Λ2 (V ), Im b̌ ∈ Λ2 (V ).
Since s2 = Id, we must have b ◦ b̌ = 0. Note that b and b̌ induce also odd morphisms
B : X → X̌ and B̌ : X̌ → X deﬁned as the compositions
Id⊗e

b⊗Id

Id⊗b̌

c⊗Id

X −−−→ X ⊗ X ⊗ X̌ −−−→ X̌
and

X̌ −−−→ X̌ ⊗ X ⊗ X −−−→ X
respectively. We also postulate that B ◦ B̌ = B̌ ◦ B = Id.
Deﬁne Rep0 P to be the category whose objects are non-negative integers, corresponding to X ⊗r . The F-vector space Hom(X ⊗r , X ⊗s ) is the formal span of the set D(s, r) of
all Brauer diagrams with r nodes in the upper row and s nodes in the lower row. In particular, Hom(X ⊗r , X ⊗s ) = 0 implies r + s is even. The multiplication of two diagrams
D1 ∈ D(s, r) and D2 ∈ D(r, q) is a modiﬁcation of the Brauer product D for t = 0 by
additional sign. Identifying the lower nodes of D1 with upper nodes of D2 we obtain the
three-row diagram C. To determine the sign equip the horizontal strings in the middle row
of C obtained from the bottom row of D1 with right arrows. Set
D1 ◦ D2 = (−1)


γ

p(γ)

D,

where γ is a path in C going from bottom to top or from bottom to bottom from left to right
and p(γ) is the number of arrows on the path γ in the “wrong” direction. Examples:
r
r
r
r
r
×
,
=
−
r
r -r
r
r
r
r -r

r

×

r
r

r

r

=

r
r

.
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Non-negative integers together with diagrams give us a skeleton category Rep0 P . The
category Rep P is deﬁned as the Karoubian envelope of the additive envelope of Rep0 P .
Theorem 4.5. The category Rep P is an F-linear Karoubian symmetric tensor category.
Indecomposable objects of Rep P are enumerated by partitions up to the change of parity.
If Yλ is an indecomposable object corresponding to a partition λ, then Yλ∗ is isomorphic
to Yλ where λ is the conjugate of λ. For any n ≥ 1 there exists a full tensor functor
Fn : Rep P → P (n)-mod and Fn (Yλ ) is an indecomposable summand in the tensor algebra
of the standard representation of P (n).
It is interesting to describe all partitions λ such that Fn (Yλ ) = 0. We conjecture that
sdim Yλ = 0 for any non-empty partition λ. Let us also mention that, as in the general linear
and orthosymplectic cases, it is possible to construct an abelian tensor category Rep P and
a fully faithful tensor functor F : Rep P → Rep P . Furthermore, the obvious analogue of
Theorem 4.4 holds.
Let us ﬁnally mention that the formalism of Q-diagrams developed in [31] seems be just
one step away from deﬁning an analogue of the universal tensor category for Q(n).

5. The category G-mod, blocks and translation functors
5.1. General properties of the category G-mod. Now let us assume that G is an aﬃne algebraic supergroup with reductive G0 . That implies that g0 is reductive and g1 is a semisimple g0 -module.
For any M ∈ G0 -mod deﬁne the induced and coinduced modules by
I(M ) := U (g) ⊗U (g0 ) M,

C(M ) := HomU (g0 ) (U (g), M ).

By the superversion of the Poincare–Birkhoﬀ–Witt theorem, [34],[44], we have an isomorphism of vector spaces U (g) , S(g0 ) ⊗ Λ(g1 ), since Λ(g1 ) in the classical sense coincides
with S(g1 ) in the “super” sense. Therefore, both I(M ) and C(M ) are ﬁnite-dimensional
g-modules and they are (g, G0 )-modules. Since G0 -mod is semisimple, C(M ) is injective
and I(M ) is projective in G-mod. Furthermore, we have the following reciprocity, see [51]
I(M ) = C(M ⊗ T ),
where T is the one-dimensional representation of G0 in Λtop (g1 ). It is also shown in [51]
that for reductive G0 the representation T extends uniquely to a representation of G. General
properties of G-mod can be summarized in the following
Theorem 5.1 ([51]).
(a) Every object in G-mod has a projective cover and an injective hull.
(b) An object in G-mod is injective if and only if it is projective.
(c) If L ∈ G-mod is simple then the projective cover of L is isomorphic to the injective
hull of L ⊗ T .
(d) If M ∈ G-mod has a ﬁnite projective resolution, then it is projective.
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Finally, the regular representation of G is induced from the regular representation of G0 .
Since G0 is reductive, the structure of its regular representation is well-known. Hence using
Frobenius reciprocity we can easily describe the regular representation of G.
Theorem 5.2 ([51]). The regular representation of G has a decomposition
8
F[G] =
IL ⊗ L̂,
where the summation is taken over all non-isomorphic simple L ∈ G-mod, IL is the indecomposable injective hull of L and L̂ is the trivial G-module isomorphic to L as a vector
superspace.
5.2. Highest weight theory. Here we brieﬂy recall the highest weight theory developed in
[34]. Let h0 ⊂ g0 be a Cartan subalgebra and h denotes the centralizer of h0 in g. Then
h = h0 ⊕ h1 and [h0 , h] = 0. The subalgebra h is called a Cartan subalgebra of g and by
construction all Cartan subalgebras of g are conjugate by the adjoint action of G0 . Since g1
is a semisimple g0 -module, g has a root decomposition
8
gα ,
g=h⊕
α∈Δ

where Δ ⊂ h∗0 is the set of roots.
Let us look at the root decomposition for the four classical superalgebras discussed in
the previous section. If g = gl(m, n), osp(m, 2n) or p(n), then h = h0 and dim ga = (0|1)
or (1|0) for each root α ∈ Δ. Therefore the set of roots Δ is naturally equiped with parity
Δ = Δ0 ∪ Δ1 depending on the parity of gα .
The case g = q(n) is diﬀerent. Here h consists of diagonal matrices in even and odd
blocks (in the matrix realization given in the previous section). In this case dim ga = (1|1)
for every α ∈ Δ and the roots themselves are exactly as in gl(n).
Next, we deﬁne a triangular decomposition by separating roots in positive Δ+ and negative Δ− by a generic hyperplane and setting
8
gα .
g = n− ⊕ h ⊕ n+ , n± =
α∈Δ±

The associated Borel subalgebra b is by deﬁnition h ⊕ n+ . Let us mention that, in contrast
with the classical case, not all Borel subalgebras in g are conjugate. There is a way to
describe all Borel subalgebras using odd reﬂections and Weyl groupoid, see [52]. This fact
plays an important role in the representation theory of superalgebras.
For any λ ∈ h∗0 there exists a unique simple h-module Cλ such that any h ∈ h0 acts
as scalar multiplication by λ(h). (If h = h0 , Cλ is one-dimensional.) Deﬁne a b-module
structure on Cλ be setting n+ Cλ = 0 and the Verma module Mλ := U (g) ⊗U (b) Cλ . As
in the classical highest weight theory, Mλ has a unique simple quotient Lλ . Let Λ be the
weight lattice of G0 . We say that λ ∈ Λ is dominant if Lλ is ﬁnite-dimenional. We denote
by Λ+ the set of all dominant weights.
Theorem 5.3. Let G0 be connected. Every simple object in G-mod is isomorphic to Lλ .
Two simple objects Lλ and Lμ are isomorphic if and only if μ = λ.
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The description of the set of dominant weights is not as straightforward as in the classical
case. It depends on the choice of a triangular decomposition. For one speciﬁc choice of a
triangular decomposition it was done in [34]. Using odd reﬂections one can obtain a general
dominance criterion for all triangular decompositions, [52].
5.3. The center of U (g) and blocks. Assume that G is connected. Let us denote by Z(g)
the center of the universal enveloping algebra U (g) and let Ž(g) := Hom(Z(g), F) denote
the set of central characters. Since all M ∈ G-mod are ﬁnite-dimensional, M is of ﬁnite
length over Z(g). Therefore
8
Gχ -mod,
G-mod =
χ∈Ž(g)

where Gχ -mod is the subcategory of modules admitting generalized central character χ.
Fix a triangular decomposition and deﬁne the Harish-Chandra projection
HC : U (g) → U (h)
with kernel n− U (g) + U (g)n+ . Then the restriction HC : Z(g) → U (h) is injective and
the image lies in the center Z(h) of of U (h). If h = h0 then Z(h) = U (h0 ) , S(h0 ). If
g = q(n) we still have Z(h) = U (h0 ) , S(h0 ).
Let R = HC(Z(g)). Recall that, if g is a reductive Lie algebra, R coincides with the
space of the polynomials on h∗ invariant under the shifted Weyl group action.
We will brieﬂy review the description of R for the four classical superalgebras.
If a simple Lie superalgebra g admits an invariant symmetric even form, then R can be
described by two diﬀerent methods. A. Sergeev, [54], obtained a description of R by generalizing the Chevalley theorem about invariant polynomials on the adjoint representation. In
[32] V. Kac anounced another method which uses Verma modules and Schapovalov form.
The complete proof using the latter method was published by M. Gorelik in [22]. Let us now
formulate the result.
The invariant symmetric form on g induces a non-degenerate symmetric form (·, ·) on
h∗ . (In this case we always have h = h0 .) We call a root α isotropic if (α, α) = 0. As
follows from the structure theory of simple Lie superalgebras any isotropic root is odd. Let
W denote the Weyl group of G0 and
ρ :=

1 
1 
α−
α.
2
2
+
+
α∈Δ0

α∈Δ1

Deﬁne the shifted action · of W on h∗ by w · μ = w(μ + ρ) − ρ. Finally we identify S(h)
with the ring of polynomial functions F[h∗ ].
Theorem 5.4. Let g = gl(m, n), osp(m, 2n), D(2, 1; a), G3 or F4 . A polynomial f ∈ F[h∗ ]
belongs to R if and only if the following two conditions hold.
•

For any w ∈ W and μ ∈ h∗ , f (w · μ) = f (μ);

•

If α is an isotropic root and (μ + ρ, α) = 0, then f (μ + tα) = f (μ) for any t ∈ F.

As a corollary, Z(g) is not Noetherian if g has at least one isotropic root.
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As follows from the deﬁnition of HC, L(λ) and L(μ) admit the same central character
if and only if f (λ) = f (μ) for any f ∈ R.
For any λ ∈ h∗ the degree of atypicality of λ (notation #λ) is the maximal number of
mutually orthogonal and linearly independent isotropic roots α such that (λ + ρ, α) = 0.
A weight λ is called typical if #λ = 0. The defect of g is the maximal number of mutually
orthogonal and linearly independent isotropic roots. For instance, the defect of gl(m, n) is
equal to min(m, n) and the defect of osp(m, 2n) equals min([ m
2 ], n).
By Theorem 5.4, if f (λ) = f (μ) for any f ∈ R, then #λ = #μ. Hence for any central
character χ ∈ Ž(g) the degree of atypicality #χ is well deﬁned.
Theorem 5.5. Assume that G = GL(m, n) or SOSP (m, 2n), χ ∈ Ž(g) and Gχ -mod is
not empty. Let χ0 denote the central character of the trivial module.
(a) Gχ -mod is a (indecomposable) block in the category G-mod.
(b) Gχ -mod is semisimple if and only if #χ = 0. In this case Gχ has one up to isomorphism simple object.
(c) Let G = GL(m, n) and #χ = k. Then Gχ -mod is equivalent to GL(k, k)χ0 -mod.
(d) Let G = SOSP (2m+1, 2n) and #χ = k. Then Gχ -mod is equivalent to SOSP (2k+
1, 2k)χ0 -mod.
(e) Let G = SOSP (2m, 2n) and #χ = k. Then Gχ -mod is equivalent to either
SOSP (2k, 2k)χ0 -mod or to SOSP (2k + 2, 2k)χ0 -mod.
The proof of (b) is contained in [35], (c), (d) and (e) is proven in [28]. Finally, (a) follows
from combinatorial calculations in [49] and [28].
The situation with center Z(g) and blocks for the strange Lie superalgebras is diﬀerent.
Theorem 5.6 ([21]). If g = p(n), then Z(g) = F.
As a result the category P (n)-mod contains only two blocks if we identify M with M Π .
For g = q(n) the center Z(g) was described by A. Sergeev, see [56]. Let x1 , . . . , xn be
the basis in h0 consisting of elementary diagonal matrices, and ε1 , . . . , εn denote the dual
basis in h∗0 . The Weyl group coincides with the group of permutations of the elements in this
basis.
Theorem 5.7 ([56]). Let g = q(n). Then the image R = HC(Z(g)) in F[x1 , . . . , xn ] is
m
generated by xm
1 + · · · + xn for all odd m ∈ N. Equivalently, f lies in R if and only if f is
a symmetric polynomial and for all i < j and t, s ∈ F
f (x1 , . . . , xi−1 , t, xi+1 , . . . , xj−1 , −t, xj+1 , . . . , xn ) =
f (x1 , . . . , xi−1 , s, xi+1 , . . . , xj−1 , −s, xj+1 , . . . , xn ).

(5.1)

We proceed to classiﬁcation of blocks Q(n)χ -mod in the category Q(n)-mod. The
weight lattice Λ = Zε1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Zεn . The set Λ+ of dominant weights is
{μ = a1 ε1 + . . . an εn | ai ∈ Z, ai > ai+1 or ai = ai+1 = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1}.
Deﬁne the degree of atypicality #μ as the maximal number k of pairs (i1 < j1 ), . . . ,
(ik < jk ) such that xis + xjs = 0 and all i1 , . . . , ik , j1 , . . . , jk are distinct. Set h(μ) be
the number of i such that ai = 0. Let p(μ) be the parity of h(μ). Theorem 5.7 implies that
if Lν and Lμ admit the same central character, then #ν = #μ and p(ν) = p(μ). Thus, p(χ)
and #χ are well-deﬁned.
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Theorem 5.8. Let G = Q(n), n̄ = 0, 1 be the parity of n and
⎧
2#χ
if p(χ) = n̄ = 0,
⎪
⎪
⎨
2#χ + 2 if p(χ) = 1, n̄ = 0,
k :=
2#χ + 1 if p(χ) = 0, n̄ = 1,
⎪
⎪
⎩
2#χ + 1 if p(χ) = n̄ = 1.

(5.2)

(a) Gχ -mod is a block in the category G-mod.
(b) If p(χ) = 0, then Gχ -mod is equivalent to the block in the category Q(k)-mod containing the trivial representation.
(c) If p(χ) = 1, then Gχ -mod is equivalent to the block in the category Q(k)-mod containing the standard representation.
(d) The simple modules of Gχ -mod are of GL (resp. Q) type if p(χ) = 0 (resp. p(χ) = 1).
5.4. Quivers and blocks. In [25] J. Germoni initiated a detailed study of blocks Gχ -mod
in the case when g has an even invariant form. He considered the following problems:
•

classify tame4 blocks Gχ -mod;

•

describe tame blocks in terms of quivers with relations.

Note that the case #χ = 0 is trivial since Gχ -mod has only one simple object. It is also
not hard to check that Gχ -mod is wild if #χ ≥ 2. Germoni conjectured that all blocks of
atypicality 1 are tame and veriﬁed his conjecture for GL(1, 1) and D(2, 1, a). C. Gruson
in [26] described the only atypical block of SOSP (3, 2) and L. Martirosyan in her thesis
described all atypical blocks of G3 and F4 . Those results together with Theorem 5.5 imply
Germoni’s conjecture for GL(m, n), SOSP (m, 2n) and all exceptional supergroups. It is
interesting that blocks of atypicality 1 are equivalent to one of the following two quivers:
A(∞) : . . .

D(∞) :

r - r - r - r - r
r
6
r - r?
- r - r - r

...

...

with relations ba = cd, ac = 0 = db for any subquiver isomorphic to:
a
c
r - r - r
b
d
5.5. Translation functors and weight diagrams. The proof of Theorems 5.5 and 5.8 uses
so called translation functors. Let G = GL(m, n), SOSP (m, 2n) or Q(n) and V denote
the standard module. For any M ∈ G-mod denote by M χ its projection onto the block Gχ ∗
: Gζ -mod → Gχ -mod
mod. Deﬁne translation functors Tχ,ζ : Gχ -mod → Gζ -mod and Tζ,χ
by setting
∗
(M ) := (M ⊗ V ∗ )ζ .
Tχ,ζ (M ) := (M ⊗ V )χ , Tχ,ζ
4Here we mean tame wild dichotomy in representation theory
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∗
It is easy to see that Tχ,ζ and Tχ,ζ
are mutually adjoint, that they are exact and map projectives to projectives. All approaches to better understanding of the category G-mod are
heavily based on translation functors.
In [9] J. Brundan and C. Stroppel suggested a combinatorial way to encode the dominant
weights of GL(m, n) by so called weight diagrams. This approach was very succesful not
only for understanding in a simple way the action of translation functors but also for developing the machinary of Khovanov type diagrammatic algebras. The latter technique was used
to compute the endomorphism algebra of a projective generator in G-mod. It was a key ingredient in [14] for proving Theorem 4.1. It was also used in [50] to prove the Kac–Wakimoto
conjecture. In [29] we generalized the notion of weight diagrams to SOSP (m, 2n) in order
to obtain an algorithm for calculating the characters of irreducible representations.
We illustrate weight diagram technique by sketching the proof of Theorem 5.8. In this
+
case G = Q(n). We are going to encode the
 weights in Λ by weight diagrams, which are
function f : Z>0 → {◦, <, >, ×}. If μ =
ai εi and t ∈ Z>0 , set
⎧
◦
if |ai | = t for all i = 1, . . . , n;
⎪
⎪
⎨
> if ai = t for some i, aj = −t for all j = 1, . . . , n;
fμ (t) =
(5.3)
<
if ai = −t for some i, aj = t for all j = 1, . . . , n;
⎪
⎪
⎩
×
if ai = t, aj = −t for some i, j.

We represent fλ by a picture on the positive number line with position t ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . }
ﬁlled with fi (t). We consider ◦ as a placeholder for an empty position. We proceed with
puting > and < in empty positions. Put > at position ai for all positive ai and < at position
−aj for all negative aj . If > and < appear in the same position, they form a cross ×. Here
are some examples:
All positions empty, μ = 0, Lμ is the trivial module:
μ = ε1 , Lμ is the standard module:

> b b b b b

μ = −εn , Lμ is the costandard module:
μ = ε1 −εn , Lμ is the adjoint module:
μ = 3ε1 +2ε2 −2εn−1 −εn :

b b b b b b

< b b b b b
× b b b b b

< × > b b b

The core diagram f¯μ is the diagram obtained from fμ by removing all crosses and replacing them with ◦. The symbols > and < are called the core symbols. For a diagram f let
s(f ) denote the number of the core symbols plus twice the number of ×. It is not hard to
check the following
•

a diagram f is the weight diagram of a dominant weight of Q(n) iﬀ s(f ) ≤ n.

•

the number of zero coordinates of μ equals n − s(fμ ).

•

#μ = [

•

h(μ) = s(fμ );

n−s(f¯μ )
];
2
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the simple Q(n)-modules Lλ and Lμ belong to the same block if and only if f¯λ = f¯μ .

Remark 5.9. Let σ denote the automorphsim of q(n) given by
 B  −At iB t 
σ A
B A = iB t −At ,
and Lν , Lσμ , then fν is obtained from fμ by switching < and >.
Thus, we have a bijection between diagrams f without ×-s, such that s(f ) ≤ n, and the
blocks Q(n)χ -mod. For any central character χ denote by f¯χ the corresponding diagram.
Next, we use the following standard result.
Lemma 5.10. An n+ -invariant weight vector in Lμ ⊗ V (resp. Lμ ⊗ V ∗ ) has weight μ + εi
(resp. μ − εi ) for some i = 1, . . . , n.
Note the diagram fμ+εi is obtained from that of fμ by moving > to the right or < to the
left. We consider here > and < as “halfs” of a ×; additionally, we consider “an extended
line” t ≥ 0 with “a pool” of extra symbols at t = 0, moving to the left from position t = 1
is equivalent to removing and moving > to the right includes the possibility to add > at 1.
For instance, if μ = ε1 − εn , then fμ+εn is obtained from fμ by removing < from the × at
position 1. The second half > of the × remains at 1. Similarly the diagram fν−εi is obtained
from that of fν by moving < to the right or > to the left. If ν = ε1 , then fμ = fν−εn is
obtained from fν by adding < at position 1, joined with > it makes × in fμ . After some
technical work using Lemma 5.10 one obtains the following.
Lemma 5.11. Let χ, ζ be two central characters such that f¯ζ is obtained from f¯χ by moving
> to the right or < to the left. Assume also h(χ) = h(ζ). Then for any Lμ ∈ Q(n)χ -mod
χ
there exists a unique pair Lν , LΠ
ν ∈ Q(n) -mod such that
∗
Π
Tχ,ζ (Lμ ) , Lν ⊕ LΠ
ν and Tχ,ζ (Lν ) , Lμ ⊕ Lμ .

The analogous result for GL(m, n) and SOSP (m, n) is easier:
∗
Tχ,ζ (Lμ ) , Lν and Tχ,ζ
(Lν ) , Lμ .
∗
establish an equivalence beBy standard abstract nonsense the pair of functors Tχ,ζ , Tχ,ζ
χ
ζ
∗
tween G -mod and G -mod. In the case G = Q(n) we can’t directly use Tχ,ζ and Tχ,ζ
since they “double” simple modules.
Let M ∈ Gχ -mod, and N := Tχ,ζ (M ). Recall that Q(1) is the associative algebra of
q(1). Note that N has an action of Q(1) induced by the Q(1)-action on V generated by Π.
This action commutes with the U (g)-action. Hence M is in fact a U (g) ⊗ Q(1)-module. If
M is simple, then Lemma 5.11 implies that N , N  ⊗ Q(1) for some simple g-module N  .
One can prove by induction on the length of M that the same holds for any M ∈ Gχ -mod.5 If
Hom0 denotes the even part of Hom, then Hom0Q(1) (Q(1), N ) has a well-deﬁned g-module
structure and is isomorphic to N  . We deﬁne new functors Sχ,ζ : Gχ -mod → Gζ -mod and
∗
: Gζ -mod → Gχ -mod by
Sζ,χ
∗
∗
Sχ,ζ (M ) := Hom0Q(1) (Q(1), Tχ,ζ (M )) and Sζ,χ
(M ) := Hom0Q(1) (Q(1), Tζ,χ
(M )).

5If h(χ) = h(ζ), this may not be true. Consider for example the block of the trivial module and the block of
the standard module.
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Lemma 5.12. Let χ, ζ satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5.11. Then Sχ,ζ and Sζ,χ
establish
χ
ζ
an equivalence between G -mod and G -mod.

To ﬁnish the proof of Theorem 5.8 we will use translation functors to move all core
symbols to the right of all ×-s.
Let t % 1. By Remark 5.9 we may assume that if f¯χ is non-empty, then its leftmost
symbol is >. Choose a central character χ(t) whose core diagram is obtained from f¯χ by
moving all symbols to the right of t if p(χ) = 0. If p(χ) = 1 we move > to the position
1 and all other symbols to the right of t. Using Lemma 5.12 one can construct a directed
system of functors
Φt,s : Gχ(t) -mod → Gχ(s) -mod,

t > s ≥ 0,

χ(0) = χ,

such that each functor is an equivalence of categories.
Given a weight μ ∈ P + and the corresponding simple module Lμ , call them t-admissible
if fλ (s) = × implies s ≤ t (i.e., all crosses are at t or to the left of t). Let Ft (Gχ(t) -mod)
be the full subcategory of Gχ(t) -mod consisting of modules with t-admissible simple subquotients. Let k be as in Theorem 5.8, p be the number of > and r be number of < in f¯χ(t)
to the right of t. Then k + p + r = n. Let κ be the central characater of the trivial (resp.
standard) module if p(χ) = 0 (resp. p(χ) = 1). The next step is to deﬁne functors
Γt : Ft (Q(k)κ -mod) → Ft (Gχ(t) -mod),

Rt : Ft (Gχ(t) -mod) → Ft (Q(k)κ -mod).

Let p be the parabolic subalgebra of g deﬁned by
8
gεi −εj ⊕
p := h ⊕
1≤i<j≤n

8

gεj −εi .

p<i<j≤n−r

Its Levi subalgebra l ⊂ p is isomorphic to q(k) ⊕ h , where h ⊂ h is the centralizer of q(k)
in h. Let
8
8
gεi −εj ⊕
gεi −εj
m :=
i≤p<j≤n

p<i≤n−r<j≤n

be the nilpotent radical of p. The part of the weight diagram of χ(t) lying to the right
of t induces in a natural way a weight of h and hence a simple h -module Ct . For any
N ∈ Ft (Q(k)κ -mod) we deﬁne Γt (M ) to be the maximal ﬁnite-dimensional quotient of
the parabolically induced module U (g) ⊗U (p) (N ⊗ Ct ). If M ∈ Ft (Gχ(t) -mod) we deﬁne
Rt (M ) := M m .
Lemma 5.13. The functors Γt : Ft (Q(k)κ -mod) → Ft (Gχ(t) -mod) and Rt : Ft (Gχ(t) -mod)
→ Ft (Q(k)κ -mod) establish equivalence of categories.
The proof of Lemma 5.13 requires geometric induction, which we discuss in the next
section.
Using combinatorics of weight diagrams it is possible to show that
*
*
Φt,0 (Ft (Gχ(t) -mod)) =
Φt,0 Γt (Ft (Q(k)κ -mod)).
(5.4)
Gχ -mod =
t0

This implies Theorem 5.8.

t0
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Weight diagrams can be used to determine what happens with simple modules under the
equivalence Gχ -mod → Q(k)κ -mod. For instance, let n = 5 and μ = 3ε1 + ε2 − 2v4 − 3ε5 .
> < × b b b
Then fμ =
We have p(μ) = 0, #μ = 1, k = 3. Move both core symbols to the right using Lemma 5.12.
First, we get
and then

> × < b b b
× > < b b b

Finally, Lemma 5.13 allows to remove both core symbols and get
× b b b b b
This is the diagram of the adjoint representation. Hence, under equivalences of Theorem 5.8,
Lμ is moved to the adjoint representation of q(3).

6. Geometric methods and categoriﬁcation
6.1. The associated variety. Let g be a ﬁnite-dimensional superalgebra and X ⊂ g1 denote
the cone of self-commuting elements, i.e.,
X = {x ∈ g1 | [x, x] = 0}.
For any g-module M and x ∈ X we have x2 M = 0. We deﬁne
Mx = Ker x/ Im x and XM = {x ∈ X | Mx = 0}.
It is clear that XM is a Zariski closed conical subvariety of X. It is called the associated
variety of M . Furthemore, if M ∈ G-mod, then XM is G0 -invariant.
In particular, if M , g is the adjoint representation, then gx = gx /[x, g], where gx
is the centralizer of x in g. One can easily check that [x, g] is an ideal in gx . Hence gx
is a Lie superalgebra, by Gx we denote the corresponding algebraic supergroup. For any
m ∈ M , x ∈ X, g ∈ g such that xm = 0 we have [x, g]m = xgm ∈ Im x. Therefore Mx
is equipped with a canonical gx -module structure. Thus, we have constructed a functor Fx
from the category of g-modules to the category of gx -modules. The following properties of
this functor are straightforward.
•

Fx is an additive tensor functor, in particular, we have a canonical isomorphism
Fx (M ⊗ N ) , Fx (M ) ⊗ Fx (N );

•

sdim Fx (M ) = sdim M ;

•

If M ∈ G-mod, then Fx (M ) ∈ Gx -mod;

•

If G0 is reductive and M ∈ G-mod is projective, then Fx (M ) = 0 for any x ∈ X,
x = 0. Hence XM = {0};

•

XM ⊕N = XM ∪ XN and XM ⊗N = XM ∩ XN .

Remark 6.1. Note that the functor Fx for a speciﬁc x was already used for the construction
of Rep GL(t) in Section 4.3.
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If we apply Fx to U (g), considered as the adjoint g-module, we obtain
Fx (U (g)) , U (gx ) = U (g)x /[x, U (g)],

(6.1)

where U (g)x is the set of ad x-invariants. Therefore we have a homomorphism φx : Z(g) →
Z(gx ) deﬁned as the composition
Z(g) → U (g)x → U (g)x /[x, U (g)] = U (gx ).
Let φ̌x : Ž(gx ) → Ž(g) denote the dual map. For a set A ⊂ Ž(gx ) let I(A) denote the
annihilator of A in Z(gx ). Then (6.1) implies that if a g-module M admits central character
χ ∈ Ž(g) then I(φ̌−1
/ Im φ̌x , then Mx = 0. Therefore
x (χ))Mx = 0. In particular, if χ ∈
it seems important to study the ﬁbers and the image of φ̌x . It happens that for the classical
and exceptional superalgebras the ﬁbers are discrete. Let us explain details for the classical
supergroups GL(m, n), SOSP (m, 2n) and Q(n). (The case of P (n) is not included since
the center of the universal enveloping algebra is trivial.)
First, we summarize the results about the geometry of the self-commuting cone. The
study of the self-commuting cone was initiated in [27]. It was motivated by applications to
cohomology theory of Lie superalgebras.
Theorem 6.2 ([19, 27]). Let G = GL(m, n), SOSP (m, 2n) or Q(n), X ⊂ g1 be the
self-commuting cone and d denote the defect of g.
(a) X has ﬁnitely many G0 orbits.
(b) There is a stratiﬁction
X=

d
=

Xd , X̄k =

k=0

k
=

Xi ,

i=0

such that each Xk is a union of G0 -orbits of the same dimension.
(c) If x, y ∈ Xk , then gx , gy . Moreover, if g = gl(m, n), then gx = gl(m − k, n − k),
if g = osp(m, 2n), then gx = osp(m − 2k, n − 2k), and if g = q(n), then gx =
q(n − 2k).
In what follows d always denotes the defect of g.
Theorem 6.3 ([19]). Let G = GL(m, n), SOSP (m, 2n) or Q(n), x ∈ Xk ⊂ g1 .
(a) If φ̌x (ζ) = χ, then #χ = #ζ + k.
(b) The ﬁber φ̌−1
x (χ) is not empty if and only if #χ ≥ k.
(c) Let G = SOSP (2M, 2n) with M > n and k = d = n. Then gx , so(2M − 2n)
−1
and either φ̌−1
x (χ) consists of one ϕ-invariant point or φ̌x (χ) = {ζ, ϕ(ζ)}, where ϕ
is the involution of gx induced by the symmetry of the Dynkin diagram.
(d) In all other cases, if #χ ≥ k, then the ﬁber φ̌−1
x (χ) consists of one point.
The map φ̌x has a very simple description in terms of weight diagrams. For instance, if
G = Q(n), φx (ζ) = χ if and only if ζ and χ have the same core diagram.
Let us mention some further results and applications of the associated variety and Fx .
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Theorem 6.4. Let G = GL(m, n) or SOSP (m, 2n) and L ∈ Gχ -mod be a simple module.
Then XL = X̄k , where k = #χ.
At the moment we do not have a proof of the analogous result for G = Q(n) although
we suspect that it is true.
In [36] V. Kac and M. Wakimoto deﬁned defect and atypicality degree and made several
conjectures relating those numbers with characters and dimensions of irreducible modules.
One of them was proven in [50].
Theorem 6.5. Let G = GL(m, n) or SOSP (m, 2n) and L ∈ Gχ -mod be a simple module.
Then sdim L = 0 if and only if #χ = d.
The calculation in [40] of superdimensons of simple modules for G3 and F4 conﬁrm the
Kac–Wakimoto conjecture (Theorem 6.5) for these superalgebras. It is an open problem to
ﬁnd all irreducible representations of Q(n) and P (n) of non-zero superdimension.
Let L ∈ Gχ -mod and k := #χ < d. It is interesting to study Fx (L) for x ∈ Xk ,
since then, by Theorem 6.3, Fx (L) lies in a typical block of Gx -mod. Hence Fx (L) equals
a direct sum of several copies of the same simple Gx -module Lχ . Note that the number
sdim HomGx (Lχ , Fx (L)) coincides with modiﬁed dimension of L, introduced in [24] and
[23]. In [50] and [39] this connection was used to prove a generalized Kac–Wakimoto conjecture for GL(m, n) and SOSP (m, 2n).
One can also relate analytic properties of the character of a ﬁnite-dimensional module,
see [19], and its complexity, see [4], with the dimension of its associated variety.
6.2. Geometric induction and Borel–Weil–Bott theory. Let G be an algebraic supergroup and K be a closed subgroup. Then one can construct a homogeneous supervariety
G/K, [41]. Then any M ∈ K-mod induces a G-equivariant vector bundle M on G/K.
The space of sections of this bundle Γ(G/K, M) has a natural structure of a G-module and
we call the functor Γ the geometric induction functor. Note that one can deﬁne Γ using the
language of Hopf superalgebras if one wants to avoid a rather technical question of existence of G/K. As in the case of usual groups Γ is the right adjoint to the restriction functor:
G-mod → K-mod. Note that Γ is left exact but not exact in general. The right derived
functor Ri (Γ) coincides with the cohomology group H i (G/K, M).
In what follows we assume that G0 is reductive. We are interested in the case when
K = P is a parabolic subgroup of G, i.e., a subgroup containing some Borel subgroup
B ⊂ G. Without loss of generality we may assume that the Lie superalgebra
8p contains a
ﬁxed Cartan subalgebra h. Then p can be described as the non-negative part
gi of the Zi≥0

grading given by eigenvalues of ad h for some h ∈ h0 . The zero part g0 would automatically
have a reductive even part. We call the corresponding
subgroup of P the Levi subgroup, and
8
i
g is the nilpotent radical of p. Since G0 /P0 is a
denote it by Pred . The subalgebra m =
i>0

projective variety, if M is ﬁnite-dimensional, then H i (G/P, M) is ﬁnite-dimensional for all
i. If G is a reductive algebraic group and M is a simple P -module the cohomology groups
H i (G/P, M) are described by the famous Borel–Weil–Bott theorem.
The superanalogue of Borel–Weil–Bott theory was initiated by I. Penkov. He proved a
superanalogue of the Borel–Weil–Bott theorem for the ﬂag supermanifold G/B for classical
and exceptional supergroups in the typical case. To formulate it we need to introduce a
couple of notations. Recall that Λ is the weight lattice. We consider the shifted Weyl group
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action w · λ = w(λ + ρ) − ρ. Let Λ++ denote the positive Weyl chamber. It is important
that Λ++ does not coincide with the set of dominant weights Λ+ but we have Λ++ ⊂ Λ+ .
In order to avoid an uncomfortable twist in calculations we deﬁne
Γi (G/P, M ) := H i (G/P, M∗ )∗ .
Theorem 6.6 ([46]). Let λ ∈ Λ and Cλ denote the irreducible representation of P = B
with character λ (it is one-dimensional if h0 = h). Assume also that #λ = 0.
If λ + ρ is not regular, then Γi (G/B, Cλ ) = 0 for all i ≥ 0.
If λ + ρ is regular, then there exists a unique w ∈ W such that μ = w · λ ∈ Λ++ . Then
Γi (G/B, Cλ ) = 0 if i = l(w) and Γl(w) (G/B, Cλ ) , Lμ .
The above result can be easily generalized for an arbitrary parabolic subgroup as far as
the central character remains typical. If λ is atypical both irreducibility of the cohomology
groups and vanishing of all but one cohomology do not hold anymore.
On the other hand, I. Penkov has shown that for any λ the character of the Euler characteristic

(−1)i ch Γi (G/P, Cλ )
ch Eλ (P ) =
is given by a superanalogue of the Weyl formula, see for instance [29].
To avoid introducing additional notations we write this formula only in the case P = B:

(w)ew(λ+ρ) ,
ch Eλ (B) = D
w∈W

where
ρ :=

1 
sdim gα α,
2
+
α∈Δ

(for instance ρ = 0 for G = Q(n)) and
6
α/2
+ e−α/2 )dim(gα )1
+ (e
D = 6α∈Δ α/2
dim Cλ .
− e−α/2 )dim(gα )0
α∈Δ+ (e
In the case when λ is a typical dominant weight, Theorem 6.6 implies ch Lλ = ch Eλ (B).
That gives a geometric proof of Kac typical character formula, established in [35].
Calculating ch Lλ for atypical λ turned out to be a diﬃcult problem which was open for
a while. It was solved for GL(m, n) in [49], for Q(n) in [47] and for SOSP (m, 2n) in [28]
using Borel–Weil–Bott theory for supergroups. Below we explain the main idea.
Consider the Grothendieck group KG of the category G-mod. For any λ ∈ Λ+ there
is the unique maximal parabolic subgroup Qλ ⊂ G such that the irreducible B-module Cλ
extends to a Qλ -module. In particular, Qλ = B if λ ∈ Λ++ . Let

Eλ :=
(−1)i [Γi (G/Qλ , Cλ )]
i≥0

be the class of the Euler characteristic in KG . Introduce a partial order on Λ+ by setting
μ ≤ λ if λ − μ is a sum of positive roots. It is possible to show that

Eλ =
dλ,μ [Lμ ],
μ≤λ
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for some integers dλ,μ such that dλ,λ = 1. Since the characters of Eλ are computable,
one can reduce computing ch Lλ to computing dλ,μ . The latter can be calculated by rather
involved combinatorial algorithm.
Note that the problem of computing Γi (G/B, Cλ ) for atypical λ is still open. Let us ﬁnish this subsection with two general results of interest. First, one can express the multiplicities [Γi (G/P, M : Lμ ] using Lie algebra cohomology as in the classical Kostant theorem.
Theorem 6.7 ([29]). If Pλ denotes the projective cover of Lλ and M is a simple P -module,
then
[Γi (G/P, M ) : Lλ ] = dim HomPred (M, H i (m, Pλ )).
Second, a certain weak analogue of the BGG reciprocity holds.
Theorem 6.8 ([29]). The Euler characteristics characters ch Eλ (B) for all λ ∈ Λ++ are
linearly independent in the ring of characters of G-mod. For any indecomposable projective
module Pμ there is a unique decomposition

ch Pμ =
aμ,λ ch Eλ (B),
λ∈Λ++

and
ch Eλ (B) =



aμ,λ ch Lμ .

μ∈Λ+

Finally, we should state here for the sake of next section the following
Lemma 6.9 ([28]). If M is a simple P -module, then all the spaces Γi (G/P, M ) when i
varies belong to the same block of G-mod.
6.3. Categoriﬁcation. In [6] J. Brundan suggested a new remarkable approach to the problem of computing irreducible characters for GL(m, n) and obtained an easier algorithm for
calculating multiplicities dλ,μ . The combinatorial proof of equivalence of two algorithms,
[49] and [6], can be found in [45]. Later Brundan applied the same method to reprove the
results of [47] for Q(n). To some extent the same method was applied to SOSP (m, 2n) in
[29] for computing multiplicities aμ,λ (in notations of Theorem 6.8).
The main idea of Brundan’s approach is to categorify some representation F of an
inﬁnite-dimensional Lie algebra L (both depending on G). One would like to identify the
integral form F of F with the Grothendieck group KG in such a way that translation functors categorify the Chevalley generators of L and the projective and simple modules categorify canonical and dual to canonical bases in F. We now proceed with details in the case
G = Q(n), following [7].
In this case L is the inﬁnite-dimensional Lie superalgebra o(∞) which can be deﬁned as
the direct limit lim o(2N + 1). This Lie algebra has the inﬁnite Dynkin diagram B∞
→

◦ ⇐ ◦ − ◦ − ◦ − ...,
with Chevalley generators {Ei , Fi | i ∈ Z>0 } and the usual Chevalley–Serre relations. We
ﬁx the Cartan subalgebra and the Chevalley generators. Let V denote the standard representation of L. We can choose a basis {vi | i ∈ Z} in V such that the action of the Chevalley
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generators is given by the formulas
for i > 1 Ei (vi ) = vi+1 , Ei (v−i−1 ) = v−i , Ei (vj ) = 0 if j = i, −i − 1,
Fi (vi+1 ) = vi , Fi (v−i ) = v−i−1 , Fi (vj ) = 0 if j = i + 1, −i,
E1 (v0 ) = 2v1 , E1 (v−1 ) = v0 , E1 (vj ) = 0 if j = 0, −1,

(6.2)

F1 (v0 ) = 2v−1 , F1 (v1 ) = v0 , F1 (vj ) = 0 if j = 0, 1.
Next we deﬁne R to be the quotient of the tensor algebra T (V) by the relations
vi2 = 0 if i = 0,
vi vj + vj vi = 0 if i > j, j + i = 0,
v02

(6.3)

i

= (−1) vi v−i + v−i vi .

If VN denotes the standard representation of o(2N + 1), and R(N ) is the Koszul dual of
S(VN )/(r), where r ∈ S 2 (VN ) is the quadratic form preserved by o(2N + 1), then
8R =
Rn
lim R(N ). Hence R has a natural structure of L-module. Consider the grading R =
→

n≥0

induced by the obvious grading of T (V). It is clear that Rn is L-invariant.
The homogeneous component Rn has a natural monomial basis va1 . . . van , where
(a1 , . . . , an ) satisfy the condition
ai > ai+1

if

ai = 0,

ai ≥ ai+1

if

ai = 0.

Note that these are precisely the conditions of dominance of λ =

n


ai εi for G = Q(n). So
4
for each λ ∈ Λ+ we may set vλ := va1 . . . van . One can check that F =
Zvλ is invariant
under the action of the Chevalley Z-form of L.
Consider the weight decomposition of Rn with respect to the Cartan subalgebra of L.
Let wt vλ denote the weight of vλ , then wt vi = − wt v−i and wt v0 = 0. Set δi = wt vi ,
then

wt vλ =
bj δ j ,
i=1

where bj = 0, ±1. The easiest way to calculate bj is by means of the weight diagram fλ :
⎧
if fλ (i) = >
⎨ 1
−1 if fλ (i) = <
bj =
(6.4)
⎩
0 if fλ (i) = ◦, ×
Deﬁne the Z-linear map γ : KG → F by setting γ(Eλ ) := vλ . By (6.4) wt γ(Eλ ) =
χ
wt γ(Eμ ) if and only if Eλ and Eμ belong to the Grothendieck group KG
of same block
χ
G -mod (that makes sense by Lemma 6.9). Thus, we have a bijection
wt: { integral central characters of g } ↔ { weights of F }.
Deﬁne endofunctors Ti and Ti∗ of G-mod by setting
8
8
∗
Tχ,ζ , Ti∗ =
Tχ,ζ
,
Ti =
wt(ζ)−wt(χ)=δi+1 −δi

here we assume δ0 = 0.

wt(ζ)−wt(χ)=δi −δi+1
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Since Ti , Ti∗ are exact, they induce Z-linear operators on KG . Denote those operators
by ti and t∗i respectively. Computing the action of ti and t∗i on Eλ is not diﬃcult since one
knows the characters of Eλ . The following can be checked by direct calculation in the basis
{Eλ }:
•
•

•

if i > 0, then γ ◦ ti = 2Ei ◦ γ, γ ◦ t∗i = 2Fi ◦ γ;
if M ∈ Gχ -mod and p(χ) = 1, then γ ◦ t0 ([M ]) = 2E0 ◦ γ([M ]), γ ◦ t∗0 ([M ]) =
2F0 ◦ γ([M ]);
if M ∈ Gχ -mod and p(χ) = 0, then γ ◦ t0 ([M ]) = E0 ◦ γ([M ]), γ ◦ t∗0 ([M ]) =
F0 ◦ γ([M ]).

Thus, translation functors act in KG in the same way as Chevalley generators in F. Next
step is to consider the quantized universal enveloping Uq (L) in order to construct the canonical Lusztig basis in F. We omit the details here, since a lot of computations is involved,
and just state the result. It is proven in [7] that there exist a canonical topological basis
{uλ | λ ∈ Λ+ } in the completion of F and the dual basis {lλ | λ ∈ Λ+ }.
Theorem 6.10 ([7]). For any λ ∈ Λ+ the following relation holds:
γ([Lλ ]) = lλ , γ(Pλ ) = uλ .
By theorem 6.10 we have
vλ =



dλ,μ lμ .

μ≤λ

Since the crystal structure in F is relatively simple, one can ﬁnd a combinatorial algorithm
for calculatinga dλ,μ , see [7]. In [57] this algorithm is formulated in terms of weight diagrams.
Let us ﬁnish with the remark that the above method can be applied to the problem of
ﬁnding Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials for the category O, if, instead of R, one works with
the tensor algebra T (V). The analogue of Theorem 6.10 in this more complicated situation
was conjectured in [7]. This conjecture is still open for Q(n). For GL(m, n) there are now
two proofs: in [8] and in [12].
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Special Lectures

Connecting the McKay correspondence and
Schur-Weyl duality
Georgia Benkart

Abstract. The McKay correspondence and Schur-Weyl duality have inspired a vast amount of research
in mathematics and physics. The McKay correspondence establishes a bijection between the ﬁnite
subgroups of the special unitary 2-by-2 matrices and the simply laced aﬃne Dynkin diagrams from
Lie theory. It has led to the discovery of many other remarkable A-D-E phenomena. Schur-Weyl
duality reveals hidden connections between the representation theories of two algebras that centralize
one another in their actions on the same space. We merge these two notions and explain how this gives
new insights and results. Our approach uses the combinatorics of walks on graphs, the Jones basic
construction, and partition algebras.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). Primary 14E16, 05E10, 20C05.
Keywords. McKay correspondence, Schur-Weyl duality.

1. Introduction
Walks on graphs have found widespread applications in modeling networks, biological and
random processes, information ﬂow, and many other phenomena. Typically, the walker (a
person, particle, or impulse) transitions from one node to another along an edge which may
have an assigned probability. The adjacency matrix of the graph and the Bratteli diagram
facilitate answering questions such as: How many diﬀerent walks of k steps are there from
point a to point b on the graph? What is the probability that a particle moves from a to b in
k steps? When the graph arises from representations of groups, a much richer structure is
available to answer such questions.
Let G be a group and V be a ﬁnite-dimensional G-module over the complex ﬁeld C.
The representation graph RV (G) of G associated to V has nodes λ corresponding to the
irreducible G-modules {Gλ | λ ∈ Λ(G)} over C. For λ, μ ∈ Λ(G), there are aμ,λ edges
from μ to λ in RV (G) if
8
aμ,λ Gλ .
Gμ ⊗ V =
λ∈Λ(G)

Thus, the number of edges aμ,λ from μ to λ in RV (G) is the multiplicity of Gλ as a summand
of Gμ ⊗ V.
In the particular case that G is a ﬁnite group, the representation graph and character table
of G are closely related. Assume χV is the character of V and χλ is the character of Gλ for
λ ∈ Λ(G), and let d = dim V = χV (1). Steinberg [24] has shown that when the action of
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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G on V is faithful, the eigenvalues of the matrix d δμ,λ − aμ,λ are d − χV (g) as g ranges
over
class representatives of G, and the eigenvector corresponding to d − χV (g)

 conjugacy
is χλ (g) . These vectors form the columns of the character table of G. The vector dλ
whose entries are the dimensions dλ = dim Gλ = χλ (1) corresponds to the eigenvalue 0.
Let G0 be the one-dimensional trivial G-module on which every element of the group
acts as the identity transformation, and let mλk be the number of walks of k steps from 0 to λ
on the graph RV (G). Since each step on the graph is accomplished by tensoring with V, mλk
is exactly the multiplicity of the irreducible G-module Gλ in G0 ⊗ V⊗k ∼
= V⊗k .
Example 1.1. The group G = SL2 (F3 ) of 2 × 2 matrices of determinant 1 over the ﬁeld F3
of 3 elements has six non-trivial irreducible modules, denoted here Gj , j = 1, . . . , 6. The
representation graph RV (G) for each V = Gj is pictured in the ﬁgure below, where the white
node corresponds to the trivial module G0 , and the black node indicates V. Edges without
directional arrows are two-way streets.
V = G1

V = G2
1

1
0

2
6
3

2

0

3

5

4
4

V = G6

V=G

1

1

1
2

0

6

2

0

3

5

2
6

6
3

5

4

4

3
4

5

V=G

2
6

5

4

5

1

0
6

5

0

V = G3

3
4

In particular, we can read oﬀ from the last graph that G6 ⊗ G6 = G0 ⊕ G2 ⊕ G4 ⊕ 2 · G6 .
Graphs that appear similar except for reversal of the directional arrows correspond to dual
modules, and there are two such dual module pairs {G1 , G5 } and {G2 , G4 }. The module
labeled G3 has an especially intriguing representation graph, as unraveling it gives
2

5

0

3

6

which is the aﬃne Dynkin diagram of type Ê6 .

1

4



x y 
Example 1.2. The special unitary group SU2 =
x, y ∈ C, xx̄ + y ȳ = 1 ,
−ȳ x̄ 
where “ ” denotes complex conjugate, has inﬁnitely many ﬁnite-dimensional irreducible
modules, V(r), r = 0, 1, . . . , indexed by the nonnegative integers,
  and dim V(r) = r + 1.
The natural module for SU2 is the space V = V(1) = C2 = ·· of 2 × 1 column vectors,
upon which SU2 acts by matrix multiplication. The well-known Clebsch-Gordan formula,


V(r) ⊗ V = V(r − 1) ⊕ V(r + 1)

(V(−1) = 0 )

(1.1)
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gives the rule for tensoring with V, and the representation graph RV (SU2 ) is
0

1

2

3

4

.

(1.2)

Walks on this graph are equivalent to walks on the set of nonnegative integers.
In 1980, J. McKay [21] made the striking discovery that there is a natural one-to-one
correspondence between the isomorphism classes of ﬁnite subgroups of the special unitary
group SU2 and the simply laced aﬃne Dynkin diagrams. This discovery has led to an immense literature that connects the McKay correspondence to a wide array of topics in mathematics and physics such as Kleinian singularities, Coxeter transformations, Hilbert schemes,
the cohomology of Calabi-Yau manifolds, and mirror symmetry, to name just a few. Almost
a century earlier, F. Klein had determined that a ﬁnite subgroup of SU2 must be isomorphic
to one of the following: (a) a cyclic group Cn of order n, (b) a binary dihedral group Dn
of order 4n, or (c) one of the 3 exceptional groups: the binary tetrahedral group T of order
24 (which is isomorphic to the group SL2 (F3 ) in Example 1.1), the binary octahedral group
O of order 48, or the binary icosahedral group I of order 120. Binary here refers to the fact
that the center is {±I}, where I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix, and the group modulo its center
is the dihedral group or the rotational symmetry group of the tetrahedron, octahedron, or
icosahedron in the exceptional cases.
Let G be a ﬁnite subgroup of SU2 and V = C2 . McKay’s observation was that the
representation graph RV (G) for G = Cn , Dn , T, O, I is exactly the aﬃne Dynkin diagram
Ân−1 , D̂n+2 , Ê6 , Ê7 , Ê8 , respectively, with the vertex 0 being the aﬃne node (see Section
A.1 of the Appendix for the diagrams). Moreover, the following hold: (i) the “marks” that
appear above the nodes on the aﬃne Dynkin diagram are the dimensions of the irreducible
G-modules; (ii) the sum of those dimensions is the Coxeter number of the corresponding
ﬁnite Dynkin diagram obtained by removing the aﬃne node; (iii) the Cartan matrix of the
Dynkin diagram is C = 2I − A, where A = (aμ,λ ) is the adjacency matrix of RV (G) and
I is the identity matrix of the appropriate size; (iv) the marks are the coordinates of the
Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of A; and (v) the eigenvectors of C form the character table of
G. (Part (v) inspired Steinberg’s result mentioned earlier.)
A walk on the graph RV (G) corresponds to tensoring by V, so it is natural to consider the
centralizer algebra Zk (G) = EndG (V⊗k ) of transformations that commute with the action of
G on V⊗k . The algebra Zk (G) encodes essential information about the structure of V⊗k as a
G-module. The projection maps from V⊗k onto its irreducible G-summands are idempotents
in Zk (G), and the multiplicity of Gλ in V⊗k (hence, the number of walks of k steps from 0
to λ on RV (G)) is the dimension of the irreducible Zk (G)-module corresponding to λ. The
structure and representation theory of the algebras Zk (G) control, and are controlled by, the
combinatorics of the representation graph RV (G) via Schur-Weyl duality.
Schur-Weyl duality has been one of the most proliﬁc concepts in representation theory,
uncovering hidden connections between the representations of seemingly unrelated algebraic
objects. This paper combines the McKay correspondence and Schur-Weyl duality. Among
the results presented here is a new way of relating the McKay correspondence for the groups
T and O to partition algebras and partitions (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2). The work is based
on investigations with J. Barnes and T. Halverson [1], and for the exceptional cases with T.
Halverson [2]. To them I extend my sincere thanks.
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2. Centralizers and Schur-Weyl duality
The centralizer algebra of the action of a group G on the k-fold tensor power of a ﬁnitedimensional G-module V over C is the semisimple associative algebra
Zk (G) = EndG (V⊗k ) = {X ∈ End(V⊗k ) | X(gw) = gX(w) ∀ g ∈ G, w ∈ V⊗k }. (2.1)
Let Λk (G) denote the subset of λ ∈ Λ(G) such that Gλ occurs in V⊗k with multiplicity
mλk ≥ 1. The irreducible Zk (G)-modules Zλk are in bijection with the elements λ of Λk (G).
Schur-Weyl duality relates the decomposition of V⊗k as a G-module to the decomposition of
V⊗k as a Zk (G)-module establishing deep connections between the representation theories
of G and Zk (G):
8
8
•
V⊗k ∼
mλk Gλ
and
V⊗k ∼
dλ Zλk ;
=
=
λ∈Λk (G)

λ∈Λk (G)

•

dim Zλk = mλk = number of walks of k steps from 0 to λ on RV (G);

•

dim Gλ = dλ ;

•

dim Zk (G) =



( dim Zλk )2 =

λ∈Λk (G)



(mλk )2

λ∈Λk (G)

= number of walks of 2k steps from 0 to 0 on RV (G)
= dim Z02k ;
•

as a (G, Zk (G))-bimodule, V⊗k has a multiplicity-free decomposition,
V⊗k ∼
=

8 


Gλ ⊗ Zλk .

λ∈Λk (G)

By applying idempotents in the algebras Zk (G) to project onto the irreducible G-summands, often one is able to build the entire family of ﬁnite-dimensional irreducible Gmodules from a single well-chosen module V and its tensor powers. Indeed, Schur’s groundbreaking 1901 doctoral thesis constructed the ﬁnite-dimensional irreducible polynomial representations for the general linear group GLn (C) from tensor powers of its natural module
V = Cn in exactly this way. The algebra Zk (GLn (C)) is a homomorphic image of the group
algebra CSk of the symmetric group Sk for k ≥ 1, which acts by permuting the factors of
V⊗k . Idempotents in CSk provided the necessary projection maps. Schur-Weyl duality has
been applied in many diﬀerent settings in the intervening years.
2.1. Bratteli diagrams. The Bratteli diagram BV (G) associated to the group G and the
module V gives an eﬀective tool for determining information about walks on the representation graph RV (G), the tensor powers V⊗k , and the family of centralizer algebras Zk (G) and
their irreducible modules. The diagram BV (G) is the inﬁnite graph with vertices labeled by
the elements of Λk (G) on level k. A walk of k steps on the representation graph RV (G) from
0 to λ is a sequence 0, λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λk = λ starting at λ0 = 0, such that λj ∈ Λ(G) for
each 1 ≤ j ≤ k, and λj−1 is connected to λj by an edge in RV (G). Such a walk is equivalent
to a unique path of length k on the Bratteli diagram BV (G) from 0 at the top to λ ∈ Λk (G)
on level k.
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Figure 2.1. Levels k = 0, 1, . . . , 6 of the Bratteli diagram for SU2

For the group G = SU2 and the G-module V = C2 , the top levels of the Bratteli diagram
are displayed in Figure 2.1 above. For the ﬁnite subgroups G of SU2 , the top levels of the
diagrams BV (G) can be found in Section A.2 of the Appendix.
The subscript on vertex λ ∈ Λk (G) in BV (G) indicates the number mλk of paths (walks)
from 0 on the top to λ at level k. It can be easily computed by summing, in a Pascal triangle
fashion, the subscripts of the vertices at level k −1 that are connected to λ. This is dimension
of the irreducible Zk (G)-module Zλk , which is also the multiplicity of Gλ in V⊗k . The sum of
the squares of those dimensions at level k is the number on the right, which is the dimension
of the centralizer algebra Zk (G). In the particular case G = SU2 , those dimensions are the
familiar Catalan numbers Ck . Hence,
 
1
2k
dim Zk (SU2 ) = Ck =
,
k+1 k
which is the number of walks on {0, 1, 2, . . . } of 2k steps that begin and end at 0 – one of
the hundreds of objects that the Catalan number Ck enumerates. (See [23, Exercise 6.19].)
2.2. SU2 and Temperley-Lieb algebras. Let V = C2 , and let σ be the linear transformation on V⊗2 interchanging the tensor factors, σ(v ⊗ w) = w ⊗ v. The symmetric group Sk
acts as place permutations on V⊗k , with the simple transposition generator si = (i i + 1),
1 ≤ i < k, of Sk acting via the transformation
si = 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 ⊗ σ ⊗ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 ,
> ?@ A
> ?@ A
i − 1 factors

(2.2)

k − i − 1 factors

where 1 is the identity map of V. Under this action, Sk commutes with SU2 . Thus, there is
a representation Φk : CSk → EndSU2 (V⊗k ) = Zk (SU2 ), Φk (si ) = si , of the group algebra
CSk . However, this map is injective only for k = 1, 2.
The transformation e = 1 − σ ∈ CS2 acts on V⊗2 by e(v ⊗ w) = v ⊗ w − w ⊗ v, and 12 e
is the idempotent projecting V⊗2 onto the antisymmetric tensors in V⊗2 , which form a copy
of the trivial SU2 -module V(0). The elements
ei = 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 ⊗ e ⊗ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 ,
> ?@ A
> ?@ A
i − 1 factors

k − i − 1 factors

1≤i≤k−1

(2.3)
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generate Zk (SU2 ). The map Φk : CSk → Zk (SU2 ) is surjective, and its image can be
identiﬁed with the Temperley-Lieb algebra TLk (2).
Let x be an element of C or a parameter. The Temperley-Lieb algebra TLk (x) is the
unital associative algebra with generators e1 , . . . , ek−1 and relations
(TL1)
(TL2)
(TL3)

e2i = xei ,
ei ei±1 ei = ei ,
ei ej = ej ei ,

1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1,
1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1,
|i − j| > 1.

(2.4)

Since Zk (SU2 ) = EndSU2 (V⊗k ) ∼
= TLk (2) (x = 2 here), we identify the generator ei in
TLk (2) with the map in (2.3) and use the same notation for both. The set

{0, 2, . . . , k} if k is even,
Λk (SU2 ) =
{1, 3, . . . , k} if k is odd,
indexes the irreducible TLk (2)-modules. The number of walks of k steps from 0 to k − 2 on
RV (SU2 ) equals the number of walks of k steps from 0 to k − 2 on the nonnegative integers
and is known to be the diﬀerence of adjacent binomial coeﬃcients,
B C
  

k
k
k
:=
−


−1
(see [9, Sec. 2.8] or [31]). For each k − 2 ∈ Λk (SU2 ), where  = 0, 1, . . . , k/2 , let
(k−2)
(k−2)
(k−2)
TLk
= ZkD E be the irreducible TLk (2) module labeled by k − 2. Then TLk

has dimension k , and these modules are constructed explicitly in [31]. Moreover, by
Schur-Weyl duality,

V

⊗k

∼
=
∼
=
∼
=

8
8

k−2∈Λk (SU2 )

B C
k
V(k − 2),


k−2∈Λk (SU2 ) 

8

(k−2)

(k − 2 + 1)TLk

as an SU2 -module,

(k−2)

V(k − 2) ⊗ TLk

as a TLk (2)-module,

,

,

as an (SU2 , TLk (2))-bimodule.

k−2∈Λk (SU2 )

The Temperley-Lieb algebras TLk (x) have appeared in numerous contexts in mathematics and physics. They ﬁrst arose in statistical mechanics [26], where the ei occur as transfer
matrices corresponding to addition of a single interaction between spins on a lattice. They
have played a critical role in the work of Jones [12] and Wenzl [27] on subfactors of von
Neumann algebras, where the ei are the orthogonal projections arising in a tower of algebras (compare Sec. 2.3 below and [9, Chap. 2]). Since the Temperley-Lieb algebras are
also quotients of the Hecke algebras of type A, they are related to integrable models, braid
groups, quantum groups, categoriﬁcation, and quantum computing. Their connections with
braid groups have led to important invariants of knots and links such as the Jones and HOMFLYPT polynomials (see [14, 28], and the references cited therein).
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2.3. Jones basic construction. Let G be a subgroup of SU2 such that G = {I} or {±I}.
Any transformation that commutes with SU2 on V⊗k also commutes with G, so there is a
reverse inclusion of centralizers TLk (2) = EndSU2 (V⊗k ) ⊆ EndG (V⊗k ) = Zk (G). We
identify the subalgebra of EndG (V⊗k ) generated by 1 and the ei in (2.3) with TLk (2) and
apply a construction due to Jones [12, Sec. 3] to locate additional generators for the centralizer algebra Zk = Zk (G) = EndG (V⊗k ) for each k. The construction uses the natural
embedding of Zk into Zk+1 given by a → a ⊗ 1, which holds for any k ≥ 1.
Proposition 2.1. (Cf. [1, Props. 1.26 and 1.27]) Assume Zk = Zk (G) for all k ≥ 0.
(a) For a ∈ End(V⊗(k+1) ), there is a unique b ∈ End(V⊗k ) so aek = (b ⊗ 1)ek . Hence,
Zk+1 ek = Zk ek , where Zk is identiﬁed with Zk ⊗ 1. The map Zk → Zk ek ⊆ Zk+1
given by a → aek is injective.
(b) Zk ek Zk = Zk+1 ek Zk+1 is an ideal of Zk+1 .
The Jones basic construction for Zk ⊆ Zk+1 is based on the ideal Zk ek Zk of Zk+1 and
the fact that Λk−1 (G) ⊆ Λk+1 (G), and it involves two key ideas:
⊗(k+1)

• As a G-module V⊗(k+1) = Vold
8
⊗(k+1)
=
mλk+1 Gλ
Vold

⊗(k+1)

⊕ Vnew

, where

⊗(k+1)
Vnew
=

and

λ∈Λk−1 (G)

8

mλk+1 Gλ .

λ∈Λk+1 (G)\Λk−1 (G)

(2.5)
Using the fact that
corresponds to the projection onto the trivial G-module in the
last two tensor slots of V⊗(k+1) , Wenzl ([29, Prop. 4.10], [30, Prop. 2.2]) proves that
⊗(k+1)
Zk e k Zk ∼
), and therefore
= EndG (Vold
1
2 ek

⊗(k+1)
⊗(k+1)
Zk+1 = EndG (V⊗(k+1) ) ∼
) ⊕ EndG (Vnew
)
= EndG (Vold
∼
= Zk ek Zk ⊕ EndG (V⊗(k+1) ).

(2.6)

new

• There is an algebra isomorphism Zk−1 ∼
= ek Zk ek sending a ∈ Zk−1 to ek aek =
2aek = 2ek a ∈ Zk+1 . Viewing Zk ek as a module for both Zk ek Zk and Zk−1 ∼
=
ek Zk ek by multiplication on the left and right, respectively, we have that these actions
commute and centralize one another:
Z k e k Zk ∼
= EndZk−1 (Zk ek )

and

Zk−1 ∼
= EndZk ek Zk (Zk ek ).

Schur-Weyl duality implies that the simple summands of the semisimple algebras Zk ek Zk
and Zk−1 (and also their irreducible modules) can be indexed by the same set Λk−1 (G).
By restriction, the irreducible Zk -module Zλk becomes a Zk−1 -module,
8
ResZZkk−1 (Zλk ) =
Θλ,μ Zμk−1 .
μ∈Λk−1 (G)

The multiplicity Θλ,μ of Zμk−1 in Zλk is 1 or 0 for all groups considered here. The inclusion
matrix for Zk−1 ⊆ Zk is Θ = (Θλ,μ ), and for EndZk (Zk ek ) ⊆ EndZk−1 (Zk ek ) is the
transpose Θt , which allows us to conclude the following:
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• For the tower C = Z0 ⊂ Z1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Zk ⊂ Zk+1 ⊂ · · · of centralizer algebras, the
edges in the Bratteli diagram between levels k and k + 1 corresponding to Zk ek Zk ⊆
Zk+1 are the reﬂection over level k of the edges between k − 1 and k corresponding
to Zk−1 ⊆ Zk .
• The edges which are NOT obtained by reﬂection give a copy of the representation
graph RV (G) embedded in the Bratteli diagram BV (G).
Remark 2.2. For SU2 , the shaded edges in Figure 2.1 above indicate the embedding of the
representation graph RV (SU2 ) in BV (SU2 ). For the ﬁnite subgroups G of SU2 , the top levels
of the Bratteli diagrams are displayed in Section A.2 of the Appendix, and the shaded edges
give the representation graph RV (G) (the corresponding aﬃne Dynkin diagram) embedded in
BV (G). All other edges in BV (G) are obtained by the Jones basic construction and reﬂection.
A similar phenomenon occurs in the theory of subfactors, where the principal graph embeds
in the Bratteli diagram (see for example [14]).
2.4. Jones-Wenzl projection maps for SU2 . The Jones-Wenzl idempotents in TLk (2) are
deﬁned recursively by setting f1 = 1 and letting
fn = fn−1 −

n−1
fn−1 en−1 fn−1 ,
n

1 < n ≤ k.

(2.7)

These idempotents satisfy the following properties (see [5, 7, 12, 27]):
(JW1)
(JW2)
(JW3)
(JW4)
(JW5)
(JW6)

fn2 = fn ,
ei fn = fn ei = 0,
ei fn = fn ei ,
en fn en = n+1
n fn−1 en ,
1 − fn ∈ e1 , . . . , en−1 ,
fm fn = f n f m

1 ≤ n ≤ k,
1 ≤ i < n ≤ k,
1 ≤ n < i ≤ k − 1,
1 ≤ n ≤ k − 1,
1 ≤ m, n ≤ k,

where e1 , . . . , en−1  stands for the subalgebra of TLk (2) generated by e1 , . . . , en−1 . Expressions for the fn as linear combinations of words in e1 , . . . , ek−1 can be found in [7].
The irreducible SU2 -module V(k) appears in V⊗k with multiplicity 1, and it is does not
occur as a summand of V⊗ for any  < k (i.e. node k is reached for the ﬁrst time after
k steps on RV (SU2 )). It is well known [8, Sec. 11.1] that the totally symmetric tensors
S(V⊗k ) of V⊗k satisfy S(V⊗k ) ∼
= V(k) as an SU2 -module, and that fk (V⊗k ) = S(V⊗k ) ([7,
Prop. 1.3, Cor. 1.4]). In particular, if {v−1 , v1 } is a basis for V, then S(V⊗2 ) = spanC {v−1 ⊗
v−1 , v−1 ⊗ v1 + v1 ⊗ v−1 , v1 ⊗ v1 } ∼
= V(2), and f2 = 1 − 12 e1 projects V⊗2 onto that space.
2.5. Projection maps for G. Assume G is a subgroup of SU2 , Z0 = C, and Zk =
Zk (G) for all k ≥ 1. Let dλ = dim Gλ for λ ∈ Λ(G). The next proposition describes the
interaction between idempotents for diﬀerent tensor powers and gives a recursive procedure
for constructing idempotents. This result uses the tower of embeddings · · · ⊂ Zk ⊂ Zk+1 ⊂
Zk+2 ⊂ · · · and the containment TLk (2) ⊆ Zk .
Proposition 2.3. [1, Lem.1.40, Prop. 1.42].

4
⊗k
, and Gλ ⊗ V = i Gμi in V⊗(k+1) .
(a) For λ ∈ Λk (G), assume Gλ is a summand of Vnew
Let fλ and fμi be the corresponding projection maps. Then the following hold for all
⊗(k+1)
, i.e. for all μi ∈ Λk+1 (G) \ Λk−1 (G):
μi such that Gμi ⊆ Vnew
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(i) fλ fμi = fμi = fμi fλ ;
(ii) fμi commutes with ej for j > k + 1;
μi
(iii) ek+1 fμi ek+1 = ddλ fλ ek+1 .
(b) Assume μ = μi ∈ Λk+1 (G) \ Λk−1 (G) for some i, and Gμ ⊗ V = Gλ ⊕ Gν , where
ν ∈ Λk+2 (G) \ Λk (G). Let
fν = f μ −

dλ
fμ ek+1 fμ .
dμ

(2.8)

Then
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

fν is an idempotent in Zk+2 and fμ fν = fν = fν fμ ;
fν commutes with ej for j > k + 2;
ν
ek+2 fν ek+2 = ddμ fμ ek+2 ;
fν projects V⊗(k+2) onto Gν .

2.6. Projections related to branch nodes and generators. Let G be one of the ﬁnite subgroups Cn , Dn , T, O, I of SU2 . (In [1], the inﬁnite cyclic and dihedral subgroups C∞ and
D∞ of SU2 are also discussed, but we will not consider them here.) A branch node in
the representation graph RV (G) is any vertex of degree greater than 2. Let br(G) denote
the branch node in RV (G), and in the case of Dn (n > 2), which has 2 branch nodes, set
br(Dn ) = 1. We consider the aﬃne node of the cyclic graph RV (Cn ) to be the branch node,
so that br(Cn ) = 0. We say that the diameter of RV (G), denoted by di(G), is the maximum
distance between 0 and any vertex λ ∈ Λ(G) in RV (G). For G = Cn , we set di(G) = ñ,
where ñ is as in (2.9).

G
SU2 Cn Dn T O I
1
n (if n is even),
(2.9)
di(G)
∞
ñ
n
4
6 7 where ñ = 2
n
(if n is odd).
br(G)
–
0
1
2
3 5
⊗k
When k ≤ b := br(G), then Vnew
= G(k) = V(k), the irreducible SU2 -module. In
⊗k
(k)
this case, the projection of V onto G is given by f(k) := fk , where fk is the JonesWenzl idempotent. The irreducible SU2 -module V(b + 1) is reducible as a G-module. Let
4 μj
⊗(b+1)
Vnew
= V(b + 1) =
be its decomposition into irreducible G-modules
(each
jG

summand corresponds to a node connected to the branch node), and let fb+1 = j fμj be the
corresponding decomposition of the Jones-Wenzl idempotent fb+1 into minimal orthogonal
⊗(b+1)
onto the irreducible G-summands
idempotents that commute with G and project Vnew
μj
G .
For ﬁnite subgroups G, the idempotents fμj can be constructed as in [8, (2.32)] using the
corresponding irreducible characters χμj of the group,

f μj =

dim Gμj 
χμj (g) g ⊗(b+1) ,
|G|

(2.10)

g∈G

where g ⊗(b+1) is the matrix of g on V⊗(b+1) and “ ” denotes complex conjugate.
Proposition 2.3 enables us to construct the other projection maps. We illustrate this for
the binary octahedral group O. Our numbering of the nodes in RV (O) (the Dynkin diagram
Ê7 ) is that given in Section A.1 of the Appendix.
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Example 2.4. Assume G = O, and let b = br(O) = 3. Set f(k) = fk for 1 ≤ k ≤ 3,
where fk is the Jones-Wenzl idempotent given in (2.7). For μ = (b + 1) = (4), let μ =
(4 ), and let fμ (resp. fμ ) denote the projection map of V⊗4 onto Oμ = O(4) (resp. onto


Oμ = O(4 ) ), which can be constructed using (2.10) if an explicit expression is needed.
Then the Jones-Wenzl idempotent f4 decomposes as f4 = f(4) + f(4 ) , and correspondingly

f4 (V⊗4 ) = V(4) decomposes as an O-module V(4) = O(4) ⊕ O(4 ) . The idempotents
projecting onto the other irreducible O-modules can be computed from these idempotents by
applying Proposition 2.3 (b) with the following choices: λ = (3), μ = (4), ν = (5) produces
f(5) = f(4) − 34 f(4) e4 f(4) , which projects V⊗5 onto O(5) , and then λ = (4), μ = (5), ν = (6)
gives f(6) = f(5) − 32 f(5) e5 f(5) , which projects V⊗6 onto O(6) .
The idempotents constructed above enable us to identify generators for Zk . The only
case not covered by the next theorem (G = Cn , k ≥ ñ − 1 in (d)) requires some additional
notation and is omitted here, but it can be found in [1].
Theorem 2.5. [1, Thm. 1.45] Let G, br(G), and di(G) be as in (2.9), and let Zk = Zk (G).
Then Z1 = C1 ∼
= Z0 . Moreover,
(a) if 1 ≤ k ≤ br(G), then Zk = TLk (2);
(b) if k ≥ di(G), then Zk+1 = Zk ek Zk ;
(c) if k = br(G) and G = D2 , then Zk+1 = Zk , ek , fμ , where μ is either of the two
⊗(b+1)
elements in Λb+1 (G) \ Λb−1 (G) for b = br(G), and fμ is the projection of Vnew
μ


onto G . If G = D2 , then Z2 = Z1 , e1 , fμ1 , fμ2 , where μ1 , μ2 ∈ {(0 ), (2), (2 )} and
μ1 = μ2 .
(d) if br(G) < k, (with k < n − 1 when G = Dn , and k < ñ − 1 when G = Cn ), then
Zk+1 = Zk , ek 
(e) if G = Dn and n > 2, then Zn = Zn−1 , en−1 , fν , where ν ∈ {(n), (n )} and fν is
⊗n
the projection of Vnew
onto Gν , and Zk+1 = Zk , ek  for all k ≥ n.
In [1] we give a set of generators and relations for the algebras Zk (G), but leave open the
problem of ﬁnding a presentation for these algebras.

3. Cyclic and Binary Dihedral Subgroups of SU2
3.1. The centralizer algebra Zk (Cn ). Let



 −1
0 i
ζ
0
,
(3.1)
and h =
g=
i 0
0
ζ
√
where i = −1 and ζ ∈ C. Set ζ = ζn , a primitive nth root of unity, and let Cn be
the cyclic subgroup of SU2 generated by g. The irreducible modules for Cn are all one()
dimensional and are given by Cn = Cv for  = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, where gv = ζ  v .
(j)
()
Thus, Λ(Cn ) = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, and Cn ∼
= Cn whenever j ≡  mod n. The natural
Cn -module V of 2 × 1 column vectors, which Cn acts on by matrix multiplication, can be
(−1)
(1)
(n−1)
(1)
()
(m)
(+m)
identiﬁed with the module Cn ⊕ Cn = Cn
⊕ Cn . Since Cn ⊗ Cn ∼
,
= Cn
a modular Clebsch-Gordan formula holds:
Cn() ⊗ V = C(−1)
⊕ C(+1)
n
n

(superscripts mod n).

(3.2)
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We assume that {v−1 = (1, 0)t , v1 = (0, 1)t } is the
 standard basis for V. Let r =
(r1 , . . . , rk ) ∈ {−1, 1}k , and set |r| =  { ri | ri = −1 } . Corresponding to r is the vector
vr = vr1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vrk ∈ V⊗k , and gvr = ζ k−2|r| vr . For two such k-tuples r and s,
k − 2|r| ≡ k − 2|s| mod n ⇐⇒ |r| ≡|s| mod ñ,

(3.3)

where ñ = n if n is odd and ñ = 12 n if n is even, as in (2.9).
The Bratteli diagram for tensoring with V in the cyclic case corresponds to Pascal’s triangle on a cylinder of diameter ñ, and this behavior is reﬂected in the next result. (Compare
BV (C5 ) in Figure A.1 and BV (C10 ) in Figure A.2 in the Appendix.)
Theorem 3.1. [1, Thms. 2.7 and 2.16] For k ≥ 1, n ≥ 3, and Zk (Cn ) = EndCn (V

⊗k

),

(a) {Er,s | r, s ∈ {−1, 1}k , |r| ≡|s| mod ñ} is a basis for Zk (Cn ), where Er,s is the linear
transformation deﬁned by Er,s vt = δs,t vr . In particular, if n = 2ñ and ñ is odd, then
Zk (Cn ) ∼
= Zk (Cñ ).

(b) The dimension of Zk (Cn ) is the coeﬃcient of z k in (1 + z)2k zñ =1 ; hence, it is given
by
 k k 
.
dim Zk (Cn ) =
a
b
0≤a,b≤k
a≡b mod ñ

(c) The irreducible Zk (Cn )-modules are in bijection with the elements of the set
Λk (Cn ) = {  ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} |  ≡ k − 2a mod n for some 0 ≤ a ≤ k }
(a is always taken to be the minimal value in {0, 1, . . . , k} with that property).
()

(d) For  ∈ Λk (Cn ), the irreducible Zk (Cn )-module Zk is the ζ  -eigenspace of g,


()
Zk = spanC {vr ∈ V⊗k  k − 2|r| ≡  mod n} = spanC {vr ∈ V⊗k  |r| ≡ a mod ñ},
 k 

()
, which is the coeﬃcient of z a in (1 + z)k zñ =1 .
and dim Zk =
b
0≤b≤k
b≡a mod ñ

Example 3.2. Assume k = 5 and n = 6, so that ñ = 3. Then Λ5 (C6 ) = {1, 3, 5}, and for
 = 1, 3, 5, we have a = 2, 1, 0 respectively. Since

(1 + z)5 z3 =1 = 1 + 5z + 10z 2 + 10 + 5z + z 2 ,
(1)

(3)

(5)

it follows that dim Z5 = 11, dim Z5 = 10, and dim Z5 = 11. Now k = 5 ≡ 2 mod 3,
and the coeﬃcient of z 2 in

(1 + z)10 z3 =1 = 1 + 10z + 45z 2 + 120 + 210z + 252z 2 + 210 + 120z + 45z 2 + 10 + z
is 45 + 252 + 45 = 342, so dim Z5 (C6 ) = 342 = 112 + 102 + 112 .
3.2. The centralizer algebra Zk (Dn ). Next we discuss the centralizer algebra Zk (Dn ) =
EndDn (V⊗k ) for V = C2 . The binary dihedral group Dn is generated by the elements
g, h in (3.1), where now ζ = ζ2n , a primitive 2n th root of 1. The element g generates a
cyclic subgroup C2n of Dn of order 2n, which implies that EndDn (V⊗k ) = Zk (Dn ) ⊆
Zk (C2n ) = EndC2n (V⊗k ). We will exploit that in our considerations.
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To describe a basis for the algebra Zk (Dn ), we impose the following order on k-tuples
in {−1, 1}k . Say r  s if |r| ≤|s|, and if |r| =|s|, then r is greater than or equal to s in the
lexicographic order coming from the relation1 > −1. It follows from Theorem 3.1
 (a) that
a basis for Zk (C2n ) is given by Bk (C2n ) = Er,s | r, s ∈ {−1, 1}k , |r| ≡|s| mod n , where
|r|, |s| ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}. Now
|r| ≡ |s| mod n ⇐⇒ | − r| = k − |r| ≡ k − |s| = | − s| mod n,
so Er,s ∈ Bk (C2n ) if and only if E−r,−s ∈ Bk (C2n ).
Theorem 3.3 ([1, Thm. 3.13]). Let Zk (Dn ) = EndDn (V⊗k ) for V = C2 and n ≥ 2. Then
(a) Zk (Dn ) = {X ∈ Zk (C2n ) | hX = Xh}, where the matrix h is given in (3.1).
(b) A basis for Zk (Dn ) is the set



Bk (Dn ) = Er,s + E−r,−s  r, s ∈ {−1, 1}k , r 0 −r, |r| ≡|s| mod n .

(3.4)

(c) The dimension of Zk (Dn ) is given by
1
1
dim Zk (Dn ) = dim Zk (C2n ) =
2
2
=


0≤a,b≤k
a≡b mod n

  
k
k
a
b

(3.5)


1
coeﬃcient of z k in (1 + z)2k |zn =1 .
2

Results on the irreducible modules for Zk (Dn ) can be found in [1, Thm. 3.29]. In [1,
Remark 2.13 and Sec. 3.6], we give realizations of Zk (Cn ) and Zk (Dn ) as diagram algebras.

4. Centralizer algebras in the exceptional cases
In this section, we establish connections between the exceptional centralizer algebras and
partition algebras.
4.1. Partition algebras. The partition algebras Pk (x), x ∈ C, were introduced by Martin
[17] as generalized Temperley-Lieb algebras to study the Potts lattice model of interacting
spins in statistical mechanics. As shown by Jones [13], there is a Schur-Weyl duality relation
between the partition algebra Pk (n) and the symmetric group Sn as centralizer algebras of
each other on the k-fold tensor power M⊗k
n of the n-dimensional permutation module Mn
⊗k
of Sn , where Sn acts diagonally on Mn . More speciﬁcally, there is a surjective algebra
homomorphism
⊗k
Pk (n) → Zk (Sn ) := EndSn (M⊗k
n ) = {X ∈ End(Mn ) | Xσ = σX ∀ σ ∈ Sn },

which is an isomorphism when n ≥ 2k. Schur-Weyl duality enables results on the partition algebras Pk (n) and the symmetric groups Sn to be transported in either direction. On
one hand, the papers [10, 18, 19] have exploited the representation theory of the symmetric
groups to establish results about partition algebras and their representations; while on the
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other, the recent work of Bowman, DeVisscher, and Orellana [4] has applied the representation theory of the partition algebras Pk (n) to derive information about the long-standing
problem of determining the Kronecker coeﬃcients that arise when the tensor product of two
irreducible Sn -modules is decomposed into irreducible Sn -summands.
The partition algebra Pk (x) has a basis over C indexed by set partitions of the set
{1, 2, . . . ,k, 1 , 2 , . . . , k  } into nonempty blocks. An example
 of such a set partition for
k = 7 is {1, 2, 3, 1 }, {4, 5, 7, 5 , 6 }, {6}, {2 , 3 }, {4 , 7 } , which has 5 blocks. The set
partitions can be represented as diagrams having two rows of k nodes each, with the top
nodes indexed by 1, 2, . . . , k and the bottom nodes indexed by 1 , 2 , . . . , k  from left to
right. Nodes are connected by an edge if they lie in the same block. To the set partition
above, we associate the diagram
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

d=

The way the edges are drawn is immaterial; what matters is that the nodes in each block
of the set partition are connected, and there are no edges between nodes belonging to diﬀerent
blocks. Multiplication of two diagrams d1 , d2 is accomplished by placing d1 above d2 ;
identifying the nodes in the bottom row of d1 with those in the top row of d2 ; concatenating
the edges; deleting all connected components that lie entirely in the middle row of the joined
diagrams; and multiplying the concatenated diagram by a factor of x for each deleted middle
row component. For example,

d1 =
d2 =

d1 d 2 = x2

.

, k
j

of the 2nd kind counts the number of ways to partition a set of k
, , elements into j nonempty blocks. In particular, k0 = 0 for all k ≥ 1, and kj = 0 if
 
k , j > k. By convention, 00 = 1. The sum j=0 kj = B(k), where B(k) is the kth Bell
The Stirling number

number. Identifying P0 (x) with C, we have
dim Pk (x) = B(2k)

for all k ≥ 0.

(4.1)

The irreducible modules Sλn for Sn are indexed by partitions λ of n, written λ 1 n. Thus,
λ is a sequence (λ1 , . . . , λ ) of weakly decreasing nonnegative integers such that the sum

|λ| := i=1 λi = n. We identify λ with its Young diagram, so that for λ = (6, 4, 3, 2, 2) 1
17,
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λ=

.

The conjugate partition obtained by interchanging the rows and columns of λ is λt =
(5, 5, 3, 2, 1, 1) for this example.
The permutation module for Sn decomposes into irreducible summands according to
(n)
(n−1,1)
(n)
Mn = S n ⊕ S n
, where the module Sn indexed by the one-part partition (n) is the
(n−1,1)
trivial Sn -module, and Sn
is the (n − 1)-dimensional reﬂection module. Tensoring
with Mn obeys the following rule,
8
Sμn ⊗ Mn =
aμ,λ Sλn ,
(4.2)
λ=(μ−)+

which says, “First remove a box from μ to get a partition ν of n − 1, and then add a box to ν
to get a partition λ of n in all possible ways.” It is derived from the restriction and induction
formulas
8
8
μ
ν
n
n
ResS
Sνn−1
and
IndS
Sλn .
Sn−1 (Sn ) =
Sn−1 (Sn−1 ) =
ν=μ−

λ=ν+

This two-step process inspired the introduction of the intermediate centralizer algebras
Zk+ 12 (Sn ) := EndSn−1 (M⊗k
n ), which play an important role in understanding the structure
and representation theory of partition algebras (see for example, [10, 20]). The diagrams in
Pk+1 (x) corresponding to set partitions which have k + 1 and (k + 1) in the same block
form a subalgebra Pk+ 12 (x) of Pk+1 (x), and there is a surjective algebra homomorphism
Pk+ 12 (n) → Zk+ 12 (Sn ), which is an isomorphism if n ≥ 2k.
Irreducible modules for Pk (x) and Pk+ 12 (x) are labeled by partitions ! of r, where r is
an integer satisfying 0 ≤ r ≤ k. Since the irreducible modules for Sn are indexed by the
partitions of n, Schur-Weyl duality implies that the irreducible modules for Zk (Sn ) are also
indexed by partitions λ of n, and those for Zk+ 21 (Sn ) by partitions ν of n − 1. The partition
! that results from removing the ﬁrst part of λ or ν must satisfy 0 ≤ |!| ≤ k.
4.2. The octahedral and tetrahedral cases. Viewing the exceptional binary polyhedral
groups G = T, O, I as subgroups of SU2 , we have that the center of G is Z(G) = {± ( 10 01 )},
and G/Z(G) ∼
= A4 , S4 , A5 , respectively, where An ⊂ Sn is the alternating subgroup of
Sn of even permutations. As the center Z(G) acts trivially on even tensor powers V⊗2 of
V = C2 , there is an induced representation G/Z(G) → End(V⊗2 ). In particular, V⊗2 as a
(4)
(3,1)
module for T/Z(T) ∼
regarded as an
= A4 is the permutation module M4 ∼
= S4 ⊕ S4
(2,1,1)
⊗2 ∼ (4)
∼
A4 -module by restriction. For O/Z(O) = S4 , V = S4 ⊕ S4
; and for I/Z(I),
V⊗2 is the sum of the trivial A5 -module and a 3-dimensional irreducible A5 -module.
The induction and restriction rules for the pairs (T, C6 ) and (A4 , A3 ) are the same, as
they also are for the pairs (O, D3 ) and (S4 , S3 ), where C6 is a cyclic subgroup of T of
order 6 and D3 is a binary dihedral subgroup of O of order 12. The representation graphs
for the S4 -modules V⊗2 and M4 are exactly the same except for interchanging the labels on
(3,1)
(2,1,1)
the S4 -irreducible modules S4
and S4
. These results imply the following, where we
assume the 0th tensor power is the trivial module for the group.
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Theorem 4.1 ([2]). For  ∈ 12 Z>0 ,
(a) Z2 (O) = EndO (V

⊗2



)∼
= Z (S4 ) =

EndS4 (M⊗
4 )

⊗(− 12 )
EndS3 (M4
)


(b) Z2 (T) = EndT (V

⊗2

)∼
= Z (A4 ) =

EndA4 (M⊗
4 )

⊗(− 12 )
EndA3 (M4
)


4 

2

if  ∈ Z>0
if  ∈ 12 Z>0 \ Z>0 .
if  ∈ Z>0
if  ∈ 12 Z>0 \ Z>0 .

42 + 6 · 4 + 8
.
r
24
r=1

   
4 

2
2
2
42 + 8
(d) dim Z2 (T) = dim Z (A4 ) =
+
+
=
.
r
3
4
12
r=1
(c) dim Z2 (O) = dim Z (S4 ) =

=

Part (c) is a consequence of the fact that Z (S4 ) is a homomorphic image of the partition
algebra P (4), and the dimension is a sum of Stirling numbers of the 2nd kind. Part (d)
follows from the fact that the algebra Z (An ) is a certain relative of the partition algebra
P (n) studied by Bloss [3], who computed the dimension of Z (An ) for  ∈ Z≥0 . The
dimension expressions in (c) and (d) were also given in [1, Sec. 4.3] and can be obtained by
inductive arguments using the Bratteli diagrams of O and T.
The irreducible modules for P (4) are indexed by partitions of 4 (resp. 3) when  ∈ Z≥0
(resp.  ∈ 12 Z>0 \ Z>0 ). It follows from Theorem 4.1 (a) that the Bratteli diagram BV (O)
is the same as the Bratteli diagram BM4 (S4 ) pictured in Figure 4.1 below, where level  ∈
1
2 Z>0 corresponds to Z2 (O) in BV (O) and to Z (S4 ) in BM4 (S4 ). (Compare BV (O) in
Figure A.4 of the Appendix.)
When restricted to An , the irreducible modules for the symmetric group Sn that are indexed by conjugate partitions are isomorphic, and the irreducible Sn -modules indexed by
partitions that are self-conjugate split into a direct sum of two irreducible An -modules having equal dimensions, which we distinguish with ±. Thus, for A4 there are 4 irreducible
modules indexed by (4), (3, 1), (2, 2)+ , (2, 2)− , and for A3 there are 3, which are labeled
by (3), (2, 1)+ , (2, 1)− . Theorem 4.1 (b) implies that the Bratteli diagrams BV (T) and
BM4 (A4 ) are the same (see Figure 4.2 below).
Remarkably, the marks on the Dynkin diagrams for O and T in Figures 4.1 and 4.2
(compare Section A.1) turn out to be exactly the dimensions of the irreducible modules for the
symmetric group S4 (resp. the alternating group A4 ) indexed by the corresponding partitions
of 4 and are twice the dimensions of the irreducible modules for S3 (resp. A3 ) indexed by
partitions of 3. A walk on the Dynkin diagram or on the Bratteli diagram for O or T just
amounts to removing a box or adjoining a box to a partition on alternate steps.
4.3. The icosahedral case. A diﬀerent approach is required for the binary icosahedral
group I, as V⊗2 has dimension 4, is the direct sum of irreducible A5 -modules of dimension
1 and 3, and is not the permutation module for I/Z(I) ∼
= A5 . The details are too lengthy to
include here, and some are still a work in progress, but we brieﬂy mention a few facts about
this case. Set L1 = 1 and L2 = 3 (note the coincidence with the dimensions above), and let
Ln+1 = Ln + Ln−1√for n ≥ 2. Then Ln is nth Lucas number given by Ln = ϕn + (−ϕ)−n ,
where ϕ = 12 (1 + 5), the golden ratio. We have the following:
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Figure 4.1. Bratteli and Dynkin diagrams for O

Proposition 4.2 (See [1]). For k ≥ 1, let Zk (I) = EndI (V⊗k ), where V = C2 . Then,
dim Zk (I) =

4k + 12L2k + 20
.
60

Expressions for the dimensions of the irreducible modules for Zk (I) also involve Lucas
numbers and can be found in [1, Sec. 4.3]. Even tensor powers V⊗2 can be viewed as
A5 -modules, and the representation theory of A5 plays an essential role in studying them.

5. McKay correspondence for non-simply laced diagrams
McKay’s correspondence has been extended to aﬃne Dynkin diagrams with multiple edges
in several diﬀerent ways [11, 22]. Slodowy’s correspondence [22], which was motivated by
the study of singularities, starts with a ﬁnite subgroup G of SU2 and an automorphism σ of
G stabilizing the deﬁning representation V = C2 . (The automorphism σ can be identiﬁed
with a graph automorphism of the aﬃne Dynkin diagram associated to G that ﬁxes the node
corresponding to V.) Set G̃ = σG, and let {G̃α } (resp. {Gλ }) denote the set of irreducible
modules for G̃ (resp. for G). Each irreducible G̃-module can be regarded as a module for G
by restriction, and each irreducible G-module can be induced to a module for G̃. Since V is
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Figure 4.2. Bratteli and Dynkin diagrams for T

a module for both G and G̃, we can consider the following tensor products:
 ∨

ResG̃G (G̃β ) ⊗ V =
bβ,α ResG̃G (G̃α ) and IndG̃G (Gμ ) ⊗ V =
bμ,λ IndG̃G (Gλ ). (5.1)




α
∨



∨



λ
∨

∨

Then for B = bβ,α (resp. B = bμ,λ ), the matrix C = 2I − B (resp. C = 2I − B )
is the Cartan matrix of the aﬃne Dynkin diagram obtained from folding the diagram corresponding to G (resp. the dual Dynkin diagram with the arrow reversed). In the table below
we have displayed this information and have included in the last column the alternate notation commonly used for the diagrams, which comes from considering the associated twisted
aﬃne Lie algebras (see [15, pp. 54-55]). Further details can be found in [22] and [25].
(G̃, aﬃne diagram)


O, Ê7


T, Ê6


, D̂
D
 2(n−1) 2n
D2n , Â2n−1

(G, aﬃne diagram)


T, Ê6


D2 , D̂4


Dn−1 , D̂n+1


Dn , D̂n+2

∨

aﬃne diagrams for (C, C )

∨
(2) 
F̂4 , F̂4 = Ê6

∨
(3) 
Ĝ2 , Ĝ2 = D̂4

∨
(2) 
B̂ , B̂ = Â
 n∨ n (2) 2n−1
Ĉn = D̂n+1 , Ĉn

In the two examples discussed below, which correspond to the ﬁrst two lines of the table,
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the foldings are indicated by dashed lines. The G̃-modules corresponding to the nodes to
the left of the multiple bond in the folded diagram are not irreducible. For example, in the
(Ê6 , F̂4 )-case there are 8 irreducible G̃-modules: G̃(j) , G̃(j̃) , 0 ≤ j ≤ 2, G̃(3) , G̃(4) , with
dim G̃(j) = dim G̃(j̃) = j + 1 for j = 0, 1, 2, dim G̃(3) = 4, and dim G̃(4) = 2. The
representation graph RV (G̃) is pictured beneath the Dynkin diagram F̂4 , and the Bratteli
diagram BV (G̃) is displayed in Figure A.5 of Section A.2 of the Appendix. Because G̃ is
isomorphic to the binary octahedral group O, the Bratteli diagrams BV (G̃) and BV (O) are
essentially the same up to relabeling of the indices for the irreducible modules. The only
edges in BV (G̃) that are not obtained from the Jones basic construction via induction and
restriction are exactly the aﬃne Dynkin diagram of type Ê7 .
(Ê6 , F̂4 ):
1

2

3

2

1

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

4



2
1

1

2

3

0̃

1̃

2̃

>

4

2

3

4

4

2

3

4

(D̂4 , Ĝ2 ):
2

0

1

1

0

1
2
1

2

1

1

2

0

1

3

1

2

0

1

1

2

3

0̃

1̃

2

1
˜
0̃

2
˜
1̃

>

2

Similarly, in the (D̂4 , Ĝ2 )-case, there are 7 irreducible G̃-modules: G̃(2) and the ones
˜
corresponding to the nodes to the left of the arrow on the Ĝ2 diagram, G̃(j) , G̃(j̃) , G̃(j̃) , 0 ≤
˜
j ≤ 1, with dim G̃(2) = 3 and dim G̃(j) = dim G̃(j̃) = dim G̃(j̃) = j + 1 for j = 0, 1. The
representation graph RV (G̃) for G̃ is shown beneath the Dynkin diagram Ĝ2 . The group G̃ is
the semidirect product of the cyclic group of order 3 generated by the graph automorphism
σ with the binary dihedral group D2 (which is the quaternion group of order 8), and G̃ is
isomorphic to the binary tetrahedral group T. The Bratteli diagrams BV (G̃) and BV (T)
are basically the same up to relabeling of the indices for the irreducible modules (compare
Figures A.3 and A.5 of the Appendix), and the only edges in the Bratteli diagram BV (G̃) not
coming from the Jones basic construction form a copy of the aﬃne Dynkin diagram of type
Ê6 .
Concluding Remarks. The results discussed in this paper can be applied in a wide variety
of diﬀerent settings, where they give essential combinatorial and representation-theoretic
information. For example, the Grothendieck ring of the tensor category of ﬁnite-dimensional
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representations of the quantum group Uq (sl2 ) at a root of unity q = eπi/(n+2) modulo
representations of quantum dimension 0 is the commutative, associative Verlinde algebra Vn
having basis χj , j = 0, 1, . . . , n, which satisﬁes a truncated version of the Clebsch-Gordan
formula from (1.1),
χ1 ⊗ χj = χj−1 + χj+1

(5.2)

(χ−1 = 0 = χn+1 ).

The matrix X of multiplication by χ1 in Vn is the adjacency matrix of the ﬁnite Dynkin
diagram of type An+1 ,
0

1

2

···

n-2

n

n-1

,

and it satisﬁes pn+1 (X) = 0, where the polynomial pn+1 (x) is deﬁned by the recursion
p0 (x) = 1, p1 (x) = x, and pn+1 (x) = xpn (x) − pn−1 (x) for n ≥ 1.

(5.3)

(Compare [6], which explores further connections with tensor categories and conformal ﬁeld
theory.) Thus, pn (x) = Un (x/2), where Un (x) is the ubiquitous Chebyshev polynomial of
the 2nd kind.
Using (5.2), we associate a Bratteli diagram to powers χ⊗k
1 of the generator χ1 of Vn .
Walks of 2k steps from 0 at level 0 to 0 at level 2k on this Bratteli diagram are in bijection
with lattice paths (Dyck paths) in the ﬁrst quadrant with up steps (1, 1) and down steps
(1, −1), starting at (0, 0), ending at (2k, 0), and having bounded height n (illustrated in
Figure 5.1 below for n = 3). The ﬁrst coordinate of a point in the lattice path records the
step number; the second corresponds to χj , The dashed path in the Bratteli diagram below
corresponds to the lattice path on the right. Especially noteworthy in this particular example
is the appearance of Fibonacci numbers giving the coeﬃcients of the χj in χ⊗k
1 .
k=0

1

0

1
k=1

1

1

1
k=2

0

2

2

1
k=3

1

13

2

0

3
89

2

5

(7,1)

(0,0)

(8,0)

233

3

13
13

(3,1)

(6,2)

8
1

0

(4,2)

34

3

5

k=8

(1,1)

3
1

k=7

(2,2)

1

2

k=6

5

3

0

k=5

(5,3)

1
2

k=4

n=3

8
610

2

21

Figure 5.1. χ⊗k
1 in the Verlinde algebra V3 and a Dyck path

Setting qn (x) = xn/2 pn (x−1/2 ), we have from [16] that the generating function for the
number d(k, n) of Dyck paths of bounded height n with 2k steps is
∞

k=0

d(k, n)xk =

qn (x)
.
qn+1 (x)
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Therefore, the coeﬃcient of χ0 in the product χ⊗2k
is given by d(k, n). In the example,
1
∞


1 − 2x
= 1 + x + 2x2 + 5x3 + 13x4 + 34x5 + 89x6 + · · · ,
1 − 3x + x2

d(k, 3)xk =

k=0

so that d(4, 3) = 13 when n = 3. From the Bratteli diagram, χ⊗8
1 = 13 χ0 + 21 χ2 .

A. Appendix
A.1. Simply laced aﬃne Dynkin diagrams. The representation graph RV (G) for a ﬁnite
subgroup G of SU2 is the corresponding aﬃne Dynkin diagram of type Ân−1 , D̂n+2 , Ê6 , Ê7 ,
Ê8 . In the ﬁgures below, the label inside the node is the index of the irreducible G-module,
and the label above the node is its dimension, which is the mark on the Dynkin diagram.
The trivial module is indicated in white and the module V = C2 in black. In the cyclic case
(n−1)
(1)
V = Cn
⊕ Cn and in all other cases V = G(1) .
(Cn , Ân−1 )

(Dn , D̂n+2 )

1
0

1

1

n-1

n-2

1

2

0

1

···

(T, Ê6 )

1

1

2

1

1

2

2

0

1

2

0

1

1

2

3

2

3

4

0

1

2

4

1

(O, Ê7 )

n-2

n-1

n

3

2

1

3

4

5

6

2

1

2

3

4

5

6

4

2

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

1

4

4

(I, Ê8 )

1

n

2

2

2

1

3

3

···

2

3

A.2. Bratteli diagrams. The ﬁrst few rows of the Bratteli diagrams BV (G) for ﬁnite subgroups G of SU2 are displayed here. The nodes at level k label the irreducible G-modules
that appear in V⊗k . The number beneath each node at level k is the multiplicity of the corresponding G-module in V⊗k , and it is also the dimension of the irreducible Zk (G)-module
having the same label as the node. The right-hand column contains the sum of the squares of
these dimensions and equals dim Zk (G). An edge between level k and level k + 1 is shaded
if it cannot be obtained as the reﬂection over level k of an edge between level k − 1 and k.
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The shaded edges give an embedding of the representation graph RV (G) (the aﬃne Dynkin
diagram) into the Bratteli diagram BV (G).
The cyclic groups C5 and C10 have isomorphic Bratteli diagrams; each corresponds to
Pascal’s triangle on a cylinder of “diameter” 5:
k=0

1

0

1
k=1
k=2
k=3
k=4
k=5

4

1

1

1

2

3

0

2

1

2
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6
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4

1

3

1

3

3

1

1

3

0

2

4

1

4

6

4

1

0

2

4

1

3

2

5

10

10

5

k=6

20
70
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1

3

0

2

4

7

15
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7

948

Figure A.1. Bratteli diagram for the cyclic group C5
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Figure A.2. Bratteli diagram for the cyclic group C10
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3
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4
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4

6
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5

8

6
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3

1
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1
4
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5
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Figure A.3. Bratteli diagrams for the binary dihedral group D6 and binary tetrahedral group T
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Figure A.4. Bratteli diagrams for the binary octahedral group O and binary icosahedral group I
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Figure A.5. Bratteli diagrams associated to F̂4 and Ĝ2
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Rational points on elliptic and hyperelliptic curves
Manjul Bhargava

Abstract. A hyperelliptic curve C over Q is the graph of an equation of the form y 2 = f (x), where f
is a polynomial having coeﬃcients in the rational numbers Q and distinct roots in C. The special case
where the degree of f is 3 is called an elliptic curve E over Q which, as we will discuss, has many
special properties not shared by general hyperelliptic curves C. A solution (x, y) to C : y 2 = f (x),
with x and y rational numbers, is called a rational point on C.
Given a random elliptic or hyperelliptic curve C : y 2 = f (x) over Q with f (x) of a given degree n,
how many rational points do we expect on the curve C? Equivalently, how often do we expect a
random polynomial f (x) of degree n to take a square value over the rational numbers? In this article,
we give an overview of a number of recent conjectures and theorems giving some answers and partial
answers to this question.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). Primary 11G05, 11G30; Secondary 11R45, 14H25,
20G30.
Keywords. Elliptic curve, rank, hyperelliptic curve, rational points, Hasse principle, Birch–Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture.

1. Introduction
An ancient question in mathematics, and in number theory in particular, is that of understanding the square values taken by a given mathematical expression over the integers. Perhaps
the oldest example is that of constructing square values c2 of the expression a2 + b2 . Solutions to c2 = a2 + b2 already seem to occur as far back as 2500 B.C. in the huge right-angled
integer-sided stone structures of the megalithic monuments of Northern Europe and Egypt.
The ﬁrst known explicitly recorded integer solutions to the equation c2 = a2 + b2 are found
on the Babylonian tablet known as “Plimpton 322,” which dates back to 1800 B.C.; some
of the largest solutions on this clay tablet are made up of ﬁve-digit numbers for a, b, c (e.g.,
185412 = 127092 + 135002 )! It seems evident that the writer of this tablet had some method
of producing these solutions (a, b, c). The ﬁrst known recorded formula for constructing all
integer solutions (a, b, c) to c2 = a2 + b2 was given by Euclid c. 300 B.C.
Another ancient and famous example of such a “square equation” is that in which, for a
ﬁxed positive integer n, we wish to ﬁnd all the integer solutions (x, y) to x2 = ny 2 ± 1. This
equation has also arisen in many contexts for well over a millennium. In c. 628, Brahmagupta
showed that if x2 = ny 2 ± 1 has at least one solution, then it has inﬁnitely many solutions,
and provided an explicit method for generating these solutions. In c. 1150, Bhaskara provided a method for producing an integer solution to x2 = ny 2 ± 1 for any ﬁxed nonsquare
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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integer n > 0; that this method indeed always terminates with a solution was proved by Lagrange in 1768. Thus, for any nonsquare integer n > 0, the equation x2 = ny 2 ± 1 always
possesses inﬁnitely many solutions.
A further important example of a square equation that originates “only” about 470 years
ago is c2 = a4 + b4 . In c. 1640, Fermat proved that this equation does not have any nonzero
integer solutions, i.e., the sum of two nonzero fourth powers is never a square. In particular,
this implies that when n = 4, the famous equation cn = an + bn of Fermat does not have
a solution. The latter equation has of course played a very inﬂuential role in number theory,
both due to the techniques that were used to solve it as well as in the context of the many
ensuing developments surrounding “Fermat’s Last Theorem”.
There have been many other examples of square equations over the years, but the three
described above are typical examples that are very well-known and have had a major inﬂuence, not just in number theory, but in other related areas as well. For example, the equation
x2 = ny 2 ± 1 and its solutions played an important role in the negative solution of Hilbert’s
10th problem, due to Davis, Matiyasevich, Putnam, and Robinson. In addition, the methods
that were originally used to solve these equations still play a very important role today. For
example, Fermat used his method of “inﬁnite descent” to prove his result, a method that has
inﬂuenced number theory very heavily ever since.
A more modern but still very inﬂuential example of a square equation originates in a
problem that Ramanujan posed in the Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society in 1913.
He asked: What are the values of n such that 2n − 7 is a square number? More precisely, he
asked if all such values of n are given by n = 3, 4, 5, 7, and 15, yielding 2n − 7 = 12 , 32 , 52 ,
112 , and 1812 , respectively. This problem was eventually solved in the positive by Nagell
in 1948 using methods of diophantine analysis. Equations such as m2 = 2n − 7 are called
exponential equations, because one of the variables, namely n, is in the exponent; this can
make analysis of the integer solutions to the equation quite diﬀerent and often much more
diﬃcult. This problem posed back in 1913, and its solution by Nagell, continues to generate
much research in the area. Exponential equations of the form m2 = an − b, where a, b are
ﬁxed and m, n are the variables, are called equations of Ramanujan–Nagell-type. It is now
known [65] that such equations always have at most two solutions (m, n), unless a = 2 and
b = 7; so Ramanujan clearly chose the constants a, b in a special and very atypical way!
Typically, such an equation should have at most two solutions, and indeed, usually should
have no solutions whatsoever.
In this article, rather than exponential equations, we wish to consider the simplest type
of square equation, namely, where we wish to determine when an integer polynomial in one
variable takes a square value.

2. Hyperelliptic curves
More precisely, we wish to consider the equation
y 2 = f (x) = a0 xn + a1 xn−1 + · · · + an

(2.1)
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where f is a polynomial in one variable with integer coeﬃcients a0 , a1 , . . . , an having distinct roots in C.1
The graph of such an equation (2.1) is called a hyperelliptic curve. It is called a “curve”
because its real solutions trace out a curve in R2 ; the word “hyperelliptic” refers to the fact
that this curve is symmetric about the x-axis: if (x, y) is a solution to y 2 = f (x), then so
is (x, −y). Solutions to y 2 = f (x) are thus called points on the corresponding hyperelliptic
curve C.
We are interested in ﬁnding all integer solutions (x, y) to y 2 = f (x). More generally, we
may look for all rational solutions (x, y) to y 2 = f (x); such solutions (x, y) are then called
rational points on the corresponding hyperelliptic curve C, as such a point (x, y) on C has
the property that both x and y are rational numbers.

3. The possible number of rational points on a general algebraic curve
The ﬁrst question that one may ask is: how many rational points can such a hyperelliptic
curve C : y 2 = f (x) have, where f is a polynomial of degree n?
More generally, one may ask: how many rational points can a general algebraic curve
have? That is, if we take a general polynomial h(x, y) in two variables with rational coeﬃcients, and graph its zeroes in R2 , then we may ask how many rational points can lie on this
curve. The case of hyperelliptic curves is that where h(x, y) = y 2 − f (x).
This question, about the possible number of rational solutions to h(x, y) = 0, has a
beautiful answer in terms of the topology of the graph of the equation—but we must graph
the solutions to the equation h(x, y) = 0 in C2 rather than R2 to get the full picture! This
is not normally done in school because in the world we live, our paper is two-dimensional
over R and not four-dimensional. But C instead of R is the natural place to look for solutions
to polynomial equations. This is already evident when studying one-variable polynomial
equations: the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra states that any degree n real polynomial f
has n roots over C, but the theorem certainly does not hold if we only count the roots over R.
If one thinks about the graph of h(x, y) = 0 in C2 , then the answer to the question of
how many rational solutions (x, y) that the equation h(x, y) = 0 can have is very much tied
to the topology of its graph in C2 ! This is one of the really beautiful connections between
number theory and other branches of mathematics, particularly geometry and topology.
To state this connection with topology, we must first classify what this graph of h(x, y) = 0
can look like in C2 . At ﬁrst, it might seem diﬃcult to imagine this graph in C2 , since C2 has
four real dimensions; however, it is easy to see that the graph itself will be a two-dimensional
real surface, so in the end it is not so diﬃcult to visualize. (Algebraic curves C : h(x, y) = 0,
when graphed over C, are also then called Riemann surfaces.)
When we graph an equation of the form h(x, y) = 0 in C2 to obtain a curve C, we
obtain a (Riemann) surface. This leads to the notion of the “genus” of a curve. The basic
theorem here is that C will topologically be a compact surface with g “donut holes”, perhaps
1There is no loss of generality in the assumption of distinct roots. Indeed, if f had a repeated root over C, then it
would have a square factor g 2 , where g and h = f /g 2 are polynomials with integer coeﬃcients with h squarefree.
The problem of ﬁnding solutions (x, y) to the equation y 2 = f (x) over any ﬁeld (or indeed any integral domain)
would then be equivalent to ﬁnding solutions (x, y) to the equation y 2 = h(x), where now h(x) has distinct roots
over C.
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with ﬁnitely many points removed.2 The number g occurring here is called the genus of the
algebraic curve C. Here are what the graphs in C2 of algebraic curves of genus 0, 1, and ≥ 3
would look like (more or less):

The signiﬁcance of the genus is the following general theorem that relates the genus of a
curve to the structure of its rational points:
Theorem 3.1. The set of rational points on an algebraic curve of genus g is:
(a) either empty or inﬁnite if g = 0;
(b) ﬁnite or inﬁnite if g = 1; and
(c) ﬁnite if g > 1 (Mordell’s Conjecture 1922, Faltings’ Theorem 1983).
This theorem is truly remarkable in that it relates the genus (a topological invariant of
the locus of solutions over C!) to the structure of rational points. Part (a) follows from
the Hasse–Minkowski Theorem, while part (b) is trivial. Part (c) is the deepest; it was
conjectured by Mordell in 1922, and proved by Faltings in 1983.
It is interesting to note that Theorem 3.1 is eﬀective in the case of g = 0 (again, using
the Hasse–Minkowski Theorem), but there is no known algorithm to determine how many
rational points a curve has once g ≥ 1. In particular, in the case g = 1, it is not even known
in general how to determine whether a curve has ﬁnitely or inﬁnitely many rational points
(although the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture does give a conjectural method)!

4. The possible number of rational points on a hyperelliptic curve
It is not hard to visualize the graph in C2 and thus compute the genus of any hyperelliptic
curve:
Theorem 4.1. Let C : y 2 = f (x) deﬁne a hyperelliptic curve over C, where f is a polynomial in one variable of degree n having no repeated roots in C. Then the genus g of the
curve C is given by
F
G
n−1
g=
.
2
In other words, the genus g and degree n are related by: n = 2g + 1 or n = 2g + 2.
Thus, if f has degree 1 or 2, then the hyperelliptic curve C : y 2 = f (x) has genus 0; and if
f has degree 3 or 4, then the genus of C is 1; and if f has degree 5 or 6, then the genus of C
is 2, etc.3
2These ﬁnitely many points can be ﬁlled in by adding in the solutions “at inﬁnity” in the projective plane;
see [42, §§4–5] for a beautiful treatment.
3It is also worth noting here that, in order to make C a compact Riemann surface, one adds in one point at
inﬁnity when the degree n of f is odd, and two points at inﬁnity when the degree n of f is even (see, e.g., [69, §II,
Exercise 2.14(a)–(b)]).
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We then immediately obtain from Theorem 3.1:
Corollary 4.2. Suppose f is a polynomial in one variable of degree n having rational coeﬃcients and no repeated roots over C. Then the set of rational points on the hyperelliptic
curve y 2 = f (x) is:
(a) either empty or inﬁnite if n = 1 or 2;
(b) ﬁnite or inﬁnite if n = 3 or 4; and
(c) ﬁnite if n ≥ 5.
That is, once the degree of the polynomial f is at least 5, then y 2 = f (x) can have at
most ﬁnitely many solutions in rational numbers. Meanwhile, if the degree of f is either 3
or 4, then the number of rational solutions can be ﬁnite or inﬁnite, and there is no known
algorithm to determine whether y 2 = f (x) has ﬁnitely or inﬁnitely many solutions. If f has
degree 3, then the curve C : y 2 = f (x) is called an elliptic curve.
In this article, we wish to study the question: how many rational points do we expect a
typical hyperelliptic curve C : y 2 = f (x) of degree n to have? We begin in the next section
by studying the case n = 3 (and thus g = 1)—i.e., the important case of elliptic curves. This
case is quite diﬀerent and plays a special role in the theory for a number of reasons, as we
now explain.

5. The case of elliptic curves
An elliptic curve over Q is a genus one curve that has an equation of the form
E : y 2 = a 0 x3 + a 1 x2 + a 2 x + a 3

(5.1)

where a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 are rational numbers. By replacing y by y/a0 and x by x/a0 −a1 /(3a0 )
in (5.1), we may assume that a0 = 1 and a1 = 0. Thus we may write any elliptic curve
over Q in the form
EA,B : y 2 = x3 + Ax + B.
(5.2)
Moreover, by scaling y by c3 and x by c2 for appropriate c ∈ Q, we may assume that A
and B are integers with the property that, for every prime p, if p4 is a factor of A then p6 is
not a factor of B. Every elliptic curve E over Q can be expressed uniquely as such an EA,B .
The case of elliptic curves is very special for a number of reasons. First, it is the ﬁrst
case where we do not know in general how to ﬁnd all rational points. Second, it is the ﬁrst
case where we do not know in general how to determine whether there are ﬁnitely many or
inﬁnitely many rational points. Finally—and perhaps most importantly—it is the only case
where the set of rational points on the curve always has an extra additional group structure,
as we will explain shortly.
The graph of an elliptic curve in R2 tends to look like one of the following two pictures:
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y 2 = x3 + x

y 2 = x3 − x

depending on whether the cubic polynomial in x has 1 real root or 3 real roots, respectively.
To deﬁne a group law on the set of rational points on an elliptic curve, we ﬁrst note
that if one has two rational points on a plane elliptic curve E over Q, then the line connecting those two rational points always intersects E in a third rational point. (This is easy
to prove: solving for the coordinates of this third point involves ﬁnding the root of a cubic
polynomial over Q, two of whose roots are already known to be rational; hence the third root
must also be rational!) For example, knowing the two rational points (−1, 0) and (3, 6) on
E : y 2 = x3 + 2x + 3 leads to a new rational point (1/4, 15/8) on E as seen below:
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Given rational points P and Q on an elliptic curve E, we may deﬁne a rational point
P + Q on E by taking the third point of intersection of E with the line connecting P and Q,
and then reﬂecting this point across the x-axis:

One checks that—together with the point at inﬁnity as the identity (which is the point one
reaches when one follows the curve all the way up, or equivalently all the way down)—this
law of addition endows the set of rational points on E with the structure of an abelian group.
How does one add P + P ? The line connecting P and P is the tangent to the curve at P ;
hence to add P and P , one constructs the tangent to the curve at P , ﬁnds the other point of
intersection with the curve, and then reﬂects it across the x-axis. Vertical lines in the plane
seem to intersect only two (ﬁnite) points on the curve E; the third point of intersection is
the point at inﬁnity. Therefore, reﬂecting a point P across the x-axis yields −P . (Note that
the reﬂection of the point at inﬁnity across the x-axis is still the point at inﬁnity!) These
two special cases of the addition law, where Q is equal to P or equal to the point at inﬁnity,
respectively, are illustrated below:

With these simple rules for addition, it is immediately clear that addition is commutative.
It is not nearly as obvious that it is associative, but this can also be checked by working out
the algebra using coordinates. Hence, with the point at inﬁnity as the identity, this law of
addition endows the set of rational points on E with the structure of an abelian group. (The
modern viewpoint of algebraic geometry makes this fact clear—the group we are getting
here is called the “divisor class group” of the elliptic curve E over Q, i.e., the group of
degree 0 divisors on E, modulo linear equivalence.)
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6. Mordell’s Theorem and the rank of an elliptic curve
For an elliptic curve E, the group of rational points on E is denoted by E(Q). The basic
theorem about the structure of this abelian group E(Q) of rational points on E is due to
Mordell:
Theorem 6.1 (Mordell). The group E(Q) of rational points on E is ﬁnitely generated.
Since E(Q) is a ﬁnitely generated abelian group, by the Fundamental Theorem of Finitely
Generated Abelian Groups, we have
E(Q) ∼
= Zr ⊕ T
for some r ≥ 0 and T a ﬁnite abelian group. It is a theorem of Mazur that the group T is
bounded in size by 16. Thus r measures how “big” the group E(Q) is. In particular, when
r = 0, the group E(Q) is ﬁnite, and otherwise it is inﬁnite. The quantity r is called the rank
of E.
The rank of E in essence measures the number of points needed to generate all rational
points on the curve, as the group T is usually trivial. By Mordell’s Theorem, this number r
is always ﬁnite.
The behavior of this fundamental invariant r, the rank, remains mysterious. For example,
it is not known what ranks can occur for elliptic curves over Q, or even whether ranks can
take arbitrarily large values! The current record for the largest rank known is associated to a
certain elliptic curve over Q of rank ≥ 28, found by Elkies in 2006.
Another question that naturally arises: Given an elliptic curve E over Q, is there an
algorithm that provably determines the rank of E? This is an unsolved problem, although
the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture does give a conjectural (positive!) answer to this
question.
The next natural questions that arise are related to the typical behavior of the rank.
Namely, what is the expected size of the rank? Do most curves have small rank (e.g., 0
or 1)? These are the two basic questions concerning the typical behavior of rational points
on elliptic curves that we wish to address in this article.

7. The behavior of rank on average
Recall that any elliptic curve E over Q can be expressed by a cubic equation
E : y 2 = x3 + Ax + B,

(7.1)

where A and B are integers. We may deﬁne the height of E by the size of the coeﬃcients
of its deﬁning equation (7.1). Since it is natural to compare the size of |A3 | to |B 2 | (e.g.,
the discriminant of the cubic polynomial x3 + Ax + B is −4A3 − 27B 2 ), the (naive) height
H(E) of E is usually deﬁned by H(E) := max{|4A3 |, 27B 2 }. The constants 4 and 27 are
not of much importance here; some authors replace both of these constants with 1, which
would not aﬀect any of the discussion that follows.
There are various other notions of height for an elliptic curve, such as the Faltings height,
the discriminant, and the conductor. Any of these notions of height could be used instead for
the questions that follow (but are not expected to change any of the answers):
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Question 7.1. When all elliptic curves E over Q are ordered by height, what is the average
size of the rank?
Question 7.2. When all elliptic curves E over Q are ordered by height, do most elliptic
curves E have small rank, e.g., 0 or 1?
A conjectural answer to these questions was ﬁrst given for certain families of elliptic
curves by Goldfeld [43], and in a more general context by Katz and Sarnak [50]. They
predicted:
Conjecture 7.3 (Goldfeld, Katz–Sarnak). The average rank of elliptic curves is 1/2. (More
precisely, one expects 50% of curves to have rank 0, and 50% to have rank 1.)4
However, as far as proofs, previously this average has not even been known to be ﬁnite
(let alone 1/2)! Computations do not currently give much support to the conjecture either. It
was observed by Brumer and McGuinness [27] in their 1990 computations that rank 2 curves
seem to occur surprisingly often, and with increasing frequency! These computations were
extended recently by Bektemirov, Stein, and Watkins; below is the resulting graph obtained
from their computations, which plots the average rank of all elliptic curves of conductor less
than N , where N ranges between 105 and 108 :
Average rank of elliptic curves ordered by conductor
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0.70
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50050000

100000000

Note that the average rank already starts at a value greater than 1/2 (indeed, at approximately .7), and then only increases from there; in particular, it is not clear from the graph
whether it is increasing to some bounded constant greater than .86, or to inﬁnity! In any
case, it certainly does not seem to be approaching 1/2. Moreover, the computations ﬁnd that
the proportion of rank 2 curves (conjectured to be 0% of all curves) is steadily increasing in
this range.
When I ﬁrst saw this graph, I immediately went and showed it to my colleague Peter
Sarnak, and asked him how he could possibly believe his conjecture given this data! After a
cursory glance at the picture, he thought for a second, and then told me that we must not have
computed far enough and that the graph is clearly going to turn around and approach 1/2!
For a beautiful survey explaining some of the reasons behind this conjecture, and the tension
with the existing data, see [1].
Computations have not corroborated the conjecture to date. However, the ﬁrst theoretical
result towards the boundedness of average rank was given by Brumer [26]. In 1992, Brumer
4Thus the conjecture predicts that 100% of elliptic curves over Q have rank 0 or 1; this is not to say that no
elliptic curves have rank ≥ 2, but only that such curves ought to be rare and have zero density.
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showed that the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH) and the Birch and SwinnertonDyer Conjecture (BSD) together imply that the average rank is bounded (in fact, bounded
by 2.3). In 2004, Heath-Brown [46] (still assuming GRH + BSD) improved this to average
rank ≤ 2.0. In 2006, Young [81] further improved this (again assuming GRH + BSD) to
≤ 25
14 ≈ 1.79. This latter achievement was signiﬁcant in that it implied (assuming GRH +
BSD) that a positive proportion of elliptic curves have rank 0 or 1.
Unconditionally, however, this problem on the boundedness of the average rank remained
open. The fact that standard conjectures like GRH and BSD implied the boundedness of
the average rank—but that the data did not support it—was a great motivation to study this
problem more closely, and from a diﬀerent point of view, and it ﬁnally led to an unconditional
proof of the boundedness of average rank.

8. The average rank of elliptic curves is bounded
In recent work, an unconditional proof of the boundedness of the average rank of elliptic
curves was obtained. In joint work with Arul Shankar [15], we showed that the (limsup of
the) average rank of elliptic curves is bounded, and in fact bounded by 1.5. In a series of
subsequent papers [16–18], the average rank bound has been improved to less than 1:
Theorem 8.1 (joint work with Arul Shankar). When elliptic curves E over Q are ordered
by height, the average rank is bounded; in fact, the average rank is less than .885.
Since the average rank is less than 1, it follows that a positive proportion (in fact, at
least 11.5%) of elliptic curves must have rank 0. Since it is easy to see (e.g., by the Hilbert
irreducibility theorem) that 100% of elliptic curves E have torsion subgroup T ⊂ E(Q)
trivial, this shows for the ﬁrst time the result that a positive proportion of elliptic curves have
no rational points (other than the point at inﬁnity).
Through a closer analysis, we in fact prove:
Theorem 8.2 (joint work with Arul Shankar). When all elliptic curves E over Q are ordered
by height, a proportion of at least 20.62% have rank 0.
Thus at least 20.62% of elliptic curves have no rational points (except for the point at inﬁnity)!
Recall that Conjecture 7.3 implies that 100% of elliptic curves have rank 0 or 1. In this
direction, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 8.3 (joint work with Arul Shankar). When all elliptic curves E over Q are ordered
by height, a proportion of at least 83.75% have rank 0 or 1.
Thus the vast majority of elliptic curves have small rank.
Note that the above results are primarily about, or are consequences of, upper bounds
for the average rank. What about lower bounds? Previously the best known lower bound on
the average rank was 0. We already have seen that a positive proportion of elliptic curves
have only ﬁnitely many rational points (in fact, just the one rational point at inﬁnity). The
question naturally arises: do a positive proportion of elliptic curves have inﬁnitely many
rational points?
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9. The average rank of elliptic curves is positive
In recent joint work with Christopher Skinner [19], we give an unconditional proof that a
positive proportion of elliptic curves over Q have rank 1.
Theorem 9.1 (joint work with Christopher Skinner). When all elliptic curves E over Q are
ordered by height, a positive proportion of them have rank 1.
It follows that a positive proportion of elliptic curves over Q have inﬁnitely many rational
points. In particular, the (liminf of the) average rank of elliptic curves is strictly positive:
Corollary 9.2. When elliptic curves E over Q are ordered by height, the average rank is
strictly positive.
In forthcoming joint work with Christopher Skinner and Wei Zhang [20], we have made
the above results more quantitative.
Theorem 9.3 (joint work with Christopher Skinner and Wei Zhang). When all elliptic curves
E over Q are ordered by height, a proportion of at least 20.68% have rank 1. Thus the
average rank of elliptic curves is at least .2068.
Thus at least 20.68% of elliptic curves over Q have inﬁnitely many rational points.

10. Most elliptic curves satisfy the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture
We may ask the analogous questions about what is called the “analytic rank” of an elliptic
curve. Given an elliptic curve E over Q, the analytic rank of E is deﬁned as the order
of vanishing at s = 1 of an analytic function on C associated to E called the L-function
L(E, s) of E. The L-function L(E, s) of E is deﬁned by a convergent product in the halfplane Re(s) > 3/2; the product is taken over all primes p, where the factor corresponding to
a prime p is determined by the number of points on the curve E over the ﬁnite ﬁeld Z/pZ.
It was proven only in the 1990’s that L(E, s) could be analytically continued to the whole
complex plane (in particular, to s = 1!); this follows from the works of Wiles, Taylor–Wiles,
Diamond, Fujiwara, Conrad–Diamond–Taylor, and Breuil–Conrad–Diamond–Taylor.
The Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture predicts that the analytic rank of the elliptic
curve E—i.e. the order of vanishing at s = 1 of the L-function L(E, s) of E—is equal to
the rank of E. In other words, a certain analytic invariant of E—the analytic rank—is equal
to the fundamental algebraic invariant of E—the rank.
The work of Gross–Zagier and Kolyvagin showed that the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer
conjecture holds for all curves having analytic rank ≤ 1 (which ought to be the case for 100%
of elliptic curves). Nevertheless, it has not been known previously that this conjecture, or
the condition of having analytic rank ≤ 1, holds for more than 0% of elliptic curves.
Combining our results in §8 with the work of Skinner and Urban [71] on the Iwasawa
Main Conjecture for GL(2), in [16] we were able to deduce:
Theorem 10.1 (joint work with Arul Shankar). When all elliptic curves E over Q are ordered by height, a positive proportion of them have analytic rank 0; that is, a positive proportion of elliptic curves have nonvanishing L-function at s = 1.
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Meanwhile, the proof of Theorem 9.1 in fact entailed proving the following analogue of
Theorem 10.1 for the case of analytic rank 1:
Theorem 10.2 (joint work with Christopher Skinner). When all elliptic curves E over Q
are ordered by height, a positive proportion of them have analytic rank 1; that is, a positive
proportion of elliptic curves have vanishing L-function at s = 1.
Thus a positive proportion of elliptic curves have analytic rank 0, and a positive proportion
have analytic rank 1.
In particular, Theorem 10.1 (or Theorem 10.2) therefore implies:
Corollary 10.3. A positive proportion of elliptic curves satisfy the Birch and SwinnertonDyer conjecture.
In forthcoming joint work with Christopher Skinner and Wei Zhang [20], we have made
the above results more quantitative:
Theorem 10.4 (joint work with Christopher Skinner and Wei Zhang). When all elliptic
curves E over Q are ordered by height, a proportion of at least 16.50% have both rank and
analytic rank equal to 0; and a proportion of at least 20.68% have both rank and analytic
rank equal to 1.
Theorem 10.4 implies that at least 37.18% of elliptic curves satisfy the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture. The methods of [20], however, allow us to prove better lower bounds
on the proportion of curves that have analytic rank 0 or 1 than for the sum of individual
lower bounds on the proportions of curves having analytic rank 0 and those having analytic
rank 1. We prove in [20]:
Theorem 10.5 (joint work with Christopher Skinner and Wei Zhang). When all elliptic
curves E over Q are ordered by height, a proportion of at least 66.48% satisfy the Birch and
Swinnerton–Dyer Conjecture.
Thus Theorem 10.5 implies that most elliptic curves E over Q satisfy the Birch and
Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture.

11. Most hyperelliptic curves of higher genus and odd degree have only one
rational point
What about rational points on hyperelliptic curves of higher genus g? We consider ﬁrst the
case of odd degree n, where n = 2g + 1, which is the case that most naturally extends that of
elliptic curves (which occurs when g = 1). A hyperelliptic curve of odd degree n = 2g + 1
can be expressed as
C : y 2 = a0 x2g+1 + a1 x2g + a2 x2g−1 + · · · + a2g x + a2g+1

(11.1)

where a0 , a1 , . . . , a2g+1 are rational numbers. As in the elliptic curve case, by replacing y
by y/ag0 and x by x/a0 − a1 /((2g + 1)a0 ) in (11.1), we may assume that a0 = 1 and a1 = 0.
Thus we may write any hyperelliptic curve over Q of odd degree n = 2g + 1 in the form
C : y 2 = f (x) = x2g+1 + a2 x2g−1 + · · · + a2g x + a2g+1 .

(11.2)
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Again, by scaling y by c2g+1 and x by c2 for appropriate c ∈ Q, we may assume that
a2 , . . . , a2g+1 are integers with the property that, for all primes p, it is not the case that ai is
divisible by p2i for all i. Every hyperelliptic curve C over Q of odd degree n = 2g + 1 can
be expressed uniquely in this manner.
With this normalization, we may again deﬁne the height of the hyperelliptic curve C by
the size of the coeﬃcients of its deﬁning equation (11.2). In this case, it is natural to compare
1/i
the sizes of |ai | over all i, and so we deﬁne the height of the hyperelliptic curve (11.2) by
H(C) := max{|ai |2g(2g+1)/i }i=2,...,2g+1 . We include the expression 2g(2g + 1) in the
deﬁnition so that the degree of the height function H is the same as that of the discriminant
Δ of the polynomial f (x) in (11.2).
The case of degree n = 3 (i.e., g = 1) corresponds to the case of elliptic curves, and the
above normalization (11.2) and deﬁnition of height are equivalent to those given for elliptic
curves in the ﬁrst paragraphs of §5 and §7, respectively. Like elliptic curves, hyperelliptic
curves over Q of odd degree have exactly one rational point at inﬁnity, again obtained by
following the curve all the way up (equivalently, all the way down).
What is the analogue, for higher genus curves, of the group structure on the set of rational points on an elliptic curve? Although the rational points on a hyperelliptic curve C of
degree n do not in general have any natural group structure once n > 3, the “Jacobian” J(C)
of C does. The Jacobian of an algebraic curve C over Q of genus g is a dimension g algebraic variety (a higher dimensional analogue of an algebraic curve) over Q whose rational
points also naturally possess an abelian group structure. (More precisely, the Jacobian of C
may be viewed as the group of degree 0 divisors on C, modulo linear equivalence; that this
construction yields an algebraic variety over Q was demonstrated by Weil.) The Jacobian
of an elliptic curve is the elliptic curve itself—with group structure given as in §5—but for
a general algebraic curve the dimension of the Jacobian variety is given by the genus g. A
geometric construction of the Jacobian of a hyperelliptic curve over C—as well as a geometric interpretation of the group law on the Jacobian (generalizing the construction in §5 for
elliptic curves)—was given in a beautiful paper of Donagi [37] (see also [63], [35]).
The Mordell–Weil theorem, a generalization of Mordell’s Theorem 6.1, states that the
group of rational points on the Jacobian of an algebraic curve over Q (or indeed, any abelian
variety over Q) is ﬁnitely generated. Thus, we may deﬁne the rank of the Jacobian J = J(C)
of any algebraic curve C over Q just as we deﬁned the rank of an elliptic curve over Q,
namely, as the rank of the abelian group of rational points on J.
We may then ask the analogues of Questions 7.1 and 7.2 for Jacobians of odd degree
hyperelliptic curves. When hyperelliptic curves over Q of odd degree n are ordered by
height, what is the average rank of their Jacobians? Do most of these Jacobians have rank at
most 0 or 1?
In joint work with Benedict Gross [10], we proved the following generalization of the
work in [15]:
Theorem 11.1 (joint work with Benedict Gross). When hyperelliptic curves over Q of any
ﬁxed odd degree n ≥ 3 are ordered by height, the average rank of their Jacobians is at most
3/2.
Our method is uniform for all odd degrees n (including n = 3); note also that our bound
on the average rank is independent of the genus g (i.e., the dimension of the Jacobian!). This
strongly suggests that the average rank of the Jacobians of odd degree hyperelliptic curves
over Q should be independent of the genus/dimension. Given Theorem 11.1, one may again
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naturally conjecture that the average rank should always be 1/2, with 100% having rank 0
or 1. In this direction, it follows from Theorem 11.1 that:
Corollary 11.2 (joint work with Benedict Gross). When hyperelliptic curves over Q of any
ﬁxed odd degree n ≥ 3 are ordered by height, at least 50% of their Jacobians have rank 0
or 1.
How are ranks of the Jacobians of hyperelliptic curves over Q related to the rational
points on these hyperelliptic curves? The method of Chabauty [29], as reﬁned by Coleman [30], yields a ﬁnite and eﬀective bound on the number of rational points on a curve
over Q whenever its genus is greater than the rank of its Jacobian. Since the average rank of
the Jacobians of odd degree hyperelliptic curves of genus g is at most 3/2 (independent of
the genus g), this immediately implies, for the ﬁrst time, that the number of rational points
on most hyperelliptic curves of genus g > 1 must be bounded by some absolute constant
independent of g. Moreover, the proportion > 50% implied by “most” in the latter sentence
only improves as the genus g tends to inﬁnity (since g is much larger than the average rank
as g tends to inﬁnity).
This Chabauty–Coleman-style analysis, in combination with the methods of the proof of
Theorem 11.1, has recently been extended further by Bjorn Poonen and Michael Stoll [60],
in order to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 11.3 (Bjorn Poonen and Michael Stoll). When hyperelliptic curves over Q of odd
degree n ≥ 7 are ordered by height, a positive proportion have only one rational point
(namely, the rational point at inﬁnity); moreover, the proportion of hyperelliptic curves of
odd degree n having only one rational point approaches 100% as n tends to inﬁnity.
Thus “most” hyperelliptic curves of suﬃciently large odd degree have only one rational
point. Furthermore, a positive proportion of all hyperelliptic curves of any ﬁxed odd degree n ≥ 7 have just the one rational point at inﬁnity; note that the analogue of this result
for n = 3 was given by Theorem 8.2, while the case n = 5 remains open.

12. Most hyperelliptic curves of higher genus and even degree have no rational
points
We next turn to the case of hyperelliptic curves
C : y 2 = f (x) = a0 x2g+2 + a1 x2g+1 + · · · + a2g+2

(12.1)

over Q having even degree n = 2g +2. This is in a certain sense the “general case”, since the
rational points on any hyperelliptic curve C : y 2 = f (x) of odd degree n − 1 = 2g + 1 are
in one-to-one correspondence with the rational points on the associated hyperelliptic curve
C  : y 2 = g(x) := xn f (1/x) of even degree n = 2g + 2. Hence the problem of studying
rational points on odd degree hyperelliptic curves is a special case of the corresponding
problem for even degree hyperelliptic curves.5
5In more geometric language, by a hyperelliptic curve over Q we mean here a smooth, geometrically irreducible,
complete curve C over Q equipped with a ﬁxed map of degree 2 to P1 deﬁned over Q. Since any such map of
degree 2 always has an even number of branch points, any hyperelliptic curve over Q can be expressed in the form
(12.1). Note that an odd degree hyperelliptic curve always has a branch point at inﬁnity; hence an odd degree
hyperelliptic curve is a hyperelliptic curve that possesses a marked rational Weierstrass point, namely, the rational
branch point at inﬁnity. (The two points at inﬁnity on an even degree hyperelliptic curve are generically not rational.)
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By a suitable change of variable, we may assume that all the ai are integers in (12.1). Let
us order all hyperelliptic curves C in (12.1) by the height H(C) := max{|ai |}. Our question
is then: if hyperelliptic curves (12.1) over Q are ordered by height, how many rational points
do we expect these curves to have? In [6], we prove the following:
Theorem 12.1. Fix g ≥ 2. When ordered by height, most (i.e., more than 50% of) hyperelliptic curves (12.1) over Q have no rational points. Moreover, the proportion of hyperelliptic
curves having no rational points approaches 100% as g → ∞.
Thus Theorem 12.1 states that, as g → ∞, a density approaching 100% of general hyperelliptic curves over Q of genus g possess no rational points.
More precisely, let ρg denote the lower density of hyperelliptic curves over Q of genus g,
when ordered by height, that have no rational points. Then ρg → 1 as g → ∞. In fact,
we prove that ρg = 1 − o(2−g ), so the convergence to 1 is quite rapid. Theorem 12.1 may
thus be viewed as a “strong asymptotic form of Faltings’ Theorem” for hyperelliptic curves
over Q.

13. Hasse principle
The Hasse local-global principle for quadratic forms states that a quadratic form f (x0 , . . . , xn )
over Q has a nontrivial rational zero if and only if it has a nontrivial zero over the real numbers R and over the p-adic numbers Qp for all primes p. In other words, the quadratic form
f (x0 , . . . , xn ) = 0 has a nontrivial solution “globally” if and only if it does so “locally”.
This principle is indeed what lies behind much of the rich arithmetic theory of quadratic
forms. The question then naturally arises: to what extent does the Hasse principle hold for
cubic (or higher degree) polynomials?
If the number of variables is large compared to the degree (e.g., cubic forms in fourteen variables—see [47]), then the Hasse principle holds. This follows from the Hardy–
Littlewood–Ramanujan circle method. However, hyperelliptic curves involve only two variables, so it is not clear from such methods whether we would expect the Hasse principle to
hold in general for such curves/equations.
By work of Poonen and Stoll [59] (see also [9]), a positive proportion of hyperelliptic
curves over Q of genus g are locally soluble, i.e., have points locally over R and over Qp for
every p. The methods of Theorem 12.1—which states that most hyperelliptic curves over Q
have no rational points—then allow us in [6] to show:
Theorem 13.1. Most (i.e., more than 50% of) locally soluble hyperelliptic curves (12.1) of
genus g > 1 fail the Hasse principle. Moreover, the density of locally soluble hyperelliptic
curves of genus g failing the Hasse principle approaches 100% as g → ∞.
By extending the techniques used to prove the results discussed in §8 and §9, we can also
now show that a positive proportion of plane cubics (i.e., genus one curves in the plane) fail
the Hasse principle; in addition, a positive proportion nontrivially satisfy the Hasse principle.
See [7] for details.
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14. Method of proof
Although the methods behind the proofs of all of these theorems vary, they do have one
important common feature. Namely, in each case, we:
1) Identify a suitable representation V of an algebraic group G deﬁned over Z.
2) Find an explicit mapping from rational points on our curves C to orbits O of G(Z) on
V (Z), i.e., a mapping from rational points on C to lattice points v ∈ V (R) ∼
= Rn up
to the action of G(Z).
This mapping should also have the property that the coeﬃcients of the equation deﬁning the curve C exactly match up with the values on O (or v) of a ﬁxed set of generators
for the polynomial invariants for the action of G on V .
3) Show that lattice points in V (R) in the image of this mapping—up to G(Z)-equivalence—are relatively rare, by using geometry-of-numbers arguments to asymptotically count the number of such lattice points having bounded invariants in a fundamental domain for the action of G(Z) on V (R).
In general, all three of these steps can be quite nontrivial. In many cases, constructions
from algebraic geometry may be used to identify a suitable representation (G, V ) in Step 1).
To carry out Step 2), one must carry out these geometric constructions ﬁrst over a nonalgebraically-closed ﬁeld, and then—even more importantly—over Z, so that one has the
desired interpretation of the lattice points in V (R).
To carry out the third step, we ﬁrst count lattice points having bounded invariants in a
fundamental region for the action of G(Z) on V (R). The diﬃculty in carrying out this count
is that the region in which we are counting lattice points is not bounded but has multiple
cusps going oﬀ to inﬁnity. Thus the situation is similar to that described in [3, 4] (see [5, §6]
for a discussion); in the current cases, these diﬃculties are further magniﬁed by the sheer
sizes and numbers of the cusps involved. To count the number of points in the cusps, and to
show that there are not too many lattice points of interest in these cusps, we use an averaging
method introduced in [4] and developed further in the papers [15–18] and [6]. The basic
idea is to note that all fundamental domains for G(Z) on V (R) contain the same number
of lattice points having given invariants; thus we may average over a bounded continuum of
fundamental domains (this is a “smoothing” technique) to simplify the problem. To make
this idea work requires a suitable decomposition of the cuspidal regions of the fundamental
domains; see [4, 6, 18] for examples of lattice point counts in such regions and a discussion
of some general methods for carrying out such counts.
Once this count of lattice points having bounded invariants is complete, one must then
sieve to obtain the (smaller) count of just those lattice points lying in the image of the map
in Step 2). A general method to carry out such a sieve, which we refer to as the “geometric
sieve”, is discussed in [8]; it is an adaptation and strengthening of a sieve introduced by
Ekedahl [39] (see also Poonen [56, 57]).
Example 14.1. The representation (G, V ) that we use for genus 2 curves C : y 2 = f (x) =
a0 x6 +a1 x5 +· · ·+a6 is the action of G = SL6 on the space V of pairs (A, B) of symmetric
6 × 6 matrices. Indeed, a set of generators for the polynomial invariants of this action of G
on (A, B) ∈ V consists of the coeﬃcients of the degree 6 polynomial Det(Ax − B) in x; we
would like these seven coeﬃcients to be equal to the seven coeﬃcients of f via the mapping
in 2).
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Suppose that we have a rational point on our curve C. By a suitable change of variable,
there is no loss of generality in assuming that this rational point is located at x = 0, so that
a6 = c2 with c ∈ Z. We then associate to this rational point (0, c) on our hyperelliptic curve
the pair of symmetric matrices:
⎛⎡
⎤ ⎡
⎤⎞
−1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0
0 0
c
⎢
⎟
⎜⎢ 0
0 0
0 0 1 ⎥
0
0 1
0 ⎥
⎜⎢
⎥ ⎢ 0 0
⎥⎟
⎜⎢ 0
⎥ ⎢ 0 0
⎥⎟
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
⎢
⎥,⎢
⎥⎟ .
(A, B) = ⎜
⎜⎢ 0
⎥ ⎢ 0 0
⎥⎟
0
0
a
1
a
a
a
a
0
0
1
2
1
2
⎜⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥⎟
⎣
⎝⎣ 0
⎦
0 1 a1 a2 a3
0 ⎦⎠
0 1
0 a2 a3
c 0
0
0 0 −a5
0
1 0 a2 a3 a4
(14.1)
Note that the construction of this pair of matrices really involves c—i.e., it involves taking a
square root of a6 . One easily veriﬁes that this pair of symmetric 6 × 6 matrices (A, B) has
the remarkable property that
Det(Ax − B) = a0 x6 + a1 x5 + · · · + a6 .
On the other hand, we show by geometry-of-numbers arguments and a sieve [6, §§4–6]
that many polynomials f (x) with integer coeﬃcients cannot be expressed as Det(Ax − B)
for any integer 6 × 6 symmetric matrices A and B! Furthermore, even those f that can be so
expressed are often not expressible via a pair of integer symmetric matrices whose orbit contains an element (A, B) of the shape (14.1). This is what then allows us to deduce that most
hyperelliptic curves over Q do not possess any rational points, as stated in Theorems 12.1
and 13.1.
The construction of the map given by (14.1) involves ﬁrst associating to a rational point
on C an ideal class of order 2 in a certain special ring of rank 6 determined by f , and then
associating to the latter data a pair of symmetric matrices; see [6, §2] for details.
We note that, in most cases, Steps 1)–3) as outlined above in fact yield a great deal of
information beyond rational points. We now discuss the proofs of each of the results in
Sections 8 through 13 in some more detail, and also describe this additional information
obtained.
14.1. Elliptic curves. In the case of elliptic curves, we use the following representations:
a) SL2 (Z) acting on the space Sym4 Z2 of binary quartic forms; b) SL3 (Z) acting on the
space Sym3 Z3 of ternary cubic forms; c) SL2 (Z)×SL4 (Z) acting on the space Z2 ⊗ Sym2 Z4
of pairs of quaternary quadratic forms; and d) SL5 (Z)×SL5 (Z) acting on the space Z5 ⊗∧2 Z5
of quintuples of 5 × 5 skew-symmetric matrices. For each of these representations, the
ring of invariants over C is freely generated by two invariants, which we may call A and
B, respectively. In each case, we wish to construct a mapping from rational points on
E = EA,B : y 2 = x3 + Ax + B to orbits, for which the A and B of the elliptic curve
match the invariants A and B associated to the elements of the orbit!
In the case of the representation a) above, this mapping from rational points on elliptic
curves to orbits of SL2 (Z) on Sym4 Z2 was ﬁrst studied by Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer
in [22]. They not only found a map from rational points of E = EA,B to integral binary
quartic forms, but they showed that the domain of this map naturally extends to elements of
the 2-Selmer group Sel2 (E) of E.
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For any integer m ≥ 1, the m-Selmer group Selm (E) of an elliptic curve E over Q is a
ﬁnite abelian group of exponent m that ﬁts into an exact sequence

X

0 → E(Q)/mE(Q) → Selm (E) →

X

E [m]

→ 0;

(14.2)

X

here E [m] denotes the m-torsion subgroup of a certain mysterious group called the Tate–
Shafarevich group E of E. Thus the order of the m-Selmer group of an elliptic curve E
over Q gives an upper bound for mr , where r is the rank of E.
Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer constructed a mapping as in Step 2)—not just from E(Q)—
but from Sel2 (E) to SL2 (Z)-orbits of integral binary quartic forms. This connection between
2-Selmer group elements and integral binary quartic forms was ﬁrst introduced and used in
the original elliptic curve computations of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer in order to eﬃciently
compute ranks of elliptic curves, which led them to their celebrated conjecture. Indeed, this
interpretation of binary quartic forms in terms of elements of 2-Selmer groups is still one
of the fastest ways of computing and enumerating ranks of elliptic curves in practice, as in,
e.g., Cremona’s inﬂuential mwrank program.
The representations b), c), and d) above behave analogously, but with the 2-Selmer group
replaced by the m-Selmer group for m = 3, 4, and 5 respectively. The relevant mappings
in 2) were constructed by Cremona, Fisher, and Stoll [33] for m = 3, 4 and by Fisher [40] for
m = 5 (building on earlier work of Cassels [28]). These results of Birch–Swinnerton-Dyer,
Cremona–Fisher–Stoll, and Fisher had previously been used primarily, and very eﬀectively,
for the purposes of eﬃcient arithmetic computation with elliptic curves.
By carrying out the above steps (particularly Step 3) ) on these spaces, we showed
in [15–18]:
Theorem 14.2 (joint work with Arul Shankar). Let m ≤ 5 be a positive integer. When all
elliptic curves E are ordered by height, the average size of the m-Selmer group Selm (E)
is σ(m), the sum of the divisors of m.
Theorem 14.2, and the sieve methods behind it, naturally lead us to conjecture that the average size of the m-Selmer group should be σ(m) for all positive integers m (cf. [17, Conjecture 4], [14, §1.3]).
It is the case m = 5 of this theorem that ends up being the most useful as far as average
rank bounds are concerned. First, we note that the case m = 5 of Theorem 14.2 immediately
yields an upper bound of 1.05 on the average rank of elliptic curves. If r denotes the rank of
an elliptic curve E, then the size of the 5-Selmer group of E is an upper bound for 5r . Since
20r − 15 ≤ 5r for any nonnegative integer r, we conclude by Theorem 14.2 that (the limsup
of) the average rank r̄ of elliptic curves, when ordered by height, must satisfy 20r̄ − 15 ≤ 6,
i.e., r̄ ≤ 21/20.
To improve this bound further, we observe that the bound of 1.05 can be attained only
if 95% of elliptic curves have rank 1 and 5% have rank 2. However, it is widely expected
that 50% of elliptic curves should have even rank and 50% should have odd rank. Indeed,
the L-function of an elliptic curve E over Q satisﬁes a functional equation, and the sign ±1
of this functional equation is called the root number of E. The parity conjecture (implied by
the Birch and Swinnerton–Dyer conjecture) states that the rank of an elliptic curve is even if
and only if its root number is +1; furthermore, one expects that the root numbers of elliptic
curves should be equidistributed. Thus one expects that 50% of elliptic curves should have
even rank, and 50% odd rank.
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The parity conjecture has not been proven, but there is a remarkable result of Dokchitser
and Dokchitser [36] which states that the parity of the p-Selmer rank of an elliptic curve is
determined by the root number. This result suﬃces for our purposes because Theorem 14.2
yields bounds on not just the rank but the 5-Selmer group sizes of elliptic curves.
Thus a suitable result towards the equidistribution of root numbers of elliptic curves
would imply a better upper bound on the average rank. In [18] (building on the works
[16, 45, 64, 68]), we established such a result. Speciﬁcally, we proved that a majority of
elliptic curves in fact do have equidistributed root number. More precisely, we showed that
there exists a family F of elliptic curves EA,B , having density greater than 55.01% among
all elliptic curves when ordered by height and deﬁned by congruence conditions on A and B,
such that the root number of elliptic curves in F is equidistributed.
This result is then suﬃcient to prove the improved upper bound on the average rank of
elliptic curves contained in Theorem 8.1. Similar arguments also then yield Theorems 8.2
and 8.3, namely, that at least 20.62% of elliptic curves over Q have rank 0, and at least
83.75% have rank 0 or 1. We may further combine these methods with the work of Skinner
and Urban [71] on the Iwasawa Main Conjecture for GL2 which implies, in particular, that
if E is an elliptic curve over Q satisfying certain mild conguence properties, and E has
5-Selmer rank 0, then E has analytic rank 0. This then allows us to deduce Theorem 10.1,
namely, that a positive proportion of elliptic curves over Q also have analytic rank 0.
Obtaining positive lower bounds on the average rank of elliptic curves requires additional
ingredients. First, the parity argument we discussed above immediately implies also that a
sizable proportion of elliptic curves E over Q have 5-Selmer rank 1; since most such elliptic
curves also have trivial 5-torsion in E(Q), such elliptic curves have root number −1 by the
theorem of Dokchitser–Dokchitser, and thus should have rank 1 by the parity conjecture. To
prove that such elliptic curves do in fact have rank 1, we require a theorem that assures us
that an elliptic curve has rank 1 when it has trivial 5-torsion and 5-Selmer rank 1. A theorem
of this nature, applicable to a suﬃciently general class of elliptic curves, is proven in joint
work with Christopher Skinner [19], by making use of a classical construction of Heegner
together with a number of very recent advances in the subject: the Gross–Zagier formula,
in the general form proved by Yuan, Zhang, and Zhang [82]; a p-adic variant of the Gross–
Zagier formula due to Bertolini, Darmon, and Prasanna [2] and Brooks [24]; work on the
Iwasawa Main Conjecture for GL2 by Wan [75], building on the earlier work of Skinner–
Urban [71]; and a converse to a theorem of Gross, Zagier, and Kolyvagin due to Skinner [70].
Together with the methods of Theorem 14.2 and the parity arguments as described above,
this then allows us in [19] to prove that a positive proportion of elliptic curves over Q have
rank 1 and thus inﬁnitely many rational points (Theorem 9.1).
Through the additional use of the works of Zhang [83] and Skinner–Zhang [72] on indivisibility of Heegner points, in joint work with Skinner and Zhang [20] we are able to
nontrivially quantify the results on analytic rank contained in Theorems 10.1 and 10.2. This
leads to a proof that at least 16.50% of elliptic curves over Q have both rank and analytic rank
equal to 0; at least 20.68% of elliptic curves over Q have rank and analytic rank equal to 1;
and at least 66.48% of elliptic curves over Q have analytic rank ≤ 1, and thus at least 66.48%
of elliptic curves over Q satisfy the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture (Theorems 10.4
and 10.5).
14.2. Odd degree hyperelliptic curves. We now turn to the case of hyperelliptic curves of
higher genus. Recall that, in the case of elliptic curves, the main initial idea was to use the
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classical parametrization of 2-Selmer elements of elliptic curves by certain binary quartic
forms ([22, Lemma 2]) to transform the problem into one of counting the integral orbits of
the group SL2 on the space of binary quartic forms.
What is the analogue of the space of binary quartic forms for odd degree hyperelliptic curves of higher genus? A ﬁrst guess might be binary (2g + 2)-ic forms, but this does
not work. Indeed, such forms basically parametrize even degree hyperelliptic curves, rather
than homogeneous spaces for the Jacobians of odd degree hyperelliptic curves. (It is a coincidence in the case of genus one that hyperelliptic curves of degree 4 give torsors for the
Jacobians of curves of degree 3; in particular, it is a coincidence in the case of genus one that
the Jacobian of a genus one curve is again a curve!)
To understand what is the generalization of the space of binary quartic forms to the case
of higher genus, we observe that SL2 (or rather PSL2 ) may also be viewed as SO3 . This is
because when SL2 acts on the space of binary quadratic forms ax2 + bxy + cy 2 , it ﬁxes the
discriminant A0 = b2 − 4ac (a ternary quadratic form!).
Consider the action of SO3 on the space of all ternary quadratic forms (i.e., on the symmetric square of its three-dimensional standard representation). This representation is sixdimensional. However, it is not irreducible, since the quadratic form A0 is ﬁxed! The complementary 5-dimensional representation is irreducible, and indeed this is the representation
of binary quartic forms (when the group is viewed as PSL2 rather than SO3 )!
We consider now the split quadratic form
⎤
⎡
1
⎥
⎢
1
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
.
.
A=⎢
⎥
.
⎥
⎢
⎦
⎣
1
1
in 2g + 1 variables. Let SO2g+1 denote the orthogonal group of this quadratic form, and
consider the action of this group on the symmetric square of its standard representation W .
The quadratic form A is again ﬁxed, and the complementary representation V (of dimension
g(2g + 3)) is irreducible. The elements B of V (the space of quadratic forms in 2g + 1
variables, modulo translation by A) yield the desired generalization of binary quartic forms.
The action of SO2g+1 on V has 2g independent invariants, given by the coeﬃcients of
the polynomial f (x) deﬁned by
f (x) = Disc(Ax − B) = (−1)g det(Ax − B) = x2g+1 + c2 x2g−1 + · · · + c2g+1 .
We say that B is nondegenerate if Disc(f ) = 0.
On the geometric side, we may associate to any nondegenerate element B in V (Q) a
pencil of quadrics in projective space P(W ⊕ Q) = P2n+1 : two quadrics generating this
pencil are
!
!
A
B


and B =
.
A =
0
1
The discriminant Disc(A x − B  y) of this pencil is a homogeneous polynomial h(x, y)
of degree 2g + 2 satisfying h(1, 0) = 0 and h(x, 1) = f (x). The Fano variety FB of
maximal common linear isotropic subspaces of this pencil of quadrics is a smooth variety of
dimension g over Q, and turns out to naturally form a principal homogeneous space for the
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Jacobian J of the curve C : y 2 = f (x)! Over an algebraically closed ﬁeld, this was proven
in work of Reid [63], Desale and Ramanan [35], and Donagi [37]. Over a non-algebraically
closed ﬁeld, it turns out that this homogeneous space always has order dividing 2. A general
treatment of pencils of quadrics over arithmetic ﬁelds was given recently in the Ph.D. thesis
of Wang [77].
Recall that that the 2-Selmer group Sel2 (J) of J is an elementary abelian 2-group that
ﬁts into an exact sequence

X

0 → J(Q)/2J(Q) → Sel2 (J) →

X [2] → 0,
J

(14.3)

X

where J [2] denotes the 2-torsion subgroup of the mysterious Tate-Shafarevich group J
of J. In joint work with Benedict Gross [10], we prove that there is an injective map from
the 2-Selmer group of J to the set of orbits of SO2g+1 (Z) on V (Z) having characteristic
polynomial f (x).
This therefore yields Steps 1) and 2) above for general odd degree hyperelliptic curves;
in particular, the case g = 1 recovers the correspondence of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer
between 2-Selmer elements of elliptic curves and binary quartic forms.
Step 3) is a bit more diﬃcult to carry out in this case, because we must handle the cusps
of not just one representation, but an inﬁnite sequence of representations indexed by g!
A uniform argument for all g is developed in [10]. Together with a sieve, we obtain the
following theorem:
Theorem 14.3 (joint work with Benedict Gross). Let g ≥ 1 be any integer. When all odd
degree hyperelliptic curves C over Q of genus g are ordered by height, the average size of
the 2-Selmer group Sel2 (J) of their Jacobians J is at most 3, independent of g.
Since |Sel2 (J)| is an upper bound for 2r , where r denotes the rank of J, and since 2r ≤ 2r ,
we immediately obtain Theorem 11.1; namely, the average rank of the Jacobians of odd
degree hyperelliptic curves over Q of genus g is bounded above by 3/2, independent of g.
Recall that the method of Chabauty [29], as reﬁned by Coleman [30], gives a ﬁnite and
eﬀective bound on the number of rational points on a curve over Q whenever its genus
is greater than the rank of its Jacobian. Theorem 11.1 thus immediately implies that the
density of odd degree hyperelliptic curves of genus g satisfying Chabauty’s condition tends
to 1 as g tends to inﬁnity! It follows, in particular, that one can eﬀectively bound the number
of rational points on most odd degree hyperelliptic curves.
Using a local equidistribution result for the upper bound in Theorem 14.3 (see [10, Theorem 12.4]), together with the method of Chabauty and Coleman (including a reﬁnement due
to McCallum [52]) and some additional local p-adic arguments, Poonen and Stoll [60] show
that in fact Chabauty’s method yields only one point (namely, the point at inﬁnity) on a positive proportion of odd degree hyperelliptic curves over Q of genus g, provided that g ≥ 3;
moreover, the density of such curves having only one rational point tends to 1 as g tends to
inﬁnity! This is the content of Theorem 11.3. See [60] for details.
14.3. General hyperelliptic curves. Finally, how to treat general (i.e., even degree) hyperelliptic curves over Q? As explained in Footnote 5, such curves do not have any marked
rational point, while odd degree hyperelliptic curves have a marked rational point at inﬁnity.
To get a handle on general hyperelliptic curves, we observe that, in the parametrization of
2-Selmer elements of odd degree hyperelliptic curves by pairs (A, B) of quadratic forms,
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the marked point on the corresponding curve C : y 2 = Disc(Ax − B) comes about from the
fact that A is a ﬁxed split quadratic form of discriminant 1.
To “unmark” the point, we also allow A to vary! This leads to the representation of
G(Z) = SLn (Z) on the space V (Z) = Z2 ⊗ Sym2 Zn of pairs of quadratic forms in n
variables, where n = 2g + 2. This is precisely the representation used in [6] to get a handle
on rational points on general even degree hyperelliptic curves. Associated to the G(Z)-orbit
of an element (A, B) ∈ V (Z) is again the curve C : y 2 = Disc(Ax − B), which will now
be a general, even degree hyperelliptic curve over Q, as desired.
The algebra required to fully carry out Step 2) is perhaps the most subtle of all the cases
discussed in this section. It requires using the ring of rank n associated to integral binary
n-ic forms as in the work of Birch and Merriman [27], Nakagawa [54] (see also Wood [79]),
and the association of pairs of integral n-ary quadratic forms to ideal classes of order 2 in
such rings as in [5], the work of Morales [53], and especially the general work of Wood [80].
The end result, however, is very simple, and leads to the explicit mapping described in
Example 14.1.
Unlike previous cases, the general orbits of the representation of G(Z) on V (Z) in
this case are not used to parametrize elements of the 2-Selmer group of these hyperelliptic curves C, but rather the fake 2-Selmer set (see the work of Bruin and Stoll [25] for the
precise deﬁnition); the fake 2-Selmer set is empty when there are no rational points. This is
a new feature, which also must be dealt with in Step 3). Indeed, in previous cases, there was
always at least one orbit associated to every curve (namely, the identity element of the associated Selmer group); in the case of even hyperelliptic curves, we use geometry-of-numbers
arguments to prove that most even hyperelliptic curves over Q have empty fake 2-Selmer
sets, by showing in particular that the cusps of the fundamental domains contain a negligible
number of points. This yields Theorem 12.1. Upon showing that most hyperelliptic curves
over Q have points over Qν for all places ν of Q as in [9, 59], this also shows that most
locally soluble hyperelliptic curves over Q fail the Hasse principle (Theorem 13.1). Moreover, we show that these failures of the Hasse principle are explained by what is called a
Brauer–Manin obstruction to the existence of rational points. See [6] for details.
14.4. Related works. We end by describing how the methods in Steps 1)–3) also apply in
other related works. In joint work with Benedict Gross and Xiaoheng Wang [11], we carry
out a thorough study of the relationship between the arithmetic constructions of [6] and the
geometric constructions of [35, 37, 63, 77]. This allows us to obtain not just a count of the
average size of the fake 2-Selmer set of C, but in fact the fake 2-Selmer set of J 1 = Pic1C/Q
(see [11, §1]). Using the counting results of [6], together with a result of Dokchitser and
Dokchitser [11, Appendix A] on parities of 2-Selmer ranks of the Jacobians of hyperelliptic
curves C over Q, allows us to prove that a positive proportion of general hyperelliptic curves
of any genus g ≥ 1 have no rational points over any odd degree extension of Q. See [11] for
details.
There have also been a number of recent results on curves having various types of marked
rational points. In joint work with Wei Ho [13, 23], we determine the average sizes of 2and 3-Selmer groups in various families of elliptic curves with marked rational points, such
as curves with one or two general marked rational points, or curves with a marked rational
2-torsion or 3-torsion point. In particular, we prove that the average rank is bounded in all
of these families of elliptic curves.
For hyperelliptic curves of higher genus, we have already mentioned the works [10, 60]
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on odd degree hyperelliptic curves, i.e., hyperelliptic curves with a marked rational Weierstrass point. The case of hyperelliptic curves with a marked non-Weierstrass point has been
studied thoroughly in recent work of Shankar and Wang [68]. Other families of hyperelliptic
curves over Q with various other types of marked rational points are also currently being
pursued by a number of authors.
Finally, there has been much recent work on families of curves that are not necessarily
hyperelliptic! Works of Ho [48], Gruson–Sam–Weyman [44], and especially Thorne [73]
all identify representations corresponding to various families of non-hyperelliptic curves.
Analogues of Steps 2) and 3) as described above are currently being worked out, and should
eventually lead to results of the type described in this article also for various families of
non-hyperelliptic curves.

15. Summary
•

A hyperelliptic curve over Q of degree n can be expressed by an equation of the form
y 2 = f (x)
where f (x) is a squarefree polynomial of degree n with integer coeﬃcients. The
genus g of such a curve is given by g =  n−1
2 , i.e., n = 2g + 1 or n = 2g + 2. The
case n = 3 corresponds to the case of elliptic curves.

•

(joint work with Arul Shankar [18]) The average rank of elliptic curves over Q is less
than 1 (in fact, less than .885). At least 20.62% of elliptic curves over Q have rank 0
and have no rational points (except that at inﬁnity). At least 83.75% of elliptic curves
over Q have rank 0 or 1.

•

(joint work with Christopher Skinner [19]) The average rank of elliptic curves over Q
is greater than 0. A positive proportion of elliptic curves over Q have rank 1 and thus
have inﬁnitely many rational points.

•

([7]) Similar results hold also for degree n = 4; namely, a positive proportion of hyperelliptic curves over Q of degree 4 have no rational points, and a positive proportion
have inﬁnitely many rational points.

•

(joint work with Christopher Skinner, and Wei Zhang [20]) At least 16.50% of elliptic
curves over Q have both rank and analytic rank equal to 0, and at least 20.68% have
rank and analytic rank equal to 1. At least 66.48% of elliptic curves over Q satisfy the
Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture.

•

(joint work with Benedict Gross [10]) The average rank of the Jacobians of odd degree hyperelliptic curves over Q of any ﬁxed genus g ≥ 1 is bounded above by 3/2,
independent of the genus.

•

(Bjorn Poonen and Michael Stoll [60]) For each g ≥ 3, a positive proportion of odd
degree hyperelliptic curves over Q of genus g have only the one rational point at
inﬁnity. As g → ∞, a density approaching 100% of odd degree hyperelliptic curves
over Q of genus g have only the one rational point at inﬁnity.

•

([6]) For g > 1, most (i.e., > 50% of) general hyperelliptic curves over Q of genus g
have no rational points. Moreover, most such hyperelliptic curves over Q of genus g
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fail the Hasse principle. As g → ∞, a density approaching 100% of hyperelliptic
curves over Q of genus g have no rational points. Furthermore, as g → ∞, a density
approaching 100% of locally soluble hyperelliptic curves over Q of genus g fail the
Hasse principle. These failures of the Hasse principle can be explained by a Brauer–
Manin obstruction.
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Singular stochastic PDEs
Martin Hairer

Abstract. We present a series of recent results on the well-posedness of very singular parabolic
stochastic partial diﬀerential equations. These equations are such that the question of what it even
means to be a solution is highly non-trivial. This problem can be addressed within the framework of
the recently developed theory of “regularity structures”, which allows to describe candidate solutions
locally by a “jet”, but where the usual Taylor polynomials are replaced by a sequence of custom-built
objects. In order to illustrate the theory, we focus on the particular example of the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang
equation, a popular model for interface propagation.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). 60H15, 81S20, 82C28.
Keywords. Regularity structures, renormalisation, stochastic PDEs.

1. Introduction
In this article, we report on a recently developed theory [23] allowing to give a robust meaning to a large class of stochastic partial diﬀerential equations (SPDEs) that have traditionally
been considered to be ill-posed. The general structure of these equations is
Lu = F (u) + G(u)ξ ,

(1.1)

where the dominant linear operator L is of parabolic (or possibly elliptic) type, F and G
are local nonlinearities depending on u and its derivatives of suﬃciently low order, and ξ is
some driving noise. Problems arise when ξ (and therefore also u) is so singular that some of
the terms appearing in F and / or the product between G and ξ are ill-posed. For simplicity,
we will consider all of our equations in a bounded spatial region with periodic boundary
conditions.
One relatively simple example of an ill-posed equation of the type (1.1) is that of a system
of equations with a nonlinearity of Burgers type driven by space-time white noise:
∂t u = ∂x2 u + F (u) ∂x u + ξ .

(1.2)

(See Section 2.2 below for a deﬁnition of the space-time white noise ξ.) Here, u(x, t) ∈ Rn
and F is a smooth matrix-valued function, so that one can in general not rewrite the nonlinearity as a total derivative. In this example, which was originally studied in [20] but then
further analysed in the series of articles [24, 25, 29], solutions at any ﬁxed instant of time
have exactly the same regularity (in space) as Brownian motion. As a consequence, ∂x u
is expected to “look like” white noise. It is of course very well-known from the study of
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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ordinary stochastic diﬀerential equations (SDEs) that in this case the product F (u) ∂x u is
“unstable”: one can get diﬀerent answers depending on the type of limiting procedure used
to deﬁne it. This is the reason why one has diﬀerent solution theories for SDEs: one obtains
diﬀerent answers, depending on whether they are interpreted in the Itô or in the Stratonovich
sense [30, 43, 44].
Another example is given by the KPZ equation [32] which can formally be written as
∂t h = ∂x2 h + (∂x h)2 − C + ξ ,

(1.3)

and is a very popular model of one-dimensional interface propagation. As in the case of
(1.2), one expects solutions to this equation to “look like” Brownian motion (in space) for
any ﬁxed instant of time. Now the situation is much worse however: the nonlinearity looks
like the square of white noise, which really shouldn’t make any sense! In this particular
case however, one can use a “trick”, the Cole-Hopf transform, to reduce the problem to
an equation that has an interpretation within the framework of classical SPDE theory [4].
Furthermore, this “Cole-Hopf solution” was shown in [4] to be the physically relevant solution since it describes the mesoscopic ﬂuctuations of a certain microscopic interface growth
model, see also [17]. On the other hand, the problem of interpreting these solutions directly
at the level of (1.3) and to show their stability under suitable approximations had been open
for a long time, before being addressed in [21].
Both examples mentioned so far have only one space dimension. This particular feature
(together with some additional structure in the case of the KPZ equation, see Remark 5.17
below) allowed to treat them by borrowing estimates and techniques from the theory of (controlled) rough paths [15, 18, 34]. This approach breaks down in higher spatial dimensions.
More recently, a general theory of “regularity structures” was developed in [23], which uniﬁes many previous approaches and allows in particular to treat higher dimensional problems.
Two nice examples of equations that can be treated with this new approach are given by
∂t Φ = ΔΦ + CΦ − Φ3 + ξ ,


∂t Ψ = −Δ ΔΨ + CΨ − Ψ3 + div ξ ,

(1.4a)
(1.4b)

in space dimension d = 3. These equations can be interpreted as the natural “Glauber” and
“Kawasaki” dynamics associated to Euclidean Φ4 ﬁeld theory in the context of stochastic
quantisation [40]. It is also expected to describe the dynamical mesoscale ﬂuctuations for
phase coexistence models that are “almost mean-ﬁeld”, see [5]. These equations cease to
have function-valued solutions in dimension d ≥ 2, so that the classical interpretation of the
cubic nonlinearity loses its meaning there. In two dimensions, a solution theory for these
equations was developed in [1], which was later improved in [10–12], see Section 3.1 below.
The case d = 3 (which is the physically relevant one in the interpretation as dynamical
ﬂuctuations for phase coexistence models) had remained open and was eventually addressed
in [23].
A ﬁnal example of the kind of equations that can be addressed by the theory exposed in
these notes (but this list is of course not exhaustive) is a continuous analogue to the classical
parabolic Anderson model [8]:
∂t u = Δu + u η + Cu ,

(1.5)

in dimensions d ∈ {2, 3}. In this equation, η denotes a noise term that is white in space, but
constant in time. This time, the problem is that in dimension d ≥ 2, the product u η ceases
to make sense classically, as a consequence of the lack of regularity of u.
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The following “meta-theorem” (formulated in a somewhat vague sense, precise formulations diﬀer slightly from problem to problem and can be found in the abovementioned
articles) shows in which sense one can give meaning to all of these equations.
Theorem 1.1. Consider the sequence of classical solutions to any of the equations (1.2)–
(1.5) with ξ (resp. η) replaced by a smooth regularised noise ξε and C = Cε depending on
ε. Then, there exists a choice Cε → ∞ such that this sequence of solutions converges to a
limit in probability, locally in time. Furthermore, this limit is universal, i.e. does not depend
on the details of the regularisation ξε .
Besides these convergence results, the important fact here is that the limit is independent
of the precise details of the regularisation mechanism. In addition, the theory of regularity
structures also yields rates of convergence, as well as an intrinsic description of these limits.
It also provides automatically a very detailed local description of these limits.
The aim of this article is to give an overview of the ingredients involved in the proof of
a result like Theorem 1.1. We structure this as follows. In Section 2, we recall a number
of properties and deﬁnitions of Hölder spaces of positive (and negative!) order that will be
useful for our argument. In Section 3, we then explain how, using only standard tools, it is
possible to provide a robust solution theory for not-so-singular SPDEs, like for example (1.4)
in dimension d = 2. Section 4 is devoted to a short overview of the main deﬁnitions and
concepts of the abstract theory of regularity structures which is a completely general way
of formalising the properties of objects that behave “like Taylor polynomials”. Section 5
then ﬁnally shows how one can apply this general theory to the speciﬁc context of the type
of parabolic SPDEs considered above, how renormalisation procedures can be built into the
theory, and how this aﬀects the equations.
Throughout the whole article, our argumentation will remain mostly at the heuristic level,
but we will make the statements and deﬁnitions as precise as possible.
1.1. An alternative approach. A diﬀerent approach to building solution theories for singular PDEs was developed simultaneously to the one presented here by Gubinelli & Al in
[19]. That approach is based on the properties of Bony’s paraproduct [2, 3, 7], in particular
on the paralinearisation formula. One advantage is that in the paraproduct-based approach
one generally deals with globally deﬁned objects rather than the “jets” used in the theory
of regularity structures. This comes at the expense of achieving a less clean break between
the analytical and the algebraic aspects of a given problem and obtaining less detailed information about the solutions. Furthermore, its scope is not as wide as that of the theory of
regularity structures, see also Remark 5.17 below for more details.

2. Some properties of Hölder spaces
We recall in this section a few standard results from harmonic analysis that are very useful to have in mind. Note ﬁrst that the linear part of all of the equations described in the
introduction is invariant under some space-time scaling. In the case of the heat equation,
this is the parabolic scaling. In other words, if u is a solution to the heat equation, then
ũ(t, x) = u(λ−2 t, λ−1 x) is also a solution to the heat equation.
This suggests that we should look for solutions in function / distribution spaces respecting this scaling. Given a smooth compactly supported test function ϕ and a space-time
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coordinate z = (t, x), we henceforth write ϕλz (s, y) = λ−d−2 ϕ λ−2 (s − t), λ−1 (y − x) ,
where d denotes the spatial dimension and the factor λ−d−2 is chosen so that the integral
of ϕλz is the same as that of ϕ. In the case of the stochastic Cahn-Hilliard equation (1.4b),
we would naturally use instead a temporal scaling of λ−4 and the prefactor would then be
λ−d−4 .
With these notations at hand, we deﬁne spaces of distributions C α for α < 0 in the
following way. Denoting by Bα the set of smooth test functions ϕ : Rd+1 → R that are
supported in the centred ball of radius 1 and such that their derivatives of order up to 1 + |α|
are uniformly bounded by 1, we set
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let η be a distribution

 on αd + 1-dimensional space-time and let α < 0. We
α
λ 

say that η ∈ C if the bound η(ϕz )
λ holds uniformly over all λ ∈ (0, 1], all ϕ ∈ Bα ,
and locally uniformly over z ∈ Rd+1 .
For α ≥ 0, we say that a function f : Rd+1 → R belongs to C α if, for every z ∈ Rd+1
there exists a polynomial Pz of (parabolic) degree at most α and such that the bound
|f (z  ) − Pz (z  )|

|z − z  |α ,

holds locally uniformly over z and uniformly over all z  with |z  − z| ≤ 1. Here, we say
that a polynomial P inz = (t, x) is of parabolic degree n if each monomial is of the form
z k with |k| = 2|k0 | + i=0 ki | ≤ n. In other words, the degree of the time variable “counts
double”. For z = (t, x), we furthermore write |z| = |t|1/2 + |x|. (When treating (1.4b),
powers of t count four times and one writes |z| = |t|1/4 + |x|.)
We now collect a few important properties of the spaces C α .
2.1. Analytical properties. First, given a function and a distribution (or two distributions)
it is natural to ask under what regularity assumptions one can give an unambiguous meaning
to their product. It is well-known, at least in the Euclidean case but the extension to the
parabolic case is straightforward, that the following result yields a sharp criterion for when,
in the absence of any other structural knowledge, one can multiply a function and distribution
of prescribed regularity [2, Thm 2.52].
Theorem 2.2. Let α, β = 0. Then, the map (f, g) → f · g deﬁned on all pairs of continuous
functions extends to a continuous bilinear map from C α × C β to the space of all distributions
if and only if α + β > 0. Furthermore, if α + β > 0, the image of the multiplication operator
is C α∧β .
Another important property of these spaces is given by how they transform under convolution with singular kernels. Let K : Rd+1 → R be a function that is smooth away from
the origin and supported in the centred ball of radius 1. One should think of K as being a
truncation of the heat kernel G in the sense that G = K + R where R is a smooth space-time
function. We then say that K is of order
 β (in the case of a truncation of the heat kernel
one has β = 2) if one can write K = n≥0 Kn for kernels Kn which are supported in the
centred ball of radius 2−n and such that
sup |Dk Kn (z)|

2((d+2)+|k|−β)n ,

(2.1)

z

for any ﬁxed multiindex k, uniformly in n. Multiplying the heat kernel with a suitable
partition of the identity, it is straightforward to verify that this bound is indeed satisﬁed.
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With these notations at hand, one has the following very general Schauder estimate, see
for example [41, 42] for special cases.
Theorem 2.3. Let β > 0, let K be a kernel of order β, and let α ∈ R be such that α+β ∈ N.
Then, the convolution operator η → K  η is continuous from C α into C α+β .
Remark 2.4. The condition α + β ∈ N seems somewhat artiﬁcial. It can actually be
dispensed with by slightly changing the deﬁnition of C α .
2.2. Probabilistic properties. Let now η be a random distribution, which we deﬁne in
general as a continuous linear map ϕ → η(ϕ) from the space of compactly supported smooth
test functions into the space of square integrable random variables on some ﬁxed probability
space (Ω, P). We say that it satisﬁes equivalence of moments if, for every p ≥ 1 there exists
a constant Cp such that the bound

p
E|η(ϕ)|2p ≤ Cp E|η(ϕ)|2 ,
holds for uniformly over all test functions ϕ. This is of course the case if the random variables η(ϕ) are Gaussian, but it also holds if they take values in an inhomogeneous Wiener
chaos of ﬁxed order [39].
Given a stationary random distribution η and a (deterministic) distribution C, we say that
η has covariance C if Eη(ϕ)η(ψ) = C  ϕ, ψ, where ·, · denotes the L2 -scalar product.
With this notation at hand, space-time white noise ξ is the Gaussian random distribution
on Rd+1 with covariance given by the delta distribution. In other words, ξ(ϕ) is centred
Gaussian for every ϕ and Eξ(ϕ)ξ(ψ) = ϕ, ψL2 .
Similarly to the case of stochastic processes, a random distribution η̃ is said to be a
version of η if, for every ﬁxed test function ϕ, η̃(ϕ) = η(ϕ) almost surely. One then has the
following Kolmogorov criterion, a proof of which can be found for example in [23].
Theorem 2.5. Let η be a stationary random distribution satisfying equivalence of moments
and such that, for some α < 0, the bound
E|η(ϕλz )|2

λ2α ,

holds uniformly over λ ∈ (0, 1] and ϕ ∈ Bα . Then, for any κ > 0, there exists a C α−κ valued random variable η̃ which is a version of η.
From now on, we will make the usual abuse of terminology and not distinguish between
diﬀerent versions of a random distribution.
Remark 2.6. It follows immediately from the scaling properties of the L2 norm that one
d
can realise space-time white noise as a random variable in C − 2 −1−κ for every κ > 0. This
d
is sharp in the sense that it can not be realised as a random variable in C − 2 −1 . This is akin
to the fact that Brownian motion has sample paths belonging to C α for every α < 12 , but not
for α = 12 .
Let now K be a kernel of order β as before, let ξ be space-time white noise, and set
η = K  ξ. It then follows from either Theorem 2.5 directly, or from Theorem 2.3 combined
with Remark 2.6, that η belongs almost surely to C α for every α < β − d2 − 1. We now turn
to the question of how to deﬁne powers of η. If β ≤ d2 + 1, η is not a random function, so
that its powers are in general undeﬁned.
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Recall that if ξ is space-time white noise and L2 (ξ) denotes the space of square-integrable
random variables that are measurable with respect to the
generated by ξ, then
4 σ-algebra
m
H
(ξ)
so that H0 contains
L2 (ξ) can be decomposed into a direct sum L2 (ξ) =
m≥0
constants, H1 contains random variables of the form ξ(ϕ) with ϕ ∈ L2 , and Hm contains
suitable generalised Hermite polynomials of order m in the elements of H1 , see [37, 39] for
details. Elements of Hm have a representation by square-integrable kernels of m variables,
and this representation is unique if we impose that the kernel is symmetric under permutation of its arguments. In other words, one has a surjection I (m) : L2 (Rd+1 )⊗m → Hm and
I (m) (L) = I (m) (L ) if and only if the symmetrisations of L and L coincide.
In the particular case where K is non-singular, η is a random function and its nth power
η n can be represented as

η n (ϕ) =
Pm,n C m I (n−2m) (Kϕ(n−2m) ) ,
(2.2)
2m<n



where

K(z − z1 ) · · · K(z − zr ) ϕ(z) dz ,

for some combinatorial factors Pm,n . Here we have set C = K 2 (z) dz. A simple calculation then shows that
Kϕ(r) (z1 , . . . , zr ) :=

(n)

Proposition 2.7. If K is compactly supported, then Kϕ is square integrable if the function
(K  K̂)n , where K̂(z) = K(−z), is integrable.
We now deﬁne the nth Wick power η n of η as the random distribution given by only
keeping the dominant term in (2.2):
η n (ϕ) = I (n) (Kϕ(n) ) .
By Proposition 2.8, this makes sense as soon as K  K̂ ∈ Ln (Rd+1 ). One then has the
following result, a version of which can be found for example in [14].
1
d+2
Proposition 2.8. Let K be a compactly supported kernel of order β ∈ ( d+2
2 (1 − n ), 2 )
n
α
and let η = K  ξ as above. Then, η is well-deﬁned and belongs almost surely to C for
every α < (2β − d − 2) n2 .

Proof. A simple calculation shows that

 
 K  K̂ (z)n

|z|(2β−d−2)n ,

(n)

λ(2β−d−2)n . The claim then follows from Theorem 2.5, noting that
so that Kϕλ 2L2
z
random variables belonging to a Wiener-Itô chaos of ﬁnite order satisfy the equivalence of
moments.
It is important to note that this result is stable: replacing K by a smoothened kernel Kε
and letting ε → 0 yields convergence in probability of ηεn to η n in C α (with α as in the
statement of the proposition) for most “reasonable” choices of Kε . Furthermore, for ﬁxed
ε > 0, one has an explicit formula relating ηεn to ηε :
ηεn (z) = Hn (ηε (z), Cε ) ,

(2.3)

where the rescaled Hermite polynomials Hn (·, C) are related to the standard Hermite polynomials by Hn (u, C) = C n/2 Hn (C −1/2 u) and we have set Cε = Kε2 (z) dz.
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3. General methodology
The general methodology for providing a robust meaning to equations of the type presented
in the introduction is as follows. We remark that the main reason why these equations seem
to be ill-posed is that there is no canonical way of multiplying arbitrary distributions. The
distributions appearing in our setting are however not arbitrary. For instance, one would
expect solutions to semilinear equations of this type to locally “look like” the solutions to the
corresponding linear problems. This is because, unlike hyperbolic or dispersive equations,
parabolic (or elliptic) equations to not transport singularities. This gives hope that if one
could somehow make sense of the nonlinearity, when applied to the solution to the linearised
equation (which is a Gaussian process and therefore amenable to explicit calculations), then
one could maybe give meaning to the equations themselves.
3.1. The Da Prato-Debussche trick. In some situations, one can apply this idea directly,
and this was originally exploited in the series of articles [10–12]. Let us focus on the example
of the dynamical Φ4 model in dimension 2, which is formally given by
∂t Φ = ΔΦ + CΦ − Φ3 + ξ ,
where ξ is (spatially periodic) space-time white noise in space dimension 2.
Let now ξε denote a smoothened version of ξ given for example by ξε = ρε  ξ, where
ρε (t, x) = ε−4 ρ(ε−2 t, ε−1 x), for some smooth compactly supported space-time molliﬁer ρ.
In this case, denoting again by K a cut-oﬀ version of the heat kernel and noting that K is of
order 2 (and therefore also of every order less than 2), it is immediate that η = K  ξ satisﬁes
the assumptions of Proposition 2.8 for every integer n.
In view of (2.3), this suggests that it might be possible to show that the solutions to
∂t Φε = ΔΦε + 3Cε Φε − Φ3ε + ξε
= ΔΦε − H3 (Φε , Cε ) + ξε ,

(3.1)


with Cε = Kε2 (z) dz as above, where Kε = ρε  K, converge to a distributional limit as
ε → 0. This is indeed the case, and the argument goes as follows. Writing ηε = Kε  ξ and
vε = Φε − ηε with Φε the solution to (3.1), we deduce that vε solves the equation
∂t vε = Δvε − H3 (ηε + vε , Cε ) + Rε ,
for some smooth function Rε that converges to a smooth limit R as ε → 0. We then use
elementary properties of Hermite polynomials to rewrite this as


∂t vε = Δvε − H3 (ηε , Cε ) + 3vε H2 (ηε , Cε ) + 3vε2 ηε + vε3 + Rε


= Δvε − ηε3 + 3vε ηε2 + 3vε2 ηε + vε3 + Rε .
By Proposition 2.8 (and the remarks that follow), we see that ηεn converges in probability
to a limit η n in every space C α for α < 0. We can then deﬁne a random distribution Φ by
Φ = η + v, where v is the solution to


(3.2)
∂t v = Δv − η 3 + 3vη 2 + 3v 2 η + v 3 + R .
As a consequence of Theorem 2.3 (combined with additional estimates showing that the
C γ -norm of K  (f 1t>0 ) is small over short times provided that f ∈ C α for α ∈ (−2, 0)
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and γ < α + β), it is relatively easy to show that (3.2) has local solutions, and that these
solutions are robust with respect to approximations of η n in C α for α suﬃciently close to 0.
In particular, this shows that one has Φε → Φ in probability, at least locally in time for short
times.
Remark 3.1. The dynamical Φ4 model in dimension 2 was previously constructed in [1]
(see also the earlier work [31] where a related but diﬀerent process was constructed), but
that construction relied heavily on a priori knowledge about its invariant measure and it was
not clear how robust the construction was with respect to perturbations.
3.2. Breakdown of the argument and a strategy to rescue it. While the argument outlined above works very well for a number of equations, it unfortunately breaks down for the
equations mentioned in the introduction. Indeed, consider again (1.4a), but this time in space
1
dimension d = 3. In this case, one has η ∈ C − 2 −κ for every κ > 0 and, by Proposition 2.8,
one can still make sense of η n for n < 5. One could therefore hope to deﬁne again a solution Φ by setting Φ = η + v with v the solution to (3.2). Unfortunately, this is doomed to
3
1
failure: since η 3 ∈ C − 2 −κ (but no better), one can at best hope to have v ∈ C 2 −κ . As a
consequence, both products v · η 2 and v 2 · η fall outside of the scope of Theorem 2.2 and
we cannot make sense of (3.2).
One might hope at this stage that the Da Prato-Debussche trick could be iterated to improve things: identify the “worst” term in the right hand side of (3.2), make sense of it “by
hand”, and try to obtain a well-posed equation for the remainder. While this strategy can
indeed be fruitful and allows us to deal with slightly more singular problems, it turns out to
fail in this situation. Indeed, no matter how many times we iterate this trick, the right hand
side of the equation for the remainder v will always contain a term proportional to v · η 2 .
As a consequence, one can never hope to obtain a remainder of regularity better than C 1−κ
which, since η 2 ∈ C −1−κ , shows that it is not possible to obtain a well-posed equation by
this method. See also Remark 5.17 below for a more systematic explanation of when this
trick fails.
In some cases, one does not even know how to get started: consider the class of “classical” one-dimensional stochastic PDEs given by
∂t u = ∂x2 u + f (u) + g(u)ξ ,

(3.3)

where ξ denotes space-time white noise, f and g are ﬁxed smooth functions from R to R,
and the spatial variable x takes values on the circle. Then, we know in principle how to
use Itô calculus to make sense of (3.3) by rewriting it as an integral equation and interpreting the integral against ξ as an Itô integral, see [13]. However, this notion of solution is
not very robust under approximations since space-time regularisations of the driving noise
ξ typically destroy the probabilistic structure required for Itô integration. This is in contrast
to the solution theory sketched in Section 3.1 which was very stable under approximations
of the driving noise, even though it required suitable adjustments to the equation itself. Unfortunately, the argument of Section 3.1 (try to ﬁnd some function / distribution η so that
v = u − η has better regularity properties and then obtain a well-posed equation for v)
appears to break down completely.
The main idea now is that even though we may not be able to ﬁnd a global object η so
that u − η has better regularity, it might be possible to ﬁnd a local object that does the trick at
any one point. More precisely, setting η = K  ξ as above (this time η is a Hölder continuous
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function in C 2 −κ for every κ > 0 by Theorems 2.3 and 2.5), one would expect solutions to
(3.3) to be well approximated by


(3.4)
u(z  ) ≈ u(z) + g(u(z)) η(z  ) − η(z) .
The intuition is that since K is regular everywhere except at the origin, convolution with K
is “almost” a local operator, modulo more regular parts. Since, near any ﬁxed point z, we
would expect g(u)ξ to “look like” g(u(z))ξ this suggests that near that point z, the function
K  (g(u)ξ) should “look like” g(u(z))η, which is what (3.4) formalises.
Note that this looks very much like a ﬁrst-order Taylor expansion, but with η(z  ) − η(z)
playing the role of the linear part z  − z. If we assume that (3.4) yields a good approximation
to u, then one would also expect that


g(u(z  )) ≈ g(u(z)) + g  (u(z))g(u(z)) η(z  ) − η(z) ,
so that g(u) has again a “ﬁrst-order Taylor expansion” of the same type as the one for u. One
could then hope that if we know somehow how to multiply η with ξ, this knowledge could
be leveraged to deﬁne the product between g(u) and ξ in a robust way. It turns out that this is
not quite enough for the situation considered here. However, this general strategy turns out
to be very fruitful, provided that we also control higher-order local expansions of u, and this
is precisely what the theory of regularity structures formalises [23, 26]. In particular, besides
being applicable to (3.3), it also applies to all of the equations mentioned in the introduction.

4. Regularity structures
We now describe a very general framework in which one can formulate “Taylor expansions”
of the type (3.4). We would like to formalise the following features of Taylor expansions.
First, the coeﬃcients of a Taylor expansion (i.e. the value and derivatives of a given function
in the classical case or the coeﬃcients u(z) and g(u(z)) in the case (3.4)) correspond to terms
of diﬀerent degree / homogeneity and should therefore naturally be thought of as elements
in some graded vector space. Second, an expansion around a given point can be reexpanded
around a diﬀerent point at the expense of changing coeﬃcients, like so:




a · 1 + b · x + c · x2 = a + bh + ch2 · 1 + b + 2ch · (x − h) + c · (x − h)2 ,
 




u · 1 + g(u) · η(z  ) − η(z) = u + g(u)(η(z  ) − η(z)) · 1 + g(u) · η(z  ) − η(z  ) .
Lastly, we see from these expressions that if we order coeﬃcients by increasing homogeneity, then the linear transformation performing the reexpansion has an upper triangular structure with the identity on the diagonal.
4.1. Basic deﬁnitions. The properties just discussed are reﬂected in the following algebraic
structure.
Deﬁnition 4.1. A regularity structure T = (A, T, G) consists of the following elements:
1. A discrete index set A
4⊂ R such that 0 ∈ A and A is bounded from below.
2. A model space T = α∈A Tα , with each Tα a Banach space; elements in Tα are said
to have homogeneity α. Furthermore T0 is one-dimensional and has a distinguished
basis vector 1. Given τ ∈ T , we write τ α for the norm of its component in Tα .
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3. A structure group G of (continuous) linear operators acting on T such that, for every
Γ ∈ G, every α ∈ A, and every τα ∈ Tα , one has
8
Tβ .
(4.1)
Γτα − τα ∈ T<α :=
β<α

Furthermore, Γ1 = 1 for every Γ ∈ G.
The prime example of a regularity structure one should keep in mind is the one associated to Taylor polynomials on space-time Rd+1 . In this case, the space T is given by all
polynomials in d + 1 indeterminates X0 , . . . , Xd , with X0 representing the “time” coordinate. It comes with a canonical basis given by all monomials of the type X k = X0k0 · · · Xdkd
with k an arbitrary multiindex. The basis vector 1 is the one corresponding to the zero multiindex. The 
space T has a natural grading by postulating that the homogeneity of X k is
|k| = 2k0 + i=0 ki and a natural norm by postulating that X k  = 1. In the case of the
polynomial regularity structure, the structure group G is simply given by Rd+1 , endowed
with addition, and acting on monomials by
Γ̂h X k = (X − h)k = (X0 − h0 )k0 · · · (Xd − hd )kd .

(4.2)

It is immediate that all axioms of a regularity structure are satisﬁed in this case.
In the case of polynomials, there is a natural “realisation” of the structure T at each
space-time point z, which is obtained by turning an abstract polynomial into the corresponding concrete polynomial (viewed now as a real-valued function on Rd+1 ) based at z. In
other words, we naturally have a family of linear maps Πz : T → C ∞ (Rd ) given by


(4.3)
Πz X k (z  ) = (z0 − z0 )k0 · · · (zd − zd )kd .
It is immediate that the group G transforms these maps into each other in the sense that
Πz Γ̂h = Πz+h . It is furthermore an immediate consequence of the scaling properties of
monomials that the maps Πz and the representation h → Γ̂h of Rd+1 are “compatible” with
our grading for the model space T . More precisely, one has
ϕλz , Πz X k  = λ|k| ϕ, Π0 X k  ,

Γ̂h X k  = Ck, |h||k|− ,

for some constants Ck, and every  ≤ |k|. Here, ·, · denotes again the usual L2 -scalar
product.
These observations suggest the following deﬁnition of a “model” for T , where we impose properties similar to the ones we just found for the polynomial model. A model always
requires the speciﬁcation of an ambient space, together with a possibly inhomogeneous scaling. For deﬁniteness, we will ﬁx our ambient space to be Rd+1 endowed with the parabolic
scaling as above. We also denote by S  the space of all distributions (the letter D is reserved
for a diﬀerent usage below). We also denote by L(E, F ) the set of all continuous linear
maps between the topological vector spaces E and F .
Deﬁnition 4.2. Given a regularity structure T , a model for T consists of maps
Rd+1  z → Πz ∈ L(T, S  ) ,

Rd+1 × Rd+1  (z, z  ) → Γzz ∈ G ,

satisfying the algebraic compatibility conditions
Πz Γzz = Πz ,

Γzz ◦ Γz z = Γzz ,

(4.4)
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as well as the analytical bounds
|Πz τ, ϕλz |

λα τ  ,

Γzz τ β

|z − z  |α−β τ  .

(4.5)

Here, the bounds are imposed uniformly over all τ ∈ Tα , all β < α ∈ A, and all test
functions ϕ ∈ Br with r = inf A, and locally uniformly in z and z  .
Remark 4.3. These deﬁnitions suggest a natural topology for the space M of all models for
a given regularity structure, generated by the following family of pseudo-metrics indexed by
compact sets K:


sup sup λ−α |Πz τ − Π̄z τ, ϕλz | + sup sup |z − z  |β−α Γzz τ − Γ̄zz τ β . (4.6)
z∈K ϕ,λ,α,τ

|z−z  |≤1 α,β,τ

Here the inner suprema run over the same sets as before, but with τ  = 1.
4.2. Hölder classes. It is clear from the above discussion that if T is the polynomial structure, Π is deﬁned as in (4.3), and Γzz = Γ̂z −z with Γ̂h as in (4.2), then (Π, Γ) is a model
for T in the sense of Deﬁnition 4.2. Given an arbitrary regularity structure T and an arbitrary model (Π, Γ), it is now natural to deﬁne the corresponding “Hölder spaces” as spaces
of distributions that can locally (near any space-time point z) be approximated by Πz τ for
some τ ∈ T . This would be the analogue to the statement that a smooth function is one that
can locally be approximated by a polynomial.
There is however one major diﬀerence with the case of smooth functions. It is of course
the case that if f is smooth, then the coeﬃcients of the Taylor expansion of f at any point are
uniquely determined by the behaviour of f in the vicinity of that point. This is in general not
the case anymore in the context of the framework we just described. To appreciate this fact,
consider the following example. Fix α ∈ (0, 1) and m ∈ N, and take for T the regularity
structure where A = {0, α}, T0 ∼
= R with basis vector 1, Tα ∼
= Rm with basis vectors
(ei )i≤m , and structure group G ∼
= Rm acting on T via Γ̂h ei = ei − hi 1. Let then W be an
m
R -valued α-Hölder continuous function deﬁned on the ambient space and set


Πz ei (z  ) = Wi (z  ) − Wi (z) ,
Γzz = Γ̂W (z)−W (z ) .
Πz 1 = 1 ,
Again, it is straightforward to verify that this does indeed deﬁne a model for T . In fact,
setting m = 1 and W = η, this is precisely the structure one would use to formalise the
expansion (3.4).
Let now F : Rm → R be a smooth function and consider the function f on the ambient
space given by f (z) = F (W (z)). For any z, we furthermore set
T  fˆ(z) = F (W (z)) 1 +

m


(∂i F )(W (z)) ei .

i=1

It then follows immediately from the usual Taylor expansion of F and the deﬁnition of the
model (Π, Γ) that one has the bound
 



f (z ) − Πz fˆ(z) (z  ) |z − z  |2α ,
(4.7)
so that in this context and with respect to this speciﬁc model, the function f behaves as
if it were of class C 2α with “Taylor series” given by fˆ. In the case where the underlying
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space is one-dimensional, this is precisely the insight exploited in the theory of rough paths
[16, 35, 36] in order to develop a pathwise approach to stochastic calculus. More speciﬁcally,
the perspective given here (i.e. controlling functions via analogues to Taylor expansion) is
that of the theory of controlled rough paths developed in [18].
It is now very natural to ask whether, just like in the case of smooth functions, a bound
of the type (4.7) is suﬃcient to uniquely specify fˆ(z) for every point z. Unfortunately, the
answer to this question is that “it depends”. The reason is that while (4.5) imposes an upper
bound on the behaviour of Πz in the vicinity of z, it does not impose any corresponding lower
bound. For example, W ≡ 0 is an α-Hölder continuous function that we could have used
to build our model. In that case, the value of the ei -component in fˆ is completely irrelevant
for (4.7), so that uniqueness of the “Taylor series” fails. Suppose on the other hand that the
underlying space is one-dimensional, that α ∈ ( 14 , 12 ), and that W is a typical sample path
of a Brownian trajectory. In this case it was shown in [27, Thm 3.4] that a bound of the type
(4.7) is indeed suﬃcient to uniquely determine all the coeﬃcients of fˆ (at least for almost
all Brownian trajectories).
Remark 4.4. The fact that fˆ is uniquely determined by f in the Brownian case can be interpreted as an analogue to the fact that the Doob-Meyer decomposition of a semimartingale is
unique. Since the statement given in [27] is quantitative, it can be interpreted as a deterministic analogue to Norris’s lemma, of which various incarnations can be found in [6, 33, 38].
Consider now a sequence W ε of smooth (random) functions so that W ε converges to
Brownian motion in C α as ε → 0. For deﬁniteness, take for Wε piecewise linear interpolations on a grid of size ε. Then, if we know a priori that we have a bound of the type
(4.7) with a proportionality constant of order 1, this determines the coeﬃcients of fˆ “almost
1
uniquely” up to an error of order about ε2α− 2 .
What this discussion suggests is that we should really reverse our point of view from
what we are used to: instead of ﬁxing a function and asking whether it has a certain Hölder
regularity by checking whether it is possible to ﬁnd a “Taylor expansion” at each point satisfying a bound of the type (4.7), we should take the candidate expansion as our fundamental
object and ask under which condition it does indeed approximate one single function / distribution around each point at the prescribed order. More precisely, ﬁx some γ > 0 (the
order of our “Taylor expansion”) and consider a function f : Rd+1 → T<γ . Under which
assumptions can we ﬁnd a distribution ζ such that ζ “looks like” the distribution Πz f (z)
(in a suitable sense) near every point z? We claim that the “right” answer is given by the
following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 4.5. Given a regularity structure T and a model (Π, Γ) as above, we deﬁne Dγ
as the space of functions f : Rd+1 → T<γ such that the bound
f (z) − Γzz f (z  )α

|z − z  |γ−α .

(4.8)

holds for every α < γ, locally uniformly in z and z  .
Remark 4.6. This deﬁnition makes sense and is non-empty even for negative γ, as long as
γ > inf A.
Remark 4.7. The notation Dγ is really an abuse of notation, since even for a given regularity
structure there isn’t one single space Dγ , but a whole collection of them, one for each model
(Π, Γ) ∈ M . More formally, one should really consider the space M  Dγ consisting of
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pairs ((Π, Γ), f ) such that f belongs to the space Dγ based on the model (Π, Γ). The space
M  Dγ also comes with a natural topology.
In the case where T is the polynomial regularity structure and (Π, Γ) are the usual Taylor
polynomials as above, one can see that this deﬁnition coincides with the usual deﬁnition of
C γ (except at integer values where D1 describes Lipschitz continuous functions, etc). In
this case, the component f0 (z) = 1, f (z) of f (z) in T0 (here we write 1, · for the basis
element of T ∗ dual to 1) is the only reasonable candidate for the function represented by f .
Furthermore, 1, Γzz f (z  ) is nothing but the candidate Taylor expansion of f around z  ,
evaluated at z. The bound (4.8) with α = 0 is then just a statement of the fact that f0 is
of class C γ and that f (z) is its Taylor series of order γ at z. The corresponding bounds for
α > 0 then follow immediately, since they merely state that the αth derivative of f0 is of
class C γ−α .
4.3. The reconstruction operator. The situation is much less straightforward when the
model space T contains components of negative homogeneity. In this case, the bounds
(4.5) allow the model Πz to consist of genuine distributions and we do not anymore have an
obvious candidate for the distribution represented by f . The following result shows that such
a distribution nevertheless always exists and is unique as soon as γ > 0. This also provides
an a posteriori justiﬁcation for our deﬁnition of the spaces Dγ .
Theorem 4.8. Consider a regularity structure T = (A, T, G) and ﬁx γ > r = inf A.
Then, there exists a continuous map R : M  Dγ → S  (the “reconstruction map”) with the
property that



 R(Π, Γ, f ) − Πz f (z) (ϕλz ) λγ ,
(4.9)
uniformly over λ ∈ (0, 1] and ϕ ∈ Br , and locally uniformly over z ∈ Rd+1 . Furthermore,
for any given model (Π, Γ), the map f → R(Π, Γ, f ) is linear. If γ > 0, the map R is
uniquely speciﬁed by the requirement (4.9).
Remark 4.9. In the sequel, we will always consider (Π, Γ) as ﬁxed and view R as a linear
map, writing Rf instead of R(Π, Γ, f ). The above notation does however make it plain that
the full map R is not a linear map.
Remark 4.10. An important special case is given by situations where Πz τ happens to be
a continuous function for every τ ∈ T and every z. Then, it turns out that Rf is also a
continuous function and one simply has

 

(4.10)
Rf (z) = Πz f (z) (z) .
In the general case, this formula makes of course no sense since Πz f (z) is a distribution and
cannot be evaluated at z.
Remark 4.11. We made a slight abuse of notation here since there is really a family of
operators Rγ , one for each regularity. However, this abuse is justiﬁed by the following
consistency relation. Given f ∈ Dγ and γ̃ < γ, one can always construct f˜ by projecting
f (z) onto T<γ̃ for every z. It turns out that one then necessarily has f˜ ∈ Dγ̃ and Rf˜ = Rf ,
provided that γ̃ > 0. This is also consistent with (4.10)
if Πz τ is a continuous function

 since,
and the homogeneity of τ is strictly positive, then Πz τ (z) = 0.
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We refer to [23, Thm 3.10] for a full proof of Theorem 4.8 and to [22] for a simpliﬁed
proof that only gives continuity in each “ﬁber” Dγ . The main idea is to use a basis of compactly supported wavelets to construct approximations Rn in such a way that our deﬁnitions
can be exploited in a natural way to compare Rn+1 with Rn and show that the sequence of
approximations is Cauchy in a suitable space of distributions C α . In the most important case
when γ > 0, it turns out that while the existence of a map R with the required properties is
highly non-trivial, its uniqueness is actually quite easy to see. If γ ≤ 0 on the other hand, it
is clear that R cannot be uniquely determined by (4.9), since this bound remains unchanged
if we add to R any distribution in C γ . The existence of R in the case γ < 0 is however still
a non-trivial result since in general one has Rf ∈ C γ !

5. Regularity structures for SPDEs
We now return to the problem of providing a robust well-posedness theory for stochastic
PDEs of the type (1.2), (1.4), (1.3), or even just (3.3). Our aim is to build a suitable regularity
structure for which we can reformulate our SPDE as a ﬁxed point problem in Dγ for a
suitable value of γ.
Remark 5.1. Actually, it turns out that since we are interested in Cauchy problems, there
will always be some singularity at t = 0. This introduces additional technical complications
which we do not wish to dwell upon.
5.1. General construction of the model space. Our ﬁrst task is to construct the model
space T . Since we certainly want to be able to represent arbitrary smooth functions (for
example in order to be able to take into account the contribution of the initial condition),
we want T to contain the space T̄ of abstract polynomials in d + 1 indeterminates endowed
with the parabolic grading described in Section 4.1. Since the noise ξ cannot be adequately
represented by polynomials, we furthermore add a basis vector Ξ to T , which we postulate
to have some homogeneity α < 0 such that ξ ∈ C α . In the case of space-time white noise,
we would choose α = − d2 − 1 − κ for some (typically very small) exponent κ > 0.
At this stage, the discussion following (3.4) suggests that if our structure T contains a
basis vector τ of homogeneity β representing some distribution η involved in the description
of the right hand side of our equation, then it should also contain a basis vector of homogeneity β + 2 (the “2” here comes from the fact that convolution with the heat kernel yields
a gain of 2 in regularity) representing the distribution K  η involved in the description of
the solution to the equation. Let us denote this new basis vector by I(τ ), where I stands for
“integration”. In the special case where τ ∈ T̄ , so that it represents an actual polynomial, we
do not need any new symbol since K convolved with a polynomial yields a smooth function.
One way of formalising this is to simply postulate that I(X k ) = 0 for every multiindex k.

Remark 5.2. For consistency, we will also always assume that K(z)Q(z) dz = 0 for
all polynomials Q of some ﬁxed, but suﬃciently high, degree. Since K is an essentially
arbitrary truncation of the heat kernel, we can do this without loss of generality.
If the right hand side of our equation involves the spatial derivatives of the solution,
then, for each basis vector τ of homogeneity β representing some distribution η appearing
in the description of the solution, we should also have a basis vector Di τ of homogeneity
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β − 1 representing ∂i η and appearing in the description of the derivative of the solution in
the direction xi .
Finally, if the right hand side of our equation involves a product between two terms F and
F̄ , and if basis vectors τ and τ̄ respectively are involved in their description, then we should
also have a basis vector τ τ̄ which would be involved in the description of the product. If τ
and τ̄ represent the distributions η and η̄ respectively, then this new basis vector represents
the distribution η η̄, whatever this actually means. Regarding its homogeneity, by analogy
with the case of polynomials, it is natural to impose that the homogeneity of τ τ̄ is the sum
of the homogeneities of its two factors.
This suggests that we should build T by taking as its basis vectors some formal expressions built from the symbols X and Ξ, together with the operations I(·), Di , and multiplication. Furthermore, the natural way of computing the homogeneity of a formal expression in
view of the above is to associate homogeneity 2 to X0 , 1 to Xi for i = 0, α to Ξ, 2 to I(·),
and −1 to Di , and to simply add the homogeneities of all symbols appearing in any given
expression. Denote by F the collection of all formal expressions that can be constructed in
this way and denote by |τ | the homogeneity of τ ∈ F, so we have for example




X i Ξ  = α + 1 ,
I(Ξ)2 I(Xi Dj I(Ξ)) = 3α + 8 ,
etc.
We note however that if we simply took for T the space of linear combinations of all elements
in F then, since α < 0, there would be basis vectors of arbitrarily negative homogeneity,
which would go against Deﬁnition 4.1. What saves us is that most formal expressions are
not needed in order to formulate our equations as ﬁxed point problems. For example, the
expression Ξ2 is useless since we would never try to square the driving noise. Similarly, if
we consider (1.4a), then I(Ξ) is needed for the description of the solution, which implies
that I(Ξ)2 and I(Ξ)3 are needed to describe the right hand side, but we do not need I(Ξ)4
for example.
5.2. Speciﬁc model spaces. This suggests that we should take T as the linear combinations
of only those formal expressions τ ∈ F that are actually expected to appear in the description
of the solution to our equation or its right hand side. Instead of trying to formulate a general
construction (see [23, Sec. 8.1] for such an attempt), let us illustrate this by a few examples.
We ﬁrst focus on the case of the KPZ equation (1.3) and we construct subsets U and V of
F that are used in the description of the solution and the right hand side of the equation
respectively. These are deﬁned as the smallest subsets of F with the following properties:
T ⊂U ∩V ,

{I(τ ) : τ ∈ V \ T } ⊂ U ,

{Ξ} ∪ {Dτ1 · Dτ2 : τi ∈ U} ⊂ V . (5.1)

where we used the notation T = {X k } with k running over all multiindices, so that the space
of Taylor polynomials T̄ is the linear span of T . We then deﬁne T as the space of all linear
combinations of elements of U ∪ V. We also denote by TU the subspace of T spanned by U .
This construction is such that if we have any function H : Rd+1 → TU , then we can deﬁne
in a natural way a function Ξ − (DH)2 : Rd+1 → T by the last property. Furthermore, by
the second property, one has again I(Ξ − (DH)2 ) : Rd+1 → TU , which suggests that T is
indeed suﬃciently rich to formulate a ﬁxed point problem mimicking the mild formulation
of (1.3). Furthermore, one has
Lemma 5.3. If U and V are the smallest subsets of F satisfying (5.1) and one has |Ξ| > −2
then, for every γ > 0, the set {τ ∈ U ∪ V : |τ | < γ} is ﬁnite.
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The condition α > −2 corresponds to the restriction d < 2, which makes sense since
2 is the critical dimension for the KPZ equation [32]. The other example we would like to
consider is the class of SPDEs (3.3). In this case, the right hand side is not polynomial.
However, we can apply the same methodology as above as if the nonlinear functions f and g
were simply polynomials of arbitrary degree. We thus impose T ⊂ U ∩ V and {I(τ ) : τ ∈
V \ T } as before, and then further impose that
m
m
- ,)
, )
τ i : m ≥ 1 & τi ∈ U ∪
τ i : m ≥ 1 & τi ∈ U ⊂ V .
Ξ
i=1

i=1

Again, we have U ⊂ V and we deﬁne T as before. Furthermore, it is straightforward to
verify that the analogue to Lemma 5.3 holds, provided that |Ξ| > −2.
5.3. Construction of the structure group. Now that we have some idea on how to construct T for the problems that are of interest to us (with a slightly diﬀerent construction for
each class of models but a clear common thread), we would like to build a corresponding
structure group G. In order to give a motivation for the deﬁnition of G, it is very instructive
to simultaneously think about the structure of the corresponding models. Let us ﬁrst consider
some smooth driving noise, which we call ξε to distinguish it from the limiting noise ξ. At
this stage however, this should be thought of as simply a ﬁxed smooth function. In view
of the discussion of Section 5.1, for each of the model spaces built in Section 5.2, we can
associate to ξε a linear map Π : T → C ∞ (Rd+1 ) in the following way. We set




ΠΞ (z) = ξε (z) ,
(5.2a)
ΠXi (z) = zi ,
and we then deﬁne Π recursively by
ΠI(τ ) = K  Πτ ,

ΠDi τ = ∂i Πτ ,

   
Π(τ τ̄ ) = Πτ · Πτ̄ ,

(5.2b)

where · simply denotes the pointwise product between smooth functions. At this stage, it
is however not clear how one would build an actual model in the sense of Deﬁnition 4.2
associated to ξε . It is natural that one would set




Πz Ξ (z  ) = ξε (z  ) ,
(5.3a)
Πz Xi (z  ) = zi − zi ,
and then
Πz Di τ = ∂i Πz τ ,


 

Πz (τ τ̄ ) = Πz τ · Πz τ̄ .

(5.3b)

It is less clear a priori how to deﬁne Πz I(τ ). The problem is that if we simply set Πz I(τ ) =
K  Πz τ , then the bound (4.5) would typically no longer be compatible with the requirement
that |I(τ )| = |τ | + 2. One way to circumvent this problem is to simply subtract the Taylor
expansion of K  Πz τ around z up to the required order. We therefore set





Πz I(τ ) (z  ) = K  Πz τ (z  ) −


|k|<|τ |+2


(z  − z)k  (k)
D K  Πz τ (z) .
k!

(5.3c)

It can easily be veriﬁed (simply proceed recursively) that if we deﬁne Πz in this way and
Π as in (5.2) then, for every z, one can ﬁnd a linear map Fz : T → T such that Πz =
ΠFz . In particular, one has Πz = Πz Fz−1 Fz . Furthermore, Fz is “upper triangular”
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with the identity on the diagonal in the sense of (4.1). It is also easily seen by induction
the matrix elements of Fz are all given by some polynomials in z and in the quantities
that(k)
D K  Πz τ (z).
This suggests that we should take for G the set of all linear maps that can appear in this
fashion. It is however not clear in principle how to describe G more explicitly and it is also
not clear that it even forms a group. In order to describe G, it is natural to introduce a space
T+ which is given by all possible polynomials in d + 1 commuting variables {Zi }di=0 as well
as countably many additional commuting variables {Jk (τ ) : τ ∈ (U ∪ V) \ T & |k| <
|τ | + 2}. One should think of Zi as representing zi and Jk (τ ) as representing D(k) K 
Πz τ (z), so that the matrix elements of Fz are represented by elements of T+ . There are
no relations between these coeﬃcients, which suggests that elements of G are described by
an arbitrary morphism f : T+ → R, i.e. an arbitrary linear map which furthermore satisﬁes
f (σσ̄) = f (σ) f (σ̄), so that it is uniquely determined by f (Zi ) and f (Jk (τ )).
Given any linear map Δ : T → T ⊗ T+ and a morphism f as above, one can then deﬁne
a linear map Γ̂f : T → T by


Γ̂f τ = I ⊗ f Δτ .
(Here we identify T with T ⊗ R in the obvious way.) The discussion given above then
suggests that it is possible to construct Δ in such a way that if we deﬁne fz by


fz (Jk (τ )) = D(k) K  Πz τ (z) ,
(5.4)
fz (Zi ) = zi ,
then one has Γ̂fz = Fz . The precise deﬁnition of Δ is irrelevant for our discussion, but a
recursive description of it can easily be recovered simply by comparing (5.3) to (5.2). In
particular, it is possible to show that Δτ is of the form

cτi τi ⊗ σi ,
(5.5)
Δτ = τ ⊗ 1 +
i

for some expressions τi ∈ T with |τi | < |τ | and for some non-empty monomials σi ∈ T+
such that |σi | + |τ |i = |τ |. Here, we associate a homogeneity to elements in T+ by setting
|Z0 | = 2, |Zi | = 1 for i = 0, and |Jk (τ )| = |τ | + 2 − |k|.
In particular, we see that if we let e : T+ → R be the trivial morphism for which e(Zi ) =
e(Jk (τ )) = 0, so that one only has e(1) = 1 where 1 is the empty product, then Γ̂e τ = τ .
The important fact for our purpose is the following, a proof of which can be found in [23,
Sec. 8]. Here, we denote by M : T+ ⊗T+ → T+ the multiplication operator M(σ⊗σ̄) = σσ̄
and by I the identity.
Theorem 5.4. There exists a map Δ+ : T+ → T+ ⊗ T+ such that the following identities
hold:

 

Δ+ (σσ̄) = Δ+ σ · Δ+ σ̄ ,
(Δ ⊗ I)Δ = (I ⊗ Δ+ )Δ ,
(5.6)
(e ⊗ I)Δ+ = (I ⊗ e)Δ+ = I , (Δ+ ⊗ I)Δ+ = (I ⊗ Δ+ )Δ+ .
Furthermore, there exists a map A : T+ → T+ which is multiplicative in the sense that
A(σσ̄) = (Aσ) · (Aσ̄), and which is such that M(I ⊗ A)Δ+ = M(A ⊗ I)Δ+ = e, with
e : T+ → R as above.
Remark 5.5. In technical lingo, this lemma states that (T+ , ·, Δ+ ) is a Hopf algebra with
antipode A, and that T is a comodule over T+ .
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The importance of this result is that it shows that G is indeed
 a group. For any
 two
morphisms f and g, we can deﬁne a linear map f ◦g : T+ → R by f ◦g (σ) = f ⊗g Δ+ σ.
As a consequence of the ﬁrst identity in (5.6), f ◦ g is again a morphism on T+ . As a
consequence of the second identity, one has Γ̂f ◦g = Γf Γg . The last identity shows that
(f1 ◦f2 )◦f3 = f1 ◦(f2 ◦f3 ), while the properties of A ensure that if we set f −1 (σ) = f (Aσ),
then f ◦ f −1 = f −1 ◦ f = e. Finally, the third identity in (5.6) shows that e is indeed the
identity element, thus turning the set of all morphisms of T+ into a group under ◦, acting on
T via Γ̂.
Let us now turn back to our models. Given a smooth function ξε , we deﬁne Πz as in (5.3)
and fz by (5.4). We then also deﬁne linear maps Γzz by Γzz = Γ̂γzz with γzz = fz−1 ◦fz .
We then have
Lemma 5.6. For every smooth function ξε , the pair (Π, Γ) deﬁned above is a model.
Proof. The algebraic constraints (4.4) are satisﬁed essentially by deﬁnition. The ﬁrst bound
of (4.5) can easily be veriﬁed recursively by (5.3). The only non-trivial fact is that the matrix
elements of Γzz satisfy the right bound. If one can show that |γzz (σ)| |z − z  ||σ| , this in
turn follows from (5.5). This bound is non-trivial and was obtained in [23, Prop. 8.27].
5.4. Admissible models. Thanks to Lemma 5.6, we now have a large class of models for
the regularity structures built in the previous two subsections. However, we do not want to
restrict ourselves to this class (or even its closure). The reason is that if we deﬁne products
in the “naïve” way given by the second identity in (5.3b), then there will typically be some
situations where the result diverges as we let ε → 0 in ξε . Therefore, we do not impose this
relation in general but rather view it as the deﬁnition of the product, i.e. we interpret it as
 


Πz τ · Πz τ̄ := Πz (τ τ̄ ) .
However, the remainder of the structure described in (5.3) is required for Xi , Di and I to
have the correct interpretation. This motivates the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 5.7. Given a regularity structure T constructed

 as in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we
say that a model (Π, Γ) is admissible if it satisﬁes Πz Xi (z  ) = zi − zi , Πz Di τ = ∂i Πz τ ,
as well as (5.3c) and if furthermore Γzz = Γ̂−1
fz Γ̂fz with fz given by (5.4). We will denote
the space of all admissible models by M0 ⊂ M .
Remark 5.8. In the particular case of admissible models for a regularity structure of the
type considered here, the data of the single linear map Π as above is suﬃcient to reconstruct
the full model (Π, Γ).
Note that at this stage, it is not clear whether this concept is even well-deﬁned: in general,
D(k) K  Πz τ will be a distribution and cannot be evaluated at ﬁxed points, so (5.4) might
be meaningless for a general model. It turns out that the deﬁnition actually always makes
sense, provided that the second identity in (5.4) is interpreted as


fz (Jk (τ )) =
D(k) Kn  Πz τ (z) ,


n≥0

where K = n≥0 Kn as in (2.1). This is because the bound (2.1), combined with the bound
(4.5) and the fact that Kn is supported in the ball of radius 2−n imply that
 (k)
 
 D Kn  Πz τ (z) 2(|k|−|τ |−2)n .
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The condition |k| < |τ |+2 appearing in (5.3c) is then precisely what is required to guarantee
that this is always summable.
5.5. Abstract ﬁxed point problem. We now show how to reformulate a stochastic PDE
as a ﬁxed point problem in some space Dγ based on an admissible model for the regularity
structure associated to the SPDE by the construction of Section 5.2. For deﬁniteness, we
focus on the example of the KPZ equation (1.3), but all other examples mentioned in the
introduction can be treated in virtually the same way. Writing P for the heat kernel, the mild
formulation of (1.3) is given by


h = P  1t>0 (∂x h)2 + ξ + P h0 ,
(5.7)
where we write P h0 for the harmonic extension of h0 . (This is just the solution to the heat
equation with initial condition h0 .) In order to formulate this as a ﬁxed point problem in Dγ
for a suitable value of γ > 0, we will make use of the following far-reaching extension of
Schauder’s theorem.
Theorem 5.9. Fix one of the regularity structures built in the previous section and ﬁx an
admissible model. Then, for all but a discrete set of values of γ > 0, there exists a continuous
operator P : Dγ → Dγ+2 such that the identity
RPf = P  Rf ,
 
holds for every f ∈ Dγ . Furthermore, one has Pf (z) − If (z) ∈ T̄ .

(5.8)

Remark 5.10. Recall that T̄ ⊂ T denotes the linear span of the X k , which represent the
usual Taylor polynomials. Again, while P is a linear map when we consider the underlying
model as ﬁxed, it can (and should) also be viewed as a continuous nonlinear map from
M0  Dγ into M0  Dγ+2 . The reason why some values of γ need to be excluded is
essentially the same as for the usual Schauder theorem.
For a proof of Theorem 5.9 and a precise description of the operator P, see [23, Sec. 5].
With the help of the operator P, it is then possible to reformulate (5.7) as the following ﬁxed
point problem in Dγ , provided that we have an admissible model at our disposal:


(5.9)
H = P1t>0 (DH)2 + Ξ + P h0 .
Here, the smooth function P h0 is interpreted as an element in Dγ with values in T̄ via its
Taylor expansion of order γ. Note that in the context of the regularity structure associated to
the KPZ equation in Section 5.2, the right hand side of this equation makes sense for every
H ∈ Dγ , provided that H takes values in TU . This is an immediate consequence of the
property (5.1).
Remark 5.11. As already mentioned earlier, we cheat here in the sense that Dγ should really
be replaced by a space Dγ,η allowing for a suitable singular behaviour on the hyperplane
t = 0.
It is also possible to show (see [23, Thm 4.7]) that if we set |Ξ| = − 23 − κ for some
3
suﬃciently small κ > 0, then one has (DH)2 ∈ Dγ− 2 −κ for H ∈ Dγ . As a consequence,
we expect to be able to ﬁnd local solutions to the ﬁxed point problem (5.9), provided that we
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formulate it in Dγ for γ > 32 + κ. This is indeed the case, and a more general instance of
this fact can be found in [23, Thm 7.8]. Furthermore, the local solution is locally Lipschitz
continuous as a function of both the initial condition h0 and the underlying admissible model
(Π, Γ) ∈ M0 .
Now that we have a local solution H ∈ Dγ for (5.9), we would like to know how this
solution relates to the original problem (1.3). This is given by the following simple fact:
Proposition 5.12. If the underlying model (Π, Γ) is built from a smooth function ξε as in
(5.3) and if H solves (5.9), then RH solves (5.7).
Proof. As a consequence of (5.8), we see that RH solves
 


RH = P  1t>0 R (DH)2 + ξε + P h0 .
Combining

 (5.3b) with (4.10), it is not diﬃcult to see that in this particular case, one has
R (DH)2 = (∂x RH)2 , so that the claim follows.
The results of the previous subsection yield a robust solution theory for (5.9) which
projects down (via R) to the usual solution theory for (1.3) for smooth driving noise ξε . If
it were the case that the sequence of models (Π(ε) , Γ(ε) ) associated to the regularised noise
ξε via (5.3) converges to a limit in M0 , then this would essentially conclude our analysis of
(1.3).
Unfortunately, this is not the case. Indeed, in all of the examples mentioned in the
introduction except for (1.2), the sequence of models (Π(ε) , Γ(ε) ) does not converge as ε →
0. In order to remedy to this situation, the idea is to look for a sequence of “renormalised”
(ε)
models (Π̂(ε) , Γ̂(ε) ) which are also admissible and also satisfy Π̂z Ξ = ξε , but do converge
to a limit as ε → 0. The last section of this article shows how these renormalised models can
be constructed.
5.6. Renormalisation. In order to renormalise our model, we will build a very natural
group of continuous transformations of M0 that build a new admissible model from an old
one. The renormalised model will then be the image of the “canonical” model (Π(ε) , Γ(ε) )
under a (diverging) sequence of such transformations. Since we want the new model to also
be admissible, the only deﬁning property that we are allowed to modify in (5.3) is the definition of the product. In order to describe the renormalised model, it turns out to be more
(ε)

convenient to consider again its representation by a single linear map Π̂ : T → S  as in
(5.3), which is something we can do by Remark 5.8.
At this stage, we do not appear to have much choice: the only “reasonable” way of
(ε)

building Π̂
T:

from Π(ε) is to compose it to the right with some ﬁxed linear map Mε : T →
(ε)

Π̂

= Π(ε) Mε .

(5.10)

If we do this for an arbitrary map Mε , we will of course immediately lose the algebraic
and analytical properties that allow to associate an admissible model (Π̂(ε) , Γ̂(ε) ) to the map
(ε)

Π̂ . As a matter of fact, it is completely unclear a priori whether there exists any nontrivial map Mε that preserves these properties. Fortunately, these maps do exists and a
somewhat indirect characterisation of them can be found in [23, Sec. 8]. Even better, there
are suﬃciently many of them so that the divergencies of Π(ε) can be compensated by a
judicious choice of Mε .
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Let us just illustrate how this plays out in the case of the KPZ equation already studied
in the last subsection. In order to simplify notations, we now use the following shorthand
graphical notation for elements of U ∪ V. For Ξ, we draw a small circle. The integration
map I is then represented by a downfacing wavy line and DI is represented by a downfacing plain line. The multiplication of symbols is obtained by joining them at the root. For
example, we have
(DI(Ξ))2 =

(DI(DI(Ξ)2 ))2 =

,

I(DI(Ξ)2 ) =

,

.

In the case of the KPZ equation, it turns out that one can exhibit an explicit four-parameter
group of matrices M which preserve
3 admissible models when used in (5.10). These matrices
are of the form M = exp(− i=0 Ci Li ), where the generators Li are determined by the
following contraction rules:
→ 1 ,

L0 :

L1 :

→ 1 ,

L2 :

→ 1

→ 1 .

L3 :

(5.11)

This should be understood in the sense that if τ is an arbitrary formal expression, then L0 τ
is the sum of all formal expressions obtained from τ by performing a substitution of the type
→ 1. For example, one has L0
= 2 , L0
= 2 + , etc. The extension of the
other operators Li to all of T is given by Li τ = 0 for i = 0 and every τ for which Li wasn’t
already deﬁned in (5.11). We then have the following result, which is a consequence of [23,
Sec. 8] and [28] and was implicit in [21]:
Theorem 5.13. Let Mε be given as above, let Π(ε) be constructed from ξε as in (5.2), and
let Π̂

(ε)

= Π(ε) Mε . Then, there exists a unique admissible model (Π̂(ε) , Γ̂(ε) ) such that
(ε)

(ε)

Π̂z = Π̂

(ε)

(ε)

F̂z , where F̂z

(ε)

relates to Π̂z as in (5.4). Furthermore, one has the identity


 (ε) 
(5.12)
Π̂z τ (z) = Π(ε)
z Mε τ (z) .

Finally, there is a choice of Mε such that (Π̂(ε) , Γ̂(ε) ) converges to a limit (Π̂, Γ̂) which is
universal in that it does not depend on the details of the regularisation procedure.
(ε)

(ε)

Remark 5.14. Despite (5.12), it is not true in general that Π̂z = Πz Mε . The point is that
(5.12) only holds at the point z and not at z  = z.
In order to complete our survey of Theorem 1.1, it remains to identify the solution to
(5.9) with respect to the renormalised model (Π̂(ε) , Γ̂(ε) ) with the classical solution to some
modiﬁed partial diﬀerential equation. The continuity of the abstract solution map then immediately implies that the solutions to the modiﬁed PDE converge to a limit. The fact that
the limiting model (Π̂, Γ̂) is universal also implies that this limit is universal.
3
(ε)
Theorem 5.15. Let Mε = exp(− i=0 Ci Li ) be as above and let (Π̂(ε) , Γ̂(ε) ) be the
corresponding renormalised model. Let furthermore

 H be the solution to (5.9) with respect
to this model. Then, the function h(t, x) = RH (t, x) solves the equation
(ε)

(ε)

(ε)

(ε)

∂t h = ∂x2 h + (∂x h)2 − 4C0 ∂x h + ξε − (C1 + C2 + 4C3 ) .

(5.13)
(ε)

Remark 5.16. In order to obtain a limit (Π̂, Γ̂), the renormalisation constants Ci
be chosen in the following way:
(ε)

C0

=0,

(ε)

C1

=

c1
,
ε

(ε)

C2

= 4c2 log ε + c3 ,

(ε)

C3

should

= −c2 log ε + c4 .
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Here, the ci are constants of order 1 that depend on the details of the regularisation procedure
(ε)
for ξε . The fact that C0 = 0 explains why the corresponding term does not appear in
(ε)
(ε)
(1.3). The fact that the diverging parts of C2 and C3 cancel in (5.13) explains why this
logarithmic sub-divergence was not observed in [4] for example.
Proof. We ﬁrst note that, as a consequence of Theorem 5.9 and of (5.9), one can write for
t>0


(5.14)
H = I (DH)2 + Ξ + (...) ,
where (...) denotes some terms belonging to T̄ ⊂ T .
By repeatedly using this identity, we conclude that any solution H ∈ Dγ to (5.9) for γ
greater than (but close enough to) 3/2 is necessarily of the form
H = h1 + +

+ h X 1 + 2

+ 2h

(5.15)

,

for some real-valued functions h and h . Note that h is treated as an independent function
here, we certainly do not mean to suggest that the function h is diﬀerentiable! Our notation
is only by analogy with the classical Taylor expansion. As an immediate consequence, DH
is given by
DH = + + h 1 + 2 + 2h ,
(5.16)
as an element of Dγ for γ close to 1/2. The right hand side of the equation is then given up
to order 0 by
(DH)2 + Ξ = Ξ +

+2

+ 2h +

+4

+ 2h

+ 4h

+ (h )2 1 .

(5.17)

Using the deﬁnition of Mε , we conclude that
(ε)

Mε DH = DH − 4C0

,

so that, as an element of Dγ with very small (but positive) γ, one has the identity
(ε)

(Mε DH)2 = (DH)2 − 8C0

.

As a consequence, after neglecting again all terms of strictly positive homogeneity, one has
the identity


(ε)
(ε)
(ε)
(ε)
Mε (DH)2 + Ξ = (Mε DH)2 + Ξ − 4C0 Mε DH − (C1 + C2 + 4C3 ) .
Combining this with (5.12) and (4.10), we conclude that


(ε)
(ε)
(ε)
(ε)
R (DH)2 + Ξ = (∂x RH)2 + ξε − 4C0 ∂x RH − (C1 + C2 + 4C3 ) ,
from which the claim then follows in the same way as for Proposition 5.12.
Remark 5.17. Ultimately, the reason why the theory mentioned in Section 1.1 (or indeed the
theory of controlled rough paths, as originally exploited in [21]) can also be applied in this
case is that in (5.15), only one basis vector besides those in T (i.e. besides 1 and X1 ) comes
with a non-constant coeﬃcient, namely the basis vector . The methodology explained in
Section 3.1 on the other hand can be applied whenever no basis vector besides those in T
comes with a non-constant coeﬃcient.
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Hardness of Approximation
Subhash Khot

Abstract. This article accompanies the talk given by the author at the International Congress of Mathematicians, 2014. The article sketches some connections between approximability of NP-complete
problems, analysis and geometry, and the role played by the Unique Games Conjecture in facilitating these connections. For a more extensive introduction to the topic, the reader is referred to survey
articles [39, 40, 64].
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). Primary 68Q17.
Keywords. NP-completeness, Approximation algorithms, Inapproximability, Probabilistically Checkable Proofs, Discrete Fourier analysis.

1. Introduction
The P = NP hypothesis says that a large class of computational problems known as NPcomplete problems do not have eﬃcient algorithms. An algorithm is called eﬃcient if it
runs in time polynomial in the size of the input, typically denoted as n. A natural question is whether one can eﬃciently compute approximate solutions to NP-complete problems and how good an approximation one can achieve. We are interested in both upper and
lower bounds: designing algorithms with a guarantee on the quality of approximation (upper
bounds) as well as results showing that no eﬃcient algorithm exists that achieves an approximation guarantee beyond a certain threshold (lower bounds). It is the latter question, namely
the lower bounds, that is the focus of this article. Such results are known as inapproximability or hardness of approximation results, proved under a standard complexity theoretic
hypothesis such as P = NP.
Let us consider two problems, the Traveling Salesperson (TSP) and the Clique, as illustration. In the (2-dimensional Euclidean version of) TSP problem, we are given a set of n
cities in a plane and the pairwise distances between them and the goal is to ﬁnd a tour that
visits all the cities and has minimum length. In the Clique problem, we are given an n-vertex
graph and the goal is ﬁnd a clique of maximum size where a clique is a subset of vertices such
that all its vertices are pairwise connected by edges. Both the problems are NP-complete1and
hence one does not hope to eﬃciently ﬁnd optimal solutions. Now consider the question of
how well one can approximate them. For the TSP problem, for every constant ε > 0, Arora
and Mitchell [1, 52] designed a polynomial time algorithm that computes a tour with length
at most 1 + ε times the length of the minimum tour. For the Clique problem, Håstad [35]
showed that it cannot be approximated at all. Speciﬁcally, for every constant ε > 0, assuming P = NP, no polynomial time algorithm, given an n-vertex graph that has a clique of size
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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at least n1−ε , can ﬁnd a clique of size even nε . Thus, we know the precise extent to which
the TSP and the Clique problems are approximable: the former is approximable as well as
one might hope for and the latter is not approximable at all. There are a few more problems
for which also we know the precise extent of approximability. In particular, for the 3SAT and
the Set Cover problems [30, 36], we know an approximation algorithm that achieves a reasonable (but not too close as TSP) approximation guarantee and we also know that achieving
an approximation better than this threshold guarantee is an NP-complete problem itself. To
emphasize, the last statement implies that an algorithm with approximation guarantee better
than the threshold for these problems can then be used to ﬁnd optimal solutions!
However, for a vast majority of the NP-complete problems of interest, there is (often a
big) gap between the quality of the best known approximation algorithms and the known
hardness of approximation results. Filling up these gaps, as well as understanding why
diﬀerent NP-complete problems seem to behave diﬀerently in terms of their approximability,
is largely open. The Unique Games Conjecture was proposed towards making progress on
this topic, and in particular towards showing optimal hardness of approximation results, i.e.
results that match the quality of the best known approximation algorithms. As it turns out,
showing hardness results is closely related to Fourier analysis of boolean functions on a
boolean hypercube and to certain problems in geometry, especially related to isoperimetry.
This article gives a sketch of some of these connections and cites a couple of open questions
towards settling the Unique Games Conjecture. We anticipate that the intended audience of
this article is not necessarily familiar with the language and techniques in computer science,
so an attempt is made to keep the presentation as self-contained as possible.

2. The Unique Games Conjecture
The Unique Games Conjecture [38] states that a certain computational problem called the
Unique Game is very hard to approximate. We do state the conjecture here, but we will not
really use the statement in the rest of the article.
An instance L of the Unique Game problem is a system of linear equations over Zp of a
speciﬁc form. There are n variables x1 , . . . , xn and m equations, where ith equation is of the
form xi1 − xi2 = ci . The constants ci ∈ Zp may depend on the equation. The goal is to ﬁnd
an assignment to the variables that satisﬁes a good fraction of the equations. Let OPT(L)
denote the maximum fraction of equations satisﬁed by any assignment. The Unique Games
Conjecture states:
Conjecture 2.1. For every constant δ > 0, there is a large enough constant p = p(δ), such
that there is no polynomial time algorithm that given an instance of Unique Game over Zp
that has an assignment satisfying 1 − δ fraction of the equations, ﬁnds an assignment that
satisﬁes (even) δ fraction of the equations.2
1There are some subtleties regarding the computational complexity of TSP that we omit here.
2The original conjecture is stated in terms of a more general problem and strictly speaking the term Unique
Game refers to the general problem. The problem presented here is referred to as Linear Unique Game. It is
shown in [41] that the original conjecture is equivalent to the statement here. Also, the problem is conjectured to
be NP-complete, rather than just that there is no polynomial time algorithm for it. It is widely believed that NPo(1)
, rather than just in polynomial time. For much
complete problems do not have algorithms that run in time 2n
of the article, when we say “there is no polynomial time algorithm for a problem”, we really mean “the problem is
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A few comments are in order. The term game refers to the context of 2-prover-1-round
games where the problem was studied initially. Given an instance of the Unique Game as
above, consider the following game between two provers and a veriﬁer: the veriﬁer picks an
equation xi1 − xi2 = ci at random, sends the variable xi1 to prover P1 and the variable xi2
to prover P2 . Each prover is supposed to answer with a value in Zp , and the veriﬁer accepts
if and only if a1 − a2 = ci where a1 and a2 are the answers of the two provers respectively.
The strategies of the provers correspond to assignments σ1 , σ2 : {x1 , . . . , xn } → Zp . The
value of the game is the maximum over all prover strategies, the probability that the veriﬁer
accepts. It is not diﬃcult to show that this value is between OPT(L) and max{1, 4OPT(L)}.
Such games were initially motivated by the study of cryptographic protocols. The term
unique refers to the property of the equations xi1 − xi2 = ci that for every assignment to one
variable, there is a unique assignment to the other variable so that the equation is satisﬁed.
Unique Games were studied before in literature, in particular by Feige and Lovász [31] in
the context of parallel repetition.
The important feature of the Unique Games is that the equations are linear. If one allows
equations of arbitrary degree, each equation still depending on two variables, the problem
may be referred to as a Non-Unique Game. The statement analogous to Conjecture 2.1 is
known to hold for Non-Unique Games (and is very useful). It follows from a combination of
the PCP Theorem stated in the next section and the Parallel Repetition Theorem of Raz [61].
For Non-Unique Games, the statement holds even on instances that have an assignment that
satisﬁes all equations, as opposed to only 1 − δ fraction of the equations. Moreover, one
only needs p to be polynomially large in 1δ . For the Unique Games however, if there were
an assignment that satisﬁes all equations, it can be eﬃciently found (an easy observation).
Hence, it is essential in Conjecture 2.1 to consider only 1−δ satisﬁable instances. Moreover,
if the conjecture were correct, it is known that p would have to be at least exponentially large
in 1δ [17].

3. The Max-Cut Problem, the PCP Theorem, the GW-Algorithm and its Optimality
The Unique Games Conjecture states that the Unique Game problem is hard to approximate.
It has been shown that for several other optimization problems of interest, denoting a typical
such problem by Π, there is a reduction from the Unique Game problem to the problem
Π and as a consequence, the problem Π is hard to approximate as well. We sketch one
such reduction below and refer the reader to [40] for a list of several reductions of this
kind. We note that prior to formulation of the Unique Games Conjecture, researchers had
already developed a general framework for similar reductions and techniques to analyze
them [2, 13, 27, 35, 36, 61], with some remarkable successes such as Håstad’s Clique result
mentioned in the introduction. However these prior reductions were from the Non-Unique
Game problem. For several problems Π of interest, we do not know how to reduce the NonUnique Game problem to Π, but we do know how to reduce the Unique Game problem to
Π. The Unique Game problem seems to strike a delicate balance: it has a simple enough
structure that it is a convenient problem to reduce from and has a complex enough structure
that it is plausibly a hard problem.
NP-complete”.
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In this article, we focus on one speciﬁc optimization problem, namely the Max-Cut problem, and use it as an illustrative example throughout the article. In this problem, we are given
a graph G(V, E) and the goal is to ﬁnd a cut, i.e. partition of the vertex set V into two disjoint sets V1 and V2 , so as to maximize the number of edges cut. An edge is said to be cut if
its one endpoint is in V1 and the other endpoint is in V2 . The size of the cut is the fraction of
edges cut. Let OPT(G) denote the maximum size of any cut. We will focus on a particular
special case of the problem when the graph G is almost bipartite, i.e. it has a cut that cuts
almost all the edges. Let ε > 0 be a small enough positive constant. The following problem
will be the focus of the rest of the article.
Max-Cut Problem: Given a graph G(V, E) such that OPT(G) = 1 − ε. Find (eﬃciently) a
cut of as large size as possible.
We will be interested in the computational complexity of this problem. A couple of
observations are immediate. Firstly, the Max-Cut problem is NP-complete and hence one
cannot hope to eﬃciently ﬁnd a cut of the maximum size, i.e. of size 1 − ε.3 Secondly,
one can easily ﬁnd a cut of size 12 . Simply take a uniformly random cut in the graph; it cuts
a fraction 12 of the edges in expectation and this randomized algorithm, if desired, can be
turned into a deterministic algorithm as well. Till early 90’s, this was all that was known
regarding what is computationally infeasible and what is feasible. Two breakthrough results
then led to a signiﬁcant progress on this question: one from the hardness side, known as the
PCP Theorem, and the other from the algorithmic side, namely the Goemans-Williamson’s
algorithm.
From the hardness side, the PCP Theorem [5, 7, 29] implies that it is not only hard to ﬁnd
a cut of the maximum size, but also hard to ﬁnd a cut of near-maximum size. Speciﬁcally:4
The PCP Theorem: Assume P = NP. Then there is an absolute constant β > 1 such that no
polynomial time algorithm, given a graph that has a cut of size 1 − ε, can ﬁnd a cut of size
1 − βε.
The PCP Theorem is stated above as a hardness of approximation result. The acronym
PCP stands for Probabilistically Checkable Proofs and indeed there is an equivalent formulation of the theorem in terms of proof checking (and this is what led to its discovery,
as a culmination of much prior work on interactive proofs). The theorem states that every
NP statement has a polynomial size proof that can be checked by a probabilistic polynomial
time veriﬁer by reading only a constant number of bits in the proof! The veriﬁer has the
completeness and the soundness property: every correct statement has a proof that is accepted with probability 1 and every proof of an incorrect statement is accepted with only a
small probability, say at most 1%. The equivalence between the two viewpoints, namely the
hardness viewpoint and the proof checking viewpoint, is simple but illuminating, and has
inﬂuenced much of the work in this area. In this article, we restrict ourselves to the hardness
viewpoint, i.e. the hardness result for the Max-Cut problem as stated above.
From the algorithmic side, Goemans and Williamson [33] designed an eﬃcient algorithm
that given a graph G(V, E) with a cut of size 1−ε, ﬁnds a cut of size 1− π1 arccos(1−2ε). The
√
latter quantity is approximated as 1 − π2 ε − O(ε3/2 ). We provide a high-level sketch of the
3The standard NP-completeness reduction to the Max-Cut problem can be easily modiﬁed so that it holds on
graphs with maximum cut of size 1 − ε.
4The PCP Theorem actually proves that the stated computational task is NP-complete.
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Goemans-Williamson’s algorithm.5 The algorithm proceeds by computing an embedding
φ : V → Sm−1 of the set of vertices onto a unit sphere in Rm . The dimension m is
unrestricted, but w.l.o.g. can be assumed to be at most |V |. The embedding is computed
by solving a so-called semi-deﬁnite programming (SDP) relaxation of the problem instance.
We omit the description of this step (see [34] for introduction to SDPs and their algorithmic
applications), but state the crucial property of the embedding: for most of the edges (u, v)
in the graph, the endpoints u, v are embedded as points φ(u), φ(v) on the sphere that are
nearly antipodal points. Once the embedding has been computed, the algorithm selects a
hyperplane H in Rm passing through the origin, uniformly at random from the set of all
such hyperplanes. The hyperplane H cuts the sphere into two parts, which in turn induces
a partition of the set V into two parts, depending on which side of the hyperplane the point
φ(v) lies, for a vertex v ∈ V . This yields the desired cut in the graph. The analysis of the
1
algorithm then shows that the expected size of the cut
√ is at least 1 − π arccos(1 − 2ε). Using
the approximation cited before, this is at least 1 − ε for small enough ε.
In spite of the progress oﬀered by the PCP Theorem
√ and Goemans-Williamson’s algorithm, there is still a gap between 1 − βε and 1 − ε, regarding the size of the cut that
is infeasible to compute and feasible to compute. Bridging this gap turns out to be an interesting pursuit as we demonstrate in this article. In particular, one could ask whether the
Goemans-Williamson algorithm is the best possible algorithm in terms of its approximation
guarantee. To the best of author’s information, when the Goemans-Williamson algorithm
was discovered, it was viewed as somewhat unnatural and roundabout way of solving a
combinatorial problem via a geometric method, and it was believed that a better algorithm
would follow soon. However, rather surprisingly, assuming the Unique Games Conjecture,
Goemans-Williamson’s algorithm is indeed optimal [41]:
Theorem 3.1. Assume the Unique Games Conjecture. Fix any ε ∈ (0, 12 ) and let η > 0 be
an arbitrarily small constant. Then there is no polynomial time algorithm that given a graph
with a cut of size at least 1 − ε, ﬁnds a cut of size 1 − π1 arccos(1 − 2ε) + η.
Approximating 1− π1 arccos(1−2ε) as before, it will be convenient to focus on a (slightly
weaker) statement: assuming the Unique Games Conjecture, there is no polynomial time
√
algorithm that given a graph with a cut of size at least 1 − ε, ﬁnds a cut of size 1 − 12 ε.
Such a statement is proved by reducing the Unique Game problem to the Max-Cut problem.
A reduction is a polynomial time procedure that starts with an instance L of the Unique
Game problem (i.e. a system of linear equations over Zp with two variables per equation)
and builds an instance G of the Max-Cut problem (i.e. a graph) such that ﬁnding a large
cut in G amounts to ﬁnding a good approximate solution to the system L. Since the Unique
Games Conjecture states that the latter task is computationally infeasible, so is the former.
Speciﬁcally, the correctness of such a reduction consists of two statements, referred to as the
completeness and the soundness statements: for given ε > 0, if δ > 0 is small enough,
(Completeness)
(Soundness)

OPT(L)
OPT(L)

≥ 1−δ
≤ δ

=⇒ OPT(G)
=⇒ OPT(G)

≥
≤

1 − ε.√
1 − 12 ε.

Now, the Unique Games Conjecture states that there is no polynomial time algorithm
that given a (1 − δ)-satisﬁable system L, ﬁnds a δ-satisfying assignment. If the conjecture is
5Often we are interested in quality of approximation measured as a multiplicative factor. The minimum value of
the ratio, over all ε ∈ (0, 1), between 1 − π1 arccos(1 − 2ε) and 1 − ε is ≈ 0.878 and the Goemans-Williamson’s
algorithm is often cited as a 0.878-approximation to Max-Cut.
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correct, it then follows6 that there is no polynomial
time algorithm that given a graph with a
√
cut of size 1 − ε, ﬁnds a cut of size 1 − 12 ε.
We only provide a glimpse of the reduction here. Let L be the given linear system over
Zp . The reduction constructs, for every variable xi in the linear system, a group of 2p vertices
Ci labeled by boolean strings σ ∈ {−1, 1}p . For every equation xi1 − xi2 = ci in the linear
system, there are edges between the group Ci1 and the group Ci2 . Roughly speaking, there
is an edge between a vertex σ in group Ci1 and a vertex τ in group Ci2 (here both σ, τ are
boolean strings of length p) if
| { ∈ {1, . . . , p} | σ+ci = τ } | ≈ (1 − ε)p.
If one considers the special case when the equation is xi1 − xi2 = 0, then the last condition
is same as saying that σ and τ have Hamming distance ≈ (1 − ε)p.
We omit the proofs of the completeness and the soundness properties. The proof of the
completeness property is actually immediate from the construction. Proving the soundness
property takes some work and though we omit its proof, we describe a key ingredient known
as the Majority Is Stablest Theorem. This is a theorem about noise-stability of boolean
functions on a boolean hypercube, i.e. of functions f : {−1, 1}p → {−1, 1}. Any such
function can be viewed as a cut in the set of vertices {−1, 1}p and this is how one relates
the theorem to the proof of the soundness of the reduction above. We present the Majority Is
Stablest Theorem as well as a sketch of its proof, illustrating the connections to probability
and Gaussian iso-perimetry.

4. Majority is Stablest and Gaussian Isoperimetry
Suppose f : {−1, 1}n → {−1, 1} is a boolean function. Every such function can be viewed
as a pre-determined rule to decide outcome of an election, also referred to as a voting scheme:
consider an election with n voters and two candidates labeled as {−1, 1}. The n voters vote
for either of these candidates, uniformly and independently at random. If x1 , . . . , xn ∈
{−1, 1} denotes the sequence of their votes, the winner of the election is declared to be
f (x1 , . . . , xn ). We focus on a voting scheme f that is balanced, i.e. both the candidates have
equal chance of winning the election, and democratic, i.e. no individual voter has signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on the outcome of the election (formalized below). One example is the majority
function MAJn = sign(x1 + . . . + xn ) that corresponds to taking majority vote (say n is
odd). Another example is majority of majorities that roughly corresponds to the electoral
college system. We desire a voting scheme that is noise-stable, i.e. if a small fraction of
votes are corrupted at random, then the probability that the outcome of the election changes
is small. The Majority Is Stablest Theorem states that among all balanced and democratic
voting schemes, the majority function is the most noise stable (up to a negligible additive
error).
Formally, let f : {−1, 1}n → {−1, 1} be a balanced boolean function, i.e. Prx [f (x) =
1] = Prx [f (x) = −1] = 12 , where the choice of input x is uniformly random over {−1, 1}n .
For a co-ordinate i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, let the inﬂuence of the ith co-ordinate on the function f
6Strictly speaking, this implication is not immediate
√ just from the completeness and the soundness statements.
Formally, one shows that a cut of size at least 1 − 12 ε in G can be used, in polynomial time, to ﬁnd a δ-satisfying
assignment to L. Most reductions are constructive in this sense.
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be deﬁned as:
Inﬂi (f ) := Prx [f (x1 , . . . , xi , . . . , xn ) = f (x1 , . . . , −xi , . . . , xn )] .
This is the probability that the function changes its value when the ith co-ordinate is ﬂipped,
starting with a uniformly chosen input. A function is democratic if the inﬂuence of every coordinate is small. Let ε ∈ (0, 12 ) be a noise parameter. The ε-noise stability of the function
f is deﬁned as
(1)
Stabε (f ) := Prx,y∼Nε (x) [f (x) = f (y)] ,
where x is a uniformly chosen input and y is chosen from the distribution Nε (x) obtained
by ﬂipping every co-ordinate of x independently with probability ε (thus y is a perturbed or
noisy version of x). It is known that the noise stability of the majority function MAJn tends
to 1 − π1 arccos(1 − 2ε) as n → ∞. The Majority Is Stablest Theorem, proved by Mossel,
O’Donnell, and Oleszkiewicz [54] (and conjectured in [41]) states that the noise stability of
any balanced, democratic function is at most that of the majority function up to a negligible
additive error.
Theorem 4.1. Let ε ∈ (0, 12 ) be a noise parameter and δ > 0 be an arbitrarily small
error parameter. Then for a suﬃciently small constant η > 0, any balanced function f :
{−1, 1}n → {−1, 1} such that ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, Inﬂi (f ) ≤ η, satisﬁes:
Stabε (f ) ≤ 1 −

1
arccos(1 − 2ε) + δ.
π

We present a sketch of the proof as it demonstrates the connection to an isoperimetric
problem in geometry and its solution by Borell [15]. The proof involves an application of
the invariance principle [19, 53, 54, 62]. Before we state the invariance principle, we note a
few well-known facts. Any function f : {−1, 1}n → R can be represented as a multi-linear
polynomial (Fourier or Walsh representation):
)

f/(S)
xi ,
f (x) =
S⊆{1,...,n}

i∈S

where f/(S) ∈ R are the Fourier coeﬃcients. When f is a boolean function, by Parseval’s

identity, S f/(S)2 = Ex [f (x)2 ] = 1. It is easily proved that
Inﬂi (f ) =


i∈S

f/(S)2

and

Stabε (f ) =

1 1/ 2
f (S) (1 − 2ε)|S| .
+
2 2

(2)

S

Using these formulas, the notion of inﬂuence and noise-stability can be extended to all multilinear polynomials (and not just those representing boolean functions). Here is a rough
statement of the invariance principle:
Invariance Principle: Suppose f is a low degree multi-linear polynomial in n variables
and all its variables have small enough inﬂuence. Then the distribution of the values of f is
nearly identical when the input is a uniform random point from {−1, 1}n or a random point
from Rn with the standard Gaussian measure.
n
To motivate the invariance principle, one
the case when f =
i=1 ai xi is
nconsiders
a linear polynomial. Assume w.l.o.g. that i=1 a2i = 1. The condition that all variables
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have small inﬂuence is equivalent to the condition that |ai | is small for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
The invariance principle, in this case, states that the distribution of values of f (x1 , . . . , xn )
where xi are i.i.d. {−1, 1} and the distribution of values of f (x∗1 , . . . , x∗n ) where x∗i are i.i.d.
standard Gaussian, are nearly identical. Indeed, by the Berry-Esseen Theorem [14, 28], the
former distribution is nearly identical to a standard Gaussian and the latter distribution, being
an appropriately weighted sum of independent standard Gaussians, is a standard Gaussian
itself. The invariance principle is now viewed as a generalization of this special case to low
degree multi-linear polynomials, with the deﬁnition of inﬂuences as in Equation (2).
The invariance principle allows us to translate the noise stability problem on boolean
hypercube to a similar problem in the Gaussian space and the latter problem has already
been solved by Borell [15]! Towards this end, let f be a boolean function on n-dimensional
hypercube that is balanced and has all inﬂuences small enough. We intend to upper bound
its ε-noise stability. Consider the representation of f as a multi-linear polynomial:
)

f/(S)
xi
∀x ∈ {−1, 1}n .
f (x) =
S
∗

i∈S

Let f : R → R be a function that has the same representation as a multi-linear polynomial
as f (with underlying standard Gaussian measure on Rn ):
)

f/(S)
f ∗ (x∗ ) =
x∗i
∀x∗ ∈ Rn .
(3)
n

S

i∈S

Assume for the moment that f has low degree. By the invariance principle, the distributions
of f (x) and f ∗ (x∗ ) are nearly identical, and let’s assume them to be identical for the sake of
convenience. This implies that E[f ∗ ] = E[f ] = 0 and since f is boolean, so is f ∗ . In other
words, f ∗ is a partition of Rn (with Gaussian measure) into two sets of equal measure. The
next observation is that the ε-noise stability of f is same as the ε-“Gaussian noise stability”
of f ∗ : Rn → {−1, 1}, deﬁned as
Stabε (f ∗ ) := Prx∗ ,y∗ ∼Nε (x∗ ) [f ∗ (x∗ ) = f ∗ (y ∗ )] .

(4)

∗

In the deﬁnition above, x is chosen from the standard n-dimensional Gaussian distribution
and then y ∗ is chosen from the distribution
Nε (x∗ ), namely the perturbed or noisy version of

∗
∗
∗
x . Formally, y = (1 − 2ε)x + 1 − (1 − 2ε)2 z ∗ where z ∗ is a standard n-dimensional
Gaussian independent of x∗ . When f ∗ is a multi-linear polynomial as in Equation (3), it is
easily proved that
1 1/ 2
f (S) (1 − 2ε)|S| .
Stabε (f ∗ ) = +
2 2
S

But this expression is same as the ε-noise stability of the boolean function f and thus
Stabε (f ) = Stabε (f ∗ ). It is important here that the co-ordinate-wise correlation between
the boolean pair (x, y) is same as the co-ordinate-wise correlation between the Gaussian pair
(x∗ , y ∗ ) in Equations (1), (4) deﬁning the boolean and Gaussian noise stability respectively
(both correlations equal 1 − 2ε). Theorem 4.1 now follows from Borell’s result that upper
bounds Stabε (f ∗ ).
Theorem 4.2. If g ∗ : Rn → {−1, 1} is a measurable function with E[g ∗ ] = 0, then
1
arccos(1 − 2ε),
π
where HALF-SPACE is the partition of Rn by a hyperplane through origin.
Stabε (g ∗ ) ≤ Stabε (HALF SPACE) = 1 −
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We note that the error parameter δ in the statement of Theorem 4.1 accounts for additive
errors involved at multiple places during the argument: ﬁrstly, the distributions f (x) and
f ∗ (x∗ ) are only nearly identical. Secondly, f is not necessarily of low degree, and the
invariance principle is not directly applicable. One gets around this issue by smoothening
f that kills the high degree Fourier coeﬃcients (which are then discarded) and only slightly
aﬀects the noise stability. This truncated version of f then has low degree and the invariance
principle can be applied. We also note that the statement of Borell’s Theorem holds for g ∗
that takes values in the interval [−1, 1] and the noise stability is deﬁned as in Equation (2).
To summarize, an iso-perimetric (type) result in the Gaussian space (e.g. Borell’s Theorem) implies a Fourier analytic result on the hypercube (e.g. Majority Is Stablest), which in
turn implies correctness of a reduction from the Unique Game problem to an optimization
problem Π of interest (e.g. Max-Cut), showing that Π is hard to approximate. It turns out
that this scheme applies to several optimization problems Π and not just for Max-Cut. In
fact, for a class of problems known as constraint satisfaction problems, Max-Cut being one
example, the three components, namely an iso-perimetric type result, a Fourier analytic result and a UGC-based hardness of approximation result, are formally equivalent [58]. The
scheme also leads to new iso-perimetric type and Fourier analytic theorems and conjectures,
motivated by applications to hardness of approximation (see [39] for examples).

5. Counter-examples to Proposed Algorithms
An interesting aspect of the Unique Games Conjecture is that it predicts the existence of
counter-examples to proposed algorithms and answering whether such counter-examples indeed exist often turns out to be a challenging task with connections to geometry. We brieﬂy
explain this scheme and cite one example that leads to non-embeddability results for ﬁnite
metrics.
Suppose there is a reduction from the Unique Game problem to a computational problem Π (similar to the reduction to the Max-Cut problem described earlier). Thus assuming
the Unique Games Conjecture, the problem Π is hard to approximate. Nevertheless, one is
free to propose an eﬃcient algorithm A towards approximating Π and even a family of eﬃcient algorithms {Ai }i=1,2,... that are increasingly more sophisticated. The Unique Games
Conjecture predicts that Π is hard to approximate, and hence each of these proposed algorithms must fail. In particular, there must be a family of counter-examples (i.e. instances of
the problem) {Ci }i=1,2,... demonstrating the failure of the corresponding algorithms. Moreover, the more sophisticated the proposed algorithms are, the more sophisticated the counterexamples would need to be. To emphasize, the counter-examples are concrete instances of
the problem (e.g. graphs when the Max-Cut problem is considered) with a speciﬁc combinatorial or geometric structure.
When this scheme is applied to a problem called Sparsest Cut that is closely related to
the Max-Cut problem, the Unique Games Conjecture predicts that there are n-point ﬁnite
metrics with non-trivial structural properties. In the Sparsest Cut problem, given a graph, the
goal is to cut the graph into two roughly equal sized parts so as to minimize the fraction of
edges cut.7 There is a reduction from the Unique Game problem to the Sparsest Cut problem
7There are some subtleties regarding the so-called uniform and non-uniform versions of the problem that we
omit here.
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[20, 43, 66], so one predicts that the latter problem is hard to approximate.
Nevertheless, since mid-90s, researchers have proposed a family of increasingly sophisticated algorithms based on linear and semi-deﬁnite programming relaxation [4, 6, 8, 49–51].
These algorithms relax the Sparsest Cut problem to computing a metric on the set of vertices
of the given graph that is well-spread and minimizes the average distance along the edges
of the graph. It is possible to impose increasingly stringent restrictions on the type of metric allowed, leading to increasingly sophisticated algorithms. Cuts in an n-vertex graph are
closely related to n-point 1 metrics and the approximation quality of the algorithm depends
on how close the metric happens to be an 1 metric.
However, the Unique Games Conjecture predicts that all these algorithms must fail and
hence corresponding counter-examples exist.8 For some of these algorithms, researchers
have already been able to construct such counter-examples (technically known as integrality
gap examples), which amount to construction of n-point metrics with increasingly stringent
structural properties. Before we state the known results, we introduce a notion of metric
embedding.
A metric (X, dX ) consists of a set of points X and a distance function dX (·, ·) on pairs
of points that is non-negative, symmetric and satisﬁes the triangle inequality. An embedding
of a metric space (X, dX ) into another metric space (Y, dY ) is a map φ : X → Y . The
embedding is said to have distortion D if distances do not shrink and are not stretched by
more than a factor D, i.e.
∀a, b ∈ X,

dX (a, b) ≤ dY (φ(a), φ(b)) ≤ D · dX (a, b).

An embedding with distortion D = 1 is said to be√an isometric embedding. It is easily
observed that if (X, dX ) is a metric, then so is (X, dX ), i.e. when the new distances are
square root of √
the original distances. A metric (X, dX ) is said to be of negative type if
the metric (X, dX ) embeds isometrically into 2 . A sub-metric of a metric (X, dX ) is a
subset S ⊆ X with the same distances between points in S. We are now ready to state the
result predicted by the Unique Games Conjecture and veriﬁed by researchers with explicit
constructions (some of which precede the prediction).
Theorem 5.1. There are functions D(n), t(n) → ∞ as n → ∞ and a family of n-point
metrics (X, dX ) such that
•

There is no embedding of (X, dX ) into 1 with distortion D(n) [8, 16, 51].

•

The metric (X, dX ) is of negative type [21–24, 26, 43, 45, 48].

•

Every sub-metric of (X, dX ) on t(n) points embeds isometrically into 1 [42, 59].

To state the theorem succinctly, there are negative-type metrics that embed isometrically
into 1 locally, but do not embed well into 1 globally. The results cited hold for various
quantitative settings of the parameters D(n), t(n), but we omit these here and refer to [39,
55]. From the algorithmic side, it is possible to impose even more stringent restrictions on
the metric (e.g. via the so-called Lasserre SDP relaxation), but then the existence of metrics
with these restrictions (on top of those in Theorem 5.1) is open.
8Here we mean failure to approximate up to a constant multiplicative factor. If the approximation factor is
allowed to depend on the size of the graph, the papers cited do indeed give a reasonable approximation.
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6. Open Problem: Power of Sum-of-Squares Refutation System
In this section and the next, we present two open problems towards settling the Unique
Games Conjecture. The ﬁrst one concerns the power of refutation systems. Suppose we
have a correct, eﬃcient algorithm for a computational problem Π (computing either exact
or approximate solution). Suppose moreover that on some instance I of the problem, the
algorithm does not ﬁnd a solution. Since the algorithm is correct, the fact that it does not
ﬁnd a solution, is a proof that no solution exists, and often, a formal proof of infeasibility
of a solution can be obtained by examining the execution of the algorithm on the instance
I. A proof of infeasibility of a solution is referred to as a refutation. More speciﬁcally, a
refutation starts with a false hypothesis that a solution exists and then reaches a contradiction
via a sequence of deductions. Naturally, for a refutation derived from the execution of an
algorithm, the complexity of the refutation is related to the complexity of the algorithm.
Turning this argument around, if on some instance I of the problem, if there is no simple
refutation, this may be considered as evidence that the problem Π has no simple or eﬃcient
algorithm.
This motivates the study of refutation systems where a refutation conforms to a given
set of rules for deducing successive statements, starting with a hypothesis to be refuted,
e.g. a false hypothesis stating that a feasible solution exists when one doesn’t. Depending on the kind of deduction rules allowed, one gets diﬀerent refutation systems and their
study is the subject of proof complexity (see [11, 12] for surveys). Here we focus on the
Lovász-Schrijver, Sherali-Adams and the Lasserre systems. In these systems, each step of
the refutation is an inequality and the system speciﬁes how to derive new inequalities from
the previous ones. There is a dual, algorithmic view of these systems and from that viewpoint, these systems correspond to LP/SDP relaxations (known as LP/SDP hierarchies) that
we mentioned before. We refer to [65] for an introduction to and comparison between these
systems (hierarchies).
As we said, we wish to show lower bounds for refutation systems, i.e. construct (infeasible) instances I such that there is no simple refutation within a given system. Showing such
lower bounds then corresponds to constructing counter-examples (i.e. integrality gaps) for
the corresponding LP/SDP relaxation in the dual viewpoint, as discussed in Section 5.
Regarding the Max-Cut problem, reasonable lower bounds are known for the LovászSchrijver and Sherali-Adams systems (which are LP based) and also for some basic SDPbased systems [18, 25, 32, 37, 42, 43, 59]. However, showing lower bounds for the Lasserre
system (which is SDP based) remains a major challenge and this is our ﬁrst open problem.
The Lasserre system is also known as Sum-of-Squares system and its variants have been
studied independently by various authors including Shor, Parrilo, Nesterov, and Lasserre
[46, 56, 57, 63]. It is closely related to the Hilbert’s 17th problem and we refer to [10, 47]
for detailed expositions. Here we present the open problem in a self-contained manner.
Let us ﬁx a graph G(V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, E) such that the maximum sized cut in the
graph cuts exactly (1 − ε)|E| edges. We can write down an infeasible set of polynomial
equalities and inequalities over reals, denoted S, as follows:
S:

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n},

(i,j)∈E

1−xi xj
2

x2i − 1 = 0
− (1 − ε)|E| − 1 ≥ 0

(Pi (x) = 0).
(Q(x) ≥ 0).

The set of equations is written as Pi (x) = 0 and the inequality is written as Q(x) ≥ 0 where
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Pi , Q are polynomials in R[x1 , . . . , xn ] as shown. Let’s ﬁrst see why this set of (in)equalities
is infeasible. The equations x2i − 1 = 0 force the variables xi to take values in {−1, 1}. Any
{−1, 1}-assignment to the variables is viewed as a cut in the graph and then the inequality
Q ≥ 0 states that the cut cuts at least (1 − ε)|E| + 1 edges, contradicting the assumption that
1−xi xj
the maximum sized cut cuts only (1 − ε)|E| edges. Indeed the expression
equals 1
 2
1−x x
or 0 depending on whether the edge (i, j) is cut or not and hence the sum (i,j)∈E 2i j
equals the number of edges cut.
How could one refute this infeasible set of (in)equalities? One possible way is to come up
with polynomials {Ri }ni=1 , {Sj , Tj }j=1 ∈ R[x1 , . . . , xn ] such that the following polynomial
identity holds:
n


Ri Pi + (S12 + . . . + S2 )Q + (T12 + . . . + T2 ) = −1.

i=1

This would be a contradiction, hence providing a valid refutation. Indeed, since Pi = 0
and Q ≥ 0 and the polynomials Sj , Tj appear only in squared form, the left hand side of
the identity is non-negative whereas the right hand side is −1. The refutation is called a
Sum-of-Squares refutation.
It turns out that a Sum-of-Squares refutation always exists and the question is whether
there is one that is simple. A natural measure of its complexity is the maximum degree of
the polynomials Ri Pi , Sj2 Q, Tj2 involved, called the degree of the refutation. It is known
that a degree d refutation, if one exists, can be found in time nO(d) , i.e. in polynomial time
for constant d. Thus it is desirable to have a refutation with constant degree (independent of
the size of the graph). From a lower bound perspective, it is known that there are n-vertex
graphs for which any Sum-of-Square refutation requires degree Ω(n) (degree O(n) always
suﬃces).
What if we insist on having a constant degree refutation? One possibility is to start with
a hypothesis that is even more false. In particular, one can consider the set of (in)equalities:
S :

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n},

(i,j)∈E

1−xi xj
2

x2i − 1 = 0.
− (1 − ε2 )|E| ≥ 0.

Note that the inequality hypothesizes that there is a cut that cuts at least (1 − ε2 )|E| edges.
This hypothesis is much more false than the earlier hypothesis stating that there is a cut that
cuts at least (1 − ε)|E| + 1 edges and thus is plausibly easier to refute. Indeed, for any
graph (with maximum cut of size (1 − ε)|E|), the set of (in)equalities S  has a Sum-ofSquares refutation of degree 2! Such a refutation can be obtained by taking a dual view of
the Goemans-Williamson’s SDP algorithm for the Max-Cut problem.
These considerations lead to our ﬁrst open problem: what happens when we use a hypothesis stating that there is a cut that cuts a number of edges that is intermediate between
(1 − ε)|E| + 1 and (1 − ε2 )|E|? Is there always a constant degree refutation (noting that
one needs degree Ω(n) for some graphs at ﬁrst extreme and degree 2 always suﬃces at the
second extreme)? Speciﬁcally, Let ε̃ be any constant such that ε2  ε̃  ε. The Unique
Games Conjecture predicts, as discussed in Section 3, that no polynomial
time algorithm,
1√
given a graph with maximum cut of size 1 − ε, ﬁnds a cut of size 1 − 2 ε. This prediction,
when translated to a prediction regarding lower bounds for the Sum-of-Squares refutation
system, states:
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Prediction: Let ε2  ε̃  ε. There are graphs G(V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, E) with the maximum cut of size exactly (1 − ε)|E| such that any Sum-of-Squares refutation of the set of
(in)equalities:
S̃ : ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, x2i − 1 = 0.

(i,j)∈E

1−xi xj
2

− (1 − ε̃)|E| ≥ 0.

requires a super-constant degree (i.e. tending to ∞ as n → ∞).
Clearly, constructing graphs that require a super-constant degree refutation for some
ε2  ε̃  ε would support the Unique Games Conjecture whereas showing that there
is always a constant degree refutation for some ε2  ε̃  ε would disprove the Unique
Games Conjecture.

7. Open Problem: Small Set Expander Graphs with Many Large Eigenvalues
The second open problem concerns the existence of small set expander graphs with many
large eigenvalues. The problem is motivated by the Small Set Expansion Conjecture posed
by Raghavendra and Steurer [60]. The conjecture concerns the computational complexity of
the small set expansion problem which, given a graph, asks for a small (but still of linear
size) subset of vertices that does not expand well. The conjecture states that this problem is
hard to approximate; a formal statement appears below.
For a d-regular graph G(V, E) and a set S ⊆ V , deﬁne the expansion of the set S as
\S)|
, i.e. the fraction of edges incident on S that leave S. Raghavendra and
φ(S) := |E(S,V
d·|S|
Steurer pose:9
Conjecture 7.1. For every constant ε > 0, there exists a constant γ > 0 such that no
polynomial time algorithm, given a regular graph G(V, E), can distinguish whether it is a
YES Type graph or a NO Type graph as deﬁned below:
•

(YES Type:) There is a set S ⊆ V, |S| = γ|V | such that φ(S) ≤ ε.

•

(NO Type:) For every set S ⊆ V, |S| ≈ γ|V |, φ(S) ≥

1
10 .

As a clariﬁcation, we note that a distinguishing algorithm takes a graph as input and in
polynomial time outputs an answer that is YES if the graph is of YES Type and is NO if
the graph is of NO Type. For graphs that are of neither type, the output of the algorithm
can be arbitrary. Though the conjecture is phrased as above (as is customary in computer
science), the reader may ﬁnd it more convenient to consider the following version implied
by it (computer scientists tend to view the two versions as morally the same):
Conjecture: There is no polynomial time algorithm that, given a graph of the YES Type,
meaning one containing a small set (i.e. of relative size ≈ γ) that is almost non-expanding
(i.e. has expansion at most ε), ﬁnds a small set that is somewhat non-expanding (i.e. has
1
expansion less than 10
).
Finding small non-expanding sets is a natural problem in itself and in addition, Raghavendra and Steurer show that this conjecture implies the Unique Games Conjecture. Therefore,
9Here |S| ≈ γ|V | means that, say, |S| is between

γ
|V
2

| and 2γ|V |.
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it is worthwhile to explore this conjecture. As discussed in Section 5, for a computational
problem that is predicted to be hard to approximate, the small set expansion problem in this
case, one can propose an eﬃcient algorithm and then try to ﬁnd counter-examples to the
proposed algorithm.
It is indeed possible to propose a natural algorithm to ﬁnd small non-expanding sets
[3, 44]. We brieﬂy sketch the algorithm. Let A(G) be the normalized adjacency matrix of a
d-regular n-vertex graph G(V, E). This is a n × n matrix with diagonal entries as 1 and an
oﬀ-diagonal entry (i, j) is d1 if (i, j) is an edge in the graph and zero otherwise. It is wellknown that the eigenvalues of this matrix are in [−1, 1] and the largest eigenvalue equals 1.
Let v1 , . . . , vm ∈ Rn be the top eigenvectors, i.e. those corresponding to eigenvalues that are
at least 1 − O(ε). For a subset of vertices S ⊆ V , let 1S ∈ Rn denote the indicator vector of
the subset S, i.e. its ith co-ordinate equals 1 if the ith vertex is in S and zero otherwise. It is
easily shown (e.g. [3, Theorem 2.2]) that if the graph has a subset S ⊆ V, |S| = γn such that
φ(S) ≤ ε, then the indicator vector 1S is essentially contained in the linear span of the top
eigenvectors v1 , . . . , vm . Thus the vector 1S and hence the set S (or rather, an approximation
to them) can be found by searching over all the vectors in this m-dimensional linear span
(up to a suitable discretization) and outputting a vector that resembles an indicator vector of
a set of size ≈ γn. Let’s refer to this algorithm as a subspace search algorithm; it runs in
time roughly 2O(m) .
Now consider a proposed algorithm to distinguish between the YES Type and NO Type
graphs as in the statement of Conjecture 7.1. Compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
the matrix A(G). If the number of large eigenvalues m is at most no(1) , proceed further and
otherwise answer YES. If m is at most no(1) , run the subspace search algorithm and answer
YES or NO depending on whether it manages to ﬁnd a set of size ≈ γn with expansion
1
. Note that the proposed algorithm always answers YES on a graph of the YES Type.
 10
However, Conjecture 7.1 predicts that every polynomial time algorithm fails in distinguishing between the YES Type and the NO Type graphs. In fact, Raghavendra and Steurer
state Conjecture 7.1 in a stronger form, predicting that the task of distinguishing between the
YES Type and the NO Type graphs is NP-complete, and every algorithm that runs in time
o(1)
2n
time fails as well. Considering the proposed algorithm as above, the only reason for it
to fail is that it mistakenly answers YES on some graph that is of the NO Type. Thus we are
led to the following prediction:
Prediction: For every constant ε > 0, there exist constants γ, δ > 0 and an inﬁnite family
1
, such that
of n-vertex graphs G(V, E) of the NO Type, i.e. ∀S ⊆ V, |S| ≈ γn, φ(S) ≥ 10
δ
the number of its eigenvalues ≥ 1 − ε is at least n .
The open question is whether such graphs exist (see [9] for some progress). It is possible
that such graphs do not exist and the Small Set Expansion Conjecture is false (and the Unique
Games Conjecture might still be true).

8. Conclusion
We have sketched some connections between the Unique Games Conjecture, geometry and
analysis. Irrespective of whether the Unique Games Conjecture turns out to be true or false,
exploring these connections further, and in particular making progress on the open questions
cited, seems worthwhile.
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3q3awj@CN< B GNRs nNjCI jR0w. B 0C0Nȕj @q3 jR <R Nws@3a3Y N0 NRs. s@w 0R wRn sNj jR
jG3 L3 jR c,@RRI] r@j Cc c,@RRI]ȓ vRn @q3 jR <3j nU j f Rȕ,IR,G CN j@3 LRaNCN<. wRn @q3
jR cU3N0 j@3a3 @Rnac N0 @Rnac R8 wRna 0w. wRn @q3 @RL3sRaG jR 0R s@3N wRn <3j $,G. wRn
@q3Ğ r@w]
N0 B 833I j@j j j@j jCL3. CN j@j UajC,nIa LRL3Nj. Cj sRnI0 $3  cU3,j,nIa RUURajnA
NCjw 8Ra Rna c,C3N,3. 8Ra Lj@3LjC,c. $3,nc3 s@j GC0c sNj jR 0R Cc UIwY N0 Lj@3LjC,c
@c II j@3 jRRIc jR c@Rs j@3L j@j j@3w ,N UIw. j@j j@3w ,N cjCII UIw. N0 0R s@j L<CA
,CNc 0RY r@j 0R L<C,CNc 0R sCj@ j@3 GC0c N0 sCj@ j@3 0nIjc] i@3w L3cL3aCy3 j@3LY
i@3w UnyyI3 j@3LY i@3w U3G j@3Ca CNj3a3cjY N0 GC0c a3 CN s3Y N0 Lj@3LjC,c @c j@Rc3
jwU3c R8 jRRIc jRRY #nj s@j B ~N0 Cc j@j s3 c@Rs j@3L j@3 saRN< 0RRaY r3 0RNȕj c@Rs j@3L
j@3 aC<@j sw jR <3j jR Lj@3LjC,cY r3 a3 $naC30 CN  IRj R8 j3,@NC,ICjC3c N0 j@CN<c j@j
a3 $cRInj3Iw $RaCN<Ğ Cjȕc ICG3 cwCN<. 8Ra CNcjN,3. ccnL3 j@j  U3acRN @c N3q3a L03 
U@RN3 ,IIY N0 $38Ra3 j@3w cjaj LGCN< j@3 ,II. wRn j3II j@3L. ȒQGw. $nj $38Ra3 wRn cjaj
LGCN< ,IIc. wRn @q3 jR I3aN II j@3 ,RnNjaw ,R03c. II j@3 ,Cjw ,R03c. II j@3 a3 ,R03c.
N0 wRn @q3 jR L3LRaCy3 j@3 U@RN3 $RRGY QN,3 wRn GNRs j@j. j@3N wRn sCII LG3 wRna
~acj U@RN3 ,IIYȓ
MR6 Bj 0R3cNȕj sRaG j@j swY Qa B c@RnI0 cw. ȔCj c@RnI0Nȕj $3 j@j swȕY B8 NRj@CN< 3Ic3.
s@j Lj@ c@RnI0 0R. s@j Lj@3LjC,CNc c@RnI0 0R. Cc <3j LRa3 CNqRIq30 CN cwCN<. ȒrCj
 c3,RN0Y r@j s3ȕa3 0RCN< Cc saRN<Yȓ MR$R0w <3jc CNjR  a3cjnaNj j@aRn<@ j@3 GCj,@3NY
MR$R0w <3jc CNjR  @Rnc3 j@aRn<@ j@3 $j@aRRLY #nj NjnaIIw. wRn @q3 jR c@Rs j@3 GC0c
@Rs $3njC8nI Rna c,C3N,3 CcY vRn @q3 jR c30n,3 j@3L. jR 3N<<3 j@3LY ?Rs 0R wRn 0R j@j]
vRn @q3 jR c@Rs j@3LY H3j L3 j3II wRn @3a3 cRL3j@CN< j@j Bȕq3 $33N j@CNGCN< N0 Bȕq3 $33N
a3U3jCN< j@Cc Rq3a j@3 w3acY i@Cc Cc  cjRaw j@j B @3a j@aRn<@ T$IR Lcj3a s@R @UU3Nc
jR $3 NRs j@3 ,@Ca R8 j@3 /3UajL3Nj R8 Kj@3LjC,c j j@3 7,nIjw R8 2u,j N0 MjnaI
b,C3N,3c R8 j@3 mNCq3acCjw R8 #n3NRc Ca3cY ?3 jRI0 L3  cjRaw R8  <aRnU NCLj30 ,ajRRNc.
 c3aC3c R8 3UCcR03c j@j s3a3 saCjj3N CN j@3 8RaL3a +y3,@RcIRqGCY HCcj3N jR j@3 cjRawY i@3a3
sc  ICjjI3 jRsN N0 j@3a3 sc  GCN< s@R @0  0n<@j3aY #nj j@3 0n<@j3a sc <3jjCN< RI0.
sc <CN<. N0 NR$R0w sNj30 jR Laaw @3aY N0 @3 sc ,RN,3aN30 j@j j@3 0n<@j3a ,RnI0
~N0 NR$R0w jR LaawY bR ~NIIw j@3 GCN<c <R3c N0 cwc jR RN3 R8 @Cc ccCcjNjc. ȒKG3
3q3aw$R0w GNRs j@j Lw 0n<@j3a Cc <RCN< jR $3 sCjCN< 8Ra II j@3 Ua3j3N03ac j@j a3 <RCN<
jR $3 CN  IRN< ICN3 N0 c@3 sCII $3 cCjjCN< RN  ,@Ca N0 c@3 sCII c33 s@j j@3w ,N 0R. j@3Ca
$CICjC3cY b@Rs @3a s@j j@3w ,N 0RY r@3N c@3 ~N0c RN3 j@j c@3 ICG3c. c@3ȕc <RCN< jR <Cq3
@3a @N0Y BȕL <RCN< jR <Cq3 @3a @N0 jR s@R3q3a Cc j@3 $3cj R8 II j@3 ,N0C0j3cYȓ bR 3q3aw
3UCcR03 j@j sc ICG3  ICjjI3 LRqC3.  c@Raj LRqC3.  ~q3ALCNnj3 LRqC3. sc c@RsCN< s@j
3,@ ,N0C0j3 sRnI0 0RY bR j@3 ~acj 3UCcR03. wRn c33  ,RNjRajCRNCcjY i@3a3ȕc  IRN< ICN3Y
i@3 ~acj RN3Ğ i@3 UaCN,3cc Cc cCjjCN< j@3a3 N0 j@Cc ,RNjRajCRNCcj LRq3c @Cc $R0w. 0R3c  IRj

B sNj jR UIw sCj@ Lj@3LjC,c

ekS

R8 cjaN<3 j@CN<cY i@3 UaCN,3cc c@Rsc NR 3LRjCRN. NRj@CN<Y 2N0 R8 j@3 ~acj 3UCcR03Y b3,RN0
3UCcR03Y i@3a3ȕc  q3aw s3Ij@w U3acRNY ?3 ,RL3c sCj@  @n<3 $< sCj@  IRj R8 ,RCNc. <RI0
,RCNcY N0 @3 0CcUIwc II j@3 ,RCNc RN j@3 RRa N0 IRRGc j @3a ICG3 cwCN<. Ȓ?3a3. j@Cc
,RnI0 $3 II 8Ra wRnYȓ MRj@CN<Y i@3 UaCN,3cc Cc nN8y30Y i@Ca0 3UCcR03Y i@3a3ȕc  L<C,CN
N0 j@Cc L<C,CN @c a$$Cjc N0 0Rq3c. N0 $Ca0c. N0 ,RIRa8nI c,aq3cY ?3 c@Rsc @Cc jaC,Gc
sCj@ ,a0c. @3 UnIIc a$$Cjc Rnj R8  @jY #3njC8nI j@CN<c. $nj cjCII. NRj@CN<Y i@3N j@3a3 Cc
N ,aR$jY N0 j@3 ,aR$j cjajc En<<ICN< $IIc. RN3. jsR. j@a33. 8Rna. ~q3. j3NY MRj@CN<Y
j j@j URCNj. RN3 cjajc sRN03aCN<. Ȓr@j 0R3c c@3 sNj] r@j 0R3c j@Cc UaCN,3cc sNj]ȓ
MRj@CN< c33Lc jR jRn,@ @3aY N0 j@3 ICN3 sc <3jjCN< c@Raj3a N0 c@Raj3a N0 c@Raj3a nNjCI. CN
j@3 Icj 3UCcR03. s@3N j@3a3 Cc RNIw RN3 a3LCNCN< ,N0C0j3Y i@Cc ,N0C0j3 sc  q3aw c@Raj
<nwY ?3 sc @qCN<  $,GU,GY r@3N Cjȕc @Cc jnaN. @3 <R3c s@3a3 j@3 UaCN,3cc Cc. RU3Nc @Cc
$,GU,G. UnIIc Rnj  UCa R8 3w3<Icc3c N0 <Cq3c Cj jR j@3 UaCN,3ccY b@3 Unjc j@3L RN N0 c@3
cLCI3cY N0 @3 LaaC3c @3aY bR s@j sc j@3 UaR$I3L] i@3 UaR$I3L Cc NRj j@j c@3 0C0Nȕj
UUa3,Cj3 s@j j@3w s3a3 0RCN<Y b@3 ,RnI0Nȕj c3366666Y b@3 ,RnI0Nȕj c33 Nwj@CN<Y bR @Rs
,RnI0 c@3 a3,j ICG3 L3cL3aCy30 Ra cRL3j@CN< C8 c@3 0C0Nȕj c33 Nwj@CN<] r3II. j@jȕc s@j
s3 0R sCj@ Lj@Y r3 @q3 jR c@Rs U3RUI3 s@j Lj@ CcY r@j s3ȕa3 0RCN< Cc cRL3j@CN<
saRN<Y i@j Cc NRj Lj@3LjC,cĞ Bjȕc NRj j@j s@j s3 c@Rs Cc NRj Uaj R8 Lj@3LjC,cY Bj
CcY #nj s3 c@RnI0Nȕj $3<CN j@3a3 $3,nc3 s3ȕa3 <RCN< jR 8CIY N0 j@j Cc s@j @c @UU3N30
nU jCI j@Cc URCNjY MRs. s@j 0R s3 0R 8Ra j@j] ?Rs 0R s3 jj,G j@j UaR$I3L] r3 Ia30w
GNRs RN3 j@CN<- U3RUI3 @j3 Lj@3LjC,cYYY B L3N. j@3 <3N3aI URUnIjCRNY r3 GNRs j@Cc
c  8,jY #njYY s@w] r3 GNRs IcR j@j j@3a3 a3 jsR <aRnUcY i@3 <aRnU j@j ,RNcCcjc R8
j@3 qcj LERaCjw. s@R @j3 Lj@Y N0 RN j@3 Rj@3a cC03. j@3a3 c33Lc jR $3 NRj@3a <aRnU. 
UaCqCI3<30 <aRnU.  <aRnU R8 U3RUI3 s@R a3IIw ICG3 CjY MRs. j@3 RN3c s@R 3NERw Lj@ IcR
ICG3 jR 833IĞ s3II. wRn GNRs. $3,nc3 j@3w IRRG j nc ICG3. Ȓi@Rc3 a3 j@3 N3a0cY i@Rc3 a3
j@3 CNj3IIC<3Nj RN3cY i@Rc3 a3 j@3 U3RUI3 j@j a3 0C{3a3Nj. j@Rc3 s@R <3j CjYȓ #nj NR$R0w
cwc. sCj@ LRa3Ğ $3CN< LRa3 UaRn0. ICG3  $0<3 R8 @RNRa. ȒKj@ Cc NRj 8Ra L3. NRj@CN< jR
0R sCj@ CjYȓ N0 s@w] #3,nc3 CN c,@RRIc N0 CN <3N3aI. s3 <Cq3 Ncs3ac jR j@3 \n3cjCRNc
j@j j@3 GC0c 0C0Nȕj cGY FC0c a3 NRj 0nL$Y T3RUI3 @3a3. 0R wRn GNRs @Rs jR 0aCq3] B L3N.
0R wRn GNRs @Rs jR 0aCq3  ,a] B ccnL3 j@j LRcj R8 wRn GNRs @Rs jR 0aCq3  ,a. $nj
j cRL3 URCNj. wRn @0 jR $3 jn<@j @Rs jR 0R CjY r3II. s@3N s3ȕa3 cCjjCN< CN j@3 ,a 8Ra j@3
~acj. c3,RN0. j@Ca0 jCL3. N0 s3 @q3 cRL3RN3 j3,@CN< nc. j@j U3acRN. j cRL3 URCNj IRc3c
@Cc Ra @3a UjC3N,3 N0 cjajc c,a3LCN< N0 $ncCN< ncĞ #nj s@w 0R s3 jRI3aj3 j@j] r3
0R Cj $3,nc3 CN j@3 3N0. s3 nN03acjN0 j@j s3ȕa3 $3jj3a R{ GNRsCN< @Rs jR 0aCq3 j@N NRj
GNRsCN<Y Ij@Rn<@ s3 0RNȕj ICG3 Cj. s3ȕa3 sCIICN< jR Uw j@3 UaCy3Y
rCj@ Lj@3LjC,c. s3 0RNȕj c33 j@jY r3 a3 jRI0 cjRaC3c $Rnj j@CN<c j@j s3 0RNȕj GNRsY
r3ȕa3 <Cq3N Ncs3ac jR \n3cjCRNc s3 0C0Nȕj cGY MRj RNIw j@j. j@3N s3 @q3 jR <R @RL3 N0
@q3 jR 0R Rna @RL3sRaGY i@3N s3 <3j 03cU3aj3Y N0 s3 <R jR Rna 8RIGc. Rna 8j@3ac N0
LRj@3ac cw. r@w 0R B @q3 jR $3 0RCN< j@Cc] r@w 0R B @q3 jR cjn0w j@Cc]ȓ N0 j@3 8j@3a
N0 LRj@3a. j@3w 0RNȕj GNRs s@j jR cw $3,nc3 j@3w 0C0Nȕj GNRs s@3N Cj sc j@3Ca jCL3Y bR
s@j 0R j@3w 0R] i@3w cw. ȒvRn GNRs s@j] vRnȕa3 <RCN< jR I3aN j@Cc Ij3aY Dncj sCj N0
wRn sCII c33Yȓ N0 s@3N 0R3c Ij3a aaCq3] #3,nc3. ncnIIw. B 0RNȕj GNRs C8 wRn @q3 c33N Cj.
$nj j@3a3 a3  IRj R8 U3RUI3 s@Rȕq3 CNq3cj30  IRj R8 jCL3 jawCN< jR I3aN cRL3j@CN< N0 j@3w
@q3 N3q3a nc30 CjY BN IC83. ~acj. s3 @q3 UaR$I3LcY i@3N s3 IRRG 8Ra cRInjCRNcY BN c,@RRIc.
3cU3,CIIw CN Lj@3LjC,c. NRj jR cw CN <3N3aI. B 0RNȕj GNRs. $nj CN Lj@3LjC,c. s3 RU3aj3
j@3 Rj@3a sw aRnN0Y 7Cacj s3 <Cq3 j@3L cRInjCRNc. ICG3  j@3RawY N0 j@3N cw. Ȓr3II j@Cc
Cc s@3a3 wRn UUIw Cjȓ Ra ȒBN s@j cCjnjCRNc 0R wRn UUIw Cj]ȓ r@j] r@j] N0 s3 c33
GC0c. s@j j@3w sNj jR 0R Cc j@3w sRnI0 ICG3 jR UIw sCj@  qC03R <L3 Ra sCj@ cRL3 aR$Rjc

ekl

0aCN T3Ny

Ra 3N,R0CN<  L3cc<3Y bRL3j@CN< j@j @c jR 0R sCj@ j@3Ca 0CIw ,RN,3aNcĞ i@CN<c j@j
@UU3N CN j@3Ca 3q3aw 0w IC83Ğ Kj@3LjC,c @c  $aN,@ ,II30 <L3 j@3RawY r3 C<NRa3 CjY
B I3aN30 $Rnj <L3 j@3Raw s@3N B sc j j@3 nNCq3acCjwY bR j@j L3Nc B sc Ia30w LRa3
j@N N 0RI3c,3NjY i@jȕc saRN<Y i@jȕc saRN<Y N0 s@j @UU3Nc CN c,@RRI I3q3c  @n<3
CLUaCNj CN Rna ICq3cY N0 B sNj jR $aCN< jsR cjRaC3c jR wRna jj3NjCRNY
i@3 ~acj cjRaw Ğ N0 Cj Cc CLURajNj C8 wRn ,RnI0 sIG IRN< j@Cc Uj@ sCj@ L3Y B nc30
jR j3,@ j j@3 mNCq3acCjw R8 #n3NRc Ca3c j j@3 7,nIjw R8 2u,j N0 MjnaI b,C3N,3cY
7RIIRs L3 sCj@ j@Cc ,I,nIjCRNY i@3 ,Icc3c s3a3 jj3N030 $w 4zz cjn03Njc CN j@3 q3a<3
U3a c3L3cj3aY BN  w3a j@3N. Cj L3Nc S.fzz cjn03NjcY i@3N. C8 wRn j@CNG j@j Bȕq3 $33N
j3,@CN< 8Ra Rq3a kz w3acYYY cw kzY B8 wRn LnIjCUIw kz $w S.fzz. wRn <3j jR :4.zzz cjn03NjcY
H3jȕc ccnL3 j@j B 3u<<3aj30Y bR. CNcj30 R8 9z.zzz. I3jȕc 0CqC03 Cj $w jsR. N0 s3 <3j jR
l9.zzz cjn03NjcY
B j@CNG B ,N cw j@j j@3w a3  q3aw Ia<3 cLUI3- r3 ,N ,RN,In03 j@j Bȕq3 c33N Cj IIY
Bȕq3 c33N U3RUI3 s@R ,L3 jR c,@RRI j@CNGCN< j@j j@3w s3a3 j@3 cjac N0 j@3N j@3w ,RnI0Nȕj
UaR<a3ccY N0 j@3a3 s3a3 Rj@3ac j@j s3a3 Encj q3aw c@w N0 s3a3 NRj <RCN< jR Icj q3aw IRN<.
$nj CNcj30. j@3w 3N030 nU $3CN< $aCIICNjY
B 0RNȕj GNRs C8 wRn 3q3a j@Rn<@j R8 j@Cc. $nj cR,C3jw Cc Iswc IRRGCN< 8Ra j@3 sCNN3acY
N0 j@j Cc ccR,Cj30 sCj@ Lj@3LjC,cY r@R3q3a <3jc Cj Cc ICG3 cRL3RN3 s@Rȕc 0C{3a3NjY
#nj s@w] bR,C3jw Cc Iswc IRRGCN< jR <Cq3 N sa0 jR j@3 <nw s@R aaCq3c ~acj. jR j@3 RN3c
s@R EnLU @C<@3a Ra j@3 RN3c s@R anN 8cj3aY QG j@3NY B @q3  \n3cjCRN j@3N- r@j @UU3Nc
sCj@ j@3 c3,RN0] Qa j@3 ~8j@] Qa j@3 js3NjwAj@Ca0] i@Cc L3Nc j@j s3ȕa3 jIGCN< $Rnj
UaR$$Iw j@3 s@RI3 URUnIjCRN sCj@  83s 3u,3UjCRNcY bR. Cj IRRGc j@j s3 0RNȕj I3<CcIj3 8Ra
j@3L. s3ȕII I3q3 j@3L $3@CN0Y BN c,@RRI. s@3N s3 CNjaR0n,3 Lj@. s3 c@RnI0 0R Cj j@aRn<@
j@3 aC<@j 0RRac. N0 CN j@j ,c3 j@3a3 a3 ,3ajCN sRa0c j@j c@RnI0Nȕj $3 CN,In030Y
/RNȕj nc3 j@3 sRa0 ȔNRȕY Iswc Ģc  UaR83ccRa Ra j3,@3aA Iswc cw Ȕw3cȕY i@3a3ȕc NR
aRRL 8Ra 8CICN<Y FC0c ,NNRj 8CIY i@3a3ȕc NR aRRL 8Ra j@3 sRa0 8CICN< Ra j@3 ,RN,3Uj R8
8CICN<Y Ȓr@j 0R wRn L3N 8CICN<] B L jawCN<Y 2N,Rna<3 L3Y ?3IU L3Y +R,@ L3Y b@Rs
L3Y b@Rs L3 s@3a3 B @q3 Lw \n3cjCRNcȓY
Kj@3LjC,CNc c@RnI0 @3IU jR c@Rs j@j Lj@ Cc $Rnj ~N0CN< Ujj3aNc. sCj@ cjan,jna3c.
sCj@ UnyyI3cY i@jȕc s@j s3 c@RnI0 c@RsY b@Rs j@j j@3a3 a3 j@3a3 N0 j@3w N330 jR $3
8RnN0Y Bjȕc ICG3  c3 R8 CN8RaLjCRN. N0 s3 @q3 j@3 jRRIc j@j IIRs nc jR cUaCNGI3 j@j c3.
N0 cRL3 R8 j@3 j@CN<c j@j s3 0RNȕj c33. $3,nc3 j@3w IRRGG 8R<<w. j@3wȕa3 ,jnIIw j@3a3Y
i@3w a3 aC<@j j@3a3Y II R8  cn003N. CN 8aRNj R8 Rna 3w3c. j@3w 3L3a<3 N0 c@R,G ncY i@3w
s3a3 j@3a3 $38Ra3. $nj s3 ,RnI0Nȕj c33 j@3LY i@3w cna8,3 ICG3 cRL3j@CN< 0C{3a3Nj. cRL3j@CN<
N3sY
#nj s3 @q3 jR UIwY r3 @q3 jR IIRs j@3 GC0c jR UIw sCj@ j@3LY r3 @q3 jR c@Rs j@3L
j@j Cjȕc <RR0 jR jaw. N0 jaw. N0 jaw 3q3N LRa3YYY nNjCI j@3 jCL3 j@j 3q3awj@CN< sCII $3 ,I3aIw
CN 8aRNj R8 ncY
N0 B GNRs j@j j@Cc cwcj3L sRaGcY bR BȕL <RCN< jR UIw  j@a33ALCNnj3 qC03R @3a3 jR
c@Rs wRn s@j s3 0R CN a<3NjCN sCj@ cRL3 R8 j@3 GC0cY +N s3 UIw j@3 qC03R 8Ra  c3,RN0]
r3II. 8Ra j@a33 LCNnj3c. NRj  c3,RN0Y VpC03RW
B GNRs Cj sRaGcY Bȕq3 c33N CjY B 0R Cj RN  a3<nIa $cCcY FC0c <3j 3N<<30Y N0 BȕL NRj 
q3aw cU3,CI U3acRNY #nj s@j s3 N330 jR 0R Cc Encj c@Rs j@3L s@3a3 j@3 aC<@j 0RRa CcY N0
B sNj jR Encj Naaj3  ,RnUI3 R8 cjRaC3c @3a3Y
QN3 R8 j@3 cjRaC3c Cc 03ICN< sCj@ RN3 R8 j@3 GC0c j@j wRn Encj cs RN j@3 qC03RY r3 @0
aaCq30 sCj@ Lw ,RsRaG3ac RN  $ncY r3 UaG30 j@3 $nc N0 B <3j CNjR j@3 c,@RRIY vRn Lncj
@q3 c33N j@3 GC0cY bRL3 R8 j@3L a3gs3a3 Sf Ra Se w3ac RI0. $nj cRL3 R8 j@3L a3 Ln,@

B sNj jR UIw sCj@ Lj@3LjC,c

ekk

wRnN<3a. cw f. e. 4 w3ac RI0Y
II R8  cn003N. B <3j CNjR RN3 3I3L3Njaw c,@RRI. B RU3N30 j@3 0RRa N0 B <3jĞ c wRn
csYYY @nN0a30 R8 GC0c j@j ,RL3 anNNCN< jR L3Y i@3w II ,RL3 N0 ,RNq3a<30 aRnN0 L3Y
N0 j@3w cjaj UnIICN< Lw cI33q3cY N0 RN3 R8 j@3L cGc L3- ȒHCcj3NY ?Rs Ln,@ Cc 
j@RncN0 jCL3c  j@RncN0]ȓ N0 j@3 Rj@3a RN3 8aRL j@Cc cC03 cwc. ȒBc j@3a3  NnL$3a <a3j3a
j@N CN~NCjw]ȓ N0 j@3 j@Ca0 RN3 Encj IRRGc j L3 N0 c@3 cwc. Ȓ/R wRn 3q3a LG3  LCcjG3]ȓ
N0 B sCII N3q3a 8Ra<3j j@jY i@Cc Cc NRj  GC0 s@Rc3 Ua3Njc jRI0 @3a jR ,RL3 jIG jR L3
$3,nc3 B sRaG RN ipY b@3 scNȕj s3Acjan,G $w. cjaAcjan,G $w cRL3RN3 j@j c@3 c33c RN ipY
b@3 a3IIw ,a30Y b@3 sNj30 jR GNRs C8 B 3q3a LG3  LCcjG3 $3,nc3 j@3a3 Cc j@Cc na j@j
s3 @q3Y
N0 j@jȕc j@3 L3cc<3 j@j B sNj jR c3N0Y r3 @q3 jR cjaj sCj@ ȒB 0RNȕj GNRsYȓ Qa
3q3N ȒBȕL ICG3 wRn. B 0RNȕj GNRs II j@3 Ncs3ac. B 0RNȕj @q3 II j@3 Ncs3acȓY i@3N. wRn
GNRs s@j j@3w cG30 L3] B s3Nj sCj@ j@3L jR  ,IccY N0 j@3w s3a3 I3aNCN< cRL3 R8 j@3
LnIjCUIC,jCRN j$I3cY i@j LG3c L3 cn{3aY N0 RN3 R8 j@3L cwc. ȒN0 0R wRn GNRs j@3
LnIjCUIC,jCRN j$I3 R8 S9]ȓ B cC0. ȒMR. B 0RNȕjY H3jȕc ~<na3 Cj Rnj jR<3j@3aYȓ N0 Cj sc cR
8nN. cR <a3j s@3N j@3w a3ICy30 j@3w @0 j@3 jRRIc jR ,jnIIw <R @RL3 N0 j3II j@3Ca Ua3Njc
j@j j@3w I3aN30 j@3 j$I3 R8 S9Y
vRn GNRs j@j GNRsI30<3 Cc URs3aY N0 s@3N j@3w 83Ij j@j j@3w @0Ğ j@j j@3w nN03aA
cjRR0 s@3a3 j@3 ,RN,3Uj sc. Cj sc <a3j 8Ra j@3LY i@3w sNj30 jR jG3 UC,jna3c sCj@ L3.
$nj Cj sRaG30 $Rj@ swc- B sNj30 jR jG3 UC,jna3c sCj@ j@3L IcRY B sc  $3jj3a U3acRN 8j3a
B jIG30 sCj@ j@Rc3 GC0cY
b3,RN0 cjRawY c B jRI0 wRn. B nc30 jR j3,@ 4zz cjn03Njc j  jCL3. q3a<3Y bRL3jCL3c
LRa3Y Q$qCRncIw. Cj 0C0Nȕj 3c,U3 j@3L j@j B sRaG30 RN ip jRRY B sc j@3Ca UaR83ccRa j
j@3 nNCq3acCjw. $nj B sc IcR  cURajc,cj3aY B @q3 $33N sRaGCN< RN ip cCN,3 83$anaw R8
SOelY bR,,3a. $cG3j$II. j@3 M#YYYĞ N0 $w j@3 sw. 0R3c 3q3aw$R0w @3a3 GNRs @Rs
LNw $IIc wRn ,N ~j CN  $cG3j] ?q3 wRn 3q3a j@Rn<@j R8 j@j] TaR$$Iw C8 B cG30 j@j
\n3cjCRN. C8 B ,RN0n,j30  cnaq3w @3a3 N0 C8 B cG30 wRn II- Ȓ?Rs LNw $IIc. $cG3j$IIc.
,N ~j cCLnIjN3RncIw CN  $cG3j]ȓY BȕL NRj cna3 j@j wRn GNRs j@3 Ncs3a jR j@j \n3cjCRNY
Bj a3IIw 0R3cNȕj Ljj3a $nj Cjȕc GCN0 R8  cnaUaCc3 jR I3aN j@j wRn ,N ~j jsR $cG3j$IIc
cCLnIjN3RncIwY MRj j@j s3 N330 jR GNRs j@j CN Ra03a jR 3NERw  $cG3j$II <L3Ğ #nj Cj
sc q3aw CNj3a3cjCN< jR 0Cc,Rq3a j@j sCj@ j@3LY #nj B 0C<a3ccY H3j L3 <R $,G jR Lw cjRawY
i@Cc Cc s@j @UU3N30Y 7Cacj 0w R8 ,I,nInc 8Ra j@3c3 GC0cY B <q3 Lw I3,jna3 N0 j j@3
3N0. a3L3L$3a. Cjȕc j@3Ca ~acj 0w j ,RII3<3. j@3 ~acj 0w CN j@j jwU3 R8 ,Icc. N0 UC,jna3
3q3aw$R0w $3js33N cw S4 N0 lz w3ac RI0YYY N0 j j@3 3N0. cRL3 R8 j@3L ,L3 jR j@3
UR0CnL. j@3w cnaaRnN0 L3. j@3w sNj jR jIG sCj@ L3Y Bjȕc II <RR0Y i@3w IcR GNRs j@j j@3Ca
UaR83ccRa Cc  Ȕ,3I3$aCjwȕ VcR jR cU3GW. $3,nc3 j@3wȕq3 c33N L3 RN ipY TI3c3. B 0RNȕj sNj
jR cRnN0 aaR<Nj. Cjȕc Encj  8,jY bR. s@3N B @q3 S9 Ra lz cjn03Njc aRnN0 L3. B cjaj30 jR
cG j@3L s@j ,a33a a3 j@3w jawCN< jR 8RIIRsY B L3N. j@j +I,nInc ,Icc @c jR $3 jG3N $w
3q3aw$R0w s@R cjn0C3c j@3a3. NR Ljj3a C8 wRn sNj jR $3,RL3  Lj@3LjC,CN.  U@wcC,Ccj.
 ,@3LCcj.  $CRIR<Ccj.  <3RIR<Ccj. 3j,YY wRn <3j j@3 C03Y bR. Lw \n3cjCRN jR j@3L sc- Ȕs@j
a3 wRn <RCN< jR cjn0w]ȕ
QN3 R8 j@3 cjn03Njc Ncs3ac j@3 \n3cjCRN cwCN< j@j @3 sc <RCN< jR cjn0w Lj@3LjC,c
N0 ,RLUnj3a c,C3N,3Y B sc cnaUaCc30 $3,nc3 Cjȕc NRj q3aw ,RLLRN j@j cRL3RN3 Cc <RCN<
jR 8RIIRs jsR ,a33ac. I3j IRN3 RN3Y bR. B GCN0 R8 cjRUU30 N0 IRRG30 j @CL  ICjjI3 $Cj IRN<3a.
Lw$3 $3,nc3 B sc UnyyI30 $w @Cc Ncs3aY #nj B G3Uj <RCN< nNjCI B cG30 j@3L IIY i@3N. B
@0 NRj@3a \n3cjCRN jR II R8 j@3LY Ȓr@j L03 wRn ,RL3 @3a3] r@j L03 wRn cjaj j@Cc
,a33a]ȓY B <n3cc B sNj jR GNRs C8 j@3w ,RnI0 URCNj j@3Ca ~N<3ac jR cRL3 3UCcR03 CN j@3Ca
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ICq3c j@j L03 j@3L j@CNG- ȒB sNj jR cjn0w Lj@6ȓ Qa. ȒB sNj jR $3,RL3  ,@3LCcjȓ. Ra
cRL3j@CN< ICG3 j@jY
r@3N B <Rj jR j@3 cL3 GC0 s@R sc <RCN< jR 8RIIRs jsR ,a33ac. s@3N Cj sc @Cc jnaN jR
Ncs3a j@3 c3,RN0 \n3cjCRN @3 <R3c- Ȓr3II. $3,nc3 s@3N B sc CN <aLLa c,@RRI. B cs RN
ip  U3acRN UaRqCN< j@j wRn ,NNRj 0CqC03 $w zYȓ
BNcj30 R8 <RCN< jR j@3 N3uj GC0 B cjRUU30. IRRG30 j @CL N0 B cG30 @CL- Ȓr@j 0C0
wRn cw]ȓ ?3 cwcĞ ?3 sc GCN0 R8 c,a30 $3,nc3 @3 0C0Nȕj GNRs s@j 0C0 @3 0R j@j
sc saRN<YYY @3 sc UnyyI30Y Kw$3 @3 cC0 cRL3j@CN< saRN< N0 @3 0C0Nȕj GNRsY i@Cc
,RNq3acjCRN sc jGCN< UI,3 CN SOOfY b3q3N w3ac UaCRa jR j@j. CN SO4O. B sc @RcjCN< 
,RInLN CN j@3 3q3NCN< N3sc. j@3 LRcj CLURajNj c3<L3Nj R8 j@3 0w. CN UaCL3 jCL3Y QN RN3
R8 j@3 c@Rsc. ,ayw c B L. B UaRq30 j@j wRn ,NNRj 0CqC03 $w y3aRY
bR s@3N @3 Ncs3a30 Lw \n3cjCRN. B jRI0 @CL- Ȓr@j Cc wRna NL3]ȓ ?3 cC0. Ȓ+@aCcjCNYȓ
Ȓ+@aCcjCNȓ. B 0030. ȒB N330 wRn jR ,RL3 jR Lw @Rnc3ȓY MjnaIIw. @3 sc cnaUaCc30Y ?3
0C0Nȕj sNj jR ,RL3 jR Lw @Rnc3Y ?3 0C0Nȕj @q3  ,a. @3 @0 Rj@3a j@CN<c jR 0RY bR. B cC0ȒHCcj3NY BȕL <RCN< jR jG3 wRn sCj@ Lw ,aY B sNj jR c@Rs wRn cRL3j@CN< N0 j@3N BȕII $aCN<
wRn $,G @3a3Yȓ BN Nw 3q3Nj. B 0C0Nȕj ICq3 j@j 8a sw 8aRL c,@RRI NwswY
#nj s@j @3 0C0Nȕj GNRs Cc j@j cCN,3 s3 @q3 j@3 RUURajnNCjw jR a3,Ra0 j @RL3 ncCN<
p+`c N0 p?b. B @q3 3q3aw c@Rs s@3a3 B @0 sRaG30 N0gRa @Rcj CN Lw @Rnc3Y B @q3 j@3L
cRaj30 N0 ~I30Y iR LG3  IRN< cjRaw c@Raj. @3 ,L3 sCj@ L3Y B s3Nj s@3a3 j@j UajC,nIa
p?b sc. B UnII30 Cj Rnj N0 B UIw30 Cj 8Ra @CLY ?3 scNȕj cna3. $nj I3j L3 cG wRn- Ȓ?Rs
LNw U3RUI3 CN j@3 UaCL3 jCL3 N3sc a3 <RCN< jR UaRq3 j@j wRn ,NNRj 0CqC03 $w z] Bj ?/
jR $3 L3Y
MRs IRRG j Cj j@Cc swY HRRG j j@3 CLU,j j@j s3 @q3 RN GC0cY HRRG j j@3 CLU,j j@j
s3 @0 sCj@ j@j ICjjI3 GC0 j@j sc cGCN< L3 C8 B @0 3q3a L03  LCcjG3Y r3 @q3 jR $3 q3aw
,a38nI sCj@ s@j s3 0R. q3aw. q3aw ,a38nIY #3,nc3 j@Rc3 jwU3c R8 ~N<3aUaCNjc. CLUaCNjc.
NL3 Cj j@3 sw wRn sNj. a3 <RCN< jR cjw 8Ra  IRN< jCL3Y N0 j@j Cc j@3 U3a,3UjCRN j@j Cc
q3aw 0C|,nIj jR ~<@j <CNcjY i@jȕc s@w s@3N U3RUI3 cw. ȒB @j3 Lj@ȓ. Cj c33Lc jR $3 ICG3
Cjȕc  $jjI3 j@j s3 Ia30w IRcjY N0 B a38nc3 jR <Cq3 nUY
i@3a3 a3  IRj R8 Lj@3LjC,CNc @3a3Y r@3N s3 c33 j@j cRL3j@CN< Cc <RCN< saRN<. s3
@q3 jR cw cRL3j@CN<Y r3 ,NNRj cjw cCI3Nj ICG3 C8 NRj@CN< Cc @UU3NCN<Y H3j L3 $aCN< jR
wRna jj3NjCRN cRL3j@CN< j@j C cs CN M3s vRaG +CjwY i@3w @q3 ICG3  ,LUC<N <CNcj
j3aaRaCcLY N0 cR j@3w cw C8 wRn c33 cRL3j@CN<. cw cRL3j@CN< ICG3 C8 wRn c33  U,G<3 j@j
Cc cncUC,CRnc Ra s@j3q3a. cw cRL3j@CN<Y bR B L <RCN< jR Ȕnc3ȕ j@j c3Nj3N,3 N0 3ujaURIj3
@3a3- ȒB8 wRn c33 cRL3j@CN< j@j Cjȕc saRN< CN Lj@. cw CjȓY
r3 N330 jR $3 LRa3 CNqRIq30 $3,nc3 Rj@3asCc3. s3 G33U 0C<NRcCN< cRL3j@CN< j@j s3
Ia30w GNRsY r3 @q3 8CI30 nU jCI jR0wY BN j@3 Ucj. c,@RRIc 0C0Nȕj @q3 ,RLU3jCjRacY
r@3N B sc <aRsCN< nU. j@3 LCN cRna,3 R8 CN8RaLjCRN sc j @RL3 N0 j c,@RRIY #nj
jR0w. c,@RRI Cc Encj NRj@3a cRna,3 R8 CN8RaLjCRNY i@3 ,RLU3jCjCRN Cc qcj- CNj3aN3j. cR,CI
N3jsRaGc. cLaj U@RN3c. <RR<I3. 3j,. 3j,Y b,@RRI Cc Encj RN3 R8 j@3L. Bjȕc q3aw q3aw CLURajNj.
3cU3,CIIw $3,nc3 CN c,@RRI s3 I3aN Rj@3a j@CN<cY r3 I3aN j@j s3 a3 NRj <RCN< jR $3 j@3
GCN< R8 j@3 @Rnc3 Ra j@3 \n33N R8 j@3 @Rnc3 Nw LRa3Y r3 @q3 Rj@3a 8aC3N0c. Rj@3a ,IccLj3cY
r3 @q3 jR I3aN @Rs jR <3j 8ancjaj30Y Bjȕc NRj Iswc Rna jnaNY r3 a3 NRj Iswc j@3 Ȕ~acjȕY
N0 UInc. s3 I3aN $Rnj cjan,jna3c. 0Cc,CUICN3Y r3 I3aN j@j s3ȕa3 NRj IRN3. s3ȕa3 NRj j@3
ȔRNIw RN3cȕ Ra j@3 ȔUa383aa30 RN3cȕY TI3c3. 0RNȕj a30 CNjR s@j BȕL cwCN< j@j BȕL <CNcj
Ra RUURc30 jR c,@RRI6 BȕL NRj6
#nj s3 @q3 jR 0EncjY BN j@3 RI0 0wc. U3RUI3 s3a3 L3cL3aCy30 s@3N j@3a3 sc cRL3RN3
s@R c33L30 jR @q3 II j@3 GNRsI30<3 j@j sc Rnj j@3a3Y MRj Nw LRa3Y i@jȕ0 $3 CLURccC$I3Y

B sNj jR UIw sCj@ Lj@3LjC,c
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r@j s3 @q3 jR 0R Cc cjCLnIj3 j@3 ,a3jCqCjw. NRj ,,nLnIjCN< GNRsI30<3Y i@3c3 0wc. C8
wRn sNj jR GNRs cRL3j@CN<. wRn Encj <RR<I3 CjY vRn 0RNȕj 3q3N @q3 jR $3 CN wRna @Rnc3Y vRn
,N ~N0 j@3 Ncs3a RN wRna U@RN3. wRna sj,@. wRna IUjRU. wRna j$I3jY ȒvRn 0RNȕj GNRs
cRL3j@CN<. wRn <R ~N0 Cj ILRcj CLL30Cj3IwȓY i@jȕc s@w s3 @q3 jR cjCLnIj3 ,a3jCqCjwY
r3 @q3 jR 8Ra<3j j@3 sRa0 ȔNRȕ. Ra j@3 U@ac3 ȔwRnȕa3 saRN<6ȕY i@3a3ȕc NR aRRL 8Ra a30
LaGc. Ra y3aRc. Ra N 7YYYYi@3a3ȕc NR aRRL jR cw j@j cRL3RN3 @c 8CI30Y Ȓ7CI30]ȓY Ȓ7CI30
CN s@j]ȓ Ȓr@R a3 vQm jR j3II L3 j@j B 8CI30]ȓ
N0 j@3a3 sc RN3 LRa3 cjRaw j@j B sNj jR Naaj3 @3a3Y N0 B sRnI0 ICG3 8Ra wRn jR
8RIIRs j@Cc cjRaw c ,IRc3Iw c wRn ,NY i@Cc Cc Encj  U3acRNI 8qRa @3a3. $3,nc3 j@Cc sc
RN3 R8 j@3 LRcj CLURajNj LRL3Njc CN Lw IC83 N0 B 0C0Nȕj GNRs Cj s@3N B sc <RCN< j@aRn<@
CjY B 0C0Nȕj nN03acjN0 s@j sc @UU3NCN< nNjCIĞs3II. wRn sCII c33 c B <R IRN<Y B I3aN
cRL3j@CN< N3s $Rnj j@3 cjRaw 3,@ N0 3q3aw jCL3 B Naaj3 CjY bR 8RIIRs L3 sCj@ s@j
@UU3N30 N0 j@jȕc s@w B cG BN<aC0 jR <Cq3 L3Ğ jR I3j L3 nc3 @3a j$I3jY
+In0CR KajCN3y. s@R Cc @3a3 cCjjCN< CN j@3 8aRNj aRs. Cc j@3 UaR0n,3a R8 II Lw ip c@RscY
r3 sRaG jR<3j@3a $nj @3ȕc IcR Lw 8aC3N0Y N0 $w j@3 sw. B @q3 cRL3 8aC3N0c @3a3 j@j ,L3
8aRL II aRnN0 j@3 sRaI0 Encj jR $3 @3a3 j@Cc LRL3Nj $3,nc3 Cjȕc q3aw CLURajNj 8Ra II R8
nc. NRj RNIw L3Y  IRj R8 U3RUI3 @3a3 ,L3 8aRL j@3 mb. 8aRL bUCN. 8aRL a<3NjCNĞ N0
j@3w ,L3 8Ra j@Cc UajC,nIa LRL3Nj $3,nc3 s3 GNRs j@j s3 @q3  jcGY bRL3j@CN< jR
,,RLUICc@. s3 @q3 jR ,@N<3 j@3 U3a,3UjCRN j@j U3RUI3 @q3 R8 Lj@Y BȕL f9Y B sRNȕj
ICq3 8Ra3q3a N0 B GNRs j@j j@3a3 a3 Rj@3a U3RUI3 s@R a3 <RCN< jR 0R  Ln,@ $3jj3a ER$Y
i@3a3 a3 wRnN< U3RUI3 a30w jR 0R Ln,@ LRa3 j@N s@j Bgs3 0C0Y #nj s3 GNRs Cjȕc $RCICN<.
cRL3j@CN< Cc @UU3NCN<Y H3j L3 <R $,G jR j@3 cjRawY HRRG s@j @UU3N30Y +In0CRĞ B jRI0
+In0CR j@j B sc <RCN< jR 0R j@Cc j@CN< RN j@3 c@Rs. RN ȒIj3a30 $w TCȓY B sc <RCN< jR 0as
 UCyyY N0 B sc <RCN< jR c@Rs  0C{3a3Nj sw jR ,nj  UCyy jR $3 c@a30 $3js33N jsR
U3RUI3Y Ȓ?Rs 0R wRn ,nj  UCyy] bw j@j j@3a3 a3 jsR U3RUI3 jR 3jYȓ mcnIIw wRn ,nj Cj
j@Cc sw. j@Cc sw. j@Cc swĞ /R wRn <a33] /RNȕj IRRG j L3 ICG3 c C8 wRn @q3 N3q3a c33N
 UCyy6 i@Cc Cc  UCyy. N0 j@Cc Cc j@3 sw j@j s3 ncnIIw ,nj  UCyy. aC<@j]
bR B jRI0 +In0CR- Ȕj@Cc Cc s@j B sNj jR 0R RN j@3 c@RsY B sNj jR ,nj Cj CN  0C{3a3Nj
swȓY ȒvRn cjaj @3a3. ICG3 CN j@3 Rj@3a ,c3. $nj wRn ,N 0R j@CcYȓ i@3 c3,RN0 ,nj. wRn ,N
LG3 Cj @3a3 CNcj30 R8 @3a3Y #nj wRn ,N 0R j@CcY +N wRn c33 j@Cc @3a3] bR j@Cc URajCRN Cc
3\nI jR j@Cc URajCRNY i@Cc RN3 3\nIc j@Cc Rj@3a RN3Y i@Cc RN3 3\nIc j@CcY vRn <3j j@3 C03.
0RNȕj wRn] bR j@3 URajCRNc a3 NRj j@3 cL3 NRs $nj 3,@ RN3 cjCII 3jc j@3 cL3 LRnNj R8
UCyyY BN j@3 Rj@3a sw R8 ,njjCN< Cj. 3q3aw URajCRN. II j@3 URajCRNc a3 j@3 cL3 cCy3Y i@Cc
Cc NRj jan3 NwLRa3Y #nj wRn ,N 0CqC03 j@3 UCyy CN N 3q3N swY bR s@3N B cn<<3cj30 j@Cc
jR +In0CR. +In0CR cwc. Ȓr@w 0RNȕj s3 0R cRL3j@CN<]ȓ H3jȕc <R jR j@3 UCyy3aC ,aRcc j@3
cja33j. N0 s3 ,N $aCN< jsR UCyyc N0 wRn ,nj j@3L CN 8aRNj R8 j@3 ,L3a]
B cC0. ȒMR. +In0CRYȓ Ȓ/RNȕj $aCN< j@3 UCyyc $3,nc3 B GNRs s@jȕc <RCN< jR @UU3NYȓ B
0RNȕj ,nj UCyyc RN  a3<nIa $cCcY B @q3 RNIw j@Cc UCa R8 UNjc N0 c@CajY BȕL <RCN< jR cjaj
,njjCN< j@3 UCyy N0 3q3awj@CN< Cc <RCN< jR 8II RN L3Y Kw ,IRj@3c sCII $3 anCN30 N0 s3ȕII
@q3 jR cjRU a3,Ra0CN<Y ȒB @q3  $3jj3a C03.ȓ @3 cwcY Ȓr@w 0RNȕj s3 j3II DRc3.ȓ VDRc3 Cc j@3
<nw s@R ,njc j@3 UCyy j j@3 UCyy3aC N0 s3 GNRs @CL q3aw s3II $3,nc3 j@3a3ȕc s@3a3 s3
3j Ua3jjw Ln,@ 8j3a 3q3aw a3,Ra0CN<WY ?3 cC0- Ȓr@w 0RNȕj s3 $aCN< DRc3 @3a3 N0 I3j @CL
0R j@3 ,njjCN<]ȓ <CN. jR LG3 j@3 IRN< cjRaw c@Raj. +In0CR ~u3c 3q3awj@CN< N0 @I8 @Rna
Ij3a. DRc3 c@Rsc nU sCj@ jsR UCyyc. 0a3cc30 CN s@Cj3 ICG3 @3 ncnIIw 0R3c. N0 @3 sc 3q3N
s3aCN<  @j. ICG3  ,@38Y ?3 Ia30w @0 LG3AnU RN @Cc 8,3Y
?3 sc cR @UUw $nj. II R8  cn003N @3 <3jc CNjR Rna cjn0CR. N0 @3 c33c j@3 ,L3a L3N.
U3RUI3 c,a3LCN<. j@3 IC<@jc. j@3 LC,aRU@RN3c. j@3 ,$I3c. j@3 UaR0n,3ac. j@3 0Ca3,jRac. Rj@3a
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U3RUI3 s@R anN sCj@ UU3acY ?3 8aRy3Y B $aRn<@j @CL ,IRc3 jR L3 N0 jRI0 @CL- ȒDRc3. 0RNȕj
UNC,6 Bj sCII $3 q3aw 3cw 8Ra wRnY B<NRa3 s@j cnaaRnN0c wRnY Dncj jIG jR L3Y 7Ra<3j $Rnj
j@3 ,L3ac. j@3 IC<@jc. j@3 LC,aRU@RN3c. Encj jIG jR L3Y r@j B N330 8aRL wRn Cc jR ,nj jsR
UCyycY i@3 ~acj RN3. ,nj Cj j@3 cL3 sw j@j wRn ncnIIw 0RY c 8a c j@3 c3,RN0 RN3 <R3c.
B sCII <nC03 wRnY /RNȕj sRaaw. j@Cc Cc  a3,Ra0CN<. cR. C8 s3 LG3  LCcjG3 s3 ,N cjaj Cj II
Rq3a <CN. RG]ȓY ?3 Ncs3a30. ȔQFȕY
j j@Cc URCNj. s3 cjaj a3,Ra0CN< j@Cc c3<L3Nj R8 j@3 c@RsY DRc3 ,nj j@3 ~acj UCyy sCj@ NR
UaR$I3Lc Vc 3uU3,j30WY B 0C0Nȕj 3q3N @q3 jCL3 jR 3uUICN jR j@3 n0C3N,3 s@j B sc jawCN<
jR 0RY i@3N. DRc3 cjaj30 jR ,nj j@3 c3,RN0 RN3Y ?3 GN3s s@j @3 @0 jR 0R j j@3 $3<CNNCN<.
$nj @3 IcR GN3s j@j @3 @0 jR sCj 8j3a j@jY B cC0. ȒDRc3. NRs. c j@3 c3,RN0 ,nj <R3c. 0R Cj
$Rq3 s@j wRn ncnIIw 0R. ,IRc3a jR j@3 $Ra03aȓY DRc3 sNj30 jR 0R j@3 ,nj. $nj Ij@Rn<@ @3
sc ,njjCN< Cj $Rq3 j@3 LC00I3 ICN3. @3 sc 0RCN< Cj CN cn,@  sw j@j sc @a0 8Ra Nw$R0w
jR c33Y B cC0- ȒMR. DRc3. LG3 j@3 ,nj @C<@3a6ȓY ?3 cjCII 0C0Nȕj $3IC3q3 L3Y ?3 sNj30 jR @3IU
L3Y bR. @3 s3Nj  ICjjI3 @C<@3a. $nj NRj b ?B;? b B rMi2/Y bR. ~NIIw. c jCL3 sc
UccCN< $w. B jaC30 jR Unc@ @Cc 3I$Rs  ICjjI3 @C<@3a jR c@Rs @CL s@j B sNj30 @CL jR 0RY j
j@Cc URCNj. DRc3. GCN0 R8 UnyyI30 sCj@ s@j B sc 0RCN<YYY @3YY <q3 nUY N0 @3 sc <RCN< jR
LG3 j@3 c3,RN0 ,nj 0C<RNIIwY bR. B cC0- ȒMR. DRc3Y T3aU3N0C,nIaYȓ
H3j L3 cjRU @3a3 8Ra  c3,RN0- s@3N B cC0 U3aU3N0C,nIa. @3 8aRy3Y B 0C0Nȕj nN03acjN0
s@j @UU3N30 $nj @3 scNȕj LRqCN<Y bR. B cC0 <CN- ȒT3aU3N0C,nIaȓY c @3 scNȕj 0RCN<
Nwj@CN<. B a3ICy30 j@j j@3 UaR$I3L sc j@jYYY Ȕ@3 ,RnI0Nȕj nN03acjN0 L36 ?3 0C0Nȕj GNRs
s@j j@3 L3NCN< R8 j@3 sRa0 ȔU3aU3N0C,nIaȕ scY bR. c B sNj30 jR G33U j@3 a3,Ra0CN<
<RCN<. B cC0- ȒDRc3. Oz 03<a33c6ȓY DRc3 scNȕj LRqCN<Y bR. ~NIIw. B GCN0 R8 c,a3L30ȒKG3  ,aRccYȓ r@3N B cC0. ȒKG3  ,aRccȓ. @3 nN03acjRR0Y Bj a3IIw 0R3cNȕj Ljj3a s@j
@UU3N30 8j3a j@jY 2q3awj@CN< s3Nj U3a83,jY
isR LRaIc R8 j@Cc cjRaw. Ra jsR ,RN,IncCRNc C8 wRn sNjY c wRn Lw CL<CN3. DRc3
sNj30 jR @3IU L3Y ?3 a3IIw a3IIw sNj30 jR 0R s@j B cG30 @CL jR 0RY ?Rs3q3a. j@3
UaR$I3L sc j@j YYY Lw L3cc<3 scNȕj aaCqCN<Y B L3N. B sc jawCN<. @3 sc jawCN<. $nj
j@3a3 sc ȔNR ,RNN3,jCRNȕY ?3 ,RnI0Nȕj nN03acjN0 s@j B sc cwCN<Y N0 @Rs LNw jCL3c
CN IC83. NRj RNIw c,@RRIc. $nj CN <3N3aIĞ rCj@ wRna 8aC3N0c. sCj@ wRna 8LCIw. sCj@ wRna sC83.
sCj@ wRna $aRj@3a. wRna cCcj3a. sCj@ wRna GC0cĞ vRn cG 8Ra  8qRa. j@3 Rj@3a U3acRN sNjc
jR @3IU wRn $nj j@3w 0RNȕj nN03acjN0 s@j wRnȕa3 cGCN< j@3LY N0 j@3 UaR$I3L <3jc 3q3N
sRac3. $3,nc3 j@3 Rj@3a U3acRN 833Ic 3L$aacc30 jR cw- Ȕr@j] r@j 0C0 wRn cw] r@j
0R wRn sNj L3 jR 0R] B Encj 0RNȕj nN03acjN0 s@j wRnȕa3 cwCN<666ȓY
N0 j@jȕc  @n<3 UaR$I3L j@j s3 @q3Y i@3 Rj@3a U3acRN 833Ic j@j C8 @3 VRa c@3W c@Rsc
j@j @3 0R3cNȕj nN03acjN0. j@3N. @3 833Ic j@j @3ȕc I3cc R8  U3acRN.  sRac3 U3acRN. N C<NRaNj.
Ra cRL3j@CN< 3\nCqI3NjY N0 j@jȕc cR $0Y Bjȕc  c@L3 j@j s3 ,NNRj 00a3cc j@j UaR$I3LY
i@3a3 Cc ICG3 N $nc3 R8 URs3a. j@3 URs3a R8 GNRsI30<3Y r@3N s3 GNRs cRL3j@CN<. Cj
IRRGc ICG3 C8 s3 $nc30 j@j URs3aY Bjȕc ICG3 s3 sNj jR LG3 Cj ,I3a- ȒB GNRs. wRn 0RNȕjȓY
N0 j@3N B sNj jR 0as j@3 c3,RN0 ,RN,IncCRNY r@3N wRn @3a0 L3 cw. ȒT3aU3N0C,nIaȓ
N0 B jRI0 wRn DRc3 8aRy3. $3,nc3 B a3ICy30 @3 0C0Nȕj nN03acjN0 j@3 L3NCN< R8 j@3 sRa0
ȔU3aU3N0C,nIaȕ. s@j @UU3N30] vRn II cLCI30Y vRn II In<@30. c Cj @UU3N30 jR L3 j@3
~acj jCL3 j@j B j@Rn<@j R8 j@j cjRawY #nj. I3jȕc j@CNG <CN $Rnj j@3 cL3 cCjnjCRNYi@CNG
s@j j@j cLCI3gIn<@ L3Nc jR j@3 Rj@3a U3acRNY DRc3 CcNȕj cjnUC0Y T3RUI3 a3 NRj cjnUC0Y
r@3N wRn cLCI3. Ij@Rn<@ wRn 0RNȕj cw Cj. Rna $R0w IN<n<3 Cc s@j DRc3 a30Y ?3 a3ICy3c
j@j B GN3s cRL3j@CN< j@j @3 0C0Nȕj GNRsY r3 @q3 j@3 ȔURs3aȕ R8 GNRsCN< s@j j@3 L3NCN<
R8 j@3 sRa0 U3aU3N0C,nIa Cc. N0 @3 0R3cNȕj6 r3 @q3  ȔURs3aȕ Rq3a j@3LY r3 GNRs s@j
U3aU3N0C,nIa L3Nc. N0 s@j Oz 03<a33c L3Nc. N0 @3 0R3cNȕjY i@3w 0RNȕjY Bjȕc ICG3 C8 s3
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L03 ,I3a jR j@3L- Ȕs3ȕa3 @3a3 N0 wRnȕa3 j@3a3ȕ VURCNjCN< @C<@3a N0 IRs3aWY N0 j@j Cc 
@n<3 UaR$I3L.  @n<3 UaR$I3L CN c,@RRIc N0 CN IC83 C8 wRn sNjY i@3 Rj@3a U3acRN U3a,3Cq3c
s@j wRnȕa3 NRj cwCN< q3a$IIw $nj wRna $R0w IN<n<3 $3jawc wRnY i@3w GNRsY i@3w cL3IIY
bR. j@3 U3acRN s@R @c j@3 GNRsI30<3 @c jR c@a3 j@j GNRsI30<3Y i@Cc Cc j@3 RNIw swY
r3 @q3 @3a0 LNw LNw jCL3c j@j j@3a3ȕc  q3aw nN8Ca 0CcjaC$njCRN R8 s3Ij@ CN j@3 sRaI0.
$nj j@3a3ȕc NRj@3a jwU3 R8 s3Ij@ s@C,@ Cc q3aw nN8CaIw 0CcjaC$nj30- j@3 CNj3II3,jnI s3Ij@Y
i@3 GNRsI30<36
r3 N330 jR c@a3 j@3 GNRsI30<3 B8 wRn GNRs cRL3j@CN<. c@a3 CjY B8 j@3 Rj@3a U3acRN
0R3cNȕj GNRs Cj 0RNȕj In<@ j @CL Ra @3aY ?3IU @3a. @3IU @CLY vRnȕa3 @3IUCN< wRnac3I8 N0
LRa3 j@N j@jY r3 N330 jR ,@N<3 j@3 sw s3 ,RLLnNC,j3 j@j GNRsI30<3. LG3 Cj LRa3
,,3ccC$I3 N0 8nNY r3 @q3 jR ,@N<3 j@3 sw s3 j3,@Y
B nN03acjN0 j@j  IRj R8 U3RUI3 a3 ,,ncCN< Ra $ILCN< j@3 j3,@3ac. j@3 UaR83ccRac $w j@3
sw s3 j3,@ N0 ,RLLnNC,j3 Lj@3LjC,cY N0 j@3wȕa3 UaR$$Iw aC<@j sCj@ j@j a<nL3NjY
#nj s3 IcR @q3 jR j@CNG j@j LRcj R8 j@3 j3,@3ac s@R a3 j3,@CN< jR0w s3a3 $RaN CN j@3
NIR<C, 3a. N0 NRs. s3 ICq3 CN j@3 0C<CjI 3aY r@Rȕc <RCN< jR cjRU jCL3 cR j@j s3 II LG3
j@3 0EncjL3Nj] r@CI3 s3 jaCN j@3 UaR83ccRacgj3,@3ac. s3 c@RnI0 cjRU j3,@CN<. c@RnI0Nȕj
s3] vRn <R jR  j3,@3a s@R jn<@j 8Ra kz w3ac CN  ,3ajCN sw N0 NRs wRn j3II @CL. ȒvRn
GNRs s@j] i@jȕc NRj <RCN< jR sRaG NwLRa3Y MRs wRn N330 jR $aCN< ,RLUnj3ac. IUjRUc.
j$I3jc. NRj3$RRGc. U@RN3c. CT0cYYYȓ N0 j@3wȕa3 ICG3. Ȓr@j] r@j] B 0RNȕj GNRs @Rs jR
nc3 j@3LYȓ i@3wȕa3 c,a30Y i@3w 8a33y3 IcRY bR] r@j 0R s3 0R]
r3 ,NNRj cw- Ȓr3II. sCj 8Ra ~q3 w3ac Ra cR. nNjCI s3 j3,@ N0 jaCN N0 ,R,@ Rna
<aRnU R8 j3,@3ac N0 UaR83ccRac N0 @3IU j@3L 0Encj jR j@3 N3s jCL3cȓY MR. wRn GNRs j@j
s3 ,NNRj 0R j@jY #nj @Rs 0R s3 cRIq3 j@3 UaR$I3L] r3II. sCj@ s@j B ,II @RaCyRNjI
30n,jCRNY BNcj30 R8 q3ajC,I. s@3a3 j@3 j3,@3aȕc @3a3 N0 j@3 cjn03Njc a3 @3a3Ğ <CN.
j@3 cwcj3L R8 $3CN< ȒB L j@3 RN3 s@R GNRsc N0 wRn a3 j@3 RN3c s@R 0RNȕjȓĞ Dncj 0R Cj
@RaCyRNjIIwY r3 I3aN jR<3j@3aY r3 @q3 jR csIIRs j@3 UaC03. ICG3  Ua3Nj I3aNCN< sCj@
j@3 GC0c. sCj@ j@3Ca GC0cY N0 Bȕq3 c33N j@jY bR s3 <RĞ N0 3q3N C8 wRn @q3 jR Ij3a j@3
,@aRNRIR<C,I Ra03aY B8 j@3a3ȕc cRL3RN3 wRnN<3a s@R GNRsc cRL3j@CN< j@j j@3 RI03a RN3c
0RNȕj. @3 c@RnI0 c@a3 s@j c@3 Ra @3 GNRscY Dncj ,RL3 @3a3 N0 c@Rs ncY i@jȕc s@j s3
N330Y
BȕL $Rnj jR ~NCc@Y B saRj3 Lw j@3cCc CN SOe4. SOeOY Kw. Rna L3NjRa sc KC<n3I ?3aa3aY
i@3a3 a3 U3RUI3 CN j@Cc n0C3N,3 s@R s3a3 IcR @Cc cjn03NjcY ?3 Ucc30 sw s@3N @3 sc
q3aw wRnN<Y ::. :9 w3ac RI0Y Bj a3IIw 0R3cNȕj Ljj3a NRsY ?3 sc N 3uU3aj CN b3q3aI
+RLUI3u paC$I3cY KC<n3I @0 saCjj3N  $RRG j@j sc  <a3j cnLLaw R8 3q3awj@CN< j@j
sc GNRsN j j@3 jCL3. N0 s3 s3a3 a30CN< N0 cjn0wCN< @Cc $RRGY 2q3aw 0w. @3ȕ0 ,RL3
jR Rna R|,3 VM3cjRa #n,aCȕc N0 Lw R|,3W jR ,@3,G s@j @0 $33N j@3 UaR<a3cc R8 j@3
Ua3qCRnc 0wY i@3 cjRaw j@j B sNj jR c@a3 Cc j@j RN3 0w. s@CI3 M3cjRa N0 B s3a3 sRaGCN<.
s3 j@Rn<@j j@j s3 @0 8RnN0 cRL3j@CN< a3IIw N3s N0 CN,a30C$I3. $nj s3 s3a3Nȕj cna3Y B8
s@j s3 j@Rn<@j sc aC<@j. j@3N s3 @0 0Cc,Rq3a30 cRL3j@CN< a3IIw q3aw CLURajNjY Kw$3
s3 @0 L03  LCcjG3 N0 s3 0C0Nȕj GNRsY r3 N33030 ?3aa3a jR @3IU nc. Encj $w j3IICN< nc
s@j 0C0 @3 L3N sCj@ j@j Ua<aU@ j@j @3 @0 saCjj3N CN @Cc $RRGY bR. s3 s3a3 NuCRncIw
sCjCN< 8Ra @CL jR c@Rs nU j@j LRaNCN<Y i@j 0w. c 3q3aw 0w. @3ȕ0 GNR,G j Rna 0RRa j 4
Rȕ,IR,G CN j@3 LRaNCN<Y r3 j@Rn<@j- Ȓi@3a3 @c jR $3 cRL3j@CN< saRN< @3a3Yȓ
r@3N @3 ,L3. @3 RU3N30 j@3 0RRa N0 s3 cC0. ȒKC<n3I. s3 @q3 8RnN0 cRL3j@CN< q3aw
CLURajNjYȓ ?3 cwc. ȒQGw. s@j Cc Cj]ȓ bR B c@Rs30 @CL N0 @3 cwc. ȒMR. j@jȕc saRN<Yȓ B
cC0. Ȓr3II. I3jȕc c33Yȓ B cC0. Ȓr@j 0C0 wRn saCj3 CN wRna $RRG]ȓ bR @3 cwc. Ȓi@Cc Cc s@j
B L3Nj sCj@ s@j B saRj3Yȓ MR. j@jȕc NRj s@j wRn L3NjY HRRG @3a3Y i@jȕc NRj  8Ca
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,RN,IncCRNȓY ?3 cwc. ȒMR. B c33Y H3j L3 j@CNG $Rnj Cj <CNȓY N0 @3 s3Nj Rq3a N0 Rq3a
s@j @3 @0 saCjj3N nNjCI  URCNj s@3a3 @3 cC<@30. @3 cj 0RsN RN j@3 ,Rn,@ j@j sc aC<@j
j@3a3 N0 cC0- ȒvRn GNRs s@j <nwc]ȓ ȒB 0RNȕj GNRs s@j B saRj3Y B 0RNȕj nN03acjN0Ğȓ
N0 j@Rc3 s3a3 j@3 G3w sRa0cY r@3N @3 cC0- ȒB 0RNȕj nN03acjN0 s@j B saRj3ȓ. j@Rc3
sRa0c cjn,G sCj@ L3 8Ra 3q3aY ?3. R8 II U3RUI3. j@3 <a3j3cj 3uU3aj CN j@3 sRaI0 CN j@j cn$E3,j.
@3YYY @3 0C0Nȕj nN03acjN0] MRj RNIw j@j- @3 sc cwCN< j@j @3 0C0Nȕj nN03acjN0 s@j @3 @0
saCjj3N VN0 s3 GN3s j@j @3 sc aC<@j. j@j j@3 $RRG sc aC<@jWY N0 s@j s3 I3aN30 j@j
LRaNCN<. Cc j@j C8 cRL3RN3 @Rs Cc j@j @C<@ CN 3q3aw$R0wȕc ,RNcC03ajCRN. cR @C<@Iw a3cU3,j30
N0 cn,@  <a3j Lj@3LjC,CN. @3 ,RnI0 cw CN 8aRNj R8 @Cc cjn03Njc. ȒB 0RNȕj GNRsYȓ
N0 s@j UaR$I3L 0R s3 @q3 CN cwCN<. ȒB 0RNȕj GNRs]ȓ ?Rs LNw jCL3c wRn c33 CN
cR,C3jw. CN 3q3aw0w IC83. CN <3N3aI. j@j U3RUI3 a3 8aC0 N0 c,a30 R8 cwCN<. ȒB 0RNȕj
nN03acjN0 s@j wRnȕa3 cwCN<Yȓ bR. j@3 ,RN,IncCRN Cc- Ȓbw Cj6 bw Cj <CN N0 <CN6 /RNȕj
$3 3L$aacc30Y Bj 0R3cNȕj Ljj3aY vRnȕa3 NRj sRac3. wRnȕa3 MQi  sRac3 U3acRN C8 wRn 0RNȕj
nN03acjN0 cRL3j@CN<Y bw CjY H3j L3 c33. Lw$3 B j@Rn<@j j@j B nN03acjRR0 Cj N0 B 0C0NȕjY
N0 jR ~NCc@ j@Cc. j@3a3 a3  ,RnUI3 R8 LRa3 j@CN<c B sNj jR cwY i@3 30n,jCRN @c jR
$3 Un$IC, N0 8a33 8Ra 3q3aw$R0wY i@3a3 Cc  @n<3 <U $3js33N j@Rc3 s@R @q3. ICG3 B 0R. N0
j@Rc3 s@R 0RNȕjY B @q3 Ua3jjw Ln,@ 3q3awj@CN< B N330. N0 sCII UaR$$Iw 3q3a N330Y N0
j@3a3 a3  IRj R8 U3RUI3 s@R 0RNȕj @q3Y i@3a3ȕc  UaR$I3L sCj@ j@jY BN Ra03a jR NaaRs
j@3 <U. s3 @q3 jR cUa30 j@3 GNRsI30<3 N0 LG3 30n,jCRN qCI$I3 jR 3q3aw$R0wY N0.
CN Ra03a jR 0R j@j. s3 N330 30n,jCRN jR $3 Un$IC, N0 8a33Y 2q3aw <Rq3aNL3Nj @c jR jG3
,@a<3 N0 Cc a3cURNcC$I3 8Ra U3RUI3ȕc 30n,jCRNY 2q3N LRa3- 30n,jCRN ,NNRj 03U3N0 RN
@Rs Ln,@ LRN3w wRn VRa wRna Ua3NjcW @q3 CN j@3Ca $NG ,,RnNjY 20n,jCRN @c jR $3 8a336
B GNRs j@j B cRnN0 ICG3  URICjC,CN. $nj cR $3 CjY r@RL3q3a Cc anICN<  ,RnNjaw @c jR
jG3 Rq3a N0 nN03acjN0 j@j 30n,jCRN Cc  @nLN aC<@jY N0 s3 II @q3 jR @3IU. Cjȕc Rna
a3cURNcC$CICjwY
N0 3cU3,CIIw 8Ra nc. Lj@3LjC,CNc. s3 N330 jR jG3  0C{3a3Nj UUaR,@ N0 $3 LRa3
3N<<30Y Bjȕc NRj 3NRn<@ jR cw j@j j@3 sw s3ȕq3 $33N 0RCN< j@CN<c cR 8a a3 $0Y r3
Ia30w GNRs j@jY #nj s3 N330 jR $3 LRa3 Ȕ@N0c RNȕ N0 UajC,CUj3 LRa3Y B GNRs j@j
j@CN<c a3 <RCN< jR ,@N<3Y B 0RNȕj GNRs C8 BȕII c33 Cj. $nj Lj@3LjC,CNc N0 Lj@3LjC,c
@q3 j@3 jRRIc jR LG3 Cj ,@N<3Y N0 C8 B 0RNȕj c33 j@3 ,@N<3c. j I3cj s3ȕII GNRs j@j s3
UINj30 j@3 c330cY N0 j@jȕc II s3 ,N cG N0 ,a3 8RaY i@NG wRn q3aw Ln,@Y
2ALCI- U3Ny"<LCIY,RL
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?Rs c@RnI0 s3 j3,@ Lj@3LjC,c $3jj3a]
/3$Ra@ #II. #CII #ajRN∗ . D3NAKaC3 H$Ra03. N0 KN F3nN< bCn

SY BNjaR0n,jCRN
#CII #ajRN CNjaR0n,30 j@3 UN3I. N0 CNqCj30 j@3 n0C3N,3 jR $3,RL3 UajC,CUNjc CN N 3uA
j3N030 0Cc,nccCRN 8j3a c@Raj Ua3c3NjjCRNc $w 3,@ UN3ICcjY ?3 cG30 j@j j@3 L33jCN< 8R,nc
RN nN03a<a0nj3 Lj@3LjC,c j3,@CN<. N0 jR $3a CN LCN0 j@3 UaCN,CUI3 R8 a33uCqCjw- j@j
Nwj@CN< s3 cw $Rnj j3,@CN< s3 Lncj $3 Ua3Ua30 jR 0R Rnac3Iq3cY

lY Ta3c3NjjCRN- #CII #ajRN
#CII L03 jsR URCNjcY i@3 ~acj ,RN,3aN30 s@j @3 ,IIc j@3 ȒS:Aw3a UUa3NjC,3c@CUȓY i@j
Cc. j@j 8aRL <3 f jR lz s3 j3II cjn03Njc a3cnIjc N0 GNRsN swc jR 0R Lj@3LjC,c. N0 <3j
j@3L jR Ua,jC,3 j@3c3 j@CN<cY QNIw j Kcj3ac I3q3I 0R j@3w ,jnIIw /Q Lj@3LjC,c CN Nw
nj@3NjC, c3Nc3Y ?3 CNqCj30 j@3 n0C3N,3 jR ,RLUa3 j@Cc sCj@ Ua3UaCN< 8RRj$II UIw3ac Ra
LncC,CNc. N0 cG30 s@3a3 s3 8Rcj3a j@3 ,a3jCqCjw N0 CL<CNjCRN j@j s3 GNRs Cc 3cc3NjCI
jR a3c3a,@ Lj@3LjC,c]
?Cc c3,RN0 URCNj sc $Rnj UaR83ccCRNI 03q3IRUL3NjY ?3 NRj30 j@j Cj Cc  @IILaG
R8 $3CN<  UaR83ccCRNI ü3q3N 8Ra j@Rc3 s@R a3 j@3 sRaI0ȕc $3cj CN j@3Ca ~3I0 üj@j j@3w
N3q3a cjRU UnjjCN< jCL3 N0 3N3a<w CNjR <3jjCN< $3jj3aY #nj s3 a3 UaR83ccCRNI a3c3a,@3ac.
N0 UaR83ccCRNI j3,@3ac. N0 @3 cG30 @Rs LNw R8 nc cU3N0 @I8 c Ln,@ jCL3 U3a s33G
CLUaRqCN< j@3Ca j3,@CN< c BN$33 TaG 0R3c CLUaRqCN< @3a <RI8 ] Vj j@3 jCL3 R8 j@3 TN3I
FRa3ȕc rRaI0 MRY k <RI83a sc 0RCN< s3II CN  jRnaNL3NjWY /R s3 cU3N0 j@j LRnNj R8
jCL3 3,@ w3a]
?Cc cn<<3cjCRNc 8Ra $3jj3a j3,@CN<. j@3a38Ra3. ,RN,3aN $aCN<CN< nj@3NjC, Lj@3LjC,I
,jCqCjw CNjR Rna nN03a<a0nj3 UaR<aLL3c. N0 3,@ R8 nc CNq3cjCN< jCL3 CN CLUaRqCN< Rna
j3,@CN<Y

kY Ta3c3NjjCRN- KN F3nN< bCn
KN F3nN< $3<N $w a38aLCN< j@3 jCjI3 R8 j@3 UN3I 8aRL Ȓ?Rs c@RnI0 Lj@3LjC,c $3
jn<@j $3jj3aȓ jR Ȓ?Rs ,N Lj@3LjC,c $3 jn<@j $3jj3aȓ sCj@ j@3 a3cRNCN< j@j j@3a3 a3
NR ~u30 anI3c 8Ra $3cj j3,@CN<Y ?Rs3q3a. s3 0R @q3 cRL3 <3N3aI anI3c. 8Ra 3uLUI3. j@j 
TaR,330CN<c R8 j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI +RN<a3cc R8 Kj@3LjC,CNc. b3RnI. lzS:

∗ KR03ajRa

e:z

/3$Ra@ #II. #CII #ajRN. D3NAKaC3 H$Ra03. N0 KN F3nN< bCn

j3,@3a N330c $Rj@  $aCN N0  @3aj. j@j s3 Lncj 3Ncna3 j@j j3,@3ac ICG3 $Rj@ j@3 cn$E3,j
Lj@3LjC,c. N0 j@3Ca cjn03NjcY ?3 j@3N 3LU@cCy30 j@a33 URCNjcY
H3cc Cc LRa3- j@3a3 a3 NRj j@j LNw ,RN,3Ujc j@j N330 jR $3 jn<@j CN UaCLaw N0
c3,RN0aw c,@RRI. N0 j@3w ,RL3 nU a3U3j30IwY ?3 cn<<3cj30 03cC<NCN<  ,naaC,nInL aRnN0
j@3c3Y ?3 <q3 N 3uLUI3. j@3 $cC, C03 R8 s@C,@ cjajc CN UaCLaw aCj@L3jC,. N0 <R3c qC
<3N3aICcjCRNc N0 $3<CNNCN< I<3$a. jR j@3 aNG R8 ICN3a cwcj3Lc. CN UajC,nIa iR3UICjy
RN3cY
i@3 c3,RN0 URCNj sc j@j Lj@3LjC,c Cc Uaj R8 ,nIjna3. NRj Encj  jRRIY c cn,@. j@3
@CcjRaw R8 Cjc 03q3IRUL3Nj N0 Cjc LNw a3IjCRNc@CUc jR Rj@3a @nLN 3N03qRnac c@RnI0 $3
Uaj R8 j@3 cn$E3,jY Q8 ,Rnac3 j@3 @CcjRaw R8 Lj@3LjC,c Cc NRj jR $3 a3<a030 c  UN,3 jR
II U30<R<C,I Cccn3c CN Lj@3LjC,c 30n,jCRN. $nj aj@3a j@3 @aLRNw R8 Lj@3LjC,c sCj@
Rj@3a CNj3II3,jnI N0 ,nIjnaI UnacnCjc j@j LG3c Cj 3q3N LRa3 sRaj@ cjn0wCN<Y 7naj@3aLRa3.
RN3 c@RnI0 3uLCN3  jRUC, 8aRL j@a33 U3acU3,jCq3c-  @CcjRaC,I U3acU3,jCq3.  Lj@3LjC,I
U3acU3,jCq3. N0  U30<R<C,I U3acU3,jCq3Y Ij@Rn<@ j@3 j@a33 a3 a3Ij30. j@3w a3 NRj j@3
cL3d s@j @UU3N30 CN @CcjRaw Lw NRj $3 j@3 LRcj cnCj$I3 sw jR <R $Rnj j3,@CN< Cj. N0
s@j Cc $3cj 8aRL  Lj@3LjC,I cjN0URCNj Lw NRj $3 cR CN j@3 ,IccaRRL N0 Cc ILRcj IA
swc NRj j@3 cL3 c s@j @UU3N30 CN @CcjRawY ?Rs3q3a. j@3 j@a33 U3acU3,jCq3c ,RLUI3L3Nj
N0 cnUUI3L3Nj 3,@ Rj@3aY
?Cc ~NI URCNj KN F3nN< a383aa30 jR c ȔKj@3LjC,c N0 j@3 KRnc3ȕY BN qC3s R8 j@3
,@N<CN< I3aNCN< @$Cjc R8 j@3 wRnN<3a <3N3ajCRN 0n3 CN Uaj jR j@3 sC03cUa30 nc3 R8 qaA
CRnc j3,@NRIR<C3c. s3 c@RnI0 ,RNcC03a Rna RI0 UaCN,CUI3c N0 cG cRL3 \n3cjCRNcVSW ?Rs c@RnI0 Bi $3 3LUIRw30 jR 3N$I3 cjn03Njc I3aN $3jj3a $nj NRj jR ICLCj j@3Ca $CICjw
jR j@CNG ,aCjC,IIw N0 CN 03Uj@]
VlW ?Rs ,N s3 3Ncna3 j@j  0Cc,Rq3aw UUaR,@ Cc NRj jR $3 3\nj30 sCj@  @CjAN0A LCcc
j,jC,]
VkW ?Rs ,N s3 3Ncna3 j@j CL<CNjCq3 j@CNGCN< Cc NRj jR $3 3\nj30 sCj@  ,qIC3a jjCA
jn03. j@j LnIjCAjcGCN< N330c NRj $3 C03NjC~30 c cIRUUw N0 @cjw sRaG. N0 j@j j@3
nc3 R8 Bi Cc NRj jR $3 C03NjC~30 c 8RIIRsCN< CNcjan,jCRNc cj3U $w cj3U sCj@Rnj j@CNGCN<]
iR 3N0. @3 \nRj30  Ucc<3 CN j@3 N,C3Nj +@CN3c3 #RRG R8 `Cj3c V䁈 · ᆨ䁈W s@C,@
0j30 $,G jR LRa3 j@N jsR j@RncN0 w3ac <R V2N<ICc@ jaNcIjCRN jG3N 8aRL )H3<<3.
S449*W- Ȓ?3N,3 Cj Cc cC0. Ȕi3,@CN< N0 I3aNCN< @3IU 3,@ Rj@3aȕ N0 Ȕi3,@CN< Cc j@3 @I8
R8 I3aNCN<Yȓȕ

:Y Ta3c3NjjCRN- D3NAKaC3 H$Ra03
D3NAKaC3 8R,nc30 RN Cccn3c ,RNN3,j30 jR j@3 nc3 R8 j3,@NRIR<w CN j@3 j3,@CN< N0 I3aNCN<
R8 Lj@3LjC,c jR0w N0 CNjR j@3 8njna3- r@j ,RnI0 s3 sCc@ 8Ra. N0 s@j ,N $3 0RN3 jR
c3aCRncIw 3NaC,@ j@3 \nICjw R8 Lj@3LjC,c 30n,jCRN jGCN< 0qNj<3 R8 j3,@NRIR<w] ?Cc
LCN URCNjc s3a3A i3,@NRIR<w Cc NRj N3sd N3q3aj@3I3cc s@j s3 ,II j3,@NRIR<w jR0w @c  URj3NjCI j@j
N3q3a 3uCcj30 $38Ra3Y
A T3RUI3 a3 cjCII ,RN8nc30 $Rnj j@3 3{3,jCq3N3cc R8 j3,@NRIR<w 03cUCj3 ,I3a 3qC03N,3
R8 Cjc URj3NjCI s@3N 03\nj3Iw CLUI3L3Nj30Y

?Rs c@RnI0 s3 j3,@ Lj@3LjC,c $3jj3a]

e:S

A i@3a3 Cc N IaLCN< URq3ajw CN j@3 LERaCjw R8 cRA,II30 30n,jCRNI Lj@3LjC,c a3A
cRna,3c. 3cU3,CIIw RN j@3 s3$Y r@C,@ aCc3c j@3 \n3cjCRN R8 @Rs jR 3N@N,3 j@3 ,aCjC,I
sa3N3cc R8 j3,@3ac N0 URIC,w LG3ac]
A i@3 N330 8Ra  a0C,I ,@N<3 j URICjC,I N0 3,RNRLC, I3q3Ic jR c3,na3  cncjCN$I3
30n,jCRNI cR8jsa3 CN0ncjaw CN j@3 cL3 sw j@j j3uj$RRGc @q3 $33N cncjCN30 8Ra
 q3aw IRN< jCL3 $w N CN0ncjaw ,R3uCcjCN< sCj@ Un$IC, CNcjCjnjCRNcY
A i@3 N330 jR cjaj a30n,CN< j@3 0Cc,a3UN,w $3js33N j@3 GCN0 R8 Lj@3LjC,I GNRsIA
30<3 cjn03Njc ,N ,@C3q3 CN  ,RLUnj3a $c30 3NqCaRNL3Nj Vs@C,@ sCII $3 j@3Ca 8njna3
sRaGCN< 3NqCaRNL3NjW N0 j@3 cjCII q3aw ,RNc3aqjCq3 cjwI3 R8 j3,@CN<. ILRcj 3q3awA
s@3a3Y

9Y TRCNjc 8aRL /Cc,nccCRN
QUCNCRNc R{3a30
•

jj3LUjc jR CN,RaURaj3 ICj3ajna3 N0 @CcjRaw CN Lj@3LjC,c ,Rnac3c ,N IcR $3 a3A
8a3c@CN<Y

•

BN <3N3aI. 3LUIRw3ac c33L jR sNj UaR$I3LAcRIqCN< cGCIIc $Rq3 N3aIw Nwj@CN< 3Ic3Y

•

/C{3a3Nj ,RnNjaC3c a3 ncCN< 0C{3a3Nj j3,@NRIR<C3c- $I,G$Ra0c. TRs3aTRCNj 3j,Y

•

/C{3a3Nj ,RnNjaC3c Ra CNcjCjnjCRNc IcR @q3 0C{3a3Nj ,,3cc jR j3,@NRIR<C3cY

•

i@3a3 a3 NR nNCq3acI Ncs3ac jR s@3j@3a j@3 nc3 R8 Nw j3,@NRIR<w Cc <RR0 Ra $0UUaRUaCj3 nc3 Cc s@j Ljj3acY

•

B8 wRn nc3 ,RLUnj3ac jR j3,@. wRn c@RnI0 nc3 ,RLUnj3ac jR 3qInj3Y i@Cc ,nc3c
IR<CcjC, ,@II3N<3c. $nj Cc q3aw LRjCqjCN<Y

2uU3aC3N,3c a3URaj30
•

isR U3RUI3 a3URaj30 $3CN< ȒLaG30 0RsNȓ 8Ra ncCN< j3,@CN< j3,@NRIR<C3c CN j@3Ca
nNCq3acCjw ,Icc3cY

•

QN3 NRj30 j@j ȒCUU30 ,Icc3cȓ a3 sRaGCN< j  Ua3A,I,nInc I3q3I. $nj  IRj R8 j3,@A
NRIR<w sc N33030 jR 0R CjY

•

QN3 a3URaj30 ncCN< IR,I 3uLUI3c jR UaRqC03 3{3,jCq3 j3,@CN< CN j@3 $c3N,3 R8 j3,@A
NRIR<wY

•

QN3 a3URaj30 ncCN< KUI3 CN  ,I,nInc ,Icc. N0 ~N0CN< j@j Cj @3IU30 sCj@ I3jjCN<
cjn03Njc 0R  aN<3 R8 3uLUI3cY

mNNcs3a30 \n3cjCRNc URc30 0naCN< 0Cc,nccCRN
•

b@RnI0 s3 j3,@ j@3 <3RL3jawACNcUCa30 cjn03Njc 0C{3a3NjIw j@N j@3 I<3$aACNcUCa30
RN3c] +RLL3Njc CN,In030 NRjCN< j@j CN j@3 jCL3 R8 /3c,aj3c. Ȓ<3RL3j3aȓ L3Nj
ȒLj@3LjC,CNȓ. N0 j@j Lj@3LjC,c 30n,jCRN j@3Raw jIGc $Rnj Ȓq3acjCICjwȓüj@3
C03 j@j cjn03Njc c@RnI0 I3aN jR UUaR,@ UaR$I3Lc CN  qaC3jw R8 swc $w  qaC3jw
R8 L3NcY

•

?Rs c@RnI0 s3 $IN,3 ȒnN03acjN0CN<ȓ sCj@ Ȓ<3jjCN< j@aRn<@ j@3 ,naaC,nInLȓY

e:l

/3$Ra@ #II. #CII #ajRN. D3NAKaC3 H$Ra03. N0 KN F3nN< bCn
•

b@RnI0 s3 ,@N<3 Rna j3,@CN< $3@qCRa $3,nc3 R8 s@j cjn03Njc Ua383a]

BN cnLLaw. D3NAKaC3 NRj30 j@j #I,G$Ra0 Ra s@Cj3$Ra0c a3 L3a3Iw qaCNjc RN j@3
j@3L3 R8 Ua3c3NjjCRN. $nj j@j ,jCq3 cR8jsa3 Cc q3aw 0C{3a3NjY KNw cwcj3Lc a3 03cC<N30
$w N0 8Ra Lj@3LjC,CNc. w3j I3aN3ac R8 Lj@3LjC,c @q3 0C{3a3Nj N330cY i@3a3 Cc IcR 
UaR$I3L R8 ,Rcj N0 a3cRna,3cY TRICjC,CNc a3 NRj sa3 R8 j@3c3 Cccn3c. N0 Lj@3LjC,CNc
a3 NRj sa3 R8 j@3 sC03a nc3c R8 Lj@3LjC,cY c  ~NI ,RLL3Nj. #CII cG30 j@3 n0C3N,3
jR ,RNcC03a ncCN< j@3 C03c 3uUa3cc30 VN0 Rj@3a N3s j@CNGCN<W jR j3,@ CN N3s swc c s3II
c Encj jawCN< jR j3,@ $3jj3a CN RI0 swcY

/3$Ra@ #II. mNCq3acCjw R8 KC,@C<N. mb
2ALCI- 0$II"nLC,@Y30n
#CII #ajRN. mNCq3acCjw R8 n,GIN0. M3s x3IN0
2ALCI- $Y$ajRN"n,GIN0Y,YNy
D3NAKaC3 H$Ra03. mNCq3acCjā DRc3U@ 7RnaC3a. 7aN,3
2ALCI- E3NALaC3YI$Ra03",$aCY,RL
KN F3nN< bCn. mNCq3acCjw R8 ?RN< FRN<. ?RN< FRN<
2ALCI- Lj@cCn"@GnY@G

Kj@3LjC,I KccCq3 QU3N QNICN3 +Rnac3c
VKQQ+cW- `3URaj R8  TN3I /Cc,nccCRN
DL3c ?Y /q3NURaj

$cja,jY i@3 nj@Ra LR03aj30  TN3I ,RNcCcjCN< R8 #CII #ajRN. `R$3aj ;@aCcj. KjjC TnN N0
N<3I `nCy j j@3 lzS: BNj3aNjCRNI +RN<a3cc R8 Kj@3LjC,CNcY i@Cc UU3a ,RNjCNc j@3 CNCjCI UN3I
$aC38. j@3 nj@Raȕc cnLLaw R8 j@3 TN3I cjj3L3Njc. j@3 \n3cjCRNAN0ANcs3a c3ccCRN. N0 cRL3 ,RNA
,IncCRNcY

SY TN3I #aC38
i@Cc UN3I Vi@3 ICq3 UN3I ,N $3 c33N j @jjUc-ggsssYwRnjn$3Y,RLgsj,@]q5$`EG$Ln+L
lzYW @0 $33N aaN<30 $w j@3 +RLLCjj33 RN 2I3,jaRNC, BN8RaLjCRN N0 +RLLnNC,jCRN
V+2B+W R8 j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI Kj@3LjC,I mNCRN VBKmWY i@3 jCjI3 sc ,a38nIIw ,@Rc3N. NRj
ȒKQQ+c CN <3N3aIȓY i@Rn<@ j@3 UN3I ,RnI0 @q3 @0  IRN<. N0 CNj3a3cjCN< jR cRL3.
03$j3 RN <3N3aI \n3cjCRNc $Rnj KQQ+c. Cj sc Uaj R8 j@3 j@3 B+K N0 j@3a38Ra3 j@3 8R,nc
sc RN Kj@3LjC,cY r@j LC<@j LG3 Kj@3LjC,c  cU3,CI cn$E3,j 8Ra KQQ+c] +2B+ȕc
CNCjCI j@Rn<@jc. ,Ca,nIj30 jR j@3 n0C3N,3. s3a3 c 8RIIRscY
SY i@3 @C<@Iw c3\n3NjCI Njna3 R8 Lj@3LjC,c- Cj Cc ICjjI3 nc3 jawCN< NIwcCc BB nNjCI RN3
@c 0RN3 NIwcCc B. N0 cR RNY BN  <Cq3N nNCq3acCjw. /Ca3,jRac R8 bjn0C3c VRa j@3Ca
3\nCqI3NjW ,a38nIIw UIN N kn`ana` ,naaC,nInL. N0 saCj3  ICcj R8 Ua3Aa3\nCcCj3c 3j,Y
N ej`ere`q]h KQQ+ UaRqC03a LC<@j 0R j@3 cL3 Vj@Rn<@ j@3a3 Cc ICjjI3 3qC03N,3 R8 j@Cc
cR 8aW. $nj j@3a3 Cc ,naa3NjIw NR 3qC03N,3 R8  <3N3aI ,jIR<n3gICcj R8 Ua3a3\nCcCj3cY
 i@Cc Cc NRj @3IU30 $w j@3 IN<n<3 R8 Lj@3LjC,c- Ȓ2I3L3Njaw TaRR8c R8 j@3 TaCL3
MnL$3a i@3Ra3Lȓ Cc nNICG3Iw jR $3 Ȓ3I3L3Njawȓ CN j@3 ncnI c3Nc3 VQ2/ e- Ȓ`n0CA
L3Njaw. CNjaR0n,jRawȓW R8 j@3 sRa0Y
lY i@3 NRjjCRNY KNw pCajnI H3aNCN< 2NqCaRNL3Njc VpH2cW 0R NRj cnUURaj j@3 0CcUIw
R8 Lj@3LjC,I NRjjCRN s3II. N0 ,3ajCNIw NRj j@3 ,RNcjan,jCRN R8 Lj@3LjC,I NRjA
jCRN ȒRN j@3 wȓY 2\nIIw. 3Nj3aCN< Lj@3LjC,c Cc R8j3N 0C|,nIj 8Ra cjn03NjcY MRjjCRN
Cc IcR NRj c nNCq3acI c Cc ,RLLRNIw $3IC3q30. N0  cjn03Nj s@R I3aN30 aCj@L3jC,
j@3 bUNCc@ sw. 3q3N j@Rn<@ n3Nj CN 2N<ICc@ CN <3N3aI. Lw s3II $3 $}30 $w
N<IRAbuRN IRN< 0CqCcCRN R8 URIwNRLCIc VRa re_a rano]WY
?Rs3q3a C8 j@Cc $aaC3a ,N $3 ,aRcc30. KQQ+c sw s3II $3  L3Nc R8 <3jjCN< 0qN,30
Lj@3LjC,c jR j@Rc3 s@R sRnI0 NRj Rj@3asCc3 @q3 j@3 RUURajnNCjw Vc ,IRc30 RNICN3 ,Rnac3c
Ia30w 0RWY
TaR,330CN<c R8 j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI +RN<a3cc R8 Kj@3LjC,CNc. b3RnI. lzS:

e::

DL3c ?Y /q3NURaj

kY i@3 8,j j@j Lj@3LjC,c Cc  Ua,jC,I cn$E3,j- RN3 I3aNc $w 0RCN<Y Bj Cc NRj ,I3a
@Rs KQQ+c ,N cnUURaj j@3 cRaj R8 aRnjCN3 3u3a,Cc3 j@j Cc  qCjI Uaj R8 I3aNCN<
Lj@3LjC,cY KnIjCUI3 +@RC,3 [n3cjCRNc 0R NRj ~j j@3 $CII @3a3Y
i@3a3 a3 cRInjCRNc jR cRL3 R8 j@3c3 UaR$I3Lc. $nj j@3w a3 NRj sC03Iw GNRsN. N0 NRj CN j@3
ȒLCNcja3Lȓ pH2gKQQ+ cwcj3LcY

lY TN3ICcjc
D?/ F]iao @]rajlknp( Qjeranoepu kb >]pd( Q*G* $Ik`an]pkn%
?3 Cc  +2B+ L3L$3a. N0 GNRsc cRL3j@CN< $Rnj KQQ+b c j@3 mNCq3acCjw R8 #j@
@c $33N CNqRIq30 CN KQQ+c c Uaj R8 j@3 mYFYȕc 7njna3H3aN ,RNcRajCnL. s@C,@ Cc
I30 $w j@3 mYFYȕc QU3N mNCq3acCjw. s@C,@ LNw U3RUI3 sRnI0 a<n3 @c $33N CNqRIq30
CN KQQ+c cCN,3 Cj RU3N30 Cjc 0RRac CN SOeSY i@3 QU3N mNCq3acCjw @0 0qCc30 7njna3A
H3aN <CNcj 3aIw CNqRIq3L3Nj CN Kj@3LjC,c. cCN,3 Qm 3uU3aC3N,3 @0 $33N j@j
Kj@3LjC,c sc RN3 R8 j@3 LRa3 0C|,nIj cn$E3,jc jR 0R s3IIY i@3 c3,RN0 sq3 R8
7njna3H3aN KQQ+c sCII CN,In03  cjjCcjC,c KQQ+Y
D?/ nc3c \nCj3  $Cj R8 ȒKQQ+ j3,@NRIR<wȓ CN j@3 Ia<3 Ȓ8,3AjRA8,3ȓ ,Rnac3c @3
,naa3NjIw j3,@3cY ?Cc CNCjCI RUCNCRN Cc j@j j@3a3 Cc NRj  cCLUI3 3Cj@3agRa $3js33N
ja0CjCRNI j3,@CN< N0 KQQ+cY
## >ehh >]npkj( Qjeranoepu kb =q_gh]j`( Jas Va]h]j`
?3 sRaGc CN j@3 Kj@3LjC,c /3UajL3Nj j j@3 mNCq3acCjw R8 n,GIN0. $nj Cc  Lj@A
3LjC,c 30n,jRaY ?3 0R3c j3,@ nN03a<a0nj3 Lj@3LjC,c jR Ia<3 ,Icc3cY ;Cq3N
@Cc aǃI3 CN j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI +RLLCccCRN RN Kj@3LjC,I BNcjan,jCRN VB+KBW. @3 saRj3
j@3 KQQ+ a3URaj 8Ra +2B+ CN lzSlgSk ġ  IRN< jCL3 <R CN j@Cc cn$E3,jY n,GIN0 Cc
IcR  L3L$3a R8 7njna3H3aN. N0 Cc 03q3IRUCN<  bjjCcjC,c KQQ+Y
KT I]ppe L]qj]( Qjeranoepu kb Dahoejge( Bejh]j`
?3 @c $33N CNqRIq30 CN LNw UaRE3,jc a3<a0CN< RNICN3 j3,@CN< N0 cc3ccL3Nj R8
Lj@3LjC,cY
` ¡jcah Nqev( Qjeranoe`]` `a ?kop] Ne_]( ?kop] Ne_]
?3 Cc  pC,3 Ta3cC03Nj R8 j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI +RLLCccCRN RN Kj@3LjC,I BNcjan,jCRN
VB+KBWY ?3 Cc j@3 /Ca3,jRa ;3N3aI R8 j@3 Kj@3LjC,c 20n,jCRN `38RaL CN +Rcj
`C, j@j 3I$Raj3c U30<R<C,I a3cRna,3c N0 ,aaC3c RN c3q3aI ,Rnac3c- 8,3AjRA8,3.
$I3N030 N0  ,RII3,jCRN R8 lz KQQ+c 8Ra lzS:AlzS9Y i@3 KQQ+c a3 RaC3Nj30 jR
CNAc3aqC,3 j3,@3ac Ua3UajCRN jR 03UIRw j@3 N3s ,naaC,nInLY
`; Nk^anp Cdneop( Qjeranoepu kb Lajjouhr]je]( QO=
?3 saRj3 N0 UaR0n,30  ,I,nInc ,Rnac3 CN j@3 +Rnac3a 8aL3sRaG. qCI$I3 j @jjUcgg,IccY,Rnac3aYRa<g,I,cCN<Azz9gI3,jna3gUa3qC3s. N0 j@3a3ȕc  jaCI3a j @jjU-ggsssY
wRnjn$3Y,RLgsj,@]q5#FU#$yvvtaGY

kY TN3ICcjc bjj3L3Njc
kYSY #CII #ajRNY B @q3 jsR LCN URCNjc. N0 qaCRnc cn$AURCNjcY

Kj@3LjC,I KccCq3 QU3N QNICN3 +Rnac3c VKQQ+cW
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SY KQQ+c. CN <3N3aI. N0 Kj@3LjC,I KQQ+c CN UajC,nIa. a3 cjCII CN  q3aw 3aIw
cj<3 R8 03q3IRUL3Nj. N0 j@3w a3 RNIw RN3 Uaj R8 j@3 CLU,j R8 jaNc8RaLjCq3 j3,@A
NRIR<w RN Lj@3LjC,c 30n,jCRNY Bj sCII ,@N<3 j@CN<c. $nj s3 0R NRj w3j GNRs @RsY
r3 Lj@3LjC,CNc Lncj cjw CNqRIq30 N0 ja3j Cj c3aCRncIw N0 ajCRNIIw nc3 j@3c3
j3,@NRIR<C3c N0 a3c3a,@ j@3Ca CLU,jY
lY B U3acRNIIw 0R NRj c33 KQQ+c nalh]_ejc 8,3AjRA8,3 30n,jCRN R8 qaCRnc GCN0c VIA
j@Rn<@ Cj sCII ,@N<3 CjWY Kw nN03acjN0CN< R8 j@3 30n,jCRNI UaR,3cc. N0 UajC,nIaIw
j@3 Lj@3LjC,I 30n,jCRNI UaR,3cc. Cc j@j sRaGCN< jR<3j@3a $Rj@ j  0CcjN,3 N0
8,3AjRA8,3 Cc a3\nCa30Y BN0330. RN3 R8 Lw RUjCLCcLc $Rnj KQQ+c Cc j@j j@3w sCII
3N$I3 nc jR ajd]j_a 8,3AjRA8,3 j3,@CN< N0 I3aNCN<Y BN UajC,nIa. Cj Lw IIRs nc
LRa3 8R,nc RN L3NjRaCN< nj@3NjC, Lj@3LjC,I ,jCqCjw j nN03a<a0nj3 I3q3IY
•

r3 N330 jR LCNjCN  a3c3a,@ cjN,3 RN KQQ+cY i@j Cc. s3 N330 jR G33U N RU3N
LCN0 RN s@3j@3a KQQ+c. Ra 8njna3 LNC83cjjCRNc R8 KQQ+c. Ra KQQ+ j3,@NRIR<w.
a3 URcCjCq3 Ra N3<jCq3 8Ra Lj@3LjC,c 30n,jCRN CN 3,@ R8 Cjc LNw ,RNj3ujc ġ N0
s3 Lncj LG3 3qC03N,3A$c30 03,CcCRNc RN j@3c3 Ljj3acY

•

Bj Cc 3cc3NjCI. c sCj@ Nw ,@N<3. j@j s3 @q3 U3RUI3 s@R `na]i s@j ,N $3d s3
@q3 U3RUI3 s@R a3 Unc@CN< 8Ra j@CN<c j@j ,NNRj $3 0RN3 NRsd N0 s3 @q3 a3ICcjc
s@R sRaaw $Rnj Cccn3c R8 ,Rcj. CLU,j RN I3,jna3ac N0 cjn03NjcY

•

r3 Lncj $3 UajCIIw <nC030 $w j@3 cjn03Njcȕ sRaI0 ġ 3Ic3 s3 aCcG $3,RLCN< Ucc30
$w. jR j@3 03jaCL3Nj R8 Lj@3LjC,cY r@3N B sc  cjn03Nj B a3L3L$3a Lj@3LjC,c
j3,@3ac a3cCcjCN< j@3 CNjaR0n,jCRN R8 c,C3NjC~, ,I,nIjRac $3,nc3 s3 sRnI0 NRj j@3N
3uU3aC3N,3 IR<aCj@Lc UaRU3aIw j@aRn<@ ncCN< cIC03AanI3cY

•

Kw Ua30C,jCRN Cc j@j KQQ+ j3,@NRIR<w Cc ICG3Iw jR $3,RL3 CNj3<aj30 LRa3 N0 LRa3
CNjR ,RNq3NjCRNI UaR<aLL3c. $Rj@ CN cnUURajCq3 swc. cn$cjNjCq3 swc. N0 c LCN
,RLURN3Njc Ģ jR j@3 $3N3~j R8 3q3awRN3Y VQ8 ,Rnac3 cjN0 IRN3 KQQ+c a3 ICG3Iw jR
3uCcjWY

•

Qna 83a R8 KQQ+c ,@N<CN< Lj@3LjC,c c s3 j@CNG Cj c@RnI0 $3 Cc. 8Ra L3. cCLUIw
N a<nL3Nj 8Ra cjwCN< cjaRN<Iw CNqRIq30Y Qa s3 sCII $3 Ucc30 $w- j@CNG R8 j@3 aCc3
R8 j3cjCN<. @Rs j@j @c $33N ,RaN3a30 $w <Rq3aNL3Njc N0 UaCqj3 j3cjCN< CNcjCjnjCRNc
$3,nc3 s3 0C0 NRj @N< RN jR j@3 ajCRNI cc3ccL3Nj R8 Rna RsN cn$E3,jY

•

cc3ccL3Nj- j@3 ~acj jCL3  UCIRj C3c N ,jnI Ucc3N<3a E3j Cj Cc 8nII R8 Ucc3N<3acY
N0 @3 Ra c@3 @c ,3ajCNIw $33N ,RLU3j3NjIw cc3cc30 $w j@3 C<@j cCLnIjRa c ,RLA
U3j3NjY Q8 ,Rnac3. j@3 V@nLNW cwcj3L sCII cjCII @q3 jG3N <a3j Ua3,njCRNc <CNcj
U3acRNjCRN 3j,Y. cR Rna I3<CjCLj3 sRaaw Cc NRj $Rnj 3I3,jaRNC, cc3ccL3Nj lan oa. $nj
<CNcj j@3 @nLN UaR$I3Lc j@j LC<@j <R sCj@ CjY

kYlY KjjC TnNY ?Cc ,RLUI3j3 cIC03c a3 j @jjU-gg$IR<YsCcA$3aICNY03gCLnAC,LAUN3IA
LRR,cg~I3cglzS:gz4gB+KATnNYU08Y
B @q3 $33N CNqRIq30 CN LNw UaRE3,jc a3<a0CN< RNICN3 j3,@CN< N0 cc3ccL3Nj R8 Lj@A
3LjC,c Rq3a j@3 Icj j3N w3acY i@Cc @c 8RaL30 Lw $3IC38 j@j wRn ,NNRj I3aN Lj@3LjC,c
sCj@Rnj 0RCN< Cj N0 wRn a3IIw N330 8330$,G c s3II V8aRL U33ac. ,RLUnj3ac Ra CNcjan,A
jRac. N0 j@3 Icj $3,RL3c 0C|,nIj CN  KQQ+ ,RNj3ujWY r3 @q3  cn$cjNjCI 3LU@cCc RN
cc3ccL3Nj. $nj j@Cc Cc cc3ccL3Nj bkn I3aNCN<. NRj Encj cc3ccL3Nj kb I3aNCN<Y
Qna LCN 30n,jCRNI q3@C,I3 Cc rRaI0 20n,jCRN TRajIc Vc33 @jjU-ggLws3UcY,RLW. s@C,@
UaRqC03c 8a33 30n,jCRN Lj3aCIY i@3a3 Cc  LCujna3 R8 cIC03c N0 NCLjCRNcY bjn03Njc
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<3j CNcjNj V,RLUnj3a <3N3aj30W 8330$,G RNICN3. N0 ,N LRNCjRa j@3Ca RsN UaR<a3ccY i@Cc
L3Nc j@j cjn03Njc 0R N330 jR I3aN cwNju R8 j@3 cwcj3L $nj j@j ncnIIw @UU3Nc sCj@CN
 s33GY Qna q3@C,I3 8Ra j@Cc Cc j@3 njRLjC, cc3ccL3Nj jRRI bi+F ,a3j30 $w +@aCc
bN<sCN VNRs j HRn<@$RaRn<@W- c33 )l*. N0 7C<na3 S 8Ra N 3uLUI3. s@C,@ IcR c@Rsc
@Rs j@3 cwcj3L a3cURN0c jR cwNju 3aaRac sCj@Rnj U3NICcCN< j@3 cjn03NjY i@Cc UaRqC03c•

0C<NRcjC, j3cjc j j@3 cjaj R8 ,Rnac3 cR CNcjan,jRac GNRs s@3a3 j@3w cjN0d

•

,RNjCNnRnc I3aNCN< $w Ua,jCcCN< N0 <3jjCN< ,RNcjan,jCq3 8330$,GY

r3 IcR LG3 nc3 R8 U33a cc3ccL3Nj. s@3a3 j@3 UaR,3cc 8Ra  sRaGc@RU LR0nI3 CN KRR0I3
sRaGc c 8RIIRscY
SY bjn03Nj a3 <Cq3N @RL3sRaGc j@j a3 jR $3 cn$LCjj30 $w r30N3c0w- N 3uLUI3 Cc CN
7C<na3 lY
lY 8j3a j@3 cn$LCccCRN 030ICN3. N 3uLUI3 cRInjCRN VRa c3q3aI cRInjCRNcW Cc UaRqC030Y
kY ,,Ra0CN< jR j@3 LR03I cRInjCRN N0 cc3ccL3Nj ,aCj3aC. cjn03Njc @q3 jR <a03 N0
<Cq3 ,RNcjan,jCq3 8330$,G jR ~q3 aN0RLIw c3I3,j30 cjn03Njc $w bnN0wY
:Y  cjn03Njȕc RsN <a03 8aRL j@Cc ccC<NL3Nj Cc j@3 q3a<3 R8 j@3 ~q3 <a03cY
9Y i@3 j3,@3aȕc aRI3 Cc jR LRNCjRa N0 cnUURajY
i@Cc 8Ra,3c cjn03Njc jR cjn0w j@3 LR03I cRInjCRN CN Ra03a jR LaG Vc s3II c cjn0w j@3 cRInA
jCRNc R8 Rj@3acWY bjn03Njc I3aN @Rs jR ,RLLnNC,j3 Lj@3LjC,cY i@Cc ,a3j3c CNj3a,jCRN
$3js33N cjn03Njc. s@C,@ Cc UajC,nIaIw CLURajNj CN N RNICN3 ,Rnac3Y i@3 CNcjan,jRac Lncj
LG3 Cj ,I3a j@j j@3 CL Cc jR @3IU Rj@3ac jR I3aN. aj@3a j@N jR $3,RL3  <a03aY
QN3 3{3,j R8 j@Cc s@RI3 UUaR,@ Cc j@j  Ia<3 LRnNj R8 0j Cc ,RII3,j30Y r3 a3 RNIw
$3<CNNCN< jR Ncs3a j@3 \n3cjCRN Ȓs@j ,N s3 I3aN 8aRL j@3c3 0jȓ ġ \n3cjCRNc cn,@ c
Ȓs@C,@ Uajc R8 j@3 ,Rnac3 @3IU30 j@3 LRcjȓY

Kj@3LjC,I KccCq3 QU3N QNICN3 +Rnac3c VKQQ+cW
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kYkY N<3I `nCyY ?Cc ,RLUI3j3 cIC03c a3 j @jjU-gg$IR<YsCcA$3aICNY03gCLnAC,LAUN3IA
LRR,cg~I3cglzS:gz4gN<3IA`nCyARNAKQQ+cAB+KAlzS:Ac@RajYUUjuY i@3a3ȕc IcR  cnUURajA
CN< 0R,nL3Nj- @jjU-gg$IR<YsCcA$3aICNY03gCLnAC,LAUN3IALRR,cg~I3cglzS:gz4gKQQ+cACNA
j@3Aa38RaLAR8AKj@3LjC,cA20n,jCRNACNA+RcjA`C,A~NIY0R,uY
KQQ+c a3 CN N CNCjCI cj<3 cR  sC03 N0 3uC$I3 U3acU3,jCq3 Cc N3,3ccaw. @3N,3 B L
R{3aCN< j@Cc RN3. 8aRL  cLII 03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjawY Bj c@Rsc j@3 nc3 R8 j@Cc 3AI3aNCN< cjaj3<w
8Ra q3aw cU3,C~, R$E3,jCq3cY
BN Kw lzSl.  LERa a38RaL CN j@3 Lj@3LjC,c ,naaC,nInL R8 II UaCLaw N0 c3,RN0aw
30n,jCRN sc 0RUj30 CN +Rcj `C,Y 7Ra Cjc CLUI3L3NjjCRN j@3 LRcj CLURajNj ,jCqCjC3c
a3 ,Rnac3c 8Ra CNAc3aqC,3 j3,@3ac 8,3AjRA8,3. $I3N030 N0 qCajnIY B sCII ,RN,3Njaj3 NRs
R8 ,Rnac3 RN j@3 qCajnI ,Rnac3cY i@3c3 ,Rnac3c a3 ccR,Cj30 sCj@ j@3 N3s ,naaC,nInL. j@nc
j@3 Njna3 Cc  ICjjI3 0C{3a3Nj 8aRL nNCq3acCjw ,Rnac3cY i@3 ,RNj3Nj Cc NRj Lj@3LjC,c. NRj
<3N3aI U30<R<w $nj  cU3,C~, U30<R<w R8 Lj@3LjC,cY
r@w 0C0 s3 <R 8Ra KQQ+c] i@3w a3 0wNLC, j@aRn<@ qC03Rc. cR j@3 j3,@3ac ,N
LG3 ,RNj,j sCj@ Ua3cjC<CRnc a3c3a,@3ac s@R 3I$Raj30 j@3 N3s ,naaC,nInL N0 ,RN0n,j
Cjc CLUI3L3NjjCRNY IcR s3 j@Rn<@j Cj sRnI0 $3 3cC3a $nj s3 a3 NR IRN<3a cR cna3 R8 j@jjR 3I$Raj3 j@3c3 ,Rnac3c @c jG3N nc LRa3 3{Raj j@N s3 3uU3,j306 r3 a3 ncCN<. $cC,IIw.
TRs3aURCNj Ua3c3NjjCRNc. N0 s3 Iswc @q3  U3acRN jIGCN< jR wRn. cR j@3a3 Cc ,I3a 3w3
,RNj,j sCj@ j@3 UaR83ccRa R8 j@3 ,Rnac3Y
r3 3uU3,j  <a3j3a ,RLUI3jCRN aj3 j@N Rj@3a KQQ+c @q3 3uU3aC3N,30 8Ra jsR a3cRNcSY j@3 ,Rnac3c a3 q3aw cU3,C~,d
lY j@3 N3s ,naaC,nInL Lncj $3 CLUI3L3Nj30Y
i@3a3 Cc  LuCLnL NnL$3a R8 UajC,CUNjc $3,nc3 R8 j@3 I,G R8 a3cRna,3cY MRj3 j@j j@3a3
a3 cRL3 qRInNjaw 8,3 jR 8,3 ,jCqCjC3c CNqRIq30 c s3II- j@3c3 a3 ,RN0n,j30 $w KCNCcjaw
R8 20n,jCRN R|,CIcY bR s3 0R @q3 RU3N ,Rnac3c. $nj NRj cR LccCq3. N0 RNICN3 $nj sCj@
N 3uj3aNI cnUURaj sCj@CN j@3 0C{3a3Nj a3<CRNc R8 j@Cc ,RnNjawY
kY:Y `R$3aj ;@aCcjY BȕL  a3c3a,@ Lj@3LjC,CN N0 3N<CN33a j j@3 mNCq3acCjw R8 T3NNA
cwIqNC. N0 B sNj jR j3II wRn  ICjjI3 $Cj $Rnj Lw 3uU3aC3N,3 sCj@ KQQ+c. LRa3 cU3,C~,IIw
Lw +Rnac3a +I,nInc ,Rnac3Y QNIw @I8 j@3 U3RUI3 cC<N30 nU 0R Nwj@CN< N0 RNIw  jCNw
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UaRURajCRN R8 j@Rc3 LG3 Cj jR j@3 3N0S R8 j@3c3 8Rnaj33N s33GcY i@3 NnL$3a j@j Ljj3ac
CcNȕj @Rs LNw U3RUI3 LG3 Cj jR j@3 3N0 $nj @Rs Ln,@ ,RNj3Nj Cc jaNc83aa30Y 7Ra 3uLA
UI3. Rq3a SYf LCIICRN S9ALCNnj3 qC03Rc s3a3 qC3s30 ġ j@jȕc  IRj R8 ,I,nInc sj,@306 i@3
,Rnac3 ,RNjCNc I3,jna3c j@j 3qRIq3 Rq3a jCL3. N0 8j3a 3,@ I3,jna3 j@3a3 Cc  @RL3sRaG
j@j jG3c RN3. jsR. Lw$3 c3q3aI. @RnacY i@3a3 Cc  IRj R8 CN8RaLjCRN j U3acRNI s3$U<3
V@jjU-ggsssYLj@YnU3NNY30ng <@aCcjgWY i@3 LCN C03 Cc j@j qC03R Cc G3w. N0 CN0330 q3aw
s3II cnCj30 jR Lj@3LjC,cY Qna cn$E3,j @c  a3I 0qNj<3 Rq3a Rj@3a cn$E3,jc CN j@3 swc
CN s@C,@ qC03R 3j,Y ,N 3N@N,3 j@3 Ua3c3NjjCRNY Bȕq3 Unj  IRj R8 3{Raj CNjR jGCN< 0qNj<3
R8 s@j j@3 L30CnL ,N 0RY bLII ,ICUc. cIC03c. ,RLC, $RRG cjwI3. II 0as j@3 cjn03Nj CNY
KRcj R8 II Cj IIRsc nc jR 0R s@j s3 c Lj@3LjC,CNc sNj jR 0R- c@Rs cjn03Njc s@j s3
c33 CN Rna @30cY KQQ+c IIRsc nc jR CN,a3c3 j@3 $N0sC0j@ R8 Rna ,RLLnNC,jCRNY Bj Cc
8a 3cC3a jR c@Rs j@3 $3njw R8 Lj@3LjC,c CN j@Cc L30CnL j@N RN  ,@IG$Ra0Y
Kj@3LjC,c c s3 GNRs Cc  q3aw cn$jI3 ajY Bj jG3c w3ac R8 0Cc,CUICN3 N0 jaCNCN< jR
UUa3,Cj3Y
bR s3 a3 j  a3IjCq3 0Cc0qNj<3 sCj@ a3cU3,j jR Rj@3a ~3I0c CN j3aLc R8 j@CcY B c33 
8njna3 s@3a3 s3 @q3  IRj LRa3 Lj@3LjC,c LERac. $3,nc3 s3 ,N ,RLLnNC,j3 $3jj3a.
$3,nc3 s3 ,N c@Rs LNw @C<@3a N0 LRa3 $3njC8nI janj@cY
r3 ,RLUICN j@j Rna cjn03Njc j@CNG j@j Rna anI3c a3 jaC,Gc j@j wRn 8RIIRs ICG3  aR$RjY
r3 GNRs Cj Cc NRj j@j jan3. $nj s3 cjan<<I3 jR c@Rs j@j jR Rna cjn03NjcY Bj Cc 0R$I3 RN 
,@IG$Ra0. $nj NRj j@j 3cwY Bj sCII $3 3cw jR ,RLLnNC,j3. NRj RNIw jR Rna cjn03Njc. $nj jR
j@3 a3cj R8 j@3 sRaI0Y
B sRnI0 ICG3 jR c33  8njna3 s@3a3 s3 @q3  IRj LRa3 Lj@3LjC,CNc LGCN< ,RNj3NjY Bj
sCII jG3 Ln,@ LRa3 sRaG RN Rna $3@I8 jR 0R j@Cc $nj j@3 a3cnIj sCII $3 sRaj@ CjY

:Y /Cc,nccCRN
:YSY  VURcjA0R,W cU3G3a 8aRL MvmY B @3a  IRj $Rnj KQQ+c. N0 sRN03a @Rs j@3w
sCII {3,j L3Y #nj Lw a3I \n3cjCRN Cc Ȓr@j UaR$I3L a3 KQQ+c cRIqCN<]ȓ
D?/ BN mF Cj IIRsc 8Ra  ,aCjC,I Lcc R8 <a0nj3 cjn03Njc 8aRL 0C{3a3Nj nNCq3acCjC3c jR
jj3N0 ,Rnac3c j@j NR CN0CqC0nI nNCq3acCjw sRnI0 ~N0 Cj 3,RNRLC, jR anNY
## 2N<<3L3Nj sCj@ cjn03Njc U3a@UcY #nj j@3N. s@j UaR$I3L 0C0 3qRInjCRN cRIq3] i@3
sRaI0 Cc ,@N<CN< N0 s3 N330 jR 0UjY
KT MR cU3,C~, UaR$I3LY i3,@NRIR<w @3IUc sCj@ qCcnICcjCRN R8 Lj@3LjC,I ,RN,3UjcY
`; bjn03Njc ,Nȕj Unc3 Ra a3sCN0 ICq3 I3,jna3cY H3,jna3ac 0R NRj <Cq3 <a3j I3,jna3c 3q3aw
jCL3. NRa ,N j@3w. $nj wRn ,N <3j U3a83,j ,RNj3Nj RN KQQ+cY
` i@3 Lj@3LjC,I ,RLLnNCjw Lncj nN03acjN0 KQQ+c $aR0Iw N0 nc3 j@3L CN 0C8A
83a3Nj swc c UUaRUaCj3 N0 s@3N j@3w a3 3{3,jCq3Y 7Ra j@3 +Rcj `C, 3uLUI3
Cj sc N33030 8Ra j@3 3uC$CICjw c j@3 j3,@3ac s3a3 II Rq3a j@3 ,RnNjaw Vaj@3a j@N
$3CN< CN RN3 nNCq3acCjwW N0 N33030 jR cjn0w CN j@3 3q3NCN<cY
:YlY BN<aC0 /n$3,@C3c. Ta3cC03Nj BKmY T3RUI3 CN 03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3c ICG3 j@3 C03 R8
KQQ+cY #nj C8 wRn N330 jR cja3L j@3L RNICN3 j@3N Cj ,N $3 0C|,nIj sCj@Rnj  <RR0 CNj3aN3j
,RNN3,jCRNY bna3Iw j@3w N330 jR $3 0RsNIR0$I3 Ra IR,IY
S i@3

,jnI NnL$3ac s3a3 aRn<@Iw S9z.zzz. ez.zzz N0 k.zzzY
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` bRL3 a3<CRNc CN +Rcj `C, @q3 Ln,@ $3jj3a CNj3aN3j j@N Rj@3acY bR 0C{3a3Nj a3<CRNc
a3 ja3j30 0C{3a3NjIw CN j3aLc R8 j@3 IR<CcjC,c ġ cRL3jCL3c Lj3aCI <3jc c3Nj Rnj
U@wcC,IIwY IcR. RN3 ,N jG3 cj3Uc ICG3 0EncjCN< a3cRInjCRN jR @3IU sCj@ sRac3 ,RNA
N3,jCRNY 7CNIIw. NRj3 j@j j@3 CNj3aN3j CN 03q3IRUCN< ,RnNjaC3c Lw $3 q3aw 0C{3a3Nj CN
Sz w3ac jCL3Y
## r3 0C0 NRj cjRU 03q3IRUCN< a0CR s@3N LRcj R8 j@3 sRaI0 ,RnI0 NRj <3j CjY B8 KQQ+c
UaRq3 3{3,jCq3 j@3 CN8acjan,jna3 sCII 8RIIRsY
:YkY KaC3 7a<3 V2Mb TaCcWY /R wRn LG3 wRna KQQ+c 8a33 jR II] MRj3 j@j j@Cc 0R3c
NRj L3N Encj jR 0RsNIR0 $nj jR IcR a3nc3. jR jG3  ,RLURN3Nj. jR a3Anc3 CN RN3ȕc RsN
j3,@CN<Y i@Cc a3\nCa3c N UUaRUaCj3 IC,3N,3. c j@3 038nIj URcCjCRN 0R3c NRj U3aLCj a3Anc3Y
` Qna ,Rnac3c a3 8a33 RNICN3Y r3a3 CNj3N030 RNIw 8Ra +Rcj `C,N j3,@3ac $nj @q3 $33N
nc30 CNj3aNjCRNIIw Ia30w6 rRaG NRj IC,3Nc30 8Ra a3nc3 w3j $nj j@3a3 Cc CNj3NjCRN jR
0R cRY
:Y:Y i@Racj3N FR,@. im #3aICNY i@3a3 sc a3,3NjIw  LERa ajC,I3 CN Pda A_kjkieop )k. :.
 ICNG30 UCa* cjjCN< j@j RNICN3 ,Rnac3c a3 Ln,@ ,@3U3aY /R3c ja0CjCRNI 30n,jCRN NR
IRN<3a Uw] rCII wRn ,@a<3 8Ra j@3L]
`; i@3a3 Cc NRj@CN< saRN< sCj@ 8a33gIRsA,Rcj Lj3aCI c IRN< c j@3 \nICjw Cc @C<@Y 2q3N
C8 j@Cc j3,@NRIR<w RNIw sRaGc 8Ra ~acj w3a ,Rnac3c VN0 cjn03Njc ,N jG3 j@3L CN @C<@
c,@RRIW j@j j@3N a30n,3c j@3 jCL3 jR 03<a33. N0 sRnI0 cq3  IRj R8 LRN3w VCN j@3
mYbY. R8j3N 19zĢfz.zzzW. s@C,@ Cc  URcCjCq3 j@CN<Y
## BNNRqjCRN Cc 0aCq3N $w j@Rc3 s@R 0a3L j@3 CLURccC$I3Y #nj s3 IcR N330 j@3 a3ICcjc.
N0 0R N330 jR sRaaw $Rnj ,Rcj N0 j@3 CLU,j RN ,03LCY B8 j@3 ,@N<3 Cc Encj
0aCq3N $w 3,RNRLC,c j@3N Cj sRNȕj $3 @C<@ \nICjw N0 j@3 ,@N<3 sRNȕj IcjY
D?/ i@3a3ȕc NRj@CN< cU3,C~, $Rnj Lj@3LjC,c @3a3. cR ,N s3 LRq3 RN]l
:Y9Y BN<aC0 /n$3,@C3c. Ta3cC03Nj BKmY #3CN< cU3,C~,IIw Lj@3LjC,I. @Rs 0R3c @RL3A
sRaG sRaG RN j@3 +Rnac3a UIj8RaL] ?Rs 0R wRn <a03 kzzz cjn03Njc]
`; Bj Cc LnIjCUI3 ,@RC,3 V0n3 jR ,RNcjaCNjc RN j@3 j3,@NRIR<w N0 UIj8RaLW sCj@ cRL3
njRLj30 8330$,G RN saRN< Ncs3aY MRj LNw U3RUI3 sCII <a33 j@j LnIjCUI3 ,@RC,3
Cc j@3 $3cj sw jR cc3cc Lj@3LjC,cY i@Cc Cc j@3 LCN c@Raj,RLCN< R8 Rna ,Rnac3. $nj
Cj sCII 3qRIq3 N0 <3j $3jj3aY bRL3 ,RNcjaCNjc sCj@ j@3 j3,@NRIR<w. N0 B Ua383aa30 jR
3uU3aCL3Nj 3Ic3s@3a3Y
KT BLURajNj jR IIRs cjn03Njc jR ,RL3 nU sCj@ j@3Ca RsN cRInjCRNcY njRLjC,IIw <3NA
3aj3 UaR$I3LcY bRL3 cjn03Njc jG3  \nCy LnIjCUI3 jCL3c. <3jjCN<  0C{3a3Nj \n3cjCRN
3,@ jCL3Y ;L3C8w Cj N0 j@3w Ua,jC,3 LRa3Y
D?/ B @q3 nc30 j@3 cwcj3L KT sc cU3GCN< $Rnj. N0 Cj ,N jG3 L3 Rq3a N @Rna jR saCj3 
\nCy \n3cjCRN N0 03cC<N II j@3 Ij3aNjCq3 8330$,G L3,@NCcLc- Cj Cc ,3ajCNIw NRj 8a33
jR j@3 nj@Ra6 i@3a3 Cc Rj@3a cR8jsa3 qCI$I3 $nj 3,@ UC3,3 j3N0c jR $3 jCIRa30 jR 
cU3,C~, cwcj3L N0 NRj s3II cnUURaj30 $w j@3 <3N3aC, KQQ+ cR8jsa3 j@j CNcjCjnjCRNc
j3N0 jR $nwY
l i@Cc

sc CN ,,Ra0N,3 sCj@ j@3 a3LCj R8 j@3 UN3IY Bj 0R3c NRj L3N j@j j@3 Cccn3 CcNȕj R8 sC03a CNj3a3cjY
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:YfY HcyIƽ Hƽqcy. Tcj Ta3cC03Nj BKmY r3 c33L jR @q3  ,@RC,3 $3js33N 8,3 jR 8,3
sCj@ N q3a<3 CNcjan,jRa q3ac3c RNICN3 sCj@ N 3u,3II3Nj CNcjan,jRaY a3 j@3a3 Nw cjn0C3c RN
s@C,@ Cc $3jj3a]
D?/ KT @c 0RN3 cRL3 cjn0C3cY
KT r3 @q3 cRL3 ICLCj30 cjn0C3c Vj3Nc R8 cjn03NjcWY Qna 3uU3aC3N,3 j ?3IcCNGC c@Rsc j@j
j@3 KQQ+AcnUURaj30 ,Icc Cc cIC<@jIw $3jj3aY KCG b3UU¡I¡ CN 7IRaC0 bjj3 mNCq3acCjw
Cc IcR ncCN< j@Cc Lj3aCI jR cnUURaj cjn03Njc CN @Cc c3,jCRNc R8 +I,nInc. N0 j@3c3
cjn03Njc 0C0  <a03 $3jj3a. RN q3a<3
## Bj Cc NRj N 3Cj@3agRa cCjnjCRNY KQQ+ j3,@NRIR<w sCII $3,RL3 CNj3<aj30 CNjR 8,3 jR
8,3 ,Rnac3cY r3 ,NNRj j3cj  N3s 30n,jCRN C03 ICG3  0an< jaCI. $nj j@j 0R3cNȕj L3N
s3 c@RnI0Nȕj 03q3IRU N3s C03cY r3 c@RnI0 $3 j@CNGCN< $Rnj 3qInjCRN j@aRn<@RnjY
`; BN ,@3cc. s3 ,N c3j nU ,RLU3jCjCRNc $3js33N @nLN N0 ,RLUnj3a. jR ~N0 Rnj Ȓs@C,@
Cc $3jj3aȓY i@3 $3cj $w 8a j@Rn<@ Cc j@3 @nLN UIw3a n<L3Nj30 $w cR8jsa3Y B $3IC3q3
j@j j@3 cL3 sCII @UU3N CN 30n,jCRNY r@w NRj a3Iw RN j@3 s3IIAUaR0n,30 qC03Rc
jR LRjCqj3 N0 3u,Cj3 cjn03Njc j@3N <3j 8,3 jR 8,3 jCL3 jR sRaG Rnj j@3 03jCIc sCj@
cjn03NjcY
:YeY D3NAKaC3 H$Ra03. ;a3NR$I3Y B <a33 sCj@ j@3 Icj cU3G3aY BNj3IIC<3Nj jnjRaCN<
cwcj3Lc VBibW @q3 $33N aRnN0 8Ra  s@CI3 N0 j@3w @q3 <3N3aIIw Rq3aA,ICL30Y iR LG3
UaR<a3cc s3 N330 jR nN03acjN0 @Rs cjn03Njc I3aN. N0 s@j Cc j@3 $3cj sw jR cnUURaj j@CcY
II ;3N3aI NR00CN< CN <a33L3Nj j@aRn<@Rnj j@Cc cU33,@
## <a33 $nj j@3 ,naa3Nj cCjnjCRN Cc NRj s3II nN03acjRR0 N0 0R3c NRj 3uLCN3 cU3,jc
cn,@ c C03 3uUIRajCRN N0 ,RN,3Uj 8RaLjCRN UaRU3aIw 3Cj@3aY r3 Lw $3 3uU3,jCN<
LRa3 R8 KQQ+c j@N s3 a3 ,naa3NjIw <3jjCN< 8aRL ,RNq3NjCRNI j3,@CN<Y
:Y4Y  cU3G3a 8aRL K3uC,RY r@j a3I sRaI0 UaR$I3Lc 0C0 wRn @q3 CLUI3L3NjCN< j@Cc]
i3,@NRIR<w. <aU@C, 03cC<N 3j,Y
KT B L  8N R8 j@Cc j3,@NRIR<w R8 ,Rnac3Y #nj Cj R8 ,Rnac3 a3\nCa3c  IRj R8 Bi cGCIIc
s@C,@ N330 jR $3 03q3IRU30Y ;3jjCN< cR8jsa3 UaRqC030 j@aRn<@Rnj j@3 nNCq3acCjw Cc
@a0Y i@Cc Cc  N3s cn$E3,j N0 s3 a3 3uU3aCL3NjCN<Y vRn N330 jR $3 a30w jR LG3
LCcjG3c N0 3aaRac N0 a3,j jR j@3LY bjn03Njc a3 \nC,G jR ,RLUICN N0 < nU
UaR$I3Lc sCj@ j@3 cR8jsa3. $nj j3N0 jR $3 @UUw C8 Cj Cc ~u30 \nC,GIwY
D?/ j Lw nNCq3acCjw Cj jRRG f LRNj@c jR <3j Bi <nwc jR CNcjII bi+F CN  cwcj3L j@j
,RnI0 $3 nc30 $w nN03a<a0nj3c 0n3 jR j@3Ca \nICjw ccnaN,3 UaR,30na3cY
`; Bj jRRG N 3NRaLRnc LRnNj R8 jCL3 N0 j@3a3 sc  @n<3 I3aNCN< ,naq3Y  <RR0
NIR<w Cc j@3 qC03R <L3 CN0ncjawY j j@3 cjaj RN3 ,RnI0 LG3  <RR0 <L3 sCj@ jsR
U3RUI3 N0 jsR LRNj@cY MRs. CN j@3 q3aw $C< qC03R <L3 CN0ncjaw. wRn ,N VN0 @q3
jRW @q3 N 3NRaLRnc j3L sCj@  @n<3 $n0<3jY r3 ,RnI0 $3 RN  cCLCIa jaE3,jRawY
:YOY KCN i3C,@3a. #aABIN mNCq3acCjwY ?Rs sCII KQQ+c 3{3,j j@3 ER$ LaG3j. CN j@3
mNCj30 bjj3c N0 CN j@3 a3cj R8 j@3 sRaI0]
##  LRa3 CNj3a3cjCN< \n3cjCRN Cc @Rs sCII Cj ,@N<3 j@3 Lj@3LjC,c I3aN30]
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:YSzY  cU3G3a 8aRL +N0Y B L q3aw Ln,@ CN 8qRna R8 j@3c3 j3,@NRIR<C,I 03q3IRUA
L3Njc. @qCN< $33N j@3 ~acj U3acRN RN Lw nNCq3acCjwȕc s3$ cCj3Y 2q3N C8 wRn ,N c33 j@3Ca
$3N3~jc. @Rs 0R wRn CLUI3L3Nj j@Cc Ra<NCcjCRNIIw VR|,3 @Rnac. sRaGIR0 LN<3L3Nj.
,a30Cj 8Ra sRaGCN< RN j@3c3 3j,YW] c @c $33N cjj30. j@3c3 ,Rnac3c jG3  <a3j 03I R8 jCL3
jR 03q3IRUY B8 wRn @q3 j@RncN0c R8 cjn03Njc. @Rs 0R wRn jnjRa j@3L] Kw i3,@CN< ccCcA
jNjc @q3 cjaC,j sRaGCN< ,RN0CjCRNc. NRj jGCN< LRa3 j@N ~8jw cjn03Njc 3j,Y i3,@CN< ,a30Cj
Cc CN03U3N03Nj R8 ,Icc cCy3 CN Lw nNCq3acCjwY
`; B L NRj  ja03 nNCRN N3<RjCjRaY B 0C0 NRj <3j Nw j3,@CN< ,a30Cj 8Ra 03q3IRUCN<
Lw KQQ+ ,Rnac3. cR B jRRG  aCcGY Bj UC0 R{ j@aRn<@ II j@3 URcCjCq3 8330$,G. $nj
j@Cc Cc NRj  LR03I j@j sCII sRaG <3N3aIIwY #nj nNCq3acCjC3c Lncj ~N0  $3jj3a LR03IY
c s3II c ,a30Cj N0 ,RLU3NcjCRN Cccn3c. j@3a3 a3 IcR RsN3ac@CU Cccn3cY i@jȕc
UaR$$Iw s@w Lw nNCq3acCjwȕc 3{Raj Cc @3030 $w cRL3RN3 8aRL j@3 Hs b,@RRIY
:YSSY N nNGNRsN cU3G3aY ?Rs 0R s3 nc3 j@Cc j3,@NRIR<w jR LRjCqj3 cjn03Njc. 3cU3A
,CIIw j@3 LRa3 $I3 RN3c]
## B j@CNG j@3c3 j3,@NRIR<C3c R{3a j@3 RUURajnNCjw jR a3IIw LRjCqj3 j@3 LRa3 $I3 cjn03Nj.
c CIIncjaj30 $w `;ȕc Ua3c3NjjCRNY
D?/ #nj Cj sRNȕj 0R j@j njRLjC,IIw- s3 j@3 nj@Rac @q3 jR Unj j@3 3{Raj CNY
` B L 03ICN< sCj@ j3,@3ac. NRj nNCq3acCjw cjn03NjcY #nj s3 a3 03ICN<. CN <3N3aI. sCj@
 N3s <3N3ajCRN R8 cjn03Njc- Ln,@ LRa3 qCcnI. Ln,@ LRa3 LnIjCAjcGCN<Y i@3w 0RNȕj
N330  LNnI jR RU3aj3  03qC,3Y
 c3Uaj3 \n3cjCRN 8Ra nc Cc ,,a30CjjCRNY Qna ,Rnac3c a3 8a33 Vs@C,@ Cc <RR0 8Ra j@3
cjn03NjcW. $nj j@3 UaR,3cc R8 ,,a30CjjCRN Vj I3cj CN +Rcj `C,W @c NRj ,n<@j nU
sCj@ j@3c3 ,@N<3cY B IRRG 8Rasa0 jR 0Cc,nccCN< j@Cc CN #ayCI CN 8Rna w3aȕc jCL3Y
:YSlY N nNGNRsN cU3G3aY 2q3N C8 II j@3 ,Rnac3c a3 NRj Vw3jW qCI$I3 sRaI0sC03. ,N
s3 <3j  ,RUw R8 j@3 Ua3c3NjjCRNc]
D?/ v3c- j j@3 s3$cCj3 V@jjU-gg$IR<YsCcA$3aICNY03gCLnAC,LAUN3IALRR,cgW. N0 nN03a 
++#v IC,3N,3Y
:YSkY  cU3G3a 8aRL bUCNY rCII KQQ+c a3UI,3 8,3AjRA8,3 j3,@CN<] BN 8,3AjRA8,3.
s3 ,N c33 C8 s3 a3 IRcCN< j@3 ,Icc. Ra cRL3 L3L$3ac R8 Cj. N0 s3 <3j CNj3a,jCRNY i@3c3
a3 qIn$I3 j@CN<c B sRnI0 $3 cRaaw jR IRc3Y $nj CN bUCN j@3 3,RNRLC, URCNj R8 qC3s Cc q3aw
URs3a8nIY
## bRL3 j@CN<c ,N RNIw $3 0RN3 8,3AjRA8,3Y Qj@3ac ,N $3 0RN3 $3jj3a $w KQQ+cY
B j@3a38Ra3 3uU3,j j@3 jsR jR $3,RL3 LRa3 CNj3<aj30Y r3 @q3  83a R8 ,@N<CN<
j@3 Njna3 R8 j3,@CN< N0 Lj@3LjC,cY bRL3 R8 j@3c3 83ac a3 <3NnCN3Y i@j 83a
Cc N a<nL3Nj 8Ra nc jR $3 LRa3 CNqRIq30. jR 3Ncna3 j@3 ,@N<3c. s@C,@ a3 ,RLCN<
Nwsw. a3 URcCjCq3Y r3 N330 jR @q3  ajCRNI qRC,3 CN j@3c3 ,@N<3cY r3 @q3 IRcj
,RNjaRI R8 Lj@3LjC,c j3cjCN< CN c,@RRIc VjR <Rq3aNL3Nj Ra UaCqj3 ,RLUNC3cWY i@Cc
sc 03jaCL3NjI N0 cR s3 Lncj G33U CN ,RNjaRI R8 KQQ+c jR qRC0 cCLCIa IRccY
`; B8 Lj@3LjC,CNc 0R NRj $nCI0 <RR0 RNICN3 ,RNj3Nj. N0 03LRNcjaj3 @Rs s3 ,N
CLUaRq3 Rna j3,@CN< ^u ]qciajpejc Rna j3,@CN< sCj@ j@3c3 j3,@NRIR<C3c. j@3N NRNA
Lj@3LjC,CNc sCII $nCI0 $0 ,Rnac3cY
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:YS:Y N nNGNRsN cU3G3a 8aRL a<3NjCNY ?Rs 0R3c RN3 UaRLRj3 j@Cc j3,@NRIR<w. C8 Cj
Cc <RR0]
IcR. @Rs c@RnI0 s3 nc3 j@3 3aaRac R8 j@3 cjn03Njc jR CLUaRq3 j@3 ,Icc sCj@ KQQ+c]
## bjn03Njc Ia30w @q3 j@3Ca ,RLLnNC,jCRN L3j@R0c. LRcjIw 0C<CjIIw 3N@N,30 N0
j@aRn<@ cR,CI L30Ck Y bCLCIaIw. s3 N330 jR 3Ncna3 j3,@NRIR<w 3N@N,3c I3aNCN<Y
QN,3 <CN. Cj Cc NRj N 3Cj@3agRa \n3cjCRNY
D?/ B Unj Lw 8,3AjRA8,3 I3,jna3c RNICN3 8Ra cjn03Njc s@R LCcc RnjY i@3c3 ,N ,RNjCN
Lw 3aaRac. 3Cj@3a Lj@3LjC,I Ra U30<R<C,IY i@3 cjn03Njc Ua3c3Nj @q3 Ia30w 03A
$n<<30 j@3 I3,jna3Y rCj@Rnj cjn03Njc Ua3c3Nj j j@3 jCL3 R8 a3,Ra0CN< j@3a3 sRnI0 $3
LNw LRa3 nN,n<@j 3aaRacY
## B I3q3 j@3 3aaRac CN- j@3w UaRLRj3 LRa3 a3,jCRN6
:YS9Y KaC3 7a<3 V2Mb TaCcWY i@3 3uLUI3 R8 j@3 ,RLUnj3a <L3 CN0ncjaw c@Rsc j@3
cCy3 R8 j@3 CN0ncjaCI CNq3cjL3Njc CNqRIq30Y i@3a38Ra3 c@RnI0Nȕj 3q3awj@CN< Vj@3 ,RNj3Nj N0
j@3 cR8jsa3 3j,YW $3 RU3N cRna,3. cR j@j <RR0 C03c ,N $3 sC03Iw 0RUj30]
`; i@3a3 Cc UI3Njw R8 j3,@NRIR<w aRnN0 jR 0R L30C 03ICq3awY i@3 @a03cj <U Cc j@3 Icj
@I8AL3ja3 )$3js33N j@3 j3,@NRIR<w N0 j@3 cjn03Nj*Y i@3a38Ra3 s3 N330 <RR0 cR8jsa3
jRRIc 8Ra ,Rnac3 03q3IRUL3NjY i@3 j3,@NRIR<w jR c3N0 Cj aRnN0 j@3 sRaI0 Cc Ia30w
@3a3Y #nj ,naa3NjIw Lw ,RNj3Nj Cc L03 CN TRs3aURCNjY B N330  $3jj3a UIj8RaLY
KT r2Tb Cc ,RLUI3j3Iw RU3N cRna,3 N0 8a33Y Qna $c3 cwcj3L. KRR0I3. Cc nN03a @3qw
03q3IRUL3Nj $w  $C< ,RLLnNCjw. s@R a3 q3aw ,RNc,CRnc R8 j@3Ca a3cURNcC$CICjw 8Ra
UaR0n,jCRN cR8jsa3Y
i@3 ,RNj3Nj B @q3 nN03a Kvr2TbX+QK Cc IcR 8a33- j@3 RNIw a3cjaC,jCRN Cc j@j C8 wRn
LR0C8w j@3 ,RNj3Nj wRn Lncj Unj Cj $,G nU RN j@3 c3aq3aY
:YSfY  cU3G3a 8aRL 8aC,Y B8 wRn 0R NRj nc3 j3,@NRIR<w. j@3 cjn03Njc sCII ġ j@3w sCII
qC03R I3,jna3c N0 0CcjaC$nj3 j@3L 3j,Y. c B @q3 c33N CN +L3aRRNY r3 a3 q3aw @UUw jR nc3
,c@ L,@CN3c N0 $RRG CaICN3 jC,G3jc RNICN3- 30n,jCRN @c jR $3N3~j 8aRL j@Cc. N0 cnUURaj
j@3 CNj3a,jCRN cR N3,3ccaw CN Lj@3LjC,cY r3 ,N. N0 0R. LG3 nc3 R8 ,RLUnj3a I<3$a
VrB`BbW jR 0R ,RLUnjjCRNc cnUURajCN< Rna cjn03Njc sRaGY
II ;3N3aI NR0c R8 UUaRqIY
D?/ B L 8aC0 s3 a3 Rnj R8 jCL3- Lw j@NGc jR UN3IICcjc N0 n0C3N,3Y KQQ+c a3
l]np R8 j@3 cRInjCRN jR  aN<3 R8 UaR$I3Lc. NRj j@3 $3 II N0 3N0 IIY /Cc,nccCRN sCII
,RNjCNn3 RNICN3 V@jjU-gg$IR<YsCcA$3aICNY03gCLnAC,LAUN3IALRR,cgWY

9Y KR03ajRaȕc +RN,IncCRNc
SY QN3 ,RLLRN j@3L3 Cc j@j j@3 \n3cjCRN Cc NRj ȒKQQ+c Ra 8,3AjRA8,3ȓY i@3 \n3cjCRN
Cc @Rs $3cj jR jG3 0qNj<3 R8 j@3 cja3N<j@c R8 $Rj@Y ȒKQQ+ȓ Cc CN 8,j  LaG3jA
CN< U@ac3 3N,RLUccCN<  aN<3 R8 j3,@NRIR<C3c. N0 j@3 a3I Cccn3 Cc s@C,@ R8 j@3c3
j3,@NRIR<C3c ,N s3 nc3 jR 3N@N,3 Rna j3,@CN<. N0 @RsY
k nj@Raȕc NRj3- j@Rn<@ NRj Ln,@ cjn0C30 CN Lj@3LjC,c. cR,CI L30C a3 n$C\nCjRnc LRN< cjn03NjcY b33 )S*
8Ra RN3 3uLUI3Y
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lY cc3ccL3Nj sc  cC<NC~,Nj jRUC,- c33 TN3I #aC38 URCNj S N0 c3,jCRN :Y9Y `; sc
ncCN< LnIjCUI3 ,@RC,3 $3,nc3 Cj sc qCI$I3. N0 0LCjj30 jR Cjc s3GN3cc3c. KT
03LRNcjaj30  Ln,@ LRa3 0qN,30 UC3,3 R8 j3,@NRIR<w. $nj Cjȕc NRNAjaCqCI 8Ra j@3
,Rnac3 nj@Ra jR nc3 s3IIY KTȕc URCNjc $Rnj j@3 CNj3<aICjw R8 cc3ccL3Nj jR j@3 I3aNA
CN< UaR,3cc a3 CLURajNj. N0 @Cc U@ac3 ]ooaooiajp bkn ha]njejc. aj@3a j@N Encj cA
c3ccL3Nj R8 I3aNCN<. Cc sRaj@ a3L3L$3aCN<Y
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IMAGINARY PANEL: Math communication for
the future – A Vision Slam
Carla Cederbaum, Alicia Dickenstein, Gert-Martin Greuel∗ , David Grünberg,
Hyungju Park, and Cédric Villani

Abstract. The IMAGINARY panel held on August 20, 2014, consisted of a “Vision Slam” of ideas
on mathematics communication. We give an account of the expositions and we highlight the ideas and
history of the IMAGINARY project.
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). 00A09, 97A80, 97U99, 97-02, 97-04.
Keywords. Mathematical popularization, Mathematics communication, Mathematics education.

1. Introduction : Alicia Dickenstein
The name of the IMAGINARY Panel on Math Communication, was inspired on the “Poetry
Slam” competitions, at which poets read or recite original work and are judged by the audience. A “Theme Slam” is one in which all performances must conform to a speciﬁc theme.
In the IMAGINARY panel, the theme was a vision on the communication of mathematics
for the general public.
The ﬁrst panelist was Gert-Martin Greuel, together with Andreas Matt the heart and
soul of the IMAGINARY project, created during his term (2002-2013) as director of the
Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach (MFO), Germany. Greuel is a Professor at
the University of Kaiserslautern, Germany, with an impressive record of service and editorial
responsabilities. He is a recognized specialist in Singularity Theory and Computer Algebra.
The second speaker of the panel was Cédric Villani, who has applied mathematical analysis to various areas of partial diﬀerential equations, probability theory, statistical physics
and diﬀerential geometry. Among his many prestigious awards is the Fields Medal which
he received at the ICM 2010 in Hyderabad, India. Villani is also renowned for his numerous
activities in mathematics outreach and communication.
The next speaker was David Grünberg, who pleaded for more involvement of mathematicians in communicating their research to the younger generation. Grünberg is a teacher
of mathematics and theory of knowledge (so far, in Costa Rica, England, Tanzania, Austria,
Togo and Switzerland) and holds an Engineering degree. He is currently the head of the
department of mathematics at the International School of Lausanne.
The fourth panelist was Carla Cederbaum, a young and very active mathematician. She
got her PhD in 2011 in Berlin, Germany, in the area of diﬀerential geometry and geometric
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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analysis. She held an Assistant Research Position at Duke University, USA, and is now
a postdoc at the University of Tübingen and at the MFO, Germany. She is the author of
a popular science book in mathematics which has just been translated from the original
German to Korean, and the Senior Editor of the “Snapshots of modern mathematics from
Oberwolfach”.
The last panelist was Hyungju Park, the chairperson of the successful ICM Seoul 2014.
He is a professor at Pohang University of Science and Technology, Korea, and the director
of the National Institute for Mathematical Sciences (NIMS), Korea. He has been elected as
one of the Members-at-Large of the Executive Committee of the International Mathematical
Union (IMU) for the period 2015-2018.
A Slam has winners. In this case, the winner was the audience. The “prize” was oﬀered
right after the panel. There were tours guided by volunteers through the fantastic NIMSIMAGINARY exhibition, produced by the NIMS Institute from Korea in collaboration with
the ICM committee and the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach (MFO) from
Germany, and hosted by Hyungju Park. Some of the guides have produced material for the
exhibition themselves. We would like to acknowledge the inspiration and support for this
exhibit and for the panel from Andreas Matt, creative Project Manager of the IMAGINARY
Project.
The IMAGINARY experience in Argentina
I was the moderator of the panel. I am a Professor in the Department of Mathematics
of the School of Exact and Natural Sciences at the University of Buenos Aires, Argentina.
I have been elected as one of the Vice-presidents of the IMU for the period 2015-2018.
My area of research includes diﬀerent aspects of algebraic geometry and its applications,
including eﬀective methods.
I ﬁrst heard about IMAGINARY during a visit to MFO in November 2007. I was fascinated by the possibilities of the software Surfer that was been developed for the year of Mathematics in Germany in 2008. It can be freely downloaded from http://imaginary.org/progr
am/surfer. It is now one of many free software available at the Imaginary web page http:
//imaginary.org/programs.
Surfer allows to visualize 3d images of algebraic surfaces, that is, the (real) solutions
of a polynomial equation {f (x, y, z) = 0} in 3 variables. The simplest such surfaces are a
plane (where f is a linear polynomial) or a sphere of radius r centered at a point (x0 , y0 , z0 )
(where f has the form (x − x0 )2 + (y − y0 )2 + (z − z0 )2 − r2 ). The incredible diversity of
real algebraic surfaces is astonishing! Most familiar objects can be approximated by unions
of them. But what I found more interesting: it is very easy just to play with Surfer choosing
one of the many images in the Gallery and changing the parameters, and . . . almost anything
one does is BEAUTIFUL. No deep knowledge is needed, one can just play and enjoy the
beauty. On the other side, if one wants to get a particular shape, then it is necessary to pause
to think and use mathematical concepts.
So, the ﬁrst main eﬀect is that the mathematical equations which are non tempting (and
non beautiful) for most of the people, give immediately rise to objects that are in general not
related to mathematics at all and that look pleasant to everybody. And secondly, the educational possibilities of this interaction between formulas and forms, between mathematics
and art, are big.
A mathematical exhibit using Surfer and another interactive beautiful software called
Morenaments (http://imaginary.org/program/morenaments) was ﬁrst held in Argentina dur-
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ing the 2012 edition of the huge Science and Technology fair “Tecnópolis” organized by the
Argentinian Government. Millions of visitors attended this fair and were enthralled by the
display.
Together with my colleagues Gabriela Jeronimo, Santiago Laplagne and Ursula Molter
we presented an outreach project to the University of Buenos Aires, which was funded. During 2012 and 2013 we visited several public high schools in the city of Buenos Aires and
worked with the students for around 90 minutes. These students come in general from low
income families, which do not necessarily have a computer at home, but they do have in
general small netbooks distributed by the national or the city governments. Even with these
technical limitations, the activities were very successful. The students worked passionately
and produced in this small amount of time interesting forms, that we posted in our website
http://moebius.dm.uba.ar/ together with manuals for students and teachers (in Spanish). We
also played with another basic free software called Britney created by Santiago Laplagne
(available at: http://moebius.dm.uba.ar/page.php?code=1), which allows to visualize fractals.
Our conclusions are that having mathematics mediated by computers made the introduction of mathematical concepts easier. More importantly, we hope that revealing the beauty
of mathematical objects to the general public will allow them to have a friendlier view of
mathematics and will open the way for them to enjoy it while enhancing their mathematical
thinking.

2. IMAGINARY – Mathematical creations and experiences : Gert-Martin
Greuel
IMAGINARY is the name of a collaborative mathematics outreach project that aims to improve the image and understanding of mathematics and in this way awakes an interest and
fuels passion for the subject in children and adults. This goal is achieved in diﬀerent ways:
on the one hand by showing the beauty and art in mathematics and on the other hand through
surprising applications.
IMAGINARY is a project of the Mathematische Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach (MFO)
and it was born in conjunction with the Year of Mathematics in 2008 in Germany. It started
with the travelling exhibition “IMAGINARY through the eyes of mathematics”, shown in
many cities in Germany.
Exhibitions
Exhibitions are the IMAGINARY way to reach out to a broad public in real life. They
are shown in galleries, at museums, in schools, banks, universities, parks or train stations.
Exhibitions are diverse: they can include images, interactive programs, sculptures, puzzles,
games, text boards, etc.. Visitors can take print-outs of their creations home and everybody
can easily stage an own exhibition. In fact, many of the exhibitions were self-organized.
Let me give an impression of the original travelling exhibition. Since 2008, it has been
shown in over 60 cities in Germany alone. But it has also travelled further aﬁeld to 4 continents, 29 countries and over 120 cities with more than 1 million visitors in total. In Europe,
IMAGINARY has been presented in 17 countries with talks, workshops, media activities
and, in most cases, exhibitions.
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What made the exhibition unique from the beginning, is its highly interactive and intuitive nature and its open access and open source philosophy. This is also reﬂected in the
many positive comments left in the guest book by visitors having experienced the unexpected
beauty and the “joy of comprehension”: - This already beautiful exhibition is obtaining a
special liveliness by excellent leadership. - Super, especially that you can also use the program in the school. - A wonderful exhibition. I have spent much time here and met many
beautiful things, it had to take place more often and actually as a permanent event! - Thank
you and keep it up! - It is a fantastically beautiful exhibition. - The magic world of mathematics is not easy to understand. But you can bring them closer. - We were again there,
because it was so fascinating. - I should have perhaps studied math .... - Simply gorgeous,
cool programs. - Mathematics makes happy.

Figure 1. Exhibition at the LeibnizUniversity Hannover, 2008

Figure 2. Cedric Villani inaugurating the
exhibition in Paris, 2010

SURFER Creations
One of the main attractions of an IMAGINARY exhibition is the SURFER, a program
that calculates and displays algebraic surfaces in real time. Visitors can enter and change
polynomial equations on a large touchscreen with their ﬁngers, shift parameters, determine
the colours of the surfaces and turn the ﬁgures as they like. The great thing about SURFER is
that you don’t have to understand the underlying mathematics (algebraic geometry) a priori,
you can experiment, try, follow your intuition and creativity and this way learn mathematics
and create unique art work like pictures or animations.
SURFER was developed by the MFO in collaboration with the Martin Luther University
Halle-Wittenberg and the University of Kaiserslautern, mainly by Christian Stussak. Many
visitors of an IMAGINARY exhibition downloaded the SURFER and created their own algebraic surfaces, with sometimes really surprising results.
For example, Valentina Galata started in 2008 when she was a 17 years old high school
student to remodel ’real world objects’ based on algebraic surfaces with the SURFER. Other
users of the SURFER created really artistic pictures of algebraic surfaces, like the beautiful
Sunﬂower image by Torolf Sauermann.
Relation to Research
The origin of the SURFER is very closely linked with current mathematical research. A
ﬁrst version goes back to Stephan Endrass, a student of the mathematician Wolf Barth, who
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Figure 3.
Galata

“Cappuccino” by Valentina

Figure 4. “Sunﬂower” by Torolf Sauermann

discoverd the “Barth sextic”. The Barth sextic’ is a beautiful surface of degree 6 with the symmetry of an icosahedron (and with a terrible complicated equation). It holds
the world record with 65 simple nodes, the maximum possible number of singularities. From degree d = 7 on, the
maximum number of singularities on a surface of degree d
is unknown.
A new IMAGINARY project is to connect modern mathematics and current research to outreach. Mathematicians
visiting the MFO are asked to write about their current
work but for a general public. These so-called “snapshots
of modern mathematics” are then reviewed and edited and distributed through the project.
For details see the overview by Carla Cederbaum in this article.
IMAGINARY in schools and classrooms
First schools started to copy the exhibition or parts of it, for example the pictures or
the programmes by a high school in Saarbrücken. Also ﬁrst self-organized exhibition were
held e.g. in Kiev and IMAGINARY competitions were organized e.g. by a newspapers
in Greece. The Girl’s Day at the TU Berlin was a one day event to attract school girls to
study mathematics by using the SURFER. Especially the programme SURFER is ideal to be
used in the “school context”, for example a 4-days workshop for school students aged 1214 in Vienna, called “Kinder-Uni-Kunst”. The idea was to create mathematical animations
with music and while making the ﬁlms with SURFER learning basic underlying concepts of
algebraic geometry. See also the personal point of view by the mathematics teacher David
Grünberg about IMAGINARY in school in this article.
A collection of IMAGINARY worksheets of diﬀerent levels of diﬃculty has been developed for school children aged between 5 and 17 years. IMAGINARY booklets with
questions and explanations are used during exhibitions for guided school tours or at special workshops. The so-called “Entdeckerbox” (discovery box) is primarily aimed at use
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in the classroom and provides resources for teachers in order to make mathematics lessons
more interactive and interesting for the pupils. It contains 3D-sculptures, nine programs
and ﬁlms and, as a special highlight, the booklet “Problems for children from 5 to 150”
by V.I. Arnold. This text has been translated into 6 languages and may be downloaded at
imaginary.org/search/node/arnold.

The mathematics of planet earth
However, the original exhibition was not enough; it focused on a very beautiful yet small
part of mathematics. The project needed to grow further and the Mathematics of Planet Earth
Year 2013 (MPE) presented a good opportunity to do so. A competition for virtual exhibition
modules themed around MPE was announced, and IMAGINARY provided the required web
infrastructure in order to make the modules of the competition available online. At the launch
of the MPE year in Europe at the UNESCO in Paris, the web interface to IMAGINARY open mathematics (imaginary.org) went live, displaying entries for the competition and, of
course, the winners.
At the same time, a complete MPE exhibition is also available, consisting of a series
of modules with a more applied mathematics focus, such as a program that calculates the
displacement of volcanic ash clouds (Dune Ash) or a ﬁlm discussing how mathematical
modelling of glacial movement works in order to predict the future behaviour of glaciers.
International spreading
The “travelling exhibition” IMAGINARY developed into a “spreading exhibition” through
many partners who independently started to stage it and further expand it. IMAGINARY exhibitions were shown in 4 continents, 29 countries and over 120 cities with more than 1
million visitors. An example is the RSME (the Royal Spanish Mathematical Society) who
took the exhibition at the occasion of its Centennial, added new texts and translations and
staged it in more than 13 cities. Another wonderful example is the cooperation with National Institute of Mathematical sciences (NIMS) and the ICM 2014 in Korea that was made
possible mainly by Hyungju Park. The exhibition NIMS IMAGINARY during the ICM was
visited by about 12.000 visitors, among them many school classes, and attracted a lot of
media coverage.
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The exhibits were also installed and shown in science and mathematics museums. For
example the MiMa Museum for Minerals and Mathematics in Oberwolfach, the new MoMath in New York, the “Mathematisches Kabinett” in the Deutsches Museum in Munich,
the Forms & Formulas exhibition in the National Museum of Natural Sciences and History
in Lisbon, and the CosmoCaixa museums in Barcelona and Madrid.
In 2014, many new exhibitions have been launched around the world. In particular,
IMAGINARY has started a collaboration with the African Institute for Mathematical Sciences (AIMS) and, in association with AIMS, an interactive IMAGINARY event was organised for the ﬁrst time in Africa at the 10th anniversary of the pi-day celebrations in Dar es
Salaam, Tanzania. In November 2014, a workshop and exhibition will be organised in Cape
Town to plan future mathematics communication activities with partners on the African continent. IMAGINARY exhibitions are currently on tour or planned in Germany, Russia, Spain,
Norway, Portugal, and Hungary, and new projects in France and in Turkey are on the way.
Who stands behind IMAGINARY?
IMAGINARY is a project by the MFO, accounted by its director Gerhard Huisken, with
funding from the Klaus Tschira Stiftung. It is maintained by a committed core team (mathematicians, software engineers, graphic designers, etc.), who run the project, develop the
Internet platform and give advice on how to coordinate exhibitions, but also dream up new
ventures of where IMAGINARY will go in the future. The excellent achievements and the
impact of the project was acknowledged in November 2013 by the Deutsche Mathematiker
Vereinigung (DMV) when the German Media Prize for Mathematics was awarded to GertMartin Greuel, the former director of MFO and scientiﬁc advisor of IMAGINARY, and An-
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dreas Daniel Matt, the curator and project manager of IMAGINARY.
Besides the core team, and most importantly, IMAGINARY it is a community driven
project by and for the community. This means that anyone who has an interesting piece of
software, ﬁlm or other type of interactive material can upload this to the website and make
it available to the rest of the community. Of course, anyone can just use the material and
create a mathematics event, exhibition or workshop. In this way, the community becomes
an integral part in the communication process by not only experiencing but also creating
content and thus advancing mathematics communication to the 21st century. We hope that
many institutions make use of the content and infrastructure of IMAGINARY, and take an
active part in shaping its future.
Parts of this text have been published in Gert-Martin Greuel, Andreas D. Matt & Antonia S. J. S. Mey: IMAGINARY- Mathematics Communication for the 21st Century, in EMS
Newsletter 92, June 2014.

3. Mathematicians, journalists and the general public : Cédric Villani, notes
by Bianca Violet and Severina Klaus
I appreciate very much that the ICM here in Seoul takes care of these global issues about not
just doing mathematics but also communicating about mathematics. I think it is so important.
In the past years I have been involved in various activities at institutional level and at
personal level. I already have been working in the project of a math museum at the Institute
Poincaré in Paris for some years as well.
But in this slam I will only talk about my personal experience of communication as a
mathematician, not about my institutional experience.
My ﬁrst encounter with a journalist from the outside world, not a scientiﬁc journalist,
was about 10 years ago and it was a disaster! After the interview, the guy went back to his
boss and said “I met a crazy guy; I did not understand a single word”. He had not dared to
tell me that he did not understand anything, so I kept on talking. It was a complete disaster
and we had to rearrange things and so on. Thinking of the ﬁrst encounter I can say that
mathematical communication is not something that you are born with, it is not something
that is natural, it is something that you train.
My second encounter was in fact a training operation in 2007 - Etienne Ghys had recommended that I attend this training session, so I went. Four persons of our laboratory attended
the training, and we were all delighted with this experience.
This is my ﬁrst advice: If you want to do some serious math communication - get some
training with an inspiring guide!
And this guy who trained us, he was a media person and an expert in communication;
and in particular he explained about the psychology and constraints of journalism. How you
have to put him with you on your side, what are his diﬃculties, his expectations, what is he
afraid of, what is the margin, etc. It was really interesting.
And years later when I was invited by a school of scientiﬁc journalists to give a lecture
I reversed the sides. Trying to put them into the brain of a mathematician and explain how
we have diﬃculties when we face a journalist and how the contact can be diﬃcult. It is
important to be aware of this.
And this changes everything. We already have enough trouble communicating with each
other and explaining mathematical research, so why should we bother to communicate to
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general non-mathematicians? There are various reasons for this and it is good to have all of
them in mind.
First, which we are very sensitive to, is making sure that the young generations are
interested in this and know that these are good jobs, inspiring jobs. Maybe these are not the
jobs in which you make the most money, but these are jobs in which you feel good - and you
may recall, by the way, that in 2009 mathematicians were ranked as the number one job in
the world in terms of how rewarding it is by the Wall Street Journal.
This is the goal we think of in most countries, but that is not the only one. Another goal
is to feel good about the way people look at us. You don’t want people thinking that these
are crazy nerds doing their stuﬀ and we don’t know what these mathematicians are doing.
People say that it is good to give them money, but who knows what the hell they are doing
with that money. It is important that people have a good opinion about us as a profession
and so on. And just to be heard. It may be sad, but nowadays if you don’t remind people that
you exist as a job, as a community, people completely forget. Then one day you lose your
funding, one day people will say I don’t think this is a good job and so on. And we don’t
want this to happen.
Another important goal is to maintain the link and coherence of society. All pieces of
society are important, this we know; and we have to recall how important we are to other
people, the same as we need the engineers, we need ﬁnance people, we need artist people,
we need everybody to make the world run, and we are part of this. And it is known, by the
way, that the part of mathematics and mathematical research in the GDP is much higher than
one would guess and it is increasing year after year.
And a ﬁnal thing is that sometimes many people, people who take decisions, who run
things, are very much in need of our advice on many things. Not really about explaining
mathematics, but over the past years I got plenty of invitations for instance from clubs with
people running companies or administrations etc. looking for general guidance on how to
approach complex problems, on how you do it in your research work. And all the time they
say it reminds them of some expertise this is so inspirational and so on. The whole world
is full of people with diﬃcult decisions to make and they don’t know whom to ask advice
of. We as researchers always have decisions to make which are complicated; and they are in
demand of our advice in this.
What does a general audience want? This is a mixture of many things. Some of them
are at a university. Some of them are thinking “will this be a good job for my kids?” Many
of them think “I was so bad in math, I am angry by this, at least maybe I have a chance
to understand at last, prove myself that I was not so dumb”. Many people at the end of
talks, they come and tell me “ah, if only I had a teacher like you! I would not have been so
bad at math.” I really think if they had a teacher like me it would probably have changed
nothing. But it is good that they have this feeling, that the guilt was not on their side, that
they were not intrinsically dumb and so on. And also some people, they just need to inquire
about the world. They heard that mathematics has part in ﬁnances, in the economy, in space
exploration, in whatever. And they wonder what do they do, these mathematicians? It is
curiosity. And even those people who are very bad at math, they have the right to understand
what we are doing, in the same way as people who are bad at writing for instance have the
right to follow and see what is going on in literature and get informed about the trends in
culture. Mathematics is technology and science but it is also part of the culture, and many
people are interested in this.
Now, with that in mind, we see there are very diﬀerent audiences we need to reach. And
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you have to make sure, if you communicate, that part of what you say will be interesting for
this or that audience. The best is if you can mix a little bit of everything in your talk; you
cannot always do it, but sometimes it works.
I have tried a number of diﬀerent forms of communication. Some are good for this and
others are good for that. After the ICM of 2010 I received a lot of invitations. And after each
talk you have to think: what did work? what did not work? what lesson can I draw for the
next speech?
I did radio. Radio is good because you can say things and people listen to you. I did
television. Television is good because people see the attitude that you have; but don’t expect
that they listen to you. They are not interested in what you are saying when you are on TV,
but it is very eﬃcient to reach people.
I was in some movies, I prepared some articles for some newspapers, I also did some
exercises in which they ask you for some text which is a mixture of something like poetry
or literature and something like mathematics. I did a lot of public lectures, for example in
High Schools, for little kids, 10 year olds, for older kids, for students, for politicians, CEO’s,
workers - all kinds of possible things. I never went on Facebook or twitter out of a lack of
time though.
There are many obstacles. And it happened more than once that after something went
wrong I thought I should stop and did it again, and in the end it was a big success.
To single out just one experience which was the most life-changing in this, it was the
book. Seriously speaking though, this book, Théorème Vivant, came by accident because
I met some editor in a dinner. He understood I wanted to do math communication, and he
had no interest whatsoever in explaining me the mathematical concepts. All he wanted to
know was how I work in my daily life, what I do, what I think, what is my life and so on.
It was very embarrassing. And in the end I decided I would go for a concept that described
our theorem but not its meaning. Just how we made it. It was a long work and as in all long
works it was full of unexpected things, two years and a half full of ups and downs. And
I just put in the mathematical equations, the mathematical words with no explanation, and
this was contrary to any classical work of communication. It just gives you an impression of
what it is to be in the brain of a mathematician.
And the ﬁrst day it was out I was worried about what people will say? What will the
colleagues say? But it worked beautifully. And then I started to receive these comments.
Hundreds of comments, comments like “Your book changed my life”- and nothing can make
you feel prouder than that.
It’s a thing we all have to learn. There are many people out in the world that are looking
at us mathematicians for inspiration. There are people somewhere who would be happy to
listen to what we do and our fears and anxieties and how we overcome them and so on. So
share with them; that’s the most important thing.

4. Communicating math research to the younger generation : David Grünberg
•

Open Mathematics - what it is and why you should do it.

•

Mathematics teachers are in the “trenches” ﬁghting for the mathematics of tomorrow. We need Mathematicians to help us.

I like to believe in the multiverse theory! The reason is that, in a multiverse, maybe
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there’s a region of space-time in which I, after school, continued with pure Mathematics!
This is our reality, though, and in this one, this, is what happened: I learnt the same mathematics in school as you, but then our paths diverged: you guys kept going with the equations,
and you are here at the ICM with your bright lemmas and elegant proofs. Whereas I ... I
went travelling and started teaching Mathematics in schools to help my ﬁnances along the
way. I taught Mathematics simply because at that time, this was the only subject I might conceivably teach. Oh, and just before that, I got myself a degree in Engineering, but I can’t say
that too loud, otherwise someone will say: “An engineer was let into the ICM ?! - someone
call security!”
But don’t get me wrong. I have learnt to love Mathematics! As a math teacher, I do math
every day, I learn math, I teach math... And I don’t even have to publish anything. I get to do
maths with fabulous people - my students! Looked at it like this, I rather like my corner of the
multiverse... I am here to talk to you about something that reunites, us, though, in this very
real universe: Mathematics Communication. Mathematics Communication is a network of
bridges spanning the divide between Mathematics research and the wider population, which
includes those young people who, we are hoping, will one day continue what you guys are
doing. I’m here to give you my take on one of these bridges: the IMAGINARY project. And
my aim is to convince you to take some steps on that bridge, should you not have tried yet.
IMAGINARY is something that can reunite you, the mathematician, with school pupils.
My ﬁrst contact with IMAGINARY was when I followed a link to the web platform. “Open
mathematics” mmh... - I’m wondering what that might mean! Woa, these pictures look really
attractive.!... Ah, algebraic surfaces (Picture 4), mmh... oh that looks like a 3D version of
what my students do with functions. I’ve always thought it’s a good idea to introduce area
via 3D shapes and surface area - our surrounding is 3 dimensional, after all. Perhaps
something similar can be said about functions: work in 3D seems so much more real than in
the coordinate plane....
Such thinking got me going with IMAGINARY. Note the importance of the aesthetic
appeal here, something I’m particularly sensitive to. I dreamt of organising an IMAGINARY
exhibit in my school. After all, our art department does exhibits as a matter of course why not the Mathematics department? No - wait! Why not the mathematics department
TOGETHER with the art department? I started to understand what ‘open mathematics’
means.
“Open Maths” is all about exchanges. Once I heard a TED-talk in Paris by a mathematician on the “ingredients of good ideas”. And one of these ingredients was “EXCHANGES”.
You know who was talking? A certain Cedric Villani.
The very idea of IMAGINARY is that people can exchange and participate. Our slogan,
“OPEN Mathematics”, says IMAGINARY wants to be an ingredient in the Villani-“Goodideas” formula. ‘Open’ means something like “open house”- you are free to come and go,
there are no locked cupboards. You can take things out or bring things. An open house
becomes YOUR house; I know a family with 5 adolescent children. Their parents are very
much ‘open house’, and so the kids bring their friends home all the time. I can tell you: that
house is alive! You’ve got the core of my message right here: An OPEN house makes for a
house that is ALIVE!
Open Mathematics lives through participation. You upload your maths or download
someone else’s. The main point is not THAT someone downloads your work, but it is WHAT
that person will do with it - given some quality control, people will start to use stuﬀ you put
out there in ways you couldn’t imagine. Other mathematicians will use it; Museums will
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use it (for instance the “FormulaMorph” installation at the MoMath, New York, based on
IMAGINARY material); schools will use it (for example: me!); artists will use it (as a visit
at the IMAGINARY exhibition will make obvious); even chefs will use the material! (a chef
cook actually got inspired after visiting an IMAGINARY exhibit in Spain!)
It’s amazing what people will do! They will even translate texts into Korean for you!
Right now this summer, I have a student doing a project based on some research material
made available on the platform. Point is: At IMAGINARY we have witnessed that process
of creative transformation of content into new ideas that NO ONE could anticipate.
In my town in Switzerland, there’s periodically a “free market”. People bring things that
they want to pass on - for free. And you can come and take anything you want - for free,
you cannot pay. Even the food is free! IMAGINARY is often asked: where can you buy the
exhibit? Now you know the answer: There’s nothing to buy at IMAGINARY - it’s based on
participation.
Let me tell you a little more about my job: You know, Mathematics teachers worldwide
are facing some tough challenges with modern developments in mathematics. First, there
is the splintering of mathematics research into many highly specialised nooks and corners.
This makes the transfer of new mathematics into school curricula diﬃcult. But at the same
time, technology, like computer algebra systems for example, questions whether schools can
teach mathematics for much longer the way it is still mostly done today. And then, as you
know, our subject is under a lot of pressure and scrutiny, squeezed somewhere between PISA
evaluations and back-to-basics prophets.
I’ve heard someone say: “Mathematics could one day disappear, like the classics did
(Latin and Greek)” I wish I could have taken that person to Villani’s talk at ‘Bridges’ on
Monday, where he explained that the movie industry is one of the biggest consumers of
mathematics. I say: We could well see too few students choosing to continue their study of
mathematics if school mathematics doesn’t somehow stay connected to maths research and
change the way the subject itself evolves. And we need YOU to help schools adapt!
My students need you. In order to keep mathematics irrigated with young talent, we
DEFINITELY need the cooperation between those involved in mathematics research, mathematics communication and mathematics education. It is one of the ambitions of IMAGINARY to provide a platform for such collaboration.
You might think: why should I spend eﬀort making my mathematics approachable to
wider crowds? Why should my mathematics be “open”? My students, and my colleagues
and myself at school, and teachers worldwide are one of the reasons why I’d like you to
consider communicating your work as much as possible to the wider community: We need
you. We maths teachers are at the forefront of teaching YOUR subject, so if you aim to stay
in touch with us, it will be a lot easier for us to connect with mathematics research.
With my class of Grade 10, we did a unit on algebraic surfaces, something I would
not have dreamt of doing had not a mathematician gone through the trouble of producing
a quality and user friendly software to experiment with. It was an interesting experience.
In the end, we did a competition about who can produce the most fanciful snowman, using
a single formula. What I’m trying to say is this: I can guarantee you one thing: If you
can spot an area of your work that can be somehow transmitted at a lower level, create high
quality, user-friendly material about it, make it available for free, then there’s a maths teacher
somewhere in the world who will use it, but probably much more than one, because we are
talking to each other.
You know what: In my school there is a large magazine stand in front of the library. In
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envy the science teachers: they have several magazines they can read to keep up-to-date with
what’s happening in science (New Scientist, Nature. . .). There’s no magazine that tells me
with simple language and cool graphics what’s going on in mathematics today because no
one is writing one for our sort of audience - A colleague joked that I can always read the
numbers in the science magazine...
I ﬁnd initiatives like IMAGINARY useful in helping me keep in touch with what’s happening in mathematics TODAY.
This session here is about VISIONS FOR MATHEMATICS COMMUNICATION. Here
is my vision:
In the near future, there will be more sharing between mathematicians, more “open mathematics”, and an increased focus by mathematicians on communicating their work.

5. Snapshots of modern Mathematics : Carla Cederbaum
In the last year, a team of mathematicians and mathematics communicators at the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach (MFO) has developed a new scheme to communicate
modern mathematics and mathematics research in writing to a wide audience. The resulting
texts are called “snapshots of modern mathematics from Oberwolfach” and have been collected and made available for free via www.imaginary.org since January 2014 as part of the
project Oberwolfach meets IMAGINARY, funded by the Klaus Tschira Foundation and the
Oberwolfach Foundation.
Our goals for the snapshot project are to show that mathematics
•

can be understood,

•

is diverse,

•

has surprising practical applications,

•

is fun, elegant, and creative,

•

...

and that mathematicians
•

are individual people,

•

are diverse in personality etc.,

•

have diﬀerent motivations,

•

are approachable,

•

...

In particular, we want to encourage the readers to be curious about modern mathematics and
mathematical research.
Visions. I am the senior editor of the snapshots; my vision is that the snapshots will be
widely read by a diverse worldwide community, used in or for secondary and tertiary education and as a source of inspiration by journalists, and that other institutions adopt the format
we have developed to contribute their own snapshot series on the IMAGINARY platform for
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the worldwide community. Furthermore, it would be great if volunteers from all around the
world would take the time to translate their favorite snapshot(s) into their native language
and upload the translation on the IMAGINARY platform so that others can beneﬁt and read
a snapshot in a language that might be easier for them than English.
In the following, I will provide more information on the idea of snapshots in general and
some of the speciﬁcs about the snapshots from Oberwolfach.
What is a snapshot? A “snapshot of modern mathematics” is a short text
•

written by a (group of) mathematician(s),

•

edited by mathematics communicators,

•

peer-reviewed by specialists,

•

possibly illustrated by a designer, and

•

distributed for free via the IMAGINARY platform www.imaginary.org

•

under a Creative Commons license.

See Figure 5 for excerpts of some examples and www.imaginary.org for all snapshots that
are currently available.

№ 11/2014

S n a p s hots of m oder n m athem atics
fro m O berwolfach

Ar rangement s of l i nes

B r i an H arbour ne

• Tomasz S zemberg

We discuss certain open problems in the context of
arrangements of lines in the plane.
Figure 1: Euler and Goldbach’s letter. It seems non-trivial to ﬁnd a genuine

1 Intr oduction

portrait of Goldbach.

Imagine a ﬁnite set of lines in the plane. These lines may intersect each other in
certain points – at some points only two lines might meet, at other places three
or even more lines might meet. Such a set of lines is called an arrangement A.
The arrangement may, for example, just consist of three lines joining vertices
P , Q and R of a triangle, see Figure 1.

P

R

Q

value of C was
C = e3100 ≈ 2 · 101346
(Liu-Wang [8]), which was way too large. We simply cannot hope to check the
ﬁrst 101346 cases by computer – in fact, it is highly doubtful that any earthly
or alien civilization that will ever exist could ever check, say, 10120 cases of
any conceivable statement one by one: the number of picoseconds since the
beginning of the universe is less than 1030 , whereas the number of protons in
the observable universe is currently estimated at ∼ 1080 , meaning that even
parallel computing and galactic dictatorship wouldn’t be enough.
I managed to bring C down to 1027 . The binary Goldbach conjecture had
already been checked by computers up to 4 · 1018 [9]; using that fact, one
can check the ternary Goldbach conjecture up to 1027 in a few hours on a
modern desktop computer. (In fact, D. Platt and I [6] had already checked it
up to 8.8 · 1030 on parallel computers.) This means the ternary (that is, weak)
Goldbach conjecture is now proven for all (odd) integers.

F ig u r e 1 : An arrangement of three lines

One can calculate the self-crossing count c of the arrangement by counting
the number of lines through each intersection point, squaring it, and adding

It is clear why a brute-force computation can check a conjecture such as
Goldbach’s only for n smaller than some constant C: a computation has to be
ﬁnite. But why would a mathematical proof ever give a bound valid only for n
larger than a constant C?

1

3

Figure 5. Sample excerpts from diﬀerent snapshots. The snapshot on the right is by Harald Helfgott.

Snapshots are aimed at a wide audience, including
•

secondary school teachers and instructors of undergraduates,
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•

science journalists,

•

secondary school and undergraduate students, or

•

just anyone with an interest in modern mathematics and mathematical research.
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For example, teachers and instructors might use some snapshots to demonstrate to their
students that mathematics is still an active research ﬁeld: What kinds of questions do mathematicians research? What other ﬁelds are intertwined with mathematics? Are notions we
teach in secondary school and in the undergraduate curriculum relevant for or at least used
in mathematical research?
Science journalists who are searching for research results and stories that are of interest
for their readers/listeners/viewers. In mathematics, this is particularly hard as our research
publication are very diﬃcult to read for outsiders. Instead of doing this hard work or going
by word of mouth, journalists could use the snapshots to identify topics they would like to
report on. At the same time, a snapshot’s reference list and its authors might be a good place
to start if a journalist would like to ﬁnd out more about the topic.
Students, on the other hand, may ﬁnd the snapshots helpful when trying to decide if they
would like to pursue an undergraduate or graduate degree in mathematics.
All snapshots are assigned to categories specifying their “mathematical subject(s)” and
possible “connections to other ﬁelds”. This allows readers to learn about the diﬀerent areas
of mathematical research and their interconnections. At the same time, they can get a ﬁrst
impression of the diverse applications of mathematics in other areas of research as well as of
the inﬂuences other ﬁelds have and have had on the genesis of mathematics as a discipline.
The ﬁrst snapshots have been collected in the Fall of 2013 at the MFO. However, the idea
of producing such snapshots and distributing them via the IMAGINARY platform is by no
means protected by the MFO. To the contrary, we are happy to support and/or advise other
institutions (institutes, national or international societies) who are interested in setting up
their own snapshot scheme along the above lines. We are in the process of producing hands
on guidelines for institutions who are considering to do so.
Snapshots of modern mathematics – from Oberwolfach. The snapshot project started
in January 2014 at the MFO. We ﬁnd the snapshot authors among the participants of
the scientiﬁc programs of the institute. They are volunteers identiﬁed by the scientiﬁc
organizers of the respective program. To facilitate writing for such a general audience,
we provide writing guidelines including hints how to make a text more accessible, see
http://mfo.de/math-in-public/snapshots. Moreover, we have prepared a LATEX class and template that support authors in giving adequate copyright credit etc.
Our editors suggest editorial changes to the authors, thus making the snapshots more
accessible and understandable and generally easier to read. To do so, they make thoughts
present in the snapshots very explicit, bridge gaps to the secondary school curriculum and
its scope (as far as possible), introduce redundancy, illustrate ideas, formulate questions to
the reader, check language and grammar, insert cross-references between the snapshots, etc.
When a snapshot is ﬁnalized, the organizer(s) of the scientiﬁc program at MFO who selected
the author(s) also act as reviewers (“communicated by”). The editors then make approved
snapshots available on the IMAGINARY platform.
Our team consists of currently 2 junior editors – mathematics graduate students who
are also mathematics communicators, Sophia Jahns and Lea Renner. We get tremendous
support from the IMAGINARY team, in particular from Christoph Knoth (web design), An-
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dreas Matt (coordination), Antonia Mey (author contacts), Konrad Renner (design and web
design), Christian Stussak (IT), and Bianca Violet (author contacts) as well as from the MFO
staﬀ.
Getting involved. If you are interested in joining our team, contributing material for schools,
translating snapshots into other languages, or setting up a snapshot series at your institution,
reporting on the snapshot project or using snapshots in other publications, please feel free to
get in touch with me via cederbaum@mfo.de.

6. The KAOS initiative – Knowledge Awake On Stage : Hyungju Park
Many accomplishments of modern mathematics can often be explained quite clearly to the
public when they are presented in connection with their implications in other intellectual
areas. In this regard, KAOS (Knowledge Awake On Stage) started aiming to be a long
series of conversations with the audience about the intricate web of mathematical structures
that run through the fabric of contemporary civilization. It features lectures enhanced by
stage eﬀects, given by experts in various sectors of academia and society including natural
scientists, social scientists, writers, critics, musicians, and artists, each of which are followed
by a conversation with two host mathematicians (Minhyong Kim of Oxford and Hyungju
Park of POSTECH).
General Vision: The guests will have varying degrees of interest in mathematics and
science, and one goal of the conversation will exactly be to uncover the connection and
relevance of mathematics to their work through a careful combination of questions and interactions. The series is aimed at the educated public. Eﬀorts will be made to keep the
lecture and the entire conversation at a level accessible to any educated person or student
with a serious interest. Technical portions will be supplemented by explanatory material to
be supplied by the two hosts
KAOS 1. November 28, 2012
Title: Mathematics of Match Making
The lecture was given by one of the hosts, Minhyong Kim of Oxford University, on the Nobel
Economics Prize winning work of Lloyd Shapely and Alvin Roth. The subsequent talk-show
part was presided by the other host, Hyungju Park of POSTECH, with the participation of
two guests.
KAOS 2. May 29, 2013
Title: Geometry, Topology and Matters*
The lecture was given by a renowned physicist, Philip Kim of Columbia University (now at
Harvard University), on Graphene Physics. The subsequent talk show was conducted by the
speaker and two host mathematicians.
KAOS 3. October 5, 2013
Title: Fantasy of Music and Mathematics*
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The master of ceremony was a well-known Korean pop singer, Lucid Fall. After a 20 minute
long introductory lecture given by Hyungju Park, the main lecture was given by a renowned
Berlin-based opera composer Eunsuk Chin on Contemporary Music. Minhyong Kim gave
a concluding lecture on various aspects of mathematics and music. The talk show part was
led by Lucid Fall with the participation of the main speaker and the two host mathematicians.
KAOS 2014
A yearlong program consisting of ﬁve lectures by renowned Korean mathematicians are
planned in celebration of Seoul ICM 2014 on the theme of “Essence of Mathematics”
1. Number by Minhyong Kim of Oxford University, Mar 2014
2. Function by Seungyeol Ha of Seoul National University, May 2014
3. Structure by Seok-Jin Kang of Seoul National University, in the fall, 2014
4. Shape by Jun-Muk Hwang of Korea Institute for Advanced Study, in the fall, 2014
5. Counting by Jeong-Han Kim, Korea Institute for Advanced Study, in the fall, 2014
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The World Digital Mathematics Library:
Report of a Panel Discussion
Peter J. Olver

Abstract. A summary of the Panel Discussion of the World Digital Mathematics Library held at the
2014 International Congress of Mathematicians in Seoul, South Korea, on August 20, 2014.

1. Introduction
The increasing ubiquity of the World Wide Web in the waning years of the twentieth century
inspired the vision of a World Digital Mathematics Library (WDML), containing digitized
versions of the entire corpus of mathematical research literature, both contemporary and
historical, in a distributed system of interlinked repositories. The unique attributes of mathematics, including the eternal validity of mathematical results and constructions, make the
WDML especially compelling. More than just a collection of digitized research papers and
books, the WDML will include the abilities to search, link, annotate, index, classify, mine,
compute, etc., that will form a wide ranging toolbox of applications that incorporate the
desirable features but go beyond the current capabilities of MathSciNet, zbMATH, Google
Scholar, Wolfram Alpha, etc., and thereby foster the next generation of mathematical research and its manifold applications. Moreover, a commitment to openness, ensuring that
the WDML is freely accessible throughout the worldwide research and education communities, lies at the heart of this vision.
The WDML vision was codiﬁed by the General Assembly (GA) of the International
Mathematical Union (IMU) who, in 2006, endorsed a statement, Digital Mathematics Library: A Vision for the Future, [7], of the Committee on Electronic Information and Communication (CEIC) that “. . . endorses this vision of a distributed collection of past mathematical scholarship that serves the needs of all science, and encourages mathematicians and
publishers of mathematics to join together in implementing this vision.”
While digitization projects gained momentum and scope in the intervening years [21],
while a number of “local” initiatives, such as the European Digital Mathematics Library
(EuDML) [8], Math-Net.Ru [16], and several country-based DML’s (e.g., DML-CZ [5],
DML-PL [20], NUMDAM [17]) have demonstrated proof of (at least some aspects of) the
concept, and while some of the required software tools are under active development by a
number of groups, both academic and commercial, the overall implementation of a truly
Global Digital Mathematics Library has remained tantalizingly out of reach. Nevertheless,
several recent developments have rekindled expectations that we may at last have both the
means and the will to realize the WDML within the near future. These developments include:
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, Seoul, 2014
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On June 1-3, 2012, the CEIC organized a Symposium on The Future World Heritage
Digital Mathematics Library that was held at the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and
involved over 50 participants from throughout the world. The meeting was supported by a
grant from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. Participants, keynote talks, position statements,
panel discussions, breakout sessions and more can all be found on the Conference Wiki [24].
In conjunction with the NAS Symposium, the Sloan Foundation further funded a broadbased committee to write the report Developing a 21st Century Global Library for Mathematics Research, that explores the practical mechanisms, challenges, and capabilities that
are required for the realization of the WDML. The report was published by the US National
Research Council in March, 2014, [6].
On August 17, 2014, in conjunction with the International Congress of Mathematicians
in Seoul, South Korea, the IMU and CEIC hosted a meeting of a select group of 21 experts
to plan the next practical steps towards the construction of the Global Digital Mathematical
Library (GDML). As a result, a smaller eight person working group (WG) under the sponsorship of the IMU, was created. The WG members are Patrick Ion, chair (USA), Thierry
Bouche (France), Bruno Buchberger (Austria), Michael Kohlhase (Germany), Jim Pitman
(USA), Olaf Teschke (Germany), Stephen Watt (Canada), and Eric Weisstein (USA). The
WG is charged with the tasks of designing a road map for the practical next steps towards
the GDML, determining its organizational structure, prioritizing the diﬀerent requirements
for its implementation, estimating an incremental budget, both start-up and sustaining funds,
and fostering the writing of proposals to funding organizations, with the goal that these next
steps will be realized before the end of 2014.

2. Statements by Panelists
As an outgrowth of the preceding developments, a Panel Discussion on the World Digital Mathematics Library was organized by the CEIC, and held at the 2014 International
Congress of Mathematicians in Seoul, South Korea, on August 20, 2014. The invited panelists were:
•

Thierry Bouche, Université Joseph Fourier, Grenoble, France

•

Ingrid Daubechies, Duke University, USA

•

Gert-Martin Greuel, University of Kaiserslautern, Germany

•

Patrick Ion, Mathematical Reviews, USA

•

Rajeeva Karandikar, Chennai Mathematical Institute, India

•

June Zhang, Peking University, China

The moderator was:
•

Peter Olver, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, USA

To focus the panel discussion, the following questions were circulated in advance to the
invited panelists and to the audience.
1. How would you deﬁne the WDML?
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2. What is the user base that should be targeted?
3. What are the main features expected from a WDML?
4. In existing systems, what would you identify as good practices (respectively bad practices)?
5. How can the community engage with existing stakeholders (publishers, societies, universities, funders) so as to keep the central WDML entity lean enough to be sustainable?
The ensuing discussion is summarized below. The proceedings began with short presentations by each panelist in turn, which were then followed by questions and comments from
the audience and responses by the panel.
Peter Olver initiated the discussion with some remarks on the vision and history of the
WDML, and where we currently stand, summarizing the points outlined in the introduction
to the present article. The World Digital Mathematics Library is a vision which started
gathering steam in the late 1990’s. The IMU signed on as an early proponent of this vision,
and a document supporting the WDML prepared by the CEIC was endorsed by the Executive
Committee and the General Assembly in 2006, [7]. The basis of the WDML is to have access
to the world’s mathematical literature, in a searchable, linked, computable, indexed, etc.,
form. A variety of relevant resources and background materials can be found on the CEIC
portion of the IMU website, [11]. However, there have been some signiﬁcant advances and
initiatives in the last couple of years, and the intent is that this Panel will help set in motion
the next steps necessary to the realization of the WDML.
Various regional initiatives exist, and thus prove, to some extent, the overall concept.
However, a truly global digital library remains to be realized. In 2012, the CEIC organized
a meeting at the U.S. National Academy of Sciences funded by the Sloan Foundation, [24],
which was followed by the writing of a report, issued by the US National Research Council
in March, 2014 [6]. The meeting on Sunday at ICM 2014 and formation of a Working Group
mentioned above was summarized; see also Patrick Ion’s contribution below. The support
and publicizing of this initiative by the mathematical world at large is needed, so that we
will be able to go to funding agencies, the community, private foundations, etc. to seek the
required support. Indeed, the stars seem to be aligning now, and it would be a shame not to
take advantage of the moment.
Ingrid Daubechies began the presentations by commenting that she is very enthusiastic
about the prospects for a WDML, and, while not an expert herself, in the remaining months
of her Presidency will continue to foster the realization of the WDML vision.
Rajeeva Karandikar then addressed the Panel Brieﬁng questions as follows:
1. The WDML should aim to be a one-stop virtual location for all the needs of a mathematician as far as literature is concerned — where they can search and retrieve archival
material, ﬁnd researchers currently working on similar subjects, or in other areas in
mathematics that use research on a theme of interest.
2. Research mathematicians and Ph.D. students in mathematics form the initial target
user base. Eventually, this will include scientists/engineers using mathematical results
for research and development, students, historians, the educated citizen, etc.
3. The main features expected from a WDML are:
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•
•
•
•

Search and retrieval of original content permanently available.
Provide access at either no cost or minimal cost to the end user/institution.
Include journals and research monographs; maybe later other books.
Provide, to a user, names of people working in an area or who use work in an
area.

4. Not enough exposure to comment, presuming that the question is about existing DML’s.
There is a plethora of bad practices in the publishing world, but we all know them already.
5. The goal is to enlist mathematics departments to participate in the setting up of a
distributed WDML, and thereby avoid major investment in hardware. Mathematicians
need to impress on publishers that things are going to change, whether they like it or
not. In particular, publishers will have to adjust to much lower revenues. Once the
project gets underway and funding agencies see the beneﬁts, we can then persuade
them to help fund the WDML activity going forward.
For this to work, we have to digitize older material and bring it into the digital library. We
also need to ensure that henceforth the research work funded by public funds does not end
up under the copyright restrictions imposed by commercial publishers.
Further remarks:
•

I endorse the statement in yesterday’s Publishing Panel, calling on all publishers to
allow open access to all papers after at most a ﬁve-year window, and hand over the
material to the WDML to make it accessible to the community. The IMU should
start by setting a deadline (e.g., December 31, 2014) for implementation, after which
the community will not co-operate with recalcitrant publishers by declining to submit
manuscripts, serve on editorial boards, referee papers, etc.

•

The publishing metadata should be openly licensed, and not proprietary to the MathSciNet/Zentralblatt systems as it is at present. The mathematical societies must be
convinced to join in the enterprise, and we do not want to lose their support.

•

I agree with Ingrid Daubechies’ blog post of 2012 that Editorial Boards should become
independent societies that then sign licensing agreements with publishers to assume
ownership of their journals. It will be hard for one or two individual boards to do this,
but acting collectively could put signiﬁcant pressure on publishers to agree to this new
arrangement.

•

All new research work should appear on an open archive, under a Creative Commons
license. In this way, publishers will no longer have an exclusive control over the
material.

•

Most of the discussion has been centered on journals, but we should also consider
books, especially research monographs. Most authors do not write research books for
money and would be happy to put their works in the public domain.

To quote Peter Olver, [18]: “The time is ripe for a radical rethinking of the traditional academic model for scholarly communication within mathematics. . . . If we are not properly
engaged, the future will be decided for us and, almost certainly, will not be to our liking.”
June Zhang introduced herself as a librarian not a mathematician. She gave an introduction to the China Academic Library and Information System (CALIS), a public information
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system for higher level teaching and research, which has been funded by the Chinese Government since 1998. Phase 3 (the current phase) is funded with 200M RMB in government
support. There are currently 1200+ member libraries and 250+M resources. The principal
goals of CALIS are :
•

To promote, maintain and improve resource sharing;

•

To organize libraries to build the Chinese Academic Digital Library (eduChina);

•

To provide information services at a high academic level for teaching and research;

•

To extend cooperation nationally and internationally.

CALIS provides seven primary services:
1. Academic search engine (eDu);
2. Inter Library Loan and Document Delivery Services (eDe);
3. Reference Service (eWen);
4. Union Catalogue Service;
5. Foreign Language Journals Service;
6. Imported Database Management;
7. Training and Certiﬁcation.
The CALIS digital library system structure has four basic layers:
1. Basic infrastructure: hosts, servers, database, storage, security, mid-level software;
2. Resources: knowledge base, databases, reports, courses, bibliographic information,
navigation;
3. Applications: including support applications such as data management and service
applications such as document delivery, interlibrary loan, full text service, communication service, etc.;
4. Digital Library Portal: designed for the end users, who in turn help decide on the
desired portal functions.
Standards run through the whole process of constructing the Digital Library, including metadata schema, technical schema, and many interoperability standards. Maintenance of data
and systems is the most important aspect once the library is constructed. Organization and
management is another essential long-term component. All service and development of the
Digital Library are governed by the CALIS management group in the administrative center
in Peking University. CALIS currently contains:
•

140+M books, including 0.25M Chinese language mathematics and 0.1M other language mathematics;

•

228 Chinese Mathematics journals, 1130 other mathematical journals, and 604 open
access journals;

•

46M dissertations, including 32,763 Chinese language mathematics and 16,929 other
language mathematics.
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CALIS members contribute all their metadata and holdings information. CALIS cooperates
with the Korean Education and Research Information Service (KERIS) and with the Japanese
National Center for Science Information System (NACSIS).
Gert–Martin Greuel began by stating that this is a very important panel for the community, and it needs to address diﬃcult details. The panel should talk about mathematical
knowledge, which is a very complex system, but still primarily based on scientiﬁc publications, although software, databases, etc. also exist. Mathematical knowledge may be
considered as a continually growing huge building in which it is necessary that each ﬂoor is
reached and no stone is lost. Thus, unlike other sciences, in mathematical research the literature plays a very important role due to the timeliness and validity of its achievements, that
are mainly preserved in the scientiﬁc literature. Mathematical knowledge does not become
obsolete, so the entire literature must be available to the research mathematician and user
of mathematics. The published research literature is the principal component and should be
the starting point of a WDML, but this is not all and we should be open to other types of
resources in the future.
Further points:
•

Much of the literature has been digitized, but this has been done by diﬀerent sources,
commercial and non-commercial, to diﬀerent standards, and with diﬀerent licensing
conditions.

•

We need to think of the architecture for the WDML, which is not just a repository
of digitized mathematics, but also semantic tools will be needed later on in more and
more sophisticated ways.

•

Stephen Wolfram noted that this is a $100M project, and this cannot be done by volunteers. We have to come to grips with the issues of long term maintenance.

•

We also have to think about content, e.g. border sciences such as biology, computer
science, etc.

•

Searching, computing, indexing, linking, and the like will be important.

•

There are many commercial copyright interests, who will not give their content for
free. We have to engage them, and the best we can hope for is a reasonable moving
wall.

•

Archiving requires longer term evaluation and design, as well as long-term funding.

•

We have to cope with growth of the literature: zbMATH now records 120K items/year;
arXiv has an even steeper growth rate with no ﬂattening seen yet.

•

High quality and speciﬁc metadata, with mathematical search options is important,
semantic content analysis, author disambiguation and author proﬁles.

Recall the IMU/CEIC requirement: Each article should include a separate list of references with links to the indexing databases Mathematical Reviews and Zentralblatt. Mathematical Reference Databases have several advantages:
•

provide identiﬁers for the indexed mathematical literature;

•

ensure completeness of the mathematical literature;

•

have high quality and well-structured metadata, as well as math-speciﬁc search options;
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•

are restricted to the mathematical literature, and hence have little extraneous noise;

•

include semantic content analysis (MSC, keywords, abstract, reviews);

•

provide linking of information, e.g., full texts if available, references, etc.;

•

provide author disambiguation and author proﬁles.

Mathematical Reference Databases are also engaged in the development of necessary tools
for the WDML and hence can provide core services for the WDML.
•

deciding continuously what to index, i.e., what is math literature?

•

development of metadata schemes for mathematical publications;

•

maintenance of the Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (MSC);

•

form pilot partners for the use of the methods for publishing and presenting mathematical knowledge, e.g., use of MathML as presentation format.

Thierry Bouche began with a quote by Jean–Pierre Serre:
Mathematicians just make their results available to everyone as if they were on
shelves waiting to be fetched.
Note that digital libraries don’t currently have the good features (well-organized, permanent,
etc.) of paper libraries. Digital power tools can, and should, be opening new paths for
research and serendipity.
Mathematical validated literature never becomes obsolete. (Old results are not superseded by newer ones: they are their foundation, full proofs are sometimes never written
twice!) The mathematical literature is valid only as a whole, building a wide network of references, and useful to other sciences in an asynchronous fashion. The mathematical corpus
is the set of all (potentially) referenceable published works. It must be carefully archived,
indexed, and preserved, and must be widely accessible over the long term.
We thus need a reference library, which should be
•

comprehensive

•

up-to-date

•

well organized

•

long lasting

•

widely open

•

easy to use for non-mathematicians

•

and digital, with power tools opening new paths for research and serendipity!

The European Digital Mathematics Library (EuDML) has ﬁnished a three-year 1.6M
euro funded project, which has now become a follow-up unfunded consortium under the
auspices of the European Mathematical Society (EMS).
In a nutshell, we produced
•

A critical mass in content, approximately 6% of the mathematical corpus.

•

A cooperation network.
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•

A math-savvy fully functional digital library, with MathML metadata, math mining,
MSC, links to/from math databases.

•

A good looking Web site with unique navigation tools adapted to our user community.

•

Internal and external deep interlinking, MSC browsing, reference lookup.

•

A number of productivity and interoperability devices enabling the main service, some
production ready, some more experimental.

•

EuDML initiated organizational model and policies, under the strong control of science through EMS.

The three-point EuDML policy is that the content be:
1. Scientiﬁcally validated, and published in ﬁnal form;
2. Physically hosted at one of the partner institutions;
3. Openly accessible after a reasonable moving wall: 0–5 years.
We now understand the basic layer, and scaling from 6% to 30% of Mathematical Corpus
is at hand. But the most pressing demand from mathematicians is 100% of the Corpus.
The gaps are items that are not digitized, or not professionally digitized, missing item-level
metadata, inability to harvest existing metadata, or metadata that the content owner does not
agree to provide. All these are surmountable, but require some eﬀort — technical, legal,
political — and support from the community [4].
To ensure stability, we need a distributed and replicated physical archive. Correctness
matters to us, so it is of high importance to let intelligent agents generate derived mathematical knowledge that would be machine readable for enhancing service (spontaneous crowdsourcing, OCR, structure/semantics recognition, . . . ) but this process should be transparent
to the users and never hide the original, unmodiﬁed sources. We are talking of an infrastructure for research that will be the daily working tool of mathematicians worldwide. What is
really needed is long-term institutional support just like your university or department library
today!
Patrick Ion just retired from near 30 years at Mathematical Reviews. He was heavily
involved in TEX, MSC, etc., and served as co-chair of the W3C Math WG that produced the
standard MathML, that is now a recognized part of HTML5.
At the ﬁrst ICM in 1897 there was a session under the chairmanship of Peano concerned
with questions of how to encode mathematical knowledge, [22]. Indeed it was in connection
with such eﬀorts that Peano developed his axioms for the natural numbers. At the 1928
ICM in Bologna there was active discussion of how to provide comprehensive bibliographic
resources for mathematics to everyone [1]. Now the IMU sees the possibility of realizing
the current dream of a Global Digital Mathematical Library or World Digital Mathematical
Library.
The adjective digital is important here as it is the new digital technologies that allow
better access to the resources of mathematical knowledge than ever before. We are in the
presence of a transformative technology, and we can capitalize on it to everyone’s beneﬁt. I
can imagine that in 16th century Europe, or even earlier in 14th century Korea [10], when
printing from metal type was a brand-new technology, people saw the possibilities of the
new forms of book for the recording and dissemination of knowledge. That they were right
we all now know. That sort of opportunity is open to us again now.
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The adjective global is important too. We all think the truths of our subject to be global,
independent of location in this world. We think of ourselves as a world-wide community.
This is well demonstrated by our being gathered at the ICM from over 120 countries. A
GDML can have a global reach as a result of the digital technology mentioned, particularly
the internet. It will be a shared global good. We can hope for global support for the idea and
expect that there can be contributions to a GDML from all over the world. It will provide
beneﬁts all over the world. The earliest mathematical artifact some think to be from Ishango
in Congo, [9]; perhaps this GDML can be a help in Africa. But as Adrian Paenza emphasized
in his Leelavati Prize lecture at ICM 2014, [12], the main goal has to be to oﬀer solutions
to problems that the people you serve want solved. We think of ourselves as a world-wide
community, so a GDML can have a global reach, thanks to digital technology.
IMU President Ingrid Daubechies and Chair Peter Olver of the IMU’s CEIC took the initiative to work toward a WDML or GDML through consultations with a broad expert group.
This culminated in comprehensive report from a Workshop at the US National Academy of
Sciences, [6]. Now a small working group of eight persons, which I am to chair, has been
given the task of making, by the end of this year, concrete proposals for work setting up a
GDML. Then resources can be found, so to speak, to virtually break ground on building a
GDML.
The GDML WG represents a variety of backgrounds and interests and is about as international as 8 people can be, if where their careers have carried them is taken into account. They
are united by a belief that there are opportunities for building a GDML to serve the mathematical community and disseminate mathematical knowledge as widely as it is needed, and
by a wish to make that happen starting now. The WG will of course be calling upon the
expertise of the community, about the square of 8 in size, that Ingrid Daubechies and Peter
Olver have been consulting, as well as on many others. The WG’s activities will be reported
on through the IMU’s CEIC web site and we, of course, will be happy to hear from the
community of ideas for services a GDML may provide and what problems it may solve. We
expect that realizing a GDML will naturally involve both the academic and industrial mathematical communities and collaboration with those who have served it well for a long time
— very importantly the publishing business world-wide. The WG’s goal is to get GDML
projects deﬁned and started in comparatively short order.
I see essentially four facets to the GDML initiative:
•

Community aspects;

•

Literature aspects — relatively well-understood after EuDML’s eﬀorts, but essential;

•

Knowledge management aspects — less well-understood;

•

Administrative aspects — June Zhang has described the scale.

They are all discussed in the NRC report. The WG is to make concrete what’s suggested
there on all four fronts.
Some parts of a GDML require work that is understood, or already done in part, but that
just takes much time and eﬀort to complete. Other parts require serious investigation and
prototyping which also takes time, even nowadays, although the general ideas may seem
clear. The WG is made up of members who think now is the time to realize the new opportunities for a GDML. We all believe that now is the time to do this.
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3. Audience Questions and Comments
Following the presentations by the panelists, the audience was given the opportunity to ask
questions and make comments.
Marie Farge, France, began by stating that we have given our copyright away. There are
diﬀerent traditions under a variety of national laws: copyright, author right, etc.. The kind
of copyright agreements we sign with some publishers are illegal under French law. So we
should talk to good lawyers on an international level about this issue, and in this way we can
put pressure on the publishers to release the copyrights. Ingrid Daubechies answered that
this was duly noted, and that we should involve a very good international lawyers early on.
Mina Teicher, Israel, asked how far back are you going to go — 19th century, 18th, 16th?
Several on the Panel answered in principle as far as we can. We should start with the more
easily accessed material, e.g. older uncopyrighted material should be more readily available.
Alexey Ustinov, Russia, remarked that many of the digital libraries in Russia, which are
very good, are illegal! Gert-Martin Greuel emphasized that everything the WDML does has
to be legal.
Gerhard Paseman, USA, asked about the political implications of a WDML. The publishers are very good at lobbying the government, and might inﬂuence the funding of mathematics were such a digital library to aﬀect their business. Ingrid Daubechies replied that
in some countries, including US, there are legal obligations to ensure that publicly-funded
research is publicly-accessible. Countries are passing laws to ensure this. Paseman replied
that that doesn’t address the issue. Suppose we had such a library — how would that aﬀect
government funding in the future? If the AMS sees a decrease in their revenue as a result,
they may ask that their government only funds those researchers who published with them.
Daubechies said the publishers have not seen a decrease in revenue from implementing a
moving wall, and Gert-Martin Greuel said that publishers may well proﬁt from implementing
a moving wall. Moreover, once a digital library is in place with structured metadata, which is
the hard part, and basic services, publishers will be able to make use of that to enhance their
own web pages, oﬀer additional services, etc. Peter Olver added that representatives from the
US National Science Foundation (NSF) and the German Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
(DFG) attended the 2012 NAS Workshop, and were very supportive of the eﬀort.
Gizem Karaali, USA, said that the Mathematical Association of America (MAA), as the
result of an initiative by the educational directorate of NSF, created a mathematics digital
library, Math-DL, as a component of the National Science Digital Library. Her question
was if the WDML is mainly geared towards research, how do you see your work combining
with educational needs? Rajeeva Karandikar replied that in the long term the WDML would
include educational components, but in the short term the emphasis should be on research.
Gert-Martin Greuel brought up the issue of digital identiﬁers, such as DOI. Lack of digital
identiﬁers for everything makes extending the WDML into educational material much more
of a challenge. Marie Farge remarked that something along these lines has already been
started in the US.
Thomas Banchoﬀ, USA, former president of the MAA, stated that the MAA has placed
all of its publications on JSTOR with a moving wall. JSTOR treats mathematics education as
seriously as mathematics research. He then asked how JSTOR ﬁts into the WDML initiative.
Gerhard Paseman noted that he has to pay for JSTOR. Peter Olver said that a danger is that
JSTOR recopyrights material in that it charges users to access its corpus. Thierry Bouche
said that, given the extent of its holdings, if it weren’t subscription-based, JSTOR would be
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close to what we want. On the other hand, it has no mathematics speciﬁcity, so that all the
enhancements we envision related to mathematical knowledge do not exist on JSTOR. He
also remarked that, since the tragic 2013 death of Aaron Swartz, JSTOR has modiﬁed its
copyright procedures. Patrick Ion added that JSTOR is very successful at many things. The
original mission of JSTOR was to avoid having to construct more library buildings, and the
Mellon Foundation decided that the $90 million it provided in funding was the cheaper alternative to the library shelf space people were demanding. However, the mission of JSTOR
is very diﬀerent from the WDML, and the mathematics that they have, while very good, is
rather inaccessible, even to those with good subscriptions. While they have a good business
model, they aren’t a simple model for a GDML. Banchoﬀ asked if this is going to complicate the WDML plans. Ion replied that he didn’t think so because JSTOR journals can be
redigitized or access can be negotiated with JSTOR or publishers.
Marie Farge asked that, since you want to make it free, what’s your business model?
Peter Olver answered that, as Stephen Wolfram said in Sunday’s meeting, the WDML is
a public good, not a business, and so there is no business model. We do, however, need
a sustainability model. Thierry Bouche asked what is the business model of your institution’s library? There is a lot of money going to university libraries that could go towards the
WDML. Gert-Martin Greuel added that this is a diﬃcult question. Having accurate and complete metadata that is secure, archived, etc., could be of interest to commercial publishers,
who could help support the WDML consortium to help enhance their own services. Governments could use it to evaluate their own researchers. But we do not want to require Universities to buy subscriptions. Ingrid Daubechies said that there is currently a lot of money
going into assembling and providing access to literature through libraries, but there are major
challenges for the administrative and community aspects. There are certainly money streams
that could be used when it makes sense to everyone. Marie Farge then added that having free
access will boost industry, and their demand for mathematics and mathematicians, as well as
aiding retired mathematicians and young students.
An unidentiﬁed questioner asked whether you can look at other models that exist, iTunes,
Napster etc., which are successful in their own way. Patrick Ion agreed and pointed to music
indexing services, such as MusicBrainz.org. Peter Olver added that, while the discussion has
concentrated on getting access to the mathematical literature, the WDML is more than just
a collection of papers, books, etc. and will include applications allowing one to search for
theorems and ideas, determine whether something you found is in related to results in an old
paper in a diﬀerent area, various indices of concepts, theorems, formulas, and so on.
Another unidentiﬁed questioner then asked how do we follow up on today’s Panel. Peter
Olver announced that a blog concerning the WDML will be hosted by the CEIC, starting
soon after the end of the Congress, and available on the CEIC website [14]. The initiative
will require community input and community buy-in. Indeed, without the support of the
mathematics community, the WDML will not succeed.
A questioner from Mumbai, India, asked whether the WDML will have some form of
quality control. Many open access journals take money from authors to publish and are
sheer junk and will publish anything people pay for. Mathematicians shouldn’t have to pay
for publishing since it brings corruption into the system. The WDML should set up some
form of standards. Thierry Bouche replied that this is not an easy question. In EuDML, there
is an advisory board linked to the European Mathematical Society which makes an eﬀort to
enforcee quality standards, but this is not necessarily perfect. Gert-Martin Greuel added that
zbMATH and Math Reviews do check for quality every year when deciding which journals
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to index. This is diﬃcult, but needs to be done. The questioner then asked whether we
can put a stop to author-pays journals. Greuel said that zbMath stops indexing substandard
journals. Peter Olver recommended the IMU/CEIC-produced document on best practices for
journals [3]. This concluded the proceedings.

4. Conclusion
As a result of the Meeting and the Panel, the IMU has initiated a WDML blog [14], to
provide a forum for ongoing discussion of the emerging WDML. A key conclusion of the
panel discussion, coupled with contemporaneous developments, is that there is now real
potential for signiﬁcant near-term progress on the realization of the WDML.
Acknowledgements. The moderator is grateful to James Davenport for taking notes, to
Thierry Bouche and Patrick Ion for help with the text, and to the ICM 2014 Team for recording the panel session, which can be found on YouTube [13]. A permanently archived version
of this video will appear subsequently on the IMU website.
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CN0ncjaC3cY iR0w. s3 a3 ~NIIw j j@3 8Ra38aRNj R8 @C<@Aj3,@ CN0ncjaC3cY IcR. FRa3 @c $33N
$I3 jR ,j c  03q3IRU30 NjCRN sCj@CN j@3 CNj3aNjCRNI ,RLLnNCjw. @RcjCN< j@3 B+K N0
TaR,330CN<c R8 j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI +RN<a3cc R8 Kj@3LjC,CNc. b3RnI. lzS:

∗ KR03ajRa
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bRna,3- +RLLCccCRN RN ;aRsj@ N0 /3q3IRUL3Nj. lzz4
7C<na3 SY rRaI0 TRUnIjCRN ;aRsj@ N0 KERa i3,@NRIR<w 2q3Njc. Ozzz#+ jR Ta3c3Nj

bRna,3- K00CcRN. lzzf
7C<na3 lY ;aRsj@ CN TRUnIjCRN N0 ;/T U3a +UCj CN j@3 Tcj l.zzz v3ac

CNqCjCN< LNw Ua3cjC<CRnc Lj@3LjC,CNcY BN IIRsCN< cn,@ 03q3IRUL3Njc. Ln,@ a3c3a,@
jj3cjc jR j@3 ,3NjaI aRI3 R8 CNq3cjL3Nj N0 GNRsI30<3 ,\nCcCjCRN CN c,C3N,3. j3,@NRIR<w.
N0 3N<CN33aCN<Y 7C<na3 k IcR a3q3Ic j@3 8,jY

r@w bi2K Vb,C3N,3. i3,@NRIR<w. 2N<CN33aCN< N0 Kj@3LjC,cW]

e4O

bRna,3- rRaI0 #NG. lzze
7C<na3 kY ?Rs BNNRqjCRN +RNjaC$nj3c jR ;aRsj@ CN `3Un$IC, R8 FRa3. SOfzAlzz9

bU3,C~,IIw. @Rs CLURajNj Cc Lj@3LjC,c CN IC<@j R8 ,RNj3LURaaw cR,CI qIn3] Kj@A
3LjC,c Cc U3a@Uc U3a,3Cq30 c 0CcjNj 8aRL Rna 3q3aw0w ICq3c. N0 Cj Lw $3 0C|,nIj jR
R$c3aq3 Cjc 3,RNRLC, N0 CNNRqjCq3 qIn3Y ?Rs3q3a. Lj@3LjC,c. sCj@Rnj 0Rn$j. ,a3j3c
0Cq3ac3 RUURajnNCjC3c 8Ra CN0ncjaCI 0qN,3L3NjY 7Ra CNcjN,3. +UjCN /qw DRN3c. 8aRL
j@3 ȒTCaj3c R8 j@3 +aC$$3Nȓ ~IL c3aC3c. ,RL3c jR IC83 j@aRn<@ ,RLUnj3a <aU@C,c. aj@3a
j@N Encj cU3,CI 3{3,jc N0 LG3nUY rCj@ j@Cc ,njjCN<A30<3 j3,@NRIR<w. j@3 ȒTCaj3c R8 j@3
+aC$$3Nȓ @c <aRcc30 ILRcj mb/ 9Y: $CIICRN sRaI0sC03 8aRL lzzk jR lzSk. s@C,@ Cc N
LyCN< ,@C3q3L3Nj $3,nc3 Cj Cc cR ,IRc3 jR bLcnN< 2I3,jaRNC,cȕ <aRcc cI3c CN [S lzS:Y
rCj@Rnj j@Cc jwU3 R8 Lj@3LjC,I jRRI. j@3 ȒTCaj3c R8 j@3 +aC$$3Nȓ sRnI0 NRj @q3 $33N
,a3j30. N0 s3 sRnI0 NRj $3 $I3 jR 3NERw j@3 8anCjc R8 j@3 LR03aN LRqC3 CN0ncjaw
r3 ,NNRj Rq3aIRRG j@3 cjRaw R8 TaR8Y bjNI3w DR3I Qc@3aY ?3 sc j@3 sCNN3a R8 +aI
7aC30aC,@ ;ncc TaCy3 CN B+K lzS:Y ?Cc ,@C3q3L3Njc ,RnI0 3uUICN @Rs nc38nI Lj@3LjA
C,I UUIC,jCRNc a3 CN Rna 0CIw ICq3cY TaR8Y Qc@3a @c RnjcjN0CN< ,@C3q3L3Njc CN c@R,G
,UjnaCN<. I3q3I c3j L3j@R0c. T/2 VTajCI /C{3a3NjCI 2\njCRNWA$c30 L3j@R0c CN ,RLUnj3a
qCcCRN. N0 CL<3 UaR,3ccCN<Y i@3c3 @q3 0Cq3ac3 UUIC,jCRNc CN K`B c,Nc. L30C,I CLA
<3 NIwcCc. ,RLUnj3a ,@CU 03cC<N. s3j@3a 8Ra3,cjCN<. N0 cR RNY IcR. @3 Cc UajC,nIaIw
8LRnc 8Ra ,j,@CN< ,aCLCNIc ncCN< CL<3 a3cjRajCRN j3,@NRIR<wY Kj@3LjC,c ,RNjaC$nj3c
NRj Encj jR j@3 <aRsj@ R8 j@3 3,RNRLw $nj IcR jR j@3 CLUaRq3L3Nj R8 \nICjw R8 IC83 N0 j@3
a3cRInjCRN R8 cR,CI UaR$I3LcY
i@3 3,RNRLC, UaR<a3cc N0 cR,C3jI <CNc 8aRL bi2K 03q3IRUL3Njc a3 j@3 a3cRN s@w
s3 N330 jR 3LU@cCy3 bi2K 30n,jCRNY BN 00CjCRN. bi2K 30n,jCRN ,N 3Ncna3 j@3 $3jj3a
ICq3c 8Ra 8njna3 <3N3ajCRNcY c N 3uLUI3. j@3 mNCj30 bjj3c @c @C<@ 3uU3,jjCRNc 8Ra bi2K
ER$ <aRsj@ CN j@3 ~3I0c R8 ,RLUnjCN<. Lj@. IC83 c,C3N,3. U@wcC,c. 3N<CN33aCN<. N0 cR RNY BN
j3aLc R8 U3a,3Nj<3 ,@N<3 CN ER$c. ,RLUnj3aA N0 Lj@Aa3Ij30 R,,nUjCRNc a3 3uU3,j30 jR
<aRs $w kkX N0 IC83 N0 U@wcC,I c,C3N,3cAa3Ij30 R,,nUjCRNc @c CN,a3c30 $w lSX 8aRL
lzz9 jR lzSl. N0 UaRE3,jCRNc j@aRn<@ lzS4Y i@Cc Cc a3IIw cjaRN< <aRsj@ ,RLUa30 sCj@ j@3
jRjI mYbY ER$c. s@C,@ Cc 3cjCLj30 j SzX. $3,nc3 j@3 03LN0 8Ra cU3,CICy30 I$Ra CN cn,@
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D3NATC3aa3 #Rna<nC<NRN. BN<aC0 /n$3,@C3c. KwnN<A?sN FCL. N0 vRnN<@ TaG

bRna,3- i@3 TaRLCc3 R8 b,C3N,3 N0 i3,@NRIR<w rRaG. i@3 M3s vRaG iCL3c. /3,3L$3a e. lzSk
7C<na3 :Y ?C<@ 2uU3,jjCRN 8Ra bi2K DR$ ;aRsj@
j3cj

7C<na3 9Y ?C<@ BN,RL3 2uU3,jjCRN 8Ra bi2K
KERa

~3I0c sCII CN,a3c3 ,,Ra0CN< jR j@3 0Ca3,jCRN R8 cR,C3jI 03q3IRUL3NjY 7naj@3aLRa3. bi2K
LERac @q3 $33N 8RnN0 jR 3aN Ln,@ @C<@3a CN,RL3c j@N Rj@3a LERacY BN ,c3 R8 @3Ij@
,a3 UaR83ccCRNIc. 3LUIRw33 s@R LERa30 CN bi2K a3 3aNc mb/ 9Y: LCIICRN CN q3a<3
0naCN<  s@RI3 IC83jCL3 s@CI3 Rj@3a LERa 3aNc mb/ kYk LCIICRNY i@Cc Cc $3,nc3 R8 j@3
@C<@3a qIn3 ,a3jCRN $CICjw N0 CNNRqjCq3 ,U,Cjw R8 bi2K LERa sRaG3acY iR $3 Ua3,Cc3.
j@3w a3 ICG3Iw jR @q3 @C<@ I$Ra UaR0n,jCqCjw. IR<C,I $CICjw. N0 NIwjC, cGCIIY
c j@3 sRaI0 a3ICy3c j@3 cC<NC~,N,3 R8 bi2K 30n,jCRN. 3,@ NjCRN Cc $3<CNNCN< jR
3cj$ICc@ a3I3qNj URIC,C3c N0 UaRLRj3 CNq3cjL3Nj CN bi2K 30n,jCRNY 7Ra 3uLUI3. jR
a3|aL L3aC,ȕc aRI3 c j@3 sRaI0ȕc 3N<CN3 R8 c,C3NjC~, 0Cc,Rq3aw N0 j3,@NRIR<C,I CNA
NRqjCRN. Ta3cC03Nj Q$L Cc UI,CN< N 3LU@cCc RN CNq3cjL3Njc 8Ra bi2K 30n,jCRNY BN
lzzO. j@3 mYbY IcR cjaj30 j@3 Ȓ20n,j3 jR BNNRqj3 +LUC<NYȓ BN j@3 InN,@CN< 3q3Nj. Ta3cA
C03Nj Q$L L03  cU33,@ j@j cjj3cNa]{eniejc ]j` opnajcpdajejc =iane_]̢o nkha ]o pda sknh`̢o ajceja kb o_eajpe|_
`eo_kranu ]j` pa_djkhkce_]h ejjkr]pekj eo aooajpe]h pk iaapejc pda _d]hhajcao kb
pdeo _ajpqnu* Pd]p̢o sdu E ]i _kiieppa` pk i]gejc pda eilnkraiajp kb OPAI
a`q_]pekj kran pda jatp `a_]`a ] j]pekj]h lneknepu*
Lnaoe`ajp K^]i]* Jkrai^an ./( .,,5
i@Cc ,LUC<N @c <aN3a30 Rq3a mb/ ezz LCIICRN CN Un$IC,ĢUaCqj3 UajN3ac@CUcY i@3
,LUC<N @c I3q3a<30 j@3 nNC\n3 ,U,CjC3c R8 j@3 UaCqj3 c3,jRa. ,nIjCqj30 3{3,jCq3 bi2K
CNcjan,jRac. $RIcj3a30 8303aI CNq3cjL3Nj CN bi2K. N0 $aR03N30 UajC,CUjCRN jR CNcUCa3 
LRa3 0Cq3ac3 bi2K jI3Nj URRIY KRa3 cU3,C~,IIw. j@3 mYb @c 03q3IRU30  IRj R8 bi2K
30n,jCRN UaR<aLc. s@C,@ CLc jR aCc3 j@3 3|,,w R8 bi2K 30n,jCRN. cn,@ c iaNcA
8RaLCN< mN03a<a0nj3 20n,jCRN CN bi2K Vim2bW R8 MjCRNI b,C3N,3 7RnN0jCRN VMb7W.

eOS

r@w bi2K Vb,C3N,3. i3,@NRIR<w. 2N<CN33aCN< N0 Kj@3LjC,cW]

Bi22 2$/ V2N<CN33aCN< $w /3cC<NW. +naaC,nInL R8 BNj3aNjCRNI i3,@NRIR<w N0 2N<CA
N33aCN< 20n,jRac ccR,CjCRN VBi22W. TaRE3,j H30 i@3 rw VTHirW TaR<aLY NRj@3a
a3Ua3c3NjjCq3 NjCRN j@j 3LU@cCy3 RN bi2K 30n,jCRN Cc j@3 mNCj30 FCN<0RLY i@3 mNCj30
FCN<0RL Cc cnUURajCN< bi2K 30n,jCRN ncCN< j@3 b,C3N,3  BNNRqjCRN BNq3cjL3Nj 7aL3A
sRaG jR $RRcj CNq3cjL3NjcY i@3 <Rq3aNL3Njȕc Rq3aII L$CjCRNc CN,In03 CLUaRq3L3Njc CN
j@3 \nICjw R8 c,C3N,3 j3,@3ac CN II 30n,jCRN CNcjCjnjCRNc. cjn03Nj U3a8RaLN,3 CN c,C3N,3.
NnL$3ac R8 cjn03Njc ,@RRcCN< bi2K cn$E3,jc CN @C<@3a 30n,jCRN. N0 j@3 UaRURajCRN R8
\nIC~30 cjn03Njc s@R Unacn3 ,a33ac CN j@3 `  / c3,jRaY i@3w IcR @q3 03q3IRU30 bi2K
30n,jCRN UaR<aLc. cn,@ c j@3 MjCRNI ?2 bi2K TaR<aLY Bj cjaj30 cCN,3 lzzO sCj@
;#TAlS LCIICRN $n0<3j N0 cnUURajc @C<@3a 30n,jCRN CNcjCjnjCRN CN j@3 3uUIRajCRN R8 N3s
UUaR,@3c jR a3,anCj cjn03Njc N0 03ICq3a UaR<aLc R8 cjn0w sCj@CN j@3 bi2K 0Cc,CUICN3cY BN
FRa3. j@3 <Rq3aNL3Nj Cc ,naa3NjIw UaRLRjCN< j@3 ,a3jCq3 3,RNRLw c  UaCN,CUI NjCRNI
URIC,w <3N0 N0 bi2K 30n,jCRN Cc a3,3CqCN< Ln,@ jj3NjCRN c j@3 L3Nc R8 8Rcj3aCN< 
,a3jCq3 I$Ra 8Ra,3Y Ta3cC03Nj TaG R8 FRa3 Cc 3LU@cCyCN< j@3 CLURajN,3 R8 ,nIjCqjCN<
,a3jCq3 @nLN a3cRna,3c CN a3ICyCN< j@3 ,a3jCq3 3,RNRLw. N0 j@nc NNRnN,30 Ȓi@3 lN0
#cC, TINġ7Rcj3aCN< N0 bnUURajCN< bi ?nLN `3cRna,3cYȓ i@3a3 a3 cRL3 a3I3qNj CcA
cn3c CN bi2K 30n,jCRN sCj@ FRa3ȕc cCjnjCRNY BN i$I3 S. ,,Ra0CN< jR j@3 TaR<aL 8Ra
BNj3aNjCRNI bjn03Nj cc3ccL3Nj VTBbW. FRa3N cjn03Njc 03LRNcjaj3 @C<@ U3a8RaLN,3 CN
Lj@ N0 c,C3N,3Y BN Lj@. j@3w aNG30 ~acj Rnj R8 II Q2+/ ,RnNjaC3c N0 UI,30 $3js33N
c3,RN0 jR 8Rnaj@ CN c,C3N,3c CN lzSlY FRa3N cjn03Njc CNq3cj  cC<NC~,Nj LRnNj R8 jCL3 CN
j@3Ca cjn0C3c. j@nc ,@C3qCN< a3LaG$I3 I3q3Ic R8 ,03LC, ,@C3q3L3Nj CN TBbY
/3cUCj3 j@3 @C<@3cj I3q3I R8 U3a8RaLN,3 CN Lj@ N0 c,C3N,3. FRa3N cjn03Njc @q3 s3G
LRjCqjCRN jR U3a8RaL Lj@3LjC,I ,jCqCjC3c Una3Iw 8Ra j@3 ERw <CN30 8aRL j@3 ,jCqCjw
Cjc3I8Y i@3w 0RNȕj $3IC3q3 j@j j@3w ,N cn,,3cc8nIIw U3a8RaL CN Lj@3LjC,c. <Cq3N ,03LC,
jcGc j 03cC<Nj30 I3q3Ic. N0 URcc3cc  @C<@ I3q3I R8 NuC3jw $Rnj j@3Ca U3a8RaLN,3 CN
Lj@ 3uLcY i@3c3 ~N0CN<c @q3 CLURajNj CLUIC,jCRNc 8Ra j@3 0Ca3,jCRN R8 8njna3 bi2K
30n,jCRNY Ij@Rn<@ j@3 FRa3N 30n,jCRNI cwcj3L @c cn,,33030 CN aCcCN< j@3 U3a8RaLN,3
R8 cjn03Njc $w j3,@CN< 0qN,30 Lj@ N0 c,C3N,3. Cj @c 03,a3c30 cjn03Nj 3NERwL3NjY
i@3 KCNCcjaw R8 20n,jCRN R8 FRa3 Cc Ua3c3NjIw CN j@3 UaR,3cc R8 a38RaLCN< j@3 @C<@
c,@RRI ,naaC,nInL nN03a j@3 U@CIRcRU@w R8 CNj3<ajCN< IC$3aI ajc N0 c,C3N,3 ja,G 8Ra ,RNA
q3a<3N,3 30n,jCRNY ,,Ra0CN< jR j@3 a38RaL UIN. j@3 ,a30Cj URCNjc R8 c,C3N,3 cn$E3,jc sCII
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i$I3 lY TBb BN03u R8 {3,jCq3 +@a,j3aCcjC,c Rnj R8 k9 Q2+/ +RnNjaC3c Vc3I3,j30 a3cW
`NG R8 `3Un$IC, R8 FRa3

BN03u
KRjCqjCRN jR H3aN Kj@3LjC,c
Kj@3LjC,c b3I8A$3IC38

BNjaCNcC, KRjCqjCRN

lO

BNcjanL3NjI KRjCqjCRN

kl

Kj@3LjC,c b3I8A3|,,w

k:

Kj@3LjC,c NuC3jw

:

bRna,3- Q2+/

$3 a30n,30 jR Sz ,a30Cjc URCNjc 8aRL S9 ,a30Cjc URCNjcY IcR. j@3 UaRURajCRN R8 c,C3N,3 ,Icc3c
Cc a30n,30 jR SzY4X 8aRL j@3 ,naa3Nj S9YSX R8 II ,Icc @RnacY KRa3Rq3a. ,RNcC03a30 j@j
c,C3N,3 ,Icc3c ,RNcCcj R8 U@wcC,c. ,@3LCcjaw. $CRIR<w. N0 3aj@ c,C3N,3. j@Cc a38RaL UIN
URc3c  j@a3j jR j@3 IR<C,I j@CNGCN< $CICjC3c R8 Rna cjn03Njc N0 j@3 ,a3jCqCjw R8 Rna cR,C3jwY
iR ,Rq3a j@3 0Cq3acCjw R8 bi2K cn$E3,jc. cjn03Njc cU3N0  IRj R8 jCL3 I3aNCN< jR a33,j j@3
,RNj3Njc. $nj j@3 FRa3N <Rq3aNL3Nj Cc UnacnCN< a38RaLc CN j@3 RUURcCj3 0Ca3,jCRNY i@3 LRcj
CLURajNj j@CN< Cc jR IRRG j j@3c3 Cccn3c c  s@RI3 N0 jR cjaCq3 8Ra <3N3aI N0 ,,3Uj$I3
C03c a3<a0CN< j@3 bi2K 30n,jCRN URIC,wY
i@3 jRUC,c 8Ra 0Cc,nccCRN s3a3 c 8RIIRscY
SY BLU,j R8 Lj@3LjC,c RN j@3 0qN,3L3Nj R8 c,C3N,3  j3,@NRIR<w N0 NjCRNI ,RLA
U3jCjCq3N3cc
lY BLURajN,3 R8 bi2K 30n,jCRN jR LC00I3 N0 @C<@ c,@RRI cjn03Njc
kY TRIC,w jR 03q3IRU cjn03Njcȕ UaR$I3LAcRIqCN< $CICjw

kY TN3I /Cc,nccCRN S- BN<aC0 /n$3,@C3c
B8 wRn IRRG j j@3 ,@C3q3L3Nj R8 cjn03Nj N0 j@3 3,RNRLC, <aRsj@ CN  ,RnNjaw. j@3a3 Cc 
q3aw @C<@ ,Raa3IjCRNY IcR. B $3IC3q3 j@j j@3 CNq3cjL3Nj RN 30n,jCRN j@aRn<@ s@C,@ cjn03Njc
sRnI0 I3aN Lj@3LjC,I ,RN,3Ujc N0 Lj@3LjC,I GNRsI30<3 Cc 3uja3L3Iw UaR~j$I3 8Ra 
,RnNjawY B 0RNȕj @q3 0Ca3,j IR<C,I ,RaRIIaw $3js33N j@3LY ?Rs3q3a. C8 wRn cjaj IRcCN< Lj@.
wRn sCII IRc3 cRL3 R8 j@3 $3N3~jcY B j@CNG j@j FRa3 @c $33N RN3 R8 j@3 $3cj ,c3c s@3a3
s3 c33 3NRaLRnc <aRsj@ $c30 RN q3aw cRIC0 Lj@ N0 c,C3N,3 30n,jCRNY FRa3 sRnI0 $3 
,RnNjaw s@3a3 cG3UjC,I \n3cjCRN sRnI0 ,RL3 nU Ln,@ I3cc j@N 3Ic3s@3a3. cR j@3 cCjnjCRN
/aY TaG c@Rs30 nc cnaUaCc3c L3Y
BN j@3 mYbY. cjn03Njc CN @C<@ c,@RRI @q3 3NRaLRnc 8a330RL jR Ra<NCy3 j@3Ca ,naaC,nA
InLY r3 jaw q3aw @a0 jR ,RNqCN,3 cjn03Njc s@R a3 cLaj. 3cU3,CIIw j@Rc3 s@R ,RL3 8aRL
Lw$3 I3cc 0qNj<30 ,RN0CjCRNc Ra 0RNȕj Ia30w @q3  IRj 0qNj<3c 8aRL j@3Ca 8LA
CIw $,G<aRnN0. jR jG3 c,C3N,3 N0 Lj@3LjC,c 30n,jCRN. s@C,@ Cc RN3 R8 j@3 $3cj swc
8Ra cR,CI LR$CICjwY Kw cRN Cc  @C<@ c,@RRI j3,@3a CN N CNcjCjnj3Y ?3 Cc 03IC<@j30 s@3N @3
LN<3c jR ,RNqCN,3 cLaj cjn03Njc jR jG3 LRa3 Lj@3LjC,c. s@C,@ Cc q3aw nc38nI 8Ra j@3LY
B8 j@3w @q3 3NRn<@ GNRsI30<3 CN Lj@3LjC,c. j@3w ,RnI0 @q3 LNw ,@RC,3c CN ,RII3<3 N0
j@3w ,RnI0 ,RNcC03a LNw RUjCRNc CN j3aLc R8 ,a33ac 8j3asa0Y BȕL NRj 3q3N jIGCN< $Rnj
j@3 ,@RC,3 R8 0RCN< Lj@3LjC,c N0 a3c3a,@Y

r@w bi2K Vb,C3N,3. i3,@NRIR<w. 2N<CN33aCN< N0 Kj@3LjC,cW]

eOk

Kj@3LjC,CNc N0 a3c3a,@3ac ,RNcjCjnj3  LCNRaCjw R8 j@3 URUnIjCRNY ?Rs3q3a. $3A
,nc3 s3 @q3 GNRsI30<3 j@j ,N Ua3c3aq3 N0 aCc3 Rna cR,C3jw. Cj Cc 3cc3NjCI jR ,RLLnNCA
,j3 sCj@ j@3 N3uj <3N3ajCRNY

:Y TN3I /Cc,nccCRN l- KwnN<A?sN FCL
FRa3N ra $aRG3 Rnj CN SO9z N0 Icj30 8Ra j@a33 w3acY /naCN< j@3 j@a33Aw3a cUN. j@3 ja<C,
sa j@RaRn<@Iw 03qcjj30 j@3 FRa3N U3NCNcnIY BN SOfS. 3C<@j w3ac 8j3a j@3 ,3c3~a3. j@3
;/T U3a ,UCj sc aRn<@Iw 4zmb/ A I3cc j@N  \naj3a U3a 0w6 FRa3 j j@3 jCL3 sc
LRN< j@3 URRa3cj NjCRNc CN j@3 sRaI0Y
7aRL j@3 Ij3 SOfzȕc Ra 3aIw ezȕc. FRa3 cjaj30 jaNc8RaLCN< Cjc3I8 8aRL N <aC,nIjnaI
,RnNjaw CNjR N CN0ncjaCI ,RnNjawY #w lzSl. FRa3 $3,L3 j@3 c3q3Nj@ L3L$3a R8 j@3 lzA
9z +In$ sCj@ ;/T Rq3a lz.zzzmb/ U3a ,UCj N0 URUnIjCRN 3u,330CN< 9z LCIICRNY i@Cc
cn,,3cc Cc a383aa30 c j@3 ȔKCa,I3 R8 j@3 ?N `Cq3aȕY
KNw 3uU3ajc cw j@j FRa3Nȕc 3LU@cCc RN 30n,jCRN Cc $3@CN0 j@Cc LyCN< 3,RNRLC,
<aRsj@YS 2q3N 0naCN< j@3 sa. j3Nj c,@RRIc s3a3 RU3ajCRNI. s@C,@ cwL$RICy3c j@3 FRa3Ncȕ
UccCRN RN 30n,jCRNY FRa3N Ua3Njc $3IC3q3 j@j 30n,jCRN LG3c j@3Ca ,@CI0a3Nȕc ICq3c
cn,,3cc8nIY i@3w LG3 3q3aw 3{Raj jR UaRqC03 8Ra j@3Ca ,@CI0a3Nȕc 30n,jCRN. s@C,@ cRL3jCL3c
Cc ,aCjC,Cy30 c R$c3ccCRN 8Ra j@3Ca ,@CI0a3NY i@Cc 83aqRa 8Ra 30n,jCRN. @Rs3q3a. Cc 0LCa30
N0 UaCc30 $w LNw U3RUI3. UajC,nIaIw 8aRL RnjcC03 FRa3Y
FRa3N GC0c cU3N0 ,RNcC03a$I3 I3N<j@ R8 jCL3 RN cjn0wCN< Lj@3LjC,cY i@3 a3cRN Cc
cCLUI3Y Kj@3LjC,c Cc RN3 R8 j@3 LRcj CLURajNj cn$E3,jc 8Ra @C<@ c,@RRI cjn03Njc Ua3UaCN<
nNCq3acCjw 3NjaN,3 3uLcY bjn03Njc s@R a3 NRj <RR0 j Lj@3LjC,c @q3 ICjjI3 ,@N,3 jR
Ucc 3NjaN,3 3uLCNjCRNc 8Ra jRU nNCq3acCjC3c CN FRa3Y c  a3cnIj. j@3 q3a<3 Lj@AcGCII
R8 FRa3Nc Cc LRN< j@3 @C<@3cj CN j@3 sRaI0Y i@Cc Cc UaRq30 $w j@3 a3cnIjc CN j@3 TBb i3cj.
CN s@C,@ FRa3 aNG30 CN j@3 jRU ~q3 3q3aw jCL3Y
BN j@3 BNj3aNjCRNI Kj@3LjC,I QIwLUC0 s@C,@ Cc N NNnI ,RLU3jCjCRN LRN< Lj@A
3LjC,IIw jI3Nj30 GC0c 8aRL II Rq3a j@3 sRaI0. FRa3 IcR aNG30 CN j@3 jRU ~q3 LRcj R8 j@3
jCL3Y i@Cc Cc N CN0C,jCRN j@j FRa3N GC0c U3a8RaL 3uja3L3Iw s3II IcR CN j@3 @C<@3cjAI3q3I
,RLU3jCjCRNc CN UaR$I3LAcRIqCN< Lj@3LjC,cY B03NjC8wCN< N0 jaCNCN< R8 j@3c3 Lj@3LjCA
,IIw <C8j30 GC0c Cc ,RN0n,j30 $w j@3 FRa3N Kj@3LjC,I bR,C3jw 8nN030 $w j@3 <Rq3aNL3NjY
BN FRa3. LNw jI3Nj30 cjn03Njc jR0w c33G jR cjn0w Lj@3LjC,c CNcj30 R8 3q3aAURUnIa
L30C,CN3 Ra 3N<CN33aCN<Y FRa3N Lj@3LjC,c ,RLLnNCjw Cc 3u,Cj30 sCj@ j@Cc 3N,Rna<CN<
N3sc N0 j j@3 cL3 jCL3 Cc 8,30 sCj@ N CLURajNj jcG N0  NR$I3 0njw R8 <nC0CN< j@3c3
cjn03Njc jRsa0  $aC<@j 8njna3 j@aRn<@ Lj@3LjC,cY i@Cc Cc j@3 $aC<@j cC03 R8 Lj@3LjC,c
30n,jCRN R8 FRa3Y
QN j@3 Rj@3a cC03. @Rs3q3a. j@3a3 a3 IRjc R8 UaR$I3Lc CN Lj@3LjC,c 30n,jCRN c s3IIYl
bRL3 3uLUI3c a3SY KRcj cjn03Njc cjn0w Lj@3LjC,c RNIw 8Ra j@3 UnaURc3 R8 3Nj3aCN< nNCq3acCjC3cY
lY bjn03Njc a3 3uURc30 RNIw jR j@Rc3 UaR$I3Lc j@j ,N $3 cRIq30 CN j@a33 LCNnj3cY bU330
,RnNjc j@3 LRcjY
S TaR83ccRa ?Nnc@3G.  a3NRsN30 3,RNRLCcj j bjN8Ra0 mNCq3acCjw. |aL30 j j@3 ~acj K2MQ +RN83a3N,3
j@j j@3a3 Cc CN0330  ,IRc3 a3IjCRN $3js33N j@3 3,RNRLC, <aRsj@ aj3 N0 j@3 q3a<3 w3ac R8 c,@RRICN<Y
l b,C3N,3 30n,jCRN R8 FRa3 cn{3a LRa3 Ra I3cc j@3 cL3 UaR$I3LcY
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kY bCN,3 FRa3N bi Cc  LnIjCUI3A,@RC,3 j3cj. cjn03Njc I3aN @Rs jR 3u,In03 saRN< NA
cs3ac aj@3a j@N jR ~N0 aC<@j RN3c. N0 G33U Ua,jC,CN< jR a30n,3 LCcjG3cY
:Y Bj Cc RN3 R8 $C< cR,CI ,RN,3aNc j@j Ua3Njc c@RnI0 Uw 3uja 30n,jCRNI 3uU3Nc3 jR
c3N0 j@3Ca ,@CI0a3N jR UaCqj3 jnjRaCN< c,@RRIcY
9Y KNw cjn03Njc <Cq3 nU N0 @j3 Lj@3LjC,c CN j@3 3aIw cj<3 R8 c,@RRICN< N0 Ij3a
$3,RL3 Nj<RNCcjc R8 Lj@3LjC,cY
i@3 sRacj UaR$I3L UU3ac jR $3 j@3 8a3\n3Nj ,@N<3 R8 @C<@ c,@RRI ,naaC,nIY i@3 KCNA
Ccjaw R8 20n,jCRN G33Uc ,@N<CN< j@3 ,naaC,nI sCj@ $C< ,@N<3c CN 3q3aw ~q3 Ra cR w3ac N0
cLII ,@N<3c N3aIw 3q3aw w3aY BN j@Cc w3a <CN. j@3 LCNCcjaw j@3 LCNCcjaw R8 20n,jCRN
Ua3Ua3c  a38RaLCN< UIN 8Ra @C<@ c,@RRI ,naaC,nIY i@3 c,C3N,3 N0 3N<CN33aCN< ,RLLnNCjw
Cc ,RN,3aN30 sCj@ j@3 NjC,CUj30 UIN. cCN,3 j@3 LCNCcjaw Cc jawCN< jR a30n,3 j@3 NnL$3a R8
,a30Cj @Rnac 8Ra ,RLUnIcRaw Lj@3LjC,c N0 c,C3N,3c ,Rnac3cY i@3 c,C3N,3 N0 3N<CN33aCN<
,RLLnNCjw CN FRa3 RUURc3 j@3 UIN. cCN,3 Cj ~aLIw $3IC3q3c j@j a30n,CN< j@3 ,a30Cj @Rnac
8Ra Lj@ N0 c,C3N,3 ,N N3q3a $3 N 3{3,jCq3 cRInjCRN $nj a3cnIjc CN Ln,@ sRac3 UaR$I3LcY
r@j c@RnI0 $3 jn<@j CN @C<@ c,@RRI c@RnI0 $3 jn<@j j@3a3Y
i@3 KCNCcjaw R8 20n,jCRN jR<3j@3a sCj@ Lj@3LjC,c ,RLLnNCjw c@RnI0 LG3 3q3aw
,RNc,C3NjCRnc 3{Raj jR ~N0 swc R8 a30n,CN< j@3 NnL$3a R8 cjn03Njc <CqCN< nU Lj@3LjC,c
CN j@3Ca 3aIw cj<3 R8 30n,jCRNY bi2K N0gRa bi2K c33L jR $3 N 3u,3II3Nj L3Nc R8
,@C3qCN< j@Cc <RIY

9Y TN3I /Cc,nccCRN k- D3NATC3aa3 #Rna<nC<NRN
i@3 j3,@CN< R8 Lj@3LjC,c N0 c,C3N,3 j j@3 c,@RRI I3q3I @c N Caa3UI,3$I3 aRI3 CN 3uA
URcCN< cjn03Njc jR UaR$I3L cRIqCN<. c s3II c LGCN< j@3L njRNRLRnc CN j@CNGCN<Y i@Cc
a3\nCa3c jCL3 N0  U3acRNI 3N<<3L3Nj $w cjn03Njc cR j@j j@3w 833I j @RL3 sCj@ j@3 UA
UaR,@Y i3,@3ac @q3 jR $3 jaCN30 jR LG3 cn,@ N UUaRUaCjCRN @UU3N cLRRj@IwY  G3w
Cccn3 Cc R8 ,Rnac3 j@3 c3\n3NjCI Njna3 R8 j@3 j3,@CN< R8 j@3c3 0Cc,CUICN3c. s@C,@ Cc cjaC,j3a
j@N CN Rj@3a cn$E3,jc jn<@j CN c,@RRIY QN3 Lncj CN0330 $c3 s@j Cc I3aN30 CN  <Cq3N w3a
RN s@j @c $33N Ia30w I3aN30. N0 @RU38nIIw UaRU3aIw nN03acjRR0. j@3 w3ac $38Ra3Y
i@3 nc3 R8 0qN,30 j3,@NRIR<w CN j@3 ,IccaRRL Cc CN3qCj$I3 c Cj Cc cR sC03 cUa30
CN j@3 cR,C3jwY Bj N330c jR $3 c3,RN030 sCj@ UUaRUaCj3 U30<R<w jR @3IU cjn03Njc sCj@
,I,nIjCRNc N0 LRa3 <3N3aIIw Lj@3LjC,I 3u3a,Cc3c. CN s@C,@ <n3ccCN< N0 3cjCLjCN<
 UaCRaC a3cnIjc UIwc N CLURajNj aRI3 jR ,@3,G s@j Cc UaRURc30 $w j@3 L,@CN3Y Bj IcR
R{3ac N3s 0CL3NcCRNc j@j IIRs 8Ra 3uU3aCL3NjjCRN sCj@ cRL3 s3IIA,@Rc3N Lj@3LjC,I
UaR$I3Lc. cRL3j@CN< j@j sRnI0 $3 q3aw jCL3 ,RNcnLCN< Ra Encj CLURccC$I3 sCj@Rnj cn,@
jRRIcY i@Cc ,N $aCN<  LRa3 cjCLnIjCN< N0 ,3ajCNIw I3cc a3U3jCjCq3 3NqCaRNL3Njc 8Ra j@3
cjn0w R8 Lj@3LjC,c CN ,Icc. N0 Cc ICG3Iw jR UU3I jR j@3 cjn03Njc 8qRnaCN<  I3cc 8RaLI
UUaR,@ jR j@3 I3aNCN< R8 j@3 0Cc,CUICN3Y iR $3 sC03Iw cn,,3cc8nI. cn,@ N UUaR,@ sCII
IcR a3\nCa3 j3,@3ac jR $3 jaCN30 ,,Ra0CN<IwY
QN3 Lncj IcR jG3 j@3 CN8RaLjCRN UaRqC030 $w CNj3aNjCRNI j3cjc cn,@ c TBb 8Ra s@j
j@3w a3Y 7Ra NRs  NnL$3a R8 w3ac. FRa3N cjn03Njc @q3 $33N 0RCN< q3aw s3II j j@3c3
j3cjc. $3CN< a3<nIaIw j j@3 jRU R8 j@Cc CNj3aNjCRNI $3N,@LaGCN<. c@RsCN< j@3 3|,C3Nj ER$
0RN3 $w j3,@3ac CN FRa3N c,@RRIcY 7aRL s@j B nN03acjN0 cRL3 ,RN,3aN Cc NRs aCc30
$w j@3 8,j j@j. C8 LNw FRa3N cjn03Njc a3 0RCN< 3uja3L3Iw s3II j j@3c3 j3cjc. j@3 NnL$3a
R8 j@Rc3 0RCN< I3cc s3II N0 IcR @qCN< 03q3IRU30 cRL3 UUa3@3NcCRN sCj@ j@3 I3aNCN<

r@w bi2K Vb,C3N,3. i3,@NRIR<w. 2N<CN33aCN< N0 Kj@3LjC,cW]
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R8 j@3 0Cc,CUICN3c Lw $3 CN,a3cCN<Y bn,@  cCjnjCRN. j@j c@RnI0 CN0330 $3 <Cq3N c3aCRnc
,RNcC03ajCRNc VLw RsN ,RnNjaw. 7aN,3. @c N3<I3,j30 cn,@  L3cc<3 8Ra jRR IRN<W. N330c jR
$3 00a3cc30. $nj j@Cc ,N ,3ajCNIw NRj $3 0RN3 NRj $w IRs3aCN< j@3 cjN0a0c s@C,@ sCII {3,j
j@3 U3a8RaLN,3 R8 II FRa3N cjn03Njc. CN,In0CN< j@3 q3aw <RR0 RN3c. $nj $w <CqCN< UaRU3a
jj3NjCRN jR j@3 cjn03Njc j@j N330 jR $3 ,,RLUNC30 UUaRUaCj3IwY Bj Cc ICG3Iw j@j UaRURcCN<
qaCRnc UUaR,@3c jR j@3 I3aNCN< R8 j@3 0Cc,CUICN3. sCj@Rnj 0CLCNCc@CN< Cjc L$CjCRN. sCII
@3IU CN 03ICN< sCj@ j@Cc \n3cjCRNY
Hcj $nj NRj I3cj. CN LR03aN cR,C3jC3c s@3a3 j@3 aRI3 R8 CN8RaLjCRN N0 GNRsI30<3 Cc
CN,a3cCN<. Lj@3LjC,c ,RNjaC$nj3c CN LNw LRa3 swc j@N lz w3ac <R jR j@3 3,RNRLC,
03q3IRUL3Nj CN CN0ncjaw M/ j@3 c3aqC,3cY ,jnIIw. j@Cc URCNj Cc 3q3N Rq3aIw nN03a3cjCLj30
$w Lj@3LjC,CNc j@3Lc3Iq3cY QN3 R8 j@3 ,RNc3\n3N,3c R8 j@Cc 8,j Cc j@j. CN j@3 sRaG 8Ra,3.
j@3 NnL$3a R8 U3RUI3 s@R @q3 jR 833I ,RL8Raj$I3 sCj@ Lj@3LjC,c jR 03ICq3a s@j Cc 3uA
U3,j30 8aRL j@3L CN j@3Ca ER$ @c <aRsN ,RNcC03a$IwY i@Cc Cc 0n3 jR j@3 ,3NjaI URcCjCRN
jG3N $w cjan,jnaCN< N0 03ICN< sCj@ CN8RaLjCRN N0 0j CN <3N3aI CN LNw 0C{3a3Nj aA
3c R8 3,RNRLwY i@Cc Cc 3cU3,CIIw jan3 CN j@3 ,RNj3uj R8 j@3 ŋ ,a3jCq3 3,RNRLw Ō j@j @c
$3,RL3  LERa R$E3,jCq3 8Ra j@3 FRa3N <Rq3aNL3NjY i@Cc N3s U3acU3,jCq3 <Cq3c RN3 LRa3
a3cRN NRj jR 0CLCNCc@ j@3 aRI3 N0 UI,3 <Cq3N jR j@3 j3,@CN< R8 c,C3N,3 N0 Lj@3LjC,c
CN c,@RRIcY  a30n,jCRN ,RnI0 @q3 c3aCRnc N3<jCq3 3{3,jc RN j@3 ,RLU3jCjCq3 30<3 j@j j@3
FRa3N 3,RNRLw @c $nCIj CN j@3 Icj lz w3ac. j@j Cc $c30 RN  q3aw ,RLU3j3Nj N0 030C,j30
sRaG 8Ra,3Y

fY +RNjaC$njCRNc 8aRL j@3 7IRRa N0 Ncs3a 8aRL j@3 TN3ICcjc
n0C3N,3 SY B sc q3aw CNj3a3cj30 CN UaRURc30 a38RaLc CN FRa3Y B @q3 c33N cCLCIa a3A
8RaLc CN c3q3aI ,RnNjaC3c CN 2naRU3Y B IcR j@CNG j@j j@3c3 a38RaLc a3 UaR$$Iw  q3aw $0
L3jU@RaY i@3 a3ICjw Cc j@j C8 s3 03,a3c3 j@3 0C|,nIjw R8 cjn03Njc CN bi2K 30n,jCRN.
s3 ,N CN,a3c3 j@3 NnL$3a R8 cjn03Njc s@R a3 sCIICN< jR 0R CjY ?Rs3q3a. j@3 GNRsI30<3
sCII a3LCN ,RNcjNj c  s@RI3Y #nj j@Cc Cc saRN< N0 B @q3 ~<na30 Rnj j@j cRL3jCL3c. 03A
,a3cCN< CN j@3 I3q3I R8 30n,jCRN LG3 03,a3cCN<  NnL$3a R8 cjn03Njc s@R ,@RRc3 bi2K
c j@3Ca LCN cn$E3,jY c cn,@. s3 Lncj $3 q3aw ,a38nI jR 0R j@Cc a38RaL. N0 B $3IC3q3 j@j
Cj 0R3cNȕj sRaGY i@3 c3,RN0 j@CN< j@j scNȕj Ua3c3Nj30 @3a3 Cc $Rnj j@3 RU3N ,@RC,3 8Ra
,naaC,nInLY Bc j@3a3 Nw a3cRN s@w U3RUI3 j@CNG RU3N CN ,@RC,3c Cc  <RR0 C03] BN cRL3
,c3c. Cj LG3c q3aw $0 cR,CI a3cnIjc $3,nc3 cRL3 cjn03Njc ,RL3 8aRL <RR0 3NqCaRNL3Nj
N0 j@3w GNRs q3aw s3II s@j jR ,@RRc3Y QN j@3 Rj@3a @N0. LNw cjn03Njc 0RNȕj GNRs @Rs jR
LG3 ,RNcCcj3Nj 30n,jCRNY #3CN< RU3N 8Ra ,@RC,3 ,RnI0 {3,j j@3 0C{3a3N,3 LRN< 0Cq3ac3
cR,CI ,Icc3cY
n0C3N,3 lY i@3 ,RNj3Nj N0 j@3 I3q3I R8 Lj@3LjC,c 30n,jCRN a3 <RCN< 0RsN. N0 j@Cc
,RnI0 $3 q3aw cU3,CI 3uLUI3c R8  83s ,RnNjaC3c. CN,In0CN< FRa3 N0 7aN,3Y ?Rs3q3a. j@Cc
Cc  q3aw cjaCGCN< 3uLUI3 $3,nc3 R8 j@3 @CcjRaw CN j@Rc3 ,RnNjaC3c. N0 Cjȕc ,I3a j@j s3 sNj
jR ,@N<3 j@3 cCjnjCRNY i@3 UN3ICcjc <q3 CN8RaLjCRN j@j kzX R8 j@3 a3,3Nj 0qN,3L3Nj R8
3,RNRLw Cc $c30 RN c,C3N,3 N0 j3,@NRIR<w N0 Lj@3LjC,cY i@Cc Cc  q3aw <RR0 a<nL3Nj
8Ra bi2KY ?Rs3q3a. I3jȕc ,RNcC03a j@3 <RI R8 j@3 KCNCcjaw R8 20n,jCRN N0 j@3 KCNCcjaw R8
7CNN,3 Ra URIC,w LG3ac CN <3N3aIY B8 s3 cw bi2K Cc cR CLURajNj. j@3N j@3w sRnI0 cw
ȒQGw. Lj@3LjC,c Cc CLURajNj N0 CNq3cjL3Nj Cc N33030 RN Cj. $nj s3 0RNȕj @q3 jR ,a3j3
3q3awj@CN< @3a3Y IcR. NRj 3q3aw ,RnNjaw @c jR 0R 3q3awj@CN< 8Ra j@3 3,RNRLwY r3 ,N <3j
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8anCjc R8 c,C3N,3 N0 j3,@NRIR<w 8aRL Rj@3a ,RnNjaC3c. ICG3 L30C,CN3Y K30C,CN3 Cc 8RnN0 N0
03q3IRU30 CN j@3 mNCj30 bjj3c. N0 Cj Cc $3CN< nc30 II Rq3a j@3 sRaI0Y Bj ,RnI0 $3 j@3 cL3
8Ra Lj@3LjC,cY bi2K Cc cR CLURajNj. $nj s3 0RNȕj N3,3ccaCIw @q3 jR RsN CjY B8 Cj Cc
3Ic3s@3a3. s3 ,N nc3 CjY
D3NATC3aa3 #Rna<nC<NRNY B8 wRn IRRG j j@3 3,RNRLw sRaI0sC03. c3q3aI LERa ,RLUA
NC3c @q3 8RaL30 CN j@3 Icj lz w3acY i@3c3 a3  ,RLUI3j3Iw N3s GCN0 R8 ,RLUNwY ?3a3
CN FRa3 Cc  <RR0 3uLUI3 8Ra j@3 cCjnjCRNY KRcj R8 FRa3N <IR$I ,RLUNC3c cn003NIw
03q3IRU30 q3aw @C<@AI3q3I j3,@NRIR<w N0 j@3w a3 3uja3L3Iw cn,,3cc8nIY bLcnN< sc NRj 
@n<3 ,RLUNwY MRs. Cjȕc a3IIw RN3 R8 j@3 0RLCNNj ,RLUNC3c CN j@3 sRaI0Y N0 j@3 sw Cj
G33Uc j@Cc URcCjCRN Cc Encj $w @CaCN< j@3 $3cj U3RUI3Y i@3w @q3 0RN3 q3aw s3IIY FRa3 N330c
jR @q3 j@3 URj3NjCI R8 @qCN<  cC<NC~,Nj aRI3 CN j@3 N3uj CLURajNj N3s a3cY MR$R0w Cc
$I3 jR Ua30C,j s@3a3 j@3c3 a3c sCII ,RL3 8aRLY
,jnIIw. j@3 a3LaG B @q3 L03 jR ERnaNICcjc jR s@RL s3 cURG3 $38Ra3 ,RLCN< @3a3
sc $Rnj  a3,3Nj ,RNq3acjCRN B @0 sCj@ j@3 U3acRNACNA,@a<3 R8 a3c3a,@ CN RN3 R8 j@3
<a3j LnIjCNjCRNI ,RLUNC3c 03ICN< sCj@ jaNcURajjCRNc. a3I U@wcC,I N3jsRaGc cn,@ c
sj3a 0CcjaC$njCRN N0 cR RNY ?3 L3NjCRN30 j@j. <IR$IIw 4X R8 j@3 3N<CN33ac sRaGCN< CN
j@3 ,RLUNw a3 s@j wRn ,N ,II Lj@3LjC,I 3N<CN33ac N0 j@3 ja<3j 8Ra j@3 ,RLUNw
CN lzl9 sc j@j j@Cc U3a,3Nj<3 c@RnI0 a3,@ lzXY i@3w $3IC3q3 j@j j@3 N3s 03q3IRUL3Njc
sCII ,RL3 8aRL LN<CN< 0j N0 c3aqC,3c Nnajna30 $w 0j. I30CN< jR 0qCcCN< cjj3c.
a3<CRNc N0 LNw Ra<NCyjCRNcY r@R a3 j@3 U3RUI3 <RCN< jR ,RII3,j N0 NIwy3 j@3c3 0j]
#cC,IIw. Lj@3LjC,CNc N0 cjjCcjC,CNcY i@3a3ȕc NR U@wcC,c CN CjY i@3a3ȕc NR ,@3LCcjaw CN
CjY Bjȕc  0C{3a3Nj GCN0 R8 ,jCqCjw N0 j@Cc N3s GCN0 R8 ,jCqCjw sCII $3,RL3  q3aw 0wNLC,
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,RL3 8aRL N0 s@R Cc <RCN< jR 03I sCj@ j@3LY Bjȕc NRj ,I3a s@C,@ ,RnNjaw Cc <RCN< jR 0R CjY
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R<w ,RNjaC$nj3c jR U3acRNI $CICjw Ra 30n,jCRN] BN 2naRU3. s3 3q3NjnIIw 0Cc,ncc30 s@3j@3a
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Mathematics is everywhere
Eduardo Colli, Fidel R. Nemenzo, Konrad Polthier, and Christiane Rousseau∗

Abstract. “Mathematics is everywhere” was the title for a panel at ICM 2014. The four panelists discussed what can be put under this title, what are the messages that can be passed to the public, and how
to pass these messages. To most mathematicians, it seems obvious that mathematics is everywhere,
and a living discipline within science and technology. Yet, how many of them are able to convey the
message? And, when most people look around, they do not see mathematics, they do not know about
the mathematics underlying the technology, they know very little about the role of mathematics in the
scientiﬁc venture. Can we help building a powerful message? Can we unite forces for better passing
it?
Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation (2010). Primary 00A05; Secondary 00B10.
Keywords. Popularization of mathematics, Mathematics a living discipline, Mathematics is everywhere.

1. Introduction

“Mathematics is everywhere.”
Suppose you are a mathematician and you are put in front of this statement. Are you convinced? If you are in front of your classroom, are you able to explain the statement? And if
you are in front of the public, or of a journalist, what examples will you choose to illustrate
the statement? We, the panelists, have the impression that many of our mathematician colleagues are convinced. Yet, many of us lack good examples to pass the message. Indeed, the
message should ﬁrst please us before we decide to transmit it.
Let us now go to the schools. The teachers all know in principle that mathematical
education is important but how can they answer the question “What is mathematics useful
for, nowadays that calculators can do the computations, for us and that software solves the
problems we used to learn to solve by hand?” How many teachers can take you to a tour
of the city and show you the maths in all modern gadgets that you use, from a parabolic
antenna, to a GPS, to the architecture of a building and the synchronization of traﬃc lights?
If we now go to the public and claim that mathematics is everywhere, we could expect
many skeptical faces. . .
Mathematics and its creative role in science, technology and society deserves to be better
known. On the mathematical community side, this could result in more support of the society
to mathematics, more interest of the kids in schools for their mathematics courses, and more
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interesting jobs for mathematically trained graduates. On the other side, everyone beneﬁts
from the contribution of mathematics to a better organization of our society, including public health system, management of resources, organization of transports. And mathematical
breakthroughs in technology contribute to the creation of high technology companies.
This brings us to the gaps within our communities: gaps between mathematicians and
other scientists, between pure and applied mathematicians, between researchers in mathematical sciences and mathematics educators. Perhaps the deeper gap lies between what
mathematics is and how the public, including politicians and policy makers, sees it.
A challenge for the mathematical community is to convey the beauty and value of mathematics, that “mathematics is everywhere”. Technology — used by people everyday — is
always an opportunity to explain to the public the power of mathematics. More diﬃcult is
to convey the idea that abstract ideas too are beautiful and important and that a brilliant idea
can make a breakthrough. At the most basic level, there is the need to restore everyone’s
(especially young people’s) sense of awe and wonder.
Mathematicians should also be at the forefront of eﬀorts to communicate mathematics,
and bridge the gaps within the math community and society. International collaboration can
make a signiﬁcant diﬀerence. Preparing the right material for communicating mathematics
requires energy and is time consuming, especially when it is hands-on. Also, anyone of us
is always limited by his(her) own taste of mathematics. Putting the material on line allows
sharing resources and using material on many diﬀerent topics. Translating existing material
can enrich signiﬁcantly the material accessible in a given country. But it does not suﬃce that
material be on line for it to be used. . .

2. Mathematics is everywhere : Christiane Rousseau
This title is an extraordinary slogan. If you are not convinced, let us give a few examples.
Mathematics is everywhere in technology. Without mathematics, there would be no CT
Scan. Indeed, a CT Scan only gives a series of numbers, namely the quantity of energy
absorbed along the diﬀerent rays through the body inside a plane, i.e. the Radon transform
of the image, and the inverse Radon transform allows recovering a 2D image from these
scattering data. Now, open your computer: Google’s algorithm, which is so eﬃcient, relies
on the stationary distribution of a Markov chain: a clever idea created an empire. The small
ﬁles for the images that you see on the Web have been compressed using Fourier transform
in JPEG format, or wavelets in JPEG2000. Sensitive data is encrypted using number theory
or algebraic geometry. And your computer is built with transistors that are sophisticated
switches: building software ultimately comes to decomposing any operation into parallel
sequences of elementary operations on 0 and 1. More examples in [11].
Mathematics is everywhere in science. Already for more than two thousand years, mathematics has evolved closely with physics, ﬁnding in physics a source of problems and providing solutions to physical problems. More recently, mathematics increased relationships
with other sciences, and especially biology. The spectrum of applications in biology is immense, from the functioning of the cells or groups of cells and organs including the brain, to
the functioning of the full body, with all the potential medical applications. Other types of
applications include interactions of living populations, spreading and control of infectious
diseases, ecology and ecosystems, and how biodiversity is organized on the planet.
The international year Mathematics of Planet Earth 2013 (MPE2013) had a very impor-
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tant outreach component with the goal of showing the many applications of mathematics to,
on one hand, discovering, understanding and managing our planet and, on the other hand,
helping facing the planetary challenges of climate change and sustainability. The unprecedented collaboration around this international year is certainly explained by the increasing
awareness among the public and the scientists that the planet is in real trouble, and that
mathematics has a role to play in this issues. The theme is much wider than climate change
and sustainability. Putting mathematical “glasses” we can discover the interior of the Earth
by analyzing seismic waves generated by large earthquakes. Studying the planetary motions inside the solar system allows explaining the past climates of the Earth, and also the
chaotic behavior of the inner planets, from which we cannot exclude, either a collision between two planets or expelling one planet from the solar system. The MPE2013 website
(www.mpe2013.org) provides resources for enriching the curriculum and for outreach activities. This makes it easy for any teacher or professor to address such themes in secondary
school, or even in undergraduate education. It is remarkable that MPE2013 occurred with
almost no budget. This highlights how collaboration can signiﬁcantly increase the impact of
our outreach activities.
As mathematicians we work too much in isolation, and we should join forces with scientists to pass the message. I went in December 2013 to the Fall meeting of the American
Geophysical Union and attended an education session. I was very impressed by the nice
material that was presented, including numerical simulations: simulation of the formation of
the Gran Canyon, simulation of a climate model in which the user could change the parameters, etc. Such material could easily enrich the curriculum in several of mathematics courses
at the undergraduate level.
Having led MPE2013 since its inception in 2009, I was surprised by the number of
mathematicians and teachers of mathematics who looked ﬁrst excited by the theme and then
disoriented if they had to produce examples. I would start listing a few applications simple to
explain: how to calculate the length of the day depending on the season and the latitude, how
a sundial works, provided that you correct time through the equation of time, how to draw a
map of the Earth, how the GPS works, how to model the spread of an epidemic, etc. After
a while, my vis-a-vis could continue the game and provide new examples I had not thought
of. This means that even the convinced people need help to ﬁnd good answers to questions
like “What is mathematics useful for?”, and “Has everything been found in mathematics?”
Yet, these very important questions deserve signiﬁcant answers. An answer could start with
“Mathematics is everywhere.”, then list a few applications where mathematics are hidden,
before you continue with explaining the mathematics of your favorite application.
An example I am a passionate of popularization of mathematics. I like to discuss examples and present strong scientiﬁc messages out of them. I love powerful ideas which are
unifying in science. One of them comes from Turing’s seminal paper “The chemical basis
of morphogenesis”[14]. It is the idea that the loss of stability of an equilibrium through
diﬀusion creates patterns. Take a ﬂat stretch of dry sand and let the wind blow: there will
always be a small irregularity that will stop some grains of sand, starting the beginning of
a dune. Since the wind blows regularly, sand deserts are never ﬂat, but rather covered with
dunes. The same occurs with waves on the lakes and oceans, and with snow sastrugies in
Antarctica. Turing idea’s was that morphogenesis in biology has a chemical origin, with
reaction diﬀusion phenomena involving several chemical reactants. Initially, the embryo has
spherical symmetry, and the loss of stability of this equilibrium through diﬀusion leads to the
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Figure 1. An example of L-system with two rules. On the ﬁgure, appears the initial condition, a
segment of type F , and the ﬁrst six iterations. The symbol S corresponds to a stalk piece, and the
symbol F to a terminal branch. The ﬁrst rule corresponds to replacing a terminal branch by a stalk of
length 2 and three terminal branches. It is given by: F → S + [F ] − S + [S] − −[S]. The second rule
doubles the length of the stalk: S → SS. ± corresponds to a rotation of a given angle to the left or
to the right, and the notation [branch] means that we must come back to the beginning of the branch
before starting the next instruction.

formation of limbs, nose, ears, etc. The same model has been introduced in many areas from
phyllotaxy when leaves appear along the stalk to the growth of plants modeled by L-systems
([7]). The L-systems have been introduced by the biologist, Aristid Lindenmayer. They
model the growth of complex plants by iteration of a small number of operations, similar to
iterations of a few instructions of a cellular automata (see Figure 1).
Reaction-diﬀusion models have also been proposed for modeling the fractal patterns
appearing on some seashells ([8]), and for the patterns of animal coatings (see for instance
[10]). A discrete version of the reaction-diﬀusion model can be given for the pattern of
the Cymbiola Innexa REEVE (see Figure 2), which resembles a lot the Sierpinski carpet.
The pattern is generated one line at a time, similar to the ridges of a real shell. There are
two reactants: the activator (A) is colored and given the value 1, while the inhibitor (I) is
white and given the value 0. If one divides the image into pixels, then the pattern is formed
iteratively row by row. The color of a pixel is the sum modulo 2 of the two pixels that touch
it by the corner on the preceding row.
The reaction-diﬀusion model used to describe the patterns of animal coatings is especially interesting. The same model allows four diﬀerent types of patterns (see Figure 3):
•

spots;

•

labyrinths;

•

gaps;

•

stripes.

For animal coatings, the patterns which appear depend only on the size and shape of
the surface at the time of the pattern formation. In particular, stripes usually occur on thin
tubular regions. It is especially striking that these four types of patterns are exactly the ones
observed in vegetation patterns. Vegetation patterns occur when there is not enough water
for full vegetation cover. Above a certain threshold of moisture, vegetation can survive.
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(a) A Cymbiola Innexa REEVE

(b) A pattern generated by the model

Figure 2. A Cymbiola Innexa REEVE (Photo credit: Ian Holden, Schooner Specimen Shells), and a
pattern generated by computer, using the discrete reaction-diﬀusion model described.

(a) spots

(b) labyrinths

(c) gaps

(d) stripes

Figure 3. The four types of patterns (images provided by A. Provenzale from papers [3] and [4]). The
stripes are perpendicular to the slope.

Spots are observed when the moisture is minimum, then labyrinths, then gaps. Stripes occur
on slopes.
In chemistry, the most famous example is the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction-diﬀusion,
an oscillating reaction creating regular patterns before moving to a chaotic behavior.
More recently, the model has also been used in the context of ecological invasions, spread
of epidemics, tumor growth and wound healing. James Murray has been particularly active
in all these applications.

3. Using math-glasses in Seoul – a walk in the city with eyes and mind tuned in
on mathematics : Eduardo Colli
The slogan “math is everywhere” is commonly used in math popularization and is generally
accepted and understood by those who teach mathematics. But when one is faced with the
task of convincing someone that this assertion is true some philosophical issues arise: what
exactly is meant by “everywhere”? What does it mean “is”?
I think that it is more or less a common sense that “everywhere” in real life is something
near the concept of a dense set in mathematics. We cannot escape, in our urban life, of seeing
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matters which are closed interrelated with mathematical concepts. But on the other hand it
would be rather pretentious to claim that every aspect of life or of human life is related to
mathematics: think about a conversation between two old friends, telling each other how
about their lives are in that day. Or think in a ﬁlm, or in a romance, or in a play. Can we
say there is math there? I would answer “no, at least based on what we know in the present
days”.
Moreover, what do we mean by saying “there is math here or there”? In fact, there are
some diﬀerent ways of relating mathematics to what we see in real life. We give three.
1. One is by means of an application, understood as some technique which is developed
by human beings in order to solve some problem. The GPS technology is an often
cited example: it is based on the mathematical assertion that in three-dimensional
Euclidean space if we know our distance to four points (the satellites), and these points
are in generic position (in this case, there is no three of them lying in the same line
and the four do not lie in the same plane) then our position is determined. In fact,
three satellites suﬃce if the second solution can be discarded by other means. The
implementation of this principle also uses more advanced mathematics, since relativity
theory must be taken into account for precise measurement of these distances.
2. Another one is by means of relating a phenomenon to a mathematical model, like a
body in free fall. Nature is full of examples of patterns arising from simpler rules that
generate them. Even if this hypothesis is controversial, I assume that mathematics is
in these patterns.
3. A third one is when some human being gets inspiration in mathematical concepts to
bring some kind of delight to real life. This is common in architecture, design and art
– see for example the Brazilia Cathedral, which is a hyperboloid of revolution, or the
catenaries present in Gaudí’s work, but it may also be the case in the creation of games
– like Hex – and puzzles – like Rubik’s cube. In these cases math appears purposely
but with no intention of solving a problem.
These three categories are not completely disjoint. For example, an object of design may
seem to be inspired in mathematics, but the designer itself created it without being aware
of its mathematical relations. So the mathematics of the object appear as a model of the
object, as it was created by nature. Other example is when a good mathematical model of
a phenomenon can prove itself useful to applications only much later than its discovery –
for example Newton laws of mechanics and gravity to explain the movement of planets and
much later the launch of satellites and spaceships. Here the mathematics that we attach to
the phenomenon brings the seed of a technical application.
At the end, mathematics is both language and science, it is both tool and inspiration,
it is application and abstraction. Is is inherent to the human being and that is why it is
everywhere.
The walk It is endowed with this way of seeing – that we call here “math-glasses”, a term
already used elsewhere – that we will take a quick walk through Seoul. The reader will easily
recognize the three above mentioned ways of seeing “mathematics everywhere” and I invite
him/her to wear math-glasses from now on in every situation possible.
I won’t reproduce pictures of the visited places, but rather indicate in the footnotes the
internet sources where they can be found. One may also use keyword searches using the
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names of places and buildings. It should be clear that this text was written several months
before ICM, so I will be honest to say that in fact I did not do a true walk, but an ‘internet
walk’ in Seoul.
Modern architecture Our ﬁrst stop is in front of the (new) Seoul City Hall.1 This building was opened in 2012 and was conceived by Yoo Kerl. It seems that mathematics have
inspired the artistic realization of Kerl’s motivations – see the composition with triangles,
the approximation of an oval surface by polygons and the curved surface in the facade, resembling a graph of a two variable function, z = f (x, y), with z in the horizontal direction,
perpendicular to the facade.
But apart from the direct mathematical inspiration of this particular building, it calls our
attention to the incredibly powerful tool that mathematics, together with computers, brought
to architects, designers, engineers and other with CAD – Computer Aided Design. These
softwares are the uttermost modern application of geometry, particularly analytic geometry,
linear algebra and curve/surface approximation and interpolation techniques. Nowadays it
is impossible to walk in an urban area, indoors or outdoors, without seeing buildings and
objects that were ﬁrst drawn in some software like these.
East Asia ancient architecture Our next stop is at the hall of Changdeokgung Palace, a
typical example of East Asia ancient architecture.2 I was astonished to ﬁnd that mathematics
is also used to master the conception of new buildings in this style, also taking into account
the diﬀerences in style of japanese, chinese and korean cultures. In [13] and references
therein it is discussed the procedural modeling of this kind of construction through CAD
softwares where the user simply chooses some parameters and the basic structure of walls
and roofs is automatically drawn following a prescribed algorithm.
In this case, human beings are modeling the creation of other human beings and, as a
result, establishing a path to preserving cultural heritage.
New branches of geometry thinking: packing If we have children with us, why not
spending some time in a candy store, with its plastic cylinders fulﬁlled with colored candies?
Those who wear math-glasses easily recognize matters related to sphere packing. Although
children are mostly interested on colors, tastes and textures, the seller could be particularly
wondering whether one of his/her packing cylinders lets less or more empty space accordingly to the size of the balls inside.
Reasoning in simple term shows that we may not expect great diﬀerences as a function
of the ball sizes, since locally the ratio between empty and ﬁlled space is the same, independently of the size, as long as the balls have the same size. Of course we have to neglect
the eﬀects of the wall, but they are small when the balls are much smaller than the cylinder
radius.
The sphere packing problem in inﬁnite three-dimensional Euclidean space has challenged mathematicians for three centuries with the so called Kepler conjecture, stating that
√π is the best density possible for equal spheres. A computer-assisted proof has been pro18
vided by Hales and Ferguson, and they are working on a proof that could be checked by an
1I like the picture of Minseok Kim’fs Blog, at linkwind.blogspot.com.br/2012/11/new-city-hall-of-seoul.html
2There is a nice picture at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Changdeokgung
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automatic proof checker program.3
Parabolas or not? Night is falling and we go take a look at the Moonlight Rainbow Fountain, at Banpo Bridge.4 We immediately identify the parabolic shapes of the jets. Are they
really parabolic? If there was no air resistance, they would be.
But suddenly each jet goes out with diﬀerent slope.5 What would we see if we were
placed at the beginning of the bridge, looking sideways at the jets? (see Figure 3). We
assume that despite the diﬀerent slopes, the water goes out always with the same velocity.
The jets fulﬁll a portion of the sight plane, which is bounded by a curve: the envelope. What
curve does the envelope give? The answer is surprising: it is also a parabola!

Figure 4. Parabolic fountain jets viewed from sideways. Each jet is launched at the same velocity V0 .
The dotted line shows the envelope

The introduction of air resistance complicates things a little bit and trajectories are no
longer parabolic. If it was a thrown object, a good model for air resistance is a force proportional to the square of the absolute velocity and opposite to the velocity vector. Therefore
the parametrization of the trajectory wouldbe the solution of the second order ordinary differential equation (ẍ, ÿ) = (0, −mg) − α ẋ2 + ẏ 2 (ẋ, ẏ).
Notice also that each jet can have its own color, an eﬀect that can be obtained injecting
light aligned with the water outlets. Then light is imprisoned in the jet, which is a very
interesting eﬀect of total reﬂection, when the angle of the incident ray is so small that there is
no refraction, a simple consequence of Snell’s law. This principle is used in the construction
of optical ﬁbers.
Traﬃc jam Now it is time to go back to the hotel, but traﬃc conditions are not favorable.
Why are there traﬃc jams even in open roads without any traﬃc signals or car accidents?
3See en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kepler_conjecture
4en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Banpo_Bridge
5In the link spreadsomeawesome.com/2011/09/29/han-gang-river-cruise-in-south-korea/ one can see a picture
where the jet slopes vary sinusoidally
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The ﬂow on a road can be modeled in many ways and one of them is supposing it is a continuous (see [1], for example). This continuous model has three time-and-position-dependent
relevant variables: ﬂow q = q(x, t), in cars per second, concentration k = k(x, t), in cars
per meter, and speed v = v(x, t), in meters per second. These three variables are related by
two simple equations, in such a way that it suﬃces to study only one of them. The space
and time evolution of this remaining variable is then ruled by a partial diﬀerential equation,
that can explain wave eﬀects of the traﬃc. This equation is an example of conservative laws,
which deserves a whole mathematical area on its own.
A group in Japan [12] shows experiment and analysis with real cars in a circular lane
(a video recording can also be seen). From the video it is clear that, at least for a high
concentration, constant concentration is an unstable state.
Subway queues Giving up to get a taxi drive in the traﬃc jam, maybe the subway is a good
alternative. But subways have queues in the platforms [15]. People arrive at the platform of
train line obeying to some probabilistic distribution law, in general something like a Poisson
distribution, that says the probability of k people arrive between two train departures. On
the other hand, there is a matrix assigning probabilities of getting out at a given station given
that the passenger got in at some other station.
With enough data the subway administration could then calculate the probability of having a queue exceeding the capacity of the platform, avoiding dangerous situations. Or they
could carry on a careful study about the ideal time lapse between two trains.
A hands-on 3-sphere I am tired and not willing to face these queues. Better spending time
at a coﬀee shop, playing with a souvenir that I have found in some trinket shop, the magical
folding cube (Figure 3).6

Figure 5. Magic folding cube

But I am still wearing my math-glasses. I start wondering what if this object was a kind
of spacecraft of 8 chambers (the smaller cubes), each face of the chamber with a door that
opens only when there is another chamber at the other side of the wall. This situation is
achieved by a suitable articulation of the spaceship that makes the walls touch. There is no
door to the outside, only doors that connect one chamber to the other. An astronaut in this
spacecraft, where does he/she live?
6Taken from www.gyroscope.com
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The answer is: he/she lives in a 3-sphere! The 3-sphere is the only compact orientable
simply connected manifold of dimension three, but this we know only now, after G. Perelman
has proven a conjecture of Poincaré that stood unanswered for more than one hundred years!
Conclusion In this one day walk we saw geometry in its pure form or related to modern
aspects like interpolation and packing; ordinary and partial diﬀerential equations; statistics
and probability; and topology. Further exploration can go much further than I did in the
above paragraphs. The examples could be not only directly used in classroom, but also be a
source of inspiration in the task of seeking out day-by-day examples.

4. Bridging gaps and communicating mathematics : Fidel Nemenzo
In the late 50s, the British intellectual C.P. Snow, in his famous lecture ‘The Two Cultures’,
lamented the fragmentation of the learning in the academe and the widening gap between
the humanities/social sciences and the sciences. His lecture drew attention to the failure of
specialists to communicate their ideas across the boundaries of their disciplines.
There are gaps too within our mathematical community, brought about by specialization and the diﬀerent ‘languages’ we speak. There is the gap between ‘pure’ and ‘applied’
mathematics, between research mathematicians and mathematics educators.
But perhaps the deeper gap lies between those who do and teach mathematics on one
hand, and those who use mathematics– everyone! This is a gap between what mathematics
is and how the public sees it. The lack of understanding and appreciation of mathematics on
the part of the public has grave implications on our students’ education, our school systems
and government policy. In some countries, funding support for mathematics and the basic
sciences is dwindling, in favor of the applied disciplines which are seen to have more ‘direct’ beneﬁts to industry and society. This underscores the need to communicate the beauty
and power of mathematics to the broadest possible audience and convey the message that
mathematics is part of almost every aspect of our lives.
Like ordinary language, mathematics allows one to represent and communicate ideas
and meanings. It has been described as the language for the study of patterns about quantity,
space and shape, and structure. Mathematics is abstract, but because of its precision, it is the
language of science, helping us model and understand the natural and physical world and
providing the ideas that power modern technology. In fact, it is also increasingly becoming
part of the language for understanding and modeling social phenomena in a diverse range of
disciplines such as economics and sociology.
Technology — ubiquitous and used by people everyday — gives us an opportunity to
explain to the public the powers of mathematics.
Take for example, error-correction codes. Human beings are equipped with the ability
to detect and correct errors, and thus we are able to read and correct the following corrupted
message: “you can raed a taotl mses wouthit a porbelm. This is bcuseae the human mnid
deos not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the word as a wlohe”. Word processing programs
too have error correction: MS Word can convert the mistyped word ‘mathemaitsc’ to the
correctly spelt ‘mathematics’, by identifying the corrupted word with the ‘closest’ item in
its collection of legitimate words. This implies the use of some notion of ‘distance’ between
words.
It is a safe assumption that errors occur whenever we transmit data or information across
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‘noisy’ channels. Data can be in the form of text messages, digital images, sound or movie
ﬁles, etc. Coding theory is the mathematics behind the packaging of information so that we
are able to eﬃciently transmit the information, and detect and correct the errors. The idea
is to construct abstract mathematical objects called ‘codes’ which are used to represent the
data one wishes to transmit. Good codes are equipped with algebraic structure and some
notion of ‘distance’ that allows eﬃcient error detection and correction. The traditional codes
are constructed as vector spaces over ﬁnite ﬁelds. But in the last two decades there has been
growing interest in codes over ﬁnite rings. There is also a class of codes built from algebraic
curves over ﬁnite ﬁelds.
Originating from the works of Shannon and Hamming during the mid-20th century, and
clearly motivated by the requirements of engineering and information technology, research in
coding theory draws ideas from many ﬁelds of mathematics, such as number theory, ring and
ﬁeld theory, linear algebra, combinatorics and geometry. Coding theory is the mathematics
working behind the scene in many of the gadgets and machines we use everyday — such as
mobile phones, CD and DVD players, etc.
Prime numbers — the building blocks of the integers — are both fascinating and mysterious. They have pleasing properties that are a source of delight for school children, amateur
number enthusiasts and professional mathematicians. They also baﬄe, and give rise to many
open problems in mathematics. One particular problem is computational: given an integer,
decompose it as a product of prime factors (prime factorization). There is no known eﬃcient
algorithm for this, and the diﬃculty of prime factorization serves as the basis for the security
of well-known public key cryptosystems, such as the RSA cryptosystem. Cryptosystems are
methods of encrypting (and decrypting) information for secure transmission.
Another mathematical object used in cryptography is an elliptic curve, whose properties
can be used to construct cryptosystems with higher security and shorter keys. Elliptic curves
are smooth cubic curves whose points are endowed with some neat algebraic structure (over
the rationals, a ﬁnitely generated abelian group) and arithmetic. Although they have been
studied as asbstract objects for the past 150 years, elliptic curves have some surprising applications. Andrew Wiles’ proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem (1995) is based on the modularity
of elliptic curves. About thirty years ago, elliptic curve cryptosystems were introduced as
an alternative to the standard RSA-type methods ([6], [9]). A point on a curve (deﬁned over
ﬁnite ﬁelds) can easily be multiplied by an integer, but it is very diﬃcult to compute the
number, given the original point and the result. The security of elliptic curve cryptosystems
is based on the diﬃculty of this computational problem.
Everyday, most people use and enjoy the beneﬁts of technology such as their mobile
phones, digital cameras and the internet, unaware these run on the power of mathematical
ideas.
More than 50 years ago, the mathematician G.H. Hardy once rejoiced in the ‘uselessness’ of number theory, “whose very remoteness from ordinary human activities”, he said,
“should keep it gentle and clean.” [5] Today, number theory — the study of numbers, such
as prime numbers — is no longer seen as ‘useless’. Like coding theory, it works behind the
scenes in the internet, securing our email and ﬁnancial transactions, authenticating sources
of data, and ensuring the safe passage of information. This is the irreversible trend in mathematics — the divisions between the pure and the applied are breaking down. Abstract ideas
in mathematics, developed for their own sake, are now ﬁnding new applications. And conversely, problems in physics, IT and engineering, the physical and biological sciences, are
stimulating new research in mathematics.
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While the main task of mathematicians is to do mathematics, they should share, with
educators, the responsibility of promoting the right attitude towards mathematics, among
students, the popular media, our governments, and the broader public. A well-informed
public is necessary for a public culture that is supportive of mathematics. There are too many
biases, fears and misconceptions out there about our discipline that should be dispelled in
all possible arenas, including social media. Mathematicians should be at the forefront of
communicating the delight, beauty and power of mathematics as both language and tool,
and dispelling the stereotype of a mathematician as a performer of mental acrobatics, cut
oﬀ from society. An educated public need not have a grasp of equations and formulas, but
should understand the role of mathematics in shaping our world.

5. Conclusion
The diﬀerent contributions have highlighted the challenges facing our mathematical community. On the one hand, the suggested title of this panel, “Mathematics is everywhere”, is
a fascinating slogan that would deserve to be exploited more often, both in terms of strong
messages in science and technology, but also as a game to be played when we look around
us and dismantle what we see to discover the mathematics hidden in so many objects or phenomena around us. On the other hand, the image of our discipline still needs improvement,
and our community is facing challenges mainly in terms of communication, collaboration
between communities, and preparation of messages, resources and material to communicate. We should join forces to improve the situation, especially considering the fact that,
with the web, it is easier than ever to share resources and spread the message to the largest
public possible.
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+LUCIIR. NjRNCR VbUCNW
+N,3c. 2aC, V7aN,3W
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+N<nI. BcLCI M,C VinaG3wW
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+R. +@RN<<nN< VTY`Y +@CNW
+R. tn3wnN VTY`Y +@CNW
+a0RcR. BcRI0 Va<3NjCNW
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+aIRc n<ncjR +a0RcR. ;RaCjR V#ayCIW
+aLRN. DnN V+RIRL$CW
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+aN3CaR. 2LNn3I V#ayCIW
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+aR,,. N<3I V+@CI3W
+aUCR. FaCcjCN3 DRw VT@CICUUCN3cW
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+cIcA`nCy. KRNjc3aaj VmFW
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+ccCNR. NN ;ayC pCN,3Ny VBjIwW
+ccw. #@N<w VKRyL$C\n3W
+cjaRADCL3N3y. 7aN,Cc,RAD3cnc VbUCNW
+jN3c3. 7$aCyCR V;3aLNwW
+jCNc. 2LCI V`RLNCW
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+jRCn. bj38N VmbW
+qI,Nj3. Ka,Rc T3jan,CR V#ayCIW
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FCL. D3@RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3@wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3@wnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3sRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3wRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3wRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DN< bRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3cRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D33sRRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3RN< @ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3RN< ?N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3RN< ?R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3RN< BN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3RN< QG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3RN< bN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3RN<A;wRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3RN<@R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3RN<@nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3RN<En V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3RN<RRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3RN<A`3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3RN<c3RU V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3RN<cn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. D3RnN<wRRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DC ?nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DC bn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DC bnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DC rRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W

HCcj R8 TajC,CUNjc
FCL. DC v3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DC vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DC3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DC<n V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DC@sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DCA?w3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DCN ?33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DCN@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DCN@s V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DCN@wnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DCNcn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DCNcn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DCNnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DCc3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DCcn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DCsRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DCsRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DCsRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DCw3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DCwnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DEnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRN< DCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRN< Fwn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRN< `wnI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRN< bnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRN< rRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRN<,@N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRN<3nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRN<LCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRN<cn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRN<j3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRNAHaG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRR vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRRA?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRRN Q@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRRN TwR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRRN@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRRN@33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRRN@wnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRRNCI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRRsN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRc3U@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRnN<AKC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DRw V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Dn ?RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Dn ?wnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Dn ?wnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Dn3nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Dn3nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DnN ?w3RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DnN vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
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FCL. DnN$3RL V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DnN< ?N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DnN< ?R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DnN< rRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DnN<A V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DnN<3nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DnN<cRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DnNc3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DnNcn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. DnNj3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. F33 i,G V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. F3nN vRN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. F3nNAvRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FC rRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FCj3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FnNsRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FsN<Ab3R$ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Fw3RN< ?C V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Fw3RN< KCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Fw3RN< b3RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Fw3RN< v3R$ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Fw3RN< v3RU V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Fw3RN<@nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FwRnN< ?33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FwRnN< KCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FwRnN< KR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FwRnN<A?RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FwRnN<cnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FwRnN<AiaG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Fwn bN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Fwn bCG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FwnN< KN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FwnN< KCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FwnN< b3R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FwnN< bRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FwnN<A?s V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FwnN<@sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FwnN<LCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. FwnN<ArRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. HLC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. HnG3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KNADRRN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. K33@w3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. K33AFwRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KC vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KC vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCN @ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCN +@nI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCN /R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCN ;w3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCN D3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCN D3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W

FCL. KCN FC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCN FsN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCN bn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCN bn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCN bn,G V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCN,@N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCN<wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCN@wRN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCNERR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCNGwn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCNc3R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCNc3RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCNAb3RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCNAbRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCNcnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KCNsRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KRaN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Kw3RN ?n V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Kw3RN< bCG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Kw3RN<@w3RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Kw3RN<EnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. Kw3nN< bRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KwRnN<NwRnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KwnN<<wn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KwnN<@R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. KwnN<A?sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. ML FwnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. ML@RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. MLGsRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. TNGC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. `3 vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bLaN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bN< DCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bN< vRRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bN< vnU V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bN<A?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bN<LCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bN<AKRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bN<sRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bN<sRRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. ba@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3 ?R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3A;RR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3<wRN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3C,G V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3ERRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3R 2nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3R vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3R<ADCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3RG,@N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3RIR@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
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FCL. b3RIAQ@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3RN D3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3RN< ?w3N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3RN< `3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3RN<A V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3RN<<sN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3RN<E3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3RN<sRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3RN@s V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3RNE V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3RNGnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3RNGwn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3RNsRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3RwRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3nIA;C V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3nN< +@N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3nN< +@N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3nN< ?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3nN< rRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3nN<@nC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3nN<@wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3nN<CI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b@CNnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b@CNAvRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bC KwnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bCEnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bCsRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bR ?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bR vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bR vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bREnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bRR ?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bRR vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bRR@N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bRR@sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bRREnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bRRNa3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bRRNwRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bRRwRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bRw3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bRw3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bRw3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bn3 M V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bn@A`wnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnN @ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnN ?R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnN ?wnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnN@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnNA+@nI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnN< ?R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnN< ?RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W

HCcj R8 TajC,CUNjc
FCL. bnN< FC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnN< bRRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnN< v3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnN< vRRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnN< vRnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnN<@N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnN<E V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnN<LCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnN<RRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnN<sRRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnNwRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. bnw3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3 ?wRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3 ?wnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3 BN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3 Fw3RL V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3 b3R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3 bRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3 v3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3@33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3@33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3@3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3@w3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3E3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3ADCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3GwnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3LCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3wRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. iG rRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3 ?sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. i3 bn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. rN bn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. rNcRRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. rRI bnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. rRN Fwn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. rRNAbRRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. rRR +@N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. rRR b3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. rRR i3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. rRR,@N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. rRRE3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. rRRE3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. rRRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. rRRNw3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. rRRj3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. rRRw3RI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. v3 ;3nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. v3RN D3nN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. v3RNA2nN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. v3RN< DRN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. v3RN<@w3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
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HCcj R8 TajC,CUNjc
FCL. v3RN<aG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. v3RNEnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. v3c3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. v3cnI3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vC DnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vC F3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vCcG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vR3N@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRN< ?w3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRN< DnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRN<0nG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRN<@sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRN<cCG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRN<cnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRRNADRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRRcCG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRRcnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRn,@N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnN bnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnN< /3nG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnN< ?G V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnN< ?R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnN< ?wRnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnN< BN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnN< DRRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnN< FnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnN< FwnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnN< KC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnN< `R,G V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnN< b3R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnN< rRRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnN<@33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnN<@R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnN<En V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnN<G3w V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnNECN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vRnNN<ADCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vn #33N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vn D3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vn DCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vnE3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vnI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vnN$3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vnNA?sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. vnaCL V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCL. b3@E3RN< Vm2W
FCL. FwRnN<A?33 aI3N3 VmFW
FCL. #aCN VmbW
FCL. +@NA?R VmbW
FCL. +@C@3RN VmbW
FCL. /RN<GsN VmbW
FCL. ;3NN B VmbW

FCL. BNwRnN< VmbW
FCL. D3 FwRnN< VmbW
FCL. DCcn VmbW
FCL. Fj@3aCN3 VmbW
FCL. FnNsRR VmbW
FCL. b3E VmbW
FCL. b3RN<@G VmbW
FCL. v3Ncn VmbW
FCL. vna33 VmbW
FCLN. ? DCN3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCLna. b@nNC,@C VDUNW
FCLna. iGc@C VmbW
FCajn. #3j@ VF3NwW
FCcG. Kcc@C VDUNW
FCc3ILN. +@aCcj3a Vbs303NW
FCc@C. vcn@CaR VDUNW
FCjNR. i3anGC VDUNW
FCjjCUccRaN. i33a03E Vi@CIN0W
FCsRRG. FCL V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
FCwR@a. ?Cc3 VDUNW
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H33. D3RN< rRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. D3RN<$nL V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. D3RN<@3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. D3RN<E3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. D3RN<AvnU V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DC 2nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DC QRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DC m V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DC v3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DC vRRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DC3nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W

H33. DC3nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DC@RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DC@RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DCLCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DCN #RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DCN ?wnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DCN b3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DCN rRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DCN@33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DCN@R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DCNA?R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DCN@RR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DCN@w3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DCNsRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DCNw3RU V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DCw3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DCw3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DCwRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DCwnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DRN< #nL V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DRN< 2nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DRN< ?w3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DRN< KnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DRN<A+@N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DRN<<nI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DRN<@R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DRN<@w3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DRN<@wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DRN<A`wRN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DRN<sRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DRR v3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DRR@R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DRRN<nI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DRRNGwnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. Dn  V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. Dn ?w3nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. Dn v3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. Dn v3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. Dn v3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. Dn vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. Dn@33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. Dn@wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN ?R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN ?wnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN ?wnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN b3R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN b3RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN vRN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN3 #RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN3 ?33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN3 b3R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN3Avn$ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
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H33. DnN< ?33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN< ?RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN< FwnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN< `G V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN< `w3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN< bRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN< rRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN<ABN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN<c3R$ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN<nG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN<sRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnN<sRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnNc3RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. DnNw3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. FN< KCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. FN<A?wnaG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. FN<ADn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. FN<sRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. F3 b3nN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. F33 vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. F3RN@33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. F3wAMwRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. FC ?RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. FCA@L V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. FCLw3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. FCcnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. Fnaw V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. FsN< Fwn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. FsN<cn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. FsN<sRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. FsNGwn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. Fw3RN<sRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. FwRnN<A?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. FwRnN<Ab3R< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. FwnN< `wnI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. FwnN<@sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. FwnN<c3nN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. KN F3nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. KNc3R$ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. K33ADnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. KCGwRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. KCN ;C V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. KCN ;RR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. KCN DnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. KCN vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. KCNE3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. KCNEnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. KCNGn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. KRRN bnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. KwRnN< ?C V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. KwnN< ?33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. KwnN< bnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
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H33. MA?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. MLA?RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. MNw V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. MaC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. Mw3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. T ` V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. T@CIGn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. Tw3RN<E3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. `33@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b<3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN< /3RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN< ?w3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN< ?w3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN< ?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN< ?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN< DCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN< DnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN< DnN3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN< KCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN< v3RU V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN< vRnI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN<A;n V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN<@3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN<@3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN<@RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN<@w3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN<ADCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN<ER V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN<LCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN<sRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN<sRRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN<w3RU V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bN@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3 ?sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b33ArRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3RG #CN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3RG ?w3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3RGECN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3RGAKCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3RN D3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3RN<0wnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3RN<RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3RNE3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nIA;C V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN< +@nI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN< 2nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN< ?nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN< ?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN< D3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN< DC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN< DCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN< KCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
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H33. b3nN< KRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN< rRRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN<@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN<@33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN<@33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN<@RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN<@wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN<@wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN<C,G V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN<CG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN<E3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN<ADnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN<AQN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN<j3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN<sRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN<w3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3nN<AvnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b3w3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. b@CNAKwnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bCG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bCwRN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bR ?w3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bR KCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bR v3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bRECN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bRR ;RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bRR ?RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bRR D3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bRR DnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bRR@w3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bRREnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bRRAFw3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bRRNAT@CI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bRaC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bRnN<@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bn #CN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bn v3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bn v3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bn3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bnADCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bnN Dn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bnN DnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bnN< DnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bnN<ECN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bnN<ERRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bnN<LCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bnN<sRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bnN<ArRRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bnN@R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. bnwRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. i3 ?R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W

H33. i3 vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. i3@33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. i3@R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. i3@nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. mCaw3RI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. rN Hnwa V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. rN@R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. rNGC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. rNc3RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. rRNsRRN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vN<A?C V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. v3$CN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. v3C@CN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. v3RN DnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. v3RN<LC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. v3RN@33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRN< ;wn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRN< ?RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRN< DCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRN<NL V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRR bnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRRN ;n V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRRN$RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRRNECN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRRNGw3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRRNs3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRnN< ?33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRnN< D3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRnN< KCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRnN< bRRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRnN<3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRnN<,@N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRnN<A+@N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRnN<E3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRnN<L33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vRnN<sRRN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vnN D3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. vnN KCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33. +@RRN<$nL VmbW
H33. BG D3 VmbW
H33. DnN@R VmbW
H33. FwnN<A#C VmbW
H33L. bn KCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
H33NsRN<. +@aj,@C Vi@CIN0W
H3L3N,3. `C,@a0 VT@CICUUCN3cW
H3LU3aj. HcyIR VmbW
H3Ncja. aE3N VbsCjy3aIN0W
H3U@R0Cc. #3NELCN Kc3<R V#RjcsNW
H3cLRNR. /@aL VBN0RN3cCW
H3jyj3a. b@R@L VBca3IW
H3q3c\n3. +In03 V+N0W
H3qCjN. iIL VBca3IW
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H3qCN3. 0L VmbW
H3sCNjN. T3j3a V;3aLNwW
H3sCc. 0aCN bj3U@3N VmbW
H3sG33ajCwnjGnI. rC,@aN Vi@CIN0W
H3wcRN. /3NNCc VT@CICUUCN3cW
H@R. ?w3N ?R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HC. #CN< VTY`Y +@CNW
HC. /C VTY`Y +@CNW
HC. ;nN<@N VTY`Y +@CNW
HC. ?C8N< VTY`Y +@CNW
HC. ?nC VTY`Y +@CNW
HC. DCwRn VTY`Y +@CNW
HC. HCNcRN< VTY`Y +@CNW
HC. MN VTY`Y +@CNW
HC. MC VTY`Y +@CNW
HC. TCN< VTY`Y +@CNW
HC. [C83N< VTY`Y +@CNW
HC. [CN<y@RN< VTY`Y +@CNW
HC. tCRwn VTY`Y +@CNW
HC. tn VTY`Y +@CNW
HC. vCN<@RN< VTY`Y +@CNW
HC. x@n,@nN VTY`Y +@CNW
HC. ;nN<AHCN< V?RN< FRN<W
HC. pC,jRa V?RN< FRN<W
HC. +@N<y@3N< VDUNW
HC. +@nNIN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HC. tCR83C V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HC. FC Vbs303NW
HC. tn3AK3C VmFW
HC. C@n VmbW
HC. iR VmbW
HCN<. +@R VTY`Y +@CNW
HC$3ajC. H3R VmbW
HC3N0R. IqaR V+@CI3W
HCwN0. 2ICE@ VBca3IW
HC8c@Cjc. KCG@CI V`nccCW
HC@. FRAr3C ViCsNW
HCL. #wnN< +@N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. /RN< ?33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. ;sN<A#nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. ;wnc3RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. ?N DnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. ?N FwnI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. ?33ECN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. ?33w3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. ?R DCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. ?wRnN< `3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. ?wnNN bn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. DCN rRRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. DRN<awnI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. DnN v3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. FC ?wnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
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HCL. FwnN< Dn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. KCGwRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. Q b3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. bN<@R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. b3RN<N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. b3RN<AD3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. b3RN@33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. b3nN< rRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. bn$RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. bnN< ?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. v3RNA?s V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. vRN< ?N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. vRN<0R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. vRnN< b V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HCL. +@N< KRn VbCN<URa3W
HCL. DnN<@sN VmFW
HCL$nUcCaCURaN. DCaU@ Vi@CIN0W
HCN. KRN<GRIc3aw V+L$R0CW
HCN. T3Cc@N VTY`Y +@CNW
HCN. b@CAvCN< VTY`Y +@CNW
HCN. b@3N V7aN,3W
HCN. vNUCN< V?RN< FRN<W
HCN. +@N<Ab@Rn ViCsNW
HCN. ?C VmbW
HCN. HRN<y@C VmbW
HCNa3c. 73ICU3 V#ayCIW
HCN0. iRNw Vbs303NW
HCN<. bN VbCN<URa3W
HCN<3c@saN. b@N<3a<N3c@ VBN0CW
HCNRsCjy. #3NELCN VmbW
HCNjRN. 7a30 VmbW
HCUCGRaN. `EIC0 Vi@CIN0W
HCjjI3. #3aj VmbW
HCn. /N<y@3N< VTY`Y +@CNW
HCn. ;RN<uCN< VTY`Y +@CNW
HCn. H3 TCN< VTY`Y +@CNW
HCn. TCN VTY`Y +@CNW
HCn. b@nADnN VTY`Y +@CNW
HCn. r3C VTY`Y +@CNW
HCn. tCN VTY`Y +@CNW
HCn. vRN<uC VTY`Y +@CNW
HCn. TRA?nN< ViCsNW
HCn. iCATCN< ViCsNW
HCn. x@3N<s3C VmbW
HCn. x@nN<wC VmbW
HCn$Rq. b@3N03aRq V7aN,3W
HG@N<. QwnNjc3jc3< VKRN<RICW
HR3c3a. 7aNÓRCc V7aN,3W
HR3sw. `U@3I VBca3IW
HR@. ?wnN$CN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
HR@. /CNAbnC VmbW
HR@. TRAb@3N VmbW
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HCcj R8 TajC,CUNjc
HRL$3. Kn$N< VxL$CW
HRN<. vCLCN< VTY`Y +@CNW
HRN<@C. B<NyCR VTY`Y +@CNW
HRU3. DRc3 2aNC3 VT@CICUUCN3cW
HRU3y. ?CaL ?Y VK3uC,RW
HRU3y. `83I VbUCNW
HRa,@. /qC0 V;3aLNwW
HRjj3aLNN. NNCN V;3aLNwW
HRqcy. HcyIƽ V?nN<awW
Hn. b@NNCN VTY`Y +@CNW
Hn$$3ajc. x,@aw VmbW
Hn,. 7IRaCN VK3uC,RW
Hn0sC<. macnI V7aN,3W
HnG. DRNj@N VmbW
HnGa3qcGC. KajCN VK,30RNCW
HnIC. ;aqCN< VmbW
HnN<n. 20sa0 V#RjcsNW
HnR. DnN VTY`Y +@CNW
HnR. [CnAKCN< VTY`Y +@CNW
HnR. x@3N VTY`Y +@CNW
HnR. iC3 VmbW
Hnn. ?RN< /n, VpC3jNLW
Hnn [nR,. /j VpC3jNLW
HnyRN. N VbUCNW
HwRNc. i3aaw VmFW
HwRNc. `ncc3II VmbW
HwRNc. iCLRj@w VmbW
HwjGCN. /aC V`nccCW
Hwn$C,@. KCG@CI VmbW
K. DnNEC3 VTY`Y +@CNW
K. H3jCN VTY`Y +@CNW
K. x@CAKCN< VTY`Y +@CNW
K$n,@C. iRc@CGC VDUNW
K,CNjwa3. N<nc VmFW
K,U@3acRN. N0a3s VmFW
K0@a. F33ajC pa0@N VBN0CW
K03jC. Ta$@Ga VBN0CW
K3N<. +@3 DnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
K3N<. / ?3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
K3N<. ?RwRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
K~. LCa VBaNW
K@LN3. L0Rn VKICW
KCjRnaNL. $Rn$Ga VMC<3aW
KG@jRq. bnI3 VFyG@cjNW
KGCN03. QInsRI3 /NC3I VbRnj@ 8aC,W
KI< b$R<I. I$ KaCN V7aN,3W
KIcUCN. mI0aC,R VT3anW
KI,@CR0C. N0a3 VBjIwW
KI3. +LCII3 V7aN,3W
KICG. b@$NL VTGCcjNW
KICNCN. /LCjaw VDLC,W
KII@C FaC. F3CqN V;3aLNwW

KIwnjCN. FRNcjNjCN VmGaCN3W
KL. Ka3j@ V+L$R0CW
KN,@N0. TLLw VBN0CW
KN03ac,@3C0. /qC0 VmbW
KN0a3c,n. 2n<3N VBca3IW
KN<R K<3aR. DR@N Vm<N0W
KNC. anN VncjaICW
KNCj. in,@ V+L$R0CW
KNEnNj@. K0@ncn0N VmbW
KNNCN<. DcRN VmbW
KNREIRqC,. p3cN Vb3a$CW
KNjCII. BaI VT3anW
KU3cAby3G3Iw@C0C. bRNE VmbW
Ka. Q@N VKwNLaW
Ka. Kn@Ic@ VBN0RN3cCW
Ka,@. T3j3a VmbW
Ka,Rc. $Rn$,a V#3NCNW
KaCNC. HnCc /RNj3II VBjIwW
KaGaCN. `R$3ajR Vman<nwW
KaGCN. BaCN VMRaswW
KaGIR8. D3Nc V;3aLNwW
KaGRqC,. pI0CLCa VmbW
KaGRsC,@. T3j3a VncjaCW
KaGRscGw. ;a3<Raw VncjaICW
KaGsa0j. bwIsC V;3aLNwW
KaRNN3. b3$cjC3N V7aN,3W
Kaj@. bn$c@ +@N0a VBN0CW
KajCN3y. NjRNCR VbUCNW
KajCN3y. na3 VbUCNW
KajCN3y HRU3y. +RNcn3IR VbUCNW
KajCN3yAq3N0NR. `n$3N VK3uC,RW
KajCaRcwN. K@3a VaL3NCW
KanwL. FwRGR VDUNW
KanwL. MRLc VDUNW
KawjC. iCj VBN0RN3cCW
Kc3. KGCGR VDUNW
KcRN. /aa3N VmbW
Kcn0. b@C<3an VDUNW
KcnjRq. FLCIwL Vmy$3GCcjNW
Kj<. 2jcnGR VDUNW
Kj<. vRc@C@an VDUNW
Kj@Cc. ?āIěN3 V7aN,3W
Kjcn0. QcLn VDUNW
KjcnLRjR. b@C<3NRaC VDUNW
KjcnLna. FnLCGR VDUNW
KjcnLna. iG3c@C VDUNW
KjcnwL. ?CaRLC VDUNW
KjcnwL. vRc@CR VDUNW
KjjCI. T3ajjC V7CNIN0W
KjjCN<Iw. DRNj@N VmbW
Kjq33q. KCG@CI V`nccCW
Kjq33q. b3a<3w V`nccCW
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Kjq33q. FRNcjNjCN VmbW
Kjq33q. BN3cc V`nccCW
Kjq33q. HCn$Rq V`nccCW
Kn0nCj. +@aCcjCN V7aN,3W
KnICG. /q3c@ VmbW
KnLaw. b3a<3 VbsCjy3aIN0W
Kw. /NC3I VK3uC,RW
Kw. DR\nCN VK3uC,RW
KyNjC. ;nCI@3aL3 V7aN,3W
K$N<. DRc3U@ V+L3aRRNW
K$as. 2nNC,3 VmNCj30 `3Un$IC, R8 iNyNCW
K,,IInL. `nU3aj V;3aLNwW
K,,NN. `R$3aj DY V+N0W
K,,ICN. +@aCcjRU@3a VmbW
K,,Ina3. /RNI0 VmbW
K,,Ina3. Kaw VmbW
K,0n{. /nc VmbW
K,83aRN. /RNRqN VmbW
K,<nCNN3cc. KC,@3II3 VmbW
K,Gw. #a3N0N VncjaICW
K,Gn$a3ADRa03Nc. Kaj3N VM3s x3IN0W
K,Iajw. +RICN VmbW
K,LnII3N. +najCc VmbW
K3GCN. DR@N VmbW
K30CN. HnCc V+@CI3W
K30q303q. vnIC V`nccCW
K3@3a. D$N VBN0CW
K3C. b@nAvnN VTY`Y +@CNW
K3G@3CL3a. F@ V2<wUjW
K3ICGCN. 2I3N VmbW
K3N. ?3aLNN VncjaCW
K3N03yA?3aNN03y. T30aR V+Rcj `C,W
K3N0Ry. `3NC3a VncjaCW
K3N3y3c. N V7aN,3W
K3N<. HC VTY`Y +@CNW
K3N<. DC3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
K3aCNR. T30aR V2,n0RaW
K3aI3. 7aNG V7aN,3W
K3aLaC. 2I #3GGw3 VKRaR,,RW
K3aaCLN. #aaw VmbW
K3cG@C. I3uN03a V;3Ra<CW
K3w3a. DR@NN3c VbRnj@ 8aC,W
K3ya0. aCN3 V7aN,3W
K<@yIC. xRn$C0 VKRaR,,RW
KCcNCGRq. I3u3C VmbW
KCj3IIR. `R$3ajR Va<3NjCNW
KC3IG3. I3uN03a V;3aLNwW
KC<n3I. 7aN,Cc, VbUCNW
KCGw3IwN. ?wG VTY`Y +@CNW
KCGRIE3scG. #a$a VmbW
KCI3jC. DRc3U@ VmbW
KCINRa. DR@N VmbW

HCcj R8 TajC,CUNjc
KCIRqNRqC,. ;a0CLCa Vb3a$CW
KCLna. KcjR VDUNW
KCN. #wRN<E3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KCN. +@R@RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KCN. ;3RN ?R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KCN. D3 rRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KCN. D3RN<sRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KCN. DCN rRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KCN. FwnN< #nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KCN. FwnN<,@N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KCN. bnN<A?RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KCN. iwsRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KCN. vRnN<LC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KCN ;C. +@RC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KCN<a3IIC. N<3IR V+N0W
KCN<R. DL3c V+N0W
KCN@R. D3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KCNE3RN<. FCL V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KCNG3qC,C3N3. /N<nRI3 VHCj@nNCW
KCNG3qC,Cnc. bnICnc VHCj@nNCW
KCacRI. HRsCIjRN VT@CICUUCN3cW
KCayG@NC. KawL VmbW
KCc@,@3NGR. I3uN03a V`nccCW
KCc@,@3NGR. ijCN V`nccCW
KCca. FCIc@ VmbW
KCca. bnUaq VmbW
KCjcnC. F3NjaR VDUNW
KCjjI. ?aC pNc@ `C VBN0CW
KCna. F3CEC VDUNW
KCwyGC. `CNGR VDUNW
KCynL,@. i3jcn VDUNW
KE. K@N VBN0CW
KL. `0@CG VBN0CW
KR. +@3 vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRIRcC. F3$a3N< B$3NC V#RjcsNW
KR,@3. ;n<n VbRnj@ 8aC,W
KR,@CynGC. iGnaR VDUNW
KR,y. Hn,C VmbW
KR~0C. ICa3y VBaNW
KR<CIcGC. D3ayw VmbW
KR@LL0. `@n0CN VT@CICUUCN3cW
KR@LL30. `Lw `L0N K@LRn0 V2<wUjW
KR@Nj. +@anIj VBN0CW
KR@0 FcCL. $0nI `@LN VKIwcCW
KRIjC. KRjIjcC VH3cRj@RW
KRI3q. I3uN03a VncjaICW
KRI3q. NN VncjaICW
KRN0. /qC0 VmFW
KRNCN. KaCC V`nccCW
KRNCj. +@NaRj@ V+L$R0CW
KRNN3cIN0. Ba3N3 VMRaswW
KRNNC3a. bLn3I VbsCjy3aIN0W

HCcj R8 TajC,CUNjc
KRNjI$N. NjRNCR VmbW
KRNjNc. 73aNN0R Vman<nwW
KRNjC$3II3a. +3ICN3 V7aN,3W
KRRN. ;C iG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. ;nN@R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. ?wnNcnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. ?wnNcnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. DC 2nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. FCjG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. FsN< ?33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. FwRnN<AbRRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. FwnN<@sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. KwRnN<@R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. bN<@R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. bN<A?w3RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. b3nN< ?sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. bRwRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. bnN<@sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. bnNwR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. rRR ?w3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. v3RNEnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRRN. vRnN<j3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KRaI3c. +aIRc V#ayCIW
KRaN. ;0C VBca3IW
KRa3Ca. +aIRc ;ncjqR V#ayCIW
KRa3I. D3NAKC,@3I V7aN,3W
KRa3NR. <ncjCN V+RIRL$CW
KRa<N. F3aaC VncjaICW
KRa<N. 7aNG VmbW
KRa<N. DR@N VmbW
KRa<3Nj@I3a. bj3U@N VbsCjy3aIN0W
KRaC. `3CGR VDUNW
KRaC. b@C<38nLC VDUNW
KRaC. vRc@CwnGC VDUNW
KRaCLRjR. KCjcnR VDUNW
KRaCw. #@qCNGnLa FCc@Ra bCN@ VBN0CW
KRcj~0. KR@LL0 ?0C VBaNW
KRj3<C. FR@3C VDUNW
KRnwN. xRn@Ca VKRaR,,RW
KRncc. b3w0Rn VMC<3aW
Kn. HC@n VTY`Y +@CNW
Kn,@j0CAILcw@. BNjN VBN0RN3cCW
Kn3II3a. +aI VmbW
Kn<Cc@. DRc3U@ iCN0CLn$RN Vm<N0W
Kn<R,@C. KajCN KY VMLC$CW
Kn@LL0. My33a VTGCcjNW
KnCa@30. bj3U@3N VmFW
KnG@Cwa. mjaCs3NC VBN0RN3cCW
KnG@L30Rq. 7aanG@ VKIwcCW
KnG@L30Rq. b@CaCN VKIwcCW
KnGLCN. xCNC VKIwcCW
KnLCNRq. x@aC00CN VKIwcCW
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KnN. Dn@w3RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KnN. bnN #CN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KnN3Lc. GC@CaR VDUNW
KnN3L$3. DRR b3$cjCR TnIR VKRyL$C\n3W
KnNRy. +I0CR V7aN,3W
KnNj3Nn. KaCN BRN V`RLNCW
Knaj@N. +3N<Cy@N VinaG3wW
Kncj. K<0I3N V/3NLaGW
KncIn. ;nI,CN KC@aCw3 VinaG3wW
Kncj8. ;@nIL VTGCcjNW
KncjU@. MRayC3@ VKIwcCW
Kncjɋ. KCa,3 VmbW
Knj@nqIn. KR@N VKIwcCW
Kw3RN< bnG. +@RC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Kw3RN<ERRN. TaG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KwR w3. F@CN VKwNLaW
KwRN<. DCN@RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KwnN<. /3 ?R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KwnN<. ?wnN FC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KwnN<. DC vRRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KwnN<. MR@ ?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
KwnN<. bnN<@wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
M. 2nN vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
M. ;3RN@R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
M. ?3nCA;w3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
M. BN ?wnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
M. DRR@N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
M. bN<@RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
M. v3RN<GsN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
M. vRnN< ?RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
M$jC. ?Rcc3CN VBaNW
M$3a. aRN VmbW
M033L. bR@CI VTGCcjNW
M<3q. b3a<3w V`nccCW
M<R. iaR VDUNW
M<j. FwR VDUNW
M<na. KGRjR VDUNW
M@L. ;@33 ?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
MC0RR. /a3w3c@ICN VbRnj@ 8aC,W
MC0RR. BN03acN VbRnj@ 8aC,W
MCjR. iRc@CGC VDUNW
ME~. x@a VBaNW
MG@a. iRan VTGCcjNW
MGECL. vnGCwRc@C VDUNW
MGLna. BNc VDUNW
MGLna. ;3N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
MGN0GaC. KcjRLR VDUNW
MGN3. KC,@CwR VDUNW
MGN3. b@CynR VDUNW
MGNR. KcjRc@C VDUNW
MGNR. /NC3I VmbW
MGj. iRc@CR VDUNW
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MGjcnG. ?anNRaC VDUNW
MGwL. KnN3wcn VDUNW
M¡GGC. `CLR V7CNIN0W
ML. +@N< rN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
ML. +@C ?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
ML. ;CnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
ML. ?3 rRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
ML. ?G@R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
ML. ?wN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
ML. ?wnNcRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
ML. b3R v3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
ML. bnNERR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
ML. bnNAvRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
ML. vnNArRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
ML<RRN<. D3RN<CI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
MLL. `R$3aj V`nccCW
MN<. T@CIC$3aj V;$RNW
MawNcsLC. T0L V+N0W
MawNcsLC. TIIc3N V+N0W
MaCj. KGRjR VDUNW
Mcjc3c,n. Hna 2I3N V`RLNCW
Mcjc3c,n. KaC VmbW
Mj@. ;RaG@ VBN0CW
MjR,@R KN<R. HRqCc Vm<N0W
MjaRc@qCIC. /qC0 V;3Ra<CW
MqaaR. I$3ajR VbUCNW
MqaaR. DRc3 VbUCNW
Ms. pC,jRa KRRjR VxL$CW
M0Cw3. #$,a K$w3 Vb3N3<IW
M3$a3c. #C3Nq3NC0R VT@CICUUCN3cW
M3<aR. ;Cnc3UU3 VbUCNW
M3<nj. N0a3C V`RLNCW
M3L3NyR. 7C03I VT@CICUUCN3cW
M3ȳ3jțCI. DaRcIq V+y3,@ `3Un$IC,W
M3c3jaCIRq. ?3I3N V+y3,@ `3Un$IC,W
M3jw. 2I3N V`nccCW
M3jw. B<Ra V`nccCW
M3nLNN. 7aNG VmFW
M3qNICNN. QIqC V7CNIN0W
M3q3c. N0aā VmFW
M3s3IcGC. Hn0RLCa VTRIN0W
M<. H3N@a0 VmbW
M<3N0GnLN. N,CII3 V#nanN0CW
M<R. #R +@n VmbW
M<R. ianN< VpC3jNLW
M<R i@C i@N@. ?nRN< VpC3jNLW
M<RNN. b3L V+L$R0CW
M<RnN0. 20<a0 VbRnj@ 8aC,W
M<nw3N. i@C3N #CN@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
M<nw3N. ? i@n VmFW
M<nw3N. v3N VmbW
M<nw3N. ?RN< bRN VpC3jNLW

HCcj R8 TajC,CUNjc
M<nw3N. ?nw +@C3n VpC3jNLW
M<nw3N. [nN VpC3jNLW
M<nw3N. [nR, i@N< VpC3jNLW
M<nw3N. i@C ?RN< pN VpC3jNLW
M<nw3N. i@C M<R, /C3U VpC3jNLW
M<nw3N. i@C i@n ?N< VpC3jNLW
M<nw3N. i@C i@n i@nw VpC3jNLW
M<nw3N. i@C i@n pN VpC3jNLW
M<nw3N. i@C i@nw [nwN@ VpC3jNLW
M<nw3N. i@CN@ VpC3jNLW
M<nw3N. in +nRN< VpC3jNLW
M<nw3N. tnN iN VpC3jNLW
M<nw3N F@R. bRN VpC3jNLW
M<nw3N M<R,. ?C VpC3jNLW
M<nw3N i@C. M< VpC3jNLW
M@R. vRRNE3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
MC. /qC0 ViCsNW
MC3Ic3N. T,3 VmbW
MC3j@LL3a. #a$a V;3aLNwW
MCGN0Cc@. `3y VBaNW
MCGRIw3qcGw. vnaC VncjaICW
MCIRq. 730Ra V`nccCW
MCcc3. KRnNCa VI<3aCW
MCcjRa. N BaCN V`RLNCW
MCn. vNwN VTY`Y +@CNW
MCwRLUIRw. Gaj Vi@CIN0W
MG3LyC. #RNC8,3 V+L3aRRNW
MR. bnN<ERN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
MR@. ?3sRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
MR@. ?33 bN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
MR@. ?w3RN@R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
MR@. Tn `3nL V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
MR@. bN<wRRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
MR@. bC mN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
MR@. bnNcRRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
MR@. i3 ?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
MRGR3. FGn b<aw V;@NW
MRICN. TC3aa3 VbsCjy3aIN0W
MRN<u. #n@I3 VbRnj@ 8aC,W
MRN<u. HRwCcR VbRnj@ 8aC,W
MRU3N0aC. MRU3N0aC VBN0RN3cCW
MRaLN0. `RnI ViCsNW
MRjcn. ?CaR8nLC VDUNW
MRw. Ka, VbUCNW
MnƸ3y. BNāc VbUCNW
MɡƸ3yA#3jN,Rnaj. HnCc VmbW
MnajyCN. FaIw<c@ VFyG@cjNW
Mwwj3. b@n$@0 VBN0CW
Q. D3RN<cCG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q. bN<aRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q. bnCI VmbW
QG. DRRNcnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W

HCcj R8 TajC,CUNjc
Q$C0ERN. $0nIIw3q Vmy$3GCcjNW
Q$Cjcn. FnNCR VDUNW
Q$Rn0C. KR@LL0 `3y VBaNW
Q,LUR maC$3. Qc,a 20na0R V#ayCIW
Q,jqC. ;3I V7aN,3W
Q03II. Kjj@3s VmbW
Qȕ/RNN3II. `wN VmbW
Q30CN<. HnG3 VmbW
Q<N. rN03a VF3NwW
Q<nCcR. F3CEC VDUNW
Q@. #w3RN<AFs3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. #wnN<A;3nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. +@nNwRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. /RA?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. /RN< v3RI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. /nGAbRRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. 2nN #C V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. ;w3RN< rRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. ;wnECN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. ?N vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. ?n i3G V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. ?nN<AFnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. ?sN@33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. ?sATwRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. ?sUwnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. ?wnN Dn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. ?wnN<c3RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. ?wnNE3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. D3ATCII V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. DN<@3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. D3@N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. D3RN<$CN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. D3RN<c3RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. DCNArRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. Dn vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. DnLC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. DnN b3RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. DnN<j3G V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. DnN<ArRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. b3CA[sRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. b3ADCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. b3LCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. b3AKCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. b3nN<jCG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. b3w3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. bnGwnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. bnNnI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. i3G F3nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. rRNj3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. vRN<A;3nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. vRnN<AiG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. vRncN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
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Q@. vn@wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@. ?33 VmbW
Q@. bnN<ADCN VmbW
Q@L. KCA`w V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
Q@NR. Kc@CaR VDUNW
QCNaRq. `wcGnI VFyG@cjNW
QG. DC@RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
QG. b3RN<LCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
QG0. ijcnw VDUNW
QGLRjR. ?Ccc@C VDUNW
QGNR. F3CEC VDUNW
QGyGC. `wRj VDUNW
QGCwRc@C. KLC VDUNW
QGc3N0I. #3aNj VMRaswW
ǸGc3N0I. 2q VMRaswW
QGww. K@Lnj bCj V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
QI3I Qj8n0n. QICqC3a VbRnj@ 8aC,W
QI3wNCG. QuN V`nccCW
QICq3aCR. TRIR NjRNCR VBjIwW
QIc@NcGC. ;aC<RaC V`nccCW
QIq3a. T3j3a VmbW
QLCaRq. #G@aRL Vmy$3GCcjNW
QLRI3w3 03snLC. +@aCcjw VMC<3aCW
QN0R K3IN< QN0R. ;a,3 KaI3N3 T3<<w
V;$RNW
QNRynG. iRLRGyn VDUNW
QNc@nnc. I8 V+RIRL$CW
QaCq3 BII3a. `83I VbUCNW
QaIRscGw. NCj V;3aLNwW
Qacj30. #3Nj V/3NLaGW
Qc0. ?CaR8nLC VDUNW
Qȕb@3. /RNI VmbW
Qc@3a. Fj@awN VmbW
Qc@3a. bjNI3w VmbW
QcCN<. ?CNG3 VM3s x3IN0W
QcCNRqcGw. NN V#3IancW
QcUNRq. FRa0N VFyG@cjNW
Qcj@nc. /3awG VmFW
QcjaCG. pC,jRa VmbW
QcjaRq3a. vaRN VBca3IW
QjNC. b@CNAB,@C VDUNW
Qn. T@C,@@N< V+L$R0CW
QnaR. bjNCcIc V#naGCN 7cRW
Qn30aR<R. KaC3 7aN,RCc3 V#naGCN 7cRW
QnL. bN<ABI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
QnwN<. ;3N< VTY`Y +@CNW
QwRNR. `R<3a VTRIwN3cCW
Qys. iR@an VDUNW
QyCcCG. b3qjU VmbW
T,@. DNRc V?nN<awW
T,@33aCU0CGGI. DC03c@ VBN0CW
T,C~,R. KaC DRc3 V#ayCIW
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T3. DnN BI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TCG. b3nN<@RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TG. 2nNLC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TG@a3q. ;aC<RaC3 VFwa<wycjNW
TG@a3q. I3u3w V`nccCW
TGRqC,@. 730Ra VBca3IW
TICc. D,R$ V#ayCIW
TLnG. K3@L3j,CG VinaG3wW
TLnG. b3La VinaG3wW
TN. tCR0RN< VTY`Y +@CNW
TN,GI. ?aCGaCc@NN VBN0CW
TNC. LCw FnLa VBN0CW
TNj@33. K@3N0a V#ayCIW
Ta0R. DnN +aIRc VK3uC,RW
Ta@ncCU. ?NN aCNC VBN0RN3cCW
TaG. L3N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. #RaL V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. #w3RN< mY V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. +@N ?R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. +@N rRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. +@N<AFwn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. +@N<cRRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. +@NE3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. +@Ncn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. +@NsRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. +@3RILCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. +CNN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. /3 rRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. /RN<@nC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. /RN<E3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. /RN<c3C V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. 2I3N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. 2nCcnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. 2nCwRN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. 2nN BG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. 2nN DC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. 2nNA?33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. 2nNAD3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. 2nNGn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ;3RNsRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ;C$3RL V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ;C@wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ? vRN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?3LCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?N,@nI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?NcRI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?wN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?33cN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?wN<0RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?w3 bRRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?w3ECN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W

HCcj R8 TajC,CUNjc
TaG. ?w3RN DC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?w3RNEnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?w3RNsRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?wR DCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?wRnN< bnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?wRnN<ArRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?wRsRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?wnN< Dn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?wnN< Dn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. ?wnN<En V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. BI @ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. BI@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. BN,@nI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. D3 ?w3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. D3 FwnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. D3 bnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. D3@33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. D3@RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. D3@sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. D3AbnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DC ?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. Dw V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. D3 vRN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. D33@RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. D3RN< ?wR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. D3RN< KCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. D3RN< `w3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. D3RN< bRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. D3RN<@RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. D3RN<@w3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. D3RN<nG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. D3nN< 2nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DC ?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DC ?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DC3sRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DCA?R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DC@nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DC@nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DC@wN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DC@w3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DCLC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DCN rN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DCN@wnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DCNLN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DCNR@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DCNcnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DCNArRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DCNw3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DCNwRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DCcn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DCsRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DCsRRN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
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HCcj R8 TajC,CUNjc
TaG. DCAvRRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DRN< N V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DRN< ?wn,G V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DRN< vRnII V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DRN<A/R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DRN<CI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DRRN@wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DRRNcN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DRRsRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. Dn /RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. Dn bN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. Dn,@3RI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DnN ?w3RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DnN Q@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DnN vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DnN vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DnN<Ai3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DnN<AvRnI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DnN@33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DnN@wnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DnNLC V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DnNw3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. Dnc3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. FC ?RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. FRnN< TwR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. FsN<AbRRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. Fw3RN<A/RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. Fw3sRN FR@ V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. FwRRA?RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. FwRnN< BI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. FwRnN<cnG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. Fwn i3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. FwnN<L33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. KC ?33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. KCN,@3RI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. KCNE3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. KCNERR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. KCNcn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. KCwRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. KRRECN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. T3nN<E V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. TRRAbnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. Tn3<nN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bCNj V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bN< ?n V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bN< ?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bN< ?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bN< mG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bN<@RRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bN<A?w3RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bN<EnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. b3@sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W

TaG. b3@C3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. b3@R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. b3RN<$3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. b3RNE3RN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. b3Ra33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. b3nN< FwnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. b3nN< b3RI V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. b3nN< rRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. b3nN<ECN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. b3nN<GRRG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. b3nN<sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. b@CN ?3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bR ?wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bRA?33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bRR@wnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bn KCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bn vRN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bnN ?33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bnN ?RR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bnN rRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bnN< ;C V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bnN< D3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bnN< DCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bnN< DnN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bnN< rRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bnN<<nG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bnN<ECN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. bnNsRR V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. i3 ?sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. i3 vRnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. rC ;RN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. rRN b3RG V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. rRNECN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. rRNAFwn V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. vRN< DCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. vRN< KRRN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. vRRN D3 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. vRRN FwnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. vRnN< ?R V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. vRnN< KCN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. vRnN< rRRN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. vRnN<@33 V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. vRnN<A?sN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. vnN$3RL V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. vnNA? V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. vnNADnN< V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TaG. DnN@wnN< VmFW
TaG. IC,3 VmbW
TaG. ?3cnN VmbW
TaG. ?wnN<$CN VmbW
TaG. DN3 VmbW
TaG. DnN vRN< VmbW
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TaG. FwnN<$3 VmbW
TaG. T3j3a VmbW
TaG. b3RN<c@CL VmbW
Tac. bY `3y VBaNW
Tc,cCR. aI3N3 VT@CICUUCN3cW
Tc3LN. ;3a@a0 VmbW
TcjRa 73aa3Ca. 03LCa V#ayCIW
Tj3I. ECj VBN0CW
Tj3I. bNEwGnLa VBN0CW
Tj3I. b@CjI VBN0CW
Tj3I. D3LCNC VmbW
Tj@G. pCNR0 VBN0CW
TjC0a. pCNR0 VBN0CW
TjC0a. FCIc@ +Y VbRnj@ 8aC,W
TnI@nc. D3NNC83a VmbW
TnN. KC@C V7aN,3W
TnN. KjjC V7CNIN0W
Tā,@ā. bN0aCN3 V7aN,3W
T3,@3N. I3uN03a V`nccCW
T3,@3Ab3L03NC. TIRL V7aN,3W
T30aRy. N0a3c VK3uC,RW
T3C. vn83N< VTY`Y +@CNW
T3GRN3N. QcLR V7CNIN0W
T3II3jC3a. aw /3qC VmbW
T3II3jC3a. /NC3I T@CIICU VmbW
T3II3jC3a. FIwN #@a<q VmbW
T3IjRI. 2q3ICCN V7CNIN0W
T3IjRN3N. FCacC V7CNIN0W
T3N<. b@C<3 VTY`Y +@CNW
T3N<. /NUCN< VmbW
T3a3U3IGCN. vnICNN V`nccCW
T3a3y. /qC0 VbUCNW
T3a3y. DnN /3 /CRc VbUCNW
T3a3yA+@q3I. 2aN3cjR VK3uC,RW
T3accRN. iRLc Vbs303NW
T3aj@L3. #3NRCj V7aN,3W
T3ja,@3. KCa,3 V7aN,3W
T3jaRq. H3RNC0 VmbW
T3w<@LC. KR@LL0 `3y VBaNW
T3wURn\n3j. DnN V+@CI3W
T@IqRNG. mjRLURaN Vi@CIN0W
T@L /CN@. inN< VpC3jNLW
T@L ?nn N@. M<R, VpC3jNLW
T@L KCN@. ?C3N VpC3jNLW
T@N. [nR, F@N@ VpC3jNLW
T@N. i@C ? /nRN< VpC3jNLW
T@nG. bRGG@3w V+L$R0CW
T@n. ?RN< tnN VpC3jNLW
T@nN<. ?R ?C VpC3jNLW
T@nRN<. bRG,@NN V+L$R0CW
TCR. /uCRN< VTY`Y +@CNW
TCR. ;nN<aC VTY`Y +@CNW

HCcj R8 TajC,CUNjc
TCR. vRN<EC3 VTY`Y +@CNW
TC,,CRN3. TRIR V#ayCIW
TC,@CG. baCNCqcn VBN0CW
TC3N3. `<NC VMRaswW
TC3aRNC. N0a3 VBjIwW
TC3ja@R. D3NNC83a VmbW
TC3ja@R. i@RLc VmbW
TCI. DRNj@N VmFW
TCIIC. Mcj3c@ VmbW
TCIwn<CN. b3a<3w V`nccCW
TCN30. N<3I VmbW
TCN@3CaR. pCIjRN V#ayCIW
TCNjR. I$3ajR VTRajn<IW
TCNjy. DNRc V?nN<awW
TCNyaC. ;$aC3II VBjIwW
TCU@3a. DCII VmbW
TCawjCNcG. I3uN0a VmbW
TCay0. b@aC38n00CN VBN0CW
TCcC3a. ;CII3c V7aN,3W
TIN,@RN. 7$aC,3 V7aN,3W
TInj. +RNa0 VmbW
TR,@C. MRUUaj Vi@CIN0W
TR03cj. `C,a0R I$3ajR Va<3NjCNW
TRG3I. ?3CGGC V7CNIN0W
TRIIN3N. Ka,R V+N0W
TRIIC,Rjj. KaG VmFW
TRIj@C3a. FRNa0 V;3aLNwW
TRIwGRq. Hwn0LCI V`nccCW
TRLa30. `RIN0R V+@CI3W
TRN<3. `U@3I V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
TRNjCL. +aRICN V#ayCIW
TRRN. vj bnN VmbW
TRU. +@aCcjCN3 V;3aLNwW
TRjURq. CwwN V`nccCW
TRjURq. ba<wIN V`nccCW
Ta0@N. /3$cCc@ VBN0CW
Ta3<3a. +@3awI VncjaICW
TaGc@. QL VBN0CW
TacjjRN<. bNjCURN< Vi@CIN0W
Tanc3. BcjqN V7CNIN0W
Taq0AbjaRq. Fa3I V7aN,3W
TaCNc. $a@L VbRnj@ 8aC,W
TaRLCcIRs. /qC0 V+N0W
TaRLCcIRs. b@CaI3w V+N0W
TaRcG3. 7aNG VMRaswW
TaRqC0R. 203N /3IC<@j V;3aLNwW
Taywjw,GC. 73ICGc VTRIN0W
TjG. Ka3G VTRIN0W
TnaCN. KaEn VmbW
TnaNL. NjRN VQLNW
TnaR@Cj. bnNCI /njj VBN0CW
TwR. ;CN V`3Un$IC, R8 FRa3W
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1
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3
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6
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3
4
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United Republic
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1
United States
of America
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